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Housing Problems Solved
No Raise In Room Rents

By Vicki Borota
Journal Staff Writer

Housing worries are over for Queen's students.

...ilv .1/ /"^ ^''''"'^^ ^^'"^ ^^"^^'^d out more
easily than was rumored earlier this week when it was thought
a h.gh percen age of the university body would be without homes
lor the school term.

Two issues brought the problem to a head. Fault lay withmany senior students who were uncertain of the coming year hereand failed to notify the housing office of their needs. Secondlysome proprietors did not register rooms available until this week
because of their recent return from holidays away from Kingston.

J

This situation caused some

Library Delayed

Change Unfinished

Delays in moving administrative

offices to Richardson Hall and a
10-day strike early this month have
prevented the completion of alter-

ations to the Douglas Library in

time for the beginning of lectures.

H. P. Gundy, university hbrarian,

hopes that the reading room will be
finished by Oct. 4 but final alter-

ations are not expected to be com-
plete before Christmas.

Work on the alterations could not
begin until the new administration
building was completed in the mid-
dle of July. A builders' strike lasting

10 days further delayed work.

The circulation department and
card catalogue are temporarily
located on the main floor inside
the front entrance. They will be,
moved later to special rooms but
will remain on the main floor.

The third floor reading room will

house reserve and other supplemen-
tary books on open shelves. Refer-
ence books are to be housed in an
alcove formerly occupied by the re-
serve department. The third floor
will also contain a graduate study
room.

Smoking Lounges

The second floor is to feature
new smoking lounges for men and
women as well as new wash-rooms.
Special rooms will house the Lome

panic for a few days. Stenograph-
ers in the office said the problem
usually seems serious before reg-
istration but always works out by
the time classes open.

Men students have greater diff-

iculty than women in finding
rooms because women have resi-

dences which eliminate any great
requirements for rooms and re-

duce the number living out to
less than one hundred.

Rent rates which increased la-t

year have remained about the
same for this season.

Although the situation seem^
to be under control, complaints
have been placed against several
student boarders. Some have not
reached the standard a landlord
expected or were too disorderly,

with the result that a few who
formerly kept tenants have re-

fused to list their vacancies with
the housing office.

Printers Hold Up Tricolor
Expected Within A Month

THE YEAR'S FIRST VICTORY
Halfback Bob Bevan carries the ball for the Gaels during Saturday afternoon's victory over St.

Lawrence University. The final score was 41-6. (See the story on page 2.)

P'erce Collection and the new John
Buchan Library. A periodical room
at (he south end of the buildfng will
contain both files and current issues

In addition to the circulation
(See Library, Page 3)

Don'tJoin IUS
Delegate Says

Concert Deficit

Limits Series

A deficit piled up during the
past few years has forced the
number of University Concerts
this session down to two.

Student tickets will be avail-
able until Oct. 2 for the series
which opens in Grant Hall Oct
12 with the Corelli Society
String Orche^lra. James Milli-
gan, Canadian baritone, will
sing Nov. 23.

The Corelli players from
Rome made their first tour of
North America in I953 and re-
ceived high praise from both
critics and public. Mr. MiUigan
recently received the grand
award from the "Singing Stars
of Tomorrow" radio program.
After this season he will leave
Canada to spend two years in
Europe.

Tickets for either or both of
t!i<^ two concerts are available at
the Queen's Post Office.

Ottawa (Special)—Communist
governments are using their stu-
dent organizations to sway un-
stable countries in their favor, the
president of the National Feder-
ation of Canadian University Stu-
dents said here recently.

Student organizations in the

west have no means to fight them
with their own weapons, he said.

Antonio Enriquez, a student at

the University of Ottawa, return-

ed to Canada recently from Mos-
cow where he was one of a six-

man delegation of observers at

the International Union of Stu-

dents convention.

He said the Red governments
were pouring money into thc'r

counterparts of NFCUS and lur-

ing other countries into the party-
line lUS by supplying them with
books, typewriters, mimeograph
machines and so on. "We have no

(See R'S Delegate. Page 5) I

BUCHAN LIBRARY ACQUIRED
The complete library of the late

English author John Buchan, Lord

Tweedsnuiir, . containing between

4000 and 5000 volumes, will soon

be part of the Queen's Douglas Li-

brary special collections. A gift of

the library has been made to the

university by Col. and Mrs. R. S.

McLaughlin through an arrange-

ment of Rector Leonard W. Brock-

ington, a personal friend of the

Tweedsmuir family. The collection

is. at present being packed for ship-

ping in England and Scotland, and

is expected to arrive some time in

November.

The collection contains about 25

handsomely-honnd manuscripts of

John Buchan's own works which

were formerly on loan to the

Bodleian Library of Oxford Uni-

versity, In addition to the manu-
scripts there are private papers and

records of Lord T^veedsmuir which

will be sent to Queen's after they

are sorted by Lady Tweedsmuir.

There arc also several scrapbook;

containing press clippings concern'

John Buchan's literary and ptib

lie life.

Many of the books in the lib-

rary contain marginal notes in

John Buchan's own handwriting,

and H P. Gundy, Queen's librar-

ian, points out that anyone who
proposes to write a life of John
Buchan will have to make use of

the material coming to Queen's
First Editions

The library contains first edi-

tions, autographed, of practically all

the works of John Buchan, includ-

ing pamphlets and ephemeral pub-

lications.

Student Seeks

Golf Partner

Two of this year's crop of ireshettes receive their registration books

in Grant Hall Monday. Kitty Evans of the Registrar's Office hands

out the books to Roberta Allen of Marysville and jane Arthur

of Invcrary.

Exchange students from St.

Andrew's University in Scotland

are almost invariablj' golfers and
Ranald May is no exception.

He and his clubs arrived in

Canada two weeks ago after cros-

sing the Atlantic on the maiden
voyage of the new Cuiiard liner.

Saxonia. He is still looking for

golf partners-

Mr. May is a graduate of St.

Andrew's and plans to spend

ibout 12 months at Queen's earn-

ing his bachelor of commerce de-

gree. W hether or not he will stay

in Canada remains an open ques-

tion.

The 22-fyear-old Scot studied

economics and modern history at

St. Andrew's where he has lived

for four years. He has never vis-

ited the New World before but

plans to see as much as he can

while he's here. He says he is

keeping his eye out for rides to

other cities near Kingston.

Canadian football was some-

thing new for Mr. May and he

looked forward to his first game
with some interest. The Queen's

Pipe Band should add at least a

touch of home.

His first name, Ranald, is not a

(See Exchange, Page 3)

The largest section of the library

is historical, containing an excep-

tionally fine collection of books on

Scottish history and on Common-
wealth histor'i', with particular ref-

erence to South Africa. There is

also a very good Gassics section,

both in the original and in transla-

tion, and another large section cov-

ers the field of biography, partic-

ularly historical biography. In ad-

dition there is a small but important

section of 16th and 17th centurj-

publications.

Douglas Library is also getting

John Buchan's writing desk and

a replica of the bust of John
Buchan in the National Portrait

Gallery.

Special Shelving

The collection will be housed on

the second floor of Douglas Library,

in a Special Collections room to be

fitted with special shelving.

In arranging for the gift, Rector

Brockington specified that he wan-

ted no mention of the value of the

collection to be made in connection

with it.

Printing delays have heU
up the 1954 Tricolor which
is not expected to be in the
mails before the middle of
next month.

More than 1,000 students
and graduates who ordered
the yearbook in the spring
have been waiting over four
months to receive their cop-
ies.

The Tricolor is being printed

by the Canada Yearbook Comp-
any of Toronto. Of 30 yearbooks

handled by the company the Tri-

color is one of four not yet com-
pleted.

Herb Hamilton, permanent Al-

ma Mater Society secretary treas-

urer, was in contact with the firm

throughout the summer. He said

the company repeatedly told him
that - the _.book would be ready

"next week."

Mr, Hamilton has received

about 150 letters inquiring about

Tricolors. As the summer wore

on the letters grew more and more
annoyed.

The Tricolor is the biggest ac-

count handled by the yearbook

company. Most of the copy was
in the hands of the printer by the

end of April and the rest by the

end of May.

Mr. Hamilton estimated that it

took less than a month for the

book to be produced once the

printers had all the copy. Ac-
cording to his calculations the

Tricolor should have been in the

mails by the end of June.

New Muir House

Accommodates 16

Muir House has returned to the

list of residences for Queen's

women. It is not the original.

Purchased by the Ban High

board about 1942, the original

was equipped as a residence for

22 women. However, it had to

be pulled down in the spring of

1953 to permit tlie erection of the

new administration building,
Richardson Hall.

Coffee Goes Up
Yet Comes Down;
Tea Stays Same

-Although mti^t students may not

be aware of it, the price of coffee

in the Coffee Shop has actually de-

creased.

During the summer high retail

prices forced the Coffee Shop price

up to 10 cents per cup.

By registration date the price had

declined to nine cents where it will

remain for the balance of the year.

Tea is still five cents.

The university offered 148 Uni-

versity Ave. to Ban Righ in June,

1954. Structural changes were

carried out in July and August

and Ban Righ took possesion on

September 13.

Furniture could not be moved
in until Thursday of last week.

The following day, curtains were

hung and bedding and rugs were

placed.

On Sunday, Sept. 19, the first

students of the new Muir House

arrived at the residence. The an-

(See Muir House, page 3)

Residence Openings

A few cancelled places in

the residences are available to

upper year women students.

Those interested are asked to

apply to Dr. Douglas.
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WHISTLE
ST€PS

with JIM O'GRADY

He
Tindall

isn't fjluiii any

AGGIES NEXT ON LIST

The footballs being tossed through the air inside the high

confines of Richardson stadium this week (and for the past few-

weeks) are of the same shape and size as those used in past years:

and the players still can't be reco^ized without a program, or

with their helmets. The men directing operations on the field

these nights are the same four who have worked at the task iji

past seasons too. But behind all the blocking, tackling, passinj;

and nose-bleeding a big change has taken place.

The change hasn't been in the

condition of the walls, although

the powers that be are proud to

report that those same concrete

barriers will be immovable ob-

jects whenever such local stal-

warts as Al Kocman or Ron

Stewart attempt to butt them back

into the vacant lot on the far side

of Union Street. The new slant

isn't in the training-room head-

quarters of Stu Langdon, either,

although Stu has made his con-

tribution in the form of a new-

fangled whirlpool bath for some

of the aching muscles that keep

coming his way.

It's the make-up of the team

itself that has given rise to the

new atmosphere. The let's-sit-

back-and-wait attitude is still

there, but it's been accompanied by smug smiles of anticipation

rather than by the stares of pure terror that were the order of the

day one year hence. Even after that inauspicious start, the 1953

Gaels were earth-shaking surprises who finished up in third spot,

and almost accomplished the seldom-performed feat of beating the

Varsity Blues. It was that strong performance, turned in largely

because guys like Ron Stewart and Gary Schrieder came out of

nowhere to start tearing ruts in the surf, that has made local hope-

fuls wait for this coming season.

The Old Problem

With McMaster out of the loop {that controversy seems to have

died down at long last) the Gaels are faced with the problem of

beating Toronto and Western once or twice, should they have any

ambitions towards bettering last year's standing. Frank Tindall

very probably had that same thought in mind when he scheduled a

trio of exhibition tilts in prey^aratiOn for the intercollegiate opener,

which is set for October 9th. St. Lawrence University Larries,

operating out of Canton, N.Y., were first on the list of pre-season

victims. The Gaels gave them such a sound trouncing that Canton

circles have decided that the time for a building program has long

since passed.

Assuming the Tindall's Gaels are going to be a power to reckon

with this season, with their fast touch backfield, and tougher front

wall, some thought had better be given to the condition of the other

three teams who seem to play some role in this intercollegiate

circuit.

Western Mustangs will be tough. Some post-grad student

may have an aged grandparent who can remember when the Mus-
tangs weren't that way, but no one else seems to recall the day
when John Metras applied his touch to a collection of patsies.

Varsity thought they had the team to beat Western last year.

Everyone else thought so too: that is, until they watched Don
Getty toss the Blues hopes out the service entrance at Varsity

stadium last fall.

The Ontario College of Education pulled a mean stunt this

year, when they failed to lure Steve Oneschuk into a relatively secure
position behind a teacher's desk. Steve didn't heed the call, so

he'll be back, along with Bob Pinkey and Phil Muntz. However,
the loss of Bill McFarlane will be an important factor.

It seems highly unlikely that the McGill Redmen have under-
gone an overnight transformation from tail-cnders to league-beaters.

However .it does seem probably the Larry Sullivan, in his first

year at the McGill helm has added strength to their lineup. Sulli-

van, apart entirely from his coaching ability, is a Notre Dame man
who has worked most of his career in the Hamilton area. His
ability to lure pigskinners from the lalent-rich Hamilton High
School field can be best judged by the fact that he has five am-
bitious city rookies in this year's lineup.

Barring injuries, which of course can never be entirely
excluded from such trains of thought, the Gaels are a team to
watch during the current season. They're fasti they're heavy in

the places where weight is needed, and they showed last year
that they just won't die when the going gets tough. They should
be the liveliest corpses the inttrcoliegiate cirmii has ever seen.

Gary Schieder Ron Stewart

They 11 provide the speed

HALVES RUN WILD
GAELS CRUSH S.L.V. 41-6
Coach Frank Tindall's Golden

Gaels sped off to a galloping start

here Saturday afternoon as they

crushed the St. Lawrence Univer-

sity Larries 41-6 in a demonstration

of speed and power.

The game with the Americans

was played under Canadian rules for

the first half of the tilt and under

American rules for the second. The

Queen's team showed little prefer-

ence for either set of rules as they

outscored their opponents 17-0 in

the first half and 24-6 in the second.

Fumbles Hurt

The Larries were in trouble from

the opening kick-off as they fumbled

and Queen's recovered. The Tri-

color failed to score but the Larries

no sooner got the ball than they

fumbled again, this time on their

five yard line. On the next play,

Gary Schreider ran around the right

end for a touchdown. The convert

attempt was no good. A few min-

utes later. Queen's were on their

own forty-six and Schreider took

a pitch-out from quarterback Wally

Mellor and sped around the left end

to go sixty-four yards for his second

five-pointer. Gary con\'erted his own
major.

St. Lawrence then put on an

aerial attack with Bierly tossing to

Plimpton for fifty-nine yards and

then to Thalheimer for twenty more.

With the ball on the Gael's eighteen,

Bierly's pass was intercepted by

Sherm Hood who ran the ball to

the thirty-six. After the Larries re-

gained possession they put on a

powerful ground attack that carried

them to the Tricolor twelve. They
\vere thrown back to the twenty

where the Gaels took over. On the

first down, Schreider raced down
the touchline and went ninety yards

for his third score of the first half.

Jack Thompson booted the extra

point and at the rest period it was
Queen's 17 - St. Lawrence 0.

St. Lawrence kicked off and Hood
returned the ball to the fifty. On
the next play, Schreider made a

long run to the SLU .thirty-six.

Then speed merchant Ron Stewart

dashed the rest of the way for a

touchdown before most of the fans

realized the half had started. The

third rjuarter featured Schreider and

Stewart as Gary intercepted a pass

on Queen's end and carried the ball

to the Larries fourteen before he

was stopped. Stewart then went

over for his second six-pointer

(under American ndes).

Backs Break Loose

Jim Cruikshank got into the

act in the fourth quarter as he raced

fifty-three yards for a major while

showing some great broken field

nmning. The final touchdown for

the Gaels came when Karl Quinn

intercepted a pass on the Tricolor

fifty-three and weaved his way to

the goal-line, aided by some fine

blocking.

Late in the game, the Larries put

on a determined attack and carried

the pigskin to the six, from where

they scored a touchdown on their

fourth down with Galucci lugging

it over from the one.

Queen's was led all the way by

the running of Schreider, ably as-

sisted by Stewart, Cruikshank,

Quinn and Kocman in the speed

department. The line was strong,

throwing back many attacks deep

in the Queen's end. Perry, Nichol-

son, Hood and Zuzek featured the

powerful front wall.

The Larrie attack on the ground
featured the plimging of Gladden,

Thalheimer and Galucci, while the

aerial assault consisted of Bierly to

Plimpton passes.

Speedy Backs^ Strong Line

Feature Gael Title Threat

It's football season again. The aimual round of pep rallies,

Saturday afternoon games, and the subsequent celebrations or fun-

(.ml marches this year brings with it something which has been

often lacking 'n past seasons: the stispicion that Frank Tindall has

put together (or is in the process of putting together) a squad which

will more than carry its own weight in the intercollegiate schedule.

It's a season which brings to Tindall himself the very unusual pro-

blem of being forced to cut good ball players in order to make the

player limit.

THE SPEED . . .

Pacing the flock of Gael rook-

ies is Karl Quinn, a fast stepping

fullback from Walpole, Mass.

who was one of the biggest

threats in Saturday's S.L.U. con-

test. Bill Surphlis, ineligible last

year, is also attempting to fill

the job held last year by Pete

Zarry,

Gary Schrieder and Ron Stew-

art, the touchdown twins, will be

back at their halfback slots, and

will form the nucleus of a speedy

backfield which seems likely to

include such Gaels as Frank

Geard, Bob McDermott, who is

up from last year's intermediate

team, and Al Kocman. For the

remaining backfield positions,

Tindall will choose from full-

backs like Ken Reid, Dave Skene

and Jack Simpson; and from half-

backs like Jack Thompson, Jim

Cruikshank, Bob Bevan, and

Henry Clarke. Thompson and

Skene are newcomers, while

Bevan is a former ball player who
sat out last season.

Waldo Mellor leads the parade

of quarterbacks, at which posi-

tion he is joined by ball-handlers

like Norm Dyson, Ron Rooke,

Claude Roote, and Bob Crans-

ton. The latter called the signals

for the intermediates of last sea-

son, who wound up in a second

place tie.

At wingback Tindall's brigade

is led by Dick James, and is roun-

ded out by the newly eligible Ron
Lane and ex-intermediate Ed
Mallard.

THE BRAWN . . .

The forward wall has been hurt

this year by the failure of captain

Gary Lewis to return to action,

and by Bob MacRae's decision

to call it quits. Newcomer Jack

Abraham will attempt to fill in

INTERCOLLEGIATE FOTTBALL SCHEDULE
September 25 O.A.C. at Queen's

October 2 Balmy Beach at Queen's

9 Queen's at McGill

9 Western at Toronto

16 Toronto at Queen's

16 McGill at Western

23 Toronto at McGill

23 Queen's at Western

30 Westera at Queen's

30 McGill at Toronto

November 6 McGill at Queen's

6 Toronto at Western

13 Western at McGill

13 Queen's at Toronto

20 Playoff, if necessary

at centre for Lewis, voted last

year's most valuable player. To
balance the line, the coach will

rely upon the services of ends like

Jay McMahan, Lou Bruce, Jack

Cooke, and Don Marston ; tackles

like Pete Nicholson (moved from

a backfield post for the first time

in his career) Clare Sellens, Jim
Hughes (a new arrival who will

bear watching) and Don Roy. At
guard there'll be Sherm Hood,

Vic Uzbalis, Hank Zuzek, and Joe

O'Brien.

This collection will run face to

face with the O.A.C. Aggies this

Saturday afternoon. If the front

wall can live up to its potential,

and if the backfielders can pile

up points as they arc expected

to do. then Tindall's smile will

soon be wider than ever.

Pete Nicholson
At last, brawn up front

Trackmen Practice

Newcomer's Welcome

Under the watchful eye of

Coach Pat Galasso, the Queen's

Track and Field team has already

started practice for their late Oc-

tober meets. Galasso has hung up

bis competitive spikes in order to

devote his full time to coaching.

Ten of last year's seniors have

returned to form a nucleus for a

championship contender. Bill
Wells will be a valuable addition,

while eight frosh have turned out

so far. Newcomers are welcome.

The Senior meet will be held in

Toronto on October 22nd, with

the University of Toronto as the

host club. The following week,

the Intermediate meet will take

place here with Queen's as the

home team. As the Tricolor will

be the hosts, it is hoped that a

large number will turn out for the

track team, as the home towners

should always field a large con-

tingent. This also gives a better

chance for newcomers to compete.

• two

convenient

locations
town and country

Restaurants
Princess at Clergy

Catoraqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle
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Drama Guild Auditioning
For "Merchant of Venice

99

After staging two modern plays last year tlic Queen's Drama

.III'",
*° Shakespeare this term with the presentation

of The Merchant of Venice". Dates for the production have been
set at Nov. 22, 23 and 24.

Dr William Angus, Drama Guild director, reports that only
four roles have been definitely filled so far. but there are still
several good parts and all minor roles to be cast. The play calls
for 17 men and six women, and presents opportunity for new
people. Castmg will begin Monday in the Drama Guild
of the Old Arts Building.

lounge

Science Freshmen

Disturb Principal

During Address

The uninvited made their pres

ence felt Wednesday night at the
Arts Soph-Frosh banquet. A
good percentage of the Science
freshmen class got carried away
with their initiation activities

outside Wallace Hall, an unfor-
tunate occurence which detract-

ed from the welcome speech being
delivered by Principal Mackintosh
at that moment.

In spite of the disturbance, the
banquet proved a success. Dean
Earl spoke on the significance of
the Freshmen reception, illustrat-

ing his point with a number of
witty anecdotes. Growing ser-

ious, he directed his remarks to

difficulties encountered by stu-
dent executives and the good
sense often shown in surmounting
these obstacles.

Highlight of the evening was
the presentation of the Dick Em-
mett Memorial Trophy, set up by
members of Arts '55 in memory of

their classmate killed in the Air
Force. It is given to the fresh-
man who has contributed most
to intramural athletics during the
year. After Prof. F. L. Bartlett
of the Physical Health and Educa-
tion Departiment explained the
award system, Dalton "Red" Mer-
cer, last year's winner, presented
it to Bob Corlett, Arts '57.

The program ended with a
showing of the Queen's - McGill
game, narrated by Frank Tindall,
Golden Gael coach.

Wins Prize

G. V. Roney, a last year's Science
graduate, has been awarded a prize
in the fourth annual Canadian Con-
struction Association competition
for theses on construction subjects.

His paper, "Combined Cantilever
and Simple Beam Design" won a
fifty dollar prize and was one of
seven winners.

AMS Constables

Anyone interested in acting

as an AMS constable, please

get in touch with Keith Haw-
kins at 6090. Particulars about

the job may be found in the

AMS constitution.

One-Act Plays
Plans have already been made

for the one-act play competition
which will also take place this
fail. This competition will de-
termine Queen's entry to the In-

ter-Varsity Drama League Festi-

val. Casting for the plays will

also begin next week, and new
people will be favored.

The Drama Guild executive for

1954-55 was chosen at a meeting
late in March and includes Valerie
Baker,__ president; ..Jack ..Hatch,

vice-president; Jim Bethune, sec-

retary; Eva Hrachovec, treasurer;

Cathy Patterson, social convenor;
and Pete Handley, chairman of

Radio Workshop.
The first general meeting of

the Guild will be held at 8 p.m.

Wednesday in Convocation Hall.

Music Groups
Plan Season
An opera written especially for

university presentation, Kurt
Weill's "Down in the Valley", will

be staged this fall by the Queen's

Glee Club.

The production will be staged

by Arnold Edinborougli, editor of

the Kingston Whig-Standard, and
directed musically by Dr. Graham
George, professor of music.

Dr. George has announced thai

a number of instrumental cham-
ber music groups will be formed
and will rehearse for informal

"workshop" performances.

Openings for reasonably ad-

vanced string players are avail-

able on the New Symphony Or-

chestra of Kingston. The orches-

tra is now rehearsing for a, con-

cert in late October or early Nov-
ember.

Students interested in singing

are invited to join the Kingston

Choral Society which is rehears-

ing for a performance of Handel's

"Messiah" in mid-December.

Frosh Initiations

Levana
Freshettes began their initiation

into Queen's Levana Society this

morning at 6.30 a.m. when they as-

sembled at the New Arts Building

in full costume for roll call.

The sophomore group, headed

by Leonore Haw, has laid down the

following rules : Wearing apparel

:

nylon and shoe on one foot and sock

and slipper on the other; skirt inside

out; hair tucked up inside tarn with

cars covered and tricolor ribbons

streaming from tassle; no make-up;

plackard, 12" by 12", on back with

senior's name and phone number
in bold print and freshette's in fine

print, and tricolor *L' suspended in

front; string around waist with

toilette articles dangling.

Freshettes are required to make
their senior's bed; eat meals only

with a spoon; sell cigarettes at one

cent each to get 20 signatures on

placard; and report to the New
Arts Building at 3.30 p.m. for roll

call.

On Saturday freshettes, together

with campus frosh, will assemble at

Tech Supplies to participate in a

grand parade to the stadium and

around the field before the football

game. In addition to Friday's dress,

balloon earrings and a balloon tail

will be required.

These regulations will be in effect

until 5 p.ni, Friday and recommence

Saturday morning until after the

game.

Music Room

Musically-inclined students will

find the Music Room of Douglas

Library well-stocked with an ex-

tensive collection of records of both

contemporary and earlier music.

This room, located on the main floor

of the library (turn left as soon as

you enter the building from Uni

versit Avenue), is open every Tues

day, Thursday and Friday evening

from 7:15 to 9:15 p.m.

Such broadcasts as those of the

Metropolitain Opera and New York

Philharmonic can also be heard in

the Music Room.

There is limited accommodation

for private instrumental or vocal

practice at the studio in the Old

Arts Building.

Practice times can be arranged

through the Treasurer's Office.

Arts
Initiation of freshmen in the

Faculty of Arts begms tomorrow
at 1.30 p.m. with a pajama parade.

Frosh are required to gather at

Tech supplies suitably attired.

On Monday, Sept. 27, there will

be a great gathering on the lower
campus at 2 p.m. Freshmen are

asked to come dressed in old

clothes and to be on time. On
Tuesday they will meet at the

rear door of Grant Hall, ready for

classes, at 8.30 a.m. and at 2 p.m.

they must bring an old toothbrush
and gather on the lower campus
opposite Ban Righ Hall.

General Rules
General rules for iniation are as

follows: all frosh must wear a
red ribbon tied around the head
with a bow under the chin during
the two days of initiation (Mon-
day and Tuesday) ; all frosh must
have half-inch hair cuts ; all frosh

must carry cigarettes and matches
for sophomores and they must be
presented on demand, not more
than one to a sophomore ; all

frosh must have a list of ten

freshettes for the inspection of the

sophomore if requested. The list

must contain physical specifica-

tions.

Any infraction of rules will be
prosecuted at the Arts Frosh
Court, date of which will be an-

nounced.

sinson & Edgsir
Dance PRINTERS Printing of

Programs Phone 4114 Every Description

New Upholstery

For Coffee Shop

The walls of the coffee shop will

be lined with newly-upholstered

seats very soon, J, E. Wright, war-

den of the Students' Union stated

this week. In addition, there will be

50 shiny new tubular steel chairs

to increase the capacity of the pop-

ular meeting-place in the basement

of the Union.

The new upholstery had been

expected on Sept. 1, but a Naval

order took precedence and the

Queen's order was delayed.

Mr. Wright added that the new
seats will be cream and red, a de-

parture from the solid red seats of

the past.

To All Presidents

Please turn in a list of your

1954 - 55 executive to the

AMS Office in the Students'

Union as soon as possible.

Men's Residence

Ready Next Fall

Construction of the first men's
residence at Queen's began this

summer and is continuing on
schedule, the Principal's office an-

nounced this week.

Barring unforeseen difficulties,

the residence should be ready for

occupation by next fall.

The residence will eventually

house all freshmen at Queen's, It

will consist of three units, each
accommodating 60 students. As
more money becomes available,

the university hopes to construct

housing for about 1,000 men
students.

LIBRARY
(Continued from Page 1)

and cataloging departments, the

main floor will include a new
microfilm room, the librarian's

office, a cloak room and the order

department.

The card catalogue is to be in-

stalled in a new 600-drawer cabinet.

Mr. Gundy has announced the

appointment of John Moir as gov-

ernment documents librarian and
Miss Johanna Kouymans as medical

librarian, A new position, science

librarian, will be filled by Mrs. An-
drew Beelik,

MUIR HOUSE
(Continued from Page 1)

nex accomodates sixten students,

including a student warden.

The name of the late Miss

Jessie Muir is perpetuated in this

second Muir House because of

affectionate remembrance of a
distinguished graduate of Queen's.

Miss Muir was well-known as a

school teacher.

EXCHANGE
(Continued from Page 1)

typographical error — it is act-

ually spelled with an "a". He ad-

mits it's unusual even in Scot-

land.

After his first week here Mr.

May had already visited Fort

Henry, something most QueenV
men never bother to do, and the

penitentiary. The campus he finds

"most impressive."

Mr. May has not made up his

mind what he will do for extra-

curricular entertainment — in ad-

dition to playing golf, that is. De-

bating perhaps.

Arh Toms Found

Two Arts tarns, one belonging

to Jim McCullum of 311 CoUing-

wood Street, may be picked up by

their owners at the Journal Office.

SILVER GRILL
"Where the Best People Meet ond Eat"

Reasonable Prices

314 Princeu Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket For $5.00

Across frem St. Andrew's Church

NOTICE
Students of Queen's

:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. StJPPL.IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES

GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

DIAL 8510 KINGSTON,346 PRINCESS ST, ONT.

(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

ThD Anglican Studcnli o[ Queen's

Universiiy at* most heartily Inviled to

make tho Cttthtdril their Church Home
In Kineaton. The Services of the Clergy

and the faciKilea ol Ihli historic Church
are ready to assist you,

"Come to Church

This Sunday"

Services Every Sunday ot

8.00 o.m.; 9.15 a.m.;

11.00 a.m. and 7.00 p.m.

WELCOME STUDENTS

PBiNCESE And CLERor streets
Rev. J. Forbes WedderduRN

ma. o.d.. minister
MR. DARWIN STATA.

ORQANIST AND CHOIRMASTER
MISS ANNE HALLIDAY

ORQ I3T

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

11.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

SYDEHHAM & WILLIAM STS.

Llovd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

11 a.m.
—
"A Consuming Fire"

7.30 p.m.
—

'The Beatitude of

Tho Out-Going Life"

Fireside Hour jor oil Yoiitig

People after the Evening

Service

For limilod engogemenl only, wilh a ilor-

itudded etui headed by Mr. Pogo Poiium the

Okefenokee Travelling Pioyeri preieni melo-

drama) that will make yov laugh and make
you cry.

Admluion to thii wonderful land of fantoiy will

coil you only S1.3S at your booktelleri.

By popular demand a return engagement oft

1 Go Pogo, The Pogo Papers and Untie Pogo's

So So Slorlei hoi been arranged— ol(o {1.35

each ot your bookiellere.

Tho MUSSON BOOK COMPANY Lid.

POGO
STEP^VIOTHER
OOOS£

Produced and DIracled by

MR. WALT KELLY

fe?V
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New Arrival

Sees No Snow
"Canada is quite unlike what 1

expected," was one of the first com-

ments of Prof. E. J. Galvin, a new-

comer from England who will assist

Prof. W. G. Leonard, director of

the Chartered Accountant's Corres-

pondence course. Expecting to see

vast expanses of snow, lie found

himself quite unprepared for our

big cities and is firmly convinced

that, "If you can get around in New
York and Toronto, you can easily

get around in London."

Prior to Iiis appointment here,

Prof. Galvin was in Hastings, Eng-

land, for 20 months. Previously he

was articled to a cliartered accoun-

tant for five j'ears.

In 1944 he joined tlie Gurkha

Rifles, thus becoming a member of

ihe Indian army. During that time

he travelled extensively in tlie east.

His experiences in that part of the

world partly contributed to a grow-

ing desire to see the west, and fin-

ally he and his family decided to

make the trip to Canada this sum-

mer. Soon after liis arrival he was
given his new post here at Queen's.

New Management
For Union Meals

Meals at the Students' Union

arc under new management this

year. The new dietitian. Miss

Heaslip, although a newcomer to

Kingston, is by no means a new-

comer to the preparation and

planning of food.

After receiving her training at

a Technical School in Toronto,

she held a position with llie Can-

adian Institute for the Blind for

ten years in a food-planning

capacity. For the last eight years

she has been with the T. Eaton

Company as supcrvi.sor and food-

checker, She has also travelled

throughout Ontario in connection

with her work.

Several rules are to be strictly

enforced in the Students' Union

this year, the chairman of the

Union House Committee an-

nounced Wednesday.

No hats are to be worn any-

where in the building. Tams come

under this rule.

The committee will also insist

that no one talk in the reading

room on the second floor.

P_RACTICAL ECOIVOMICS

ai "ArV BANK.",
where students' accounts arc
'welcome. You can open an
occouni for as Utile as a
dollar.

Bank OF Montreal ^iLS

>BKING WUH CINAOIANS'

Kingston, Mam Office, 297 ICine St. East, at the Market:

EDWARD ROYCD. Manager

KingBton, Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

JOSEPH POUPORE. Manager

'Campus Queens" for TEENS

by

HEWETSON

SADDLE OXFORDS

Whire Bcr lolei, while

Icalhcr uppcri^ Soddio

in <onltO)llng blue ot

brown. Molching lacoi.

HEWCj^SON
BRAMPTON ONTARIO

WITH DEftLERS ALL OVER CANADA TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS

Prizes Offered

Aaministration Building

Contains Most Offices

Students returning to Queen's (his week will have noticed the

now completed Administration Building whicli they saw in its in-

fancy last spring.

For the benefit of newcomers to Queen's, Richardson Hall,

which houses all the offices connected with the administration of

the university, is situated on lower University Avenue diagonally

across from the Douglas Library.

First glance at the maze tof

well-lit halls which greets one

upon entering presents a problem

to new and old alike. We present

a general outline of the location

of the offices as follows: the first

floor; that is, the one at ground

level, contains the post-office,

which has a separate entrance at

the south side of the main en-

trance, the Endowment and Pub-

lic Relations Office and on the

north side of the building, the

Maintenance Department.

Second Floor

Situated on the second floor as

you come in the main entrance

are the offices of the Registrar,

Treasurer and Accoimtants.

On the third floor can be found

the offices of the Principal and

Vice-Principal at the southeast

corner, those of the Dean of Arts

on the south corridor and those of

the Deans of Science and Medi-

cine on the north corridor... The
Department of Extension is at the

far end of the north corridor.

Also on the same floor is the

new board room, a memorial to

E. A. Collins, former trustee and

benefactor of the University. It

will primarily be used for meet-

ings of the trustees, the Senate

and the Faculty and board mem-
I)crs.

Two prizes totalling ?1,000 are

again being offered this year for

undergraduate writers.

The Whig-Standard Essay Prize

of $5CK) will he awarded to the best

essay of between 3,000 and 5,000

words on the topic "The Use and

Abuse of Language."

Senator Rupert W. Davies of

Kingston also offers a $500 poetry

prize for a poem of less than 50

h'nes. This years subject is

"Pioneer".

Both the essay and the poem must

be submitted by Feb. 1, 1955. Fur-

ther details may be obtained from

the Registrar's office.

Medical SchooFs

100th Anniversary

The lOOlh anniversary of the

(Jiiccn's Medical School will be cel-

ebrated this fall. Oct. 13-17. An ex-

tensive series of distinguished guest

speakers is planned, as well as the

Medical Formal, class reunions and

the Tnronto football game.

LALNDECETTE
SELF SERVICE
561 PRINCESS STREET

The onswer to Students Laundry problem — do

it yourself in our automatic washers at the —
LAUNDERETTE

DRYING SERVICE AVAILABLE

QUICK — CONVENIENT — ECONOMICAL
MONDAY TO FRIDAY - 9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.

(LAST W/ASH 8:00 P.M.)
SATURDAY - 9:00 A.M. TO S:00 P.M.

(LAST WASH 3:30 P.M.)

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

Wl LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

SItmntljg 0 portrait i»tuiitn

IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE
AGAIN BEEN CHOSEN AS OFFICIAL PORTRAIT

PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR GRADUATES IN

TRICOLOR '55.

Timothy's is permanently situotecd here in Kingston

to give o personol service which will meet

the most critical requirements.

We have to sotisfy ourselves and we have to satisfy

you. IT'S A GUARANTEE !

DROP IN AND LOOK AROUND AT

180 WELLINGTON STREET
OR PHONE 7037 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Queens New Song
j

These are the words to the new Queen's Song which will be
j

introduced at the dance in the Gym tonight. Students are advised

to learn these words and bring this sheet with them to the dance,

sheet with them to the dance.

Quecn'smen, forever Quecn'smen,

III Colours Red, and Gold, and Bhie,

Battle, go into battle.

Here are the Gaels to fight for you. ' " '* ?

Queen's U., forever our U,

We fight your honour to maintain,

Swing out in tani and tartan,

Another victory to gain ...

Oil thigh, etc.

Medical Dean Announces
Several Faculty Changes

Several changes in the staff and organization of the Faculty

of Medicine were announced Monday by Dean Ettinger.

The most important is the creation of a separate Department

of Ophthalmology for the study of the eye. This division was

formerly included with ear, nose and throat.

Dr. David A. Rosen, a Markle

Scholar and a newcomer to

Queen's, will become head of the

new department. The acting head

of ear, nose and throat is to be

Dr. G. B. Mcpherson. The head

of the old department. Dr. Fred

Cays, has retired.

After a long and distinguished

career in both the Histology and

Pathology Departments, Dr. \V.

D. Hay has also retired. He is

still active as Ontario's provincial

pathologist.

Returning to Queen's after

earning a doctor of philosophy de-

gree in London is Dr. Arthur

Holloway. He has been on two

years leave from the cancer clinic

here. He plans to continue his

work with the clinic.

Other staff changes include the

promotion of Dr. John Orr to the

head of the Bacteriologj' Depart-

ment and the appointment of Dr.

Norman Hinton as assistant pro-

fessor of bacteriology.

Dean Ettinger stated that the

Freshman Medical year has at-

tained its full complement of 64

students. Several newcomers

have raised the Second Year to

64 as well.

Barber Replaces

Prof. C. A. Curtis

With a year's leave of absence

from the University of Manitoba,

Dr. C. L. Barber is replacing Prof.

C. A. Curtis of the Economics

Department fo rthe year 1954 -

55.

Dr. Barber graduated from the

University of Saskatchewan in

1939 wit ha BA on economics. His

graduate studies were completed

at Clark University, Worcester,

Mass., where he received his

masters in 1941.

Following three years at the

Dominion Bureau of Statistics in

Otawa, Dr. Barber took a position

with MacMaster University in

1948.

The year 1949 marked the be-

gmning of his work at the Uni-

versity of Manitoba. He was

awarded the degree of doctor of

philosophy in 1952 at the Uni-

versity of Minnesota.

Prof. Curtis has taken leave

from Queen's to do research in

Pakistan and to aid in planning

economic development ot the

country.

QUEEN'S OFFICIAL BLAZERS . .

.

Science and Arts Faculty Jackets

Queens Ties and Sweoters

Queen's Ties and Sweaters

- ALL IN STOCK -

Fashion Craft Shops
103 PRINCESS STREET

SUBSCRIBERS
Your 1953-54 subscription to the QUEEN'S JOURNAL

has now expired. The issue of Tuesday, September 28th, is

the last you will be receiving unless you renew your sub-

subscription AT ONCE. We are sure you will not want to miss

a single copy of the JOURNAL so please send us immediately

the renewal form mailed to you recently or the coupon below.

Please enter my name on your 1954-55 subscription list. Attached

is my cheque, money order or postal note for $2.25 covering the cost

of this renewal.

Name (pleafle print) „ —.

Address —
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New Professor

Of Science

A new member of the Science

Faculty this fall is Prof. D. T.

"Wright who has just received his

PhD at Cambridge after completing

two years of research in structural

engineering.

Dr. Wright was an undergraduate

at Toronto, his native city. From
there he went to the University of

Illinois for three years where he be

gan extensive research on the

"plastic theory" for his degree, He
continued his work in England until

June when he received a letter from

Dean Ellis asking him to give lec-

tures in civil engineering.

Fee Payment

This has been the best year for

some time in regard to the prompt
payment of students' tuition fees,

according to M. C. Tfliotson, Uni-

versity Treasurer. Almost all fees

-were paid on or before Sept 1, in

spite of the fact that fees were raised

because of rising costs.

Stephan Kaliski

New Economist

A former employee of the Do-
minion Bureau of Statistics, Stephen
Kaliski, will lecture this year at

Queen's in the economics depart-

ment,

Mr. Kaliski received his honors
BA in economics at the University

of British Columbia in 1951. His
graduate work was completed at the

University of Toronto.

The past two years have been
spent at Toronto where Mr. Kaliski

did some tutoring while studying
for his masters degree.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL

iVottces jor Sigjiposl should he U-jl u'lV/i one of Ihc nei«s cdilors before
S p.m. Sunday for Tuesday's Journal and Wednesday for Friday's
.Journal. Material submitted after 8 p.m. will not he accepted under any

circumstances.

Drama Guild
The first genera! meeting of the Queen's Drama Guild will

be held in Convocation Hali, on Wednesday, September 29, at 8
o'clock. Anyone interested in any aspect of dramatics is cordially
invited.

Camera Club

The first meeting of the Queen's Camera Club will be held at
7:15 p.m. Tuesday, September 28, in Committee Room 2 of the
Students' Union. All those interested who cannot attend please
contact Jack Lutz, 4636.

Hillel Film Series

The first film of the Hillel series will be shown on Sunday
evening, September 2 at 8:30 p.m. The film to be shown is Ninot-
chaka. starring Greta Garbo. All students are invited to see this
film at Hillel House, 26 Barrie St.

Tricolor '55

There will be an organizational meeting of Tricolor '55 in the
Journal office (down the hall from the Coffee Shop) on Monday,
September 27, at 7:00 p.m. Anyone interested in lay-out, art,
photography, business advertising and sales), or any phase of pro-
ducing a year book, is welcome.

Newman Club
Newman Club Freshman Reception in the Cathedral School

Auditorium, corner of Barrie and Brock streets, on Sunday, Septem-
ber 2, 3 - 6 p.m. All Catholic students are invited.

I US DELEGATE SAYS
(Continued from Page 1)

Medsmen Gather
Annual Reunion

Liberal Hall echoed once more
to "Have a good summer?" as re-

turning medical students and Fresh-
men gathered for the annual smoker
and reunion, Monday night, The
party was a huge success as hoarse
throats chorused "Blood, blood,

blood" and "Queen's College Col-
ours" until the wee hours. But Tues-
day morning came, and with it

classes, and the grim reminder of
the work to come.

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. ..Phone 7712

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Ba rbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

typewriters to give them," he
pointed out.

The last NFCUS convention
instructed the Canadian group to

attend the Moscow convention
and find out whether there was
any point in accepting an offer

of limited membership in I US,
Mr. Enriquez said he will have to

report that there is no hope for

any satisfactory settlement with
lUS.

Although the British Union of

Students was affiliated with the

Comunist-dominated union for a

few years, NFCUS has never
joined.

The union is strictly Comunist,
Mr. Enriques said, and is by no
means as representative as it

claims to be. Bv means of takiuEr

small Red splinter groups from
countries with non-Comunist stu-

dent organizations, lUS claims to

represent the students of 78 coun-
ties.

The NFCUS president said the

Canadian delegation was under
constant attack which frequently

took the form of personal insults

to the delegates.

While he felt his 10 days behind
the Iron Curtain was too short a
time to draw general conclusions.

Mr. Enriquez said he was impress-
ed most by the frightening man-
ner in which the Communists are

concentrating on the indoctrina-

tion of youth, both at home and in

countries they are attempting to

influence, "It's the Hitler Youth
all over aE-ain." he said.

Rule Advance Registration

Of All Social Functions

1. All events for which admission is charged must be registered

with the Permanent Secretary-Treasurer two weeks in advance.

2. All other events must be registered no less than one week in

advance.

3. Special permission must be obtained through the Permanent
Secretary-Treasurer for events for which admission is charged and
which have not been registered two weeks in advance.

4. In the case of conflict of dates, the Permanent Secretary-

Treasurer is empowered to direct the last organization registered

to notify those previously registered for the same date.

5. Committees in charge of events not registered in accordance

with the above requirements are liable to a fine of S5 to 5100.

6. Executive meetings are exempt from the above regulations.

UNTD
First UNTD parade will be held Wednesday, September 29.

at 1900. Dress of the day for the parade, 5 B's. White cap covers

will be worn.

Science '58

Measurements will be taken for your Science jackets on Wed-
nesday. September 29, in the Science Club Rooms, between 12 and
5 p.m.

Conterbury Club

The Canterbury Club will hold a Freshman Reception im-

mediately after Evensong nest Sunday, Sept. 26, in the Library

of St. George's Cathedral. All Anglicans are welcome.

Pipe Band

An organization meeting of the Queen's Pipe Band will be

held Tuesday, Sept. 28. at 7.00 p.m. in the Coed Lounge of the

Students' Union.

Brass Band

There will be a Brass Band rehearsal on Monday, September

27, at 7 p.m. in Grant Hall. There are vacancies in all sections.

Glee Club

Rehearsals for Kurt Weill's opera "Down in the Valley" will

begin Monday, Sept. 27, in Grant Hall at 7:15 p.m.

Orchestral Ployers

String players who are reasonably advanced in technique are

invited to play with the New Symphony of Kingston, Rehearsals

are held Tuesdays at 8 p.m. in the City Hall (Market Square).

Choral Singers

Students are invited to sing with the Kingston Choral Society

which rehearses on Sundays at S.45 p.m. in the hall of St. Andrew's

Presbyterian Church (corner of Princess and Clergy). The Society

is now rehearsing for a performance of Handel's "Messiah" in mid-

December.

What's Wben
4^1

ilfillllllllllllllllllllillMli'lllilllilllillllili" II 11 M

McGALLS
I

LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
|

By The World's Finesf Manufacturers d

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENGER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT
SAMSONITE - McBRlNE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

Nlllllirilhllrlllllllll'lli l|lM!lli'|ll[lll:

ROy yORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes ond speedy service

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
27) PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

FORMALS
FOR HIRE . .

.

LME5T STYLES

FULL DRESS AND TUXEDO
Complete Accessories

You can now rent your Formal

requirements with full confidence

ond be ossured of smart styles,

correct accessories and

dependable service.

SyO SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 9859

SANITONE
A Full Shade Brighter Dry Cleaning

* *

SHIRTS
BEAUTIFULLY LAUNDERED

— BY —

CLELAND & FLINDALL
LIMITED

DRY CLEANERS SHIRT LAUNDERERS

DIAL 4407

847 Princess Street 314 Barrie Street 147 Brock Street

Frida>'—Pre Football Dance - Gym
- 9 p.m.

Saturday—Football game - O.A.C.

at Queen's.

Football dance - Gym - 9 p.m.

Monday—^Tricolor meeting - Tri-

color Office - 7 p.m.

Tuesday—A.M.S. Executive Meet-

ing - McLaughlin Room - 6,30

p.m.

—^Camera Club Meeing - Com-
mittee Room No, 2 - Students*

Union - 7.15 p.m.

—Meda Sopli-Frosh Dinner -

Wallace Hall - Students' Union
- 7.30 p.m.

Lord Brougham - "Education makes
people easy to lead, but difficult to

drive; easy to govern, hut impossible

lo enslave."

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

With a Paper-Mate Pen,

you're ready to write at

the click o( a button. No
cap to close. Refill car-

tridges in blue, red, green

and black ink. Change

ink colore in writing re-

ports, making charta

and graphs, doing

accounting work.

Get the cerdatite

Paper-Mate today.

• Bankers approve

• Ink can't imear

or rransfar

• Can't leak

• Gvaranlatd for

20 Y«art

70,000 word

refills ...6^i

On Sale Everywhere
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This Year's Journal
Every student returning to Queen's in the fall notices changes

everywhere — in the library, at Richardson Stadium and even in

the faces in the Coffee Shop. Each year too, the Journal is pub-

lished under new management and appears somewhat different.

The differences may be only superficial or they may be funda-

mental as they were last year. Although this year's Journal will

break little new ground, there will be many changes most of which

will be noticed only by readers with an eye for style and typo-

graphy.

Nearly every student at this university is a citizen of Canada

'

as well as a student at Queen's. The Journal this year will reflect

both the average student's interests on the campus and the in-

telligent citizen's interest in what is going on in the world around

him. Campus activities will be covered in the three news pages

with sports events reported on page two. Page five will normally

be devoted to features, including reviews, fiction, poetry, columns

and similar material. As in the past the turn-over page will con-

tain editorials, articles and letters to the editor.

The editorials in the Journal will reflect the liberal point of

view — the point of view which demands the right to experiment

and which refuses to tolerate injustice of any kind whether in

large matters or small. The Journal will defend "man's right to

knowledge and the free use thereof" whether under attack by
Communists or by Senator McCarthy and his ilk.

The Journal provides the only outlet at Queen's for students

interested in the numerous aspects of newspaper work. It provides

an opportunity for students to learn the technique of news writ-

ing, the mechanics of make-up and the skills involved in covering

everything from football games to Alma Mater Society meetings.

Everyone interested in doing anything for the Journal — report-

ing, photography, make-up and so on — is invited to visit the

Journal offices in the Sudenls' Union any Wednesday or Sunday
evening.

Queen's Disadvantages
Every university student the world over likes to think that

his college is just a little bit better than every other college. A
student may not be able to say exactly why his university is sup-

erior but he knows it in his heart. Queen's students have much to

be proud of and can be forgiven for regarding other Canadian uni-

versities with some disdain. But Queen's students should also

be careful to note and bear in mind one or two of this university's

disadvantages.

In the first place, Queen's is a pre-eminently middle class uni-
versity. Almost every student comes from a middle class back-
ground and will bring up a middle class family. There is. of

course, nothing intrinsically wrong with being middle class, but

to be unaware of the thought and outlook of other groups in the

community is highly dangerous. Students at any university are
apt to lead a sheltered life, particularly when the college is located

in a small city providing few outlets for off-campus political and
social interests. This tendency at Queen's is reinforced by the
absence of any considerable number of students who are prepared
to question the average way of looking at things.

People who never come into contact with how the "other
half" (really much more than half) lives are prone to think that

their way of life is the only right one and that anyone who is

unfortunate enough to live otherwise is somehow inferior. Such
unconscious snobbery must be conciously combatted.

Queen's also suffers from a curious form of inbreeding. Prob-
ably few universities can boast so many students who are the
sons and daughters of graduates of the same university. "The
Queen's family" has a slight tendency to become a tightly knit
group with outside influences, particularly disturbing ones, kept
at a safe distance. The present generation of Queen's students
would be well advised to think twice before sending its sons
and daughters here. It is pleasant to think of sons and daughters
following in their parents' footsteps but it is unfortunate if their
parents happened to be walking in a rut.

Inbreeding also affects the teaching staff to some degree
Almost one third of last year's teachers in the Faculty of Arts
earned one or more of their degrees at Queen's. A similar situa-
tion exists in other faculties. This percentage is extraordinarily
large for a university as small as Queen's. Queen's might reap
considerable benefit from a greater infusion of alien blood both
among the students and among the faculty.

Too Much Noise
Principal Mackintosh was addressing the Arts Sophomore-

Freshman bantiuet in Wallace Hall Wednesday evening when his
remarks were all but drowned out by a mob of singing and yell-
ing Scienccnien standing on University Avenue. It is not difficult
to understand why the organizers of the banquet were furious.

The Science Sophomores, if not the freshmen, were aware that
there was a banquet in progress inside the Students' Union and
could be e.\pected to know what guests were present. Their rude-
ness in encouraging the freshman to shout under the Wallace
Hall windows is unforgiveable. There are certainly enough out-
lets for youthful high spirits around the campus without insult-
ing the Principal of the University. The least the offenders can
do is apologize publicly to Dr. Mackintosh.

If such examples of boorishness recur there will soon be more
than enough arguments for the complete abolition of initiations as
they are now conducted. Fun may be fun but rudeness is rudeness,

"Only our Revolution has succeeded in bringing

the Tricolor out on time."

DUNNING LECTURERS
By Tony King

Each year funds from the Chan-

cellor Dunning Trust allow stud-

ents at Queen's to hear a series

of lectures on the "dignity, free-

dom and responsibility of the in-

dividual person in human socie-

ty." In the past these lectures

have been delivered by such out-

standing humanists and scholars

as Herbert Butterfield, John Mac-

Murray and Cecil Day Lewis. Al-

though students have always

shown a keen interest in the ser-

ies they have not often been given

the opportunity to put forward

the names of suitable lecturers.

The persons responsible for the

choice of the lecturers might take

note of some of the following

suggestions.

Two specialists in the art and

life of ancient Greece and Rome,
Gilbert Highet and Edith Hamil-

ton have both demonstrated

their ability to relate their con-

clusions to the problems of our

age and to present their material

with clarity and enthusiasm.

Professor Highet is on the facul-

ty of Columbia University and

has written "The Classical Tra-

dition" "Man's Unconquerable

Mind" and "Persons, Places and

Books". Miss Hamilton is the

author of "Mythology", "The
Greek Way" and "The Roman
Way."

Historians often seem able to

throw as much light on the pre-

sent as on the past. Men such

as Arnold Toynbee, Henry Steele

Coniniager, A. L. Rouse and Her-

bert Muller have all helped to

illuminate the structure of

cieties and the individual's place

of international relations, public

opinion and education. Norman
Cousins, editor of Saturday Re-

view, and Max Escoli, editor of

The Reporter, could also be

counted on to provide food for

thought as Dunning Trust lec-

turers. Two others, Elmer Davis

and Alan Earth, have used their

pens with lasting effect in de-

fense of human rights.

At least two political figures

come to mind as possible candi-

dates for the lectureship. Senator

Paul Douglas of Illinois has had

a notable academic record as pro-

fessor of economics at the Uni-

versity of Chicago and has

brought a warm humanity and

a lucid mind to his work in the

United States Senate. The leader

of the American Socialist party,

Norman Thomas, was fighting

communism as well as facism

when Joseph R. McCarthy was
still a Democrat.

Last year's lecturer, C. Day
Lewis, was the first represent-

ative of the field of literature.

Several other writers would be
equally suitable. William Faulk-

nerj for example, could probably

bring an entirely new approach
to the problems set by the lect-

ures. Alan Paton is another nov-
elist who has been concerned with
the problems of freedom, dignity

and responsibility in a hostile en-

vironment. A man who has been
forced to defend human rights is

probably better able to appreciate
them than those who have always
bt;en able to take them for grant-

ed.

George Kennan, formerly Amer-
ican ambassador to the U.S.S.R.

m them, Two others, E. H. Carr has published two volumes of

of Balliol College, Oxford, and
Hugh Seton-Watson of the Uni-

versity of London, stand almost

alone in their understanding of

the problems facing the western

world in its struggle with the

Soviet Union. Professor Carr's

"The Soviet Impact on the West"
is a masterpiece.

Although the working journal-

ist is often held suspect in aca-

demic circles, several American
newspapermen and editors have
consistently presented the values

of freedom, dignity and respon-

sibility to a nation which seems
at times to doubt their worth.
Walter Lippmann of the New
York Herald-Tribune, in his col-

umns, books and lectures, has
shown again and again that he
possesses one of the few origina

minds concerned with question:

lectures within the past three

years, both of which are outstand-

ing contributions to the under-
standing of the threat to freedoni

posed by the Soviet Union. A
Canadian public servant, Hugh
Keenlyside, is another who has
helped to foster human dignity
though in an unspectacular way.
As director of the United Nations
Technical Assistance Program,
Dr. Keenlyside has fought the
war against poverty and oppres-
sion with peaceful but effective

weapons.

There are, of course, dozens of
other scholars and public figures

—Bertrand Russell or Margaret
Mead, to name only two — who
could deliver stimulating Dunning
Trust lectures but perhaps one or
two speakers might be chosen
from this modest list.

McCarthy-The Record
f This is the jirst in a series of two

irliclcs on Senator McCarthy's

record. The second will appear one

week jrom today.)

On a February night back in

1950 one of the least known
members of the United States

Senate mounted a speaker's rost-

rum of Wheeling, West Virginia,

to address an audience on the

menace of communism. He bad

made the same speech many
times before but on this occasion

he chose to astound the nation.

"I hold here in my hand," he

said, "a list of 205 persons who
are known to the Secretar}' of

State as being members of the

Communist Party and who never-

theless are still working and shap-

ing the policy of the State De-

partment." The list contained

205 names. Or was it 57? Or
perhaps 81 ? So obscured has

Senator Joseph McCarthy's trail

become that even such a simple

matter as the number of Com-
munists on a list has never been

decided to everyone's satisfaction.

Since that February night in

1950 the junior Senator from Wis-
consin has succeeded in convinc-

millions of Americans and

even many Canadians that he is

the vanguard of the fight

against Communist subversion

and that he alone has found the

means whereby communism may
be defeated.

Even those who have abhorred

McCarthy's methods have been

wont to excuse them as necessary

evils. "After all," they say, "we
all bate the Communists and he
finds them out doesn't he?" The
answer is that he does not and
never has. Joseph McCarthy the

Anti-Communist is a myth creat-

ed by the Senator to disguise a
blatant struggle for political

power. His claims to the leader-

ship of the anti-Communist cru-

sade are as fraudulent as at least

one of his income tax returns.

It was unfortunate that Senator

McCarthy burst into the head-

lines at a time when there was
genuine laxity in the conduct of

the State Department's security

program. Although he was not
directly responsible for the ex-

pulsion of a single State Depart-
ment employee, McCarthy's al-

arm did spur the Truman admin-
istration to greater efforts in

weeding men of doubtf\il loyalty

out of the State Department, But
McCarthy has not made one fur-

ther contribution to the security

of the free world. His record as

a Communist-hunter rests solely

on his criticism of the Truman
administration and the harm he

has done since far outstrips any

good.he did them.

Even in its early phases the

McCarthy campaign gave strong

indications of what was to come.
Although they contained a grain

of truth McCarthy's charges of

subversion in the State Depart-

ment were full of misstatements

and gross exaggeration. In fact

the "list of 205 persons" contain-

ed no names at all but was a

private letter mentioning that

someone thought there were that

many subversives in the State De-

partment. None of the 205 per-

sons was ever forced to resign

through action by McCarthy. The
Senator never brought forward
any evidence in support of his

Wheeling charges.

As James Rorty and Moshe
Decter point out in their recent

book, "McCarthy and the Com-
munists", there are three criteria

for judging any anti-Communist
program. The enemy must be

clearly identified as communism

and its efforts to destroy democ-

racy. The target must be pin-

pointed — it does more harm

than good to lump liberals and

democratic socialists with Com-
munists and attack all three. And
the program must succeed in ex-

posing communism by keeping

the facts constantly in view.

Since becoming chairman of the

Senate Permanent Subcommittee

on Investigations early in 1953,

Senator McCarthy has conducted

two main investigations. His

other smear campaigns are mer-

ely side issues created to keep

public opinion aroused and aware
of the junior Senator from Wis-
consin.

McCarthy's first target was the

International Information Ad-
ministration including the Voice

of America. In the turn he at-

tacked the French desk of the

Voice, its Latin American broad-

casts, the location of its engineer-

ing projects, the office of the

Voice's policy adviser, the over-

seas libraries and several other

facets of the Administration's ac-

tivities. Although he made num-
erous charges at televised hear-

ings and smeared numerous in-

dividuals, McCarthy found no '

trace whatsoever of Communist
influence in the Information Ad-
ministration.

In the course of this investiga-

tion he charged that Roger Lyons,
director of religious program-
ming for the Voice, was an
atheist only to find that Lyons
had studied religion for many
years under Paul Tillich, a fam-
ous Protestant theologian, and
was a deeply religious man.
Other attacks on Bertram Wolfe,
an ideological adviser to the
Voice, and on Reed Harris, the
IIA's deputy administrator, prov-

ed equally groundless. After
broadcasting his charges Mc-
Carthy never attempted to back

them up — he knew they could-

n't hold water.

In short McCarthy's investiga-

tion of the Administration was a
complete flop. Worse — it im-
paired the service's value by forc-

ing it to work in an atmosphere
of suspicion. McCarthy's first

full-scale investigation failed to-

meet two of the criteria of a
successful anti-Communist pro-
gram

; he did agree that the
Communists were his enemy but
he attacked "atheists" and liber-

als as well. As for finding Com-
munists — McCarthy might as
well have stayed in bed.
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Regulations Issued

To Science Frosh

Squad Car Patrols

A squad car will be used this

year by members of Science '57

to police the freshmen class dur-

ing initiation. Officials manning
the vehicle will have extra work
tickets on the Science formal to

issue to freshmen violating regu-

lations.

Regulations in force until
Christmas include : brush cuts

must be no longer than 0.493 in-

ches; tams are to be worn in the

manner of the Scots; slide rules

are to be carried at all times; all

jackets must be free of lettering

and crests; the Science frosh but-

ton must be worn.

The above regulations will be
supplemented by the following

rules which will be in effect until

Saturday: blue jeans must be rol-

led above the knee and white

shirts must be worn; one running

shoe and one ordinary shoe will

be worn; each freshman will give

10 cigarettes to sophomores in re-

turn for signatures; each fresh-

man will buy one sophomore one

bottle of beer in return for a re-

ceipt; each freshman is required

to know Queen's songs and
cheers; each freshman is required

to have a three-inch "S" painted

below each knee-cap.

Any freshman violating any of

the above rules will be prosecuted

in the Science Soph-Frosh court.

Principal Advises
Practical Planning

Freshmen were urged to dis-

criminate between the important

and the unimportant campus ac-

tivities by Principal W. A. Mac-
intosh during his annual address

to incoming students Thursday
night.

In welcoming the students Dr.

Mackintosh spoke briefly of the

university's history and develop-

ment, and expressed the wish

that each student, as a represent-

ative of Queen's, would maintain

the highest traditions of the uni-

versity. He advocated the devel-

opment of a constructive curios-

ity toward the university and its

members.

Following his address the prin-

cipal introduced the university's

senior officers, including Vice-

principal J. A. Corry, Dean D.
Ellis, of Science ; Dean R. O.
Earl, of Arts; Dr. H. D. Ewen, of

Medicine (appearing in Dean Et-

tinger's absence) ; Dr. A. V.
Douglas, Dean of women ; Rev.
A. M. La\'erty, university chap-

(See Address, Page 3)

Who's Where

Who's Where proofs for

the faculties of Arts and Med-

icine will be posted this week

for three days only, \\^edncs-

day, Thursday and Friday.

Please make appropriate cor-

rections. Proofs for Levana,

Science and others wilt be pos-

ted next week, also for three

days only.

Wanna Buy A Cigarette?

Freshettes spent last Friday trying to sell at least 20 cigarettes

at one cent apiece. Trying their luck on the steps of Richardson

Hall are, left to right, Barb Basserman and Anne Guimond.

French Scholarship Student
Pleased With Queen's Life

By Vicki Borota

Journal Staff Writer

A native of Pau, France, Jacques

Baylaucq, attends Queen's this year

as the exchange student from

France. Mr. Baylaucq is enrolled

in the School of Commerce.

The exchange scholarship eame

as a surprise to the 23-year-old

commerce tnan who catne to

Montreal two months ago to look

for a summer job and improve his

English.

However, this is not his first en-

counter with the Canadian way of

life, Five years ago friends from

Montreal urged Jacques' parents to

send one of their eight children to

Jacques Baylaucq

Canada for a visit. Jacques was

chosen.

In ^font^eal his activities ranged

from attending the French college,

Stanislas, where he passed his

baccalaureate, to camping and coun-

celling with the YMCA in north

Montreal.

Following two years in Canada,

Mr. Baylaucq resumed studies in

France. He entered the Ecole Su-

perieur de Commerce in Paris.

"In my four years in Paris", said

the student, "I needed to buy only

four text hooks," The French sys-

tem of instruction is distinctly dif-

ferent from the Canadian. Lectures

and copy hooks compiled by the de-

partment are the student's only

source of information.

French students are encouraged

to keep acquired facts and inforina

tion at their finger-tips, instead of

relying on text-books. They are

expected to assimilate a greater

amount of facts than students here.

Mr. Baylaucq also commetited on

student-faculty relations at Queen's.

Professors, he said, take a persona!

interest in students. In France,

hnwfver, instructors are indifferent,

.ind care little what takes place out-

^]l!e of lectures.

Particularly impressed by recre-

ation facilities for Qtieen'smen, the

youtig Frenchman described the

method of spending spare hours at

tlie Ecole de Commerce.

A room is opened to those with

time betweeti lectures, but is imme-

diately locked when classes begin.

This convenience is not offered in

the evenings. During their spare

time students engage themselves in

a game of bridge. "We are even

more bridge-crazy than Canadians,"

said Jacques.

Mr. Baylaucq finds initiation a

(See Exchange, Page 3)

Varsity Buildings Ransacked

Science Freshmen On Rampage

McLaughlin Trust Lecturer

Thinks Canadians Reticent

By Doug Phippen
Journal Staff Writer

The history lecturer this year

Duder the R. Samuel McLaughlin
Trust Fund is K. A. MacKirdy,
lately head of the History Depart-

ment at the University of Alaska.

Mr. MacKirdy has also distinguish-

iid himself by being the first recip-

:ent of the research fellowship in

history at the Australian National

L'niversity.

Mr. MacKirdy is a very genial

gentleman who was born on our
west coast. He received his bach-
elors and masters degrees at the

University of British Columbia, and
IS presently writing his thesis for a
doctorate from the University of

Toronto. His topic for the doctorate

degree is 'Problems of Sectional

-Antipathies in Australia and Can-
ada.'

During bis lecturing in various

universities Mr. ilacKirdy has had
many opportunities to observe the
difference between Austrialian.

American, and Canadian students.

He finds Australian students to he
quite reticent, and Canadians to he

almost as docile. American students

on the other hand, usually challenge

a lecturer's views, he says.

It was interesting to hear the dif-

ferent situations under which Mr.

MacKirdy lias taught. The usual

week for a lecturer at the Australian

National University is two hours.

At the U. of A. however, he had

fifteen lectures. At Queen's Mr.
MacI'Grdy hopes to find time to

finish his thesis with a five class

programme.

We might advise Mr. MacKirdy's

prospective students that he is ac-

customed to nearly every type of

undergraduate. Not only has he
taught the wealthy well-bred student

so common to the Australian Uni-

versities, but he has also taught an

honours student who was working
her way through the University of

Alaska as a professional strip tease

artist.

Professor Injured

Furniture Moved

Greetings
The staff of the Journal

wnshes to extend New Year's

greetings to Jewish students

at Queen's.

Toronto (Cup) — A mob of

600 engineering students charged

through the corridors of University

College here Thursday, tore notices

and bulletins off the walls, knocked

over furniture in the college's main

rotunda and injured a professor who

tried to stop them. The condition

of the professor, W. J. McAndrew,

the registrar of University College,

was reported to be "not serious".

One stitch was required to mend

a gash sustained on the right side

of Mr. Mc^ndrew's head.

The mob entered from the t^vo

side entrances on the south side of

the college building and raced to

the main-entrance rotunda.

They were met by Professor Mc-

Andrew who had apparently been

attracted by the commotion.

Mel Canton, fourth-year phar-

macy student, reported that when

Professor McAndrew attempted to

halt the progress of the march, the

front ranks of the 600 freshmen

seemed to be friendly, but in a mo-

ment or two, one or two of them

became "surly".

Canton said that someone in a

(See Riot, Page 3)

Solving the Housing Problem.

At least one Science freshman has taken the housing situation into his own capable hands.

Ray Smith is shown setting up housekeeping in his tent near the shores of Lake Ontario.

By Geoff Ballard

Journal Staff Writer

"The problem of housing fa-

cilities i.s being worked out more

easily than was rumored . .

."

Journal, Sept. 24.

This article seined to bring to

a close all concern over student

accomodation, but there is always

an exception to prove the rule,

and in this case the exception ar-

rived in the person of Ray Smith.

Ray is enrolled at Queen's in

Science '58, He turned up to reg-

ister with nothing more than a

car, a tent, a 90-horse-power

launch, and a great deal o£ am-

bition, backed by a scholastic re-

cord that included the §1200 Bic-

kell Foundation SL-holarship.

Ray immediately proceeded to

set up housekeeping, in the tent,

on the shore of Lake Ontario.

How long he plans to stay there

is anybody's guess. But those of

us who, for one reason or another,

have strolled the lakefront in the

wee hours of an autumn morning

are of the opinion that he will

soon be paying rent in town.

Before entering the Science

Faculty, Ray attended London

South Collegiate where he was

president of the Students' Council

in 1952-53. Last summer he drove

a truck and worked on the Lon-

don fruit market. His total catnp-

ing experience seems to be limit-

ed to several weeks out of each

iunimer.

When asked why? (and the

question seemed to be in order),

Kay replied, "Oh, just forkicks, I

like to be different."
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Pr TRICOLOR DEFEATS AGGIES 14-1

WHISTLE
$T€PS

with JIM O'GRADY

Jack Cook wandered in, took a look around, tlien wondered out

loud just how come the Gaels sprawled out on ihe benches and
chairs in the quiet dressing room were doing their best to keep

from being run in by the city police on an anti-noise charge. Mr,
Cook, as you'll find if you sneak a glance at Saturday's crumpled
lineup, is listed as an end on the roster of the 1954 Queen's grid-

iron crew.

But that same program, how-
ever, doesn't mention what an-

swer, if any, Mr. Cook's mates

had for his cjuestion.

Prof. Frank Tindall, who must

have suffered through the final

thirty minutes of Saturday after-

noon's contest as he paced his

beat in front of the Gael bench,

has five hundred feet of flickers

which may very well hold the key

to the problem. It's a problem

which was shared both by the

players themselves and by the

people filling the surrounding

stands, many of whom had jnst

blown in from the hills for their

first collective look at the big

gold team-

Wish You Were Here

Gary Lewis

PHOTO BY PHIPPEN

Will he make it? Gary Schrieder of the Gaels looks to be away and

nnming, in this shot of Saturday's game. But the O.A.C. tackier

is trying hard to liave the last word.

KEEN INTEREST IS EXPECTED

FOR EXPANDED BEWS TROPHY RACE

As soon as they get back from the processing people, the films

will be put on view for the players who were filling the sweat

suits On Saturday. There isn't any doubt that they'll show blocks

being missed, linemen being shoved out of position, and passes

being dropped. There is doubt that the camera high up in the

crow's nest in Richardson stadium managed to catch the element

that took the spark out of the Gaels in the second half.

It's interesting at this point to take a look at what might

roughly be called athletic psychology. The example used, of

course, will have to be Tindall's Gaels.

A club which has been training, and training hard, over a rel-

atively long stretch in preparation for the opening game in any

particular season is a curious phenomenem. A lot of factors enter

into the attitude that a team will take when it hits the field for

the first game of the season ; among them such things as each in-

dividual's increased self-confidence (developed often by such

things as hours ol signa practice in which there are few obstacles

placed i nthe path of correct play execution); the feel of new jer-

selys ; and the sight of faces that haven't yet had their noses twisted

or their ears mangled by some runaway elbow. And above all,

there is the general feel of opening day : the feeling of finally get-

ting down to bedrock.

An attitude like this usually enables a club to give an accounting
of itself in it's opening contest; as the Gaels most certainly did in

their 41-6 win over St. Lawrence. One game later, however, (and
past Gael history will bear this out) a new element enters into the

picture. The opening game spark is often gone, as the players

drop into a short slump. Just why this should be so is hard to

determine, but it seems to be true generally. When it takes place
in such a sport as intercollegiate football, with its short schedule,

spectators are too often inclined to take the development as in-

dicating a bad season.

Combined with these factors, are other more obvious ones.
Tindall stated before Saturday's game that he intended to use
individual performances turned in as a strong guide in his select-

ion of a team. The visiting Aggies didn't help matters any
when they arrived in town with a much better team than anyone
had expected. The forward wall boasted by the Guelph team
showed plenty of signs that its components had had more than
a casual education in football lore since they exchanged the pres-
ence of pigs for pigskins.

But there were things like the inspired running of Jim Cruik-
shank and Ron Stewart, and the bulling tactics of guys like Gary
Schrieder; not to mention :t lot of others who flashed in spots, that
gave evidence that the one game slump should now be over. The
Balmy Beaches, fresh from dropping a 29-12 decision to the Varsity
Blues (while Western Mustangs were losing 24-7 to the Sana Im-
perials) should be the fir^t tn feel the effects of the new deal.

W ith the qualifying round of

i-]itember 30, and the match

[ t ramural golf coming up on

il.iv on October 2 and 3, the

r'.^4-55 version of the James G.

I'fws Trophey Competition gets

off to an early start.

One new sport has been intro-

duced this year, place-kicking,

and it is hoped that it will receive

the same keen interest that all

other sports have, and as the

trophy competition as a whole

did last year. It was also the 1953-

54 race for Bews honors that re-

sulted in PHE 54 carrying off the

title to break the long line of

Science victories.

Entries for golf close on Sep-

tember 29, as do those for tennis,

which will start October 2. Track

and field will have preliminaries

on October U, 12, 13. and 14 with

finals on October 15. Also start

ing On the 11th will be touch

football. Entries in both these

sports close on October 8. Closing

entry dates and starting dates in

other sports are as follows : Hor-

seshoe-pitching, October 9 and

12; place-kicking, October 12 and

W; bowling, October 13 and 18;

Softball, October 20 and 25; vol-

leyball, October 27, and Nov. 1.

This year's 2J4 mile Harrier

run will take place on Friday,

November 5 with closing entry

dates set at the third. The big

boxing and wrestling meet will

close its entry lists on November

19 with preliminaries on the 22nd,

23ril. and 24th. Finals will l»e held

November 26.

East West Tilt

For GridStars

Tindallmcn Fail to Crush

Surprisingly Strong O.A.C-
Mike Moffat

The Queen's Golden Gaels kept their season's undefeated

record intact Saturday, but that was the only bright side to the

picture as they downed a surprisingly strong Ontario Agricul-

tural College team 14-1. This was a slightly disappointing game

for those who had decided, after last week's 41-6 triumph, that this

was the Tricolor's year to win the championship.

For a team of supposedly in-

termediate calibre, the Aggies

showed an amazing amount of

power, making the game much

closer than the score indicates.

They earned as many first downs

as the Gold, fourteen apiece, and

came within one yard of equalling

the Gaels rushing gains. In one

Yardstick Story

aUEEN'S

Rushing .... .. 183 175

Passing . 171 52

Total Gains _ 354 227

First Downs 14 14

Pass Attempts _ _ 19 10

Completions 8 4

Interceptions — 2 1

Rumbles 6 4

Fumbles Recov'c 4 4

Aver. Punt 38 35.9

Av. Punt Ret. _ 10 3.8

Penalties —. 55 25

Kicks Blocked - 1 0

William R. Flctt, chairman of

il;e Lionel Conacher Memorial

football game committee, has an-

nounced that 15 colleges across the

Dominion have indicated their

willingness to take part in the
' Fast-nieets-West" college all-

^tar game in memory of the "Big

Train."

All the proceeds from the game,
which is hoped will become an

annual affair, will be donated to

the Home for Incurable Children

in Toronto.

The game, which will pit the

best college players in the east

against the west's top players, is

scheduled to be held in Toronto

October 16.

LEVANA'S ATHLETES

URGED TO TURN OUT

This week marks the opening for

our fall sports. Join in and see if

you can make your year come out

on top.

September 24th marked the op-

ening for archery. Your archery rep.

Dorothy Enright reports that not

many students turned out. Let's

have a better representation at the

next practise.

Tenuis started on the 2/th so get

your name down on the list in the

gym. Your softball rep. Molly Ben-

nett e.Kpects a large turnout for the

season. Softball also starts on the

27th. Come on girls, get in your

three practises before the games

start. Swimming gets underway on

Wed,. 28th. Barbara Bell is the

freshettc representative. All fresh

ettes contact yo\ir rep. and get all

the details for the sports j'ou're in-

terested in.

Let's all make this year a good

one,

Hanson & dd^zir
Dance P 921 NT El RS Printing of

Programs Phone 4114 Every Description

long stretch, the entire third

quarter and the first half of the

last one. they held the locals com-

pletely within their own iilty-

yard dine.

Fumbles played a costly part

in the game, especially in the last

quarter when a pair of OAC fum-

bles cost them as many touch-

downs. They had marched al-

[uost the length of the field to the

Queen's five when they fumbled

and lost tlie ball. Queen's hand-

ed it back on the twelve in the

same fashion. After the Tricolor

gained possession again they

promptly miscued and the Aggies

returned the compliment on the

twelve. On the next punt, the

Aggie receiver fumbled and Dick

James recovered for the Gaels

near centre-field and the OAC'j
twenty-five minute domination

was at an end.

The Tricolor started as if they

were going to pulverize the hap-

less "Red and White" team, as

they piled up an 11-1 first quarter

lead, - The bubble burst in the

second quarter as the Aggies be-

gan to show their strength and

the Gael line started to crumble

at all but the crucial times. The
locals were held to three singles,

all on good boots by former Mus-
tang Jack Thompson.

After the opening kick-off, the

Aggies moved quickly to the

Queen's 48 yard line. A penalty

against the Gold put the ball on

the thirty-three and from there

the Aggies kicked a single for

their only point of the game. As
soon as the Gaels had possession

they marched downfield with a

Mellor to Cook pass for thirteen

yards, a pass to Ron Stewart for

thirty-six, ground gains of nine

and eight yards and an eighteen

yard run by Stewart putting them

on the one. The Aggies held for

two plays but on the third down
Gary Schreider took a pitchout

and went over for a touchdown.

He also kicked the convert.

Late In the first quarter. Bob

Bevan took a punt on the Queen's

seven and ran it out to the twen-

ty-four. Then Schreider carried

the mail to the centre-field stripe,

and on the next play, Jack Cook
took a pass from Mellor and

scampered through four or five

tacklers before breaking into the

clear to go for a major. It was

unconverted and the Gaels led

11-1.

Early in the second period, Jack

Thompson kicked a point from

the OAC thirty, and he added an-

other point on another thirty-yard

hoist later in the same quarter.

Queen's led 13-1 at the rest period.

The second half was strictly the

visitor's property with their un-

timely fumbles keeping them from

scoring despite steady plunging

by Brethet and Gerrie and the

pass catching of Brash. The cen-

tre of the Queen's line seemed

weak except when OAC came in-

side the twenty — at which time

the Gaels would buck up mom-
entarily. The Queen's attack dur-

ing this period was completely

stalled. They had only two
long gains, both going for touch-

downs, and both called back for

penalties. Jim Cruikshank dash-

ed ninety-five yards for one and
Ron Stewart returned a kick and
recovered it behind the OAC goal

line but they were nullified due

to offsides by Queen's.

Late in the final quarter Thomp-
•on kicked a beautiful single on

a fifty yard hoist that dropped

over the heads of the Aggies safe-

ty men.

Outstanding for the Gaels was
the running of diminutive ace Ron
Stewart who thrilled the fans with

his speed and his refusal to be

stopped by only one tackier. Gary
Schreider played well as the sec-

ond hall of Queen's "golddust

twins". Cook played a steady

game both offensively with his

pass grabbing and defensively.

Jack Thompson's punting would
be an asset to any team.

The Aggies featured a plunging

attack with Gerrie and Brethet

lugging the ball. Gerrie was also

effective on end sweeps. Simpkin

called a good game but was hamp-

,

ered by the team's fumbles.

• two

convenient

locations
town and country

Restaurants
Princess at Clergy

Cataroqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle
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Queen's Christian Fellowship wishes to inform you that the
first chapel service of this term will be held Wednesday noon, 1

to 1:30 p.m.. in the Morgan Memorial Chapel. Old Arts Building
Speaker, Rev. O. Davidson, First Baptist Church. Everybody wel-
come.

Drama Guild

First General Meeting — Wednesday, Sept. 29, 7.00 p.m.. All
those interested in any phase of theatre welcome. Refreshments.

Auditions for Radio Workshop and Guild productions are be-
ing held in the Drama Lounge (Old Arts Building) every after-
noon this week.

Camera Club

The first meeting of the Queen's Camera Club will be held at
7:15 p.m., Tuesday, Sept. 28, in Committee Room 2 of the Students'
Union. Would all those interested who cannot attend contact
Jack Lutz at 4636.

RIOT IN TORONTO
(Continued from Page 1)

front rank of the mob was holding

a chair in front of him while speak-

ing with the Registrar.

Harry Watson, an arts student,

said he noticed two students trying

to dash past the professor. "The
next thing I saw", he said, "was
Mr. McAndrew covered with

blood".

Watson said he had been

Watching the progress of the march
from a balcony overlooking the U.C.

rotunda.

The managing editor of the Var-

sity, Bob Brown, said he saw Pro-

fessor McAndrew directly following

the incident. "His face was covered

with blood and so was his coat and

his right hand. There seemed to be

two streaks of blood on tlic right

side of his head", Brown reported.

Two people assisted the Registrar

into his office and he emerged a few

moments later, Brown said, and was
driven off in a car.

According to Watson, the engi-

neers were attempting to shift a

large pile of furniture which they

had loaded onto a small cart

equipped with castors.

It was then, Watson said, that

Professor McAndrew arrived and
was almost sucessful in persuading
them to turn back.

Asked by Varsity managing edi-

tor Brown about the identity of

those in the mob, Watson reported

that some of them were wearing the

typical peaked and striped locomo-
tive engineer's caps of engineering

freshmen, and that some of them
were yelling the School of Practical

Science yell "Toike Oike".

Mel Canton said that some of the

mobsters were chanting the Engi-

neering song during the fracas.

Annette Salem, arts student, who
was at a ticket-selling desk in the

college rotunda when the mob came
through "in droves and just kept

coming" said that the first she knew
of Prof. McAndrew's injury was a

girl's scream which attracted her

attention.

"I looked lip", Miss Salem said

"and saw Prof. McAndrew walk by
with a gash on the side of his head

and blood on bis hand".

Miss Salem reported that the

incident was preceded by a "pile-up"

of Engineers in the rotunda.

Tliey barged past her table,

knocked it over and sent a large

quantity of money in bills and silver

spilling to the floor.

"A few of them stopped after this,

however," Miss Salem said, and

picked up the money and gave it

back to me".

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

QiiaHly that Pleases . . . Service thai Salisjics

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

Wl LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

Robert Seed
Imperial Oil

Award Winner

Robert Bruce Seed, Science '58,

was among U Canadian students

awarded Imperial Oil undergrad-

uate scholarships this fall. The
scholarship is potentially worth
$2500 in the next four years.

Mr. Seed is a native of Fort
William Ont. and a graduate of

Fort William Collegiate Insti-

tute. He is one of two Ontario

students to receive the award.

The scholarships are open to

children and wards of employees,

annuitants and deceased employ-

ees of Imperial Oil Ltd. and its

subsidiaries. They are awarded
throughout Canada on the basis

of scholastic standing, character

and extracurricular activities.

Winners can use the scholarships

at any recognized Canadian uni-

versity.

EXCHANGE
(Continued from Page 1)

very colorful part of the school year.

These antics are new to him, he

said, since French students are more
serious-minded than those at Cana-

dian universities.

Following the year at Queen's,

Jacques will return to France where
he is obliged to serve IS months in

military service. At the end of his

service he hopes to return to Canada
and enter business administration.

Guild Auditioning
For Fall Program

Auditions for all positions in the

Queen's Drama Guild fall program

are now being held in the guild

lounge in the basement of the Old

Arts Building. The program in-

cludes the major production, Shake-

speare's "The Merchant of Venice",

a one-act play competition and the

Radio Workshop.

"The Merchant of Venice" will

be staged at Queen's during the

week beginning Nov. 21, and will

play for one night in both Brockville

and Ottawa,

**Life" Magazine
Plans Visit Here

Life Magazine wants to come
to a party at Queen's, it was
learned today by the Journal
Specifically the magazine wants
to cover the Queen's-Varsity

weekend on Saturday, Oct. 16,

Life is looking forward to the

pep rally the night before the

game; to the snake dance after

the rally; and the medical forma!

in the gj'mnasium.

This is the weekend of the

medical faculty centenary cele-

brations and Life wants a pictor-

ial record of the ceremonies.

It is expected that Life camera
men and reporters will arrive

here on Friday, Oct. 15, to begin

work on the Canadian university

weekend known across the coun-

try as the best of football week-

ends.

LAUNDCCETTE
SELF SERVICE
561 '/2 PRINCESS STREET

The answer to Students Laundry problem — do
it yourself in our automatic washers at the —

LAUNDERETTE
DRYING SERVICE AVAILABLE

QUICK — , CONVENIENT — ECONOMICAL
MONDAY TO FRIDAY - 9!00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.

(LAST V/ASH 6:00 P.M.>
SATURDAY - 9:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

(LAST WASH 3:30 P.M.)

IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE
AGAIN BEEN CHOSEN AS OFFICIAL PORTRAIT

PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR GRADUATES IN

TRICOLOR '55.

Timothy's is permanently situated here in Kingston

to give a personal service which will meet

the most critical requirements.

We have to satisfy ourselves and we hove to satisfy

you. IT'S A GUARANTEE I

DROP IN AND LOOK AROUND AT

180 WELLINGTON STREET
OR PHONE 7037 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

ADDRESS
(Continued from Page 1)

lain, and Iain Gow, president of

the Alma Mater Society.

After the address most of the

assembled ..students ..attended ..a

"Get Acquainted" dance in the

gym, where entertainment was
introduced by MC Al Hitchcock.

Entertainers were the "Two
Dots" and the "Barefoot Three",

whose talents were featured in

last year' revue "Heyday!"

Thanks were extended to Doug
Macintosh and the A.M.S. Frosli

reception committee for tlieir ef-

forts in arranging the dance.

Notices

NFCUS

Queen's needs a NFCUS repre-

sentative to attend a conference in

Toronto this fall. Anyone who is

interested please leave name and

telephone number at AMS office.

Art's Tam

An Art's tam belonging to H.

Sheridan is at the Journal office.

Will the owner please come and

pick it up?

Lighter

Lost — Presto lighter, metallic

gray, in the Students' Union.

Phone Pat Bradlev at 2-652.

Racial Prejudice

Evident In South

Baton Rouge, La. (Special)

—

Six Negroes were refused entrance

to Louisiana State University this

fall. They were turned down in the

absence of a federal court decision

requiring the admission of Negroes.

State laws still support segregation.

Similar treatment has been met-

ed out to Negroes at the University

of Texas, the University of Missis-

sippi Medical School, and Meharry

College in Nashville, in addition to

Louisiana universities. All of the

above are state-supported institu-

tions.

The rejected applicants will ap-

peal to the State Board of Educa-

tion, and legal steps will likely fol-

low, according to an attorney of the

National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People.

Tea-Totalers

The number of tea-totalers has

ncreased little on the university

campus, in spite of rising coffee

price.

The few brave souls who still

prefer their "cup 'o tae" are far out-

numbered by the coffee consumers.

All of which goes to show that the

well-known invitation "How about

going out for coffee?" will be around

for some time yet.

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

This hairdo was made with ^Ml
...the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent is

made to give you lovelier,

softer curls ... the kind you

need for today's casual hair-

dos I ike the "
Ju lie t " pi c-

tured above. A Bobbi wave is

never light, never frizzy.

Right after using Bobbi your

hair will have ihc beauty, the

body, the soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And it

will slay that way for weelts

and weeks!

Giving yourself a Bobbi is

easier, quicker tlian you ever

dreamed possible. You just

put your hair in pin curls

and apply Bobbi Creme Oil

Lotion. A little later, rinse

with water, let dry, brush out

—and that's all! No clumsy

curlers to use. No help
needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in fashion — if you can make
a simple pin curl — you'll

love Bobbi! $1.75

JusI pin-curl as usual. Apply Bobbi, nose 15 minutes later.

When hair is dry, simply brush out. No neutralizer needed.

No curlers, no re-setting. So easy, you do it yourself.
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CFRC
Plans for Queen's Radio Station

CFRC's fall program are as yet un-

announced. A meeting will be held

either this week or next to elect

three Sdenccmen, who in addition

to Ernie Jury, will take charge of

the technical aspect of the Friday

and Saturday night broadcasts. This

is necessary because of the large

number of Science students who did

not get their year because of time

spent in connection with CFRC.

Pete Handley is again in charge

of the Friday night Drama Work-

shop which features disc-jockey

programs, scenes from forthcoming

plays, Levana news and views, and

student talent.

Students Take Loyalty Oath
Berkely, Calif. (Special)—Male

freshmen and sophomores at the

University of California must

take a loyalty oath which will al-

low them to enrol in the Reserve

Officers' Training Course, This

course is a requisite of the Uni-

versity curriculum.

The new ruling is a result of a

rider on a defence bill passed by

Congress, said Acting Chancel-

lor Alva R. Davis recently.

Previously all juniors and sen-

iors who agreed to take four full

years of ROTC training toward a

commission on graduation have

taken the oath, Davis said, but

this is the first time it has been

extended to first and second year

students. The same ruling is in

effect at nearly all land-grant col-

leges in the United States, since

all require male students to enter

ROTC for at least two years.

The oath is the same as that

taken by Army officers, declar-

ing that they are not members of

subversive organizations.

Ralph Ornelas. second-year

student, refused to sign the oath

when it was put before him at

registration. He was warned that

failure to do so means that be

cannot enrol in ROTC, and also

the possibility of his dismissal

from the University.

Varsity Enrolment

Nearing 10,800

Toronto (Cup) — Registration

at the University of Toronto for

the forthcoming year is expected

to equal the 10,800-odd enrolment

of the 1953-54 session. There will

be approximately 1,400 faculty

members available to cope with

these students.

No Official Figures

The Registrar's Office has not

released the official figures yet.

but an authorative source in this

office has stated that applications

have exceeded last year's mark.

Editor Reports On Russia,

Women Massive, Vodka Weak
By Mike Pengelley

Toronto (Cup) — Returning

from a 13,000-mile whirlwind

flight to Moscow as special ob-

server at an International Union

of Students' conference, Clyde

Batten, Editor-in-Chief of The
Varsity, said yesterday that Can-

adian participation in the organ-

ization is "out of the question at

the present time."

Batten was official Canadian

University Press representative.

He said the student organiza-

tion, which has branches extend-

ing all over the world, showed

What's news at /nco?

Blast after blast

drives a passage through

the solid rock deep

down in Inco's Levack mine.

After the blasting, this

mechanical loader moves in and

picks up the rock broken by

the explosives. It operates without

interruption—often not stopping

even while ore cars move into

position for loading.

This powerful equipment is an

example of the way Inco endeavours

to take the backache out of mining.

"The Romance oj Nickel", a 72-piige book,

jully illustraled, will be sent Jree on request

to anyone inleresled.

THE International MPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED - 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

some symptoms of Commmiist
domination.

Batten .disagreed, however

with the head of the six-member

delegation from Canada, Tony
Enriquez of Ottawa, who told

some Canadian newspapers that

university students in the country

never would be able to associate

in the organization.

Students representing univer-

sities in two or three other coun-

tries, including the United King-

dom, did sign up as "Associate

Members" witli the lUS, Batten

reported.

No official statement was made
jointly by the Canadian delegates

iter their return from the nine-

day ^^oscow conference. Batten

pointed out, and he added that

Mr. Enriqucz's statements eman-

ating from Ottawa last week re-

presented his own opinions.

"I think it is extremely pessi-

mistic," the Varsity Chief said,

"to suggest that Canadian uni-

versities could never, sometime in

the future, see their way clear to

join."

Som 400 delegates representing

university students from 73 coun-

tries attended the world confer-

ence held in a flag-arrayed main

auditorium of Lomonosov Uni-

versity.

Five huge banners with the

slogan "Long Live Unity Among
University Students", written in

five different languages, hung

from the ceiling of the conference

hall.

Talking informally with Rus-

sian university students Batten

said the general consensus about

Canada seemed to be that the

average Canadian citizen wanted

peace and friendship with the

USSR but that leaders in the

country were, in effect, the pawns

of Washington.

He was impressed with Rus-

sian hospitality but he said the

contrast in material well-being

between countries behind the

Iron Curtain and in the western

world was like "night and day".

The average Russian was not

as well-dressed as the average

Canadian, Batten said, although

he added that he noticed no strik-

ing contrast between conditions

in western and eastern controlled

Europe.

Political propaganda fed the

Russian people is of a much more

subtle variety than that dished

up in the U.S. As an example.

Batten said that Pravda, the of-

ficial USSR news agency would

never report that "The Supreme
Soviet today decreed . . .

"; it

would be, "The people have dc-

cred that . .
."

Such care in news dissemina-

tion behind the Iron Curtain con-

tributed a sort of "esprit de

corps" within the Republic, he

said.

The Russian University stu-

dent is unable to be objective

about it. He is indoctrinated from

the cradle, and feels he must cru-

sade against the world.

Nevertheless, Mr. Batten add-

ed, the Russian political thinker

still seems to look to Great Bri-

tain for leadership in internation-

al affairs.

"Russia seems to want friend-

ship with Britain, and propagan-

da is directed mainly against the

United States," Batten said.

Editor: Batten's comments on

another facet of his Moscow trip

went this way: In replies to ques-

tions put to him about the Rus-

sian female, be said, "They're

massive!" The vodka was report-

ed weak.
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Smethurst Directs

Domino Theatre's

Fall Production

By Doug Phippen

Journal Feature Writer

"Love From A Stranger", a
psychological thriller by Frank
Vospcr, was presented by the
Domino Theatre Company on Fri-

day evening, under the capable
direction of Prof. Eric Smethurst
of Queen's.

The production was quite suc-
cessful and moved along at a very
good pace with Viola Smethurst
and John Lawlor iiandling the
leading roles. The supporting
cast gave a very creditable per-
formance with Peggy De La-
lioche and Jean Norris being the
standouts. The sets and hghtiug
were adequately handled consid-
ering the size of the group and the
somewhat severe limitations im-
posed by the stage in the La Salle
auditorium.

The support given the product-
ion by both the general public and
the student body was discourag-
ing for a city th size of Kingston
and a university of Queen's enrol-
ment, We are, presumably, a
fairly well educated people vi'ho

should be interested in the finer
arts whether presented for our
benefit by a University organiza-
tion or a civic group.

Those amongst the student
tody who enjoy drama, or who
would like to see it at its best,
would be well advised to attend
the next production sponsored by
the Domino group. This will be
the Canadian players' presenta-
tion of G. B. Shaw's "St. Joan",
which will be held in KCVI aud-
itorium on Oct. 25-27. Presented
by one of the best professional
drama groups in Canada, this pro-
duction should be well worth see-
ing, and the Domino Theatre
Company is to be congratulated
for undertaking such an ambitious
step in the cultural life of this

community.

A note of interest is that the
Canadian Players are presenting
the above play in Ottawa under
the patronage of Vincent Massey
the Governor-General of Canada,
shortly before their appearance in

Kingston. Tickets will- be avail-

able to Queen's students in the
near future.

Journal Staff

Anyone interested in report-

ing, writing features, doing

make-up or helping with typing

is invited to come to the

Journal office any Wednesday
or Sunday evening after 7 p.m,

Freshmen iniation antics at

universities across Canada are
headline news this autumn.

Mobs of rioting freshmen at the
University of Toronto knocked
down one professor, seriously

gashing his head, and assaulted
several other men and women.
Police resorted to gun fire at the
University of Western Ontario in

order to quell first year students
serenading a women's residence.

Out west, University of British

Columbia frosh have been chained
to lamp posts and dunked in water
tanks, and a psychologist has
termed the initiation "humiliating
and sadistic."

Queen's freshmen don't appear
to be in the same league as the

more imaginative brethren, but a
group of Science frosh and soph-
mores have drawn Journal editor-

ial censure after their singing and
yelling on University Avenue in-

terrupted Principal Mackintosh in

the middle of his speech at the

Arts Sophmorc-Freslimen ban-
quet last week.

Newspapers, university author-

ities and student government lead-

ers have reacted to this outbreak

of riotous behavior in their usual

pompous and self-righteous man-
ner. Fines and even expulsions

will be the aftermath of this in-

itiation fun.

No one has come to the defense

of the freshmen engaged in this

and student officials sincerely

want to search out those respons-

ible for this hoodlum conduct,

they can only end up by con-

demning themselves.

Freshmen are young and im-

pressionable. Usually they want
to follow the crowd and become
'one of the boys" as far as their

senior students are concerned.

They would not resort to vandal-

ism and violence unless encour-

aged by the irresponsible soph-

more thugs who generally take on

the duties of freshmen reception.

In their own turn, these soph-

mores are only able to carry out

their childish and irresponsible

whims through the failure of stu-

dents governments and university

authorities to place refasonable

limits on initiation schemes.

In the United States, where

death has occasionally resulted I

from freshmen 'welcoming' pro-

grams, many responsible student

governments have stepped in to

clearly define the nature of these

programs. As a result, freshmen
duties at these universities now
consist in cleaning up slum areas,

painting houses, undertaking nec-

essary jobs around the campus
and other such tasks, to the bene-
fit of both college and commun-
ity.

Educational., authorities ..fre-

quently maintain there is too wide
a gap between high school and
college. By failing to prevent
these immature autumn antics on
the part of freshmen and soph-
mores, our universities are only
making it immeasurably more
difficult for the freshman to adapt
himself to a different intellectual

and social climate.

Last week's outbreaks of vio-

lence are nothing new in Canad-
ian college history. Student gov-
ernments have been amply warn-
ed in the past, but few have taken
any preventive measures. Fining
and expelling freshmen and soph-
mores each year is no answer to

the problem. The only answer
is to clearly define the limits of

initiation programs and direct

them away from vandalism and
towards the performance of use-

ful tasks.

The problem is not so pressing

at Queen's, but our welcoming

programs are childish and seem

more intent on degrading the

freshman than helping him to find

his way about in a new atmos-

phere. When they meet this

evening, the AMS executive could

set an example for Canadian au-

thorities by undertaking to place

our initiation practices on a sane

and mature basis.

This cohnitn zvUl appear once a

xccch ill the Jounin!. Opinions ex-

pressed are those of the coluimiist

and have no necessary connection

li'ith Journal editorial policy.

Hillel Shows
Garbo Comedy

By Mary Capell

In a film colony where the

toothpaste smile and the bared

bosom have become prerequisites

to success, Garbo's reticence has

made her a legendary figure. Re-
ticent or not, however, in "Nin-
otchka" she proves beyond a

show of a doubt that with a lift

of her eyebrows she can consign

all other movie queens to Limbo.
The picture, made in Holly-

wood, in 1939, is a hilarious

spoof of Bolshevik ideolog}- and
the conditions in communist Rus-
sia before the war. It rolls merri-

ly along with the help of Meivyn
Douglas as a Parisian playboy
and Ina Claire as a displaced Rus-
sian. Countess. The rather wob-
bly and circumstantial plot con-

cerns the journey to Paris of three

Bolshevik agents, to sell, on be-

half of the GoverEmient, some
jewels confiscated during the Rev-
olution. Before you can say" Karl
Marx", the three comarades havej

succumbed to the pleasures o£

Paris, which include taking up
residence in the Royal suite of

an expensive hotel. When it ap-

pears to Moscow that the three

have lost sight of the party line,

Comarade Ninotchka (Garbo) is

sent over to tidj' things up. Ar-
riving in Paris full of sterling Bol-

shevik ideas about inspecting the

city's sewers, and bolstering her

comarades sagging idealism, she

too falls for the luxuries and night

life of the wicked Capital.

From the moment that Garbo
appears on the screen, the picture

is hers. The deep voice, the man-
nish stride, the absolute deadpan,

are uniquely her's too, but they

are attributes which few actress-

es would wish to copy. Thej' do
not seem somehow to go with

"glamor" in the accepted sense

of the word. And yet Garbo rad-

iates glamor. There is a lumin-

ous quality about her that defies

description. Hillel is to be con-

gratulated for bringing "Ninot-

chka" to the campus.

Jews Celebrate New Year
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call for Coke

There's bedlam in the

stands when the team is on

a march to the goal. Keep

things going! Refresh now

and then with a frosty

bottle of delicious Coca-Cola.
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By Lionel Rabin

"And the seventh month on the

first day of the month, we sha

have a convocation of holiness : ye

shall do no servile work; it is the

day of the sounding of the cor-

net unto you."

This is the theme of Rosh Hash-
onoh, the New Year as celebrat

ed by world Jewry today and to

morrow — two days of holiness

and solemnity unlike the revelry

and merrymaking of January 1.

On Rosh Hashonoh the Jew
stands before God to be remem-
bered and judged — to be inscrib-

ed in the Book of Life. Rosh
Hashonoh thus becomes a very

deep and meaningful, personal,

religious experience that brings

about self-analysis of one's con-

duct and appraisal of one's moral
character.

And "ft is a day of sounding
the cornet unto you". This is the

blowing of the Shofar— the ram's

horn—which occupies an integral

part of the synagogue service on
this day. Its awe-inspiring shrill

notes remind and impress wor-
shippers of the dramatic story in

Genesis when Abraham's faith

and loyalty were tested. (Genesis
XXII). It also reminds us of the

covenant between God and Abra-
ham, But the Shofar also possess-

es Messianic significance ; its

notes will herald the Messianic

era on earth.

Symbolic customs of Rosh
Hashonoh reflect the spirit of the

festival. One is associated with

the wish of a sweet year by virtue

of the dipping of fruit in honey.

Another custom is known as

Tashlich, a short individual ser-

vice which is held at a river bank,

sea shore ,etc., where one's sins

are cast away. It is also custom-

ary to greet friends and relatives

with the following benediction;

"May you be inscribed for a good
year."

Rosh Hashonoh also marks the

beginning of the Ten days of

Penitence, during which time par-

don and forgiveness are sought

from those who have been wrong-

ed. This period culminated on

Yom Kippur — the day of Atone-

ment — which will be observed

from sundown October 6 to sun-

down October 7,

But the message of the High

Holy Days is not confined to

Jewry alone. Its universality of

appeal lies in the fact that it

stresses the importance of living

peacefully and harmoniously with

our fellow men — to love "mercy,

to do justice and to walk humbly
with thv God,"
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Putting Our House In Order
Most Canadians greeted with approval this summer the de-

cision of the United States Supreme Court making it illegal for

public funds to be spent on racially segregated schools. Most Can-

adians, too. disapprove heartily of Dr. Malan's apartheid policies

in South Africa. But before we are too quick to criticize the

racial attitudes of other countries we should be sure that our own

house is in order. We can hardly assume an attitude of moral

superiority if instances of racial intolerance continue to be com-

mon in our own community. No Canadian escapes the stigma

brought on his country by the narrow-mindedness of his fellow

citizens.

Last week a Queen's student from the West Indies arrived in

Kingston without having previously obtained accommodation. He
and another Queen'sman set out in a taxi to find temporary lodg-

ing in a local tourist home. At the first house they tried, the pro-

prietress said bluntly, "We don't take colored boys here." At the

second the landlady went off to fetch the registration book, then

apparently thought better of it and told them that she was full

up. The chances of a Kingston tourist home being crowded at

this time of year are nil.

It is not difficult to imagine the impression of Canada left with

the student involved. He could not be blamed for assuming that

Canadians are as bigoted as their neighbours in the southern United

States. But this instance is not an isolated one. The little town

of Dresden, Ontario, has succeeded in leaving a foul taste in the

mouths of Canadians by its attempts to enforce a degree of racial

segragation. The case of the negro refused service at a downtown
Toronto barbershop received world-wide publicity. The duties of

Canadians do not stop with being tolerant and then closing their

minds to what goes on around them, Such persons as the two

Kingston landladies should not be allowed to rest secure in the

shadow of public indifference. Their cruelty toward the young
Queen's student will go unpunished if their neighbors do not remind

them of their duties toward their fellow men.

A Cold War Declaration
During both World Wars leaders among the Allied powers

saw fit to issue declarations of intention embodying the principles

that their armies were fighting to uphold. In the first World War
it was President Wilson with his "fourteen points" and his state-

ment that America aimed "to make the world safe for democracy".

In 1941 President Franklin Roosevelt and Prime Minister Church-

ill issued the Atlantic Charter, a statement of Allied war aims.

Thus far in the cold war none of the western powers has ventured

to follow suit and proclaim exactly what the west is willing to

defend.

This reluctance to issue a set of "cold war aims" has probably

been the result of the flexibility of the western coalition, a coali-

tion which can embody such unlikely partners as communist Yugo-
slavia and Franco Spain. But the three major western powers
— the United Kingdom, America and France — will be committing
a serious blunder if they do not make clear in the near future

what principles they believe they must defend. Such a declaration

is necessary if we are to convince the undecided third of the world
that we are not attempting to impose our way of life on them.
It could also have a considerable effect behind the Iron Curtain.

A declaration of aims would make it clear to the average man
in the west that he is not fighting for "the bosses" but for his

own right to make terms with the bosses through peaceful chan-
nels.

The three great western powers would no doubt have some
difficulty in deciding among themselves what they are defending.
The Americans have fallen into the unfortunate habit of assuming
that the western world is prepared to fight for private enterprise.
The strength of the Labour party in Britain and the lack of en-
thusiasm for American capitalism shown in most European and
Asian countries should make it abundantly clear that America
must not place undue emphasis on the part played by private
enterprise in her economy. It might also be difficult to agree that
freedom from want and freedom from fear should be numbered
among the west's cold war aims. The French have never been
sympathetic toward underpriviledged peoples and the Americans
have recently been showing signs of going back on the promises
held out by Point Four. But both these freedoms must he stressed
and efforts to carry them into practice must be made if Asia and
Africa are to be kept Out of the Soviet camp. A western declara-
tion of intention must also, of course, .stress the freedoms we
take for granted — speech, assembly, worship and so on. But we
must not force the starnng Asian peasant to choose between free-
dom of speech and freedom from want — he could not be blamed
for choosing to live quietly.

Letters To The Editor

MORE ABOUT THE SCIENCEMEN

CAN THEY GET ALONG 7

Russians And Chinese

By Kenneth Hilborn

The nature of the relations be-

tween Communist China and the

Soviet Union constitutes a re-

CLirrent and perplexing problem

of contemporary international pol-

itics. Superficially these nations

Editor, Journal:

The executive and members of

Arts '57 wish to apologize to their

guests and to the Arts Freshmen

present at the annual Arts Fresh-

man-Sophomore Banquet for the

disturbance which disrupted the

speech of the senior member of the

administration.

I am writing to the Journal as

the principal organ of campus news

to clear up and report on the inci-

dents which centered around this

banquet.

The Arts Freshman-Sophomore

Banquet is an annual affair of great

importance in the induction of young

men into the Faculty of Arts. This

banquet is designed with care and

considerable expense to allow the

freshmen to dine with their fellows

and with selected sophomores who
mingle with them directing the con-

versation and encouraging the fresh-

men to talk, Addresses are made by

the Principal, the Dean and a trophy

for intramural sports created by
Arts '55 as a memorial to Dick Em-
mett who was killed in his first

summer after attending Queen's is

presented. The tone of this Banquet

is such that freshmen become aware

that we can do things nicely and
with formality yet friendliness.

On the night to which I refer, a

disturbance of the rowdiest kind in-

terrupted one of these addresses. To
further disrupt things and leave the

Freshmen with a bad taste in their

mouths over the whole affair, the

tarns of these freshmen were re-

moved from the cloakroom.

Initiations in Arts are difficult

things to administer well. One of

the main supports of any Arts initi-

ation is the Arts tam which iden-

tifies Freslunen. It can be easily

seen that the absence of even a few

tams will disrupt the whole system.

I want to make it clear that I

name no names and accuse no one

particularly, but one of the jobs of

vigilantes in any faculty is to con-

trol their freshmen and to make sure

that they conduct themselves with

at least a little control. On the night

mentioned freshmen of one particu-

lar faculty were congregated to-

gether outside the women's resi-

dence. It is logical to assume that

they had something to do with the

disturbance outside the union only

two blocks awaj'.

This disturbance was rowdy and
a show of unpardonable bad man-
ners. The removal of tarns was a

gross impertinence and disregard

for the property of others.

I wish to assure the Arts fresh-

men that their fellow students in

other faculties are not usually so
rude.

H, J, Bethune,

President,

Arts '57

Trouble In Toronto

TONY ENRIQUEZ AND lUS

Apparently Queen's Sciencemen are not the only ones given
to running amok during initiation week. A howling mob of 600
engineering freshmen at the University of Toronto ran wild through
University College, Thursday, destroying property, assaulting stu-
dents and injuring the college registrar. A somewhat similar in
cidcnt disturbed Queen's equilibrum three years ago when students
caused more than $500 damage to the Toronto football train.

Both incidents have at least one feature in common. Not only
did the students behave in an infantile manner, but they showed
an astonishing disregard for the law of the land. Some students
seem to entertain the notion that municipal and federal laws just do
not apply to them while they are at college. The Alma Mater
Society here seemed to condone the students' action on the train
by making the whole student body pay for the damage. Officials
at the University of Toronto would be well advised to take much
stronger measures. Expulsion from the university would not be
out of order. Xor should the students be exempted from criminal
proceedings. The whole student body must definitely not be pen-

]

liberal democracy
alized for the recklessness of the few. civilization.

Editor, Journal i

I was happy to read in the Journal

of September 24, that Mr. Tony

Enriquez. the national president of

NFCUS, has decided not to rec-

ommend any affiliation between

NFCUS and the Communist-dom-

inated International Union of Stu-

dents.

The Communists would not want

us or permit us to associate our-

selves in any way with lUS unless

they were confident tliat they could

derive propaganda or other political

advantages from the arrangement.

And clearly we could not give the

Reds an opportunity of gaining such

'idvantages without virtually com-

nitting treason against the cause of

and Western

Furthermore, any connection with

lUS would do irreparable damage
to the reputation and prestige of

NFCUS. An impression of NFCUS
as a Communist front would be im-

planted in the public mind, and the

inaccuracy of this impression would

not render it less harmful. Even
legitimate NFCUS efforts to pro-

tect student interests might come
to be branded as subversive agita-

tion, and the influence and useful-

ness of the organization would be
correspondingly reduced.

For these reasons I believe that

the anti-IUS decision reached hy
the NFCUS national president is

commendable and sound.

Ken Hilborn,

Arts '56

are firm allies in the ideological

and power struggles that have

divided the world into two anr.ed

camps. But more careful exam-

ination suggests the probable ex-

istence of several areas of friction

within the Sino-Russian coalition

—areas of friction which, in the

opinion of some statesmen and

analysts, may lead China to

break away from her alignment

with Moscow and adopt an inde-

pendent "Titoist" policy.

The direct clash of Chinese and

Soviet interests in Sinkiang

(Chinese Turkestan), North Kor-

ea, and Manchuria, is often cited

as evidence in support of the view

that the Communist alliance is not

really as durable as it might ap-

pear to be at a casual glance. It

may be pointed out, in confirma-

tion of this argument that mere

ideological affinities have histor-

ically proved quite inadequate to

maintain good relations between

two nations whose political or

economic ambitions are in basic

conflict.

The condition of Russo-Yugo-

slav relations is a constant re-

minder of the fact, as is the hos-

tility of anti-Communist South

Korea tow'ard the almost equally

anti-Communist Japanese. The

ambitions of Yugoslavia and Kor-

ea to secure national autonomy,

and the traditional urge of Russia

and Japan for expansion, are total-

ly incompatible. This incompat-

ibility of interests produces inter-

national distrust and suspioion

even when the countries concern

ed share a common Communist

or anti-Communist ideology. Thus
we cannot dismiss the possibility

of a Sino-Soviet split merely on

the ground that Russia and China

are both governed by Reds.

There are, however, several con-

siderations which tend to indicate

that any collapse of the Russo-

Chinese alliance is highly unlike-

ly within the immediate or near

future. The analogy frequently

drawn between China and Yugo-
slavia — an analogy implied in

every hopeful reference to Chinese

"Titoism" — is invalid. There
are striking differences in the re-

spective positions of the two
countries.

Yugoslavia was a mere satellite,

a tool that would have made sac-

rifices but reaped no rewards in

any Communist war of aggres-

sion. China, on the other hand,
is virtually an equal partner of

Russia, and would be a beneficiary

rather than a victim of further

Communist success. Yugoslavia
felt the instinctive distrust of a

small country for a powerful

neighbour with obvious imperial-

istic designs ; but China, the great-

est military power in Asia, has no
reason to fear her Soviet ally, Un-
like Yugoslavia, China's national

independence is not endangered
by her close relationship with the

Soviet Union. Thus China has
less incentive to sever her ties

with Russia than had Yugoslavia.

The above arguments are fun-

damentally negative, designed to

show that the precedent of Yugo-
slavia is not a sufficient basis for

a prediction that Red China will

turn against Russia. But there

are also positive reasons for us
to expect the continued survival
nf the Sino-Soviet aggressive com-
bination.

China is not yet highly indust-

rialized, and recent floods have

almost certainly put her indus-

trialization program behind sche-

dule. Thus Peiping needs — and

w^ill need for some time to come

— the products of Russian avia-

tion and armament industries. She

could dispense with these prod-

ucts only if she abandoned both

her imperial ambitions in South-

east Asia and her announced in-

tention 1 0 conquer Formosa.

Yugoslavia, of course, received

weapons from the West after her

break with the Kremlin. But

Yugoslavia wanted guns purely

for defensive purposes — she was

by herself a menace to nobody.

China, since she is an expansion-

ist power, could expect no such

generosity; obviously the West

could not subsidize Red Chinese

imperialism, even if this imper-

ialism were a purely Chinese pol-

icy conducted independently of

Moscow.
China, then, needs friendship

with Russia. And Russia, for her

part, needs a friendly China to

protect her Asian flank against

the "wicked American Fascist

cannibals". A serious split there-

fore seems highly improbable, at

least until China has grown into

a great industrial power capable

of equipping her own armed forces

with the most modern instru-

ments of slaughter and destruc-

tion.

It would, of course, be rash and

irresponsible to say that a Sino-

Soviet split is impossible even at

the present moment. I say merely

that an imminent split is extreme-

ly unlikely. And since it is un-

likely, the West should not base

its policy on an unjustified hope

that it may come to pass after all.

To do so would be to take a reck-

less gamble and to court political

and diplomatic defeat.

Some people argue, for e-xample,

that we should recognize Red
China as a technique of stimulat-

ing Chinese Titoism; if we ac-

cepted this suggestion, we would
certainly confer the important

benefits of recognition on the
Chinese Communists, but would
ourselves stand only a very slim

chance of gaining the compensa-
tory advantage of precipitating a
breach between our chief antag-
onists. A policy of concessions,

based on nothing more than a
vague hope that it might possibly

shatter the Red alliance, would at

this time be premature, fruitless,

and dangerous.
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AMS REFERS RIOT TO FACULTIES
NYU Professor

Speaks At Hillel

On Sunday Evening

Israel Knox, associate professor

of Philosophy at New York Uni-

versity will be the guest lecturer at

Hillel House on Sunday, Oct. 3,

at S:15 p.m.

Israel Knox was educated at City

College, New York, and received his

doctor of philosophy degree at

Queen'smen Stage Own Riot
Destruction Follows Dance
Wide publicity, a summons for

three students, and a night in Jail

for one were the result of Monday
night's Arts freshman weiner roast,

which ended in a miniature riot and
an attack on the Kingston police

station,

After the uneventful weiner roast,

buses left Fort Henry about 9
<> clock and deposited the students

;it Market Square. A snake dance
started and wound its way up
Princess Street, going through the

Town and Country Restaurant hut

keeping out of pubs and theatres. It

broke up near Clergy into about a

dozen smaller dances, before any

trouble started.

A few students were lifting

man-hole covers by 10 p.m. at

Montreal and Princess, but the

shenanigans probably would have

ended there had not a green Pon-
tine started swerving through

the crowd, evidently trying to

break up the dance and narrowly

refused to stop before the on-

slaught of yelling students.

Crowd Chants ''Get That Car"

Israel Knox

Columbia University. He is the

author of "The Aesthetic Theories

of Kant, Hegel, and Schopenhauer."

He has lectured to a large number
of organizations and his visit to

Hillel House promises to be a

worthwhile event.

Professor Knox will speak on

"The Quest for Happiness" and will

deal with the human predicament

in to-day's setting.

Beer And Busses

To Professorship

The philosophy department has

extended itself to include a fourth

member.

Percival A. H. Jack will lighten

the burden of Professors Duncan,
Estail and Carter.

A native of Edinburgh, Scot-

land, Mr. Jack was educated there

and received an honorary master
of arts degree in philosophy from
Edinburgh University. He plans

to work for his doctorate while in

Canada — possibly at Queen's.

Mr. Jack's previous occupations
have not been in the academic
field. His positions as a beer de-

liverer for a brewery and as a bus
conductor illustrate his versatil-

ity.

Until his arrival in Quebec Aug.
21, Mr. Jack had never been to this

continent. He says that he much
prefers the open campus at

Queen's to the large buildings

crowded in the centre of the city

which constitute Edinburgh Uni-
versity.

Mr. Jack, who says that he ad-

niires the unselfconscious freeness

in the attitudes of his Canadian
acquaintances was very favour-
ably impressed by the Students'
Union.

"Other impressions of Queen's
have not sorted themselves out
yel." he says.

The crowd started chanting "Gel

ihat car!" and attacked it, pulling

ihe driver out of his seat. Several

students started jumping up and
down on the car, letting air out of

the tires, and smearing it with mus-
tard left over from the weiner roast.

Other pranks included dismant-

ling a car, lifting up the rear ends of

several, hitting the sides of cars

with fists and bottles, and throwing
empty liquor bottles. One uniden-

tified person had the shirt ripped
off his back.

At this point the police arrest-

ed Richard Patterson, 19, and his

brother Harry, 21, who is in Arts

58 at Queen's. They took the

boys down to the station, the

mob following. Harry Patter-

son was charged with obstruct-

ing an officer, his brother with

consimiing liquor while under the

required age of 21.

The remaining crowd milled

around in front of the station shout-

ing for the release of the Pattersons,

finally pushing a police cruiser

through the front door and break

ing a plate glass window.

Police warned the crowd to dis

perse, but were ignored. They then

brought out a light hose and turned

it on the still-yelling students. They
had to repeat the drenching two or

three times before it had any effect

and the mob disintegrated around

midnight.

Three participants m Tuesday evening's AMS execuuve meeung pull long
faces as they discuss the riot. Shown, left to right, aje Herb Hamilton, Iain
Gow and Jeannette Lewis.

Ellis Honorary President

Police Turn Hose On Students
Glen Cook, Arts '58, then went

into the station to see about the

relase of the Pattersons, and to

obtain the names of the car own-
ers involved in the disturbances.

He assured the police that some-

how restitution would be made.

At 1 ;30 a member of the Patter-

son family came down and paid

the $100 bail, releasing the two
boys.

Apparently a good many King-

ston spectators were partly respon-

sible for the row, having urged the

students on in their activities if

they showed signs of quieting down.

A statement was received yester-

day morning from Iain Gow, pres-

ident of the Alma Mater Society.

Mr. Gow deplored Monday night's

activities, and expressed an apology

to the city of Kingston and city

police for the disturbance and dam-

age caused by the Queen's students.

"The Alma Mater Society re-

grets the incidents of Sept. 27

and is conducting a thorough in-

vestigation into the culpability

of the students involved" said

Mr. Gow.

"The student body at Queen's

has always enjoyed friendly rela-

tions with the people of Kingston,'

and the city police, and the Alma

Mater Society will take steps to

ensure that this relationship is not

further jeapordized".

Principal W. A. Mackintosh was

not available for comment.

Charges are being laid against

three more Queen's students involv-

ed in the riot. Remand of the

Pattersons is to October 5.

Murray Mathieson, Science

'55, was appointed chairman of

the Queen's committee of the Na-

tional Federation of Canadian

University Students at Tuesday
night's AMS executive meeting.

He fills the vacancy left by Shelia

Scott, who is not at Queen's this

year.

Lloyd Carlsen, NFCUS vice-

president, was nomiated Exter-

nal Affairs chairman in view of

his experience in matters pertain-

ing to NFCUS. He expects to

attend at least part of the week-

Meisel Voices Challenges

Prof. John Meisel voiced three

challenges of the university in the

final address sponsored by the

A.M.S. Frosh reception comniTttee,

Tuesday night.

The challenge of specialization

involves the university's concern

with the accumulation and spread

of knowledge. In comparing theor-

etical and practical knowledge, Prof-

essor Meisel went on to say that

blind specialisation makes a person

narrow, with no appreciation of

other fields, while at the same time

generalization is also dangerous. He

warned Frosh that they are wasting

time if their only purpose is to pass.

The challenge of prejudice or pre-

judgement illustrates the importance

of the development of open minds

and of thinking clearly and ration-

ally. A well-educated person tries

to do away with emotional judg-

ment.

Ending with the challenge of

mass production. Prof. Meisel point-

ed out that our technical age empha-

sizes size. Anything big is consid-

ered good. As a result people tend

to become mass-produced and their

whole talent for a creative life tends

to disappear while they sit back and

wait to be entertained.

Queen's Students

Attend Conference

Three members of the Queen's

Student Christian Movement repre-

sented the university at the National

SCM Council at Five Oaks Train-

ing Centre, Sept. 12 - 17. They

were Jill Stuchbury, new local staff

secretary ; Pat Douglas, president

of the Queen's unit; and Mary

Porter, newly-elected to the Na-

tional Executive Committee.

The three Queen's members were

among 40 delegates and observers

representing local units from 20

Canadian universities and colleges,

together with national secretaries,

local seceretaries and delegates from

the major denominations who re-

present the Canadian Council of

Churches.

Chainnen of the Council were

Fred Heidrich, of the University of

Saskatchewan, and the Rev. Prof,

William Fennel! of Emmanuel Col-

lege. General secretary of the move-

ment is the Rev, E. M. Nichols of

Toronto.

The SCM, official organ of the

Canadian Council of Churches on

the campus, meets annually to dis-:

cuss the problems of presenting the

Gospel of Jesus Christ on local, na-

tional and international levels.

Of special significance was the

visit of Kyaw Than of Burma and

Geneva, travelling secretary of the

World's Student Christian Federa-

tion, of which the Canadian move-

ment is a member. .'\t the opening

ession Air. Than spoke to the group

on the South-East situation in its

social and theological implications.

long NFCUS conference to be

held in Toronto Oct. lS-23,

Gerry Irwin, Who's Where
Editor, reported that the print-

ers have promised the comple-

tion of the handbook by Nov. 1.

The AMS was asked to assist

faculty athletic sticks in pur-

chasing their equipment by so-

ciety Athletic Stick Pat Galasso.

The meeting decided to ask the

Planning and Research Commit-

tee to set up a small committee

to co-ordinate campus activities.

This subject recalled the conges-

tion of last February, when the

Drama Guild had to compete with

several other events scheduled

for the same week.

The AMS agreed to pay student

interests fees of exchange stu

dents. The decision was reached

in compliance with a suggestion

made by the registrar.

AMS members moved that

Dean D. S. Ellis of Science be

nominated as honorary AMS
president.

It was agreed that members of

visiting teams on big game

weekends be given complimentary

dance tickets.

Wilson Woodside was men-

tioned as a possibility for this

year's AMS lecturer.

March U was set as a tenta-

tive date for Colour Night at the

Student Body
Must Accept
Responsibility

The Alma Mater Society

shouldered responsibility for
damage incurred in Monday
night's riot at their first execu-

tive meeting Tuesday evening.

Iain Gow, AMS president, out-

lined the course of the distur-

bance. He said that while Prin-

cipal Mackintosh was not pre-

pared to make an official state-

ment, he did advise the AMS to

step in and take action if neces-

sary in its capacity as a student-

governing body responsible for

student action. Since no precedent

has been set for an occurrence of

this kind, the problem proved a

ticklish one.

The president expressed the

need "for the AMS to handle the

affair by itself and make a definite

move before the university steps

in."

Boh Jenness, Arts president,

moved a) that the AMS be pre-

pared to take responsibility for

the students actions and b) that

(See Riot, Page 5)

New Girls' Coach

McGill Graduate

Miss Elizabeth Evans has assum-

ed the post of intercollegiate coach

for the Levana Society.

Blonde and attractive, Miss

Evans is a native of Rothesay, N.B.,

and a graduate of the McGill School

of Physical Education.

With the arrival of Miss Evans,

who will take the place of Miss

Elaine Fildes, Levana will have

three full-time athletic coaches

rather than two.

Her previous positions include

tw'O years as athletic director at

Doreen Maxwell
Biology Lecturer

An e-x-itudent of Queen's, Prof.

Doreen Maxwell will do sessional

lecturing in the Biology departiiR-nt

in the absence of Dr. A. S. \\'e>i,

who is on sabbatical leave this \ear.

Miss Maxwell, a native of Otta-

wa, graduated from Queen's with

a bachelor of arts degree in Biology

d went on to obtain her master's

degree, also Queen's. In 1950 she

Iiegan studyin- ,-it McCiW for her

Ph.D. in gen<.'lic;, .m.l in 1952 atten-

ded St. Andrew's University in

Scotland. During that year she also

viiited Glasgow, Edinburgh and

.-\berdeen. Upon her return to Can-

ada, she was employed by the gov-

ernment in the Forests Insects la-

boratory, where she worked for fotir

previous summers.

Elizabeth Evans

Dalhousie University, three months

of teaching school in England, one

year with the Y.W.C..'\. in Hacken-

sack, N.J.. and a year with the Pro-

testant School of Greater Montreal.

An.xious to devote her time solely

to coaching, Miss Evans, who saj'S

that she will teach everything but

swimming, was glad to take the po-

sition at Queen's and is impressed

by the interest in athletics shown by

the students.
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WHisne STOPS
with JIM O'GRADY

Ivor Wynn must be the most jovial character who ever hung

out a coaching- shingle to dry in the balmy breezes of Lake Ontario.

Because Wynn, who skulks somewhere in the dark confines of

Hamilton when he's not giving forth with oratorical witticisms

for the benefit of the esteemed Canadian intercollegiate Athletic

Union, seems to be having the last laugh. When he stirred a

revolution within the ranks of the C.I.A.U. last year over the

question of McMaster's departure, constitutional or otherwise,

from big time circles, Mr. Wynn knocked the framework of the

Union loose from its moorings.

The problem of how to get things back on an even plane is

one which has been bothering every athletic official connected

with the college scene on this side of the Manitoba border. It's

a system of organized confusion which will also explain just why
Jake Edwards, who heads his intermediates out to pasture for

another season this Saturday at R.M.C., finds himself in charge

of a squad which will play nothing but exhibition games from now
until the first snowfall sends the football bug scurrjang back to

its den in Richardson stadium.

What has happened is this: the old Ottawa-St. Lawrence con-

ference, which until this year provided a stamping ground for just

about every intermediate team on the campus, has been abandoned

by Queen's officials as a matter of policy. To replace it, a new
little big four has been set up between the four perrenial eastern

rivals for the purposes of intermediate football and basketball

activity. But because of the failure of conference officials {and

particularly McGill officials) to get the new framework set up in

time, the league this year will operate on an exhibition basis.

No Secret

PHOTO BY FHIPPEN

Waiting and Wondenng.

What important details of last Saturday's game were picked

up by the watchful eyes of Al Lenard (1) and Frank Tindall?

This niuch is sure: the Gaels won't be making the same mistakes

tomorrow.

IN xhe: i^c:/noML.ixE:

It's no secret that the C.I.A.U. broke off in a huff last year,

when its ranks were split over the McMaster question. It's also

old hat that the Union as a whole maintained that the Macmen
couldn't legally be ejected, while the big four held that it was a

private matter which should not concern the parent group. At
least, not while the four largest colleges found a five team league

too hot to handle from a schedule viewpoint. The temper of the

nine larger schools in the organization was not improved by the

fact that 16 smaller schools consistently outvoted them in pro-

ceedings which concerned only the afore-mentioned nine.

And so it was that the new set up was inaugurated. You can

flex your imagination to figure out additional reasons, perhaps,

but here are some of the logical arguments put forth by the Ath-
letic Board of Control; (1) it is thought that a new intermediate

league giving rise to competition between the four old rivals will

result in greater fan interest, and incidentally, better competition

for the locals; (2) Queen's, which was in the old conference more
or less by invitation, was being forced to accept a schedule con-

sidered to be too heavy. Too, local squads were expected to

honour all scheduled dates.

The other clubs were not so stringently tied up, apparently:

as witness Bishop's, which had only to phone on one occasion last

year to announce that she was unable to finance a scheduled trip

to Queen's. It hasn't been announced as being true, but it's fair to

think that the big four were also very eager to crawl out from
under the thumb of the remaining members of the C.I.A.U.

All of which has led to the virtual suspension of the C.I.A.U.

constitution for this season, while also giving rise to a great clam-
oring for a complete revision of the afore mentioned constitution.

To be brief about it, the new plan (and it hasn't even been of-

ficially presented as of yet) would create three autonomous unions
within the structural framework of the C.I.A.U. The four colleges

which presently make up the senior intercollegiate loop would be
known as the Ontario-Quebec Union- most of the present teams
in the Ottawa-St, Lawrence conference (teams such as Bishop's.

Laval, Ottawa U, etc.) would retain their present status; while
schools in the western areas of the province (McMaster, OAC,
Kitchener, Assumption, etc.) would unite in a South-Western con-

ference.

So what, you say? Just exactly this: there are indications

that a setup like this would probably be very satisfactory as far

as football and basketball are concerned, but perhaps not so sat-

isfactory in other respects. That the competition would stiffen up
in a league which contained Toronto, Western, and McGill is quite
true; as is the fact that such a schedule would be more interesting,

in that it would allow such things as double-header basketball
tilts with two teams from each school competing.

However, you might also ask whether or not such a constitu-
tional revision would be beneficial to such sports as track and field,

boxing and wrestling, and swimming. Would Queen's be able
to turn out track men and swimmers who could compete in the
senior leagues with Toronto and McGill? And what would happen
to the intercollegiate boxing assaults \i the perenially strong OAC
team was forced to withdraw? At the moment, the conclusion
you reach is as good as any other on the horizon.

The annual Levana tennis tourna-

ment is under way, so watch for

the deadline dates. There is inter-

collegiate tennis practice every after-

noon at the Kingston tennis courts.

Miss Evans will be there to offer

any assistance required. Meanwhile,

the entry date for the Golf tourna-

ment is set for Oct. 9, See Janet

Ziegler, your golf representative,

for particulars.

Swimming for Levana will be on

Mondays and \^'ednesdays from 1.30

to 3.30. The swimming meet will be

held this year on the 29th of No-

\'ember at Queen's. Now is the time

to practice.

Referee school starts Tuesday,

Oct. 5. and will take place from 7

to S.30 in the gymnasium.

All those interested in badminton

should be on the courts between 12

and 1,30. The tournament starts

Oct. 26.

Pre-season basketball practices

will start Sept. 30, from II to 12

a.m. Those interested in intercol-

legiate basketball are requested to

turn out.

Keep your sports alive !

Intermediate Schedule

Oct. 2—Queen's at R.M.C.

11—McGill at Queens

16—Queen's at Toronto

23—Western at Queen's

Nov. 6—Queen's at Carleton Coll.

13—Toronto at Queen's

GAELS TACKLE BEACHES
SEASON OPENER NEAR

In

last

Tomorrow afternoon, the Toronto Balmy Beaches, plagued by

a phenominal losing streak, will invade Richardson Stadium, at-

tempting to hit the win column for the first time this season,

seven attempts this fall, one against Varsity, the Beaches,

year's 0,R.F.U. champs, have failed to register victory No. I.

However, the Gaels will not have a pushover contest against the

hungry pro team.

The fast improving Beaches, barely edged out by Sarnia Im-

perials last game, still have most of their 1954 regulars, except

all-conferencefor all-conference end Oatem

Fisher. This loss has been part-

ially offset by the acquisition of

three new imports, Keith Car-

penter, Bin Lowe, and Vince

Drake. Carpenter, a tackle, saw

action with San Francisco 49ers,

Edmonton Eskimos, and Winni-

peg Blue Bombers before lining

up with the Beaches. Lowe and

Drake both bad try outs with top

Canadian pro teams. Harvey Sin-

Last week the Beaches fell to the

Varsity twelve 29-12. Varsity's

London counterparts. Western,

did not have as much drive, bow-

24-7 to SarEiia.

The Golden Gaels, preparing for

the opening of the regular college

season at Montreal, on Oct, 9,

have been working out daily un-

der coaches Frank Tindall and

Hal McCarney... The line-up for

They'll be calling the plays.

deton. two-way end, is the

only import holdover. Coach

Bill Wall, who took over from

Chuck Klein, now with the Argos,

will dress two notable Queen's

grads, Greg and Ross McKelvey,

Comets Open Season
With the initial game only one

day away, cuach Jake Edwards is

still non-committal about how his

team will fare in the new inter-

mediate setup. With the Comets

opening tomorrow afternoon

against R.M.C. on the latter's

home grounds the biggest problem

is the line, but it is hoped that it

will bt strengthened when Frank

Tindall cuts his Senior squad.

The Intermediates, who last year

finished in a second place tie, have

added many new and capable

players to their list. Included

among these are quarter-backs

Riin Rooke, a graduate of Forest

Hill Collegiate in Toronto, and

fleet-footed Charley Safrance
from Windsor. Three more Tor-

onto boys are expected to figure

prominently in Coach Edward's
plans. The three rookies are

tackle Elvio Delzotto, another

product of Forest Hill Collegiate

fullback Dave Wilson, and Hank
Harshaw, a hard-running half

from Dan forth Tech. Another
promising freshman is Atherton
Giriou, a well-built outside wing
from Ottawa. One of the big

guns on last year's squad, half-

back Carl Lenahan will be back

as will be quarterback Bob Cran-

ston and linemen Ron Delisle,

Ned Chown and John Ashley.

Jake plans on using two quarter-

backs and maybe a third depend-

ing on various circumstances.

Gazing into his crystal ball,

Jake sees Con Baker, Delzotto,

Safrance, Harshaw and Henry

Clark as future Seniors. Clark,

better known as "Chalky" is a

shifty speed merchant from St.

Michael's College. Last year he

was one of the main reasons why
St. Mike's swept through their

schedule undefeated to win the

O.C.A.C, crown. Henry was up

tomorrow's game is fairly certain,

except for a few linemen both-

ered by minor ailments._ Joe

O'Brien, Ottawa guard, who suf-

fered a head injury in the St.

Lav/rence game, has been work-

ing out all week and will probably

play this weekend. Jack Cook,

star end, will definitely play to-

morrow, although he suffered a

(Continued on Page 4)

with the Seniors but was sent

dovm by Tindall in order to gain

a little more experience. This boy

will bear watching.

As for the kicking. Coach Ed-

wards is undecided. At the mom-
ent wingback Bill McGuire seems

likely to take over.

No longer in league competi-

tion, the Intermediates will run

up against Toronto, Western. Mc-

Gill. R.M.C, and Carleton College

in what promises to be a stiff ex-

hibition schedule. As per usual,

Toronto is expected to he the

strongest opponent.

SYDtNHi

Rev. C, E,

a WILLIAM STS.

Lloyd Zursrigg
organist and choir master

sunday, october 3rd

11 Q.m.—World Wide

Communion.

7.30 p.m,—"You Must Be

Right"

Fireside for Young People after

the Evening Service, "Caravans"

Toil Will Be Welcome

(fihalttiprfi

EARU AND BARRIE STS.

:V. W. F BANISTER, D.O

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 3RD

11,00 Q.m.—Holy Communion.

7.30 p.m.—'Those Little

Foxes'

0 Come Let Us Worship

&t. Anbrriu'0

PfiiKCESS And Clergy streets

REU J Fo.^BES WeOOERBUHS
M A D.O ,

MINJSTEH

MR DARWIN STATA,
OHO*rJiBT AStJ CHOIRMASTER
MISS ANNE HALLIOAV

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

11.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St, Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

(anglican)

King St at Johnson St,

sunday. october 3rd

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion.

9.15 a.m.—Fomily Service,

11,00 a.m.—Choral Eucharist.

7.00 p,m.—Evensong,

Students are heartily invited

to make the Cathedral their

Church Home in Kiugston.

• two

convenient

locations
town and country

^ Restaurants •
Princess at Clergy

Cataraqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle
J
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Meds Ball Lavish

Music By Kenney

This year's Medical Formal
will take place on Oct. 15. For-

mal Convenor Henry Gasmann,
Meds '56, has predicted that the

event will he the most lavish

ever held at Queen's.

The dance has been named
"The Centennial Ball", as it will

climax the week of celebrations

commemorating t h e hundred-

year history of the Queen's
Medical Faculty. In view of this

the committee has made a special

attempt to produce a fabulous

"birthday party" worthy of the

great occasion.

Mart Kenney will provide the

musical background for the fes-

tivities scheduled to start at 10

p.m. in the Queens gynmasium.
The evening's program will be
varied, featuring smooth dance
music spiced here and there by
gay interludes in keeping with
the "birthday party" atmosp-
here.

A sumptuous buffet dinner has

been arranged and a second
musical group will provide din-

ner music during the entire eve-

ning. Decorations are still a

secret, but the coniittee promises

more colour than Queen's has

seen for many years.

The number of tickets avail-

able will be limited this year be-

cause a large number have al-

ready been reserved for alumni

who will be in Kingston for the

Centennial celebrations. Students

who plan to attend are urged to

purchase their tickets early in

order to avoid possible disap-

pointment.

PRINCIPAL ADDRESSES FROSH

Classified Ads
For Rent

Large front bedroom (twin

beds) for two students. Also

board for six students. Reason-

able rates. Apply at 391 Brock

St. or phone 9031.

Lost

Eversharp fountain pen with

silver cap and maroon base. Lost

last Saturday. Finder please not-

ify Bill Mellof at 21010. Reward.

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

Queen's University gives a warm
welcome to the freshman classes

which have just begun their courses

at the University as year by year it

has extended an equally warm wel-

come to the many classes which have

gone before you. It is only through

classes such as yours that the Uni-
versity continually renews itself.

You come to an institution which

is accumulating and has accumulated

a considerable tradition. It is not

made by one freshman class nor by
one generation. There is no Cana-
dian institution west of the Mari-
time Provinces in which instruction

of the university level and in degree

courses has been given continuous-

ly for as many years as here. You
share in a notable tradition. I hope

you will come to know more of it

aTid learn to respect it.

There are many circumstances

which contribute to the essential

character of this place. Though the

University was founded by a church,

its original charter prescribes that

no student shall be subjected to any
religious test as a condition of en-

trance or graduation. We started,

therefore, from a foundation of tol-

erance and freedom.

Wc seek to draw and succeed in

drawing our students from all sec-

tions of this country and a growing
number from other countries. This
is a deliberate policy, for education

and localism are incompatible and
it is part of education for young
people to mingle with others of

widely different backgrounds and
experience.

About ninety per cent of our

students are living away from home,

and for young people of eighteen to

twenty-two that is a good thing. It

is a part of the road to becoming

an independent and mature person.

It makes the University the centre

of a student's life for seven months
of the year. It is modified by the

increasingly frequent practice of

spending week-ends at home. In

our crowded term no student can

compress his or her class work,

study and social activities inio five

days a week and make satisfactory

progress. A high proportion of the

persistent week-enders will be sent

home at the end of the first session

done up in a neat package, addressed

to "Mom".
This university, with about 2,300

sfudents and a compact campus,

affords special opportunities for stu-

dents to get to know each other and

their teachers. Only, however, if

students take advantage of these

opportunities can they derive the

advantages which they afford.

There used to be a time-honoured

essay for freshmen on ^Vhy I Came
to College. I think it has long since

been discontinued. It produced

many priggish and dishonest an-

swers. Probably only the lower

motives are likely to be freely ex-

pressed by freeshmen on such a

theme. The president of a United

States university here recently re-

ported that a freshette, in answer to

such a question, said; "I came to

he went with and I ain't been yet".

On whatever level you answer

the question, you came seeking a

larger life, expanded opportunities,

and the use of your talents on the

highest level of which you are capa-

ble. You will find these wider hori-

zons only as you fi.x firmly in

mind what is is important and what

is less important atid keej) them in

their due place. A few students en-

counter disaster by undue participa-

tion in student activities other than

study. A great many more fail he-

cause they never learn the art of

getting quickly from what they
have done to what they have to
do. There is time to do a great
deal if you know what you should

be doing and get at it.

Quite a few things are prescribed

tor you at the University, but there

are many more which are yours for

the taking. A healthy curiosity, over

a period of three or four years, can

add greatly to your interest and ex

perience. You are in a city which

with its lake and rivers, its military

and ecclesiastical history is worth

exploring. Find nut what goes on

1 university buildings. There is a

library, which is inaccessible at the

moment but will soon be open to

your exploring. There is a music

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPRI^IEIS
KINGSTON Qucen'8 University Grounds ONTARIO

There's lots of excitement

around the dance floor—greering

old friends, making new one3>

Part of the fun of campus parties]

is the pause to enjoy a Coke.

It's delicious . . . refreshing, too;

Campus

capers

call for

Coke

room and a record library. There are

frequent exhibitions of paintings.

There are many students and mem-

bers of staff who have knowledge

and experience to share.

You have a great deal of freedom.

No one is going to compel you.

What you get you must seek. Your

first assignment is to find out what

you can accomplish, and in what

lime, and plan accordingly. Lay out

your time so that you accomplish

what you have decided is important.

Your time is yours and not someone

else's. You can invest it or

squander it.

You have the assurance that

plenty of young men and women
before you, with no better ability

than you, have found in this univer-

sity the entrance to a larger and

[nore rewarding life. If this is what

you think is important, there are

many who are anxious to help. If it

is unimportant to you, there are

plenty who are waiting to take

your places.

W. A. MACKINTOSH

Notices

Tricolor '55

Tricolor '55 wants an assistant

business manager, preferably a

second or third year commerce
student who would be willing to

assume the duties of business

manager ne.xt year. Also requir-

ed is a book sales manager. Those
interested are asked to apply at

the Tricolor Office on Monday or

Thurday evening, or to Molly
Fisher.

NFCUS

Anyone interested in fulfilling

an executive position in this or-

ganization, please leave name and
telephone numbe rat AMS office.

From the Camera Club

Would all students who are not

members of the Camera Club and
who still have equipment in the

Camera Club dark room see Jack
Lutz, phone 4636, about remov-
ing it. After October 9 all un-
claimed material will be discard-

ed.

Patronize Our Adverti

: What's When •

•

FRIDAY, October 1:

—Queen's Christian Fellowship

—

Freshman Reception — Ban
Righ — 8 p.m.

—Science '56 Year Meeting —
Biology Lecture Room — 4.30

p.m.

—Science '57 Soph-Frosh Dance
— Grant Hall — 9 p.m.

SATURDAY, October 2:

—Science '55 Year Dance—Grant

Hall— 9 p.m.

SUNDAY. October 3:

—Queen's Sunday Hour — Grant

Hall — II a.m.

—Communion — Queen's Morgan
Memorial Chapel — 9.30 a.m.

—Newman Club Mass—St. James
Chapel — 9.30 a.m. — Com-
munion Breakfast—Hotel Dieu
— 10.30 a.m. — Speaker — Dr.

Mackintosh.

—Newman Night — St. Mary's

School Auditorium — 8 p.m.

MONDAY, October 4:

Glee Club Practice—Grant Hall

—7.15 p.m.

FULL FiaSHIDNEO A A *

angora trimmed for glamour . . . full-fashioned for lasting fit

From across the sea came the mist-soft

Lamb's wool to moke these beauties and

the cuddly Angora to trim them.

They're full-fashioned fo give you the

finest fit you've ever enjoyed in a

sweater and the longest wear ... so

superbly crafted . . . luxuriously

hand-detailed . , . Mitin-mothproofed . .

.

shrink- resistant.

Four-way sweater I You

decide which is front,

which back . . . whether
,

you'll wear iho y'
rhinestono-set collar high

or low! 8 shades.

About $9.95
Johnny-collared, with

ribbed V-neckiine,

shades fo choose from.

About $7.95

Askfor"LadyParkhurst"atfine stores everyivhere!
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Gael's Tackle Beaches

(Continued from Page 2)

small sprain on his right leg Tues-

day night. Also carrying an in-

jury is Clair Sellens (tackle), who
picked up a pulled groin muscle

when the Gael's battled R.M.C.

Wednesday— The only definite

non-starter for the Beach game
is center Hank Sandlos, in hos-

pital with knee injury sustained

in early training. An exploratory

operation was held Tuesday. San-

ies will not be ready for action

Tindall, who must cut the

squad to the 26 player limit, has

been drilling the Gaels in signals

and pass defence. Released from

the senior team after last Satur-

day's game were guards Rick

Johnson and C. Markerth, full-

backs S. Reid and D. Skene, wing-

back Ed Mallard, quarter Claude

Root, and colored half Henry

Clarke. All these gridders, with

the exception of Claude Root will

be lining up with the intermed-

iates. Root lias been named man-

ager of the senior squad.

AMSRegisters
Social Events

I. AH events for which admis-

sion is charged must be register-

ed with the permanent Secretary-

Treasurer two weeks in advance.

2. All other events must be re-

gistered no less than one week

in advance.

3. Special permsission must be

obtained through the Permanent

Secretary-Treasurer for events

for which admission is charged

and which have not been regist-

ered two weeks in advance.

4. In the case of conflict of

dates, the Permanent Secretary-

Treasurer is empowered to direct

the last organization registered to

notify these previously register-

ed for the same date.

5. Committees in charge of

events not registerd in accor-

dance with the above require-

ments arc liable to a fine of $5

to SIOO.

"Where the Best People Meet ond Eot"

Reasonable Prices $5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

314 Princess Street Across from St. Andrew's Church

ffere's How

protect and support

3 ways!

$IGNI3C$T
Queen's ChrisHon Fellowship.

Queen's Christian Fellowship is holding its annual Freshman

Reception tonight at 8 o'clock in the Ban Righ common room.

RCAF Winter Lectures

RCAF, URTP. and ORTP lectures will begin Oct. at 630

hours in the COTC building opposite Tech Supplies.

Tricolor '55

The staff of Tricolor '55 will meet every Monday and Thurs-

day at 7 p.m. in the Journal Office. Any interested persons are

welcome.

Newman Club

There will be a Newman Club Mass on Sunday in St. James

Chapel at 9.30 a.m. At 10.30 a.m. a Communion breakfast will be

held at Hotel Dicu Cafeteria, Dr. Mackintosh will be the guest

speaker.

St. Andrew's Young Peoples' Society

First meeting of St. Andrew's YPS will be held this Sunday,

Oct. 3, in St. Andrew's Prt;sbyterian Church. The meeting convenes

after the evening service in the Sunday School auditorium. A cordial

invitation is extended to all students to meet with (he group on

Sunday evening. c

Glee Club

Rehearsals for Kurt Weill's American folksong opera "Down

in the Valley" will begin Monday, Oct. 4, in Grant Hall. This

year's production will appear the first part of February. All those

interested in any aspect of production — staging, sets, costumes,

as well as singers, are invited to come out.

Hsinson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRINXEIRS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every Description

FIccI Fool's Famoui
Arch-Cuthion, with cushion heel and

shockproof insole, provides

complete scientific protcclioni

find support for octive feet.
'

CUSHIONS
METATARSAL
ARCH

SUPPORTS
LOMGIIUDINAL
ARCH

I ABSOBBS
HEEL 5H0CKS

5uclion-Qrlp

•uliole, smooth toB,

Arch-Cuthion

Mtn't iliei.

Black.

LALNCERETTC
SELF SERVICE
561 Vi PRINCESS STREET

The answer to Students Laundry problem — do

it yourself in our automatic washers at the —
LAUNDERETTE

DRYING SERVICE AVAILABLE

QUICK — CONVENIENT — ECONOMICAL
MONDAY TO FRIDAY - 9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.

(LAST WASH 8:00 P.M.)

SATURDAY - 9!00 A.M. TO SiOO P.M.
(LAST WASH 3:30 P.M.)

Get 3'Way Support
FOR EVERY SPORT -

SHOES

The Mutual Life of Conodo offers low-coil

fife tniufonce combining jovlngs with protection.

Your local Mutual Life rep reienlo live con ihow you
ocluol policy reiulli and will be glod

)o work out o plan deviied to suit your neadt.

Se« him loday.

ML.ia-]4

KINGSTON BRANCH MANAGER: D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST.

Queen's SCM Holds Camp
The Queen's Student Chris-

tian Movement will hold its an-

nual fall camp from Oct. 9-1

1

at Pat Douglas' cottage south of

Gaiiaiioque. The program for the

three days is a varied one. Bob

Miller, National SCM secretary.

from Toronto, will act as leader.

Discussion will center around

the Church—its development, and

the relation of the Church to the

world today. Saturday night will

feature an old-fashion weiner

roast and sing-song.

Aquacade

There will be a general meeting of the Aquacade Thursday,

Oct. 7, at 7 p.m., in the gymnasium. All men and women interest-

ed are invited to attend.

Queen's Gliding Club

The Queen's Gliding Club is flying every Sunday at the Nor-

man Rogers Airport. Instruction will be given to those wishing

to learn to fly. For particulars contact Ted Henderson, Science

'55, phone 4809.

Science '56

Science '5 will hold a year meeting in the Biology Lecture

Room, Old Arts Building, on Friday, Oct. I, at 4.30 p.m. sharp.

Discussions of this year's biiilget, sports activities and social events

will be on the agenda.

Queen's Revue

A general meeting of the Revue will be held in Committee

Room 3 of the Students' Union on Monday, Oct. 4, at 6.30 p.m.

All those interested arc cordially invited to attend.

Science Soph-Frosh Dance

Science '57 is holding a Soph-Frosh dance Friday, Oct. 1, at

9 p.m. in Grant Hall. Science Sophomores and Freshmen and un-

accompanied women will be admitted free. All others, $1 per couple.

UNTD
Any freshmen wishing to see some of the surrounding islands

are invited to go on a cruise Sunday from 2 to 4,30 p.m. Point of

departure is Barriefield Navy Jetty, east end of La Salle Causeway.

94 Brock Street Dial 7990

VOUXH CEWXRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week,

CHARLES LEACH, Director

IKingston iMuatr dontpany
RECORDS RADIOS RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GrFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

346 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

W I LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

REPRESENTATIVES:

W. ). STONESS, CL.U. K, C. KENNEDY, C.L.U.

FORMALS
FOR HIRE . .

.

LATEST STYLES

FULL DRESS AND TUXEDO
Complete Accessories

You con now rent your Formol
requirements with full confidence

and be assured of smart styles,

correct occessories and
dependable service.

* *

SyO SAMUELS MEN'S WEAR
350 PRINCESS ST. PHONE 9859
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Three thousand Rnssian-trahied

saboteurs arc living underground in

Canada, ready and waiting to cripple

this country in the event of World

War III.

Communist officers in the Cana-

dian army, Communist tmion lead-,

crs, taxi drivers and shop keepers

are continually passing vital infor-

mation from Canada to Communist
international headquarters hidden

somcivhcrc in Chicago.

Camda's top leaders in govern-

ment, business and science will be

instantly assassinated on the day
Russia and Canada go to war.

Who says so?

Not a headline seeking politi-

cian and not a sensation-scroung-

ing; journalist for the yellow
press.

These grim words of warning
come from Captain

J. H. De-
graff, ex-Russian spy and Bri.

tish counter-espionage agent, de
scribed by the RCMP as "the
genuine article", who tells his
story in Kingston this weeknd.

This columnist first met Cap-
tain "Johnny X', as he was known
to Britain's crack MI-5 intelli-

gence division, last spring, when
1 spent two days with him at his

Brockville home. The story I

filed for a Toronto daily told for

tlie first time the full tale of this

itocky, 60-year old man who has
fought Communism for the last

quarter century,

German-born, Degraff's stor>

starts during World War I when
he helped organize a mutiny on
the German battleship Westfalen.

Court-martialled and sentenced
to death, he was liberated when
5:eneral rebellion broke out in the

German Armed forces

Pretending to swallow t h

Marxist line, Degraff joined the
-German Communist Party in 1920

-Leaving for Moscow in 1929, he
was trained as a spy in the

jLenin Institute, graduating with
the rank of Russian Army major
His work for the Communists
included straight espionage,

training of party members in var-

ious countries and implementa-
tion of revolutionary move-
ments.

While in Berlin in 1935, Cap-
tain Johnny first contacted the

British and offered his services

For five danger-filled years he

played the perilous game of

double agent, sleeping with a re-

volver under his pillow and nar
rowly escaping exposure on sev-

eral occasions. Sent by Russia

to Brazil to help organize a re-

volution, he set one half of the

revolutionary army off against
the other, enabling the Brazilian
government to quell the uprising
in four hours.

Braking with Moscow at the
start of World War II, Degraff
was loaned by Britain to the
RCMP. When Lieut. Werner, sa-

boteur, was captured after a sub-
marine landing on the Gaspe
peninsula, he was held i n
Montreal. When he agreed to

cooperate in sending back
false messages to Germany, Capt.
"X" kept watch and made sure
the messages were not garbled
deliberately

Although he claimed he hoped
to retire when he bought a

Brockville business last fall,

Capt. Degraff spends most of his

winter hours lecturing and speak-

ing against Communism, strict-

ly on a non-profit basis.

Degraff's warning is a fright-

ing one. He claims Russia's

agents are members of "the most
efficient and highly developed spy
system in history". He should
know, for he was one of these

spies.

Captain Johnny is the best un-

trained speaker I have ever heard

He S])eaks roughly and forcefully

with the lire of 25 years' fight

flashing in his eyes, driving home
Ills points by producing minor
explosions and demonstrating

Communist murder devices. His

favorite explosive costs on\y five

dollars to make. Using it and six

un-trained helpers, he once blew

up a Japanese airport, destroying

36 planes and killing 700 men
Captain "Johnny X" speaks this

Sunday at 2 p.m. in the City

Building's Memorial Hall. There's

no admission or collection, and
I'll buy j'ou a beer if he doesn't

keep you frightened and excited

for ninety minutes, and perhaps

for some time afterwards.

DANCE
SATURDAY NIGHT

GRANT HALL
Orchestra — Refreshments

Admission — $1 per couple

9 p.m.

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. . Phone 7712

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

STEAM
SHOVEL

Tribes Racked by Axe of Fac.

And the anxious calling of the Maid was heard for half a

moon in land of kin, with no response. For once again had Scribe

fallen to Axe of Fac. So it came to pass that Marion did summon
newest of Scribes, that words of wisdom and happenings of great-

est of tribes be recorded in Jor-Nal. As scribe entered lo^xer

regions of Cave o£ Nick to bear witness to the Maid of Science,

was he grieved to hear of the many that had fallen. But on being

informed that the numbers of frosh were high, spirits returned,

and scribe recorded Marion's wish, that tribes make early start

in preparation for battle.

Maid Frowns on Acts in Town.

Then on eve of the moon as Scribe partook of refreshments

with friend Henry in the room of elbows was heard sounds of

joyments in nearby streets. And when same was investigated did

scribe find man-hole open in the street, cars being banged. Fire

hoses were on, and men with flat feet suffered severe beating. And
scribe reporter ran to Marion and she was sore offended, and
sisted scribe deliver her feelings to tribe, that outbreak might not
occur again.

RIO T REFERRED
(Continued from Page 1)

the matter be referred to the

faculty societies (i.e. Arts and

Science) for investigation and
recommendation.

Tis Dowler, Levana senior

rep, objected, saying that more
stringent steps ought to be taken.

She felt that if the AMS assum-

ed responsibility for damages,

the same sort of incident would

be likely to happen again in the

future unless there were more

adequate police supervision of

student demonstrations.

Motion Passed

Some discussion followed but

the motion was passed.

Bob Jenness asked mem-
bers present to urge the faculties

volved in the "riot" in order to have

to repair damages and to identify

offenders. The Medical represen

tatives were advised to make

sure that no Medsinen were in

volved in the "riot" order to have

the faculty absolved from blame.

Iain Cow, Herb Hamilton

permanent secretary-treasurer

Bob Jenness and Tony King

Journal editor, were elected to

draw up a statement for the

press.

ROy YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES

HOME COOKED FOOD
After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00
Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

iilllliiillii iiilij .iiir ;iiiirfiiNii:iihi||j|||i|ijiMii'i||iiPiK

McGALL'S
I

LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS 1

By The World's Finest Manufocfurers i

— AGENTS FOR —
^

SPALDING - SLAZENCER - COM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT g

SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS,
'

1 QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

f SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

I Tennis and Bodminton Racquets Restrung

I
212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

The Escapist

The headlines blared their story,

"No Truce At Panmunjon!"

"Communists Are On The March"

And "Indo-China Gone!"

I struck a match of vengeance.

And while the paper blazed,

The voices of my childhood

Came to me through the haze.

Christopher Robin beating a drum,

Was calling his cohorts to follow.

Owl and Pooh and Piglet were there.

Mole and Badger and Swallow,

Kiplings Jungle Stories passed.

With Mowgli and his brothers;

Robin Hood, and Little John,

And half a million others.

Then suddenly they faded.

And a voice which knew my name

Called me from the embers.

And bade me feed the flame.

Feed the flame with violence.

Terror, vice, and war.

That the stories of your childhood

May live, for evermore.

By G. B.

this fall be rig ht in style

-ith

It's reolly wonderful what a new pair of cflitipus-inspircd

Ritchies win do for your suit, your appearance and your

personality! The leathers for Ritchie "Grandstanders"

are specially selected for Fall wear. Vour feet deservt

a pair! Most slyles from $10.95 to S18.95.

(f^dc^k^ shoes for men

THE JOHN RITCHIE COMPANY LIMITED, QUEBEC, P.O.

ServeCanada

!

...and qualify for commissioned rank in the Naval Reserve

• Complete Uniform Issue • Full Time Summer Training • Regular Force Rates of Pay

Get the Facts From

UNIVERSITY NAVAL TRAINING DIVISIONS

RECRUITING CLOSING OCTOBER 27th
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Responsibility With Control

Now Queen's has done it. For the second time in three years

the nation's press has carried accounts of acts of vandalism com-

mitted by Queen's students. Wherever the blame may eventually

be laid, the fact remains that this University's reputation has

been darkened in the minds of thousands of disinterested Can-

adians. Whether or not some residents of Kingston were partly

responsible for the disturbance, the predominant part played by

Queen's students brings nothing but shame on the imiversity's

name.

Tuesday evening the Alma Mater Society executive decided

that it is up to all or part of the student body to see that all damages

resulting from the riot are made good. The AMS court took a

stand two years ago when students caused more than $500 dam-

age to the Toronto football train. Then, the AMS court took it

upon itself to levy a charge against the whole student body, the

principle apparently being that all students should be blamed for

the irresponsibility of the few. No steps were taken at the time

to examine the precedent that was being set and to insure that no

further incidents occurred. Now another incident has occurred

and the AMS is faced with much the same problem. How it handles

the problem will influence the course of student rowdyism for

years to come. The mistakes made two years ago must not be

repeated.

In this case it appears that the society cannot avoid assum-

ing at least part of the responsibility. Were the problem left

entirely up to the city police, the police would have no choice

but to enforce the city by-law against impromptu parades and
snake-dances. The police could also take steps to make Kingston

a most uncomfortable place to which to come to college. Nor could

the force be blamed for taking such action. It has been more than

co-operative with Queen's in the past, even on many occasions

when it could have put an end to student hi-jinks

But the society must not make it appear that it is willing to

go on paying for the vandalism of an irresponsible minority. At
the moment the Alma Mater Society is in the unusual position
of having to take responsibility for actions over which it has no
control. It is as though the authorities hung Jones for a murder
committed by Smith just because they both happened to belong to

the Kiwanis Club. Jones had no control over Smith just as the
AMS seems to have no control over the behavior of its members.
The AMS must make up its mind whether it will have both control
and responsibility or neither. The choice is a hard one but one
which must be made if the AMS is not to assume the role of
Tvhippmg boy for the sins of its more exuberant members. If the
AMS will continue to foot the bill why should students
on wrecking trains and attacking officers of the law.

The problems involved if the AMS is to assume such control
are, of course, numerous and difficult. Any events which might
turn out as the snake-dance did Monday should be registered with
the AMS and approved by that body. AMS constables should
be present in force with the sponsors of the event footing the bill.

If these and other steps do not prevent further outbursts all such
events must be cancelled. Better the students exercise their own
discipline than the local police take matters into their own hands
And better that there should be no more snake-dances than that
the name of Queen's should be constantly brought into disrepute
and the property of innocent persons destroyed,

Harangues Or Debate
After touring the Soviet legislative chambers in Moscow.

Clement Atlee, leader of the British Labour party, remarked that
they did not look at all like a free parliament. He said that one
could not imagine delegates carrying on a debate in such a chamber— It was only suited for a dictator to harangue a submissive
audience. The Russian legislative hall is designed like
auditorium with a rostrum at

spaced desks.

McCarthy-The Record

By Tony King

(This is the second oj two articles.)

"Say, wouldn't it be tun to have a riot?

The Free World

not go

one end facing rows of

lecture

tightly

It IS interestmg to note that the mere design and structure of
a legislative chamber can reveal much about the tvpe of govern-
ment carried on in it. In the United Kingdom and Canada the
House of Commons contains two parallel rows of benches facing
one another, The Speaker sits at one end with the government
on his right and the opposition on his left. Just to look at eitherHouse IS to be made aware of the strict party-line voting and the
absolute .mpartiahty of the Speaker. The ease with which Mem-
bers^ of Parliament can taunt one another across the floor is im-
mediately apparent from the position of the benches. It is diffi-
cult to argue wuh the back of someone's head - the Russians
dont even try Debate would be physicallv difficult in the Soviet
Union even if it were allowed.

The Senate chamber and the House of Reprtsentatives in the
United States are equally revealing. Both are designed like the
re-wnte desk of a newspaper, with the Speaker on a raised dias
faced by a semi-corcie of congressmen. Debate is certainly possible
in such an environment. Even physical violence is much more
easily come by than in either House of Commons. The Speaker's
anomalous role is also pointed up by his location - neither among
the Senators or Representatives nor entirely separate from them.
The party in power sits to the Speaker's right with the "outs"
to hi5 left; but just as the desks run together and are not clearly
divided, so party lines tend to be obscured. It is difficult to
imagine the two American parties dividing on purely party lines
when they are housed in such a unifying manner. The even more
chaotic state of French party warfare is evident from the horse-shot
shape of the Chamber of Deputies. It does have a Speakers ros-
trum as in the Soviet Union - but then the French are not the
Russians.

Everyone likes to think of our

side as "the free world." The

lerm is used indiscriminately to

describe the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization, what is left

of the European Defence Com-

munity, all the countries under

the sway of American influence

or even all those countries not

situated behind the Iron Cur-

tain,

Seldom, it ever, is the term us-

ed with any accuracy. How can

the Peron regime in Argentina

or the Franco regime in Spain

be condoned by the phrase "free

world" which leaves the impre

sion that the Yugoslav peasant

and the Canadian wheat farmer

both work in the same inviron

ment?

Some of the journalists have

taken to dividing the world into

the Soviet bloc and the non-So-

viet bloc. Countries which desire

to be something more than just

"non-Soviet" can be described as

"anti-Soviet." These terms, if

inspired, are at least resonably

accurate and devoid of emotional

connotations.

The term "free world" has its

place, of course. Canada is, in

fact, a part of the free world and

so are America and the United

Kingdom. Spain is not and

should not be blessed with the

title.

The confusion which the term

must create in the minds of Asians

and Africians is, oddly enough,

paralleled in the minds of wes-

tern diplomats, some of whom
cant seem to tell the difference

between a friend and a hard-

times ally.

Genuine members of the free

world must find it more than a

little disconcerting to watch

Senator McCarran receive a high

Spanish decoration and other Am-
ericana defending the Falangist

regime. Some persons seem to

I

have forgotten that one can pay

ransom to a kidnapper to get the

baby back without making love

to him at the same time.

Letters to the Editor

Science Books

Editor, Journal

:

Why is it that the texts for

science courses change each

year? It seems to me that those

in charge of the course could de-

cide on one or two texts and stick

to them for at least a few years.

This is not only an inconvenience

to repeaters but students are un

able to sell their texts after using

them. I realize that many texts

should be kept from year to year

as reference but some texts are

of use for only one year. How
about giving the students a break

and standardizing the texts?

A Poverty Stricken Scienceman

Spain has the baby—strategic

air bases—and the United States

IS willing to pay the ransom in

the form of economic aid. But

why do people like Senator Mc-
Carran insist on regarding Senor

Franco as the saviour of man-
kind.

After The Riot

Editor, Journal

:

We the undersigned will pre-

sent the following proposals to

the next meeting of the AMS
for discussion and their inclusion

in the executive's policy until

such time as they can be in-

corporated into the Constitution

by the normal procedure.

Whereas we, the undersigned

members of the AMS, feel that

the Kingston riot of September

27, 1954, and the train incident

of the Toronto week-end of 1952,

have pointed up certain weak-
nesses in the assessment of re-

sponsibility for damages during

functions sanctioned by the AMS
and,

Whereas these incidents have

pointed up weaknesses in the ef-

fective control of these organiz-

ed functions;

Be it resolved that the consti

tution of the AMS be amended
so that the body directly organiz-

ing a function be held responsible

for:

1. The proper organization of

the function

;

2. The adequate control of

conduct during the function and

the conduct of any large body of

students arising out of this func-

tion
;

3. The peaceful dissolution of

the function;

4. Any e.xpense and or liability

incurred during the period of

responsibility.

That: All organizations have

this amendment drawn to their

attention at the first of each

year.

Michaeel Armstrong

John E. Little

Murray K. Mathieson

By October, 1953, Senator Mc-

Carthy had completed his investi-

gation of the International In-

formation Administration and was

looking around for new worlds

to frighten, if not to conquer.

His attention was directed toward

ihe Army signals base at Fort

Monmouth. New Jersey, when it

was learned that the Army had

suspended several employees th

suspended several employees there.

^tcCarthy argued that Mon-

mouth was riddled with Soviet

fpies. Although there was little

or no evidence to support such

contention, McCarthy tried to win

approval for his investigation by

holding extensive secret sessions

and then impressing the public

with such statements as, "We
have uncovered very, very current

espionage."

In fact McCarthy did not un-

cover a thing. Not one of the sus-

pended scientists was ever charg-

ed with espionage and most of

McCarthy's charges had already

been found groundless by the

.^rniy, Congress and the FBI. As
Rorty and Decter sum it up: 'No

report on the Monmouth investi'

gation has appeared. The Sena

tor failed to bring to light any

evidence not already known and

acted upon by the FBI and the

Army. No Communists, pro-Com-

munists or spies were uncovered

at Fort Monmouth. No evidence'

was produced to substantiate the

sensational charges that had been

fed to the newspapers and the

television cameras."

Since the Monmouth imbroglio

the Junior Senator from Wiscon-

sin has launched no investigations.

He has instead been content to

snipe at whoever seemed to be in

his way including John Foster

Dulles, Walter Bedel! Smith,

Harold Stassen, James Conant

and even President Eisenhower

—

a strange lot of traitors.

In addition he fought a hopeless

but well-publicized battle with the

administration over the appoint-

ment of Charles Bohlen as am-
bassador to the Soviet Union, As
Herbiock suggested in the Wash-
ington Post, McCarthy's case

seemed to rest on the fact that

"We have documentary evidence

that this man is planning a trip

to Moscow."

McCarthy's complete and utter

failure as a Communist-hunter
might be only amusing were it

not for the methods he employs.

The Senator is one of the few
American politicians to indulge

in the neo-barbarism which has

infected the world during the past

two decades. His disregard for

ethics, justice and common dec-

ency demands comparison with
Adolph Hitler and Joseph Stalin

at their worst. It is fortunate

that he lacks their supreme pow-

gations of Fort Monmouth and the

Voice of America and he lied

when he said that ex-President

Truman's definition of McCarthy-

ism was "identical, word for word,

comma for comma" with one that

appeared in the Communist Daily

Worker.

McCarthy's flagrant abuse of

documents is equally notorious.

He once waved a copy of the

Daily Worker in front of a tele-

vision camera and announced

falsely that the Worker said it

was all right for Communists to

vote for Adlai Stevenson.

Another attack on Stevenson

was typical of McCarthy's use of

insinuation and innuendo. In a

"slip of Che tongue" on television

during the 1952 election cam-

paign, the Senator said "Alger —
I mean Adlai." The implication

that Stevenson could somehow be

identified with tlie convicted per-

juror, Alger Hiss, was obvious.

McCarthy uses the slander

amalgam to confuse the public

mind by linking the names of

known Communists with those of

his enemies.

In May 1953 McCarthy at-

tempted to intimidate the New
York Post by investigating its

editorial policy and personnel.

The fact that the Post's editor,

James Wechsler, refused to back

down has been used to argue that

McCarthy was not exercising in-

timidation. But, as Elmer Davis

points out, "This amounts to say-

ing that attempted rape is no
crime if the girl is lucky enough

to fight off her assailant,"

McCarthy consistently attrib-

utes significance to the irrelevant

by describing honest mistakes and
youthful blunders as integral

parts of a Soviet plot to dominate

the world. He tried to show, for

example, that the youthful indis-

cretions of Theodore Kaghan had
sinister motives.

The bluff is one of McCarthy's
favorite weapons ; few people have
the courage to call it. Senator

Benton did, and McCarthy sued
him for two million dollars only-

to back down later on the ridicu-

lous grounds that no one agreed
with Benton. McCarthy's mail
soon proved otherwise.

That McCarthy employs a per-
sonal spy network and that he has
scant respect for the law became
evident during the Army hear-
ings this summer when he made
extensive use of material given
him by informers in violation of
federal security laws.

His use of the unfounded charge
of treason reached its amazing-
peak recently when he denounced
the Democratic regime for "twen-
ty years of treason". Nothing
could be sillier,

Messrs. Rorty and Decter have
listed ten political methods em-
ployed by the Communists. It

is easy to prove that McCarthy
has used every one of them, not

once but again and again. These
methods are : the multiple un-

truth, the abuse of documents, the

insinuation and innuendo, the

slander amalgam, intimidation, at-

tributing significance to the ir-

relevant, the bluff and diversion-

ary gambit, the personal spy net-

work, contempt for the law, and
the unfounded charge of treason.

That McCarthy has lied repeat-

edly when it has served his pur-

pose is obvious to the reader of

any daily newspaper. He lied in

claiming success for his invest!-
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Three Newcomers

Join Cheerleaders

Queen's has three new cheer-

leaders to lead student spirit at

the games this fall. Out of ap-

proximately 20 who showed up
for practices, the field was nar-

rowed down to 13 and finally the

three winners.

They are Mary Ellen Barr, Pat
Connell, Anne Cameron. Mary
Ellen, "Bern", a third year Phys.

Ed. student hails from Kempt-
viile, Ont. Pat, who lives in King-

ston, is well-known for her role

as chorus-girl in last year's Re-
vue. A native of the capital city,

Anne, or "Cammie" as she is

known to her friends, is a pert and
petite brunette and claims the dis-

tinction of being the only freshette

to join the cheerleading ranks. She
attended Lisgar High School, and
although she had never done any-
thing like cheerleading: before,

went to try out "just for the fun

of it."

In addition to this year's re-

placements, six of last year's re-

main. They are Alison Hill, Gail

Thorson, Nancy Stewart, Jean
Curran, Chuck Malcomsen and A!
Hart who is head cheerleader.

Sandy Dyer has graduated to the

position of drum majorette.

Formal Co-op

The AMS is seeking a

chairman to administer the

pool of permanent formal

equipment which was estab-

lished last year. This job will

require a responsible and effi-

cient person who can devote

three to four hours a month
to the task. There will prob-

ably be some form of honor-

rium. Inquire and apply at the

AMS office, Students' Union.

Radio Station

Opens Season

Queen's own radio station,

CFRC, went on the air Saturday
night for its first broadcast of

the 1954-55 season. The Science

men are in charge of Saturday
night programs while the Dram;
Guild Radio Workshop
takes over the Friday night

broadcasts. Due to technical dif-

ficulties and lack of operators

last year's series did not begin

until Nov. 6. However these dif-

ficulties have not arisen this year
find it is hoped a wide program
will be presented throughout the

year.

Friday, Oct. S, is scheduled for

the first broadcast of the Radio
Workshop, which plans to pre-

sent campus and sports news,

Spotlight or Levcna, Talent Time
and shows featuring commen-
tary and music. The list of

program events will be published

in "l^riday's Journal.

Those interested in lining up
campus talent are asked to con-

tact either Mrs. Angus or Pete

Handley, There is also an op-

portunity for someone who would
hke to be a writer-commentator

of campus news.

''Life" Plans Definite;

Will Cover Weekend

The Only Loss of the Season?

Half a dozen Queen's tacklers move in on a Balmy Beach ball carrier during Saturday afternoon's

game. The Gaels lost 25-23. The visible Queen'smen are left o right, Don Marston. Al Kocman
and Bob Bevan. (See story on page 2.)

First Concert

Corelli Society

To Feature
Orchestra

The world-renowned Corelli

Society is to he the first presen-

tation in the University Concert

Series, Its appearance is sche-

duled for Tuesday, Oct. 12 in

Grant Hall.

The Corelli Society is a group

of string players formed primarily

for the performance of the string

concertos of Arcangelo Corelli,

They have in recent years esta-

blished a first-rank reputation in

their home city of Rome. Besides

the works of Corelli, they have

also an extensive repertoire in the

music of his seventeenth and

eighteenth century contemporar-

ies, Handel, Scarlatti, and Gen-

iniani. In addition, the Society

orchestra performs a number of

modern works, two of which will

be presented at their concerts

here.

Debate Highlights

First IRC Meeting

A debate between Carl Hamilton

and Kristian Paida will highlight

the first meeting of the Interna-

tional Relations Club. Thursday

evening. The question to be dis-

cussed is: "Is Peaceful Co-existence

Possible?"

Mr. Hamilton, a graduate stu-

dent in economics, will take the

affirmative, while Mr. Palda will

contend that co-existence is not a

feasible poHcy.

The meeting will also elect an

executive for the coming year. Any

student wishing to become a mem-

ber of the executive should contact

Ken Hilborn at 6792, as scon as

possible.

AMS Convenors

Anyone interested in filling

the position of either Color

Kight Convenor or Film Cun-

venor is asked to submit an

application to the AMS office

in the Students' Union.

The year 1953, when this out-

standing orchestra made its first

tour of North America, was the

three hundredth anniversary of

the birth of Corelii. and the Ital-

ian Government chose the Society

to represent their country abroad

in a tour of performances of his

music. Their success was im-

mediate and striking, the com-

ment of one of the reviewers, "If

Italy has any more musical or-

ganizations like the Corelli So-

ciety they should be sent over

here", being characteristic of the

critics' enthusiasm. An indica-

tion of their virousity appears

in the fact that they perform

with neither score nor conduc-

tor.

The program they will play

at Grant Hall includes works of

Corelli, Vivaldi and Marcello,

among earlier masters and tbe

field of contemporary music will

be represented by Ottarino Re-

spighi, one of the most colorful

of twentietli-century composers,

and Franco Mannino, thirty-year

old Italion composer, is not wide-

ly known on this contineent, but

is highly regarded in Europe

both as a pianist and composer.

The "Sonatina" by Mannniu

which will be heard here, wa-

written especially for the Corelli

Society and is having its North

American premiere during their

present tour.

First Year Arts

Chooses Executive

Bub Little was elected first pre;

ident of Arts '5S at the first general

meeting held in Convocation Hall

last Thursday. A crowd of about

200 was addressed by Bob Jenness

president of the Arts Society.

Other members of the year's

executive are Calvin Smith, trea-

surer; Carol Ann Webster, secre-

tary: Judy Reid and Harold Sheri-

dan, social convenors ; and Gord

Maim, boys' athletic stick. George

Becking was elected assistant secre

tarv of the Arts Society.

Medical Banquet

Features Dr. Boyd

As Guest Speaker

The responsibility of improving

the university's facilities rests

with the students of today, as

the graduates of tomorrow, Dr.

E. M. Boyd pointed out in his

speech at the annual Meds Soph-

Frosh banquet.

Other guest speakers for the

occasion were Dean G. H. Et-

tinger and Rev. A. M. Laverty.

Dr. Boyd is honorary president

and permanent secrei|krytrea-

surer of the Aesculapian Society.

Dr. Boyd commended Dean

Ettinger as a model graduate

who, notwithstanding his many
achievements in other fields, has

continued supporting loyally his

Alma Mater.

D r . Ettinger recommended

that students take advantage of

all opportunities offered by the

universtiy, keeping in mind the

sacrifices of its founders to at

tain that quality of unselfishness

demanded by the profession. .

Stressing the esteem in which

doctors are held by the com-

munity, Rev. A, M. Lavery

spoke regarding the high stand-

i n g Queen's graduates from

Medicine hold. The entrance re-

quirements, together with the

high faculty spirit, make it pos-

sible for all those willing to help

themselves to succeed, he said.

Queen's Aquacade
Seeks Swimmers

Organization of the Queen's

Accjuacade has begun.

This year's show, plaimed for late

(anuary, is looking for the support

nf all swimmers. Those who have

no experience in ornamental swim-

ming will be taught fundamentals

before practices begin.

The theme for the display will

be discussed at the first general

meeting, to be held Thursday at 7

p.m. in the gym lecture room.

Sciencemen Display Their Knees

Science freshmen may not have as attractive legs as some =*'-«<^%^^

week they did their best to draw attention to them. One of the t«^raeii

regulations required them to wear their trousers roUed above the knee.

A week from Friday Life Mag-

azine will be at Queen's for the

weekend and, while Life camera-

men and reporters don't want any

repetition of last week's rampage,

they would like to train their cam-

eras on the usual Queen's hi-jinks.

Friday night the pep rally and

snake dance will be recorded pic-

torially, as well as the gallant

Science Frosh who keep lonely

vigil in the stadium to guard the

sacred goal posts from maraud-

ing Toronto students.

Saturday's game will come in

for its share of attention, but the

tartans, the cheerleaders and the

pipers, together with the students

in their red, gold and blue faculty

jackets, will be the chief targets

of the visiting newsmen.

Yesterday the Ottawa bureau

chief for Time Inc. was on the

campus and his prophesy for the

projected Life story was: "If the

weather is clear it vrill be one

of the best college features Life

has done. Last week we had a

feature on Notre Dame but we
concentrated chiefly on the foot-

ball. This time we won't pass up

the chance to get the students and

the college on film."

The weekend will also see the

end of the Medical Faculty cele-

brations and the formal will be

covered by Life camermen. Life

representatives feel there are in-

finite possibilities for a good coll-

ege weekend at Queen's.

Faculty representatives with ideas

for good picture stories are asked

to come to the Journal office and

give them to the editor to be passed

on to the Life crew. Anything color-

ful or unusual will be considered and

if there's anything new going on that

Life should know about, bring it to

the Jouaial.

"W^e want to give the weekend

fiill coverage." the Ottawa bureau

ciiief said, "but in two days we won't

he able to see everything. That's why
we want students to know in ad-

vance we're coming and to give us

their ideas. If we miss something it

won't be our fault. We've got lots

of film and we want to use it."

Tricolor Expected
In Mid'November

Through the good offices of

M. N. Hay, works manager of the

Kingston Aluminum Company,

the Alma Mater Society has se-

cured the services of a printer in

Toronto to act as agent for see-

ing Tricolor '54 through to publi-

cation.

Due to various difficulties, pub-

lication of the Tricolor has been

held up considerably, but it is ex-

pected that they will be out by

mid-November at the latest. For

the first time in several months,

it ii definite that they will be

published, and it is hoped that

Canada Yearbooks, the original

printers, will be able to finish

thtni.

The delay in the publication of

the yearbook has caused con-

siderable concern to graduates

and students alike, since the Tri-

color is usually in the mails by

lune.
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wHisne STOPS
with JIM O'GRADY

The country is swarming with people who are only too glad to

repeat something they always knew to be true: that, when the

chips are down, the bookmakers pay off on the final score. They're

members of the late lamented sect known as Cleveland Indian fans,

and they reached their conclusions after being- thoroughly scalped

in the fiasco that drew to a close Saturday afternoon on the far-

off shores of Lake Erie.

While the Indians were howling, and the Giants were scalping,

a bunch of blue shirts from Toronto were down on this end of the

great lakes system carrying out their own form of grand larceny.

They were wearing Balmy Beach sweaters, and they did everything

but steal away with Richardson stadium intact in one of their

duffle bags.

Mr. Bill Wall, a bespectacled yank who until Saturday had

found his first year at the Beach helm to be anything but a pleasant

chore, was the happiest burglar of the lot. "Don't know how we

did it," said Bill, "we sure don't seem to do it too often this year."

A look at the O.RF.U. records, which show the Beaches winless

until Saturday, are enough to prove that truer words were never

spoken. His partners in crime, the Balmies themselves, were just

as hilarious. The Beach dressing room was a happy bedlem filled

with singing players, back-slapping coaches, and Wall's grin.

Just down the hall, the Gaels weren't so noisy. They were more

amazed than down-hearted at the fact that the Beaches, who were

overdue for a win anyway, had managed to grab themselves a

touchdown (the winning one) in the final few moments, when

the locals seemed to have been awarded a win by general consent

of the howling mob on hand for this, the best game of the current

season,

A Big Difference

Out on the field earler in the afternoon, however, the Gaels

had not been such a quiet crew. It was hard to believe that they

had dropped the tilt to the Beaches, after watching the big gold

crew unleash an attack that should be capable of rolling up big

gains against any defense the intercollegiate scene can offer. Wall,

who watched his crew lose 29-12 to Varsity a week ago, said that

local hopefuls didn't have to worry about the Gael attack. "You've

got a fine ball club. And I wouldn't place too much stock in our

score with Toronto, We started our second string, and they rolled

up two fast touchdowns against us. After that we tightened up".

But We Lost

All of which brings us b:tck to our opening gambit. Because

here we have a situation where the losing team looked to be the

winners. It was hard to be pessimistic, watching Hank Zuzek,

Pete Nicholson, an inspired Sherm Hood (who was the backbone

all the way) and others coming up with a performance which far

outshadowed anything turned in against O.A.C. last week— Watch-

ing the backficld was an even better excuse for celebrating. With

guys like Jimmy Cruikshank, Ron Stewart (that man again), Gary

Schrieder, Al Kocman (who seems to have regained last year's

spark"), and company rnnning wild, you'd have to wonder about

the chances of old McGill this Saturday when tliey tangle with the

Gaels in the league opener.

But, when you lose a game, everything isn't peaches and cream.

The Gaels shouldn't have lost, and the fact that they did was in-

dicative of the fact that they fell asleep on their feet in the closing

minutes: and we'll lay odds at this point that they won't allow

the same thing to happen much more this year. Their pass de-

fense was weak, and it's something that will have to be mended

on the practice field before many more weeks. They were stalled

twice just five yards away from pay dirt: we'd like to think that

Waldo Mellor, who could easily be the best play-calling quarter

the Gaels have had for some time, will come up with a solution to

the problem.

But it was a sad day all around the circuit, what with Western

losing 18-11 to Kitchener; and Toronto being bested 29-18 by Sarnia.

Ironically enough, McGil! was the only squad able to win a ball

game, which they did by edging McMaster 23-22. We're inclined

to think that they won't be laughing too much longer.

GAELS DISPLAY IMPROVED FORM
ARE UPSET 25-23 BY BEACHES

By Mike Clancy

Saturday, October 2, will be a

red letter day in the history of the

Toronto Balmy Beach football cUih,

for it was on this day that they won

(?) their first ball game of the '54

season, by edging out the Golden

Gels 25-23. But even in defeat the

Gaels, led by the powerful running

of Ron Stewart, Jim Cruikshank,

and Gary Schrieder, and the quar-

terbacking of Wally Mellor, looked

like good bets for this year's inter-

collegiate crown.

Another powerful factor in

Saturday's game was the strong

defensive work of Al Kocman
who also contributed a TD for

Queens. Another standout for

the Gaels was the running and

plunging of Bill Surplis who went

30 yards for the first touchdown

thanks to the blocking of reli-

able Sherm Hood. Gary Schrei-

der converted. The second touch-

down came on a long 30 yard pass

from Mellor to Jim Cruikshank,

who went a long way towards

showing how much he is needed

on the Senior team. The strong

arm of the EE's quarterback,

Vince Drake, and the running of

halfback Sam Laverty carried the

Balmy (that isn't the word for

it) Beaches to the Queen's five.

Laverty went over on a handoff.

The convert attempt by Queen's

graduate Greg McKelvie went

wide. The quarter ended with

Queens leading 11-5 on their op-

Ron Stewart looks to be headed for the wide-open spaces, after side-stepping a Balmy

Beach player in Saturdays contest. Simpson is the Gael in the background.

position's 72 yard line. On a

handoff from Mellor, Gary Schei-

der swivelled and turned, evading

six tacklers to go over for the

third major. His convert attempt

was good, making the score 77-7.

The Beaches turned on the heat,

but a fumble, which was recov-

ered by Karl.

Quinn. put a damper on their

drive to the goal-line. Another

RMC DUMPS COMETS
IN HARD-FOUGHT GAME

IfH XHE L.C/nOML.ITC:
What is the matter with '57 ? As the girls playing intramural tennis

yet no one has turned out for soft- play their games off as snnn as pos

ball. Get interested, support your

year.

Intercollegiate tennis practises

are being held every afternoon at

the Kingston Tennis courts. The

team has not yet been chosen so

there is still time to get out. The

tennis meets being held this year

sible? Check the Indletin board for

your tennis schedules,

Archery practises are held everj'

afternnon from 1.30 to 3,30.

Referee school starts this week on

Oct. Isth.

Remember the dosing dale for

entering the golf tournament is

in Montreal on Oct. 15 - 16. Wouldl Oqt. 9th,

The Queen's Intermediate Co-

mets, battling against an inspired

R.M.C. crew, were edged out

12-6 in their first start of the sea-

son Saturday. This resulted only

alter a last ditch effort by Jake

Edward's squad fell short of the

goal line by scant inches. Thi?

marks the second ; ear in a row

that R.M.C. has dropped the Co

mets.

Saturday's game was filled

with costly pass interceptions,

one of which resulted in a

Queen's major, by fleet half

Henry Clark. Five times Cornet'^

offensive machine was stalled

by R.IM.C. interceptions. T|iis.

and loose tackling by the Comets

was the difference between the

two teams.

Queen's took an early lead at

I

the six minute mark when Henry

Clark intercepted a wobbly pass

on R.M.C,'s 25 yard line and

scooted all the way for a touch-

down, Walt Goodfellow convert-

ed to make it 6-0. The remaider

of the quarter saw frequent

changes in possession with R.M
C. punting deep into Queen's

territory.

After an opening first down i;i

the second quarter, R.M.C.

marched to Quen's ten on a third

down faked kick. McMurty went

Over center on a quarterback

sneak to register the cadets' first

T.D. Robertson converted to tie I

up the score. The half ended

with an R.M.C interception.

Final Touchdown
Henry Clark started the se-

cond half by running back the

kickoff to the 47. The first of-

fensive play of the session, a short

pass was intercepted by Howe,

who carried down to the 20.

Cakes, after shaking loose two

sloppy tacklers, reversed his field

and sauntered through a dazed

Queen's squad for R.M.C.'s final

touchdown. Robertson convert-

ed once more to up the score to

12-6, Consistent Queen's offen-

sive drives were halted by two

interceptions. The quarter ended

with an offside kick recovery by

the Comets.

After another interception and

an exchange of punts Queen's

finally got tht ball downfield on

a run over tackle by Ken Reid.

Carl Lenahan carried the bail

seventeen yards to the 5 yard

stripe. Two line bucks, again by

Lenahan, netted no gain.On third

ilown, with half a minute left in

the game, Henry Clark swept

aronud left end, was hit on the

goal line by two R.M.C. line-

backers and fell under a maze of

]>layers. The referees ruled

against a touchdown as the gun

sounded to end the game.

man who added to Gaels cause

was Lou Bruce who partially

blocked a couple of kicks and

continually broke through the

line to harass the opposition's

backfield. The half ended with

the Kingstonites leading 17-7.

An inspired Beach team step-

ped onto the field in the second

half and they did not let up until

O'Callaghan had gathered in a

TD pass from capable Vince

Drake. McKelvie's convert was

good to make the score stand

17-13 in favour of Gaels.

However Queens were not to

be stopped so easily and on

sensational 83 yard run by Jimmy

Cruikshank the ball was brought

to the ORFU team's 7 yard line

Al Kocman barged over forthe

fourth major for Queens. Jack

Thompson booted the convert to

make the score read 23-13.

\\'hether Bill Wall fed his

players some "go-go' pills or not

hard to say but his team sud-

denly came to life. Firing passes

to Wilson and Smgleton, Vince

Drake led his charges to the

Queen's 15 yard stripe. A pass

to Wilson brought the ball to the

2, and Bat Malloy drove over for

Yardstick Story

Q. B.B.

Rushing 310 208

Passing 85 277

Total Gains 395 485

First Downs IS 31

Pass Attempts S
2

27

Completions _

—

17

Interceptions ! 2 0

Fumbles 0 2

Fumbles Recovered — 2 0

Avcrapcc- Punt 44.4 37.8

Av. Punt Ret. _ G.4 5.2

Penalties — 3.S 70

Kicks Blocked ...

:

1 0

the major. Once

vert was good,

minute Beaches

converted TD

agam the con-

In the final

scorafl another

the brilliant

Free Time
Allowed For
Enthusiasts

This year, for the first time, male

students are asked to note that the

g\-m will be open for free use at

certain times of the week. At pres-

ent these times are Tuesday and

Thursday 2.30 to 3.30, Wednesday

and -Friday 10.00 to 11.00 and all

Saturday morning.

Students using the gym at these

times are requested to observe the

ordinary rules as pertain to dress,

use of equipment, etc. Basketballs

and other equipment may be ob-

tained from "Red" Mercer at the

intramural stores.

Tennis enthusiasts are reminded

that the six cnurts on Napier St,

(just above Hill St.) are available

for the use of University Students

as well as the six jast south of Rich

nrdson Stadium.

on

running of halfback Nayland Moll

which left the final score at 25-23

in favor of the Toronto squad.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETfi

• two

convenient

locations

town and country

Restaurants
Princess at Clergy

Catoraqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle
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Queen's Christian Fellcwship

Queen's Christian Fellowship is holding a Chapel Service
in iMorgan Memorial Chapel Wednesday Noon 1.00-1.30 p.m. Guest
speaker will be the Reverend Mr. Cassclman of the Free Methodist
Church. Everyone welcome.

Chess Club

There will be a meeting of the Chess Club in the Union Com-
mittee Room No. 1. on Tluirsday, Oct. 7, at 7 p.m. All those in-

terested are invited to attend.

Moths and Physics Club

There will be a meeting of the Math and Physics Club in

Ontario Hall, Room 207, on Thursday, Oct. 7, at 12.45 p.m. for the
purpose of organizing the club for the coming year.

Electrical Engineering Club
A general meeting for all those wishing to join the Electrical

Engineering Club will be held in McLaughlin Room of the Students'
Union at 7.00 p.m. on Thursday. Oct. 7, 1954. The general plans
for club activities for the coming year will be outlined and a film
of interest will be shown.

Aquacade
The first general meeting will be held on Thursday, October 7,

at 7 p.m., in the lecture room in the gym. All men and women in-

terested are invited to attend. No experience i^ necessary.

SCM Study Croup
The SCM Study Group meets every Tuesday at 4.30 p.m. in

the SCM office, 132 University Ave. This term's topic will be
"The Church"; Rev. Don Mathers will lead discussion. All those
interested are invited to attend the first study group on Oct. 12.

SCM Fall Camp

The SCM fall camp will be held at Pat Douglas' cottage in

the Thousand Islands the weekend of Oct. 9-11. Anyone planning
to attend must register (25c) in advance. Contact'Pat Douglas,
5242, Mary Porter 2-0248, Lois Showman 9S47. or sign your name
on the list in the SCM office, 132 ITnivcrsity Ave.

International Relations Club

The International Relations Club will hold its first meetiny
at 8 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 7, in Committee Room 2, in the
Students' Union. Carl Hamilton and Kristian Palda will debate
the question; "Is Peaceful Co-existence Possible." Everybody
welcome.

Dance

Programs

RR IMXEIRS
Phone 4114

Printing of

Every Description

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk^ Cream, Butter
BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

manufactuhebs of the famous
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Mines Ice Cream

QUEEN'S OFFICIAL BLAZERS . .

.

Science ond Art's Faculty Jackets

Queens Ties and Sweaters

Queen's Sweat Shirts and T-Shirts

- ALL IN STOCK -

Fashion Craft Shops
103 PRINCESS STREET

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE
561 Vz PRINCESS STREET

The onswer to Students Laundry problem — do

it yourself in our automatic washers ot the —
LAUNDERETTE

DRYING SERVICE AVAILABLE

QUICK — CONVENIENT — ECONOMICAL
MONDAY TO FRIDAY - 9:00 A.M. TO 9l00 P.M.

(LAST WASH 8:00 P.M.)

SATURDAY - 9jOO A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.

Rehearsals Start
For Drama Guild
Fall Production

Rehearsals have aready start-

ed on the Drama Gnild's forth-

coming jjrodiiction of "The Mer-
chant of Venice". The casting,

though tentative in some cases,

is almost complete and is as fol-

lows
; Duke of Venice, Allan

Strachaji
; Morocco, Norm Ed-

monson
; Bassanio, Christopher

Smith; Salanio. G. Penny; Sa-

larinn, M. E. Evans; Gratiano,

Robin Jackson
; Lorenzo, Bob

Beattie ; Shylock, Jim Bethnne

;

Tubal and Old (; o b b o , Jim
Thompson; Launcelot Gobbo,
Mike Moffatt; Balthasar, Mike
Yovanich

; Stephano, Dawn
Windafl: Portia, Val Baker;
Nerissa, Mary Ev Rogers; Jessi-

ca Sylvia Bieler.

Most of the prominent parts

have been filled by those who
have had previous experience in

Guild productions, but there are

several newcomers. This year s

play features a return to Shake-
speare. "Macbeth" was put on
by the group in 1954.

Bonnie Ward is Production

Manager of the three nne-act

plays to be put on in February.

One of these will he selected for

the Inter-Varsity Drama Lea-
gue competition. The IVDL is

holding a conference at Bishop's

College in the near future to de-

termine the place and dale of the

fe-iitival.

Science Lecturer

The Chemistry department has

a new professor this year in the

person of Dr. K. E. Russell, late-

ly arrived from England via the

United States.

Dr. Russell graduated with a

master of arts degree in honors

chemistry from Cambridge Uin-

versity and completed work there

for his doctorate in Physical

Chemistry. Following gradua-

tion, he lectured for two years in

the United States at Penn State

University until 1952. He has

spent the past two years at Prince-

ton University in the United

States.

STEAM
SHOVEL

Marion Sounds Clarion

Classified Ads

For Rent

Large front bedroom (twin

beds) for two students. Also

board for six students. Reason-

able rates. Apply at 391 Brock

St. or phone 9031.

Lost

Gold wristwatch, in vicinity of

Lenard Field, on Saturday, Sept.

25, during the Medical Soph-

Frosb football game. Finder

please return to Ron Timpson,

Mcds '60. Phone 6030.

One white-headed wallet in the

vicinity of the Biltmore theatre.

Please contact Nora McVittie,

Phone 20183.

Tartan gold umbrella.

Ranald May at 766S.

Phone

ALWAYS 2 GOOD SHOWS I

C 'Thunder Pass' Dane Clark

$ "The Big Chose" Adele jcrgens

SAT. O "Hondo" (color) — John Wayne
9 "Casanovo's Big Nite I Tech) — Bob Hope

All the Brothers Were Valiant" (Tech)

—Robert Taylor — Ann BIythj

© "Look Who's Laughing" — Desi Arnoz
Lucille Bal

MUSIC !

A- DRAMA !

SPORTS r

ENTERTAINMENT!

CKLC
1380 ON YOUR RADIO DIAL

FIRST WITH THE NEWS IN KINGSTON

AND EASTERN ONTARIO!

MONTREAL BOUND?
If you are going to Montreal for the game

on October 9, be sure and attend the

(^ixten^B iVlumm

At the Ritz Carlton Hotel

ON SATURDAY NIGHT, 9.30 P.M.

The Admission is $2 per person

Come and bring your friends!

Members of the footboll team will be the guests of the alumni

at the dance.

On sunless Morn of Sun did scribe arise at piercing clarion

of Maid Marion. And noting that Jupe the Pluve had again visited

Land of Kin did scribe harness Board of Out and churn to heed

call. On Trail of Onion did scribe collide with launch of 90 h.p.

piloted by Fresh of Iroquois ancestry. And was Marion pleased

to hear that Ycllow-Tasseled ones showed great promise as future

leaders of tribe. And Marion, shocked to hear that Youngest of

Tribe had resembled Clodz of Eartz, was advised that same had

covered exposed parts.

Warriors Rant in Cove of Cront

On Eve of Fria did Men of Heinz suTuinon Youngest of Tribe

to Cav of Grant. And did warriors of tribe weave with green-

eyed Lemonz to nervous chords of Snutty the Gusty one. And
did Mickey the Spirited One make presence known in depths of

cave, while warriors uttered chants of tribe.

Teams of Qucenz Come Loose at Seamx

And on Eve of Saturn were warriors of Tribz found at Fort

of Hank attempting to drown sorrows in amber fluids. But was

same impossible for 1 Normal fluids were diluted to 0.(K)00l Normal

by juice flowing from Orgauz of Vision. For on same day did

Gaelz of Gold bow on Field of Dick to Single-ton from Sandz of

Town of Hog. And it came to pass that same treatment was given

to Celestial Bodies of Queenz at Office of Post. And scribe was

grieved to hear that Tribe and Lemon of another land did lose

battle to race of Oversized Players of Polo.

Now does chisel dull and brain grow cold, for scribe must

take up stick of slip and resume Battle of Fac,

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

This hairdo was made with (JciUi

...the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

Eobbi Pin-Curl Permanent is

made to give you lovelier,

softer curls . . . the kind you

need for today's casual hair-

dos like the "Skylark" pic-

tured above, A Bobbi wave is

never light, never frizzy.

Right after using Bobbi your

hair will have the beauty, the

body, [he soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And ii

will stay that way for iccchs

and weeks!

Giving yourself a Bobbi is

easier, quicker than you ever

dreamed possible. You just

put your hair in pin curls

and apply Bobbi Creme Oil

Lotion. A Utile later, rinse

with water, let dry, brush out

—and that's ail! No clumsy

curlers to use. No help
needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in fashion — if you can make
a simple pin curl — you'll

Invf Bobbi! $1.75

Just pin-curl as usual. Apply Bobbi, rin.sc 45 minutes later.

When h;tir is dry, simply brush out. No neulrdlizer needed.

No curlers, no re-setiing. So c;isy, you do it yourself.
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SCHOLARSHIP LIST
Provincial Scholarships

In order lo attract students Qx-

ceptional abilitv from all parts of Can-

ada Queen's University oficrs ten 1 ro-

vincial Scholarsliips, one scUohirsh.p

for tach province, and the W. b. Mc-

Neill Scholarship for graduates ol

Prince of Wales College, Charlotte-

town, Prince Edward 1'''^"<1- ^l^^^';

scholarship is vah.cd
?V^0»

«'!'^

provides for a cnsli award of ?800 in

the first year and $350 in each of llic

second nud third years. In addition,

winners of the scholarships from prov-

inces oihcr than Ontario, are given in

Ihe (irsl vear an exira sutn equal in

value to the cost of the return railway

coach fare from Ihcir home town to

Kingston, less $15,00.

Mberta-^Award to Hcrsdicl K. Har-

din, New Vegrcville High School; run-

ner-up, C. Diane Mason, Cenlral High

School, Calgary.

Britisli Columbia—Awards to John

F Hillikcr, Kamloops High School, and

Beverly J. Lipscll, Stanley Humphries

High School. Casllcgar; runner-up

James R. Prougli, Rossland High

School.

Manitoba—Award to Woira Sander-

son. Brandon Collegiate Institute.

Nova Scotia—Award to Jennifer W.
Tilley, Annapolis Royal Academy.

Quebec—Award to Diane 1. Barras,

Quebec High School; runner-up. Ann

E. Martin, Quebec High School.

Saskatchewan—Awards to Phyllis M.

Sallans Cily Park Collegiate Institute,

Saskatoon, and Inge E. Wissener, Cen-

tral Collegiate Institute, Moose Jawi

runncr-up, Anne Bodnarchuk. City

Park Collegiate Iiislilute, Saskatoon;

Miss Bodnarchuk has been awarded a

University Bursary of ?500.

Ontario — Awards to Paul A. Hcrz-

berg. Lisgar Collegiate Institute, Otta-

wa, and Hugh R. Whitcley. Nepean

ligli School. Ottawa; runncr-up. Lhjah

Rabin, Lisgar Collegiate Institute, Ot-

tawa.

Honour Matriculation Scholarships

For the Province of Ontorio

First group—Nine Scholarships bear-

ing the names of former officers of the

Universiiv. each valued at $1,200 with

5600 payable in the firsi year and $300

in each of the second and third years.

Sir Sandford FIcniinK Scliolarship in

Mathematics—honour to Paul A, Herz-

bcre, Lisgar Collegiate Institute, Ot-

tawa; award lo Lloyd E. Parker, North

Bay College.

Grant Scholarship m History-Wil-

mcr 1. Hill. Gananoque High School.

Lcitch Scholarship in French—Nola

J. Whiliall. Baihurst Heights Colleg-

iate Institute, North York.

Williamson Scholarship in Physics

and Chemistry—honour to Paul A.

Hcrzbcrg, Lisgar Collegiate Institute,

Ottawa; award lo Ralfc J. Clench, Jr.,

Central Secondary School, Hamilton.

Gordon Scholarship in English —
Irene D. Cooke, Kingston Collegiate

Institute.

Watson Scholarship in German —
Ly-Anne A. Funkc, Morrisburg High
School.
Mackerras Scholarship in Latin-

Frederick O. Harndcn, Colbornc High
School.
Knight Scholarship in Biology —

Dolores M. Rj'back. Port Arthur Coll-

egiate Institute.

Douglas Scholarship for General Pro-

ficiency—Honour to Paul A. Herzbcrg,

Lisgar Collegiate Institute, Ottawa;

award to lilijah Rabin, Lisgar Colleg-

iate Institute, Ottawa.
Second group—Eight Scholarships

valued at $500 each and payable in full

in the first year.

Mowat Scholarship in Mathematics—
Glen R. Loffree, Fort William Colleg-

iate Institute; Andrew Malcolm Schol-

arship in History — Charlotte E. L.

Smith. Sydenham High School. Nich-

olls Scholarship in French — R. I

.

Bryce Larke, Peterborough Collegiate

Institute. McDowall Scholarship in

Pliysics — Robert R. Bowcn, Peter-

borough Collegiate institute. Bell

Scholarship in Clicmistry — Nicholas

E. Diamant. Napanec and District High

School. Ellen M. Nickle Scholarship

in English—Vcra-Lee Patterson, Walk-

crville Collegiate Institute. John Mac-

gillivrav Scholarship in German —
Guy N. Emcrv, Wesidale Secondary

School. Hamilton. I^orbes McHardy
Scholarship in Latin — Clarabeth Ma-
haffty, Guclph Collegiate Institute.

Locality Scholarships

County of Glengarry — A. J. and

Margaret Grant Bursary, $600—Eraser

M. Gumming. Maxvillc High Scliool.

County of Leeds—George Taylor and

Lilian Coleman Taylor Scholarship.

$350, Carl R, McCaw, Brockville Coll-

egiate Institute.

Whaf's news at fnco?

Wsfraeze

3^'^ tons

otoxygen

a day

out of the air

Every two minutes io this modern plant,

a blast like an elephant's snort tells of a

modern miracle that is taking place. Under

pressure at 280° below zero, air is being

liquefied and the oxygen separated from

nitrogen and other elements. The blast is caused

by the espulsion of the nitrogen.

The OKygen, thus obtained from the air, is

conducted through a pipe-line to the smelter

where it is used in Inco's new oxygen process

of flash smelting the copper concentrates. This

process eliminates the use of coal and makes

possible the economical production of a valuable

by-product—sulphur dioxide—which cveniually

is used in making paper.

This oxygen plant, the first of its size and kind in

Canada, produces more than twice as much oxygen

per year as all other plants in this country. It is one

example of the way Inco introduces new economies

and finds uses for by-products formerly without value

"The Romance oj Nickel", a 72-page

book, Jiilly illuslraled, mill be iciil

jree on request lo anyone interested.

*

THE NTERNATIONAL ^ICKEL QQmPANY
35 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Ottawa Collegiate Institutes — Eric

Horsey May Scholarship, ?180 — Jud-

ith E. Rcid, Glebe Collegiate Institute.

Duncan Byron MacTavisli Scholarship

§180 — James A. Bemielt, Glebe Coll-

egiate Institute.

Pembroke Collegiate Institute—Steel

Equipment Company. Limited, Schol-

arship, $100 — Warren C. Campbell.

Stirling High School — Mr. and Mrs.

H G. Lawlor Memorial Scholarship,

$60 — John R. Haggerty.

United Counties of Stormont, Dun-

das and Glengarry — George Hopper

MacGillivrav Scholarship, $210—Nancy
Hawn, St. Lawrence Hjgb School,

Cornwall.

Lincoln Might Scholarships, $400

each — David M. Hartman, North Tor-

onto Collegiate Institute; J. Gordon
MeCallum, Central Collegiate Institute,

London.
J. P. Bickcll Foundation Scholarships

?I.2O0 each — Robert Dell, Patterson

Collegiate institute, Windsor. David

M. Nowlaii, North Toronto Collegiate

Institute. Arthur N. Grunder, Kincar-

dine District High School. Ian R.

Chisliolni. Stratford Collegiate Insti-

tute. Burton L. Bull, Timmins High
School. K. A. Ray Smith, London
South Collegiate Institute, Dennis L.

McKelvie, Provincial Institute of Min-
ing, Haileybury.

Union Carbide Canada Limited

Scholarship, $2,000—G. Paul Haynes,

Colbornc High School.

McLean Rural Bursaries, $125 each
— Helen E. Foster, Wclliiigtou Con-

tinuation School; Iris McLiiiton, South

Carlcton Higii School, Richmond;
Arthur H. Lefave, Sault Ste. Marie
Collegiate Institute; Uldis Zommers,
Briglilon High School; Douglas E.

Youngblut. Clinton District Collegiate

nslitute; J. Raymond Kearns, Nap-
anee and District Collegiate Institute;

Sheila Lucas. Almonte High School.

Robert G. Richardson Memorial
Scholarship. $220—John R. Cariwright.

Trinity College School, Port Hope.

P. C. MacGregor Memorial Institute,

$180 — Sheila Lucas, Almonte High
School.

O. M. Monlgoincry Award, $100—
William G. .'\nglin, Kingston Collegiate

Institute.

Sydenham Old Boys' Scholarship,

5120 — Charlotte E. L. Smith, Syden-
ham High School.

Sydenham Memorial Scholarship,
$20— E. jane Arthur, Sydenham High
School.

Katharine Doyle Scholarship, ^-lO

—

Nancy Carson, Notre Dame Convent,
Kingston.

Special University Bursaries ; $500,
Orest T. Dackow, Wynyard High
School, Wynyard, Sask. $500, Anne
Bodnarchuk. City Park Collegiate In-

stitute, Saskatoon. $500, Muriel M.
Snodgrass, Sturgis High School, Stur-
gis, Sask.

Notices
To All Presidents

Presidents of uii ciubs and year

organizations are asked to turn

ists of 1954-55 executives to

the AMS office as soon as poss-

ible.

Photographers Wanted.
Anyone interested in doing

photography for the Journal is

asked to contact Larry Wong at

21989.

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St.

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleoning

Same Day On
Shirt Laundering

OPEN 8 o.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 BARRIE ST.

OF CANADA, LIMITED
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A line in a recent editorial of the

Journal contained one of the most

timely warnings to the public ever

printed. In essence it stated that one

would do well to "consider carefully

before sending one's children to

Queen's".

Unfortunately the words "and

Kingston" were omitted at the end

of the sentence. Indeed one should

consider carefully 1 This geographical

hemorrhoid has reduced more

happy, healthy, well-adjusted people

to quivering lumps of putty than

the entire staff of the Russian Secret

Police.

The breakdown of the student is

begun at once in the freshman year

and can be categorized into several

distinct phases. Phase One of the

process is entrusted to a sinister

group of individuals called Land'

lords and Landladies. This syndi-

cate owns hundreds of buildings left

over from mo\'ie sets of Tobacco

Road and within these deadfalls the

students are lodged. By a cold-

blooded program of supplying only

ice water, letting the fires die down
in early November, instigating eerie

sounds in the dead of night, and by

cutting in special radio amplifiers

just prior to exams, this mob rapid-

ly softens up their victims.

Phase Two is carried on in the

pubs. The Queen's type, driven des-

perate by Phase One, flees to these

fake sanctuaries only to find a

devilish set of rules awaiting him.

These rules are designed to nullify

all pleasure. He cannot sit at a table

unless he drags a woman along.

Speaking over a whisper or any

hilarity merits instant ejection. Two
tables cannot he pulled together

under any circumstances. It is ille-

gal to stand at the bar. Surly pub
personnel must be deferred to at all

times. One foolhardy sort who spoke

sharply to a waiter is still getting

^varnings from the Kingston Police.

Made wary and wild-eyed by

One and Two, the student draws

uncertainly towards the movies,

secretly fearing another trap. He
couldn't be more right. The moom
pitchers are the Third Phase. At
this point Kingstonians really re-

move the buttons from the foils. L^p

to the time of the Christmas exams,

BOOK REVIEW

Malcolm Ross Edits Collection Of Canadian Essays

the undergraduate is fed a steady

diet of double bills staring Lash

Larue and Fuzzy St, John backed

up by the Bowery Boys.

Two weeks before the quizzies

start, the local movie moguls un-

leash a flood of Academy Award
pictures on the town. Re-issties of

Charlie Chaplin films play nightly

and full length Tom and Jerry car-

toons beckon from brightly lit mar-

quees. The most conscientious stu-

dents waver and the resulting marks

bring an agonizing conference with

the Dean. The same diabolical pro-

cedure is followed in the second

term with the same inevitable re-

sults - this time agonizing sups.

Phase Four? Five? - oh they're

here! But let the freshmen discover

'em for themselves. Besides, it's

time for my shock therapy.

Levana activities are now in full

swing, and Levanites are once again

learning how to survive on the sleep

they can get in lectures. After two

weeks, everyone is still promising

herself she will WORK, in order

to avoid cramming like mad come

April, Hope springs eternal, or so

they say.

With the arival of football week-

ends comes the final test of a true

Queen'swoman. No freshette has

proven her worth until she has sur-

vived one or more of these. Unless

vou have been previously exposed

to the much-vaunted RATIO how-

ever, learn from the sad experiences

of generations of Levanites before

you that it is statistically impossible

handle more than four men

one football weekend. Any more

than that leads to a girl becoming

known as POPULAR, or what is

worse, a FLIRT. This, of course,

just doesn't do.

Levanites are reminded that

numerous campus positions are

open to women students. These in-

clude a convenor for the Colour

Night Committee, a chief justice and

a clerk for the AMS Court. Two
Levana representatives are also

needed for NFCUS.

The call of duty' recently

necessitated this reviewer's look-

ing through a large file of back

issues of tbe New York Times

Book Review, and he was struck

with the tendency of the past

two years, as revealed in its

columns, for Americans to pro-

duce analyses of their society. It

is, therefore, perhaps not consis-

tent wth the North Americanism

which we Canadians share with

the Americans, that an analysis

of Canadian society should ap-

pear at this time, too.

But Malcolm Ross's book is

far more than just a Canadian

reflection of something the Am
ericans started — far more. It is

in itself a new departure, and

it is this in one sense because it

is partly a collection of Canadian

new departures,—Canadian new
departures in a broader field of

human awareness.

Malcolm Ross evidently feels

that it is time for Canadians to

develop ~ a -'national ...self-con-

sciousness' which is a conscious-

neess of selves and not of nation.

For he points out in his intro-

duction that "our 's is not, can

never be, the one hundred per

cent kind of nationalism". He
calls us a bi-focal nation', remind-

ing us of our essential dualism of

race. He says that "our natural

mode is therefore not compro-

mise but 'irony'— the inescap-

able response to the presence and

pressures of opposites in ten-

sion".

with ourselves as

From this tension. Prof. Ros?

feels, we can produce a kind of

cosmopolitan sense of identity.

We have tlic world in our midst,

we should therefore be able to

see It whole

a part of it.

This would seem to be, if you

like, a 'one-world' kind of na-

tionalism. We are a land of wide

horizons in a world where tech-

nological advances have rendered

obsolete the narrow 'nation-

bound nationalism or senses of

identity of nineteenth century

nations, but which should pro-

duce, in combination with our

tension of opposing' forces, a new

dynamism propelling us into a

larger sense of our Canadian

part in a broader world of hu-

manity.

This IS an adventurous con-

cept, and Prof. Ross's collection

of essays is an adventurous il-

lustration of it. It is not a chro-

nological exposition, it is more

a free-flowing definition, begin-

ning with ourselves in the section

called "Who we are, where we

are. and continuing in a widen-

ing stream through "the larger

mosaic" of our life and of our-

selves as individuals, till finally

we see some of our Canadian

contributions to that new and

broader world of humanity.

We find some aspects of the

great Canadian picture (which

is characterized, in this book,

not by periods, but as one de-

velopment) described by Susan-

na Moodie and William Lyon

Mackenzie, others by Hugh Mac-

Lennan and Lister Sinclair. Prof.

Ross gives some of the indepen-

dent and perverse men whom we

have produced at various times,

some of the experimenters, a

chance to speak—men like Gold-

win Smith. Joseph Howe, B. K,

Sandwell and Marshall McLuhan.

We have been too iiuich em-

burdened, we Canadians, by the

idea that we're dull, that we're

timid, that we're parochialist. We
have accepted these generaliza-

tions as unhappily true, and so

have put ourselves in danger of

abiding by them. But they aren't

true of a good and influential

many of us, and Malcolm Ross

;ets out to show us this. He

shows us that even some of our

'safest' looking characteristics

have hidden in them great po-

tentialities. And this thought will

do us good here in Canada. Mal-

colm Ross says: "Now I insist

that this prudence of ours is not

a negative virtue. It lies coiled

in us like a spring .... It seems

to suggest immobility, let us

think of the immobility at the

centre of a moving wheel. Our

life whirls around it ... . Pru-

dence is thus central to our ex-

perience without being typical of

it. For we have been restlessly

(and self-critically) in motion."

it has outgrown concepts that we

have not yet fully entered— not-

ably that of a nineteenth century

sort of nationalism.

The world now demands that

broader kind of nationalism

which Malcolm Ross sees de-

veloping. He helps us past the

danger of falling into the grip of

obsolescent ideas which would

only prove damaging, and might

prove fatal. Let us hope that

some of those who shout for a

Canadian national flag stop to

consider "our sense of identity"

as it is outlined in this book. It

would be well worth their while,

as it woud be for all of us.

—D. Wm. L. Earl

"Our sense of identity: a book

of Canadian essays," edited by

Malcolm Ross, professor of Eng-

lish Literature, Queen's Univer-

sity. Toronto, the Ryerson Press,

1954; XV 346p.

Yes, we have, whether we real-

ize it or not, and it's a good

thing that Malcolm Ross has

drawn together the essays in this

book to help us realize it, for our

nation started on the process of

national growth late. The world

has, in a way. passed us by. for

Writers

!

We need stories, poems, short

essays. Accepted contributions will

be printed on the features page, they

should be brought to the Journal

office any Wednesday or Sunday

night after 7.30 p.m. or given to

Frank Collings or Nathalie Bieler.
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Frosh And The Future

Queen's students have now had a week to examine their con-

sciences and decide whether last Monday's riot was a necessarj-

part of the Frosh iniTiation and, if not, what changes should be

made in the initiation program. The main purpose of initiations

at Queen's is to give freshmen a chance to get to know one another

and to give them a feehng of belonging to the university com-

munity. In the past initiations have also given the sophomores

a chance to make fun at the treshnien's expense. Hazing may be

a lot of fun for the sophomores but it must come second. One thing

is certain: initiations are not staged to give students a safe oppor-

tunity to run riot through Kingston streets. Thought was taken

last year into the problem of the freshman reception but apparently

not enough was done.

In his column in the Journal last Tuesday Charles Taylor sug-

gested that freshman energies should be turned toward more useful

pursuits. At many universities in the United States freshmen

have undertaken public service projects radically different from

the project undertaken here on Monday. They have helped clean

up their cities and have collected money for charitable causes.

Future sophomore years at Queen's might do worse than follow

the American lead.

Aside from initiations themselves, the problem of what to do

with freshmen during their first week or two at university remains

serious. Although the situation was improved this year, first year

students are still apt to have much too nnich to do during their

first days on the campus. The sight of a bewildered freshman

with his fist full of mimeographed information and his head burst-

ing with advice can be somewhat disturbing as well as amus-

ing. The transition from high school to college is difficult enough

without overburdening the new student. On the other hand, the

new student has a great deal to learn about both the academic

and extra-curricular aspects of university life. Perhaps more of

this necessary information could be dispensed before the student

arrives in Kingston. It would be expensive but highly beneficial

if all freshmen could be sent more literature on the university

with their fee receipts. Such action, taken with a more enlight-

ened initiation policy, could be a great step toward avoiding

future outbursts of juvenile delinquency.

Policy For Formosa

Guatemala - What Next?

"Is this your first time in the tropics?'

A New Deal For France
By Tony King

In his somewhat ironic cables from the Formosan capita! of

Taipei, Kawle Knox of the London Observer, has been drawing

attention recently to the curious and dangerous state of affairs

prevailing off the China coast. In perhaps no other part of the

world could a third world war break out so easily and so unneces-

sarily. And in perhaps no other part of the world are the west-

ern allies so hopelessly divided as to their immediate strategy and

ultimate aims.

The Royal Navy has undertaken to protect the dozen or so

British merchantmen trading with the Chinese mainland. Chiang

Kai-shek maintains that his fleet is blockading the coast. It is

therefore not impossible that ships of the tiny Nationalist navy

may someday find themselves involved in a battle with Royal Navy
craft. What the American Seventh Fleet would do in this event

is anybody's guess. The Americans seem rather uncertain as to

what their military role in the area is, At one time they under-

took to prevent renewed warfare between Formosa and the Com-
munist mainland. At the moment the Seventh Fleet permits the

Nationalists to raid the mainland. But what action, if any, it would

take if the Communists launched an attack on Formosa is some-

what uncertain. As long as the rival Chinese governments are

allowed to glare at one another across the straits a stable peace

in south-east Asia is almost impossible.

America is in the unfortunate position of regarding the Chiang

Kai-shek regime as the government of China; it is not and cannot

be again without foreign intervention to a degree making world

war almost inevitable. The American approach of maintaining

constant military pressure on the Communists is obviously not the

safest one. On the other haiid, the Communists have no right to

Formosa. Whether Mao Tsc-tung likes it or not, the Nationalists

are as firmly entrenched on Formosa as he and his followers are

on the mainland. Clement Attlee's suggestion that Formosa be

handed over to the Communi&ts would create as many problems

as it would solve. !t is not at all certain that most Formosans
want to come under the Peiping regime. Were the island to be given

to the Communists, the west would have a moral obligation to

evacuate all the Formosans who did not wish to remain. The
west would also be placed in an unfortunate military position, with

a Communist bastion standing astride the route from Japan to the

rest of Asia.

The only solution to the problem of Formosa is to neutralize

the island, removing it completely as a bone of contention be-

tween China and the west. Chiang Kai-shek would, of course,

object strenuously. His only hope of regaining the mainland lies

in his possession of Formosa and the Nationalist army. The Com-
munists would also complain on the grounds that the island is

rightfully theirs. But the objections of both parties must be over-

ruled if the problem is to be solved, peacefully. A neutralized For-
mosa wuulfi liave to be supervised by an international commission,
preferably drawn from the United Nations. Its territorial integrity

would have to be guaranteed by Several of the great powers and

a force maintained on the island to insure its security. The main-

land regime must be served notice that it will not be allowed to

invade Formosa. The United Stales would, of course, have to

make radical alterations in its Asian policy if such a step were
taken. America has recently assumed that it is just a matter of

time before Chiang Kai-shek returns to the mainland. The U.S.

would have to abandon this pipe-dream in favor of a peaceful

solution to the vexing Formosan problem. The neutralization

solution undoubtedly involves many serious difficulties but it is

the only practicable one in tht. face of a growing danger to peace
off the China coast.

Pierre Meudes-Franee, the French

Republic's dynamic young premier,

stated again last week that he in-

tends to effect radical changes in

the nation's economy. Despite the

wrath he has aroused in some wes-

tern circles over his failure to sup-

port EDC, Mr. Mendes-France has

shown that he is the first premier

since the war willing to tackle the

economic problems facing his conn-

try. Unlike so many earlier premiers,

Mendes has not been content merely

to stay in office but has demanded

the power to renovate the French

economy.

Few persons on this side of the

Atlantic are aware how badly the

French economy needs renovating.

Most Canadians and Americans re-

gard France as a nation with a high

standard of living and fail to realize

that the average French working

man makes fifteen dollars a week or

less. Although housing in France,

such as it is, is much cheaper than

In Canada, the Frenchman's food

and clothing cost him just as much.
Little wonder then that Frenchmen
turn in thousands to the Communist
party. France desperately needs a

national housing program, motlerni-

zation of its industry, reorientation

of its manufactures, and a much
more equitable distribution of the

national income.

In the years following the Second
World War, Britain undertook a

rigid program of "austerity", a pro-

gram whose purposes were only
dimly understood by most North
.Americans and one which cost the
Labour party much of its popularity
abroad. The austerity program was
based on Britain's realization that

faced with courage and realism. By

his resignation from the DeGaulle

cabinet immediately after the war

and by his reluctance to join later

governments, Mendes-France has

shown that he is willing to pursue a

policy which is good for the nation

if not for some parts of it.

Since the war, France has been

living on borrowed time. The next

two years will decide whether or

not she is ever to pull her weight

in the western alliance again.

Mendes-France and his cabinet will

probably be criticized from abroad

for appearing to neglect foreign

affairs in the interests of internal

problems. Mendes-France has, how-

ever, made it abundantly clear that

he values the western coalition and

that he thinks France can be of

most value to it by fostering well-

being at home. He argues rightly

that a France which faces economic

reality is a much stronger France

than one \vhich is over-extended

militarily, imperially and econom-

ically.

Letter to the Editor

The Riot Again

Editor, Journal

:

Once again, another AMS exec-

utive is making the same tired old

mistakes.

The AMS had no choice hut to

accept responsibility for the damage
caused by the freshman riot. But
why pass the buck to the even more
irresponsible and inefficient faculty

societies? And just how are they

expected to determine responsibil-

ity?

Worst of all, no mention has been
only a strict control over her econ- made In this newspaper of any AMS
omy and a refusal to return to nor-
mality too quickly would save her
from economic disaster. France was
faced with much the same predica-
ment but did nothing. Her politicians

since the war have been politicians

rather than statesmen almost to a

man, and none of tbeni were willing

to take responsibility for a program
which would endanger the prosper-
ity of strong vested interests such
:s wine-growers and luxury manu
lacturers. France's instability in the

post-war world and her unfortunate

social animosities have never been

HitcntKJn to make sure that .such a
fracas does not occur in future

years. The real responsibility of the

executive lies not in cleaning up this

year's mess, hut in revising our
schemes of freshman reception so
that no riots will he wished on future

executives.

The AMS executive is a year to

year proposition, but student prob
lems are not. This year's executive
niust take advantage of its tcmpor
ary power to legislate for future

years.

Charles Taylor, Arts 'SS

By Carl Hamilton

The incidents and general atmos-

phere surrounding the Guatemala

revolution have stirred up a con-

troversy out of all proportion to

the magnitude of the event itself.

On the one hand, the anti-Commu-

nist crusaders became grievously

concerned with the existence of an

alleged Conmiunist government so

close to home. Hence they welcomed

the overthrow of the Arhenz regime

with jubilation. On the other hand,

many liberals equally concerned

with Communist expansion were

worried about the role of the U.S.

government in the matter and about

the nature of the new government.

The purpose of this article is to

analyse the prospects for the Guate-

malans in the light of the new gov-

cnmient policy to date. But first it

is necessary to sketch in briefly the

background of the present situation.

In the nineteenth century the

Guatemalan conditions typified the

legacy of Spanish colonialism which

remained throughout Latin America.

A feudal aristocracy, consisting of

about two percent of the people and

owning about 70 percent of the

land, lived in splendor and opulence,

while the vast majority of the pea-

sants were disease-ridden, poverty-

stricken and illiterate. The late nine

teenth and early twentieth centuries

brought some improvements. More

liberal governments came to power

foreign capital was invested, new re-

sources were developed, and there

was a steady, if small, increase in

standards of living. Foreign enter-

prisers and native landholders ruled

the country, largely for their own
benefit, particularly during the

period 1931-1934, during which

time they had a keen ally in dictator

General Ubico.

Social pressures built up steadily

during those years, until an essen-

tially middle-class group led a revo-

lution in 1934 which resulted in the

overthrow of the Ubico regime and

the setting up of a genuine liberal and

democratic government under Are-

valo from whom Arhenz took over

in 1950. In these days, of course,

the Communists were welcome

allies. Arevalo encouraged their ac-

tive leadership in the trade union

and peasant unions and gave them

key posts in the administration.

Arbenz continued this policy to the

point where there could be no doubt

of the extensiveness of communist

influence prior to the revolution.

But the government policy in

tself could in no way be interpreted

as communist. The major measures,

such as land reform, protective la-

bor legislation, health and social

welfare provisions, were moderate

by our standards, though they dealt

justly severe blows to the capitalists

and the landlords.

The details of the revolution need

not be dealt with here, except to in-

dicate that the American State De-

partment played a major role. The

direct intervention of Ambassador

Peurifoy, the blocade of arms to

Arbenz, the defeat of the proposals

for U.N. investigation, and the

moral, if not military assistance, to

Armas, provide adequate proof that

the role of the United States was

crucial to the revolution's success.

Indeed Mr. Dulles has pledged the

United States to a continued in-

terest in Guatemalan affairs so as

"to support the just aspirations of

the Guatemalan people."

What are Mr. Dulles' prospect

with Col. Armas at the helm? To
begin with it must be said that

Armas has his mentor as had

.Arbenz. Just as the communists had

the ear of the deposed president

a group known as the Party of Anti

Communist Unification, appears to

be opposed to the new junta. The

PAU has a clear-cut four-point

program, as follows ; 1 ) nulhfication

of the land-reform law; 2) prohi-

bition of all trade union activity;

3) repression of all liberal elements,

and 4) the establishment of rigorous

censorship.

Some reporters believe that

Armas is seriously attempting to

prevent a complete PAU victory,

and indeed it is true that he has not

nplemented all their recommenda-

tions. In terms of the four points

above Armas' program looks some-

thing like this:

1) The land reform program o£

Arbenz has not been reversed,

though negotiations are reportedly

underway with United Fruit in an

effort to overcome the latter's ob-

jections to the present law. Since

United Fruit objections began when

the first peasant received his first

acre of former company property,

the issue here seettis to be to what

degree Armas will stand up to the

company. Another factor involved

here of course is that Armas well

knows the peasant wrath which he

would incur if he touches their

newdy-won land, and he is certainly

not in a position militarily to handle

a full-scale peasant rebellion.

2) The PAU seems to have

scored high on its second point. One

of Armas' first acts was to suspend

all trade-union activities and to

conffscate all their property.

3) The future of civil liberties

seems a little doubtful, though the

present situation is clear. This

doubt arises because of the nature

of the new government's political

statute which in its first part guar-

antees basic liberties and in its

second part suspends all political

parties. Perhaps a less equivocal

act was the appointment of Col.

Jose Linares as the head of political

police, a post he held under General

Ubico and for whicli he gained a

reputation as one of the most effec-

tive opposition silencers in Latin

America.

4) There is no official ban on the

press, although all newspapers are

presently in the hands of 3'ounger

elements who were strongly opposed

to Arbenz but who are also appar-

ently opposed to a return to the

conditions under Ubico.

Two things appear to be clear as
a result of the establishment of the

Armas regime. Communist infiltra-

tion into the government has been

eliminated, but the march of pro-

gress made under the previous

regime has been reversed in the

process. What remains to he de-

termined is whether the new gov-
ernment returns to the days of
complete United Fruit and feudal

domination, or whether it mkes a
real effort to carry on the tradition

of reform.
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NFCUS Delegates

Discuss Exemption

From Income Tax

Representatives of most Ca-

nadian universities will meet at

the annual confeerence of the

National Federation of Canadian

University Students being held

this year at the University of

Toronto, Oct. 18 to 23.

Delegates from Qiieeen's will

include Murray Mathieson,

Science '55, Llyod Carlsen, Meds
'57, Pat Douglas, Arts '55, and

Charles Hockman, Arts 57.

Higher income tax exemption

for university students, one of

Queen's proposals accepted by

the Ontario regional conference

last January vi'ill be considered

by the national conference. Oth-

er important items to be discus-

sed will include reports on the

International University S e r -

vice council meeting in Moscow,

and the Istanbul meeting,

NFCUS embraces 39,000 un

versity students across Canada,

divided into four regions; Wes
tern, Ontario, Quebec, and Mari

time. Each region in turn is

subdivided into campus execu

tives who meet once or twice

yearly in a regional conference

to co-ordinate their functional

activities and draw up proposals

pertaining to that region.

The National conference, held

annually, considers all regional

proposals and those passed are

submitted by a committee to

various members of parliament in

Ottawa.

In the past, NFCUS has been

responsible for removal of the

excise tax on all textbooks, re-

duced student railway fares and

theatre rates.

It has also aided in the imple-

mentation of the Massey Com-

mission whereby the government

provides five million dollars an-

nually for the advancement of

facilities for higher learning.

Through the organization's

efforts, a series of inter-regional

exchange scholarships were ar-

ranged and the Canadian Uni-

versity Press service was or-

ganized.

Transportation in 1854

Queen^s Revue Title "Riot '54"

Lyrics, Story, Ready For Show

Students demonstrate the standard means of transportation 100

years ago when the Queen's Medical Faculty v;as founded.

Science Elections

Primary elections in Science '5S

were held Wednesday, and the fol-

lowing candidates were elected

:

In the slate containing the offices

of year president and Engineering

Society representatives candidates

are; Sections 1 and 2, Jim Bennett;

Sections 3 and 4, Bob Johnson;

Sections 5 and 6, Ray Smith.

For the slate containing offices

of vice-president, secretary and

treasurer the following were nom-

inated : Sections 1 and 2, Bob

Hutchison ; Sections 3 and 4, Ross

McKenzie; Sections 5 and 6, Jim

Nicholson,

For the offices of Athletic Stick

and two assistant candidates are:

Sections 1 and 2, Andy Black; Sec-

tions 3 and 4, Herb Harmor; Sec-

tions 5 and 6, Dave Wilson,

For the offices of Social Con-

venor and two constables: Sections

1 and 2. John Epplitt; Sections 3

and 4, Dave Harshaw, Sections S

and 6, Bob Woolcolt.

Knox Describes

Happiness Quest

In Hillel Lecture

Autumn Convocation Here

Honors Prominent Doctors
Eight men prominent in the field of medicine, including the

Hon. Paul Martin, Minister of National Health and Welfare, Ottawa,

and Hon. Mackinnon Phillips, minister of Health for Ontario,

will be awarded honorary degrees by Queen's University at the

autumn convocation, Friday, Oct. 15.

This announcement was made today by Principal W. A. Mack-

intosh who commented that "the Chancellor, Hon. C. A. Dunning,

will confer the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa, on eight

persons who have made distinguished contributions to the science

and practice of medicine or, being laymen, have rendered notable

and far-sighted service in provis

ion of medical training and re

search and in the extension of

health service."

Others Honored

The others who will receive

honorary degrees besides Hon
Paul Martin and Hon. Mackinnon

Phillips will be:

Dr. Edward D. Churchill, John

Hoinans professor of surgery,

Harvard Medical School, and

chief of the General Surgical

Services, Massachusetts General

Hospital.

Dr. John L. McKelvey, head

of the Department of Obstetrics

and Gynaecology, University

Minnesota.

Dr. J. Chassar Moir, Nuffield

professor of obstretics and gyn^

aecology. Oxford University.

John M. Russell, executive dir.

ector of the John and Mary R
Markle Foundation.

Dr. Austin E, Smith, editor of

the journal of the American Med-

ical Association. Mr. Smith will

give the address to the graduate.

Dr. George W. Thorn, Hersey

professor of the Theory and Prac

tice of Physic. Harvard Medica

School, and physician-in-chief of

the Peter Bent Brigham hospital.

Dr. Moir will give the centen-

nial lecture in obstretics and gyn-

aecology at the opening program

of the centennial celebrations,

commencing at 4.30 p.m. next

Wednesday.

Football Hero

Dr. J. L. McKelvey, the famed

'Red' McKelvey of championship

Queen's football team of the early

1920's, will give a paper at the

centenary on "Iron Metabolism

and the Anaemias of Pregnancy",

next Thursday morning.

Dr. Thorn will give the cen-

tennial lecture in medicine on the

topic of "The Adrenal Glands,

1S54-1954". at noon next Thurs-

day, October 14.

Dr. Churchill will give the cen-

tenial lecture on surgery at noon

on Friday, Oct, 15, when he will

(See Convocation, Page 3)

By Jean Reid

Journal Staff Writer

Four components, work, love,

family and peace of mind, are

necessary in the realization of true

happiness, illustrated Dr. Israel

Knox in his address entitled "The

Quest for Happiness" at the Hillel

Foundation Sunday evening.

As a basis for his main theme,

Dr. Knox clarified the incom-

pleteness of pleasures and con-

tentment as compared to supreme

happiness. In contrast to the lat-

ter, pleasures are fleeting and

chained to the moment, and may

bring self-reproach in their after-

math, while happiness is enduring

and rewarding. He described con-

tentment as passive and ciuiescent

as opposed to the active and cre-

ative elements associat^;d with

happiness.

Man is a weak creature, pointed

out Dr. Knox, in that he sees that

which is good and approves, but

follows the path of least resist-

ance; as St. Paul describes it, "the

Spirit is willing, but the flesh is

weak,"

Describing man and his predica-

ment in to-day's setting. Dr. Knox
identified man as time-begotten

and death destined, yet created in

God's image, which opens to mind

the tragic paradox of man's ex-

istence: he possesses both spirit-

ual and moral qualities and obli-

gations. This basic crisis can

only be resolved if man lives liis

life as though the entire world

depended upon his actions.

Discussing those factors com-

prising true happiness. Dr. Knox
outlined four basic components of

which the first is the recognition

of the role of work in our lives

(See Israel Knox, Page 4)

Sale Of Jackets Discussed

Firms Want Monopoly Lifted

Two representatives of the
Kingston clothing retailers pre-

sented their views on the sale of

official blazers at a meeting of

the Alma Mater Society Execu-

tive Tuesday afternoon in the

McLaughlin Room.

Jack Mac Donald and George

Freed spoke on behalf of the

merchants of Kingston in regards

to the controversial issue con-

cerning official Queen's blazers

which are being handled exclus-

ively by on'e local firm.

As spokesman Mr. Freed

pointed out that, in all fairness,

other clothing stores should be

allowed the opportunity to com-

pete for the patronage of Uni-

versity students; the monopoly

on the sale of official blazers

should be extended to any firm

willing to meet quality require-

ments and sale regulations.

Queen's students, he said, are

for the most part strangers to

Kingston. On being informed

that only one store is auth-

orized to sell blazers, a student

NFCUS Surveys
Summer Earnings

A uniyersity-wide survey will

be made this coming week at

Queen's by the National Federa-

tion of Canadian University Stu-

dents to obtain information con-

cerning their summer earnings

and their courses at the Univer-

sity.

The facts obtained will be us-

ed at a NFCUS Conference in

Toronto, to aid a proposal that

students be given an additional

deduction from their income tax

equal to the amount of their fee-.

Lloyd Carlsen, of the Queen s

NFCUS Committee, made th

proposal last year at the NFCUS
Regional Conference. It was ap

proved, and the Queen's com

mittee was delegated to look into

the matter.

The information requested

will include the net total of the

students' earnings during the

summer, their courses (Meds,

Engineering, General Arts.

Honors Science, and other

Honors B.A. courses), and mem-

bership, if any. in the COTC,

UNTD, or RUFS.
The Committee asks for full

support and co-operation in get-

ting the information, as the suc-

cess of the campaign will depend

to a large part on the value of

the survey as a representative

index of students' earnings.

is very likely to continue pat-

ronizing that store for his future

requirements. The university re-

presents a large potential to

businessmen ,and this potential

is being directed toward one re-

tailer whereas it could be shared

with others whose standards of

quality and service are equally re-

liable.

It was drawn to the attention

of those present that the exist-

ing contract can be terminated in

not less than two years.

Bob Jenness, Arts President,

feit that the university had en-

joyed maximum satisfaction under

the present arrangement and

would have little to gain from a

change in policy.

Herb Hamilton, AMS secret-

ary, recalled that before the pres-

ent contract was drawn up a com-

mittee had been organized to in-

vestigate ail possibilities, and that

in the best interests of the AMS,
a similar committee should in-

vestigate them again.

At this point, Bob Jenness ex-

pressed regret that a representa-

tive from the contracted firm

was not present to defend its point

of view. He pointed out that al

though costs have increased in re

cent years, the firm in question

has not raised the price of the

blazers and has still maintained

the quality of the garment.

Thanksgivng

Monday. Oct. 11, is Thanks-

giving Day and a public holi-

day, No classes will be held

at the University on that day.

Classes will meet as usual on

Tuesday. Oct. 12.

BOB JENNESS
At Iain Guw's suggestion, Jl

was agreed that the group was too

large to negotiate successfully and

come to any decision. Both he and

Mr. Freed felt that a more satis-

factory consultation with a small-

er group at a later date would be

advisable.

Tis Dowler, Levana Senior rep.,

made a motion that a vote of

thanks be rendered to Mr. Freed

and Mr. .MacDonald for present-

ing their case at the meeting and

that the matter be referred to the

Planning and Research commit-

tee for further investigation.

Murray Mathieson. Queen's

N'FCUS chairman, reported on

arrangements for the annual con-

ference being held this year in

Toronto, October IS - 23. Pat

Douglas, Arts '55, and Charles

Hockman, Arts '57. have been

chosen as senior and junior dele-

gates.

"Riot '54" is to be the timely

title of this year's Queen's Re-

vue.

D. K. Gollan, 1953 graduate of

Queens, has written the story and

lyrics for this show, while Paul

Chabot is writing and directing

the music. Mr, Gollan was the

author of "Heyday" which ran

three nights last January.

Director is Bill Wallace and

producer is Howie King, who will

be assisted by Don Upton. A
tentative date for the show is

the middle of January, and the

location will probably be KCVI
auditorium,

AVith the success of last year's

production in mind, the revue

committee is looking to the AMS
for support. No sanction has yet

been granted, but the issue is ex-

pected to be discussed at the next

AMS meeting.

If "Riot '54" is staged, it will

follow the sequence of Queen's

shows, "Dear Susie" of 1950

;

"Falling Leaves" of '52, and
"Heyday" '53.

Freshman students are urged

to come out to meetings and re-

hearsals. There are openings for

anyone interested in group sing-

ing, acting, and dancing. Indivi-

dual acts will also be auditioned

It is expected that some of last

year's cast will return for this

production.

Space Needed

"Rehearsal space will be the

big problem for the kids," said

Producer Howie King.

Tuesday evening a general

meeting will be held for all

would-be "reveuers". Casting for

dancing will begin Wednesday

night. Locations and tune will

be announced.

Numbers in the show require

a larger chorus line than that of

'53. Heyday's chorus, one of the

outstanding features of the show,

was invited to the Winter Carni-

val at McGill last year.

The revue is not an organized

club like the drama guild. Un-

der the control of the AMS. these

students do the producing, act-

ing, and directing. All music and

Ivrics are orignal.

Someone Tampers
With Telephones

In Students Union

The Bell Telephone Company

has threatened to take action against

persons tampering with phones iu

the Students' Union.

The company reported that a key

IS being used to get back money

after long distance calls, hi the pro-

cess, damage is being done.

If the tampering continues, the

telephone company will either re-

move the phones or take action

through the police. The last time

the latter course was followed, a

young Kingston resident was sen-

tenced to a jail term.
j
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eastwarOo! for league opeher

WHISTLE
STCPS
with JIM O'GRADY

that on-
It was Wednesday night. And there were two ways

lookers could tell that the intercollegiate season was just around

the proverbial corner. One was that the skies were clouded over,

the north wind was howling, and old man winter looked ready to

batter down the stout doors of Richardson stadium at any mmute.

The other reason could be seen out on the gridiron itself, where

the coaches paced up and down with shorter, faster steps, and

where the players were hitting harder and doing a little less kid-

ding back and forth.

On three other college fields in this corner of the world, you

could imagine the same scene being repeated, as Bob Masterson,

John Metras, and newcomer Larry Sullivan paced their own ruts

in their own turfs, joining ranks with the Gaels' Frank Tindall.

College coaches lead a rough existence, but the going never gets

any tougher than it does before opening day.

Mr. Tindall would seem to be carrying a pretty fair arsenal

with him for this first encounter of the year. He'll be bringing

with him a club which showed a whole lot of promise in bowing to

Toronto's Balmy Beaches last Saturday afternoon." It's a club

which could come up with some good football tomorrow and one

which could, in the process, walk over the defending Redmen,

who were narrowly shaded by a one point margin when they met

the Gaels here last season. One of the biggest factors will, of

course, be the play of the front wall. That collection of toughies

looked like world-beaters at times in last week's contest: but there

were other times (infrequently enough) when fans had to conclude

that some of the boys in the yellow suits were waiting to catch

a passing bus for Portsmouth. It's been partially because of this

defect that coach Tindall has had his club firing their heavy artill-

ery all week in practice." He's had the lines grinding into each other,

while the throwing arms of Wally Mellor and Norm Dyson have

been giving Gael pass-defenders some of the work they need.

It may be important tomorrow to have a few good pass de-

fenders somewhere within bailing distance of Montreal. Because

Ed Parente {that's Par-enn-ty), a Hamilton lad who has migrated

to Quebec for the winter, seems to be a pretty capable thrower.

He didn't show with McMaster last year while he was still in his

home town, apparently because lie's a temperamental type. Seems

he wanted to be a fullback, and decided to hang up his cleats

when Ivor Wynn turned thumbs down on that proposition.

Tindall was discussing the McGill line in the clubhouse the

other night. "They're always rough and tough", said Frank. "I

used to groan last year when people would come around talking

about 'poor McGili's' weak line. They never seemed to be that

bad on the field."

Claude Root, who scouted the McGill game last week along

with ex-Gael Pete Zarry, reports that the Redmen look as big as

ever up front. But he hastens to add that they don't seem to have

anyone on the bench who can fill in when their five top men get

tired. So you can be looking for Sherm Hood, Hank Zuzek. Pete

Nicholson. Lou Bruce and the rest of them to be raising havoc

in the McGill backfield tomorrow. However, our offensive line

may have suffered a big setback the other night, when his team

mates had to help a limping Jack Cook from the field. Jake has

been plagued with a trick ankle (one which he first hurt a few

years back) for the past few weeks, and it's been keeping him
from operating at full efficiency.

The tremendous Gael backfield has been looking as good as

ever all week long. Pat Calasso, (whom you'll find elsewhere

on this page) was moved to tell this story after walchng Gary

Schrieder the other night at practice. Someone remarked that

people didn't recognize just how fast Gary could be, until they

saw him running away from opposition tacklers, and Pat replied

that he (Galasso) was an exception to the rule. Galasso happened

to be on hand a few years back when Schrieder was running against

Norm Williams in the 220 low hurdles in the Canadian junior

championships. Gary led all the way until the ninth hurdle, at

which time he fell behind. Even at that he was moving at a fair

clip, because Williams was fast enough to finish third for Canada
as last summer's British Empire games.

Anyway, Schrieder will be there tomorrow, along with Ron
Stewart, Jim Cruikshank, Al Kocman, Bill Surphlis and the rest

of them ; all looking for a chance to ruin McGili's home opener.

And with Tindall and McCarney (someone the other night jok-

ingly said that Hal should be traded for a skunk to go along with

Queen's new bear cub mascot) at the helm, we'd like to bet that

the Gaels will turn the trick.

GARY SCHRIEDER JACK COOK

These two Gaels wiU be ready for action against the McGill Redmen tomor

row afternoon in Montreal, after being bothered this week by minor ailments.

Schrieder picked up a chaileyhorse in last Saturday's contest with Balmy

Beach, while Cook suffered a recurrence of an old knee and ankie injury m
practice a few weeks ago.

QUEEN'S 15; CARLETON 0
AS GOLFERS WIN MATCH

Gaels Meet Redmen AtMcGill

Queen's Favoured In First Tilt
By MIKE MOFFATT
journal Sports Writer

Coach Frank Tindall's Golden Gaels hit the road today for their

first intercollegiate tilt, as they travel to McGiH to engage the

Redmen in Molson Stadium tomorrow afternoon. The highly

touted Gaels will face the team which is considered the league s

weak sister, as they start the drive for what their supporters hope

will be a championship.

On the strength of last week's showing, the Tricolor line shows

that it has the possibilities to support the league's top running

attack. The front wall worked

well in the Beaches' encounter but

faulty pass defence led to the de-

feat. However, the Queen'smen

have been spending considerable

time on pass patterns this week

and defects will be partially if

not totally corrected by gametime

tomorrow.

It was feared that injuries

might hamper the Tricolor for the

opener, but all players will be

In a dual golf match played over

the local Cataraqui Club course on

Monday, Oct. 4. the Queen's sen-

ior golf team decisively defeated

the Carleton College team by a

jcore of 15-0. Five matches were

played in twosomes, with 3 points

possible for each match.

Ray Coole, with a one over par

71, took all three points from the

Raven's number one player, Jim-

my Wilson, who shot a very cred-

itable 81. John Farnsworth shot

an 86 to win al! his points over

John Owen, while Don Keenley-

side with 80 notched his three

over Ottawa's Joe Neville. Fresh-

men Bob Logan of Oshawa scored

a decisive 3-0 win over Peter

Turner with an 83 for the IS holes.

In the final match, Queen's coach

Jake Edwards, defeated the Otta-

wa mentor by turning in a 79

score. A return match will be

played over the Royal Ottawa

links following the senior inter-

collegiate tournament here in

Kingston on October S.

On Sunday last. Bob Logan

won the Queen's intramural golf

title by defeating John Bingham

of Oshawa one up on the 19th

hole. Both golfers carded 84's

for the full IS holes, ending up

al! square and forcing extra holes.

Logan scored with a par 4 to

Bingham's bogie 5 to take the

title.

The Queen's senior golf team

for Friday's tournament will con-

sist of Ray Coole, Keenieyside,

Farnsworth and Logan, while the

team for the Ottawa-St. Lawrence

golf championship to be played

at Bishop's University, Lennox-

ville. Que., will be John Bingham,

Cy Kimball. Ross Wilby and Me!

Goodes.

TOMORROW'S LINEUP

The following players will

dress for to-morrow's inter-

collegiate opener in Mont-

real:

Ends: Cook. Bruce, Mars-

ton. MacMahan.
Tackles; Nicholson, Roy,

Hughes. Sellens. Thoman.

Guards: Hood, Zuzek, Ba-

jally, O'Brien,

Centres: Abraham, Wher-

rit.

Quarterbacks: Mellor, Dy-

son.

Halfbacks : Cruikshank,

Kocman, Schrieder, Stewart,

Thompson.
U'ingbacks: James, Lane.

Fullbacks : Surphlis,
Quinn.

ready to go. Gary Schrieder has

been slowed down a little by a

Charley horse in his right leg

TRACKMEN READY TO GO
Under the watchful eye of

coach Pat Galasso the senior and

intermediate track and field teams

are quickly rounding into shape.

If there are any more track men

arotmd the college who are in-

terested, workouts com meni c

daily at 4 p.m. As Pat sa\ -

.

"Quite often athletes come to tin.-
|

university with the idea that

competition increases as mui.li

the academic standards. In m.ni

cases this is not true and all

ietcs are invited to come out .I'n.

give it a whirl." The intermedian;

team, who are the defendmg
champions of the Van Wagner
trophy, will hold their meet at

Queen's on October 27.

The returnees from last year's

squad are captain Al Newman,
sprinter Mac James, middle dis-

tance runners Sam Smith and

John Joyce; high jumper and pole

vaulter Francis Smith; sprinter

and broad jumper John McKin-
tosh, javelin thrower George Sim-

monnett, and discus thrower, shot

putter and broad jumper Paul Fe-

dor. The newcomers include Ed-

die Btdn;.r:-, C-L-orL.e Becking, Al

kinson, and Vic Oreskovich.

The senior meet will be held

in Toronto on Oct. 20 and the sen-

ior harrier takes place in Montreal

on Nov. 13. Back from last year's

team are captain Fritz McDoug-
all; hurdler John Emery, _high

jumper and pole vaulter Dave
Turnbull; pole vaulter Bert Bar-

ry; middle distance runner Bill

Wells from the 1952 team; and

javelin thrower Ron Curtis.

In regards to intramural track,

the meet this season will be run on

four days. The prelims will be

on Oct. 12, 13 and 14. and the

finals will be scheduled for Fri-

day. Oct. 15. The preliminaries

will commence at 4.30 each day

and the finals will begin at 3 p.m.

Coach Galasso
. . . run or else

Poutenan, Jim Thompson,, Bruce

Gibbard, Mike White. Mike Clan-

cy, Jerry Johnson, Spence Hod-

Intermediate Game
ThcMcGill intermediate foot

li.iU team will meet Jake Ed
ward's Queeen's intermediates

here on Thanksgiving Day.

which he picked up in the first

half of last Saturday's encounter.

Clair Sellens, who sat out the last

game, will return to his guard

position. Jack Cook suffered a

recurrence of his leg injury, but

it is expected that he will be able

to play.

On the whole, the Gaels have

looked powerful in their three ex-

hibition games, rolling up seven-

ty-eight points in their opponents'

thirty-two. The attack has been

outstanding, with the speed of

Ron Stewart, Jim Cruikshank. Al

Kocman and Gary Schrieder lead-

ing the way. The plunging chores

rest in the very capable hands of

Bill Surphlis. assisted by Karl

Ouinn. Waldo Mellor showed

some great ball-handling ability

Saturday and seems set to lead the

high-flying Tricolor onslaught.

The Gael's opponents have not

been idle for the past month,

however, as they have also com-

piled a two won-one lost exhibit-

ion record. In the Paraplegic

Bowl game, they downed the Uni-

versity of British Columbia, and

they have since split a pair of

games with the McMaster Mar-

auders of recent squabble fame.

The Hamiltonians trampled the

Redmen 28-7 in a surprising show

of power in Hamilton two weeks

ago, and then dropped a 23-22

squeaker in Montreal last week.

The McGill squad ran up an 0-1

half-time lead, only to have it

witlier to a single point as Mac

came back strongly but muffed a

pair of converts.

The Redmen feature a big front

wall but their offensive punch is

the league's poorest. They still

have the ever-dangerous Herbie

English and a fine passer in quar-

terback Ed Parente. Parente toss-

ed the Redmen to their big lead,

as he threw three touchdown

strikes in the first half.

W'hile the Gaels and the Red-

men are battling it out in Mont-

real, the battle of the giants takes

place at Varsity Stadium, Toron-

to, where the top choice L'nivers-

itv of Toronto (Blues) tackle the

defending champions, the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario Mus-

tangs. According to a Western

press release, the Purple and

White have in their backfield

"the greatest aggregation since

the great McFarlane—Perry era".

Should this be true, rather than

the hopes of one Johnny Metras,

the Westernites will make it un-

CDintortable for both Varsity and

Oiieen's.

• two

convenient

locations
town and country =

Restaurants
Princess at Clergy

Cataraqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle
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Police Haul Away
Engineering Car
Sunday Afternoon

The Science official squad car

has been officially "dumped".

Police towed the canary-color-

ed spectacle away Sunday after-

noon from a driveway next to

Adelaide Hall. A vigorous com-
plaint about blocking entrances

had-been filed by a Stuart Street

resident.

Saturday night the vehicle

('27 Buick) had been attacked by
Artsmen who smeared red paint

over her body, obliterating the

word "Science". In its place was
scrawled, "yea Arts!"

The antics continued as the car

was pushed into the driveway.

Two police officers labored

over the car Sunday afternoon,

trying to make it start. They
ended their efforts by towing it

away and dumping it into the

police pound.

Three members of Science '55

are alleged to have purchased the

heap for $15. They offered its

services to keep Science freshmen

in order during initiation.

A few hindrances, one being

the fact that the car would not

start, forced the enthusiastic

Scienccmen to abandon their pur-

pose, and the car, on StuarL

Street.

The fate of the official car

remains to be seen.

"Accuracy is to a newspaper

what virtue is to a woman."
"Yes, but a newspaper can al-

ways print a retraction."

— Jim CochUn

Patronize Our Advertisers

CONVOCATION
(Continued from Page 1)

speak on "The Surgeon and the

University."

Dr. Austin Smith is the son of

Wilfred Smith who lived for many
years at 196 University Avenue.
Born in Bcllevitlc, Dr. Smith

studied at Queen's from about

1933 to 1940. He won the pro-

fessor's prize for field work" in

preventive medicine in 1937 and

the following year graduated with

the M.D., CM. from Queen's. He
spent the ncxl two years taking

jia.'^t-graduate work in pharma-
cology at Queen's under Dr. El-

don Boyd and was the first to

graduate with the M.Sc, in med-
icine from the University.

New Building

For Ottawa
Ottawa (CUP) — A modern

five-storcy strnclure was opened

Thursday as the new home of the

University of Ottawa's Medical

School.

Tile building features modern

lecture rooms and laboratories in-

cluding several auditoriums seating

over 500 students.

Hart House Exhibition Pictures.

Pictures sent to Hart House for the exhibition last year have

been returned and may be picked up from Mr. Bieler. The box

will be opened on Thursday, Oct. 7, in the Senate Room.

Dr. Grockington.

The rector of Queen's University. Dr. L. W. Brockington, will

give a rectorial address at the Hotel La Salle on Thursday evening,

at S p,m. Dr. Brockington is going into his third term as rector

of Queen's.

SCM Chapel Services.

The SCM is sponsoring weekly noon-hour services in Morgan

Memorial Chapel. Commencing Oct. 12, these will be held each

Tuesday, from 7 p.m. till 7.15. All arc welcome.

Tony Enriquez
Joins Staff

Toronto (CUP) — Without any

hullabaloo or even a press release.

Tony Enriquez, president of the

National Federation of Canadian

University Students, has joined the

staff of "The Fulcrum." In a recent

issue of the paper received in "The

Varsity" offices. Enrif]ucz's name

was found buried in the lower mast-

head of the paper.

YOUTH eEIMTB^EI
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

Stdinhak a WrLLIBM Stb.

Rev. C. E. J. Cragg. ma, do.
minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist ano choir master

sunday, october 10th

Thanksgiving Services

11:00 Q.m.— "Do We Know
Enough to give Thanks?"

j

7:30 p.m. — "Seed, Soil and
Harvest"

"Come, Let Us Worship"

Anlirpiu'ii

prpfibgtnian (!Il]iirtI}

pniNCEsa AMD Clehgv sthects

REtf. J- FOHBGS WEDOEHBURN
MA D D.. MINISTER

MR. DARWIN STATA.
OnCiVNISr AN1> CHOIRH45TEH

MISS ANNE HALLIDAY

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

n.OO a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.03 p.m.—Evening Service

Si. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet attC7

evening service.

A cortlial welcome is extended to

all studciils.

(ttatlTPbral

SUNDAY, OCTOBER IOtH
Horvest end National

Thanksgiving
8:00 a.m.—Holy Communion.
9:15 a.m.—Family Thanksgiving
11:00 a.m.— Thanksgiving Ser-

vice
R.M.C. Parade

PREACHERl
The Bishop of Ontario

7:00 p.m.—Special Student Ser-
vice

PREACHERl
The Bishop or Ontario

8:00 p.m.—Social Hour in Hall
Sludtnti «re welcome at nil Scrvicci

ire eipcclnlly InvUed Sunday
Evenlnjt; next xo meft Biahop Evans
nd Dean Brown* injormilly nl Ihc

Student Reception foUov/lne Evensong.

fllbalmprfl

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D
MINISTER

SUNDAY, OCTOBER lOxH

11:00 o.m. — "Handling Our

7:30 p.m.— "How to Give

Thanks."

:45 p.m Youth Fellaw-

"Pfivileges"

Enter h\lo His Gales

Willi Thanksgwlny

CFRC.

There will be a meeting; of all people interested in operating

and announcing cin Saturday night programs in Room 304, Flem

ing Hall at 12.07 noon next Tuesday. Interest is the only prere-

quisite.

Radio Workshop.

There will be a meeting of the Radio Workshop staff on Tucs

day noon in the Drama Guild Lounge. Anyone interested in writ-

ing or announcing for radio is cordially invited to attend.

Medical Wives Fashion Show.

Medical wives fashion show for the Medical Centenary on

Thursday, Oct. 14, about 1.30 in the La Salle Ballroom. Old

fashioned clothes.

Amateur Radio Club.

The first meeting of the Queen's Amateur Radio Club, VE3VX,

will be held Tuesday. Oct. 12, at 7 p.m. in the Science Club Rooms

(above Tech. Supplies). Students of all faculties who are inter

estcd in amateur radio arc invited to attend.

SERVICE IN THE RCAF
offers youQg mcD and women an unusual opportunity

to expand their knowledge and gain valuable expe-

rience while making an important contribution to the

cause of freedom.

Financial assistance to help with university expenses

can be secured by undergraduates in either of these

two plans:

AIR FORCE

U.R.T. P.

(Univcriin- Rcserrfl

Traininp Plan)

Flight cadets (male and

female) are en roiled in the

Rcscr\'c Force — receive

16 days pay during the

University Term — and

with a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employment during sum-

mer vacation months.

Opem'iigi nowfor

Ara CREW, TECHNICAL
LIST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL UST OFFICERS.

TRI-SERVICB

R.O.T.P.
(Rcgubc Officer

TraininB Plan)

Flight cadets (male) arc

enrolled in the Regular

Force — arc subsidized

during the University

year for tuition, books

and instruments — and

receive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

opfilings HOWfar

A!R CREW AND TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
Toko advantage of Ihis opportunity now, wtiUo

you are still ottending Unlvorslty. For full Infor-

mation on raquiroments, pay and other b:;niifiti,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C. BUILDING

Formal Highlights

Medical Centenary

A varied program including

lectures, demonstrations, reun-

ions, dinners, and a formal dance

will be featured during next
week's Medical Centenary cele-

bration here at Queen's.

To celebrate the hundredth

anniversary of Queen's Aescu-

lapian Society, Alumni m c m -

bers, delegates and special guests

have been invited to participate

in the events extending from

Wednesday, Oct. 13 to Sunday,

Oct.l6.

In the course of the events sev-

eral medical experts from Can-

ada, the United States and Eng-

land will deliver papers on their

specialized fields of medicine.

On Wednesday evening the

University Reception will be held

in Grant Hall.

Dr. L. W. Brockington, Rec-

tor of the University, will ad-

dress the group on Thursday

evening.

A formal dinner followed by a

dance on Friday will highlight

the week's activities.

Saturday's program will include

the Queen's—Toronto football

game, the Principal's tea and Re-

union Diimers.

Sunday morning breakfast in

Wallace Hall, followed by the

University Service in Grant Hall,

will conclude the proceedings.

Scienceman

The Planning and Research Com-

mittee has a job opening for one

Scienceman.

This committee, sometimes refer-

red to as the "Eyes and Ears of the

AMS", at other times as the "Sneak,

Snoop and Snitch Committee", does

a great deal of work, gets very little

recognition, and is indispensable to

the smooth working of student

government.

If any engineering student is in-

terested in doing a thankless, behind-

the-scenes job, involving no glory,

much work, and a feeling of service

to his University, he may contact

either Jim Cochlin, Science '56, or

Doug Murray, Mcds '57.

Newman Raffle

Terry Brooks, Arts '58, was first

place winner in the Football Week-

end Raffle sponsored by the Newman
Club. His name was drawn by Iain

Gow after Tuesday night's AMS
e.xecutivc meeting.

Second and third place winners

were Gary Schreider, Arts '57, and

Kan Chouinard, Arts '57, respec-

tively.

First prize for the draw is both

the Toronto and Montreal weekends

or §50 itt cash; second prize - To-

ronto Weekend or $25 in cash

;

third prize - a ticket to the Science

Formal.

Back +0 schoo

Bu/aneiyrugged

RSY^' poitable-

gnd sfattlivinq!
Here's an aosy way to do notes you can read . . . essays

oihers can read . . . and siill have lime on your hands!

With this Royal, you can teach yourself "touch typing"

in a few short weeks— breeze alone at 50 words a miaiiiel

(A fast longhand writer can do about 30.)

I Irtlle at

$ 1 0.00 down
at your

Royal Dealer's

PROOF OF TOUGHNESS! The new, rugged Royal is so

tough it easily stood up to a stamina icsl the equal of 96 years

ofnormal use HYou'n probably hand ii down to your kids.)

And the new Roya! has the same keyboard and other

features as a standard office machine. You're not buying a toy.

Earn exlro moneyl Get the free booklet "How to type

your way to extra money." from your Royal Portable dealer.

It gives some cagey ways to make a new Royal portable pay

for itself, explains the touch typing system. While you're

there ask your dealer to 5/1011' you the new Royal.

the new. portable

The world over,

MORE PEOPLE USE ROYAL TYPEWRITERS

than any other maket
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ISRAEL KNOX
(Continued from Page 1)

as a human divine encounter. As

we contribute to creation through

our work, we become partners

with God in making and doing.

Profiting by our leisure is an im-

portant factor also and colleges

especially portray the sin of wast-

ing time. Students would do well

to remember the quotation, "Life

is a little holding lent for a mighty

labour."

The second component deals

with love and fellowship — a

need to be needed. This in itself

may be the secret of peace, the

answer being found in community

and interdependence.

Family spirit constatutcs the

third component for happiness, In

our family relations we plan for

future generations, and in so do-

ing, we become a part of the years

to come.

Finally, the fourth component

is illustrated as peace of mind, at-

tained through suffering and re

solving the basic crisis of e-xist-

ence.

CFRC
FRIDAY

6:59—Sign on

7:00—Tops in Pops

7:]S_News and Sports; Gordon

Penny

7;30—Tunes of our Times; Doug-

las Mackay

7:45—Leave it to Levana; Joyce

Safrance. Anne Hayes

8 ;00—Mike's Mood Music; Mike

Meighen, Anne Kotanen

8:30—Our Place; Peter Faris,

Chtick Taylor

9 :00—Classics

9 :30—Handleys Hamper

10:00—Sign off

SATURDAY

7:00—Music

R:00—More Music; Don Browning

9:00—1490 Classics; Bob Sander

son

10:00—Dixieland; Jim Hunt

11 :00—Heldt's House; Bob Heldt

12:00—Sign off

Registration Figures Given

Total Enrolment Increases

I
QUEENSMEN . . .

I DON'T MISS

I "iSljp lall of% fflptiture"

j AT QUEEN'S

I MEDICAID FORMAt
I

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15

I WITH MART KENNEY AND HIS ORCHESTRA

I Dancing From 10 p.m. - 3 a.m, in Queen's Gym

I
TICKETS FROM ANY MEDSMAN:

I
$7:00 PER COUPLE

I DRESS OPTIONAL

GET YOUR TICKETS NOW

A report of this year's Regis-

tration figures released by the

Office of the Registrar Oct. 1.

shows that the overall enroll-

ment exceeds last year's by 111.

the total number of registered

students being 2333.

The Faculty of Arts jtotals

818 students compared to SI! as

last year's number, the majority

increase being in first year, 299.

There are 174 men and 125 wo-

men compared to the 1953-54

registration of 165 and 113. The

number of graduate students. 59,

has gone down 19.

The School of Commerce and

Administration has 127 students,

last year's totalling 104. There

are 62 in first year (only 2 of

whom are women) compared to

41 last year.

In the combined course of Arts

and Physical and Health Educa

tion, the number of 82 varied

little from last year's 84,

The largest increase is show

in the Fa|culty of Applied
Science. This year's registration

totals 905 compared to 813 last

year, the increase in first year

being 46, second 4, and third, 58.

There are no women in first year

whereas last year there were two.

Out of 245 in Science '57, 238 re-

main.

The Faculty of Medicine's first

year registration |remains the
same, 64, the overall total being

less than last year's total of 364.

There were no failures in Meds
'57.

There are five women regist-

ered in first year.

The School of Nursing has 33

students, an increase of over

1953.

The greatest decrease is shown

in the figures of Industrial Rela-

tions, last year's enrollment of

18 being cut in half.

There is an increase of 12 in

first year Levanites, but a loss

of 15 in previously registered

students.

The ratio of men to women is

almost exactly four to one. There

are 10 less women than |last

year's 473 and IW more men

than last year's 1748.

A look at these figures shows

an apparent trend toward profes

sional courses such as Commerce

and Engineering.

"Where the Best People Meet ond Eat"

Reasonable Prices $5.50 Meol Ticket for $5.00

314 Princess Street Across from St Andrew's Church

Snake Dance
Stops Traffic

In Saskatoon

Saskatoon (CUP) — Approxi-

mately 1,500 students from the

University of Saskatchewan re-

cently snake-danced their way

downtown from Griffiths Stad-

ium here, stalling traffic on their

way. and stopping in to visit sev-

eral business establishments.

The serpentine shuffle started

off after a rally at the stadium.

After reaching the main street,

the students followed the route

used in the past two years and

careened through the Capitol and

Daylight Theatres. They then

moved down a back alley to the

rear of the Western Beer Parlor.

The mob continued through the

pub and wound up with a rally in

front of the CNR station.

No Vandalism

There were no reports of van-

dalism in the wake of the parade.

Radio bulletins about the be-

ginning of the snake dance

brought thousands of Saskaton-

ians downtown to watch the

pectacle. By the time the stu-

dents reached the business center,

the sidewalks were jammed with

onlookers.

Managers of the business prem-

ises visited had been warned

about an hour before the parade

arrived. Their response was the

prudent one — to open their doors

and show the students right

through.

Very little interference was put

forward by the Saskatoon City

Police, but the city's finest were

scouting the snake dance, and

apparently were prepared to take

adequate measures with anyone

who became unduly rowdy.

Hanson & ELdgar
PRIMXEIRS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every DescriptioD

Classified Ads

Lost

Black leather key-case. Finder

please phone Bert Newman, 3296.

Wanted

Lab Outline of Smith's College

Chemistry, Kendall. 3rd Edition.

Please leave your phone number

at 26980.

Few Queen'smen

Travel To McGill

Between ISO and 200 students

will go to Montreal this weekend

to see Queen's play its first sched-

uled game, against McGill. A re-

duced rail fare has been given to

students inaktiig the trip through

the Athletic Board of Control.

Most students approached by the

Journal, however, were either "head-

ing home for turkey" or felt they

could not ;iftord the trip. T!ie ma-

jority, it seems, arc saving their

energies until the Gaels go to To-

ronto.

PROTECT

WHILE YOU

SAVE
For ample prolaclion, at low nM cod.

iM your local Muluol Uf« of Conoda repr«ienlallv«

MUTUAL IIFE
OF CANADA ,^

Basketball Managers

Team managers arc needed for

both Senior and Intermediate teams.

Anyone interested please contact

Bob Anglin, Arts '55.

EXPORT
CAN ADA'S j.F;lN;ES.T-'.

RECORDS RADIOS RECORD PLAYERS
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCHSSORIES

GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

346 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT.

When you pause'/. . make it^count . . . have a Coke

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

Wl LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

.1. -
:'

KINGSTON BRANCH MANAGER: D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST.

REPRESENTATIVES:

W. ]. STONESS, C.L.U. K. C. KENNEDY, CL.U.

1 McGALUS 1

I
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS

|
I By The World's Finest Manufacturers ^

SPALDING -

SAMSONITE

— AGENTS FOR —
SLA2ENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

McBRINE DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.
^

"CeV*** l> a r*Bl<l*rtrf tradt-mork.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793
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Yesterday I bought a pipe reamer

— one of those gadgets for scrap-

ing out the insides of your pipe all

over someone else's carpet. This

was just a cheap little reamer, but

it had a bottle opener on the end.

This bottle opener fascinated me.

"What," I asked the old fellow be-

hind the counter, "is the bottle

opener doing on the end of a gadget

for cleaning pipes?"

"I guess they think people who
are sinful enough to smoke probably

drink too," the man said. He didn't

smile ; he was quite serious.

Now this sort of talk makes me
mad. It's people like this store-

Iceeper who are always pushing us

drinkers around. These are the

people responsible for our mid-

Victorian liquor laws.

Now I may be a sinner — I don't

know about that, I do drink, but

that in itself doesn't make me an
evil person. Neither are the great

majority of people in this province

sinners just because they like to

take a drink once in a while. But
the authorities treat us all like po-

tential criminals. Just because we
drink, we're a bad lot.

This accounts for all our out-

moded liquor laws, telling us where
to drink, what to drink, when to

drink, and with whom to drink it.

What's worse, whenever there's

a crime committed under the in-

fluence of alcohol, the newspapers
are full of indignant letters from
so-called "temperance workers",
demanding even stricter control.

AVhat they don't realize is that these
very controls are the real reason
for drunkeness and whatever anyone
may do in such a condition.

No one will ever legislate drink-
ing out of existence — prohibition

proved that. And you only make
things worse by treating the drinker
like a child or a criminal. Do that
and nine times out of ten he'll start

acting like one.

The trouble is that we are taught
as children that drinking is a bad
thing. All this does is make us want
to drink. A's we grow older, we be-
come aware of the injustice of our
liquor laws — especially the one
that says we can't be served ii

bar until we're twenty-one. This
seems very imfair to a young
eighteen-year old who knows he can
be conscripted and sent off to d
for In's country.

These laws are so old-fashioned
and unjust that it becomes a game

and it's consideredto break thei:

3Fort Ipiiry Untpl

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. . Phone 7712

I

VALLEAU'S
' BARBER SHOP

316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Crill PHONE 6917

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765

WATCHES DIAMONDS

s[nart to get drunk with the boys.

When everyone is crammed to-

gether in dirty little taverns and
then all shoved into the streets to-

gether at midnight, it's no wonder
that people start swinging at each
other.

They take a different approaah
in France. There they treat those
who drink—and that's practically

everyone—as a reasonable human
being. Frenchmen start drinking
wine with their meals when they
are just kids. Anyone can sit in

any cafe, at any hour, and order
any drink. And yet you seldom
see a drunk in Paris—unless it's

an American- tourist. There are

practically no traffic accidents

due to drunken driving and few
crimes committed under the in-

fluence of alcohol. Drinking is

treated as a natural part of life,

and few people abuse their na-

tural privileges.

Perhaps it is time for us in On-
tario to start demanding our na-

tural rights. This small minority

of fire-and-brimstone preachers

and sober-eyed temperance work-
ers have pushed us around too

long. They may have the sin

cerity of fanatics, but they also

have the fanatic's lack of propor-

tion. But they're so well or-

ganized that few people dare to

speak against them.

What we want is an organiza-

tion for ourselves. How about

"Drinkers for Democratic Ac-
tion? Subscriptions are invited,

in case anyone is interested.

And tomorrow I think I'll go
back to see just what that store-

keeper has against smoking.

/ Hate Peopten
Some Oberservathtis On Bus Prhitig by f. C.

Staff Openings

-Anyone interested in any phase

of newpaper production, includ-

ing reporting, photography, fea-

ture writing, make-up, proof-

reading- or typing, is asked to

come into the Journal office any

Wednesday or Sunday evening.

New additions to the staff are

always welcome.

Everyone knows that bus-driv-

ers, as a race, are rude and in-

calculable people. It is an oc-

cupational symptom of their pro-

fession, in much the same way
that policemen have large feet

and well-diggers cold knees.

Anyone who doubts this should

study the face of their driver the

next time they travel in a long-

distance bus, On the open high-

way, it wears a permanent half-

supressed snarl which breaks in-

to a bitter explosive whenever

another road-user (especially one

travelling slowdy in the same

direction) is sighted. When stop-

ped at tlie roadside to pick up

passengers you will observe the

monosllabic conversation and
scornful curl of the lip as your

driver clips viciously at the tic-

ket, clearly wishing that he were

wielding a cat-o-nine-tails in-

stead of a ticket-punch,

If you are foolish enough to

ask him some innocent question,

such as where the next rest-stop

is or where you can get off, then

you will feel the full force of his

hositity towards the human race

as he gives you the most sarcastic

and biting reply that he can dig

out of his repertoire, which is

usually not inconisderable. You

will retire to your seat crushed

and ask yourself a very natural

question: why are bus-drivers

such vile people.

Having been a bus-driver all

summer, I would rephrase the

question. Consider what this

much-misunderstood man has to

do. He must conduct his awk-

ward vehicle between two places

(say Kingston and Montreal)

without hitting anything if pos-

sible, and at a breakneck speed

in order to stay 'on time.' He

must load and unload baggage

He must sell tickets which lool.

like Chinese newspapers, and are

just as comprehensible unless he

has a mathematical mind like

Einstein, He must keep an

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your ovm Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

curate count of how many people

are in the bus and where they

want to get off. He is, in fact, a

one-man band, and under such

circumstances it is hardly sur-

prising that he tends to regard

the passengers themselves as the

last straw. My question would

be why are people so vile?

There are several distinct types

among the thousands of people

who afflict the working lives of

bus-drivers . One is the "Hey,

Mack, type who usually appears

on a difficult stretch of road and

makes his presence known by

breathing heavily into the driv-

ers right ear.

"Hey, Mack, when is the next

comfort stop? What, seventy

miles? I wanna stop right now.

Yes I got to. So would you

if you had been drinking beer

all day . . . Stop at this beer par-

lour here ... Of course I want

you to wait for me. Stop. I say.

STOP! . . . Well, of all the , . .

Why can't a man stop for a drink

if he wants to? . , , Who do you

think you are? . . . Free country,

isn't it? . . . Damm bus-drivers

, , . etc, etc.

Another specimen is the dear-

old-lady type, although this is by

no means restricted to dear old

ladies, or even women. This type

attempts to appeal to the prO'

lective instincts of the driver

little realizng that in all but the

greenest newcomers to the job

such an instinct has completely

atrophied.

"I am sorry, driver, but I want

you to let me off at Mr. John

son's house . . , Well, I don't

really know where it is, I

thought you would know . .

You must have heard of Mr
Johnson; he is a great friend of

mine , . . He has six cats. Every-

body knows him, . , No, I don't

know what it looks like ... I tell

you what, we will look for the

houses with cats. You take that

side and I'll take this side. Oh,

there's a cat.' But perhaps it is

a bit further on. It must be here

somewhere. There's another.'

Oh, dear, I hope we have not

gone past it ... "

The dear old lady will usually

continue in this vein until the

next town is reached, when it be-

comes abundantly clear that Mr.

Johnson's house has been left

miles behind. Then she asks the

driver to find her a taxi, indicates

a mountainous pile of luggage on

her seat, and sails out of the bus

muttering that he has not been

very helpful,

T h e little-girl-far-from-home

type is a less common occurance

than might be wishfully suppos-

ed, but none the less does ap-

pear from tinte to time. She will

always make a beeline for the

seat nearest the driver, and will

talk unceasingly, "Of course you

don't want to take any notice oi

the card that says I nmst not

talk to the driver, do you? I like

talking to bus drivers. I have

come from Milwaulkee, and I

talked all the way. Although my
boy-friend always says that I

shouldn't talk to strange men,

really. But that would be so dull,

wouldn't it? Well, now, let me
tell you about myself . .

."

All that is needed from this

point on is an occasional affirma-

tive grunt to keep the stream of

confidences flowing until the end

of the journey, and any more en-

thusiastic reception than this is

liable to provoke an invitation to

return a few confidences in the

bus-terminal restaurant. Very

seldom is this worth provoking.

This is why a normal well-ad-

justed citizen will cease to be

either normal or well-adjusted

soon after he has sat in the driv-

ers seat of a highway bus. He
will notice, as he shaves in the

morning, that his lip is begin-

ning to curl into a permanent

scowl, as it he hated the whole

human race in general,

\Vhich, of course, he does.

Patronize Our Advertisers

0n a iFlompr ^tfnp

94 Brock Street Dial 7990

ROy yORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theotfe or Donee, dine ot the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Speciol Sundoy Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

ServeCanada

!

...and qualify for commissioned rank in the Naval Reserve

• Complete Uniform Issue • Full Time Summer Training • Regular Force Rates of Pay

Get the Facts From

UNIVERSITY NAVAL TRAINING DIVISIONS

RECRUITING CLOSING OCTOBER 27th
INQUIRE AT H.M.C.S. CATARAQUI
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Official Blazers Again

The Alma Mater Society spent an hour Tuesday afternoon

discussing the perennial problem of the official Q"«" ^ ^'l^";-

cLge /reed, speaking for a group of Kingston
f
°tl.ng dea^r^

.ninted out that Queen's exclusive contract for the blazer ^^.th
pointed out that Q --

,M,or,tc

i.hion Craft cut heavily into the business of other merchants

but also lose the chanceFasl-

They not only lose the sales of the blazers

to sell male students other clothing.

The exclusive contract with the single firm has brought the

Alma Mater Society as a whole several benefits, Students are as-

sured of a high-quality, standard blazer selling at a umform price.

Graduates as well as students obtain the advantage of being able

to buy the official jacket anywhere in Canada. The

merchants claim that they can provide a blazer meeting all of th.

AMS- requirements. It would not be difficult, therefore for the

AMS to permit Kingston merchants to sell an "official blazer

as long as the merchants kept up Queen's standards The mer-

chants certainly have a just claim to compete fairly for the sUi-

dents' business. , . .
,

The crux of the problem seems to be the provision m the

present contract for nation-wide distribution. The Plannmg and

Research Committee will have to determine carefully whether or

not the nation-wide sales justify the continuation of the_ contract.

If they do not, there seems no reason to continue depnvmg Kmg-

ston dealers ot business.

Discussion Not Accusation

Le.s than a year ago newspaper headlines were screaming out

the dangers of war between Italy and Yugoslavia over the problem

of Trieste. Reports gradually faded away and for months we have

heard nothing about the disagreement. Now we find that a settle-

ment has been reached which appears to leave both parties to the

dispute reasonably satisfied.

There is little of significance about the agreement itself,

follows generally the lines which detached observers recommended

at the time. Zone A, having a population of about 300.000, mostly

Italians, plus a small sector of Zone B, goes to Italy. The remamd-

er of Zone B goes to Yugoslavia. The Italians hail the decision

as a fulfillment of their major claims. Tito terms the solution

a reasonable compromise.

The more significant fact is the way in which the solution

was arrived at. Representatives ol the countries concerned, to-

gether with diplomats of the US and UK met in London. So far

as we know there was no rattling of sabres, no threats to use

A-bombs, no blockades, not even any Angry public blandishments.

The issue was apparently resolved by means of discussion and

compromises around the conference table and with little fan-fare.

Now it is quite true that the Trieste problem was a mmor one

compared to the issues which divide the world into two great power

blocs. Nonetheless, this proof that differences between nations

can be resolved through negotiation is encouraging. Even more

encouraging is the thought that the absence of public name-calling

-may have been a factor in easing the tension and hastening agree-

ment. This is not to say thai closed-door diplomacy is the solution

to world disputes. The agencies of public debate and information

are too far advanced for a reversion to the techniques of the 19th

century. But certainly there could be little lost as a result of fewer

public accusations and more private discussions. The results, if

nothing else, would be to cut the spiralling effect of charge and

counter-charge. And there is always the chance that when less

time is spent pointing out our neighbour's errors there will be

more time for gaining some understanding of his point of view.

The West And The Wehrmachl

Letters To The Editor

The New Deal

Queen's Own Quarterly

The autumn issue of Queen's Quarterly brings us the same

judicious selection of material which has earned the publication

a noteworthy place* among Canadian university reviews.. Editor

Malcolm Ross is to be commended for his selection of articles

which are of keen interest to all people concerned with the polit-

ical and economic life of the nation.

Two articles appraise the role of government and its assist-

ance to universities and the arts. Dean Andrew of the University

of British Columbia urges that the time has come for the Canadian

government to act. in accordance with the recommendations of

the Massey Commission, in setting up a Canada Council. The

Council would provide the basis for assistance to the arts and the

social sciences parallel to the present assistance being given

science. The government's role in assisting scientific research

is appraised by President Steacie of the National Research Coun-

cil. He analyses the problem of government grants and university

freedom and warns against the danger of encroachment on that

freedom,

The Cohimbo Plan comes in for review in a series of searching

articles which are particularlj appropriate at this time in view

of the Columbo meeting in Ottawa and the requests for the Can-

adian government to increase its contributions. Nik Cavell, Can-

adian Director of the Columbo Plan tells the story of Canada's

advance. Professor Angus, one of our outstanding authorities on

Queen's, reviews the economic effects and on the basis of results

to date gives us hope that a strong base is being laid for future

advance. Professor Angus, one of our outstanding authorities of

Asia, points out that the cooperative basis on which the plan is

set up may have more important long-term political consequences

than the economic gains to be achieved.

Perhaps the highlight of the issue is an article by Malcolm

Muggeridge, editor of "Punch" who expresses the worried con-

servative's view about big government and its effect on individ-

ual freedom. Poetry and painting come in for scrutiny. Poet

A. J. M. Smith tells about the nature of his craft, while a review

of Carl Schaeier's painting gives us a glimpse of the present

state of Canadian art. One is encouraged to feel that the Quart-

erly has made a real contribution throughout the years to the

review field.

Editor, Joiinial

;

I have been very glad to see in

Queen's Joumal an article on the

new French government. Mendes-

France is surely the first popular

Prime Minister in France since the

war — Why? Because he has, for

once, a good plan.

I will not write here about the

economic plan so well outlined by

the Editor, but about a few points

for which I want to give more de

tails. ^
1. The French standard of living

is certainly low, but the way the

French spend the money changes

the meaning of the "French stan-

dard of living". As a matter of fact,

the French worker will spend only

Sfo of his income for housing, but

a large part of it for food ; he will

buy, then, a larger quantity than the

Canadian, and it seems to me at a

lower price. For a Frenchman the

"standard of living" is not to have

a television set or a car, but to keep

enough money for a three-week

camping trip all over Spain or Italy

every year.

2. "Her politicians since the war

have been politicians rather than

statesmen". Yes, but they were

obliged to do so, France being still

at war in Indo-China. This war is

over now, and perhaps the Western

coalition considers it a defeat in

front of Communism; for Mendcs-

I France it was the only way to be

a statesman rather than a politician

Such an Initiation will give him

more important victories on the

social and economic fields. There

will be fewer communists, a larger

part of the national income being

devoted to them, and the French

nal respect. The Atlantic Alhance

should not rely on satelhtes."

"For two years before he came

to power, Mendes-France gathered

around himself a group of techni-

cians and businessmen to examine

ways and means by which France

might be able to get along without

relying on American subsidies. Not

one of the old governments ever

asked its own experts to undertake

the same kind oE duty."

Mendes-France has found the

answer, and a plan is being worked

out.

Jacques Baylacq

Not In Condition?

While reading the Journal the

other day, this very apt little phrase

came to our attention: "Teams of

Queenz Come Loose at Seamz". Un-

fortunately this appears to be the

case this year. For example the team

made a good start against OAC, but

"Came Loose at the Seamz" in the

second half. This condition was even

more apparent at the Balmy Beach

game which sent many students

home shaking their heads with

disgust.

While we admit we know nothing

about the finer points of football, it

is obvious that there is something

drastically wrong this year. Could

it be that certain members of the

team are not in condition ? The

By Tony King

After five years of soul-searching

In the councils of western Europe,

the German Wehrmacht is to be

ixtiorn. Future generations of Eur-

npeans may mark Oct. 3, 1954 as

the day the west was saved or the

which marked the rebirth of

German militarism. Only time will

icll.

The main terms of the treaty are

by now well known. The German

Federal Republic is to join the

l^russells treaty alliance as a com-

ittely independent nation. The

niher' members of the alliance are

;,reat Britain, Belgium. The Neth-

-rlands, France and Luxembourg,

The other nations attending the

London conference will recommend

rliat West Germany be admitted to

the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-

zation. NATO will set a lower limit

to German arms while the Brussells

i^roup will set its upper limit. Ger-

many agrees never to manufacture

atomic, chemical or germ weapons

and promises never to use force to

try to change hs boundaries in any

way.

The German armed forces will

not be large. They will consist of

500.000 men in 12 divisions, about

1,000 aircraft designed to support

ground troups, and a small navy for

coastal patrol.

One of the brightest features of

the conference which just ended was

the assurance of Britain that she

would retain her four divisions in

Europe indefinitely as long as the

other Brussells powers want them.

The failure of Britain to guarantee

troops to the European Defense

Community helped cause that

treaty's downfall. Frenchmen, in

particular, will be much readier to

swallow the bitter German pill,

knowing that Britain stands ready

to come to the rescue if something

should go amiss. Foreign Secretary

Eden has achieved one of those rare

diplomatic coups which make the

reputation of a statesman.

ties who voted to throw out the

fiery young leader might have to

face irate constituents back home.

Solid British support for the new

arrangement gives it an attraction

EDC never had. Then too, the very

name of EDC and American pres-

sure for it was becoming odious to

the French by the time the debate

arrived. The new treaty doesn't

even have a name and, although it

has American backing, it does not

look like an American plot.

The growing opposition to Dr.

Adenauer and his foreign policy in

Germany has caused some to won-

der whether the new plan may not

fail to pass the Bundestag. It prob-

ably will pass, however. The stipu-

lation that Germany must not unite

itself by force will likely he more

than offset by the desire to be rid

of occupation troops and the stigma

of dependency. The chance to build

up a new army, too, will probably

have its appeal.

Two important questions remain

to be answered. What effect will in-

dependence have on the politics of

the Born republic ? And. can the new

Wehrmacht be set up so that it does

not pose a potential, independent

threat to the security of Germany's

nieghbors ?

The answer to the first question

depends to a large degree on the

line taken by the Social Democrats.

They will undoubtedly oppose the

treaty in the Budestag but whether

they will attempt to obstruct the

workings of the new defense system

is doubtful. The party has always

maintained that Germany can best

achieve unity by the West's remain-

ing unarmed and appealing to the

Soviet Union to allow its satellite

to become part of a buffer nation

between east and west. Now that

Germany is to be rearmed it is likely

that the Socialists will become

more friendly to the west — the

memory of Ernst Reuter lingers

The conference was significant

in yet another way. American Sec-

retary of State Dulles played a

minor role. Until Geneva, Mr. Dulles

was the loudest voice at every in-

ternational conference. His almost

complete silence at London is the

measure of a new European self-

confidence, a product largely of the

working partnership established by

Eden and the French Premier,

Pierre Mendes-France. The repre-

sentatives of European nations used

to follow rather meekly in the wake

of American diplomats. Now they

seem prepared to pursue an inde-

The Wehrmacht poses another

problem. It is to be small at the

moment but it may grow larger.

The Brussells powers must be cer-

tain that Germany makes no at-

tempts to sidestep her commitments

under the new pact. The army itself

will probably be a militant force but

can probably be contained if proper-

ly organized and kept in its place

completely subordinate to the Ger-

man government and the Brussells

powers.

, . , , , ^ , ,
I

pendent line and lead rather than
plavmg of some of the Gaels during , „ » 'ir l
^ ' °

, ^
I
follow. The Americans will be the

last Saturday s game would seem

to give evidence of this alarming

state of affairs.

We feel sorry for those players

who put everything they have into

the game, unsupported by their

seemingly uninterested and often

first to admit the change is a healthy

one.
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Now that the agreement has been
|

Associate Editor: Carl Hamilton

signed it must be ratified by the

signatory powers. Parliament should

not present a stumbling block. Al-

ecnnumy will be plunged very soon

into international competition.

3. The third point is the big

change in the French policy towards

The U.S. Servan Schreiher. a young

French editor, has very well ex

pressed it in his article to the Times

magazine two weeks ago — For the

French government it is a "priority

to put back Franco-American rela-

tions on a healthy basis. This can

only be achieved if France ceases to

stand like a beggar In the U.S. bread

line."

"When the old regimes decided

n rely on American charity, they

bigger colleagues. We do not mean though a large percentage of the

British people are understandably

opposed to German rearmament,

most Members of Parliament seem

to refer only to those who play con-

sistently to give spectacular perfor-

mances, but also to those who play

consistently well, but unobtrusively.

Could it be that we are supported

in our opinion by the members of

Life Magazine staff who go to other

colleges to photograph their football

prepared to support it. The majority

of the Labour party will probably

vote with the government.

The only nations which could

possibly hold up the treaty are

and come to Queen's to photograph 1 France and. oddly enough, West

nur activities? While we think Germany. French hostility to a new

these latter are wonderful and spir- German army has been the theme

itcd it would appear to reflect on

the calibre of the Queen's team.

We would like to thank those

members of the team who play true

football and hope that in future

:omnnttcd an unpardonable crime I

games their spirit will spread to the

igainst Franco-American friendship, U'her Goldni Gaels,

which can only be based upon mu-' Three Disappointed Lemonites

of international politics for nearly

five years. The Oiamber of Depu-

ties sent a shiver up the American

spine recently by rejecting EDC.
The chances for this treaty's passing

are, however, much brighter. Men-
des-France has staked the life of his

government on the treaty and depu-
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University Rector

L. W. Brockington

Speaks Tomorrow

One of the best known public

speakers in Canada, Leonard W.
Brockington, will address

Queen's students tomorrow nig:ht

in Grant Hall.

Dr. Brockington is beginning

his third term as rector of the

university, the students represen-

tative on the Board of Trustees.

He was elected by the Alma
Mater Society executive.

Although Dr. Brockington has

not stated the topic of his ad-

dress, the Principal's office has

announced that it will probably

be published.

The rector is presidentofOdeon

Theatres (Canada) Ltd.,andwas

formerly chairman of the Cana-

dian Broadcasting Corporation

He is an honorary member of the

American and New York Bar

and is one of the new Canadian

lawyers elected to the "Inner

Temple," the celebrated English

legal shrine.

(See Brockington Page 3)

Dr, C, H, Crowson
Given NRC Grant

A medical research scientist at

Queen's Dr. Charles N. Crow-
son, was recently awarded a

$4,000 National Research Council

fellowship to continue his work
here.

Dr. Crowson is studying the

relation of certain liver diseases

to kidney disease.

A graduate of both Queen's

and McGill, Dr. Crowson spent

the past two years at Edinburgh
University where he earned his

doctor of philosophy degree in

pathology. He returned to King-

ston this fall.

He studied overseas on a £900
NRC graduate fellowship. While

at Edinburgh he developed a

technique of microarteriography

which he hopes to perfect at

Queen's.

Queen's Gains Bear As Mascot
Is A Student Body Digestible?

McGill Weekend Big Success

Triumphant Gaels Celebrate

PHOTO DY

Portrait of girl with bear.

Queen's drum majorette, Sandy Dyer, seems to have this little

bear eating right out of her hand.

Quarry

A limited second edition of

Quarry '54 is now on sale

for 25c at the Tuck Shop,

basement of the Students'

Union. The magazine features

an original poem by C. Day
Lewis, and stories, articles and

poems written by Queen's

students. All material is orig-

inal.

Life Photographs
Friday Pep Rally

Students are urged to turn out

for Friday night's pep rally which

precedes Saturday's Qneen's-Varsity

game. Life cameramen will be on

the spot to photograph a gathering

of bands, cheerleaders, the football

team and Head Coach Frank Tin-

dall.

A large effigy representing the

Varsity team will go up in smoke

(luring the evening.

Tlie rally will take place between

' and S p.m. in the Gaels' practice

field behind the stadium.

Engineeriag Club

Looks At Money
Money - from wood pulp to wallet

- was the subject of the Electrical

Engineering Club's first general

meeting in the McLaughlin Room,

Thursday.

Following a business meeting,

club members were shown the col-

ored film "Money in Your Pocket"

dealing with the production of the

new Canadian paper currency.

Club officials were pleased with

the number of members who turned

out but expressed regret that the

first two years were not better

represented.

Campus Comment
Again On Stands
Toronto (CUPj — Campus

Comment has hit the stands

again this year. It began its

campaign recently with attacks

on Duplessis, on St. Laurent's at-

titude toward the Massey recom-

mendations, on Russian diplo-

macy—and on the architecture of

the new University College men's

residence.

"I am sure we are being wide-

ly read," said Managing Editor

J. H. Lee, "and we have 13 more

issues this year."' Last year

Comment was printed nine times.

This year all articles appear-

ing in Comment are being signed

either with intials, for masthead

members, or with names. This

is a change from last year's

policy, "We have nothing to

hide," the editor said.

"Comment is not a CCF or-

gan," the editor said, "although

the members of its staff are main-

ly members of the University

CCF Club." The avowed pur-

pose of the paper, according to

its first issue, is to give space to

the principles and ideals of de-

mocratic socialism.

Debate Concludes

WarNot Imminent

The belief that "World War is

not imminent, nor will be for a

number of years, was the conclu-

sion of the affirmative side in last

Thursday's International 'Jiela-

tions Club debate. Affirmative

speaker. Carl Hamilton, main-

tained that man's common sense

will make possible peaceful co-

existence. The negative view-

point was upheld by Kristian

Palda.

Mr. Hamilton, recently appoint-

ed Associate Editor of the Jour-

nal, is a graduate student of eco-

nomics at Queen's and was form-

erly national president of the CCF
Youth Organization. Commerce

student Kristian Palda escaped

from Czechoslovakia after Com-

munist seizure of that country.

In arguing the question, "Is

co-existence possible?" Mr. Ham-
ilton pointed out that the West-

ern and Soviet blocs have been

able to co-exist so far without all-

out conflict, though war seemed

imminent at two points during

post-war years. Negotiations as

a means of solving international

problems appear to be growing

more common.

Secondly, war between the two

factions is not unavoidable as it

was before the World Wars. Both

the U.S. and Russia are suffi-

ciently occupied with domestic

problems without involving them-

selves in world war.

Finally, the rise of neutralist

forces and of restraining in-

fluences within the power blocs

will act as buffers between the

opposed factious. These three

points summed up the main

argument of the affirmative side.

In presenting the negative

argument, Mr, Palda began with

(See IRC Meeting, Page 3)

by Ann Crump
Journal Staff Writer

The spirit of triumph was added

to the usual high spirits of the

Gaels' howling supporters as 200

Queen'smen travelled by car, bus,

and train to the Montreal week-

end.

With two special cars on the

Friday noon train, the trip went

as most football trips go, with

the added features of the band

trooping through the cars, sev-

eral amateur musicians, and an

extremely patient conductor.

The McGill rally Friday night,

was duly attended by Queens-

men, with the result that "Oil

Thigh" was much more notice-

able than "James McGill '. A
square dance was held after-

wards in the field by the men's

residence, and all was so well or

ganized that most people were

too exhausted to cause any

trouble on the streets afterwards

A few attempts were made to

start a snake dance, but it quick

ly petered out.

The game on Saturday was

well attended, despite the gentle

"Scotch Mist" that hung relent

lessly over the whole city. A red

flare was tossed onto the field

IRC Supervises

Annual UN Trip

The International Relations Club

executive has announced that the

Club is again sponsoring its annual

bus trip to United Nations head

quarters in New York. Plans have

been made for a group to leave on

the evening of Thursday, Oct. 21

returning in time for lectures Mon

day morning.

The students will visit UN head

quarters on Friday afternoon, and

enjoy the other attractions of the

big city on Saturday and Sunday

Those wishing to go along should

contact immediately either Ken

Hilborn at 6792 or Mary Conlon at

20035. Bus fare will be only $14.00

Tracy Addresses

Student Meeting

Dr. Tracy, head of the Classics

Department, gave the first talk in a

series of public lectures on "Religion

and Letters", sponsored by the

SCM, Thursday evening. Topic of

his address was "Religious Ideas in

the Classical Tragedy".

In his introduction. Dr. Tracy

outlined briefly the distinction be-

tween ethics, religion, and theolog>-.

He then went on to deal with the

plays of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and

Euripides.

Also to be included in the series

are Dr. Malcolm Ross ("Milton and

17th Century English Literature")

and Dr. A. G. Whalley ("T. S. Eliot

and contemporary English writ-

ers").

just before half-time obscuring

th view of most McGillians, but

definitely showing patriotism.

The Queen's Pipe Band drew

admiring comments from McGill

and Queen's alike for its fine

performance during the game. At

hall-time both bands marched

around the field, with the same

precision drill by Queen's, who
ormed an "M" in the middle of

the stadium.

McGill did an excellent job as

host all day Saturday. The gym
was thrown open at noon for box

lunches and coffee, complete with

white tablecloths, and the COTC
Mess was open during the game.

The fraternites kept going from

early Saturday afternoon to early

Sunday morning, and most of

them saw Queen'smen (and wo-

men) going in and out after the

game and before the dance.

The Queen's Alunmi held a

football dance that night in the

Ritz-Carleton Hotel, but most

Queensmen apparently went to

the dance in the Sir Arthur Cur

rie g>'mnasium.

Crowded enough to be inter

esting, but with enough room to

dance as desired, the high spot

of the whole affair was a snake

dance and bunny-hop immediate

ly following the playing of "Oil

Thigh". McGillians and Queen's

men alike cheered Queen's, and

sang the Oil Thigh till everyone

was hoarse, then got into the

snake line until the force of

gravity broke it up. Not to be

daunted, they shook the ceiling

with a long, very drawn-out, and

completely exhausting bunny

hop all around the gym.

Scattering to the various fra

ternities and sororities afterwards

the parties went on until the wee

small hours of the morning.

To summarize — they came
thev saw, they conquered.

Queen's Golden Gaels have

acquired a new mascot. Boohoo

VI, a healthy, six-month old bear

cub, will make his first appear-

ance on the field this Saturday

during the Queen's Varsity game.

A campus-wide tag day will be

held Saturday to raise necessary

funds to take the bear and train-

er Pete Delamere. Meds '58. to

Toronto and possibly to Western

with the Queen's team.

The^ bear was obtained through

the efforts of Gaels line coach Hal

McCarney, head cheerleader Al

Hart and Pete Delamere. The

Department of Lands and Forests

agreed to loan the bear to Queen s

on the condition that it was prop-

erly cared for. It was picked up

a week ago Sunday at the King-

ston Fair by Hart, Delamere, Pat

Connell, Jack Cook and Lou

Bruce.

The bear was taken in a box, to

a veterinarian where it was given

an anaesthetic and had its nails

clipped. Trainer Delamere stayed

up all night bringing it out of the

anaesthetic.

The animal was housed at Med-

ical House for five days where

it was fed honey and molasses by

enthusiastic Medical students.

The bear, which weighs ap-

proximately 100 pounds, is now

being kept in a red brick shed

behind the New Medical building.

It is fed exclusively by Delamere

on dog food, bread, milk and hon-

ey, and is taken for walks through

the campus every afternoon by

its trainer.

Boohoo VI. wearing the

Queen's colours, will be led onto

the field this Saturday by its

trainer, when it is hoped he will

receive a hearty cheer from

Queen's supporters.

Boohoo is the sixth bear to

serve as mascot for the Gaels.

Boohoo V paraded the field in

1950. the last year that Alfie

Pierce was alive.

At the end of the football sea-

son the bear will be taken back

by the Department of Lands and

Forests, and will probably be sent

to Algonquin Park.

AMS Seeks Campus Opinion

On Various NFCUS Issues

The AMS this week is seeking

campus opinion on some issues

which will be brought up at the

forthcoming NFCUS national

conference, Oct, 18 - 23. Repre-

sentatives from all member uni-

versities will attend the six-day

conference in Toronto. Queen's

NFCUS Committee delegates will

be Lloyd Carlsen, Pat Douglas

and Lois Showman.

In addition to the plenary ses-

sions, three commissions will be

set up to consider International

Affairs, National .Affairs, and Ad-

ministration and Finance.

One of the main points on the

agenda of the Commission on In-

ternational Affairs will be the

question of lUS membership for

the Canadian unit; should

Queen's' stand be in favour of

accepting* a one-year Associate

Membership (which includes a

seat on the Executive Council)

for the purpose of using this

position as a sounding board to

determine the sincerity of the re-

cent efforts at co-operation on the

part of lUS leaders? Or should

we refuse any relationship what-

soever with the organization?

On the agenda for the National

Affairs Commission is the quest-

ion of implementation of the Mas-

sey Commission recommenda-

tions.

It is on the National Affairs

Commission also that Queen's will

bring up the point of additional

income tax exemption for stu-

dents; we are seeking to raise the

present exemption figure ($1000)

to SlOOO plus the cost of tuition

fees.

(See NFCUS Page 3)
;
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GAELS TRAMPLE REDMEN 46-11
LEAD LOOP AS RIVALS TIE 9-9

WHISTLE
STOPS
with JIM O'GRADY

BOTH BRIGHT AND DARK IN MOLSON STADIUM
Depending upon what side of the field you were sitting on,

and on whether or not you could see, Saturday was an unusual

day in Percival Molson's memorial stadium. If you were there

to watcli the Golden Gaels unveil their 1954 performers, you had

to concede that it was one of the better days of the year; if you

were there to chant the red and

Waldo Mellor

He uncorked the iiuigic polion

white national anthem, then you

probably thought differently.

Because it was a day of con-

trasts. AVatchin^ the players

trooping off the field at the end

of sixty grinding minutes of play

was one factor, what with the

Rednien leaving quietly with low

ered heads while the Gaels pranc

ed and back-slapped their way to

the sidelines, while hordes of jun-

ior rooters climbed their legs and

shouted for chinstraps. The big-

gest contrast, however, was to be

found on the electric scoreboard

just above the entrance to the M
Gill dressing room, where the big

white numbers glared in the semi-

darkness.

That big scoreboard dominated the field and the surrounding

grandstands. Frank Tindall, looking up at it as the gun sounded,

admitted that he was surprised, not at the tremendous spirit his

team had displayed, but at the knowledge that they at times ap-

peared to be unbeatable.

Because from the centre back, the Gaels were a vastly super-

ior team. They smacked the McGiU line with amazing success, in

view of the fact that the Montrealers had been reportedly strong

up front. The loser's front wall was so beaten up by the time

the third quarter rolled around that Herb English, on one plung-

ing attempt, found himself surrounded by five Gael tacklers be-

fore he had taken a step.

The Gael offensive was like nothing they have ever shown

before. It was an attack that left the Montrealers reeling, and

one which, if it keeps moving at its present pace, could easily roll

over a Varsity squad here this Saturday. Bob Masterson, it he

had scouts in Montreal Saturday, must be getting scared. Be-

cause those scouts must have reported by now just how the Gaels

waged a terrible aerial war straight down the middlee while the

bewildered Redmen piled up around the ends in an attempt to

stop a much-feared ground attack that didn't materialize; and how
a brilliant Wally Mellor sent his scatbacks crashing and running

downfield when McGill flankers decided to try to stop the Queen's

passing game.

There were others who played major roles in the win, but

it's a difficult thing to start enumerating feats. It's hard to leave

out guys like Ron Stewart, who galloped all over the place, tackled

fiercely, and stood out on pass defence against the good throwing

arm of Ed Parente. It's hard too to forget the way Gary Schrieder

turned in a pair of touchdowns, booted five converts, handled all

our kickoffs. Gary capped his performance on three separate oc-

casions by running down under his kick to make blistering tackles

before the McGill ball-carrier had gone very far.

Then, too, there was the case of the McGill fumbles. Those

fumbles have been well discussed by the fans in the bleachers and

by the irate McGill Daily men sitting in the press box, but it's well

to examine their significance. They're important to remember

largely because the Gaels were on hand to scoop them up. No one

believes for a moment that Bob Masterson's Varsity Blues are go-

ing to be so butter-fingered next week, but a club that takes ad-

vantage of every break, as the Gaels did Saturday, should be able

to take the blues into camp.

If you can find an empty space in Richardson stadium next

Saturday, you could be in for a big surprise. Because, although

the score won't be 461-1 (as one paper reported last Saturday's

game), it could be something which will send even the most con-

servative medics home with no scalpel to grind.

Western 9-Varsity 9

While the Golden Gaels were

running roughshod over the hap-

less Redmen, the "greatest back-

field combination since the Mc-

Farlane-Perry era" was earning

the Western Mustangs a 9-9

draw with the Varsity Blues in

Toronto.

Varsity rolled to a major the

first time they had the ball as

rookie quarterback Stevenson

tossed a touchdown pass to Steve

Oneschuck. Oneschuck convert-

ed and from then on, the game

was in the hands of the powerful

Western line.

The defending champion Mus-

tangs got their offense unravel-

led in the second quarter,, when

they passed for a touchdown with

Gurvin tossing to Getty.

Fracas for Western and Ones-

chuck for Toronto booted field

goals in the last half, before two

Western fumbles in the Toronto

zone put an end to any further

scoring.

PHOTO BV

WaUy MeUor cocks his throwing am,, a,.d the McGill defense looks terrified. Mellor is shown easing

as teL mates Gary Schriader (c) and Joe O'Brien w.it lor potential tacklers. Wally d.dn't throw th.s fme. though,

instead he ran wide around end for a nine yard gain.

Black Weekend For McGill

Comets Win Home Opener

The Queen's Intermediate Co-

mets rolled to their first win of

the young season on Thanksgiv-

ing Day as they downed the Mc-

Gill Intermediates 14-5. It gave

the Jay Vees an exhibition re-

cord of one and one. They drop-

ped their opener to the RMC
Cadets last week.

For the first half of the game,

it looked as though the junior

Gaels would be lucky to hang on.

but in the second they proved too

strong for the visitors as they

scored eight points to none for

the Montrealers and sewed up

the contest.

As soon as they got possession

of the ball in the first quarter,

the Comets sped to a flying start

needing only one play to score a

touchdown. That play was a

sixty - yard pass-and-run effort

with Safrance tossing to Henry

Clarke who scampered fifty-

yards for the score. Walt Good-

fellow converted. Thereafter Mc-

Gill controlled the play for the

rest of the period and most of

the second quarter as well. The

second time Queen's had the ball

resembled the first in that they

had it for one play. This time it

was a fumble that cut their at-

tack off.

Despite their edge in the play,

the McGill team was unable to

score until the second quarter.

They made a long downfield

march to the Queen's seven, and

then Shannon carried the ball

around the end for the major.

The convert attempt was wide,

and Queen's led 6-5. Although

the Red and White threatened

several times thereafter., they

were finished as far as the scor-

ing was concerned. Bill McGuire

ended the scoring in the first

half when he booted a beautiful

single from the thirty-five which

the McGill receiver took behind

the goal line and fumbled out of

bounds. The half time score read

Comets 7-McGill 5.

The Jay Vees stretched their

lead on another long pass play

from Safrance to Clarke, this

time for sixty-five yards. The

TD was set up by Carl Lenahan

who recovered a McGill fumble

on the Queen's thirty-eight. The

Comets finished the point-gath-

ering early in the last quarter as

they scored a safety-touch when

the McGill centre sent a high

snap over the punter's head and

over the goal-line. Three Queen's

tacklers were on the kicker as

soon as he had reached the pig-

skin. Final score; Comets 1^

McGill 5,

A New Look
Stadium, Too

Richardson stadium, which mitil

this year had managed to survive the

annual attack of football madness,

will be wearing a new face this Sat-

urday when the Varsity Blues come

to town for the local season opener.

The stadium, built in 1921 by

student hand labour, has had its

high cement wall repaired, its grand-

stand seats painted in bright new

hues, and new ventilation fans in-

stalled.

Frank Tindall's Golden Gaels

galiojsed out of the mist of Mol-

son stadium and into a first place

spot in the intercollegiate loop

standings Saturday afternoon in

Montreal, as they unveiled their

most potent attack in years to

completely swamp the McGill

Redmen 46-11. Behind the bril-

liant quartering of Wally Mellor,

who completed ten passes in as

many tries, with three of them

going for touchdowns, the visit-

ing Gaels rolled over the hap-

less Montrealers in a game whicli

saw the Tricolor roll up their

greatest score of the modern

era.

Ron Stewart, who now has 12

majors took over the all time

Queen's record for touchdownr.

scored as he romped twice into

paydirt to share scoring honour;;

with his running mate, Gary

Schrieder. Dick James, Jack

Cook, Brian Wherrit, and Karl

Quinn also scored majors in the

winning cause.

The Gaels started their attack

rolling in the early minutes of

the game, picking up two fast

touchdov/ns before the 4,500 fans

on hand had settled in their seats.

It was a fast moving Gael club

taking advantage of every break

coming their way that took this

big one from the Redmen,

club which started out by scor-

ing its first major when Dick

James sprawled across a blocked

third down kick in the McGill

end zone, and one which kept up

its alert ways in later moments,

when both Brian Wherrit and

Gary Schrieder scooped up Mc-

Gill miscues and raced across the

line.

Tlie Redmen threatened only

for a brief space in the second

quarter, when they picked up two

fast touchdowns to come within

8 points of the Gaels. Herb Eng-

lish smashed over centre from

two yards out to climax a 55-

yard march along the ground for

the opening scoring play, before

Ron Perry, the best player the

losers had on the field, split the

Queen's secondary and galloped

70 yards to score.

Belonged To Us

The rest of the game belonged

to the Gaels. They streaked

Ron Stewart
. . . and he set a iictu record

around the ends, hit over centre,

and clicked on passing play after

passing play as the stunned Mc-

GiU defense looked on helpless-

ly. It was a brilliant attack

handled brilliantly by the Gael

quarterbacks, who kept the de-

fenders so completely off balance

that they left themselves wide

open for Tindall's celebrated

scoring punch.

After James had opened the

local scoring by driving on the

\ooie pigskin in the i\lcGill end

zone, Ron Stewart set the pat-

tern for things to come in typical

(See Queen's, Page 3)

• two

convenient

locations
town and country

Restaurants •
Princess at Clergy

Cataroqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle
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Medical Journal

Watch for the Queen's Medical Journal, October 15th.

Baho'i Student Group

A cordial invitation is extended to all to attend a fireside dis-

cussion on "An Introduction to Eaha'i Thinking". Meet in Com-
mittee Room No. 1, Student's Union, on Wednesday, October 13th.

at 7.45 p.m.

Infernationol Relations Club Bus Trip

All those who have put their names down for the IRC New
York bus trip are asked to come to Committee Room 1 at 5.30I --- -— " >--4ll|»l ll^L^^ 111 4 <Lt J.JU

tomorrow. Bus fare (?14.) will be collected at this time.jj..... .u. .u. ^ yfi-r.f 1% 111 ui; HJIIl^LlCli tit II

Seats not already spoken for (if any) will then be for sale,

Levana '58

All freshettes are requested to attend a meeting in Ban Righ
common room on V\'ednesday evening at 7.30 p.m. Nominations
for tlie freshctte representative to the Levana Society will be
made and the Soph-Frosh Court will be in session.

Queen's Leads League
(Continued from Page 2)

Deboting Club

A meeting of the Public Speaking and Debating Society will

be held on Thursday, Oct. 14. at 7. ,10 p.m., in the McLaughlin
Room, Students' Union, This meeting is for the purpose of elect-

ing all officers for the 1954-55 session.

SCM Study Croup

The SCM study group will meet on Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 4.30
p-m. in the SCM office at 132 University Ave. The Rev. Don
Mathers will lead discussion on "The Church".

SCM Cabinet Meeting

An open meeting of the SCM Cabinet will be held on Thurs-
day, Oct. 14, at 4.30 p.m. in the SCM office, 132 University Ave.

SCM Chapel Service

The SCM is sponsoring weekly noon-hour Chapel Services in

Morgan Memorial Chapel from 1 p.m. to 1.15 p.m. every Tuesday

fashion. The scooter took off on
on one of his end runs, a play the

McGillmcu tried desperately to
slop in later minutes. He ran
away from three tacklcrs, and
went over standing up as the

Queen's band blared happily and
tlie stunned McGill rooters sat

silently.

Wally Mellor took over a few
minutes later when the Gaels re-

covered the ball at centrefield,

after Ed Parente'^ passing at-

tempts had been stymied by the
rushing tactics of Jack Cook and
Lou Bruce. A flat pass to Ste-

wart, who took off for the goal-

line, brought the ball to the 5-

yard line. Schriedcr carried it off

tackle to the 2, and Jack Cook
pulled in touchdown number
three seconds later, after Mellor
jumped high, and flipped a short

pass to the uncovered Gael cap'

tain.

The McGillmen took over for

a brief interval, but collapsed

again in the second quarter
when the Queen's powerhouse
marched for another three touch-

downs. Ron Stewart clicked for

the first one, when he raced away
from Redman Ray Hucheson af-

ter gathering in a floating 22 yard
pass from Mellor in one o[ the

prettiest plays of the afternoon.

The Rednien, who gambled
three times on third down run-

ning plays, and lost out every

time, set up the play tliat brought

the score to 30-11. Herb Eng-
lish carried for a 20 yard gain

around the end of the Gael line,

but watched the ball squeeze out

of his mitts when he was brought

down liard. Gary Schriedcr

BROCKINGTON'S ADDRESS
(Conlinued frnm Page 1)

Recognized as one of the

finest speakers of our time, Dr.

Brockington has made numerous

memorable broadcasts over world-

wide networks. One of his most

famous, made on D-day during

the past war, originated from a

destroyer standing directly off

the French coast.

He also served as special as-

sistant to the Prime Minister, in

that capacity visiting the Com-
monwealth count ries and the

United States.

No man has shown a keener

interest in the welfare of the un-

dergraduate than Leonard Brock-

ington. He is an ardent supiiort-

er of Queen's teams, a frequent

visitor to the campus, and has

generously contributed the free

AMS movies.

Dr. Brockington 's gift for re-

partee is perhaps best illustratcf

by the following anecdote. Intro

duccd to an audience at the Uni

vcrsity of Toronto by President

Sidney Smith as "rector of the

small college down the river",

the rector replied, "Surely my
first duty is to bring greetings

from the small college down thi

river to the big college that wil

soon be up the creek."

ROy YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES
HOME COOKED FOOD

After the Theatre or Dance, dine at the Roy York for tempting

dishes and speedy service

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room
271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

W I LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

gathered in the rolling pigskin

and set off on a fifty yard sprint

which saw him leave a pack of

Redmen far behind him,- That

was the kind of football that

spelled tlic difference, and it con-

tinued into the closing minutes of

the half, when centre Brian

Whcrrit intercepted Hutchison's

lateral and lumbered aross from

ten yards out.

Penalties took their toll in the

second half, as the Gael attack

slowed to two majors. The first

one came in the opening mo-

ments, after Hank Zuzek fell on

a McGil! fumble on ihcir 34. Two
short passes and one line plunge

later, Mellor faded back to the

25 yard Hue. faked to his right,

and threw a long one to Schrie-

dcr. who was prancing along the

goal line about three feet inside

the end zone. The second major

came when Karl Quinn sliced

through a yawning hole over

centre for a 15 yard run. again

after a long pass, this one to Lou

Bruce, had set the stage.

IRC Meeting

(Continued from Page 1)

an cxi)osilion of the Soviet philo-

sophy of dialectical materialism

and the inhumanities employed as

a result. He contended that the

present peace offensive was an-

other switch in tlicir policy de-

signed to allow them time to

build up military polential un-

til it equals the U.S. resources.

The chief advocates of "peace-

ful co-existence", stated Mr.
Palda, mean, in reality, sacrifice

of others, and are willing to grant

concessions at the cost of others

as long as they themselves re-

main undisturbed. The only al-

ternative to this situation is war.

'Since Russia will strike as soon
as she is ready, should not the

western world go against its

principles and strike first?" "A
state in which the two opposing
forces are bristling with arms is

not "peaceful co-existence."

The price of freedom is un-

doubtedly eternal vigilance. He
ended his argument by saying

that tiic wcslcrn world must have
or dismiss entirelv the idea of

"peaceful co-existence."

The new executive was elect-

ed as follows; Ken Hilborn,
president; Kristian Palda, vice-

president ; Ronald May, secre-

tary ; and Mary Conlon, trea-

surer.

NFCUS
(Cnnfinued from Page 1)

Arrangements will also be marie

for the NFCUS-sponsored nation-

al competitions in art, short-story

writing, drama and sports.

Under the commission on Ad-

ministration and Finance are such

topics as constitutional amend-

ments and incorporation of

NFCUS. Travel Departments re-

port on operations for the 1954

season, and preparation of the

1954-5 budgets.

MUSIC !

•A- DRAMA

!

SPORTS !

ENTERTAINMENT!

1380 ON YOUR RADIO DIAL

FIRST WITH THE NEWS IN KINGSTON

AND EASTERN ONTARIO!

iiB'L'BJH 'E a."'B'ia:'lBL;1Bt:iB::nBl!aB:uH:i

THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO

Alumni ilnmrr0min5 lipfkmii

OCTOBER 22, 23, 24

QUEEN'S GAELS VS. WESTERN MUSTANGS
|

All Queen's Students and Supporters are Invited to

Hove Fun with Western at

THE ALUMNI VAEBETy SH€>V
Fridoy, October 22, 8.30 P.M.

In Thomes Hall — Admission 50c per person

—AND—

THE ALUMNI -STUDENT

li^oam - Ct - If^octnd S)ance

Saturday, October 23 — 9.00 — 12.00

THREE BIG DANCES FOR ONE PRICE

Admission — $1.00 per person

PIGSKIN PARADE— Thames Hall — Benny Coodfellow and his

Londonnaires.

HARVEST HOEDOWN — Convocation Noll — Norm Lindsoy.

COLLEGE CABARET — Co-Ed Lounge — Gus Cimoga ond his

Combo,

WHICHEVER TEAM WINS. COME AND ENJOY YOURSGLF

iijaBKiu';Br:.Bt^«!H[-Bi:JBfmm-iL;a.Lii^B-".ir-BrA e' fi":BL-H; a b'.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

; .ri.CIGARETTE

NOW PLAYING

ISIIIIIiQIISS
ALWAYS 2 GOOD SHOWS I

0 -AU the Brothers Were Valiant" (Tech.)

Robert Taylor — Arm Blyth
• "Look Who's Laughing"—Lucille Bait—Desiil

Amez

"The Command" (Color)

• Saadia" (Color)

Guy Madison
Joan Weldonll

Cornel Wilde — Mel Ferrer

WED. - THUR. "Creature From the Black Lagoon' —
Richard Carlson

||

"Phantom of the Rue Morgue" (Adult) —
Pairicia Medinall

"'Miss Sadie Thompson" (Adult)
Rita Hayworthll

Rhapsody" (Tech.) — Elizabeth Taylor

SERVICE IN THE RCAF
offers young men and women an unusual opportunity

to expand their knowledge and gain valuable expe-

rience while making an important contribution to the

cause of freedom.

Financial assistance to help with university expenses

can be secured by undergraduates in eithec of these

two plans:

AIR FORCE

U.R.T. P.

{L'nivcriity Reserro

Traiaing Pino)

Flight cadets (maJc and

fem ale) arc enrolled in the

Reserve Force — receive

16 days pay during the

Univcrsicy Term — and

with a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employment duringsum-

mcr vacation months.

Opeaiiigt tioto/oT

AIR CREW. TECHNICAL
UST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL LIST OFFICERS.

TRI-SERVICB

R.O.T.P.
{RcKular OlEcer

Trainiag PIjiq)

Flight cadets (male) arc

enrolled in the Regular

Force — are subsidized

during the University

year for tuition, books

and instrumencs — and

receive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

Opening! now/or

AIR CR£W AND TECH-
NICAL UST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE

Toko advantage of fhii opportunily now, whil»

you are slill aHondIng Univorsily. For foil Infer-

malion on reqoiromenlj, pov and olhor h^nafils,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C. BUILDING
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Newcomer Rejects

Prof's Virility

Chicago (Ex.) — An older stu-

dent at a dining tabic discussion

with a new entrant was telling the

freshman about her advisor: "He's

very nice. He smokes a pipe and

plays tennis well."

"I'm not interested in his virility,"

replied the newcomer, "How is he

as an advisor?"

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St.

Soph'Frosh Duel
Tomato Missiles

On OAC Campus

No Shortage Of Cadavers

At Toronto Physiology Lab

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Some Day On
Shift Laundering

Guelph (CUP) — The bowling

green of the Ontario Agricultural

Cciliege in Guelph was the scene of

a duel by tomatoes between the

sophs and frosh of the universily.

At 2 a.m. one night during the

initiation, the freshmen, in prepara-

tion for a rumoured 3:30 a.m. roll

call, left their beds armed with 22

bushels of overripe tomatoes and

proceeded to the green to give the

sophs a royal reception. Combat

positions were filled and within

minutes the ambush was ready.

Four hours later, the desperate

team was still waiting, singing

college songs to the steady downbeat

of the ever-dropping therinomelcr.

At 7 o'clock the sound of trum-

pets through the darkness announc-

ed the approach of the sophonjores

;

the shivering frosh were ready.

As the soph line advanced to titty

yards of the line ot fire, a blinding

glare of floodlights and a barrage of

tomatoes were loscd upon them.

Less than a minute later, the only

remaining evidence of the fracas

were the 22 bushels ot dead toma-

toes lying on the green.

Toronto (CUP)—"There is no

shortage ot male cadavers tor use

by anatomy students at the Uni-

versity ot Toronto, although a pre-

mium on female cadavers cx-

iists", an official of the Medical

Faculty declared yesterday.

This news cumc in contrast to

titc institution described by Time

Mag.izinc last week in many U.S.

medical schools.

There are about 40 bodies in

storage at the Anatomy building

here for use by medical, dentistrj'

and Physical and Occupational

Therapy students, it was learned.

The first year students study de-

tailed anatomy about eight to a

body.

Time Magazine reported 10

students were commonly crowded

around one body in a Tennessee

medical school. In many other

schools six or eight students were

bending over a single specimen

while—so Time reported— the

recognized jiractical number ol

students per body was four.

Although hesitant in divulging

information, officials of the fa-

cultv admitted there was a short

ace here of female cadavers.

OPEN 8 o.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 BARRIE ST.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS

Velvet Ice Cream Duncon Hines Ice Cream

About one body a month is

willed to the faculty, it was learn-

ed, but the others are obtained

from public institutions—the re-

mains of unidentified and un-

claimed persons.

"The bodies are treated with

the utmost respect during dissec-

tion classes," a demonstrator in

Anatomy Department said.

Silence is the rule; smoking is

prohibited. Except for the sec

tions being studied, the bodies are

kept covered. One group of stu

dents, he said, had never seen

the head of their cadaver.

By law, all bodies brought ii

for use by the Anatomy Depart

ment must be kept for a period of

time before they can be used, ir

case they should be claimed

Most of them are the remains of

eldcrlv people who have "out-

lived both friends and relatives.'

The bodies of criminals and iu

mates of asylums are not accept

ed by the department, it was

said.

Medical people pointed out that

judicious care in the matter was

necessary to avoid public outcry

against the practice of dissection

of human remains.

According to Time, most Ana-

tomy teachers think a fresmman

;,hould help dissect at least two

bodies in his freshman year, but

due to the shortages, most

schools think they are doing well

to (jive their students a crack at

one.

Texas Segregation Issue

Splits Students, Officials

To be on the Hit Parade on campus, include

"Lady Porkhursr Angora classics in your

wardrobe! They're made of Imported Angora ir

glorious hues, wilh oh-so-pracHcol features,

including Mitin-molhproofing.Tho

"Lady Parkhurst" neckline that always fits,

even atler repealed washings. The full-

fashioned conslruction that guarantees

a finer fit — longer

Angoras . .

.

soft as evening and

lull-fashioned too

Chicago (Ex.) — The first

weeks of the school year have

seen important and heated is-

sues brought forth on America's

university campuses.

In the South, university ad-

niinistrators and politicians have

put their heads together in at-

tempts to meet the desegregation

issue.

Action there has ranged from

full compliance with the Supreme

Court decision to sclfrighteous ac-

tivities designed to abolish public

school systems in certain states.

Typical ot the incidents which

have focused attention on the de

segregation issue is one involv

ing the University ot Texas,

Texas Cancels Admission

Marion Ford, a negro and

high school honor student was

accepted by the University as a

freshman only to have his ad-

mission subsequently cancelled.

A letter to Ford from the Uni-

versity registrar stated Ford

would have to take his freshman

subjects at a Negro college and

would be eligible for entrance

next year to begin a mjaor in

chemical engineering.

The letter said, "If the work

is offered at one or both ot the

Negro institutions, it is not our

policy to compete with thcni for

Negro students."

Texan Speaks on Issue

Among the many voices rais-

ed over this incident was that of

the Daily Texan, the University

Texas student newpaper. The

Texan editorial, typical of the

enlightened stand being taken

by large segments of student

leaders in the south, stated

;

"Universities, the meeting place

of brilliant, ever-hungry minds,

the place where anthropology

and sociologj' and psychology

prove the truth of equality,

should be leaders in the task of

rclearning standards. They

should show calm but positive

awareness ot the need to deseg-

regate.

"And this applies to the Uni-

versity of Texas. It need not bal-

lyhoo and cause commotion that

will incense fierce determina-

tion by the prejudiced to hold on

to Cheir fast-crumMing notions

of superiority. It need only teach

by quiet, dignified example.

"On the Ford case, the Uni-

versity temporarily succumbed

to politically wise action that

ignores leadership responsibili-

ties. This can partially be blam-

ed on timing, the breaking of a

story when people are still too

fired up.

Must Set Example

"But people of Texas can't be

expected to satisfactorily work

out the tense problem of deseg-

legation if even the most intelli-

gent minds are not given the

chance to practice the equality

preached by both science and the

U.S. government.

"The Main Building lauds the

truth that 'shall make you free'.

It does not label this truth 'for

whites only'."

Oaths Instituted

Another issue with important

ramifications [or all students in-

volves the law passed by Con-

gress during the summer which

requires loyalty certificates from

all students taking basic ROTC.

Prior to this time loyalty oaths

were mandatory only of senior

ROTC students whose voluntary

enrollment in the senior course

led directly to a reserve army

commission. The new law will

in effect require all male fresh-

men at school where basic ROTC
is compulsory which includes

most state universities, to sign

loyalty oaths as a prerequisite

to admission.

iKtngsfon MuBxt CiDmpanij
RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

346 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT.

BACK AGAIN — NOTE NEW LOCATION

PICKWICK

r
Hotel

Dieu
Hospital

u

Closilc Angota pullover

in 10 col

oboul $10.95

Librory

MONTREAL STREET

BAGOT STREET

Shorl-sleoved cardigan,

Johnny collar, 10 colours
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tong-sloevod cordigon,
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oboul $14.95

Askfor"LadyParkhurst"atfine stores everyivhere!

McGALUS
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SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CHESreO SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET
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Roundabout

For some time now it has been

the common thing for the air to

be thick with verbal tirades by-

people coming out strongly

against someone or something.

From Duplessis on down (or up,

if you live outside Quebec) every-

one has beefs which they feel

obliged to air in the most public

manner possible. I firmly sup-

port this plan because I also have

a beef. I wish to come out strong-

ly against Captain de Graff.

Last Monday the Whig-Stand-

ard ran a whole column devoted

to this man named Captain de

Graff. At the risk of relating a

twice-told tale, this de Graff rear-

ed up in Memorial Hall and de-

clared that he was going to fight

Communism. The column went

on to state that de Graff had

promised beforehand to name
nine (9) of Kingston's top com-

munists. Clutching the paper with

trembling hands, I hastily re-read

this bit to make sure that it wasn't

a garbled reprint of McCarthy's

"Wheeling speech. But no, the

words had come right from the

Captain's own lips.

In the best McCarthy style,

de Graff went on to state that

these nine (9) were only 'sus-

pected' communists (are you
listening, Owen Lattimore?) and

he didn't want to do them an in-

justice by naming them pre-

maturely'. Questioned about them
after the meeting, de Graff clam-

med up and refused to commit
himself any further. He felt,

however, that the squad he was
organizing in Kingston would be

able to take action on this matter.

Then our boy stated that his

group would fight communism
'with Christianity and our Can-

adian way of Life.'

De Graff's amateur secret-ser-

vice is to be known as the Canad-
ian Crusaders — a catchy enough
title. The plan of this organiza-

tion is 'to investigate the back-

ground of suspected Communists
and classify them. Fellow-travel-

lers will be bombarded with anti-

Communist material and leading

activities will be made known.'

Upon reading this last crusher,

your correspondent sank back un-

conscious into tlie arms of the

nearest attendant. These aims
spell ruin, for I, yes I, was a card-

carrying member of the Buck
Rodgers Space Club for two
years. This daring band of child

bolsheviks was engaged in the dis-

tribution of classified information
on advanced rocket ships in plot-

ting active agression against the

Martians. It also masterminded
the home-front subversion of in-

ducing mothers to purchase a

particularly crummy breakfast

cereal capable of breaking the

NEEDED; A SENSE OF URGENCY
— i

health of the strongest family.

I am a traitor, do you hear? Don't

come a step nearer, de Graff, for

I intend to sell my life dearly!

A dossier on de Graff reveals

the following facts. He was bom
in Germany and joined the Com-
munist party in 1920. He lit out

for Russia in 1929 and rose to be

a Major in the Red Anny. All

was not well, it seems, because by
1945 de Graff had beat a retreat

to the West. From his present

title I assume he re-enlisted and

re-rose to Captain, or alternative

ly took a bust from Major to Cap-
tain. How come he hasn't been

heard from before? The recent

limelight thrust upon the Wiscon-

sin Windbag may just have done

a little stimulating and head-turn-

ing. Although this point is not

perhaps too important.

What I really want to know, de

Graff, is what authority you have

to investigate anyone? How do

you know who is a suspected

Communist? Have you access to

counter-intelligence files, maybe?
Not too likely, friend. What's all

this talk of 'bombarding fellow-

travellers with anti-Communist

materia! ? "The last anti-Com-

munist material Canadians bom-

barded fellow-travellers with was

ammo for artillery pieces in Kor-

ea. A guy can get arrested for

doing that kind of thing on his

own, you know. Take my advice,

Captain, and stick to pulling rank

on recruits.

Dew Jounal
Sir;

It is a shocking indication of the

degraded depths to which the

morals of today's youth have sunk,

when an article appears in your

newspaper, advocating 'more liberal'

liquor laws.

I do not know this Mr. Charles

Taylor. I can only assuine his moral

character is such that be should not

be allowed to remain at a university

with such a fine old Presbyterian

tradition as Queen's.

Evil lies all around us today.

Broken homes, broken women,

broken children - these are the pro-

duct of sinful drink. The forces of

drunkeness and immorality hj^ve

never been stronger. But we have

faith, because right is on our side.

Sober and united, temperance work-

ers march along the alleys of drunk-

eness with steadfast, unflinching

gaze. Excelsior!

Sincerely,

Clarissa Thackerbv

This year again the life at our
university will run in its normal
channels and the student will be

concerned primarily with his

studies and the outlook for his

chosen vocation. Indeed, life in

Canada and the US will go on
with the same unruffled calm of

peaceful progress, although the

populace will occasionally be dis-

turbed by some adverse foreign

political development. There is

a pervading sense of normalcy in

our lives, which tastes pleasantly.

Meanwhile the clock on the in-

fernal machine is ticking away.

Within two years, according to

military experts, the Ru.ssians will

be in the possession of an inter-

continental ballistic missile a self-

guided long-range rocket that

travels at the speed of a rifle

bullet and can carry a hydrogen
warhead. At the present there is

no means for its interception

Within that period the Russian

atomic stockpile will increase tre

mcndously.

It is left to speculation what
the Soviets will do when they

acquire equal or superior military

strength as compared with that

of the free world. What should

not be left to speculation is the

question of our own security. In

the forthcoming nuclear war we
are in the same boat as the Amer-
icans and we do even less than
they do to assure our survival.

First there is the appalling in-

adequacy of our military machine.

I quote General Crerar: "Under
present arrangements there are no
reserve or militia units in this

country which are now in any way
fit as such for even static duties

in home defense. It would be con-

siderably over a year, after mobil-

,
ization was ordered, before re-

serve units and formations could

be made fit for active or mobile

operational service."

There is a tacit understanding

in Canada that conscription in

peacetime is taboo for political

reasons. This conception is out-

dated, since the Catholic Church

nowadays stands in the forefront

of the free world's struggle

against Communism and her in-

fluence on Quebec guarantees

willing French-Canadian partici-

pation in a compulsory military

service scheme. To comment on
the present policy, here are again

Crerar's words: "This parHament-

ary policy (i.e. dependence upon
voluntary enlistment in peace-

end) point of view is as mistaken

as can be. There will be no such

thing as the old conception of a

'front line' in the next world war.

Nowadays, war can come to Can-

ada, probably before it is official-

ly declared, from very far away
and in devastating form at close

to the speed of sound. Indeed,

should this next war break out,

our forces overseas would prob-

ably be in less danger of mass
destruction than the population of

our big cities."

This brings us to the next point,

which could hardly be stressed

enough. Our civil defence is, for

all practical purposes, nonexist-

ent and a criminal apathy can be

imputed to all three levels of gov-

ernment, federal, provincial and

municipal— The recent resigna-

tion of the civil defence co-ordin-

ator for Toronto is just one as-

pect of the monstrous situation.

Even on the military side things

do not look much brighter. Work
on the McGill Fence proceeds at a

snail's pace, there is no jet fight-

er protection for the Prairies, no

Continental Air Defence Com-
mand and an alarming lack of

pilot recruits makes itself felt,

reaching such proportions that

planes leaving production lines, go

to storage.

The free world is crumbling

about us, we face imminent dang-

er, yet there is no sense of urg-

ency in our lives. No govern-

mental leader, no opposition

spokesman can bring himself to

expose our unpreparedness and
bring home to the nation the re-

alization of the magnitude of the

dangers that confront us.

It is in the power of the uni-

versity student to do bis part in

the defence of Canada. Up to

now he is perhaps not doing his

best at that task, since only an

estimated 1/3 of 1% of male stu-

dents at this university applied

for the admission to the Army
summer training course last year.

Military service is not a question

of noble-minded patriotism, but

simply that of survival. For, let

us not forget, the Soviets will

have the intercontinental ballistic

missile by 1956.

Kristian

£diU lifiMm leal

Little brown leaf

With a round spot

Of flaming gold in your

Witheredness

You are blown and tossed '

By old gusty air
^

And the scurried foot

Of everypasserby

Why can't you hitch to

A great windy sweep

Becoming then

A tiny speck moving far and clear?

Why must you stick, worn

On the stranger paving

With only a little bit

Of gold showing?

N.B.

Meds Journal

Watch for the iNIcdical

Journal, a 20-page tabloid

edition which will appear Fri-

day to commemorate the Med-

ical Centenary and the Meds

Formal.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal

TCCHMICAL. SBJPPL.ICS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

IVi Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Qiia/iVv that Pleases Service thai Salis{irs

QUEEN'S OFFICIAL BLAZERS . .

.

Science and Arts Faculty Jackets

Queens Ties and Sweaters

Queen's Sweat Shirts and T-Shirts

- ALL IN STOCK -

Fashion Craft Shops
103 PRINCESS STREET

apipe with

MILD

BURLEY
TOBACCO

at its

best.

.

.

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

56!/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9.00 a-m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8,00 p.m.)

SATURDA—9.00 a-m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

ServeCanada

!

...and qualify for commissioned rank in ttie Naval Reserve

• Complete Uniform Issue • Full Time Summer Training • Regular Force Rates of Pay

Get !he Facts From

UNIVERSITY NAVAL TRAINING DIVISIONS

RECRUITING CLCSING GCTOBER 27th

INQUIRE AT H.M.C.S. CATARAQUI
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McGill Hospitality

Students returning from the football weekend in Montreal

have been almost unanimous in their praise of the hospitality

tendered tliem by the students of McGill. Unfortunately last year's

Queen's-McGill game here left no such favorable impression. Sev-

eral Queen'smen were reported to have lost control of themselves

to the extent of beating up a number of visitors from Montreal.

It is to the credit of everyone at McGill that they chose to forget

this incident and show our supporters a wonderful weekend.

Next Friday Torontonians will be descending in force on

Kingston for what may be the most important intercollegiate

game of the season. And later students from Western and McGill

will be here to support their teams. It is the duty of every Queen's

student to display his or her pride in the university by doing

everything he can to see that these out-of-town guests enjoy them-

selves. No one thinks Queen's any "tougher" or deserving of

greater respect if our college spirit takes the form of violence

against visiting students. Let us make sure that our visitors

next weekend take home as favorable an impression of Queen's

hospitality as students here did of McGill.

Canada And Colombo
The Colombo Plan is at the half-way mark. Last week min-

isters and officials of the sixteen member nations met in Ottawa

to appraise the progress to date, and to lay plans for the remain-

ing three and one half years. Among the goals set in 1950 were

the increase of cultivable land by 3'^ per cent, of food grain

production by 10 per cent, of land under irrigation by 17 per cent

and of electrical generating capacity by 67 per cent. Because so

many of the projects are still in the early stages of development

it was difficult for the ministers to say whether the goals would

be achieved.

Representatives of recipient nations, however, presented en-

couraging progress reports and urged that, if additional funds

were to be made available now. there was every hope that the

projects could be completed as scheduled, The most vigorous re-

sponse to this appeal came from Mr. Harold Stassen, director

of the United States foreign aid operations. Mr. Stassen stated

that his country was prepared to divert a substantial sum of money

formerly earmarked for the Indo-China war to the Colombo Plan.

Though he mentioned no specific figure, a number of observers

judged that it might be in the neighborhood of $700,000,000.

In view of this display of American interest in the Plan it is

particularly disappointing that the Canadian government did not

see fit to announce an increase in its contribution before the meet-

ing ended. Our present contribution of 325,400,000 per year repre-

sents one of the smallest per capita grants, though our per capita

wealth among the donor nations is the second highest. An increase in

our contribution at this stage would not only have been of material

benefit, but it would have proven as well our willingness to share

an increasing proportion of our wealth with the more needy peoples

of the world. It is to be hoped that in the interests of the Plan

and in the interests of Canada's stature as a nation our government

will not long delay its decision to make a substantial increased

contribution.

Letters To The Editor

An Answer To de Graff

Editor, Journal

:

"We can't fight communism with

facism, but we must fight it with

Christianity and our Canadian way

of life." This statement came last

Sunday from an extremely intrig-

uing source, a former German naval

officer who by his own admission

has been a spy for both the Russians

and the British simultaneously.

However, he apparently has mended

his ways and is currently engaged in

warning Canadians of the supposed

danger from internal Communist

treachery.

The statement above, quoted from

Capt, de Graff's talk, is interesting

when considered with its context.

One aspect of our Canadian way of

life has always seemed to be that

a man has the right to hold what-

ever beliefs he chooses including be-

lief in communism. Belief in an

idea is a very different thing from

an individual act of treachery, such

as espionage. A man has the right

to believe even that the government

should be overthrown by force ; it

it only when he acts to implement

his belief or when there is a clear

and present danger of his acting

to implement this belief, that the

The Place Of The Students Union

stale has the right to deal with him

under the law. Capt. de Graff did

not appear to make any distinction

between belief in an idea and action

to implement that behef. He pro-

posed that an organization called

Canadian Crusaders be formed to

investigate the backgrounds of sus-

pected Communists and to classify

ihcm. Who is going to determine

the persons to be investigated ?

What action is going to be taken

against those classified ? Will they

be black-listed? There is no law in

Canada making belief in communism
illegal and there never can be while

we call ourselves a free country. It

is a tradition of free men that no

group of citizens shall sit in judg-

ment on the political or religious

beliefs of other citizens outside the

law. On the other hand, if espionage

has been committed it is a matter

for tile police and not for a private

organization. No group of individ-

uals has the right to take the law

into its own hands. Perhaps, with

his background, Capt. de Graff has

merely failed to realize the privi-

leges of free men.

John Cartwright,

Arts '58

By M.R.L.B.

Recent criticism of the Students'

Union has been centered mainly in

the Coffee Shop and the unfortunate

breakfast hours. In both instances

criticism is justified and it is hoped

that the House Committee will, at

its forthcoming meeting set in mo-
tion action to ameliorate the situa-

tion.

The relationship of the Students'

Union to life on the campus has also

deteriorated. The time has come to

implement changes before a prece-

dent too strong to be broken has

been established.

Queen's, unlike universities in

larger communities, is mainly com-

posed of students who come from

outside Kingston. While here, our

life is narrowly centered about the

university. The focal point of uni-

versity life is the Union - "a place

where students may gather". It is

in this sense - as a center - that the

Union does not fulfil its function.

With the advent of Che men's resi-

dences the Union will lose much of

its present purpose and, if it con-

tinues to serve solely as a rest

lounge on the corner of Union and
University, then it may become bar-

ren of students because the residen-

ces will provide them with common
rooms, club rooms, music, books,

talk and even percolators.

This condition may never come to

pass provided that the Union take
advantge of its position today and
make itself such an integral part of

student life that nothing can perm-

mentioned below. There are no

doubt more, but these are glaring

examples of authoritative indiffer-

ence.

If the Coffee Shop ventilation

system is inadequate, faulty, or of

poor design, why is it not replaced

with something that works?

The Reading Room contains five

or even 30 periodicals but not one

book, unless it is a text inadvertently

left bj^ a member, Yet the reading

room is just across the road from

the library which is filled with

books some of which never see the

light of day. Let the house com-

mittee go to the Librarian and sug-

gest that 200 volumes be moved to

open shelves in the Union. If this

is done the books should be a cross

section of good reading: fiction,

biography, travel and so on. The
library staff should be able to assist

in making a worthwhile selection.

Some books may be removed by

thoughtless members - that must be

expected ; but the number of mem-
bers who would get pleasure from

the books' being available would
outweigh their loss.

The Music Room provides an

excellent phonograph and, like the

Reading Room, its functions are

only half fulfilled. There are no
records - $50 would start an excel-

lent music library and a small

amount annually could make it

grow.

This list could go on indefinitely

- has it ever occurred to anyone that

the painting exhibitions in the Sen

Five Percent And Duplessis

anenlly injure the ideals on which ate Room of the Old Arts Building

It is founded.

What changes must be wrought?
The first and most important is one
of attitude on the part of all con-

cerned - the Students' Memorial
Union is one of the factors in mak-
ing the university a genuine com-
munity. No other building or asso-

ciation has the potential to do the

same. The Union's first and last con-

cern should be the members; effi-

ciency should be second.

Granted that increased spending
would be involved. We already en

joy a bonded debt which must be

paid off. The writer is in no way
able to discuss this matter but he
does believe that a somewhat lar-

ger amount must be spent on daily

operation with not more than a small

increase in cost to the members.
Some of the visible changes are

spend two weeks in the downstairs

common room to the profit and en-

joyment of a larger proportion of

the students.

The logical conclusion of this ar-

ticle is the widest use of the Union

by women students. Men's clubs

today are continually increasing

tlieir facilities to accommodate the

feminine guests of their members.

One of the last strongholds of "no

women in men's clubs" thought,

the Military Institute in Toronto, is

currently expanding its premises to

include them. Increased participa-

tion by women in the Union should

be of prime importance to the mem-
bers and given careful consideration.

What may he lost in prerogative

may be well made up by a greater

fulfilment ot the ideals of the Union.

By Carl Hamilton

Compromises among political lea-

ders, genuine and well-intentioned

though they may be, seldom leave

all their followers happy. Perhaps

this is what justifies a certain skep-

ticism concerning the optimistic

views of Mr. St, Laurent and Mr,

Duplessis following their meeting

in Montreal last week.

Less than two weeks earlier Mr.

St. Laurent had accused the Queliec

premier of using the taxation issue

as a shield to cover the Quebec ad-

ministration misdeeds. Mr. Duples-

sis had retaliated by blasting the

Prime Minister's "centralist" poli-

cies. The issue had been a hot one

for several years, ot course, but the

Immediate clash was brought about

liy Ottawa's stern refusal to allow

Quebec citizens to deduct more than

5 percent of their 15 percent pro-

vincial income tax from the federal

tax.

Under the federal-provincial tax

rental agreements, to which all the

provinces but Quebec are now par-

ties, the provincial governments give

over to Ottawa the right to collect

personal and corporation taxes and

succession duties. The federal gov-

ernment in turn grants the provin-

cial governments a yearly subsidy.

A clause in the agreements pro-

vides that the provincial government

may levy an income tax not exceed-

ing 5 percent, the same to be de-

ductable from the federal tax,

Quebec has refused to sign such

an agreement because Mr. Duplessis

claims that federal subsidies will

mean federal control and he refuses

to give up the province's constitu-

tional right to collect direct taxes.

Last year Duplessis asserted his in-

dependence by imposing a 15 percent

provincial income tax and followed

it up by a demand that Ottawa

make the total amount deductible

from the federal tax.

Mr. Abbott in his last budget

speech stated the federal govern-

ment's view clearly. He refused

flatly to permit Quebec more than

a 5 percent deduction for two very

good reasons. First, the other

wealthier provinces such as Ontario

and British Columbia would be cer-

tain to ask for the same considera-

tion. Second, the poorer provinces

would object to the modification of

the wealth redistribution feature of

the agreements. The whole federal-

provincial taxation structure would

be in jeopardy.

Now it seems that there is a pos-

sibility of compromise. Mr. Duples-

sis has apparently agreed to remove
certain objectionable features of the

provincial act such as its claim to

provincial priority in the income tax

field. Mr. St. Laurent is reported

to feel that the federal government
should consider raising the exemp-

tion level from 5 to 7 or 8 percent.

An even greater concession which

the federal government is likely to

consider is the possibility of Ottawa
collecting all the tax and handing

over the provincial portion to the

province concerned. Such an ar-

rangement would eliminate the extra

administrative cost of two collection

agencies and would overcome the

nuisance feature of having to fill out

two income tax forms.

If the Quebec and Ottawa cab-

inets are in as conciliatory a mood

as their leaders apparently are, the

result is likely to be the calling of

a new federal-provincial taxation

conference. If the conference can

come to a working agreement on

tax rental arrangements incorporat-

ing the new ideas, two important

political implications arise.

In the first place Mr. St. Lau-

rent's stature as a nation-builder

will grow. A compromise which

will bring Quebec into an overall

federal-provincial plan is no mean

accomplishment. The Liberal party

will no doubt lay renewed claim to

bing the only party which can woo

the dissident Quebecers into a na-

tional frame-work.

There will be areas of Canada,

however, notably the west and the

maritimes, which will not be pleas-

ed. These less wealthy areas find

the present agreements better than

the old pre-war methods but they

have never quite forgiven the fed-

eral government for its failure to

implement the principle of federal

subsidies based on need as was reco-

mmended by the Rowell-Sirois

Commission on Dominion-Provincial

Relations in 1939.

They are likely to look upon a

new agreement based on compro-

mise with Quebec as a step back-

ward rather than forward.

Indeed the prairie and maritime

areas have a strong case. In a

country like Canada where so much

of industry and commerce is cen-

trally located the less industrialized

areas are subjected to much grea-

ter difficulties in meeting the in-

creased costs of government. Only

vigorous wealth redistribution pol-

icy on the part of the central gov-

ternment can make-up for this im-

balance.

It is undoubtedly a notable advance

to achieve agreement between Otta-

wa and Quebec on such an impor-

tant issue. It is equally important

that the less industrialized areas of

Canada share the fruits of our

nation's growth. The manner in

which Ottawa balances these two

problems will have an important

influence on future Canadian poli-

tical development.
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Justice Dispensed

At Levana Court
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AMS Executive Urges
Association With IUS
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ONE
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YEARS

il Trip

Excursion

the bus are still avail-

fare is only $14. Those

go should sign the list

etin board in the Stu-

m as soon as possible,

efore 5 :30 p.m. today.

' York trip, sponsored

national Relations Club,

1 feature o£ student life

It is being organized

• Jean Reid, IRC pres-

lilborn, Tony King and

y-

Receives

rig OfAMS
", this year's production

n's Revue, has received

1 backing of the AMS.
s official signal to go

Revue will begin re-

i week. However, some

IS been encountered in

ctice space and having

;preduced.

is urged to watch bulle-

for time and place of

:ting parts are still open

interested. More boys

for the cast and mem-

chorus.

ble

s a land rich in ever-

mories of hardships

overcome, he said, a

men and women have

e to display character.

;iting country without

inational hatred, one

achieved imity with

diversity. He quoted

^enson as describing

a "glorious discordant

of free society."

il advice to the under-

Dr. Brockington poin-

it that in this world,

' by fears and ridden

;here may be many ap-

)od reasons for doing

but we must proceed

na^e of right with ar-

ur beans and in our

who must speak pub-

emiiided that, "men

other men may do",

lelping hand to new-

> are seeking new hor-

appiness and homes.

Put no lock upon the

! eads to the sanctuary

brotherhood. Queen's

has well exemplified

s by never excluding

.t for reasons of na-

creed.

The Alma Mater Society wants

the National Federation of Cana-

dian University Students to affili-

ate in some way with the Com-
munist-dominated International

Union of Students.

Tuesday night's meeting in-

structed Queen's delegates to the

NFCUS conference tliis week to

vote against a report to be pre-

sented by national president Tony
Enriquez suggesting that Canada

have nothing to do with lUS.

lUS formerly included a num-

ber of western student organiz-

ations but most of them seceded

several years ago. In 1953 the

lUS executive offered associate

membership to the western or-

ganizations but suspicion of pro-

paganda motives prevented the

western groups from accepting.

Lloyd Carlsen, AMS external

affairs secretary and a delegate to

the conference, suggested affili-

ating with lUS in order to fight

the Communist tendencies pre-

valent in it.

Bob Jenness, Arts Society pre-

sident, proposed that the western

students body, CoSec, make con-

tact with lUS but that Canada

not go it alone.

Jim Cochlin (Sc.—J. R) said

the propaganda opportunities

Russia will gain if NFCUS joins

would be more than offset by the

unfavorable publicity both in Rus-

sia and the west if it refuses to

join.

Murray Mathieson, local

NFCUS chairman, stated that the

percentage of Canadian students

receiving government aid was 14

percent as compared with 70 per-

cent in the United Kingdom. He

said as many as 47 percent of stu-

dents in Canadian high schools

drop out through lack of funds.

He said the situation could be

remedied if NFCUS can win pub-

lic support, influence members of

parliament, and have the prob-

lem brought before the House of

Commons. The AMS agreed.

Mr. Mathieson also introduced

a resolution from the McGiU stu-

dents' council proposing that rep-

presentatives from student execu-

tives across the country attend

the NFCUS conference. The idea

won no support from the AMS.

McGil! .ilso proposed that the

NFCUS travel office be dropped

if it fails to support itself. The

AMS agreed with Tiz Dowler

(Lev. — S. R-) who said that the

decision should be deferred until

the office's report is tabled at the

conference. The office is organ-

ized to arrange tours abroad for

students at low cost.

AMS Constables

All liinsc interested in acting

as .-\MS constables please

contact Keith Hawkins

through the Queen's

Office.

Post
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In The Beginning Was The Word . . .

Eight men had signed their names to the petition.

In it, they had stated that they were now attending Trinity

University's Medical College in Toronto and had hoped to graduate

that year, To their dismay, they had learned that they could not

receive the degree of M.D. unless they became members o£ the Ang-
lican Church, or would subscribe to the thirty-nine articles of the

Church of England, Morally, they hSd felt that this was impossible.

They had heard that Queen's University exacted no religious

tests from its students. With desperate hope, they had prepared

this petition asking the college to open a medical school.

Qne year previously, in 1853, the Board of Trustees at Queen's

had resolved to establish a faculty of medicine as soon as possible.

The .petition gave reason for haste, and they prepared to call a

meeting.

Before doing so, they decided to consult a man whose name
was associated with the foundation of Queen's University—a man
who all his life maintained a lively interest in the college's welfare

and progress, even when his time and talents were fully taxed

in guiding the affairs of his country—a man by the name of the

Honourable John A. Macdonald. He emphatically agreed to

help them.

On the night of 7 February, 1854, three members of the Trus-

tees' Executive Committee of Queen's University and the medical

practitioners of the City of Kingston met at John Macdonald's

home. These men unanimously decided that there was a need for

a medical college in Upper Canada—one that would be free from all

religious tests and open to students of all creeds and nationalities.

Before the meeting broke up, a medical school had been established

at Queen's University.

And that was how it started. In the first session, 1854-55,

there were twenty-three students registered. Nine of them gradu-

ated in the spring of 1855—among them were the eight men from

Trinity.

This week the medical school at Queen's University is cele-

brating its 100th birthday.

The Obsolete Man

And In The Future?
Today a medical school is judged not only by its course of

instruction, but also by the quantity and quality of research it is

doing. The medical school has become a centre which provides

for the young man interested in making a lasting contribution in

medicine the facilities whereby he may do the necessary experi-

mental work.

At Queen's today, every department is busy with research

projects; much good work has been done and the results pre-

sented to the medical world. The amount of work they have pro-

duced is amazing when viewed in the light of the very limited

facilities at their disposal. While Queen's has maintained its

high level of instruction, in research we are far behind other medical

schools.

In an attempt to correct this situation, the medical college

is entering its second century with sights trained on more and better

research here at Queen's. For this reason they have begun a cam
paign for funds.

The success of this venture will determine whether or not

Queen's Medicine will remain as one of the leading schools in the

country. J.R.

Repeatedly in medical articles of this decade one finds refer-

ence to the increased incidence or the intensification of many
clinical syndromes said to be attributable to the "ever increasing

tempo" of human life.

It is indeed becoming difficult to pass more than a few

minutes on the wards or to pick up a medical journal without

becoming acutely conscious of how the increasing complexities

of mid-twentieth century culture is taking a heavy tpll in human
inefficiency and distress. The "ever increasing tempo" of our

culture leaves a frighteningly large mass of human flotsam on our

sea of life and, what is more frightening, seems to possess the in-

herent qualities which maintain an ever increasing tempo, with ever

increasing demands and stresses upon the actors.

It was predicted that with increased mechanization of our

environment Man would be freed from long hours of work and
would have more time to be at leisure, to learn more, and would
be better able to adapt and to carry on social relationships suc-

cessfully. Unfortunately, it appears that the reverse is true. Man
has less leisure for he finds more things to do with greater re-

sponsibilities. He is not fully capable of adapting to the extra

tasks he sets himself and so his adjustments are becoming less

successful instead of becoming more so.

It appears that the advancements which Man has made for

himself in all the aspects which make his environment more com-
plex have outstripped the mechanisms which he possesses to deal

with them. It is as though Man has advanced his social environ-

ment, through technical advances, to the point where he himself

is now physiologically, mentally, and anatomically obsolete or in-

adequate.

Since unfortunately man cannot as yet "modernize" his innate

capacities for meeting with, adjusting to, and dealing with his

environment, we are finding an ever increasing number of patients

showing the multitude of symptoms which are the stigmata of an
individual who is ineffectively or inefficiently responding to his

environment.

We have presented a dilemma to which there seems no ready
solution. Certainly we have no easy formula to solve the problem.
If there is any way to slip between the horns we believe it will only
come to light if the medical profession remains aware of the

problem. But more than being alive to the fact that it Is a dilemma
we believe that it is essential that physicians be more than trained

minds technically competent in the limited sphere of therepeutics.

There must be application of values and courage and a broad base
of interest by every physician in the welfare of the community.

When possible we must use every means of influence at our
disposal to readjust the patient's life and his environment to a

status compatible with his abilities. Stresses and responsibilities

of the "ever increasing tempo" should be combated whenever
possible. The physician must enter into broader fields. We believe

he should try to take a greater part in industry, in government, in

education. He should be consulted more frequently about the mental
and physical effects of industrial projects and governmental policies.

Osier may have been correct in his time when he advised phy-
sicians to stay out of politics but we believe that the physician

today has much to offer and must be ready and eager to play an
active part in shaping the government and patterns of our society.

We believe the time is well ripe for a meeting of foremost
internists, psychiatrists, surgeons, general practitioners and other

interested physicians to study seriously and comprehensively the

entire problem of the "ever increasing tempo" of human life and
to outline basic principles for the guidance of government, industry,

and the man on the street:

Man must face the challenge of this Leviathan which is threat-

ening to devour his efficiency and stability, and the leadership in

this fight must come from those who most frequently see its ef-

fects, and who best understand its results — the physicians.

We must no longer be content with merely playing the part

of technicians in diagnosing and attempting to treat the individual

case which is the response of the maladjusted individual to his

environment. We must begin to go beyond this to understand
and to mold the environment and so preserve social and physical
well-being from the start. — S.B.
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Much Ado About Something
In A Century Of Progress

8 Deans Serve Medicine

When the Faculty of Medi-

cine was established in 185+ at

Queen's College, the professorial

staff then appointed consisted of

six men : Dr. James Sampson, Dr.

John Dickson. Dr. Horatio Yates,

Dr. John Stewart, Dr. John

Litchfield, and Dr. Fife Fowler.

These men of conflicting person-

alities were destined to lead the

school through its first fifty

years until the death of the last

of these originals, Dr. Fife Fow-

ler, in 1903. In these difficult

years the struggling school grew,

faltered, broke away from the

University, faltered once more,

became once again affiliated with

the University and flourished.

In the Twentieth century four

Deans have guided the school:

Dr. J. C. Connell, Dr. F. Ether-

ington. Dr. G. S. Melvin, and the

present Dean, Dr. G. H. Etting-

er.

THE FIRST 50 YEARS

Dr. Sampson was chairman of

that first meeting in February

1854 when it was decided to be-

gin the medical school.

He was then a true Kingston-

ian, having settled in the town

in 1817 and having built up a

good practice. He was an Irish-

man by birth and had been edu-

cated in Ireland as well as in

England . . . coming to Canada

with the British Army he serv-

ed with his regiment until be-

ginning his practice in Kingston.

A common sense Irishman of

brilliant mind and scholarly

habits, he thrice served as Mayor

of the City. He was a surgeon of

the highest calibre and gained

the distinction of becoming Sur-

geon to the Kingston Peniten-

tiary.

On June 20, 1655. he was elect-

ed first Dean of the Medical Fa-

culty, a position he held until

his death in 1860. As well

Professor of Clinical Medicine

and Clinical Surgery at the

school he worked hard for the

struggling faculty. His liberal

attitude helped him to smooth

out some of the fights between

the conflicting personalities dur-

ing the early history of the

school.

He built the school to an en-

rolment of 97 students in 1860.

The school at this time appeared

to be in a healthy condition. This

appearance was more apparent

(Continued on Page 4)

Medsmen Old and New Join

In Celebrating Centenary
KINGSTON. FRIDAY, OCT. 15. NOON. This serene and

picturesque little city on the shores of Lake Ontario has burst into

life. From all parts of Canada have come hundreds of Queensmen

to take part in the celebration of the hundredth birthday of the

Queen's medical school.

Officially the festivities began early on Wednesday afternoon

and they will not really end until the last good-byes have been said

late on Sunday night.

There is little doubt that the past few days and those yet to

come have more than justified the year of planning and prepara-

tion by the medical faculty and students.

The Centenary Committee of the faculty has arranged an im-

pressive program of lectures which commenced shortly after re-

gistration on Wednesday. From the most famous colleges of Bri-

tain, the United States and Canada have come men who are the

leaders in their various fields of

medicine to deliver lectures and

present papers, all of which have

Queen's Victors

In Grey Cup

Last night Queen's won the

Grey Cup. A large crowd saw such

men as Leadley and Bathstone,

heroes of the '20's, carry the pig-

skin as the Gaels became Domin-

ion champs.

Presiding at the old and new

football movies shown in Convo-

cation Hall were Dr. C. H. Mc-

Quaig. president of the General

Alumni Association, and Coach

Frank Tindall of the Golden

Gaels.

"Welcome the Queen" was an

added attraction.

Austin Smith
Speaks Here

Dr. Smith is the editor and

managing publisher of the Jour-

nal of the American Medical

Association, editor-in-chief of the

scientific publications of the

A.M.A., executive editor of the

World Medical Journal, and

chairman of the Board of Direct-

ors of the United States Com-

mittee of the World Medical As-

sociation.

Born in Belleville, Dr. Smith

received his preliminary educa

tion there.

At Queen's University he re-

ceived the degree of M.D.CM.

in 1938 and M.Sc. (medicine) in

1940. Clinical training in King-

ston and New York followed.

For two years Dr. Smith was

a member of the Department of

Pharmacology at Queen's and

later was a member of the staff

of the University of Illinois'

College of Medicine. At present

he is Professorial Lecturer at the

University of Chicago, Depart-

ment of Pharmacology.

Yesterday at 5:00 o'clock Dr.

Smith addressed the Baconian So-

ciety at Queen's University on

"Medical Information and Misin-

formation." Shortly afterwards he

spoke to the Aesculapian Society

on "Medicine Here and Abroad."

Lectures Given

By Famous Men

Medical authorities of world

renown this week presented a ser-

ies of three Centenary Lectures to

alumni and students.

Dr. Chassar Moir, Nuffield Pro-

fessor of Obstetrics and Gynecol-

ogy at Oxford University, deliv-

ered the first of these on Wednes-

day. He spoke on "The History

and Present Day Use of Ergot".

A distinguished British physician,

Dr. Moir received his M.B, from

the University of Edinburgh, as

well as the Gold Medal, in 1922.

He is a Fellow of the Royal Coll-

ege of Surgeons and the Royal

College of Obstetricians and Gy-

necologists,

"Tlie Adrenal Glands, 1854-

1954", was presented yesterday

morning by Dr. George W. Thorn.

He received his M.D. at the Uni-

versity of Buffalo in 1929 and

spent the ne.\t four years there.

He was the Rockefeller Fellow in

Medicine in 1934-35 at Johns Hop-

kins and, after holding other fel-

lowsliips. in 1942 became Hersey

Professor of Theory and Practice

of Physic at the Harvard Medical

School.

The Lecture Series concluded

this morning with an address by

Dr. E. D. Churchill who spoke on

"The Surgeon and the Univers-

ity". After studying abroad under

the Moseley Traveller Fellow-

ships, he returned to the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital in Bos-

ton as Chief General Surgeon. In

the ensuing years he became John

Homans Professor of Surgery at

Harvard, He is a past president

of the American Surgical Associa-

tion.

been enthusiastically received.

On Wednesday evening. Dean

G. H. Ettinger extended a cordial

welcome to the many visitors

from the stage of Grant Hall.

Class Reunions

Thursday proved to be a most

stimulating day and as nightfall

came class reunions brought old

friends and classmates together,

and momentarily rekindled days

that are far away but not for-

gotten.

In many ways today is the

climax of this great week. At

this very moment the third Cen-

tennial Lecture is bringing the

iseries to a regrettable conclusion.

\
This afternoon the colourful

i
Centennial Convocation will be

!held in Grant Hall, and this eve-

ning Wallace Hall will be filled

to capacity as the Formal Cen-

tennial Banquet brings the visi-

tors .together once again. A
transformation o f magnificent

proportions will turn the gj'm-

nasiuiu into a Centennial Ball-

room, where the Aesculapian So-

ciety will play host to the visi-

tors. The sweet music of Mart

Kenney's orchestra combined
with the elegance typical of

medical formals, should make

this one of the most colourful

events ever held at Queen's.

Days of Yore

Tomorrow afternoon Richard-

son stadium will be the battle-

field as Toronto and Queen's

clash, "as in days of yore", and

no matter what the outcome of

the game, spirits will be high.

That evening class reunions willl

take place all over the city.
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From The President . • .

To The Graduates

Tonight Ihc Aesntlapian Society ivelcaines you, our bonourary members
— (jradtiates of Queen's Medicine — who have returned to Queen's to

share in our Centenary celebrations. IVc hope thai you cnjov you

evening with your jrieuds and with

lis, the undergraduate medical stu-

dents.

To The Students

As u'ett as 'welcoming our alumni

we say jarcwell to our 'big brothers'

oj Mcds '55. Their enthitsiasjn and
activity ivill long be remembered on

the campus.

No endeavour such as the Formal
or this Journal ivould be possible

without the leadership oj such in-

dividuals as Henry Gasmann and
Jack Rosenblatt. We owe Ihem our

thanks for their untiring work and
the excellent results.

— JOHN RUEDY

Eight Deans Serve
(Continued from Page 3)

than real and it was not long
after Dr. Sampson's death that

misfortune beset the school. The
second Dean had a hard job to

fill.

The man who had served as

secretary at the February meet-
ing six years previously was
elected to follow Dr. Sampson as

Dean in 1860.

Dean Dickson had been train-

ed in Belfast and Glasgow as

well as at the University of the

City of New York.

In liis early years as Dean, the

enrolment fell off at the school

until there were only sixty students

ill 1865. There was dissatisfaction

among the staff—the chief grie-

vance being the retention by the

University of a portion of the

grant to Queen's for the Medical

Faculty. In 1866 the Faculty, led

by Dr. Dickson, sought to form
a separate corporation as the

Royal College of Physicians and
Surgeons of Kingston (RCPSK).
Sir John A. Macdonald again

came to the aid of the young
school and saw the bill for cor-

poration through the legislature.

However, even without the in-

terfering University, the Col-

lege did not do well and in 1875

the students numbered only 37.

Dickson, who had fought so

hard for the school, died on Wolfe
Island in 1882, too soon to see

that his loyalty to the school

during those slim years had
established the school on a per-

manent basis.

The third man to become Dean

of the Medical School and the

youngest member of the original

six. Dr. Fife Fowler, followed

Dr. Dickson as Dean in 1882.

This was five years after Grant
had come to Queen's and just at

a time when his influence was
beginning to draw students to

the University. The Royal grew
simultaneously, but still inde-

pendently.

He served the school 46 years,

twenty of which he acted as

Dean. Dr. Fowler saw the school
once more affiliate with Queen's
in 1892, in spite of the opposition
of some of the old guard at the
Royal. The school became one
of the most progressive under
his hand. Conscientious and firm,

he put an end to religious tests

as a necessity in order to obtain

a medical degree, He died in 1903
just prior to the Jubilee celebra-

tions of the school for which he
had worked so hard.

With his death the first fifty

years of Medicine at the school
were complete. The Faculty was
once again a part of Queen's and
personal prejudices no longer
coloured every Faculty meeting.

THE UST 50 YEARS
In the next fifty years four

deans served the school. These
belonged to a new era in medi-
cine. No longer were all doctors

trained as physicians or sur-

geons. Specialization had begim
and a new emphasis on research

work followed specialization.

Dr. J, C. Connell became Dean
in 1903 and untiringly fulfilled

the responsibilities of this posi-

tion for 26 years. He belonged

to the twentieth century as a

specialist in Eye, Ear, Nose, and
Throat.

He believed in advancing- hos

pitai and laboratory facilities at

the school and also felt that the

cultural ties with the University

were important. Through his

efforts, the Douglas Wing was
built at KGH. This was a major
addition to a hospital which had
but 100 beds in 1920.

An idol of the students, whose
interests were always his, he was
a genial host and very widely
known in a large circle of Uni-
versity associates. Devoted to

his students, he was painstak-

mgly careful as a teacher as well

iis a clinician. Dr. Connell died

in 1947, almost 20 years after re-

signing his post as Dean.

Dr, Frederick Etherington fol-

lowed Dr. Connell as Dean and
served in this position for 14

years. His speciality was Sur-

gery and in his field he was out-

standing.

He was the first Queensman
to become Dean of the school,

having been brought up in Gana-
noque and having won a place

among tlie football greats dvir-

ing h i s training period at

Queen's. He also served as vice-

president of the AMS.
A brilliant anatomist. Dr. Eth-

erington made Queen's one of

the foremost schools of Anatomy
in Canada. Through his influence

he raised the status of the whole
school. He resigned as Dean in

1943 and now enjoys looking ov-

er the school from his beautiful

garden and home on University

Avenue.

Dr. G. S. Melvin, like some of

his predecessors, came to Can-

ada from his native Scotland

with the Royal Army Medical
Corps.

He became Dean in 1943 and
served until his death on Sep-

tember 12, 1949.

He delighted his students with

his grand style of lecturing and
his dry wit, as well as with his

vocabulary. On one occasion he
decided to hold the examination

in Histology (at that time a half

course) after Christmas instead

of in May. He gave his reason

to the students, that he did not

want "their memories to be pla-

gued with the protracted reten-

tion of matters histological."

In 1909, the second Queen's

graduate became Dean of the

Faculty. He is the present Dean,
Dr. G. H. Ettinger, known to his

classmates and now by his stu-

dents as "Curly".

While a student at Queen's he

was prominent in athletics, drama
and student government. He also

gained the unusual recognition as
'official cheese eater", whatever
that entails. Today his students

will tell you that he lectures like

bat out of Hell" but they en-

joy his animated lectures in spite

of their speed.

Dr. Ettinger does not belong to

the physician-surgeon Deans of

the 19th century nor the special-

ist Deans of the first fifty years
of the 20th century. Rather he
brings to the school an interest

and knowledge of research which
forms such an important part of

medicine today.

For this reason, it could be
said that Dr. Ettinger signifies

the beginning of the second cen-

tury of the medical school rather

than the ending of the first one
hundred years. —John Ruedy

"Where the Best People Meet and Eot"

Reasonable Prices $5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

314 Princess Street Across from St. Andrew's Church

COMPLIMENTS OF

Central

Medical Supply
J. A. Copell, Phm.B.

7 Montreal St. Kingston, Ont.



from TAe Convenor « «

.

On behalf of tin- Formal Coiiinntlec. I ivould lihe to extend best wishes

for success and happiness to the class of Mcds '55, who long will be

remembered for their vibrant spirit

and vifjoroit-s drive in matters both

academic and social.

I would also take this opportunity

to welcome back to Queen's all the

yraduates who are here to celebrate

the Centenary. This week will be

for many the most memorable in

the history of medicine at Queen's,

and the Committee has endeavoured

to make our dance tonight worthy

of this singular occasion.

May the evening be merry and

the memories sweet.

HENRY CASMANN

Research Work Reported

By Medical Authorities

In the past few days, four very

distinguished men have present-

ed as part of the Centenary pro-

gram papers dealing with some

phase of research they have

done,

Among these is Dr. C. W.

Best, head of the Department of

Physiology at the University uf

Toronto, w hose outstanding

contributions to medical writing,

teaching and research have been

acclaimed universally. He is best

known, of course, for his part in

the isolation of insulin in colla-

boration with Dr. Frederick

Banting in 1922. At 10:20 this

morning Dr. Best talked on "The

Lipotropic Factors in the Pro-

tection of Liver, Kidney, and

Heart."

Dr. J. F. A, McManus, profes-

sor of Pathology at the Medical

College of Alabama, this morn-

ing presented a paper dealing

with "The Changing Concepts

of Disease." Following gradua

tion from Queen's, Dr, McManus

served as assistant pathologist

of Johns Hopkins Hospital and

later at Cornell University Hos-

pital. After serving as a major

in the Canadian Army, Dr. Mc-

Manus studied at University

Museum Oxford from 1945 to

1946 as the Beit Memorial Fel-

PSYCHOANALYSIS
IS REVEALING

A Cose History by Sigmund Freud.

low in medical research. He then

went to Alabama.

Yesterday a paper on "The

Differential Diagnosis of Bila-

teral Blindness of Sudden On-

set" was presented by Dr. Frank

B, Walsh. Saskatchewan - born,

Dr. Walsh studied medicine at

Queen's until going overseas

during World War I. He com-

pleted his medical course at the

University of Manitoba, gradu-

ating in 1921. Dr. Walsh is re-

garded today as one of the top

men in the specialized field of

Neuro-Ophthamology. He is now
Associate Professor of Ophtha-

mology at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity.

When Dr. J. L. McKelvey,

professor of Obstetrics and Gyne-

cology at the University of Minn-

esota, presents his paper mem-
ories of yesteryear will come

back: for John McKelvey is an

all-time Queen's football great.

Briefly, after graduating in '26

he went to the Montreal General

and then Johns Hopkins. After

three years in Europe and some

time in Peiping, he became as-

sociated with Minnesota, Dr. Mc-

Kelvey this afternoon will speak

on. "Iron Metabolism and the

Anaemias of Pregnancy."

Patient Y, white female age 19,

had a serious complaint. Dreamt

she went to the Meds Formal in

her Maidenform Bra.

Immediately we suspected that

she was poorly adjusted.

The patient, of course, could not

comprehend her action, and re-

quested an explanation of this un-

virtuous and unchaste behaviour.

As the patient herself put it:

"Of course, I cannot compre-

hend my action and request an

explanation of this unvirtuous and

unchaste behaviour,"

We explained that we felt psy-

choanalysis could help her.

"But I don't want to go to an-

other doctor. I like you," she

cried.

"Flattery will get you no-

where," we said as we got her

onto the couch.

The analysis began. Patient

actually had had two dreams.

The Dreams: In dream 1 she was
standing stark naked in a room-

fnl of people. No one noticed her.

In dream 2 she was in the same

room clad only in the Maidenform,

again uimoticed. The building was
ablaze; strangely enough no one

ran for the exits or tried to pnt

out the fire. Instead they drank

carbon tetrachloride from the fire

extinguishers.

Interpretations: In dream 1, we
at first assumed that patient had

heard that the theme of the Med-

ical Formal was "Birthday Par-

ty" and had decided to come in her

birthday suit. In dream 2, the fire

represented the gym all lit up.

The sequence with the fire exting-

uishers was easily explained. They

drink anything at the Meds For-

mal.

The fact that patient was alone

in both dreams was significant.

Questioning her, we found that

she had not been asked to the For^

mal. Her various stages of un-

dress were an attempt to attract

a man (her face was all right —
but her body looked as if it had

run into a dior).

Diagnosis: Patient felt unwanted.

When we explained this to her

she broke into tears and bawled,

"You've solved it, Siggy. You're

so wonderful."

We blushed. It was rather nice

to have an intelligent patient.

Therapy: Since the analysis we
have been taking the patient out

regularly. Tonight we are taking

her to the Meds Formal.

Conclusion: You have just read

the histor)' of a patient who began

analysis poorly adjusted and end-

ed up as the Sweetheart of Sig-

numd Freud.

Brockington Delights All

With Rectorial Address

Highlighting the second day's

activities of the Medical Cen-

tenary was an address by the

rector of Queen's University, Dr.

Leonard W. Brockington. Dr,

Brockington proved once again

why he is acclaimed as one of

Canada's best orators.

He received his B.A. at the

University of Wales, with honors

in Latin and Greek. He has re-

ceived Gold Medals in Law at

the Universities of Alberta.

Syracuse and Western Ontario.

Dr. Brockington was the first

chairman of the C.B.C. During

the early and most crucial years

of tlic Second World War, Dr.

Brockington was special War-

time Assistant to the Prime

Minister of Canada. He later

served as Adviser on Common-

wealth Affairs to the British

Minister of Information. Dr.

Brockington is the president of

the Odeon Theatres of Canada,

and lias been the rector of

Queen's University since 1942.
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By Richael J. Modden

Seer of Canadian Sport

Some of you may have read of late of a Toronto girl's heroic

swim across Lake Ontario. Much publicity and fuss was made
of this so-cailed premiere occasion.

Thereof, it may be of interest to the followers of this noble
aquatic pastime, and especially to those Toronto scribes who re-

corded it as a unique happening, that just before the turn of the

century this lake was conquered in precisely the same locale by
the famous Indian youth J. D.

Hatchet, accompanied by his able

tutor Nieman who in later years

married Picks and brought upon
the world Nieman-Picks Disease,

This was stamped out by the 1924

Tiger-Cats — Cosmic Ben at

quarter.

But back to our original dis-

course. J. D. Hatchet, only 15

years old, wearing his asymmet-
rical bow-tie and representing the

Hochelaga Swim Club, completed
the course not only in shorter

time (he did it in 3/96 of a moon.
Eastern Iroquois Time) but en-

countered a vastly greater num-
ber of difficulties.Seer of Canadian Sport

Two leagues after leaving shore, he suddenly found him-
self in danger of being phagocytized by a school of motile
typhoid. Showing a remarkable presence of mind how-
ever, he ignited a loop from his pack with burning glucose,

and using the smooth windmill motion proceeded to

lyse the beasts. He then proceeded explosively, making
full use of his crossed extensor reflex.

However, just before reaching the half-way point, he rammed
the local ferry, "The Sanitary Sludge". He was revived by a
Highland Indian who insisted on feeding him a solution of Scotch
porridge and boooklets intravenously. This was precisely the
same mixture used in training by the 1924 Tiger-Cats.

Onward he went, vision sometimes being obscured by cloudy
swells.

At about the three-quarter way mark, he suddenly encount-
ered a frigid stretch of water. Showing remarkable vaso-constric-
tion and adjustment to his psycho-socio-biological state, be pull-

ed from his omental bursa a litre of "Butter Jim" cholesterol and
proceeded to down the sparkling beverage, chewing well the OH
groups on 11 and 17. It was this OH. 11-17 formation that enabl-
ed the 1924 Tiger-Cats to win the Grey Cup and reign supreme
over the football domain.

Finally, the youth completed the swim and was greet-

ed twenty minutes later by the Great White Chief, "Den-
nis the Late", of Cambridge, who explained his tardiness

by the fact that it was rather difficult to walk the two hun-
dred leagues from his village to the shore without being
detained by bewildered colleagues.

For his efforts Hatchet was presented with a brand-new birch-

bark canoe, a year's supply of war-paint, and a free pamphlet from
Sport's College—the largest organization of its kind in the solar

system—and this was precisely the same organization that did a

survey on the Hamilton Tiger-Cats of 1924. Tempus fugit!

Two Bucks And A Kick
Down Memory Lane

Let's turn the clock back
thirty years .... Remember
when haircuts were thirty-five cents

up on Princess Street? When Fresh-

men carried umbrellas? When dark

blue suits were all the rage? The
year was 1922. "The Good Old
Days."

Ill football that year one event

stands out. It was the arrival of Bill

Hughes on the coaching scene. He
was a Big Four coach in 1922 and
came to Queen's just before the final

Meds Boys On
Senior Team

This year, as in years gone by.

Meds are well represented on
the Senior Gaels.

Returning from last year's

team is Floyd Bajjally. Floyd,
a member of Meds '59, plays at

the guard position.

Up from last year's intermed-

iates are Dick James, Brian Wher-
rett and Don Roy. James, Meds
'59, plays at wingback while

Wherrett and Roy, both Meds
'58, play centre and tackle re-

spectively.

At fullback after a year's ab-

sence is Bullet Bill Surphlis of

Meds '58. Jocko Thompson, Meds
59, handles the kicking chores

for the Senior Gaels. Jay Mc-
Mahon. Meds '60, in his first

year with the team has proven

himself a valuable acquisition at

end.

In the opening game of the season

last Saturday against McGill all of

these men showed to advantage,

laines and Wherrett each picked up
touchdowns. Wherrett's being all

the more noticeable due to the fact

that he is a lineman.

game with Varsity. In five days he

revamped the whole squad, changed

the plays, emphasized fundamentals.

He watched them lose to Toronto

in the mud. forcing a play-off the

following week. He sent Manager
Stewart Houston to New York to

buj' new cleats for the boys. He took

them to Montreal two days before

the game, to get away from the

droves of hangers-on and ticket-

seekers. Houston met them with the

cleats. They took to the Molson Sta-

dium turf and gave Varsity a foot-

ball lesson. That was the start. They
won the Grey Cup that year. And
the next two years. They won 26
straight games - - a record which
still has been unsurpassed. Not only

Varsity, Western and McGill fell

before the golden onslaught, but

Argonauts (and Lionel Conacher),

Hann'lton, and the West. Yes, it

was quite a team.

Remember the names back in

'22? Batstone, Campbell, Evans,
Lewis, McKelvey, and the late

Charlie Mundell? Muirhead,
Carson

, and Walker ? All were
great footballers, and all went
on to become great doctors. And
will we ever forget Frank "Pep"
Leadley, perhaps the finest play-

er ever to wear the Tricolor,

whose running and drop-kicking
led the way to those three Grey
Cups? He later went on to become
a star with the Hamilton Tigers,

and in 1929 personally accounted
for the Queen's defeat in the

Eastern Final.

Certainly those were wonder-
ful times. It was a wonderful
team. But wipe away those tears .

of nostalgia, and watch the big

Golden Team to-morrow. Times
may have changed, but get set

for a thrilling contest—one which,

for a moment, may blot out the

memory of those "good old days."

—D.W.

The most famous end run m Canadian football'

Here is the Queen s Umversity team of 1923 running the end against
McGill for 85 yards and a touchdown. Red McKelvey has just faked the
plunge and quarterback Johnny Evana has passed the ball to Pep Leadley.
When Pep waa tackled by the McGill left end, he lateralled to Harry Batstone,
who went all the way for a major score, with Chicks Mundell running with him.
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GO! GO! GOLDEN GAELS!
Meds Stars Don't Always

Manage To Make The Teams

It has become increasingly apparent to those of us in the

Medical Faculty that some ol our most athletic figures have not

made the big teams in recent years. We would like to take this

opportunity to pay tribute to some of these less fortunate indivi-

duals.

One of the faculty's most notable examples is "King

Farouk, 3D Howe". Although hampered in his youth by hair in

his eyes, in recent years this problem has disappeared. Howe, the

possessor of a rare athletic build (fat all over), gained national

prominence by flabbing himself from Wolfe Island to the Mainland

in 21 hours, 56 minutes

four times by pulHn

He is the only man who can chin himself

himself up

once. "Never in the field of

human athletics has so much

been carried on so little."

Fred Wright is a member of

Fourth Year who in his youth

played football for the Senior

Gaels, but in recent years was

forced to quit due to a collapse of

his hollow skull. Fred recently

injured his hip in the World

T i d d 1 y-Winks Championships

held at Lisbon this summer

when one of the new, heavy-duty

Tiddly-Winks fell on him. We
certainly do hope that he will

soon be in action and ready for

the next Olympics.

One of the quieter, deeper

thinking and more studious

members of Sixth Year is R. R.

Gillies. Since his youth he has

confined his athletic endeavours

to bird-watching. He reached

his peak shortly after Confed-

eration with the discovery of the

Dill-Dill bird in the marshes of

Burlington. Recently, due to his

failing eyesight and weakening

voice, his bird-watching activi-

ties have been confined to the

chicks at KGH.

Jack Graham is another ath-

lete who has not received the

prominence he deserves at

Queen's. Jack was an outstand-

ing discus man until one day,

while practising the discus

throw and vocal lessons at the

same time, he raised his intra-

abdominal pressure a little too

high and blew a loop of intcs

tine through his inguinal ring.

Since that time he has been a

tenor. Recently he has develop

ed into one of Odessa's best hog

callers. He credits this to the

fact that he can add a seductive

note by bringing some of the

sounds through the inguinal

ring.

Bill Surphlis

EDITORIAL

MEDSMEN: STOP CRYING
THOSE BEWS BLUES

Ever since 1950 when the sys-

tem of scoring in the Bews

Trophy race was altered there

has been a perennial cry among

members of the smaller years,

particularly medical years, for a

change. They asked either a re-

versal to the old system or at

least a revision so that these

smaller years might be given a

better chance.

Until last year the argument

of those proposing a change

was considerably strengthened

by the record. For since that

time a big Science year had won

the trophy on every occasion.

That these arguments did not

hold water was proved last year

when a P.H.E. team with an en-

rolment of seven won the intra-

mural championship. They did

not even have enough members

to field a touch football or com-

plete Softball team. Chief rea-

son for their victory was the fact

that they had the maximum

First Place At Stake

In Queen*S'Varsity Clash
Richardson Stadium will be packed to the rafters tomorrow

afternoon when the Gaels take the field against the Blues from

Toronto. All those lucky enough to get tickets should be in for

an exciting afternoon of wide-open football.

Two Power-Packed Backfields

The Blues backfteld led by Oneschuk, Muntz, Pinkney and

Stevenson is reportedly the best in years. Queen's showed their

offensive strength last week in racking up 46 points against Mc-

Gill — the highest score in the Intercollegiate Union in many years.

With a backfield composed of such stars as Stewart, Schreider,

Mellor and Surphlis Queen's need take a back seat to no one in

the ball-carrying department.

With two such evenly matched

backfields the game may well be

won or lost along the line. The

Queen's line, although it did not

show to advantage in the first few

exhibition games, improved con-

siderably against McGill last Sat-

urday. Zuzek, Bruce and Hood
were outstanding. Masterson, the

Varsity mentor, admitted at the

first of the season that his team

tliough big was inexperienced.

This showed up in the Western

game as the Mustangs forward

wall outplayed their Varsity

counterparts by a considerable

margin.

Remarkable Performance

Wally Mellor is expected to

start at quarter for the Gaels after

his solid ball-handling and pass-

ing game last Saturday. Mellor

completed a remarkable ten out

of ten passes for 205 yards. Judg-

ing from the games so far this

year it looks as though Mellor has

really arrived.

Opposing him the Blues will

have in the quarter slot Bill Stev-

enson, a newcomer to Senior

ranks. Stevenson has received

good notices in the Toronto pap-

ers and can be counted upon both

to pass and run effectively from

Toronto's split T-formation.

Queen's also will have to cope

with the hard running of Phil

Muntz, Varsity fullback, and the

triple threat play of the veteran

Steve Oneschuk,

Top-Kick In Union

In the kicking department the

Gaels should have a definite edge

with Jocko Thompson, former

Western star and probably the

best kicker in the Union this year,

handling the punting.

The Gaels are fortunate in

coming through last week's en-

counter with no injuries of any

consequence and should be in

Jocko Thompson

number of entrants possible m

each event.

Many will argue that this

proves nothing, since members of

that year are naturally athletic

specialists and should win more

than their share of events. But

P.H.E. won only one individual or

team championship while run-

ner-up Science '54 won nine in-

dividual or team championships.

Admittedly Science years have

a better chance to win cham-

pionships but the smaller size

of the medical years permits

better organization ;
and last year

P.H.E. showed that this is the

way the Bews Trophy is won

It is hoped that this showing will

spark the interest of the smaller

years, in particular Meds '58 and

'59. At least they no longer have

the excuse that they don't have

a chance against a year with an

enrolment three or four times top shape both physically and

size —GAT mentally for tomorrow's game.
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from The Dean • • •

The medical week-end tvill sec again a happy mixture on the cavipits

oj students and graduates. The students look fonvard with impatience

to the years oj practice; the graduates think oj the golden years of their

youth: they hope that old raptures

will be jelt again. A jczv of them

look back to an earlier century, when
they were told 2veird tales of the

school as it was in the days of their

teachers. For Queen's Medical

College is now one hundred years

old; it has seen a century of hope

and disappointment, of poverty and

relatiz'e case, of cramped quarters

and rich gifts to ease the cramp, of

a fortunate reach which, perpetually

exceeding its grasp, defers indefin-

itely the heaven where all desires

are satisfied.

Queen's is no less the product oj

its students than of its teachers. Its

rich history is the work of its grad-

uates; its future depends on those who study hci c now, or who luiU come I

to tis so long as we offer to instruct. At this time 1 wish to all zvho parti-

cipate in these festivities - graduates, students, teachers, guests - joy in

reunion, pride in our achievement, and a dedication to continued enrtch-\

mettt of our reputation.

-C. H. ETTINCER

SIGNPCST
SCM

The SCM study group meets every Tuesday at 4.30 p.m. in

the SCM office at 132 University Ave. Rev. Don Mathers will lead
discussion on "The Church." Every Tuesday from 1.00 to I.IS p.m.
SCM sponsors Chapel Services in Morgan Memorial Chapel.

Movies At Hillel House.

Sunday 17th October, 8.15 p.m. at Hillel House, showing
"Green Pastures". All are invited,

ATTENTION
The regular student evening meal wilt not be served tonight in

Wolloce Hall.

Gerald Cronk's

Barber Shop
133 Princess St Phone 8862

YOUXH CEMXRC
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

TO THE MEDICAL FACULTY
OF QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

MERCK & CO. Limited
Manufacturing ChemUls

MONTREAL • TORONTO • VANCOUVER • VALLEYFIELD

(anglican)
King St, at Johnson St.

sunday. october 1 7th

8.00 o.m,—Holy Communion.

9.15 a.m.—Family Service.

11.00 a.m.—Choral Euchorist.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong.

Students are heartily invited to

all Cathedral Services.

EARU AND BARRIE STS.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17TH

11.00 A.M.

Rev. Dr. Donald Mathers.

7.30 P.M.

Rev. A. M. Laverty

8.45 P.M.

Youth Fellowship

0 Come Let Us Worship

SYDMHHtM ft WILLIAM STS.

Rev. C. E. J. Cragg. u.a., d.o.
minister

Lloyd ZUrbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 17TH

II o.m.—"A DOCTOR'S
GOSPEL"

7.30 p.m.—"WHO AM I?"

FirBt in a series on "PROB-
LEMS AND PROMISES."

Pirwido for youne people «ltec the
atrvicc; Ibe projErun will ioclude a
PUy Reading. You will ba vary

welcom*.

6t. Attbrtm'a

prpfibHtprian fflljurrif

PHiticeHs And clerov Stheets
Rev. j, Forbes Weoderburn

m.a. d,d,, min'bter
mr, darwin stata

OBOiNiar AND CHOIRMiETER
miss anne halliday
Assistant orqanist

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

11.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School
7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to
all students.
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THE GRAND IMPOSTER
H e read the letter again, folded it carefully, slipped it into

the large brown portfolio.

In 1934, he had been commissioned to trace the early history

of the medical faculty of Queen's University: quite an assignment,

but he had a passionate curiosity for history and eagerly had set

to the task. And now, three years later, the portfolio bulged plea-

santly with the fruits of his labour.

One of the men whom he had set out to trace was J. P.

Litchfield, M.D.

Strange how the name Litchfield had intrigued him from the

very beginning. At that time, he knew almost nothing about the

man. He knew that the J.P. stood for John Palmer; that he was

the first professor of Forensic and State Medicine at Queen's Uni-

versity; that he had been superintendent of the Rockwood Insane

Asylum at Kingston,

But now, he knew a great deal about Litchfield.

For one thing, he knew that the man was an imposter.

It had taken a long time, but he had tracked down one of the

most successful hoaxters of all time.

And how had it all begun?

Almost unconsciously, the events came creeping back into his

mind.

At jirst, the search had been disa{>poinlmgly slow.

He had started oiti by reading the records of (he University. They

had revealed little.

It had been in reading through the records of the Rochvood Insane

Asylum thai he had come across the somcivhat startling statement that

Liichficld had been appointed inspector of Hospitals for the Colony

of South Australia in 1839.

Quite l>y coincidence, while scanning a copy of the British Medical

Journal, he had stumbled across an article by a Dr. Alfred Lendon of

Adelaide, South Australia. It concerned the development of hospitals

in that colony: in it the fact of Litchfield's inspectorship was confinned.

Immediately he had written to Dr. Lendon and for the ne.vl fciv

months they had communicated regularly by letter. Through this cor-

respondence, he had learned of the career of Lilclijield in South AiislraUa.

. yes, it had been in Australia that the saga had begun

strange saga of John Palmer Litchfield . . .

the

The colony of South Australia was proclaimed for settlement

in December, 1836, and its capital was named Adelaide in honor

of WiUiani the Fourth's Queen.

The proclamation brought with it an inriux of immigrants and

fortune-hunters from all parts of the Old World.

Early in the year 1839, the barque "D'Auvergne" of 440 tons

burden, out of London—Captain P. LeHnguet, Master—arrived at

(CONTINUED ON PAGE TEN)
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THE GRAND iMPOSTER
ICONTINUED FROM PAGE 9 1

Adelaide with immigrants and cargo. Among tiie names recorded

in tlie log was that of a J. P. Litchfield, ship's surgeon.

On May 25th, 1839, the following announcement appeared in

the columns of the Adelaide Register:

"J- P- Litchfield, M.D., late Physician to the Westminster Gen-
eral Dispensary, Lecturer on Forensic and State Medicine at the

Blenheim Street School of Medicine, and Physician to the London
Infirmary for Diseases of the Skin, has the honor to inform the

public that he has commenced the practice of his profession as a

consulting physician in Adelaide. Dr. Litchfield takes this method
of announcing his intention in consequence of enquiries which have
been made upon the subject,"

Li the official Gazette of June, 1839, it was announced that His
Excellency the Governor had been pleased to appoint him Inspector

of Hospitals of the colony. Considering that the only hospital at

that date was a mud hut, 18 ft. by 12 ft., it is not surprising that

this high-sounding title carried with it no pay.

Nevertheless, he ninsi have made a javourable impression on Gov-
ernor Cawlor, jor the appointment came within four months of his arrival.

In September of the same year, Litchfield, claiming to be a Fellow

of the Linnaean Society, delivered in brilliant fashion a lecture on the

flora and fauna of South Australia.

At first this seemed a trivial fact; at the end of the trail it led to an
interesting speculation.

In the Spring of 1840, a rather strange incident occurred.

One day, a certain Captain Tolnier, passing in the vicinity,

heard shouts and a mad scuffling coming from Dr. Litchfield's of-

fice. Plunging headlong into the room, he discovered Litchfield

fiercely horsewhipping Robert Gouger, the secretary to Governor
Gawlor

!

Without further ado, Tolmer took matters into his own hands—
and proceeded to give Litchfield a thorough going-over.

Later, apologies were extended all round. However, Gouger and
Litchfield had been considered to be good friends; for this reason
the affair was a favorite topic of gossip for weeks.

Did the gossips knoiv tliat sometime before selling out from England
Litchfield and Gouger had been introduced to oi\c another at a parly!'

Did Ihcy know thai at this parly Litchfield offered himself as physician

and naluralisi for the colony? Did they know that Gouger discouraged

Litchfield—and that the latter had nevertheless, zvith no expectations,

set sail/

And even had they knojvn, their tongues would have wagged no
more rapidly. For in these facts there can be found no logical excuse
for a fight.

.
. . to this day the reason for the skirmish must remain unkno2un . . .

Litchfield was forever writing to the Governor suggesting plans
for the protection of the health of tlie city. For example, he wrote
of the need for a constant supply of potent vaccine lymph; of the
revenue that might be derived by breeding medicinal leeches in a
tank in the Torrens River; of the desirability of a public abbatoir;

above all, of a hospital worthy of the capital. When it was decided
to build the hospital, he was active in promoting schemes for raising

money.

Finally, the hospital was opened. Litchfield urged the Governor
to give him the salary due him as inspector, now that there was
something to inspect. He also offered to attend the public patients

in the medical wards.

To his dismay, he was told that Ins inspectorship was to he
abolished.

He kept trying. He then proposed to organize a private asylum
and to care for the pauper insane of the colony for £500 a year.

Governor Gawlor at first seemed to favor this plan, though he would
not promise more than £300 for such service, nor would he commit
himself definitely.

Litchfield, unfortunately, went ahead anyway and rented two
houses in the outskirts of the city for an asylum and convalescent

home— involving himself in serious costs.

By this time, the Governor was rather disgusted with—and
somewhat suspicious of—this newcomer who was creating such a

fuss. On the sly, he began an extensive investigation of Litchfield's

past in Great Britain and Ireland.

Soon reports began drifting in. And as they did, the Governor
grew more and more excited. To his amazement, lie fomul that

Litchfield's name was lacking from the graduate rolls of all de-

gree-giving institutions! He also found, through the secretary of

the Linnaean Society, that Litchfield had never been appointed a
Fellow thereof.

The Governor never made public the results of his search. However,
to make absolutely certain of his findings, he decided to set a trap for

this co-called doctor. He took into confidence his secretary, Robert
Gouger, (zuho, of course, bore no love for Litchfield since their fight)

and . . .

In June, 1841, Litchfield received a letter from Gouger saying that

an act was about to be passed legalizing private lunatic asylums, pro-

vided they were under the control of persons possessing such diplomas

as would be recognised in Britain. At present, however, the colony could

not afford to pay for the care of the pauper insane in private asylums.

The trap was set.

In his reply, Litchfield unawaringly took the bait. He pointed out

that in Britain it was not necessary to be a qualified practitioner to run

such an Asyhmi.

. . . had he been a practitioner, he would not have to be on the de-

fensive . . .

He also said that he had arranged that two qualified physicians in

Adelaide should certify all cases admitted.

. . . the noose slipped light! For had Litchfield himself been qualified,

one other opinion would have been enough! A fatal slip of the mind and
the pen.

The Governor was now satisfied that Litchfield was an im-
poster.

On the back of the last of Litchfield's letters to the Governor
regarding his Asylum, the secretary (Gouger) wrote : "When the
proposition was mentioned, the Governor smiled and said that he
could not place government patients under Dr. Litchfield's hands.
'He is not a regularly educated medical practitioner, but got his

degree at Heidelberg by purchase.'

"

The Governor, hoping to gel Ibis man out of his hair once and for all,

evidently told Litchfield of the investigation.

Litcbiicld had been desperate. -And in his desperation, he had fab-

riciilcd yd another story—that of the degree at Heidelberg.

. . . recent enquiries with the rector of the University of Heidelberg
make it clear that purchase of a medical degree would have been im-

possible in those years . . .

Towards the end of July. 1841, Litchfield was thrown into Jail

for debt.

Litchfield knew that the Act of Victoria, recently passed in re-

lief of such cases in England, had also been accepted by the colony.

He was acting within his rights when he petitioned for release.

His case came up before a judge on August 20th. He was des-

cribed as John Palmer Litchfield, proprietor of the lunatic asylum
of Moorcraft House. North Adelaide.

In his appeal, Litchfield told the judge that he was a medical
practitioner. He told him, too, that several positions had been offered

him, one of which he would accept if and when he was released from
prison.

Litchfield's smooth manners and glib tongue convinced the

judge. He was set free.

Soon after his release from jail, Litchfield set out for Old
England, and Australia saw him no more.

* * *

Here the trail ended.

He had hunted cvcryzvhcre. In an attempt to pick up again the lost

thread of Litchfield's life, he had written to all parts of the ivorld.

No success.

Lie had read histories. He had read medical journals. There were
thousands of hooks and ne^vspapcrs through tvhich he might fruitlessly

have searched.

But lady luck had been on his side, One day. a friend. Dr. W. W.
Francis, had suggested that perhaps he should take a look at Henry
Morgan's " Bibtiolhcca Canadensis".

Success!

For in the huge volume had been a biographical sketch given to

Morgan by Litchfield himself in the year lf{53. At first, it had been

difficult to believe that he zi'os reading about the right person . . .

"In 1834, 1 wrnlc the introduction to the Library of Popular Instruc-

tion, London and in 1835, Outlines of Geology for that Library."

. . . thc.-ie and all other claims having to do with literary exploits,

found to be true . . ,

"In 1835. I jjublished lectures in the Lancet and the Medical

Gazette, both of London, on skin diseases."
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Dr. Francis' help, the jive lectures in the (Medical Ca:jcltc)

had been jound.

In the fi'rst, Litchjield reviews the attempts thai had been made to

classify these diseases, and goes on to demonstrate and discuss a case of

scabies. A specimen- oj the infesting parasite tvas shoivn under a lens. It

is a workmanlike performance, and the style of ivriliny is good.

However, it was a later lecture which particularly had caught his

attention, hi it, Litchfield praises the ability of Dr. Bielt, ivhose practice

at Hdpital St Louis, he mcnlions he observed at various intervals over

two years. (Through il he became adept at French and was able, in 1S45.

tu write an essay on psychiatry in that language).

. . . it laould have been easy for any young journalist, with a flair for

medical studies, to pass into the wards or attend out-patient clinics un-

noticed . . . Dr. Biett's brilliant lectures and demonstrations zvonld fur-

nish the material he had needed for a report on skin diseases . . . and as

a journalist he miyht certainly use his influence to persuade a medical

maga::ine to print his five lectures . . . but ivhy. when the lectures read

so well and he had the power to have them printed, hod there been only

five? . . .

"In 1835, I was physician to the Infirmary for Diseases of the Skin,

and I was one of the staff of the Westminster General Dispensary,"

Yes, this was the same Litchfield—and Idling the same stories he

had previously told in Australia. He was. to his credit, a consistent Uar.

The secretary of the London Infirmary for Diseases of the Skin said

that Litchfield's name did not appear on their records, and added an in-

terestiny addendum "... even in 193S men get away with strange im-

postures in London. We kno^v of one unregistered practitioner of der-

matology, and il appears that he gets patients sent to him by doctors.

Not every CP. is willing to spend some pounds on a medical directory,

and most of them are too busy to look up a man in a library. The man I

have in mind docs practice, with the aid of a pharmacopoeia taken from a

skin hospital plus a knowledge of skins picked up as a radiographer.'-

'In 1836-37, I was a contributor to the Monthly Chronicle, the

New Monthly Magazine and Humorist, and Bentley's Miscellany."

In (New Monthly). In a ficliomd talc entitled -'Wedding Tactics',

he had written about the method one woman used to catch herself a

husband . . . in (Miscellany), edited by Charles Dickens. Vol. 3. 1S3S.

pp. 504-506, he had written on the magnificent role played by the postman

in the diversified human rehilionships of life, in a satire entitled -The

Two-Penny Postman." . . . in the same volume. -Oliver Tavist" ivas being

serially continued from chapter twenty, zoith George Cruikshauk's illus-

trations . . .

"In 1837-38, I was a director of tlie metropolitan newspaper

companv and one of the editors of the Constitutional, London."

'In' 1839, f emigrated to South Australia, where I edited for a

time the Adelaide Independent."

He does not mention his unhappy e.rciirsion upon the field of medt

cine in Australia.

"On my return in 1841, T went to Paris as correspondent for

the League, I,ondon."

"From 1845-1852, I was medical superintendent of the Walton

Lunatic Asylum near Liverpool."

This was the story he had given to Morgan. His real profession,

then. 7vas that of a journalist.

Hoivcver. his hectic duel life 7vas not yet over, hi 1S5S. he left

England a second lime.

New England, 1853.

"John Palmer Litchfield, physician, Invalid Food Office, 215 Wash-

ington Street."

Mr. Shapiro, of the Boston Public Library, had found this address

in the citv directory of 1S53.

A popular magazine of the day was the International Journal,

published in Boston, New York, and Portland, Me. Editorials in the

{International) were signed only with the initials of the editors.

During the year 1853. some bore the initial "L".

Our pid friend Litchfield again!

So! In Nav England, he practiced both his true profession and his

pseudo-profession.
* * *

Canada. 1854.

The Montreal Weekly Pilot was being edited by J. P. Litchfield.

At the same time lie was the representative in Canada for the

American Associated Press.

March 3. 1855. Appointed to ask the Governor General, Sir Ed-

mund Head, to be present at the opening of the preparatory exhi-

bition of commerce and the arts, from which objects would be

chosen for the Canadian pavilion at the approaching Exhibition at

Paris.

March 12. 1855. Moved tlie adoption of the address to be pre-

sented to His Excellency at the close of the fair. Moved the vote of

thanks to the mayor. Was present at a luncheon for the Governor

at the Donegana Hotel.

. . . all this quite in keeping with bis pushfulness in Adelaide. But here

he zvas playing a natural part as publicist and zvas giving rjood sen'ice

with speech and pen . . .

May. 1855. Received a most important government appoint-

ment—superintendent of the criminal insane at Rockwood Hospital,

Kingston. The Montreal Argus comments, in part:

",
, . Dr. Litchfield has neither connections nor friends in power

in this country; lie has no political influence, nor has he taken a

prominent part nor felt much interest in our local politics. He came

to Canada bringing with him certificates from tbe most distinguished

practitioners of both England and the United States. These cer-

tificates prove that he has much acquaintance with tlie treatment of

the insane, to the study of which he has given much time and at-

tention. His present appointment is the consequence . .
."

The son of his successor, Dr. John Robinson Dickson, said Litch-

field's formula for success with his patients was the free use of booze by

day and of sedatives by night.

Litchfield's application far this job brings to mitid his attempt to

start a private asylum in North Adelaide, and his claim to have been

medical superintendent of the IVallon Asylum near Liverpool . . .

Had he been manager there in a non-professional capacity:' In this way

he could have picked up much of the little then known about psychiatry,

and of the practical management of such an institution . . .

His real profession, journalism, had helped him greatly. Through

it he had got started in Boston and nozv, ivith dramatic speed, it had

gained for hint a permanent post under the (iovcrnment of Upper Canada.

.'Is an experienced pressman, he had come into touch with the men of

most importance in Montreal, then the seat oj the Government of Canada.

Litchfield's ability to amass and dispense information, his ability to

meet the occasion as it arose, led him to a comfortable post at Roclnvood

and to three successive teaching offices at Queen's University.

He must often have marvelled at his good fortune when he looked

back at those stormy years at Adelaide.

The Medical College at Queen's University was established in the

year 1854, In that year, tliere were si.\ men appointed as professors to

teach the various medical subjects.

Appointed as first professor of Forensic and State Medicine was

J. P. Litchfield.

He was embarking upon the mast uneventful part of his life.

The following session, the professor of obstetrics left town and

Litchfield volunteered to teach that subject also.

. . .it was a full course, costing the student $12. Forensic Medicine was

a half course, costing $6. Fees 7ocrc the only salaries in those days . . .

After 1860, one man was permitted to teach only one subject, so

the obstetric chair was resigned. Later on, he was asked to take the chair

of institutes of medicine. He retired from academic work in 1S(j5, having

completed eleven full years at Queen's as a lecturer.

During his association with Queen's. Litcbfield was very de-

voted to his college. In September. 1S55, an article had appeared in

the Toronto Globe containing the following remarks;— "The Pro-

vince must have a school of its own. At present, a high church

establishment (Trinity) and a private institution (Dr. John Kolph's)

arc the only source for ihe Iraining of our youth in the medical

profession."

Litchfield was indignant ! To think that Torontonians did not know

that there was a medical college at Queens! He wrote a letter to the

Globe, reporting on the first session of 1854-1855 at Queen's, and signed

it "Fair Play."

On September 10. 1855, the Globe printed the letter. It read, in

part:— -Kingston, the second city of Canada West, has a medical school

carefully organized in connection with the University of Queen's College,

and this school is ninniug ,i successful career, probably because it is de-

voted to the teaching of mclical science irrespective of class or creed and
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is free from the jealousies and rivalries which iiiihappily prevail in the

schools of medicine in Toronto."

According lo the city directory of 1S57, Litchfield and his wife lived

on the comer of King and Lower Union Streets, l^ter they occupied

ihc North Lodge on the grounds at Roekwood.

He was known to one and all as a "perfect gentleman." He was

a cliurcli-goer, a regular attendant at services at St. John's Anglican

Church in Portsmouth.

After a lingering illness due to heart disease, he died at Rockwood

on Decemher 18, 1868, aged 60 years. He was buried in the Cataraqui

cemetery.

On the day of his death, there appeared in the Kingston Times

a very kind ohituary. Among other things, it mentions that Litchfield

obtained his M.D, degree from the University of Lorraine. He is praised

for kindness of heart, suavity of manners, and for his broad culture.

Sympathy is expressed for the students of medicine at Queen's scattered

throughout the country over the demise of "their favorite professor."

The University of Nancy, being the only university in that part of

France, was often referred to as the University of Lorraine. Its depart-

ment of medicine became disorganised in J793; and although pre-

mcdica! sciences zvere taught, the full course of studies was not restored

until 1872. At that date the disinherited medical faculty of Strasbourg

established itself at Naticy.

No M.D, degrees, therefore, could have been conferred by the

University of Lorraine between 1793 and 1872.

Why?
Why had Litchfield led this false life?

In an attempt lo aiiszver this guery, it had been necessary to learn

(omeihing of Litchfield's life prior to 1834, in England.

Research there had revealed three rather startling pieces of infor-

mation . . ,

* Before the passing of the Medical Act of 1858, which established a

Council of Medical Education in Great Britain, London practitioners

used to offer courses of lectures to assist the somewhat irregular studies

of medical students—and incidentally to bring credit to themselves.

The records of the Royal College of Surgeons showed that on Janu-

ary 29th, 1828: application for recognition as a lecturer received from

one John Charles Litchfieldj surgeon, Haymarket. Claim postponed

until he could prove that he had given one successful course. Gaim
never renewed.

* The records of the Linnaean Society showed that: application

to become a Fellow of the Society received from one John Charles

Litchfield. Applicant had not the few pounds sterling necessary to pay

fur membership. Admission therefore refused.

* The records of Middlesex Hospital showed that: entered as a

surgeon's assistant is one John Palmer IJtchfield.

After which, nothing more could be found—about either J.P. or

J. C. Litchfield . . .

* * *

. . . except for the letter he liad just received.

But then, he had known what the letter would say—even before

opening it. Tne fact that Litchfield was not registered with the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario simply meant that he

had no legal right to practice medicine in that province.

With all tile information he now had, there could be only one

conclusion: John Charles Litchfield and John Palmer Litchfield

must have been father and son.

John Charles, it could he concluded, was a none-too-well-off surgeon

practising in Haymarket, John Palmer, possessing the keen mind and

the will to study so necessary in a good medical student, hoped to follow

in his father's footsteps.

The father was poor, but hoped to help his son realize his ambition.

John Palmer managed to begin medical studies, heing surgeon's assistant

under the distinguished Mr. (afterwards Sir) Charles Bell of the Mid-

dlesex Hospital. Prevented by circumstances of which nothing is known,

he did not complete his apprenticeship nor did he obtain his degree.

Probably, he ran out of money.

He was very disappointed; but he had to make a living for himself

and so turned to writing. How soon he took up journalism is not known;

but he must early have shown much ability for soon he was filling im-

portant posts on the continent of Europe.

However, in Paris it was seen that he couldn't keep away from his

first love—medicine. For instance, when Dr. Biett presented his lectures

on skin diseases, John Palmer hastened to hear them.

Perhaps it was in Paris that the thought of practising without a

license first came to him. He felt that he knew as much medicine as a

regular practitioner—al! he lacked was a degree.

He returned to England, these thoughts still on his mind. And when

he met Gouger at the party, he made the final decision : he would go to

Australia, where no one knew him, and begin a new life—as a doctor.

He managed to work his way across to Australia as ship's surgeon

aboard the "D'Auvergne".

John Charles Litchfield had sorely wished to become a Fellow of

the august Linnaean Society—John Palmer on his arrival in Australia

claimed to be a Fellow (the lecture on the flora and the fauna).

John Charles had an ambition to be a lecturer to medical stu-

dents by authority' of the Royal College of Surgeons—John Palmer

on his arrival in Australia claimed to have achieved this qualifica-

tion at the hands of two ancient foundations.

Again the suggestion of the family relationship—the son bringing

to fruition his father's futile dreams.

The pose in Australia was unsuccessful. Disappointed, he returned

to England, determined to leave medicine to the licensed practitioners.

He resumed life as a journalist from 1841 to 1853.

Then the desire to practise and teach medicine overcame him once

more. He decided to make one final attempt, this time in North America.

In Canada, he found to his surprise that his outstanding talent as

a journalist was serving him in good stead. His writings made him well

known and served to bring him into high government circles. Through

connections made here, he was able to gain excellent positions both with

the Rockwood Insane Asylum and with Queen's University. From then

on, life rolled along smoothly.

Did his conscience bother him? It is hard to say. His teaching at

Queen's was of the highest calilire; his experience as a journalist in

presenting information to the public served him well. He knew his medi-

cine well enough to carry on a successful private practice. His work at

Rockwood, while not scientific by later-day standards, compared with

the methods heing used in other asylums at that date.

So probably his conscience was free from guilt. As far as he was

concerned, he had served humanity to the best of his ability, J,R.
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Compsaring
Notes

Wednesday night last, the Kingston Symphony Hall opened

its 72nd season with a flourish.

Music lovers of this city turned out en masse to hear a concert

performed by the renowned Cosmopolitan Philharmonic Orchestra

under the direction of maestro Shosta Stokovich.

INNOVATION
Once again the directors of the Hall came up with a pleasant

surprise. As you all know, in recent years they have introduced

several innovations in an attempt to make music more enjoyable

for the average man. Take, for example, opening night last year.

Instead of a printed program, patrons were given a copy of the

music to be played — because the management thought they ought

to know the score.

This year's surprise was the best ever. Every seat in the Hall

was equipped with a copper coil of wire, hooked up to an electrical

circuit. The vibrations of the music passed through the air, were

picked up by the coil, the circuit closed, the coils heated up, the

chairs warmed up, and the people warmed up. In this way, the

music affected everyone in the audience in exactly the same way —
and in the same place.

The reason given for the special chairs is this: since the aud-

ience were now getting opera glasses given to them so that they

could see as if they were on the stage, special stereophonic sound-

proofing so that they could hear as if they were on the stage, and

trumpet mouthpieces so that they could pucker up as if they were

on the stage — the management felt that as long as they were on

stage they might as well sweat it out with the rest of the orchestra.

MOODS MODERNE
But to get back to the concert: a well-rounded program was

presented.

However, highlight of the evening was the "Moods Moderne"

presented as the grande finale. Although this symphony origin-

ally was written for the piccolo and jew's harp, MOODS MODERNE
was given full orchestral treatment by Mr
orchestra.

The first movement was handled with great delicacy, the score

being marked mollo rubalo con morbidc^sa. Almost imperceptibly, the

pace quickened until as the second movement began the orchestra was

playing allegro ben ritmato e deciso. In the third movement, they play-

ed with much gusto; the score here was marked quanta la giisla.

The slow, quiet passages had now been left behind. The music

grew louder and faster and louder and faster, so that by the time

the orchestra had come to the bottom of the seventh page, people

were beginning to mop their brows. It reminded your critic very

much of opening night of "Miss Sadie Thompson."

It wasn't till they reached the

top of the eighth that the full fury

of the music was really allowed to

burst forth. But when it did, we

heard modern music at its best —
a cataclysm of cacaphonic chords

and cadenzas, pagan percussions,

and dissonant dischords. It was

real gone.

EXEUNT APPASSIONATO
As the orchestra began the

final movement, the audience

found it necessary to do so also

—

they 'were now sitting on the

edges of their seats. For the

violins were screaming, the trom-

bones were bellowing, the drums

were booming, the trumpets were

blaring, the saxaphones were sil-

ent (mute saxes).

The music swelled to a thund-

erous crescendo — and then it

happened! The copper coils of

wire were red hot; and as the last

screaming note blared forth the

wires short-circuited!

The orchestra that night re-

ceived a standing ovation.
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I. INTERNE'S

BOOK OF THE WEEK
Readers will be delighted to hear that Theodore Wetma'am

has come out with a new novel and it is a real American tragedy.

It's the story of a young tad, Rip Van Liverwurst, who at the

tender age of 4 years was taken into his father's African Tse-tse

Fly Factory to learn the trade. Quite by accident, one of the fhes

escaped from its cage, bit Rip Van, and flew over to a table to

digest his meal. Enraged, Rip Van toddled over and slapped vici-

ously at the fly. A hit! The fly's eyes glazed; it staggered once,

twice—then fell to the floor, dead.

'Rip Van's father was in a murderous mood when he saw busi-

ness falling off, and beat up the boy. His parents decided to dis-

owrt him, and even though he was suffering from African Sleeping

Sickness, he was exiled to college. Four years later, when he

awoke, he had his B.A.

'The story of how a boy in spite of his education reaches the top

—of how he wins his way back into his parents' hearts and back
into' the Tse-tse Fly business—is vividly described by Wetma'am
in this new best seller entitled, "A SON IN THE PLACE".

Readers will not soon forget some of the powerful passages,

especially the heart-wrenching scene when, after 23 years. Rip Van
comes home again. He knocks on the door, it opens, and there

stands a little old gray-haired woman. It is his mother. She says

:

"Well, hello cookie!"

j"But Ma, why do you call me cookie?"
"1 guess it's because you've been a wafer so long."

:Sold only at your local laundry in order to render it censorially

sterile, "A SON IN THE PLACE" appears on the market in 3

forms:

1. The complete book, bound with a hard cover, sells for $2.98.

2. The abridged version, appearing in pocket-book form, sells

tor 50 cents.

3. The pocket-book cover, suitable for framing, sells for $5.95

0n*a Mown Bi}ap
Brock Street' Dial 7990

Congratulations on

QUEEN'S

MEDICAL CENTENARY

IrtttBlj-Amiprtratt Untrl

KINGSTON

Eight Men Honored
At the Convocation exercises

this afternoon the Hon, Charles

Dunning, Chancellor of Queen's

Universityj will confer honorary

degrees of Doctor of Laws on
the Hon. Paul Martin, the Hon.
Mackinnon Phillips, Dr. Edward
Churchill, Dr. John McKclvey.
Dr. Chassar Moir, John M. Rus-
sell, Dr. Austin Smith, Dr.

George Thorn.

Padre Laverty

Conducts Service

The Centenary Church Service

will be held in Grant Hall this

Sunday at 11.00 a.m. Reverend

A. Marshall Laverty will con-

duct the service while Principal

Mackintosh and John Ruedy will

assist in reading the lessons. The
Medical Choir, under the direc-

tion of Bill Johnston, will sing.

fooTBAU rme ts 2,00 p.m.

Best Wishes
to

Queen's University

Medical School

on the occasion

of its

100th ANNIVERSARY
18S4 - 19S4

SCtttgatnn

• two

convenient

locations

town and country

Restaurants
Princess at Clergy

Cataraqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle
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CONVOCATiON S p,m.

Centenary Banquet Tonight

Provides Food For Thought
At 7:30 tonight approximately four hundred men—including

Queen's medical graduates, official delegates to the Centenary,

and members of the medical faculty—will be present at the formal

Centennial Banquet. Dinner will be served in Wallace Hall and

in the McLaughlin Room of the Students Memorial Union, and

speeches will be in Wallace Hall immediately following the meal.

At the head table will be: the Honourable Charles Avery

Dunning, Chancellor of the University, who will preside
;

Dr.

S. M. Gilmour, Principal of Queen's Theological College, who will

say grace; Dr. W. A. Mackintosh, Principal and Vice-Chancellor

of the University; Dr. G. H. Ettinger, Dean of the Faculty, who

will give words ol welcome to alumni and delegates.

The main speaker of the eve-

ning will be Mr. John M. Russell

of New York City, director and

vice-president of the John and

Mary R. Markle Foundation.

This foundation provides re-

search and teaching fellowships

to enable capable men to carry

on medical research, At Queen's

now as Markle Scholars are Dr.

J. D. Hatcher and Dr. David

Rosen,

Representing government
health officials at the head table

will be the Honourable Paul

Martin, Minister of National

Health and Welfare and the Hon-

ourable Dr. Mackinnon Phillips,

Minister of Health for Ontario.

Thre.e prominent Emeritus

Professors of the Faculty will re-

present members of the staff and

alumni at the head table: Dr. W.

T. Connell, Dr. F. Etherington

and Dr. G. W. Mylks, Sr. These

three men have been connected

with the University all their lives.

Dr. Etherington is a former dean

of the faculty while Drs. Connell

and Mylks headed the Bacter-

iology and Obstetrics and Gyne-

cology departments respectively.

The doctor's dream is coming true,

To work eight hours a day,

Time and a half for overtime.

On Sunday double pay.

Hickory, dickory, Doc,

The Doc sits by the clock.

Five to nine, starling time,

Hickory, Dickory, Doc.

The Surgeon has his scalpel high,

The noonday uihistle blows,

He bids the corpse a fond good-bye

And off to dinner goes.

Miss Jones lies in Obstetrics,

Her time is drawing near,

A spasm every second,

The doctor breaks for beer.

The poor man's in emergency.

His body smashed to bits,

Alas, it's nearing jive o'clock—
Time the doctor quits.

His time card's waiting in the rack

He rushes to the clock—
He wouldn't want to lose his pay,

This conscientious Doc.

His cheque jiisl came from Ottawa.

A fat substantial sum.

"It's great to be on salary

For all the work I've done."

Once a year liis ta.v ts due.

The ta.v boys tell him ^vhen,

And when Doc gets through

He ends up paying them!

r ^1

EXPORI
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

FACULTY OF MEDICINE

QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

The ideals, the integrity, the determinotion which

shaped the founding of Queen's Faculty of Med-

icine have never foiled ta permeate its history: the

contributions of its graduates have long been

recognized — a credit to themselves, their Uni-

versity and to universities everywhere. We ack-

nowledge this centenary as marking only a partic-

ular milestone . . the rest is a tradition.

MONTREAL
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• . . ^ THORN tN evcRy
First professor of onatomy at Queen's University, bitter enemy

of John A. Macdonoid, editor of scandalous newspaper — herein

lies the tole of Dr. John Stewart, one of the most fascinoting person-

alities of his generation in Kirigston.

This is the story of a Scotchman who loved a fight. His

weapons; tongue and pen. His ammunition; vituperation, ridicule,

and sarcasm. His victims: anyone and everyone he took a dislike

to — be he rich or poor, famous or infamous, living or dead. His
battleground; Kingston. His battle colors: the brilliant tartans

of the Royal Stuart, for he fancied himself of royal line. When-
ever he was spoiling for a fight, Kingstonians knew it. For at such
times, the tall stately doctor would walk the streets with Kilmarnoclc

bonnet perched on his fine head and his clan's tartan plaid thrown
over his shoulder.

Yes, the eccentric Dr. John Stewart loved a fight — and
whether or not he won, he managed to be a thorn in everyone's side.

For example, on one occasion Dr. Stewart was called as a

witness for the prosecution at a

trial. A horse had been accident-

ly killed by a lorry. Stewart was
on the stand for some time, be-

ing examined by a little Cockney
lawyer. Most of the questions

were so irrelevant that the short-

tempered doctor quickly grew dis-

gusted. Finally, the lawyer asked

one foolish question too many:
"Dr. Stewart, did you ever dis-

sect a horse?" The doctor sniffed

(a habit of hisj and replied in an
exasperated tone, "No, but if you
were dead, (sniff) I would d

soon dissect (sniff) an ass."

But we're getting ahead of our
story

Early Life, Character, Etc.

The doctor was a native of

Perth — "Perth in Scotland", he
was accustomed to say, "not the

twopenny-ha'penny Canadian vil-

lage which stole the name." He
graduated in medicine from Edin-
burgh, a pupil of the brilliant

Robert Knox. He came to Can-
ada in the '30's and in 1S41 settl-

ed down in Kingston.

At times. Dr. Stewart was STEVt/ART

warm-hearted and sympatlietic. He greatly distinguished himself
by his devoted care to the victims of the typhus epidemic brought
in by immigrants in 1847. He had the reputation of being a good
surgeon. He might have had a large clientele and many personal
friends had he not been so quarrelsome.

We don't want to give the impression that Stewart was en-
tirely friendless. For example, he was one of six Soctchmen who
used to meet in one another's houses fortnightly and pass the
evening singing Scotch songs, Every time the group got together,
Dr. John was accustomed to sing the same half dozen songs. And
so on one occasion the others agreed that, since the doctor was
chairman for the evening, each of them would sing one of his

songs — so that when he was called upon he would have nothing
to sing, and must for once be dumb. But they reckoned without
their host; for after sniffing at each in turn, he said; "Ha! You
think you can sing my songs. I will show you how they should
be sung." And he sang them all!

One of the few times Stnwart was floored was by West, the
auctioneer. The latter was holding forth in tiie Market Square
when he noticed the doctor passing, and called out: "There goes
Dr, Stewart, who saved my life the other day. I was very, very

sick, and I sent for him to come and see me." "But", said the

doctor, "I don't remember calling to see you." "No", said the

auctioneer, "I sent a boy for you and he brouglit back word that you
were not at home. That's why 1 say j'ou saved my life." The crowd
roared. For once the doctor could only sniff.

At Queen's, 1854
According to Stewart's own account, the medical college of

Queen's University was founded by him. (In spite of his tendency
to brag outrageously, everyone agreed that he was a first-rate

teacher).

In a sense, his claim was true. Prior to its official existence,

Dr. Stewart got hold of some young men and proceeded to force

them to learn the rudiments of medicine he himself was principal,

professor, and staff. So that later the ground was found to be pre-

pared for the inception of a regularly constituted medical college.

Therefore, when the medical school began in 1854, Stewart be-

came self-appointed kingpin
; everyone else in the faculty became

a subordinate.

In I8S4, Dr. Fife Fowler arrived in Kingston with the intention

of establishing a general practice. (Fowler in 1882 became the

third dean of the medical college,

succeeding Dr. James Sampson
and Dr. John Robinson Dickson,

and served the medical school 46
years in all). One summer day
Fowler ran into the would-be
czar of the new medical faculty,

John Stewart. Here is what hap-
pened, as Fife Fowler told it:

"He stopped me on the street

and, without the formality of an
introduction, clapped me on the

shoulder and said: 'You are the

man I want. I want you to take

the Chair of Materia Medica in

Queen's Medical Faculty.' I an-

swered: 'Will the university ap-

point me?' I was unused to this

sudden mode of university ap-

pointment. He emphatically re-

plied; 'I, John Stewart, appoint

you.'

"

Argus, 1846 to 1849
Until 1844, Kingston was the

capital of Canada ; at that time

the seat of the government was
moved to Montreal.

For a time, the Town Hall was
vacant — but by 1846 its rooms
had been rented out to everyone
from butchers and hucksters to

amateur theatrical players and St. Patrick's society. The upper
storey, which was topped by the town clock, housed a most re-

markable journalistic phenomena — The Argus. Its founder, editor,

and almost sole contributor was the eccentric Dr. John Stewart.
Five newspapers flourished in Kingston in the late forties — the

Whig, News, Argus, Chronicle, and Herald. The most interesting

was the Argus, chiefly because it was liberal, lively, and
(Argus, in Greek mythology, was a giant possessing a

hundred eyes
;
Stewart lived up to his paper's name by closely ob-

serving everything that went on in the city.)

According to a speech which he once delivered at Cataraqui.
in 1S46 he had been attacked by one of the local newspapers. In
order to defend himself, he had issued a pamphlet which made such
an impression that its readers had begged him to carry on. Thus
began the Argus.

Stewart's first clash was with Barker of the Whig. The Whig
he characterized as "the disreputable print which disgraces the
newspaper press of this city" ; its editor, he charged, had a "natural
propensity to lick the dust off the feet of the strongest party."
Stewart and Barker frequently sued one another for libel, and many
of their battles were conducted in the court room. Stewart always

of them

libellous

artic

.L
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0H6'$ sipe . . .

conducted his own cases, while Barker was defended by his lawyer,!

Kenneth McKenzie.

Stewart had a violent dislike for young (twentyish) John A.

Macdonald, who in 1844 had been elected Kingston's member of

parliament for the first time. When Macdonald won the general

election in 1847, Argus characterized Macdonald's supporters as "a

few respectable men and a great many loafers, some drunk and

some sober, making a very great noise like so many fools."

Argus well understood the gentle art of advertising. Sand's

Sarsaparilla was being extensively used as a cure for Scrofula,

King's Evii, rheumatism, obstinate cutaneous eruptions, pimples,

blotches, biles, chronic sore eyes, ring worm, scald-head, stubborn

ulcers, syphilitic symptoms and "diseases arising from an injudic-

ious use of mercury from improvidence in life."

Sometimes the editor of the Argus put his money on the wrong

horse; then he really poured out the vials o£ his wrath. He once

took a great fancy to a professional magician who called himself

"Young Alexander".., Young Alexander, thanks largely to public-

ity given him by the Argus, played before good houses and made

money. One night he slipped out of town without paying his

printer's bill for advertising. Stewart was furious. "Until we re-

ceive our $6," he wrote, "we shall consider him to be an impudent

Yankee vagabond who ought to be tarred and feathered. The

facility with which the neighbouring Republic humbugs the Can-

adians is truly astonishing."

On one occasion, Argus had a violent fracas with the Herald.

The sub-editor of the Argus, John Brown, had come to blows with

"that very vulgar and extremely illiterate Republican, Greene of

the Herald," and the latter "had been induced to assume the hor-

izontal position. There was a law case and during the hearing

the doctor told the judge that he was "extremely sorry that Brown

instead of merely giving Greene a scientific push didn't break every

bone in his body." He labelled Greene "an insolvent debtor who

had absconded from Kingston some years before and had taken

refuge in the neighbouring Republic." Greene protested the doc-

tor's choice of words: the local "Thunderer" replied by asking the

public what else they could expect of a fellow "whose ideas of the

English language, as welt as of the British Constitution, had been

acquired in a low oyster cellar amidst the fumes of tobacco and

gin sling."

One evening he attended a concert given by the Segums dur-

ing the "short but brilliant operatic season". Wrote Argus the

next day, "Some fool insisted on standing and interposing his car

cass between the performers and some ladies among the audience

and spoiled the concert for us completely. This must not occur

again or gallantry will compel us to call out every such offender

and attempt to drive a bullet through him." It is not surprising

that after this explosion on Dr. Stewart's part the magistrates

found it necessary at plays and concerts to keep a sufficient force

of police on the premises.

Stewart operated this first series of the Argus at a great fman

cial loss, and in 1849 ceased its publication.

Duels, Assaults, Etc.

We have pointed out that Stewart usually fought with pen

and tongue. Such was not always the case however.

On one occasion Stewart was challenged to, and accepted,

a duel with one Steers, an equally hot-headed Celt from the Irish

side of St. George's Channel. Steers' second was the rising young

barrister John Macdonald, and the weapons were a pair of Dr.

Sampson's old navy pistols. Neither was injured.

On another occasion (in 1862) the medical students were hold-

ing one of the first soirees to which ladies were invited, in the

basement of Summerhill (today the principal's residence; at that

time the basement served as a dissecting room). There the em-

bryonic medicos entertained their guests with "chatter, song, and

flirtation, with occasional gastronomic indulgences to keep up their

excitement", while the drapes on the cadavers flickered gently

and quivered among the inflated stomachs, syrmges and macer-

ating tubs. The climax of a merry evening was reached when

Angus Cameron, reeking of Cicolari's saloon, wandered in to tell

how he had assaulted Dr. Stewart because of an objectionable

article in Argus, and had broken his jaw.

The assault took place in the Market Square on April 27, 1862,

as Stewart was "walking the streets of Kingston in pursuance of

his peaceful avocations". Stewart charged Cameron with assault;

the case came up at the Queen's Bench Assizes in October. As

usual, the doctor conducted his own case and fought things out

to the bitter end. Much to his disgust, he was awarded only a

few dollars damages.

1862. Argus, New Series ond Dismissal

Though Dr. Stewart's life had always been exciting, the year

1862 was to be the most hectic.

Early in that year, Stewart made a triumphant return to the

field of journalism with Argus. New Series. He had been having

ferocious quarrels with the trustees and staff of Queen's and

Argus served as the vehicle of his wrath.

In each succeeding issue attacks on the medical faculty be-

came more and more personal, and more and more slanderous.

Finally his colleagues could take no more. They prepared a series

of charges and petitioned the board of trustees to fire him.

On March 13. the Board met and "found that the charges are

of so grave a character, and involve such indiscretion and im-

propriety of conduct on Dr. Stewart's part" that they demanded his

resignation. A bit dazed v/ith the rapidity of events. Stewart

nevertheless protested the Board's decision — to no avail.

On March 19. the Argus editoriali7.es: "After fighting for eight

years to raise Queen's College to the dignity of a university by

giving it a medical school, and succeeding in doing so, Dr. Stewart

has. by the wisdom of the Trustees, been kicked out." All he

had said about his colleagues in print was that "Lawson knew as

much of Physic as of flour barrels; Horace (Yates) that he was

Palmer's boy; Fife that his gait is of a queerish character; Mike

that he had bit the hand that fed him: and Dickson that he was

John A's bottle-holder: all vtry unimportant truths." And then

he continues. "What have the trustees ever done for the Medical

Department of Queen's College? Many of them are persons who

have always opposed it. And that its success was entirely owing

to Dr. Stewart's 'zeal and professional ability' we can prove by

their own admissions. It is v.ell known that the other Professors,

by their lack of 'zeal and professional ability' were mere drags

upon Dr. Stewart
"

So Stewart was suspended from office — but held on as long

as possible to the books and apparatus belonging to the college

which were in his possession.

Stewart vs. Yates

Towards the end of 1862, Dr. Horatio Yates of Queen's Med-

ical College charged that he had been slandered by the Argus.

The case of Stewart vs. Yates was brought to the courtroom.

After all the evidence had been submitted and weighed, Judge

Kenneth McKenzie handed down the verdict: the accused. Dr.

John Stewart, was sentenced to serve three months in prison.

The December 24, 1862, issue of Argus contains two full pages

of editorials regarding the trial, written furiously by Stewart in

his jail cell. In that issue, Stewart:

• claims the trial was fixed. He and McKenzie had been

bitter enemies ever since thtir courtroom battles in the forties.

Therefore, the judge was not neutral — but indeed was out to

get him.

• applauds the fact that within 12 hours after the sentence

had been handed down, nearly 2,000 indignant Kingstonians had

signed a petition demanding his release. This petition, being car-

ried by his counsel Sir Henry Smith, was now on its way to Quebec

to His Excellency the Governor General.

• deplores the fact that the Senate of Queen's College had

prepared a counter-petition which was now on its way to the Gov-

ernor General demanding that John Stewart be kept in jail. An-

other example of the "rascality of Queen's College."

• reproduces an editorial from the Whig stating that "
. . . .

wc hope and trust that before His Excellency exercises his pre-

rogative of mercy, that he will call for a file of the Argus and

read it."

(Continued on Page 18)
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• replies to the Whig stating that "
. . . . we are getting

a file boiind for His Excellency's particular edification ; and have

no doubt that he will pronounce it to be the foremost in Wisdonl

and Wit that he has laid his eyes on in this or in any other country."

• discusses Dr. Yates' charges of libel. One of the state-

ments said to be libellous was that Yates rode pigs in the Market

Place. "In the trial, Yates was asked whether he had ever rid^len

a Pig. He distinctly denied having ever mounted such an ariima!.

Now it can be proved by several witnesses, among whom is the

present mayor, etc., etc., that they have seen Yates mounted on

Piggj' . . . we conceive it impossible for any boy of 12 years of

age, which Yates was when he rode pigs in the Market Place, to

have forgotten such an exciting juvenile sport."

• reprints a letter to tht editor of the Kingston Daily New?.

It states that the sympathy awakened for Dr. Stewart in this libel

case was not deserved since, for the last year, the doctor "has

abused and slandered individuals who, voluntarily or involuntarily,

crossed his path or interfered with bis projects. He has dragged

into' print, in the most offensive manner, the nanits of some of our

most cjuiet, respected and philanthropic citizens, invadiiig the

privacy of their personal relations, and holding their peculiarities

up to ridicule; and has, by heaping the most unmerited abuse on

our most valuable institutions, endeavoured to turn them into a

by-word and a laughing stock."

One of the valuable institutions he attempted to turn into a

"by-word and a laughing stock" was Queen's College. After his

dismissal, Stewart had made the college his chief target of abuse.

On October 8, 1862, an editorial entitled "Queen's College" read;

"This attempt at a literary institution commenced another session

on Wednesday last. The attendance both of audience and students

was very meagre. The introductory was delivered by Professor

James Williamson . . , regarding which our informant could

make 'neither head nor tail.' This was followed by an attempt at

a lecture by . . - Kennedy. We learn from an educated person

who attended that there were not two grammatical sentences in

the whole of the little Village Saw-bones production. He is but

a specimen of the medical department of Queen's College, in which
there is not a single individual who has received an ordinary lit-

erary education,"

Incidentally, Kennedy was the doctor's successor' to the chair

of anatomy when the latter was dismissed. At that time, Stewart
"refused the disgrace" of shaking hands with Kennedy, whom he

characterized as "a three-foot-one manikin who had been starved

out of Bath, a village a few miles from Kingston",

Less than a week after he had "been thrown into jail. Dr.

Stewart was set free, It was probably the easiest method of keep-

ing liim quiet.

The doctor carried on with his "wit and 'wisdom" until 1865,

when an overturned lamp in his printing office started Kingston's

most famous fire and destroyed not only the plant but also the

King Street Wing of the City Buildings. One medium of commun-
icating his thoughts to the public thus gone, the erstwhile medico-
journalist decided to go in for politics in a big way.

Politics. Stewart vs. Macdonald

At every election in Kingston, Dr. Stewart invariably had
been a candidate. He had hired a number of carters to parade the

streets, decorated with the Stewart colours ; and during the election

the Argus had narrated with gusto the peculiarities of Kingston's
prominent citizens. Although the doctor never had won, he had
certainly added color to any election. -

...

In November, 1862, an editorial entitled "The Mayoralty", ap-
peared in Argus: "Being continually asked if we will again con-

descend to offer our services as Chief Magistrate ' of this little

'Sodom and Gomorrah', we will state, in order to stop all such
solicitations, that a second mayoralty condescension on our part

is an utter impossibility. If alive, next May will find us on board

one of the Atlantic steamers, with pleasanter objects in view than

Kingston reforms. You ought, good folks, to liave raised your

city -to a respectable level when you had the chance. Too late now,"

However; after the cremation of the Argtis, he did "condescend"

to run. His first opponent was William Robinson, a painter and

decorator, who was locally known from an oddity in his speech as

"Squeeky Bill." Squeeky Bill won.

For many years John A. Macdonald suffered most under the

Stewartonian lash; and for a long time the Premier was not in a
position to reply,

Macdonald' was continually called in to arbitrate the quarrels

among trustees and staff of Queen's, in which Dr. Stewart figured

largely. He kept the college administration informed about polit-

ical trends and comtemplated legislation which might possibly

affect its interests; the college in turn kept him up to date on the

most recent happenings there. Stewart felt that Macdonald was
a meddler.

+ * *

W'hm Reverend Leitcb took over principalship at Queen's,
he consulted Macdonald at every turn. Argus accused Leitch of

currying favOr with a "disreputable character" like Macdonald
in order to obtain a few dollars for his college. He called the

principal "a bungling arch-blockhead." It is said that Stewart
drove- Leitch to an early grave.

for Macdonald flared in 1862. The doctor

to receive the position of Surgeon of the

Stewarts liatred

had been expecting

Penitentiary when - Old Dr," Sampson died. Instead the- Premier
appointed Dr. John Robinson Dickson. - Roared Argus, at Dick-
son: ."You remember when you first Came to Kingston, advertising

fo draw, teeth at half price, and starving the howdies (mid-wives)
by o£f.ering.your services at half their charges? John (Macdonald)
has .frequentl;- told us, when he and we were together under the

influence of .Morton (Morton's Whiskey), that he would rather

have us. than you for his doctor. If John should deny this, bring
him .to US; We would guarantee to knock out what modicum of

brains either of you may have, before you could say 'Jack Rob-
inson,'

"

It was not mitil the Confederation election in August of 1867

that the. Premier and the doctor met on the same platform for the

first time as political opponents. What followed was rather painful.

Stewart launched into a torrent of abuse of the Premier and
was quoting copiously from the Globe, when someone got tired of

this foolery and set fire to his bundle of clippings.

Rounding on the Premiei, Stewart foolishly accused him of

being the instigator-; whereupon Macdonald stepped forward and
cruelly hit at his hapless opponent with these hnes

:

Should Slcwart say thai you hud beat your brother,

Betrayed your Sovereign or had killed your mother,

1
,. Say what revenge on Stewart could be had?

Too mean jor laughter, for reply too bad;

On one so poor you cannol take the law.

On one so old you scorn the sword to drazo.

Uncaged, then, let the wanton monster rage,

Secure in madness, meanness, want and age!

This was brutally devastating, and although many of his aud-
ience laughed, it was felt that the premier had hit below the belt

and he' lost a good number of votes in consequence.

In 1891, only a few months before Kingston was to mourn the

death of Sir John A. Macdonald, Dr. John Stewart passed away.
He had alienated many old friends by his bitter pen and intemp-
erate utterances and he was a lonely old man when the end came.

Dr. Stewart? His friends and enemies alike would agree that

he mea-nt well and tried to be a good citizen. His contempor-
aries at Queen's would tell you that he was loyal to his school —
it was to him as his home, the students as his children. A man of

untiring energy, by his force of character he instilled life into the

infant -medical college and by his devotion kept it alive.

He loved opposition and difficulties and his whole being re-

joiced in meeting and overcoming obstacles, even imaginary ones.

Peace to his ashes! ^ With all his peculiarities, the fighting

Lir. John Stewart was a fine old Scottish gentleman.
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1 StiLT- INS CLLB 1

(Each day Dr. Sigmoid 0. Skope looks into the problems of patients

conjined to bed in Kingsto}i's hospitals.—-Ed,^

Today our column is directed to you patients who spend your

time indulging in self-pity.

. Patients : when you wake up in the morning feeling tired, head-

achy, and out o£ sorts—with symptoms of neuritis, neuralgia, and

a neurosis—don't despair! You are probably one of those patients

who likes to feel sorry for himself; and in order to have something

to feel sorry about, your mind imagines all sorts of aches and pains

There is only one way to check or prevent this—you must not

have time to feel sorry for yourself. You must get busy. You

must find things to do.

We can suggest several things you might try; you could listen

to the radio, knit b'ooties, admire the nurses, read books and news-

papers, admire the nurses, gossip, tell stories, admire the nurses,

etc.

Some patients have become quite adept at dreaming up in-

teresting new pastimes. For intance, one chap we know tells

stories to the nurses he admires. However, the other day we wit-

nessed the height of originality. Two male patients saw a stack of

diagnosis cards in a corner and began a game of poker. One shuffl-

ed the cards and dealt. They picked up their hands and looked at

the cards. One bet, the other raised and they raised and re-raised

until one finally called.

"Looks like 1 win. I've got 3 pneumonias and 2 gallstones.

"Not so fast. Not so fast. I've got 4 enemas."

"Well, I guess you take the pot."

And as we fade into the distance, we say again; if you really

set your mind to it, you don't have to stagnate in the hospital. But

you must set your mind to it . . . then you won't stagnate . . .
,

set your mind don't stagnate . . . . . . set

Dear 9r. Hedrtbwn « « .

this fall be righjJjLjtyJe

"GRANDSTANDERS"

It's really wonderful what a new pmr of campus-i.sp.red

Ritchies Will do for your suit, your appearance and you^

personality I The leathers for Ri'^hie "Grands anders

L speei"uy selected for F«" ^o- feet dc»rv,

a pairl Most styles from $10.95 to $18.95.

^dctxi. shoes for mm
THE JOHN RITCHIE COMPANY UMITED, QUEBEC, P-Q-

(Only signed letters to our psychologist will be printed. Dr.

Heartburn listens to your troubles and sorrows Monday through

Saturday in this same column. Any advice given not only is

gratis, but is also jree of charge.—Ed.)

Dear Dr. Heartburn,

Please, sir, you must help me.

It's my husband—all he thinks

about is sex, sex, sex, sex, SEX!
It's driving me crazy!

MRS. A. KINSEY.

Dear Dr. Heartburn,

As you can see from the photo

below, I'm a young man, virile

and healthy, in the prime of life.

Why then do my friends whisper

behind my back that I'm going

over the hill?

Yours sincerely,

SHANE.

Dear Dr. Heartburn,

There's no justice in this

world of ours.

Gloria across the street had a

boyfriend who promised to

marry her, and then he married

another woman. She claimed he

broke her heart and she got

$10,000 from the poor fellow.

And me ? A month ago I was

run over by an automobile and

had 3 ribs broken. I got ?275.

(Signed),

DISILLUSIONED.

Dr. Heartburn replies : Don't

break their hearts, Men, kick 'em

in the ribs.

Dear Dr. Heartburn,

I'm beginning to suspect that

something is wrong. I've notic-

ed that people are talking about

me behind my back. The other

day I overheard someone say

that I smell.

Sincerely,

ETHEL MERCAPTAN.

Dear Dr. Heartburn,

I just got home and simply

had—yes I simply had to write

you.

What a day. I lost my job. I

lost my billfold. My wife ran

away with the electric light man.

The Yanks lost their game to the

Senators. It's unbelievable—
leading by three in tlie elghtli, and

they lost to the Senators.

DESPONDENT,

COMPLIMENTS OF

Ward & Hamilton Drugs
LIMITED

Cor. Princess and Division

Dial 5541

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

W I LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

WJl/aots
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McGill Hospitality

Students returning from the football weekend in Montreal

have been almost unanimous in their praise of the hospitality

tendered them by the students of McGill. Unfortunately last year's

Queen's-McGill game here left no such favorable impression. Sev-

eral Queen'smen were reported to have lost control of themselves

to the extent of beating up a number of visitors from Montreal.

It is to the credit of everyone at McGill that they chose to forget

this incident and show our supporters a wonderful weekend.

Next Friday Torontonians will be descending in force on

Kingston for what may be the most important intercollegiate

game of the season. And later students from Western and McGill

will be here to support their teams. It is the duty of every Queen's

student to display his or her pride in the university by doing

everything he can to see that these out-of-town guests enjoy them-

selves. No one thinks Queen's any "tougher" or deserving of

greater respect if our college spirit takes the form of violence

against visiting students. Let us make sure that our

next weekend take home as favorable an impression of

hospitality as students here did of McGill.

Canada And Colombo

The Colombo Plan is at the half-way mark. Last w
isters and officials of the sixteen member nations met in

to appraise the progress to date, and to lay plans for the

ing three and one half years. Among the goals set in 1!:

the increase of cultivable land by S'/i per cent, of foi

production by 10 per cent, of land under irrigation by 17

and of electrical generating capacity by 67 per cent. Be

many of the projects are still in the early stages of devi

it was difficult for the ministers to say whether the goa

be achieved.

Representatives of recipient nations, however, prese

couraging progress reports and urged that, if addition

were to be made available now. there was every hope

projects could be completed as scheduled. The most vigi

sponse to this appeal came from Mr. Harold Stassen,

of the United States foreign aid operations. Mr. Stasse

that his country was prepared to divert a substantial sum (

formerly earmarked for the Indo-China war to the Colom

Though he mentioned no specific figure, a number of (

judged that it might be in the neighborhood of $700,000,(

In view of this display of American interest in the I

particularly disappointing that the Canadian government

see fit to announce an increase in its contribution before t

ing ended. Our present contribution of 525,400,000 per ye

sents one of the smallest per capita grants, though our p>

wealth among the donor nations is the second highest. An in

our contribution at this stage would not only have been of

benefit, but it would have proven as well our willingness

an increasing proportion of our wealth with the more needj

of the world. It is to be hoped that in the interests of !

and in the interests of Canada's stature as a nation our gov

will not long delay its decision to make a substantial i

contribution.

Five Percent And Duplessis

By Carl Hamilton

Compromises among political lea-

ders, genuine and well-intentioned

though they may be. seldom leave

all their followers happy. Perhaps

this is what justifies a certain skep-

ticism concerning the optimistic

views of Mr. St. Laurent and Mr.

Duplessis following their meeting

in Montreal last week.

Less than two weeks earHer Mr.

St. Laurent had accused the Quebec

premier of using the taxation issue

as a shield to cover the Quebec ad-

midistration misdeeds. Mr. Duples-

sis had retaliated by blasting the

Prime Minister's "centralist" poli-

cies. The issue had been a hot one

province concerned. Such an ar-

rangement would eliminate the extra

administrative cost of two collection

agencies and would overcome the

nuisance feature of having to fill out

two income tax forms.

If the Quebec and Ottawa cab-

inets are in as conciliatory a mood

as their leaders apparently are, the

result is hkely to be the calling of

a new federal-provincial taxation

conference. If the conference can

come to a working agreement on

tax rental arrangements incorporat-

ing the new ideas, two important

pohtical imphcations arise.

In the first place Mr. St. Lau-

rent's stature as a nation-builder

will grow. A compromise which

Letters To The Editor

An Answer To de Graff

Editor, Journal:

"We can't fight communism with

facism, but we must fight it with

Christianity and our Canadian way

of life." This statement came last

Sunday from an extremely intrig-

uing source, a former German naval

officer who by his own admission

has been a spy for both the Russians

and the British simultaneously.

However, he apparently has mended

his ways and is currently engaged in

warning Canadians of the supposed

danger from internal Communist

treachery.

The statement above, quoted from

Capt. de Graff's talk, is interestmg

when considered with its context.

One aspect of our Canadian way of

life has always seemed to be that

a man has the right to hold what-

ever beliefs he chooses including be-

lief in communism. Belief in an

idea is a very different thing from

an individual act of treachery, such

as espionage. A man has the right

to believe even that the government

should be overthrown by force; it

it only when he acis to implement

his belief or when there is a clear

and present danger of his acting

to implement this belief, that the

state has the right to deal

under the law. Capt. de '

not appear to make any d

between belief in an idea a

to implement that belief,

posed that an organizatii

Canadian Crusaders be f

investigate the backgrounc'

peeled Communists and t

them. Who is going to i

the persons to be invi

What action is going to^

against those classified?

be black-listed? There is ;

Canada making belief in co

illegal and there never car

we call ourselves a free o

is a tradition of free mei'

group of citizens shall sit

ment on the political or

beliefs of other citizens o

law. On the other hand, if

has been committed it is

for the police and not for

organization. No group c

uals has the right to tak

into its own hands. Pert

his background, Capt. de

merely failed to realize '

leges of free men.

SERVING LONG TERMS

BULLETIN- Kingston, Ont. Oct. 15. In a report released this morning prison of-

ficials revealed the names of five famous criminals who are still serving long-term
sentences in the Big House. Each of the five has been serving time for over thirty

years and each has a long history of crime behind him. In an interview with prison

authorities, some of this history was brought to light. Thumbprint sketches of the

men appear below:

John Ca

"SLASHER" MATHESON

:

"Matty" to the boys, he so far has

done a 35 year grind. Does his

best work in the dark. Rough and
tough, he has been known to pull

a chiv on helpless victims. He
was ringleader of a gang which in-

cluded Joe, his second-in-com-

mand, and Ross, his body-guard.

"SMOOTH JOHN" ORE: A
smooth hood, for years he success-

fully eluded the police. Finally,

on a tip, the cops found Orr pol-

luted and as they hauled liim away
he was overheard to scream, "You
wait and see! I'll get the stoolic

responsible for this!" Brought

to the Big House, he was immed-

iately thrown into the pit.

"CURLY" ETTINGER: Big

wheeler and dealer in the pen, he

was a flunkie who rode the rails

the world over and hit the big

time with Caponc in Chicago. For

years he was able to evade the

police because of his close resemb-

lance to Gorgeous George. Now
an ideal inmate, he leads a hor-

monious life within these walls.

"BONES" JONES: The whole

town was talking about the

"Jones Boys" because they were

so tough. It used to be said that

Jones fed his gang arsenic meals

because he wanted to see wheth-

er they had any guts. Through
carefully shadowing his victims.

Jones was able to do excellent

frame jobs. Was paroled in the

early '40's, but broke parole in '46

and was taken into custody again.

"ROB" MacGREGOR: Years

ago he was a member of the

famous "Scottish Brogue's Gall-

ery." A thief, as his name sug-

gests. Partial to kids, he took

things from them. Has also

stolen a few lines from Shake-

speare. A case-hardened crimin-

al, he was known as a slick op-

erator who cleaned up on every

job.
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Justice Dispensed

At Levana Court

Justice again frowned on the

guilty at the annual Levana-Frosh

Court last Wednesday evening m
Ban Righ Common Rooin. Vigilan-

tes Leonore Haw, Marion Brown,

Harriet Thompson, and Colleen

Mewha presided as court judge,

attorney-for-the-defense, clerk and

prosecuting attorney respectiveh

.

The first defendant was chan:

willi staying out late in Montn

and after a fair trial was order

to attend classes sans make-up, wiili

large bags under her eyes !

carrying a suitcase bearing the ap-

propriate admonition "Beware Mon-
treal."

Four freshettes were found guilty

of disobeying upperclassmen. An-

other, for committing the crime of

going steady with an Artsmen before

coming to Queen's was sentenced to

wear 25 safety pins to show that

s!ie was "pinned".

Ten inmates of first floor Ade-

laide were charged with disturbing

the peace and accordingly were or-

dered to bring two boys each to a

party Monday night.

The Court adjourned and refresh-

ments followed.

AMS Executive Urges
Association With IUS
IRC Sponsors Annual Trip

UN Tour Highlights Excursion

AMS To Receive

Societies' Claims

- PHOTO OT PHIPPEN

Hard tackling like this htrlptd the Oolden Gaels to their crush-

ing 20-0 defeat of Toronto on Saturday. Two unidentified Gaels

haul down Al Riva, while Sherm Hood and Toronto's Bill

Stevenson look on in the background.

The Arts and Engineering So

cieties have decided to submit

claims for damages arising out of

the recent riot to the Alma Mater

Society Court. They will assess

payment after the Court's deci-

sion is handed down-

Meeting last Tuesday, the

AMS agreed to the Societies' pro-

posal but failed to support a re-

solution proposed in the Journal

on Oct. 1 that would have forced

organizations sponsoring func-

tions to assume any damages in-

curred.

After a long and heated dis-

cussion, the executive put off fin-

al decision until its next meeting.

Biology Society

Plans Field Trip

To Lake Opinicon

Recent advances in our knowledge

of photosynthesis, and the work cur-

rently being done in this field, were

described by Dr. G. Krotkov in an

address to the Queen's Biology So-

ciety at its first meeting Wednesday

night.

The society is planning a field

trip to the Lake Opinicon Field

station this Thursday. Anyone in-

terested in the work done at this

station during the summer is wel

come to attend.

.\ group of Queen's students,

xpected to number over 30, will

cave by chartered bus on Thursday

L-\-ening for a three-day visit to New

Vork.

The chief objective of the excur-

sion is to see the United Nations

General Assembly in action on Fri-

dy afternoon, leaving Saturday and

Sunday free for the other attrac

tions of tlie big city. The group will

return to Kingston just in time for

lectures Monday morning.

Seats on the bus are itill avail

able, and the fare is only $14. Those

wishing to go should sign the list

on the bulletin board in the Stu-

dents' Union as soon as possible,

preferably before 5 :30 p.m. today.

The New York trip, sponsored

by the International Relations Club,

is an annual feature of student life

at Queen's. It is being organized

this year by Jean Reid, IRC pres-

ident Ken Hilbom, Tony King and

Ranald May.

SCM Lecture

On Thursday

Dr. Malcolm Ross will give the

second in a series of informal public

lectures on "Religion and Letters",

sponsored by the Student Christian

Movement, Thursday at 4.30 p.m.,

in the McLaughlin Room of the

Student's Union. Topic of his ad-

dress will be Milton's "Paradise

Lost" and the theological implica-

tions for the present day.

Third lecturer in the series will

be Prof. George \Vhallej', who will

speak on "T. S. Eliot and Contem

porary English Literature."

AMS Responsible

For Band's Costs

The Alma Mater Society Tues-

day night assumed the band's ex-

penses for the Toronto and Mon-

treal weekends.

A charge of 35 cents levied on

the whole student body will pay

the expenses and the quarter-

master's and instructor's fees.

The AMS executive also de-

cided to give financial backing to

the Queen's Revue, "Riot '54".

Howie King said he hoped the

revue's profits would equal those

of last year when the revue was

able to turn $700. over to the

AMS.

Revue Receives

Backing Of AMS
"Riot '54", this year's production

of the Queen's Revue, has received

the financial backing of the AMS.

With this official signal to go

ahead, the Revue will begin re-

hearsals this week. However, some

difficulty has been encountered in

finding practice space and having

the script reproduced.

The cast is urged to watch bulle-

tin boards for time and place of

rehearsals.

Several acting parts are still open

to anyone interested. More boys

are needed for the cast and mem-

bers for the chorus.

Queen's University Spirit Indomitable

Candles Given
At Ceremony

Queen's freshettes will be offi

cially received into the Levana

Society tomorrow evening, The

ceremony wi 11 be held in Grant Hall

About 170 women will take part

in the initiation which is character-

ized by its beauty and solemnity

The lighting of candles symbolizes

a sharing in the hght of knowledge

by these Queen'swomen.

Dr. A. Vibert Douglas, Dean of

Women; Mrs. W. H. Macintosh:

and Mrs. I. A. Edmison, honorary

president of Levana, will receive

tlie girls.

Candles will be given to the

freshettes by Pat Osborough, Le-

vana president; Liz Jennings, vice

president; and Joce Safrance, pres-

ident nf the Levana council.

Following the ceremony, refresh-

ments will be served.

The indomitable spirit of

Queen's University has inspired

many students to success in the

battle with poverty, stated Dr.

Leonard W- Brockington in his

rectorial address in Grant Hall

Thursday evening.

Introduced by Principal W. A.

Mackintosh and Levana Presi-

dent Pat Osborough, Dr. Brock-

ington again upheld his reputa-

tion as an outstanding orator in

addressing an audience of under-

graduates and alumni.

He said that Queen's, as a col-

lege of limited means, attracts

students from all economic levels

of society, and in many cases, fin-

ancing an education is a difficult

proposition. However, he said,

those who succeed display a sa-

crificial passion for learning

which cannot be denied.

Dr. Brockington dreamt of

undergraduate days at Queen's

as a happy period of time, al-

though he was never able, even

with the aid of a Gaelic tutor,

to translate the college yell: he

dreamt of the frosty stare one

received from Dean Douglas if

he favours a partciular window

of Ban Righ Hall with the mel-

odious strains of his guitar.

He was happy to discover that,
|
deeds

although they "Ban Rye" in the

women's residence, they do not

ban scotch in the football stad-

ium.

Returning to a more serious

vein, Dr. Brockington mentioned

the hopes and memories associ-

ated with Queen's which are

shared by students and ex-stud-

ents alike — hopes that the uni-

versity may continue to flourish,

and memories of the unbought

graces of a liberal education re-

ceived here.

In connection with the Medical

Centenary, he went back four

hundred years to the time when

the United Kingdom as we know

it to-day was non-existant ;
when

Canada and the United States

were only mirages on the horizon

of history. In one-quarter of that

period the medical faculty at

Queen's has grown to its present

proportions.

He referred to the year 1854.

when that faculty was founded—

a year of international unrest

marked by fires, earthquakes and

explosions; the parliament build-

ine-s in Quebec were burned and

France and England engaged

Russia in the Crimean War

which gave rise to the heroic

of Florence Nightingale.

It was in that year that a sleepy

little town called Bytown chang-

ed its name to Ottawa and began

expanding towards the busy

capital city of to-day.

Cautioning the students to take

pride in their faculty, he remind-

ed them to light the lamp of me-

mory with a long wick that it

might cast its light upon the nob-

le army of men and women who

have graduated from the univer-

sity in the past century to con-

tribute to the growth of our coun-

try.

Dr. Brockington paid tribute to

the nursing profession, particu-

larly to the courageous Sisters of

Charity who first came to Canada

to carry on their services. Sir

William Ostler and Sir Frederick

Banting were lauded as two fam-

ous Canadians who have made

immeasurable contributions to

their country.

Mid-Term Tests

Mid-Term tests will be held

the first week in November

in all classes numbered A. 1

and 2 and in other Pass

courses in which first year

students are registered.

Jean I. Royce,

Registrar.

Canada is a land rich in ever

green memories of hardship;

borne and overcome, he said, :

land where men and women have

the courage to display character.

It is an exciting country without

racial or national hatred, one

which has achieved unity with

room for diversity. He quoted

Adlai Stevenson as describing

Canada as a "glorious discordant

symphony of free society."

By way ol advice to the under-

graduates. Dr. Brockington poin-

ted out out that in this world,

turmoiled by fears and ridden

with hate, there may be many ap-

parently good reasons for doing

evil things but we must proceed

on a pilgrimage of right with ar-

mour on our hearts and in our

hands.

To those who must speak pub-

licly he reminded that, "men

speak that other men may do".

Offer a helping hand to new-

comers who are seeking new hor-

izons of happiness and homes,

he advised. Put no lock upon the

door that leads to the sanctuary

of human brotherhood. Queen's

University has well exemplified

these ideals by never excluding

any student for reasons of na-

lionahty or creed.

The Alma Mater Society wants

the National Federation of Cana-

dian University Students to affili-

ate in some way with the Com-
munist-dominated International

Union of Students.

Tuesday night's meeting in-

structed Queen's delegates to the

NFCUS conference this week to

vote against a report to be pre-

sented by national president Tony

Enriquez suggesting that Canada

have nothing to do with lUS.

lUS formerly included a num-

ber of western student organiz-

ations but most of them seceded

several years ago. In 1953 the

lUS executive offered associate

membership to the western or-

ganizations but suspicion of pro-

paganda motives prevented the

western groups from accepting.

Lloyd Carlsen, AMS external

affairs secretary and a delegate to

the conference, suggested affili-

ating with JUS in order to fight

the Communist tendencies pre-

valent in it.

Bob Jenness, Arts Society pre-

sident, proposed that the western

students body, CoSec. make con-

tact with lUS but that Canada

not go it alone.

Jim Cochlin (Sc.—J. R-) said

the propaganda opportunities

Russia vrill gain if NFCUS joins

would be more than offset by the

unfavorable publicity both in Rus-

sia and the west if it refuses to

join.

Murray Mathieson, local

NFCUS chairman, stated that the

percentage of Canadian students

receiving government aid was 14

percent as compared with 70 per-

cent in the United Kingdom. He

said as many as 4" percent of stu-

dents in Canadian high schools

drop out through lack of funds.

He said the situation could be

remedied if NFCUS can win pub-

lic support, influence members of

parliament, and have the prob-

lem brought before the House of

Commons. The AMS agreed.

Mr. Mathieson also introduced

a resolution from the McGill stu-

dents' council proposing that rep-

presentatives from student execu-

tives across the country attend

the NFCUS conference. The idea

won no support from the AMS.

McGill also proposed that the

NFCUS travel office be dropped

if it fails to support itself. The

AMS agreed with Tiz Dowler

(Lev. — S. R.) who said that the

decision should be deferred until

the office's report is tabled at the

conference. The office is organ-

ized to arrange tours abroad for

students at low cost.

AMS Constables

All those interested in acting

as .-^MS constables please

contact Keith Hawkins

through the Queen's Post

Office,
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WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

ttiave Confidence Now - Cook

the

A LONG TIME BETWEEN PARTIES

Even Hurricane Hazel, in all her fury, wasn't able to stir up

e.\citement over the weekend that Frank Tindall generated

by throwing a birthday party. If you spent the first part of the

proceedings ducking the tree limbs that Hazel was tossing around

with reckless abandon, then you must be reaching the conclusion

that this guy Tindall is the greatest party giver since the star-

studded days of Diamond Jim Brady. And if you were to ask

anyone of the 9,000 or so people who managed to jam mto every

nook and cranny of Richardson stadium to enjoy Saturday's sun-

shine, then you'd probably find that your conclusion was pretty

generally shared.

But it wasn't as if Frank were a person who threw parties

like this one every day of the week. As a matter of fact, his last

fling took place in the forgotten days of 1949, when the Golden

Gaels galloped to their last win over Bob Masterson's Toronto

collection. Since, then, there have been a lot of dark Saturday

afternoons in Kingston when the invading Blues turned on their

vaunted power and swept the local hopefuls before them, or when

the Gaels embarked for Toronto knovring beforehand that they were

following the path that ended up in the lion's den.

All this, however, came to an end Saturday when the Queen's

aggregation, through their spokesman, gave formal notice that they

were sick and tired of Toronto tactics. The spokesman was a little

ex-Torontonian named Ron Stewart, and when he turned on the

current in his flying legs to pick up the first two Gael touchdowns

the howling mob of students, medical grads, and Life camermcn

had to concede that he was speaking with considerable authority.

Bob Masterson, the big quiet guy who for the past few years

has directed the activities of the Varsity Blues, agreed after the

game that the Gaels had settled matters in no uncertain terms.

He thought the biggest factor behind the fantastic 20-0 score had

been the play of the Toronto quarterbacks, who had been rushed

almost every time they faded back to open up with their long range

artiUery. "The kids got excited. They picked a receiver and then
,

threw to him, irregardless of whether or not he was covered. And

that way we got hurt badly by interceptions ... we got hurt

very badly by interceptions." i

About ten feet away from the Toronto mentor, on the far side

of the cement block wall which separates the dressing room in

Richardson stadium, stood Tiny (6' 7" in his socks) McMahan.

And for the thousands of people who applauded wildly when the

Gaels pranced to their big vnn. Tiny was the guy who symbolized

the spirit and alertness that the locals showed right from the open-

ing kickoff. You'll recall how he intercepted Harry Wilson's first

pass on the Toronto 20 yard line, and then lumbered across for

our third major. That action knocked the pins out as far as the

Blues were concerned, and also helped send 5,000 or so Gael fans

home with battered vocal cords.

As he pulled off the heavy equipment, the big Gael end didn't

feel any different from anyone else in the room: in other words he

felt just fine. There were plenty of others around him who felt

the same way. among them guys like Tindall, who stood grinning

in the centre of the room \\'hile the throng around him pumped

his hand and slapped his~back. Two or three Gaels rolled around

in the showers with their uniforms still on their backs; others, like

captain Jack Cook, strolled up and down looking ready to burst

with pride; while still others, like Slierm Hood and Al Kocman,
]

tired out from their tremendous efforts, sat more quietly and soak-

1

ed up the almost unbelievable score.

The Statistics Were Against Us
Out on the streets, the tans too were beginning to wonder about

that score. There had been those who. confidently expected the

Gaels to edge the Blues on the strength of their attacking power.

But no one seemed to have anticipated anything like 20-0. And
above all, that big Toronto goose egg was the factor that made the

populace so happy, because not even the staunchest Gael supporter

had looked for an afternoon's activity in which the only activity

in the Gael end zone was to be the exploding of a few third quarter

firecrackers that some one tossed out.

And even the statistics were against us, as they seem to have

been against us all season. It's easy to become confident after

By Jack Cook

Golden Gael Captain

By this time you must be real-

izing that the Varsity Blues have

riually been beaten in Kingston.

Don't be too surprised if you have

just realized it because I didn't

realize it fully myself until some-

time Sunday evening. I knew that

this was our year to beat them,

but that score was a much of a

thrill to me as it must of been to

Credit for this blessed event be-

longs to many but we all know it

was Frank Tindall's day in more

ways than one. If you saw the

game, then you can say that at

least once you have seen a team

give all they had, and believe me,

it was all for Frank. It was great

to hear the ovation he received

as the game ended, nice to see

him receive the credit he has al-

ways so richly deserved.

You can give much of the cred-

it to our great "pony" backfield,

although I feel that someone

should differentiate the terms

"Pony." My own pat on the sou-

thern exposure goes to our so-cal-

led "question mark" line—they

are certainly no question mark to

me. This all totals up to one half

the credit due.

The other half belongs entirely

with the students and supporters.

Even when we were the losingest

team they were always the cheer-

ingest bunch. We are truly

gratefull for it and now we have

a chance to repay it. Believe me,

we are trying hard to do it for

you, for ourselves, and for

Queen's.

Saturday's win had a great ef-

fect on the team. Not one member

i5 over-confident, but they now

have the self-confidence necessary

to win in this game. Thanks

again . . . we won't quit if you

don't.

PHOTO BY PHIPPEN

Goalward bound is hard-driving Gary Shrieder. who g^ndin^^

through a ma« of Toronto tackkrs while Pete Nicholson lends ^ hand. IdCTiU-

fiable Blues in the picture are Ray Yakasovich, Don Smith, and Ed Ford.

By Mike Moffitt

Journal Sports Writer

The Golden Gaels took another tremendous step towards this

year's title when they trounced their arch-rivals, tj^^ Varsity Blues

on Saturdav. Not onlv did they beat tliem, but TORONTO GOT

A ZERO the score being 20 - 0. The Tricolor played a magnificent

^ame and were iu control throughout the happy occasion, as they

beat the Blues for the first time in five years and shut them out

for the first time in over twent.v-five.

Early in the game. Varsity held the ball on the Queen s forty-

four Two passes went incomplete, as the Gael line broke through

lo hurry Stevenson. That was the first defensive start, and the

Tricolor front wall

A grinning Frank Tindall is surrounded by his hilanous players just

minutes after the Gaels had walked over the Varsity Blues for the first tune

since 1949. Just what are the players saying? You guessed it: they re all singing

"Happy Birthday."

SENIOR TRACK SQUAD
READY FOR BIG MEET
According to Pat Galasso, the

|

the broad jump for the Tricolor

highest point total ever gained by

a Queen's Senior Track team is

thirty-one. However this year,

Pat has hopes of raising this total

hard-chargin

played a great game, continuously

tossing the Varsity backs for five,

'en and even fifteen yard losses,

while the tertiaries were batting

down most of the passes the un-

fortunate Blue quarterbacks could

^et away.

The Tricolor attack was as out-

standing as their defence, with

Wally Mellor mixing a masterful

combination of sweeps, rushes

and passes from the quarterback

slot. The running attack featur-

ed Ron Stewart in one of the

greatest games he has played. He

was backed up by hard-driving

Gary Schreider as the Gael's one-

two punch was as great as ever.

When the Queen's offence stalled,

there was the superb punting of

Jocko' Thompson to lift the ball

out of danger as he kicked for a

fantastic fifty yard average.

The Gold were a team which

made their own breaks and then

used them well as they intercept-

ed five passes and recovered four

Varsity fumbles. Two of the pass

interceptions were key plays.

Immediately after the second maj-
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The Senior Intercolleg|iate

track meet will be held at Toronto

this Wednesday, Oct. 20th. John

Mcintosh and George Becking

will handle the 100 and 220 yard

dashes, while Bill Wells and

Becking will run the 440 and 880

yard races. Queens entries in the

mile are Fritz McDougall and

Wells, and Fritz is also defending

his three mile championship.

The most interesting events

should be the 120 yd. high hurdles

and the 220 yard low hurdles

which will bring Queen's Spence

Hodkinsons and John Emery up

re Paul Fedor and John Mcin-

tosh, while Dave Turnbull and

Bert Barry are entered in the pole

vault. Eery Barry is the defend

ng champ. Ed Bednarz, Paul
|

or, bog Jay McMahan intercepted

a Stevenson pass on the Toronto

twenty-five and ambled across for

the final touchdown on a play

Fedor and Ron Curtis are repre-

(Continued on Page 3)

matching Saturday's show, but we can't help thinking that this

seems to be a ball club that makes its own breaks as it moves along, I against Toronto's highly rated

(Continued on Page 3) |
Norm Williams. Completing in

HALLELUJAH
Vd*. Rushing
Yds. Passing

Pass Att
Inter, by
Pass Com. —
Yds. Punting —
Average Punt _
Punl Returns —
Kickoff Returns
Fumbles
Own Funi. Rec.

First Downs —-— H
Att, Field Goals 1

Com. Field Goals 0

Yds. in Pen, — 60

.122

,117

10

, 5

_ 5

_401

. SO
_ 85
_ 49

_ 3

_ 1

168
146
27

3

12

315
39.S

16

86
5

1

21

0
0

70

which must have broken the Blues

hearts as well as their attack. The

other came in the third quarter

when Al Kocman, who played a

standout game on defence, grab-

bed a Blue pass on the Queen's

nine to stop the Blue's strongest

bid to break into the scoring col-

umn.

On the whole, the first place

Queen's twelve gave coach Frank

Tindall one of his happiest birth-

days with the triumph that left

them one point ahead of the Uni-

versity of Western Ontario Mus-

tangs who dropped McGill 25-6

in their home opener.

Stewart Scores

The first quarter was scoreless

with it ending as the Gaels were

camped on the Varsity ten. Two
plays later, Ron Stewart swept

around the left end of the Hne for

the touchdown. Gary Schreider

converted. After the kick-off, the

Blues marched downfield for a

first down on the Tricolor five,
j

On the second down. Bill Surphlis

broke through to smear the Tor- I

onto quarter for an eight yard loss

and Stevenson's pass went wide

on the third down. Jocko Thomp-

son quick-kicked for seventy

yards and came tearing upfield

to make the tackle as soon as the

Blue back could reach the ball.

This strategy upset the Blues

so that they fumbled on the sec-

ond play and Ron Stewart re-

covered for the Gael's on the Tor-

onto forty-five. Queen's were

penalized 15 yards and then on

the next play, Mellor tossed a pass

to Stewart who raced another

thirty-eight yards for his second

five-pointer. Schreider again con-

verted.

Harry Wilson, at quarterback

for the first time, had his first

pass intercepted minutes later

\vho!i McMahan grabbed the ball

out of Pinkney's waiting arms,

and ran all the way.

The Blues, reeling by now, at-

tacked. Lou Bruce recovered a

fumble to stop their first drive,

and Jack Thompson's 45 yard

quick kick from deep in the Gael

zone took care of their second

thrust.

Thompson's forty-yard single,

(See, Gaels Win, Page 3)

# two

convenient

locations
town and country

Restaurants
Princess at Clergy

Cotaroqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle
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Gaels Win
(Continued from Page 2)

Track

(Continued from

followed by Shrieder's placement

attempt which fell short but was

good enough fro a single point,

capped the Queen's scoring in the

final quarter.

For the losers, the ground at-

tack featured Phil Muntz with his

, driving rushes. This was the

strong point of the Varsity At-

tack, and it is hard to understand

why Masterson refused to use the

ground attack. Both Oncschuck

and Pinkney made impressive

ground gains. The pass attack

fell a bit flat as the Gael linemen

were floating through to upset

Stevenson and Wilson with regu-

larity. Hurried i}asses caused sev-

eral interceptions and a complet-

ion record of only ten of twenty-

seven.

To pick the stars for the Gaels

would be impossible as they turn-

ed in a great team effort. The

front wall was great. The quarter

back was great. The halves were

great. The punting was great.

The tackling was great and the

blocking was great

the

2)

weightseating Queen s

events.

Rain and a wet, slippery track

called a halt to all events but one

in the scheduled Intramural

Track and Field Meet last Friday.

Because the hurdles had been set

up [or the 120 yard high hurdles

race, that event was run off and

Spence Hodkinson, freshman

medical student from Windsor

and current Canadian Junior high

and low hurdles champion, clip-

ped 2 seconds from the 1929 re-

record of 16.04.

STEAM
SHOVEL

Classified Ads

Marion Hears Voices As Lond Rejoices

And even after one half moon did Scribe appear once more

at Marion's bidding. For was slumber of dead on horizontal plane

ol feather again shattered by Marion's clarion call. And did

Marion supply youngest of scribes with new stock of chisels in

order that same might record greatest doings of tribe. But was

Marion more interested in learning of sounds of many decibels

which, it seemed, were like unto sounds of great rejoicing. For it

true that sounds of only greatest intensity may reach exalted

chamber of Marion in subterranean regions of Cav of Nic.

In The Lemonlite

The intercollegiate tenuis meet

was held this weekend in Montreal.

Queen's placed third in the tourna-

ment. Liz Jennings and Mary Far-

dell plio'cd singles, and Jane Van

y.nhen and Tis Dowlcr plaj'cd dou

hies. Toronto, who placed first, won

eleven out of twelve minutes, drop

ping one to Gloria Stanford of Mc

Ma-^lcr, Gloria w<ni the singles.

wHisne ST&ps

Men of Vor Outmatched by Far

And it came to pass on aft of Saturn that greatest Warriors

of Qnecnz did inflict upon Men of Var deepest of wounds. For

* widely known that Men of Var dread losing battle of skin of

pig, especially to Gaels of Gold. And 'twas said by one staunch

Warrior of Scien;; that magnitude of Queenz victory over Var

approached closely to magnitude of Maid Hazel's conquest of Town

of Hog. Such were luunbers and spirits of tribe that even bravest

from Town of Hog made no attempt at removing sacred Posts of

Goal. And upon learning that same were removed from field of

Dick to cav of safe keeping on Eve of Fria, did Marion instruct

scribe to inform elders of tribe as to foolishness of this action.

For are Yellow-Tasseled Ones more than capable of protecting

sacred posts from Men of Var. And Marion did further insist that

tradition of Scienz be not disrupted in future.

Stolen or Picked Up by Mistake

Harris Tweed Sports Coat

'

(new) from Physics Building

Wednesday morning. Anyone

with any information please con-

tact Clement Williams, Meds '60

at 9855.

Lost

Would the person who inad-

vertently picked up the wrong

raincoat (navy-blue burberry) in

the coffee shop on Oct. 14. please

phone A. Kear at 7106 or 6498.

Lost

One black leather wallet con-

taining "I" card and driver's lic-

ence. Finder please contact Stuart

W. Howard at 200 Alfred Street,

phone 3920.

Found

Gold lighter with initials B.

E. M. at last Saturdays game.

Please contact Journal office.

Found

Eclipse fountain pen. Owner

may pick it up at the Journal

office.

Found

Lady's glasses with brown rims

in the vicinity of 170 Barrie St.

Owner may claim them at the

Journal office.

Found

Keys and small change in New
Arts Building. Owner may obtain

these from the Journal business

manager.

(Ointinncd from Page 2)

seems to be a call club that makes its own breaks as it moves along

and which can explode at any time to break the game wide open

Opposition teams spend half the afternoon watching for an out

burst from our speed-laden backfield, but spend the other half try

ing to stop Sherm Hood, or Hank Zuzek. or Lou Bruce from np

ping through their front wall.._ And while the opposition is thus

engaged, Wally Mellor is whipping flat passes around the country-

side and Jocko Thompson is punting bad snaps for distances which

on Saturday went as high as 75 yards into the wind.

Watching Thompson quick-kicking the Toronto tertiary out

of their cleats; and watching the way the Gaels stopped the Blues

ilefcnsively, you had to conclude that we have a crew of oppor-

lunists on our hands. Toronto had. and .still has, too much power

1(1 be stopped for long periods of lime. Guys like Phil Muntz,

Steve Oncschuch, Bill Stevenson, and company, aren't exactly

luish-lcagne calibre, and when ihcy get rolling they're hard to stop.

But the Gaels beat them Saturday. an<l will beat them again, be-

cause they stay alert every minnle of the way, and take advantage

of the breaks as they develop. Stevenson filled the air with more

well-thrown footballs than Kicbarclson stadium has ever seen when

he was here Saturday, and ihe smashing tactics of Phil Muntz didnt

do us any good.

But after Stevenson completed three passes in a row. his next

one was always intercepted ; and after Muntz and Oncschuck had

galloped for big gains, they were always hauled down behind the

line of scrimmage on their next play.

There's another big one at Western next weekend. And al

though you have to hope that the Gaels keep up their pace, there'i

always the fear that they may crush the Mclrasmen too. If they

do that, and if the players mob Tindall as they did when they car

ried him off the field Saturday, they're liable to break his neck

in the excitement.

Men of Quack Tend Ball of Fac

And on eve of Fria did Men of Mudz throw grand ball of five

score annivar. And did same shoot breeze with unhonoured guest

Ha^el. who made bowling success of eve. And were many veteran

warriors of Mudz present at greatest of Quack For Mais. And did

scribe note that glitter in Hall of Ball did even outshine that of

fluids of amber, but was pleased to know that warriors of Scienz

plan even greater stomp in near future. And does Marion offer

warmest words of congratulations to Men of Mudz on greatest oc-

casion.

MUSIC !

rfr DRAMA!
iK SPORTS !

Tir ENTERTAINMENT !

CKl

Scribe Must Take a Shot and Floke

And now does scribe find that as eyes blur and as hand grows

haky, so do markings on tablet approach closer and closer to

scratches of no meaning. And does mind rebel at thought of dank

itinosphere of den where unfinished chronicle of Lab awaits ap

plication of Constant of Cook. And 'tis true that scribe would not

return at all if it were not for presence of plane of feather and

impatient waiting of friend Mickey.

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

W I L M 0 T S

QUALITY PRODUCTS

PASSEN TACKLE (Football Coach)

says: "Keep your feet high when you

carry the hall."

. . . and keep your chances for success high by

steady saving (no matter how little)

Bank of Montreal

Kingston. Main Offic., 297 King St. East, at the Market:

EDWARD ROYCE!, Manager

Kingston. Prince.^ and Barrie Sts. Brand., in th. "Y" BuUdlng:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WAIK Of LIFE SINCE M\l

SMOKING
IN OUR
LOGES

NOW PLAYING

illiniQISi
ALWAYS 2 GOOD SHOWS I

"Miss Sadie Thompson" (Adult) Rita Hayworth.

-Rhapsody" (Tech.) Elizabeth Taylor.

THUR. - FRr. . SAT.

"EASY TO LOVE" (TECH)

Esther Williams - Van Johnston

"ROB ROY" ITECHl

Richard Todd - Glynnis Johns

MON. TUE

"FABIAN OF THE YARD"
Murder - Suspen;

Also "AMAZING MR. X"

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

This hairdo was made with (J^ciU

...the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

Bobbi Pin-Curl Peniianent is

made lo give you lovelier,

softer curls ... die kind you

need for today's cisual hair-

dos like the "Boljbi Bob" pic-

tured above. A Bobbi wave is

never tight, never Irinzy.

Right after using Bobbi your

hair will have die beauty, the

body, the soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And it

wdl siay that way for weeks

and weeks'.

Giving yourself a Bobbi is

easier, quicker than you ever

dreamed possible. You just

put your hair in pin curls

and apply Bobbi Creme Oil

Lotion. A little later, rinse

with water, let dry, brush out

-and that's all! No clumsy

curlers to use. No help

needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in fashion — if you can make

a simple pin curl - you'll

love Robhi! $1,75

Just pin-curl us usual. Aj.ply Bobbi, rinse 45 minutes later.

When hair is dry. simply brush out. No ncutralucr needed.

No curlers, no re-setting. So easy, you do it yourself.
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Public Speaking and Debating Club

The Public Speaking and Debating Society will meet tonight

at 7.30 in Committee Room 1, Students' Union, to elect the 1954-55

executive.

Spanish Club

The Spanish Club wilt meet tonight at S p.m. in the Ban Righ

Common Room. A color film on a "Visit to Spain" will be shown,

followed by a discussion on the life and customs in a few Central

American countries, Costa Rican dances, a sing-song and refresh-

ments. A special welcome is extended to all Queen's newcomers

Politics Discussion Group

The Politics Discussion Group will meet in Committee Room

2, Students' Union, at 7.30 Tuesday evening. Prof. Meisel will

discuss "Why people vote the way they do^^^

Badminton Club

The Queen's Badminton Club has renewed activities and plays

in the gj'in from 8 to 10.30 each Tuesday evening. Everyone is

welcome, novice and expert.

Math and Physics Club

There will be a meeting of the Math-Physics Club in Commit-

tee Room 2, Students' Union, at 7 p.m. Dr. B. W. Sargent will

speak on "Reminiscnces of the Atomic Energy Project".

Chess Club

There will be a meeting of the Queen's Chess Club at 7 p.m.

tonight in the Science clubrooms (over Tech Supplies). Everyone

welcome.
SCM

Regular chapel service at 1 p.m. Tuesday in Morgan Memorial

Chapel. A Study Group on "The Church" led by Rev. D. Mathers,

will be held Tuesday at 4.30 p.m. in the SCM office. All welcome.

Levona Candlelighting Ceremony

The Levana Candlelighting Ceremony will be held Wednesday,

Oct. 20, at 7.45 p.m. in Grant Hall. Seniors pick up gowns in the

Red Room at 7.15.

IRC Bus Trip

Those who have put their names down for the IRC New York

bus trip but have not yet paid iheir fare ($14) are asked to bring cash

or cheque to Committee Room 1 at 5.30 p.m. today. If this time is

inconvenient, fares may be given to Ken Kilborn, 244 Frontenac

Street, at ;tny time before tomorrow afternoon.

Seats not already spoken for may also be obtained by coming

to Comm. Room 1 at S.30 today. The bus will leave from the

Students' Union at 7 p.m. Thursday.

The

Gliding Club

Queen's Gliding Club is holdin

Whaf's news af /nco?

Before long, in Inco's Creighlon Mine,

that portion a mile or more underground will become a

hive of industry as men and machines begin to burrow a

network of passages around and into the ore.

But first, provision must be made for the health, safety and

comfort of the men. Fresh air is vital. So, from the present

mine workings, a shaft 13 feet in diameter is being cut

straight down through solid rock to a point more than a

mile below the surface. Its upper end will connect with

another airway to the surface. Through this shaft, all

smoothly cemented like a silo, 350,000 cubic feet of air

per minute will be forced down into the lower workings

of the mine.

"The Romance oj Nkkel", a 72-page bookjiilly illiiHrnled, will be sent

free on request to anyone interested.

I
NTERN ATIONAL N ICKEL CO MPANY

general meeting Thurs-

day night at 7.30 in the Science

Club Rooms. Gliding movies will

be shown. AU interested are wel-

come.
Square-Boll

A hard times dance featuring

round and square dancing will be

held Friday in Grant Hall from

9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission 98c

per couple.

Drama Guild

Auditions for one-act plays will

be held in the Drama Guild

Lounge Thursday between 7 and

9 p.m. All interested are welcome.

An evening of one-act plays will

be held in November, and the best

,
will be chosen to represent

Queen's in the Inter-Varsity

Drama League Festival in Nov-

ember,

EXPORT
CANADA ;.S- I N E S T

_

CIGAR e'T.TE \. }.

OF CANADA, LIMITED . 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Same Day On
Shirt Laundering

OPEN 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 EARRIE ST.
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Roundabout

Whenever I get to feeling in-

adequate and tense, I tell myself

there are only two remedies —
grow a mustache, or read the

latest edition of the Whig-Stand-

ard. As raising a mustache is a

time-consuming and tedious pro-

ject, I inevitably turn to the

Whig.

The instant I see those warm,

garbled headlines, my nerve-

cells cease their quivering, and

peace quietly steals into my dis-

ordered room. (That's Ed Peace,

the guy across the hall. If he

doesn't quit coming in here, I'll

report him). Such folksey items

as "Boy, Three, Beaten Uncon'

scious By Local Police" rapidly

restore my homeostasis. By the

time I've finished reading the

news from Odessa, I am ready to

face the world on the morrow

with yogi-like calm.

The final delicious morsel, the

frosting on this journalistic cake,

is the Dorothy Dix column. For

sheer bathos and slapstick, this

column is without peer. As a clin-

ical example, I cite the case of

"Anxious". It seems that Anxious

and her husband take off to a

mountain lodge on alternate

weekends with another pair of

marrieds. The situation is evi-

dently degenerating rather quick-

ly, because Anxious writes

"Once we arrive, my husband

becomes edgy and irritable. Last

time we went, I wore slacks after

supper, and my husband became
violently angry about them and

spoiled our whole weekend, I

love to go to the lodge, but it's

no fun any more, Do you think

\\-e should stop?"

Dorothy, or her ghost writer,

offers an answer of some clap-

trap about emotional adjust-

ments and "give and take" which

is too ridiculous to repeat. Obvi-

ously a serious situation has de-

veloped in this erie, and one

wrong word from a woolhead

like Dorothy may detonate the

"whole shebang.

I somehow see the husband of

Anxious as a harried young ex-

ecutive married to a selfish feed-

bag^ who insisted he build a moun-
tain lodge at ruinous expense

merely to impress the neighbours

Oiice the joint was built, was An-
xious satisfied to go there and

relax? Oh no, she must drag a

coRHu sociery cohcbrt

pair of free-loaders she knows. I

am certain that the husband of

the intruding duo is given to cry-,

ing when drunk, smoking cigars

that are half rubber, and telling

jokes gleaned from the Ed Sullivan

show. To anyone familiar with

Mr, Sullivan, I need say no more.

Meanwhile, the hubby of An-

xious has endured the torture on

alternate weekends with admir-

able aplomb. He has suffered the

crying, the cigars and so on, on

sheer fighting heart, but his de-

fense mechanisms are beginning

to buckle at the seams. The oc-

casion which prompted Anxious

to write in has obviously proved

to be too much for him.

It needs no vivid imagination

to picture the scene. With his

nerves vibrating like harp

strings, he unloads the booze and

Spam from the care and heads

towards the lodge. Once inside,

he begins to act like a trapped

animal.

Every half hour he slips out for

clandestine belts from a bottle

stashed in a hollow pine tree.

After eating a dismal dinner, our

boy sits brooding over the pros-

pect of yet another horrid even-

ing, when his wife has the crust

to stroll out in slacks. This

does it. The man blows his stack,

and shouts and screams at the

top of his lungs.

Dear Anxious,

Keep to hell away from the

' lodge unless you want an axe

murder on your conscience.

The first general meeting of the

Levana Society, scheduled for Mon-

day, October 25. will feature Jill

Stuchbury, warden of Baker House,

.IS guest speaker. She will speak on

aspects of English life in Africa.

The Candlelighting Ceremony, in

which freshettes are formally re-

ceived into the Levana Society, will

be held on Wednesday, October 20,

in Grant Hall. Seniors are request-

ed to pick up their gowns in the Red

Room by 7.15,

On Tuesday. October 26, a

freshette will be elected to represent

her year on the Levana Executive.

The freshettes running for this office

are Ann Davidson, Barb Bell, Ann

Hayes, Ann Brownrigg. Betty Gar-

dener, and Joan Fooie, Only fresh-

ettes may vote at this election.

The 1954-55 University Concert

Series opened last Tuesday in

Grant Hall with a Concert by the

Corelli Society. It was an even-

ing of pure musical beauty,

heightened by several elements

of contrast.

The first work played was
Arie Antiche by Vinci. With the

opening AUemande movement,

the performers immediately re-

vealed the quality of their play-

ing. Feathery pianissimo swept

into flowing solid phrases, then

back again to the more delicate

vein.

Throughout the whole Suite

there was pleasant phrasing —
each phrase coming smoothly to

an end, then almost gliding into

the next. The ensemble rolhcked

through the final Furlana, artis-

tically contrasting the repeated

actions.

Corelli's Concerto Grosso in D
major required a piano in addi-

tion to the strings. This added

depth of tone to the playing, and

the pianist skillfully controlled

the instrument so that the effect

was not overly marked. Presum-

ably Corelli wrote for the Clavier

which would have provided

contrasting plucked effect instead

of depth. The allegro movements

were beautiful for their alternat-

ing blended fullness and delicate

interweaving of several distinct

voices. In the second Largo mova

ment the music provided oppor-

tunities for good tonal climaxes

which the ensemble carried out to

perfection.

The final Allegro movement

gave the virtuoso violinist a

chance to show his skill. This he

did, mastering the difficult dou-

ble-stops with seeming effortless-

ness.

The first work played after in-

termission was Marcello's Intro-

duzione - Aria - Presto.

In the Aria the ensemble

ON IN TOWN

OH THOSE "SOBBIN' WOMEN"
oneness — a character which en-

thralled the audience all evening

—was especially evident. The

melody was fully supported, all

voices rising and falling perfectly

together with artistic sympathy.

The Presto was hushed and sure

with striking chromatic crescendo

and decrescendo.

Finally we heard Benjamin

Britten's Simple Symphony for

strings, written when he was 12

years old for just such a string

group as the Corelli Society. Bois-

terous Bouree was all its name

implies; it modulated through

various keys, with the some con-

trasting tonal effects which were

heard before. The playful Piz-

zicato presented a gay little

melody which danced in and out

in subtle shading — sometimes

strummed by the strings as if

they were a huge guitar — and

fluttered down to a barely audi-

ble close. The Frolicsome Finale,

with its interesting harmonic

brought the programme to an

end.

The Concert Committee is to

be congratulated in its choice of

this outstanding string ensemble.

The absolute excellence of its per-

formance was undoubtedly a con-

trast to some other programmes

presented here in the past. Un-

fortunately Grant Hall was not

by any means filled to capacity,

but now that there are even bet-

ter concerts, surely there will be

more enthusiastic audiences.

by J. P.

By Jim Bethune

"Seven Brides for Seven Bro-

thers", now at the Capitol, is a

type of film which comes only too

rarely from the "Tinsel Town",

Hollywood.

Hollywood, when she wants to.

can make the effort and give us

original movies, not watered-

down and censored plays and mu-

sicals from Broadway. They also

make money and plenty of it,

True, the idea for the story is

from Stephen Vincent Benet's

"Sobbin' Women", but he stole

it from Plutarch so that's all

right.

The names connected with the

film are old respectable show bus-

iness names: Michael Kidd, who

did the superb dances, and John-

ny Mercer who did the music.

Howard Keel and Jane Powell

are performers well versed in

movie musicals, but they have

never looked, sounded or acted

better.

The real stars in this review-

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

56'/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a.m. to 9.0C p.m.

(Last Wash 8,00 p.m.)

SATURDA—9.00 a.m. ^^ 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

er's estimation arc the other six

brothers. The one name that

stands out is that of Russ Tam-

blyn who plays Gideon, the

youngest brother. He catches the

audience's sympathy and imagin-

ation and turns in a most enjoy-

able and seemingly effortless per-

formance.

The rest of the brothers are all

excellent and if they are any indi-

cation of Hollywood's younger

set, the cause is not entirely lost.

The brides are adequate. They are

pretty, dance nicely, so little more

can really be asked.

The dances are breathtaking

with the outstanding one the barn

dance number. It seemed to go on

and on from one test of skill to

another.

The songs catch the spirit of

the story to a "T" and are all

"whistleable", the test of a good

musical's song, "Bless Your Bea-

utiful Hide," "Wonderful Days,"

"When You're in Love," Sobbin'

Women" and "I'm a Mean Old

Polecat" are just a few.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68!/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

QuaVii-s' lhai Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston 's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

ytVJEET CAPS
AUpl^flwLTRUiy MILD!

"Only afresh cigarette

can be truly mild."

Sines 1887. Canada's Fits! Cigarette

BACK AGAIN — NOTE NEW LOCATION
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Library
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II
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SERVICE IN THE RCAF
offers youog men and women an unusual opportimin'

°o expand their knowledge and gain ^^l^^.t^'^^P,^:

rience while making an important cootnbuuon to the

cause of freedom.

financial assistance to help with
"r^^^^Y/J^^^"

can be secured by undergraduate, m either of these

t^o plans:

CORK or PLAIN

AIR FORCE

U. R.T. P.

(Uoi'enitT Rejen*

Trtinios Pi^i

Flight cadets (male and

female) arccarolled in chc

Reserve Force — receive

16 days pay during the

University Term — and

with a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employment duringsum-

mer vacation months.

Openhgf now/or

AIR CREW, TECHNICAL
LIST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL UST omCERS.

TRI-SERVICB

R.O.T.P.
(Regulf OlBctf

Traioiog Plan)

Flight cadets (male) arc

eorollcd in the Regular

Force — arc subsidized

during the University-

year for tuition, books

and inscrumcDts — and

receive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

Optningt nowlor

AIR CREW AND TECH-

NICAL UST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE

Take GdvanlaB« of Ihl. opportunity now. while

you are .till oHendlng Unlv.r.lty. For lull inlor-

mation on r«qi/lr.m.nt». pcy and "'h"f benof.l.,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C, BUILDING
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Human Beings Not Dogs

Perhaps big corporation presidents just make poor politicians

or maybe their views prevent them from having sympathy for the

victims of the present economic recession. The former mterpre-

tation is the kindest one to be placed on United States Defence

Secretary Wilson's statement concerned the unemployed. Mr. Wil-

son compared the unemployed who do not move to new communities

to seek work with "Kennel-fed dogs, who just sit on their haunches

and yelp." He doesn't like them as well as the bird dogs, which

"go out and hunt around for their food."

Labor leaders and the Democrats have been quick to interpret

Mr. Wilson's statement as typical of the attitude of employers to-

ward industrial workers who are out of a job. No doubt political

opponents will emphasize the statement out of all proportion to

its significance to secure political advantage. But there is enough

truth in the interpretation to cost serious reflection on Mr. Wilson

and his friends in business.

It is easy to forget that the increasing number of unemployed

workers in the U.S. and Canada are still human and have families

-who like to eat and live decently the same as the rest of us. It is

still easier for those who have always had security of income to

lecture the unfortunates who have their means of daily living

snatched from them. But it is not as easy, if you are not sure

where next week's means to livelihood is coming from, to pick up

and move, bag and baggage, to the next city, even if a job is avail-

able there.

Unemployment must be recognized for what it is. a serious

blot on our society, and on our economic system which appears

not to have devised any adequate means for coping with the prob-

lem. Even more so must we recognize that unemployed persons

are human beings, and not just "factors of production" of which

the economy cannot make use, If we develop this attitude we are

in a much better position to get rid of the stigma all together or at

least to treat its victims as fellow citizens, not dogs.

Letters To The Editor

Sober-eyed Artsman

Malan*s Retirement

The Labor Party Split

South Africa's evil genius is gone. One week ago Dr. Daniel

Malan, Prime Minister of South Africa and leader of the Nation-

alist party, announced his retirement from active politics. Few
Canadians will regret his decision. During his six years of power,

Dr. Malan led his party in an infamous attack on the rights and

self-respect of the South .Africa's dark-skinned majority. He suc-

ceeded in removing native voters from the common roll in the Cape

Province which the founders of the Union had hoped to maintain

as a stronghold of civil liberties. He tried to have the colored

(mixed blood) peoples removed as well but failed in the face of

opposition from the Appellate Division of the Union's Supreme
Court and from the United party minority in the Volksrat. The
Nationalist party is still in the process of further reducing edu-

cational opportunities for natives. During the Malan regime

thousands of Africans lost all hope of winning political rights when
South West Africa was annexed to the Union.

Unfortunately the situation will probably deteriorate before

it improves. Extraordinary as it may seem. Dr. Malan led the mod-
erate wing of the Nationalist party. The man he supports as his

successor, Nicholas Havenga, is old and sick. Even if he wins the

leadership, Havenga is expected to retire within a few years. He
would almost inevitably be followed by the fanatic Johannes Strydom
whose plans include the subjection of the EngHshman as well as the

native to Afrikander rule. It has been suggested that many of Dr.

Walans supporters would refuse to follow Strydom. This solitary

ray of hope provides cold comfort to South Africa's depressed
peoples.

The nations of the free world would be well advised to decide

at once what their attitude will be when South Africa explodes
It will explode, The political manoeuverings of the Nationalisti

have made it virtually impossible for the United party ever to re^

gain power. With no other effective opposition in the field, the
Nationalists are assured of a hold on the nation for years to come
The only means of opposition left to the natives and colored peoples
are not parliamentary ones. Violence, born of bitter years, is bound
to come. When it does, the free nations must decide to play an
active role lest the blood that is spilt stains the whole of Africa,
forever.

Canada And Disarmament
It is most encoijraging to see the Canadian delegation at the

United Nations making an attempt to bring East and West to-

gether for new talks on disarmament. Mr. Paul Martin, in his

speech to the political committee last week, urged that big powers
get together in private session to discuss the matter and report
back to the Assembly.

New hope had been raised a few days before when Mr. Vish
insky outlined the Soviet proposals which seemed to narrow down
considerably the breach between the Western and the Soviet vi

Most significant was the Soviet delegate's acceptance of the idea
of UN inspection to insure that the arm's restrictions are not broken
by any nation. This had been the main issue in dispute and whil
it is by no means certain, that the Soviet Union will permit th

thorough investigation necessary, the new view is a step in the righ
direction.

Mr. Martin's contribution lies in his emphasis on the fact that
the area of disagreement was not so great as to render a settlement
impossible, an attitude which the Americans seem to slip into all

too often. With this closer approach to agreement this should b'

the best opportunity in years for further negotiations.

Mr. Martin and tlie Canadian delegates, deserve credit for thei
efforts to bring the ^reat powers together. It is a role which Can^
ada's position in the world permits her to play well. We should
in the future, make even greater efforts to fulfill it.

by Craig Oliver

The debates of the Labor Party

Conference at Scarborough were

further evidence of the conflict be-

tween the traditional "wings" of

the British Labor Party. The con-

ference's approval of German re-

armament and "Nye" Sevan's defeat

in the executive elections would

seem to mark victories for Attlee's

moderates right across the board.

The "split" of the Labor Party

between the "moderates," the fol-

lowers of Attlee, and the radicals

led by "Nye" Bcvan seems to be

an innate situation, one which exists

because of institutional and histor-

ical factors rather than because of a

conflict of personalities or ideas on

contemporary issues. A politician

like Bevan can exploit or aggravate

these differences for his own ends

but he is unable to create such sit-

uations out of whole cloth.

The divisional line is convention-

ally between the constituency orga-

nizations on the left and the Trade

Unions on the right. The existence

of these two groups can be traced

back to the foundation of the

party in 1S99. Prior to this date the

principal forces representing the

cause of British socialism were the

Libera! Labour and the Independent

Labour Party. The former group

was a wing of the Liberal Party

made up of trade union representa-

ives who attempted to gain labour

eforms with the support ot the

Liberal caucus. The I.L.P. worked

through the Trade Union Congress

an attempt to get independent

parliamentary representation for

British labour and to detach the

'Lib-Labs" from the Liberal fold.

In 1S99 the Labour Representation

Committee was formed, composed

chiefly of T.U.C. and I.L.P. ele-

ments representing the industrial

and political groups in British so-

cialism.

This organization won a small

number of seats in the House of

Commons but it wasn't until after

the Great War that the Labour

Party succeeded in detaching the

"Lib-Labs" from the parent party

and incorporated them into their

own organization. It was in 1918

ihat the Party published its first

comprehensive program and en-

larged its constitution to allow for

the membership of individuals. To
encourage and facilitate this latter

development the Party provided for

the setting-up of strong organiza-

tions in the parliamentary constit-

uencies. This institutionalized the

division which was inherent in the

amalgamation of the Unions and

the I.L.P.

Editor, Journal:

In the last edition of your publi-

cation, the Queen's Journal, I read

an article, by Charles Taylor, which

appalled me. In it he condoned, and

tried to justify as a pastime, alco-

holic drinking.

One of the things we are told as

children, he said, was "that drink-

ing is a bad thing". I, personally,

was fortunate to be brought up the

width of a street from a beer par-

lour. Not even as a child did I have

to be "told that drinking is a bad

thing". It would have been an in-

uit to my mentality had my par-

ents told me that the filthy, dis-

gusting wretches that staggered out

of that building across the street,

were participating in a desirable

[jastinie.

Mr. Taylor wrote to the effect

that alcohol should be made avail-

able for the use of all young people,

so as to combat the fallacious idea

rhat drinking is harmful. By the

same token, I suppose he would

advocate passing out loaded pistols

to all our children, with the instruc-

tions to kill if they pleased. This

would be done no doubt to cut down
the murder rate. I must remind Mr.

Taylor that every casual drinker is

a potential alcoholic. I don't believe

that the writer in question even in

his most naive or inebriated state of

mind, would consider this an admir-

able state of existence.

Were the Scotch Presbyterians,

the staid founders of this noble (?)

institution to see the present hold

which alcohol has on Queen's, I be-

lieve they would be truly dismayed.

In the past few years drinking has

become synonymous with Queen's.

It seems to be considered prudish to

refrain from getting "plastered"

during the weekend extra-curricular

activities. Such infamous incidents

as the riot of two weks ago and the

destroying of CNR property by

Qucensmen on a Toronto-Kingston

train can be attributed to "innocent

drinking". Many of the younger

students are made to feel that to

become a part of the Queen's enthu-

siasm, the must frequent the pubs

and taverns and make drunkenness

a hobby. I do hope the writer in

question will consider this impres-

sion that he is helping to make on

these young lives.

Mr. Taylor, please don't let your

own narrow minded desires drag

the students of this university down

into the "sensual haven" you seem

to be trying to create. If the Cana-

dian way of life is not available, why

not learn French and take up resi-

dence in the camp of Mendes-France

where you said "drunkenness is

treated as a natural part of life"?

One of those "Sober-eyed"

Artsmen

Gastronomical Society

It is the split between the indus-

trial and political groups which is

the fundamental difference between

members of British Labour. Social-

ist policy is to get a more equitable

division of the nation's production

among its citizens. There are two

possible ways to achieve this end.

The most popular method is using

union-management negotiations to

increase labor's wages. The second

and less common means is to im-

prove the lot of the citizen in his

role as a consumer through such

institutions as co-operatives. This

diversity of interests makes solid

agreement on policy difficult to

achieve.

The traditional differences have

been described by some analysts as

that between practical and the-

oretical politics. Bevan's group is

usually thought of as being doc-

trinaire and demanding full imple-

mentation of socialist theory. The

Unionists are considered to be more

pragmatic
;

willing to compromise

and to gain only limited success,

building their reforms into the ex-

isting situation.

"Nye" Bevan, the present exploi-

ter of the Labour Party's differ-

ences, draws his support from the

theorists, the constituencies and the

minorities whose needs are not di-

rectly catered to by the rather nar-

row interests of tlie T.U.C. group.

The inter-party difficulties of the

Labour Party are not vital. They

are similar to those found in most

political parties whose platforms

are broad enough to appeal to a

large proportion of the electorate.

The innate differences are at pre-

sent being exploited by Bevan in

an effort to gain executive sanction

for his policies. At present there

seems to be little chance that "Nye"

will succeed; he will remain as the

spokesman for dissident and min-

ority opinion. His rather careless

approach to public relations might

conceivably do some damage to the

Labour Party in 1956, but it is un-

likely that his influence will penn-

anently destroy the unity of British

Lbour.

Editor, Journal

:

Charles Taylor said in last week's

Journal that the real reason for

drunkeness were the controls plac-

ed on the consumption of spirits. I

am of the opinion that there is a

deeper reason. Products of a very

materialistic nation, the inhabitants

have been to believe that one should

eat to Hve and not live to eat. This

distorted view on the purpose of life

has caused them to think of gas-

tronomical bliss as sinful. As a re-

sult of this prejudice they have

never been given the opportunity to

appreciate good food, or sadder still

enjoy it.

Those who cannot enjoy good

food cannot then be expected to

enjoy the good drinks which must,

by necessity, accompany it. Because

of this disastrous situation spirits

Alcohol Again

Editor, Journal

:

Student apathy, which naturally

besets us all, must be reaching its

limits when it is necessary for Mr.

Taylor to create the empassioned

reply of Miss Thackerby to his atti-

tude toward liquor in Ontario.

Could it be that everybody agrees

with Mr. Taylor? Enlightened

though it may be, Mr. Taylor's ap-

peal for a new approach does not

touch the heart of the alcohol prob-

lem. France, which is often held up
as a model on this subject, does not

really help us at all since alcohol is

becoming that country's foremost

health problem. The French govern-

ment spends annually almost as

much on the treatment of alcoholism

and associated diseases as it collects

from the taxes on alcoholic drinks

of all kinds. The negative Puritan

approach must be supplanted, it is

true. The terms of the old argu-

ment must also be changed. But the

alcohol problem cannot be waved
in face of the glaring facts. Realisic

ally, we must assess our attitude to

alcohol and its effects on society

today. The results of scientific re-

search on the problem are now avail-

able.

Pat Douglas,

Arts '55

are consumed in quantity in order

to make up for the lack of ability

to enjoy their quality. This is the

cause for drunkeness.

The quahty of drinks can only be

appreciated if these are consumed in

conjunction with eating. Then, once

a person is interested only in tasting

spirits he cannot afford to become

drunk. So until the people are edu-

cated in the art of enjoying good

food then no progress can be made.

I propose, therefore, an organi-

zation such as the Queen's Gastron-

omical Society" whose sole purpose

would be to inform the students on

how to get more out of life by learn-

ing how to eat, or as the French

put it, "deguster" good food and

drink.

Robert J. Lagnado

Arts '58
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ENGINEERS STAGE DOLLAR DRIVE
Andrinovich

Singing Star
One of Queen's most promis-

ing singers is baritone George

Andrinovicii of Science '57, who

last Sunday appeared on the rad-

io show "Singing Stars of To-

morrow."

Mr. Andrinovich is from Osha-

\va, where he started singing sev-

en years ago. While at high

McGill Fraternity

Asks For Return

Of Beer Mugs
A representative of the McGill

chapter of Phi Kappa Pi fraternity

has pleaded for the return of valu-

able beer mugs allegedly taken from

that fraternity house, and the Delta

Kappa Epsilon chapter by Queen's

students during the McGill weekend.

The writer states that the frater-

nity heard "a report from a Queen's-

man that several (of the mugs)

were seen in Queen's students'

rooms in the Queen's Hotel."

He adds, "We would appreciate

their return as they are the personal

property of the members and have

sentimental value, hence being ir-

replaceable."

The mugs may be turned in an-

onymously to the Journal Office

From The Principal

I most heartily applaud the decision of the first

and second-year Engineering students to undertake

the final Community Chest canvass. It is a fine imag-

inative program. I know it will be carried out with

thoroughness and good style in the best tradition of

the students of the Faculty of Applied Science.

W. A. Macintosh

Social Functions
Committee Formed

George Andrinovich

School he appeared in Gilbert and

Sullivan operettas and began tak-

ing voice lessons four years later,

studying under Dr. Vinchi at the

Royal Conservatory of Music in

Toronto. He has continued to

study with Dr. Vinchi, taking les-

sions whenever he goes home and

regularly during the summer.

A student here for three years,

Mr. Andrinovich is now in se-

cond year Science taking a Me-

chanical Engineering course. At

present he is undecided as to

whether he will make music or

engineering his life's career.

"Singing Stars of Tomorrow"

is a series of radio broadcasts

over the CBS Trans-Canada

hook-up which originates in the

studios of CJBC in Toronto. It

is broadcast regularly Sundays

at 9 p.m. and each week features

(Continued on page 3)

A new by-law concerning the

inauguration of a Campus Control

committee for the purpose of co-

ordinating campus events was
carried in its first reading at a

meeting of the Alma Mater So-

ciety' executive Tuesday evening.

The proposed by-law was pre-

sented by Doug Murray, chair-

man of the Planning and Re-

search committee.

Its purpose lies in avoiding con

flicting dates for campus activi

ties and in allocating priorities

for all university functions for

which admission is charged.

The committee is to be respon

sible to the AMS executive and

its decisons are subject to veto

and revision by the executive.

The group, consisting of the

four Junior representatives on the

AMS executive, will have as its

chairman one of these representa-

tives to be chosen by the AMS,
Subject to AMS supervison,

the committee will draw up its

own rules and regulations neces-

sary to its effective operation

,

Freshettes Enter Levana
In Candlelighting Ceremony

At an impressive ceremony m
Grant Hall Wednesday evening.

Queen's freshettes were received

into the Levana Society.

With the lighting of the tra-

ditional candles bound by tri-

color ribbon, the girls kindled the

light of knowledge and swore

their loyalty to Levana and their

university.

Entering the hall with their

seniors, the freshettes were wel-

comed by Pat Osborough, presi-

dent of Levana; Dr. A. Vibert

Douglas, Dean of women; Mrs.

J. A. Edmison. honorary presi-

dent of Levana; Mrs. W. A.

Macintosh; and Joyce Safrance,

president of Levana council.

A procession around Grant

Hall ended when the freshettes

kneeled before their seniors and

pledged themselves to Queen's.

As the girls rose, their seniors

placed around them their black

robes. The freshettes solemnly

proceeded to a centre table where

Miss Osborough, Miss Sofrance.

and Liz Jennings gave the girts

their candles.

A circle of burning tapers sym-

bolized the search for knowledge

at this university. When the

flames were blown out, Miss

Osborough expressed the hope

that the girls would "carry the

burning flame in their hearts."

Mid-Term Tests

Mid-Term tests will be held

the first week in November in

all classes numbered A, 1 and

2 and in other pass courses in

which first year students are

registered.

SHAW'S ST. JOAN
Canadian Players Limited will stage a platform presentation

of George Bernard Shaw's "Saint Joan" in the K. C.V.I, auditorium

October 25 to 27. The production will feature a husband and wife

team as key performers, with husband Douglas Campbell directing

the play, and his wife. Ann Casson, cast in the leading role of

Joan, the Maid of Orleans.

This presentation of the play is

a concentrated version, without

scenery or costumes, focusing at-

tention on the drama and the cal-

ibre of the production's acting.

Both husband and wife worked

together on the stage in Britain

before Campbell came to Canada

to play leading roles in the Strat-

ford Shakespearian Festival pro-

ductions in 1953 and 1954.

The two first appeared togeth-

er in the Old Vic Company's

tours of Great Britain, sponsored

by the British Arts Council dur-

ing the war. After the war they

played together with various lead-

ing theatrical companies including

the Midland Theatre Company,

the Birmingham Repertory Thea-

tre and the Citizens' Theatre in

Glasgow, Scotland.

Ann Casson, who is the daugh-

ter of Dame Siby! Thorndike and

. Sir Lewis Casson, both outstand-

ing British thespians, first entered

professional theatre in 1928 and

has been engaged in theatre work

ever since. Douglas Campbell is

already well known to Canadian

audiences for his starring roles in

both Stratford Festival seasons,

performances which earned him

the praise of New York critic

Brooks Atkinson, as "the best

Shakesperean comedian in theatre

today."

Before coming to Canada

Campbell played starring roles

with leading Old Vic and Edin-

borough Festival companies in

Great Britain.

Keenly interested in the future

of theatre in this country, the

Campbell-Casson team with their

three children have taken up resi-

dence here. Both of them have

worked in platform productions

in England and look forward to

bringing what they feel is a most

satisfactory and stimulating style

of stage presentation to Canadian

audiences.

Miss Casson's current role is

not her first "Saint Joan". The

(See pg. 3, Canadian Players"!

AMS Constables

Patrol Adelaide

AMS constables will patrol the

entrance to .Adelaide Hall on

Saturday nights. This decision

was reached by the Alma Mater

Society following recent reports

of rowdyism.

The tag-day for the support

of Boo-Hoo, the bear, was a suc-

cess insofar as the proceeds were

adequate to cover his mainten-

ance to date, reported Peter Dela-

niere. Meds '58. who has been

looking after Boo-Hoo since he

was adopted by Queen's. The

AMS agreed to support the bear

and its trainer for the remainder

of the football season.

The Alumni football dances

were discussed; Jake Fowler,

(Eng. Pres.) expressed the opinion

that tickets for the local Alumni

dances were too expensive con-

sidering the calibre of music pro-

vided. Pat Osborough, (Lev.

Pres.), felt that the Alumni dan-

ces held during out-of-town week

ends were also too costly; this

was followed by Tiz Dowler's

(Lev. - S.R-) statement that our

students should patronize dances

sponsored by the host universi-

ties. It was agreed to send letters

to the respective Alumni Associ-

ations concerning dance admis-

sion prices.

Canvass Local Homes
For Community Chest

The first two Science years will invade thousands of Kingston

homes Monday evening to collect donations for the local Com-

munity Chest.

Science '57 and Science '58 have cooperated with officials of

Red Feather to organize the drive which will request a ?1 con-

tribution from every household in the city.

Organizers have divided the city into 51 divisions for the pur-

pose of the campaign. About 60 student teams, each under a captain,

will meet in the Science Club Rooms Monday night to complete

plans for canvassing the entire city.

Students wishing to make contributions may take them to the

Club Rooms above Gark Hall, The women in Science have also

undertaken a campaign in the residences.

The campaign is the brain-child of Dave Lucas, Science '57.

He and Paul Hubert approached their year executive and vigilantes

early in the year and suggested the drive for part of the initiation.

The two Sciencemen went with

Hugh Lifihtbody and Doug
Frame to confer with Community

Chest officials. Their initial meet-

ing was held at the first of this

month in advance of the riot. The

executive director and the presi-

dent of the local Red Feather were

enthusiastic and plans were
launched immediately.

One freshman function was can-

celled earlier in the year but the

drive was kept secret until re-

cently. The Science mid-term

tests have been postponed. Dean

Ellis, Principal Mackintosh and

the Engineering Society executive

have all approved the plan.

The Kingston Whig-Standard.

Canadian Press and radio stations

CKWS, CKLC and CFRC have

all cooperated by giving publicity

to the project.

The campaign will be organized

as follows

:

1) About 60 subdivisions of

Kingston will be canvassed on

Dollar Night.

2) A captain from the sopho-

more year will be selected for each

subdivision.

3) The captain of each sub-

(See Sciencemen, Page 3)

NFCUS To Vote

On lUS Affiliation

More than 100 delegates to the

National Federation of Canadian

L'niversity Students conference

in Toronto will vote this after-

noon to decide whether or not

Canada should affiliate with the

Communist-dominated Interna-

tional Union of Students,

The Secretary-General of lUS

arrived in Toronto from Moscow

Tuesday to try and persuade the

Canadian students to join the

world organization.

NFCUS' international commis

sion spent the past two days dis-

cussing lUS in preparation for

today's vote. Queen's representa-

tive on this commission is Lois

Showman who will probably vote

in favor of affiliating with lUS in

accordance with the stand taken

last week by the Alma Mater So-

ciety executive.

Lloyd Carlsen presented
Queen's report on the proble

of increased tax exemption to the

national commission Tuesday

The survey indicated that the

average Queen's student makes

$641 per summer. Sciencemen

made the highest salaries with

Meds second and .^rts last.

The administration commission

as well as the other two will pre-

sent their reports to the final

plenary session this afternoon. It

is expected that the NFCUS Tra-

vel Bureau will show a net pro

fit of $6,850.

Twenty-three universities were

represented at the conference un

til the University of Montreal

withdrew on Monday, claiming

that NFCUS was only a paper

organization. Fifteen of the re

maining 22 are represented by the

presidents of their student gov

ernments.

Lloyd Carlsen. r e t u r n i n f

Queen's delegate, said he wa

impressed with the enthusiasm

shown by the student presidents.

He said their interest will prob-

ably give NFCUS greater unity

(See NFCUS, Page 4)

Theology Alumni

Hold Conference

The 62nd annual conference of

the Queen's Theological Alumni

Association will take place here

from Monday. Oct. 25, until

Thursday, Oct. 28. The oldest

alumni association of the univer-

sity has as its chancellor's lec-

turer this year the Rev. George

B. Caird, Professor of New Tes-

tament language and Literature

at McGil! University.

"Principalities and Powers" is

to be the main subject of Rev.

Caird's lectures. He will give four

lectures on the topics under this

beading during the four days of

the conference.

Of special interest to the uni-

versity is the induction of two

new professors into the Theolog-

ical College. They are Rev.

Donald M. Mathers, associate

professor of Systematic Theol-

ogy and Philosophy of Religion,

(See pg. 3, Theological Ass.)
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WHISTLE
STOPS
with JIM O'GRADY

Robert M. Hutchiiis, a very respectable gentleman in

his own right, would probably be lynched if he were to put in

an appearance anywhere within shouting distance of Richardson

stadium. And judging from the noise tliat came rolling out over

those hallowed walls last Saturday afternoon, shouting distance

could be computed as being anywhere within a fifty mile radius.

The reason for all this animosity would have to be the fact that

Mr. Hutchins, under whose presidency the University of Chicago

abandoned football in 1939, has recently authored a piece entitled

"College Football is an Infernal Nuisance" for a leading United

States sports magazine. In it, he states his violent aversion to

the distractions and immorality of the sport on the collegiate level.

He wouldn't want to come too

close to the big cement edifice

where Frank Tindall reigns su-

preme, for the simple reason that

most of the people who spend

their time wondering how the

Gaels will do next week, and how
the Gaels are looking in practice

this week, apparently prefer to

remain both distracted and im-

moral. At least until the football

season ends. And what about the

Gaels themselves? They've been

such a spirited bunch since they

sent Bob Masterson and his crew

back to absorb a home-town

tongue-lashing that they would

be just liable to run Mr. Hutchins

up one of the goal posts and keep Thi^ was Frank Tmdall's grin after

. r J J ( 1 '3st Saturday s game with Toronto,
him suspended from a cross bar will he be wearing the same expres

for the next two weeks.

TRACK SQUAD FINISHES SECOND
POINT TOTAL IS LARGEST EVER

sior late tomorrow afternoon?

Because you can't convince anybody over at the Stadium these

nights that football isn't the greatest thing that has happened since

Christopher Columbus first found us a big wide-open country in

which to get the game rolling. You don't get to beat Toronto

every day of the week, it's only natural to feel good about it. Maybe
that's why the team has been shouting and frollicking during

calisthnetics this week, instead of muttering into their sweat-shirts

and thinking up novel methods of wreaking revenge on Hal Mc
Carney.

BUT TINDALL ISN'T LAUGHING . . . YET
Frank Tindall, as he stands in the runway and waits for his

backfieiders to wind up their calisthnetics period, isn't the happy

grinning guy he was on that memorable afternoon last week.

He's his old workman-like self; a man with a big job to do; and

nobody knows it better than Tindall himself.

What goes on behind that face? Does Frank wonder as he

gazes out over the field just what John Metras is doing in a some-

what similar environment in London's Little Stadium? It's a cinch

Mr. Metras isn't standing still : he must have plenty to think about

after hearing the results of Toronto's tangle with the Golden Gaels.

Metras never was one to sit on his laurels, and he won't be doing

it now, particularly in view of the fact that the Mustangs' laurels

haven't been anything to stagger the imagination so far this season.

Last Saturday's game was a big one for the Gaels: this Sat-

urday's tilt, now that the circumstances have changed, figures to

be bigger. The Gaels, with each successive win, put themselves

in a rat-race where the competition keeps getting stiffer. Their

line-up is fairly well set for this one, except at the tackle and guard
spots, where the effects of the Toronto blitz are beginning to show.

Russ Thoman will play Saturday with his calf enclosed in a pro-

tective bandage; Don Roy, if he plays at all, will be nursing a bad
ankle. Floyd Bajally and Joe O'Brien, the two guards who should

spell off Sherm Hood and Hank Zuzek, are both on the limp with
bad ankles, Only one of them will play Saturday: the one whose
leg holds up best under treatment this week. In the backfield. Al
Kocman {although he isn't saying much about it) is afflicted by a

wrenched shoulder and a bad ankle of his own.

Queen's by winning tomorrow, will assure themselves of at

least a playoff spot under the ruling this year that a final playoff

is compulsory if the second place team has beaten the first place

team at any point during the schedule. They'll have to confront

such Western tactics as Ted Roman, a 235 bruising tackle who
smacked Toronto around

;
they'll have to solve the riddle of the

Diamond T, in which both John Girvin and Don Getty (these guys
aren't rookies) get a chance to fill the air witli flying footballs,

and they'll have to keep in mind the fact that the Mustangs, who
were held to a 9-9 draw with Toronto, should have beaten the
Blues by two touchdowns.

After all this, what more can you say? Except this: Mr.
Tindall, sir, we think vou can do it!

as if they will stumble. The front

line, Gael's big worry, played

beads-up ball last week and con-

sistently spilled Varsity's passers.

Queen's backfield can not be

overestimated. Gael supporters

can look for a third straight win

tomorrow and a unique healthy

first place hold.

GAELS MEET WESTERN
LOOP TITLE ON LINE?

By Hersh Hardin

Journal Sports Writer

Tomorrow afternoon, in the gridiron confines of the J. "W. Little

Memorial Stadium in London, an anxious and spirited band of

Queen's Gaels will tackle the Western Mustangs, perennial title

contenders. The Gaels, flashing their best form of the last five years

are bent on consolidating their first place lead. If last Saturday's

trouncing of Varsity is any indication, the Mustangs, trailing

Queen's by one point, will have to be in top form. Coach Frank

Tindall reports few injuries and will play the same squad that did

so well against the Blues. With the exception of leg bruises of a few

Imemen, the team, which has been working out daily, is in good

shape.

John Metras, Mustang coach,

has his crew ready for the tussle,

alter whipping the Redmen 25-6.

Western will be without the ser-

vice of end Johnny Johnson, who
broke his leg and is expected to

be out for the rest of the season.

However, with the exception of

punting. Western is determined

to give Queen's a hard fight. The
work of Jack Jenkins, Doug
Drew, Bruce Thomas and Bill

Turchan along the front wall has

pleased Metras no end. The line

has been the major factor in all

of the Mustang's games this sea-

son. Metras also plans a great

deal of ball-carying for Gino Fra-

cas against the Gaels, Fracas, the

leading scorer in the Senior Inter-

collegiate last fall, is now in third

place behind Ron Stewart and

Gary Shrieder of Queen's. Mus-

tangs this year are playing off

the newly-built "Diamond-T" for-

mation in an attempt to use their

two top-notch quaterbacks, Don
Getty and John Girvin, together.

This cross between the straight

and split T will give the Mus-

tangs two and sometimes three

])3ssers in the backfield at one

time. Last game, against McGill

Girvin scored two majors. Only

in the punting is Western cer-

tain to be outplayed. Ted Roman,

235 pound tackle from Kirkland.

Lake will be doing most of the

kicking. Roman, who averaged

32 yards in an exhibition game
against Sarnia will fade in com-

parison to brilliant Jocko Thomp-
son who booted for 50 yards per

try against Varsity. Captain Bob

Turner, Orest Tokarsky and Don
Killinger are the main holdov-

ers from last year. Mustangs de-

feated Gaels 19-7 in the only con-

test of last year's split schedule.

By Bruce MacGowan
Journal Sports Writer

Sparked by sprinter Dick Hard-

ing and hurdler Norm Williams,

who scored three firsts each for a

total of 30 points, the University

of Toronto Senior Track team

scored a decisive win in the In-

tercollegiate meet held in Varsity

Stadium on Wednesday. Though

carrying only eleven men in com-

parison to Toronto's twenty, the

Queen's Seniors made an impres-

sive showing as they built up a

43 point total and placed second

to Toronto's 72. McGill and Wes-

tern placed third and fourth with

35 and IS points respectively.

The Queen's team performance

was further outstanding in that

their 43 point total broke the old

record of the Queensmen of the

1914 era. In those days, Bill Fritz

and Jim Courtright, who repre-

sented Canada in international

competition and were world fam-

ous in track and field circles,

scored a total of 31 points in one

meet. That mark stood until Pat

Stew^s Ahead

.

. Enough Said
Name
Stewart, Q
Schrieder, Q
Fracas, W
Girvin, W
Oneschuck, T
Getty, W
James, Q
Cook, Q
Wherret, Q
Quinn, Q
McMahan, Q
English, M
Quinn, M
Perry, M
Thompson, Q
Parente, M
Desborough, W
Dingle, M

D. Con.

0

Pla. Sin. Pts.

0 0 20
0 1 19

1 0 12

0 0 10

1 0 9

0 1 6

0 0 5

0 0 5

0 0 S

0 0 S

0 0 5

0 0 5

0 0 5

0 0 5

0 2 2

0 0 1

0 0 1

0 0 1

Won't Stumble Now

The Gaels, who have rolled up

66 points while holding their op-

ponents to 11 in their last two

games, have definitely found the

winnine formula and do not look

Boxing and Wrestling
Jack Jarvis and Jim Saylor, box-

ing and wrestling coaches, are is-

suing invitations to all interested to

attend workouts which are held

every afternoon at 4.30 in the

Queen's gymnasium.

COMETS PREPARE

TO BATTLE COLTS
This Saturday Queen's Inter-

mediates will be hosts to Western
University at Richardson stadium

And Judging by the workouts that

Jake Edwards has been putting

his squad through, the Comets
should be ready for the invasion.

Last week, while their big broth-

ers were pasting Masterson's

"dream team", the Comets were

absorbing a 17-7 setback at the

hands of the U of T intermedi-

ates.

Queen's major was scored by

hard running Bob McDerment.
Walt Goodfellow added the con-

vert and Bob Simpson kicked a

single, Dave Skene, Bob McDer-
ment, and Henry Clarke display-

ed plenty of form in the backfield,

while Elvio Delzotto, Ron Des-

lisle, and Carl Markerth played

strong games on the line, Chas.

Safrance and Bob Cranston shar-

ed the duties at the quarterback

slot. Ron Rooke, who was injured

in the KMC game, will be ready

for action Saturday.

In The Lemoniite

The intercollegiate archery
team will be playing in McMaster
this weekend. The team consists

of Bea Amell, Molly Bennet, Ann
Muirhead, and Pat Lothar.

The golf tournament ends on

October 22. AH games must be

played by this date. The lowest

score to date has been posted by

Janet Roberts, with a 52.

The badminton singles tourna-

ment begins on October 23. The

courts are open for practice every

day from 12 to 1.30 p.m.

The intercollegiate basketball

practices are being held Tuesday

and Thursday mornings from 11

to noon.

Calasso led his charges onto the

field on Wednesday afternoon.

Of the eleven Queensmen in the

meet, nine placed either 1st, 2nd,

or 3rd and thus won their senior

"Q's". The outstanding perform-

ance was that of John "Fritz"

McDougall, who ran a 4:31 mile

which was 4/10 of a second slow-

er than the record of 4:30:6. He
probably would have cut that

down had he been able to hear

the lap times given out by the

judges, but, failing this, he didn't

quicken his pace to put a new
mark in the books.

McDougall was the defending

three mile champion, but gave up

this title because of his tremen-

dous effort in the mile. Running

second up to the halfway mark,

he developed a stitch and pain-

fully finished the race in fourth.

Other firsts were scored for

Queen's by Ron Curtis in the

javelin event and Bert Barry in

the pole vault. Barry vaulted to

a irS" mark and was followed in

third place by teammate Dave

TurnbuU.

John MacKintosh turned in a

consistent performance as did

Spence Hodkinson. MacKintosh

picked up seconds in the 220 yd.

sprint and broad jump and a third

in the 100 yd. dash. Hodkinson,

a freshman with great promise

had to take second place to Bri-

tish Empire Games performer

Norm Williams in both high and

low hurdles events.

Paul Fedor of basketball fame

picked up two thirds in the discus

throw and broad pump.

In the other weight tossing

event, Ed Eednarz, a promising

second year Scienceman, placed

third in the shot-put. Bill Wells

picked up a third in the half mile

and the Queen's mile relay team

finished in third place slot.

John Emery, who had two

Canadian champions to contend

with, picked up fourths in both

hurdle events and George Beck-

ing placed fourth in the quarter

mile event.

STANDINGS
GP W L T P

Queens 2 2 0 0 4

Western 2 10 13
Toronto 2 0 111
McGill 2 0 2 0 0

Saturday's Games
Queetj's at Western

Toronto at McGill

EXPORT
CANADA'S; FINEST';

CIGARETTE.

I

# two

convenient

locations
town and country

Restaurants •
Princess at Clergy

Cataraqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle J
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Classified Ads
Wanted

Smith's Inorganic Chemistry.

Please leave your phone number
at 26980.

Tutoring

Experienced tutor In Mathe-
matics and Physics. Phone 24366.

Lost
Fremes wrist watch in Lounge

Restaurant, Saturday night. Re-

ward. Phone 23989.

Silver filigree brooch between
LaSalle Hotel and Princess Street

or between parking lot at rear of

Richardson Hall and stadium.

Brooch has considerable senti-

mental value. Reward to finder.

Phone 5770.

One pair of pants lost at foot-

ball game Saturday, light blue de-

nim. Belonging to one of the
bicycle riders who would like his

house key back. Desperate. Con-
tact Journal Office.

Theological Ass'n
(Continued from Page 1)

and the Rev. A. Douglas Tush-
ingham, associate professor o£

Hebrevi' and Old Testament Cri-

ticism. The service will take place

in Convocation Hall Tuesday at

8 p.m.

Professor Mathers will give his

inaugural lecture "On Professing

Theology" on Wednesday at 10

a.m. At 11 :30 a.m. that same day
Prof. Tushingham will speak on
"Archaeology and the Old Tes-

tament."

Sciencemen
(Continued from Page 1)

division will be responsible for

contacting members of the fresh-

man and sophomore year working

with him on Dollar Night.

4) Each member of the teams
will be given a specially prepared

receipt book by their captain. The
book will be the canvasser's offic-

ial recognition on Dollar Night.

5) After the canvassing has

been completed each team will

meet to return all receipt books

and cash returns to the captain.

Each man or woman must sign

their individual receipt books.

6) The captains will return to

the Science Clubrooms, which will

be the "Bar of Operations", and

turn in the signed receipt books

and cash returns for their teams.

7) Transportation will be pro-

vided for those teams whose sub-

divisions are distant from the uni-

versity; the tech-supplies building

will be the starting point.

8) The campaign has been

scheduled to begin at 6:30 p.m.,

Oct. 25. Each captain will con-

tact the members of his team to

arrange a meeting place from

which operations can proceed.

This will be necessary to avoid

confusion at the Tech-supplies

building.

9) It is the canvasser's aim to

get $1 from each household thai

has been previously visited by

the Red Feather Organization.

Those homes which have not as

yet been canvassed will be asked

to give $1 or more,

94 Brock Street- Dial 7990

S(tn00ion HMusir CTontpany
RECORDS RADIOS RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT346 PRINCESS ST

MUTUAL IIFE
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Established 1869

The Mulual Llfo of Canada offers low-eoil

life Iniuronco combining javingi willi protecMon.

Your local Mutual Ufa roprejentotivo can (how you

actual policy reiull; aad will be glad

to work oul o plan dovised to suil your noeds.

Sea him today.

KINGSTON BRANCH MANAGER: D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, CLU.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST.

REPRESENTATIVES;

J. STONESS, C.L.U. K. C. KENNEDY. CLU.

Canadian Players
(Continued from Page 1)

part, originally written for and
played by her mother, was inher-
ited by Ann Casson, whose inter-

pretation of the Maid during the

two-year run of the play in Great
Britain and the Continent brought
rave notices and the name of "the
Maid of the century."

Advance tickets at $2.00 and
$1.50 may be obtained at Caster-
ton's Coffee Shop and Briscoe's

Pharmacy.

Queen's Students

Invited To Frat

All invitation has been received

from the Ontario Beta Chapter of

the Pi Beta Phi fraternity for

Queen's studeuts to attend Open
House following the Queen's -

Western football game Saturday

afternoon.

The fraternity house is located at

293 Central Ave., London, Ontario.

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. _Phone7712

AMS Court
Appointments

Appointments to the AMS
court for the forthcoming session

were considered at a meeting of

the Alma Mater Society Tuesday
evening.

On a motion by Jerry Fleiiry,

Senior Science Rep., the following

nominations were accepted:

Prosecuting Attorney—Gordon
Wells, Arts '55.

Junior Justices—Peter Hobden,
Science '56; Ernest Sterns, Meds
58.

Sheriff—John MacDonald, Art;
56.

Clerk—Carol Wishart, Arts 56.

Crier—Tony Archer, Science '56

The appointment of Keith How-
ard, Arts '56, as Interim Open
House chairman was affirmed by
the executive.

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontorio

Phone 9765

WATCHES DIAMONDS

NOTICE

Page 3

Vandalism

Another instance of vandalism on

the part of "snake-dancing" Queen's

students was referred to the AMS
court at a meeting of the Alma
Mater Society Tuesday evening in

the Mcl-aughlin Room.

A complaint has been lodged be-

fore the AMS executive that sev-

eral of the students participating in

the snake dance down Princess

Street following the Toronto -

Queen's football game Saturday af-

ternoon, were smearing white paint

over automobiles belonging to King-

ston residents.

Andrinovich
(Continued from Page 1)

two talented young Canadian ar-

tists. These artists are judged,

and semi-fnals are held in April

with the finals in Massey Hall

on the following week.

Last Sunday's program was the

second of the current year's ser-

ies. Mr. Andrinovich sang "Eri

Tu" from the "Masked Ball" by

Verdi and as his second piece

sang 'If 1 Loved You" from Car-

ousel. His competitor was a Win-

nipeg girl, Norma Lewicki.

Students of Queen's;

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal,

XECHNICAL. SiJPPI^IElS
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

SERVICE IN THE RCAF
offers young men and women an unusual opportunity

to expand their knowledge and gain valuable expe-

rience while making an imponaot contribution to the

cause of freedom.

Financial assistance to help with university expenses

can be secured by undergraduates in either of these

two plans:

TRI-SERVICB

R.O.T.P.
(RcRiilar Officer

Training Plan)

Flight cidcts (male) arc

enrolled in the Rcgiihu-

Force — arc subsidized

during the University

year for ruition. books

and instruments — and

receive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

Openings noteJot

AIR CREW AND TECH-
NiGU. UST OFFICERS.

AIR FORCE

U.R.T.P.
(Univccsicy Reserre

Training Plan)

Flight cadets (male and

female) arc enrolled in the

Reserve Force — receive

16 days pay during the

University Term — and

with a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employmentduringsum-

mcr vacation months.

Openings now/or

AIR CREW, TECHNICAL
LIST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL UST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE
Take advantago o( this opporiunity now, whilo

you are (till attending University, For full infor-

mation on requiremonH, pay and other b-nafils,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C. BUILDING

Bu/aneiyrugged

and staitlivmg!
Here's an easy way to do notes lo" can read . . essays

others can read . . . and still have lime on your hands!

With this Royal, you can tcacti yourself "touch typing"

in a few short weeks—breeze along at 50 wards a minute!

(A fasl longhand writer can do about 30.)

PROOF OF TOUGHNESS! The new, rugged Royal is so

lough it easily stood up to a stamina test the equal of 96 years

of normal ujf .'(You'll probably hard it down lo your kids.)

And the new Royal has the same keyboard and other

features as a standard oflicc machine. You're not buying a toy.

Earn exira money! Get (he free booklet "How to type

your way to extra money," from your Royal Portable dealer.

It gives some cagey ways to make a new Royal portable pay

for itself, explains the touch typing system. While you're

there, ask your dealer to sho^v you the new Royal.

The world over,

MORE PEOPLE USE ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
ihait any other makel
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CFRC
Friday Night Program

6.59—Sign on

7.00—Tops in Pops

7.10—Campus News - Gord Penny

7.20—Sports Profiles - Mike Mof-

fat with Jake Edwards

7.30—Talent Time - Marg Martyn

7.45__Lea^'c it to Levana - Joyce

Safrancc and Ann Hayes

8.00—Mike's Mood Music - Mike

Meehan and Arne Kotanen

8.30—Our House - Qiarles Taylor

and Peter Paris

9.00—Gilbert and Sullivan - Gord

Sedgwick

9.30—Tunes of Our Times - Doug

MacKay
9.45—Handley's Plamper

Saturday Night Program

7.00-7.30 Spotliglit on Levana;

V. Sterns.

7.30-7.45 Downbeat;

A. Mathews.

7.45-8.00 Anything Goes;

B. Sanderson.

8,00-8.30 In the Groove;

D. Thomson.

S.30-9.00 Juke Box; T. Hunter.

9.00-10.00 1490 Classics
; j. Hunt

10.00-10.30 Musical Varieties;

J. Cran.

10.30-11.00 Pop Concert;

D. Harrison.

n.00-12.00 Heldfs House;

B. Heldt.

$IGNP€$T
Measurement for Tails

Measurements for tails for the Science Formal will be taken

on Tuesday, Oct. 26, at Clark Hall between 3.30 and 7.00 p.m.

Levana Society

The first general meeting of the Levana Society is scheduled

for Monday, Oct. 25, and will feature Jill Stuchbury as guest speaker.

Christian Fellowship

Queen's Christian Fellowship is holding a weiner roast at Fort

Henry Hill tonight. Cars will be leaving from the front door of

Douglas Library at 8:00 p.m.

Newman Club

Newman Night on Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in St. Mary's School

Auditorium at Brock and Clergy Streets.

YOUXH CCMXRC:
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8! 10

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreotion Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

Engineering Society

General meeting today at 4.30 p.m. in Grant Hall.

Camera Club

I The next meeting of the Camera Club will be held at 7 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 26, in Committee Room 2.

St. Andrew's YPS.

On Sunday evening, Oct. 24, the St. Andrew's Presbyterian

Church Young People's Society will hold their usual meeting in the

church (Princess at Clergy) following the evening service. Every

one welcome.

Canterbury Club

The Queen's Canterbury Club will hold a meeting after Even
song this Sunday, Oct. 24, at St. George's Cathedral. Topic for

discussion will be "The Sacraments".

When you pause... make it count... have a Coke

LET US SOLVE YOUR GIFT PROBLEM!!

GIFTS
that are distinctive — inexpensive and exclusive

We will be pleased to gift wrap your purchases

free of charge.

Spearn!s of Kingston
"The Gift Centre"

Square—Boll

A hard times dance featuring round and square dancing will be

held Friday in Grant Hall from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission 98c

per couple. Door prizes for best (worst) costumes.

Third India Sale

Here Next Month

India at Queen's returns to the

campus again early in November.

This is the third year the sale will

be held here, and once again the

Queen's committee of the World

University Service is soliciting

the help of students.

Peter Paris, Queen's Theology,

11 interview male and female ap-

plicants for volunteer work on Mon-

day, Oct. 25, in the Co-ed Lounge.

This year's sale conies with a dif-

ference. It will include not only the

work of Indian craftsmen from the

Far East, but also the work of

North American Indians. In addi

tion there will be a display from

many-cultured Greece.

Also on display will be a collection

of dolls culled from royal nurseries

as varied as those of the Emperor

of Japan and the Queen of the Neth

erlands.

The last two sales held on this

campus were a financial success

thanks to the support given by stu-

dents. The WUS committee hopes

that this year's sale will be as well

received.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

NFCUS
(Continued frnni Page 1)

across the country.

Observers have been attending

the conference from the Ukraine,

Indonesia, India, Peru, Porto

Rico, Paraquay, Chile, Argen-

tina, Pakistan, Mexico, South

Africa and the United States.

(Mr. Carlsen reports that Presi-

dent Sydney Smith of the Uni-

versity of Toronto congratulated

the Queen's students on the

Gaels' performance Saturday.)

In addition to Mr. Carlsen and

Miss Showman, the Queen's dele-

gates are Pat Douglas and Mur-

ray Mathieson.

ServeCanada !
and qualify for commissioned rank in the Naval Reserve

Complete Uniform Issue • Full Time Summer Training • Regular Force Rates of Pay

Gat the Facts From

UNIVERSITY NAVAL TRAINING DIVISIONS

RECRUITING CLCSING OCTOBER 27th
INQUIRE AT H.M.C.S. CATARAQUI

(Hhalmpra

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER. D.D,

M[M[STER

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 24TH

11 a.m.—'The Four Soils".

7.30 p.m.—The Bible Speoks

(1) "To Those Who Arc

Afraid,"

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

O Come Let Us Worsliip

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 24tH
TRINITY XIX

8.00 a.m.— Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Fomily Service

Holy Coinniurion wilh Hymna, and
Short InttructionHl AdcIrMs.

1 1.00 a.m.—Morning Prayer

Naval Parade of OHiccra and Men.

H.M.C.S. Cfllarnqui.

Preachir: Chaplain, The Rev. Waldo
Smith. D.D.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong.
Thr Rev. D. P. Burns.

8.00 p.m.—Canterbury Club

Meets in Cathedral Librory.

BVDINMAH & WILLInM STS.

Rev. C. E. J. Cragg. m a., do.
minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

sunday. october 2<*th

II o.m.
—"Mon Living With

Man"

7.30 p.m.
—"Why Temptations"

Young People's Fireside

After the Evening Service.

St. Attbrpui'a

prpshHtprian QHjurrl)

PBINCCSB AND ClEBOV StBEETS

Rev, J. FoRHea WEODEnnunN
M.A- D.D.. MINISTER

MR. DARWIN STATA.
OBOANIST ANQ CROmMASIER
MISS ANNE HALLlDAy

1STA^ 1ST

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

1 1.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome ia extended to

all students.

1
Fgm
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It was a cold, rainy Saturday

evening in Paris two months ago.

Along the Boulevard St. Michel,

customers were huddled back under

the awnings of the sidewalk cafes;

the bums at the Place de la Contra-

scarpe had left the grates where the

hot air comes up and were pressed

close together under the big tree;

the stalls at the open-air fruit and

vegetable market were all boarded

up; there was no one fishing along

the Seine.

Across the river, at the Gate
d'Est, a tall, dark-haired young
mn strode along the platform of

the Orient Express, walking to-

wards the third class coaches at the

far end of the train. This wasn't

the Orient Express of the old movie
thrillers. No mysterious men in

many-flapped mackintoshes ; no
dark-eyed ladies under floppy hats.

Just people - tired people, dirty

people - some of them Europe's

misplaced wanderers.

When the young man found
his car and cabin, checking the
numbers against the ticket in

his hand, the cabin has six slabs

that passed for bunks, crowded
together in two banks of three
bunks each. An old lady sitting

in the cabin glanced distasteful-

ly at him as he tossed his suit-

case on an upper bunk.

Back on the piatforni again, the

young man watched as a tired little

grey-haired vendor pushed a cart

Jiliiiig the platform, loaded with

sandwiches, beer, and apples. Then
he saw two people and nodded as

they came towards him. The two
one French, the other Indo-Chinese
- stopped to talk for a moment, then
passed on. They too were carrying
suitcases and boarding third class

conches.

This young man standing on the

platform was Antonio Enriquez,

first full-time president of the Na-
tional Federation of Canadian Uni-

versity Students. That night he left

Paris for Moscow, via Prague, to

head the three-man NFCUS dele-

gation invited to observe the 1954

IUS ( Communist) conference.

What Tony did at the confer-

ence is history now. Newspap-
ers told at the time of his ques-

tions fired at embarrased Com-
munist student officials; of his

dramatic statement of the re-

forms that lUS must make before

democratic bodies such as

NFCUS would consider member-
ship; of the abuse he had to take.

In a world rapidly lining up
into two armed camps, Tony En-

riquez has struggled to prevent

student bodies from making the

same mistake. Fighting to keep

lUS-rival CoSec from declaring

itself out and out anti-Commmun
ist, and yet demanding basic re-

forms in the doctrinaire. Com-
munist-dominated lUS, Enriquez

has pushed Canada to the fore-

front to international student pol-

itics.

It is unfortunate that Queen's

AMS, operating with its usual

muddle-headed ignorance, has
seen fit to reject the temperate,

experienced, and constructive re-

commendations of the NFCUS
Moscow report.

This week, after the Toronto

conference, Antonio Enriquez re-

tires and heads back to student

life at Ottawa University after

a year devoted solely to NFCUS
interests.

So this is thanks, Tony, from

one Canadian student who real-

izes all you have done. You'll be

hard to replace.

Green Pastures

At Hillel House

Hillel House's second film

choice this season, the 1936
Warner Brothers production of

"Green Pastures" was a happy
one.

The film is described in the

forward as a fable and justly so,

for it is the retelling of various

Biblical incidents by a negro
preacher in the southern U.S. to

his Sunday school. The incidents

of the Bible, namely, the Cre-

ation, the Deluge, the Exodus,
the captivity in Babylon are all

seen through the eyes of the

southern negro.

The naive representation of

"De Lawd" as a preacher and the

Pharoh of Egypt as a "Kingfish"

type of fraternal order potentate

give the story a refreshing and
innocent tone. We all have our

own conception of heaven, and
if the Negro in the south sees it

as a picnic ground where every

day is a fish fry complete with

ten cent seegars, that's his busi-

ness.

The effect of the film is con-

siderably enhanced by the in-

spired spirituals of the now de-

funct Hall Johnson choir. Partic-

ularly good was "Dere's No
Hidin' Place Down Dere."

The management of Hillel

House are doing Queen's stu-

dents a great service with this

fihn series. Thank you Hillel.

"Catering to Private Parties"

Phone 21169 For Particulars

Dance

Programs

PRIMXERS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every Deacriptior

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - COM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT
SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

g QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS
|

1 SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS
|2 Tennis and Bodminton Racquets Restrung ^'

I
212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

Oear Journal
Sir:

On my walks through the univer-

sity lately, I have been grieveotisly

shocked and disturbed by the pitiful

cries of dogs emanating from one

of the buildings in the medical qua-

drangle. I can only assume that

these poor creatures are subjected to

the crudest forms of physical and

mental torture, all in the name of

science.

In my official capacity as hon-

orary secretary of the Leeds County

Anti-Vivisection ist Society, I de-

mand that public opinion be aroused

on this question. After all these

years as man's best friend, this is

how the noble dog is repaid for his

faithfulness 1

I know that if any of your read-

ers has ever looked deeply into a

dog's eyes - "those deep brown

pools" - to quote the well-known

poet; or felt the warm friendly lick

of his salty tongue, he will join me
in a strong protest against the

cruelty of these heartless doctors.

I remain,

Sincerely,

Clarissa Thackerby (Miss).

P.S. I resent [uost strongly the

claim by one of your readers that

I am a creation of Mr. Charles

Taylor. Indeed, as I had reached

respectable middle age before Mr.

Taylor was ever born, it is biolog-

ically and artistically impossible that

he sliould have had anything to do

with my formation. I suspect the

opinion is also quite heretical. Be-

sides, I think everj'one is well aware

of my low opinion of Mr. Taylor.

^ilu^r (irill
"Where the Best People Meet ond Eat"

Reasonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

CANADIAN PLAYERS LTD.

Presents

'SAINT JOAN"
BY GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

OCTOBER 25, 26,27

KCVI AUDITORIUM

8:30 Sharp

ADVANCE TICKETS:

CASTERTON'S COFFEE CLUB

BRISCOE'S PHARMACY

ADVANCE SEATS;

$2.00

SI.50

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

W I LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

It's a good rule to keep your finances in

top condition, too— by operating your

own savines account at die B of M.

Bank OF Montreal nuf[||

wBRKING WiTH CANADIANS IN EVERY WALK OF LIFE SINCE 1S17

Kingston, Main Office, 297 King St. East, at the Market;

EDWARD ROYCE, Manager

Kingston. Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

STEAM
SHOVEL

Scribe Drops Cue and Gets the Clue

And from room of pool on eve o£ Tue did Scribe dig frantic

sounds from somewhere in land of Queenz. And did intensity

of vibrations increase as square of distance from Cav of Nic. And

even then did Scribe recognize maid Marion's call.

Frosh Will Heckle to Get a Shekel

And did Scribe hasten to chamber of Marion, wondering; at

nature of summons. For 'twas true that Marion did request ac-

count in full of great gathering; in Cav of GranL And scribe did

tell of great pow wow on eve of Mon when warriors of Heinz did

smoke pipe of peace with Fuzzy-Ones in presence of Chief Red,

the Feathered One. For in four suns will it come to pass that

youngest of tribe will venture forth into trains of Land of Kin to

visit each Cav of Land. And from denizens of cavs will be ex-

tracted many shekels, hopingly one shekel per cav. For will

Red, the Feathered One take same and give to tribes of needy-

braves.

Time Comes High for Scribe to Fly

And noting that shadow of Marion's siiovel does cover up

hieroglyphics so must scribe drop chisel and depart from sanctuary

of Marion. And on parting does Marion instruct scribe to urge

many warriors to journey afar to Land of Wes. And now does

Scribe hustle, for does this thought remind him of fact that time

of closing of store of groceries draws nigh.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR 55.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

Here's How

protect and support

3 ways I
Flee! Foot'» Fomous

Arth-Cushion, with cushion heel and
shockproof insole, provides

complete scienlifle protection
* and support for aclive feet.

CUSHIONS
METATARSAL
ARCH

SUPPORTS
LONGITUDINAL
ARCH

ABSORBS

HEEL SHOCKS

I J

THE

Arch Cushion

features. Block, blue

or red. Mon't and

boys' sizes.
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More For Your Money
The Community Chest quota for Kingston amounts to about

$1.70 per person. Even when we consider that university students

probably have as little spare cash as any group in the city this

is not an unreasonable amount to contribute to such a worthy

cause.

The case for making what contribution we can to the welfare

of those more unfortunate than ourselves through the Red Feather

campaign is a strong one. In the first place the Chest represents

68 agencies, every one of which has done an excellent job in its

own field. If we had but an opportunity to see the results of the

work of any one of these agencies surely no one would say that a

few cents is too much to give to each. But the comprehensiveness

of the Chest's coverage is not its only claim to support. Efficiency

of collection and the low cost of administering the fund assures

the contributor that the highest possible proportion of his contri-

bution goes directly into the work of the organization. The vast

majority of the workers involved in the drive are volunteers and

through the free gift of their time fund-raising costs are reduced

to less than 3%.

Many of us are no doubt inclined to say that no matter how
good the cause we are not at this stage in a position to help. It

will be much easier after we graduate. Yet the work of mercy

goes on all the time. That is why our contribution, no matter how
small, is needed now.

Co-operation In The Library

The Douglas Library is one of the few institutions on the

campus where students are forced to cooperate. On the whole,

students are able to regulate their work to suit themselves and
do not have to wait on anyone else's convenience. This situation

has the unfortunate effect of encouraging students to forget that

others also have work to do. But students must work together

in the Hbrarj'; so far their record is none too good.

Some people seem almost biologically unable to keep quiet in

the reading room. The sound of the human voice is only the most
distracting of the numerous noises always in evidence on the top

floor. Students seem to have no compunction about walking
heavily, dragging chairs and crashing books onto their desks. But
talking is still the primary evil. To be sure, a minimum of con-
versation is necessary. It is almost impossible to concentrate,

however, when two co-eds insist on discussing Saturday night two
aisles away. The staff is by no means free from blame. Some
staff members seem to think that an invisible barrier separates
the loan desk from the rest of the reading room and raise their

voices accordingly. At least one librarian's stage whisper can be
clearly deciphered at fifty paces.

The mutilation of books is another common vice. Some students
underline what they deem important as though their opinions should
be regarded as holy writ by succeeding generations. Nothing is

more distracting than to have to read through the fog created by
someone else's judgment. Others do the books even more harm by
breaking the binder whenever they come across a volume which
will not open quickly or easily enough.

There also exists a tendency for students t© forget that another
person may be waiting for the books they are using. Not only are
users of the library wont to return books late, despite the fines,
but they tend to wait until the book is due before returning it. If
a student reads a book within two days, he should return it at once
and not run the risk of depriving someone else of its use.

Pait One

The Weekly Newsmagazine

United Nations Day
October 24 marks the ninth anniversary of the signing of the

United Nations Charter. Throughout the world nations will pro-
claim and observe the occasion as United Nations Day. The most
heartenmg feature of each successive year's observances has been
the increasing number of nations which have taken part. Last
year the day was observed in 74 countries and this year it is

expected to be marked on even more widespread basis.

The reports of clashes and disagreements which come to us
so regularly as a consequence of public debate at the UN give us
scant opportunity to recall the contributions which the world
organization has made to human welfare and world peace. Yet
without the existence of the UN it is doubtful if the world could
have found a way to bring pressure to bear to end such conflicts
as the Palestine War or to ease tension in a place like Kashmir.
It is difficult to say what the result would have been if there had
been no such organization to call forth the resistance necessary to

meet aggression in Korea. There is a much more positive aspect
to the UN rule as well. In Java, for example, a successful cam
paign is being waged by the World Health Organization to cure
the 20% of the country's people who are afflicted with yaws. In

Cuttack, India, the Food and Agriculture Organization are de-
vising new hybrids and strains which may well lead to a doubling
of the output of the world's most important food, rice.

Curing yaws and increasing rice production may not seem like

momentous accomplishments. Converting open warfare to uneasy
quarreling among nations may be a long way from establishing

universal peace. But each individual example of reducing human
misery and stopping armed conflict is a step toward the more dis-

tant goal. If we wait to celebrate when we reach the goal we may
be bitterly disappointed. But if we take an opportunity to observe

the steps which lead in the right direction we may gain satisfact-

ion from the immediate results of the endeavour. United Nations
Day provides that opportunity.

By Gordon Sedgwick

(This is the jirst of two articles

by Gordon Scdgzaick on Time

Magazine. The second will appear

next Tuesday.}

Every week more than 2.250,000

copies of Time are circulated

throughout the world. This mag-

azine purports to present to its pre-

occupied readers a brief, condensed

guide to the events of the day. The

original prospectus of Time declared

that as a "newsmagazine" it would

he "free of sensationalism - and

windy bias". In actual performance

Time has often been as "free of sen-

sationalism" as the London Daily

Express, and as "free of windy bias"

as Colonel McCormick's Chicago

Tribune. This and a subsequent ar-

ticle will attempt to explode this

myth of objectivity.

Times reportorial methods are

distinctive. News is generally re-

ported in terms of personalities. This

makes the presentation more palat-

able and simple. Clearly it is easier

to understand and visualize the

actions of prominent human beings

than to digest, for example, the in-

ternational implications of plans to

rearm Germany. This dictum that

"names make news" is a gross over-

simplification. Surely objectivity in

news reporting is difficult to main-

tain if this narrow rule is applied.

Time's sterotyped style is also

serious disability to the achievement

of objective reporting. The features

of this style are well known. Com-
pressed stories, short sentences,

simple language, and a liberal

(Time should pardon the expres-

sion) sprinkling of pictures. The
magazine is admittedly aimed at the

widest possible group of people

(subscriptions) and hence at a low

average level of education. It is

physically impossible to achieve a

level of objectivity, in dealing with

complicated international relations

when such brevity and general sim-

plicity are insisted upon.

However, perhaps we are being

too cliaritable in assuming that Time

even strives for objectivity in its

coverage of national and interna

tional news. In accordance with the

policy of its founder and cditor-in-

:hicf, Henry R. Luce, the news re

ports are for the most part not the

work of individuals but are thresh

ed out in editorial meetings, around

the conference table. Its stories

therefore are more accurately de-

scribed as editorials than as factual

news reports. Time has its own edi-

torial policies on U. S. and foreign

fronts. These policies are usuallly

very cleverly disguised in the news

columns.

The policy which guides the mag-

azine is largely derived from the

personal convictions of Mr. Luce

It is by no means a constant quality,

tending to shift with the unpredic

table currents of public opinion.

Time is violently anti-communist,

Its definitions of "red" and "partv

lining" are fluid, applicable in some

cases to any person or group of per-

sons further left than the Republican

parly. It tends to consider commu
nism and socialism as twin heads

of the same monster. Time is gener

ally anti-imperialist, twisting the

lion's tail when the opportunity

arises. It does, however, display

a notably clear conscience when the

interests of American industrialists

are threatened abroad by those who
do not appreciate the great benefit

of this form of imperialism. Time

also professes great impatience with

European countries who won't save

themselves from economic chaos,

social degeneration, and "creeping

socialism".

The methods by which Time
troduces its editorial policies into

its pages in the guise of news are

many. The most straight-forward is

raw sarcasm - used to denote those

who are unacceptable to Time. An-
other device is the deliberate over-

emphasis of items which support

Time's policies. Conversely, news

may be ignored or suppressed if it

appears to controvert the views of

the magazine. Articles may he dis-

torted. The second article of this

series will delve more deeply into

Time's use of the devices by which

it brings the news into conformity

with its own editorial policies.

Letters To The Editor

Editor, Journal

:

At last we have a leader in Mr,

Taylor who will defy the slander

and persecution of "fire-and-brim-

stone preachers and sober-eyed

temperance workers" to champion

the true cause of the drinker.

Although society has treated the

drinker as an untouchable, in Can-

ada we have pointed out to us a

gratifying picture of France where

the "natural rights" of the French-

man are acknowledged, and even

the children have wine with their

meals. Imagine the progress we

would have made in Canada if we

could hear a conscientious father

say, "No Johnny, you can't have

any dessert until you have finished

your beer. Don't you want to grow

up to be big and strong like all the

French ? And Molly, Don't spill

your beer on the tablecloth. Anyone

would think you weren't used to it."

However, before we resolve to

educate our children in how to drink

n moderation, let us think of the

Drinl< Up Your Beer

plight of the milk producers. Where

will they find markets for their chief

product if every family buys beer

instead of milk? Any progress in

tolerance would be offset by the

social problems of destitute farmers

in this upheaval in our economy.

We can hear the hungry little ones

crying, "Daddy, where's the milk

cheque?"

It is disturbing to think that be-

cause of the oppressive policies of

the government and temperance

workers "nine times out of ten" a

drinker turns into an criminal. If

we say, for the sake of argument,

that thirty-three and one third per-

cent of all Queen's students drink,

then approximate! thirty percent of

all Queen's students are potential

criminals. And it is upon us that

lies .the grave responsibility of

leading our great country in the

future.

Have we awakened to the wrongs

of society too late?

Charlotte Smith

Arts '5S

Applied Gastronomies

Editor, Journl:

We read, with great interest, Mr.

Lagnado's letter in last Friday's

Journal proposing a "Queen's Gas-

tronomical Society'.

We believe that we, the under-

signed, along with many other stu-

dents of this campus, already have

a considerable nucleus formed which

meets three times daily on the corner

of University and William, Here,

scores of students, scholarly and not

so scholarly, from all faculties of the

University meet to discuss all the

most recent happenings such as

campus riots. Queen's victories and,

in moments of lower intellectual

frame of mind, the writings of

Clarissa Thackerby,

We cordially invite Mr. Lagnado

into our society.

Don McGrath, Arts '57.

Dutch Findlay, Arts '57.

Al Gretsinger, Arts '56,

Hurncane Hazel

Note

Please leave Letters to the Edi-

tor in the Post Office. They are

apt to get lost if left in the Jour-

nal Office.

Letters will be printed as soon

as space is available.

1 f possible letters should be

typed double space.

Editor, Journal

:

Re: hurricane Hazel - a Warning
for the Future.

The recent hurricane that struck

the Toronto area should emphasize

strongly this country's lack of pre-

paration in the event of an emer-

gency. Fortunately for all of us, it

was nature and not an aggressive

world power that chose to illustrate

our weakness. It is hoped that many
of us now see the need for a well

co-ordinated civilian defence net-

work to relieve any such future tra-

gedies. Unfortunately many lives

were lost. The price of learning our

lesson comes high. We read in the

newspapers every day of tragedies

that befall other people hut little re-

alize that we are not immune our-

selves. Besides the dangers of na-

ture's elements, we live in a world

of unrest in which a war could con-

ceivably erupt over night. It is the

duty of everbody, and especially

public ser\'ants, to see that we are

prepared. Last Friday night in To-

ronto grimly showed the lack of this

responsibility.

Pohce, fire departments and taxis

did a most courageous job in help-

ing to relieve the stricken. How-

ever, they cannot be relied upon

to cope with every emergency. After

alt. Hurricane Hazel onlj' struck one

small section of the city. It is dis-

heartening to think of what would

live resuled if all of greater Toronto

had been hit.

Many more people need to be

trained to render first aid and

other benefits to the stricken. If we

could be trained in advance, panic

and hardships would be lessened.

Certain specific depots at strategic

locations throughout the city, for

the distribution of food, water and

clothing should be planned far in

advanced in the event of an emer-

gency. Those whose aptitudes and

hobbies fall along the radio and

electronics lines should be employed

in a well co-ordinated defense sys-

tem. These people should be en-

couraged to build emergency por-

table and mobile radio units. Radio

amateurs in the Toronto area have

made great strides along this line,

in the last few years. One need only

look to the fine example of public

service that Winnipeg radio enthu-

siasts rendered in that area of di-

saster, a few years past.

It is the duty of public-minded

citizens to pressure local officials

into organizing emergency relief

units. Everywhere in Canada there

is a need for this type of organiza-

tion. If we are to make this a better

country to live in, we must all accept

this responsibility.

Hart Kinnear,

Arts '57.
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Varsity Suspends

Student Society

Because of Riot

Toronto (Cup)—In conjunction

with the levy of a $4,000 fine on

the Engineering Society of Tor-

onto University, the constitution

of that society has been suspend-

ded indefinitely by decree of the

Caput, the disciplinary body of

the university.

This action was taken as a re-

sult of incidents that occurred

Sept. 23, involving the injury

of Professor McAndrew, regis-

trar of University College and the

destruction of university property

by rioting Engineering freshmen.

In a statement released on

Tuesday night, the Caput declar-

ed that the society had been "in-

different to or incapable of dis-

charging its responsibilities and

duties of self-government."

The incident arose out of a

freshman tour of the campus held

as part of the initiating program.

Professor McAndrew was injured

as an estimated 200 Engineers

rioted tiirough University Col-

lege, Victoria College and Trin-

tiy College, tearing down bulletin

boards, posters and coatracks.

Traffic was stopped on several

city streets, a car was placed in-

side one of the doors of Hart

House, and a huge pile of miscel-

laneous loot was piled outside of

the Engineering Building,

The Caput severely reprimand-

ed the society's publicity director,

and the entire freshman reception

committee, and said that the inci-

dent might have been prevented

had they done their job properly.

No ringleader was named in the

Caput's statement and blame for

the injury to the professor was

put on "mob action".

As a result of the suspension

decree, all powers of governance

and direction of student non-cur-

ricular affairs of any kind what-

soever within the Faculty of Ap-

plied Science and Engineering

will be vested in the teaching

body of that Faculty.

The fine laid on the society is

in addition to the compensation

to be paid by the Engineers for

the damage done during the

raids.

Men's Residence

Eva
j

Cornerstone of the new men's

residence on Leonard Field will be

laid at 1 1 :30 a.m., Saturday, by the

Hon. Leslie M. Frost, prime min-

ister of Ontario, it was announced

recently by Principal W. A. Mac-

kintosh.

"The building now going up is

the first of what is hoped will even-

tually be a group of five buildings

housing from 900 to 1000 men stu-

dents", said Principal Mackintosh.

"The initiation of men's residen-

ces is of the greatest importance in

a university where 90% of the stu-

dents are living away from home.

The capital grants which Queen's

has received from the Province of

Ontario have been of decisive as-

sistance in realizing this project.

Premier Frost himself has taken a

personal interest in the plan for tliis

building," the principal added.

Levanites Get Lit

A trio of freshettes hold their candles high at the Candlelight-

Ceremony held Wednesday night in Grant Hall.

German University Student

Wins Exchange Scholarship

by Vicki Borota

Journal Staff Writer

Hans Heine, a philologist, at-

tends Queen's this year as Ger-

man exchange student from the

University of Tuebingen in South-

western Germany.

The recipent of an exchange

scholarship which covers tuition

and books, Mr. Heine was pleased

to come to Queen's, and says that

Canadian hospitality has made
him feel welcome.

Latin. French and English are

Mr. Heine's primary interests. He
is particularly concerned with

English, which he hopes to speak

fluently after 12 months in this

country.

English has become a language

predominantly taught in Euro-

pean schools, said Mr. Heine.

The young German praised his

native university which dates

back to medieval times. Although

it is smaller than Queen's its en-

rolment number 5000 students.

Impressed by methods of teach i

ing at Queen's, Mr. Heine said,

"Students here are compelled to

study. The essays assigned to

them are based on pertinent top-

ics and require work that is left

undone by many European stu-

dents.

At Tuebingen, students listen

lo results of research work com-

pleted by their professors. They

are left to study books at faculty

libraries without the aid of text-

books outlining a course.

"Queen's is also good" con-

tinued Mr. Heine, "because clas-

ses are small. In Germany a small

class consists of 100 students, and

a large class has 400 attending.

Our professors are strangers to

us."

German universities offer no

degrees equivalent to a Canadian

bachelor of arts or master of

Arts. Four years at college lead to

teaching high school.

Education in Germany begins

with eight years at elementary

£chool which is completed by ap-

prenticeship in a trade. However,

if one is financially able to go

(See German Exchange, Page 3)

UBC Exposes

Discrimination

Vancouver (CUP) — Non
Caucasian girls are struck off a

list of names used by Pan-Hell-

enic, women's organizations at

the University of British Colum

bia, to issue invitations to coed^

asking them to join UBC sorori

ties.

This was admitted recently by

Nancy Underbill, president of

Pan-Hellenic, when confronted

with evidence gathered by the

JJbysse^

> in making her admission, Miss

Underbill pointed to an investi-

gation made by the Student Coun-

cil last session, in which Wom-
en's Undergraduate Society
chairman Nan Adamson reported

that no UBC sororities have dis-

criminatory clauses.

"Besides, said Miss Under-

hill, "we are perfectly willing to

let anybody rush if they want to,"

Under a ruling froin the Dean

of Women's office, UBC soror-

ities must accept all girls who

rush. Every "rushee" must be

allowed to join a sorority, al-

though not necessarily the one of

her choice.

Miss Underbill admitted that

the names of non-Caucasian girls

are on the list the society re-

ceives. When asked why these

girls are not sent an invitation,

she replied, "I don't know. It's

our policy."

Three Members Leave NFCUS
Fail To Pay Membership Fees

No lUS Affiliation This Year
As Queen's Motion Defeated
The National Federation of

Canadian University Students

will not accept any form of mem-
bership in the communist-domin-

ated International Union of Stu-

dents at the present time. This

decision was reached at the na-

tional NFCUS conference held

last week in Toronto.

The conference agreed to two

clauses of a motion proposed by

Queen's delegate Lois Showman,
but rejected a third which would

empower delegates to next year's

I US council to accept member-
>hip in that body.

Dr. Ross Speaks

Second In Series

The relevance of Milton's

"Paradise Lost" to the present

day was the topic of an address

by Dr. Malcolm Ross Thursday

afternoon. The talk was the se-

cond in a series of lectures on

"Religon and Letters" sponsored

by the Student Christian Move-

ment.

Dr. Ross attempted to answer

such questions as: What is the

true nature of man? What have

been the causes of man's failures

throughout history? How can

man remedy his weakness and by

what means (if any) can he gain

the perfect state on earth?

The poem is a production of an

anguished, doubting mind viTit-

ten during a period in history of

intellectual, social and moral

chaos. Milton was a firm believer

in the doctrine of liberalism, the

belief that man is able, through

intelligent effort to arrive at the

perfect state on earth. Yet he was

an active revolutionist in Crom-

well's government, fighting the

Church government alongside

self-interested partisan groups

who held completely contradic-

tory views.

"Paradise Lost" is the fruit of

Milton's disillusioned mind, his

attempt to salvage some of his

shattered ideals and to study

man's true nature.

In his great epic poem, Milton

presented Adam as the symbol of

all mankind and reasoned that if

he could discover why Adam fell,

he would know the fundamental

weakness of men.

The foremost of man's sins,,

pride, brought about his down-

fall through his strivng to be

equal with God.

Milton states that man's fail-

ures throughout history are not

due to intellectual mistakes, but

to his break with God. But the

poem concludes on a note of hope.

One can join an inner paradise,

asserts Milton, through repent-

ance, sacrifce, and a reconciliation

between one's inner purpose and

God. In this way may man ac-

quire the power to change history.

The first two clauses of the

motion recognized that student

unity was essential to internation-

al understanding, and went on to

declare that NFCUS should send

a delegation with observer status

to the next lUS council.

Antonio Enriquez, Charles
Taylor, and Jean de Margerie,

Canada's delegates to the last

I US council, submitted a unani-

mous report to the conference. In

their report were laid down cer-

tain conditions without which

NFCUS could not join lUS. It

was these four recommendations

which were used as the basis for

the motion by Queen's.

Four other conditions which

NFCUS would endeavor to have

implemented once they had been

accepted into the union were also

stipulated.

The four main conditons, with-

out which NFCUS will not join

lUS are as follows: (1) a clarifi-

cation of the lUS constitution

with respect to membership in

the organization. If the lUS in-

terpretation of the present con-

stitution is accepted, it is possible

for any splinter group of students

to become full members of lUS.

NFCUS objects to that part of

the lUS membership made up of

totally unrepresentative unions,

whose only recommendation is

that they toe the Communist

party line.

(2) The lUS secretariat would

have to be moved from Prague

to some "neutral" country.

(3) The lUS activities would

have to be restricted to issues

pertaining to "students as such".

(4) There would have to be an

establishment of an agreed pro-

cedure of documentation. The ac-

tivities of the lUS in support of

student claims foe better stand-

ards or of student syndical action

of various kinds must be cleared

of its partisan orientation.

The conference felt that it

would be unwise to give delegates

of the lUS council the power to

(See NFCUS, Page 3)

Three major Canadian uni-

versities have been expelled

from the National Federation of

Canadian University Students

for failure to pay the membership

fee of 50c per person. Their ex-

pulsion has reduced NFCUS
membership from 41,000 to 21,000

students.

The Universities of Toronto,

Manitoba and British Columbia

were forced to withdraw from

NFCUS when last week's na-

tional conference passed a mo-
tion that "for effective adminis-

tration and the continuation of

the NFCUS policy a fee of 50c

would be required." McGill had

threatened to withdraw unless a

standard fee was imposed.

A second motion was passed to

the effect that if the three uni-

versities will agree in writing to

pay the 50c fee next year they

will be reinstated for the remain-

der of this year at the 20c rate

they have paid. This promise

must be made by Jan. 31, 1955.

Students at the University of

Toronto last year voted in favor

of the 50c fee, but the Board of

Government refused to allow it.

Ban Righ Guests

Students frum 17 nations were

the guests of Dr. A. V. Douglas in

Ban Righ common room, Sunday

evening. /
Canadian students and faculty

members were introduced to stu-

dents from as far away as Pakistan

and as nearby as Watertown. Sub-

jects discussed over coffee ranged

from communistn to Canada's wea-

ther.

Dr. Douglas said there are 30

nationahties represented at Queen's,

and in the interests of international

understanding and good-will she

NFCUS To Lead

National Campaign

A national campaign for in-

creased and more numerous gov-

ernment scholarships and bursar-

ies will be conducted by the

NFCUS national executive, as-

sisted by the Students' Adminis-

trative Council of the University

of Toronto.

The basis of the campaign, to

be conducted by each university

in its own area, will be an ap-

proach to the public for support

of student requests, as well as

direct requests to government

and the enlisting of student sup-

port.

The campaign will be conduct-

ed in such a way as to take into

account the fact that provinces

may or may not make an arrange-

ment with the federal government

for the provision of adequate

scholarships and bursaries. If the

latter alternative prevails, the

federal government and the pro-

vincial governments affected will

be urged to negotiate agreements

whereby more scholarships and

bursaries for students in such

provinces may be financed,

This motion was carried unani-

mously by delegates to the na-

tional NFCUS conference held in

Toronto last week, The final

clause was inserted for the bene-

fit of Quebec universities, since

Quebec premier Maurice Duplcs-

sis has forbidden universities in

that province to accept federal

aid.

The conference also passed a

motion proposed by Queen's

which will enable the national

NFCUS office to ask the federal

government to allow the univer-
Id like to see them more widely

acquainted with Canadian students] sity student to add the amount

__. ...:.u (See Bursaries, Page 4)
and with campus activities.
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GAELS DROP TO SECOND PLACE
iEniiimBiHiiMEMMiiinraiimJiww^

WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

Casanova Deadlocks Comets

Locals Salvage Single Point

I
As Frank Tindali shepherded his Golden Gaels south-westward

last Friday in the general direction of a meeting with fate m

London's Littie Memorial stadium, the skies over that part of

Ontario were a fiery red. Twenty-four hours later, after they

had gone through their routine on the hot Western turf, the Gaels

were still seeing red. Some of them may have been seeing stars

too, but at the very least you had to conclude that there had been

a radical change in the climate in which tlie ball players were

spending their time.

It may have been the warmest, brightest afternoon of the

season for the pewholders in the London emporium, but for Tin-

dali and his Gaels it was without a doubt the darkest day since

Western's John Metras first announced his intention to use a

diamond T formation. It's a crushing thing to be beaten 27-1 by

a team which not a few pre-game speculators had figured to be

second best to the Golden crew from Kingston. And it's even

worse if you have to live with the knowledge that your dark-horses

have folded on the second turn, after you had been willing to bet

the shirt of the Richardson Stadium groundskeeper that the win-

ning horse this year would be wearing a golden saddle.

If you hadn't gone that far in your estimations, then things

probably weren't as bad as they must have at first seemed when

the results came booming through the loudspeaker of your radio.

Just as the twenty point spread over Toronto was a little hard to

grasp, so too was the performance of Metras and his Mustangs in

riding rough-shod over our local herders. Because the Western

bunch weren't so superior that they deserved a 26 point win, and

the Gaels weren't so bad that they should have fallen that far off

the pace. But they came mighty close.

THEY PICKED A BAD DAY
The situation as the Gaels went through their pre-game warm-

up before a capacity crowd in the London stadium was roughly

something like this: after their crushing defeats of McGill and

Toronto, this year's Queen's club was looked upon as being some-

thing unique in Kingston circles in that it seemed capable of end-

ing the long reign of supremacy which had been enjoyed by the

Blues and the Mustangs. Then, too, while the Gaels were still

prancing around on the turf which could easily double as a golf

green the thoughts which kept running through people's minds

were that Western had just managed a tie with Varsity, and that

Western hadn't been able to pile up the point total against McGill

that the Gaels had managed to compile.

Looking back now, it seems unfortunate that so much consid-

eration was given to the figures which showed up on the score-

boards this season, Because the Mustangs are very definitely a

better team than the Blues, and, given a dry field, they might give

McGill a trouncing which would laugh the Redmen out of the

circuit. Where does that leave the Gaels? On the basis of Sat-

urday's showing, you might say that they've been left somewhere

south of nowhere; but the truth of the matter is that they very

simply came up with a sour performance and left themselves wide-

open for an attack which doesn't permit any day-dreaming. That

they picked a bad day to come up with a performance which sur-

prised just about everybody is undeniable, as it is the fact that the

Mustangs took advantage of the occasion to give the locals a pretty

thorough beating.

THESE GUYS AREN'T PATSIES
To realize just how thorough they were, you had to watch the

Western line disintegrate the Gaels on a few occasions. And you

l.ad to watch Wally Mellor running back to pass with two Mus-

tangs hot on his tail to the extent that he was slapped down on

one occasion as soon as he cocked his arm. From the Western

viewpoint, there was the running of Gino Fracas, and, above all.

there was Don Getty, standing deep in the tailback spot in the

Diamond T with his arm poised [or one of his murderous long

passes. Getty's tactics were the payoff: in the second half he had

the Gaels disorganized to the extent that they all faded with the

pass receivers and left a wide-open stretch of countryside for the

big Mustang to use in his ramblings. At other times, when the

Tindallnien went after Getty, there were as many as four pass

receivers in the clear behind our safety men. The Western touch-

downs came on plays like these, when the Gael defence was reel-

ing with uncertainty about what was conjing next.

What was missing? This was the Toronto game all over again

with the roles reversed : this time the Gaels were losing out on
the breaks, and this time everything they did turned against them.

(Continued on Page 3)

Almost, but not quite. This was one of the bright moments in Saturday's

intermediate game, when the Comets battled to a 17-17 deadlock with Western.

Ron Rooke, the Comet safety man, bats a pass out of a Western player's arms
in the Comet end zone.

The Queen's Intermediate Com-

ets salvaged one point from an

otherwise disastrous week-end by

battling the Western Colts to a

17-17 stalemate, last Saturday in

Richardson Stadium. The game,

viewed by a disappointingly

meagre crowd, featured a great

improvement of Jake Edward's

Oneen's crew.

The Comet's struck early in the

game and amassed all their sev-

enteen points before the first

quarter ended. Western slowly

narrowed the lead, tying the tilt

midway through the last half. But

the Comets settled down and the

game ended in a flurry of hard

clashing football.

Dave Skene set up Queen's first

major by moving the pigskin

twenty yards to Western's 25.

Ron Rooke, recovered from his

injury, tossed a short pass to half

Henry Clark who twisted down
to the five. On the next play

Clarke, again totting the ball,

scurried around right end and in-

to paydirt. Walt Goodfellow con-

verted to put the Comets ahead

6-0. The Colts, shoved into their

own territory by the kickoff, at-

tempted to quick kick their way
out. However, the kick was short

and Henry Clark ran it back to

the 17. After Dave Skene plowed

for six yards, Ed Mallard went

for another five to move the ball

to the five yard stripe. Jack

Simpson went over on a second

down play to hoist Queen's lead

to H-O. Walt Goodfellow's con-

vert attempt was blocked. A few

minutes later, Dave Skene picked

up a fumbled kick, and romped
for their third touchdown.
Goodfellow converted to complete

the Comets scoring. Henry Clarke

was rouged to end the quarter —

YARD STICK STORY

Q w
Total yds. gained 891 1210

Passing —

—

162 220

Plunging 93 144

End Runs 114 134

Pass Attempts _ 28 26

Pass Comp 11 11

Prisses Inter by 1 4

Kicks (ave) — 46 41

Fumbles 2 2

Penalties _ SO 35

Queen's 17, Western 1.

The Colts piled up five first

dov/ns and marched downfield

rrom their own 38 for their first

of three touchdowns. Casanova

big number 37, skirted right end

and cut Queen's lead to 17-5. The
convert attempt was blocked by a

rushing Comet line. The second

Western major came in the clos-

ing minutes of the first half. An-
dryicka went for twenty three

yards to Queen's 25. Casanova,

on a delayed pass play, sped

around the left side and registered

his second touchdown. Casan-

ova's convert attempted bounced

off the goal post to end the half

with the Comets leading 17-11.

Midway through the third ses-

sion. Western again moved up-

field. Casanova sparked a T.D.

with a 12 yard pass to Telfer.

Gray lobbed another one to Tel-

fer for 14. Casanova forced his

way around right end to register

(See Comets Tie, Page 3)

TITLE AT STAKE
IN TRACK MEET

Western Rolls To 27-1 Win
Display Championship Form

by Mike Clancy

Journal Staff Writer

Led by the strong throwing arm of Don Getty and John Girvin,

the Western Mustangs rolled to a decisive 27-1 Saturday after-

noon victorv over the Queen's Gaels before a sellout crowd of

13,000 in London's Little Memorial stadium. Frank Tindall's crew

played hard rugby all the way but were up against a team which

was superior in every department except for the kicking. However

the Mustangs, especially Don Killinger (who became involved m
a last minute brawl with Jack Cook and Sherm Hood) knew they

were up against tougher opposition than the score might indicate.

The loss dropped the Gaels to

a second place spot in the league

standings, and shattered their

unbeaten streak in this year's in-

tercollegiate race. A weak pass

defence and the lack of a rough

and tough front wall to hold back

the ever-powerful Mustangs were

the biggest factors in a game

which saw the Gaels collapse in

the second quarter when the Mus-

tangs rolled for IS points.

Twice in the early part of the

first quarter, the Gaels threaten-

ed but two pass interceptions by

little Brian Young squelched both

attempts. Starting at their own

fifty. Western marched up the

field to Queen's 20 on long runs

by Simmons, Fracas and Getty.

Getty took a Girvin pitchout and

went over for the major, Gino

Fracas split the uprights for the

extra point,

Stewart Stars

Nice runs by little Ron Stew-

art and Gary Schreider brought

the ball out to the centre stripe

but the Western line tightened

and so the Gaels were forced to

kick. A long boot by Thompson
was run out by Fracas to the

Western ten where he was pulled

down by Hughes, McMahan and

Marston. Ralph Simmons car-

ried the ball to the fifteen and

hardrunning Don Getty brought

it up to the 28 where he was

stopped on a nice tackle by Jimmy
Cruickshank. A Western fumble

which was recovered by Frank

Gcard on the Western 28 tem-

porarily brightened the picture.

However, two over-the-Iine pass-

es by Wally Mellor went incom-

plete and Queen's was forced to

kick. Gary Schreider's attempt-

ed field-goal from the 33 yard

'line fell short and the ball was

I

carried out to the fifteen yard line

by Simmons.

Some good tackling on the part

The Intercollegiate Intermed-

iate Track and Field meet will be

held here on Wednesday after-

noon with Pat Galasso's Queen's

team as the hosts. The homesters

are the defending champions in

the Ottawa-St. Lawrence Confer-

ence and the holders of the Van
Wagner Trophy.

The main opposition for the

locals will come from a very

strong RMC aggregation.

The Intramural Track meet wa
completed Friday, after bein;

(See Track Results, Page 3)

of Jimmy Hughes helped hold the

Western offence to two short

gains. On the next play, Lou

Bruce barged through the line and

blocked the kick. Queen's took

over on the Mustang 24 yard line

but a clipping penalty sent the

ball back to the 39. A long pass to

Gary Schreider went for nothing

and on the next down, Jocko

Thompson kicked the ball 63

yards to the deadline for a single

point. The quarter ended with

Western leading 6-1.

The second quarter was dom-

inated by the brilliant running

and accurate passing of Don Get-

ty, who threw consistent strikes

to Fracas. Killenger, and Turner.

An early second quarter field goal

bv Fracas made the score 9-1 and

this total was increased to 15-1

by Getty's second touchdown and

Gino's second convert. Late in

the quarter a Getty to Turner

pass clicked to make the score

read 21-1 at half time.

Highlights of the second quart-

er for the Gaels were the play of

Jack Abraham, who intercepted a

Western pass; the running of

Gary Schreider and Ron Stewart:

and the hard tackling of Lou

Bruce and Jack Cook.

(See Gaels Lose, Page 3)

The intercollegiate archery
meet was held last week-end in

Hamilton. O.A.C. placed first in

the tournament and Q u e e n's

fourth.

The Softball tournament was

completed Thursday with the

freshettes '58 team being unde-

feated. Tris McLinton, the pit-

cher, and Mickey McCullaugh the

catcher were an unbeatable pair

backed up by a strong team. '56

were runners up losing only to

'58. "55 won one game from '57

Everyone was glad to see '57

with a team ready to play. Good

work, Jan Jackson.

Basketball practises will be

starting next week, Tuesday,

Thursday and Friday from 4:30

— 5 :30. Everyone interested is

urged to come out.

Vollyball practises will be star-

ting next week, Monday and

Wednesday from 4:30 to 5:30.

Everybody come out and support

your year.

• two

convenient

locations
town and country

Restaurants •
Princess at Clergy

Cotaraqui - 3 mi. w. of Traffic Circle
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WHisne STOPS
(Continued from Page 2)

The Gaels came up with a lot of nice ball : but none of it ever showed

on the scoreboard. Up front we had Lou Bruce and Jack Cook

ripping through on occasion, and we made fairly good yardage

on off tackle plays which on two occasions erupted for forty yard

runs by Ron Stewart and Al Kocman, It was a sign of the times

when Stewart, exhausted after his tremendous broken-field jaunt

in the first half, had to retire to the sidelines to watch with his

down-hearted mates while the officials brought the ball back to

the line of scrimmage and nailed the Gaels for clipping.

The Mustangs, according; to their publicity department,

were facing "their biggest challenge so far in the 1954 race" in

this one. But after Jim Kennedy intercepted a Mellor to Cook
pass on the twenty yard line on the Gaels first march downfield,

the challenge didn't materialize. After that Ralph Simmons and

Cino Fracas smashed for forty yards on two off-tackle plays, and

the stage was set. We don't think they'll pull the same stunt next

week, because the Gaels attack can't be held to one point again.

It's also doubtful that we'll be able to miss out on three scoring

cliances from inside the Western 20 again next Saturday.

Western supporters, in a pre-game parade, put together a long

green caterpillar which bore the slogan "Let's crawl over the

Gaels". The Gaels can only hope for next week that the cater-

])illar stops marching and does what it's told.

Gaels Lose . . .

(Continued from Page 2)

Queen's started to roll in the

third quarter. Dyson passed to

Cook at the Western 54 and mom-
ents later he threw to Lou Bruce
at the Mustangs 42. Norm then

ran the ball himself to the 35.

AI Kocman ran off tackle to the

18, and from here Bill Surphlis

barged to the 13. Schreider car-

ried to the 11 yard marker. Sur-

phlis and Kocman on two plays

got up to the 7 yard line. Un-
fortunately, all this went for

naught, as the Gaels fumbled on
the next play.

Western kept Queen's at bay
for the rest of the game. The
only other scoring was an uncon-
verted touchdown by Walt Del
ahay. and a single boated bv big

Ted Roman. The final score was
27-1 in favour of Western.

Three of Tindall's men in the

Comets Tie . . .

(Continued from Page 2)

his third big score. Casanova

converted for his, and Western's

seventeenth point. The remainder

of the game saw the ball change

bands many times, with neither

side getting the opportunity to

pull ahead.

These same two teams will

meet again this coming- Saturday

in Little Stadium in London to

finish out their home and home
series.

persons of Pete Nicholson, Russ
Thoman, and Bill Surphlis were

helped from the field. Fortunate-

ly, none were seriously hurt, al-

though Tlioman's leg took quite a

beating. In the last half Jim

Cruikshank, Shcrni Hood, Lou

Bruce and Jay McMahan were the

Gaels top men.

TRACKJESULTS
(Continued from Page 2)

postponed a week because of

rain. Science '56 came out on top

of the heap with 37 points, edging

out Science '57 who scored a total

of thirty-five.

Two new records were set with

Spence Hodkinson sprinting the

120 yard high hurdles in 16.2 sec-

onds, ,2 faster than the previous

mark. Ed Eednarz of Sc. '57 toss-

eel the sixteen pound shot for a

new distance of 40' 10", an in-

crease of six inches.

Intramural winners with times

and distances

:

100 yds.—Gerry Johnston Sc.

56. Jack Paavila Sc 57, Dick Hill

Sc 56. Time 10,8 sec.

220 yds.—George Becking A 58,

G. Johnston Sc 56, J. Paavila Sc

57. Time 24.0 sec.

440 yds. — G. Becking A 58.

Spence Hodkinson M 60, Bill

Moss Sc 58. 53.4 sec.

880 yds.—Bill Wells Sc 56, Pete

Mason A 5S, P. Hobden Sc 56,

2 min. 3.2 sec.

1 mile—B. Wells Sc 56, Don
Boutledge Sc 57, P. Mason A 58,

5 min. 10.7 sec.

3 mile—B. Wells Sc 56, P. Mas-

on A 58. John Shoosmith Sc 56.

IS min- 4I.O sec.

220 low hurdles—Spence Hod-

kinson M 60. Mike White A 58,

Haxton Sc 57. 16.2 new rec-

ord, old record 16.4.

120 high hurdles—S. Hodkin-

son M 60. Gord Maw A 5S. J. Hax-

ton Sc 57. 16.2 new record, old

record 16.4.

Discus — Al Poutanen Sc 55,

George Felgate Sc 57. G. Harry

Sc 56. 99' ny^".

16 lb. shot—Ed Bcdniarz Sc 57,

Gary Lewis M 59, A. Poutane

Sc "555. 40'10" new record, old

record 40' 4Va"

NFCUS
(Continued from Page 1)

accept membership in that body
for NFCUS. If NFCUS ever

agrees to affiliation it must first

be discussed at the national con-

ference.

Jiri Pelikan, general secretary

of IL^S, who was to have present-

ed the position of that body at

the NFCUS conference, was un-

able to attend because of illness.

NFCUS rejected his offer to come

to Canada later to vist universi-

ties, saying that his presence at

the conference itself was most im-

portant.

Exchange Student Biology Society
(Continued from Page 1)

further, secondary school will be-

gin at the end of four years of

elementary grades.

illlllliQIIfSI
NOW PLAYING

• "Adventures of Marco Polo" — Gary Cooper — Lana Turner

• "Roaring Timber" — Joel McCrea — Andrea Leeds

THUH. . FRI. SAT.

• "Ma & Pa Kettle at Home" — Marjorie Maine — Percy Kilbride
[

• 'Ride Clear o[ Diablo" (Tech.) — Audie Murphy —

BACK AGAIN — NOTE NEW LOCATION

PICKWICK
Hotel fi=
Dieu II

Hospital

1 \r\

Library

BAGOT 1
L

'RIN

1
r

STREET

1 1 ri

WHEREVER YOU DINE,

INSIST ON

W I LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

Scholarship Award
Richard Morrow, a Science fresh-

man from Kingston, has been awar-

ded the Watkins Scholarship oi

$152.

The Watkins Scholarship is

awarded annually to a graduate of

K.C.\M. Mr. Morrow hopes to go

on to physics or chemical engineer-

ing.

He was born in Powassan, On-

tario, and is now living at 10 Cam-

eron Street. Kingston.

Javelin—Gary Lewis M 59. Al

Poutanen Sc 55. D. Campbell A
58, 14/'t".

High jump — Keith Mabee M
60, Jack Chisholm Sc 57, Bruce

Gihbard A 5S. Ht. S'3".

Pole vault—Mort Low M 60,

J. Cbisholm Sc 57, J. MacMaster

Sc57. Ht. 9'.

880 relay — Science 56, (John

ston. Wells, Hill, Stathart) Sc 57,

Arts 57. Time 141.2.
;

Meet champions: Sc. 56 — 37

pts.

Runner up Sc 57^—35 pts.

SERVICE IN THE RCAF
offers young men and women an unusual opportunity

to expand their knowledge and gain valuable expe-

rience while making an important contribution to the

cause of freedom.

Financial assistance to help with university expenses

can be secured by undergraduates in either of these

two plans:

TRI-SERVICB

R.O.T.P.
(Regular Officer

Traioiog Plan)

Flight cadets (male) arc

enrolled in the Regular

Force — arc subsidized

duricg the Univcrsic>-

ycar for tuition, books

and instruments — and

receive pay and allow-

ances throughout the

whole year.

Openings nouifor

AIR CREW AND TECH-

NICAL UST OFFICERS.

AIR FORCE

U.R.T.P.
(University Resens
TtaioinB Plan)

Flight cadets (male and

fcmalc)arcenrollcdinthc

Reserve Force — receive

16 days pay during the

University Term — and

with a potential of 22

weeks additional paid

employment duringsum-

mcr vacation months.

Openings nowjor

AIR CREW, TECHNICAL
LIST AND NON-TECH-
NICAL UST OFFICERS.

ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE

Toko odvantoge of Ihis opportonity now, while

you or© slill altendlng University. For full infor-

inalion on rcquiremenls. poy and other b-nofiU,

SEE YOUR RCAF RESIDENT STAFF OFFICER.

C.O.T.C. BUILDING

Europe, from the point of view

of a trained biologist, was the topic

of Dr. R, O. Earl's talk to the Bi-

ology Society, Thursday night.

Last week's meeting took the

form of a field trip to the Lake

Opinicon Station. Students were

shown around the University pro-

perty and then returned to the lodge

for Slipper. Dr. Earl's address and

a square dance.

Hans Heine
Secondary school is divided in-

to three groups: classic languages

which are taught at a "gymnasi-

um"; modern languages given at

the "Realschule" ; and book-keep-

ing, typing, economics, and bus-

iness, taught at the Economic Se-

condary School.

AMS POSITIONS
The Alma Mater Society is still

accepting applications for the

positions of Color Night Conven-

or, Handbook Editor and Film

Convenor. Applications should

be left in tlie AMS office.

EXPORT
CANADA'S' FINEST

CIGARETTE

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

This hairdo was made with (JcitU

...the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent is

made to give you lovelier,

softer curl-s . . . the kind you

need for today's casual hair-

dos like ilie Juliet" pic-

tured above. .'\ Bobbi wave is

never tight, never frizzy.

Rigfu ;ifter using Bobbi your

hair will have the beauty, the

body, the soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And it

will slay that way for weeks

and weeks!

Giving yourself a Bobbi is

easier, quicker than you ever

dreamed possible. You just

put your hair in pin curls

and apply Bobbi Creme Oil

Lotion. A little later, rinse

with water, let di7, brush out

-and lltat's all! No clumsy

curlers to use. No help

needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in fashion — if you can make

a simple pin curl — you'll

love Bobbi! $1.75

Just pin-curl os usual. Apply Bobbi, rinse 45 mnuite. biter.

When hair is dry, simply brush out. No nentr.ib/er needed.

No curlers, no re-setting. So easy, you do it youisell.
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Comero Club

The next meeting of the Queen's Camera Club will be held

at 7 p.m., Tuesday, Oct. 26, in Committee Room No. 2.

Hillel Series

The first Hillel Supper Series will be held on Wednesday at

5.15 p.m. Dr. Miilcolm Ross will give an address on "The Di

lemmas of Intellectuals". Phone 21120 for reservations. Supper

is 50 cents.

Science Formal Tickets

Tickets for the Science Formal will be sold at the Union

ticket office, 12.30 to 1.15 p.m. Oct. 25 to Nov. 5. Tickets may als

be bought from any committee member. Please get yours early.

UNIVERSITY TOURS LTD,

STUDENT TODRS
TO

EUROPE
Limited to students between the ages of 19 and 26

Under the personal guidance of a well-known

University Professor

Tour No. 1 81 days $1,270.00
England, Scotland, Holland, Belgium, Germany,

Switzerland, Austria, Italy, France

SAILS JUNE 1st

Tour No. 2 74 days $1,135.00
England, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland,

Austria, Italy, France

SAILS JUNE 8th
Both Tours sail on the well-known Cunard Line

See your Travel Agent or Write, Coll or

Telephone for illustroted descriptive folder

UNIVERSITY TOURS LTD.
2 College Streef Toronto, Ontario

(Kenneth B. Conn, President)

German Club

Tlie next meeting of the German Club will be Wednesday at

8 p.m. at the Women's Faculty Chib on University Ave. Speaker

will be Hans Heine and his topic will be "German Student Expe-

dition to the Italian Dolomites". Everyone welcome. Refreshments.

Bursaries

Amateur Radio Club

There will be a meeting of the Queen's Amateur Radio Club.

VE3JX, in the Science Club Rooms at 6.30 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct.

26. AH members are urged to attend. Anyone interested in

amateur radio is invited to attend the meeting and to join the club.

Efectricol Engineering

Tlie Electrical iuigineering Club of Queen's University will

meet in Room 301. Fleming Hail, on Tuesday at 7 p.m. Professor

Jemmett, honorary president, will address the members of the club.

SCM

Regular chapel service at 1 ji.ni. Tuesday in Morgan Memorial

Chapel. A study group on "The Church," led by Rev. D. Mathers,

will be held Tuesday at 4.30 p.m. in the SCM office. All welcome.

Public Address

Mrs. Yolian-Masih will speak on current developments in Pak-

istan and North India. Distinguished for her career in interna-

tional affairs, she is a delegate to the Women's International Union.

Jointly sponsored by OCF and SCM Thursday at 4.30 p.m. in the

McLaughlin Room of the Union.

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St

R. Smith President

Of Science Frosh

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

Ray Smith was elected presi-

dent of Science '58 in the year

lection held recently.

Other executive members in-

rlude: Engineering Society rep-

prcsentatives, Jim Bennett and

Bob Johnson
;

vice-president,

Ross Mackenzie; secretary, Jim
Nicolson

;
treasurer, Bob Hutch-

inson; athletic stick, Herb Harm-
er; assistant athletic sticks, Dave
Wilson and Andy Black; social

invenor, Dave Harshaw ; con-

-stables, Ian Epplett and Bob
Woolcot.

(Continued from Page 1)

of his tuition to his allowable tax

exemption.

Canadian Texts

A motion by St. Francis-Xavier

College regarding Canadian text-

books was also passed by the con-

ference. This motion recommend-

ded that Canadian universities

use Canadian texts provided they

do not lower existing standards.

The motion held that there is a

deficiency of Canadian texts used

in Canadian universities, and

that some texts presently used

to not express the Canadian view-

point and are not studied to our

traditions nor aware of the values

of our two cultures.

The National Executive will

present these recommendations

to Canadian luiblishcrs and to the

National Conference of Canadian

Universities. St. F-X will con-

tinue investigations into remedies

for this ;it'.;ation.

Lower Costs

A second motion to the effect

that NFCUS urge Canadian text-

book pubHshers to use new me

thods of publishing which will

lower the cost of texts, provided

that these new methods do not

interfere with efficient learning,

was also carried. The national ex-

ecutive will present this recom-

mendation to the Canadian Insti-

tute of Educational Book Pub-

lishers and the various university

administrations.

NFCUS will sponsor two art

conipclitTons in 1955, one in Feb-

ruary an'l llu- other in November

or Dcc(.iii!n r, I Iil- contest will be

open to NFCUS niCEubers only.

McGill was mandated to organ-

ize and conduct a short story con-

tent for the coming year.

Politics Club
Holds Meeting

Dr. J. A. Corry will lead a dis-

cussion on the current tax dispute

lietween Quebec and the federal

government at tonight's meeting of

ihc Politics Club. This meeting, the

chill's second, will be held at 7:30

in Ban Righ Common Room.

Founded under the auspices of the

Politics Department, Queen's newest

club will direct its attention to do-

mestic political issues. The first

meeting, held last Tuesday, featured

a discussion on the voting habits of

Canadians led by Prof. Miescl. Prof.

Miescl had just completed a survey

on voting habits in this constituency.

The meeting was attended by some

25 students and faculty members.

wy YYviy vv"

a

FULL FASHI'JNEU ^ A h

DOROTHEO KNITTINO MILLS LTD.

'sweetkeart"
full-fashioned

in angora

So daleclably lighl ond prelly, It could have
boon spun from sugar candyl It's real

imported Angoio with o jwoolheorl neeVlino

made lo hug you, cling clotoly.

Full-fashionod for losting fit and beauty,

woshoblo despite ili fragile oir.

Milin-molhproofcd, tool

Eleven flalloring shadoi to choose from.

About $10.95

Ask for it at your fovourite

sweater counter!

Wicken at Formal

Ron Wicken and his orchestra,

long a favorite with dancers in

the Hamilton district, will pro-

vide the music for this year's

Science formal.

This will be the orchestra's

first appearance on the Queen's

campus. The present band was

formed nine years ago, and has

been appearing steadily for the

last seven years at the Alexandra

Ballroom in Hamilton.

Ron Wicken himself has been

in the music business for over 20

years. He spent three years as

drummer for the old Mart Kenny

band which toured Canada sever-

al times.

Vocalist Grayson Laidlaw has

been with the hand for the last

seven years.

Besides playing at the Alex-

andra, Wicken has played at

Brant Inn, the Connaught Hotel,

Wondergrove. a n d McMaster

University on numerous occa-

sions.

When asked what type of mu-

sic people could expect to hear

at the Science formal, Mr, Wic-

ken replied that his style of mu-

sic varied, but there is a definite

emphasis on sweet, danccable

mnsic.

Classified Ads

Found

Watch, on lower campus. Ap-

ply at AB of C office and ask for

Mrs. Corr.

Slide-rule in Carruther's Hall-

Phone 2-5401.

Text book belonging to John

Carter, Science '58. This book

may be picked up at Personal Of-

fice, Kingston General Hospital,

At liichardson Stadium a Park-

er pen. Owner may claim from

Journal Business Manager any

day between 1 and 2 p.m.

Lost

Meds jacket in park opposite

Medical House, 49 King St. E., on

Thursday at 6.00 p.m. Contains

glasses and pen. Reward. Find-

er please phone "Hugh" at 6504.

Lady's brown-rimmed glasses,

between library and Ban Righ.

Phone Valeric Bennetts, 20140.

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

56'/2 PRINCESS STREET

k
MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a.m. to 9.0C p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)
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A. S- Popov, Russian Inventor of Radio

VE3VX ialliag..

Among the strange sounds which Queen's

may be heard when tuning in your iiies of

radio dial in the Kingston area, not

the least strange is the voice o£

\'E3VX. These are the letters by

which Queen's University Amateur

Radio Club identifies itself on the

air. The club operates from the

Science Clubroonis above Technical

Supplies, and most evenings a group

of enthusiasts will be found there

sending and receiving messages from

all parts of the world. During this

term, contact has been made with

Brazil, Barbados, Cuba, and Spain,

as well as many parts of the United

States and Canada.

\N\rdX do hams talk about over

the ether? For much of the time

they are exchanging technical 'shop'

about their transmitter and about

reception conditions in their partic

ular regions. But more interesting

to the uniniated eavesdropper are

the chance conversations which make

up the small-talk of th eair : remarks

about the weather, the state of the

operators' health, messages to

friends, chess moves, etc. Last year

Chess Club used the facil-

VE3VX to play against

Ottawa's Oirleton College, and this

year plans include chess games

against Toronto, Western, Carleton

and McGiU.

Roundabout

After contact with some distant

amateur station it is the custom

among hams to exchange confirm

atory cards by mail. The pride o

the Queen's collection is that pic

tured above, which was received

from Russia in 1950 by one of the

club members. It features the head

of a gentleman called Popov, who,

as everyone knows, was the true

inventor of radio.

The only qualification for mem-

bership in the Amateur Radio Club

at Queen's is an interest in radio -

no previous experience is necessary.

fJeginners have to learn the morse

code and some radio theory ; ex-

perienced hams have the use of the

radio equipment. VE.iVX will wel-

come any enthusiast who would like

to take part in these activities at the

Science clubrooms.

For nigh onto twenty years

now I have been building up a

catalogue of facts, statistics and
anecdotes on beds. Someday I

ntend to publish them in a com-
prehensive monograph for the

edification of fellow sleepers.

With no little pride I claim to be

an expert on the subject, Man
and boy, for over two decades

each night has seen your corres-

pondent slumped on some sort of

pallet and, on occasion, several

square feet of plain ol' dirt.

The first sack which remains

seared on my memory was a de-

vice called a crib. This machine

was an elevated open top cage

with barred sides and solid ends.

The whole structure could be

easily rolled from the nursery to

the gas chamber by a system of

castors on the legs. On each end

was an enameled a dreadful tab-

leau of a smirking white rabbit

revelling in someone's carrot

patch. To this day I cannot stand

rabbits.

SOCIALIZED MEDICINE
By MARY DOUGLAS, Meds '60

The patient's dream is coming true,

His hours of worry are o'er,

For soon he can go to a doctor,

When he could not afford to before.

Though the Doc's accepted in our society

As a person of some notoriety,

We find it hard to swallow this line,

"Caviar, Cadillac, and five dollars a time."

What's the use of taking a pill

When the ulcer grows as you think of the bil

Fray, what good can a doctor be

If there is no social security?

Doctor, doctor ever bright,

Working even through the night,

We know you really mean to be

A servant of humanity.

Come then to realization,

That what we need is Socialization !

SNIPER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

eSVz Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Otialitv that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

GET YOUR

— Convoy Coat ~
NOW

Fashion Craft Shops Limited

103 PRINCESS STREET

Anyhow, each morning, as I

recall, the keeper would come in

smilng evilly and press a hidden

lever which dropped the side with

a sickening crash. Strong hands

would then seize your correspon-

dent and hurl him into a vat of

water to be soaped, scrubbed, ra-

sped, towelled and finally rolled

back hollering into the sack. The

sides woud then be raised with

another horrifyng screech and the

inmate left to picking jute.

When my first tooth came I

used it to gnaw my way out and,

absconding with the family
bonds, I set out on a lifelong

quest to find the perfect bed.

Over the years I have encounter-

ed many a bizarre nest ranging

from a hammock shared with a

restless band of roving ants to a

gymnasium mat on a cabin floor

Trapped in the hills by a late

snow, a group including yours

truly was forced to bed down on

a tumbling mat in an old cabin.

Restlessly shifting and fighting

for room, the sleepers were awak-

ened at two a.m. by erie creaking

and boring sounds. The fire had

roused an army of wood tick;

from their winter siesta and they

were busily tooling up. The
group, all cowards, made a wild

rush for the door. Seven people

sleeping in a sedan is crowded
but, by God, it's safe!

Possibly the most dangerous
berth of them all was encountered

at an ancient English hotel. Thi.';

cot, I will take my Bible oath,

was five feet high and narrow

as a professor's outlook. One
mounted this Everest of the sle-

eping world by backing to the far

corner of the room and heading

toward it at a dead run. A leap

worthy of Cornelius Warmerdani

carried one to the top, clinging

desperately to the sheets. A pick-

ed squad of employees then enter-

ed briskly and lashed you in. Aft-

er dwelling on the interesting

possibility of a fire sweeping

through the place, sleep was out

of the question.

I shall gloss over the shattering

experience of trying to sleep in

a bunk on a tramp steamer while

a gale roared down from Green-

land. Suffice it to say that I still

bear scar tissue from cannoning

off a bulkhead. Nor shall I dwell

on the low comedy of shunting

and jerking in a train berth while

speeding across the wastes of

North Ontario at the mercy of a

green engineer.

All these have but hardened

my resolve to have a perfect bed.

It'.'^ taken me years but I know

now what I want. I shall hir.

swarms of architects to design

a bed fourteen feet by fourteen

feet. Special built-in pillows wiH

he constructed. Heat will come

from the inside too. and this mam-

moth sleep stadium shall have

its own T.V. set and intercom.

Foam rubber guards on the thini;

will prevent the sleep addled

owner from fractures normally

acquired in navigating a bedroom

in the dead of the night. If f feel

expansive, I may convert one end

of it into a games room. It may

break me but at least Fll be

happy when I see that eveiiin

sun go down.

Journal Offers $50 Prize

Fifty dollars ($50) is being offered by the Journal as a prize

for original poetry, short stories and essays. The winning con-

testant will be awarded $25. second prize is $15, and third prize

is $10.

The winning entries will be published in the Christmas issue

of the Journal and others will appear from time to time in later

issues.

Entries should be typed double spaced, addressed to The Lit-

erary Editor and left at the Queen's Post Office. Please print

name and address on the copy and indicate nom de plume, if desired.

Short stories and essays should be limited to 1,500 words and

poetrv to fifty lines or le^s. There is no limitation of subject

This contest is open to any student registered at Queen's with

the exception of Journal editorial staff. Decision of the judges

final. The deadline is December 1st,

g

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

A Likeness of Miss Clarissa Thackerby
(Seen in a sober moment by Journal artist Clarence Barnes)

Interested In Flying? ....

For further detoils contact:

Kingston Flying Club
Established 1928

PHONE 3276
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Bravo Sciencemen
For the first time in the history of the Community Chest m

Canada, a substantial number of university students have played

an active part in canvassing for funds. It is gratifying that such

a gesture should originate at Queen's and that it should receive

such whole-hearted support from ail the students, faculty mem-

bers and civic bodies concerned. Last night's Dollar Drive re-

flects nothing but credit on the first two Science years and on the

authors of the plan. Dave Lucas, Paul I-iubert, Hugh Lighll^ody

and Doug Frame, Their efforts in helping the Red Feather cam-

paign and in bringing a new spirit to freshman initiations should

do much to erase the bad taste left by the unfortunate disturbance

earlier in the month.

It is important to note that last night's drive was not a tacit

apology for the riot. Mr. Lucas and his friends had already laid

plans with Chest officials days before the riot occurred. Thi^.

circumstance clearly indicates that Queen'smen and Sciencemen

have a sense of public responsibility often lost sight of when their

more colorful exploits receive wide publicity.

In addition to the good work done for the Community Chest,

the drive has set an important precedent for the future conduct

of freshman initiations. It has shown that college spirit and

friendship can be promoted without resort to such juvenile ex-

pedients as hazing and rioting. Last month Dr. Edro. Signori,

a psychologist at the University of British Columbia, made the

point that hazing is undesirable on the grounds that its approach

to assimilation is negative. It is not based on any rational pro-

gram and appears to aim at humiliating the frosh. "One does not

learn humiliation," Dr. Signori said, "from being exposed to humil-

iation." Hazing also brings discredit on the reputation of the

university, tends to prevent freshmen from adopting a serious

attitude toward their college careers, and may even do positive

harm by adversely affecting the mental health of individual

students. Frosh welcoming committees in future might do well

to weigh the benefits to be derived from such a scheme as last

night's Dollar Drive against the dubious benefits and positive ills

arising from the old-fashioned type of initiation.

Varsity Lowers the Boom
One week ago, the Caput, disciplinary body at the University

of Toronto, brought down its decision on the incident of September

23 when 200 engineering freshmen toured several Varsity colleges,

leaving behind them a trail of destruction and one injured pro-

fessor. The Caput's ruling was a severe one: the Engineering

Society was fine §4,000 and its constitution suspended indefinitely.

The Society's publicity director and the members of the freshmen

reception committee were reprimanded, though no one was blamed
for the injury to Professor McAndrew.

Since the riot, some interesting facts have come to light about

how the engineering initiation was conducted. An unidentified

spokesman for the Engineering Society said that 5600 was budgeted

for the initiation : $100 for the actual initiation and $500 to pay
for the subserjuent damages. Apparently, the frosh committee

conducted the new students on a tour of the campus, after which
a spokesman told the freshmen that the committee would ignore

them. In other words, the frosh were tacitly encouraged to run amok.

The Caput's decision is in marked contrast to the behavior

of the Alma Mater Society executive here. Although the AMS
has taken adequate steps to see that the damages are made good,

it has done little to punish the offenders or to see that such dis-

turbances do not recur. The Caput's decision has the unfortunate

effect of punishing the whole Engineering Faculty, but it will prob-

ably insure that frosh committees and their charges will be more
careful from now on.

There have been three meetings of the AMS executive since

the riot here. Before anyone forgets all about it, the AMS would

be well advised to take further preventive action. The Caput's

decision in Toronto — a decision in which the faculty played a

considerable part — was the cHmax of numerous minor episodes.

The AMS must be careful lest future acts of delinquency on the

part of Queen's students do not result in university authorities

stepping in and putting restrictions on student government, The
tradition of student autonomy at Queen's is a long and proud one,

but it may be severely impaired if the AMS does not take a stronger

stand on the question of student vandalism.

Part Two

The Weekly Newsmagazine

(This is the second oj two articles

on Time Magazine by Cordon

Scdgzuick. The first appeared last

Friday.)

by Gordon Sedgwick

Female Constables — the latest thing in Bouncers

Letters to the Editor

Editor, Journal

:

We hereby charge that it is un-

fair for tue Queen's males to monop-

olize the honorable and remunerative

position of AMS constable. We feel

that there should be, at least, one

female at the local functions to at-

tend to situations that require fe-

male attention only. Don't you agree

that it is rather degrading for the

highest species of homo sapiens to

Female Flatfeet

be bounced by a mere male?

Whether you agree or not

speak from experience

we
- getting

stoned at the last two dances we

were unable to find any aid that

was both appropriate and comfort-

ing. Measures to alleviate this con-

dition ought to be taken

!

Five Disgraced

but Hopeful Lemons,

Jazz For Grant Hall

Editor, Journal

:

In reading the Journal (Oct. 19)

I noticed that the Corelli Society

concert, although a good concert,

was not well attended. Surely there

must be enough people who will

listen to good music to fill Grant

Hall twice. Could it be that the type

of music which is presented at the

concerts is not agreeable to most

people? I am sure that if the Con-

cert Committee or some other group

would bring a more popular t\-pe

of music, namely JAZZ, to Queen's,

Grant Hall would be filled to ca-

pacity.

Jazz has been presented success-

fully at other colleges. An exam-

ple of one of these is Oberlin College

(enrolment approximately one-half

of that of Queen's) in northern

Ohio. Oberlin is noted for its Con-

servatory of Music which maintains

a policy of sticking closely to class-

ical music. However, in March, 1953,

some jazz fans presented in concert

the Dave Brubeck Quartet. This

group held its audience (many of

which were uneducated in jazz

)

under its control for almost two

hours. So great was the success of

this concert that the Quartet re-

turned to Oberlin recently for an-

other concert. Certainly there is no

reason why the same results can't

be obtained at Queen's. All we need

are a few jazz enthusiasts who

would promote such a program.

Would an3-one interested in such

a venture please get in touch with

the writer of this letter?

Jim Collins, Science '58.

In the first article of this series

the view was advanced that Time,

in reporting the news of the world,

does not strive to treat it objectively.

Its news items, rather, are often

cleverly disguised editorials. Further

in exercising its prerogative of se-

lection. Time is often accused of

suppressing news items not in ac-

cord with its views and of blowing

up, out of all proportion, items

which are. In this article items from

recent issues of Time will be re-

ferred to, in order to support these

contentions.

Time has been presenting the

pageant of the June revolution in

Guatemala as an anti-Communist

crusade pure and simple. The de-.

cisive, and rather patronizing role

of the U.S. State Department has

been de-emphasized and explained

away as selfless crusading zeal.

The not altogether disinterested po-

sition of the United Fruit Company

has been presented with an air of

injured innocence. A recent "Time-

issue" quotes at length from the

"chilling testimony" of President

Castillo Armas, leader of the revo-

lution, before a group known as the

House Sub-committee on Commu-

nist Aggression in Latin America.

The testimony deals with the infil-

tration of Communists into features

of Guatemalan life in the regimes

of his predecessors. The article is

an example of Time's attempts to

magnify particular news items out

of proportion. This recorded testi-

mony before a minor sub-committee

of the U.S. House of Representa-

tives received scant mention among
most newspapers.

Time on France

names and personalities make news.

Therefore many "timestories" are

written in terms of people. These

people are broadly divided into two

categories, those which Time likes

and those which Time does not like.

In the past few weeks some notable

personalities have found themselves

in these categories, Mendes-France,

premier of France, is at present in

the first category. He is pictured

as a miniature Atlas, with France on

his shoulders, or as Time would

probably say, dragging reluctantly

behind him. He has won Time's ap-

proval by his realization "That

France's time for putting off things

is near an end". The outstanding

British historian, Arnold Toynbee,

is howe\'er in the other category.

His "crime" was advocating con-

I

sideration of the possibility of peace-

ful co-existence with Soviet Russia,

To Time this is "fantastically wishful

thinking", and "dangerously simple".

Is Time not being a little hasty in

summarily dismissing this "wishful

thinking' which is widely regarded

as a possible solution to our mod-

ern dilemma? Sir Winston Chur-

chill also found himself in trouble

because he shares this "wistful

dream". These eminent figures were

spared the raw abuse which was

heaped on the generally respected

Indian delegate to the United Na-

tions, Krishna Menon. Menon was

characterized variously as a "bril-

liant, bitter, unsatisfied man",

"Western-trained intellectual who
hates the west", and, "the possessor

of a glib tongue and histrionic tal-

ents". He is pictured as egotistical

advisor of Nehru and a label

"party-liner" is firmly attached by

insinuation. The occasion calling

forth this violent eruption was.

unification of Germany.

Bridal Qualifications

A Vital Expenditure
Almost lost amid the furor over the International Union of

Students was the decision taken by the NFCUS conference in

Toronto Thursday to launch a campaign in support of increased

government aid to university students. The lUS issue might well

have dragged on for years without seriously affecting Canadians,

but the problem of financial assistance is of immediate concern to

everyone. As the employment situation deteriorates, more and

more students are having difficulty in finding remunerative sum-

mer jobs, Norman Chalmers of the University of Toronto pointed

out to the NFCUS conference that unless something were done

quickly the steady trickle of students leaving university for financial

reasons would soon become a flood. He said that students who
made ?1,0U0 in the summer of 1953 often made only $400 last summer.

A similar problem obtains in Canadian high schools where a

high percentage of students are forced to leave in third or fourth

form to help supplement the family income. Thus far the Domin-
ion government and most of the provinces have taken lamentably

little action in this field. The Dominion-Provincial Bursary sys-

tem as it stands is pitifully inadequate. Although the costs of

increased government aid would inevitably be high, the fact re-

mains that the human and economic co-^-ts arising from the exist-

ing neglect of Canada's brain power will be much higher. Five

million dollars is little enough to pay for the efficient use of Can-

ada's most important resources: her people.

Editor, Journal

:

Our attention has been drawn to

a film revue published in the Wed-
nesday edition of the Journal. The

writer. Mr. Jim Bethune, was com-

menting on his impressions of a film

sho\\'ing at one of the Kingston

movie houses, and his critique in

eluded the following sentences

"The brides are adequate. They are

pretty, dance nicely, so little more

can really be asked."

My dear sir!

J. Gordon Penny,

Editor, Journal

:

It seems to me that the AMS
Executive decision to support

NFCUS affiliation with the Com-

munist-dominated International Un-

ion of Students was unfortunate and

unwise. Not only would any con-

nection between NFCUS and a Red

front organization tend to discredit

NFCLIS in the eyes of the Canadian

public, but such a connection would

make it easier for Communist pro-

pagandists in other countries to

:laim Canadian endorsation of their

iiendacious mouthings. The Alma
Mater Society, 1 fear, has been de-

ceived by the shrewd insincerities

AMS, lUS, NFCUS
of the Red conspirators.

The rejection of affiliation with

lUS by the NFCUS convention is,

however, an encouraging indication

that Canadian students in general

are not as gullible as those compos-

ing the AMS Executive.

I agree entirely with Mr. Oiarles

Taylor's unfavorable opinion of the

.^MS decision to advocate affiliation

of NFCUS with an instrument of

Russian foreign policy. I am await-

ing with interest the impassioned

rejoinder of Miss Clarissa Thacker-

hy.

Ken Hilborn,

Arts '58.

France has come in for harsh

words, in recent issues, chiefly for

her slowness in approving plans for

the rearmament of Germany and for

the disclosures of corruption and

treason in "L'affaire Dides". France

is pictured, with many embellish-

ments, as the "Sick-man of Europe".

The French nation is pictured as

degenerate and petulant, obstinately

refusing to face the facts of life in

a world threatened by Communistic

domination. French objections to,

and fears of, a re-armed Germany

are lightly brushed aside or made

to look ridiculous. The National

Assembly, in recent debates on the

London Agreement, is vividly por-

rayed as afraid to make any decis-

ion, the members are "obviously

resigned and embarrassed", even the

usher is "bored-looking. Time's

prescription, offered in another ar-

ticle on the disclosure of the passage

of military secrets to the Commu-
nists is "a national change of heart".

No one will deny that the delibera-

tions of the National Assembly are

often frustrating to the outsider, and

that "l'affaire Dides" reveals alarm-

ing corruption in the administra-

tion. However, Time tends to over-

simplify matters in its treatment of

the situation in France. It makes

no attempt to consider why the

French Assembly acts the way it

does and why some Frenchmen are

willing to sell their nation's military

secrets to foreigners. Little under-

standing is likely to be developed

by the application of Time's cynical

impatience.

Three Examples

These examples serve to illus-

trate Time's attempts to distort and

colour the news. Time's right to the

title "newsmagazine" is certainly to

be questioned for a study of its

pages fails to reveal any attempt to

achieve or retain objectivity in re-

porting the news. The tragedy is

that many people are willing to

accept the words of Time without

questioning their accuracy.
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Old English Theme

Highlights Formal

A week from tonight the men
of science are leaving their lime-

stone laboratories and are taking

a trip back a few centuries to the

days of Elizabethan England.

As they trade their faculty

jackets for tails, those at the

dance will also trade modern
Canadian scenery for that of over-

hanging houses, narrow streets,

and the famous English pub.

The basic idea this year is to

create an atmosphere of "the oldi

days" by replacing the usual spec-

tacular displays with effective de-

corations designed to return cele-

brants to Merrie England.

The main gym will be the cen-

tre of an Elizabethan town with

its typical houses and shops. A
realistic old English pub and a

park will occupy the two small

gyms. A colorful centrepiece and

a bandstand which represents an

authentic and characteristic insti-

tution of the era will round out

the lavish decorations.

Music wll be supplied by Ham-
ilton's Ron Wicken and his or-

chestra.

Engineers Collect $4,700

For Red Feather Fund
Archaeology Museum Opened

During Theology Conference

At Museum Opening

Group taken at the official opening this week of the Archaeo-

logical Museum in the Old Arts building. Left to right: Rt. Rev.

Dr. George Dorey. moderator of the United Church of Canada;
Principal W. A. Mackintosh; Rev. S. Smalley, Lansdowne; Dr. J.

A. Corry, vice-principal of Queen's ; and Dr. A. D. Tushingham,

organizer of the museum who was installed as a professor in Queen's

Theological College. The 7.000-year-old skull unearthed at Jericho

by Dr. Tushingham. is shown in a case between Dr. Dorey and
Principal Mackintosh.

Series of Painting Classes

Commencing Next Thursday

Intellectualism

ByDoctorRoss
"The Dilemma of the Intellec-

tual", first of the Hillel Supper

Series, was the topic of Dr. Mal-

colm Ross's lecture Wednesday
night.

He used "intellectual" in the

broad sense of the word, as people

who are concerned with the ac-

tivty of the mind. Dr. Ross has

noticed, even in. the last ten years '

a changing student interest,
which turns away from politcal

topics. In the 'thirties', he said,

students were more hopeful in the

social and political sense, and

anything seemed possible to

them.

Howefver, the illusion that

the world could be changed was
nothing but an illusion. Now Dr.

Ross feels that students tend to-

ward a status quo which leads to

a certain conformity.

In the 'thirties', students
thought they could do something.

-N'ow there is nothing to look to

for a miraculous cure.

Dr. Ross does not suggest that

tlie optimistic illusions of that

time were good, but thinks that

the disenchantment of our time

is a gain. In spite of our disiiln-

sionment, however, we caimot

stand still.

In the "liberal dilemma" no

idea can be held as conviction.

The liberal leaves his mind open

to the truth. When he finds it,

however, he cannot believe it or

he will cease to be a liberal.

In the "scientific dilemma",

science has gone as far as it can

go, and the scientist has become

his own executioner.

Even the humanist is in a di-

lenmia. Many are still devoted to

pedantry, while on the other hand

the critic has begun to justify

himself and take the place of the

creative worker.

(See Hillel Series, page 3)

Andre Beiler, Queen's Art pro-

fessor, announced that a student

class in painting will be conduc-

ted Thursday evenings at 7 p.m.,

beginning Mov. 4. The classes will

be held in the studio of the Old

Arts Building, third floor.

Helen Martin, a Queen's stu-

dent who has worked for several

years as a commercial artist

in a Toronto agency, will be con-

ducting the classes.

The purpose of these classes is

to give the students a practical

understanding of the fundament-

als of picture making. Whether

the student prefers naturalism,

abstraction, or something in be-

tween, he is urged to attend. If

he is not familiar with art at all,

but has had at one time a hanker-

ing to paint, practical assistance

will be given.

All the steps necessary in pro-

ducing an aesthetically pleasing

picture will be covered, and it is

hoped that by the end of the

course the student will have

enough critical and practical

Gary Lewis

Two of last year's Gael lines-

men. Gary Lewis and Bob McRae,

have voluntarily come out of re-

tirement to play against Western

tomorrow, (See page 2).

knowledge to be able to develop

on his own.

An exhibit of the work will be

held both at Queen's and on the

university circuit. There will be

a fee of $5, payable to the univer-

sity.

Miss Martin, besides being a

commercial artist, also designed

windows for Simpson's in Tor-

onto. Some ofher work is exhibit-

ed in Eaton's Gallery in Toronto,

and her paintings have also been

shown at Riverside Museum in

Chicago. They were exhibited as

well throughout the United States

in a travelling show representing

Canadian women artists.

Contrary to popular u]»i[iion

that "all artists starve", Miss

Martin found a ready market for

her paintings among the Ameri-

cans,

Those who are not able to meet

next Thursday for the first class

are ask to contact Mr. Beiler im-

mediately at the studio, leave a

note on his pad, or phone Helen

Martin at 9925.

Levana Add.essed

By Jill Stuchberry

"Ihe Afau Mau cause is not

without justification," said Jill

stuchbery, who spoke on British

Colonialism in Last Africa at the

lir^t Levana genera! meeting of

(he season on Tuesday night.

.Miss Stuchbery, a theology

student at Queen's, is a native of

Australia and lived for some time

ill T-uiL;;in\ ik;i. This territory is

II. .v. licin- faced with the rebel-

li.in of a ^nlaIl but powerful fac-

tion of the African population.

Giving the background of the

Kukuyu tribe from which the

Mau Mau have sprung, Miss Stu-

chbery said that their land was

sold illegally l^y members of the

tribe to European settlers at the

beginning of the century. Now

that Kukuyu territorries have be-

(See Levana Meeting, page 3)

(See

A museum of Near-Eastern archaeology was opened at Queen's

Tuesday by Principal W. A. Mackintosh during the 62nd annual

conference of the Theological Alumni Association. The museum is

housed in the west end of the Old Arts Building.

The collection was obtained through the cooperation of

Queen's, the Theological College, the J. P. Bickell Foundation of

Toronto and the Royal Museum of Toronto.

The museum contains materials from all lands which cluster

about the eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea and extend east-

ward to the Persian Gulf. The largest number of objects on dis-

play, however, come from Palestine. The materials in the coUection

derive from two main sources.

About half come from the recent

excavations at ancient Jericho

carried out by the British School

of Archaeology in Jerusalem und-

er Miss Kathleen Kenyon, and

the American School of Oriental

Research in Jerusalem under Dr.

A. D, Tushingham. Dr. Tushing-

ham is professor of Hebrev/ at

Queen's.

There is also ancient Moabite

material excavated at Dhiban,

east of the Dead Sea, by the

American School.

The remainder has been as-

sembled from various quarters —
by private collection, by purchase

or by gift — to complete the cul-

tural history.

The materials are Arranged

chronologically in seven cases,

and are designated by the terms

"Neolithic". "Chalcolithic"

"Bronze Age", etc. This termin-

ology is used to suggest a similar-

ity of culture but does not claim

that they are contemporary. The

chronological dates assigned to

these cultural phases in Palestine

are given in the description of

the contents of each case.

Case 1 contains pre-pottery

Neolithic tools, weapons, utensils

and brick together with a plaster-

ed skull on a pedestal and photo-

graphs on a rear screen which

Museum Opened, page 4)

To Protect Rights

Of Ticket Holders

The Athletic Board of Control

has announced that it has asked

ushers and Stadium police to take

all necessary steps to assure that

people holding bleacher tickets for

the football games will be able to

obtain these seats.

The North section of the bleach

ers has been invaded many times

in the past by both students and

others who have preferred to take

their cliances rather than sit down

at the ends.

With sellout crowds this year

this sort of behaviour cannot be tol-

erated.

D. Burns Elected

NFCUS President

Douglas Burns, last year's vice

president of the western region of

the National Federation of Cana-

dian University Students, was elec-

ted national president of that orga-

nization at the recent NFCUS con

ference held in Toronto. He sue

ceeds Tony Enriquez of the Uni-

versity of Ottawa.

Peter Martin, of the University

of Toronto, was elected vice-presi

dent of the Ontario Region.

A city-wide fund drive conduc-

ted by science freshman and so-

phomore years netted approxi-

mately ^,700 for the Kingston

Community Chest. The campaign

took place Monday evening, with

about S0% of the freshman year

and 70^0 of the sophomore year

participating.

The project was organized by

members of Science '57 as an ini-

tiation scheme, but participation

in it was not compulsory. Object

of the campaign was to set some

sort of precedent, either for other

faculties or for other universities

across the country.

Principal organizers were Dave

Lucas, Paul Hubert, Hugh Light-

body and Doug Frame, all mem-

bers of Science '57. They co-op-

erated closely with officals of the

Kingston Community Chest in

making plans and carrying out

the drive.

Organizers emphasize that the

campaign was not planned in re-

tribution for the riot which took

place at the end of September.

Plans had been made and the

Community Chest consulted be-

fore the riot took place.

The campaign was conducted

by teams of from six to ten stu-

dents who visited all sections of

the city. Each team was conduct-

ed by a second-year student who

acted as captain. Cars donated

by Commuity Chest officals con-

ducted the students to more re-

mote parts of the city.

Members of the Community

Chest executive were stationed

in the Science Club Rooms to re-

ceive funds as they came in. The

drive covered a period of approx-

imately four hours. Soft drinks

were supplied canvassers through

the courtesy of the Coca-Cola

Company,
Throughout the campaign re-

sults were broadcast from Radio

Station CFRC through tlie co-

operation of Science '55. Students

(See Science Drive, page 4)

Satan's Ambiguous Position

The second chancellor's lect-

ure in the "Principalities and

Powers" series was given Tues-

day in Convocation Hall by Dr.

G, B. Caird, McGill University.

Topic was "The Great Accuser".

"Dr. Caird pointed out that, in

Biblical theologj-, Satan occupies

an ambiguous position. He begins

l>y being an officer of the divine

justice, the public prosecutor in

the divine law court. He ends by

being the adversary of God as

well as man, the devil who not

only accuses men of sin but

tempts them to commit it and

claims possession of them when

tlii-y ha\e fallen into temptation."

John of Damascus made an at-

tempt to resolve this paradox, he

continued, by distinguishing be-

tween the antecedent will of God

and His consequent will.

It is God's antecedent will that

all men should be saved, it is his

consequent will that sinners

should be punished. This means

that man, by sinning, compels

God to adopt an attitude towards

man which is tlie frustration of

his real purpose. Satan represents

God's justice when it is separated

B. Caird

ultimate purpose offrom God

love.

Paul expresses this paradox,

the speaker added, in terms of

law. The law. though holy and

just and good, becomes demonaic

when it is made an absolute au-

thority in religous life. It not only

accuses men of sin, but tempts

them and kills them.

"Paul's treatment of the law is

no academic exercise but arises

out of his conversion e-xperlence.

He had been a Pharisee and his

zeal for the law had made him a

persecutor of the Church. He

realized that it was a similar zeal

for the law which had led his fel-

low Jews to crucify Jesus. They

had believed that in the law they

had a revelation of God, yet the

law had blinded them to the pre-

sence of God when he came to

them in the person of His Son",

said Dr. Caird.
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Gaels Seek Win To Wipe Away The Stain
This Saturday afternoon will

see the Golden Gaels tackle the

Western Mustangs in the con-

fines of Richardson Stadium in

the hopes of forcing their way
into a play-off berth. The Tri-

color must rope the Mustangs, a

feat they failed to perform last

week as they were thrown by the

powerful Western bronc in Little

coral in London. If the Purple

and White go home victorious on

Saturday the Gaels will be doom-

ed to a second or third place fin-

ish which will be decided in Tor-

onto in another two weeks. who was all-star last year for the I have had time to learn enough

third place Tricolor. He should blocking assignments to give the

add great strength, especially on maximum ...performance ...on _of-

the defence. As yet he will not fence. Bob McRae is a tackle with

The Gaels, who are sadly han-

dicapped by the injury bug, got

a tremendous lift this week with

the return to action of two of

last year's standout linemen in

Gary Lewis and Bob McRae.

Both of these players had decided

to give up playing in favour of

their studies this season, but due

to the crippled condition of the

Gael front wall they volunteered

to return for the remainder of the

season.

Lewis is an experienced centre

WHISTLE
STCPS
with JIM O'GRADY

Frank Tindall. looking around thoughtfully for a stray woollen

sock in the pile of equipment in his office floor, was doing the

talking. Keeping in mind the fact that Mr, Tindall earns a living

in the process of producing football players, and noting that the

office in question was the narrow room just two steps down from

the runway floor in Richardson stadium, it shouldn't be too hard

lo deduce what Frank was discussing. As it happened, the West-

ern Mustangs were on the agenda for the moment, just as they

have nionopoHzed all free speaking time at the Union street estab-

lishment for the past two weeks.

We've got to get in there and fool these guys", was what the

Gael coach had to say. "They can afford to spread their secondary

wide on us to bottle in our backfielders because they've got the

weight up front. So what we've got to do is hit them a little more

often down the centre and try to fool them." Frank didn't say so,

but he must have meant that his charges had to fool the Mustangs

into scoring a few less touchdowns this Saturday afternoon, while

they talked themselves into outdoing the one point performance

that featured the unhappy jaunt to London.

A few doorways away sat 210 pounds of surprise, and he too

was looking for a spare sock. Gary Lewis, last year's Gael captain,

personified one of the changes made in the team lineup in prep-

aration for the return game of their home and home set with the

league-leading Mustangs. Lewis, along with blonde Bob McRae,

a 195 pound tackle, will hit the field in a gold sweat-suit tomor-

row afternoon looking for trouble. Neither one of the recently re-

cruited Gaels will have to look too far to find it, because a citizen

out of London by the name of J. P. Metras will be packing two

or three tons of pure trouble under the greatcoats on the Western

bench.

Both Lewis and McRae, neither one of whom felt able to

spare the required time to make their presence felt in intercollegiate

circles this fall, felt good about being back in harness. They got

back in the fold just in time to save the Gaels from what might

have been a woefully weak showing along the front wall this week-

end. Injuries, which kept a lot of Gael linemen from operating

at full effectiveness last Saturday, has k.o.'d them entirely for

tomorrow's game. If you had any suspicions along those lines,

you had only to peak into Stu Langdon's big white rubdovro.

room any night this week to get your worst fears confirmed. The
activity on the neatly lined-up tables has made the place look like

Grand Central when Durocher's Giants blew in from their last

jaunt to Cleveland.

Lewis appears to be back for the remainder of the sea-

son, and, when he gets fully into condition, could be worth his

weight in gold at his familiar linebacker's spot, McRae may not

finish out the schedule, but is throwing his weight and experience

into the breech until line coach Hal McCarney announces that a

few of his stricken tacklers are on the march again.

Along with the return of the two linemen came the news that

Al Kocman will get a chance to go at the fullback slot in the Gael's

offense. And nobody's more tickled about the move than Al him-
self, who likes to "get in there and hit thai zero hole". H^'s played
fullback before, mainly in high school, so the job won't be an en-

tirely new one. But he won't carry the brunt of the load at the

fullback spot, because his hard tackling is badly needed in the Gael
territory. That line of defence was making more than its share

of tackles last Saturday as the Mustangs came galloping through
(Continued on page 3)

GARY LEWIS IS BACK AND TINDALL HAS HIM,

two years of experience with the

Gaels. He, too, will be a valuable

addition lo the battered line, as the

tackles are the hardest hit by in-

juries. Both players will be slight-

ly out of shape but will certainly

make a difference to the squad

The big cloud over Richardson

Stadium will be the Gaels injuries

with the front wall riddled by the

sprains, ligament troubles, etc.

common to any band of warriors

])ut with greater frequency than

in most cases.

At the tackle slot, the Gaels are

badly bugged, with Pete Nichol-

>on, the only uninjured man in

ilie London game, now also on

ilie limp. Russ Thoman entered

last week's game with a bad leg

and aggravated the injury and so

a doubtful starter for this en-

counter. Clare Sellens has a gim-

py ankle but will go into action

Saturday despite a slight limp.

Don Roy, too, is bothered with

a bad leg and this leaves new-

comer Bob McRae as the only

whole man at that position.

The guards are not quite so

badly off with Sherm Hood and

Hank Zuzek both in a whole

status. These two have carried

the main load in both of the last

two games and will have to con-

tinue to do so. Joe O'Brien has

an ankle sprained badly enough

to make his appearance Saturday

a matter of conjecture. Floyd

Bajally aggravated his twisted

ankle in the Western tilt but hfi

will see considerable action this

week.

There are only two ends in de-

cent shape while a third will play

and the fourth will see only limi-

ted action. Big Jay McMahan

and captain Jack Cook must heft

tiie biggest part of the weight at

the end position along with Lou

Bruce. Don Marston is injured

but will see some action.

At the centre spot and in the

backfield, the Gaels are in pretty

fair condition. The only change

will see Al Kocman running some

of the plays from the fullback po-

sition.

As for the opposition, they will

have their share of wounds to

hck but they have the size and

the reserves to overcome their

handicap. They have both speed

and power in the backfield, and

their new Diamond T formation

gives a varied and deceptive at-

tack. In the person of Don Gety.

they have the ideal deep man for

such a formation as he can both

run and pass superbly. Their two

passers on the field at the same

time can give them a tremendous

advantage and w^hen Getty

throws from the back of the Dia-

mond, he has a very large time

allowance for getting rid o£ the

ball, thus making long passes the

rule rather than the exception.

Comets Win 9-0

In Exhibition Tilt

Galassomen Win Title

In an exhibtion game played

last Tuesdaj' iu Richardson Stad-

ium, Queen's Comets inflicted a

9-0 defeat on RMC.

by Bruce MacGowan

The Comets were playing this

game minus six players who were

nursing injuries and only one

starting backfielder was in action.

Ron Rooke handled the quarter-

back slot most of the game with

Bob Cranston and halfback Chas.

Safrance taking over on various

occasions. Queen's first TD came

on an off-tackle smash by Chas.

Safrance from the RMC 21 yard

line. Walt Goodfellow kicked the

convert. RMC really threatened

only once and that was when
their right-half went over for a

major. However a clippng penal-

ty nullifed the score and from

here on in. Queen's stopped all

major threats.

Dave Skene made the score 7-0

when he kicked a single and the

icore mounted further when the

Comets scored a safety-touch.

The line played well and the

backs ran well in weather which

was anything but warm. Henry

Clark, Charlie Safrance, Dave

Skene, Ron Delisle, Carl Mark-

erth and Elvio Delzotto were the

best of the better team. Next

game: Carleton in Ottawa.

Showing trmendous abiUty and spirit, both of which were person.f.ed m the P^f---"
°J

team captain Al Neumann, the Queen's Intermediate track tean, ran. jumped and
t-'-f /^f'J

,0 a second consecutive Ottawa-St. Lawrence Championship w,th a recor<>-breakmg total of 67 po nts

Th n,eet held on Wednesday afternoon, brought to a highlight the^ commendable three y-r^«° *

of Coach Pat Galasso, in lifting Queen's out of track and fkld obliv,on to become one of the pow-

ers in the intercollegiate circuit this season.

Outstanding performances were

turned in by sprinters Gerry

Johnston and Jack Paavila and

weights-man Al Poutanem who

gave strong support to Neuman in

the team win. Neuman. a dis-

tance runner, took firsts in the

mile and three mile events and

also ran the anchor position on

the second place mile medley re-

lay team. He and George Barclay

of McGill. who won the 440 and

880 yard events, were the only

double winners in the meet.

In the sprints. Jack Paavila took

a 10.7 second first in the 100 and

was followed in second place by

teammate Gerry Johnston. In

the 220 these positions were re-

versed, Johnston taking a 24.5

second win. Al Poutanen, who

was forced to give up football be-

cause of last year's injuries, was

a great addition to the team win-

ning the shot put and placing

third in both the javelin and dis-

cus competitions.

On the basis of 5-3-2-1 points

for first, second, third and fourth

positions. Queen's totalled 67

points and were followed by RMC
with 48, McGill with 30, Sir

George Williams with 14 and

MacDonald College with 5. RMC.
who were strong pre-meet threats,

put up a determined bid through-

out, but could not surpass the

strong and balanced Queen's

squad.

Queen's got a first by

Francis Smith who pole-vaulted

to a height of 9 ft. H ins. As

Queen's did not enter the high-

jump, the only local placements in

jumping events were made by

Bob Heilig and Jack Paavila in

the broad-jump, they finished 3-4.

Roy Osberg was the other

weight-thrower along with Pout-

anen and he finished third in the

shut-put and second, ahead of Al.

ill the discus.

Hurdlers Mike White and Gord

Maw switched their positions in

their two events. White finished

third in the low hurdles and Maw
finished fourth. In the high hurd-

les, these positions were reversed.

Maw picking up the third and

White the fourth.

In the middle-distance running

events. Bill Moss and Mac James

finished 2-3 in the 440 and Pete

Mason ran third in the SSO. Lance

Bailey in one of the outstanding

races of his career, finished sec-

ond to Neumann in the three mile

to round out the scoring for the

Comets.

Jane Von Zuben ('57) defeated

Tiz Dowler ('55) in the semi-

final round of the intramural ten-

nis this week by scores of 6-3,

6-2.

Jane now plays Helen Heslop

('55) in the finals for the intra-

mural tennis cup.

Basketball practices are being

held every Thursday and Friday

from 4 :30 to 6 :30. Volleyball

practices are Mondays and Wed-

nesdays at the same hours.

The intramural swimming meet

is scheduled for Wednesday Nov.

17. Ail levanites are urged to

turn out.

Wii

shapes

during

Queen's Specialty - " Cold Mustangs on Toast"

Our Specialty - Southern Fried Chicken

town and country
Restaurants
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and around our front wall, so that Tindall gets a little more nervous
than usual when the Hamilton hardrock isn't out there filling a spot.

With these renovations, you have to say that the situation

shapes up to be a brighter one than the Gaels were encountering
during the first few days after the Western affair.

THEY KNOW BETTER
Tindall is basing a lot of op-

timism on the fact that the Gaels

made a whole lot of mistakes last

week while the winning Mustangs
were making exactly none. If

things even out at all tomorrow,

and there's no plausible reason

why they shouldn't, the whole

story could be different, A lot

of minor points have been drum-

med in by the coaching staff this

week, (among them such things

as the motto: look after your own
house before you look after any-

one else's; this for the benefit of

linemen who kept helping out on
their neighbour's blocking chores

while their own got away from

them) and they should fit togeth-

er into something tangible in time

for tomorrow's kickoff.

There were occasions last Saturday when the Gael safety men,

had they been one step closer to Western pass receivers, could have

prevented touchdown plays. And there were times, early and late

in the game, when Gael passes into the end zone were almost

snagged by Jack Cook and Gary Schrcider. These factors, had

they worked, could have done a lot to take the air of invincibility

away from the Mustangs. If the Gaels can get started in time

tomorrow, they're the kind of team that will send the Mustangs

home on the short end of the score. There won't be any Shriner's

convention to keep them awake tonight: and the players know that

they can't afford to sleepwalk in this one.

OFF THE CUFF
Jack Jarvis, who handles the Queen's boxing scene, is jumping

for joy these nights with the turnouts at nightly workouts in the

gym Pat Galssso, who has rebuilt the Queen's track structure

since he arrived here a few years back, chalked up another win

Wednesday afternoon when his intermediates cakcwalked to a meet

title. Galasso, who received a lot of his own training through the

Sports College organization, also guided the senior team to their

most impressive win in years just a week ago in Toronto. Our
congratulations to a fine guy, and to Walt Soroka, who helped him

along in the capacity of team manager and trainer.

Trophy Given To Pugilists

AL KOCMAN
there's hccii some i-luiiitjes made

CFRC
FRIDAY
7 :00—Tops in Pops—Pete

Handley

7 :10—Campus News—Gord Penny

7:20—Sports Profiles—Mike

Moffat and Pat Galasso

7 ;30—Talent Time—Marg Martyn

7:45—Leave it to Levana—Joyce

Safrance, Ann Hayes nnd

Pat Osborough

8:00—Mike's Mood Music—Mike
Meehan and Arne Kotancn

8:30—Our House—Chuck Taylor

and Pete Faris

9 :00—Tunes of our Times—Doug
MacKay

9

:

1
5—From the Music Room

—

Jim McKenna
9 :45—Handley's Hamper

SATURDAY
6 :00—Jazz Incorporated—Norm

Dyson and Jack Cole

6:30—Show Tunes—Hugh I.ight-

body

7:00—Spotlight on Levana—Viv-

ian Sterns

7:30—Music—Jim Stephan
7:45—Anything Goes—Bob San-

derson

8:00—In the Groove—Thelma
Hunter and Doug Thomson

9:00—1490 Classics—Bob Sander-

son

10:00—Rumpus Room—Glen Bnick

10:30—Pop Concert—Doug Har-
rison

11 :00—Heldt's House—Bob Heldt

Pep Rally

Pep Rally to be held at Leonard Field Friday night at 7.30.

Tails For Science Formal

Orders for tails will be taken on Monday and Tuesday between

the hours of 12 and 1 p.m. and 5 and 6 p.m. at the Science Club

Rooms.

Soph Frosh Tea

The annual Soph Frosh tea is being held on Sunday, October

31, from 4.30 to 6.00. All Levanites are welcome and arc requested

to enter through Adelaide.

Bridge Club

The Queen's Bridge Club meets every Monday night in the

TV Room, Union, at 7.15. Duplicate tournament each night. Every-

body welcome.

LEVANA MEETING

A new boxing trophy will come

into being this 3"ear if plans an-

nounced earlier this month by ihe

Athletic Board of Control niafer-

ialize.

Science '49 have expressed

their desire to provide a trophy

in memory of their late classmate

Flight Lieut. "Mike" Milovick,

who was an outstanding boxer

and intercollegiate champion. The

'rophy would be presented to the

member of the intercollegiate

boNing team considered to have

shown the highest qualities of

sportsmanship and courage.

The award will be made by a

i.onnuittee comprised of the

Chairman of the Boxing commit-

tee and the boxing coach, Jack

Jarvis. Miniature keepsakes will

be given to tro|)iiy recipients.

(Uhttlmrrs

EABL AND BARBIE STS

REV F. BANISTER. D O.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 3l3T

II a.m.—Pointed Stories

(2) "Two Brothers"

7.30 p.m.—The Bible Speaks

(2) 'To the Tempted"

0 Come Lcl Us IVorslnly

Lloyd Zorsrigg
organist and choir master

sunday. october 31st

II a.m.
—"Man Redeemed fay

Cod."

7.30 p.m.—"Why Did the

Eighteen Perish?"

Third in Series on "Problems
and Promises."

Young People's Croup After

the Service

"Cojiif, Let Us Worship"

9t. Anbreiu'n

prpBbglfriatt QUiurrlj

PRINCESS ANO CI.EHGV STREETS

Rev. J FoRDCs Weodehbubn
M.A. D.O,, MlNISTEH

MR, DARWIN STATA,
OBUHNISr AND CHOIRMASTER

MISS ANNE HALLIDAY
ASSISTANT OnnANIST

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

11,00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St, Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
all students.

QIatltPhral

SUNDAY. OCTOBER 31ST

8.00 a.m.— Holy Communion.

9.15 a.m.—Family Service
Holy Communion with Hymns ond

Shorl Address.

11.00 a.m.—Morning Prayer.

Sermon: The Rev, D, P. Burns.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong.
Sermon: The Rev. W. W, Bu-ton.

Recently rtiurned J'mlre in Korea.

Monday: AU Saints Day - Nov. 1

o,m,—Holy Communion lor Ang-
lican Studenls. Morgiin Memorial

Chapel. Queen's,

AT THE CATHEDRAL: also-
Holy Communion at 7,« B-m, and

10.30 a.m.

Men's Residence

Students are remiiided that

there will be a brief ceremony

at 11 -.30 tomorrow morning

at Leonard Field, at which

Ontario's Premier Leslie Frnst

will lay the cornerstone of the

first unit of the Men's resi-

dence.

(Continued front Page 1)

come densely ovcrpopidated, the

natives arc striving to gain back

the rich, fertile territory in the

White Highlands" of Kenya. As

a result, the white supremacy en-

joyed by the British overlords is

being threatened.

The basic problem which the

British Colonial Office in East

Africa faces is the "plural soci-

ety." Europeans, Asiatics and

Africans are loyal to their own

groups rather than to the country

as a whole.

Miss Stuchbery suggested that

one of two situations would pro-

bably he the outcome of this ten-

sion. Either race will cease to

count, as has happened in the

West Indies, or there will be :

partiloii of races as in SoutI

Africa.

YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreotion Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

this fall be right in styje

GRANDSTANDERS'

It's really wonderful whtit a new pair of campus-mspircd

Rilchics will d6 for your suit, your nppcarancc and your

personality! The leathers for Ritchie "Graiidstanders

are specially selected for Fall wear. Your feet deserve

a pairl Most styles from $10.95 to S18.95.

(^fe^Ie. shoes for men

THE JOHN RITCHIE COMPANY LIMITED, QUEBEC, P.O.

HILLELL SERIES

Classified Ads

LOST
On the campus, a maroon Shaef-

fer's eversharp pencil with name

engraved on the silver cap. Finder

please return to the Journal office.

In or near Richardson Stadium

during the Queen's-Varsity game,

one lady's gold lighter. Engraved

initials BEM. Will finder please

phone 6030. Larry Steams, Hotel

Dieu.

Patronize Our Advertisers

(Continued from Page 1)

Each specialist, said Dr. Ross,

tends to shut himself away from

others and live in his own world.

Before we can do anything, he

concluded, we must know where

we are in our culture and recast

our relationship in the world.

There must he a re-examination

of the meaning oE life, an effort

to find a purpose, and even a

movement hack to religon. The

mind must be related to the total

personality.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARFTTE

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your ovra Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies. Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XECHMICAL*
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARrO

PROTECT

WHILE YOU

SAVE
For omplo prolattlon, at low not toil,

your local Mutual Lifo of Canada reprajonlalivQ

r

ilUTUALIIFE
1

llflUI Vnb iirE
~' ASSURANCE COMPANY '

OF CANADA

KINGSTON BRANCH MANAGER: D. R. ROUCHTON, B.Sc, C.LU.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST.

REPRESENTATIVES:

W. J.
STONESS, CX.U. K. C. KENNEDY, C.LU.
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Pep Raity Uiiightat 7:30

Physiology Papers

Given In Toronto

Important medical research be-

ing done at Queen's was reported

to the Canadian Physiological

Society in Toronto recently.

The Society, of which Dean G-

H. Ettinger was a co-founder and

former president, heard papers

delivered by nine Queen's pro-

fessors. They were Dr. J. M. R.

Beveridge, now secretary of the

society. Dr. G. Mayer, Dr. B. H.

Sells and Dr. R. O. Hurst, all of

the biochemistry department. Dr.

G. M. Boyd of Pharmacology, Dr.

J. D. Hatcher and Dr. D. W. Jus-

tus of Physiology, Dr. Joseph

Tomasch of anatomy, and Dr. D.

L. Wilson of medicine.

Dr. Beveridge reported on a

study he is leading on the effects

of adding cholesterol to a puri'

fied homogeneous formula diet

Dr. Boyd presented three pap

ers. Two of them concerned "the

antimetic effect of different ant

Iiistaminic agents following the

administration of an emetic sub

stance". The third indicated a

typical disturbance in the meta

holism of animals suffering from a

cancer called the Walker carci

SCIENCE DRIVE

Jemmett Speaks

At Science Club

Manipulation of Numbers and

some of the contributions of the

various founders of this science was

the topic of an address to about 60

members of the Electrical Engineer-

ing Club on Tuesday.

Speaker was Prof. D. M. Jem-

mett, honorary president of the club,

and head of the department of elec-

trical engineering.

A short business meeting was

held before the address, in which

president Keith Empey deplored the

fact that, although a field trip had

been completely arranged in con-

junction with the Queen's football

game in London, no one from the

club was able to make the visit.

He announced that plans were

being made foi one, or possibly two,

sliort field trips in the near future.

Freshette Elections

Barbara Bell, Arts '5S, has been

elected Freshette Representative to

Levana. It is the first time in Le-

vana's history that the new women

students have had a representative.

Student Describes Life in Germany

copsAces . . •

For The Science Formal

Beoutifully Designed and Created

341 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONT.

(Continued from Page 1)

who took part in this broadcast

were Doug Thompson, Tom Bon-

neiiia, Doug Frame and Hugh
Lighlbody.

Of the total amount collected,

$267 was donated by the fresh-

men and sophomores themselves

Three female members of Science

'57 canvassed Levana, and the

students also visited RMC and

Kingston General ?I o s p i t a 1,

where they received a good re-

sponse.

The Community Chest express

ed complete satisfaction with the

result of the campaign, which ex

cceded their expectations. The

iiroiect was organized at a time , ,-
' " democratic
wlicii an added impetus was

needed to assist the Red Feather

to rcacii its objective.

Sophomore students who act-

ed as captains were : Stu Bu-

chanan, Lynne Vidal, Ed Kor-

honcn, Robert Allan, Robert

^>owdeii, Dick Brown, Robert

Nairn, Rod Morris, Jack Sage.

Rick Johnson, Bud Hammond,
Tom Watson, Ralph Stucky, Jim

Lindaiiiood, John Harvey, Ken

Culver, Charles DePencier, Doug
Frame, Hugh Lightbody, Robt.

MeDerment, Allan Pargellen,

David Low, Don Lewis.

Cliff Hunt. David Tiirnbull,

Rny Smith, George Falgate, John

Murray, Robert Forbes, Robert

Bird, Pete Loucks, Mac James,

George Martyn, Ed Eorza, Phil

Cowan, Peter Dellascuicca, Tom
Buckley. Robert McDowell. Ted

McDorman, Ron Hango, Robert

Martindale, Colin Wigle, Roy
Bratly, Dan Nybida.

E. ii. Morrison, Ed Day. James

Woods, Pan! Fedor. Bill Pater-

son, Paul Turcott, M. J. McMas-

ter, Don Maunder, Don Murphy,

Dick Piasselnian.

(Jane Owens, a third yctir Arts

student at the University of iMtiiii-

toba, recently returned from Ger-

mans zvherc she observed soinethitig

of life behind the Iron Curtain. Here

are her impressions of East Berlin.)

WRIGHT CROSS (Boxing Coach)

says: "Get his guard down and connect

with the right."

Make the right banking connection early in life

at

Bank of Montreal

V/ORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERT WAIK OF LIFE SINCE 1817

As the subway train comes in-

to the station bearing the fore-

boding name of "Karl Marx
Strassc", a voice announces "This

is the last station in the western

sector of Berlin." The train dis-

gorges some of its passengers,

clangs off, and then suddenly the

lights black out. After about five

seconds, they come on again, and

clipped tones announce that you

have now entered "the people's

ector of Berlin".

There is constant repitition of the

term "democratic" in the eastern

sector.

The first thing that strikes a

vistor, particularly a North Ame-

rican one, is the complete lack of

advertising. However this lack is

more than made up for by an

abundance of political slogans, all

painted in vivid colors. A typical

one is"E.F.G.—Nee" (EDC—no)

as is "Unite for Peace".

There are few cars on the

streets of East Berlin. The fam-

ous Unter den Linden is al-

most bare, except for the linden

trees and the black-uniformed

police. Russian police look amaz-

ingly like American caricatures

of Russian police. The resemb-

lance is even humorous until one

notices the heavy, unholstered

guns and the jackboots reminis-

cent of an earlier police squadron.

All cars entering the sector, ex-

cept those bearing the CD (corps

diplomatique) plate, are checked

by the police. We were told that

often people were removed from

than

^Kingston Mn&xt Olompany
RADIOS RECORD PLAYERSRECORDS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

346 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT

IF YOU WANT TO GET AWAY THOSE KICKS
AND HIT THOSE "MUSTANGS" LIKE A TON OF BRICKS
MAKE SURE YOU'VE HAD A GOOD SUPPLY
OF THE BEST DAIRY PRODUCTS THAT MONEY CAN BUY

INSIST ON

W I LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

the cars and taken to some un-

known place.

On Unter den Linden is Hum-
boldt University, formerly the

main university and now run by

the Communists. There are police

at the door, and no one can enter

without a pass. How contrary to

the spirt of freedom which should

pervade a university more

any other place!

At the time of our visit the

building was being repaired so

the WUS delegate from Toronto,

our German guide and myself,

sneaked in through an unguarded

hole in the wall. We wandered

furtively around the halls and

even entered a lecture on music

— no doubt carefully censored;

since all professors must hand in

transcripts of their lectures be

fore giving them.

Also on Unter den Linden i;

a museum which was featuring

at the time a display of "great

German philosophers". Students

of philosophy will be interested

to know that, flanking pictures

of Stalin and Lenin, were pictur

cs of Karl Marx, apparently the

only great philosopher Germanj

has produced. Nietzsche has been

overthrown by Marx.

We visited the site of Hitler's

chancellory and bunker, now

lieaps of rubble with young trees

stretching through the blackened

bricks.

Goods are very cheap to west-

erners in East Berlin since the

eastern mark is only worth about

three cents although the offical

rate quotes it as 44 cents. Unfor-

tunately one can buy very little

in East Berlin since a ration card

is necessary. Books are one of

the few things not rationed. A
copy of Das Kapital costs 10

marks, about 3S cents.

The difference between east

and west is remarkably well il-

lustrated by the two large streets,

tlic "Kuferstendam" in the west

and Unter den Linden in the east.

The "Kudam", as the former

is called, is bright, full of people

and cars ; there arc sidewalk cafes

where people sit and talk, large

stores full of merchandise and

numerous travel agencies, Unter

den Linden, stretching from

Brandenburgcr Tor to Stalinal-

lee, is almost empty of cars and

people'; and, of course, travel

agencies simply do not exist.

MUSEUMJPENED

(Continued from page 1)

give a clear picture o£ the surpris-

igly high civilizations achieved

by the ancient inhabitants of Jer-

icho about 7000 years ago. An

interesting collection of pottery

and jewellery from about 3200

B.C. at the north end of the case

is also from Jericho.

In Case 2 may be found fine

pottery, decorated with paint or

by polishing, produced by the in-

habitants of Palestine who were

contemporary with the earliest

dynasties of Egypt and particular-

ly with the splendid Old Kingdom

(whose rulers built the great pyr-

amids).

The graceful shapes and fine

surface of the pottery, bronze

weapons and utensils featured in

Case 3 demonstrate the fine artis-

tic sense of the inhabitants of

Palistine in the first half of the

second miUenium B.C. Also on

display are some specimens of

charred wheat of about 1600 B.C.

Case 4 displays something of

thee culture of the Canaanites.

It was an age which witnessed

the importation of many fine ob-

jects from abroad — particularly

from Cyprus and the Greek main-

land.

In Case 5 may be seen objects

from the period well-known to us

through the ages of tbe Old Testa-

ment. There is one fragment of

the distinctive Philistine ware.

The Moabites, whose kingdom an-

tedated that of the Hebrews, are

represented by jars, juglets,

lamps and jewellry. But the bulk

of the objects stem from the per-

iod of the Hebrew monarchy,

particularly from the time im-

mediately preceding the Babylon-

ian Exile.

The influence of foreign pow-

ers and foreign culture on Pales-

tine after the fall of the Babylon-

ian Empire of Cyrus in 539 B.C.,

may be seen in Palestine's pottery

wares which frequently imitate

types originated in Greece and

Rome. Objects dating from this

period are on display in Case 6.

Also in this case are a photo-

graph of part of a leather scroll

of the book of Isaiah written In

the second century B.C., and ex-

amples of Byzantine jewelry.

Another case contains Roman
imperial coins and several from

Palestine of particular interest to

students of the Bible. The same

case also features a collection of

pottery and one of seals.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

QUEEN'S
iffootball Say ^nxxtt

,
Dance

Programs Phone 4114

Printing of

Every Description

SATURDAY,

NOVEMBER 13th

ROYAL YORK HOTEL

Two Ballrooms

on Convention Floor

BERT NIOSI AND
BOBBY CIMBY

9:00 P.M.

LET US SOLVE YOUR GIFT PROBLEM!!

GIFTS
that are distinctive — inexpensive and exclusive

We will be pleased to gift wrap your purchases

free of charge.

Spearn^s of Kingston
The Gift Centre'

330 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3434
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By Michael Armstrong

Once again the end of October

is approaching and hringing with

it the first chilly taste of winter

and, of course, the celebration of

AH Hallow's Eve or Hallowe'en.

In modern times this has become

a festival in which bands of un-

disciplined, sticky-faced children

prowl the streets making infernal

nuisances of themselves and tak-

ing part in many hilarious small

amusements which never take

more than a moderately-sized

cheque to repair. It is the festi-

val in which kids from eight to

eighty engage in various sundry

and innocuous amusements. Per-

haps the most striking feature

of these pranks is their sparkling

originality.

""However, Hallowe'en was not

always the occasion for such

harmless pleasantry. Although

its official title is now "The Eve

of All Souls Day", the celebration

itself far antedates Christianity.

It is connected with pagan cele-

brations at the soltices and the

vernal and autumn equinoxes.

The Midsummer Eve festival was

the most popular on the continent,

and the celebration of Hallowe'en

was relegated mostly to the Celtic

countries where its origin was
mainly Druidical.

In Wales and Scotland the

festival was knovi'n as the "Bel-

tane" or "fire of Bel." All fires

in the district were extinguished

and a need-fire or "teineigin" was
lighted with great solemnity. The
flame from this kindled all the

hearth-fires and especially prepar-

ed bonfires. Stones were throvm
into the fire by all the persons

present. If any of the stones were
missing when the ashes were in-

spected next morning, it meant
that the person to whom it be

longed would be dead before the

next Hallowe'en.

At the end of the eig:hteenth

century Beltane was still in vogue
in Perthshire. A cake was cut

up and one portion blackened dur-

ing the ceremony. The person

who drew this was compelled to

leap thrice through the flames. In

pre-Christian days, of course, the

devoted person was a living sac-

rifice to Bel.

It was left to the Irish to place

the most sinister interpretation on
Hallowe'en, however. November
was the montli of the dead, and
evil spirits were driven away by
fires and other devices. The jack-

o-lantern is the modern day equiv-

alent of this, and so, of course, are

the inevitable false faces. In some
parts of Ireland, October 31 is

still known as "Oidhche Sham-
hna" the Vigil of Saman. Saman
Was the lord of Death, and on
this night he would call together

certain wicked souls, and the dead
would rise from their graves to

roam the earth.

Christianity was unable to wipe
Out these pagan beliefs, as it was
unable to wipe out so many oth-
ers. Thus Hallowe'en became All

Souls Day which was really just

a new twist to an old idea. Much
of the horror was purged from the

"ight in question, however, and
it has become a traditional but
innocent celebration.

Cmadian PlayersPresentStJoan
By Doug Phippen

This week a new Canadian

'

drama group, the Canadian Play-

ers, under the talented direction

of Douglas Campbell, presented

Shaw's 'St. Joan' at K.C.V.I. To
say that this production was cap-

ably produced with a well-chosen

cast might be a bit of an under-

statement
;

perhaps a bit too

English, but 1 am sure that De
Stogumber would forgive any

tendency in this direction.

The sets were very plain, con-

taining only the essental furnit-

ure. No costumes were used, mo-

dern dress being prescribed. Such

The Inquisition o£ St. Joan a production is very hard on the

With only the shnplcsf sets and props, Hic Canadian Players in actors as they must carry the en-

madcrii dress reach the climax of llidr three and one-half hour perfor- tire presentation. They must woo
iiiancc of G. B. Shan's "Si. Joan." the attention of the audience

levatia Notes

.

PHOTO Br PHIPPEh

Why Join The UNTD?
One reason why there is not a

greater interest in the activities of

the navy at Queen's is the lack of

information among students of the

purpose, obligations and pleasures

of naval service. Students often do

not realize that the navy offers many
plans to suit various tastes.

The UNTD itself exists primarily

for the purpose of training officers

for the navy reserve. By spending

two summers and three winters in

training, a student can qualify for

a commission in the reserve. Be-

sides the obvious necessity for a

group of well trained reserve offi-

cers, which we all ought to appre-

ciate, sunmiers in the navy are con-

structively and rewardingly spent.

They consist of no mere 'putting in

of time' until the fall, but rather

entail the acquiring of much
knowledge not covered by any

normal university curriculum.

The cadet goes either to the east

or west coast where he learns

through practical experience the

tricks of navigation, seamanship,

and a host of other subjects; a pro-

cess which may involve going on

cruises, to any part of the North
.'\nierican coast, the West Indies,

or Europe.

The summers are satisfying in

that the cadet is engaged in activi-

ties with a point, and with an end

in view. Financially he will be re-

warded to about the same extent

as if he were to take a job, and

during the winter cadets engage in

training one night a week, for which

they are also paid. This last takes

place at H.M.C.S. Cataraqiii. and

it is here that the Gim Room is sit-

uated around wliich centers much

of the social life of cadets and

their friends.

There are many fields of speciali-

zation open to the interested student.

The first summer is fairly basic as

all are expected to be familiar with

the fundameEitals. but subsequent

training is carried on with the in-

tention of obtaining a commission

in a particular branch of the navy.

The better known branches are

Executive, Supply Engineering,

Electrical, Medical and Instructor,

although these do not by any means

cover the entire activities in which

a naval officer may be engaged.

For those interested in a perm-

anent career in the service there are

various plans whereby a student can

be assisted towards his degree, thus

easing what is often a heavy finan-

cial burden.

The variety and the flexible na-

ture of the navy's offering are in-

deed great as even those who have

the 'bug' to fly find their demand

fully satisfied in the Fleet Air Arm.

The country needs a reserve of well

trained officers and since, if there

is another war we will all be in it,

more of us should investigate the

offering of the UNTD and

ROTP plans. The UNTD is in-

tended to be the source of approx-

imately 90 per cent of all reserve

officers It is your opportunity to

e[iter the naval service at the officer

level. Do yon know anything about

it? It may be more attractive than

vou think.

SILENCE IS GOLDEN

'Those who speak knozv noth-

ing;

Those who know are silent."

These zvords. I am told.

Were spoken by Lao-Tsu.

If zve are to believe that Lao-

Tsii

Was himself one zvho hne-tV

How comes it that he wrote

A hook of five thousand

words'

Po Chu I.

solely on their abilty to act. This

the cast did.

The performance of each o£

them was of such calibre that one

could say without any feeling ofl

exaggeration that none was bet-

ter than another and all were

outstanding. It is very rare indeed

that a person has the opportunity

of seeing such a remarkable per-

formance, with so many excellent

exhibitions of acting. The flexi-

bilty of all actors was impressive-

ly displayed by the doubling, and

even trippling up the roles, and

this proves that each is an actor

in the purest sense of the word.

Ann Casson as 'St. Joan' turn-

ed in a very sensitive performance

as the protagonist. Douglas Cam-

pbell, as well as directing the

play, also put his energies into

the roles of de Baudricourt,

Couchon, and an English soldier.

William Needles, Willam Hutt,

Bruno Gerussi, Roland Hewgill,

John Gardiner, and Jack Hutt,

(also Stage Manager) turned in

very creditable performances.

The highlights as I saw them

were Mr. Needles' performance

as the Inquisitor; Bill Hutt's por-

trayal of the Earl of Warwick,

Bruno Gerussi's handling of de

Stogumber, Mr. Hewgill as Bro

ther Martin, and John Gardiner

as D'Estivet. But as I have said,

none was above another, and it

is very diffcult to point out one

and say, "He was outstanding".

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
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Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765
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Next to Silver Grill PHONE 691:
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314 Princess Street
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It was in I8S0 that the first

women students entered Queen's.

These daring souls were admitted

into a few classes in Rhetoric, Eng-

lish and Natural History. Now
women at Queen's are in medicine,

engineering and every course in the

Arts' Faculty. They play active roles

in student go\'emnient, in sports,

journalism, pohlics and drama.

Throughout the years, Levana

has achieved a status of equality

with male students, which will not

be so easily found after graduation.

We are too prone to take this posi-

tion of ours for granted. It is im-

portant at the beginning of each new

year for us to remember these first

women students. Their struggle was

not an easy one. And yet, if our

years of university life become a

mere round of social activities, their

efforts might seem to have been in

vain. We should make a conscious

effort to avail ourselves of the op-

portunities they and their successors

have created for us.

Canada's Mildest, Best-Tasfing Cigarette

The Levana Soph-Frosh Tea will

be held Sunday. Oct. 31, at 4:30.

The tea is open to all Levanites,

and seniors are asked to attend with

their freshettes, Plans for Susie-Q

week are underway, witii the date

being set for Nov. 15-20. At least

the Sciencemen can't accuse us of

an ulterior motive this year.

3nxX Ipnry Hntpl

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. Phone 7712

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

%Vi PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9.00 a-m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9,00 a.m. to S.OO p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

94 Brock Streef Dial 7990

I/I/hen you pause ...make it count ...have 'a Me

"Coh»" U a r«BltfT«d tradt-innrfc. COCA-COIA LTD.
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Backing The Wrong Horse

One of the major failures of American policy in Asia has been

its refusal to come to terms with the new forces of nationalism

rising in the area. As a result the western nations are losing

potentially valuable allies and friends. This is particularly true-

in the case of India. Yet the West may have made an even more

vital mistake in failing to take account of the historical conflict

between India and China. These two nations have always beim

rivals for political and cultural infhience over the rest of Asia. The

very name of Indo-China reflects this struggle. Rivalries between

Indians and Chinese in Malaya also provide evidence of the conflict.

Ignoring these historical tendencies, America has attempted

to set tip a third force in Asia — a force which is trying to offset

both India and China but which possesses the dynamic of neither.

This force consists of the members of the South East Asia Treaty

Organization: the Philhpines, Thailand, Pakistan, Laos, Cambodia

and Viet Nam, None of these countries has the independent

ability to influence India or China. The SEATO nations are not

homogeneous: they cannot hope to provide a new way of life for

the Asian peoples. Either Indian or Chines^ influence will sooner

or later predominate in the area. Which nation comes to exert

its hegemony depends in part on the attitude adopted by the West

and particularly the United States.

The choice is a simple one. Obviously America cannot support

the spread of Chinese communism. She should therefore exert

her moral influence on the side of India. Unfortunately the re-

forming and neutralist policies pursued by Prime Minister Nehru

have alienated a large segment of American opinion including the

administration. Neither Nehru's social policies nor his independ-

ence should avert American eyes from the fact that SEATO is

weak and China strong,

American friendship and support for India cannot take the

form of military aid. It must rather be based on an understand-

ing of India's problems and a willingness to provide help when it

is asked for. Needless to say America cannot ignore the necessity

for military strength, but she is backing the wrong horse if she

thinks SEATO provides a feasible alternative to India or China.

On Eating Too Much
A doctor at the Kingston General Hospital has stated that

people who are too heavy usually die earlier than those who are not.

The moral of this story would seem to be that people who are too

heavy should reduce. Easier said than done. The question arises

whether it is more important to eat well and die early or resist

temptation and suffer the ills of frustration. Everyone must make
this choice for liimself, of course, but it is true that well-fed fat

people are much easier to live with than people on diets. It is

therefore up to society to discourage fat people from going on diets.

The good doctor went on to say that he would not advise

people to give up cigarets if they would eat too much instead.

This is hardly fair. In the first place, it is too much to expect

from humans that they should smile benignly on smoking after

regarding it as a secret evil for so many generations, The mental

agony resulting from such a change of attitude might well breed

civil strife. In the second place, the boost to agriculture arising

from a general increase in food consumption would more than

offset the tobacco growers' troubles; the future health of Canadian

agriculture depends on a rise in the rate of obesity.

Crossness does have its problems, of course. Walking through

doors may become a problem if things go too far. What disad-

vantages there may be are, however, offset by several advantages.

Passengers in busses are much more apt to give up their seats

to old fat people than to old scrawny people. The ability to con

sume alcoholic beverages without deleterious effects is often in

direct proportion to the relation between weight and height. Any-

way, there isn't much fun in reducing despite what the column'

ists say.

Discrimination In Dresden

America Goes To The Polls

K„ Tonv Kine Idence that conservatism and the

N... T^Lr-m^n^of A,ncr- dcc.rine 0. pa«ne.s„ip between

'It's O.K. dear; we won't have to give up smoking now.

Letters To The Editor

As The Walrus Said

Labor Minister Daley has decided not to take action against

the Dresden restaurant owners for their discrimination agains

Negroes on the basis that "education rather than prosecution i;

the more effective way to eliminate discrimination". Undoubtedly
the minister is correct in his view that education is a much more
basic and sounder approach to the problem than legal action. Yet
unless one assumes that legally banning discriminatory practices

is a useful part of the long-term educational process it is difficult to

see why the Fair Accommodation Practices Act was passed in the

first place.

The other fact which raises doubts as to just what policy tb

government intends to follow in this matter concerns its refusal

to make public the report of Judge Schwenger who investigated th

complaints. If the report has something to say regarding the un-

desirability of prosecution at this time it is important that the

reason should be made known. If, for example, Judge Schwenger
found cause to believe lhat the people of Dresden were concerned

to take action themselves to improve relations knowledge of this

fact would lend assistance to the educational process. By term-

ing the report confidential Mr. Daley fails to realize that, on a

matter such as this, the more the public is informed of the facts

the greater the chance that they will support and assist the goy.-

ernment in eliminating this evil.

It is not long ago that Premier Frost declared that one of his

proudest moments was when his government passed the anti-

discrimination act. He would contribute greatly to the sharing

of this pride by everyone if he would now clarify the government's

position by making the Schwenger report public and setting forth

the policy of his government with regard to future infringements

of the Act,

Editor, Journal:

The time has come", as the

Walrus said, "to speak of many

things" - things vastly more im-

portant, however, than the "cab-

bages and kings" of the rhyme;

things which will affect us all, and

which we should all take an intel-

gent interest in. I refer to the ques-

tion of NFCUS - lUS relations.

I was disappointed to see in Mr.

Taylor's colunm last week : "Queen's

AMS, operating in its usual muddle-

headed ignorance, has seen fit to

reject the . . . recommendations of

the NFCUS Moscow report". Al-

though the AMS, I fear, was ig-

norant of a good many points con-

cerning the lUS question, it acted

wisely in accepting the recommen-

dations of the local NFCUS com-

mittee, which. I assure you Mr.

Taylor, is NOT in ignorance. I hope

here to point out that Queen's AMS
and NFCUS committee have not

ejected" these recommendations;

rather, we are working for the

stronger implementation of them.

This was the major issue con-

fronting the International Affairs

Commission at the NFCUS annual

conference in Toronto last week,

and 1 believe at this point a clarifi-

cation of the stand taken by the

Queen's delegation is in order.

It was first passed by a large

ajority vote that, recognizing the

failure of negotiations hitherto con

pacifies with any group essentially

concerned with student affairs, re-

gardless of race, creed, politics, or

religion." This is, in effect, a com-

mitment to an active foreign policy

NFCUS plays a unique role in stu-

dent affairs abroad. When we, the

federation of Canadian universities,

become so narrow that we no lon-

ger want our voice heard in ANY
foreign students' assembly, then in

fact we are denying our first aim -

the promotion of world student

unity.

We must recognize the fact lhat

the lUS provides the only means

for practical co-operation with

certain significant sections of the

university world, and that it is only

through association that our aim

can be achieved,

There is the very real danger of

CoSec (the International Students

Conference, composed of national

students' unions of the West) de-

veloping into an anti-communist

bloc, irrevocably opposed to lUS -

a reflection of the world situation

today, and a position from which

attempts at negotiations would be

useless, if not impossible. NFCUS,
working within CoSec. must use its

influence to prevent such a develop-

ment, and at the same time must

renew direct dealings with lUS,

We must not succumb to the

anti-communist mass hysteria for

which we so often censure our

ilncted with lUS, the NFCUS neighbours to the south. Fear of

should not accept any form of public opinion is never a worthy

membership in that body. Many of

the universities represented would

have been content to leave the mat-

ter there. However, it was at this

point that Queen's introduced a

motion to provide for the continua-

tion of efforts to develop a workable

relationship with lUS. based on the

recommendations of the NFCUS
observers to the 1 954 Moscow

Council, and to send observers again

to the 1955 lUS Council. Thus

room is left for negotiations, and,

to the extent that the four condi-

tions (Enriqucz's recommendations)

are complied with, NFCUS will

again consider membership in lUS.

There are many reasons wli\' we

shonld strive for closer relations

with lUS. In a statement of policy

drafted at last week's conference,

NFCUS "expresses its willingness

IQ co-operate on a practical level

within the limit of its physical ca

reason to allege to cover our mac-

tion. (Here 1 disagree with Mr,

Hilhorn.) As students we are per-

haps the class the most free from

bias, from prejudice, anti-communist

or other; a .'^nc altitude on our

part lo such matters goes a long

wa toward molding public opinion.

Finally, unless we keep every

door open, unless we go further and

cirry out an active program of co-

operation with lUS, we will soon

find Canadian university students

represented in the body by the LP?
club congress. Such is already the

case with Austraha and Austria,

where "splinter groups", members

of lU.S, are considered representa-

tive of these countries. It is scarcely

necessary to point out that in this

event it will be too late to talk

"negotiations".

The time has come!

Lois Showman.

leans will go to the polls to elect

,1 new House of Representatives,

governors in all 4S states and 34

Senators.

Although these off-year elections

iiave not received as much publicity

in Canada as the presidential elec-

tions always do, their consequences

may be just as important to every

nation in the free world as well as

to the average American,

If the Democrats succeed in cap-

turing both houses of Congress, as

thej' probably will, a marked change

can be expected in both foreign and

<lnmcstic American policy. Oddly

enough, this change will not likely

run afoul of the Republican Presi

dent whose policies have generally

been supported in Congress by the

Democrats; it has been his own

Republicans who have forced Mr,

Eisenhower to abandon many of his

plans.

One of the most obvious conse-

(|viences of a Democratic victory

would be the unseating of Joseph

McCarthy as chairman of the Sen-

ate's Permanent Sub-committee on

Investigations. He and all the other

Republican committee chairmen

would be superceded by Democrats.

In some cases this change would

not be a healthy one. Senator Mc-

Carren would, for example, replace

the offensive but ineffective Senator

lenner as chairman of the important

Government Operations Committee.

But on the whole a Democratic vic-

tor would result in sounder com-

mittee conduct in both houses of

Congress.

A Democratic Congress would

probably also have a decisive influ-

ence on American foreign policy.

In the past two years Secretary of

State Dulles has been constantly

hounded by vociferous Republicans

m the Senate. The Democrats would

likely give the Secretary an oppor-

tunit to follow some of the more

liberal policies he seems to favor. A
Democratic victory would also prob-

ably result in a freer trade policy

and more effective measures to

combat America's mounting unem-

ployment.

The main issues of the election

campaign have been economic ones.

A combination of drought and Sec-

retary of Agriculture Benson's farm

program have brought about a sharp

decline in rural income. Discontent

on the farm and rising unemplo-

ment in the cities will prohahly

swing thousands of votes in the di-

rection of the Democrats. Secretary

Wilson's comparison between the

unemployed and dogs will not help

the Republican cause either. The

G.O.P. also labors under the usual

off-year handicap. In only two elec-

tions since 1900 has the adminis-

tration party gained ground in off-

year elections. Voters tend to take

out two year's accumulation of griev-

ances on the party in the White

House. There are no indications

that this tendency will be altered

this year.

The Republicans have at pres-

ent a six member majority in the

4.'i5-scat House of Representatives.

Unless last minute G.O.P. cam-

paigning persuades many voters to

change their minds, the House will

likel go to the Democrats. A con-

servative estimate would give the

Democrats a 30-5eat majority. The

Senate will be more closely divided

but a slight Democratic margin may

be expected.

business and government practised

by the present administration have

not met with public favor. It would

also suggest that the American peo-

ple are much more liberal than men

such as McCarthy and Wilson, and

the daily press would have us be-

lieve.

The Senatorial elections in Ore-

gon, Idaho and Illinois are among

the most significant. In each case a

liberal Democrat is opposed to a

conservative, if not reactionary, Re-

publican. Victories for the Demo-

cratic candidates will spell out a bold

warning to the right-wing G.O.P.

leaders; they must abandon their

dreams of the good old days of un-

fettered private enterprise and as-

sume a greater degree of responsi-

bility for the national welfare.

Although a Democrat has not re-

presented Oregon in the Senate

since 1914, State Senator Richard

Neuberger is conceded a good

chance to unseat the incumbent, Re-

publican Guy Gordon, A victory for

Neuberger would be a slap in the

face to another Oregonian, Secre-

tary of the Interior McKay, whose

policies on Columbia River power

and off-shore oil ahve been con-

stantly criticized by Neuberger.

Another important election is

being run off in Illinois between

Senator Paul Douglas and his Re-

publican opponent, Joseph Meek, a

back-slapping reactionary. The

white-collar vote in suburban Chi-

cago and poorer farmers in the south

of the state \^'ill probably return

Professor Douglas with a slim ma-

jority. The unions in Chicago have

been frightened by Meek's uncom-

promising anti-labor attitude and

are turning out in force to help re-

elect Douglas.

Another interesting election is

being fought in Idaho where a for-

mer Senator and supporter of

Henry Wallace, Glen Taylor, is

running against Senator Henry

Dworshak. one of the less conspic-

uous participants in the McCarthy-

Army hearings this summer. Taylor

won the Democratic primary des-

pite the opposition of the state ma-

chine and his own lack of financial

support His election would he a

decisive vote in favor of the New
Deal outlook.
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WHISTLE
STCPS
with JIM O'GRADY

iVe Trampled Your U.
We're glad it's not our U.
Slack tip the bodies fit a pile:

IVc're out to slaughter
Your Alma Mater
Siiigin' Oil Thigh, Kay Yile.

-Ancieitt Gaelic Ai

Ralph Simmons called the turn. He was the big guy in the

blue topcoat who had just finished filling out his statistics charts

during a two hour stretch of Saturday afternoon that was anythinf

but conducive to such activities. The charts had been provided by

and were destined for, the eagle eye of Western's unhappy John

Metras, and they had just been compiled by his missing fullback.

Simmons was one of the Mustangs who had so graciously cleaned

the Gaels clocks just one week earlier, but he sat out Saturday's

encounter side by side by our Jim Cruikshank, who also had a

gimpy knee. Ralph took a long look at the scoreboard as the little

man down on the field dropped the one minute flag, and decided

"I'm glad now that I didn't get to play".

For the Gaels it was a different matter. By playing like an

inspired crew, they managed to wipe away the purple stain that

the Londoners had inflicted; while at the same time giving Frank

Tindall concrete evidence that he hadn't wasted the hours spent

gazing at flickers of the first Western game._ "You don't have to

guess when you've got the pictures," said Frank. And he was

serious about it. Because from those rolls of film that were used

up in Little stadium came the key to the Saturday afternoon win

that left everybody, student and prof., hardened reporter and tele-

graph boy, in a state of semi-hysteria. The key, when it was dis-

played in public, was very simply that the Queen's braintrust had

stolen an old Metras trick by outsmarting the Western mentor.

A quarterback calls the plays when the team is on the field,

irregardless of who happens to be the coach patrolling the aide-

lines. And if a quarterback is satisfied that plays which worked

so well on one occasion are liable to work again, then he will call

those plays. Which is exactly what Don Getty and John Girvin

did on Saturday afternoon. So the Gaels spread their secondary

defences wider to stop the end-sweeping which was so obvious

in London, and added a few tons of pure heart and drive to the

line in order to stop such as Gino Fracas and Neil Desborough

from wearing holes in the turf on their off tackle smashes. The

strategy was to let the Mustangs have their quick-openers, if they

could get away vnth them without doing us too much damage.

"And when you win, you guessed right" . . . this was Mr. Tindall

speaking again,

Richardson stadium was full of happy, yelling, jumping souls

who would have gone along with Frank's last statement. They

would have said that we were never smarter that when we moved

Al Kocman into a fullback slot, and kept him there through the

course of an afternoon that saw him flailing and smashing

I

(See Whistle Stops, Page 2)
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Speaker Outlines

Extreme Contrast

Of ILife In India

Frost Lays Cornerstone

At New Men's Residence
In a brief ceremony Saturday morning at Leonard Field, the

Premier Leslie Frost of Ontario,, declared the cornerstone of the

first men's residence "to he well and truly laid."

Students, alumni and citizens witnessed the laying of the lime-

stone block bearing a simple inscription commemorating the event.

Present on the platform with university officials was W. M. Nickle,

MPP for Kingston.

Dr. W. A. Mackintosh, in his opening address, welcomed

Premier Frost on behalf of the university, and said that aid from

the provincial go|vernment
through capital grants had always

been instrumental in the develop-

ment of Queen's.

Dr. Mackintosh expressed sat-

isfaction with the progress on

the building, which will house

approximately 180 freshmen next

year. This is the first unit in a

larger project to include five sim-

ilar residences.

Premier Frost recalled in his

address his own days at univer-

sity, and expressed a very per-

sonal interest in a residence pro-

gram which will improve the stu-

dent's life away from home. He
personally remembered how his

own student days were affected

by the aftermath of World War
I, and regretted "the void created

by a lack of association with uni

versity life and opportunities to

meet people."

The premier also noted the

rapid growth of school popula-

tions, and predicted that within

a few years over 1,000,000 stu-

dents, with a greater proportion

at university level, would be in

provincial schools. He commend-

ded the work of educators, and

gave assurance that the province

would continue to aid the univer-

sities as much as possible.

AMS president Iain Gow, re-

presenting the student body, pre-

sented Mr. Frost with a silver

trowel as a moniento of the oc-

casion.

Fauconnier

IRC Speaker

An address by Prof. R. L. Fau-

connier on the subject "What's

Right with France" will highlight

the year's second meeting of the

International Relations Club, Thurs-

day evening.

Professor Fauconnier's talk will

be followed by a question and dis-

cussion period. Those wishing to

take out formal membership in the

club will have an opportunity to

do so at the close of the meeting.

Extreme contrast and the re

cent rapid development of her

country was described by Mrs.

Vohan-Masih of India in an ad-

dress sponsored jointly by the

QCF and the SCM last Thurs-

day.

A teacher of civics and psychol-

ogy in her native country, Mrs.

Masih attempted to explain many
perplexing problems concerning

the country's traditions, its pre-

sent plans and policy, and its

future.

India is a country only half the

size of Canada, yet its population

is 20 times as great. India is

people, India is contrasts which

make it so diffcult for strangers

to understand it. It knows fabu-

lous riches and unspeakable pov-

erty.

In the field of learning, India

has produced her share of great

minds, yet 85 percent of the pop-

ulation is illiterate. Her cities are

large, booming metropolises, in

which education, arts, and sports

flourish. But 86 percent is made

up of groups of hovels called vil-

lages.

However, within the last few

years the country has undergone

tremendous development and ad-

vancement. Her independence

movement was begun to remedy

the overwhelming problems con-

fronting the people.

India's independence was won

without arms, and relations with

Britain remained cordial. The

new government soon instituted

female emancipation, and equality

of rights, regardless of color,

creed, or social position.

Politically, the system of gov-

ernment was made more demo-

cratic; economically, the country

was made more self-sufficient;

finally peace, justice and under-

standing between India's peoples

(See Mrs. Masih, Page 4)

Queen's halfback Ron Stewart knocks an incomplete pass from

the reach of a Western player during the Queen's-Western tilt Sat-

urday afternoon in which the Gaels emerged on the bright end of

an 18-11 score. (See story, page 2).

Varied Flying Club Programs

Offered To Queen's Students

by Vicki Borota

Journal Staff Writer

Students interested in flying

are offered the program of the

Kingston Flying Club.

The course consists of 30 hours

flying time and 10 hours of ground

school, during which time air-

External Affairs

Careers Offered

Career opportunities in the Cana-

dian Foreign Service are being of-

fered to young men and women

university graduates, or students in

their final year at university, by the

Department of External Affairs

through competitive examinations

conducted by the Civil Service Com-

mission.

Exam. This Month

A written e-\amination will be

held Nov. 20, at university centres

across Canada. The required quali-

fications for candidates are gradu-

ation from a university of recognized

standing (or in the case of final year

students, graduation within the cur-

rent academic year), at least 10

years residence in Canada, and age

below 31 years.

Application forms are available at

most Can.idian post offices, and al-

though they need not necessarily be

submitted before the examination,

they may be submitted to the Civil

Service Commission in Ottawa by

candidates uncertain of their eligi-

bility.

manship, navigation, meteorology

and air regulations will be taught

Air work is divided into 12 hours

dual and 18 hours solo flying.

Tuiton averages $240. On a pre-

paid basis of $50, ten percent will

be deducted from the fee.

Experience is not required for

the course, nor is there a mini

mum educational stipulation. Ap
plications should be made out to

the Flying Club board of direc-

tors.

The club which has seven air

craft, including the RAF reserve

plane, is a non-profit organiza^

tion. There are no strings attach-

ed to the services which are dir

ected at providing a pleasant hob-

by for those concerned, and

nucleus of trained pilots in the

event of a national emergency.

A government grant reduce;

the tuition by $100. |If a man

signs for the course and then he

joins the RCAF or the reserve

force, he is then eligible for an-

other $100 grant.

Women Accepted

Women are accepted into tlie

club as well as men, and at pre-

sent six are members. About 24

students are enrolled in the club,

including some who have com-

pleted training.

Once a license is obtained the

holder may fly a craft anywhere

in the continent. Aircraft may be

rented from the Department of

Transport or from the Flying

Club. While a craft is being used

(See Flying Club. Page 3)

Football Dance Admittance

Criticized As Too Expensive

Petitions are circulating the campus protesting the $2 charge

for football dances.

About 200 names were collected by Monday in support of the

complaint, Mike Newhouse of Meds '58 and Jake Fowler of

Science '55 have passed lists among students, and posted them

in the New Arts Building.

German Club
Features Hein

An expedition of Gennan geolog>'

students to the Italian Dolomites

was described to the German Club.

Wednesday night by Hans Hein,

Gennan exchange student at

Queen's.

The trips are organized by the

University of Tuebingen. and each

year a different region is visited.

Mr. Hein commented that loud-

speakers and too many churches

detracted from the expedition, and

made pure enjoyment of the scenery

impossible.

Each student is assigned a region

beforehand and must be prepared

to give a detailed description of its

rock formation and special features

to the other members. These de-

scriptions blared out incessantly, 12

hours a day. from a loudspeaker at

the front of the touring bus.

Mr. Hein's opinion of churches

could be expressed in the words,

"enough is enough". The group

would often visit as many as 12

churches a day to hear an explana-

tion of their structure and architec-

ture. "There is such a thing as a

saturation point." he said.

During the 14-day expedition the

group stayed in youth hostels, some

of which lacked the barest neces-

sities, let alone luxuries. The Ger-

man hostels on the whole were much

better and cheaper than the Italian.

Both German and Italian cus-

toms' officers were kind to the stu-

(See German Club, Page 4)

With the increase of $1 over

last year's admission fee, annoy-

ance filtered through the campus

after the Varsity and Western

week-ends.

The dances in Grant Hall and in

the gynmasium are sponsored by

the Alumni Association. The As-

sociation will receive the petitions

from students who are demanding

to know where their money is go-

ing.

Close to $1300 is collected from

about 650 couples who attend the

dances. It is claimed there is

no reason for the outrageous

price of admission because ex-

penses amount to less than a

quarter of the total amount taken

at the door.

The AMS has already expressed

its complaints in letters to the

Alumni Association.

Students are also protesting the

poor calibre of music at the

dances. It is alleged to be add-

ing insult to injury after the high

admission charge.

Profejsors Dine

AFBan^gh Hall

In a continued program to im-

prove student-faculty relations, pro-

fessors again dine at Ban Righ this

year.

\Vednesday evenings the Levana

society invites four professors and

16 students to meet for dinner and

a social hour afterwards. All stu-

dents are encouraged to join the

group in the smoking room follow-

ing the meal.

OTO BT WOKO

Former Principal Wallace, Premier Frost and principal Mack-

tosh discuss men's residence.
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GAELS ROPE WESTERN'S WILD HERD
Old Grads Too]

Are Now Wild
(Editors nole: Austin F. Cross, under

whose byline this article orisinally ap-

peared in the Ottawa Citizen, was bus-

intRS manaRcr of the Queen's Journal

in 1922 and 1923, The arlicle, excerpts

from which appear below, was written

after the Gaels liad beaten McGill,

We reprint it 'here in the hope tliat

it is still timely).

Still are a rapidly

of the Oldest

Existing

dwindling group

Living Graduates who can re-

member when Queen's gave

mighty McGill such a beating as

Queens gave the Red and White

last Saturday.

Years went by and we could

hardly hold our heads up. Some
seasons McGill would beat us

twice; rarely could we even split

with Varsity; as for Western, we
were their "cousins". But now
the worm has turned. We the

oldest living graduates have tar-

ried long enough to see that.

One victory does not make a

chnipionship. But try to tell any

Queen's man that. We're in!

Forgotten are all the bad years

into the oubliette we nudged yes-

teray's scores ; buried are those

Western atrocities
; evaporated

are the Varsity victories. Queen's

won.

There are Queen's people who
recall the Golden Age of Leadley

and Eatstone, MacKelvey and

Thomas; of Evans and Campbell.

Who knows; Maybe Schreider

and Stewart, Surphlis and Mellor

are new names to know. Could

be that James and Quinn are the

latter day gods; Cook and Whcr-
rett may be the fcllo\YS we watch

for in our 1954 reincarnation.

These are glorious days.

Queen's Are Not

Assured Of Spot

Most of the fans were of the

opinion after Saturday's triumph

that the Gaels were definitely as-

sured of a play-off spot. Unfor-

tunately this is not true. The rule

regarding play-of^s states tbaO

the team finishing in second place

must have beaten the first place

team at least once during the reg-

ular season. To attain a playoff

position, the Gaels must win one

of their remaining two games. In

case a final between Western and
Queen's is necessary, the game
will be played in Toronto. The
location of a Toronto-Queen's

final would have to be decided

upon by the respective Athletic

Boards of Control, Here's the

picture. You figure out the fi

standings

!

wHisne stops
(Continued from Page 1)

through the pop-eyed Western line. Kocnian very simply came

up with the greatest game we have ever seen him play. He played

his heart out; was so tired after the game that he could only mur-

mer "I feel just great now"; but was one of the big factors in our

win. It seemed a little incongruous that Al should be elected in

the third quarter by a grateful Wally Mellor to crash over for the

touchdown that sank the Western ship completely; incongruous

from the viewpoint that he was given a two yard ball-lugging job

to do, after he had been picking up ten, eleven, and twelve yards

for the Gaels all afternoon over the centre of the Western line.

And how can you leave out Ronnie Stewart and Gary Schreid-

er? Stewart has never, to our knowledge, turned in a poor per-

formance since the memorable day when he first donned a gold

uniform. He's been used this year on a full time basis at the right

halfback slot; and has played almost that much in the Gael tertiary

on defense. But hard work and plenty of it doesn't wear out Stew-

art: instead he kept ripping around and over the Western line,

and picked up two touchdowns in the process.

IT'S NOT A RIDDLE,
But it's no secret where the biggest share of the credit for

our backfields' ])erformance lay. It could have been personified

by the Gael linemen: the guys who spelled out the difference. When

the Tricolor came bouncing out onto the field in their bright new

red socks Saturday, the question was whether or not the line would

hold up. And the same question was in the air when they started

off the second half holding tenaciously to their one point lead. The

answer was short and simple: they did.

The retuTn of Gary Lewis (said Tindall later: "He's got it up-

stairs. There's just no substitute for experience") and Bob Mc-

Rae seemed to put fire and dash into our front wall. We were

grinding through in heart-warming fashion. Jack Cook and Lou

Bruce were slicing through at their end spots; Jay McMahan, who

hadn't played football for seven seasons before this one, blocked

and tackled like a demon; Jim Hughes slugged it out with the big-

gest men Metras could shove in there, and knocked them on their

pants in the bargain ; Pete Nicholson and Sherm Hood and Hank
Zuzek were even rougher and tougher than usual; Don Roy was

keeping step by opening up yawntpg holes. It was great to see

Bob McRae blasting Mustang hopes; good to see him busting

in on slingshot Getty: and better still to watch him shoving around

235 pound (stripped) Ted Roman, The big Mustang tackle warned

McRae to lay off after Bob had flattened him with a jarring shoul-

der in the face: so on the very next play, McRae repeated the treat-

ment and sent Roman sprawling again. That was the kind of toot-

bally that put us back on top of the heap. And it's the kind of

ball which will keep us there through the two weeks remaining in

the regular schedule.

And after you've talked about every other Gael, you have to

turn to Gary Lewis for separate treatment. The big blonde guy
pulled the Gaels up by their chinstraps; his towering height be-

hind our defensive line gave Don Getty nightmarish visions of

short passes being knocked down and nearly intercepted. He was
the cement block about which the line was built, and they were
well constructed for this one. When Gary limped off in the first

quarter, the Gael's hopes took a quick kick to the midsection : when
he returned and began throwing his weight (210 pounds) aroimd

with wild delight, the stage was set,

IS THERE A TITLE IN OUR FUTURE?
But let's do a fast retake. Because the Gaels, although they

seem to have been awarded a title by common consent of the pop-

ulace happily roaming the streets after we packaged the Mustangs,
have not yet been granted that

This Mustang appears to be petrified by the Golden Gaels" tactics in winning 18-11 Saturday afternoon He s

end Bob Tumlr of the Londoners, and he's just had Do i Getty's pass batted out of his arms by Gary Lews.

Thafs Al Kocman moving in to help.

by Mike Moffat

Journal Sports Writer

The Golden Gaels came
through to win their must game

with the Western Mustangs and

now rest safely atop the Intercol-

legiate loop. With their lS-11 tri-

umph, the Tricolor are reasonably

sure of a play-off berth come the

twentieth of November.

The big factor for the Gaels

was their defence, in which the

bigger Western line was shoved

Queen's
Western
Toronto
McGiU

JIM HUGHES
nnv strength al the tackle spot

and marched over for their second

big score. Western also got their

first major |on a fumble with

Queen's fumbling a Roman punt

at the fifteen. On the second

down Western scored when Hen-

derson took a pass and half later-

ailed, half-fumbled to Fracas who

ran the last five yards.

Each of the other touchdowns

came off s u s t a ijn e d drives.

Queen's took over on the Wes-

tern fifty-four when the [Mus-

tangs gambled on a third down

and failed. From there the Tri-

color marched for the TD on se-

ven successive ground plays. The

Western drive was an aerial at-

tack that started on their four and

rolled one hundred and six yards

with only twelve of those yards on

ground plays. In that march, the

Purple completed six of nine pas-

ses in breaking the great Gael

pass defence that had lasted over

the opening fifty minutes.

The game started off in a see-

saw battle which saw the Mus-

tangs gain only a single first

down in the first quarter. The

Gaels were in control and late in

the remaining five to paydirt. In

this period, Western completed

only five of fourteen passes while

having one intercepted. jFracas

had the convert blocked, and the

Gaels led 6-5 at the half.

In the third quarter. Western

started strong but a fumble mid-

v/ay through the period spelled

their doom. The Gaels picked it

up and made it good for a major

only four plays plays thereafter

as Stewart bulled the last three

yards for the five points, his se-

cond of the day. Gary Schreider

Remainins Gaines:

McGill at Queens.
Toronto at Western
Queen's at Toronto
Western at McGill.

LOU BRUCE
A blockbuster blocking kicks

status by the people who direct

the activities of the intercolleg- , , k»
-

» T o „ , was superb for three quarters, be
late loop. Larry Su livan, perhaps , ^ r- n i j 4.1.^

, r fore Getty fmally solved it in the
more than anyone else at the - r-r^

moment, holds the key. When he
'^^^ ^'^^ -'""«^'

"
"^7-

brings his McGill Redmen here
utes too late) Early m the fourth

Saturday, he will be holding the
'^"""^ Mustangs had corn-

Gaels fortunes in the palm of his P'^*^'^ °^ twenty-fwe

hand. Unless you retired to P^^^ attempts, with one Gael m-

British Columbia for the first part
terception,

of the season, you know that the The Gold showed great alert-

Redmen have not yet managed ness in turning Western fumbles

to win their first game of the
|
into a pair of majors. Schreider

current schedule. And the Gaels

know it as well as anyone else,

but it would be the tragedy of

the half Century if the Gaels were

Yardstick Story
Q W

Yds. rushing — 253-121

Yds. passing —
Net Gains
Passing:

Attempts -

11

264

CompleUons
Intercepted by ....

Yds. Punting
Av. Punt
Fumbles
Opp. fumb. rec. —

—

Penalties

First Downs ._. _

41.1 34.5

1 3

3 1

SO 5

16 18

the period Gary Scheider recov-

around by the Tricolor front wall,
|
ered a Delahey fumble on the

and the pass defence (whicl
j
eighteen. Stewart ran for seven

Kocman barged for two and then

one yard and Queen's had a first

down. On the next play Ron Ste-

wart went over standing up to

put the Gaels in front 5-0. Schei-

der booted a perfect convert to

make it six for the home team.

The second quarter belonged

to the Mustangs, but the strong

Gael line kept them fairly well

igain converted and it was 12-5.

Western took the kickoff and

marched to their fifty-four. With

one yard to go, they gambled but

were penalized for having too

many men on the field and

Queen's took over. The pony

backficld rolled as two plays each

by Schreider, Stewart and Al

nioved the ball to the Western 3,

(See Mustanged Roped, page 3)

(Continued on Page 3)

fell on one on the Mustangs eigh-

teen to set up the first Gael TD,

and from a pileup on the Western

twenty in the
|
third quarter.

Queen's came up with the ball

under control until a fumble on

the third last play of the half set

the invaders on the Gael fifteen.

Getty tossed to Henderson, who

flipped the ball out to Fracas as

lie was tackled, and Gino went

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

S6Vz PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

g.OO a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.i

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

town and country

Th
Th
th

After Q Dote

Drop in ond have

A "delicatessen speciolty"

restaurants
After lectures

come in and try

a "sizzling steak"

It

20

4

Princess St. at Clergy

Kingston, Ontario.

TWO LOCATIONS
Highwoy No, 2

Cataroqui, Ont.
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SieNPCST MUSTANGS ROPED

Queen's Christian Fellowship.

Chapel Service in Morgan Memorial Chapel every Wednes-
day noon from 1 - 1 :30 p.m. Speaker this week will be Dr. Cragg.

Everybody welcome.

[nternational Relations Club.

The International Relations Club will meet at 8.00 p.m. on

Thursday, Nov. 4, in Committee Room 2 of the Students' Union.

The guest speaker will be Prof. R. L. Fauconnicr. who will talk on
the subject: "What's Right With France". All welcome.

French Club Meeting.

In Ban Righ Common Room, at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov

3, a student who spent last year in France will show slides on

Paris and otlier places he visited, and will speak informally of the

highlights of his visit. There will also be a brief business meeting,

music, and refreshments. Everyone welcome.

Department of Biology Lectures.

The Departmc[it of Biologj' announce.'? three lectures on the

"Physiology and Biochemistry of Algae" by Dr. R. A, Lewin, Mar-

itime Regional Laboratory, Halifax. These will be given in Room
204. Old Arts Building, on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 4 and 5, at

4:30 p.m., and on Saturday, Nov. 6, at 10 a.m. Everybody welcome

Triumph Over Time.

The Classics Club is presenting "Triumpli Over Time",

popular film on Archaelogy, in the McLaughlin Room of the Union

on Monday, Nov. S, at 4:45 p.m. Admission 15 cents.

Commerce Club.

There will be a meeting of the Commerce Club Nov. 2 at 8

]j.m. in the McLaugiilin Room of the Students' Union. C. P. Mon
teith, retired vice-president of the Aluminium Company of Canada

will be guest speaker.

Kingston Flying Club
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continuetd from Page 2)

rom which place Kocman barged

over for a wcU-deserved major.

Schreidcr kicked his third con-

secutive convert and the Gaels

led 18-5.

In the last quarter, Getty and

Girvin began to fill the air with

pigskin as Western tried no less

than seventeen passes and com-

pleted nine of them. The Tricol-

or had the ball on the Western
twenty-five and drove to a first

down on the seven. They were

stopped by the visitors, and from

then on the game was featured by
the Mustang's pass attack. |To

cap a drive from the Western

four Getty faded to pass, couldn't

find a receiver and so ran the ball

for the major. Fracas converted

to end the scoring, Queen's 18 —
Western 11.

For the losers the outstanding

men were Fracas, Getty, Girvin,

Desborough and Crcighton. The

Western line was not up to par as

it was charged by an outstanding

Queen's front wall. The Mustangs

missed the power-running of Sim-

mons who caused much grief one

week ago.

In the winning effort, the line

play was the major factor. Seem-

ingly inspired by the return of

Gary Lewis and Bob McRae, both

of whom turned in fine perform-

ances, the forwards were great.

On defence, Lou Bruce seemed

the best man on the field mak-

ing a large share of the tackles,

and partially blocking a punt.

Other top efforts were given by

big "Tiny McMahan, Hank Zu-

zek, Jim Hughes, Pete Nicholson

and Sherm Hood.

The pony backfield was going

well, with Al Kocman turning in

a tremendous game in the full-

back slot picking up over ninety

yards and one touchdown. Ron

Stewart turned in |another line

performance and scored the first

two TD's for Queen's. Gary

Schreider, the third pony, played

a top performance and also added

three points to his scoring total

with his converts.

In The Lemonlite

Helen Heslop won the intramural

tennis championship by defeating

Jane VonZubcn 6-1, 6-4.

Intramural basketball practises

will be held every Monday, Wed-

nesday, and Friday from 4.30 to

5.30.

The tournament will take place the

week of Nov. 8. All those interested

are urged to turn out. Get your 3

practises in.

Intramural volleyball will be held

every Tuesday and Thursday from

4.30 to 5,30. Intramural tournament

I

will take place after Christmas.

WHISTLB STOPS
to trip and fall over the ta|)e at the finish line, on the threshhold

of a playoff spot and a chance for our first title since 1937. We'd

hate to think that the fiasco in Western just one short week ago

resulted froiTi the Gaels playing too much attention to the rave

notices that flooded the country after their win over the Varsity

Blues. Jack Cook, the hard-driving Gael captain, said Saturday

that the Gaels were just plain "down" for their London encounter.

You couldn't question the fact that he was right. But you could

utter a silent prayer that the situation wouldn't be repeated next

weekend. The McGillians, if they want to be the league spoilers

never had a better chance.

the pilot is charged only for fly-

ing time; this proves to be a very

inexpensive way of travelling.

Chief instructor at the airport,

situated near Collins Bay. is Doug
Wagner, Mr. Wagner served as

instructor with the RAF in Eng-

land and during the war spent

two years in Canada with the scv'

vices. His assistant. Miss Felicity

Bennett, [received her commer-

cial instructor's license in 1952.

Incorporated in 1928, the Fly-

ing Club orignally was an ele-

mentary flying school in Oshawa.

In 1946 it received its charter as

the Kingston Flying Club, and

membership in the Royal Cana-

liian Association of Flying Clubs.

All aircraft are equipped with

a two-way radio. Insurance is

also placed on the planes, and the

only Habilty a person can suffer

results from a breach of air regu-

lations. The insurance runs at $3

per thousand.

I

Social Activity

A] iirt from the flying the club

o "fcrs social activities. Flying

coinpf iitions are held evcrj' year

to add interest to the program.

An urigual member of the club

is Gordon MacGregor, president

of Trans-Canada Airlines.

The flying training empha^i

safety as well as skill, so that a

person completing the course

a vompctent pilot who has bci

trained well.

illlfllljIQIiSE
NOW PLAYING

• THE BIG HEAT (Adult) Glenn Ford, Gloria Grahamc

• RETURN TO PARADISE (Tech) (Adult) Gary Cooper

THUR. - FRI. - SAT.

'SECURITY RISK" "JUNGLE GENTS"
(First Run)

(First Run) Leo Gorcey Hunti Hall and
|

JolU! Ireland Dorothy Malonc The Bowery Boys

BACK AGAIN — NOTE NEW LOCATION

PICiCWICK

MONTREAL STREET

BAGOT STREET

1^

The Rcdmen soon you'll be playing in town.

And the fans will be coming from miles around,

So drink lots of "Wilmots Milk" every day.

And durine the battle you'll hear the fans say.

•'It's a wonder those Redtncn are even ahve,_

Just look at the way those Golden Gaels dnvs,

FOR EXTRA NOURISHMENT
INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS SWEET CAPS

TROiy MIID

Seniors and Graduates
FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS

are required for the

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS

A career in diplomatic, consular, information and administrative

work is available to Graduates and Seniors (appointment followinR

graduation), who are below 31 years of age and who have resided in

Canada for at least 10 years. This is a career opportunity, with good

salary, good promotion opportunities, interestinK work, pension plan,

hospital and medical plan.

A written examination will be held on Soturday, NOVEMBER
20, 1954, ot

OfficB of Extension Department,

Richardson Hall,

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario,

Complete details may be obtained at your Umversity Placement

Office Of from the Civil Service Commission. Ottawa. Look tor the

Poster on your bulletin board.

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

This hairdo was made withl^citU

... the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent is

made lo give you lovelier,

softer ciu U . . . the kind you

need for today's casual hair-

dos like die "Skylark" pic-

tured above. A Bobbi wave is

never tight, never frizzy.

Right jfter using Bobbi your

hair will have the beauty, ihe

body, the soft, lovely look ot

naturally wavy hair. And it

will Stay that way for weeks

and weeks!

Giving yourself a Bobbi is

easier, quicker than you ever

dreamed possible. You just

put your hair in pin curls

and apply Bobbi Creme Oil

l.oiion. .-\ little later, rin^e

with water, lei dry, brush out

-a'ld that's all! No clumsy

curlers to use. No help

needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in fashion - if you can make
a simple pin curl — you'll

love Bobbi! $1.75

Just pin-curl as usual. Apply Bobbi. rinse -15 minutes later.

When hair is dry, simply brush out. No netiirali/cr needed.

No curlers, no re-setting- So easy, you do it yourself.
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GERMAN^CLUB

(Continuet! from Page 1)

.leiits, probably realizing that they

(lid not Iiave much money to squan-

der.

Wine is cheap in Italy, Mr. Hein

said. Students could drink five

litres of one certain wine a day and

have no hang-over.

On one of the narrow Alpine

passes everyone iiad to get out be

for the bus could get around the

Mr. Hein was disappointed witli

Venice, which he expected to be

more colorful than it was.

MRSJIASIH

(Continued from Page 1)

was brong:ht about.

In the first three years of the

five-year plan, internal develop-

ments and industrialization have

progressed greatly, food is un-

rationed, primary education has

been made compulsory, millons

have been moved into solid hou-

ses and clothing has been distri-

buted to the people. The Christ-

ian church has begun to grow,

and spread its influence through

central India, and evangelical

work is carried on, especially in

the small villages.

Student Interest In NFCU

S

Urged By Executive Member

By Lloyd Carlsen

Chairman of External Affairs

Two weeks ago, I represented

VOU, on behalf of the AMS, at

the annual conference of the Na-

tional Federation of Canadian

University Students. 1 was ini-

prcssed with the enthusiasm dis-

played by delegations from 23

universities in Canada, all of

whom had the same ultimate goal

—the advancement and better-

ment of university students

throughout our great country.

There was much concern about

the strength of our organization

on each campus. It was agreed

that the strength of NFCUS
does nut conic solely from the

NFCUS campus executives, but

from the active voices of student

governments and from each indi

vidual student. As Queen'smen,

we arc all members. In order that

our organization be solidified and

strengthened we should know a

few of tlie basic fundamentals

about its structure and function.

I elect to give a few here.

Its structure is of the typical

pyramidical form. A full-time na-

tional president ; four regional

vice-presidents (the west, Ontario

Quebec and the Maritimes) ;
the

campi NFCUS executives; the

student governments; and then

the mass from whence cometh

the strength — we, the students.

Proposals from v<nrious campi

are first discussed at the regional

conferences and then at the an

nual conference. If a proposal,

such as Queen's proposal for

higher income tax exemptions

for students, is passed at the an-

nual conference, a delegation

with prior lobbying presents it

to the federal government. Re-

What's news of fnco?

E"^ISi|ftp|||f|
piiiiwIillllU

RADE MARK

•Tie Romaact o] Nkitl", a 72-page too*, Jullj illuilraltd,

will 6i sent O" rcguett lo anyone intereiltd.

OU have seen concrete pouring down a

trough from a mixer. Can you imagine this heavy,

wet mixture being carried by a blast of air through

a 6.inch steel pipe— blown up more than 200 feet,

blown around corners, along the level or straight

down for 1600 feet.

When Inco engineers decided that there would be

advantages in using concrete instead of wood as

supports in many parts of the Creigbton mine they

had to find a way to transport the wel concrete

from the mixer lo the working locations.

A continuous blast of air from the mine'.s high

pressure system is used to carry hundreds of tons of

concrete through the intricate mine workings. With

new methods such as this, Inco is continually improv-

ing the efTiciency of its mining operations.

THE International ^ickel CO^^
OF CANADA, LIMITED . 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

duced railway fares for students

at Christmas and Easter holidays

were procured in this way; ex-

cept in this instance the railway

company was approached, and

not tiie government.

The efforts sometimes meet

with success and sometimes with

failure. For three years NFCUS

has been fighting for the govern-

ment scholarships and btirsarics

which were recommended by the

Massey Commission. At first the

political mintls in Ottawa woudn't

even hear the delegation; now

they are weighing the problem

freely; in the not too distant fu-

ture Ottawa will allocate these

scholarships and bursaaics.

Why the change of attitude?

It is because more students across

Canada know about the Massey

recommendations and more stu-

dents are expressing a vocal de-

light in their favor.

NFCUS has achieved much in

thc culture and economic fields

of the university student. But

what is of greater inviting inter-

est in the fact that we have far

more to gain in the future. The

battle has just begun.

We have in NFCUS a heavy

potential power; namely a voice

of 43,000 young minds from

across the country. We cannot

allow this power to die, nor wea-

ken. We must fortify our front

line by solidifying an^J streng-

thening the foundation upon

which it stands.

We can accomplish this to a

favorable extent by reading about

NFCUS when we notice materia!

on it in the newspapers, and by

discussing the problems, rather

than glancing over it on the er-

roneous assumption that the is-

sues do not concern us directly.

This will do much more than is

superficially realized.

Classified Ads
LOST

Lady's CCM bicycle — cream

colored with maroon stripes—lost

from Ban Righ. Kingston licence

number is 3984. If anyone knows

the whereabouts, please contact

Katharine Appleby at 9484,

Brown Esterbrook pen between

.^rts Building and Ban Righ. Finder

please contact Marion Campbell at

Ban Righ.

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Same Day On
Shirt Laundering

OPEN 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

iS 3liliiVa t-lE
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Roundaboist

And wily can't we have frater-

nities on this campus ? Many
times I have asked this question

and have only gotten vague an-

swers of "discrimination", "snob-

bishness", and "we're all one big

happy family this way". The hell

wc are!

The only attempt at establish-

ing a fraternity here was in the

early thirties by a group of medi-

cal students. It provoked the fa-

mous row which led to the su-

s[)ension of all fraternity mem-
bers by the AMS, inchiding five

players on the senior football

squad. Amidst all the smoke and

noise one point was entirely over-

looked. Nobody ever gave the

fraternity idea a fair trial.

In this day and age the main

principle of fraternity life is to

ensure that everyone — EVERY
ONE, mind you,—has a chance

to live in a well run, comfortable

house among a cross-section of

other students in the university,

The old prejudices against the

fraternity which arose chiefly

from the idiocies of the Twenties

are as passe as bathtub gin.

I ask you to look at those big

old houses going to waste along

tlic streets near this University.

All of them would make grand

fraternity houses. With literal-

ly dozens of international frater-

nities existing today, it would

be no problem for several of

them to come in and buy up

these houses, renovate them and

establish better housing for male

students than we have ever had

in this town. No longer would we
be livng in cold water broom
closets, $6, no breakfast.

Snobbishness? Not at all. It is

-a question or survival here on the

most comfortable level possible

Look at all the trouble this uni-

versity has had in getting resi-

dences built for men. After all

the |fanfare and Leslie Frosts,

there will still be livng quarters

for only 180 students on comple-

tion of this buildng project. Must
we wait for another mild finan-

cial rennaisance before the other

students are adequately housed.

"But it costs too much to live

in fraternities. They're for rich

people 1" is the old cry. Rubbish.

As a random sample I checked

on the costs of a typical fratern-

ity not far from here. The house

cost 40,000 dollars and was pur-

chased after the war by a fratern-

ity with headquarters in New
York. In appearance it is very like

some of these rambling old places

a|r o u n d McDonald Park. The
house members pay eighty dol

lars per month to live here. For

this money they are provided

with comfortable sleeping accom-

odation, separate study rooms,

common rooms, and food the

likes of which the Union will

never equal.

Files of old exams and various

reports are available in a well-

stocked library along with all

major periodical and newspapers.

In the bargain, the members have

plenty of room for week-end par-

ties and planned entertainment

of all sorts which is provided for

by the house fund.

I wonder how many of us get

by on less tlian eighty bucks a

month after a typical thirty day

period in Kingston. And if so,

it anything like the comfort

which the fraternity boys enjoy?

One of the biggest beefs put up

by the anti-fraternity people at

the time of the brawl in 1933 was

that one couldn't belong to a fra-

ternity and be loyal to Queen's

and the AMS at the same time.

Why not? What in heaven's name

has living comfortably got to do

with loyally to Queen's. As far

as I can see the main objection

was that old song one hears con-

stantly of "It's never been done

here before, therefore it must be

a bad thing".

I just wish the members of the

University Senate had to live and

work for seven months in some

of these fiophonses listed with

llie housing office. Maybe then

they would at)point a commission

to study the idea. I can personally

see nothing but good in the in-

auguration of the fraternity sys-

tem here at Queen's. It would

certainly add a great deal to col-

lege life at this university.

^0

'I'm for the team in red and white. I hear they're strictly

for US!"

World Enough and Time -

THtS IS H£WMAN W£iK

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

fiS'/z Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

By D. K.

Once there lived, side by side in an old phrase in a very old

poem, two very important figures. One of these was a bustling,

energetic figure known to his friends and associates as a man with

his ear cocked for the tap of opportunity — they called him W. E.

as befits a busy tycoon though, of course, his real name was World

Enough. A man who could always tell you the time to the min-

ute, when the iron was hot enough to strike, and strike for him-

self in a variety of enterprises, be it civil defence or a Monster Bingo

or a Uranium deal. At least, that's the way he was described by

his fellow boosters when he was elected president of the chapter.

Now, as I said, there are two people in my story and the other

is probably the most familiar to you; his name is Time and he was

thoroughly liked and much sought after, though he lived quietly

and was somewhat elusive compared to his neighbour.

Time could be found quite often in his garden or sitting idly

watching TV of an evening in a pub with his good friend Tide.

An odd pair of neighbours you may say. but they were created

by the same mind to live in that old phrase for a good purpose.

Actually they didn't have too much to do with each other though

W.E often used to remark to his girl Friday that he wished he

could get Time to take over some of his deals and enterprises, or

how well Time could handle a certain troublesome client. And

Time on his part, would often envy the opportunities of a man in

World Enough's position.

Then one day Time, mindful of his duty as a neighbour and

friend, and perhaps also because his wife (nee Ambition) prompted

him, sauntered down town to the big Building that housed World

Enough Enterprise Inc. Ltd.

Time was somewhat confused by the hum of transactions and

progressive thought even when he found himself in the somewhat

quieter atmosphere of W.E.'s girl Friday. But he did manage to

ask, somewhat apologetically, to see the boss himself.

"Have you an appointment?"

"No".

"What name shall I say?"

"Oh, just tell him it's one of his neighbours," said Time, a trifle

l)layful!y perhaps ; but this message was precisely what the stolid

voung thing relayed to the panelled inner sanctum.

It had been a particularly trying day there and the reply was

nothing new to the jaded ears of the stolid young thing.

"Ah, if I only had Time here now he could handle such business.

Ask him if he can wait and I'll try to work him in later on this af-

ternoon.

Time eased himself out of the comfortable leather chair until

he had heard the reply to his request for an audience and grac-

iously smiled as he accepted the delay.

Later, as the 5 o'clock whistle ended the day, he stood up and

stretched and said, "You know, just watching you work so hard

wears me out."

The stolid young thing apologized for taking his afternoon

but actually her chief didn't have a spare minute on his busy

schedule and perhaps if he would like to drop in tomorrow . . .
?

There was a great though not polite yawn from her visitor as

he ambled to the door. "Perhaps I will." he smiled, "if I'm not

spent by then.

On the campus of Queen's as on

practically all the University and

College campusses throughout the

world, there is an association of

Catholic students organized to bring

together on the social, intellectual

and spiritual planes all Catholic

students.

At Queen's this organization is

the Newman Club. It is a member

nf the National Federation of New-

man Clubs, which is in turn a mem-

ber of Pax Romana, an organization

with representatives from eighty

different countries devoted to fur-

thering the welfare of the Catholic

University student.

The Newman Club is named in

honour of Cardinal Newman who

devoted his life to the welfare of

students.

At Queen's our Newman Qub

consists of students from all facul-

advantages of their Newman Club,

There will be a membership drive

which will be climaxed by a special

Newman Nite this Sunday, featur-

ing a program put on by the nurses

from Hotel Dieu.

ties and years, student nurses from

Hotel Dieu Hospital, and cadets

from R.M.C. The enrollment last

year was over two hundred, and this

year the objective is over three

hundred.

The program consists of New-

man Nites, Benediction every

other week, Mass and Commu-
nion breakfasts every month and

intellectual discussions on such

topics as labor relations and mar-

riage preparation on alternate

nights to our Newman Nites.
|

Tiii? week is Newman Week
which will be devoted to the educa-

tion of students in the functions and

Journal Prize

Tin- Journal is offering

prizes of $25. $15 and $10 for

lltc three best poems, essays

or short stories sitbmitted by

1st Dec. Entries should be

typed and addressed to the Lit-

crarv Editor, c/o Queen's Post

Office. Poems should not be

more (ban 50 lines, essays and

stories not more than 1500

words. Winniiig entries zvill

be printed in the Journal.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS

Velvet Ice Creom Duncan Hines Ice Cream

GET YOUR

— Convoy Coat
NOW

Fashion Craft Shops Limited

103 PRINCESS STREET

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

UNIVERSITY TOURS^LTD.

STUDENT TOURS
TO

EUROPE
Limited to students between the ages of 19 and 26

Under the personal guidance of o well-known

University Professor

Tour No. 1 81 days $1,270.00

England, Scotland. Holland, Belgium. Germany,

Switzerland, Austria, Italy, France

SAILS JUNE 1st

Tour No. 2 74 days $1,135.00

England, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland,

Austria, Italy, France

SAILS JUNE 8th

Both Tours soil on the well-known Cunord Line

See your Travel Agent or Write, Coll or

Telephone for illustrated descriptive folder

UNIVERSITY TOURS LTD.
Toronto, Ontario

2 College Street

(Kenneth B. Conn, Presidentl
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Two Dollars Too High

Two dollars is too much. After charging an admission of $1

for several years past, the Alumni Association has doubled the price

of its football dances. Although hundreds of students and alumni

attended the dances after the Toronto and Western games, more

and more of them have come to the conclusion that the charge

is exorbitant. A group of students are collecting names for a peti-

tion in protest to be presented to the sponsors of the dances.

A bit of crude arithmetic is enough to indicate that $2 is more

than the association need charge. If only 500 ^^^P'^^^^^^"^^;^'

dances in the Gym and Grant Hall, the sponsors gross $1,000. When

-not more than $400 is deducted for rental and the cost of the bands,

the alumni are $600 in the black. Six hundred dollars is a con-

servative estimate since there are often more than 500 couples n,

attendance. It has been argued that the alumni pour all their

profits back into the university. This is undoubtedly true, but it

hardly seems fair to force students to contribute to the fund when

all of them have already paid the Treasurer $300 or more. The

suggestion that students don't have to attend the dances does not

hold water. Kingston cannot be described as a bright town -

they had anywhere else to go they probably would.

The Alma Mater Society has already registered a protest. The

petition should make it doubly clear that the students have a case.

Anyone who is at all interested in saving $1 — or at least seeing

that someone else saves it — should sign the lists being circulated

in Medicine and Science and posted in the New Arts Building.

On Kissing Goodnight

A columnist in The Globe and Mail has recently written a

scathing condemnation of the practice of kissing goodnight on

resident porches. Her description is somewhat lurid, though not

inaccurate: "1 found half a dozen student couples clustered around

the entrance, clearly visible in its light. They were standing in

close embraces, their bodies pressed together, their lips glued to-

gether. Each couple was conscious of the others, but none looked

up from that hungry embrace." She seems to suspect that an ill-

egitimate child will be born to almost every one of the couples she

saw. If not that, at least several criminal sexual assaults will result.

Fortunately the situation is not quite as gloomy as the lady

suggests. To suppose that kissing goodnight on the front porch is

a sign of gross immorality is to go barking up the wrong tree.

One is tempted to ask what couples did when she was young. The

chances are that they necked under much more clandestine circum-

stances than on the public thoroughfare. If the writer's worst

fears were justified. Queen's would be a minor den of iniquity.

That it is not probably means that students in general have great-

er self-control and a higher moral standard than she gives them

credit for, Better students should kiss one another on the veranda

than they should find some more secluded place where things might

get out of hand.

The Globe and Mail column does suggest one problem which

appears almost insoluble. How can anyone at this university secure

even the minimum of privacy? There is almost no place for two

people — male or female or both — to go and talk without some-

one saying, "May I join you?" The assumption seems to be, and

it may be justified in some cases, that there is only one reason why

a man and a woman want to be alone together. To those whose

minds may occasionally tend in other directions this situation works

a considerable hardship. But, until the rate of illegitimacy de-

clines to zero, there doesn't seem to be much anyone can do about it.

Letters To The Editor

Put Sincerity To Test

Editor, Journal:

I would like to congratulate our

Alma Mater Society for trying to

persuade the NFCUS to join the

Internationa! Union of Students.

Many people seem to think that to

join this Communist-led organiza-

tion is to play into the hands of the

Communists. They argue that we

would in effect be sponsoring Com-

munist propaganda. They seem to

forget that the ideas of the West

are at least as good as those of the

Communists. Instead, they infer

that Communist ideas are so much

better than ours that we do not

dare debate with them. Have we so

little faith in our democratic wa\

of life that we are afraid to speak

in its defense? If the NFCUS were

to join the lUS it would liave a

marvellous opportunity to tell the

oeople of Eastern Europe about our

superior way of life. The NFCUS

can put the sincerity of the Com-

munists' offer to the test next year

by reversing its present stand and

applying for membership in lUS.

At the worst, if the Communists do

not like us in lUS they can leave it.

But there is also the hope that both

sides may develop the understand-

ing of one another which is the only

basis for a lasting peace.

John Cartwright,

Arts '58

Editor, Journal:

During the last few weeks the

'letters to the editor" in this paper

have been unusually trite and chil-

dish.
. „

In Britain "letters to the editor

ha\'e gained a reputation for expres-

sing some of the most valuable com-

ment and criticism in that country.

Surely the Journal should strive to

make its "letters to the editor" col

Trite and Childish

' umn a more important and valuable

Financing University Students

by Carl Hamilton state of affairs are not easy to as-

sess, but one major reason is oh-

The prohlem of financing univer-
jj. jg sjn^piy that the vast ma-

sity studies is one that has a per

Poor Football Seats

sonal meaning for most of us. Each

of us who has been at university for

more than one or two years has felt

the pinch of paying out a higher

proportion of our yearly allotment

in tuition fees. A brief glance at the

figures concerning university finance

tells us why tuition fees have in-

creased.

Ten years ago the percentage of

university income in Canada which

came from endowments was twice

what it is today. During the same

ten year period, grants from provin-

cial governments, as a percentage

of university income, have fallen

from 40fo to about 30^0. As a conse-

quence, during the last decade, stu-

dents' fees as a proportion of uni-

versity income have jumped from

one-third to one-half. Despite the

students' increased contribution the

average amount of money spent

on each student has declined by

nearly 20%.

part of the paper.

The editors should use much

more selectivity in choosing the let-

ters they publish. The editors should

not resort to publishing the letters

of the maladjusted, the juvenile, the

sensation loving, or the bitter mem-

bers of the student body.

R. W. (subscriber)

A letter printed elsewhere on this page points out that the

Athletic Board of Control would have a much easier job preventing

students from taking seats in the ticket holders' section if the stu-

dent section were not so crowded and poorly situated. This is

certainly true. The student section has been overcrowded at all

games this year and one can hardly blame students for seeking

seats elsewhere- In addition the student stands are made up of

the most poorly situated seats in the stadium. It is virtually im-

possible to see the game when the play is taking place in the north-

east corner of the field. Down at the other end the sun's glare

makes things just about as difficult. Add to this the openness to

the wind and the craning of the neck and it is no wonder students

seek a more suitable seat.

Students might be expected to put up with all this if it did

not appear to many of them that the three football games of the

season form the major part of the return for their $15.00 contri-

bution to athletics. Since many students take no active part in

other sports activities the charge to them per game is in effect a

good deal higher than that paid by the ticket holders.

It is true that the system of selling student tickets in a block at

the beginning of the year is a good one. This plan prevents the

mad rush for tickets which occurs at universities where students

buy their tickets separately at the beginning of each game or series.

But the system is hardly just when it gives the team's best sup

porters the worst seats.

In view of this situation it would seem that the A.B. of C,

could make its task easier by investigating the possiblity of enlarg-

ing the student section and shifting at least a portion of it closer

to the centre of the field.

Three Figures

These figures tell us only part of

the story. They tell us how much

more difficult it has become for the

student who is attending university,

But they don't tell us how recent

developments may have prevented

a good many young people from

reaching university in the first place.

No data is available for purposes of

comparison but the Massey Com-
mission expressed its concern over

the apparent decrease in the pro-

portion of students coming from

rural areas. There can be little doubt

that the proportion coming from

poorer families and poorer regions

has decreased as well.

Development

These developments arc most

alarming in a nation which boasts

of its ever-increasing productivity

and wealth. The trend indicates that

in our educational facilities we are

failing to keep up with our material

progress. And, what is even worse,

we are tending away from, rather

than toward, a greater equality of

opportunity in higher education.

The various reasons for this sad

jority of our university students

must depend entirely on their own

or their family's resources for fi-

nancing their studies. The propor-

tion of university students in Can-

ada \vho receive assistance in the

way of scholarships is among the

lowest in the Western world. While

other nations, such as Britain and

Australia, evolved post-war plans to

raise the proportion to one-half or

three quarters, ours is still not much

higher than the it was in 1938.

Kesponsibility

A good part of the responsibility

for action in the scholarship field

must lie with the federal govern-

ment. It is the only government in

Canada which has the power and

the resources to meet requirements

across the nation and to balance

up the dual considerations of ability

and need. Good starts have been

made through grants and scholar-

ships provided by the National Re-

search Council, and the Vocational

Training Plan. Provisions for under-

graduates in the general arts and

science fields are conspicuously ab-

sent under these schemes. It is this

obvious need which can only be

met by a broad system of scholar-

ships and bursaries for undergrad-

uates such as recommended to the

federal government by the Massey

Commission.

Editor, Journal

:

We regret that Queen's students

elected to conduct themselves in

such a manner as they did at the

recent Arts' Soph-Frosh court.

"The object of the Freshman

Sophomore court shall be the pro-

motion of gentlemanly conformity

to the laws and customs of the Arts

Society by all Freshmen." Such a

statement is made in Section 5 of

the constitution of the Freshman-

Sophomore court. Perhaps our defi-

nition of the word "gentlemanly" is

Misconduct at Court

outmoded ; or it may be the custom

of the Arts Society to promote

vulgar, ungentlemaniy charges and

defences.

It certainly does not speak very

highly of us, as students to waste

a whole evening in such an endea-

vor.

R. G. NichoUs, Arts '5S

K. Purdon, Arts '58

K. Mellow, Arts '58

Eric Grundy, Arts '58

T. Whyte, Arts '58

Provinces

Provincial governments could also

do a good deal more, particularily

in the field of loans. Some provin-

cial governments have established

funds from which interest-free loans

are granted to needy students. Such

loans are repayable to the fund

during the two to five year period

following graduation and are then

available for loan to new .students.

The relatively small cost of financ-

ing and administering such a

scheme should not debar any pro-

vincial government from taking

action.

Measures along these lines by

federal and provincial governments

would halt the trend which denies

the democratic idea of equality of

opportunity and threatens our fu-

ture social development.

Not the Place

Editor, Journal:

There is a time and a place for

all things. It is most certainly not

the place of the Journal to poke fun

at the sacred rites of the Levana

Candle Lighting Ceremony by such

a caption as "Levanites Get Lit"

appearing under a picture of this

event of the front page of the Tues-

day issue of the Journal. Surely we

have the right to expect respect for

such an occasion as that when the

new women members of Queen's

make their vows to uphold the good

name and traditions of the women of

Queen's.

Furthermore, to add insult to

injury, the Levana Candle Lighting

Ceremony was not even given cov-

erage on other pages of the paper.

I think it is time to take stock of

our values when such things are

allowed to pass uncensored!

A Disgusted Levanite

Decidedly UnFair

Editor, Journal

:

I agree with the AB of C that

the rights of a reserve ticket holder

should be protected. In this connec-

tion the AB of C seems to be con-

cerned with keeping the students in

their own section and suggests the

use of police for the job. I think it

would be more to the point if they

looked into the reasons why the

students don't stay in their own sec-

tion.

One reason is that the student

section is not large enough coupled

with the fact that a good view of

the game cannot be obtained from

a considerable part of it.

I think this situation is decidedly

unfair to the students who help

sponsor the team through their ath-

letic fees and al-so contribute towards

the maintenance of the stadium.

Hugh Evans, Sc. '55

He's Dead

Editor, Journal:

Re your interesting article "Amer-

ica Goes to the Polls" — it would

be rather difficult for Senator Mc-

Carran to replace Senator Jenner

in the chairmanship of the Govern-

ment Operations Committee. Sen-

ator McCarran has been dead for

three weeks.

Kristian

Arts '56

Ed. Note: Whoops!
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THIS IS OUR DEAN

Dean Ellis

Some fifty 3-ears ago, in 1903.

a freshman entered Queen's Uni-

versity as an liononr mathematics

student. This IS year old student

was Douglas S. Elhs whose fath-

er had been principal of Kingston

Collegiate Institute ever since the

family had moved from Cobourg

in 1893. Kingston was a small

university town with unpaved

streets full of carriages and carts

even an electric trolley sj'stem,

but sidewalks for those who pre-

ferred walking. He probably won-

dered what the sophomores had

in store for him that fall, not re-

alizing that many years in the

future he, as Dean of the Faculty

of Science, would be saving fresh-

men from more embarassing in-

itiations they might have been

subjected to. University life was
not dull in those days and no one

need think that college shannan-

igans were absent or even less

rough. The Dean will remem-
ber the constant feuds between

traditional campus rivals for con-

trol of the AMS, Science and

Meds against Arts. Nor will the

Kingston police (all six of them)
of 1906 forget the student on-

slaught on the Grand Theatre, at-

tempting to disrupt the Saturday

night stage show, but having to

satisfy themselves with lesser ac-

complishments. For that night

all the student mob could do was

reduce the Grand's windows to

fragments of smashed glass, use

Princess St. for their tomato fight,

stall the Kingston trolley trans

portation system in front of the

Grand and allow six of their num

ber to be carried off to jai! for

the weekend. It is not implied

that the Dean was part of such

occasions in our past, but, more

probably they gave him the hum-

orous twinkle with the authority

of his later dealings. As an un-

dergraduate he mixed his studies

with sports and the job of physics

demonstrator. His sports includ-

ed hockey, as a forward with the

senior team, which in those days

was powerful and well followed,

and as a wingline player for the

University's second scrimmage.

By 1910 Dean Ellis had obtained

an Honors B.A., M.A., and B.Sc.

(Civil Engineering).

At the time there was formed

at Queen's under Major "Sandy"

McPhail the Fifth Field Company

for undergraduates. Dean Ellis

had started teaching Applied

Mathematics upon his graduation

in 1910 and was among the first

officers of this Company. After

World War T broke out the Fifth

Field Company became the nuc-

leus of the Sixth Field Company

;ind was sent overseas in 1915,

,vith Captain Ellis as second in

command. By 1917 he became

Major Ellis and took over com-

mand of the company. This com-

pany was attached to the 2nd

Canadian Division and the quality

ot the unit and its commander

w% shown by mention in des-

parches and the later awarding of

the D.S.O. to Major Ellis in 1918.

At the end of the war he remain-

ed in England for a year as Chief

Instructor at the Canadian School

of Military Engineering and was

raised to tliL' rank of Lieutenant

Colonel. Dean Ellis was to con-

tinue his attachment to the Army

for many years afterward with

the C.O.T.C. at the University.

For the pa-st few years he has

been that Corps' Honorary Col-

onel.

Before returning to Queen's he

obtained a year's lt^a\e of ab-

sence to attend Cornell Gradiinte

School where he took his M.C.E,

Dean Ellis then joined the Civil

Engineering Dejiartment to be-

come one of the "4 Colonels" in

that department. From the be-

ginning his interest was hydraul-

ics. His contribution in that line

to both the Science Faculty and.

indeed, to Canada is well known.

In later years the Dean did much

consulting work for the Ontario

Hydro Electric Power Commis-

sion and the Ontario Government,

Ihen the Dominion Government

after the war. In particular, he

was a member of the Bureau of

Technical Personnel during

World War II. which convened

in Ottawa, and latterly he was

Chairman of the Board of Engin-

eers studying a means of crossing

the Strait of Canso in the Mar-

itimes. He had taken over the

Civil Engineering Department in

1941. Much of the equipment in

the Hydraulics Lab has been

homemade by the Dean, where the

ingenuity involved is most strik-

ing even to a layman. The nnder-

(Continued on Page 7)

As you enter the gym this Friday

night, you will immediately be trans-

ported back four centuries into the

hand of Elizabeth I. Sir Waltei"

Raleigh will usher you into this

fascinating era with all the chivaliV

typical of the time. '\

N'ot far away you will meet a

coach of merry Englanders who are

[joing to town for the night and will

be "glad to show you there." In a

short while, tlie stone gates of the

city are hetDre you and they open to

ihiiw yiiu a night of gay festi\-ity.

As you walk along cobbled streets.

you are delighted by the town's

ovcrlianging houses and quaint

shops. Suddenly, you hear music

hovering in the night air. and you

see that it is coming from the stage

of a Sliakespearian theatre. Past

this theatre, the other buildings, and

out to sea, the moon lights mysteri-

ously on an old sailing vessel moor-

ed to its dock.

Before you toiu- any further you

will spot tlie well in the centre of the

town square. The villagers will tell

you that there is magic in this well

and you will be caught up in its

enchantment. If from the square,

you look past the city gates, you will

see great bands of moonlight stretch-

ed across purple moors. The sight

may recall an old refrain: "The

liighwayman came riding over the

purple moor "
.

"Ye Old Stag"

After all this sight-seeing, you

may feel a little tired and thirsty.

Then you "simply must" go to "^'e

Olde Stag", and inn at the comer

of town. Soft lantern light from

within beckons you. Even as you

step through the door, you can feel

the homeness of its old, oak-paneilled

walls. The heat from the glowing,

stone fireplace will seep into your

bones, and j'ou will lean back con-

tentedly to be served cool, refresh-

ing liquid by courteous waiters.

The cosiness of the inn has made

you feel rather drowsy and romantic.

You want to escape the exciletnent

of the square for awhile. Your ever-

faithful friends will lead you to a

park behind a beautiful castle at

another edge of town. Here you can

stroll down garden walks under a

canopy of stars in an ink-black sky.

Perhaps you may even steal a kiss

while you are there. At one corner

of the park your dreaming eyes see

the moon lighting capriciously on

the bursting spray of an English

fountain. And when you are rested

and once more seek the excitement

of the square you will hurry back

to town. There you will dance to

melodies coming from the Shake-

spearian stage.

When, in the wee, small hours of

the morning, you leave this enchant-

ed village and travel once more into

the twentieth century, you will

know the memories of this journey

will remain with you.

Appointment

The appointment of Dr, A. V.

Douglas, Dean of Women »
Queen's University, to the Canal

(lian delegation of the U.N.E.S.-

C.t-). Conference to be held sortly

at Montevideo is a recognition of

her work in a number of interna-

tional fields and particulardly

with iIk' International Federation

oi University Women of which

^lK• has beeu president.

In Dr. Douglas' absence from

the University her teaching work

in Astronomy will be taken over

by Mrs. Krolkov. Her responsi-

bilities as Dean of Women have

been transferred to Professor

Isabel Laird of the Department

of Psychology.

Science Holiday

There will be a holiday

for all Science students on

Saturday, November 6th.

This is in accordance with

a Faculty agreement with

the Engineering Society.

The holiday has been ex-

tended for fourth year to

include Friday afternoon.

MELLOW MOODS
One of the big features of this

years's Science Formal will be

the music of Ron Wicken and his

orchestra. Although this is his

firit visit to this campus, he is

Line of the finest bands in Canada.

He formed his present band

nine years ago and seven of those

have been spent playing steadily

at the Alexandria Ballroom in

Hamilton. During the past year

he has played at private engage-

ments at the Brant Inn. the Con-

naught Hotel and MacMaster

University.

Much Experience

Ron Wicken, himself, has been

over twenty years in the music

business. He spent three years

as feature drummer with Mart

Keuney on over two hundred

broadcasts for the Coca Cola Co.

during the past war. He has tour-

ed from coast to coast in Canada

five times, playing in every major

city.

During the past summer he

spent three months in England,

Scotland and Ireland listening to

British Orchestras and studying

the music business from their

standpoint.

The vocalist is Grayson Laid-

Ron Wicken

law who has been with the band

for seven years. His voice blends

well with the sweet swing style

of the band which stresses dan-

eable music, and everyone who

hears the band tonight will agree

that it is one of the best to be on

the campus in a \ong while.

Cive$ iiaain
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Technical Proficiency
Technical proficiency is absolutely necessary to an engineer;

technical proficiency is the lest important part of an engineer's

equipment for life today.

This is not an argument between me and my alter ego. The

two statements presented above are not contradictory. But they

certainly point to a heavy responsibility for engineering students.

While becoming technically proficient and conversant with

present-day developments in our particular fields, we must all

take up a burden of citizenship that places great demands on our

common sense and genera! knowledge as well as our special skills.

The day of the "ivory-tower" scientist and the "to-hell-with-

politics" engineer is gone. Every man in our democracy
^

must

face the fact that politics is his business, that government's de-

cisions affect him personally and immediately. And the engmeer,

the holder of the knowledge that is the ability to build — and to

destroy — must realize it soon.

We engineering students owe it to the world to become tech-

nicaUy proficient. We owe ourselves for the time and effort we

are spending. We owe our parents for the time and money they

have spent on us. We owe the founders and supporters of our

University for the means of our education. And we owe the world

for our residence in this time. It's rent and lodging and old debts

we are paying as we study. And if we don't become builders of

bridges and designers of motors — if we don't learn how to build

and do — we wiU be dishonest parasites in this life. We will also

be unemployed.

Suppose we become good technicians, designers and builders.

Are we then good engineers? Emphatically we are not! A good

engineer must be a good technician, true. He must also be a lead-

er, a teacher, a business manager, and a citizen. These things all

fit together; they are all part of successful community life. As

long as you and I remain part of, and dependent on, the commun-

ity, we must contribute to that community. We must be wilhng

to serve, and sometimes lead.

All this sounds like a pretty heavy schedule for a hard-working

Yellow-Jacket. But our first — and second-years found no stram

in their recent aid to the Community Chest. Our professors (who

do far more work than we do) find time to take part in Kingston's

life. Mr. C. D. Howe, an engineer, has spent a good deal of time

and effort in government. Col. McLaughlin, builder of automo-

biles, has given huge gifts to the engineers of Queen's. A heavy

schedule it certainly is. It is also a fully rewarding life.

So we must study, gentlemen; we must learn to build the

means of construction and of destruction, the bulldozers and the

bombs. But lest men of many words and few thoughts use our

works to destroy the worid, we must learn the ways of government

and politics, and keep a clear eye and an analytical mind on actions

that concern us all.

In this age of science, the engineering brotherhood has a great

opportunity and a great duty. We must not be found wanting.

J.C.

To Our Graduates
IVc are nozo 2vell into our sixly-second year mlh an

^";°'>"f
'

over nine hundred, about one hundred more than last year, ^oje people

mean more problems in management jor both the students and staff. At

limes the dlificullies seemed almost insurmountable, but the generous co-

operation 0 all eoneerned has overcome them. This sp>nt of teamplay ^s

very eharaeteristic of the faculty and, indeed, of the profession n'htch you

are about to enter.

The demand for our graduates continues to be very strong. It ts the

result of the good name enjoyed by your predecessors of the past s,.rly

years It is a precious heritage they have left us which must be most vigi-

lantly guarded. Good reputations ore so difficult to build and can so easily

,,e sullied bv foolish acts of the irrespoM. But u>l,en our people shou-

the foresight and good zvill of the years 'ST and '5S m t mr recent assis-

tance to the Community Chest, one is optimistic of our future.

Perhaps the most interesting communal effors, at any rate for the

seniors, are the preparations for the Science dance. These though not

noised abroad, are going for-.mrd with all the wornes and distressful in-

terferences which such affairs always e.rperiei.ce and winch are always

triumphantly overcome.

May we wish to yourselves and your guests a most enjoyable time on

this occasion.

Well, Scicncemcn — yon should

be proud of yourselves; you have

done it again. Thanks to the leader-

ship offered by John Smith and his

formal committee this year's dance

Tvlll be without doubt the greatest

formal that has hit this campits in

many pears.

It is a difficult task to maintain

the traditionally high standard set

b\i previous Science Formats, and

when you attend the dance tonight

vou will sec why I say that John

Smith and his committee in charge

of decorations, have at least equalled

that high standard.

This is the most exciting weekend

of the year for we Engineers and

as a fitting climax Padre Laverty

zvill be conducting a special service

for Science on Sunday at 11.00 a.m. in Grant Hall — I hope to sec you

all there.

In closing, may I offer my sincere wish that you will all thoroughly

enjoy yourselves at the dance .tonight, win your "Battle with the jac" and

bring back that empty bean bottle in 1960.

Only three short years ago al-

most two hundred young high
j

school graduates from all over

Canada began one of the most

important periods of their^ lives.

It was the beginning of their four

years at Queen's.

Ne-Kt spring approximately 140

young graduate engineers will be

taking their places in a world

which offers, perhaps, one of tbe

greatest challenges ever present-

ed to a graduating year. These

young men will be taking their

places in positions that will great-

ly influence the future. They

will be found in all centers of in-

dustry, large or small, in the vast

oilfields of the west; in the great

mines of the north ; in the research

laboratories. In all of these plac-

es a great challenge awaits them.

With them they will carry

many cherished memories of their

days at Queen's. They wiU re-

member those wonderful Fresh-

man days when everything at

college was so new and fascinat-

ing.
^
In years to come they will

remember that cold night that

they guarded the stadium ;
the day

they all paraded to the football

game dressed as "Warriors of

Scienz" with loin cloths and war

paint; the two weeks at field

school after exams and those

horrible minutes up in the draft-

ing room in Miller Hall as they

waited for their results ;
the happy

faces and the fallen ones, many

never to be seen again.

Then came the great sophomore

year when it was their turn to

wield the whip over the freshmen.

Their numbers were strengthen-

ed by the boys from MacMaster

and Lakehead and the exams from

the year before were all forgotten.

This was their great athletic year

in which they won the coveted

Bew's trophy. They all remem-

ber that January morning when

the Art's Journal mysteriously

"disappeared" and just as mys-

teriously re-appeared two days

later with "O.K. Sc" stamped on

them. But soon it was exam time

again and the old familiar faces

became fewer and fewer.

Third year brought more new

blood with the arrival of the

Carieton boys. This was a year

full oi fun and hard work but

without any great happenings ex-

cept for their famous stag.

This all brings them to their

fourth and final which should be

the most memorable of all. It is

a year filled with great events

such as their graduation ball and

iron-ring ceremony. Through all

the years they have never lost

sight of a certain day in May —
that great day when their four

years comes to an end. Then they

will pick up not only a sheepskin

but a challenge. They will step

from the platform, with confident

miiuls. to grasp the problems of

this age with the assurance be-

hind them that only knowledge

can bring.

(

JAKE

The Young Engineer
Engineering is a profession for the young in spirit. It is for

dreamers, but preferably for those who are impatient for their

dreams to come true. It is for persons of vigour who use this qual-

ity to try the impossible. They dare to fathom their ways through

boundaries of existing knowledge and are thereby providing ad-

mission to unexplored regions where they begin to realize their goals.

Much evidence points to the important roles that young en-

gineers have attained in recent years. This was exemplified by

a meeting held not long ago, which was attended by thirteen pro-

cess executives from plants in a major industrial region. A quest-

ionnaire showed the average years of plant experience to be ten,

,

with the range being from five to fifteen. To understand the full

significance of this one should consider that the titles of these

men ran: "head, engineering department, chief engineer, etc.". and

that the plants involved are among the most complex, automatic

and continuous, that are operating today.

In citing this as significant information, it must be remembered

that comparison is being made with prewar days, Then extensive

plant experience was regarded as a most important qualification

for advising management on important projects. With the press-

ure of war, these plant-experienced men were quickly absorbed into

initial expansion projects. Then young men with less experience,

but with great enthusiasm for this work, began to have their chance.

In many places the young engineer has dared to project his ideas

through the medium of brilliant analyses based on sound and

readily available procedures, has imbued his sponsors with his en-

thusiasm, and has undertaken prodigious tasks to promote better

results.

Though youth got its start during tbe last war because of man-

power shortage there seems little doubt that it has earned its

place fairly. This puts all engineers on a basis of keeping up with

basic developments, and endeavouring to keep youthful in their

ideas, enthusiasm, and belief in the future,

N.M.E.

Service For Engineers

As a fitting climax to this, one of the greatest weekends in our

lives at Queen's, there is a special Sunday Service to be conducted

by Padre Laverty tor Engineers. It is being held on Sunday morning

at eleven o'clock and it is hoped that a large number of Engineers

will be present.

TRICOLOR WITHIN WEEK
Tricolor '54. will be out in a

week or less.

In a letter to Herb Hamilton,

E,C. Mace, Queen's agent re-

sponsible for the book's printing,

said the printing was complete

and all that remained to be done

was the binding.

At Tuesday's meeting of the

Alma Mater Society it was de-

cided that Tricolor '55 would be

printed by Yearbook House in

Kansas City, Mo, for a total cost,

including shipment and customs,

of about $5000.

They had received estimates

from nine firms and had elimin-

ated all but Yearbook House and

Merchant Printers of Kitchener,

who charged about §7000, but

who had the advantage of being

near enough for personal help in

making up the book.

Tickets for this year's Toron-

to train will cost $6 and "I" cards

will be collected when the tickets

are bought.

If a student buys more than

one ticket, the number will be

marked on his "I" card. There

will be two AMS constables for

each coach.

MEET YOUR CONVENOR
The organisation of an event on

the level of a Science Formal re-

quires a tremendous amount of drive

and enthusiasm. John Smith who

is in final year Civil Engineering is

in charge of the huge job this year.

IVhen John took the job as For-

mal Convenor, little did he rcali::c

the trials and tribulations that he

ivoutd be sitbjected to. However, the

committee under its leadership have

proved to have crceptional initiative

and creative abilities in producing

Merry Oldc England, xuhxch prom-

ises to be one of the best formals

ever presented at Queen's. John has

done an excellent job and I am sure

that he has enjoyed rz'ery bit of it.

To he and his committee zve extend a lic<

the social highlight of our jour years al Quec

PHOTO Bf WAl-LACE UL"".'

JOHN SMITH
,-ly thanks for making this

Levana President Pat Osbor

ough's motion was passed nnani

mously at Tuesday's Alma Mater

Society meeting in the hope that

the damage ot the Toronto train

two years ago will not occur

again.

Awards Granted

Three Queen's students have

been awarded prizes by the Cana-

dian Life Insurance Officers Asso-

ciation, They are among 15 under-

graduates, of four Canadian Univer-

isities to receive these awards.

The prizes are granted on the

basis of high standing in the exam-

inations of the Society of Actuaries

Iain Gow, AMS President

pointed out that the Society has

still not received any applications

for a Color Nite convenor. He

said there may not be a Color

Nite this year if a convenor is not

found soon.

and are designed to encourage those

with outstanding mathematical abil-

ity to pursue careers in actuarial

Science.

The students are Murray B. W.

McRae, '56. of Ottawa, ?100 ;
Glenn

E, Bier, '56, of New Hamburg, Ont.,

S50; and Robert D. Boyd, '55, of

Smiths Falls, Ont., $100.

§CIENCE JOURNAL

Noris Eades

Jim Cochlin

Dave Gallagher

Fifty dollars was advanced to

the Queen's Revue to cover im-

mediate operating expenses. The

Model Parliament was advanced

an increase of $10 over last

Bob Jeniiess. Arts Presi-

dent, felt that the additional funds

for increased advertising would

arouse greater interest in the par-

liament.

$60,

year.
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ATOMIC SUBMARINE
By Lynne Vidal

Submarines have captured the eye for many years. In 1870

Jules Verne in "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea" de-

picted a double hulled submarine 232 feet long which he called the

Kautilus. The modern Nautilus, SSN-571 (submarine, nuclear, hull

number 571) was launched in January, 1954. She also is a double

hulled submarine, and is 340 feet long. To the spectators at the

launching the Nautilus looked hke a fat black cigar. She may be

considered as the first true submarine built, since she could, if

necessary, travel around the world, completely submerged, at 20

knots or more.

Admiral H. G. Rickover is considered as the man who started

and led the study of nuclear power. Through him the Atomic

Energy Commission and the United States Navy worked together

to build the first power plant which evenually led to the construct-

ion of the Nautilus. The contract for the first power plant, called

Mark I, was given to Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Mark I

was built in Arco, Idaho, and was used as a model for Mark II, the

power plant that drives the Nautilus. When Mark I had progressed

to the point where officials in Washington were confident of its

success, the contract for the construction of the hull and auxiliary

devices were let. The contractors were the Electric Boat Division

of the General Dynamics Corporation in Groton. Connecticut, who

had been building submarines for over fifty years.

Soon after work had commenced on the Nautilus the officials

made a contract with General Electric to begin work on the con-

struction of a second type of reactor, which would be the model

for the power plant in the second atomic-powered submarine —
the Sea Wolf.„ General Electric choose Schenectedy, New York,

as the site of this reactor and began work in the latter part of 1952.

The construction of the model of the Sea Wolf's power plant

Is quite unique. The protective housing was built first and is a

huge steel sphere 225 feet in diameter (as high as an eighteen storey

building), which rests in a concrete bowl much like an egg in a

cup. The sphere was 3,850 tons of inch-thick steel plates which

were joined by 1,364 welded seams. These seams were x-rayed

to check possible leakage before the reactor itself was built. The

reactor, about four feet long, is in a model submarine hull. The

hull was constructed outside the sphere, was skidded in through

a temporary hole and then submerged in a water tank to simulate

a dive at sea.

The main difference in the two reactors is that different cool-

ants are used. The coolant is the substance passing through the

coils which in turn thread their way through the mass of nuclear

fissionable material which is radiating heat. The coolant absorbs

this heat and then passes on through the coils to the heat ex-

changer where water surrounding the coils is heated to its boil-

ing point. The steam produced drives a turbine from which elect-

rical power is obtained to drive the propellers. The coolant has to

be some substance not easily contaminated by radioactivity smce

this would cause contamination of the pipes, the valves, and the

steam in the heat exchanger, and would mean a slow death to all

who remained near. Pure water is the coolant in Mark I and Mark

II, while liquid sodium is the coolant in the power plant at Sche-

' nectedy.

But to return to the construction of the submarines themselves.

Two problems that arose were the development of a metal that

would resist heat and which would not become contaminated

and the problem of shielding.

The intensely high temperatures produced in a reactor lower

the resistance of a metal to corrosion, deform parts of mechanisnris

under continued stress and increases snsceptibihty to fatigue In

addition to overcoming the above difficulties the metal covild not

absorb neutrons readily. Zirconium in purified form was found to

answer the purpose. But then another problem promptly arose

there were no large quantities of Zirconium in the country. In

addition it is only in the purified form that it resists radioactivity.

(In impure form it is an excellent absorber of gases.) It took re-

searchers only a year to develop a method of producing punlied

zirconium in the quantities desired.

The problem of shielding was not so much the problem of

sealing off the reactor from the rest of the submarine but_ the

problem of designing zero maintenance parts for the mechanisms

that would be sealed off with the reactor. These two problems are

only samples of the hundreds of problems which kept ansmg con-

stantly, and each one had to be solved in a new way.

Some of the internal design of these atomic-powered submar-

ines is the same as in the former submarines but much is also dill-

erent. These new subs still carry storage batteries for submerged

use and. in case the reactor fails, they carry Diesel electric engines^

About one half of the hull is occupied by the power plant, the heat

exchanger, the turbine and other auxiliary parts.

One of the big differences between the Nautilus and her an-

cestors is the planning and thought that has gone mto dcsignn.g

quarters for the crew. Previously submarines had been notorious-

ly uninhabitable. In the Nautilus the colouring schemes are in

'modern hues, there is indirect lighting in place of naked bulbs,

comfortable beds and chairs, recreation quarters with ping-pong

tables, radios, a juke-box.-all in all a spaciousness, though maybe

not like an old colonial home, certainly a spaciousness unheard ot

in submarines.

The crew for this new submarine started their training early

in December. 1952. Two of the crew were officers, the other ten

were enlisted men. all were between the ages of twenty-five and

thirtv. Their training, which lasted a year, consisted, among other

things, of special training in engineering subjects, and other ad-

vanced courses in special aspects of nuclear power.

(Continued on page 6)

BEGINNINGS
Two weeks ago the Faculty of Medicine celebrated the one

hundredth year of its existence, and this is the 111th year of the

life of the Arts Faculty. Science, in its 61st year, is the youngest

of all. but we are told by the registrar that it is numerically the

strongest faculty in Queen's to-day.

When the Ontario Government decided to establish a school

of mining for the Province, the site lay finally between the Head

of the Lakes, Port Arthur: or the foot of the Lakes, Kingston.

Ease of transportation, density of population, abundance of oppor-

tunity for field classes, were strongly in favor of Kingston. Princi-

pal Grant, being Scotch, was quick to point out that the chairs of

Mathematics, Physics, English, and Chemistry already existed at

Queen's, and that only three or four teaching appointments would

have to be made.

Two full time professors, Professor Nicol in Mincrology, and

Prof. W, G. Miller in Geology were therefore appointed as full-

time men, while Mr. Hamilton Merritt, a mining engineer of Tor-

I onto, came down to Kingston two days per week to teach mining

and ore-dressing. Mr. William Mason, who was a draughtsman

at the Locomotive Works, took charge of the draughting class at

Queen's.

Professor Nicol, a graduate of Queen's is reported on all sides,

as probably the most enthusiastic teacher Queen's has ever had.

He worked day and night at his department He spent his sum-

mer vacations travelling in search of specimens for his collections.

He bought, begged or "borrowed" mineral specimens wherever he

could find of hear of them. He always justified himself by saying

they were not for him. but for Queens and his boys. The Museum

in Miller Hall, which is stated to be the best in Canada, outside of

the Royal Ontario at Toronto, and the National Museum at Ottawa,

owes its existence to Professor Nicol's personal efforts. He donat-

ed most of the money for the building of Nicol Hall which stands

as a memorial to this great Queen's servant.

The other full-time appointee, Willet G. Miller was just about

the opposite of Professor Nicol in all respects. He was a very

quiet modest, reserved and nervous man before a class. Out ot

the class he was the most inspiring, deeply cultured, helpful teach-

er any student could have. He was always working quietly to

stimulate new mineral industries.

He was the first geologist to suggest that the ores of Steep

Rock Lake lay in the bed of the lake and not in the rocks above

water level in the district, and one of his own students. Mr. Jules

Cross finally proved it by drilling from the ice m winter.

Professor Miller was the first man to find Corundum in place

in the rocks of North Hastings, by following up reported glacial

boulders between there and Lake Ontario, As a result of his per-

sonal advocacy, the Corundum abrasive industry was established,

and prospered till the artificial abrasives were made from Niagara

He was the first man to vouch for the economic possibilities

of the Cobalt district. These veins were all very narrow, frorn

a fraction of an inch to the "Silver Sidewalk" which was about one

foot in width. But the veins were so nch that Professor Mi ler

wrote the Mines Department in Toronto, that there was httle

doubt that they could be mined at a profit.

So today we have Nicol Hall and Miller Hall as the visual

evidence of two great men, who with the help of the Arts professors

n tla hematics. Physics, Chemistry, and English graduated the

fLrcTar-n Science three men only, and today the first year clas.

alone number 300

STEAM SHOVEL

Frofessor Baker, who wrote the above article was in the fre^h

men class at Queen's when the first class graduated m 1897. He

has seen every Science year graduate and is greatly ^^mired by

an Jho know him. Since his illness nine years ago he had served

in the capacity of curate of the museum m Miller Hall.

The Dower^f^rink . . .

I had twelve bottles of whiskey hidden in the Engineers' quart-

\ ^Linko when the boss told me to empty the contents of

:rch and ^lery bottle down the sink. I said I would, and pro-

,.„.3downtl.sinkw^t,ie.^^^^^

;viU:;:irpt of^t girs.tdiich l drank. Them .vithdrew

h' co k f^oin the third bottle, and emptied the good o d boo.e
the cork troin tne

jj^n of a glass, which I devoured.

1 pui eu
,j J ^ bottle from the cork of the

'

r^t' d:an on ink ot of it, and threw the rest down the glass.

I m ile he sink out of the next glass and poured the cork down

he bottle. I pulled the next cork from my throat, poured the sn k

^owrtl e bottle, and drank the glass, Then I corked the sink

u^ l tl gla^ battled the drank and drank the ponr. Uhen I had

moti d every hing, I steadied the house with one hand and counted

Te bottrerind corks with the other which were twenty-nine^ To

b sur counted them again when they came by. and I had s-.

entj four and as the house came by I counted them again and in_

'"ly I had all the houses and bottles and corks and glasses counted

except one house and one bottle which I drank.

Oh, my head!
^

Morion Sets Date, But Scribe is Late.

And once again did scribe appear at Marion's impatient sum-

mons. And was wrath of Maid in great stage of development for

scribe had not appeared for half moon. As shovel of Marion

cracked down on head of scribe, did Marion demand as to reason

for delay. And Marion did add that confession must be honest

for shovel was again lifted to point of highest Potential Ener^.

And after quick calculation on stick of slip did scribe conclude

that shovel was of sufficient height to merit truest of confessions.

And under menacing shadow of some did scribe tell of great week-

end in Land of Wes. For this was reason for delay of scribe. Even

though GaelE of Gold were to be severely trampled by hooves o

untamed purple nags were warriors of Scienz preparing trails oE

Lon for fanz of Queenz. And was a great Q of crimson seen by

many on Trail of Dundas in front of Cav of many rooms. But it

seemed that one guilty of act was caught with hands of red and

directed by flat-footed ones to cav of vertical bars. Also thrown

in dungeon was scribe, though same insists that he was there only

that he might record act in Jor-nal of Scienz. But was it pomted

out by flat-footed ones that not only were hands of scnbe tinted

with red but external vestements of same did have unusual streaks

and spots of gold. And must scribe reveal that mam culprit was

Iroquois chief of yellow-tasseled ones, who, it seems, has forsaken

cav of sticks and canvas for cav of warmer nature. But greatest

reason for delay was fact that Land of Wes is indeed land of Home

of finest babe of choice of scribe. And thought of same did make

concentration difficult to such extent that clarion call of Marion

was unheard-
. _ «. i

Donz In Offing Meons Much Quoffing.

And now does scribe note that very greatest of For-mals is

in immediate offing, namely For-mal of Scienz. For is it mdced

time for men of double five to don suits of Penguin and gather in

Cav of James for greatest brawl of year. Eyes of green are noted

in skulls of Clodz and Men of Mudz, for even recent For-mal of

Mudz cannot equal brawls of Scienz. And now as word of advice

to younger warriors of Scienz. scribe does advise san;e that even

greater quantities of groceries should be purchased, for do babes

S choice show great affinity for fluids of amber on eves such as

these. (Even some Lemonz are rumoured to have gnuffed a .nuff).

And does this bring to mind sorry state of Lemonz of Lamphadia.

for though new crow looks good, must something be lacking some-

where. In this case, boat of proverbial nature is certainly missed

for have lemonz not planned week of Sue the Q till after For-ma

of Scienz. And does this mean that insignificantly ^"'^1 """^^er

of Lemonz gracing hall of Danz in former decades will be ap-

proaching very close to the derivative of C with respect to % For

trTv a e^charms of babe of choice from Land of Home -"ch great-

er tha" those of Lemonz. And does scribe note greater degree

of curvature in babe of choice than in unfortunate Lemonz. who.

it is said, are great prospects for look of plane surface "-^e fam-

ous by Di-or the Christian. And from source o ^^^^'^^f '''^S:"
„ Maid Marion, does scribe confirm that as fnend Mickey, the

Sp rited-One will be honoured guest as usual. «
'^V^^^"

Tused to anyone answering to name of Clarissa the Thack. For

truly is minlof same of such narrowness that its edge be dangerous

as lethal weapon.

Marion's Age Computed by Sage.

And did scribe take up sponge and jug of amber fluid in order

to wash Marion, for birthday of same was nigh, and scribe did

l is to c. .ck number of serials of maid in order to determine age^

Fo scribe did note that age of steam shovels as Age =KS. w ere

S is number of serials, and K is 3.080=C-'). But as Scnbe di.cov-

!r d P aTe of name and hence number of serials did Marion's shove

mne teaming down to cover this spot. Reason for this was no

TdL rbu because being a Maid, was Marion hesitant about

TevSh^" her age. Even so, did scribe compute that age was close

o forty-^'seven a^id one third squnks. But, as tarnished metal began

rJrn to shine did Marion become lenient to extent that scnbe

r allowed again to lay down chisel and prepare for greatest eve

with babe ot choice and friend Mickey.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE aT^cI° DIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

re^vctl^rry »„trL .nW. P>ease ,o,^ve „e and

ZT.sb.sm.J-. I cannot live without you. I love you.

EVE.

P.S. Congratulations on winning the Irish Sweep Stake.
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MARION'SSTORY Exhaustive Experiments Have Shown -

Once upon a time in the be-bop land of all day suckers lived a

blue little boy called Indian Jack. Why was he blue? Well, this

cool little individual had no friends except a broken down bass

with a busted "G" string.

Now this boy managed all kinds of mischief; his favourite trick

was to add sharps and flats to the letters in Mora's alphabet soup.

Nevertheless, Indian Jack was loved very much by his mom, who

was a real gone chick, and his dad, who beat the skins down at

a local dive.

One day while Jack was outside building hot rods out of music

paper and scotch tape, he eye-balled a nervous wreck lying in a

dump across the street. When his mom wasn't looking, he footed

it over the road to investigate this odd little heap. Lo and behold

if he didn't find, under a pile of rusty saxes and broken down trom-

bones, a steamshovel ! You can imagine what little Jack was think-

ing — why any little boy would give away his last licorice stick

and a box of sen sens to get his mitts on a real steamshovel!! And

mind you, this was no ordinary steamshovel, it was really stacked!!

Now Jack emptied a case of 24, and used the bottles to roll

this relic across the main drag. And when Mom saw him coming,

she said,

"Hey dad, dig that nervous bendix!!"

And dad said, "Wow! That crazy mixed up son of ours is an

engineer even yet
!"'

And his dad was right; little Indian Jack was a fanatic with

a screw driver and a pair of vice grips. Why, when Jack was only

four years old, he built a Jag out of tinker toys.

Well, anyway, Jack parked the steam shove] ni the wine cel-

lar, and there it stayed for many years.

Meanwhile, Httic Jack was growing up. He passed quickly

through the stages of bubble gum and sling shots, of draped pants

and boogie haircuts, and finally took up hot rods and rah rah duds.

And man, did he blow a real musty sax!!

One night as dad beat the rocks back to the cave, he got a

real hunch. He said to himself, "I'm going to keep my boy from

turning into a main liner like me. Maybe he'd like engineering at

Queen's. After all, he's got the clues."

Of course, Big Jack was really hot for the idea ; in fact, he

thought of it before. So he grabbed his sax and a box of reeds

and took off out the door. But before he had fired up his souped-

up "T" he suddenly remembered his steam shovel. "You know,"

he said, "that mixed up effort would make a real frantic ice box."

So Jack grabbed his set of Proto-tools and fabricated a real solid

trailer into which he rolled the steam shovel — this time with a

collection of old V.O. bottles. So with all this, and a little green

stuff from Dad, he took off for Kingston, yelling over the bark

of his twin pipes, "Well Dad, I'll plant ya now, and dig ya later."

He really dug that college, but he couldn't figure the bag pipes.

They reminded him of the noise the chickens had made after swal-

lowing a box of mom's clarinet reeds.

Jack's landlady was a real cube, and she didn't quite dig that

pile of bolts in the trailer, so Jack pulled a caper one midnight and

hustled them into the basement of Nicol Hall. And every night

big Jack (known to his buddies as "Apple Jack"), had a session

cleaning and repairing the shovel. As he was polishing the cab

one night, he decided that it was thumbs down on the ice box deal,

because there was no place for an opener. Besides, the Fort always

kept a coo! ale in the frig. The clock had just blown a mean twelve

blasts when Jack hit a snag with the rag. He cleaned off the rust

with a shot of Westminster, and detected a plate on the side of the

shovel which read as follows:

MARION STEAM SHOVEL COMPANY,
MARION, INDIANA.

"That's the only clue," said Jack. "This mixed up shovel's

"You're right Jack," came a voice from the chamber, "and I

don't like the way you talk."

Well you can imagine what Jack did at that — he swallowed

a mickey of King's Plate and turned two back flips. "D-did that

thing talk?" he yelped.

"You can bet yoyr life it did!" replied a decidedly feminine

voice.

Well, Jack was cool and steadied himself to the situation.

After all, who said a steam shovel couldn't talk? Jack often visited

Marion because she was better than any other skirt on the campus.
And Marion, being an Indian steam shovel, instructed him to

write in the strange and old tongue of which she had great knowl-
edge. Jack was hep to the idea, and he soon became the first and
coolest of scribes,

He came up with a chisel from his Proto tool set and a bunch
of clay tablets for recording permanently the affairs of the Science

Faculty. Jack used his Indian lingo and forgot the bop talk long
before he graduated.

And being the remarkable babe that she was. Marion learned

to make tablets from material pilfered by Jack from geology labs

and chisels from old test bars.

Well Jack did graduate and was very sorry to leave Marion.
Marion chose to stay and said that she would find further scribes

so that the future affairs of Science could be recorded. And that's

how steam shovel was born.

How many times a day do we

hear these very words, yes, and

even scribe them down faithfully,

without a thought for the exhausted

experimenters? While interviewing

some of the score of post graduate

students in Science here at Queen's,

I discovered that not only are re-

search types people, but very in-

teresting people who lead very

interesting lives.

In the nether regions of Onatrio

Hall I met Ken Dawson, one of the

three students working of Ph.D's in

Physics, who took me on a very

informative guided tour of the lab.

The main item of interest is the

synchrotron, which is being used by

all the Physics post grads as a

source of high energy X-rays {70

million electron volts). These X-

rays have enough energy to break

up nuclei. Targets of various ma-

terials are bombarded with X-rays

and the high energy particles knock-

ed out (usually protons and neu-

trons) are detected and studied by

various means. Al Goodjohn (for

Ph.D) is designing and setting up

a Pair Spectrometer to determine the

X-ray spectrum, and Ken Dawson

is using nuclear emulsions to catch

the particles. When the emulsion is

developed it shows the path of the

particle through it and where it

was finally brought to rest. Bill

Dickson (for Ph.D) and Jake

Palmer (for M.Sc.) are working

on the angular distribution of neu-

trons, and Hank Palmer, who has

his M.Sc, is in charge of the 'beast'

as engineering assistant under Dr.

Sargent. All present agreed that the

fact most consistently proven was

Murphy's Second Law, "If anything

can possibly go wrong, it will,"

In the basement of Gordon Hall

I found Hugh Cook (in his white

fab coat and all his post grad glory)

on all fours peering at the underside

of a small refrigerator. As I entered

lie arose, explained that the damned

thing was leaking, and proceeded

to tell me about Chemical Engi-

neering post grads.

There are four members of Sc.

'54 taking their M.Sc. in Giem. Eng.

of whom Ralph Perrin, Cord Cam-

eron and Hugh Cook are planning

to complete their work in one year.

Fritz McDougal, who holds the

R. S. McLaughlin Resident Fellow-

ship, is going to do it in two years,

dividing his time between his stu-

dies and lecturing to third year stu-

dents. Between lectures and lab

work they expect to spend about

ten hours a day on the job.

None of the experiments are

really under way yet, as they are

btil! waiting for some of their equip-

ment to arrive. When things do get

rolling, Ralph will be looking into

the separation of hydrocarbons us-

ing mixed solvents, (jord will be

compiling thermodynamic data for

nitric acid systems, Fritz will be

working on the extraction of Mer-

captans (RSH compounds) from

gasoline by KOH, and Hugh will

be investigating the separation of

lub oils by thermal diffusion.

I left Hugh to his leak>' refriger-

ator, and went up to the second

floor in search of post grads in En-

gineering Chemistry. I introduced

myself to 'Modest George' Miller

whom I found at his desk in his lab

on the second floor of Gordon Hall.

George and Joe Smelko are the only

two post grads in Engineering

Chemistry. Joe's interest is organic

Chemistry and he wilt be spending

his time synthesizing brand new

compounds of the substituted suc-

cinic acid type.

George is specializing in physical

Giemistry, and will be measuring

heat capacities and other thermody-

mic properties of dehydration pro-

ducts of hydrated salts. So far he

has been setting up his equipment

which consists of an intricate net-

work of glass tubing. He hasn't had

any trouble with the 'revenooers'

as yet.

I left Gordon Hall and enters the

Land of the Midnight Oil, Miller

Hill. In the spectrographic lab I

found Bob Ginn sharpening pencils.

Bob claims that post grad Geologists

do not throw parties in Miller Hall,

but that those lights we see every

night mean that the geologists are

working late again.

There are four men working on

Ph.D's at the present time and four

more working on M.Sc's. There are

also a number of Artsmen working

at various levels. Most students

spend one to two years on M.Sc's,

and two to three on their doctorate.

Al Spears graduated with Sc. '49,

took his MSc. at Varsity, and has

spent two years here on his PhD.

Al is trying to explain the origin

of a perplexing breccia-type rock,

which appears extensively through-

out the Sudbury area.

Jucks Schwellnus took bis BSc,

at Witwatersrand, South Africa in

'43, his MSc at Queen's in '53, and

since then has spent two years on

a detailed study of iron ore deposits

in the vicinity of Knob Lake, Labra-

dor.

John Kirkland graduated from

Saskatchewan with BSc. in 'SO and

with MSc. in '52. This is his third

jyear at Queen's on his doctorate for

I which he is examining a structural

problem near Flin Flon.

Vim Meyer took his undergrad-

uate work at Zurich, Switzerland,

and is studying in detail platinum

metals, minerals for his doctorate.

Ralph Kratz spent his first two

year of undergraduate work at

Queen's and finished his BSc. at

UBC. He spent last year on his

MSc. there and has returned to

Queen's to complete his studies for

MSc. He is investigating some dyke

rocks in the Terrace, B.C. area.

Peter Pienaar took his BSc. in

'49 at Witwatersrand. He is exam-

ining the co-relation of South Afri-

can volcanicrocks.

Bob "Hardrock" Ginn graduated

with Science '54 at Queen's, and is

studying granitic rocks of the Sud-

bury area.

I left "Hardrock Bob to his pen-

cils and went down to McLaughlin

Hall to see George Lee. the only

Post grad in Mechanical Engineer-

ing this year. George will spend two

years for his MSc. as he is a lab in-

structor in Mech. 9 and Mech. S.

He will be studying sooting effects

in oil combustion. His main trouble

will be to get exact temperature

readings and to eliminate experi-

mental errors. He may resort to

night work to cut out the effects of

machine vibrations, sunlight, and

undergraduate students on sensitive

instruments.

Many of our post grads are solv-

ing problems which ha\'e never

been solved before and most of them

will go into research-type jobs on

graduation. Some are married, some

wish they were: most of them still

go to dances and football games.

These performers of "exhaustive

experiments" not only are people,

but are very interesting people who

lead very interesting lives.

1ALB or woe
Tliey prate to us of college years

When all the world is young and gay

They never tell the hopes and fears

On an examination day;

They never think of aching brows,

Of tragedies, perhaps, that dwell

In a forgotten formula

Or inability to spell

A simple word, a word perchance

We should have known quite well

I feel, sometimes, that I should like

To settle down, forgetting quite

That I am young; that song birds

That after winter follows spring

Or any other pleasant thing;

Remembering only, chief of pests,

Those awful tests: those awful tests.

smg;

YOUTH cenxre:
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreotion Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

EUROPE
1955

^iluipr drill
"Where the Best People Ivleet and Eot"

Reasonable Prices

314 Princess Stfeet

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

Science Journal Survey

The fairer sex on this campus was surveyed and this brought

to light the following facts.

A. That 56.21 5fc believe that "Arrid" is a desert.

B. That 86.54% of these girls would rather kiss agar plates than

men.

C. That 24.67% think that "My Sin" is a French novel.

D. That 0.01% go for a man who wears an Hadam At.

E. That 79.21% think that Manual Labour is a Mexican.

F. That 99M% think that the Kinsey Report Is a lot of hog-wash
— they can do better on their own.

G. That 100% can estimate what their date is thinking . . . and

say "No" before he asks.

H. That 63.33% believe that a refuge keeps order at a football

match.

There you have it men, read and weep — a convincing demon-
stration that the other half of the species doesn't.

CTiir^rwxTnilD Sail May 28 or June 14 tourist class on
blUUtNl lUUK 5 Homeric from Quebec on specia! conducted

66 DAYS $1 126 tours limited to Students. A week in London,
' Holland, including Volendam and Isle of Marken,

Brussels, ColoRcic, the Rhine by steamer, motor tour of the Black

Forest, Liechtenstein. Austrian Tyrol. Bavarian Castles. Doloniites

Venice, Adriatic Coast, tiny Republic of San Marino, Rome, the Hill

Towns. Florence, Italian and French Rivieras, French Alps, Switzer-

land, Paris. Motor tour of Scotland, Enfilish Lakes, North Wales.

Shakespeare Country, Exmoor. Glorious Devon. Relurninn tourist

class on the S,S. Homeric arriviuR Quebec July 26 or AuRust 12,

respectively.

INDEPENDENT Choose your departure and return dates;

TBAUCI incldc as much or as little as you wish m the
IKAVLL price cateRory of your choice — all on a pre-

arranged, prepaid basis. An itinerary that is made to order for you.

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLU: Ltd.
57 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO WA.

Management: J. F. & G. H. Lucas

1139

RECORD PLAYERS

ntt'0 3ffl0m^r ^Ifap
M Brock Street Dial 7990

RECORDS - RADIOS
MUSICAL WSTRUMENTS, G1FT3 AND ACCESSORIES

GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

m PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT.

Hanson & Edgar
Dance

Programs

PRIMXCRS Printing ol

Phone 4114 Every Deacription
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THE BENZINE RINGER
This remarkable beast has won for itself fame and distinction

as a hunter. It possesses rare qualities of judgment and ferretting

skill, doubtless, to its careful breeding.

The Benzene Ringer originated in rural Patagonia at an early

and obscure date, where it rapidly became a favourite. Its sterling
qualities were little known to the mediaeval Patagonian and its

chief attractions were its picturesque appearance and friendly
nature. The Ringer was first introduced to European society by
Rudolph Ryan (brother of the famous fisherman and sportsman,
Bacon Ryan).

Rudolph was hunting with his pet Ringer one day when it

disappeared into the underbrush to reappear with an adult Lesser
Snerf in its mouth. Since that date the Benzene Ringer has become
well established as a fielder. (It should be noted that the Lesser

The Benzene Ringer

Snerf differs from the Greater Snerf in that the eye lens of the

Lesser Snerf contains more sugar Claevulose) than those of the

greater Snerf. Brosh and Hare of Pilsen showed thU in 1807.

Herr Brosh and Hare Hare proved decisively that the laevulose

content of the lens of the Lesser Snerf was 18 mg.% while that

of the Greater Snerf was only 0.03 mg.%.

In 1939, Hi Ho, working in the Ho Hum laboratories in Hong
Kong, pointed out that the Benzene Ringer is ideally equipped

for tracking down the Hydrocarbon. It is easily reared, and is

a gentle, affectionate pet. It is especially attracted to members of

the fairer sex because of their high saccharine content.

The advantage of possessing a pet are evident when the follow-

ing characteristics are considered. The Ringer reproduces rap-

idly, and, as a result of careful breeding and stock selection con-

genital anomalies such as leave forms and other cases of stereoptic

isomerism are rare. It can acclimatize itself to each Canadian

season. It is very interesting to watch the Ringer shedding its

side chains when the snow goes in spring.

Because of its remarkable affinity for Hydrocarbons and Car-

bohydrates, the Ringer has often been used in rapid laboratory

tests to differentiate between a mixture of alcohol, brown sugar

and water, and the real iViacCoy.

An attempt has been made to adopt these endearing traits to

a humanitarian field. In a large New York hospital several Ben-

zene Ringers were set to work to spot diabetics. This attempt was

a failure because Ringers are instinctively House-broken and re-

fuse to spot anything.

From the evidence presented it can readily be seen that the

Ringer is an admirable all round pet. Its introduction into India

has met with such acclaim that already it has supplanted the cow
as an object of veneration. As we go to press a report readies us

that Nerhu is wearing a loincloth of matched Ringer skins trimmed

with stained side chains. We have also received an announcement that

M.G.M. has decided to make a Cinemascope picture on the lives of the

Benzene Ringers. It is likely to be a technicolour production and is to

have Marilyn Munro and Jane Russell as co-stars.

'Gentlemen!'

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765

Watches - diamonds

AtGoUefe.

Frosh : She has a verj- nice family.

Soph : She usually gets the family

Junior: She can certainly hold

as much beer as I can.

Senior : She sure has a fine apart-

ment.

THE SPECIALIST . . .

(With apologies to Chic Sale)

The Science faculty has not had its 100th Anniversary, but it

has had a 50th anniversary, some very fine celebrations and some
very good speeches as well as is superb tradition. Sciencemen
are called plumbers with scorn but this disturbs us not at all for

Sciencemen had this vital field under control before plumbing was
plumbing. We wish to give the following evidence from a speech
by Luke J. Privybuilder {BSc, Queen's '09).

You've heard a lot of noise and yuckahoo about this here Age
of Specialization. Now I'm an engineer by trade and at one time
I could've built a palace, hovel, church or brothel. But I seen the
need of a specialist in my line, so I studied her; I got her; she's

mine. Gentlemen, you are face to face with the champion privy
builder of Frontenac County.

Clem Laverty was my first customer. He heard about me
specializin' and decided to take a chance. I built fer him jist the
average eight family three holer. With that job my reputation

was made and since then I have devoted all my time and thought
to that special line. Of course when business is slack, I do a
little paper hanging on the side but my heart is just in privy

building.

And when I finish a job I ain't through. I give all my cus-
tomers six months privy service free gratis. I 'splained this to

Clem and one day he calls nie up and sez Luke, I wish you'd come
out here; I'm having privy trouble.

So I drives out to Clem's place where I hides; it was right

in the middle of hayin time and them hired hands was goin in there

and stayin anywheres from forty minutes to an hour. Jist think

of thatl

I sez "Clem you sure have got privy trouble". So I gets my
instruments and blue prints and goes in to examine the structu

First I looks at the catalogue thinkin' it might be that, but it wasn't
even from a recognized house. Then I looks at the seats proper
and I see what the trouble was. I had made them holes too durn
comfortable. So I gets out a scroll saw and cuts 'em square
with hard edges. Then I goes back and takes up my position as

before and I watched them hired hands goin in an out for nearly

two hours, Not one of 'em was stayin more than four minutes.

"Clem", I sez, "I've solved her". That's what comes of bein

a specialist gentlemen.

T'want long after I built that twin job for the school house

and then after that the biggest plant up to date — an eight holer

Elmer Ettinger looked her over on one day he sez to me "Luke I

thought I'd ask you to kind of estimate on a job for me."

Couple of days later I drives out to Elmer's place and I see

they got a lot of folks to dinner so I just sneaks around to the side

door and hollers "Hey Elmer here I am; where do you want that

privy put?" Ehner comes out and we get to talkin about a good

location. He was all fer puttin her right alongside a jagged patl

nmnin' by a big Northern Spy.

"I wouldn't do it Elmer" I sez "and I'll tell you why. In

the first place her bein' near a tree is bad. There ain't no sound

in nature so disconcertin' as the sound of apples droppin' on the

roof; Then there's another thing, there's a crooked path runnin

by that tree and the soil there ain't adopted to absorbin' moisture.

Durin' the rainy season she's to be slippery. Take your grand-

pappy — goin' out there is about the only recreation he gets. He'll

go out some rainy night with his nighties flappin' round his legs

and like as not when you go out in the mornin' you'll find him

prone in the mud, or maybe skidded off one of them curves and

wound up in the corn crib". "No, Sir", I sez, "put her in a straight

line with the house and if it's all the same to you, have her go past

the woodpile. I'll tell you why."

"Take a woman for instance — out she goes. On the way back

she'll gather five sticks of wood and the average woman will make

four or five trips a day. There's twenty sticks in the wood box

without any trouble. On the other hand, take a timid woman, slie'tl

make five or six trips to the woodpile just sort of scoutin' before

she goes in. Why on a good day you'll have your woodbox filled

by noon."

"And when it comes to construction", I sez, "I can give you

joists or beams. Joists make a good job: Beams cost a bit more

but they're worth it. 'Course I could give you joists, but take Our

Aunt Emmy, she ain't gettin' a mite lighter. Some day she might

be out there when them joists gave way and there she'd be—catched

"Another thing you've got to figure on, Elmer," I sez, "is that

Science '09 stag in the fall. Them boys is goin' to get in there in

fours and sixes and the like.

"Now", I sez, "How do you want that door to swing? Opening

in or out?" He said he didn't know. So I sez it should open in.

(Continued on page 6)

AFTER THE FORMAL
Queen's University,

;

November 8th, 1954

Dear Sally,

First of all I want to tell you that I do feel you were unjust in

leaving in such a huff, as there is a reasonable explanation for

everything that happened over the Science Formal week-end.

I suppose I should apologize for not seeing you at the station,

but I got stuck at the Fort with some of the boys, and how was I

to know you would walk into town?

As for the boarding house, there was no room in the hotel and
I had no idea the landlady would insist that you be in at one o'clock.

Other than that I do think the forma! was a great success and there

was no reason to get angry because I got drunk, as you were
well taken care of. On the contrary I think you should be grate-

ful to John for taking you home. I thought you understood that

everyone eats at "Charlie's", and I don't understand why you ex-

pected to go to the T. & C. ; besides, how was I to know you would
find anything in your soup?

I do suppose you had a right to be angry about the tickets

for the game but it was impossible to get any for you, and since

we won by such a fabulous score and I told you about all the

important parts, you didn't miss a thing.

As for the tea dance, that pretty brunette was a friend of my
sister's. I just had to dance with her once, and how was I to know
she would keep me for an hour? I didn't think it was very nice

of you to go off with that niedsman as you knew I would worry

about you.

To tell the truth I was a little disappointed in you, Sally.

I thought you would be happy that I would be noble enough to

sit in and write up a lab on Saturday night instead of going to

the dance, and you did hurt me by going without me.

But I am willing to forgive you for your selfishness, and I

know that now that you understand the circumstances you will

still want me to come in for your sorority formal.

Love,

SAM

C
MAYBE W£ BtTTER

ASK THE

HANDLE WITH CARE
An alarcued young lady daslied

into a drugstore with a small child

in her arms.

"My child has swallowed a lead

bullet. What'll I do?"

"Oh, give him a large dose of

castor oil," the druggist replied

calmly, "but be careful not to point

him at anyone."

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Borbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

It's a good rule to keep your finances In

top condition, too— by operating your

own savings account at the B of M.

Bank of Montreal

WORKfNO WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WAIK OF LIFE SINCE 1817

Kingston, Main Office, 297 King St. East, at the Market:

EDWARD ROYCE; Manager

Kingston, Princess and Barrie Sts, Branch, in the "Y" Biulding:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager
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The Specialist
(Continued from Page 5)

This is the way it works out. Place yourself in there, the door open-

ing in say about forty-five degree. This gives you air and lets the

sun beat in. Now if you hear somebody comin' you can give it a

quick shove with your foot and there you are. But if she swings

out where are you? You can't run the risk of havin' her open for

air because if anyone comes you can't get up off that seat, reach

way round and grab er without gettin' caught can you? He could

see I was right.

So I built his door like all of my doors swingin' in and of

course, facin' east to get the full fenefit of the sun and I tell you

gentlemen

nin'. romfortablv seated, with the door aoour tnree-iou

relaxes a body, makes

A CHEMIST'S CCED
Symbol: WOW
Accepted atomic weight: 120.

Physical Properties:

1. Boils at nothing.

2. Freezes at any minute.

3. Melts when properly treated.

4. Very bitter if not well used.

Occurrence: Found wherever man exists.

Chemical Properties:

1. Possesses a great affinity for gold, silver, platinum and

precious stones.

2. Violent reaction if left alone.

3. Able to absorb great quantities of food matter.

4. Turns green when left beside good looking creature.

there am't nothin more restful! than to get out there

in the mornin', comfortably seated, with the door about three-fourthS

open. The old sun beatin' in on you, sort of

you feel m-i-g-h-t-y, m-i-g-h-t-y, r-e-s-t-f-u-1.

Now". I sez. "about the painting of her. What colour do you

want 'er, Elmer?" He said red. "Elmer" I sez. "I can paint her red

and red makes a beautiful job. but it ain't practical to use a solid

colour—she's too durn hard to see at night. Ye' know there's so

many fine points to puttin' up a first-class privy that it takes a

really competent engineer to do 'er right. For example I anchor all

my privies with 4 x 4's that run from the top straight on down

five foot into the ground.

Now you take old man Clark across the holler. He thought my

price was a mite high so he and his boys set out to build their own.

W-e-1-1 that privy looked all right but they painted her red and

they didn't anchor her — two bad mistakes. Come Hallowe'en night

some of them devilish nabor boys upset 'er with the old man in it.

Course the old man got to hollerin' and the dog started barkin"

and his boys came arunnin' an he's Privy bein' painted red they

couldn't see she was upset. Well the old man got so confused he

started crawlin' out through the hole yellin' all the while. The

boys doubled speed but got there just as the old man lost his

holt and fell. The boys couldn't stop and fell too. So you see

what a tragedy that was, and they tell me the whole family has

been ostercized from society ever since.

Sometimes when I get to feelin' blue and discouraged, I just

pack the little woman and the kids in the back of the car and start

out aimin

SUBMARINES
(Continued from page 3)

The Nautilus and her sister the

Sea Wolf represent man's concen-

trated efforts to produce some-

thing that is run by "atomic pow-

er" as the popular phrase goes.

They also pave the way to future

atomic powered peacetime devel-

opments. Mark I and II are the

parents of Mark II which is a

large scale civilian atomic-power-

ed plant which is to be ready in

1957 and which will generate at

least 60,000 kilowatts, using only

fifteen pounds of fuel per month

compared with 40,000,000 pounds

of coal per month when the pow-

er is produced by steam. The

possibility of atomic-powered sub-

marines of the 1950"s might very

well presage an atomic-powered

world of the next century.

(MucTi of the information in the

article was obtained from the New
York Times—articles in "Science

In Review" by Waldemar Kaemp-

ffert, and (he article by C. B. Jalm-

cr in the October 26, 1952, Mag-

azine Setction entitled "SSN-S72

—

Making of the Atomic Sub".)

There is usually only one reason

why a man buys something, but with

a woman it might be any of eight

(so they say).

1. Because her husband said she

can't have it,

2. Because it will make her look

thin.

3. Because it comes from Paris.

4. Because her neighbours can't

afford it.

5. Because nobody has one.

6. Because everybody has one.

7. Because its different.

8. Because.

She was the kind of girl that you

would bring home to mother, if you

could trust father.

MARY
Mary had a little skirt,

So light, so bright, so airy-

It didn't show a bit of dirt,

But boy did it show Mary.

A woman's strongest asset is

man's imagination.

Overheard in Grant Hall:

"Thanks for the dance . .

The pressure was all mine.'

Then there was the one about

the fellow who took his girlfriend

out for a walk and mist.

to fetch up at Elmer's place long about dusk.

gets to the top of the hill overlookin' his place, we stops.

Uses:

1. Highly ornamental.

2. Useful as a tonic in accelerating low spirits.

3. Equalizer of wealth.

4. Probably the most effective income reducing agent

known.

Caution : Highly explosive in inexperienced hands.

When
I

slips the gear in neutral, and we jest sit there lookin' at that beauti-

ful sight. There sits that privy on the knoll, near the woodpile,

mornin' glories growing up over her. I know I done right in special-

izin', that privy is my masterpiece.

With one last look we pulls away. I slips my arm around the

missus and I sez "Nora, Elmer don't have to worry, he's a boy

that's got hisself a privy, a m-i-g-h-t-y, m-ig-h-t-y, p-r-e-t-t-y,

p-r-i-v-y."

Thank you gentlemen.

The Redmen soon you'U be playing m town.

And the fans will be coming from miles around,

So drink lots of "Wilmots Milk" every day,

And during the battle you'll hear the fans say,

"It's a wonder those Redmen are even alive.

Just look at the way those Golden Gaels drive.

FOR EXTRA NOURISHMENT
INSIST ON

WILMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

BEAT McGILL

Campus capers

call for Coke

Everyone enjoys the break

between classes. The lid's off

for a time and relaxation s

the mandate. What better fits

the moment than ice-cold Coke?

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

*rCCHMICAL. SUPPL.IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

3nxX Hettry ISntH

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. -.Phone 771

Z

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Monufocturers

— AGENTS FOR --

SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRlNE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

COCA-COLA LTD.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

I 212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

town and country
After a Dote

Drop in and hove

A "delicatessen specialty'

Princess St, ot Clergy

Kingston, Ontario.

restaurants

TWO LOCATIONS

After lectures

come in and try

"sizzling steak"

Highwoy No. 2

Cataroqui, Ont.
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. . Our Dean
(Continued from page 1)

graduate training given to

Queen's engineers in that build-

ing is unique in Canada and prob-

ably in North America. Students

never cease to feel the Dean's en-

thusiasm for the subject and from

his labs in the past he has been

nicknamed the "Waterboss",

It was in 1943 that the freshman

of 1903, D. S. Ellis, became Dean
Ellis of the Faculty of Science.

Queen'smen of that time will also

remember a new "Assistant

Dean" who became established

shortly afterwards. This was

"Buster" his dog, who it is said,

attended every lecture and was

sadly passed over in not being

raised to the position of "Assist

ant Dean". Dean Ellis is a man
of wide interests. He indulges in

such hobbies as photography,

painting, and has even built him-

self a telescope, to further his in-

terests in astronomy.

In this his final j'ear of such
long and devoted affiliation with

Queen's University, Sciencemen

all over Canada and perhaps the

world, will remember their Dean
and his influence on their lives.

His ambition has always been to

develop sound, practical engineers

and he has resisted the trend to-

wards specialization in all engin-

eering schools today. That he

has been successful in this and in

the development of outstanding

citizens it can only be pointed out

that he was recently awarded the

Julian C. Smith Medal, by the

Engineering Institute of Canada
for "Achievement in the Develop-

ment of Canada".

Lutheran Student's Association

Lutheran Student's Association meeting will be held Monday
Nov. 8th, at 8.30 p.m., at 46 William St. The Reverend H. Lossing

will be the guest speaker.

Badminton Club

Badminton Club meets every Tuesday night 8 - 10.30 and Sun-

day afternoon 1 :30 - 4.30. All those interested in joining the club

are welcome,

CCF Meeting

Donald C. MacDonald. Ontario CCF. leader, will address a

meeting Monday, Nov. 8, in Committee Room 2, Students Union,

at 7:30 p.m. All students interested in the Model Parliament are

invited to stay for the CCF. caucus discussion, which will follow

the meeting.

CfRC W££K£HD LOG

7.00

7.10

7.20

7.30

7.45

8.00

8.30

9.00

9.15

Camera Club

The next meeting- of the Queen's Camera Club will be held at

7 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 9, in Committee Room No. 2. There will be
a lecture and demonstration on Portrature, Bring your camera.

A SURVEY SHOWS

Meds Most Unpopular

Q.F.C.

Invites you to attend an after-game dinner being held in St.

James Harish Hall, Saturday, Nov. 6, at 5 ;30 p.m. Everybody

welcome.

Your Science reporters have

been conducting a survey among
students for their opinions on the

undergraduate group which in

their estimation was the least

popular.

The mention of Medsman made

most students wince and come

forth with distasteful accounts of

their experiences with this group.

Even the most unbiased approach

by your interviewers could not

imcover favourable comment ex-

cept for the budding doctors

themselves.

It is unfortunate that informa-

tion of this sort should be pub-

lished. However, the results of

this survey were so conclusive

that in the interest of truth,

beauty and goodness—the pri-

mary aims of the Science Publi-

cation—the results could not be

withe Id.

Interviews among members of

Levana brought out many sur-

prising disclosures. "They are for

the birds". "So he's a doctor, so

what." "Thank goodness we have

the Sciencemen, anyway". The

girls were particularly bitter that

the flowers of their number,

namely the cheerleaders, had to

be under the perserving control

of Medsmen.

One young Artsman, the vic-

tim of a horrible miscalculation

of Meds friend said that the next

time he would see a doctor. Pie

had cut his Hp with a razor but

now after the application of a

"Meds" prescription this pathe-

tic fellow is known as "Anyface".

In the higher echelons of stu-

dent government many were irk-

ed by the attempted coup d'etat of

the AMS last spring by Meds
gangleaders and their henchmen.

This type of behaviour prompted

members of the Alumni who vis-

ited the University recently to

Meds Proves to be Most Unpop-

ular Faculty express their con-

cern over the seedy lot of medi-

cal undergraduates on the cam-

pus at present.

Your reporters were barred

from attempts to investigate the

kennels in the Craine Building.

The conclusion reached by our

survey, as stated in the title, was

summed up by the remark by a

Scienceman who said "All my

most undesirable friends are

Medsmen".

SrCEHHAH Sr WILUIftM STB.

Rev. C. E. J. Cragg. ha., d.d.

minister
Lloyd Zurbrigg

ORGANIST AND CHom MASTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH

II o.m.
—"Man Responsible

to Cod: Cod Responsible

for Man."

7.30 p.m.—"Did Jesus

Commend a Crook?"
Fourth in Series:

"Problems and Promises"

Young People's Group alior eve-

nlnfi servict. Prof. TushinKhom will

spoak on "The Idea ot the Chosen
People In Ihe Bible."

Voli Will Be Welcome
Like a bloody bunch of Artsmen

Newman Night

St. Mary's School Auditorium on Sunday at 7,30 p.m.

Canterbury Club

Holy Communion — Sunday at 9,30 a.m. in the Morgan

Memorial Chapel,

FRIDAY

Tops in Pops.

Campus News — Gordon

Penny.

Sports Profiles — Mike

Moffatt, Hal McClarney.

Talent Time—Mary Mar-

tyn.

Leave it to Levana—Joyce

Safrance, Ann Hayes.

Mike's Mood Music—Mike

Machan, Arne Kotanen.

Our Place—Charles Tay-

lor, Peter Paris, Don
Gollan.

Tunes of Our Times —
Doug MacKay.

Music I Like—Grant

Sampson, Gordon Penny.

9.45 Hanley's Hamper.

SATURDAY

6.00 Jazz Incorporated—Norm
Dyson.

6.30 Show Tunes — Hugh
Lightbody,

7.00 Spotlight on Levana —
Viv Stern.

7.30 Down Beat—A, Matthews

8.00 In the Groove — Thehna

Hunter, DougThompsoa
9.00 1940 Classics—Bob Sand-

erson.

10.00 Pop Concert—Don Harri-

son.

10.30 Rumpus Room—Glenn
Buick.

11.00 Heldt'5 House—Jim Hunt.

MCB3C LArrs
What about the butcher who backed up to the meat grinder

and got a little behind in his orders.

Some coeds are afraid of mice — others have ugly legs.

Science Boy Wins

Ray Bratley, a second year

scienceman was the lucky win-

ner of this years Millionaires

Weekend.

Ray wins for himself from

Fashion Craft, a tophat, set of

tails, shirt, vest, gloves, tie, scarf,

and other accessories to com-

pletely outfit him for the dance.

Ray's lucky partner receives

from Jackson Metiviers an even-

ing gown, gloves, handbag and

hosiery.

"Seymour's" have presented

shoes to the lucky couple and

Wellers are providing an orchid

for the girl and a boutonniere for

the man.

Modern Taxi will see that Ray

and his partner ride like Million-

aires and the Science Formal

Committee provides a dance tic-

ket and a reasonable amount of

cash to take care of any other

necessities,

Musical Award

Tricolor '55

Tricolor "55 requires a Med's

sales manager and a Science sales

manager. These are responsible

positions but most of the work

entailed will be done in January

and February.

Apply

:

Tricolor office on Monday or

Thursday evenings or contact

Molly Fisher at 200S4.

DVA Checks

DVA and Children of War

Dead checks can be picked up in

the Padre's Office.

An award of $75 for an original

composition for solo instrument

or small ensemble has been offer-

ed by the Jewish Women's Musi-

cal Club. The competition is open

to residents of Canada under 25

years of age.

Entries must be submitted be-

fore April I, 1955, with the name

of the composer, his postal ad-

dress and the title of the compo-

sition placed in a sealed envelope

attached to the entry.

All compositions will be judged

by a committee appointed by the

Jewish Women's Musical Club of

Winnipeg. The committee re-

serves the right to the first per-

formance of the winning entry

and to the choice of performer or

performers. Decision of the jud-

ges will be final.

Entries should be mailed to:

Original Composition Award
Committee, Mrs. L. G. Feiustein.

72 Harrow St., Winnipeg Man.

Classified Ads

Lost

Gold bracelet on Saturday even-

ing on Union St., or in Student's

Union. Would finder please call

5804.

For ample protection al low

net cott, see your locol

Mutual Life of Canada

roprssentotivo.

KINGSTON BRANCH MANAGER: D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, CLU.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST.

REPRESENTATIVES:

W. J.
STONESS, C.L.U, K. C. KENNEDY, CLU.

(anolican)
King St. at Johnson St.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7TH

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Fomily Service

11.00 a.m.—Remembrance
Service

Preacher; Hnjor, The Reverend

Stanley Andrews.

7.00 p.m,—Evensong.

Preacher: The Fev. D. P. Bums.

St. An&rpiu'fi

PRINCCSa AMD CLF-nor STREETS

REV J Forbes weooehbubm
M A, D.D .

Minister

MR, DARWIN STATA.
OROANI3T AND CHOIRMASTEB

MISS ANNE HALLIDAV

10.15 a,ni, Bible Class

11.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended
all students.

(Shalnifrfi

EARL AND BARRIE STS,

REV W, F BANISTER. O.D

MINISTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 7tH

11.00 O.m.—Pointed Stories

13) 'Ten Girls"

7.30 p.m,—The Bible Speaks

(3) "To the Lonely"

8,45 p,m.—Youth Fellowship

0 Come Let Us Worship
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SCIENCE SPCRTS

ENGINEERS IN SPORTS
As in the past Queens science-

men make up a sizeable propor-

tion of the Queen's two football

teams.

The Gaels in particular are

well stocked with such stalwart

include juniors John Mothersill,

M. Fielding, sophomore Steve

Bell, and freshmen R. Last and,

likely prospect according to

Jack, Doug Kilgour.

There is also lots of activity

the other corner of the west

g-yin. Under the watchful eye of

Jim Saylor a host of aspiring mat-

men are working for a spot on

the intercollegiate team. Here we
ncounter more men from the

Science Faculty including Hal

Frederick (56), Ted Courtenage

(56), Bill Abrams and Bill Law
ford from final year, George Fel-

gate of '57 along with a group

AL KOCMAN
Backjield pozvcr-housc

figures as Hank Zuzek (55), Pet(

Kicholson (55j. Bob MacRae (55)

Don Marston (55), and back in

uniform again this week, we hope

Hank Sandlos (55). Still the

names roll on as we have Al

Kocman (56), Ron Lane (55)

Jim Cruickshank (56), Clair Sel

lens (56). Truly a fitting list for

a championship team.

The Comets lineup also reads

like a Science registration list

Along with Ned Chown (55) and

Vic Uzbalis (56) we have Bob

M cDermott ( 57 ) . Rick John

ton (57) , Carl Lennahan (57

)

Eon Dehsle (57), Ken Reid (57)

who are all the big figures in th

team's operation. To go along

with these engineers the fresh

men class have given us no les

than 8 more to help Jake Edwards

and Al Lenard in their quest of

new title. These members of Sc

ence '58 include Dave Harshaw

Andy McDougall, Cord Rbinson

Etvio Delztto, Al Silk, Chuck Sa

France, Dave Wilson.

Boxing coach Jack Jarvis is

looking forward to another suc-

cessful year and it looks like he

has the boys to do it with. Work-
outs have begun and so far five

sciencemen have started the

hard grind to an Intercollegiate

championship at -McGill. These

(57); Dave Turnbull (57); Bill

Moss (58).

Just as the football season is

passing the 2/5 way mark (for

McGill and Tornto— way mark

lor Queen's) Norm Harry is put-

ting the basketball players

through their drills and this year

being no exception from last year

has 12 sciencemen working out.

The list goes somewhat like this.

Don "Porky" Lyon, Don "Killer"

Marston both of '55; R. Purcell,

Andy Hayden, Vern Ireton, Ron

Tillotson, Ian Stothart from the

junior year. Paul Fedor of '57 and

Don MacRae, Bill Anglin, Terry

Mattioli, and Al Mills of '58 com-

plete the roster.

With hockey not too far away,

last year's holdovers will make

up the nucleus of this year's squad

We find such players as Car!

Frietag (55), Walt Shisko (55)

Glen Irvine Jr. (56), Dick Hill

(56), R. Hoffman ('56), and Jim

Lindamoor. Along with any

freshman who turn out we are

looking forward to having a good

hockey team.

PETE NICHOLSON
Poiocr up jront

of freshmen whose names were

not available.

The track and field team for

1955 did an excellent job under

Pat Galasso an outsider from a

foreign faculty. Some of the cre-

dit for a first place in the Inter-

mediate and a second in the Sen-

ior meet is again due to Science

men. Much of the credit should

be given to Bert Barry (56) who

gained a first in the senior pole

vault competition and to Fritz

McDougall a post grad for plac-

ing first in the senior mile; a

complete list includes Al Neu-

mann (57), first in the mile and

three mile (Int) ; G. Johnston

(56), first in the 100 yard (Int.)

;

Francis Smith (57) first in the

pole vault (Int,); Al Poutanen

(55), first in the 220 (Int.): John

Mcintosh (55) ;
Bill Welles (56);

Paul Fedor (57); Mac James

Bews Clues

The Bew Trophy race is once

again being monopolized by Sc

encemen with Science '57 and

Science '56 away out in front. It

appears to be shaping up like the

great battle of two seasons back

when Science '55 and Science '54

fought it out to the bitter end be-

fore '55 finally emerged as vict-

ors. They were the first sopho-

more year to win in a great many
years and it appears as though

'57 is going to try to repeat '5S's

great feat. But regardless of who

wins, it promises to be a close

and very interesting competition.

The following are the Bews
Trophy standings to date:

1. Science '57 ~™ 8129

2. Science '56 _™„ 7211

3. PRE '55 4582

4. Arts '58 4446

5. Science '55 4400

6. Arts '56 3927

7. Arts '57 2657

8. Meds '57 . 2365

9. Meds '60 1998

10. Meds '56 198S

sented Science on the swimming

team.

This year's golf team had C. L.

Kimball (56), Ross Wilbey (56)

and Ramsey McDonald (56).

Along with the 800 or so intra-

mural participants, it is seen that

Sciencemen have done more than

their share of holding up the fine

tradition of athletics at Queen's

Aliif ^ Season
Murmurs

WITH SIDELINE SAM

"Westward Bound If Mustangs Win—Band Not to Go". This

caption appeared in last week's Western Gazette and perhaps in-

dicated the frame of mind of most Mustang supporters prior to

last weekend. There was some consolation, however, for the band

since last Saturday's tilt indicated that the musicians might not

be the only ones to enjoy the comforts of home. Mentor Metras

and his QE's found their task somewhat different from the week

previous in Little Memorial Stadium. This difference was large-

ly due to Coach Tindall's effective use of movies in revamping,

tightening and alerting the Gael defenses. So good were these

defenses that the Mustang quarterbacks lost their aif of supreme

self-confidence and control, their smashes were rendered ineffect-

ive, even the rifle arm of Getty was often prematurely set off by

a hard charging gold front wall. So possibly the farthest west

the purple and white will travel this year will be for a post season

exhibition match with the Rodney Sod Busters. ED. NOTE: Rod-

ney — Hamlet, pop. 732 — 30 mi. west of London.

It would now seem that the Tricolor is On the top of the heap

to stay .... but Coach Tindall retains a more wary attitude as

substantiated by pertinent facts brought out in a recent interview.

For instance the Redmen from McGill are well-cast in the roll of

spoilers having gained experience in last year's final game upset

win over the mighty herd from London. Also just one week ago

the Varsity Blues found themselves trailing 12-0 at quarter time

and but for a severe case of fumbletis by the Sullivan crew, the

score probably would not have changed so radically. Queen's head

coach also pointed out that in the event of a wet day, which would

hinder our aerial attack, trouble could be expected from the heavy

and not-to-be-underrated McGill Line. And now taking a peek

at the standings . . .

Queen's has a narrow one point lead over both Western and

Varsity. Should McGill persist as spoilers to-morrow, the gold

team will face a rigorous test being forced to overpower the Blues

at Varsity Stadium to even remain in the playoff.

For tomorrow's important game the team is reasonably well

intact with very few injuries resulting last Saturday.
^

At the time

of writing Gary Lewis was nursing a few bad bruises and is a

doubtful starter. Bob MacRae a mild-mannered ruffian who kept

the Behemoth-like Ted Roman crying for mercy, is not expected

to start, as well as Clare Sellens and Russ Thoman who are out

with leg injuries. Jimmy Cruikshank had been o.k'd by the team

doctor and will see action. Stalwart help can be expected soon

from Hank Sandlos who, although not ready for tomorrow's game,

has conscientiously been working out and taking treatments to

a preseason injury.

So midseason finds the Tricolour in the most impressive position

in the past few years. Should they continue in this position . .
.

will our band go?

JIM CRUICKSHANK
Shijt ball carrier

Last year's ski team was rep-

resented by P. Hobden (56) and

Al Poutanen (55) along with

others who must be holding back

their names because of publicity

reasons.

In badminton and tennis F. P.

Morton (56), Ed Hoeng (57) and

Dave Law (57) represented us.

while Ron Wendorf (56) and

K. L. Currie (56) abley reprc-

Wesley and Margaret
Gerow Scholarship

Applications are invited for

the Wesley and Margaret

Gerow Scholarship, value

$100. This is awanled to an

engineering student in se-

cond, third or fourth year

who comes from Prince Ed-

ward, Northumberland or

Hastings County. For de-

tails regarding this Scholar-

ship, see page 50 of the Sci-

ence Calendar.

D. S, ELLIS,
Dean.

REDMEN HERE
TOMORROW
The McGill Redmen, who

couldn't find too much cause for

joy while they were dropping all

their intercollegiate appearances

this season, yet have a chance for

the final laugh in their set-to

with the Queen's Golden Gaels.

However, Frank TnidMl his

BEAT
McGlLL!

FRANK TINDALL
Hero oj any jaciilty

crew intend making sure that

this does not happen.

The club is definitely "up" for

this important game, and intend

to insure themselves a play-off

position. But they arn't forget-

ing McGill's final game with

Western last year when the Mon-

trealer's pulled the upset of the

season and so are going to take

no chances with this one.

Most of the team will be in

gofod condition for tomorrow's

game and at present time there

,'ire no serious injuries. Claire

Sellens and Hank Sandlos will

be sitting out this one but are

expected to be ready for action

in the near future.

Comets Carleton Bound

While the big team is battling

at home, the intermediate Com-

ets wil be off to Carleton College

with an injury riddled team. Jake

Edwards has a big job of re-or-

ganizng his backfield as he will

be without the services of his

fullbacks, Reid and Simpson. Al-

so missing will be quarterback

Bob Cranston and Captain Carl

Lennahan, who is out for the

season with a broken ankle. Not

only will they be minus a regu-

lar fullback but also a kicker as

Simpson and Lennahan have

shared the kicking duties all sea-

son. There is, however, a bright

spot in the picture with the re-

turn of Bob McDermot, who has

been out with a broken nose.

R(
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WUS Display Opens Today
With International Exhibit

Highland Dancer

Pretty Highland dancer Elizabeth Whytock. Arts '57, displays

her skill before interested spectators at Saturday's Queen's-McGill

game. Liz is one of four dancers who accompany the pipe band

and perform during the half time band display. Queen's is the

only Canadian university to have such a group.

Liquor Laws Old-Fashioned

Question At Debating Club

Padre Conducts

Memorial Service

Thursday Morning

As students o£ Queen's gather in

Grant Hall on Remembrance Day,

they will think particularly of the

SfiO Queen'smen who died in two

world wars.

The Remembrance Day Service

will be held on Thursday Nov. 11,

in Grant Hall at 10:53 a.m.

Classes and labs will he called in

order to permit staff and students

to gather in Grant Hall by 10:53.

Members of the University Naval,

Army and Air Force establishments

will be permitted to leave classes

and iabs a few minutes earlier in

order to form up for entrance into

Grant Hall. Seats will be reserved

for them in the front rows of the

centre section of the University Ave.

side of the building.

Copies of the order of service will

be distributed in Grant Hall. The

principal and the university chaplain

will be associated in it, and the Glee

Club, under Dr. Graham George,

win lead the singing.

The Last Post will be sounded

by a signalman from the Royal Cana-

dian School of Signals. Two minutes

silence will be observed and Reveille

sounded.

Dr. Douglas At Conference

As Delegate To UNESCO

A resolution that the liquor laws

of Ontario are obsolete, was carried

to victory at a meeting of the Debat-

ing Club, Thursday evening. Up-
holding the resolution were Mike

Armstrong and Pete Zarry, while

Nigel Gander and Robert Lagnado

supported the negative argument.

Speaking for the affirmative, Mr.

Armstrong and Mr. Zarry main-

tained that the present provincial

liquor laws are outdated and no
longer fulfill their designed function,

since they are disregarded and
flouted at every opportunity.

They pointed to examples of in-

direct advertising carried on by

Appoint Hodgetts

Research Fellow

Prof. J. E. Hodgetts, of the

Department of Political and Ec-
onomic Science, has been ap-

pointed Research Fellow under
the Skelton-Clark Memorial
foundation for the session 1954-

55.

Professor Hodgetts has been re-

lieved of his teaching duties for

the session and is devoting him-
self to a study of public adminis-
tration under the federal govern-
ment in Canada. He will be at

the university during the session
and will spend some time in Ot-
tawa during the summer.

Dr. Donald V. Smiley has been

appointed lecturer in Political

Science, and will take over Pro-
fessor Hodgetts' teaching duties.

certain breweries who under the

present law may not advertise, and

to the swarms of minors found in

beverage rooms.

The inconsistency of applying the

same restrictions to an educated In-

dian as to his primitive ancestors

was also stressed. It was argued that

only the efforts of well organized

minority groups and the tradition

of temperance laws in Ontario sup-

port laws of which the majority is

not in favour.

It was felt that any change in

the ineffective laws would improve

the present situation, which could

not be made worse.

On the negative side it was ar-

gued that the liquor laws, though

strict, were justifiable in view of the

immoderation of Ontario drinkers.

Mr. Gander pointed to "sudden out-

bursts of brutish indulgeuce" which

he described as immature and de-

serving of strict discipline. This at-

titude he contrasted to the more

moderate attitude evidenced in Eur-

ope, where liquor is accepted as part

of a daily diet.

It would seem therefore, they

argued that only a change in attitude

towards liquor and a trend towards

moderation could make the present

liquor laws obsolete.

Next Wednesday Dr. A. V.

Douglas, Dean of Women and as-

tronomy professor at Queen's,

will leave New York City on a

flight to Montevideo, Uruguay,

as Canadian delegate at the forth-

coming UNESCO conference.

Dr. Douglas had been active in

the International Federation of

University Women, and held the

position of president of the or-

ganization from 1947 to 1950. It

is one of the fifty non-govern-

mental international groups
which have consultate status with

UNESCO.
Dr. Douglas is one of a dele-

gation composed of ten prominent

Canadians. The other delegates

are : S. Pierce, Canadian Ambas-

sador in Rio de Janiero; Mr. Ar-

senault and Mr. Carter, members

of parliament; Dr. Page, who

Science Court

The first session of the high

court of Science will be held

on Thursday. Nov. II, at 7

p.m. in Grant Hall. Summons

may be picked up at the post

ufiice. Persons not attending

will be dealt with severely.

R. L, Fauconnier

Addresses IRC

On French Habits

The International Relations

Club Thursday night heard Pro-

fessor R. L. Fauconnier speak on

the topic '"What's right with

France?" He first showed that

French society still justifies the

motto adopted during the Revolu-

tion : "Liberie. Egalite, Frater

nite."

Freedom of enterprise flour-

ishes; freedom of speech is un-

restrained, and the French take

full advantage of this jealously

guarded liberty; freedom in edu-

cation is a reality, for no indoc-

trination of any sort is attempted

in the schools.

Equality is everywhere evident

as a basic principle of life, and is

shown in that there is equal op-

portunity for everyone in every

field; primary education is com-

pulsory, and is for the most part

entirely free.

The idea of fraternity is borne

out in the fact that the French

show no race prejudice; the pro-

blem of the North Africans is not,

iTi essence, a racial question at

all, but arises out of the condi-

tions of living and economical

status of these people.

Professor Fauconnier pointed

out that the new motto of Pe-

tain's government is equally re-

presentative of the spirit of

(See IRC Address, Page 4)

George Ferguson

Dunning Lecturer

George V. Ferguson, editor of the

Montreal Star, will deliver the first

lecture of the Chancellor Dunning

Trust Series on Nov. 15 at 11 a.m.

His topic will be "Freedom of the

Press."

During this year's session, there

will be a number of single lectures

under the Dwiining Tntst, rather

than a series of three given by one

lecturer. The main reason for this

change is that it makes the program

more varied than before. All lectur-

ers this year will be Canadian,

whereas formerly there was at least

one from outside the country.

Mr. Ferguson is also a radio

.ommentator on international af

fairs. He was a Rhodes Scholar from

the University of Alberta, and

gained his experience in journalism

on the Winnipeg Free Press under

[ohn W. Dafoe. On Dafoe's deatl

he became executive editor of the

Free Pres and in 1949 assumed his

present position with the Montreal

Star. He also served on the United

Nations Commission on Freedom of

the Press.

Eariy in January, Frank Under

hill of the University of Toronto will

be second lecturer in the Trust

series.

Mr. Underhill attended Oxford

University under a Naval Scholar-

ship. He was on the staff of the

University of Saskatdiewan nnti!

1928, then moved to Toronto. He

is at present a writer and radio com-

mentator as well as professor of

history at Toronto.

Prof. Corry announced also that

next year's Dunning Trust lectures

will lie given by Samuel Morrison,

of Harvard University's historj- de-

partment.

spoke at Queen's last winter, sec-

etary of the Chemical Institute

of Canada and several times a

Canadian representative at

UNESCO meetings; Dr. Panne-

ton, Montreal doctor, who is pri-

arily interested in the literary

and cultural aspects of education-

work; Mr. Stewart, inspector

of secondary schools in the Ot-

tawa district, who is concerned

with UNESCO educational work

at the school level; Mr. Bow,

from Ottawa, connected with the

Department of External Affairs;

two charges d'affaires from Mon-

tevideo to Buenos Aires.

UNESCO is a body of the Uni-

ted Nations concerned with pro-

moting educational, scientific, and

cultural activities in the world.

It supplies texts and school ma-

terials to less-privileged coun-

tries, and spreads cultural know-

ledge through art and library ex-

hibitions, and documentary films.

At the close of World War

Two, when the formation of a

body called UNESCO was under

consideration, a conference was

called in Britain. Among the

Canadian delegates was Dr. R. C

Wallace, then principal of

Queen's,

The year 1954 was outstanding

in the 'history of UNESCO, for

it was this year that U.S.S.R. de-

^ided to apply for membership

followed by Byelorussia, and the

Ukraine. They were granted full

membership this spring.

(See Dr. Douglas. Page 4)

Dance Brings

Poor Turnout

The cry of "Down with $2 admit-

tance fees" showed its result Satur-

day night at the footbaU dance in

the gymnasium.

There was a poor turnout in the

gym, although Grant Hall had a

good crowd.

Protests began last week with

petitions passed among the student

body. The lists are lo be handed over

to the AMS for consideration.

At present, the Alumni Associa-

tion sponsors the football dances.

However, it is hoped the AMS will

take over dances next year and

bring the admission charge back to

Ihe 51 lee of previous years.

Student Loams

Students' loans arc available

for engineering students from

the Engineering Society Loan

Fund. Loans of up to $250 are

given and may be obtained by

submitting a letter to the pres-

ident of the Engineering So-

ciety.

A $25,000 solid gold and silver

chest will be among the items on

display in Grant Hall Tuesday

and Wednesday afternoon and

evening. The display is brought

to Queen's for the third time by

the World University Service

Treasure Van, and features ar-

ticles, both for exhibt and for

sale, from various countries of

the world.

This year's Treasure Van fea-

tures unique articles not only

from India, but also handicraft

from Greece and the North Am-
erican Indians. Students may pur-

chase such varied articles as

Greek pottery, bangles or birch

bark canoes.

The Treasure Van visits uni-

versities across Canada each year

to raise money to aid university

students in underprivileged sec-

tions of the world, as well as to

give employment to native crafts-

men. The silver-gold chest, don-

ated by the Maharajah of Mysore,

is part of the fund-raising exhib-

it's display section which also

features more than a dozen foot-

high dolls donated by nations

around the globe.

Better Understanding

WUS feels that the Treasure

Van will bring Canadian Stu-

dents to a better understanding

of the problems of needy scholars

around the globe.

Among the dolls on display is

the favorite doll of Japan's future

prime minister, Haroukoma, don-

ated by Prince Yoshi. son of Ja-

pan's premier Yoshida. Others

come from Luxembourg, Holland.

Israel, India, Greece and Yugo-

slavia. A minature of a Korean

bride came directly from South

Korean president Syghman Rliee.

Superstitious students maypur-

lase a manchadi seed for only

j5 cents, of which it is said. " It

is ten times God's good luck to

own one". Also on sale are ele-

phant bells.

Principal W. A. Mackintosh

will officially open the sale at 7

p.m. tonight, but the Treasure

\'an will open its doors at 2

o'clock this afternoon.

Alumni Association

To Hold Supper

At Toronto Hotel

The Queen's Alunuii Association

is planning a buffet supper next Sat-

urday evening in the Oak Room of

the Royal York Hotel in Toronto.

The supper is in addition to the

dances, which will be held in the

two ballrooms of the hotel and which

are open to both grads and under-

graduates.

The supper is for members of

die Alumni only, and since it is the

first event of the kind for some

time, a lai^e number are expected

to attend.
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GAELS SHUT OUT McGILL 20-0
PLAYOFF MUDDLED, QUEEN'S IN

cide league policy in tlie event of a three way

ern, and Toronto finishing in a deadlock for the top spot arose

the Mustangs battled to a 12-12 draw, while Frank

WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

The Intercollegiate Athletic Union will hold a special meeting sometime this week to de-

tie for first place. The possibility of Queen s, West-

this weekend, when the Blues and

Tindall's Gaels were beating McGill 20-0.

The Golden Gaels meet Varsity this Saturday in Toronto, and could clinch first spot by

racking up their fifth win in six starts this season. A Queen's loss to Toronto, coupled with a \\ est-

ern win over McGill. would leave the three clubs deadlocked with eight points each on the final day

of the regular schedule. , , „ c?-.*

Should the Gaels win this Saturday, they will meet the Western Mustangs the following Sat-

urday Nov 20 A Queen's win this weekend would leave them with 10 points, while a Western

win over McGill would give the Mustangs a total of eight, and lift them into second spot ahead of

Toronto. Although the Gaels would have their choice of playing fields for any such encounter with

Western Dr. O. A. Carson. Queen's representative to the CIAU, said Sunday that the game would

probably take place in Varsity Stadium, since a larger crowd could be accommodated. The gate from

any such intercollegiate playoff would be split evenly amoung the four teams in the league.

Dr. Carson did not know what

league policy would be in the

event of a three way tie. But he

did feel that it was probable that

two teams would play off, poss-

ibly in a midweek game, to obtain

the right to meet the third team

(which would have been given a

bye) for the league title. The

midweek game would not be pop-

ular, he felt, but might be neces-

sary to avoid conflict with the

Grey Cup game, slated for Nov.

27 in Toronto. At the moment

the Golden Gaels, who have scor-

ed 105 points in five games, would

obtain the bye if the matter were

decided on a points for and

against basis.

Highly Improbable

Another very unlikely possibil-

ity would see two tie games this

weekend, in which case Toronto

and Western would be deadlock-

ed for second place. The league

constitution- DOES., cover ..this

point, and says that a playoff be-

tween the second place teams

would be a prerequisite to a final

deciding game.

At the moment the matter rests

with the CIAU president, Dr.

Duncan McLarty of the Univers-

ity of Western Ontario. It does

seem probable, however, that the

Gaels will be making two trips

to Toronto within the next two

weeks.

EVERYBODY'S PUZZLED, FRIEND.

The game was over, but the excitement was just beginning

Sports Jottings

The first hockey practice of the

year will be held tonight in the Jock

Harty Arena from 5 to 7 P.M.

CoachPete Carr-Harris invites all

interested to turn out for thework-

out.

Backed up by the fine passing of

Ron Rooke, the Queen's Interme-

diate Comets defeated Carleton Col-

lege of Ottawa 13-11 on Saturday

afternoon in the capital city. Rooke'?

pass to Walt Goodfellow in the

dying moments of the game was

the decisive factor. C-arlcton domi-

nated the play in the first two quar-

ters and had a lead of 13-6 by half

time. Comets scored their first

touchdown minutes before the first

half ended when Rooke passed to

Ath Guiou for the 5 pts. Walt Good-

(See Sports Jottings, Page 3)

And the only ones who didn't seem to be bothered by the confusion

were the green-shirted officials, who pulled themselves out of the

mud and gore that was Richardson Stadium on Saturday afternoon

just as quickly as possible. The shivering fans, who had come to

cheer Frank Tindall's Gaels to their first playoff spot since the for-

gotten days of 1937, left the stadium mumbling to themselves. The

words went something like this: "Now if Toronto beats us, and

McGill beats Western, or if we tie Toronto and Western beats Mc-

Gill ..." The cops directing traffic outside were distracted by the

same thoughts, as were the players in their alcove beneath the stands.

And the thoughts were all the same in that they all led nowhere

;

"what happens now?" was the question of the hour.

One man was responsible for all the uproar, and another thought

he knew the answer. The guy to whom the confusion could be

traced was the guy who had vocalized into the public address

system the news that the Varsity Blues, via some fancy third quarter

goings-on, had lifted themselves into a tie with the Western Mus-

tangs (John Metras just keeps getting sadder these days) for the

second straight time in this season's mixed-up schedule.

Larry Sullivan thought he knew what was going to happen

next however. But his answer wasn't one which would have inter-

ested the majority of Kingston people on this particular Saturday

afternoon. Sullivan, who left a safe coaching spot in Hamilton

earlier this year to hitch his wagon to the Redmen's (falling) star,

knew only that he would have to take his club, now the possessor

of five straight losses, back into the sea of criticism that seems to

be floating around Montreal these days. Because while the Gaels

and their followers are talking title on every street corner in Kings-

ton and elsewhere, the disillusioned McGill followers are proposing

everything from downright subsidization to withdrawal from the

intercollegiate circuit. Every idea put forth is intended in some

way to help the Redmen from the plight that has given them their

most disgraceful season since they last had a quarterback who quit

in mid-season because people didn't really think he was injured.

If Sullivan thought he knew what was going to happen, Frank

Tindall couldn't put himself in the same class. Frank had been

questioned and scrutinized all week by newsmen who wanted to

know where the Gaels would stand after they had beaten McGill.

But Frank wouldn't concede the point, preferring instead to stick

to a much more secure path. He sidestepped all queries with the

observations that the Gaels hadn't beaten McGill yet, and weren't

likely to unless that general attitude was dropped. "We like to

take them one at a time". The Gaels themselves appear to be a

more level-headed bunch than the Gael fandom, because they car-

ried out Tindall's orders to perfection. You can't shout down a

twenty point spread.

So now Tindall is forced with the prospect of getting his team

ready for the Toronto game next weekend. And like every other

game that has ever been played this year, it shapes up to be the

"game of the season". It will hold true to that definition at least

in the respect that Varsity stadium should be jam-packed with

curious folk wlio must be beginning to wonder about now just what
is going on in this circuit of ours. You know what will happen if

Western Slips

Varsity Ties

It wasn't problematical. Or

even ethical. But Bob Master-

son's Varsity Blues roared from

behind a twelve point deficit in

London Saturday afternoon to

deadlock the Western Mustangs

12-all, to throw the intercollegi-

ate loop into its worst quandry

in recorded history. The two

teams battled to a 9-9 draw in

Varsity stadium earlier in the

season.

Gino Fracas led the Mustangs

by going over for majors in each

of the first and second quarters,

and converted both.

Varsity's passing attack, spear-

headed by the throwing arm of

Bill Stevenson, put the Blues on a

third quarter march which saw

Rich Bethuiie pick up Toronto's

first touchdown. Later in the

same period, Western pass-de-

fender Byron Young deflected

Harry Wilson's long heave into

the end zone into the arms of

Toronto's Bill Horton. When
Steve Oneschuck booted his se-

cond convert of the afternoon,

the Blues had picked up their tie.

The prc-game activities featured the McGill band playing

"Tenderly" in front of the Queen's bench. If they had repeated

the music at half-time, the Redmeu might have gone home with

only a small deficit instead of the 20-0 shellacking the Golden Gaels

hung on them. For after their rendition, the Gold remembered

and so led by only a pair of singles by Jocko Thompson at the

half. The spell was gone in the last half, as the powerful ponies

scored two TD's in the first five minutes of the third quarter to

walk away from the McGill crew.

Galloping Ponies

The three ponies ran hard des-

pite the slime, and while they

slipped and slid, all three man-

aged to pick up at least seventy-

five yards along the ground with

Kocman leading the way and scor-

ing the final major. The other

two, Ron Stewart and Gary

Schreider, each added fifty air

yards to their gain totals and each

scored a touchdown off a Mellor-

tossed pass, Stewart getting the

opener and Schreider the second.

Gary also booted a pair of con-

verts and had a second TD call-

ed back. Thompson kicked three

singles to round out the scoring.

At the start of the game, neith-

er team was able to get any attack

rolling in the muck, and with

Thompson out-booting the Mc-

Gill punter, the Tricolor kept

edging closer to the McGill goal

before finally getting a single on

a forty-five yard hoist.^ That was

all the scoring for that quarter,

as the Gael's defense stopped the

Redmen from making even one

first down.

The second quarter was the

same story, with each team mak-

ing short sorties but no consist-

ent gains. Thompson lifted an-

other forty-five yarder into the

McGill end zone and Hutcheson

conceded the point to make it 2-0,

a score which lasted for the rest of

the first half. The period ended

in a flurry of fumbles and pass

interceptions.

The Gaels took little time to

get rolling in the second half, as

they struck for two majors in less

than five minutes. They took the

opening kickoff and marched

down to score. Stewart went for

gains of six and then eight yards,

Schreider made ten and then

Wally Mellor threw a flanker pass

to Stewart who dashed forty

yards to paydirt. Schreider con-

verted and it was S-0. Lou Bruce

broke through to block a McGill

punt which the Gaels recovered

on the opposition forty-two. AI

Kocman charged for five yards,

and on the next play, Mellor un-

corked a touchdown pass to

Schreider. The convert try hit

the goal post.

Kocman Again

The final major was set up by

Al Kocman who leaped high to

intercept a McGill pass on the

Gael forty. He carried twenty

vards himself, before diving over

lackle from two yards out for the

major.

On the March

Yds, Rushing
Yds. Passing
Net Gains —

—

Passing:

Attempts .

Completions _
Intercepted by

Yds. Punting
Ave. Punt
Punt returns
Fumbles
Own fumb. rec

—

Yds. Penalties

First Downs _

Q M
200 75

129 60
329 135

_ll 18
5 7

2 Z

392 399
37.S 31

58 21

3 2

3 1

50 10

18 8

the Gaels lose, and any Western fan could tell you what would hap-

pen if the Gaels win. As far as Frank Tindall and the Gaels are

concerned, they won't be any three way tie. They know that they'll

be playing Western back in Varsity stadium a week from Satur-

day. But that 's not going to stop them from shooting the works

this Saturday, when they make sure that there won't be any three

way traffic jam at the top of the standings. I know I'm biased, but

I'm glad that the big gold squad is going to save the intercollegiate

officials all that trouble.

The Gael line was again the

major factor, with Jim Hughes

and Lou Bruce turning in the top

performances. Hughes made more

than his share of the tackles,

while Bruce blocked a pair of

kicks. Hood. Nicholson, Zuzek,

Cook and McMahan also turned

in stellar games up front.

Wally Mellor turned in a top ef-

fort and fooled the McGill de-

fenders with some great deceptive

ball-handling.

"See You at the T and C"

town and country
• Broiled Steaks

# Delicotessen Specialties

restaurants
TWO LOCATIONS

Princess St. ot Clergy

Kingston, Ontario.

Highway No. 2

Cataraqui, Ont.

Chicken •
Spaghetti •
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SIGNPCST
Progressive-Conservotive Meeting.

Any students interested in speaking for the Progressive-Con-
servative Party in the Model Parliament should come to the co-ed
Lounge in the Students' Union at 4.30 p.m. Thursday, or contact
Ken Hilborn at 6792 before Friday.

Amateur Radio Club

The Amateur Radio Club, VE3Vfo, will meet at 6.30 p.m., on
Tuesday, Nov. 9, in the Science clubroonis. Anyone interested in

amateur radio is invited to attend.

Queen's Christian Fellowship.

QCF invites you to attend its weekly chapel services being held
every Wednesday noon at 1.30 in Morgan Memorial Chapel.
Speaker this week will be Rev. Banister of Chalmer's United Church.
Everybody welcome.

Jewish Club Holds
Music Competition
An award of $?5 for an original

musical composition for solo instru-

ment has been offered by the Jew-
ish Women's Musical Club.

The competition is open to resi-

dents of Canada under 25 years of

age. All entries should be submitted

before April I, 1955. Compositions

will he judged by a committee, ap-

pointed by the Jewish Women's
Musical Club of Winnipeg.

For further details, a complete

list of contest rules will be found
on bulletin hoard?.

Politics Discussion Group.

The Politics Discussion Group will meet at 7.30 p.m. Tuesday
in the Faculty Women's Club {next to administration building on
University Ave.). Dr. A, R. M. Lower will lead a discussion on
"The Future of the Progressive-Conservative Party."

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

ScRVICENTRE

147 Brock St,

Hillel Supper Series.

Dr. Graham George will speak on "Canad ians and their music"
on Wednesday, Nov. 10, at 5.15 p.m. This talk will be illustrated

with records. For reservations please phone 21 120. Supper 50 cents.
DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

Treasure Von.

For your early Christmas shopping drop into Grant Hall Tues-

day or Wednesday afternoon and evening and make a selection from
|

the fabulous WUS Treasure Van.

Debating Club.

Queen's Debating Club will meet at 7.30 p.m. Thursday in

the McLaughlin Room of the Students' Union. The program will

feature short im])romptu speeches to be evaluated by Prof. Short-

liffe.

Student Christian Movement.

Chapel services arc held every Tuesday in Morgan Memorial

Chapel, from LOO to L20. All are welcome.

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Same Day On
Stiitt Laundering

OPEN 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

SCM study group will meet on Tl.ursday, Nov. II, in the SCM
office, 132 University Ave.

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

'iS 3iaava tie

SPORTSJOTTINGS
(Continued from Page 2)

fellow converted. The extra Queen's

point came on a single by Dave

Skene. Ed. Mallard suffered a con-

cussion while Con Baker ha.s been

lost to the team because of torn liga-

[nents in the knee.

The Engineers continued to dom-

inate the Intramural athletic picture

as a result of the 2'A mile harrier

run last Friday. Al Neumann of

Science '57 was the individual win-

ner with a time of 15 minutes, 6

seconds. Second and third places

went to Pete Mason of Arts '58

and Bill Wells of Science '56. In

the team competition it was Science

'56 who proved to have the longest

legs and ihe second winds, with a

low score of 69 pts.

Saturday, QUEEN'S AT TORONTO
NOV. 13th DON'T MISS THE

TORONTO ^\Xtl^tC^ ALUMNI

iffootball Say Satire

ROYAL YORK HOTEL

TORONTO

Two Ballrooms on Convention Floor

Beit Niosi's end Bobby Gimby's

Orchestras

TICKETS: $3.00 - AVAILABLE AT

AMS OFFICE IN STUDENTS UNION

SPECIAL TO STUDENTS ONLY!

Balance Over 6 Months on

Tip Top's Revolving Credit Plan

Now Tip Top Tailors comes up with a special offer for students to

make things easy on the budget. For only a five dollar bill down,

take your choice of any of Tip Top's hundreds of fabulous British

woollens. Select ony one of our new young men's styles. Have

your new suit, sports jacket, slocks or topcoat or overcoat tailored

to meosure the Tip Top way. Or you con make your choice from a

tremendous selection of newly arrived READY-TO-WEAR clothes

on the some terms. For campus, for class, for dances, or for just

everyday weor — Tip Top Toilors — the easy answer to the college

men's wordrobe needs.

TAILORED-TO-MEASURE or READY-TO-WEAR

tailored-to-measure

SUITS from

ready-to-wear

SLACKS from

ready-to-wear

SPORT COATS from

$11.95

$32.50

—newest patterns and styles

—smartest shades

—comfortable ligtitweight

fabrics.

TIP TOPPER TOPCOAT
$47.95

zip in lining $9.95 e:<tra

Beautifully styled in fine all

wool British gabardine—show-

er proof, wind resistant, fully

lined—smart three-way collar.

Zip in Liriing makes it the

perfect all weather coat.

SUITS

Toilored-to-your-meosure

from $49.50
Ready-to-Wear

from $48.00
—your unrestricted choice

from hundreds of lOO^/s British

woollens in the latest patterns

and shades.

Canada s Greatest Clothing Value

117 PRINCESS ST.

TlP TOP TAILOitS
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Skale Levy Used 1 STAFF APPOINTMENTS
For Loan AccounV

Toronto (CUP) — The board of

Governors of the University of To-

ronto have decicied that the §4,000

fine \cvif:i\ on the Engineering So-

ciety will be put into a special loan

account for the benefit of students.

This announcement was made re-

cently by Prof. R. R- Mcl-aughlin.

dean of the Faculty of Applied Sci-

ence and Engineering.

The $4,000 fine was levied by

the Caput following raids by engi-

neering students on various campus

buildings on Sept. 23.

At a recent meeting of the

Board of Trustees of Queen's

University, a number of appoint-

ments which had been previously

arranged were confirmed.

Dr. Hans Schwerdfeger, senior

lecturer at the university of Mel-

bourne, Australia, is visiting pro-

fessor of mathematics for the pre-

sent session at the university and

is replacing Prof. I. Halpcrin,

who is on leave of absence.

Dr. J. H. Montague, a graduate

of the universities of Manitoba

Seniors and Graduates
FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS

|

are required for the 1

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS |

m
A career in diplomatic, consular, information and administraUve m

work is available to Graduates and Setuors (appointment following ^
graduation), who are below 31 years of age and who have resided m g
Sda for at least 10 years. This \s a career opportunity, with good

|
salary, good promotion opportumtic-s, mterestrng work, pension plan. |
hospital and medical plan. |

A written examination will be held on Saturday, NOVEMBER s

20, 1954, at

Office of Extension Department,

Richordson Hall,

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontario.

Complete details may be obtained at your University Placement

Office or from the Civil Service Commission, Ottawa. Look lor the

Poster on your bulletin board.

and Chicago, who has spent two

years at Chalk River and two

years in industrial research in

England, has been appointed

lecturer m Physics, Dr. Mon-

tague's research interests are in

the field of nuclear physics.

In the Department of Econ-

omics, Dr. Gideon Rosenbhith, a

graduate of the University of

Toronto and of Columbia, has

been appointed associate profes-

sor of economics for the session,

replacing Prof. M. C. Urquhart,

who is on leave.

^r. S. Jacobs has been appiont-

cd lecturer for the session in the

Department of Anatomy. He

i-omcs from a position at New

York University and his work

here will be in histology and em-

bryology in association with

Prof. B. N. Kropp.

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

Newman Club

Edith Bird, Arts '57, gave a

talk on her trip to the Newman

Club Confederation in Edmonton,

at Newman Night last Sunday.

The theme of the convention

ivas the responsibilty of univer-

sity students, and the spiritual

and professional life.

A group discussion followed

the talk, in which ways of im-

proving Newman Club were sug-

gested. Among suggestions made

were: an Open House for all stu-

dents, publicizing next year's

Newman Club Confederation, a

Newman Ball, a theme for the

club's social evenings, and sports

activities for the group members.

Court Officials Wanted
The Arts Court needs two

final year students !o act as

Scninr Prosecuting Attorney

and Chief of Police, and three

penultimate year students to

act as Junior Prosecuting At-

torney. Clerk and Crier. Those

interested should see their year

presidents or contact them

through the post office.

IRC ADDRESS
(Continued from Page 1)

French society: "Travaille, Fa-

mille, Patric."

The French are hard workers

and expert craftsmen, he said,

more apt to put quality before

quantity, although we who live in

a society where speed of turnout

on the assembly line is the prime

consideration in industry may

think the Frenchman's methods

'slow'.

The family is the basic unit of

French social life.

The French have always been

EXPORT
CAN AD A'S FINEST

CIGARSTTE

Students AidFund

Toronto (CUP) — Close to

55,000 has been raised by students

at the University of Toronto to-

wards a relief fund for victims of

the flood wliich recently crippled

Toronto.

Fund-raising activities included a

five-band Blue and White Society

dance and a special tag day. More

ihan $1,000 was turned over to the

fund by Engineering students, who

staged a nne-weck drive.

Engineering and other students

took valuable hours off from classes

to help rehabilitate over 3,000

families rendered homeless.

Registrar Seeks

Student Addresses

There arc several students who

have not left any Kingston address

with the Registrar's Office. This

means that ibc office is unable to

^ct in touch with them or to forward

any material that may be sent

through the University Post Office.

The following students are urged

to leave their addresses at the Reg-

istrar's without delay:

George Campbell Anderson,

Stephen Brush Bell. George Gary

Cameron, Walter Ceiicich, Lubor

Drahotsky, David Draper, John

Calvin Duthie, Derek William

Evans-Davies. .Mian S. Eraser,

Walter R. E. Goodfellow, Margaret

Rose Leonard, Eugene Koczcur,

Marjory Helen Martin, Grant

Mcrvyn, Mary McDowell, Max A.

McKil.hnn, Margaret Mary Porter,

jack Rosenblatt, I'rcderick E.

Waite, Clement E. Williams, and

Edward J.
Wojtuwicr.

This hairdo was made with (J^oUi

...the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

a very patriotic people. In this

connection it is important to note

the real reason for which Louis

XVI was beheaded — it was for

treason in betraying his country.

When you add to these six by-

words the "pursuit of happiness",

it all adds up to democracy, he

added.

Professor Fauconnier remark-

ed, however, that there are two

temptations which the French

would do well to resist: the ten-

dency toward materialism, so

I widespread in the world today,
'

and the temptation to follow

communism.

The French have not yet de-

cided that contentment will come

from material possessions. They

have a deep-rooted distrust of

gadgets and appHances of any

kind. The economic problem,

then, is not only one of produc-

tion, but one of salesmanship.

The French arc not Marxists.

It is not a question of doctrine,

nor even of the standard of liv-

ing. The French are ultra-equali-

tarian; the sense of justice with

them has gone a bit too far. The

number of ballots cast at election

time for the Communist Party is

not, fortunately, a true indication

of the political sentiments of the

people. There is a large segment

of the voting population which

has always supported the extreme

left wing party, and will continue

to vote for the party furthest

left, whether it be the Radicals,

the Socialists, or now, the Com-

munists.

Classified Ads

Black leather key case with

several keys. Please return to

Journal Office.

Lost

Man's blue and red Paisley

scarf, between the gym and Grant

Ilall Saturday night. Please re-

turn to Journal Office.

Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent is

made to give you lovelier,

softer curls . . . the kind you

need for today's casual hair-

dos like tlie "Bobbi Bob" pic-

lured above. A Bobbi wave is

never light, never frizzy.

Right after using Bobbi your

hair will have the beauty, the

body, the soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And it

will slay that way tor weeks

and weeks*.

Giving youraell a Bobbi is

easier, quicker than you ever

dreamed possible. Vou just

put your hair in pin curls

and apply Bobbi Cremc Oil

Lotion. A little later, rinse

with water, let dry, brush out

—and that's all! No clumsy

curlers to use. No help

needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in fashion - if you can make
a simple pin curl — you'll

love Bobbi 1 $1.75

POME BY WILL MOTT

IT'S TIME TO GET READY TO PLAY IN T.O..

SO DRINK LOTS OF MILK AND BE RARING TO GO.
BOTH PLAYERS AND FANS WILL BE DOING THEIR BEST
AND NOT MANY "FOR SURE" WILL BE GETTING THEIR REST,

FOR EXTRA NOURiSHMENT
INSIST ON . . .

W 1 L M 0 T S

QUALITY PRODUCTS

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 V'z PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a.m. to 9.0C p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to S.OO p.m

(Last Wash 3,30 p.m.)

In conclusion. Professor Fau-

connier pointed out that, while

there may certainly be many

things wrong- with France, re-

forms are coming, slowly perhaps,

but surely.

DEAN DOUCIAS

(Continued from Page 1)

Seventy-two nations now hold

a permanent position in UNESCO
and, as far as possible, all will be

represented at the conference,

which begins Nov. 12 and ends

Dec. 11. Dr. Douglas will be pri-

marily interested in discussion

dealing with problems at the uni-

versity level, exchange of scien-

tific information, and UNESCO's

support of the International Sci-

entific Unions.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

S8l2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Oimlilv that Plcascx . . . Sfrvuc IholSalisjirs

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
BOOKS GREETING CARDS

ARTIST SUPPLIES

MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS

Phone 4524

Jost pin-curl as usual. .-Xppl)' Bobbi, rinie la rainuie;. later

When hair is dry, simply brush out. No neuirali^er needed

No curlers, no re-setting. So easy, you do it yourself.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leoding Restaurant

SINCE 19 19
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f STEAM
SHOVEL

And with bones and muscles groaning did scribe awake on Morn
of Sun. For had affairs of weekend taken great toll on health of

scribe. But even so same did fake up chisel and shuffle to Cav of

Nic where Marion did await him. And as always Fair Maid of

Scienz in demanding mood, more so this time, for was this great

"Weekend of For-mal of Scienz.

Warriors Bring Shag to "Ye Olde Stag"

And did Scribe tell Marion most of what was remembered of

brawl of Eve of Fria. Though Cav of James was likened in very

realistic manner to square of old village, were only two things en-

trenched in mind. First was room called "Ye Olde Stag" and im-

dediately thinking of former brawls of stag did scribe drop babe of

choice at portal and enter. But same did find that only resemblance

to former brawls was fact that amber fluids were in diminishing

supply. And even many babes in full attire were present leaving

scribe with impression that this was poor stag indeed. And was
another grotto found at farthest reach of square, even Cav of Smooch,

where intensity of light was at very desirable minimum. And was

it noted that gerat search was made for tap on side of well, for

shimmering within gave much resemblance to fluids of amber, And
though 'Warriors looked strange in suits of penguin, was one famil-

iar sight noted namely bulge near hip caused by Friend Mickey the

Spirited One.

Many Flee to Danz of T
And after game of inflated skin of pig with Men of Red from

Land of Soup and Pea did scribe attend Danz of T at Cav of Grant.

And was pathetic plight of Lemonz noted for many of same were

in incapable hands of Men of Mudz. But did Lemonz have no hope

of rescue for true Warriors of Science did have hands full with finer

babes of choice. And did scribe see example of effect of Friend

Mickey on lowly Clodz. For was one of same seen to drop from

upper regions of Cav of Grant to surface of danz. And was it rum-

oured that same did require stitching in nether regions for fall was

cushioned by Friend Mickey the Fragmentary One.

Scribe Quaffs Methyl, Should've Been Ethyl.

And now do efforts in great Race of the Carrier catch up willi

scribe, as do methyl groups found in juices of apple brewed by

scribe for games at Field of Dick. And as breathing becomes

harder due to increasing concentration of rock dust from chipping

must scribe take leave of Maid Marion and resume Battle of Fac.

«ven though recent queries leave doubt that Battle is even started.

[ NEW SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA PERFORMS

by Doug Phippen
Journal Features Writer

Last Tuesday evening the New
Symphony Orchestra of Kingston

gave its first performance of the

season. This orchestra, composed

of some thirty-odd musicians in-

cluding some from the military

bands of the area, was under the

capable conductorship of Dr.

Graham George of Queen's. It

was interesting to note that there

were three French horn players,

which is very good for an orches-

tra of this size.

The programme was well var-

ied with selections from Dvorak,

Grieg, Handel, Rossini, Weber,

and Williams. The highlights

of the evening were Vaughan Wil-

liam's 'English Folksong Suite'

Greig's Concerto in A Minor for

piano and orchestra, and Weber's

Concertino for Clarinet and Orches

tra. The soloists in the last two selcc

tions were Hans FurtU and C. A
Payne, respectively.

Altogether it was a most en

joyable evening and it is hoped

that there will be some selections

for an encore at the next per

formance.

Overheard in the co-ed's lounge

"I caught my boyfriend neck-

ing !"

"I caught mine that way, too."

Could this be a sign of a change

in tile thinking of the local cam-
pus belles? Steady, fellows — it

probably just means that the

beast in the girls has been arous-

ed by the approach of Sadie Haw-
kins' Day. And let me tell you

that when it cojnes to Beast, our

contingent of charmers has a good
deal more than its share.

You don't believe it? Well .ga-

ther round while old Dad reveals

the facts. As you know, all fresh-

ettes have to live in residence.

This isn't to protect the girls but

on the contrary to protect the de-

fenseless males who wander in-

nocently about the campus. The
first year in residence is actually

a training process whereby the

new recruits are broken of such

unseemly habits as eating with-

out knives and forks and drink-

ing rye straight from the bottle

For the most part, a rather

tight rein is kept on the hours

when the freshettes are allowed

out for exercise. The Faculty ob-

viously works on the premise that

nothing too serious can happen if

their charges are all hauled in be-

fore midnight. This rule is re-

laxed for a specific number of

times per month. On these oc-

casions, the girls get to stay out

until 12:30.

I have been doing some check-

on the girls myself. Anyone pas-

sing Ban Righ Hall on a certain

day this fall could have seen your

correspondent disguised as a

caretaker, gathering interviews

with various inmates of the resi-

dence, Stepping warily up to one

freshette who was just lightin

a reefer, I broke in on her

thoughts with a smooth, "Beg

Pardon, Miss, but how did you

happen to come to Queen's and

how do you like it?"

Two hard, flat eyes stared at

me coldly from under a tarn.

Then she said, "Well, pop, it's

like this. When I came outta high

school, I was at loose ends, like.

The old gang had busted up and

I felt sorta lost. One night at the

pub, I find this travel folder and

come-on from Queen's. I don't

dig it at first, then I see that girls

can go there for four years. I

figured I needed more training

before I hit the big time anyhow,

so this maybe was my chance.

"How do I like it?" So far I

can't kick. Yeah, the rules is a

little strict maybe but what the

hell. Every mob's gotta have

rules. Kingston is strictly non

hep and the booze laws are for

the birds. I find a good bootleg

ger though, so Fm allright."

"What about the men here at

Queen's," I asked in a shaking

voice. "Men, well that's a good

one, Pop!" She dismissed Arts-

men with a contemptuous wave

of her hand and said, "I don't dig

the Meds types much either —
they know too much. It's like

taking candy from a kid. But

it's them Science boys I go for.

But I can't stick around any long-

er. Pop. I gotta get to a Philos-

ophy class. See ya."

She strolled off to Grant Hall

leaving your correspondent trenj-

bling and white to the Hps.

It's high time something was

done. Until an effective under-

ground can be organized, just be

careful. Don't go out after dark,

fellows, and above all don't an-

swer the phone.

PARTY Lm$
iy D.K.

He solitary in the corner sits

There broods he on his strangeness — all alone,

While they hold hands and know

No other presence they — two alone.

And she, her fingers twisted in the deep red wool,

Sits knitting, listening, thinking thoughts

Of her, of him, or even me — and these are quite alone

He with his Papa Haydn right and sure — alone,

She speaks to all and each without their head,

No thought, no work, no dream for her,

So more alone than all the rest.

Save only I alone — who write.

l>£Ait JOURNAL
Dear Journal,

The appalling situation that

must exist at your university

makes my heart grow chilly

thinking of those unfortunate

coeds.

My firm is willing to place

strategically about your campus

one-hundred old Bell System

phone booths for the convenience

of your students.

Some of the features of these

"kissing booths" will be: no

phone, no light, and an automatic

"no vacancy" sign. The exorbitant

cost of heating makes it impos-

sible for us to provide this con-

venience.

With the hope that your stu-

dent body will be happier and

better adjusted.

we remain,

Ajax Little Dandy

Mining Corp.

3oxX mriiry Bntel

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. __Phone7712

Interested In Flying ? . . . .

For further detoils contact:

Kingston Flying Club

*i955 ENGINEERING GRADUATES
AND

3rd YEAR ENGINEERING STUDENTS"

Representatives of the Spruce Falls Power and

Poper Company, Limited, Kopuskasing, Ontorio,

will visit the campus on November l8th and 19th

They will be interested in applications from 1955

groduates in Mechonicol Engineering, Chemical En-

gineering and any Engineering groduate with on in-

terest in Industrial Engineering. In addition, 3rd

year students from Electrical and Chemical Engin-

eering courses will be considered for summer em-

ployment.

If you are interested in making application, please

drop into the Employment Office for further partic-

ulars.

UNIVERSITY TOURS LTD.

STUDENT TOURS
TO

EUROPE
Limited to students between the ages of 1 9 and 26

Under the personal guidance of a well-known

University Professor

Tour No. 1 81 days $1,270.00

England, Scotland, Holland, Belgium, Germany,

Switzerland, Austria, Italy, France

SAILS JUNE 1st

Tour No. 2 74 days $1,135.00

England, Holland, Belgium, Germony, Switzerland,

Austria, Italy, France

SAILS JUNE 8th

Both Tours sail on the well-known Cunord Line

See your Travel Agent or Write, Call or

Telephone for illustrated descriptive folder

UNIVERSITY TOURS LTD.
2 College Street Toronto, Ontario

(Kenneth B. Conn, President)
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Something To Remember
Thursday is Remembrance Day, a day when millions of people

the world over pause and remember those who died in battles long

ago. The University Padre will conduct a brief service in Grant

Hall which all students are urged to attend. We must be sure,

though, that we know what it is we should remember. We are

asked to remember the men who died, but is it not more important

to recall how they died and why they died? Everyone goes to

the grave in due time, but need anyone die in battle? Unless we

are sure that they must, those men did not die well and their deaths

must rest on our consciences. For if the cause were not good, we

all have a heavy reckoning to make.

The men we shall mourn Thursday — and should mourn al-

^vays — died so that we who lived after them could build a world

in which men could live freely and at peace with one another. Are

we not failing them? To be sure, the cold war and the threat to

freedom posed by the, Soviet Union are not entirely our fault. But

we must share some of the blame. Have we done everything in

our power to insure that peoples less fortunate than we share the

good things of this life? Have we done everything we could to

hold out the hand of friendship to those who cannot understand

us? We have not, and until we do the men and women who died

at Guadalcanal and Arnheim and in mid-Atlantic shall have died in

vain. The promises we made them will appear as propaganda to

posterity unless we work harder to make them come true.

When we bow our heads in prayer Thursday morning, let us

not think too long of the past but of the future, the future which

is in our hands to mould. Let us think of how the war dead died

and resolve to do everything we can to see that no more human

beings have to suffer the way they did. Let us think of the values

for which they fought: not for king and country, but for freedom

and a better world; let us remember these values, and ask our-

selves what we are doing to forge a living reality out of our ideals,

A third world war would be conclusive proof that millions of our

human kin gave up their lives and hopes for nothing. That war,

above all else, is what we must strive to avoid, not by surrenderin

our beliefs but in the humility and determination born of human

suffering.

A Lost And Found
Needed: a lost and found office, Almost everj' public insti-

tution of any size, even most high schools, possesses an office where

students may leave and claim lost articles. At Queen's the sit-

uation is confused and confusing. The Journal Office seems to be

functioning as a sort of informal lost and found office but it can-

not hope to provide the proper facilities. The Business Manager,

in whose office lost articles are usually left, has numerous other

duties and is unable to keep track of everything handed in or re-

ported lost. It is up to the Alma Mater Society or the university

or the two together to establish a proper office.

The most likely location would seem to be the university

post office where the permanent staff is probably in the best position

to handle the constant flow of missing goods. It should not be

difficult to set aside a corner of the post office where articles could

be properly marked and tagged. The post office could keep track

of the persons handing things in and return them if no claimant

appeared. Students losing raincoats or pens could recover them

from the post office or, failing lhat, advertise in the Journal. The

cost of such a system would be very low and could easily be borne

by the Alma Mater Society whose members would benefit most.

If the post office were not available, the AMS office might prove

suitable although its size might force Miss Lewis to vacate if a

big weekend brought a flood of raincoats and costume jewellery.

The present haphazard system is a potential financial threat

to every student at Queen's. Fifty dollars for a new coat is a lot

of money to pay for inefficiency which could so easily be remedied.

The Prankish Fraternity

Letters To The Editor

That Walrus Again

Re the letter "As the Walrus

said". Miss Showman said some

very remarkable things in this letter.

Two of them especially captured

our attention.

First, Miss Showman fears the

very real danger of CoSec becoming

an anti-communist bloc. This, evi-

dently, must be a very bad thing and

Canadian students should he alarm-

ed at being denied the opportunity

of sharing brotherly love with the

pioneer students of the great people's

democracies.

Second, there looms the disaster

(.f being represented in the lUS by

a splinter-group such as the LP?

Club Congress, if NFCUS does not

join. Arise, students, for we may

miss the opportunity of sitting within

a great democratic organization

headquarters in Moscow

!

My dear Miss Showman, I wish

you had the overpowering exper

ience, as some of us have had, to

laik behind the Iron Curtain with

the Western delegates to lUS. We

One way to insure privacy for kissing couples.

Le Bon Mendcs-France

Queen's prides itself on being a university steeped in tradi-

tion, but in one particular at least it falls far short of its rivals; it

has been years since anyone at Queen's pulled off a good prank.

At Oxford, for example, it is standard practice for energetic students

to scale a church steeple and place a top hat at the summit. Pranks

differ from vandalism in that they require audacity and imagina-

tion and do no harm to anyone. Any fool can throw paint at a

car or attack an officer of the law but it takes a flair for the bizarre

to put the Grant Hall clock an hour fast or kidnap the mayor of

the city. There are numerous opportunities for pranks on or near

this campus — there must be some students willing to take ad-

vantage of them.

Take that elongated monstrosity atop Richardson Hall, for

example. It should be a matter of public disgrace that no one has

seen fit to adorn it with a tam or other headpiece. A little ingenuity

and determination should be enough to enable a hardy soul to

navigate the sloping roof. Qialmers United Church at the corner

of Clergy and Barrie Streets also has possibilities. It is hard to

understand why no one with a fiendish turn of mind has made use

of those Romeo and Juliet balconies which circle the steeple. A
Red Flag flying from the tower of Grant Hall would also be well

worth someone's effort. Think of the scandal!

Queen's prankish fraternity has not always been in such a sorry

state. Many years ago a group of medical students raided the

Anatomy Building and made off with a cadaver. They propped it

up against a wall outside where it was seen by two ladies on their

way to church. One fainted, the other had hysterics. These

results were probably more than the students had expected but

the idea was a good one and more like it would make Queen's a

livelier place.

by John Graham

Pierre Mendes-France has been

aptly described as "a short, stocky,

heavy set man, jet black of hair,

broad of nose, and blue black of

jowl who looks far more like one

of the blue trousered workmen in

the Paris Metro than one of the

most eminent and scholarly intellec-

tuals in France". This most vigor-

ous and successful of French pre-

miers since the war set out after

his investiture on June 17, to re-

claim the position and prestige of

France in world affairs through

economic renovation and the aban-

donment of some of her overburden-

ing colonial claims.

In his brief period of office,

Mendes-France has taken many

steps toward this end. On July 21.

through the culmination of his ef-

forts at the Geneva Conference he

was able to make good his promise

to secure peace in Indo-China. On
|uly 30 the Cabinet approved his

plan to hand over all internal ad-

ministration to the Tunisians. Re-

cently granted wide economic pow-

ers are enabling him to effect his

"New Deal" which is primarily the

modernization of antiquated factor-

ies in order to place French industry

back on its feet.

were so enthusiastic telling them

about our wonderful democratic

student life, for if we did not tell

them this, we would have been

shipped off to correction camps. We
were wondering how naive those

Western delegates were in joining

such an organization, whose calibre

can be judged by the fact lhat its

first president was executed in 1952

for deviationism. We were also won-

dering how intelligent those Western

students were, since they believed

what we had to tell tlieni.

And we resolved that if God will-

ing and once in the West we shall

tell those people to stop their naive

childish play with the fire, that al-

ready consumed so many millions

of innocents.

Dear Miss Showman, the time has

come to tell you that when a sheep

chooses a wolf for its guardian, the

advantage is not mutual.

John Frei, Meds. '58,

Kristian, Arts '56,

Rudolf Roden, Meds. '55

Lubor Drahocky.

Youngest Lawyer

M. Mendes-France was born in

1907. His father was a dress manu-

facturer and a member of the Radical

Socialist Party. His maternal grand-

mother was a devout orthodox Jew,

Mendes-France graduated simul-

taneously from 'Le Faculte de Droit'

and "Ecole de Sienier Potitiques" of

the University of Paris at the age of

,
IS, He led a class of 800 in law and

passing his bar exams at the age of

21, became the youngest lawyer in

France. Soon after his graduation,

he wrote a series of economic trea-

tises and in 1931 he was elected

Mayor of Louviers, a position which

lie still retains. In 1932 he hecame

the youngest member of the Cham-
ber of Deputies, running on the

Radical Socialist ticket, a party he

juincd when he was 16. He entered

the Cabinet in 193S as Secretary

of State for the second Blum govern-

ment.

On the outbreak of war, M.
Mendes-France enrolled in the

French Airforce. When the Bor-

deaux armistice of 1940 immobilized

French Forces he attempted to es-

cape to North Africa, but was cap-

tured and sentenced to six years

miprisonment by the Vichy govern-

ment. In 1941 he escaped by means

of a rope of knotted bedsheets and

made his way to London where he

joined the Free French Airforce

and became a member of a bomber

squadron.

Commissioner o£ Finance

In November of 1943, M. Mendes-

France was appointed commissioner

of finance in the French Committee

of National Liberation at Algiers.

After the liberation he became Min-

ister for National Economy in the

De Gaulle Cabinet but resigned in

1945 when the government refused

to accept his plan for part economic

recovery. Since that time until he

took over the government this June,

lie has been one of the most active

critics of the government, earning

his sobriquet as "the pitiless godbly

of French Politics". He was invited

to join the Laniel Cabinet but be-

cause of his stringent economic pro-

gramme was not accorded sufficient

votes. This program was based

on a series of stiff measures to check

inflation and the black market.

To Western observers, Mendes-

France's major failure occurred

when he failed to push E.D.C.

In last Friday's issue there ap-

peared an article by Miss Jane

Owens who hsts some of the impres-

sions she received during her visit

to Berlin last summer.

It is not my intention to discuss

the spirit in which the article was

written, as the individual reader

must decide whether it is impartial

or not. There are however, a few

statements which are a little inac-

curate and which could mislead

those who cannot personally verify

them. I shall try to offer a few

"corrections" of some of the most

noticeable of these.

(1) The "black-uniformed" police

referred to are not Russian, but

German. Even the guards at the

Russian Embassy are German Peo-

ple's Police.

(2) Not only do East-Sector

police check cars going eastward,

hut West Berlin police treat west-

bound cars in a like manner.

(3) It is a fact an outsider can

buy but little in East Berlin. What

one lacks, however, is not a ration

book but an East German personal-

identification card. The reason for

this situation is the very low cost

Impressions OF Berlin

of goods there. If no identification

required, everything ould

soon be gobbled up by West Ber-

liners and Canadian students taking

advantage of the favorable exchange

rate,

(4) The comparison between the

Kurfuerstendamm and Unter den

Linden is hardly a fair one. A much

better East-Sector representative

would be Stalinallee. a post-war

building project which is by far the

most impressive and perhaps the

most interesting street in Berlin.

The Kurfuerstendamm was heav-

ily bombed and many of the "large

stores" are still in the process of

being rebuilt.

One could lengthen this list con-

siderably, but that would be rather

over-doing it for, though Miss

Owens has been rather unhappy in

her choice of supporting evidence,

her main contention that there is a

great difference between conditions

in East and West Berlin is undeni-

able. Also, since I have had the

pleasure of making the acquaintance

of Miss Owens, as well as of Berlin,

I do not wish to defend the one at

the expense of the other.

John Malcolm.

Thank;

I would like to take this oppor-

tunity to write an open letter of

thanks to the Sciencemen who

turned out to clear the gym after

the formal, both the freshmen who
through the Chamber of Deputies. 1 worked their compulsory three

However Mendes-France did evoke hours and the members of the senior

a definite answer on E.D.C. and u.^ars who proved so well that their

concedes that neither German re- promises of help were genuine.

i& QUEEN'S
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armament nor German sovereignty

can be put off indefinitely.

Pierre Mendes-France has a

wife Liby, a successful portrait

painter and two sons. Honors that

he has been awarded included the

Legion of Honour and the Croix

(le Guerre. He was also the French

Executive Director of the Interna-

tiona! Bank and represented France

on the U.N, Economic and Social

council. It has been said of Mendes-

France that he has "a unique factor

ij[ strength behind him, the remark-

able luiited support of the French

people".

Note

A number of letters have been

received concerning the Rounda-

bout column on fraternites. They
will be printed as soon as possi-

ble.

When there is so much to be done

in such a short time there is always

a dangerous chance of chaos. \\'ith

a few exceptions this was avoided.

It was accomplished for two rea-

sons. Those in charge of specific pro-

jects had them organized and well

under control. The rest had sense

enough not to ask useless questions

and the ability to get a job done

properly and as quickly as possible.

The co-operation was excellent.

Due to the good conduct of dancers

and workers the valuable parts of

the decorations were removed with-

out damage and things were left

intact until the time came to remove

them.

Special thanks are also due to the

janitorial staff of the gym.

Keith Oman, Sc. '56

Formal Committee mem-

ber in charge of take-

down.
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Contemporary Artists

Merit Our Attention
"We do not have to like our modern music, but ought to pay

attention to comtemporary artists", said Dr. Graham George at

Hillel House Wednesday evening.

Guest speaker of the Hillel Supper Series, Dr. George said that

to-day music comes to us primarily as background themes from the

films and radio.

These scores have no intrinsic

value, he said. This presents the

problem of understanding good

music when we can find it.

It would be simple, Sciid Dr.

George, to accept the "new" be-

cause it might be keeping up

with the latest fashions, but this

seems to be a snobbish approach.

We should delve into the artist's

goal in his music, and find the

thing of importance, which he

termed insight into reality.

If Canadians would attempt to

form an opinion about contem-

porary music, the country might

cease to be a vacuum for crea-

tive artists, said the speaker.

"It must be realized that mu-

sic is not meant to be relaxing.

Music has essential logic and it

cannot be experienced without an

apprehender", he said.

Toronto Train

To Ban Beer

The Queen's-Toronto weekend

this year promises to be one of

the liveliest in many a season.

Varsity Stadium will be rocking

with the cheers of more than 1900

Queen's rooters.

The football train, leaving

Kingston today at 1 p.m. and

from Toronto on Sunday at 9

p.m., will be policed by a squad of

AMS constables— two per coach.

Students will be prohibited from

bringing cases of beer onto the

train.

The Toronto Alumni Association

is running a booth in the lobby of

the Royal York Hotel where stu-

dents may obtain information, ac-

commodation and dance tickets.

Steel Stands

For Stadium
By Next Fall

The bleachers on the east side

of Richardson Stadium will be

completely rebuilt by next fall. But

the location of student seats will

probably not improve.

Meeting Tuesday afternoon, the

Athletic Board of Control decided

to erect new steel bleachers with

wooden seats. The stands should

be ready by the opening of the 1955

football season.

Although the question was raised,

many members of the AB of C felt

that any change in the students'

seating would be to their detriment.

It was felt that if students wanted

better seats they would have to paj'

more so that the board would not

lose revenue.

The board also decided to send

the Golden Gaels to Vancouver if

they win the league championship,

This decision reverses a former

stand. It follows the agreement of

other eastern universities to send

their teams if they win.

Dunning Trust Lecturer

George Ferguson, Dunning

Trust lecturer, will make him-

self available for discussion

with students, either individ-

ually or in small groups, in the

reception room in the Union

from 2:30 p.m. on Monday,

Nov. 15, and from 2 p.m. on

during the remainder of the

week.

Dolls! Dolls! Dolls!

Maureen Wyatt. Arts '5S. stands beside a display of dolls from

around the world which was featured at the WUS Treasure Van

in Grant Hall Tuesday and Wednesday. Miss Wyatt. a native of

Belleville, was one of the voluntary sales girls who helped make

tlie sale a success.

Tory Prospects Dim
View Of A. R.M . Lower

"The Progressive-Conservative party, as it is represented in

Canada today, has little if any future", staled A. R. M. Lower,

Queen's history professor, speaking to the Politics Club Tuesday

evening.

Professor Lower described the Progressive-Conservative party

as provincial, an Ontario party representing the vested interests

of a select upper class and a declining sentimental attachment to the

British monarchy. As such, its

only hope of regaining status as

a national party would seem to

be affiliation with other minor

political groups, an affiliation un-

likely in view of present-day poli-

tics.

However, he continued, there

is a natural conservative tendency

in Canada which must prevail

even if the old party, as such,

does not. He spoke of Canadians

as a naturally timid and conserva
,

tive people and referred to the

Social Credit party of the west

as representing a type of "native

grass-roots Toryism ",

Within the increasingly pros-

perous Liberal Party itself. Pro-

fessor Lower perceived what he

felt was an inevitable tendency

towards moderation and pointed

out that big business with its

protective ..policy ..must ..always

have its supporters.

Accommodation Still Needed

Despite Many New Buildings

W. A. Mackintosh in "The Re-

University to the Board of Trus-

"Though there has been great activity in building at Queen's

during the past year, there are still pressing needs for sp^ce and

new accommodation", states Dr,

port of The Principal of Queen's

tees" for 1953-54.

•The new men's residence", the principal said, "will provide

only 185 places and there are about 500 freshmen in addition to

those from Kingston. The department of civil engineering

has the largest registration

laboratory space

adapted."

.-Iiich

in Applied Science, has need for new

for which Carruthers Hall is too small and ill-

BnaiB'rith Lodge
AidsMedica IFund

Kingston Lodge of B'nai B'rith

last week donated $1,000 to

Queen's Medical Centenary Fund

for the expansion of facilities in

the Faculty of Medicine.

Dr. Harold Ettinger, dean of

medicine, received the cheque

when he spoke at a meeting of the

lodge in the La Salle Hotel. He

reported good progress towards

the faculty's goal of $750,000,

"I hope that if support for the

building fund continues to come

Ln as well as it has, the univer

sity will see the beginning of the

erection of facilities for the

teaching and research program

on Kingston General Hospital

grounds by the spdng of 1955,'

he said.

Dr. Ettinger outlined the plans

for expansion of the medical fa-

culty. There are 12 medical

schools in Canada, he said, five

of these being larger than
Queen's.

Outlining what these facilities

would be, Dr, Ettinger said that

40 percent of the cost of opera-

tion of the medical faculty was

obtained from provincial and fe-

deral grants, 40 percent from stu-

dents' fees, and 20 per cent from

endowment or gifts.

He remarked that several Can-

adian schools are expanding

their facilities at present, among

them the Universities of Ottawa,

Saskatchewan, Alberta. Toronto,

and Dalhousie,

CCFer Attacks Frost Regime
Donald C. MacDonald, Ontario;

leader of the CCF party, said

Monday night that in view of

this province's great resources

the Frost government has done

far too little to meet the growing

and basic needs of the people.

Speaking to the CCF model

parliament caucus, Mr. MacDon-
ald charged the present govern-

ment's failure to keep pace with

expanding needs with seriously

threatening Ontario's education-

al standards.

He pointed out that Dr. M. E.

Lazerte, who is studying the pro-

blem of financing education, has

revealed that Ontario has the

poorest record of any province

in meeting its educational needs

even though it is the most richly

endowed with resources.

Despite the fact that 60 to 70

thousand new pupils enter the

public schools every year, the

government is reducing its ex-

penditure on education this year

by $2,000,000, Mr. MacDonald

stated.

The CCF leader attacked the

Conservative government's hous-

ing record, saying that a low-

cost, low-rental housing scheme

was imperative in view of the

public's inability to meet the

high prices charged for new

homes.

Turning to hospitalization, the

sjicaker charged the Frost govern-

Color Night Convenor

The AMS is >till kinking

for a student to fill the position

of Color Night convenor. Ap-

plications may be turned in at

ihe AMS office in the Stu-

dents' Union.

had
" he

nient with failing to keep its 1943

campaign promise that "health

measures will be established so

that medical, dental and other

health protection will be availa-

ble to all. He pointed out that

last year Ontario's hospitals ran

up deficits totalling $24 million

even after provincial grants

been paid. "The government

said, "stubbornly refuses to con-

sider a province-wide hospitaliz-

ation plan that would assure hos-

pital care for alt. and place our

hospitals on a sound financial

basis."

Mr. MacDonald also dealt with

Ontario's social security system.

He scoffed at the government's

statement that it was willing to

help sn]jplenient old age pensions,

pointing out that only 756 of the

province's 285.000 pensionners re-

ceive such assistance.

"The department of political

and economic science, the School

of Commerce with its extensive

correspondence course for the In-

stitute of Chartered Accountants,

the department of industrial re-

lations, and the Institute of Local

Government will in the near fut-

ure require space to replace a

building which was rescued from

demolition in 1930, and of course

there is urgent need of increased

accommodation for both the clin-

ical and pre-clinical work in med-

icine".

In discusesing registration, the

principal reported that along with

the increase in the number of stu-

dents registered, there is a rise in

the proportion of students under-

taking high er studies both in the

advanced undergraduate and in

the graduate years.

The continuing increase in reg-

istration, which is nearing a max-

imum in Applied Science, and the

prospect that from now on this

will mount cumulatively, makes

(See Dr. Mackintosh, Page 4)

Shell Oil Co.

To ShowFilms
Two films on the petroleum in-

dustry, special interest to engineer-

ing students, will be shown Tuesday

at 7:45 p.m. in the McLaughlin

Room of the Students' Union. The

films will be presented by tlie Shell

Oil Co. under the direction of Mr.

Speerstra, of the company's public

relations department,

The films, entitled "The Fossil

Story" and "The Birth of an Oil

Field" will be coupled with a short

talk by Mr. Speerstra on the explor-

ation and production areas of the

petroleum industry.

Hunter Addresses Students

Discusses Medical Subjects

travelling

last week

students.

Donald Hunter, professor of

medicine at London Hospital and

Sim's Commonwealth

professor spoke

Queen's medical

Included in his lectures and

discussions on scientific and his-

lurical medical topics, delivered

to students and practitioners, were

a comprehensive discourse on "The

Clinical Significance of Ophthal

oscopy" and a lecture o

Significance of Studies on

Metabolism."

In the third of four special

lectures, Dr. Hunter gave the

members of the Aesculapian So-

ciety a talk on "Aesculapian Me-

dicine". In a scrutiny of th; work

of Hippocrates in the temples of

Aesculapius, of Galen's dictator-

ship throughout the latter part

of the Roman era. of Harvey as

he brought to light the secrets

of circulation, he emphasized the

'The

ione

great historic endowment that

accrues to the medical profes-

sion.

Dr. Hunter also addressed the

Kingston Academy of Medicine

on "The Art of Diagnosis". He

stressed the fact that medicine

was, is, and always will be, an art

above all else, and that there is

no substitute for a complete his-

tory, wise judgement, and keen

observation as far as a good doc-

tor is concerned.

Art Classes Called

It has been agreed to call

classes on Saturday morning,

Nov. 13. under the arrange-

ment between the Faculty of

Arts and the Arts Society

which pennits one holiday in

each tenn, dates to be selected

by the students.

Oasses will meet as usual

on ^fondav.
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WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

HANK ZUZEK
Guarding the ririlil side .

So this is Friday. And it's THE Friday oi the year, as far

AS you're concerned. Because at the moment, you're either em-

barked upon, or about to embark upon, a journey to the more

westerly reaches of the province, or, to be more specific, the town

where the hog reigns supreme. There's no doubt about it: you

know what the situation is this weekend. You know by now that

the Golden Gaels can win the league pennant (if there is such a

thing) by making sure the greater part of tlie traffic tomorrow

takes place in the Varsity end zone. You know too that this

crucial win would set the Gaels in a final sudden-death playoff with

the Western iVIustangs a week from tomorrow; and that a Varsity

loss would force Bob Masterson to admit that it was about time

he was getting back to his basketball chores again.

There are a few other things

that may be important to keep in

mind. Among them the fact that

a Gael win tomorrow would defin-

itely bring the playoff with West-

em back inside the hallowed walls

of Richardson stadium. This fact

was revealed at an AB of C meet-

ing Tuesday evening, along with

the news that that same body has

reversed an earlier decision and

vnll now allow the Gaels to travel

Westward to Vancouver should

they wind up in first place and

then beat Western in the playoff.

Since this game is dependant up-

on the Eastern playoffs beinj

complete by Nov. 20, the Gaels

will not be allowed to go unless

they win tomorrow. If they

should end up in a three way tie, Queens officials have decided to

plump for two playoffs on two consecutive Saturdays, with one of

the three teams getting a bye for the first game. Whether or not

the Union officials will see fit to carry out this latter plan is a

different matter, but that's the way Dr. O. A. Carson, the Queen's

representative, will vote. ^

LESS NOISE BACK THERE, PLEASE.
By now, you've grabbed yourself a seat on that historic train

that chugs over to Toronto every year about this time. But there's

so much noise all around you, that you can't seriously' meditate

the only important page in that blue and white program that they^ll

can silence your neighbour (make it a permanent job ... it doesn"t

much matter), we'll trj' to do some of the thinking for you.

Suppose you're one of the guys whose names will appear on
the only important page in that blue and white program that you'll

be hawking tomorrow outside Varsity stadium. You're thinking

about a lot of things right now: among them that Varsity backfield.

If you're Hank Zuzek, or Jim Hughes, or Lou Bruce, or a Gael line-

man in general, you've read that big notice in your dressing room:
the one that reads "the best way to stop a passing attack is to stop

the source!" Uppermost in your mind at the present is a picture

of Toronto's Bill Stevenson sprawled on his clean white pants,

and you're standing over him looking triumphant . You're think-

ing too of Phil Muntz, and Steve Oneschuck, and Bob Pinkney,

and Rich Bethune. And you're remembering the way those guys
can leap and jump and drive through your line if you let them.

You recall that you didn't let them get started in Kingston that

day you won 20-0; but you know that you'll have to be twice as

tough and rugged tomorrow, because your opponents will be a

hungry bunch of ball players. But you know that Gary Lewis
will be back to help you out tomorrow, and you're taking some
consolation in that thought.

If your name i'^ Frank Tindall, you're thinking too. You're
hoping hard that those drills all week have accomplished some-
thing. You're hoping that the pictures of the McGill game have
sunk in; and that yam pass receivers will be getting into position

in time; and that your backfielders will be veering and picking
the holes: making something wheTi there isn't much to start with.

You'd like to see Ron Stewart wind up in front of Gino Fracas and
Steve Onescbuk for the league scoring title: but you know that

this is a team effort, and that Gary Schreider or Al Kocman
Jim Cruikshank will do the job if they're called upon. Because
they're your ponies; they haven't failed you yet this season. But
there's something knawing at you : you're praying that j'our boys
haven't picked up the flu bug that was floating around the stadium

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

WEATHER EYE - HURRICANE OVER
BUT GAELS ARE ON THE WAY

Playoff To Be In Kingston

If Queen's Can Defeat Blues

Ponies In The Home Stretch

Oneschuck

Fracas, W.
Stewart, Q
Schreider, Q. „.

Getty, W
Quiim, M.
Riva, T
Girvin, W
Pinkney, T —
Kocman, Q ___

Bethune, T -
Thompson, Q

TD
4

4

7

._3

4

4

2

2

2

2

1

0

FG
1

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pts.

39

36

35

29

21

20

10

10

10

10

6

6

Will The Gym Survive?
It's Tliat Bews Race Again

by Bill McKechnie
Journal Sports Writer

Although it is too early to fore-

L-ast, the Bews Trophy could well

go to the Faculty of Science for

1955.

Last Monday's figures on the

race back this statement up. Sci-

ence '57 leads the pack with a

comfortable 1000 pt. margin over

second-place Science '56. The

LEMONS RENAMED

RINKY DINKS NOW

The winner of the intermural

golf meet was Janet Roberts '56

with a score of 52. Dorothy En-

right '57 and Sue Berks '58 tied

for second place with a score of

57. Marion Chambers '55 placed

fourth with 63.

The Red Cross instructors

training course will begin and

continue on the following dates

Thursday evening Nov. 18, Fri

day Nov. 19, Saturday Nov. 20,

Sunday Nov. 21, and Monday
Nov. 22. All those interested

please fill out forms as soon as

possible.

Intercollegiate Volleyball prac-

tises are from now until Christ-

mas every Tuesday and Thurs-

day from 4;30 to 5:30.

Tryouts for intercollegiate bad-

minton start Nov. IS. Practises

will be on Monday, Wednesday,

and Friday from 11-1:30 on No.

2 court.

Intercollegiate basketball prac-

tices are Mondays 3 :30-4 :30

p.m., Thursdays 11-12 a.m. and

Fridays 4:30-5:30 p.m.

Intermural swim meet will be

Nov. 17. Check the list in the

gym to see what event you are

interested in. Three practices

previous to the meet will count

50 points toward individual
awards.

The first intramural basketball

games were played off on Nov.

10. Lucas Orphans '58 beat '57

— 18-12; the Rinky Dinks '56

beat the Nifty 'Ss 25-11. All cap-

tains check the list in the gym
iiasium for future games.

year that could upset the Science

applecart is 3rd place P.H.E. '55

who are trying to snag the tro-

phy that P.H.E. '54 took last

year. Arts '58 and Meds '56 are

the leading years in their respec-

tive faculties. A look at some ol

the events will tell the story.

In the place-kicking competi-

tion which ended a week ago,

Jules Craft of Arts '58 outkicked

Bill Shearson of Arts '57 to win

3029. This

The singles event in the horse-

shoe pits has ended with C. Frei-

tag of Science '55 coming out a

close winner over R. Salt of Arts

'56. The large doubles entry of

37 pairs is near completion with

the twosome of HcMaster and

Borland in the finals.

A quick glance into the Prin

cess Bowl on any Tuesday or

Thursday afternoon will reveal

the intramural bowling teams

knocking over the pins with pre-

cision. Results from the latest

(See Bews Race, page 3)

The Golden Gaels travel to Toronto this week-end in an effort

to nail down the top spot in the league standings. A Queen's victory

over the Blues would leave the Tricolor two points up on Western

and four ahead of Toronto, as the Mustangs are virtually assured

of a win in their game with the hapless McGill Redmen.

The Blues are in better form than they were when the Gaels white-

washed them here four weeks ago. Since then they have won two

and then gained a tie with Western, their second draw in two meet-

ings. The Varsity squad trailed 12-0 at the half in London, but

rallied with a strong aerial attack to tie it up.

The Blues should be slightly

favored, if for no other reason

than that they are the home team,

for the three leaders have lost

only two points at home out ot

a possible sixteen. Queen's have

gained the maximum at home,

three wins; the Mustangs ga\

up only one point in Little Stadi-

um, their draw with Varsity, and

the Blues have won one home

game and tied the other.

The game may well decide the

outcome of the scoring race,

since three of the league's top

four will be in action. With one

game left, Western's Gino Fracas,

now in second place with thirty-

six points, must be picked as the

most likely winner since he is

only three points out of first

place and gets to play against

McGill. It is a cinch Getty will

feed him on the scoring plays in

an effort to keep the crown Fra-

cas won last year at Western.

Steve Oneschuck is the present

leader and Varsity will also go

all out to put him in front.

Queen's has a pair in the race,

with Ronnie Stewart in third,

four points back of Oneschuck.

and Gary Schreider only ten be-

Pucksters Out In Force
For Initial Hockey Practice

About 55 hockey enthusiasts

strapped on their skates at Queens

initial practice of the 1954-55 sea-

son. The two hour period strive

SHERM HOOD
, , . zvliilc his partner's on the other

hind.

As for the Gaels, they will be

fielding their strongest team to

hit Varsity Stadium in many
years. This season's squad were

the first since the champions of

1937 to win al! their home games.

They had only eleven points

scored on them at home, another

modern Queen's record. Their

two home shutouts equals the

league record (modern) set by

Varsity Blues last year. They

need another zero game, however

to equal Varsity's season record

of three, also set last vear.

PETE CARR-HARRIS
Slill holding tlic reigus

the players a chance to limber

up their muscles. Last year's

coach, Pete Carr-Harris, is back

and is looking forward to another

successful season. He is still

looking for some more good and

experienced players. Many of last

year's team are back including

Bill Maguire, who is still nursing

a football injury. Ray Hoffman,

Murray Osborne. Bert Brooks.

Don Keenleyside, Dick Hill. Carl

Frcitag, Ron Valiquette and Pete

Dozzi.

The 1953 Junior team won the

city championship and the inter-

mediates came second in their

league. At the present time there

is still some confusion as to the

league and schedule setups but

this will be cleared up in a few

days.

It is hoped that the students

will show some interest in the

teams and that they will come

out and lend some moral support

at all the games. There will be

practices every night next week.
|

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST,

CIGARETTE

"See You at the T and

town and country
• Broiled Steaks

# Del icatessen Specialties

restaurants
TWO LOCATIONS

Princess St. at Clergy

Kingston, Ontario.

Highway No. 2

Cataraqui, Ont.

Chicken •
Spaghetti •
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CFRC
Friday

6:59—Sign on.

7:00—Tops ill Pops.

7:10—Campus News — Gordon
Penny.

7:20—Sports Profiles — Mike
Moffatt.

7:30—Lciberace Plays (?)

7 :4S—Leave it to Levana—Joyce

Safrance and Anne Hayes
8:00—From Broadway to Sun-

set Boulevard — Pete

Handley.

8:30—Onr Place—Charles Tay-
lor, Mary Capell, Peter

Faris.

9 :00—Tunes of our Time-—Doug
Mackay.

9:15—-Gilbert and Sullivan -

Gord Sedgwick.

9:45—Handley's Hamper.

10:00—Sign Off.

Classified Ads

BEWS RACE

(Continued from page 2)

bowling date show that Science

'55, '56, '57, are tied at the top

with 2 wins and no losses for

each. Individually the big man
has been Mair of Science '55 who

carded a high single of 357 and

a high triple of 733 first time out.

Indoor Softball promises to

bring close compe'tition before

the schedule ends. Results on the

diamond play give Arts '56 the

lead in section one and Science

'57 the lead in section two. Each
has two wins and no losses.

Great interest has centred

Lost

Blue Esterbrook pen, Tuesday,

Nov. 8, at 11 a.m., between New
Arts Building and library. Please

return to Journal Office.

Bulova watch, probably near

gym, last Thursday. Phone Ron
at 2467.

Friday morning in vicinity of

old and new Arts buildings, an

Arts tam. Phone Bob Corlett at

7544.

Blue siicdc jacket (Royal As-

cot) ; a similar blue suede jacket

was picked up by mistake some-

where on the campus. Would the

person who picked up the above

jacket please phone Bob Dell at

5048.

WHISnS STOPS
(Continued from page 2)

all week. You watched while Doc Dunlop gave pennicilin shots

to anyone who complained of a sore throat or a headache, and you

watched Stu Langdon apply the heat lamp and the linament all

week: and now you're leaving it all in the hands of mother nature.

You may not be a player, and you may not be Frank Tindall.

Which leaves two probabilities. You're probably a fan: and your I

big hope is that the Gaels will wrap up first place tomorrow. You're'

starved for a league championship, mainly because you haven't
|

had one since 1937. This, you feel, could be the year. You may
have been down in London a few weeks ago; as a matter of fact,

you were probably one of those willing to bet all those good-nat-

ured (and well-loaded) Shriners on the outcome of the Western

game. So now you're hoping that history won't repeat itself.
I

Failing all this, you may be the sports editor of this page

(which you aren't), and you're uttering a silent p!ea that the Gaels

don't make you eat your words. You remember Western only

too well : but you remember Montreal too, and you're convinced

that the Gaels can win handily on the road. Which is why you

think they'll win tomorrow. You know they'll have a big ad-

vantage if they can meet the Mustangs in the big final back home
ill Kingston : and you're willing to predict that that's the way things

will turn out. Oh. that ink that Joe and Bill use down at the print

shop may not be too appetizing, but you're betting that you won't

have to swallow it again.

STOP THE PRESS: A iate report from Toronto, scene of the

special CIAU meeting on Wednesday, gives this information: in

the event of a three way tie after tomorrow, Queen's will meet

Western in Toronto a week from this Saturday. If Queen's should

win this game, they will meet the Blues here in the league final on

Nov. 27. A flip of a coin gave Varsity the bye into the finals.

around touch football this year

and with the schedule nearly

completed the Medical years of

'55 and '57 are leading in their

respective groups. A combination

of five wins with no losses gives

the teams the lead.

Final intramural tennis results

should be posted on the board

in the gym locker room this week.

Play on the courts this year has

been mostly dominated by the

engineers hut each faculty has

a representative in the finals of

either the singles or the doubles.

Best and Ansley of Science '56

pair off with Milliken and Page

of Arts '56 in the doubles event

wbilc Dave Low of Science '57

[ueets Hooper of Mcds '55 in the

final singles match.

Bews Trophy Standing

To Nov. 8

Pts.

1. Science '57 — _ 12,032

2. Science 56 — 11.032

3. I'.H.E. '55 . - 7.730

4. Arts '58 —

^

6,516

5. Science '55 5,630

6. Arls '56 — 5.267

7. Arts '57 4,672

8. Mcds '56 2,688

y. Science '58 2,560

10. Arts '55 2,525

n. Mcds '60 2,520

12. Mcds '57 - 2.33S

1.1. Mcds '59 -. 2,003

14. Theology
Meds '58

1,924

15. 1,276

16. Meds 'dO 600

Holbrook Speaks

To Electrical Club

Lt.-Cdl. G. W. Holbrook of the

Royal Military College spoke Tnes

d;iy evening to members of the Flee

trical Engineering Club on "Rc:;is

tance-Capacitance Oscillators".

Lt.-Col. Holbrook is at present

head of the department of electrical

engineering at RMC. The subject

he chose was of interest to all elec-

trical students because of the re-

ciuirement for low-cost stable oscil-

lators in the fields of telemetering,

guided missiles, and "Hi-Fi" equip-

[uent testing.

Ill a sliort business meeting

which preceded the address, the

members of the club decided to

meet on Tuesday evenings instead

of Thursdays for the convenience

of those asked to address the club.

3nxX Betirij 3Hfltel

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Onf. __Phone 7712

VAI-LEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Griil PHONE 6917

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765

WATCHES DIAMONDS

POME BY WILL MOTT

TO-DAY IS THE DAY THAT WE LEAVE FOR T.O.

AND IN A FEW HOURS WE'LL BE READY TO CO
IN "THE BATTLE OF GOAL POSTS- YOU SURELY WILL WIN
IF YOU DRINK LOTS OF PINTS- BEFORE YOU BEGIN.

FOR EXTRA NOURISHMENT
INSIST ON

W I L M 0 T S

QUALITY PRODUCTS

THIS SPRING

be RIGHT in style

with RITCHIE shoes
When you step out in a pair of Riichies you're

always a step ahead in st)'le! Top designers

gear iheir styles to the season's most popular

suiungs. Then skilled leather-craftsmen build

your Ritchie-s in the richest of rich, pliable

leadiers. Your feet Jeserve a pair! Most styles

from S9-95 to S19-95.

Criattd

for iur

7ilh Annweriary

NEW
"HI-WALL"
WUTS

Tbt smaruit

footwear noli i

lilt e^npui.

Stjls Ho. C-iST*

The world s

,

finest tobaccos

Tho John Ritchie Company Limited— Quebec, P.O.

make

PHILIP

MORRIS

Canada's Foreign Trade Service
offers attractive and rewarding careers

to

UMIVERSITY GRADUATES

CANADIAN
FOREIGN
TRADE
OFFICES

located in

Alhcni
Btulon
Caracas
Detroit

Guatamola
Chicago
Naw York

Nov. Oflooni
Santiago

Rio do Jonciro

Soo Paulo
Bonn
Rome
Fori)

Monlovldeo
Buenoi Alroi

Sydnoy

Bo goto
Hovono

Ciudod TruiU'o

Hono Kong
h4ay. Dflllil

Bomboy
Djakarta
Dublin

Kingilon
Port-of-Spaln
Copenhogen
Srockliolm

Berra
London
Uvsrpool

Lflopotdvilla

Olio
Tho Hoguo
Bmual)
Tokyo
Cairo

Singopoio
St. John'i

Vancouver
OMa-o
KohB
Bainit

MeiicD Clly

Wollinglon
Karachi
llmo

Monilo
Llibon

Johonnoiburg
Capo Town
Madrid

Waihinglon

Trcde Com mfi lion eri tntrol

widdr ond may sciye in

any of Iheso dlioi.

Few careers offer the University graduate fuller

scope for intelligent use of imagination and ini-

tialive — or greater rewards in personal satisfaction

and achievement.

Salaries comparable with other careers are

supplemented by representational and cost-of-living

allowances when the officer is serving abroad.

Foreign Service Officers for the Trade Commis-
sioner Service will be selected by competitive exam-
ination to be held in centres throughout Canada on

January 22nd, 1955.

\ TRADE COMMISSIONER
W ILL VISIT Tins UMVERSITV
Wntph fur aiiiKniiiccnieiH of iiicctinjjs at this

llniicrsily sliorlly. at which a Trmic ConimiB-
siimcr riin. iu ('Hiiadu will speak ahout llio

Service as a carver,

Your Career CimnscUor or Placement Offlcer

tcilt also liatv full details.

,„«* iHViriB HOW!

I I
V " A new booklat is avalloblo which gives

full details of Iho work of Trade Commissioners ond

tho quollflcoiions for candidalos. For your copy or

further informolion, write or sand this coupon:

Director, Trode Commissioner Service,

Dcparimcnl of Trade end Commerce, Otiawo,

Fleaio send mo copy of "A Coroar in the

Foreign Trade Servko".
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RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

346 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT.

VOUXH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sundoy Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week,

CHARLES LEACH, Director

EUROPE
1955

STUDENT TOUR
66 DAYS $1,126

Sail May 28 or June H tourist class on

S,S. Homeric from Qiitbec on special conducltd

lours limited Id Students. A week in London.

Holland, incIudinR Volcndam and Isle of Markcn,

Brusith, Colocne. the Rliinc by steamer, motor lour of the Black

Forest, Liechtenstein, Austrian Tyrol, Bavarian Castles. Dolomites

Venice. Adriatic Coast, liny Republic of San Marino, Rome, the Hill

Towns, Florence, Italian and French Rivicras. French Alps, Swilzcr-

!and. Paris, Motor tour of Scolland, EnRiish Lakes, North Wales,

Shakespeare Country, Exmoor, Glorious Devon. ReturninR tourist

class on the S.S. Homeric arrivinR Quebec July 26 or August 12,

respectively.

INDEPENDENT Choose your departure and return dates;

TRAUCI inclde as much or as little as you wish in the
IKAvtL price catcBory of your choice — all on a pre-

arranged, prepaid basis. An itinerary that is made to order tor you.

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUB Ltd.
57 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO WA. 4-1139

Management; J. F. & G, H, Lucas

Here's How

protect and support^
3 ways/

Fioel Foot's Famous
Arch-Cushion, with cushion heel ond

shockproof insole, provides

complete scienliflc proleclion

and support for active feet.

CUSHIONS METATARSAl ARCH

SUPPORTS LONGITUDINAL ARCH

o
ABSORBS HEEL SHOCKS

SIGNPOST
French Club

Early next week the French Club will be showing a very in-

teresting film "Les Jeux sont faits" by Jean-Paul Sartre, alonf

with a shorter film "Le Sport de France a cent ans'

post for further particulars.

Watch Sign-

SCM
Cabinet meeting at 6:30 in the office.

Liberal Coucus.

All those interested in sitting for the Liberal Party in the Model

Parliament to be held at Queens this fall are invited to attend a

cancus at 4:30 p.m. Monday. Nov. 15, in Committee Room 2 of

the Union or to contact Stu Howard, Arts 57. phone 3920. Any

student at Queens is eligible to sit in the parliament.

Badminton Club.

Badminton Club cancelled Sunday afternoon. Nov. 14, because

of Toronto weekend.

Get 3'Wity Sufiporf
FOR EVERY SPORT

' ARCH-eUSHiON
SMOiS

Employment Bulletin
// yon tsre

. . . a posl-graduate sludmt in Cliemisfry, Chemical

Engineering, Ccohgy or Geological Engineering;

, . . o pTospEcdve graduate in CItentical, Metallurgical,

Gcologieal or Mining Engineering. Honours Chemistry

or Honours Geology;

... OH undergraduate in Geology, Geological Engi-

neering or Milling Engineering;

. . . and are iiilcresled in a large

l>royycssive.-cVcU-eslablishcd Canadian company,

arrange with your employment service to sec

the COMINCO representative, Novemhcr IS

or 19.

COMINCO
THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY

OF CANADA LIMITED.

MUTUAL IIFE
of CANADA

HEAD OFFICE WATERLOO, ONTARIO

Established 1869

The Muluol Ufa of Conodo ofleri low-cost

IHe insoronee combining jovings with proleclion.

Your locol Muhjol Life representoHve con thow yoi*

actuol policy teiullj and will be o'od

to work oyl a plon dovlied lo »uil your needi.

See him todoy.

KINGSTON BRANCH MANAGER: D. R. ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST.

PrincipaVs Annual Report

Gives Registration Figures

In the faculties of arts, science,

and medicine, there has been an

increase of nine freshmen and

10 previously registered students

over last year.

Statistics are as follows

:

Arts: freshmen. 278; previously

registered students, 455; total,

733.

Science: freshmen. 245; previous-

ly registered students, 546; total,

791.

Medicine : freshmen, 64 ;
previous-

ly registered students, 295; total,

539.

^

Geographically, the majority of

Queen's students are from Ontar-

DR. MACKINTOSH
(Continued from Page 1)

urgent the need to give systematic

study to methods of selecting stu-

dents.

"There is concern over the rel-

ative fewness of honor students

in the Faculty of Arts. This is

a condition which currentl}' af-

fects almost if not all universities,

but it is sufficiently serious to

warrant a careful survey of honors

courses and perhaps some adjust-

ments in the time and manage-

ment of enrolment in honors.

io. Out of a total registration (in

the winter courses) of 2.232 On-

tarians number 1,848, Of these,

251 are from Frontenac County,

(Kingston, 174 from the Carleton

district (Ottawa), and 156 from

York (Toronto).

The remainder of the 2,116 Can-

adians are from every province;

New Brunswick, 24; Nova Scotia,

12; Prince Edward Island, 4;

Newfoundland, 8; Manitoba, 25;

Saskatchewan, 49; Alberta, 21;

and British Columbia, 30.

The majority of foreign stu-

dents are American or British

subjects, with SO Americans bead-

ing the list. Ne.Kt comes the Brit-

ish West Indies, with 11; Eng-

land with 9; and Bermuda with 7.

Among the remaining 116 are

students from Czechoslovakia,

Yugoslavia, Pakistan. Lebanou,

China, Japan, Greece, Peru and

Egypt, to name a few.

I

Christmas Exams
Timetables for mid-year

examinations are posted on

the bulletin hoard at the post

office in Richardson Hall. Stu-

dents are asked to consult the

time table to make sure there

are no conflicts.

PB^SWTTERS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every Description

'Where the Best People Meet and Eot"

Reasonobie Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENGER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRlNE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPHCIAL PRICIIS TO STUDENTS

Tennis ond Bodminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

REPRESENTATIVES;

,W. J.
STONESS, C.L.U. K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

HAVE YOU A GIFT PROBLEM?

COSTUME JEWELLERY
Miles of Ropes

A $1.00 toble thot will omoze you

And 0 terrific selection of the new and smart

CUPS & SAUCERS
English Bone China — $1.00 to $22.50 each

ARTWARE
Modern and Massive—Excellent Gifts for the Family

Your Gift Problem is no Problem ot

Spearn^s of Kingston
"The Gift Centre'

330 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 3434
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THE EXECUTIONER

Once upon a time, the Emporer

of China was served by a very fa-

mous executioner. Believing courtesy

to be the essence of good execution,

liis method was to strike off the

victim's head as they climbed the

steps to the scaffold, talking pleas-

antly all the time. This saved the

victim the unpleasant task of placing

his head on the block.

The executioner had one great

ambition. He wished to make a

stroke so swift it would sever the

head and leave it standing upon the

shoulders, undisturbed by the pas

sage of the sword. One day, his

sword flashed truer and swifter

than ever before, and still the man
continued to precede him up the

steps. When he got to the top, he
turned to the executioner and asked

the reason for the delay.

When he heard this, the execu-

tioner's face broke into a great smile,

for his life was now complete.

"Kindly nod, please," he said.

WAR IS DEATH; DEATH IS ULTIMATE SIN

by Chartes lajfhf

CANGL.ICAN)
KrNG St. at Johnson St.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER I4TH

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.—Family Service

11:00 a.m.—Morning Prayer

and Service

7:00 p.m.—Evensong and

Sermon

Stiideuls Welcome

Cdbalmers

EARL AND BARRIE STB.

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 14th

11 a.m.—Pointed Stories

(4) 'Two Men At Prayer"

7;30 p.m.—The Bible Speaks

(4) "To The Troubled"

8,45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship,

0 Come Let Us Worship

SVDKNHAH ft WILLtflM STS.

Rev. C. E. J. Cragg, m.*.. d.d.
minister

Llovo Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER I4TH

11 a.m,—Dr. D. Tushingham.

7 p.m.—Miss Jill Stuchbery.

0t. Anbrpm'fl

PniNCEsa And CLERor Streets
Rev. J. FOUQES WEODEFIBURN-

M.A. D.D., MlNiaTEfi

MR. DARWIN STATA.
OnoANisT Ana Choirmaster
MISS ANNE HALUDAY
A3HI3TANT OR0ANI3T

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

11.00 a.m.—Morning Servico

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

It is hard to write about this an-

nual tragic misuse of Remembrance
Day. I have already torn up two

columns — bitter and cynical — be-

cause the were not written honestly.

It is hard not to be bitter, because

we who are at college now will

surely die in World War III, and

World War III hovered over Grant

Hall yesterday.

Remembrance Day is not the time

to glorify the dead — they do not

deserve glorification. And here is

where these people make their mis-

take — the preachers in their pul-

pits, the politicians and and princi-

pals on their platforms, the store-

keepers with wreaths in their win-

dows, the writers of sanctimonious

editorials, the uniformed students

and the little girls selling poppies.

Those who died, died for noth

ing: — that is both their tragedy

and ours. It was claimed yesterday

that they died for peace and democ-

racy. But the world has not known

peace for many years, and democ-

racy expires at our feet like a punc-

tured balloon. To claim that they

died for Christianity is to confuse re-

ligion aTid true faith with the Chris-

tian Church. To claim that they died

for the right cause is to make the

error of believing that history has

ever known such a thing. Their

<leafhs were the final mockery of

their lives — the world has only

worsened.

Those who died, died guilty. All

the Remembrance ser\'ice and win-

-lowed wreaths and brass band par-

ades from now until the end of our

civilization will not hide this fact.

Tliey were killed; it is true. But

most of them were also killers.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

Before they died, many of them

watched another human being quiet-

ly e.Nplode at the ends of their gun-

sights, or pressed the button that

sent raining hell out of the heavens

to split open little children and crush

their mothers under falling rubble.

There can be no greater sin than

to deprive another human being of

his e.xistence. It is a sin against one's

own existence and against the exis-

tence of others. It is a sin that tran-

scends the temporal justification of

international politics.

Nor can we say that those who
died were victims of circumstance

innocent objects of fate. No matter

what the nature of the world, war

is man-inade, and each human
being is responsible. The taking of

any hnman life involves a conscious

decision. Those who decided to kill

stand condemned.

Yesterday we glorified the guilty.

Posthumously, we tried to fool

ourselves that their lives held mean

ing. Hypocritically, we hid National

ism behind the cloak of Church,

Government and the Military. Jus-

tifying World War II, we prepared

to justify World War III; com-

pletely overlooking the fact that war

is never justifiable. Standing silent

for sixty seconds, we paid homage

to Death.

And what of us ? We are the ones

whose death our eiders are preparing

to justify. Much worse, we are the

ones who will have to kill. Whether

we are the ones who will actually

press the trigger or open the bomb

bay. blood will be on our souls, for

we are all responsible. What then,

of us?

Epitaph.

I can only answer for myself.

This column is written in fear. Fear

of Death, and the even greater fear

of causing Death. Fear that I will

be responsible for the death, not of

innocents, but of others who will

share my guilt. Fear, basically, of

riding briefly on the mad merry-

go-round of Blood and Death and

Guilt.

Some of you may be laughing.

You are the lucky ones, for you will

die kidding yourselves that you ar<

innocent. You will die with the be-

wildred expression of one who rea-

lises that a gigantic mistake has been

made, and doesn't know who to

blame. Let me tell you — you will

be the one to blame, my friend

;

and the final, bitterest-of-all-laugh

will be on you.

War is Death. Death is the Ulti-

mate Sin. This I believe with every-

thing that is in me. I. a human be-

ing, committed to life, refuse to ack-

knowledge or justify any act which

ends in Death.

Such an attitude leads to pacifism

All right then, I am a Pacifist. .Xny

human being aware of the ultimate

value of hnman existence must he

a pacifist.

This is unpractical, you say. I

agree. It is hopelesly unpractical

and in itself can lead to Death. This

is the final, agonizing, soul-splitting

paradox. But. facing this paradox,

each of us must choose. With Deatl-

ahead of ns in all directions, we

must choose the path that make

the most of Life.This is our respon

sibility.

I don't know the answer — that

is my tragedy. You may think you

know the answer — that is yours

^ioM'^
"MILD"

He's a "heavy" in the play,

but sliort on tune.

Busy students need quick

refreshment. That s

where Coca-Cola cornea in.

toeA-COLA LTD;

After a life oE decent sin,

Dig a hole and put me in,

Cold meat for the worms to eat.

And deep oakroots to tickle my feet

When the box has rotted in.

On either side the corpses lie

Caked with clay like giant mud-pies

Row on row with lipless grins

They skyward stare through sod,

Waiting,

Waiting,

Waiting.

Three years in eternity.

Today they've come to move me.

The workmeu won't shake hands with me
"For you stink like hell to us, you see",

That's wdiat they said.

Well, I smell all right to me.

Fussy, fussy people

They've moved me to plot three.

The clay is wet and sticky here,

My guts will last an extra year

Or two, or three, or four.

But Oh, to tell no fibs.

My tortured tickled ribs

The water seeps right through.

Twelve years in eternity.

The odd thing is that I'm still me
Although the flesh is gone.

Today I went to Purgatory

Where fools all play with fire.

They offered me the flame

But I came back just the same,

I'll never, never tire.

A hundred years in eternity.

O tortured, tortured sod-bound soul.

Can this be me?
With chinless grin

Skyward staring through the sod.

Waiting.

Waiting.

Waiting.

God I

— Man in the Stetson Hat.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

ANNE GARDE (Fencing Coach)

says; "A good riposte often foils the best attack."

Foil your money problems by steady saving

(no matter how little)

Bank of Montreal

Kingston. Main Office. 297 King St. East, at the Market:

EDWARD ROYCB, Manager

Kingston, Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Bdtding:

JOSEPH POUPORE. Manager

WORKIHO WITH C*H*DlAHi IN EVE«T WALK Of HfE SINCE ItlT^
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An onor Deservea
Next week Dr. A. V. Douglas, dean of women, will leave for

Montevideo, Uruguay, as Canadian delegate at the forthcoming

"UNESCO confgerence. She is one of a delegation o£ ten promin-

ent Canadians to attend. The choice of Dr. Douglas as a delegate

to the conference is undoubtedly an honor, not only to the dean

herself but to the entire university. The dean of women has played

an active part in educational circles, and from 1947 to 1950 held

the position of president of the international Federation of Uni-

versity Women. This fact illustrates that her talents are well

recognized beyond the limits of this university.

In spite of this active participation in world-wide organiza-

tions, however, Dr, Douglas has never neglected her duties at

Queens. In her capacity of dean of women she has always been

available to women students, and has often been invaluable in

solving their problems. No difficulty arising within the residence

or the Levana Society has been too large or too small to merit

her cooperation and attention. She has always shown interest in

projects undertaken by the Levana Society, and has given them

her full assistance.

It is certain that the cooperation and interest the dean has al-

ways shown in connection with Levana will be manifested at the

UNESCO conference. She always presents her views capably, and

her suggestions to the conference will undoubtedly be invaluable.

Her participation in university life and her special awareness of

the problems involved will assist her to play an active part in

the discussions, and her scientific knowledge will be respected in

debates in that field.

Queens can be proud of the honor shown to one of its out-

standing faculty members, and it can also be assured that she

will fill her position with ability.

Need For Health Insurance

A hardy perennial topic in Canadian political circles is the

issue of national health insurance. When parliament opens in the

new year the question is almost certain to be brought before the

House of Commons. As has been the case in the past, the principal

argument against implementing such a plan is likely to be that we

cannot afford it. ,

This is an important question to consider. Is it true that we
would be adding an extra burden if each of us as a taxpayer were

required to contribute to a general fund for purposes of covering

the health costs of the nation? One must first consider that today

Canadians pay out very near half a billion dollars for coverage

under prepaid medical plans and in direct payments to hospitals

and doctors. But the important implication of this health bill is

not that it is large in total, but that it is borne, except for the pre-

paid portion, by those people who are unfortunate enough to be

sick. What is left unanswered is the question of the untangible

co.st of the fear and worry of people who are financially unable to

meet a large health bill.

The fact is that the issue of whether we can afford a national

health plan does not hinge only on the magnitude of the total tax

figure. It depends as well on how the costs are distributed and

on who the beneficiaries are. Surely there is a clear gain if the

costs of such an important matter as good healt hare equitably

distributed rather than left to fall on those who happen to be ill.

Surely there is an eijually clear gain in human welfare if we can

remove the fear and uncertainty from the minds of those people

who are unable financially to meet the costs of health care.

Every libera! democracy in the world with the exception of

Canada and the United States has decided that the costs of a health

plan are not loo high when considered in the light of the gains in

human welfare. If Canada is to keep pace with the trend toward

increasing state action to alleviate anxiety and fear and to improve
human welfare then we cannot long neglect a national health plan

as part of the advance.

To Err Is Only Human

Letters To The Editor

'The Court just hasn't been the same since Levana was
abolished."

Abolishing The Levana Society

by Frances Code

The idea of abolishing the Levana

Society is not a new one. For a num-

ber of j'ears women have felt that

the Levana Society is no longer

functioning adequately, and some

feel that since the situation at the

university has changed radically

since women students were first ad-

mitted, the society today is defeating

rather than furthering its original

aims.

The society was originally founded

to protect the rights of women stu-

dents and to give them a certain

status at the university where they

were so much in the minority. One

of the main objections to abohsbing

the society has been an unwilling-

ness to break the tradition. Some
Levanites feel that it would be un-

fortunate to do away with an orga-

nization which has survived so long.

But feeble tenacity to tradition is

not enough to maintain the effective-

ness of any society. Few students

will deny that women have attained

an important position in university

life. Today it is only this loyalty to

tradition which is preventing them

from using their full capacities and

proving their own capabilities.

Women students often refuse to

aspire to or accept important posi-

tions because of a prevailing feehng

within the society that "No Levanite

has ever done that sort of thing

and, it seems to follow, "consequent-

ly no Levanite is capable of holding

such a position."

The situation on the Alma Mater

Society executive illustrates this

point. It has always been the feeling

among Levanites that the Levana

and this hardly seems fair.

What, then, if the society were

abolished ? Several difficulties would

necessarily arise. The first centers

chiefly around freshette welcoming

nd initiations. But this function

could be taken over and executed

by the Ban Righ House Council,

and since all first year students, with

the exception of a few living in

Kingston, hve in residence the task

would not be difficult.

The second major difficulty

would be the necessity of altering

the Arts constitution, provided, of

course, that an agreement with the

Arts Society could be reached first.

This in itself would be difficidt. Few

Artsmen would welcome an inva-

sion of the society by women stu-

dents, particulariy since the women

would be in the majority. Plans for

altering the Arts constitution to give

men and women equal opportunities

for executive positions would have

to be discussed and agreed on. It

would have to he ensured that the

rights of both groups would be

equally protected. One person sug-

gested that if a man were president

Editor. Journal

:

I read with great interest the ar-

ticle on fraternities, which appeared

ill the Journal, Nov. 2. Being a

member of a Fraternity in a large

University east of here, I feel I am

somewhat qualified to voice my

opinion on the subject.

Firstly, the article says that fra-

ternities are not snobbish. I agree

with this, but there is also the ob-

vious fact that fraternity members

do tend to stick together. They ex-

clude others, not out of snobbishness,

but because they spend most of their

time at the frat house and can see

\'ery little of anyone else. Even at

football games, class parties, and

university dances, frat members will

stick together because they have a

lot more in common than with the

others. As minor a thing as frater-

nities will seem at the start, they

gradually develop into big things,

and inter-fraternity rivalry will

grow, thus causing a further rift

between cliques. I have seen this

from experience among my own

high school friends. At first we

treated fraternities lightly, but after

we joined the various frats we grew

apart.

However, my main objection is

financial. The writer of the article

gave some figures about what it

would cost the boys living there.

Eighty dollars per month is quite

a conservative estimate, and even

The Argument Begins

if it is true, it is still about $30 a

nionth more than most fellows are

paying now. For someone who is

not well off financially, this cost is

quite prohibitive. I would like to

correct what may be a wrong im-

pression about buying a house. The

national organization does not buy

the house. It merely holds the

mortgage or gives a loan towards

the buying of a house. This must

be paid back by the individual chap-

ter living in the house, which adds

further to the costs of merely run-

ning the house, and carrying on an

interesting program. Further, it

would be wise to check on real

estate values around the university

before contemplating buying, and

then consider carefully the cost of

renovating. Both these must be

borne by the chapter, and costs have

increased greatly since the war. It is

for these reasons that I believe $80

month is quite a conservative

estimate.

In conclusion, then, I don't believe

that the advantages of comfort and

close companionship provided by

the fraternity outweigh the disad-

vantages. These disadvantages, I

repeat, are the breaking up of a

small campus, and the financial

burden which would be prohibitive

to many, heavy for all.

Arthur M. Schwartz,

Arts '59.

Getting Lit

I refer to you who complained in

last Tuesday's Journal about Lev

anites "getting lit".

I will not vouch for the good

intentions of the Journal staff, but

I think you have misinterpreted

what might have been a compliment

that had great potentialities.

Your worthy sisters in St. Hilda's

College at U. of T. take an exem-

plary pride in Bacchanalian conduct.

I am told that they keep their tooth

brushes in personalized silver beer

mugs with sorority crests on them.

This is their year yell

:

"We're the year of inebriation,

Soused to the point of saturation

!

Double scotches and swizel sticks

—

St. Hilda's here. Arts five-ty six!"

Everybody who does anything on

this campus naturally expects some

Everj' time the editors shudder at some new mistake in the

Journal (like the one in the last issue describing Gary Lewis'

lovely wife as Miss Lewis), they like to remember that daily news-

papers with all their professional staff and modern equipment,

often pull amazing and delightful boners. Many Queen's students

probably noticed the Globe and Mail of November 2 whose head-

lines announced that the Federal Government had given permission

for the Bank of Toronto and the Dominion Bank to merge with

total assets of §1,100,000. Some of Canada's financial czars must I

senior representative to this body

have swallowed their dentures when they learned that two great P^'O"'*^ ^'l"^^'' "^"^^ ^° stand

banks were operating on a shoestring. They could put aside their fo"" election to the presidency. The

fears, of course, when they read the story and distcovered that H"^^^'
wo'"en who have gone against

whoever set up the headline had omitted three zeros and that the tl"s tradition, however, and have

banks' total assets were really $1,100,000,000.

In its day the Winnipeg Free Press has perpetrated some

amusing slanders in another genre, that of the switched caption.

When two cuts of the same size appear on a page, the printer must

be careful lest he place the captions under the wrong pictures.

Once, for example, the Free Press printed side by side a photo-

graph of a newly-deceased dowager and one of an old shack which

had finally burnt down after being a public disgrace for many
years. The caption under the former pillar of Winnipeg society

read, "Old eye-sore gone at last."

On another occasion the Free Press published the portrait of

a surly condemned murderer next to a picture showing a mitred

bishop laying a cornerstone. Beneath the^ bisop's photograph the

Free Press informed its readers that a bloodthirsty murderer of

women and children was to die today. The Kingston Whig-Stand-

ard also has troubles in this direction but usually manages to con-

fine its antics to head-cuts on the sports page.

It is nice to know that the Journal's errors are duplicated every

day in professional daily papers from coast to coast.

of the society, a woman would be i
sort of a write up, but, as almost

vice-president, and in the same way "o one is satisfied, it seems rather

the AMS positions would be ar- 1
obvious that there just isn't room,

ranged. This arrangement could not

be too rigid, however, as it is in the

faculty societies where a man must

be president and a woman vice-

president. This would exclude cap-

able persons from holding positions

A disgusting Artsman.

Year Fees

Cum Laude

Editor, Journal:

Congratulations to Frank Tindall

and his Golden Gaels. What a

change to see the Varsity Blues and

the Western Mustangs bite the dust

!

It's enough to make any Queen'sman

dance

!

Congratulations "cum laude" to

Pat Galasso for a job well done.

It's a mark of achievement to see

Queen's take her stand in the sports

field and yet maintain her high

scholastic standing,

Lo and behold, even here at Cor-

nell they hold Queen's in the highest

regard.

Peter H. Burieigh,

Arts '54.

been elected, have been capable and

popular presidents. Their example

is forgotten within a few years after

they graduate, however, and unless

something is done to remedy the

situation the old feeling will arise

once more and make it difficult for

future women students who are

capable of holding the presidency

to attain it. or even to aspire to it.

Members of the Levana Society

are, without exception, Arts stu-

dents. The few women in cither

Science or Medicine join their fac-

ulty society and do not participate

in Levana activities. This situation

gives the Arts faculty twice as many
representatives on the student gov-

erning body as any other faculty.

they are most able to fill. At the

same time it must be emphasized

that both groups are given an equal

opportunity.

The amalgamation of the two so-

cieties does seem to have several dis-

tinct advantages. The feeling among

the women that they must compete

with or even fight against the male

population would be at least partly

eliminated. Unhampered by tradi-

tions women would feel freer to

voice opinions of their own about

campus life, and gradually a cooper-

ative rather than competitive spirit

\voy\U\ develop. Women would ne

Editor, Journal

:

Do a scrap of paper and a "Who's

Where" cost $2.00? Being a mem-

ber of Arts '58, my first reaction to

the posters advertising year cards

and "Who's Where" booklets at the

above mentioned price was one of

horror and indignation.

I am now somewhat more calm

about the situation having discov-

ered that a certain amount of the

money collectetj goes towards paying

for both men's and women's athletics

fees, another portion for a year

party, and any necessary fines levied

on the student body.

Why are these expenses not listed

the poster? Surely we are en-

cessarily have to take an interest titled to know where our money

in the university as a whole rather being spent. May future posters be

than Levana in particular, and their more explanatory I

directed toward larger I

Anne Hayes,energies

aims would be invaluable. Arts '58.
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Gala Varsity Weekend
Closes On Sad Note

by Lorna Rogers

Journal News Editor

the wind,

in spite

Play Date Set

For November

Another Queen's-Varsity week-end has gone with

And there's no one who can't say it wasn't an exciting one

of the disappointment.

Excitement ran high all week, and rose to a pitch on the spi

cial train which left here Friday afternoon. Although there were

only 617 train tickets sold, the 14 cars seemed to be literally burst-

ing their seams. Once again the warning "Toronto Train To Ban

Beer" proved to be only a bark without a bite, as suspicious look

ing buldges, cartons full of rather anaemic coke and ginger ale

bottles and bulky canvas bags found their way onto the train.

Ail kinds of musical instruments, from the mouth-organ to the

accordian, provided a cacaphony of sound, aided by the band and

bagpipes. Several people were

,

dead drunk before the journey's

end, and although there was no

serious damage amounting to that

done two years ago on the Tor-

onto train, eight windows were

broken. Twenty-eight constables

patrolled the cars. At the end of

the three and a half hour trip,

^ven those who hadn't been drink-

ing, found themselves stagger-

ing off the smoke-filled, beer-

reeking train, into the brisk city

air.

The crowds swarmed into the

station with hoarse "Oil Thighs"

and thence to the Royal York

and the King Edward Hotel

which housed most of the stu-

dents. Without a doubt Queen's

had arrived 1

Saturday, of course, the game,

and the less said about that the

better. There were 2300 tickets

sold here, and a large number of

Alumni members added their

Ferguson Suggests Agency
For Evaluation of the Press

(See Toronto Weekend, page 4)

Date for the one-act play com-

petition, of which the winner will

be Queen's entry in the Inter-Varsity

Drama League Festival, is slated

for Nov. 30 in Convocation Hall.

Bonnie Ward is production man-

ager, and reports that the rehearsals

are now in progress. Adjudicators

have been chosen, and will be an-

nounced next week.

Kathy Totten, second year Arts

student, is directing "The Giant

Stairs", a mystery. Fourth year Arts

student, Lois Scouten is directing

"Intemiezzo", and Hank George,

Meds '58, "The Marriage Proposal"

by Anton Chekov.

Varsity Carries the Ball.

Tacklers Pete Nicholson and Sherm Hood move in on Varsity's Al Riva during Saturday's thrill-

which saw Queen's drop a last minute decision to the Blues. (See Page 2).

AMS At^an Righ

Men students will invade Ban

Righ Hall, Wednesday.

The Alma Mater Society Exec-

utive, which boasts 11 male mem-

bers, will dine at Ban Righ tomor-

row evening.

As many students as possible are

invited to attend the meeting which

will be held in Ban Righ Common

Room immediately following dinner.

Eliot And Religious Expression

"The function of poetry, as I

conceive it," said Dr. George

Whalley, speaking last Thursday

afternoon, "is not a descriptive

one, but rather to indicate vital

relationships between things and

persons, or between persons. Poe-

try, then, is admirably suited to

express the relationship between

a person and his God."

Dr. Whalley was third speaker

in a series of public lectures on

"Religion and Letters" sponsor-

ed by the SCM. His topic was

"Religious Expression in the

Work of T. S. Eliot."

Poetry, unlike life, he said, has

an intense clarity. Poetry may
therefore clarify religious experi-

ence for us, although it can never

substitute for it. Its upper ranges

are always concerned with the

highest ideals and moral ranges

of human beings — one of which

is religion.

Poetry can become the direct

vehicle for powerful feelings.

This idea Dr. Whalley illustrated

with Donne's sonnet: "Since She

Whom I Lov'd".

Turning to Eliot's poetry. Dr.

Fhalley proceeded to indicate a

development in the poet's treat-

ment from "The Wasteland"

through certain of the Ariel

Poems, to "Ash Wednesday".

The problem for the writer ui

religious verse of a high order is

to grasp ecstatic moments of ex-

perience. This, however, always

throws great strain on technique.

Dante, Donne, and Gerard Man-

ley Hopkins can write religious

verse out of their own experience.

Eliot's religious verse, though it

may not be necessarily of a

higher order, has a slightly dif-

ferent emphasis, said the speaker.

Eliot is always anxious to keep

himself out of the picture; he

found the technique of personal

withdrawal and is enabled to

cover a wide scope without being

tied down to a cumbersome nar-

lative, as Dante was.

Dr. Whalley said "The Rock",

unlike "The Wasteland " or "Ash

Wednesday" is assertive, rhetor-

ical, doctrinal. There is a differ-

ence of intensity and intention.

This is poetry of a high order,

but not religious poetry of a high

order. It is not self-centered as

one would expect of verse aris

ing out of mystical experience.

"The primary theme of "The

Wasteland" is the disintegration

of society", he said, "but it is not

really a poem of despair".

"The Wastekind" i- part of

Susie-Q Week

Suzie Q week, originally

scheduled to start yesterday,

will be postponed till next

Monday because the football

team and part of the student

body will be in Toronto this

weekend.

movement toward "Ash Wednes-

day." The expression here has

not. from a religious point of

view, reached the point of high-

est intensity, he said.

Dr. Whalley pointed out that

one of the Ariel Poems, "The

Journey of the Magi", approach

es closer to a direct embodiment

of a central religious experience

of some kind. However, it is still

shot with ominous, rather than

clear insight.

Eliot found the source of poe-

tic strength in a projection of

the centre of emphasis outside

himself. With "Ash Wednesday,"

however, he has reached the point

where he can now shift the em-

phasis to inside himself.

Dr. Whalley outlined four de-

finite phases of "Ash Wednes-

day", and explained that here, at

last, was a direct representation

oH religious experience of pro-

found order, but instead of being

representative of a single ecsta-

tic moment, this is soundly sus-

tained to cover the whole of the

experience of human beings. In

this light, then, "Ash Wednes-

day" may be considered Eliot's

oreatest work, he said.

Dr. Whalley concluded, "In

that sort of achievement, Eliot

is being neither doctrinal nor as

sertive, but is concerned with the

direct expression of religious ex

perience simply. This costs not

less than everything."

Declares NFCUS Parasitic

Acadia University Withdraws
Toronto (CUP)—The National Federation of Canadian Uni-

versity Students has been dubbed "parasitic and of no practical

importance" by members of the student council of Acadia University

in Wolfville. N.S. The student representatives voted unanimously

to withdraw from NFCUS in a meeting held last week.

"Limited finances make the sentimental value of the federation

an expensive luxury," said one of the members. According to the

Acadia Athenaeum the student body is completely uninterested in

NFCUS because of its "questionable accomplishments".

In announcing the decision to withdraw, a student council

spokesman said, "The costly administration produces insufficient

returns Possibly because the Canadian population is too scattered

and transitory for the effective

functioning of a national feder-

ation."

In Montreal, however, the Mc-

Gill students' council approved

payment of a SO cent fee to

NFCUS.
A vote of the McGill student

union held last year authorized

the payment of the increased fee

pending a favorable report by the

delegation in this year's NFCUS
conference. According to reports,

the McGill delegation to the con-

ference was solidly in favor of the

increase and expressed the belief

that NFCUS could do a worth-

while job if given sufficient finan-

cial support.

Four other universities will be

forced to follow in the footsteps

of either McGill or Acadia as the

result of a decision reached at the

NFCUS conferences held recently

on this campus. Toronto, Mani-

toba. British Columbia and Dal-

housie must either agree to pay

the 50 cents per capita levy or get

out of NFCUS.
With the exception of Toronto

and Afanitoba. the universities

concerned must give notice of

their intention to pay by Dec. 15

if they are to continue as NFCUS
members.

The Boards of Governors of

both Toronto and Manitoba have

rejected fee increases for the cur-

rent year and as a result these

universities are being given until

Jan. 31 to obtain the power that

would enable them to pay the full

tee in the next academic year.

Dunning Lecturer

Outlines History

of Press Freedom

George Ferguson, editor of the

Montreal Star, suggested yesterday

that an independent agency be set

up to evaluate the performance and

suggest improvements in the daily

press.

Speaking to a near-capacity audi-

ence in Grant Hall, the first of this

vcar's Dunning Trust lecturers said

ihat "a continuing agency of exami-

n,-ition would in due course have its

beneficial effect" even though it

could not apply sanctions.

Mr. Ferguson pointed out tliat

freedom of information is necessary

to an democratic system. "Every

man and woman," he said, will be

better off if the dissemination of fact

and information is left free of gov-

ernment control."

He said that the history of

freedom of the press was rooted

in its struggle to avoid State in-

terference and in its commercial

origins. He said that every paper

must make a profit if it is to sur-

vive but argued that this need

not endanger the public interest.

Answering the arguments for

some. State supervising of the

press, the lecturer pointed out

that the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation was needed because

of the element of monopoly in-

herent in radio and because its

founders feared American net-

work control. But, he stated,

Canada which has no national

UBC's Brock Hall

Damaged By Fire

\'ancouver (CUP) — Fire caus-

ed considerable damage to Brock

Hall at the University of British

Columbia recently, destroying the

entire centre roof of the building.

Damage to the building is un-

officially esimated at S250.000.

Most of the main Brock lounge suf-

fered entire damage from water,

smoke, and heat from the collapsed

roof.

The only injury suffered from

the incident was sustained by a

fireman who was overcome by smoke

as he battled die blaze, assisted by

students on ilie upper floor of the

Brock.

Principal Starves

As Alumni Gorge

Dr. Mackintosh had to go without

food Saturday when an overflow of

alumni resulted in a lack of refresh-

ments. The occasion was the Toronto

.Alumni buffet supper at the Oak

Room held after the game. Only

100 tickets were sold beforehand,

but the number of guests swelled to

300, to the surprise of the unprepar-

I

ed but pleased Alumni.

newspapers need not fear mon-

opoly control over the press or

that the press will exercise undue

influence.

Mr. Ferguson admitted that

there is a gap between newspap-

er principles and practice but

suggested that the press is not

alone in this regard.

The tlireat tliat a few owners may

come to control the nation's press

is a serious one, lie said. But

radio and television provide se-

vere competition which mitigates

this tendency. Pie said that more

news and comment was available

than ever before despite this ap-

parent concentration.

(See George Ferguson, page 4)

Treasure Van
Grosses$3,200

The Treasure Van display held

here last week announced that this

year's sales amonnted to only lialf

of last year's total.

The s.-ile of foreign goods, spon-

sored by World University Service,

recorded an estimate of $3,200 at

Queen's, an amount which compares

very well with those universities al-

ready visited this season.

Their main difficulty was encoun-

tered when insufficient numbers of

students volunteered to sell the

merchandise. However, the Treasure

\'an wished to thank all those who

contributed to the success of the

project.
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BLUES WIN COMEBACK THRILLER
GAELS GREAT BUT LOSE BY 11-9

U of T Wins Bye on Coin Flip

Gaels - Western In Opener

For the first time in its history,

the Canadian intercollegiate ath-

Ittic union has ended in a three

way tie for first place. The un-

forseen train of events which led

to the triple split came to a cli-

max last Saturday in Toronto,

when the Varsity Blues came

from behind to edge the Golden

Gaels 11-9.

As a result of the weekend's

activities, the Gaels will meet the

Western Mustangs in Toronto's

Varsity stadium next Saturday

in a sudden-death game for the

right to advance into the league

final. Should the Gaels vrin, they

will meet the Varsity Blues in

Richardson stadium on Saturday.

Nov. 27 in the final playoff game.

A Western win would move the

Toronto-Western final to Lon-

don's Little stadium.

WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

Touchdowns In Final Quarter

GiveVarsityHard Fought Tilt

It took the University ol" Toronto Blues almost one hundred

and twelve minutes to score on the Golden Gaels this football sea-

on, but when they did. they scored enough in two mmutes to

down the Tricolor 11-9 and thus create a three-way tie on the top

of the heap. Western joined the other two on top with a 43-19 win

over McGill in which Gino Fracas scored twenty-two points to

breeze home to the scoring title with an eighteen point bulge

over Queen's Ron Stewart and Varsity 's Steve Oneschuck.

as one of the greatest

Ron Stewart, uncovered on tlie Varsity g-oat line, gathers in Wally

McUor's long pass for the first (and last) Gael touchdown of the afternoon.

It was Stewart's eighth touchdown of the season, and to get it, he had to

foil the defensive efforts of Toronto's John Prendergrast.

Queen's Places Second
In Harrier At Montreal

The skyhooks weren't entirely missing in Varsity Stadium.

But if they were hidden somewhere among the 25,750 fans who

jammed cverv nook and cranny of the sprawling concrete edifice

on Saturday afternoon, Frank Tindali and his broken hearted Gaels

weren't the ones to find them. It was a twist of fate, and the ver-

dict of whatever gods there be in the world of intercollegiate foot-

ball, that Bob Masterson and his blue-shirted cohorts should stand

in the charmed circle of victory in those Toronto surroundings,

while thousands cheered, thousands wept, and other thousands of

onlookers gazed with pop-eyed wonder at the aftermath of what

was one of the most wonderful afternoons in the history of Can-

adian football. For whom the bell tolls ... and it was tolling

for us because we couldn't match the Varsity Blues in the battle

for air supremacy.

Should we live to be 90, endure world wars and hurricanes and

all the examinations in the book, we will never forget the IS min-

utes of history which were unveiled in Toronto Saturday after-

noon. We will never forget the suspense and the drama which

gripped almost 26,000 people, which left them sitting on the edge

of their chairs ; and which crushed them or raised them to wild

heights of jubilation when the final bell had rung. Specifically, we

will never forget the sight of Bill Stevenson waiting deep in the

Toronto backfield for the snap from centre, nor the vision of him

taking two lazy steps backward while he searched around for his

pass receiver. We'll remember the ball arching through the air

for a distance which must have approached 50 yards diagonally

across field; and we'll remember, along with every Gael fan who

was materially or spiritually present in Varsity stadium Saturday,

that John Sopinka was waiting on the two yard line, and that he

hauled in Stevenson's long floater and staggered across the double

white line.

That was the climax, but it wasn't everything. It wasn't the

story of how the Gaels tackled like madmen all afternoon ; of how
Ron Stewart gathered in a pass in the first five minutes of play to

put us ahead for the greater part of the contest; or of how Jocko

Thompson and Gary Schrieder added to the total later by booting

the ball for single points. It doesn't spin the tale of how the Gaels

outdid their greatest performances of the past twenty years, or of

how they were beaten by a club which enjoyed superiority for only

10 minutes. Our account doesn't tell it completely . . . and we
don't think anyone will ever write anything which will adequately

cover the situation.

The final team scores read : and who was one of the pre-race

Western 22, Queen's 30, Toronto I favorites, Avas forced to retire

42, and McGill 46. The scene was

THE ALPHA AND THE OMEGA.
There are a lot of places of where you could start a chronology

like this. Let's make the starting point the tackling. "The great-

est tackling we have seen in any league this season," was what one

correspondent had to say for publication in one of the Toronto

scandal sheets, Both sides shared in the glory, but the general

concensus was that the Gaels seemed to have murder in mind on

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

Montreal, and the event the

Senior Intercollegiate Harrier

Championship, in which Queen's

placed second. As in golf, the

team with the lowest point total

wins and Western were declared

champions.

The race, held on Saturday,

November 13th, covered a dis-

tance of approximatelyy five

miles. The first two miles of this

were straight up Mount Royal

consequently the runners were

well spread out before the half-

way mark was reached. The win-

ner of the race was John Chis-

hohn of CMR with a time of

26 minutes 27 seconds. Since

CMR did not have a full team

their place did not coimt towards

the team championship. The first

three places counting towards

team totals were, first. Herb Til

,~on of Toronto; second, Carey

Gill of McGill ; and third Al Neti-

mann, of Queen's.

According to intercollegiate

rules each university is allowed

to enter a five-man team. Of

these five men only four count

towards the final team point to

tal. In other words, if the first

four men on a team placed fourth,

fifth, sixth, and seventh (which

was what Western did), the

team score would be 22. Queen's-

men placed in the following order

Al Neumann, third; Bill Wells,

eighth; Lance Bailey, ninth; and

Pete Mason, tenth.

For Western it was a victory;

for Queen's it was a tale of tough

break? and near misses.

THE TOUGH BREAK —
Quecn'sman Fritz McDougal,

who won the same race last vear.

from the race after the first mile

with a painful, pulled muscle.

This meant that the load was

placed completely on the other

four men, three of whom had

never competed in intercollegiate

cross country before.

THE NEAR MISS — Bill

Wells finished with a rush and

just missed catching the Western

runners, who ran in a group

throughout the race, at the finish

line. Had Wells caught the Wes-

tern runners. Queen's would have

been tied for the championship.

However, in spite of the tough

breaks and near misses Queen's

can well be proud of the all-out

effort made by the members of

the team.

Al Neumann, Lance Bailey,

and Pete Mason, competing in

the harrier for the first time,

drove themselves so hard that

they developed pressure head-

aches.

The picture looks bright for

next year since only McDougall

will be ineligible due to the fact

that he is a post-grad student

and has only one year of eHgibil-

itv as such. The others will be

r'-'turiiing and should form a

strong nucleus for next year's

team.

The game

Intercollegiate history and it is

too bad that the Blues win had to

come on an official's decision, and

a very questionable one at that. The

Gaels played as great a game as any

team has played in \'ears with some

.)f the most ferocious tackhng seen

this season including pro games.

The running by both teams was

sensational, especially the Gaels, and

the passing was good with the Blues

having an edge.

The Gaels started early and

picked up seven points in the first

quarter, adding two more in the

third, before the Torontonians could

break the outstanding Tricolor de^

fence in the last eight minutes. By

the half thne rest, the Gaels had

already stopped two Toronto attacks

deep in Queen's territory, the sec-

ond reaching the nine. In the second

bobble on the Toronto thirty-three.

Ron Stewart ran for eleven yards,

Al Kocman added a pair, and then

Wally Mellor threw a touchdown

pass to Stewart, for Ron's eighth

major of the year and sixteenth of

FRACAS WINS AGAIN
TD FG S C Pts.

7 2

4 1

B 0

7 0

3 0

Fraces (W) 7

Oneschuk (T) 4

Stewart (Q) — 8

Quinn (M) 7

Schreider (Q) 3

Getty (W) 6
Riva (T) 2

Girvin (W) 2

Pinkney (T) 2

Kocman (Q) - 2

Dingle (M) - . 0

Thompson (Q) ._ 0

Bethune (T) 1

RON STEWART
The loser, and slill belter than ever

half, two more sallies in the Queen's

ten yard zone were stopped, but fni-

ally the defence broke when on a

third down pass into the end zone,

Ron Stewart leaped high in the air

to knock down the ball, only to have

interference called on Al Kocman

[or some unknown reason. The pen-

alty put the ball on the ten and \'ar-

sity scored. They repeated two min-

utes later on a pass to Sopinka on

(or outside:) the touchline at the

two yard line, and the Blue half

stepped over for the game winning

major.

It was a case of the breaks making

the scoring, as each team utilized an

opposition fumble for a touchdown.

Karl Quinn grabbed a Varsity

AL KOCMAN
Ajter the fray, an injury

his career to double the previous

Oueen's record. An interception by

Checseman put Toronto on the

Gael thirty-seven. They drove to

the four but were stopped. The Tri-

color went nowhere, and a short

<!ck went out on the thirty-fnur.

This time, the Blues went all the

way, as the pass interference call set

them with a first down on the ten.

Ri\'a ran around the end for the

major. The second Blue major came

\vhen they recovered a Schreider

fumble on the Gael thirty-four. After

two incomplete pases, Stevenson

tossed a strike to Sopinka for the

major. Oneschnck converted the

second TD, while Schreider scored

the point after touchdown for

Queen's.

Love That Tackling.

The tackling was terrific. Queen's

showed little regard for the health

of the Blues with some jolting stops.

On their first two singles, the Tri-

color shook the stadium with their

tackles, Jack Cook and Lou Bruce

spilled Sopinka for the first three

yards behind the line, and Bruce

smeared Sopinka for the second,

this time with only a yard to spare.

The tackling was also led by Gary

Lewis who played a terrific game,

making more than his share of the

stops.

(See Blues Rally, Page 4)

"See You at the T and C"

town and country

# Broiled Steoks

# Delicatessen Specialties

restaurants
TWO LOCATIONS

Princess St. ot Clergy

Kingston, Ontario.

Highway No. 2

Cataronui, Ont.

Chicken •
Spaghetti •
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STEAM
SHOVEL

MANY, MANY GO TO BIG T.O.

And upon waking on Morn of Sun did scribe view very unusual

sight in Land of Kin, even Sol the Sunny One. And with spirits

lifted by this strange occurrence (for must same be omen of hope

after blackest of eves of Saturn) did scribe make way through

Trails of Kin to Sanctuary of Marion in Cav of Nic. After pre-

senting scribe with tools for labours of Fac did Marion inquire as

to reason for deathly silence along Trail of Onion. So was Maid

of Scienz told of pilgrimage to Town of Hog where, it is said, luck

of Men of War attains a maximum. And indeed were few Warriors

left in Land of Ivin which made concentration of females in total

population rise sharply from L530 to 2.276%. Such was only con-

solation to stranded warriors other than attraction of pain-killing

fluids of amber which may be purchased in variable quantities at

store of dimes. And at this thought must scribe pay tribute to

inventor of bags of over-eve, for without this marvelous device

would sneaking of amber fluids into horse of Fe be much com-

plicated. Though, to be sure, would warriors of Scienz be forced to

engineer even better ways to surmount this difficulty. And after

hearing useless babblings of scribe did Marion insist that all war-

riors and even all Clodz be present in Town of Hog on next day of

Saturn for do Gaelz of Gold need greatest support to put down

nags of Wes. And in addition does Marion demand that elders of

Tribe advance holiday of term of spring to next Morn of Saturn.

French Club Meeting.

Tuesday evening at 7:30 in Ban Righ Common Room the

French Club will present a one and one-half hour film "Les Jeu.x

Sont Faits", by Jean-Paul Sartre. There will also be a shorter film

"Le Sport de France a Cent Ans". Everyone welcome.

Engineering Films.

The Shell Oil Co. will be presenting two films, "The Fossil

Story" and "The Birth of an Oil Field", on Tuesday, at 7:45 p.m.

in the McLaughlin Room of the Students' Union. These films

are of special interest to engineering students and will be coupled

with a short talk by Mr, Spcerstra, of the company's public

relations department.

Debating Union

The Queen's Debating Union will meet at 7:30 p.m. on Thurs

day, Nov. 18, in the McLaughlin Room of the Students' Union.

Math ond Physics Club .

Dr. Harkness will address the Math and Physics Club in Room
314 of Ontario Hall at 7 p.m., Thursday, Nov. IS. Everyone is in

vited to attend.

FROSH HATE GUY THAT MAKE FINE HIGH.

And on eve of Thur were many of Yellow-Tasseled-Ones

brought before high court of Scienz in order to pay up for wrong

doing in Week of Hell. And it was said that court was poor sub-

stitute for hearings of former years and that rate of pouring out

of shekels was unreasonably high. And were many choice terms

of censorable nature heard from lips of Lowly Ones describing

most worshipful judge. But Marion did explain that high rate of

levy was to pay for posts of goal in Bowl of Bloor. For under

influence of Mickey even Clodz of Eartz can tear down standards

of carbonaceous nature, but does removal of those made of ferric

compounds require brains, and therefore will bill be made out to

Society of Engineers. And Marion would be sore indeed if posts

were not removed.

And now must scribe lay down chisel for vein of quartz offers

much resistance to feeble taps of scribe. And indeed must scribe

return to investigate strangest of all concepts of mathematical

nature, namely Theorem of Variable Constant introduced to earth

many moons ago by Martian wrirrior by name of Cook,

Queen's Christian Fellowship.

Arthur Custance, travelling lecturer for the Inter-Varsity

Fellowship will give a series of addresses on "The Christian View

of Man", Nov. 22 to 26, at 4:30 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room.

but a win would have made Richardson stadium the battlefield

While we shot the works in Toronto {as did the Blues), the Mus-

tangs were having a soft time of it against the now defunct Mc

Gill Redmen. The Gaels picked up a lot of costly injuries to such

players as A\ Kocman, and to half their front wall. The Mustangs

did not. We should now be in possession of our first title since

1937, but we're not: now, to win a championship, we have a rockj

road to travel. Please, Mr. Fate, give us a fair shake.

GEORGEJERGUSON

{Continued from Page 1)

Although most news comes

from a few press associations, a

common fund of important knowl-

edge is not a bad thing.

The interplay of influence be-

tween advertisers and publishers

results in news columns which

need not be slanted. A single

advertiser can seldom force a

publisher to change his policy,

and the need to maintain circula-

tion will prevent the distortion of

news,

Mr. Ferguson discussed the two

great limitations under which

newspapers must work: the fact

that they are mass media and that

they must emphasize speed. He
said that the emphasis on enter-

tainment and the tendency for

speed to distort the news were

almost inevitable and that, within

these limitations, most newspap-

ers do their joli well.

EXPORT
CANADA'S Fti^EST
-

. ;CIG,ARETTE

Patronize Our Advertisers

WHISUe STOPS
(Continued fro;n Page 2)

one Occasion after another when they rocked Varsity ball carriers.

There was Gary Lewis bowling Al Itiva into the dirt after the lat-

ter had gathered in a short pars over centre; and there was Lou
Bruce and Jack Cook and Bill Suri'hlis roaring into the end zone

to stop John Sopinka cold when he tried to bull his way for the

three yards he needed to keep away from the rouge. Conversely,

there was Ron Stewart, trapped seven yards behind his own line

by three Varsity tacklers . . . but not for long. You'll remember

how Stewart yanked you to your feet when he did a soft-shoe

step while the blueshirts bore down on him, and then how you

were startled when he shifted into high gear, ran wide and away,

and got to the 15 yard line before being stopped. That play, coupled

witb the one in which Stewart returned a punt twenty yards down-
field after being boxed in by four (count 'em) Blues, prompted

seasoned newsmen in Varsity's spacious press-box to holler that

ilicy were watching some of the greatest ruiming they bad ever

seen a Canadian pigskin artist perform.

You could continue your account witli the way the players

played their hearts out. They were good enough to win, and there

were plenty of onlookers {impartial ones) who would have voiced

the opinion that they should have won. The fact that tliey didn't

does not deter from ihe fact that they gave their all: just as the

Varsity ball players were doing on their side of the line.

So it's back to Toronto for another weekend encounter next

-Salurda}'. And the opposition is the Western Mustangs: a fact

which brings scanty joy to the worried features of Frank Tindall.

who never took it on the chin harder than he did last Saturday.

Win, lose, or draw, we figured to meet the Metras-men this week,

Interested In Flying? ....

For further details contoct:

Kingston Flying Club
FisluNishcd JOJS

PHONE 3276

Employment Bulletin
!f you arc

... 0 past-grnditale stnilfnt in Clifiiiistry. Chemical

Eiigincering, Geology or Geological I'.nglnccring

;

... a t>rospcel\ve grodiuUc in Chemical. Mclalhirgical.

Geological or Miiiitig Engineering, Honours Chemistry

or Honours Geology;

... ail undergraduate in Geology, Geological Engi-

neering or ^fining Engineering;

. . and are interested in a large

progressive, ivell-estahlisUcd Camtdian company,

arrange with your employment service lo sec

the COMINCO representative. November IS

or 19.

COMINCO
THE CONSOLIDATED MINING AND SMELTING COMPANY

OF CANADA LIMITED.

Discovered

Pair of lady's brown nylon

fur-trimmed stadium boots

under my bed in the Royal

York Sunday morning. Owner

may have same by arranging

Suzic Q date with Doug at

9653.

i

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 '/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9.00 a.m. to 9.0C p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

TO-DAY WED.-THUaS.

jTAHiiMC MARLON BRANDO <u f>U,k AnHif

JAMES MASON <u Bniiui . JOHN GIELGUD m Ctuw ^
lOUIS CALHER.NuMm Oiiu-t . EDMOND Q-flRIEN "i Cix"

GREER GARSOff « Cj/*i-wj . DEBORAH KERR «i P(rtM ^ "

STUDENT PRICES

WAT. 40c

EVGS. - - - - 50cA Famous Players Theeire

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
BOOKS GREETING CARDS

ARTIST SUPPLIES

MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS

Phone 4524

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

This hairdo was made with ^oUc

...the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

Bobbi Pin-Curl Pennanent is

made to give you lovelier,

softer curls . . . the kind you

need for today's casual hair-

dos like the "Juliet" pic-

tined above. A Bobbi wave is

never light, never frizzy.

Right after using Bobbi your

hair u'ill have the bcauiy. the

body, the soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And it

will stay tliat way for weeks

and weeks!

Giving yourself a Bobbi is

easier, quicker than you ever

dreamed possible. You just

put your hair in pin curls

and apply Bobbi Creme Oil

Lotion. A little laic-r. rinse

with water, lei dry, brush out

—and that's all! No dumsy

curlers to use. No help

needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in fashion — if you can make

a simple pin curl - you'll

love Bobbi! $1.75

Just pin-curl as usual. A,.ply Uobbi, rinse B minut.s latcr-

When hair is dry. siiuplv Inrush out. No ncuirali/er ncuded.

No curlers, no re-setting. So easy, you do ii yourself.
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SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Salisjies

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

TORONTO WEEKEND

(Continued from page 1)

support. In spite of the fact that

the goal posts were made of steel,

in order to avoid the usual skir-

mish, a crossbar was removed.

As a result an unidentified Sci-

encenian was injured, and carried

off the field with a bleeding arm.

Both dances, at the Royal York

and Hart House, were filled to

overflowing. The orchestras were

excellent, and most people agreed

that it was worth the high cost

of admission, a considerable

change from the reaction to the

football dances here.

Couples again scattered to ho-

tel rooms for parties, public and

private. AMS Constables were

posted on five floors of the Royal

York, aided by the house detec-

tives who kept a close eye out for

any signs of disturbance. The as-

sistant manager reported that,

aside from the usual parties, "no-

thing drastic" occured, summing

up his impression with the state-

ment that "boys will be boys".

The assistant manager of the

King Edward called in the police

Friday night, but aside from a

tew broken transoms and fire exit

lights, no serious damage was

done. He said that the whole uni-

versity could not be blamed for

what a few had done. The police

department reported no trouble

with the students.

On Sunday jiist about every-

body was feeling the effects, if

not from a hangover, then from

too much excitement and party-

ing. But no doubt, as the week

wears on, and the effects of the

weekend wear off, the idea of re-

peating the performance this

weekend will be more inviting.

What's news at /nco?

RAOe MARK

THE International Nickel CO"^****^^
OF CANADA, LIMITED - 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

BLUES_RALLY

(Continued from page 2)

The Gaels were running well,

with Ron Stewart making some

miraculous punt returns, including

one where four Blue tacklers had

him trapped behind the goal line

and he made it out to the twenty.

Al Kocinau turned in another great

game in the fullback slot, churning

out more than seventy yards. Gary

I

Schreider was also a going concern

I in the Gael attack with some top

running, picking up a single on a

field goal, as well as his convert.

For the winners, A-1 performan-

ces were turned in all along the line

too. In the hackfield, Phil Muntz

was the greatest asset, picking up

yardage consistently on centre

smashes, including one stretch

where he gained well over thirty

yards on three consecutive plays.

A! Riva and John Sopinka also gave

out with great games.

YARDSTICK STORY
T Q

First Downs — 16 11

Yds. rushing — 210 130

Yds. lost rushing 15 10

Net rushing gains 195 120

Passing:

Attempts 22 13

Completed 12 5

Intercept's by- 1 0

Yds. passing

—

1.S0 87

Pass, percent,^ 54 38

Punting:

Attempts 9 12

Total ydge 322 447

Ave. punt —.— 36 37

Fumbles by— 6 1

Own finnb. rec. 3 0

Yds. penalized 20 40

Classified Ads

LOST
Silver brooch with purple stone.

Would finder please phone Charlotte

Smith at 2-3216.

Black and silver Shaeffer fountain

pen on or about the campus. Finder

please phone 9355.

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Same Day On
Shirt Laundering

OPEN 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.
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Roundabout

Your correspondent seems to have

pvit his foot in it by getting off a

pro-fraternity bit of journaUsm in

this column. The phone calls are

lapering off but the threatening

letters continue to roll in. Speaking

of letters, the one published in the

journal last Friday with regard to

this fraternity question contained

one mildly interesting statement.

It said "Eighty dollars per month

. , is still about thirty dollars more

than most fellows are paying now."

If anyone here Is living on $50 a

month and eating regularly he must

he living in a hollow tree.

While I am still on this local re-

form campaign I would like to put

in a word for another pet dream of

mine. I would like to see a pub on

Ibis campus for students only. Stu-

dents always have been and always

will be drinking so why not let them

drink on the campus? Oxford Uni-

versity, for example, has had a

ftudent beer system for many, many

\ears and in fact forbids its under-

grads to drink anywhere else in

town. To any junior W.CT.U.
members ready to go into convul-

sions at the idea, I may point out

that Oxford has hardly been fam-

ous as a students skid row, so

drinking on campus and drunk-

eness have little correlation.

The advantages of on-campus

heering are several. One, the beer

RCMeMBRAHCe DAY L£TT£RS TO TH£ JOURNAL

that Miss Thackerby heard piteous

screams and howls of terror emanat-

ing from the Crane building and

immediately jumped to the conclu-

sion that those horrid, nasty doctors

and mad scientists were running hot

irons over the soft brown eyes of

cuddleable li'l spaniels. A typical

case of unscientific research. Had
she probed further into the matter

she would have found that the heart-

rending cries came not from the

animals but from the medical stu-

dents trying to complete insane ex-

periments in bio-chemistry and

pharmacology. The things that are

done in those tear-stained labs to

tile boys in blue would horrify an

N.V.D. agent. Now are you satis-

died, Clarissa?

Put me down as just an old sore

head if you will, but if there is one

thing I cannot stand it is people who
write indignant letters denouncing

the use of animals in scientific ex-

periments. The people who get

frothy over a damned white rat are

the same ones that let their children

go straight to hell while lavishing

outrageous attention on some sleek-

ly groomed unsufferable mutt. If

lialf the care given to research ani-

mals by experimenters was given to

animals in Kingston by their owners

there would be no need for a citj'

pound. Nor would one see skinny

cats slinking about alleys, living on

efuse. Away with these mental
could be sold cheaper; two, it would

i„co,„petants, I say!
he much handier; three, with stu-

tlent rules made by and for students,

ihe beering would be much more

'lecorous; four, it would be much

liandier; five, no more brawls with

waiters and Kingston police; and

>ix, it would be much handier. Think

it over. Better a quiet one at school

lhan a riot down town.

Anotlier point that should have

lieen cleared up long ago concerns

Miss Clarissa Thackerby. (I still

-ay that name is a phony. Priscilla

Weaknose, I would beleive, but

Clarissa T . . , . never.) It seems

There is one final item for the

week. Glancing at a newspaper from

out in Canada (that's the country

west of Rainy River and north of

49) I noted with interest that the

radical Doukhobor sect, the Sons

of Freedom, are definitely consider

ing moving to Uraguay, Last Fri

dav I was startled to learn that

Dean Douglas was also hitting the

trail for that South American re-

public. Surely there is no connection

Patronize Our Advertisers

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Mines Ice Creoi

Editor Journal

:

The article by Charles Taylor

in Friday's Journal interested me
'ery much indeed. To attack

this piece of work as yet another

example of youth failing to ap-

preciate the great lives of those

who went before, or as the usual

post-war swing to pacifism, would
be to miss its point. Neither is

it a futile expression of the hope

of living innocent of the corpor

ate guilt of man—rather it un-

derlines with devastating force

the dilemma of man, that is, his

"soul-splitting paradox" of ex-

istence so purposeless that now
we can see man able to destroy

his own existence.

It may be taken that Mr. Tay-

lor's last sentences suggest that

we. collectively, do not know an

answer. Maybe, but "If hopes

were dupes, then fears were

liars," and it is logic to suggest

that the uncertaintly of knowing

applies also to the uncertainty of

not knowing, therefore I consider

il worthwhile to contribute a few

tbouprhts on this article, thoughts,

which, incidentally, have been

expressed before.

Years ago, on the Galilean

hills, there walked a Man of gen-

tle habit, combined with incre-

dible physical and moral strength.

He, too, eventually died, but there

was something unusual about

this death, it did not follow the

pattern of previous and subse-

quent deaths, as can be seen by

examining the statements of his

followers, specifically Peter, who
said, "This Jesus hath God raised

up, whereof we all are witnesses."

Indeed this Man also spoke of

His death in the following terms:

I lay down my life for the sheep,

love me, because I lay down my
life, that I might take it again.

. . . My sheep hear my voice, and

I know them, and they follow me:

And I give unto them eternal life;

and they shall never parish, nei-

ther shall any man pluck them

out of my hand."

In the death of Christ it may

qlso be seen that the "soul-split

ting paradox", the ghastly schizo-

phrenia afflicting man was as-

sumed by God in Christ, since

Christ asked, "My God, my God,

why hast thou forsaken me?" In

its extremity, this paradox in

man results in such a disintegra-

tion of personality that in His

healing work, Jesus Christ asked

once "Wilt thou be made whole?"

— there being evidently some

question whether the sick person

actually wanted to be well.

Returning to the problem, I

believe that on the basis of the

death and resurrection of Jesus

Christ, we shall ultimately see

right established completely.

When? I do not know. How-

ever, I rather suspect that there

is much going on now towards

this eventual establishment of

right, had we eyes to see it. And

the recognition of the problem

it may also be pointed out that

step towards its solution.

Yours,

Lillian Cowle.

great sea of war. Have you not,

Mr. Taylor, the faith to believe

in an Almighty. Who will lift you

out of this sea? Or will you stay

out of this sea, and become a

coward on shore? Cowardice is

a great sin.

Those who were not cowar<ls,

they went out to fight, and died,

and you, you think you can label

them guilty. The preachers and the

politicians and the principals, they

may say the Dead fought for peace.

The Dead fought for their country.

That. Mr. Taylor, in itself is the

glory. Because peace did not come

after their efforts is a side issue.

Edward Day.

Editor, Journal

:

I read \our article in Friday's

[ournal with great interest. Perhap;

\'ou, Mr. Ta\'lor. know no such

thing as love for your country

love that constitutes faith in her and

the activity of her peoples, a love

that demands complete loyalty

love that prepares you to fight for

her. and die if necessary. Few people

tolerate war for the sake of war —
we are all pacifists at heart. But

when the call comes, when danger

threatens, when your country is at

war, are you, Mr. Taylor, a pacifist

tlien? Are you so unsure that your

country's motives are sound? War

is a relentless machine. Once

started, duty bids you eliminate

the foe, or the foe will eliminate

you. War in itself is sin, but those

who rally to defend their country

and her interests and her peoples,

they are not guilty of sin. They

are only drawn into the relentless

machine.

Duty is a great business and

no private consideration may give

way to it however painful, be-

cause you are submerged in a

Editor, Journal

:

Remembrance Day has not been

set aside to glorify the dead. Those

with whom I served, and my friends

who died, did not go to war to he

glorified. Those who fought World

War II fought for a principle and

a cause which they believed to be

right. Remembrance Day has been

^et aside to remember the cause for

which they fought and ga\'e their

lives, not to glorify their death. We
should be careful not to confuse the

knightly glories of King Arthur

with the terrible imposition of

modern warfare.

Mr. Taylor's philosophy for the

lack of justification of wars is not

n new one. Regrettably philosophj'

has not come up with an answer for

the prevention of wars and killing.

AVars are our crude means of polic-

ing the world against what we be-

lieve to be wrong.

You say there is no justification

for killing. You do believe it should

be prevented. If we cannot prevent

wars and killing by peaceful means,

should we therefore alow it to go

on, or should we forcibly prevent

it from going on? Should we sit

back complacently white other:

suffer or when ultimatelv we our

selves will suffer?

Wars are not fought to elimin-

ate all worldly sins, or the end

all further wars. World War II

was fought to eliminate Nazism,

a political philosophy whose me-

thods of terrible aggressiveness

we could not tolerate. If you had

been in Germany before the war,

you would have observed that

war was being plaimed, and you

would have realized that World

War II was not to be the result

of a spontaneous outburst of

men's emotions.

Out of the chaos of war came the

formation of the UN Assembly. This

body of men lias not achieved our

expectations or even our hopes, but

it has brought men together again

to discuss international problems.

This most certainly is a step to-

wards the imification of men's

thoughts for a more coordinated

world. It is a progressive step to-

wards the ultimate development of

a world-wide community. It is an

attempt to fomuilate a unified policy

out of many conflicting nationalistic

concepts. The world has not

"worsened."

Incidently. Mr. Taylor, from

where I stood there was a customary

two minute silence — not just one

of sixty seconds.

Jack ^^cKenna,

Science '5S,

sinnijiiQiiii
NOW PLAYING;
"MY FOOLISH HEART" — Susan Hayward, Dana Andrews.

"OUR VERY OWN" — Ann Blyth, Farley Granger.

FOR EXTRA NOURISHMENT

INSIST ON

W I LMOTS
QUALITY PRODUCTS

THUR. - FRI.

MEN OF THE FIGHTING LADY" — (Tech.) — Van Johnston,

FIREMAN SAVE MY CHILD^' — Spike Jones.

MUSIC !

DRAMA

!

SPORTS !

ENTERTAINMENT !

1380 ON YOUR RADIO DIAL

FIRST WITH THE NEWS IN KINGSTON

AND EASTERN ONTARIO!

c

Seniors and Graduates i

FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS i

are required for the
|

DEPARTMENT OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS |

A career in diplomatic, consular, information and "•Irnirdslradve
|

f/n'Ldf^orarieas^^ Ss a career opportunity, with good B

§ SS. Bood'ptomotloVopportunitie^ interesting work, pen.on plan,

|"
hospital and medical plan. ^

A ^^itten examination will be held on Saturdoy, NOVEMBER
|

20, 1954, ot a

Office of Extonsion Department, a
Richardson Hall, a
Queen's University, |
Kingston, Ontario.

|

Complete detaUs may be obtained at your Universi^
ffl

Office Tr from the Ci^ Service Commission. Ottawa. Look for the

|
Poster on your buUetm board. «

Blue and White Dance

The B!iie and \\'liite Society

plan to hold a dance for the

visitors from Queen's and

Western next week-end. The

suggestion is to be put forth

at the meeting of the board

of governors this week, and

there is little doubt that they

will consent as there will be

no more game weekends at

Toronto this vear.

GET YOUR

— Convoy Coat —
NOW

Fashion Craft Shops Limited

103 PRINCESS STREET

SWEET CAPS

TRUiy MILD!
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Something Special

Saturday's game may have been a lieartbreaker but the season

is not over yet. With at least one, and hopefully two, games left

to play, the Golden Gaels still have the ability and guts which have

enabled them to beat every other team in the league. It has been

many a year since either the team or its supporters has emerged

from such a defeat as Saturday's beaten but not discouraged. Any-

one who saw the Varsity game — and almost everyone did — can-

not have failed to admire the Gael's determination and will to win.

Even many Toronto supporters had changed their tune by the end

of the game and had pinned their hopes on the Golden Gaels; no

one can make any greater tribute to any football team than that it

captured the imagination of a hostile audience.

Queens is perhaps unique among the universities in the inter-

collegiate league in that the football players are not set on a

pedestal above the rest of the student body. As students, and not

as hired athletes, the Gaels can demand student support and re-

spond to it. We can only hope that a large number of students will

be able to afford the time and the money to travel to Toronto next

weekend and support the team. It is unfortunate that two games

in Toronto should follow one after the other but this year's team

is worth a little extra effort. All but the least capable students

can waste one more Saturday and work that much harder during

the following week — it is a good cause. Football is certainly not

the university's function but this team is something special.

The Tory Failure

Professor Lower's able analysis of the prospects for the Pro-

gressive Conservative party provides a very plausible explanation

of the Tory failure to make any gains in the federal field. The
virtual demise of the party in Western Canada and its unsuccessful

bid for support in Quebec would indicate that the opportunities

for Conservative advance are indeed very limited. Professor Lower

attributes the Conservative's lack of success to their having be-

come essentially a provincial party representing a rather small

group of upper class citizenry. He feels, however, that there is a

strong natural conservative strain in the Canadian temperament and

that this tendency must find its expression in some form. The
growth of Social Credit in Alberta and British Columbia is an ex-

ample of this "grass-roots Toryism".

Another vehicle, of course, for the expression of conservative

opinion is the Liberal party. There is, in fact, a good deal to be

said for the point of view that the Liberal party has become suf

ficiently conservative in its policies to adequately represent a large

number of those voters who are conservative at heart. This is cer-

tainly true with regard to two major aspects of policy. In the

social welfare field, the Liberal government has followed the policy

of holding off until it is crystal clear that no one could accuse it

of acting prematurely. With regard to health insurance, just to

take one case, the Liberals are waiting despite the fact that the

pollsters tell us that a majority of Canadians favour such a plan.

With regard to taxation and fiscal policies, it is equally clear that

the Liberals have been as considerate of business interests as any

Conservative government could ever be. The absence of any ex-

cess profits tax and recent concessions in corporation taxation in-

dicate the federal government't attitude.

With a Liberal government so determined never to get ahead

of the people, it is indeed difficult to see to whom the Conservatives

are going to appeal. No doubt this accounts for the Conservative

"me-tooism", which appears to be a most prominent feature of their

policy. The Conservatives have the choice of continuing this policy

of trying to outbid the Liberals or of searching deeper for a policy

which will be basically different from Liberal Conservativism,

which ever path they follow, they face the possibility of being

replaced by some third party which can offer a real alternative to

present Liberal policies.

Student Constabulary

Letters To The Editor

More About Fraternities

Editor, Journal:

The recent remarks in the

"Roundabout" colunm concerning

the desirability of having fraterni-

ties at Queen's, mainly to serve as

improved housing for the male mem-

bers of the student body, neglect

to mention some important items.

We agree that better housing and

more enjoyable meals than the

Union currently provides would

make the student's stay in Kingston

more pleasant, but we do not agree

that fraternities are the solution to

the problem.

The author of the column states

that the principle of fraternity life

is to ensure that everyone has a

chance to live comfortably with a

cross section of his fellow students.

But how different principle can be

from practice ! The very name fra-

ternity implies a select group of

people, chosen from the whole by

some means. Given that fraternities

were established at Queen's, how

does the author propose to select

who will belong to what fraternity?

Future Employment Prospects

by Elizabeth Arrowsmith We find that the average starting

Each year, the potential graduates

at the universities look forward to

the day when they will receive their

degrees and enter into the wide

world. They look to the day when

they can be completely independent

and masters of their own destiny.

At the same time, a considerable

amount of energy is usually wasted

wondering what sort of job they

will be able to obtain—and even

if a job to their liking can be found.

The question of salary is sure to

follow. Are salary schedules really

falling? Then the debate may lead

to a discussion of the relative job

possibilities for graduates in arts

and engineering. So the argument

continues, on the basis of rumour,

hearsay, and the experience of a

friend's cousin or brother.

We all have the habit of looking

to the past to predict the future.

That is what we endeavour to do

here. So let us take a cool, calculat-

ing look at the facts for last year.

Perhaps this will enable us to face

the future boldly with some assur-

ance and confidence.

We snatched some of the docu-

mentary evidence from the Queen's

Employment Service and looked at

it in the peace of the coffee shop.

The Employment Service reports

that, with only a few exceptions

all graduates in the professional

courses had made their arrange-

ments for jobs long before the end

of the school year. In fact, during

the latter part of the year, it was

necessary to inform prospective

salary for engineers was $310 per

month. This was higher than the

year before mainly because those

Although the conduct of the Alma Mater Society constables

both on the football train and in the Royal York Hotel was gen-

erally admirable, several incidents occurred which reflect no credit

on the individuals involved or on the present policing system. The
constables succeeded in securing the names of two of the eight

window-breakers but they might have done even better had at least

one of them not reneged on his duty. This particular constable

saw a student put his hand through a window but did nothing j employers that visits to the Univer-

more than warn the culprit. Such behavior is hardly calculated to sity would be of no avail. The num
instill students with respect for their police force. Several con-

stables could also be seen drinking freely even though they were

supposed to be discouraging their charges from doing the same.

Some of the constables on Friday were in the position of obtaining

a free train ride for doing a certain job and then imitating those

who had paid their fares. The railroad's detectives were no more

active but that is the railroad's business

behavior is ours.

who were offering less in 1953

raised their starting salaries while

most employers who had offered

more than this sum in 1953 main-

tained the same offer in 1954.

Commerce graduates, other than

those going in for chartered accoun-

tancy, received $275 - $300 per

month. Arts graduates in the nat-

ural sciences received offers com-

parable with those of the engineers.

Those with a general EA were of-

fered $225-$250 per month.

What about the picture for this

year? Looking into our crystal

ball and with the aid of the Federal

Department of Labour, we shall try

to give the picture for 1955.

One might expect that, with the

large number of engineers that

graduated in the early postwar

years, the field of engineering would

long since have become saturated

with engineers. This has certainly

not been the case. Instead we find

a situation in which the demand

stilll exceeds the supply. This may

be ascribed to several causes. It

must be remembered that we are

living in an era of great technical

progress—really an industrial rev-

olution. Add to this the political

considerations that require constant

technical progress and research and

I

Canada's wealth of resources and

we have one reason for the great I

If chapters of international frater

nities are established, as the colum-

nist suggests, then certain regula-

tions of selection procedure laid

down by the governing bodies of

these organizations must apply.

Immediately, we have one man

becoming more desirable than

another for his athletic ability, his

personality, or even in some cases

his father's prestige or bank ac-

count. A current e.xample of this

hidden discrimination was reported

in the Journal of October 26th. It

was stated that the U.B.C. sorori-

ties did not have discriminatory

clauses in their constitutions against

non-Caucasian students, they merely

did not invite them to join as a

matter of policy. What is the differ-

ence between this and discrimina-

tion?

When the confusion of the

"rushing" period settles down, we

have the inevitable residue of

people who either do not wish to

join a fraternity (and these are not

as scarce as some may believe) or

who do not meet the arbitrary stan-

dards of any of the groups. Some

universities have even gone so far

as to form a new "fraternity"

within the institution. This "frater-

nity" is designed to give refuge to

these misguided souls. Thus, we

hear the boast that "everyone" is a

member of a fraternity. However,

the discrimination is still there, al-

though hidden beneath the surface.

Use is still made of such rules of

selection as the "black ball", in

which one dissenting vote bars a

person from membership and lays

the candidate open to any personal

prejudice on the part of a member

of the selection committee. The

group of people who belong to this

privately created "fraternity" carry

the social stigma of not being "good

enough" for one of the regular

chapters, or of being "queer" in not

wanting to join at all.

Close on the heels of selection

comes initiation. We have seen this

year, both at Queen's and elsewhere,

what can happen when the initiation

activities get out of control. Each

fraternity, with the initiation cere-

monies it requires, multiplies the

possibility of further incidents to

bring undesirable publicity to the

university,

Tlie author's "typical fraternity"

where he checked his costs is cer-

tainly unusual. It is more common

to find fraternity fees approximately

equal to academic fees, exclusive of

the amount paid for room and

board. Levies decided on by the

house committee must be paid by

all members.

Fraternities were not designed

merely to give cheap room and board.

If it is the columnist's idea to im-

prove the living standard at Queen's,

could not the present system of

co-operative residences be extended

and amplified?

W. A. Armstrong.

A. J. Erskine,

H. G. McAdie,

C. G. Miller,

W. H. Nicholson,

J. L, Thompson.

.ovc H Couples

Editor. Journal

:

You have discussed in your edi-

torial "On Kissing Goodnight" an

article by Dorothy Thompson which

recently appeared in the Globe and

Mail.

May we point out that her ob-

jection was aimed not at the affec-

tionate goodnight kiss on the

verandah—no one in our day could

be so Victorian as to condemr

that—but rather at the long, ling-

ering, impassioned embraces which,

if they are to be carried on, need

not be done so publicly.

We must remember that the

ungry

in mind. If we are using the Ade-

laide Hall beacon as a protection

from peril, then we had better not

indulge in necking until we are in

better control of our emotions.

Five Levanites.

QUEEN'S
JOURNAL

her of opportunities that were

passed up at that time would more

than equal the number in the grad

uating class of 1955. Now that

sounds promising for at least one

faculty, doesn't it? Add to this the

the AMS constables'
j fact that there were unfilled oppor-

tunities for the graduates of arts

demand for technical service. The good name of Queen's is bound up

increasing complexity of the modern with the opinions of other people,

world has greatly increased the de- When they see groups of love-

mand for engineers in new areas lumgry couples clustered around the

such as sales. Large and small com- front entrance, people will naturally

panics which fonnerly required themselves whether such be-

oulv financial experts and lawyers h^viour is consistent with the dignity

The situation in the hotel marked a considerable improvement, and we have reason to be very op

The constables there went about their tasks thoroughly and con-
1 timistic

scientiously, and did a great deal to keep the festivities confined to

barracks. For the first lime in several years the Royal York house

detectives did not tear their hair and break up innumerable parties.

The fact remains, however, that ?ome improvement in the

Queen's constabulary is imperative. Although it is unfortunate

that some students must be paid to keep track of others, the re-

sponsibility should remain in the hands of the Alma Mater Society.

It would be a catastrophe if the system of AMS constables broke

down to the extent that the policing of student functions had to be

undertaken by professionals.

Reading further, we find that a

few companies which had been

steady employers for a long time,

did not come to the university last

year when they found that they did

not need new personnel. These were

more than offset by the companies

which had not taken this approach

before. This still seems encouraging.

How about the almighty dollar?

now find that the technical-profes

sional man is a necessity.

What about the relative advan-

tages of the degree in arts, engi-

neering and science ? From our

information the professional grad-

uate will have little difficulty in

finding a job in his chosen field at

a good salary. The arts graduate

with a general BA will find it ne-

cessary to prove himself. However,

evidence shows that the arts grad

uatc usually continues his training

—

a profession, a librarian, teaching, or

secretarial course, or perhaps some

training with his employer in sales,

advertising, or technical work.

of the university. This will at once

unjustly reflect back on those in

authority at the residence: we say

"vmjustly" because we all know that

efforts have been made to curb this

embarrassing situation.

It is embarrassing not only to

those in charge of the residences,

but also to students if they are out

for the first time together, or if

they are returning alone to the

residence.

Let's do our necking elsewhere!

There is no need for secluded spots

10 be danger spots, as long as stu-

dents do keep their "greater self-

control and higher moral standards"
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CLAIMS FOR RIOT DAMAGE MOUNT
Summers Suggests

SocietyAmendment

To Prevent Riots

An amendment to the AMS con-

stitution, designed to control stu-

dent behavior at social Functions

by adequate policing, was proposed

by Kip Sunmiers, Arts junior rep.,

at Wednesday's meeting of the Alma

Mater Society executive.

Amendment to Article 13, Sec-

tion 3C

:

"Any campus group or organiz-

ation carrying on any function

with an expected attendance ex-

ceeding 25, on or off the campus,

which involves members of the

Alma Mater Society, must notify

the Chief of Police or Sheriff of

the AMS court at least three days

prior to the event.

The Chief of Police and/or

sheriff shall appoint and direct

such constables as he deems

necessary in the discharge of his

duties ; shall be responsible for

general discipline throughout the

University and shall apprehend

offenders when necessary. He or

his constables shall direct and

summon any student and shall

supply evidence of the discharge

of this duty to the Prosecuting

Attorney vfhen called upon so to

do.

The Chief of Police may in his

official capacity attend, free of

charge, all university functions,

social and otherwise, that come

under the jurisdiction of the AMS.
He must go unattended. It shall

be his duty to appoint and direct

AMS constables for each social

function that is required to pay

the AMS social function fee.

For year dances three con-

stables shall be appointed and

they shall be paid $3 each. For

formals four constables shall be

appointed and they shall be paid

$4 each. The Chief of Police

shall be paid $1 for each function

and, in addition, he may act as one

of the constables.

If additional constables are re-

(See Society Amendment, pg. 4)

Science Glee Club

Will Make Debut
At Carol Service

Merchant Arrives Monday

Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice arrives on the campus Mon-

day when the Queen's Drama Guild opens its fall production in

Convocation Hall. Shown are, left to right, Valerie Baker as Portia,

and Mary Ev Rogers as Nerissa.

Susie -Q Week Beginning Monday

Available Men Uiged To Prepare

Don't look now, but Susie Q Week is back on the campus,

large as life and twice as hopeful, and all the real live Queen's-men

who-have been waiting for half a year for this can sit back, re-

lax, and hope their efforts have not been in vain.

For one week, girls, the following rules and regulations will

be strictly enforced:

1. All Levanites are expected

An Engineers' Glee Club has

been formed on the campus.

The choir, organized under the

auspices of the Engineering So-

ciety, will make its first appear-

ance at the Christmas Carol Ser-

vice in Grant Hall, Dec. 12.

Rev. R. J. Flurey, choir direc-

tor of St. Mary's Church, has

agreed to direct the group.

Sciencemen interested in join-

ing, are requested to contact ei-

ther Gerry Flurey at 4249, or

Jake Fowler at 6090. All first, se-

cond and third year students are

urged to consider the program

if they like to sing.

The choir will practise once a

week until the carol service. It is

hoped that the group will con-

tinue work after the holiday

season, and perform again in the

future.

The issue was voted on and

passed at a meeting of the En-

gineering Society Monday even-

ing.

ReducedFa res

For Holiday
The Canadian Passenger Asso-

ciation has announced reduced

railway fares for teachers and

pupils of Canadian schools and

colleges for the Christmas and

New Year vacation.

For round-trip tickets, the

charge will amount to the current

normal one-way fare and one-half.

Tickets will be valid between all

stations in Canada with a very

few exceptions.

Tickets will be rendered on

surrender of Canadian Passenger

Association Teachers' and Pupils'

Vacation Certificates, to be ob-

tained from the university.

Going dates begin Wednesday,
liec. 1, 1954, until 12 noon, Sat-

urday, Jan. 1, 1955, The tickets

^"'ill he valid to commence the re-

turn journey not later than mid-

night of Tuesday. Jan. 25, 1955.

to take gentlemen out and perform

all courtesies expected of them.

2. Levanites are expected to

call for their dates, open all doors

for them, and provide them with

cigarette?;.

3. Each Levanite must pay five

cents for each time she asks a

boy out, and 25 cents for each time

a boy asks her out. Jars will be

strategically placed in each of the

houses and floors for these fines,

and the money collected will be

sent to the Angada Children's

Hospital. A trophy will be pre-

sented to the house or floor col-

lecting the most money.

The Annual Susie Q Hard

Times Dance will be held on Fri-

day, Nov. 26. Tickets are $1.25

and may be obtained at the door.

All girls must supply their dates

with vegetable corsages. Prizes

will be given out for the best male

and female costumes. Paul Cha-

bot and his orchestra will play,

and the two Dots (Enright and

Desjardins) will put on a skit at

intermission.

Beer Mugs

Up to date one beer mug

belonging to the Phi Kappa

Pi fraternity of the McGill

University chapter has been

turned in. The mugs, allegedly

taken during McGill weekend,

are valuable, and it is urged

that students hokling the same

return them to the Journal

Office as soon as possible.

First Meeting

Of Graduates
Dr. R. L, Jeffrey, chairman of

graduate studies, was guest speaker

at the first meeting of the Post-

Graduate Society, Wednesday eve-

ning.

The following executive members

were elected : president, Bruce

Hodgins; secretary. Allan Brown;

treasurer. Hamp O'Brien; social

convenor, Elizabeth McTavish.

Ottawa Man's Demand
Brings Total To $268.

A claim for $171.50 is being pressed against the Alma Mater

Society as a result of September's riot in downtown Kingston.

Kennedy May, Chief Justice of the AMS court, presented a re-

port on the inquiry which the court has conducted into damages

from the event. An Ottawa citizen claims he suffered actual

bodily injury and extensive damage to his suit of clothes when

he was allegedly attacked by rioting students as he tried for the

second time to replace a manhole cover on Princess Street.

Mr. Lacasse, the citizen in ques-

tion, has been keeping in touch

with the AMS through his law-

yers who have not, to date, sup-

plied adequate or conclusive in-

formation as to the validity of

the claim. Closer scrutiny of this

claim was unanimously advised.

This latest claim brings the

total damages resulting from the

riot to $26S.30, and there are still

some assessments from Kingston

citizens forthcoming.

Included in the report were

claims from the Kingston Treas-

ury Office for a broken window

and bent door frame on the Police

Station; from H. Raby, a Kings-

ton resident, for damages to his

car and his clothing; from J. S.

Thomson, another Kingston res-

ident, whose car aerial was brok-

en.

Immediate restitution of the

two former items will be made

on decision of the AMS court and

the latter will be paid when as-

sessment is submitted.

Another claim has been present-

ed to the AMS for car damages

sustained during the snake dance

of Oct. 16, following the Queen's-

Toronto football game. A Kings-

ton resident had paint splattered

on his car, possibly necessitating

a new paint job.

Levana Exhibits

Costume Designs

A group of sixteen original cos-

tume designs by Tanya Moisei

witsch will be featured in an art

exhibit coming to Queen's from

Nov. 22 until Dec. 4. The pictures

are on loan from the Natioiial Art

Gallery in Ottawa, and have been

brought to Queen's under tlie spon-

sorship of the Levana Society.

Stratford Costumes

The costumes were designed by

Miss Moiseiwitsch for the Shake-

spearian Festival at Stratford. In-

cluded in the exhibit will be cos-

tumes from Oedipus Rex, The Tam-

ing of the Shrew, Measure for Mea-

sure, from this year's festival

Richard III from 1953.

and

As a designer in theatre costumes

Miss Moiseiwitsch has few equals.

Born in London, she spent several

vears at the London Centreal

School of Arts and Crafts where

costume designing is part of the

course. She then trained at the Old

Vic Theatre as a scene painter. She

is now well-known as an authority

on the Shakespearian period and

has designed costumes for most of

the big English productions.

To Drink Or Not To Drink

Football Train

Faithful Golden Gael supporters

will be making the trek to Tor-

onto again this weekend,

The football train wall leave to-

morrow morning at 8:15, and ar-

rive in Toronto at noon. Tickets

are $5 and may be used on any

returning train Saturday or Sun-

day except the fast train from

Toronto leaving at 4 p.m.

A special bus is scheduled to

leave tomorrow morning and re-

turn tomorrow night. The fare

will be $4.50.

Tickets for the game are avail-

able at the Alma Mater Society

Office for $1 apiece.

By Vicki Borota

Journal Staff Writer

What do Queen's students

think of the drinking that goes on

around the campus?

This week, the Journal took a

sampled opinion among the vari-

ous faculties. All those inter-

viewed were chosen at random,

so that the poll was taken with-

out a biased view.

Both men and women were

confronted.

Freshette Shirley Proctor, Arts

'58, seemed to think that drinking

had its place if one knew how to

go about it. However, the antics

performed at football games an-

noyed her greatly. In her own

words, "People who drink and

make asses of themselves at foot-

ball games give me a pain."

Teetotaler Jim McCulloch, .'\rts

'58, reported a different opinion.

"Drinking leads to the degrada-

tion aiu! downfall of the modern

student. When one realizes that

the delicate membranes of the

stomach are similar to those of

the eye, you can compare the ef-

fect of alcohol on the stomach

by pouring gin in your eye I"

On the other hand, Liz Gillan.

Arts '56, approved of drinking

around Queen's as long as there

was "consideration of others".

She said it was up to the individ-

ual whether he wanted to indulge

or not, but thought it quite ridicu-

lous to pay to see a football game

and then get drunk. Her idea of

the pastime was "moderation in-

stead of total abstinence".

Jim Cochhn, Science '56, also

agreed with restrained drinking.

"Too many students think it is

a requisite to social life on the

campus," said Mr. Cochlin. and

many little boys attempt to prove

they are men by drinking " He

deplored the state drinking rea-

ched when students begin to

heave bottles out onto the grid-

iron.

Another Scienceman, Bob Grif-

fin, was quite satisfied with the

fashion in which drinking was

carried on at the university. How-

ever, he was indignant at the ac-

tions of the extremists, "most of

hom are under 21".

Joan Allen, doing post-gradu

ate work, claimed that "if the stu-

dents are big enough, they are

old enough". She thought a pub

on the campus, however, would

involve a great amount of work

for someone. There might also

be a tendency to go out for a

drink after the library rather

than for coffee.

"Drinking is like playing with

fire; it's all right if you don't get

burned", commented Glen Hager-

man of Commerce '57.

Sally Reynolds of Arts '57,

said, "from the standpoint of a

person who doesn't drink and has

a good time anyway, there is no

real excuse for it ". She also

thought that it was a foolish tra-

dition boys carried out in bring-

ing a bottle or case of beer to

football games.

On the other hand, John Tay-

lor, Meds '60, said moderation

was the ideal for one who in-

dulged. "A-s for that which goe

Ottawa Economist

To Meet Students

.-Vndrew G. Kniewasser, acting

trade commissioner to Cairo, will

visit Queen's next Monday and

Tuesday to meet students who

are interested in a career in the

Trade Commissioner Service. In-

terviews may be arranged with

Prof. J. A. Corry.

Mr. Kniewasser graduated
with a bachelor of arts

degree in 1948 and continued

for one year of post-graduate

work. He began his career with

the Department of Trade and

Commerce in 1949 as an econo-

mist, and in 1950 was ap[>ointed

to the economics division of the

Department of Defense Produc-

tion. He became assistant trade

commissioner in 1951, and the

following year was posted to

Athens. In 1953 he was seconded

to Beirut as acting trade com-

missioner, going from there to

Cairo,

Mr Kniewasser was vice-presi-

dent of the Alma Mater Society

while at Queen's.

Foreign service officers are re-

quired to be university graduates

on at games. it's cold in theUind to have resided in Canada

(See Campus Drinking, page 3) |

(See A. G. Kniewasser, page 3)
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1 WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

Putting the foot back in footbaU. Jocko Thompson booted a total of eight

ringles for the Gaels this year in six league games, and U easUy the beat kicker

in the loop. He's shown winding up here last Saturday m Toronto; and hell

get a chance to boot them high and wide there again tomorrow.

This guy Frank Tindall must be the last of the big-time spend-

ers. He must also be on the verge of a nervous breakdown. Be-

cause every week, Frank takes the Golden Gaels to a movie. There';

this about Frank, though: he isn't a very good host. The invita-

tions are more or less compulsory (or more or less a few laps around

Richardson stadium); and once the show starts, Tindall runs the

projector, hollers comments, and generally puts his ball players

through their paces.

At times it's a pleasant duty, and both player and coach get

a big kick out of it. At times like those, the gang will spend the

greater part of the evening watching and re-watching the half-time

high jinks, including the marching bands and bouncing cheer leaders.

At other times, the task isn't a pleasant one. Tuesday night

was such an occasion; because the Varsity Blues were filling the

screen with a species of high-jinks that didn't bring any smiles to

any faces. Tindall sat through this one a few dozen times before

he showed it to the players, and then he sat through it again. The

saga unfolded again before the agonized eyes in the room, watch-

ing while the Gaels on the screen outplayed and outscored the

Blues for the first three quarters. Then the fourth quarter ar-

rived, and the players began squirming in their seats. It was there

all over again: Al Kocman picking up an interference penalty, Riva

skirting the end with Sherm Hood hot on his tail, and Sopinka

taking Stevenson's pass, on a play that looked better every time

it was shown.

THE TRUTH STINGS.
The pictured cleared up a couple of debatable points, however,

in that they showed that Kocman did deserve the penalty he picked

up. He ran towards the Varsity pass receiver while the ball was

still in mid-air, and nailed him with a shoulder in the face. A
split second later, Ron Stewart filled the screen and batted down

Stevenson's long pass.

There may have been a psychological aspect in all this how-

ever, and it might have been pointed out by line-coach Hal Mc-

Camey when he hollered out, "Now remember this, get mad, and

make sure you get back at these guys". If the Gaels aren't mad

at the Torontos now, they never will be. First the Blues were life

and death to deadlock the Mustangs two weeks ago when they

kept themselves in the playoff race, and you know what they did

to our side last Saturday. The latest news out of hogtown is that

the Blues have journeyed west for a game tomorrow with the UBC
Thunderbirds. This was a trip they shouldn't have had in the first

place, and one which will probably hamper their chances in the

league final a week from tomorrow. Sad news indeed.

We asked Frank a few weeks ago if a guy in his position

didn't have to be a psychologist on the side, and he agreed as how

a coach had to be a little more than that. Among the other re-

quirements, anyone holding Tindall's job has to have a) a thick

skin to ward off the abuse in the lean years, b) a granite head,

so as not to be affected by games like last Saturday's, and c) a

degree from the college of magic. This latter aspect comes in at

a time like this, when practices resemble roll calls of the walking

wounded more than anything else. It's an old adage in the inter-

collegiate loop that coaches like to cry the blues, but when Tindall

begins dressing intermediates for a final playoff like this one, then

we're inclined to think that he was serious when he said "We're

not at all well".

HORSESHOES IN THEIR POCKETS.
The biggest hole to fill, of course, will be that spot formerly

occupied by Al Kocman. When we went to press, Kocman was

still in the hospital. And Tindall still could think of no one to

fill his shoes, except Al himself. The Mustangs must be taking

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

PUCKSTERS DUMP „

DETERMINED RMC

Monday night saw the Queen's

hockey team get off on the right

foot with a 4-3 win over RMC at

the Community Centre. Plans

call for the four City League

teams. Queen's, RMC, Dukes,

and the City Police, to play six

double headers over the course

of the winter with the league

playoffs taking place around the

middle of February.

In their initial game, the Tri-

color showed lots of fight and

hockey ability and should, with

a few more practices under their

belts, ice a team which will be

hard to beat. Such regulars as

Don Keenlyside, Dick Hill, and

Pete Dozzi were not dressed in

order to give the new players a

chance to show their stuff.

RMC threatened with two

goals in the dying minutes of the

game, but these were not enough

to overcome the Tricolor lead.

Queen's goals were scored by Ian

McKay, Barry Percival, Murray

Osborne, and Ron Eradshaw.

Bert Brooks played his usual

steady game in the nets with Ron

V'aliquette and Don Sharabitra

turning in solid games on defense.

Slew-Foot Sam Says

I've Got Da Clues
Loungin' around Joe's pool hall,

as suits a gentlemun of my tastes,

I sees dis real bird walk in. I

mean a real hick. Now I ain't

looking for no trouble, see . . .

but don't crowd me. So 1 stands

niy ground while dis guy tells me

his name is O'Grady, says why

don't 1 preedict Saturday's game

like my old friend One-Eye Ben-

ny has been doin' all year in Tor-

onto, and also says why don't I

wash my neck. Now after anyone

saying such a fine thing about ol'

Slew-Foot, how can I turn him

down ?

So I tells him I've been prophe-

tizin' all year for da boys in da

back room, and why didn't he

come down before? And he tells

me it's because things have nev-

er been so crooshal, or somethin

like that. I've been rolling craps

with my old buddy Tindall da

night before, see, so I'm in the

know. Tindall's a nice enough

guy, see, but he's strictly square

on the dice. I mean it. So he gets

taken for a ride, and he gets pret-

ty blue about Saturday's game,

seein' as how all his boys are on

da limp. Now my own idea is

that the East side mob has been

chasin' after those Gaels, but I

could be wrong.

I'm a sap. I mean it. So after

my friend Moxie carries dat sob-

bin' Tindall home, I phones da

syndicate and gives with the ora-

toricals. After which da big boss

says it's in the bag, dat the Gaels

will win, and why don't I stop

whimperin'. Da big boss has 5 g's

on it, see, and he ain't been wrong

yet. He says he PURSONLY
will see to it dat Ron Stewart

gets at least one t.d., and dat da

rest of da boys in his mob gets

two more. He says dere's a hood

by da name of Schrieder who'll

get two converts, and that anud-

der hood, by da handle of Thomp-

son, will kick a single. Some of

dose Mustangs are tough boys,

he says, but da boss will cool em

out. He thinks maybe dis bum

Simmons will get a t.d. along

with dis bum Getty, an' dat Fra-

cas will kick two convurts and a

placement. Dat makes it 18-15 for

da Gaels, who can play here in

Kingston next Saturday. Which

is good news for me and da boys:

I

we can put da heist on more wal-

I

lets dat way.

TRICOLOR READY
FOR LONDONERS

JAY McMAHAN LOU BRUCE
When the pony backtielders start galloping around the ends tomorrow,

they'll be relying on these two hardrocks to clear a path for them. McWIahan,

a 6' 7" rookie this year, is a tough blocker and tackier, as is Lou Bruce.

Gaels Will Leave Their Mark

Whether They Win Or Lose

Annual All-Star Selections

Place Two Gaels On Squad
The Canadian Press this week

released the senior intercollegiate

all-star team. Picked by the

sportswriters and coaches in the

various cities, it consisted oE five

players from Western, four from

Varsity, two from Queen's, nad

one from the tailend McGill Red-

men.

The two Queen's representat-

ives are not new to the team. Ron

Stewart who garnered a high of

48 points, out of a possible 60,

nailed down a halfback spot for

the second year in succession. He
was favoured over Gino Fracas

of Western, and Steve Oneschuck

of Varsity who grabbed the other

half slots with 36 and 35 points

respectively.- After a lapse of one

year,, big . guard... Sherm -Hood

blocked and tackled his way on to

the team again. He replaces last-

years all-star centre Gary Lewis

as the second Queen'sman on the

squad.

ALL-STAR TEAM
FLYING WING: Bob Pinkney

Varsity.

HALFBACKS: Ron Stewart,

Queen's ; Gino Fracas, West-

ern : Steve Oneschuk, Varsity.

QUARTER: Don Getty, Western

CENTRE: Don McGee, Western

GUARDS: Sherm Hood,

Queen's; Bob Waugh, Varsity.

TACKLES; Ted Roman, West-

ern ; Clyde Whitman, McGill.

ENDS: Bob Turner, Western;

Fred Smale, \'arsity.

By Mike Clancy

Journal Sports Writer

They say that a lion is most

dangerous when he is wounded,

and this could well be the case

on Saturday afternoon when the

injury-riddled Gaels meet the

Metras Mustangs at Varsity stad-

ium. This is a must game for the

Kingstonites, as a win for the

Mustangs will give Western the

right to meet Toronto for the

league title next Saturday. The

final game will be played at Lon-

don or Kingston, depending upon

the outcome of tomorrow's tussle.

Heading the Queen's casualty

list is little Al Kocman, who has

been resting in the hospital as a

result of an ankle injury suffered

in last week's game. It is doubt-

ful whether Al will be in action

tomorrow, and if he isn't, then Bill

Surphlis and Carl Quinn will re-

place him at the fullback spot.

Floyd Bajjaly, Gary Schreider,

and Brian Wherrit are all suffer-

ing minor injuries, but they will

all be in action come game time.

Don't underestimate the Tri-

color's chances of winning regard-

less of their injuries because this

year's sc|uad is one that doesn't

In The Lemonlite

Hockey practices will begin

Nov. 22nd. Practices will be held

every Monday, Tuesday and Fri

day from 1 to 2 p.m. at the Jock

Harty arena. No equipment i

needed.

All those interested in playing

intercollegiate basketball are urg-

ed to come out on Mondays from

3,30 to 4.30; Fridays 4.30 to 5.30,

and Saturdays from 2 to 4.

In the intramural basketball

tournament, the Spirited Mickeys

defeated 56B 39-6 and 55 defeated

57 by a score of 27-11 on Monday.

Nov. 15th. On the following day.

55 defeated the Lucas Orphans

30-15
; the Nifty S's lost out 29-18

to the Spirited Mickeys. The

Rinky Dinks (ed. note: what a

name) defeated 57 15-13 and 56B

bested the Lucas Orphans, com-

ing out on top of a 21-19 score.

even know the meaning of the

word "quit", a fact which the

Toronto Blues will discover when

the two teams meet again a week

tomorrow.

Satirically Speaking.

While the battle is raging in-

side Varsity stadium Saturday,

Masterson's Blues will be engag-

ing the University of British Col-

umbia out in Vancouver. Toronto

will be the favourites since they

are taking their own referees. As

you know, the East is always win-

ning the Grey Cup and so in order

that the West will not develop

an inferiority complex, it was de-

cided to send one of the weaker

Intercollegiate teams on the

Western excursion and thus give

the prairie people a chance to win

a football game from an Eastern

team. Therefore, the decision to

send the Toronto squad was unan-

imous.

Western Mustangs will head

into the sudden death playoff with

a squad which emerged unscathed,

except for a few cuts and bruises,

from last week's McGill game.

Hard-running half-back Ralph

Simmons, who was not in action

for the Londoners the last time

the two squads met, will be back

in uniform-

Gary Lewis has been changed

to offensive wingback and Jack

Abraham will return to his centre

position along with Brian Wher-

rit. Ron Delisle and Jack Perry

and Vic Uxbalis of the Intermed-

iates have been working out with

the seniors but whether they will

dress or not is another question.

In case of a tie on Saturday the

two teams will have to play over-

time.

Southern Fried Chicken Italian Spaghetti • Delicatessen Specialties Steaks

town and country restaurants
Princess St. at Clergy

Kingston, Ont.

2 LOCATIONS Highway No. 2

Catoraqui, Ont.
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WHisne STOPS
(Continued from page 2)

great consolation in the fact, because they know now that it might
be safe to float the odd pass into the short left tertiary. They
did throw a few aerials there when they lost 18-11 to the Gaels

a few weeks back, but Kocman always roared up a split second

later to shake every bone in some Mustang's body with an earth-

shaking tackle. If Kocman himself has anything to say about it,

he'll be out there tomorrow, but the only way to find out will be

to be on hand yourself, along with 27,000 or so others who are ex-

pected to jam into the Varsity paladium. Game for game, this

has been perhaps the greatest season Kocman has had since he

arrived at Queen's, and he won't want to sit out the climax. But

if the doctors insist on strapping him to a bed, he may have to.

If he isn't there, the weight in the backfield will be thrown on

the other two ponies, Ron Stewart and Gary Schrieder, They'll

handle the situation, too, Gary has blamed himself for not booting

those field goals last Saturday, so he'll be just liable to tear into

Mustangs with nmrder in his eyes. Up front, we've been hurt

badly. To start enumerating might give the Westerns some

info they can do without, as well as turning this page into a medical

report.

But in spite of all this, it's even money. And on a sentimental

basis, we'll take the Gaels. The difference will lie in the players

themselves: all season long they've been a fighting bunch who did

more than mere personnel would suggest. Now the chips are on

the line, and everything, the entire season, is hanging in the bal-

ance, A few weeks back, while watching some flickers of the

second Western game (again) Tindall was prompted to remark:

"They call them Mustangs, you know. And they all carry horse-

shoes." Now's the time to turn the tables; to slug the Metrasmen

with their own footwear.

CFRC
Friday

7:00—Tops in Pops; Pete Hand-

Icy.

7:10—Campus News; Gordon

Penny.

7:20—Sports Profiles; Mike

Moffat, Jack Jarvis.

7:30 Talent Time; Marg
Martyn.

7 :45—Leave it to Levana ; Joyce

Safrance Anne Playes.

8:00—Mike's Mood Music; Mike

Meehan, Arne Kotaneii.

8:30—Our Place; Charles Tay-

lor, Peter Paris, Pat Os-

borough.

9 :00—Tunes of our Times ;
Doug

Mackay.

9:15—From the Music Room;

Jim McKenna.

10:00—The Merchant of Venice.

10:30—Handley's Hamper.

11 :00—Sign Off.

Saturday

6:00—Enjoyable Music; Ralph

Clench.

6 :30—Show Tunes
;
Hugh Liglit-

body.

7:00—Spotlight on Levana; Viv

Sterns.

7:30—Down Beat; Arnold Mat-

thews.

7 :45—Anything Goes; Bob San-

derson.

8:00—In the Groove: Tbehna

Hunter, Doug Thomson,

Galasso Suggests

More Recognition

For Sports Stars

Queen's is not giving its athletes

the recognition they deserve, said

Pat Galasso, AMS athletic stick, at

a meeting of the Alma Mater So-

ciety executive held in Ban Righ

Hall Wednesday evening.

In a broad survey ot universities

in Canada and the United States,

Mr. Galasso reported that, in all

cases, the deserving sports enthusi-

asts are given a sweater along with

their letters. The Athletic Board

of Control, he said, is financially

unable to attempt such a venture

at present, however he suggested

that if the AMS were to take over

the Alumni Football Dances and

put the proceeds into a fund for that

purpose, the need could be met.

In the discussion which fo!!owe<l,

the society generally felt that it

would not be wise to pursue such

a course in the best interests of the

u[iiversity, as the alumni have been

more than generous in its aid to the

students of Queen's.

Keith Hawkins, chief AMS con-

stable, reported that there were

eight windows broken on the To-

ronto train last weekend, of which

two have been accounted for. The

names of those apprehended will be

submitted to the Prosecuting Attor-

ney of the AMS court for action.

Patronize Our Advertisers

9;0C^1490 Classics ; Bob Sander-

son.

10:00—Rumpus Room; Glen

Buick.

10:30—Pop Concert; Don Har-

rison.

i

A. G. KNIEWASSER

(Continued from Page 1)

for at least ten years. They must
be below the age of 31 as of June

1, 1955.

Academic specialization in ec-

onomics, commerce or interna-

tional trade will be helpful. Some
candidates are also required with

a background of engineering, ag-

riculture, law or public adminis-

tration.

Trade Commissioners promote

both the export and import trade

of Canada and their services are

at the disposal of firms and indi-

viduals interested in Canada's

trade expansion. The position of-

fers opportunities for extensive

travel in foreign countries and

also carries with it the responsi-

bilities of an official representa-

tive of Canada abroad.

The annual selection program

for the service includes examina-

tions to be written in January,

followed by an oral examination

to assess general suitability. The

academic training and experience

of each candidate will be asses-

sed and considered a factor in

selection.

Further information about the

service itself and the method of

application may be obtained from

Professor Corry.

CAMPUS DRINKING
(Continued from Page 1)

.tands. You have to keep warm,

don't you?"

A theology student, Jill Stuch-

bery, said drinking was carried

on in a cult-fashion of conforming

to a bohemian life, "People are

apt to equate being a free adult

with getting drunk. These drink-

ers make an issue of being free

to do so, but are almost enslaved

to the idea of being free to drink.

The drinking fetish on the cam-

pus, to me, is most extraordin-

ary."

Finally, Ralph Pohlman, Mcds

Quality

FOR —

Originality

— TRY —

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY GROUNDS

McGALUS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC,, SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

'58, said that many people have

the wrong idea of drinking at

Queen's. "There's a tendency to-

wards exaggeration in labelling

Queen's a "drinking college' be-

cause the same students are seen

all the time. Those who work at

their studies are not seen". Mr.

Pohlman believes that a large

number at the university do not

drink; those that do excessively

are usually first and second year

students because they want to be

"one of the boys" at football

games.

"Where the Best People Meet ond Eot"

Reasonable Prices $5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

314 Princess Street Across from St. Andrew's Church

Queen's University Concert

JAMES MILLIGAN
Brilliant Young Canadian Baritone

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1954.

8:30 p.m.

GRANT HALL

Tickets on sale ot Queen's University Post Office.

$T.OO and 75 Cents.

GIVE YOURSELF ROOM TO GROW . . .

WITH THIS NATION-WIDE COMPANY!

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Rocqiiets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

Campus capers call for Coke

How long can Jack be nbnble?

Square dancing's rugged . .

.

better tune up now and then

with refreshing Coca-Cola.

"Cols" It a rt^tltnd IroJ^-mnA
COCA-COLA UP.

Procter & Gamble
of Canada Limited,

offers you an attractive management career

ivith one of Canada's largest manufacturers . . . and

its leading advertiser!

TiJe Camay, Ivory, Joy, Crisco, Cheer. Spic and Span . . . these are household

words across Canada. They are jusl a few of ihe nmiy nationally advcrl.sed

prodiiels of the Procter & Gamhle Company of Canada, Limited.

P&G is expanding steadily, through increasing demand for il8 many brands, and

thron"h the addition of new products. This constant growth creates new oppor-

tunities for aggressive young men-selected from within the organization- to

win now advanMment and executive responsibility in the Company.

Your Future May Be With P&G

YOU can build a successful career iu the management of this nation-wide

organiMtion ... a career that offers thorough training-financial re.vard-the

opportunity to move ahead on your own ability.

Right now. openings ato available for universitytrained men ,.ho will have

degrees in Arts, Commerce. Law, Engineering or Chemistry.

We offer you interesting careers iu such important activities

^
ADyERTISINC,

SALES MANACEMEjYT, BUYING, OFFICE MANAGEMENT and FINANCE.

lloiv to Plan Your Career ivith P&G

We invite you lo see for yourself how Procter & Gamble can open broad avenues

of career opportunity to you. You may make arrangements for an immed.ate m-

terview with a P&G representative, by contacting . . .

The Queen's University Employment Service

INTERVIEWS TO BE HELD

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 23rd and 24th

The Procter & Gamble Company of Canada, Limited
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Classified Ads

Lost

Plaid carrying case for blanket,

at Western game here. Finder

please call 21508.

One green Parker 51 with sil-

ver top, on Monday on the camp-

us. Please return to Valerie Bak-

er at Muir house or phone 20141.

For Sale.

Portable typewriter, Contact

Wim Grocnevcld Meijer, Miller

Plall. Room 307.

Custance To G
On ''Christian

ive Lectures

View of Man >9

Arthur C. Custance, lecturer

for the Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship, will be at Queen's

the week of Nov. 22 to 26.

Sponsored by the Queen's

Christian Fellowship, Mr. Cus-

tance will give a series of five

lectures under the general head-

ing, "The Christian View of

Man", and will talk on the rele-

vance of Christianity to the

WILL MOTT

For the strength that is needed in studies and play

Drink plenty of milk with your meals every day

If you do you'll feel greaB and you won't be surprised

When you see marks and scores start to suddenly rise.

FOR EXTRA NOURISHMENT

INSIST ON

Wl
MM TTMlTm

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT 55.50 FOR 55.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

study of man and to man's stu-

dies.

Mr. Custance has visited many

universities both in Canada and

the United States during the past

three years, as a Fellowship lec-

turer. A former student of engin-

eering and physical metallurgy

at the British Institute of Engin-

eering and the University of

Toronto, he has also done exten-

Arthur C. Custance

!kMiiaislliim|o,^

Let's face H . . . you really neeil a Royal portable

this Christmas.

So do your Christmas hinting early. For example,

you might complain a bit about eyestrain (from study-

ing hastily scribbled notes). Or, if you're away from

home, a letter they can jiisl about read should do nicely.

If you're extra adroit, you might even tell about one of

those eager characters who make some extra money for

themselves by typing notes for their long-suffering

fellow-lcamers.

Remember ... the fastest you can go in longhand is 30

words a minute— it doesn't take much practice to go

iwice that on a Royal porlablel

ISOCIETYAMENDMENT

(Continued from page 1)

quired, their expenses arc to be

added to the social functions fee.

Failure to comply with this

shall place complete responsibil-

ity on the organizing group."

This amendment was proposed

as a constitutional amendment for

the forthcoming general meeting

in the spring. It has been tempor-

arily adopted as AMS policy until

that time.

AMS Committee

Runs Color Night

Toronto Troln.

A train for Toronto will leave Kingston at 8:15 Saturday.

Tickets are $6 apiece.

Newman Night.

Royal Military College at 8 p.m. Sunday. Bus leaves St. Mary's

School at 7:30.

Hillel Supper Series.

"Les Enfants Terrihles", with English subtitles, will be shown

at Hillel House, 26 Barrie St.. at 8 p.m. Sunday. Added short,

"Corral".

give post-graduate work in Ori-

ental languages and anthropol-

ogy-

The lectures will be given at

4:30 p.m. each afternoon except

Tuesday in the McLaughlin

Room of the Union. The Tuesday

lectme will be held in Room 201

of the New Arts Building.

The Social Functions Committee

of the AMS has tentatively taken

over the responsibility of convening

Colour Night, as no one has volun-

teered to accept the position.

At a meeting of the Alma Mater

Society, Wednesday evening, the

possibility of abandoning Colour

Night in this absence of a convenor

was considered. In lieu of this, Jim

Cochlin. Science Jr. Rep., suggested

that for the time being the Social

Functions Committee could assume

convenorship of the event, although

a convenor is still being sought.

As the committee had not yet ap-

pointed a chairman. Mr. Cochlin

was elected to the post. The group

decided to begin preparations for

the function at once.

St. Andrew's YPS.

The Young Peoples' Society will meet in St. Andrew's Church

hall following" the evening service Sunday. Professor Jemmett

will be guest speaker. All welcome.

Lutheran Students' Association.

The regular meeting will be held at 8:30 p.m. at 46 William

St. A report will be given on the LSA convention m Toronto.

Students' Wives Club.

A meeting of the Students' Wives Club will be held in the

Biology Lecture Room, Old Arts Building, at 8 p.m.

3ott Uptirg Ixitfl

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. ..Phone 771

2

A CAREER IN

METEOROLOGY
If you have a 1 955 degree in

Mathemotics ond Physics, Applied Mothemotrcs, Engineering

Physics — earn 5280 a month while studying for Master's

degree in Meteorology, then $332 to $485 as a Professional

Meteorologist in forecasting, research or climatology.

Bachelor degree in Arts, Science or Engineering (with credits

in Physics ond Mathemotics), earn $280 to $385 a month as

o Professionol Meteorologist at military or aviation forecast

offices.

Christmas Cards.

Orders for Queen s Christmas cards will close next Tuesday.

Tricolor '54.

Tricolor -54 may be picked up in the AMS office in the Union.

Opportunities For Overseas Posting

Detoils and applicolion forms ot nearest Civil Service Commission

Office or Plocement Bureau of your university.

94 Brock Street
Dial 7990

IKinnfiton Mn&lt Company
RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

346 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT.

VOUXH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET

TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

PRINCtSS AND CLEHO' STFIEETS

Fre« J. FORBC5 WEOOCnaUBN.
M A. D.D . MINISTEB

MR DARWIN STATA.
OnoAPJISt ArlD CHOIBMASTEB

MISS ANNE HALLIDAV

(anglican)
King St, at Johnson St.

WHAT TO HINT FOR; A slurOy, swecl-looking, fast-typing Royal

portable! Has all the big machine features: Magic Margin', Tabu-

lator, Touch Control, Si>ccd Selector, Line Meier, etc. In Tan or

Grey, with smart Fiberglas carrying case, priced from S79.95.

top condition, too— by operating your ""IIY DAMU"
own savings account at the B of M. [ill UnlVn

roimiimaueius

the new rugged

portable
•R.T.M.R.T.C.

THE WORLD OVER, MORE PEOPLE USE ROYAL

TYPEWRITERS THAN ANY OTHER KIND!

Bank OF Montreal [BoffH

WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WAIK OF LIFE SINCE 1817

Kingston, Main OEfice. 297 King St. East, at the Market:

EDWARD ROYCB. Manager

Kingston, Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "H" Building:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

SUNDAY NEXT BEFORE ADVENT
SUNDAY. NOVEfrtBER 21ST

3:00 a.m.—Holy Communion.

9:15 a.m.—Morning Prayer.

Sung by FuU Cathedral Choir.

Special Address: Bishop Evans,

11:00 a,m.—Ordination Service.

SimlenW art ajicciany invited lo this

unusual Dedication Spmco conduclld

by The BLahop of Onlafio.

Preacher: , ,

The Rev. Stanley Andrews.

7:00 p.m.—Evensong
and Sermon.

Prnchfr: The Dtan.

h'oo n m,—Canterbury Club metis in

Cnthcdtal Libtiiry.

Give God o place in your LJo.

Worship I" Churcli every Sunday.

STOEHHftH ^ WH-1.1AM ST8.

REV C. E, J. CRAGG.

IISTER

LLOVD ZURBRIGG
oncANIST ANO CHOIR MASTER

SUNDAY. NOVerrtBER 21ST

11:00 a.m.—"70-E"

7-30 p.m.—"What Should We
Do On Sunday?"

Fifth in Series on

"Problems ond Promises.'

0 Come Lrl Us Worship

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F, BANISTER, D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 2lCT

]\ o.m.—Pointed Stories.

(5) "Buried Treasure"

7:30 p.m.—The Bible Speaks.

(5) "Concerning Our
Thoughts"

8:45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

0 Come Lei Us Worship
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"MERCHANT" READV

To Accomodate Capacity Crowds?

Canada has a few great news- 1 through the media o£ mass com-

papermen—George Ferguson is munication.

probably one of them, Delivermg

the first Dunning Trust Lecture

last Monday, the editor of the

Montreal Star gave a lucid and

thorough statement on the pro-

blems of a free press. Unfortun-

ately — considering the dignity

of the lecturship bestowed upon

him — his analysis of these pro-

blems was only second rate.

Mr. Ferguson is an editor. This

means he is an employee, but one

-who is at the top of the heap and

whose interests quite naturally

lie with the capitalists, publish-

ing class. He recognizes, but fails

to regard with sufficient gravity,

the problems of a free press: the

influence of advertisers, political

bias, the constant thinning of

newspaper ranks, the growing

monopoly of newspaper owner-

ship, and the entrance of pub-

lishers into the allied fields of

radio and television.

Mr. Ferguson's attitude slipped

out in one illuminating phrase at

the end of his speech : "I don't

regard my trade as a profession."

Qualified though it later was,

this was an unfortunate state-

ment.

Obviously the newspaper is a

business, but it is more than that.

Obviously the newspaper is en-

gaged in trade with its adver-

tisers and readers, but it is en-

gaged, or should be, in much

more than trade.

Newspapers are a part of the

capitaHst system of economics,

but they are also part of the de-

mocratic system of government.

This second function is too often

Overlooked by the men who own

newspapers. Newspapers must

make money, but the responsi-

bility of the publishers does not

end when his ledger shows a pro

fit. And here I am talking about

North American newspapers. We
happen to live, for better or

worse, in a democracy, Our gov-

ernment only functions with any

reasonable resemblance to the de-

mocratic process if the people as

a whole are aware of what is hap-

pening, in their own countries

and others. They can only find

out these all-important facts

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765

DIAMONDS

The man who owns a news-

paper thus has a higher responsi-

bility than the man who owns a

shoe factory. The shoe factory

owner is responsible for the phy-

sical welfare of his employees.

So is the publisher, but he is re-

sponsible also for the freedom of

his readers.

Mr. Ferguson is deeply aware

of these problems and this re-

sponsibility. But his speech, in

summary, boils down to an ar-

gument in favor of the status quo.

Mr. Ferguson is against drastic

changes because the only changes

he can envision strike a blow at

the liberal capitalism of which he

seems to be an e-xponent.

But government ownership of

the press ia not the only alterna-

tive to unlimited capitalist own-

ership. Private ownership is es-

sential, but it must be controlled

in the interests of the people.

Newspapers, I have argued, are

more than private companies —
in a very real sense they are pub

lie trusts. There must be control

to eliminate the glaring abuses

mentioned by Mr. Ferguson. Two
obvious controls are necessary

No one man or financial interest

should be permitted to control

newspapers or a newspaper chain

reaching too many people. There

should be a maximum circulation

which can be under the control

of one man. Second, no man

should be permitted to extend

his control from one field of com-

munication to another. This

would rule out extensive monop-

olies of newspaper, radio and tel-

evision ownership.

Furthermore, too little atten-

tion has been paid by Mr. Fer-

guson or anyone to the gradual

degredation of the newspaper re-

porter. Perhaps he was never en

masse a fearless seeker after

iruth, but the newspaperman to

day is too inclined to regard lii:

profession as a job. He is fast

With only three days until open-

ing night, the Drama Guild's fall

presentation, "The Merchant of

Venice" is gaining the polish of a

professional production.

The play will be held in Convo-

cation Hall on Monday, Wednes-

day, and Thursday of next week.

More than 50 people from all

faculties have helped make the play

what it is. The actors and actresses

have brouglit experience and energy

from both past Guild plays and

theatre work outside the campus

Valerie Baker, Arts '55, takes the

role of Portia. This climaxes four

years with the Guild. Her first ap

pearance was in "The Torchbearers'

in 1952, and last year she directed

the Queen's entrant in the Inter

\'arsity Drama Festival.

Jim Bethune, in the role of Shy
lock, draws on such experiences a;

Lafontaine in "The Patriots", and

many summers backstage in Toron-

to's Royal Alexandria Theatre-

Two rejected suiitors, the Prin

ces of Morocco and Aragon, are

played by Grant Sampson and Norm
Edmondson. Michael Meehan, well

known CFRC voice, is cast in the

role of Bassanio, Portia's second

suitor.

Tickets are on sale at Mahood's
Drug Store and at the Union Ticket

Booth. They are reserved seats

only, and cost 50 or 75 cents.

BOOK REVIEW

TH£ WORTHWHIUNeSS Of TH£mtmUAl

losing his individuality; he is too

conscious of wages and hours.

N'ewspaper unions have not help-

ed — they have failed to revive

any conception of professional

standards.

The answer to both these pro-

blems may lie in the success or

failure of recent American ex-

periments in co-operative owner-

ship of newspapers by their work-

ing staffs. Such a method — in

theory at least — could go a long

way towards abolishing many of

the evils associated with today's

free press.

By D. W, L. Earl

Journal Reviewer

"This most jainous stream: the

liberal democratic way of life," by

Arthur R. M. Lmuer, Toronto, the

Rycrson Press, 1954; xii 193 pp.

'The trouble with our society,"

Louis Kronenberger has said, "is

that it is all signposts and no desti-

nations." Dr. Lower seems in some

measure to share this view. He fears

that the creative force of Christian

liberal democracy is fading from

the world, and sees the only creative

force left as that of Russian Com-

munism, if Western libera! demo-

cracy is let go by default. The real

dilemma of liberalism, he says, is

that while it brings one up against

the Christian idea of man as

"something worthwhile in himself",

as a "child of God", men sti!! "retain

their difficulty in finding God."

And so his book becomes, as he says

in the Preface, an "essay in faith."

Dr. Lower, then, is trying to find

a destination for man in our Eng-

lish-speaking society. He finds that

destination in the Christian empha

sis on the individual and the worth

of his personality. It follows that

Dr. Lower's conception of liberalism

is essentially one based on the

Christian ethic. But he realizes that

that is not enough ; and here he sees

the special contribution of our

English-speaking world to liberalism

as a 'philosphy in practice'. It is,

Dr. Lower maintains, necessary to

add "institutions of free government

so fixed and rooted in historj' that

they come as close to indestructi-

bility as most human things can"

to the Christian ethic to put it into

practice in society. The development

of these has been the peculiar

achievement of England and North

America—all of North America,

for he feels that Canada, too, has

its contribution to make to this de-

velopment, which is the concern of

most of the book, for Dr. Lower's

approach is, as one would expect,

historical. Dr. Lower deals with the

great foundations of political liber-

alism one by one. and considers

each in its historical context. The

book is, however, an investigation

of concepts, not a history of free in-

stitutions.

Dr. Lower has done this concise-

ly, clearly and thoughtfully. His

book Dr. L-ower sees as an exami-

nation and statement of faith—the

faith in his fellow-men and in free

will to which he maintains at the

outset that he has clung. He feels

that this faith today needs a defence.

He feels that, above all else which

we have lost in our world of toda\',

we have lost value. We are facing

the "might of dialectical conviction

represented by Communism" with-

out a clear idea of the values for

which we stand. Americans more

and more seem to find it needful to

woo their opponents on materialistic

grounds. In recent years we have

had such fantastic proposals as the

placement of Sears-Roebuck cata-

loques in the hands of citizens of

East Germany to show these people

what they ar« missing, and, if mem-

ory serves, some such cock and bull

scheme was actually instituted. But

it is not the promise of refrigerators

that will cause men to assert their

desire for freedom if the)' do not

have it, and defend it if they do.

The men who influence the action

of their fellows in the struggle for

freedom are not so moved. It is

freedom for the individual and for

his soul that is our great attraction

for oppressed mankind. To this we

must cling; and we must cling to

it coherently. It is not enough for us

and for our American friends to

mumble incoherently about our

"democratic way of life", all the time

confusing a 'way of life' with a way

of keeping food or of getting about.

The 'pursuit of happiness' is not the

pursuit of money and material pros-

perity, it is the pursuit of those

higher values for each man which

we call 'truth' or 'happiness,' or

whatever.

"The unreal dilemma." says Dr.

Lower, "is that which rests on the

notion that liberalism, being in es-

sence laisser fatrc, cannot intervene

against its enemies to protect itself

from destruction,"

If Dr. Ijjwer's book gains the

wide audience which it deserves, he

will have done a great service to

the faith he holds, and which, if our

civilization is to be preservetf, must

be more widely realized that it may
be more widely and more intelli-

gently held. "Canada's conscience"

iias given a sobering and wortli-

while prick to all the Western

world.
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Problems Of The Press

In his Dunning Trust lecture Monday morning, George Fer-

guson presented an able discussion of the modern press, its amis

and its limitations. Although he explained many of the reason.

for the shortcomings of the press and suggested that difference^

between its principles and practice could also be found in other

media, Mr. Ferguson chose not to discuss in detail some of the

ways in which the press seems to have fallen down in its respon^-

bilities.

He mentioned that newspapers and press associations are

forced to collect and circulate the news as quickly as possible. Thi=

necessity and the existence of severe competition leave the wa>

open for abuses, of which tiie premature announcement of the end

of World War I is only the most flagrant example. In their desire

to be first with the news, many agencies and individual paptr^

are tempted to make what they hope are accurate guesses. Under

considerable pressure they may dash off brief accounts which are

vastly oversimplified and distorted. Often the more complete

version which follows is not printed. Such practices — the result

of substituting baste for speed — often succeed in creating a com-

pletely false impression of what has taken place. Despite the de-

mands made by a news-hungry public and by competition, the press

must take care lest slipshod methods prevent the formation of

sound public opinion and permanently damage its reputation.

Mr. Ferguson mentioned another limitation under which the

press must work: the fact that it must satisfy a mass public,

pointed out correctly that newspapers must print features,

comics and other light material if they are to survive financially.

But this does not mean that papers have to pander to the lowest

level of public taste nor does it mean that they should smear their

front pages with stories of Httle permanent importance. News-

paper publishers have responsibilities other than that of making

money : they have the vital task of presenting to the public as

faithful and as balanced an account of current affairs as they can.

Newspapers need not be overburdened with weighty matter but

it is their duty to give priority to material of primary importance.

At one point during his lecture Mr. Ferguson remarked that

he regarded the newspaper business as his trade, not his profession.

Although this attitude is widely held among members of the fourth

estate, it is becoming increasingly inadequate. For decades the

newspaperman has been an underpaid, cigar-smoking reporter often

with little education and forced to work all hours of the day and

night. This type undoubtedly has much appeal but he is a living

anachronism. As the world's problems become increasingly com-

plex, the calibre of the men asked to explain them to the public

must be raised correspondingly. In short, the newspaperman must

become a professional with all the training and educational back-

ground which that term implies. Newspapermen must become

more than reporters; they must be well-informed critics possessing

ability to analyze complex situations with great speed. They must

also be men of integrity who are unwilHng to write copy which has

not passed high standards of completeness, impartiality and ac-

curacy. Such a group of men cannot think of themselves as mere

tradesmen,

He
the

Letters To The Editor

War And A New Canadian

Who's Afraid of the H-bomb?

I cannot help but express mself

on the article by Mr. Taylor. Each

year on Remembrance Day, when

I attend the service in Grant Hal!,

I wonder if I should be there or not,

lor it has only been ten years since

I served in the arciied forces of

Germany. Although, thank God.. I

have never fired a bullet at any man,

I do not question that, at that time,

I would have killed had I the op-

pnrtunitv. I was hostile to the

enemy as I was told to be.

Today I am a Canadian citizen

For the past seven years in Canada

I have experienced a tremendous

change within myself. Most of the

ideals that had been injected into

my childish mind gradually collaps-

ed. Before I could replace them I

was bound to show some reaction.

During that time, Mr. Taylor, I was

a "pacifist" as you are today. I never

went so far as to say that those who

killed in war had committed a crime,

but I certainly could not understand

how only ten years ago 1 could have

killed a man whom I am now proud

to call a friend.

Lush Lost Foothold In Asia

By Kenneth Hilborn

The Chinese Nationalist Govern-

Banning Controversy

"It is Department of the Army policy not to have United

States Military Academy cadets involved in debate on such a con-

troversial topic". This is the justification which the authorities

give for banning West Point participation in the American inter-

collegiate debates, the topic for which concerns the recognition of

Communist China. Navy Academy officials at Annapolis have in-

dicated that a similar ban is to be enforced at that institution.

Their reasoning is even more startling. Since someone must argue

in favor of U.S. recognition, the argument runs, this would be tanta-

mount to requiring some student to uphold "the communist phil-

osophy and party line".

This latest attempt to curb free discussion and debate among

students forces one to enquire as to just how far some Americans

are prepared to go in their demands for rigidity of thinking. If

topics are not to be debated because they are too controversial what

is left of the main concept of debating, namely that there should

be a clear cut basis for an affirmative and a negative point of view?

If students are not allowed to take a side with which communists

might agree where does that place the limits of debating topics?

Does it mean that the topic should be one on which the commun-

ists have no opinion?

The fact is that once discussion is banned because the subject

is too controversial or because someone we don't like happens to

be on one side of the issue, then there is no logical point at which

to stop. It is true that the communists favor recognition of Red

China, but they also favor monogamous marriage. Should, there-

fore, all West Pointers be polygamists? It is true that the recogni-

tion of Red China is a controversial issue, but so is the question
^

of the proportion of defense funds which should be devoted to naval

matters. Should, therefore. Naval Academy professors not discuss

this matter with their students?

The whole business of banning discussion on anything, short

of matters which are libelous or indecent, is ridiculous. It opens

the door to unlimited abuses and takes us back to the days before

John Milton wrote "Areopagitica". It makes the concept of the

free world a sham and it gives the communists their greatest prop-

aganda weapon. We could laugh at the silly extremes to which

certain would-be Caesars push this restrictionist attitude were it

not for the faihire of responsible leaders to denounce them. And

when the virus reaches right into the centres of education, which

are supposed to be the very sanctuaries of free investigation, the

time comes to ask seriously what has happened to our free society.

ment of Giiang Kai-shek is given

very little favorable publicity in this

country. Reports published in the

Canadian press tend to emphasize

the police-state characteristics of the

Formosa regime, and a good deal is

said about excessive political indoc-

trination in the Nationahst army.

Much of this criticism is undoubted

!y valid and justified, but reliable

-American sources indicate that in

some respects the Nationaliss de-

ser^'e more credit than they usually

receive in Canada.

Adlai Stevenson, after his visit to

Formosa in the spring of 1953, made

it quite clear that he had not been

blind to the numerous imperfections

of the Nationalist regime. But he

expressed one of his major conclu-

sions in these words: "The effort

to establish here . . .a laboratory

model of good government." he

wrote while on the Nationalist island

fortress, "seemed to me both sincere

and demonstrably effective . . . The

Oiinese are making an impressive

demonstration of good adminstration

on Formosa."

This general conclusion on the

quality of Chiang's administration

is supported by a description of

specific Nationalist achievements

Rice production on Formosa has

been increased
;
activity in the fields

of public health, education and pub-

lic works is vigorous and successful

;

living standards have been raised

;

porter Rawle Kno.x has described

the Forniosan economy as "sound

and expanding".

In recent years I have begun to

realize more and more that there

are certain values in life which seem

to me so essential that I would never

be willing to surrender them. I

know very well what lack of free-

dom can mean and I can assure you.

Mr, Taylor, that you too would have

worshipped the Nazi ideology as

I had you grown up in my place.

I feel quite justified in telling

you that you should be thankful to

those who protected your little

cradle. They did it e.xpecting you to

do likewise for your heirs.

Fear of death is quite human. I

love my life as much as you do. I

hate war and all its consequences

but I am still man enough to defend

my rights and my fretdom, if it is

challenged. You were asked to re-

memher those who did just that.

Finally, I wish to point out that

people who read your article have

relatives and friends in the ceme-

teries along the battlefields of the

past wars. Don't you think that your

statements seem highly offensive and

unethical to them ?

Edgar Funke.

No amount of economic progress

of course, can render unimportant

the police-state characteristics of the

Kuomintang government, character-

istics which are totally repugnant

to the liberal democratic traditions

and ideals in which we believe. But

it is certain that the Nationalist

regime is much less important of

criticism than the Communist dicta-

torship on the Chinese mainland.

There are political police on For-

mosa—their primary task, of course,

is to ferret out Communist agents

—

but the press in Taipei has in the

past openly attacked their methods,

Such freedom to criticize the police

not a privilege granted under a

genuinely tyrannical regime.

In Asia, the chief concern of the

masses of the people is not with the

abstractions of pohtical liberty but

with the more concrete problem of

food. The Nationalist record on pol-

itical liberty, while remarkably good

in comparison with that of the

Communists, is poor by Western

standards. Their economic record

on Formosa, however, has been ex-

cellent by any standards. Formosan

exports of sugar in 1953, for exam-

ple, were worth one hundred mil-

lion dollars. The Nationalists are

Editor. Journal:

A vote of thanks should be given

to those four valiant men who pro-

tected the interest of Queen's stu-

dents at the Royal York Hotel. More

than once they intervened in time

to prevent the arrest of a spirited

Queen's rooter by Toronto police.

It was necessary for them to act

conjunction with the hotel se-

curity police for purely legal rea-

A Vote Of Thanks

sons but by so doing, they prevented

the embarrassment of many who

otherwise might have been evicted

from the premises.

This is just another of the many

instances where AMS constables

have protected the interest of their

fellow students. Thanks boys, keep

up the good work, we all appreciate

it.

A Scienceman.

Lack Of Respect Appalling

Editor, Journal

:

On reading your editorial "Stu-

dent Constabulary", I felt that a

reply was imperative. In your ar-

ticle you stated that a particular

constable saw a student put his hand

through a window but did nothing

more than warn the culprit ....
What may I ask did you or anyone

present do about it? You also said

"Several constables were seen

drinking freely". My only answer

is, that when twenty-seven men

apply and twenty-nine are required,

one can not be too choosy as to the

personalities concerned. I assume

that when one undertakes such a job

he also assumes the responsibility

Need Suitable Rooms

Editor, Journal

:

Having attended several of the

lectures sponsored by smaller group

on the campus, I now question the

such

that goes with that job. The men at

the hotel were also to be Commended

for a good job. However, they are

only a few of my regular constables.

There were others unable to afford

the cost of such a weekend and I

had to rely on a considerable num-

ber of men whom I scarcely knew.

The lack of respect toward con-

stables is appalling ; there were

people on the train wearing AMS
arm bands who had taken them

from patrolling constables. How can

anyone expect a one hundred percent

police force if they themselves are

only willing to co-operate fifty

percent.

K. Hawkins,

Chief of Police.

.'
. _ accomodation provided for

demonstratmg daily to non-Lommu-
nist Asia that Red conquest is not

1^*^*"''^^-

a prerequisite *" Clashin

of

to the attainment

better life for Asian peasants.

an agrarian reform program is being 1 The Formosans, unlike many on the

pushed forward. American technical Communist mainland, have food.
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assistance has played an important

part in the effort to boost agricul-

tural production and in the construc-

tion of hydro-electric projects.

American and Chinese technicians

work in close co-operation on the

Joint Commission on Rural Recon-

struction, which pursues the twin

objectives of increasing production

and securing more equitable distri-

bution of land.

Stevenson's favorable comments

on the economic achievements of the

Nationalist regime are corroborated

by other sources. Marguerite Hig-

gins, the distinguished foreign cor-

respondent of the New York Herald

Tribune, has also told of the increas

ed Formosan rice and sugar produc

rion and of Nationalist agrarian

reforms, including reduction in land

rents. More recently, the British re

The success of the enlightened

and progressive Nationalist eco-

nomic policy on Formosa provides

a refreshing contrast with such an

area as South Vietnam, whose Em-
peror relaxes in the sunny security

of Southern France while the anti-

Communist cause in his homeland

shows signs of imminent collapse.

Nationalist China, unlike Vietnam,

has combined on Formosa the ele-

ments of military power and eco-

nomic reform essential to the defeat

of Communism in Asia. Thus there

seems to be little justification for

any withdrawal of Western support

from the Government on Formosa

—

the strategic island bastion which

Adlai Stevenson once called "this

lush last foothold of Free China".

of dishes and food

odours in the Union rooms, shout-

ing from bilhards as heard in Com-

mittee Room 2 are certainly not

a good accompaniment for any

speaker and do distract even the

most attentive of hsteners.

If Queen's does lack suitable

roms for these smaller lectures,

could one not be arranged for at

the Douglas Library?

Mary Harris,

Arts '56.

Note
All letters to the editor

must be signed. Anyone

wishing his name withheld

from publication please ad-

vise. A number of unsigned

letters are presently in the

hands of the editor. They

will be published if the writ-

ers will please make them-

selves known.
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GOLDEN GAELS - 1954

QUEEN'S SENIOR FOOTBALL TEAM 1954

B„c. Ro„-,ac. T.o,„pso„, Ka. Q„i„„, Don Ro. ;,c. Si„„..o,.. ^.aUa,., Vic K.n Rel<^ ^J^Z^^''^'"'
Third Ro>v_S.„ Langdon (Trainer), Tabby Gcw (Equipment M,r.), Jin, Hnghes. Carl Marker 1,, ''^^ ^"^^^^^^

RicK- J„„„30„ D,.. .la„,es,

^^^^^''-''^ij^'^^^-t^^ ^^^^^ R^/t l''; Oa'X L., Floyd Bajja.y, Gary Schreid.

second Ro„_Hank ^^^^r ^e;::.^;:::: clTlZ^^Xa:. L... S...... coo. R„„ S.e„ar..
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Western Triumphs By Recovering Queen's Fumble

PETER DONLOP. TORONTO TEUEaRAM

Intercollegiate Football - 1954

October 9 - McGiU
Out of the mist of Molson Sta-

dium, the Golden Gaels gained first

spot in the Intercollegiate loop,

swamping the McGill Redmen 46-11

this afternoon. Honors went to Ron

Stewart with two majors, Schreider,

James, Cook. Wherrit. and Quinn

scoring one touchdown each. The

Redmen lost when, in anticipation

of a ground attack, they were over-

come by accurate aerial warfare.

The Gael offensive was like

nothing they ha^'C ever shown be-

fore. It was an attack that left the

Montrealers reeling, and one which,

if it keeps moving at its present

pace, coidd easily roll over a \'arsity

squad here next Saturday. Ron

Stewart, who now has 10 majors

took over the all time Queen's rec-

ord for touchdowns as he turned in

a sparkling performance. There were

others who played major roles in

the win, countless others who would

require infinite enumeration on

their heads up play.

Tlien too, there was the case of

the McGill fnmbles. Ko one believes

for a moment that Bah Masterson's

Varsity Blues are going to be so'

buller-fingercd next week, but a

club that takes advantage of every

break, as the Gaels did Saturday,

should be able to take the blues

into camp. With scatbacks crashing

and running downfield consistently

and \Va\\y Mellor uncorking smart

accurate passes, coach Boh Master-

son and his Varsity crew, will get

an unusually tough battle from the

revitalized Golden Gaels.

Schreider as the Gael's one-two I

punch was as great as ever. When

the pueen's offence stalled, there

was the superb punting of "Jocko"

Thompson, lifting the ball out of

danger as he kicked for a fantastic

fifty yard average. To pick the stars

for the Gaels would be impossible

as they turned in a great team

effort.

There is another big one at Wes-

tern next weekend. And although

you have to hope that the Gaels

keep up their pace, there's always

the possibility that they may crush

the Metrasmen too. If they do that,

and if the players mob Tindall a?

they did when they carried him off

the field today, they're liable to

break his neck in the excitement.

.'\nd what's more, second place will

be far, far behind in the brightening

Collegiate race.

Fracas Booted

Stew Fumbled
That Was It

October 16 - Varsity
Evan Hurricane Hazel, in all her

fury, wasn't able to stir up the ex-

citement this afternoon tliat Frank

Tindall generated by throwing a

birthday party. For. on this, his

yearlv anniversary, the Golden Gaels

took another tremendous step to-

wards the title, trouncing their

arch-rivals, the Varsity Bines. Not

only did they beat them, but

TORONTO GOT A ZERO, the

score being 20-0. The Tricolor

played a magnificent game and were

in control throughout the happy

occasion, as they beat the Blues for

the first time in five years and shut

tiiem out for the first time in over

twenty-five.

The Gael's attack was outstand

ing, with Wally Mellor mixing a

masterful combination of sweeps,

rushes and passes from the quarter-

back slot. The running attack fea-

tured Ron Stewart in one of the

greatest games he has played. He

was hacked up by hard-driving Gary

Ml -ta-un llK- (.at-r^ dctL'LRc di>i.layed hard tackhng ability. This

can lje shown in the above picture which reveals Al Riva being

brought down by two unidentified Gaels while Sherm Hood and

Toronto's Bill Stevenson look on in the background. One Toronto

sports writer while watching the Q»een's-at-Toronto game was

heard to comment, "Those Gaels certainly know how to tackle".

(See page 3)

By Jim O'Grady

Journal Sports Editor

We were sitting beside a Can-

adian Press man as the drama

went into its final act. "You guys

must be from Queen's he said,

iter staffer Mike Clancy almost

leaped out the window on one

happy occasion. We thought,

after the Gaels had assumed an

lS-9 lead, that a Western conver-

ted touchdown would make the

final count read 18-15, just as an-

',thcr staffer, Slew-Foot Sam, had

,redicted. The CP man replied

that the Mustangs might get star-

ted, but that they were too late.

It seemed that way. even after

they had their touchdown, and

even after they partially blocked

Jocko Tliompson's kick and took

over at the centre field stripe,

with two minutes left. Getty took

to the air, and two of his heaves

were almost intercepted by Ron

Lane and Frank Geard.

Then referee Fred Sgambati de-

cided that Al Kocman was guilty

of interfering with the pass re-

ceiver on a play on which Getty's

pass landed a good fifty feet away

(See Tragedy, page 4)

Mustangs Win
By 20-18 Edge

In Final Play
By Mike Clancy

Journal Sports Writer

Last Saturday, the Golden

Gaels proved that there is "vic-

ory in defeat" and proved further

Lhat they were undoubtedly the

best team in this year's Intercol-

legiate League as they dropped

a 20-18 heartbreaker to the Wes-

tern Mustangs. The game and its

outcome brought forth a tear

from many an eye and also sent

-J. great majority of the 11,100

fans who attended the battle,

Home with the honest belief that

the Gaels had really won. A tele-

srram (there were about 40 of

them) from the AMS summed

up the general thoughts of the

rest received; "Frank, Good luck

to you and the team — Win or

lose we are proud of you".

The Tricolor headed into this

game with injuries to such key

men as Schreider, Kocman, Zu-

zek. and Hood and Western field-

ed a team which was in A-1 shape.

However the play of Tindall's

crew did not indicate that they

were in the least bit hampered

by their assortment of cuts,

breaks and bruises.

In The Mud

The game was played on a wet

and slippery field which affected

the running and passing to some

extent. Western, after gaining

possession of the ball for their

first time, did not relinquish it

till Gino Fracas had plunged over

Queen's goal-line to make the

score read 5-0. His convert at-

tempt was wide. However,

Queen's were not to be disheart-

ened by this sudden display of

power and led by the running of

Ron Stewart, Gary Schreider, and

the plunging of Bill Surphlis.

they worked their way down to

the Western 12. Unfortunately

the Mustangs tightened their de-

fence and threw the Gaels for 2

straight losses. Gary Schrcider's

attempted field-goal from the 30

yard line fell short.

The Londoner's quick-kick

gave Queen's the ball on their

own Si. The Gaels marched down

the field once more. A plunge by

Bill Surphlis from the 22 put the

Tricolor on the Westrn 7. How-

ever a penalty moved the play

l,ack to the 21 and Jocko Thomp-

son came in and kicked a single

to make the score read 5-1. Play

see-sawed back and forth and

mid-way through the second

quarter. Jocko kicked his second

single to raise the score to 5-2.

favor of the Mustangs.

Queen's got their first real

break towards the end of the first

half. Bill Fowler took one of

Thompson's punts on the Mus-

tang 52. Fortunately or unfortun-

ately, depending on whom you

were cheering for, he fumbled it

(See Last Minute, page 3)

Southern Fried Chicken • Italian Spaghetti • Delicatessen Specialties Steaks

town and country restaurants

^rincess St. at Clergy

Kingston, Ont.

2 LOCATIONS
Highway No. 2

Cataroqui, Ont.
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Last Minute Catastrophe
Eliminates Gaels From Race

(Continued from Page 2)

and then kicked it out of

bounds as the Gael tacklers

swarmed down the field. This

_^ave Queen's possession on the

London 45, On the next play

Wally Melior faded back and hit

Gary Schrcider with a perfect

pass at the 20 and Gary ran the

remaining distance for the Gaels'

first major. His convert was no

good. The half ended with the

Tricolor leading; 7-5,

The first half featured the run-

ning of the two ponies, Stewart

and Schreider, the plunging of

Eill Surphlis and the strong de-

fensive work of Clair Sellens, Jim
Hughes, Jack Cook, Sherm Hood,

and "Biter" Bruce. Special men-

tion should be given to Wally

Melior who kept the Western

defence continually off balance

with his great play-calling. Also

don't forget that heady play of

Bill Surphlis who, after intercept-

ing a Getty-to-Fracas pass took

two steps and kicked the ball

back to the Mustang 12.

The third quarter began as did

tile first with Western rolling

down the field to add more points

to their total. However, this time

the Mustangs were stopped at the

Tricolor's 13 yard line and so

they had to settle for a field goal

by Gino Fracas. This put West-

ern out in front 8-7. A few mo-

ments later Ted Roman kicked to

Ron Stewart who was roughed

behind bis own goal-line.

Not to he taken back at this,

the Gaels came to life again and

ten minutes later a Mellor-to-

Stewart pass, thrown from the

JTustang's 22, clicked for a TD.

Gary Scheider made the score 13-

9 by making good his convert at-

tempt. Minute-^ Inter. Hill Snrj
"

lis up .1 LoikIliii film

and barged down to the Western

36. Three successive runs by

Stewart, Schreider and Surphlis

put Queen's on their opposition's

11 yard line. Ron Stewart crashed

through the left side of the line,

evaded four tacklers and went

over standing up to give the

Gaels of Gold a seemingly com-

fortable 18-9 lead.

WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

LOU BRUCE

The remaining ten minutes of

the game is history now, and can

be read in any local newspaper

In brief, Getty took to the air

Fracas got a touchdown and then

converted it. Minutes elapsed and

the Mustangs were behind 18-15

(just as Slew-foot Sam had pre

dieted it). The clock showed six

seconds remaining and Fracas

dropped back to attcm]>t a 50 yd.

field goal (the dreamer). For the

r e m a in i n g gory details read

Whistle Stops and don't forget

to have a handkerchief in your

hand when you do.

Most of the fans had their own

opinions about the officiating (as

did even Johnny Metras) in the

last two games and I think that

I can safely say that theirs is the

ssme as mine. In order to avoid

g libel suit I cannot print what I

think of certain officials and their

decis:ons. However it can be hop-

ed that in the future the league

uiU see fit to pay attention to

letters sent by Queen's request-

mg that certain men not be used

in the handling of any Gaels'

games.

As many of you know, Jack

Cook. Don Marsden, Pete Nic-

holsen. Hank Zuzck, Floyd Ba-

jjaly. Wally Melior and Norm

Dyson played their last game in

a Queen's uniform on Saturday.

Many thanks to all you fellows

for helping to put Queen's back

as league contenders after so

many years.

October 23 - Western

Wc havt come lo praise llic Golden

Gaels, not <o bury Ihtm. Tlie deeds tliat

tills team lias done will live after

them, and tlic games Ihey won and

the games they lost will be interred

In ihcm was combinei] the elements of

pure guls, fearless

tackling, smashing blocking, and

speedy running. And ail the world

could wattii and say: "THIS was a

W. Shakespeare.

This was the fightingest team of them all. This was very
probably the best team of them all, too, but in the brief space o'f

ten seconds on Saturday afternoon in far-off Varsity stadium, the
Western Mustangs denied the Gaels the right to make this formal
statement. It was the way the ball was rolling, and if the ball was
a black one and if it was weighted all one side, then that's the way
Frank Tindall and his Gaels had to watch it roll.

While they were watching the ball rolled right over them,
and the force that was steering it decreed that the Gaels should
be confined to the sidelines for the remaining one game of the
season, and that the Mustangs should take the field of battle. The
split second in which the verdict found its way into reality came
as a surprise to both teams, to every person in the stadium, to every
fan who had his ear glued to some radio, and to every literate per-

son in the Dominion who happened to read the game reports at

some later date. And when the bubble burst, it slapped the Gaels
hard

:
and it was a wet bubble. It left more than half the Varsity

stadium populace in a state of tears ; rendered the air blue with
smothered curses and others which weren't quite so smothered.

It happened so fast and with such great shocking power that

people were at first slow to recognize just what had transpired.

We were winning, and then we had lost. We were getting ready
for the greatest weekend in the history of this said institution,

with the Varsity Blues as the visitors, and then we were deciding

that it might be better to spend the weekend playing pinnocle.

Queen's fans were cheering and back-slapping, and in the space of

a few seconds they had been relegated to the background; the

stage had been given to the Mustangs: it was for the purple and

white rooters to swarm onto the field, to swarm around their ball-

players, and to follow their tooting band out onto Bloor street. The
Gael pipers followed just 25 feet behind, but John Brown's body

was lacking his usual zest: mouths that had gone dry had nothing

left for blowing.

THE PRESS BOX FELT THE STORM
U maj' be superfluous at this point to recall what it felt like

to be in Varsity stadium at that minute, but it may also lend an

air of glory lo what was otherwise a pretty wierd scene. Up in

the press box, the spacious structure teetering on the roof of the

(Continued on page 5)

Led by the strong throwing

arm of Don Getty and John Gir-

thc Western Mustangs this

afternoon relegated our Queen's

Golden Gaels to the second slot

in the Intercollegiate league,

Frank's crew played hard rugby

but were up against a team which

was superior in every department

except for the kicking. However,

the Mustangs, especially Don

Killinger (who became involved

in a last minute squabble with

Jack Cook and Slierm Hood

)

knew they were tackling tougher

opposition than the score might

indicate.

To realize just iiow thorough

Johnnj' Metras' charges were you

had to watch the Western line

disintegrate the Gaels on a few

occasions. And you had to watcli

Wally Melior [running back to

pass with two Mustangs hot on

his tail, to the extent that he was

slapped down on one occasion

as soon as he cocked his arm.

From the Western viewpoint,

there was the running of Gino

Fracas and above all there was

POME BY WILL MOTT
MANY STUDENTS STOP FOR A DRINK
IF THEY'RE TIRED AND CANNOT THINK.
LOVE A DRINK THAT'S SMOOTH AS SILK 7

KINGSTON'S BEST JS WILMOT S MILK.

FOR EXTRA NOURISHMENT

INSIST ON
WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS

FULL COLOR 3D
VIEWMASTER REELS

TAKEN TO ORDER — OF ALL EVENTS
PORTRAITS—GROUPS—WEDDINGS—PARTIES
ACTION SHOTS — SPORTS — SKATING, ETC.

REASONABLE PRICES

Apply To: ALAN MACNAB
19 Jenkin Street, Kingston Phone 2-6624

Don Getty standing deep in the

tailback spot and the Diamond

T with his arm poised for one of

his murderous long passes. At

other times when the Tindallmen

went after Getty there were as

many as four pass receivers in

the clear, behind our safety men.

The Western touchdowns came

on plays like these when the

Gael defense was reeling with un-

certainty about what was coming

next.

Where does this leave the

Gaels? On the basis of this show-

ing you might say that they have

been left somewhere south of

nowhere; but the truth of the

matter is, that they very simply

came up with a sour performance

and left themselves wide open for

the attack which doesn't permit

any day-dreaming. What was

missing? This was the Toronto

game all over again with t(ie

roles reversed : this time the

Gaels were losing out on the

breaks, and this time everything

thev did turned against them.

October 29 - Western Again

The Golden Gaels are back on

top, by virtue of their 18-11 tri-

untph over the Western Mus-

tangs this afternoon. They are

reasonably sure of a play-off

berth come Nov. 20.

The inspired Tricolor crew

(See Western page 4)

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

This hairdo was made with5^<:^tR

... the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

Bobbi Pin-Curl Pennanenl is

made lo give you lovelier,

softer curls ... the kind you

need for today's casual hair-

dos like the "Skylark" pic-

tured above, A Bobbi wave is

never tighi, never Iriicy.

Right after using Bobbi your

hair will have the beauty, tlie

body, the soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And it

will slny that way for weeks

and wc-t:lts!

Giving yourself a Bobbi is

easier, quicker than you ever

dreamed possible. You just

put your iKiir in pin curls

and apply Bobbi Creme Oil

Lotion. A little later, rinse

with water, let dry, brush out

—and that's all! No clumsy

curlers lo use. No help
needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in f.ishion — if you can make
a simple pin curl — you'll

loveBobbil $1.75

Just pin-curl as usuol. Apply Bobbi, rinse 45 minutes bter.

\Vhen hair is dry. simply brush out. No ncutrali^er needed.

No curlers, no re-setting. So easy, you do it yourself.

0^
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November 6 - McGill

Tlic Gaels defeated McGill 20-0

to-day in Richardson Stadium while

\'arsity and Western tied in Lon-

don, creating a muddled league'

play-off picture. One thing is ccr-

i;iin: Queen's has earned a berth in

the Xovcmber 20 show-down.

In spite of a rather weak first

half, the Tricolor proved why they

are currently the hottest team in the

rah-rah loop. A mucky field pre-

vented either McGill or Queen's

from setting any attack rolling in

the fii-sl two quarters. In fact at

the haif-way mark, Queen's held a

2-0 iead only by virtue of Jocko

Thompson's outstanding kicking.

It was a iliffercnt story in the

,
I

,1,1 ,,.rr.l Iri.ML.r'- .L-"- '^'c considerably. Gary played a very prom-

t ^nt'roirin knocking d.wt, forward pa.ses thrown by his opponents as seen m the above shot

"here Gar; is batting the ball away from Mustang's Bob Turner. There's Al Kocman n,ovu.g tu

to help.

TRAGEDY

final two quarters. The Gaels' pony

backfield dug in their spurs to the

extent of a three touchdown per-

formance on the part of Al Kocman.

Gary Schreidcr, and Ron Stewart.

Gary also added two converts to

his scoring efforts. The Gael line

\\'as again a major factor with fine

efforts being turned in by Jim

Hughes and Lou Bruce. Another

single by Jocko Thompson rounded

out the scoring.

This McGill game was only the

anti-climax. A win in Toronto next

week-end against Bob Masterson's

Bines will eliminate a three-way tic

for first place. Can the Gaels repeat

over Varsity? The men in red, gold,

and blue hold the answer.

(Continued from Page 2)

from Kocman. What was going

on here? Newsmen recalled that

Sgambati was ejected from a Tor-

onto high school league for in-

competence, and wondered if he

was reverting to form. Others re-

called that Frank Tindall had re-

peatedly asked league officials to

procure someone else to replace

Sgambati. and that the official

had figured in a lot of calls

which went against the Gaels

this year. Everyone agreed that

they couldn't justify the call, but

would give the ref the benefit of a

doubt.

November 13 - Varsity

Queen's University Concert

JAMES MILLIGAN
Brilliant Young Canadian Baritone

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1954.

8:30 p.m.

GRANT HALL

Tickets on sole at Queen's University Post Office.

$1.00 and 75 Cents.

Western

(Continued from Page 3)

looked like a different team as

they recuperated from the hu-

miliating defeat suffered at the

hands of the same Western team

one week ago. In the winning

effort the line play was the ma-

jor factor. The return of Gary

Lewis and Bob McRae to the

line-up certainly bolstered the

performance of the front wall.

The pony backfield performed

wonderfully with Al Kocman
simply turning in his best game

cf the year.

This afternoon the University

of Toronto BUies defeated
Queen's Golden Gaels 11-9, before

the biggest and saddest crowd to

see a Canadian football game

this season. About ISOO Queen's

fans saw "that big Green Team"

kill the efforts of the little back-

field ;md large front wall. By ig-

noring flagrant rough play on

Varsity's part early in the game,

and calling the Gael's every move,

the officials shot down in flames

our hopes for exclusive posses-

sion of first place.

In the first quarter Ron Stew-

art took Wally Mellor's pass for

his eighth touchdown of the sea-

son. Jocko Thompson and Gary

Schreidcr booted two singles

apeice, to make up the nine-point

total. And every man on the

team contributed everything he

had to the effort. Kocman wore

himself out turning in a stellar

performance in his fullback spot,

both defensively and offensively.

Lewis, Cook, Wherret, Bruce,

Nicholson. ^Ulgh^, . . . the whole

line played magnificently. They

.topped two all-out Varsity

drives in the first quarter, two

more in the second, and held the

Blues scoreless until the final eight

minutes of play. Then the roof

fell in.

The Blues were stopped on the

Tricolor four, started again on

the thirty-four, and. after being

presented with a first down on

the ten-yard line, went over for

their first score. Two minutes

later Sopinka took a TD pass to

make it 10-9, and Oneschuk con-

verted.

It must be admitted that Var

sity. paced by the running of

Mad-Man Muntz", showed some

good foot-ball in the last quarter

but in the final analysis, it was

the well-known Queen's Jinx

that set up the score. As has hap-

pened so often before, the Golden

Gaels won the foot-ball game

;

old "Jinx" gave the score to the

oi>po3ition.

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
BOOKS GREETING CARDS

ARTIST SUPPLIES

MONTREAL AT BROCK STREETS

Phone 4524

To 19S5 engineering $r&du<stes

Since the first hcavicr-than-air flight fifty-one years ago, the rapid advance

in all branches of science and engineering lias continued to find application

in the aeroplane.

The problems of supersonic flight . . . the proWems of automatic coniro!

that must be faster than human reaction . . . these arc some of the challcnscs

being met by to-day's engineer.

The complexities of modern aircraft make aeronauticol engineering a com-

posite endeavour utilizing engineers whose basic qnalifications \k in one

or more of ihc following fields:

RON STEWART

So the Mustangs had a first

down on the Gaels 40. and there

was a minute and a half to go,

Two passes didn't click, and there

were six seconds, and one play,

left. Gino Fracas attempted a

field goal from forty yards out,

and as he lined up, the reporters

knew he didn't have a chance.

The ball was wet and soggy, and

it had to be held in a slough of

mud to start with. The Mustangs

were finished. Just as expected

he kicked short and the ball skid-

ded into the dirt on the 12. We
jumped up, uttered a wild yell

and headed for the door and a

trip to the dressing room- This

was it: we were in. The clock had

run out and we had the game

won. People around us started to

scream, and we looked again:

Ron Stewart and Gary Schreidcr

were diving in the mud, trying

to get hold of a ball that seemed

to be jet-propelled into the end

zone. There was a swarm of pur-

jcr.scys across the goal line

:

niud-spaltered official held wy

his hands and we went uunib.

Something had pulled the cork,

and the Gaels had been washed

down the drain.

AERODYNAMICS
CHEMICAL I-NGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELECTR1C.\L ENGINEERING
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

M.\THEMAT1CS rilYSICS

MECH.\N1C.\L ENGINEERING
METALLURGICAL

ENGINEERING
THERMODYNAMICS

Patronize Our Advertisers

Representatives of our Engineering Division vviU visit Queen's Campus

November 2Sth and November 26th-

See your Placement Office for appointment.

CANAPAIR
— AlUCRAn /.UVNUFAaUREM —
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WHISTU STOPS
(Continued from Page 3)

stadium, newsmen could only gasp, and utter the odd "I'll be

damned". Reporters are supposed to be a pretty conservative

Imnch, but they weren't this time. With one or two exceptions,

they were solidly behind the Gaels,

When Wally Mellor, who called his greatest game of the sea-

son and threw two touchdown passes to boot, hit Gary Schrieder

and Eon Stewart on long payoff plays, the tumult was loud and

strong. When Stewart zipped off tackle for his second major of

the afternoon, the typewriters were being pounded even harder

than usual. And after all this, the newshawks were apprehensive

when the Mustangs started their comeback drive with Don Getty

doing the pitching: they remembered what had happened just one

week earlier. But it couldn't happen again, they said . It did,

though.

THE LAST TORPEDO DID IT.

And so we entered a dressing room later that wasn't the place

we had expected. Frank Tindall, who seemed to be worshiped

by the 11,031 fans in the stadium, had asked a police officer to keep

the crowds out for a few minutes. Inside he stood over in a corner,

with a sad smile playing around the corners of his mouth: he'd

just been hit over the head with a sledgehammer but he wasn't

\
reeling under the blow. Around him his players stripped off their

gear; some like Al Kocman, Sherm Hood and Hank Zuzek kicked

lockers, broke coke bottles and vowed they wouldn't play ball

again. Others, like Ron Stewart and Wally Mellor, dropped their

iieads between their knees and sat still for a long time. Still others,

like ends Jack Cook and Lou Bruce, had frustration welling up

within them: and there was nothing they could do about it: the

long season, the nightly drills, the early-to-bed rules, the tough

games and the injuries, — it was all gone now.

Claude Root silently took down the telegrams that had been

scoth-taped on the wall of the big dressing room: the ones that

all read something like the one that said "Good luck guys . . . from

the gals at Boucher House". Over the door, through which the

Gaels had trooped that afternoon, Tindall had posted this motto:

"Many a man has bowed his head and left the dock, just before

his ship came in".

The ship had come in. And some thought that it had sunk

when it got there. But there were others who had nothing but

respect for this team: in defeat they were greater figures than were

the Mustangs in victory. John Metras admitted he had been lucky:

as the final gun went he had been congratulating Tindall; a roar

went up, and Metras spun around to gasp
:
"We won".

Tindall said later that this was his greatest team: they had

gone further on pure nerve than any other he could remember.

He knew, and I knew, of the many injuries that had never been

put into print, for fear that other squads would work on the injured

Gaels. There were pulled muscles and sprained ankles and broken

fingers and separated ribs in Saturday's game that only a few knew

about, and yet the Gaels came through. They brought acclaim

and respect to this university, and they made the word "Queen's"

one with sentimental connotations. They came within six seconds

of winning the intercollegiate title, after absorbing every tough

break in the book. They were able to pull greater crowds than any

other team in the league; they were at one and the same time the

most colorful team in the circuit and just about the best. They

would have been official league champs (because now the Mus-

tangs should upend the Varsity Blues) had they not been kicked

in the teeth by something that no one could expect: but to every

Queensman, they're the champs anyway.

There was one elderly lady in the mob out at the station Sun-

day night who summed all this up pretty well. She surveyed the

crowd, and the bands, and the reception that Tindall later termed

"tremendous", and said very simply: "They didn't lose any friends."

STEAM
SHOVEL

Caelz Lose Pontz in Game of Chance.

And once again did great silence and sorrow fall like blanket

over Land of Kin as did greatest of all teams in Onion of Inter-

Coll lose toss of two-headed coin with Maid of Fate, for surely

do nags of purple from Land of Wes have boots of equine beasts

situated round necks as well as other places. And was there deep-

ness of silence, for even Marion's clarion call was not given. And

fearing for health of Marion did scribe rush to chamber of same.

And in place of familiar wheeze of steam and clank of loose bolts

was heard steady drip of oil from sad eyes of Marion. And in ad-

dition did scribe note that customary keg of amber fluid by side of

Marion was in state of disheartening emptiness; and upon further

inspection were treads of Maid found to be in unstable equilibrium.

Thus did scribe quietly take leave of wisest of sages for 'tis true

that temper of same is most fragile under such conditions.

International Relations Club

Prof. Arthur R. M. Lower of the Queen's Department of Hist-

ory will be guest speaker at a meeting sponsored by the Inter-

national Relations Club on Thursday at 8 p.m. in the McLaughlin

Room. Prof. Lower's subject will be "Russia". Everybody wel-

come.

Sue Hie Q Provides the Brew.

And scribe, noting that week of Sue the Q is here, must for

sake company of Mickey the Spirited One and resort to Lemon

aid. Further, must scribe shave beard, for green-eyed lemonz

do let themselves be attracted by clean-shaven mugs of Clodz, and

fail to notice manly traits expressed by handsome beards worn by

many warriors of Scienz. And most warriors of Scienz don clean

shirts of T in order to attract Babes of Addley-Ade and Ban the

Rye, for 'tis true that date on week of Sue the Q means free enter

tainment as sour Lemonz of Lamphadia do foot bill of expendi

tures.

Biology Society.

Meeting on Wednesday, Nov, 24, at 8:15 in the Senate Room,

Old Arts Building. Dr. Stirrett will speak on "The Geese of James

Bay".

Amateur Radio Club.

There will be a meeting of the Amateur Radio Club at 6:15

. on Tuesday, Nov. 23, in the Science Club Room.

Politics Discussion Group.

Prof. C, H. Curtis will give an address on the question of Work

Stoppages. The address will be followed by a discussion. The

meeting is to be held at 7:30 p.m.. Tuesday, in the Women's Facul-

ty Club rooms (next to the Administration building).

Campus Seem Like Hallowe'en.

And was maid Marion surprised to learn that undergarments

of Lemonz did come off on time. For truly was evidence clearly

visible in form of odd shapes hanging from handz of blushing

Benny in upper regions of cave of Grant. And was scribe greatly

relieved when maid Marion did withdraw request for further

knowledge of incident. For Marion does believe that one of tall

and playful Lemonz type did walk over and place said articles on

handz of Benny, (For tallest of warriors of Scienz would have

to reach too far, and furthermore only few warriettes of Scienz

have possession of such clothing). And maid Marion did note that

other tricks on campus did show poor taste, and might possibly

germinate in warped minds of Bethunites. However, did Marion

further state that Clodz do lack fortitude of intestines to engineer

such acts.

And do eyes of scribe now blur as same loses energy. For large

expenses in Town of Hog leave nothing to eat save bread of crust

and food of tin for daze to come.

Student's Wives Meeting.

A meeting of the students' wives will be held on Tuesday.

Nov. 23, in the Biology lecture room of the Old Arts Building.

Science '57.

Science '57 year meeting will be held on Thursday, Nov. 25,

at 7:30 p.m. in the Biology lecture room of the old Arts Building.

History Club

All those interested in forming a History Club are cordially

invited to meet at the Women's Faculty clubrooms at 8 p.m

nesday,

Wed-

Thanks

The AMS would like to

thank those whose efforts

made it possible for Queen's

supporters to welcome hoine

the team. In particular, Doc-

tors Connell and Mylks and

Bob Ginn deserve our grati-

tude for this opportunity.

Iain Gow.

SUPERIOR RESteURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 '/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8,00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9,00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m

(Last Wash 3,30 p,m.)

W.Kingston's Finest

And Friendtie&t- C

SEIlViCENTRE

147 Brock St.

GET YOUR

— Convoy Coat
NONV.

Fashion Craft Shops L m ited

103 PRINCESS STREET

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Some Day On
Shirt Laundering

_ PRESENTED BY —

OPEN 8 Q.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 BARRIE ST.

QIIj? (fum a irama (guild

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY NIGHT

8:15 P.M.

Tickets available ot the door— 50e and 75c

Classified Ads

Will the person who exchanged

raincoats with me in Carruthers

Hall on Friday please return

mine to janitor and pick up his

own or phone me at 26118, G.

Keitli Oman?

Patronize Our Advertisers

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68"/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone

QmUti) that Pleases . . . Sennce that Satisfies

this fall be right jniiyje

"GRANDSTANDERS"

rr

It's really wonderful what a oew pair of campus-inspired

Ritchies will do for your suit, your appearance and your

personality! The leathers for Ritchie -GrandsU«dcrs

Le specially selected for Fall wear. Your feet deurv,

a pairl Most styles from $10.95 to S18.95.

(I^dc^di. shoes for men

THE JOHN RITCHIE COMPANY LIMITED, QUEBEC, P.O.
EXPORT
CANADA'S FIN,EST

CIGARETTE
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GAEL'S CHEERED AT HOMECOMING
Shakespeare Play
To Go To Ottawa
For Performance

"The Mercliant of Venice" opened

last night in Convocation Hall and

will resume performances to-morrow

and Thursday nights. The cast has

been in rehearsal since September,

and a great deal of work has gone

into the first performance of a

Shakespearean production since

1951.

The cast will go to Ottawa, Sat-

urdaj', to put on a special perfor-

mance at Fisher Park High School

auditorium.

Football Broadcast

On Tuesday night, station

CKLC will broadcast a docu-

mentary on the football season.

Tile time will he announced

over the station.

Canadian Baritone

Featured Tonight

James Milligan, outstanding Ca-

nadian baritone, will appear in

Grant Hall this evening in the sec-

ond university concert. He will

present a program of wide range,

from Handel to Mendelsshon.

He sang here last spring, just'

after he had been announced 1954

Grand Award Winner of the "Sing-

ing Stars of To-niorrow". Since his

appearance here he has made two

tours, to the east and west coasts,

and in both he was received with

great enthusiasm.

Mr. Milligan is regarded as one

of the leading stars of the Opera

School at the Royal Conservatory

of Music and the CBC Opera

Company.

OUT TO WELCOME THE TEAM

Even the Outer Station officials joined in the spirit Sunday

night when almost 1,000 Queen's students turned out to welcome

the Golden Gaels. Cheerleaders defied warnings of railroad police

and stood astride the tracks to lead the crowd in numerous "Oil

Thighs". Spectators agreed that no victory celebration could have

matched the enthusiasm shown.

Courageous Medsman
Risks Life For Hercules

Large crowds of students and

Kingston residents poured onto the

platform of Outer Station, Snnday

night to welcome home Frank Tin-

dall and his Golden Gaels. The two

bands played with uninhibited en-

thusiasm for half an hour while the

crowd jumped up and down to keep

wann until the train arrived.

Baffled passengers on trains to

and from Montreal smiled and

waved as students serenaded them

with loud "Oil Thighs" as the

trains pulled out.

Chief concern of the waiting

crowd was a dog named Here,

unofficial mascot of the college

who insisted on running up and

down the tracks as trains ap-

proached at an ominous speed.

One daring Medsman rushed out

to rescue him, spurred on by the

yells of the crowd.

When the train arrived Tindall

and the team were royally escorted

through the crowd, the coach borne

high on the shoulders of Queen's

supporters, who had nothing but

good to say about their team.

Overcrowded buses carried

the students back to the union,

where a parade quickly formed. \

Part of tht crowd then adjourned
'

to the coffee shop, to continue the

spirited display until closing time.

The gaiety shown by the stu-

dents echoed the sentiments of one

undaunted Queen'sman. "As far as

I'm concerned," he said, "we won!"

Queen^s University Golden Gaels - 1954:
' Jack Abraham

|

Another Riverdale grad hailing

from Toronto. Jack is in first year

PHE. He played defensively at the

centre secondary spot most of the

season, and made many key tackles.

Showed a lot of potential and should

be a Queen's mainstay in the future.

Floyd Bajjaly

A medical sophomore from Wa-
tertown, New York, added the tre-

mendous interior line strength to

the Gaels. Lou's 5' 10" and 220 lbs.,

combined with his heady play, sus-

tained those vital third-down and

goal-line stands. Floyd was able to

adapt his great American experience

to the Canadian game and pro\'ide

a valuable asset to the team,

Lou Bruce
End -, age 21 ; 6 ft. and 182 lbs. —

"The Biter", as he is known to his

pigskin pals, almost averaged

blocked-kick a game, a rare and

outstanding feat, and displayed some

of the finest defensive line-play in

the current Intercollegiate circuit.

His crisp blocking was one of the

reasons for the great Pony-backfield

^ins and his ever ready sense of

humour was a valuable lift to the

squad.

Jim Cruikshank
Comes from St. Catharines.

"The Crow" playing in his first

year of senior ball, after leading

the Comets ground-gaining at-

tack for two years, was handicap-

ped with a knee injury which kept

him out of several games. When
he was playing Jim usually

brought the crowd to its feet with

sensational runs from his half-

back spot. Jim is looking forward

to his final year of football next

year.

Norm Dyson
Better known as "Twigger", is a

cool, steady clutch player. Norman,

who (luartered the East York Goli-

aths in 1950 when they won the

TDIAA and became the first Red

Feather champions, finishes his

Queen's career this year and leaves

the team without an outstanding

long-ball passer.

Frank Geord
A Hamilton boy who is in third

vcar P,H,E. Frank was injured

at tht first of the year, and after

he recuperated played defensive

tertiary, and offensive half. He
was a versatile player who added

depth to the squad.

Jim Hughes
The "Rook" played football for

Lawrence Park in Toronto. It

has been stated by a well-known

authority that Jim has a high

potential which should show for

Queen's backfielders with key

blocks. As he gained experience

his defensive line play became a

great asset to the team.

Dick James
Another Yankee boy culminate

a successful Intermediate football

career by moving up to the Senior

squad this season. Dick, a second-

year Medsman, will be looking for

more years of success at the wing-

back slot as he continues his studies.

Al Kocman
Mainly used defensively at the

first of the season. Immediately

became the spirit of the Queen's

attack down centre, when he was
moved to the fullback slot. With
his bull-like rushes "Kosh" picked

up a lot of yardage for the Gaels.

Certainly thought by many to be

all-star material. At defensive

tertiary "Horny" kept the pass re-

ceivers on edge with his bone-

crushing tackling. Al is in third

year Science.

Wally Mellor

The grossly underrated T-

quarterback had his best and last

season with the Gaels this year,

Wally, a Phys. Ed. student, pre-

sented the Intercollegiate league

with some of the smoothest ball-

handling and field generalship

that it has seen in years. Having

tossed ten touchdown passes over

the season's length, and complet-

ed ten passes in ten attempts dur-

ing one game, he has certainly left

his mark in the CIAU football

league.

Sherman Hood
One of the Queen's "greats",

Shenn duplicated his feat of two

vears ago by pulling down a posi-

tion on this year's Canadian Press

Intercollegiate All-Star team. "Chi-

nnuk' was defensive quarterback

rmd kept one step ahead of the op-

ii>-iUon's offense, with some smart

Icfcnsive strategy.

Jack Cook
"Cap" Cuok llie inspirational

leader of the team is playing in

his last year for the Golden Gaels.

Jake calls Montreal his home
town. Plagued by knee injuries

from the start of the season, Jack

played an outstanding, pass-snar-

ing job from his end position.

Cookie is in Arts. The man
throwing the big blocks on those

sweeps which broke the pony

backfielders loose was big number

55.

From The Padre
Staff and studcjita are one

in saluting Frank Tindall and

the great Quecn'smen who

brouglit honor to the College

of the Queen and a lump to

all our throats Saturday after-

noon. We all understand a

little better now how there

can be victory in defeat and

to the gallant Gaels we say,

"Queen's could not be more

proud
!"

Padre.

Ron Lane
Played his high school football

for Central Collegiate in Hamil-

ton. Offensively, Ron played

wingback, threw many effective

blocks. On defense, the "Laner"

played outside backer and played

a heady game all season. Ron has

another year of football.

Gory Lewis
Played his football at the Uni-

versity of Colorado and for the

U.S. Marines before coming to

Queen's, Gary came out of re-

tirement to help the Gaels, when

injuries came thick and fast, was

a bulwark on defense, and the

spearhead for the drives down

centre.

Jay McMohon
Jay played end for tins year's

version of the Golden Gaels. Jay

now lives in Hamilton although he

spent his last year of school at Penn

State. Tiny is in first year Meds and

should play a big part in Queen's

football future.

Don Marston

A Lakehead lad making

home in Fort William, Don i

in his final year Science. "Killer

showed a great deal of improve-

ment over last year, and was one

of the "Heavenly Twins" on the

end slot, towering 6' 6" into the

ozone.

Pete Nicholson

A Scienccman from Marmora.

Pete has played his final game for

Queen's. "Nick" played at tackle

and did a swell job through the

whole year. Pete is one of the un-

sung linemen who do the grinding

which allows those quick-openers

to go for first downs.

Karl Quinn
A 170 lb. freshman from Walpole.

Mass., who started the year at full-

back and later switched to wing-

back, brought to Queen's his valu-

able and extensive Yankee high

school experience. Karl was espe-

cially effective in the early part of

the season when he made great use

of his downfield blocking and fol-

lowed this up with successful block-

ing from his wing back position.

Joe O'Brien
Another Glebe boy from Ottawa.

Joe moved up from the intermedi-

ates last year but was plagued by

I

injuries. This year Joe, playing

'guard, pulled out often to lead the

blocking on those ground-gaining

sweeps. An Artsman.

Don Roy
A versatile player shifting from

his usual end position to tackle this

vear. Don made up for his lack of

weight with a tremendous competi-

tive spirit. "Dee" played his high

school football for Glebe Collegiate,

Ottawa. A Medsman, with a few

years of football still to go.

Ron Stewart
A 5' 6" and 170 lbs of dynamite,

is without a doubt the greatest run-

ning back in Canadian Intercolle-

giate football. A player not only

with fine physical ability, but also

with the true spirit of sportsman-

ship, "Stew" will long be remem-

bered for his contribution to the

dynamic, colourful and spirited Gaels

of 1954. Every Saturday afternoon,

it was a thrill beyond compare to

watch his explosive starts from

right-half and his elusive runs down

the sidelines.

Gary Schreider
Born in Toronto and played his

high school rugby for St. Mich-

ael's College. Gary led the Saints

to three straight championships.

In this, his second season at

Queen's, he has found himself to

be an important cog on the Gaels'

defence and offence. Gary's abil-

ity to run, pass, and kick make

him a constant threat as his op-

ponents already know.

Cioir Sellens

A Hamilto[i boy playing a whale

of a game for the Gaels at Tackle.

Clair is in third year Science, and

played his high school ball for Cen-

tral Collegiate. Played inspired foot-

ball for the Golden Gaels, especially

when the going got rough.

Bill Surphlis

Played for the East York Goliaths

and helped them win the TDIAA

championship. "Surpy" not only

played well on offense but was al-

ways in there with the "big"

tackles, when they counted. Bill is

in Meds and he too figures in the

plans for the Golden Gaels in the

future.

Russ Thoman
A steady 207 lb.. 6' tackle hailing

from Montreal, added depth to this

year's Gaels. An Arts student, Russ

transfered to Queen's from the Mc-

Gill "Indians". He consistently

made it hot for the opposing passers

by his very effective line crashes.

Jack Thompson
"Jocko", a Western import,

added a long kicking game to tlK-

Queen's offense, and was the oul-

standing hooter in the league.

He kept the opposition's safety

men on edge by following every

kick downfield "a la Mel Patton".

Later in the intercollegiate sea-

son it became obvious that the

other teams were setting up a

special defense against Jocko by

trying to stop him from going

downfield at the line of scrim-

mage.

Brian Wherrett

Had an outstanding year at

centre. Brian is in Meds, has a few

years of eligibility left, and should

be a big cog in future Queen's

machine. He makes the capital city

his home.

Honk Zuzek
Hank hails from Beamsville, and

is registered in Science. "Harmony"

Hank plaj-ed a tremendous game for

the Gaels all season, making tackle

after tackle. Hank is rated one of

the best guards in the league by

those playing with him and those

on the opposite side of the line.

Hank made his final game for

Queen's an all out effort.
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No Susie - Q Dinners
For Medsmen On Diet

Suzie-Q week has been rather restricted for 35 students in Meds
'57 who have vohmteered to take part in a medical research experi-

ment which began Tuesday morning.

Under the direction of Dr. J. Beveridge, professor of biochem-
istry, and Dr. F. Connell. professor of medicine, these students have
embarked on the experiment in the hope of discovering whether
any relationship exists between
the animal fat content of the blood

and thi; incidence of athroscleros-

is; in lay terms, hardening of the

arteries due to an accumulation of

fat in the blood vessels.

The experiment is taking the

form of an accurately calculated

diet consisting of a preparation of

animal and vegetable fats supple-

mented with proteins, vitamins

and calories. The test will last for

eighteen days during which time

the boys are allowed only black

tea and coffee with the controlled

diet. Each meal is packed in in-

dividual cartons, frozen, and
comes in three flavours, chocolate,

vanilla and straight. Before it can

be eaten, warm water must be ad-

ded until it reaches liquid form-

Prior to the experiment, each

volunteer was weighed and blood

tested, and this procedure will be
repeated four times during- the

course of the experiment. The diet

has been calculated in order that

body weight may be maintained;

if any appreciable loss in weight

is noted, the rations will be in-

creased in quantity.

The subjects have their lunch-

eon ration together in the base-

ment of Grant Hall. The prepar-

ation is referred to as "sludge" or

"muck" or more affectionatelv as

"Dr. Beveridge's super-soup, vi-

tarsin enriched — conies in three

detestable flavors; demulcent go-

ing down and soothing coming
up."

Thus far the boys have spent

most of their spare time exchang-
ing recipes for better eating and
somehow their thoughts have tur-

ned almost exclusively to food.

They have even adopted a yell

in honour of the occasion.

Tolerate French

Ferguson Advises

"If we could tolerate the French

and accept their values, we would

be richer from coast to coast, >

said George Ferguson in an m-
foniial address to the Student

Christian Movement last Thurs-

day night.

The discussion turned to the

French-Canadian element in Que-

bec. Mr. Ferguson said that the

Canadian French are an unique

stock, and are not the continental

French we are apt to think them.

What is more, they will remain

unique throughout foreseeablL-

time, and will never be completely

assimilated. We should not com-

plain about their separateness, he

said, for they have done remark-

ably well in the past three hun-

dred years in adapting themselves

as much as they have.

To illustrate this statement,

Mr. Ferguson cited their accept-

ance of our democracy. He men-

tioned qualities of the French-

Canadians that are valuable and

conspiculously lacking in English-

Canadians, namely deep religious

convictions and a sense of ident-

ity with the soil.

These things Mr. Ferguson re-

alized when he lived out AVest,

bnt the full complexity of them

did not occur to him until he came

to Quebec. He feels that unless

we can work out a compromise,

unless our nation realizes that it

must make allowances for the in-

dividuality of its members, and

in other words, until we under-

stand the French, we will have
(See Medical Research, Page 3) [recurring crises in our affairs.

Queen's Model Parliaments

Have History Of Tolerance

Queen's parliamentary forum
has always displayed a measure of

tolerance for the political dissen-

ters. In its seven year history the

members have listened to orations

ou the policy of the Newfound-
land Cod Fishers, the Maple Leaf

Party and the Anarchists.

The mainstays of the forum,

however, have been the represen-

tatives of the national parties.

Liberals, Progressive Conserva-

tives and CCF. At the first ses-

sion in 1947 the Liberals formed

the government and carried the

vote in favor of returning the CBC
to private enterprise. In succeed-

ing years bills have been present-

ed by Conservative and CCF gov-

ernments on issues ranging from

liberalization of the divorce laws

to nationalization of the meat-

packing industry.

Two years ago a Conservative

bill to establish universal military

training was defeated by a com-

bined opposition. In last fall's ses-

sion the CCF government's mo-

tion to recognize Red China was

sustained by the slim majority of

one vote.

Distinguished speakers have at-

tended the parliamentary sessions

as representatives of the party in

power. Agricultural Minister
Gardiner and Walter Harris have

been special guests on behalf of

the Liberal party. Conservatives

have invited such well-known

M.P.'s as Donald Fleming and

John Diefenbaker to represent

their party. CCFers have dravra

from the ranks of their national

leadership. Professor Frank Scott

and M. J.
Coldwell.

The speaker of the parliament

has usually been a member of the

politics departmet. Professor
Corry acted in this capacity in the

first session while in recent years

Professor Hodgetts has occupied

the chair. Governors-g e n e r a 1

have been drawn from the student

body as have been the other func-

tionaries such as pages and ser-

geants-at-arms.

Captured

Not content to take the man of her dreams out for coffee, this

particular Susie O caught him with a pair of handcuffs. But at least

he is lighting her cigarette and not she his. The shine on his pants

probably results from the fact that she had to drag him for twenty

vards down the corridor.

Arts' Football Dance
Honors Golden Gaels

A grand finale to the football season is scheduled for next

Thursday night in honour of the Golden Gaels and their coach, Frank

Tindall.

The Arts Society has planned a big wind-up football dance in

the gymnasium at which Frank Tindall, on behalf of the team, will

be presented with a trophy, purchased for the occasion to commem-
orate this year's perlormance as

uncrowned champions of the lea-

gue. In addition to this, tlie Arts

Society has purchased Queen's

sweaters for each member of the

team. The presentations will be

made during the dance at approx-

imately U o'clock.

Movies of some of the games of

the past season will be shown in

one of the small gyms during the

evening. Dancing will be held

from 9 till 1,

Despite the heavy costs of such

a project, the Arts Society has

slashed the admission price for

the dance to half that of the regu-

lar season's dances — the price

will be 50 cents per person. This

is definitely a non-profit making

enterprise by the Society: how-

ever, should the receipts from the

dance more than cover the ex-

penses involved, the proceeds will

be turned over to the AB of C for

use next year in the purchase of

new football equipment.

.It is hoped, in view of the tre-

mendous showing the boys on the

team have made in all their games,

that students will all turn out to

show their appreciation.

Liberals To Hold Leadership

In Model Parliament Session

Queen's students will be given

an opportunity to take part in a

typical session of the House of

Commons Monday evening at

7:30 when the Model Parlia-

ment will take over the McLaugh-

lin Room of the Student's Union.

As yet the special speaker has

not been decided on, but his name

will probably be released later in

the week.

The Model Parliament is org-

anized this year by the Queen's

Debating Society under a grant

given by the Alma Mater Society.

The organizing committee was

chaired by Derek Wiggs, Arts '55.

Those participating in the pro-

cedures will gain experience in

public speaking and debating in

parliamentary tradition.

The party situation will be

maintained in keeping with the

present House of Commons in

Ottawa: the Liberals will form

the government with Stuart How-

ard, Arts '57, as prime minister.

The Conservatives will make up

the official opposition under the

leadership of Ken Hilborn, Arts

'56. Gordon Wells, a graduate

student in history, will lead the

CCF party. An unorganized iu-

dependant group will complete the

opposition.

Dr. D. V. Smiley, professor of

Politics, will be speaker.

In the Speech from the Throne,

delivered by Doug Stewart. Arts

'55, who will act as Governor-

General, the Liberal Party policies

will be outlined. A summary of

their past record will be given in

addition to a general outline of

the issues to be presented during

the session.

Issues which will be discussed

by the Pariiament are foreign af-

fairs, dominion-provincial rela-

tions, defence policy and the St.

Lawrence Seaway project.

According to the rules of the

parliament, the prime minister

will speak for seven minutes, the

party leaders for five minutes

each and the other front bench

speakers for three minutes each.

After the scheduled speakers

have concluded the official por-

tion of the debate, the issues will

be thrown open to the back bench

speakers and independents for

Uirther discussion.

A reception in honour of the

special speaker will follow the

proceedings.

All students are invited to at-

tend the session as observers.

Custance Speaks

On Human Nature

A series of lectures on "The Chris-

tian View of Man" was given dur-

ing the week under the sponsorship

of the Queen's Oiristian Fellowship.

Arthur C. Custance, Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship lecturer, de-

red the talks each day in the

McLaughlin Room at 4:30 p.m.

In the opening lecture, Mr. Cus-

tance outlined the purpose of the

series : to explore the nature of man,

the origin and formation of person-

ality, how it can be changed, and to

show the gain of being a Christian

in a university.

Speaking on "The Necessity of

Bias", Mr. Custance stated that no

man works with a steriHzed mind

and one cannot avoid some presup-

positions. Such presuppositions re-

sult from the exercise of faith and

lead to theory and experiment.

In the second lecture on "The

True Nature of Human Nature

the origin of man. man's relation

to the world around him, and man's

nature were discussed. Mr. Custance

referred to the life of Jesus Christ

who came not only to reveal God,

but to reveal man and man's nature

On the "Formation of Person-

ality", Mr. Custance outlined the

importance of heredity, culture and

will in the creation of personality.

Moral responsibility does not lie

in the kind of people we are but

in the attitude we take towards our

personality. The Oiristian answer

to man's need is that Jesus Christ

who summed up all possibilities, is

reincarnated in the individual.

Mr. Custance, who will deliver

his final lecture this afternoon, will

be a gnest at the university for the

remainder of the week.

Court Officials Wanted

The Arts Court urgently re-

quires two final year students

to act as Senior Prosecuting

Attorney and Chief of Police,

and three penuUimate students

to act as Junior Proseculing

Attorney, Clerk and Crier.

.\pply to your year president.

Year fee prosecutions cannot

he undertaken until tliese offic-

ials are appointed.

Two Voting Days

For Arts Society

Arts Society (.-lectionf lor AMS
representatives this year will be

held on two consecutive days, prob-

ably January 24 and 25. The deci-

sion to extend the election period

was taken at the Arts executive

meeting Monday evening on a mot-

ion introducc<l by Ken Htllboni.

Two other motions introduced by

Mr. Hillborn. designed to stimulate

interest in the voting, were defeated.

A proposal to hold a radio debate

among the candidates on CFRC was

seconded by lain Gow but rejected

on a vote uf six to live. It was point-

ed out tliat many AMS candidates

would be unable to express them-

selves coherently in radio discussion.

A further proposal to hold an elec-

ion rally at which all candidates;

would speak was also defeated.

!\lr. Hillborn. terming the reject-

ions "regretlable and unwise", has

annotmced that the Arts Journal

will consider independent sponsor-

ship of an election meeting and

broadcast.

AMS Encouraged
ToAssist Mandate

Lloyd Carisen, Meds Junior Rep-

resentative, encouraged the Alma

Mater Sciety at last Wednesday's

meeting to support a NFCUS man-

date proposing an increase in gov-

ernment scholarships for university

students.

A report on the measures being

taken to bring this matter to the at-

tenion of the public was made by

Murray Mathieson, local NFCUS
representative. A filteen-minute

broadcast w a s made over station

CKWS, who donated the time Sat-

urday afternoon following the foot-

ball g:iine,

Lloyd Carlson reported that a hvo

hour film and lecture on the topic of

civil defense has ajain been offered

to Queen's. Before any decision is

made, the .'\MS delegated Mr. Cnrl-

sen to determine the extent of stud-

ent interest in the subject.

The AMS agreed to buy band

crests for each member of the two

bands. It was also decided to have

the name "Queen's Pipe Band"

painted on the large pipe band drum.

Henley Speaks
To Engineers,

J. W. Henley, representing the

Canadian Westingliouse Company

af Hamilton, will address en-

gineering students on Nov. 29 at

7;30 p.m. in the gynin's Physical

Education lecture room.

Mr. Hanley will outline the oper-

ations and policies of the Omadian

Westingliouse. At the conclusion of

the adilress there will be a question

period.



1 WHISTLE
I
STCPS

1 with JIM O'GRADY

TJie string ran out for Frank Tindali last Saturday. But it wiU

run out for either John Metras or Bob Masterson tomorrow when

the two meet up in the annual college final. London's Little Memor-

ial stadium is to be the scene, because the Blues have been thrown

out of their home diggings by the annual extravaganza that goes

under the name of the "Grey Cup Game" Metras and Masterson

-would probably rather be seated on the fifty yard hne in Toronto

tomorrow when Frank Ivy leads his Eskimos into combat agamst

the supposedly invincible Montreal Als. But fate, etc, has called the

turn: so that purple and blue will be the colours making up the

patchwork quilt tomorrow for the Varsity and Western mentors.

In spite of the loud guffaws that have been sounded on the

local scene whenever tomorrow's game was refered to as the of-

ficial final, the winner will be recognized as league champs for a

season which has been generally recognized as the greatest the

intercollegiate loop has enjoyed in a long time. It's nothing new to

have Western and Toronto meeting in the final: as a matter of fact,

they seem to have monopolized that scene for the past few years.

And in view of the fact that the game is being i^ayed in a city

which has not granted a win to the Blues for a long. long. time, it

may be reasonable to say that the Mustangs may keep tradition in

force by picking up another title tomorrow.

Although the statistics experts will disagree with this, we have

to say that the Mustangs seemed to have stretched the odds about

as far as they can go. They won the title last year when Don Getty

hit Murray Henderson with a long pass on the last play of the game,

and there's a dirty rumour to the effect that they more or less

sneaked into the league final this year. It has been said that the

Blues too stole everything but Tindall's brown fedora when they

shoved the Gaels into that three way tie for top spot, but their win

came on a clean-cut play which bore no resemblance to the farcial

way in which Western eliminated the locals last Saturday. Toronto

too has a score to even with the Mustangs : and we'd like to see them

do it, if only to add some variety to the list of winners which the

league keeps locked up in some far-away vault.

BOB WAS IN THE FRYING PAN

Bob Masterson drew a lot of criticism when he undertook to

fly his Blues to Vancouver for a game with the UBC Thunderbirds,

and it all centred around the proposition that Masterson was thus

endangering the Varsity club's chances in the league final. The in-

terests" in British Columbia who guaranteed travelling expenses

amounting to $10,000 must have been disappointed in the outcome of

the whole affair. They had expected 30.000 people in Empire Stadium

for the game; instead only 5.500 showed up when the game was

played on the University gridiron. They had expected to revive col-

lege ball on the west coast by putting on display, a flashy eastern

team: instead the Blues put on a listless show, were Hfe and death

to vnn 5-3 on two last half singles, and disappointed football bugs

who had greeted them with a 100 car motorcade from the airport to

the city when they arrived.

The whole thing wasn't unexpected. Big four coaches had warn-

ed that the long plane trip, the water, and the climatic conditions

would throw the Blues out of form and keep them that way tor

weeks. And that is one factor which is determining the odds in to-

morrow's tilt. Masterson, in accepting the trip, knew what was on

the line. And if he can win tomorrow, people will probably say that

he was right when he saw to it that the western plans (all summer

in the making) materialized: and at the same time gave his ball

players a trip they will remember for a long time.

OFF THE CUFF

With the arrival of winter's first snow comes (and we quote)

Oh proud and glorious Gaels —
You who fought so valiantly

For College and for clan —
Though you're vanquished. Titans all,

Heroes to the man.

Fate has been unkind to such as you.

Men of honor steadfast, brave and true!

Hollow words to say you'll win again—
That all the spirit, effort, struggle

Of this year are not in vain

!

We salute you men

!

We'll cheer you strong another year.

You'll triumph well and soon —
Of that we have no fear. „„„„

J.
ALFRED PACKER

POST-MORTEM

TindallmenToBe Rewarded
City To Recognize Efforts

Of Tlie Uncrowned Cliamps

HoopstersWell Under Way
Eisht Seniors Report Back

By Mike Clancy

Journal Sporls Writer

Even though interest in rugby

is still intense on the campus,

the winter weather warns us that

the basketball season has arrived

once again. The senior and sec-

ond teams have been working

out in the gym for the past three

weeks under the able coaching

DEAR GAELS . .

.

I was among the some 11,000

fans at Varsity Stadium last Sat-

urday and I want to express my

sincere gratitude to our football

team for its terrific effort in that

game and the others throughout

the season.

There is really no need to say

how I feel about the result, but

I will admit it was the most bitter

pill I have ever had to swallow.

It was no disgrace to lose to the

team from Western. They never

know when to quit, and you can

say the same for that wonderful

of Norm Harry. Norm filled in

until the return of Frank Tindall

nd A\ Lenard from the unusual-

ly long pigskin campaign.

From first observations the

situations looks quite bright with

eight senior stalwarts reporting

back. These are Bob Anglin, Bob

Purcell, Bill Page, Don Lyon,

Frank Donnelly, "Peanuts" Lati-

mer, and John Milliken. This is

the nucleus of the team that

nearly upset Assumption, Can-

ada's basketball college, last year.

Jim Harrison, another member of

last year's Gaels squad was an

academic casualty and will be

playing for the seconds this sea-

son.

The seconds, who begin their

Border League schedule soon are

expecting freshman material to

fill several spots in the lineup.

Among these freshmen will be

Bill Anglin, (Bob's little? bro-

ther) Don Macrae, Roy Osberg

and Bert Faulkner. Stothart,

Ward, Kip Summers and Ireton

will be the only returning players

but they will add the required

amoimt of experience.

It was gratifying to read in the

local scandal sheet that the city

fathers are planning to provide

some suitable form of recognition

of the Gael's achievements in the

Senior Intercollegiate Football

Union this year. The Tricolor de-

serves all the credit, praise, and

rewards that they get and then

some. The men of Frank Tindall

have erased the bad memories of

former years and instilled in the

hearts of all the Queen's fans

(whom one must admit remain

loyal regardless of how their

team does in the league)

the belief that the Gaels are

the team to watch from here on in.

No longer will Western and Tor-

onto fatten their scoring statistics

at the Tricolor's expense. It

should be mentioned that this was

not Floyd Bajjaly's last year.

Honest John Metras, coach of

the Western Mustangs says that

star half-back Gino Fracas wiU

probably be in action this Satur-

day when the Mustangs meet the

Blues for the Intercollegiate title

... London. It was reported that

Gino suffered a concussion in last

weeks game against the Gaels but

latest word says that he will be all

right. Another doubtfull starter is

Londoner, Dale Creighton who

suffered a knee injury.

The Varsity squad, who manag-

ed to scrape through with a 55-3

win over the British Columbia

Thunderbirds last Saturday, will

also have their share of injuries.

Among them are Bob Waugh. and

half-back Al Riva who has an ail-

ing muscle (which one it is I don't

know). In view of the records of

the two teams it is even possible

that the two teams might share a

joint Championship. The way

things have gone this year, any-

thing is possible. It should be a

great battle though, because the

Mustangs have Sgambati and the

Blues have Porter. The question

is. "Which official will win?"

A word of thanks and praise for

Frank Tindall, who in his eighth

term as the Gael coach, had his

greatest year, his best squad, and

undoubtedly his biggest dissap-

pointments. Frank headed into the

1954 campaign with a team which

wasn't considered by London or

Toronto to be anything special.

While Masterson was ranting and

raving about having his "greatest

squad in the last 50 years" ( I

didn't know that he had been

coaching that long) and Metras

was predicting another title,

Frank was quietly putting his

charges through their paces.

When asked to make a prediction

about the Gael's chances after

their 20-0 victory over the Blues,

Frank would only say, "We'll play

the schedule one game at a titne

and when the seasons over I 11 let

yon know where we stand."

Frank had a lot to "beef" about

this year, when he did. (and that

was seldom) he did so in a quiet

manner out of the hearing reach

of the news reporters. He likes to

win games but not at the expense

of injuries to any of his players.

If a man is hurt, he isn't put into

action no matter how important

he or the game may be

Extra Journals

Extra copies of Tuesday's

special football Journal may

be obtained at the Journal

office.

Lemons In The Drink
By Dot Desjardins

Journal Sports Writer

1

Zuben will compete in the speed

events.

BIG NEWS: comprising of a "wing ding on ice". All this comes

from the pen of Dot Desjardins. our lemonlite scribe, who is also

publicity girl fo rthe Queen's Ice Revue, set for Feb. 9 in Jock Harty

arena. Keep this date open (it says here) for a show which will in-

clude clowns, a float contest between Science. Arts, Medicine.

Levana, PHE, and Theologj', and general skating to round out the

night. Ideas for floats are invited, and the people to see are Mary

Lyons (chairman) ; Jean Davidson and Helen Heslop (program dir-

ectors) ; and Viv Steams ( in charge of finances) more ice news

;

the Queen hockey Gaels, reportedly stronger thaiv ever, take to the

ice tonight in Jock Harty arena at 5 bells for an exhibition tilt with

KMC. Should be worthwhile not so wintery is the storm which

is brewing around Al Kocman these days. The Toronto papers have

been making a big play of the situation, but Al seems to have quieted

things down when he" tendered an apology (which was accepted) to

referee Fred Sgambeti. Frank Tindall. who should know, said that

a person had to know Al personally to realize that he didn't know

what he was doing. The case comes up for consideration Dec. 10.

(Continued on page 3)

FRANK TINDALL
praises jroiii llic jaiidom

Queen's team of this year. I can-

not think of words eloquent

enough to describe their tremen

dous courage and ability

Let us all be grateful tor Frank

Tindall and the wonderful spirit

he has inspired in our team, our

students and our supporters. It

is no fault of his, or the team,

that the ball was in the hands

of an opposing player when the

game ended

I do not honestly believe the

great Queen's teams of a few

decades ago could possibly be any

more deserving of our ever last-

ing thanks than the one which

carried our colours this year.

Len Jordan,

Arts '50.

This week-end Queen's Uni-

orsity will play hostess to the

Women's Intercollegiate Swim-

ming teams from McGill, Tor-

onto, and Western Universities.

The meet will be held at 8.00

p.m. on November 27, and will

consist of synchronized competi-

tions, diving competitions, and

speed swimming.

The Queen's team coached by

Miss Dorothy Leggett has been

strengthened this year by the

addition of many new members

from first year.

The synchronized team con

sists of Marcia Jayes, Bea Amell

and Christine Davison. Marilyn

Whitia and Cathy Young will

represent Queen's in the diving

competitions, while Joan Foote,

Judy Reid. Judy Webber, Pat

Stewart (capt.), Marion Jarrett,

Shirley Proctor and Jane von

Intramural Swimming

The intramural swimming meet

was held Wednesday, Nov. 17.

The freshettes came out on top

with 925 points. The fossils, '55,

came second with a score of 833

points, '56 came third with 400

points and '57, last year's win-

ners, came fourth with 302

points. The freshettes were

sparked by potential intercolle-

giate swimmers, Judy Reid, Joan

Foote, and Judy Webber.

The intramural 50 yard back-

stroke record was broken by Judy

Reid. Her time was 37.2 seconds

The synchronized doubles resul-

ted in a tie between Liz Jennings,

Mary Ellen Barr, and Judy Reid

and Carol Ann Webster. In the

synchronized singles, Bea Amell.

55, placed first and Betty Lou

Segsworth, '58, second. Betty

Lou was another outstanding

freshette of the meet.

The diving calibre was higher

than usual. Cathy Young. '57,

placed first and Judy Reid, '58,

second.

Mary Porter, '55, took the 50

yard breaststroke race. Judy

Webber, Shirley Proctor and Jan

Jackson placed first, second and

third respectively, in the 50 yard

freestyle.

The highlight of the evening

was the nightgown relay. '58

struggled the hardest with the

nightgowns and came first beat-

ing '57 by a shirttail.

Refreshments were served to

the cold and weary participants

and officials.

The meet was successful due

to the hard work of swimming

rep. Pat Stewart. She would like

to express thanks to all who

acted as judges and timers and

to those who contributed in many

vvav^ to make the meet a success.

• Southern Fried Chicken o Italian Spaghetti Delicatessen Specialties
• Steaks

town and country restaurants

Princess St. at Clergy

Kingston, Ont.

2 LOCATIONS
Highway No. 2

Catoroqui, Ont.
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CFRC

-Ralph

— Hugh

Levana

—

Saturday Night

6 :0C1—Enjoyable Music

Cliuch

0 :30—Show Tunes —
Lightbody

7 :00—Spotlight

Viv Sterns

7:30—Down Beat—Arnold Mat
thews

7:45—Anything Goes — Bob
Sanderson

3 ;00—In the Groove—Thelma
Hunter, Doug Thomson

9:00—1490 Classics—Bob San-

derson

10:00—Rumpus Room — Glen

Buick

10 :30—Pop Concert—Don Har-

rison

11:00—Jazz Incorporated—Norm
Dyson, Jack Cole

MEDICAL RESEARCH FOR HIM THE BELL TOLLS

Friday Night

7:00—Tops in Pops—Pete Han-

dley

7 :10-^Campus News—Gordon

Penny

7:20—Sports Profiles — Mike

Moffat

7;30—Talent Time —
- Marg

M a r t y n and Eleanor

Horne

7;45—Leave it to Levana—Joyce

Safrance and Anne Hayes

S:0O—Mike's Mood Music

Mike Mechan and Arne

Kotanen

8:30—Our Place—Charles Tay-

lor, Peter Paris and Mary

Capell

9:00—Tunes of Our Times-
Doug Mackay

9:15—Bandstand—Bruce Gates

9:30—Music I Like — Grant

Sampson and Gordon

Penny
10:00—Handley's Hamper
10:30—Sisrnoff

Biology Students

ToM About Geese

(Continued from Page 1

)

"Regurgitate, regurgitate,

Bring up everything you ate,

V-O-M-I-T
Vomit! vomit! vomit!"

Lloyd Carlsen, who is one of

the subjects, said "Well — all in

the interests of medical research

I guess."

John Emery observed "Ban
Righ's got nothing on this!"

Doug Murray remarked that

you don't really appreciate your

food until you've had occasion to

do without it.

Don Wolochow felt that the dif-

ficulty in consuming; the mixture

is purely psychological, as it

doesn't actually taste that bad.

Ray Middleton can only look

forward to Christmas dinner.

Dr. Beveridge expressed the

feeling that the students who have

volunteered to undertake the ex-

periment deserve a lot of credit.

As for the boys, their only gen-

eral complaint is that they are un-

able to accept all the invitations to

dinner they have been receiving

during Suzie-Q week. They wish

to advise all those girls who have

issued the invitations that they

would be happy to take a rain

check on the dates — for after

Christmas, maybe?
Those stalwart souls taking

l)art in the experiment are: Shady

Acres, Ron Aldous, Jim Bazant,

Doug Bell, Wes Boston, Lloyd

Carlsen, Bert Conn. Paul Corbetl,

Hugh Davidson, Doug Murray,

John Emery, Dave Gatfield. Geo.

Gear, Eruce Gordon, Ian Mathe-

son, T^eroy Hall, Andy Horn. Don
Jennings, Ralph Lewis, A) i\[c-

Earlane, Malcolm Marcoe, Ray
Middleton, Jim Mount. Danny Of-

'ord. Don Offord. Don Perrin, Al

Robson, Frank Rouse, Pete Scott,

Jack Shekter, Gerry Steiidioff.

Mert Tipler. Don Upton, Bob
Weiliourne, Barry Wilson, Don
W'olnchow, and Ray Yaworsky.

By Vicki Borota

_ Jourcial Staff Writer

Susie's dilemma has created for

this week. It has been a great

milcstozie in phone booth history.

The reversal of boy opening
door for girl, walking next to the

curb, buying coffee, putting on
coat, will long be remembered by
Queen'smen. (They are revelling

in it, girls!)

Inevitably problems arise for

the willing Susie. One levanite

tells of the gentleman she called

for a coffee date. Said he, "I'd

love to, but I don't know what my
wife would think."

However, men who are as ap

preciative as the boys at 170 Bar-

rie erase clouds of dissappoint-

ment. A group in Adelaide took

the boys out for breakfast Tues-

day; the saine evening a mascot

arrived for the Susie-Q's. (This

is purely non-obligatory Woman's
Week).

An innovation to the traditional

Susie-Q week has been the "shift

system". The miss calls for one

date, (Mr. A), and takes him to

coffee. Some minutes later she is

seen dashing out of the Union to-

wards the library where another

gentleman awaits her. (Mr. B).

In the meantime. Queen'sman A
has raced to the Queen's Tea

Room to meet Susie-B for a milk-

shake date. Now Mr. B ... oh

well, it's too confusing, but it is

fun!

The week of woo for Susie-Q

will be climaxed with a hard times

dance in Grant Pfall tonight. Pri-

zes will be awarded for the most

"original" costumes. Men are to

be presented with corsages by

their charming dates (as charm-

ing as they can be in cave-woman

outfits, etc.)

To-morrow is the last day, and

final opportunity for Susic-Q.

Some wish it would last forever

(MEN); others wish their pock-

etbooks weren't so empty.

Medical Students

Visit Parke -Davis

Nearly 60 Queen's Medical

students visited Parke, Davis &
Company, world-wide pharma-

ceutical firm in Detroit, Mich-

igan, Nov. 15 and 16.

The visitors learned that the

8S-ycar old company makes a

full line of pharmaceutical pro-

ducts, and that Parke-Davis has

been responsible for many his-

toric drug discoveries, ranging

from adrenalin in 1900 to Chloro-

mycetin in 1949.

The Queen'smen inspected the

firm's 53-year old research build-

ing — the first to be erected in

America by any commercial in-

stitution solely for the purpose

of scientific research. The firm's

research activities now extend

into all important fields of med-

icine and pharmacy.

Harkness Speaks

On Forest Fires

Classified Ads

M last Wednesday's meeting of

the Queen's Biology Society, Dr.

Heorge M Stirrett discussed the bi-

olngy of the geese of James Bay.

Or, Stirrett who is the Ontario,

member of the Canadian Wildhfe

Association also outlined the work of

Ihis society in learning more about

migratory birds.

Janitor Wanted
,\ janitor is rcipiircd for llie

Arts Clulirooni. and a snbstanl-

ial lionorarium i s offered.

Tliose wishing lo apply should

call Peter Zarry at 21219, or

contact him tlirough tlic Post

Office.

WHISTU STOPS

(Continued from Page 2)

^^eanwhiIe, the Union bulletin board has been collecting signatures

of people who "don't like" the Toronto official. John Metras and the

cadaver behind Ban Righ have put their John henry's on the peti-

tion so far ... . Baz O'Mera, the veteran Montreal scribe, was quick

to call the incident "typical bush league". With all due respect

to Mr. O'Meara, we suggest that he isn't qualified to make any such

venemous statement wheii he wasn't present at the game to view

the circumstances, or to grasp the unprecedented undercurrent of

emotion in Varsity stadium.

Intramural boxing lias temporarily stolen the show from other

cainpn> activilii.'^. l lu- prelims were held W'ednesday and Thursday

of ilii^ uci:k, ^vilh tliL- finals set for tonight. Jake Edwards, a veteran

organizer, is running the show, along with the wrestling competitions

which are being held beside the ring. Jack Jarvis, who trained al!

the ring fighters in action, said that the turnout was a little smaller

this year because of the length of the football season: people weren't

interested so soon in the manly art. Jack recalled intramural com-

petitions a few years back which drew over sixty entrants in the

various weight classes, and which netted over ?200 when a nominal

fee was extracted for the Saturday night finals. But the popular

boxing coach was happy about the whole show, and said that a lot

of bright prospects were showing up in the bouts. PHE men were

hard put Wednesday night lo slap up bleachers in the small gj-m

to accomodate the large crowd of rooters on hand for the show.

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 28th

1 1 :00 a.m.— Public Worship

7:30 p.m.— Public Worship

J^rpahatrrian (lll)urri|

pniNCE53 And Clergy Streets

Rev. J. FoRQEs WEDOEnaUHN
M.A. D D., HIMSTER
MR DARWIN STATA.

OsGaNisr ANO Chotrmasier
MISS ANNE HALLIOAV

A--.9irT-»nT Olf^ANIf^T

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

11.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7,00 p.m.—Evening Service

Si. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

Lost

Pair of Plastic-rimmed eye-

glasses. Owner desperate. Finder

please return to Journal Office.

At the Science Formal, one

rhinestone drop earring. Finder

please return to Journal Office.

Brown notebook containing

notes for fourth year Science.

Zipper is broken. Contact Ted

Henderson, 4809.

Tutoring

In mathematics and physics -

telephone 2-4366,

Transportation

Driving to Vancouver for

Christinas. Leave Saturday, De

cember 18, at noon. $20. Phone

2-6980.

Found

Field Book belonging to D. II.

McNaughton, Science '58. Owner

niay collect in Journal Office.

Science tani belonging to Boh

Sage, Science '58, and Arts tarn,

belonging to Norma Bullis, Ban

Righ. Owners may collect their

property at Journal Office.

The goveriuucnt should carry .

out more fundamental research

and depend less on meteorologic-

al tables in dealing with the prob-

lems of forest fire prevention, said

Dr. H. \V. Harkness at the second

meeting of the Maths and Physics

Club last Thursday night.

Describing the work at which

he spent three summers in the

Quebec woods. Dr. Harkness ill-

ustrated how the danger period

for forest fires in a given area may

be predicted to the hour. This

could be done principally by stu-

dies on the moisture content from

the forest floor in that area. War-

nings may then be sent out to

meteorological stations.

President John Shoosmith sug-

gested students might use the

meetings to give a short talk on

a subject related to maths or

physics. Interested students are

asked to contact him.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5-50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet An-angements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

ADVENT SUNDAY. NOV. Z8TH

8:00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9:15 a.m.—Family Service.

'1;00 a.m.—Morning Prayer.

Sermon ; The Rev, D. P. Burns,

7.00 p.m.—Evening Prayer
Sermon: The Rov. F. C. Whutlnnlon.

8:00 p.m.—Canterbury Club

Meets in Cathedral Library.

Carol Festival, Sunday, Dec. 19th

(fliialmrra

EARL AND BARRie STS.

REV. W. F, BANISTER. 0 D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 28TH

]1 a.m.—Pointed Stories

(6) "Contribution or

Retribution.'

7:30 p.m.—The Bible Speaks^

(6) "Concerning the Body"

8:45—Youth Fellowship

0 Come Ul Us lVorsliil>

Annual (Enrol §>tvmct
— FEATURING -

TENOR
CANADIAN CONCERT ARTIST

St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church

SUNDAY, DEC. 5, 8:45 p.m.

SPONSORED BY CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE

EUROPE
1955

Sail May 2S or June 14 tourist class ori

STUDENT TOUR ss Homeric from Quebec oi> special conducud

fifi DAYS SI 126 tours limitc.l to Students. A week m Loiidon.
bb UArs pi.i-io

ir.ili iTid iiK-lii'liti;,' Volcndam and Isle of Markcn,

r r w,,,. hl„ l--lm,.' lA uiKr, motor tOur of the Bbck
Brussels. Colofiuc, _tht Mim.

\'\ |;,,irian Castles. Dolomitei.
Forest. L.«h cnstem - < i -

;

i,^,„^_ Hill

d'i^n The sT Homeric arriviuR Quebec July 26 or August 12,

respectively.

iwnFPFWDFNT Choose your deparlure and return dales:
INDEPENDENl .J^^^l^ ii„]e as you wish m the

TRAVEL caieRory of vour choice - all on a pre-

armiiRed, pr.-pnid ba>is. An i.iucr.iry that made lo order for you.

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUB Ltd.

57 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO WA. 4-1139

Management: J. F. & G. H. Lucas

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

SHUTEN. DRIBBLE (Basketball Coach)

soys: "Yon need a good guard on yonr baskel."

Keep a good guard OQ your finances, too . . . (

open a current account

at

Bank of Momtreax

WORK.no with CANAOIANS in every WAIK Of LIFI since 1817^
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3fm mnmj Mm NP CUS Seeks Government Aid
PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. _Phone7712

For

Light

a

Smoke

and a

Pleasing Taste

Call for

PHILIP

MORRIS

By Lois Showman
(This is Ihc first of fzvo arliclcs

poiutiiig ot the immcdiiilc need for

govcniDienl assistance iti Ihc farm

of increased scholarships, bursaries

and loans to university sliidculs.)

A committee on Education ap-

pointed by the Canadian Manu-

facturers' Association reported in

February, 1950 that "Out of 100

Canadian children starting school,

onlv 22 finished !iig:h school and

three graduated from col-

lege" and that "54 percent of

those who dropped out did so

for economic reasons". It was not

that they did not want to con-

tinue or did not have the ability;

they did not have the money. It

is this situation that we the

NFCUS is tryinc to alleviate.

At present a university educa-

tion is beyond the reach of the

majority of Canadians. Because of

this Canada may be losing many

of her best brains. The cost of

attending university continues to

rise so that those who have man-

aged to scrape up enough funds

for college suffer too. Last year

a number of Canadian universi-

ties increased their tuition fees

by as much as 15 percent, and

for some this was the third in-

crease since the war.

"Working one's way through

college" has long been a Cana-

dian tradition, but costs today

ake this next to inipossible. A

WATCH
REPAIRS
SPECIALTY

ROCK

year at college away from home

is now estimated to cost from
$1200 to $1500 — and even more

in the professional courses. A re-

cent survey of students' earning

power here at Queen's showed

average earnings of $644 dnring

the summer. They still need an-

other six to nine hundred dollars

to pay for one year of college

today. It seems evident that

bright yoimg people can no longer

attend university if their families

have average or below average

incomes, unless they receive fi-

nancial assistance of some kind.

At present there is not enough

financial assistance to go around,

and yet today the increasing em-

phasis on higher education as an

employment rjualification means

that potentially able people who

could not afford college are hand-

icapped. They are not only pre-

vented from contributing their

utmost to society, but they are

also deprived of the rich satisfac-

tion which working to capacity

in the field of tbeir choice affords.

Canada is extolled as a great

democracy of unlimited oppor-

tunities. Keeping in mind the
democratic principles which un-

Icrlic tliis greatness, it seems in-

coiisi-'^tent that Canada docs not

offer eijual opportunities for edu-

cation. This should be the birth-

right of all young people. Unless

it is, Canada is wasting its most

precious national asset— the abil-

ity of its youth. It is of vital im-

portance to the future of Canada

that every Canadian boy and girl

be given the opportunity to fully

realize his or her potentialities.

If we compare the situation

here with that existing in other

countries we see that Canada lags

far behind with respect to oppor-

tunities for higher education. Dr.

F. Cyril James of McGill has said:

"A young Canadian from a fam-

ily of modest circumstances has

less chance of getting a university

education today than a youth in

any other country with which I

am familiar".

There is much evidence to

prove that this statement is not

an exaggeration. For example,

the percentage of university stu-

dents in Canada who received as-

sistance in the form of bursaries

or scholarships in 1951-52 was 15

percent ; in Britain it was 72.3

percent. Back in" 193S approxi-

mately 14 percent of Canadian

students had scholarships ; thus

we have made no perceptible ad-

vance in 15 years.

In Britain, on the other hand,

the number of local scholarships

tends to increase and a system

of state scholarships, introduced

in 1920, now awards around 2,000

scholarships annually. Since 1948

a new regulation has been in ef-

fect by which any boy or girl

winning a scholarship of any kind

to a university receives supple-

mental financial help from the

government if the parents' income

is below £1500 annually. If the

parents' income is below £600

the grant is sufficient to cover

the complete cost of tuition and

maintenance; if their income is

between £600 and £1500, the

grant is graduated.

In Australia, which like Can-

ada has a federal constitution, un-

der which education is the respon-

sibility of the different states, the

national government provides ex-

tensive financial aid to university

undergraduates. Since 1951, 3,000

scholarships have been provided

annual!)'.

In France education is highly

centralized and the French gov-

ernment assumes almost com

plete responsibility for the edu

cation of its citizens at all stages.

It if' no exaggeration to say

that in Britain or France any in-

telligent student can. without un-

due hardship, proceed to the

highest university degree. It need

scarcely be pointed out that this

does not bold in Canada.

All Liberal Supporters

There will be a Liberal Rally before the Model Parliament opens

in Committee Room 1 at 6:30 Monday evening. The governments

policy will be outlined and supporters will be advised on how they

can best aid their party in the debate.

Newman Mass

Newman Mass on Sunday at 9:30 a.m.

Speaker wi

at St. James' Chapel,

be Dr. L. Lortie, F.R.S., of

Tricolor

picked up in the AMS office, Students'

Breakfast at Hotel Dieu.

Montreal University.

Tricolor '54 may be

Union.
Drama Night

An evening of one-act plays, directed by students, will be held

at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 30. A board of three adjudicators wi

U

select the best play for entry at the Inter-Varsity Drama Festival.

Everyone welcome. Admission 25 cents.

Badminton Club

Badminton Club will be cancelled next Tuesday night. Nov. 30.

Orchestra Dance

An orchestra dance will be held at the YVVCA on Saturday

night from S:30 till 12. Music will be supplied by Dick Edney and

admission is 50 cents per person.

Sh Andrew's Young People s

The regular weekly meeting of St. Andrew's Presbyterian

Church Young People's Society will be held on Sunday evening

following the evening service in the church hall. Professor Jemmett

will be the guest speaker. Everybody welcome.

Student Christian Movement

Bob Miller, National SCM Secretary, will be in the SCM office,

132 University Avenue, on Friday afternoon. An invitation is ex-

tended to any who wish to meet him informally at this time. Coffee

will be served continuously.

Spanish Teachers

Meet At Kingston

RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

346 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT

Ferguson Speaks

At Hillel House

McGALUS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

_ AGENTS FOR —
SLAZENGER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

. McBfilNE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

Teachers and professors of

Spanish from Kingston. Ottawa.

Port Hope, Toronto, Hamilton,

London, and Geneva, N.Y. met

recently in the Union's Faculty

Club Lounge.

The gatiiering was arranged

by the Ontario Chapter of the

American Association of Teach-

ers of Spanish and Portuguese.

Chapter president is M. Lafratta

of Toronto, a Queen's graduate.

Prof. A. M. Fox of Queen's

Spanish Department is vice-pres-

ident.

Dr. Pedro Xisto Carvalho,

Brazilian lawyer, diplomat, and

poet, gave an address on modern

Brazilian poetry in which he

showed the close connection of

Brazilian poets with the life and

problems of their native land

The leading poets of Brazil

have not been professional men

of letters, but in the main have

belonged to other professions,

such as law, medicine, teaching,

and diplomacy. Their poetry has

frequently expressed a protest

against social abuses.

It is the responsibility of the

younger generation to decide on a

suitable Canadian foreign policy,

since they will soon be in control

of the country, was the opinion

expressed by George Ferguson.

Dunning Trust lecturer, in an ad-

dress at Hillel House last Thurs-

day evening.

Mr. Ferguson led a discussion

on the question of Canada's inter-

national status and isolationist

policy.

Mr. Ferguson expressed dis-

satisfaction with Canada's for-

eign policy as it now stands. He

commented that "priorities so far

have been good," but thought

the Colombo plan has been ra-

ther shabby. He said that $25,-

000,000 has been spent on this

plan, as well as $2/2 billion on

defense.

The speaker also felt a plan

could be worked out with other

nations for the defense of the

north, although he said that

Canada had staked out more

land than she can handle in that

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Bodminton Racquets Reslrung

212 PRINCESS STREET D'AL 3793

Phone 4114 Every Description

"Where the Best People Meet and Eof"

KINGSTON BRANCH MANAGER; D. R, ROUGHTON, B.Sc, C.L.U.

KINGSTON BRANCH OFFICE: 191 PRINCESS ST.

REPRESENTATIVES:

W. I. STONESS, C.L.U. K. C. KENNEDY, C.L.U,

HAVE YOU A GIFT PROBLEM?

COSTUME JEWELLERY
Miles of Ropes

A $1.00 table that will omoze you

terrific selection of the new and smart

CUPS 8. SAUCERS
English Bone China — $1.00 to $22.50 coch

ARTV/ARE
Modern and Massive—Excellent Gifts for the Fomily

Your Gift Problem is no Problem at

Spearn^s of Kingston
"The Gift Centre'

330 PRINCESS ST. ^^^^ ^434

Reosonoble Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

POME BY WILL MOTT

WE-RE PROUD OF THE GAELS AND THE WAY THEY PLAYED

AND IT WON T BE FORGOTTEN FOR MANY A DAY

THEY PROVED BY THE WAY THAT THEY CARRIED THE BALL

THAT THEY WERE TRULY 'CHAMPIONS" ALL.

INSIST ON
WILMOrS QUALITY PRODUCTS

WI
DflM
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Sometimes — when the spirit

fiioves me — I write short stories.

Thumbing through some old man-

uscripts last night, I came across

this most illuminating phrase:

"They kissed. Her lips were

Hkc a red-hot branding iron."

What utter nonsense

!

Whoever kissed a branding

iron? I would have come

much closer to the truth had

I written:

"They kissed. Her lips were

like a limp dish-rag."

CI forget now what sort of a

,v-oman I was describing, but the

odds are she was more of a dish-

rag kisser than a branding-iron

kisser. Most girls are.)

But kissing isn't my subject

—

interesting as it may be. What

struck me forcibly was the insin-

cerity of the branding iron an-

alogy- Anyone who has ever tried

to write knows this danger: the

danger of falling into the habit

of putting down on paper what

you think you should have felt,

rather than what you really did

feel. It is a question of being

sincere.

This problem goes further than

the realm of artistic creation. It

1= a problem we all must face in

our day to day existence. Those

people, probably the majority,

who don't even recognize the ex-

istence of such a problem are

those who exist in a vast haze of

hypocrisy. They are most of us.

By being sincere, I don't just

mean saying what we really thinl.

"What I mean is taking nothin

~ especially our own ideas — at

face value, but examining them

until we can say we have ap-

proached the essence of the con-

cepts involved.

It's too easy to say what we

are meant to say. We do it all

the time in essays and coffee shop

conversation. We do it in our

social relations, where the parked

car and the park bench bring forth

technique rather than honesty.

We do it in our own thinking,

basing our persona! philosophies

on vague and often contradictory

precepts. We take key words

such as freedom and democracy

for their emotional value, accept

ing them without rational inves-

tigation, without knowing what

they really mean.

Trouble is — we're afraid to be

different. Insincerity springs
from a desire for conformity. Con-

formity is only to be expected in

our average economic-social com-

munity, where middle-age morals

and middle-class dogmas prevail.

Rut on a university campus, such

attitudes are frightening. People

look the same and talk the same

riiitl are worried about how much

money they can make after grad-

uating. We live in a society of

inali-time Babbits.

dHAtHA GUILD PR£S£NTS
"MeRCHANT Of ViHICV

Admittedly it is difficult to be

honest at all times. You can

hardly tell the girl who is snug-

gling close and looking up at you

with big soft eyes that you were

turned down by three other girls

before you dialed her number.

You can hardly tell your hostess

it was a lousy party, that her
friends bored you and the drinks

were badly mixed. There are lim-

its, and hypocrisy sometimes

seems a good thing.

But too much insincerity is

even more dangerous. We tend

to exist on a level of platitude.

Whenever we pronounce a plati-

tude, we deny our own individ-

uality. On a subjective level, we

use stereotyped ideas to effec-

tively halt our questioning con-

science. The result — we don't

know ourselves. Our problem is

not that we don't know where

we are going, but that we don't

know why we are going there.

"Know thyself" said the Delphic

oracle, and a few thousand years

have hardly changed this basic

oral premise. I suspect that

most people reading this column

ould be quite fascinated if they

tried to know themselves. 1

1

would be like going back to your

rooms at night and finding a com-

plete stranger sitting at your

desk.

By Frank CoUings

Angus and the Queen's

Sincerity was perhaps less im-

portant in communities where the

social order was more stable and

less indefinite than it is today.

(There is much to be said for an

aristocracy.) But in a world of

uncertain values, the only answer

to life's bewildering complexity

would seem to be discipline of

the individual by himself. Here

sincerity is the key. Through sin-

cerity we can know ourselves. On

the basis of this self-knowledge it

becomes possible to establish a

dii^cipline of self which will give

our lives meaning in a world of

non-meaning. The answer to the

human problem lies in each of us,

and sincerity is the cornerstone

of the good life.

JOURNAL OFFERS

PRIZES

The Journal is offernig prizes

of $25, $15. and $10 for the best

short stories, articles or poems

submitted by Dec. 1. Prose should

be not more than 1500 words,

poetry not more than 50 lines.

Subject matter is the writer's

choice. Entries should be ad-

dressed to the Literary Editor

and left at tlie Post Office or the

Journal Office.

Dr. Angus an

Drama Guild deserve congratu-

lation for their presentation of

"The Merchant of Venice", which

opened in Convocation Hall on

Monday.

Amateur Shakespeare can be

very painful if not well done.

Clear speaking and perfect tim-

ing are required if a modern au-

dience, unfamiliar with the lang-

uage and setting of Shakespearian

drama, is to follow what is going

on. On Monday, however, this

was as easy as reading today's

newspaper. A measure of the suc-

cess of the Drama Guild's pres-

entation was that it was difficult

to remember, while the play was

on, that all this had been writ-

ten over three hundred years ago

for audiences whose great great

grandchildren have been long

since dead.

The audience was polled, after

the performance, as to which it

thought was the best actor or

actress. My first choice went to

lim Eethune as Shylock, the ter-

rible old Jewish money-lender

who tries to exact a pound of

flesh from the defaulted debtor,

Antonio. Shylock here was as

evil and hateful as he should be

especially in the court-room scene

where he is sharpening his knife

for the pound of flesh and refus-

ing to listen to all appeals for

mercy. But at the same time there

was a touch of tragedy in his role

as he looked for reasons why the

world should be so much against

him. I have no idea whether

Shakespearian scholars would

agree that Shylock is in

part a tragic character, but to

mv mind this was a very effective

and subtle interpretation. For an

outstanding performance. J i m
Bethune deserves high praise.

My second choice went t o

Valerie Baker, who played Portia,

the beautiful heiress, with life and

spirit. It is very difficult to bring

character into the part of £

Shakespearian heroine who is

so generally virtuous and blame

less that she can easily become

rather dull. Portia was anything

but dull, and in achieving this

Miss Baker showed herself to be

an outstanding actress.

Also deserving mention were

Michael Bishop as Antonio, whose

pound of flesh is forfeit ;
Michael

Moffat as Launcelot Gobbo, Shy-

lock's clownish servant : and Mary

Rogers as Nerissa. Portia's wait-

ing-maid. Only lack of space for-

bids the .mention of other mem-

bers of the big cast, all of whom

did an excellent job. The scen-

ery was simple and unobtrusive,

STEAM
SHOVEL

and against this background the

rich Elizabethan costumes were

particularly effective.

A suggestion: for those not too

familiar with Shakespeare (such

as the writer) it would be a great

help in following the plot to have

on the program a brief note as

to who each character is, and who
loves whom, and who is the serv-

ant to whom, etc. Perhaps such a

suggestion is sub-Shakespearian,

but it would help especially in the

early stages of the play.

The "Merchant of Venice" was

performed at Queen's on Monday,

Wednesday and Thursday of this

week, and it is being performed

in Ottawa tomorrow. Good luck.

Drama Guild, for this out-of-

town performance, and thank you

for an excellent show here

Queen's may look forward to next

term's major production, what

ever it may be, with confidence

that it will be a first-class job.

Scribe of Yore Does Final Chore
And now does scribe oE moon past lift rusted chisel in order

to prepare tablet that all might hearken unto words of wisdom.

For clarion call of Marion did echo even unto slumbering ears of

scribe dwelling now at eastern end of Pond of Ont, where same,

(having suffered defeat in duel of queries, does now repeat battle

with Fac in cave of lower learning.

Thus did scribe hasten into Land of Kin, where conditions of

Queenz were observed. And it was noted that Lemons of newest

vintage did uphold same sorry state of appearance as did elders of

clan. Further, did scribe vision wondrous improvements in displays

of wearing apparel due apparently to clever research by Clodz on

new thimble of delicacy. And scribe approaching Fort of Hank did

not warriors in positions of unstable equilibrium and faces of whitest

countenances due perhaps to excess of palest of ailments of India.

Hears the Clarion—Pays Visit to Marion
And did scribe thus hurry unto presence of most sage of coun-

selors. And Maid Marion, having exchanged greetings and condol-

ences over mishap of scribe, did hiccup with such great belches of

steam and bolts that scribe was thereby knocked into keg of most

aged and fermented liquids, in which scoop of Marion lay soaking.

And was she pleased with former inscriptions placed in mag of

living nature inscribed in most excited of states from Southern

direction.

Yet even now, horse of iron does beckon, and scribe needs must

bid farewell to clan, that he might return to Land of Smog so that

stick of slip and leaflets of wisdom might be taken up as weapons

in most potent of feuds.

Toronto Train Tragedy

While I sat on Toronto train,

Observing the noisy show,

A drunken Arts type staggered

up

And spilled his tail of woe.

He told of Seagram's, Haig and

Haig,

O'Keefes and Carlings brew

That all were safely down the

hatch

But not his hatch, it's true.

Some little girl had come along

And smiled at him so coy

And said, "I'm thirsty, ever sol"

To our bewildered boy.

He passed his bottle in a daze.

And, reason overcome.

He nodded "Yes" when sirlie

asked

If her friend could have some.

Her friend was plural, luckless

lad—

They drank the bottle dry,

Those ten or twenty engineers

All with the maiden shy.

But not content with one alone.

They found his sacred hoard.

They opened every bottle up

And yelled and laughed and

roared.

A constable was passing by

(From AMS. you know)

Our hero cried to him for help

To lay the moochers low

But the constable was thirs

too

;

He joined the merry throng

And bellowed out an old Oil

Thigh

While the others hummed along.

The moral to this little piece:

Leave all young girls alone

Especially on Toronto train.

Or they'll clean you to the bone.

Another word before I'm

through

:

Trust not a constable,

'Cause he'll drink your own good

liquor up

As fast as possible.

—A Cynical Observer.

Costume Design

The costumes designed by

Tanya Moiseiwitsch for the

Shakespearian Festival at

Stratford, will be on display

in McLaughlin Hall from

this week until December 4.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

316 PRINCESS STREFT

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

% I

Quality Originality

— TRY —
Price

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY GROUNDS

iiriiatjon'a Mtmn ^tfop

94 Brock Street
Dial 7990

Campus capers call for Coke

The hour hand moves fast the night

before exams-lots of ground to cover and

panic setting in. To relax and refresh?

That's easy. Have a Coke . . . it's delicious.

COCA-COLA LTDj
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This Business o\ Politics

For the past seven years campus politicians have had an op-
portunity to declare themselves on the issues of the day through
the forum of the model parliament. The event serves two piiposes.

In the first place it provides an opportunity for debaters to display

their skills after the fashion of the most noted debating platform in

the country, the House of Commons. In addition there is a good
deal of fun to be witnessed by the spectators.

In serving its first pupose the parhament may be viewed as an
exercise in the serious business of politics. The government presents

its program and the opposition parties point out weakness and sug-
gest alternative policies. This is the essence of democracy under our
form of government. The participants acquire training in public

speaking and debate in the true parliamentary tradition. The more
people who are trained in this way the better we arc assured of future

representatives who are qualified to carry on the business of legis-

lating.

There is. however, the lighter side to pohtics. The non-party

mavericks especially, are always present to amuse us with their

antics and to assure us that all this business shall not become too

ponderous. For those who do not wish to participate directly this

part of the event makes attendance even more well worthwhile. The
greater that attendance is. the better the cause of student democracy
is served and the more good fun there is for all.

The Rich Get The Gravy
Canada's new finance minister, Waher Harris, has spent his

first few months in office looking over the general tax situation.

He said in an interview last week that he found the rates to be gen-

erally "pretty high" and in some cases "severe". While he men-
tioned personal income and excise taxes, the minister appeared to

be particularly concerned about the corporation tax rate. He feared

that present levies may discourage private enterprise and initiative

and, for this reason, will presumably give attention to possible re-

ductions in the next budget.

Canada's tax rate on corporation profits at present is set at 18

percent for the first $20,000 and at 47 percent on everything over

$20,000. These figures may seem high at first glance but, com-
pared with American businessmen, ours have reason to be pleased.

The U.S. Government taxes business at the rate of 32 percent on
profits under $25,000 and at 52 percent on all profits in excess of

that figure. Thus a RepubHcan government in the American bastion
of private enterprise taxes corporations more heavily than does the
Canadian government. This situation raises doubts as to whether
Canadian business is as badly served as Mr. Harris would suggest.

There is yet another aspect to be considered. Canadian cor-

poration profits rose steadily from the end of the war until 1952
when they dropped by about 200 million dollars. In 1953 the gov-
ernment cut corporation taxes to a degree totally negating the drop
in corporate income. Corporation profits will probably drop again
this year and the finance minister may try again to wipe out this
decline by decreasing taxes. These developments raise another ser-

ious question. How long can the federal government continue to
wipe out falling profit rates by granting tax concessions without
seriously impairing its whole policy of taxation based on the ability
to pay?

There are many other people who might well claim to be in a
less fortunate position than the 27 percent of the Canadian popu-
lation who hold shares in corporations. The present exemption
levels are $1,000 for single individuals and $2,000 for married per-
sons. Any young couple starling out in life with an income of

$2,500, for example, could probably put an extra tax-free $500 to
as good use as corporation profits are put. In addition to raising
the existing exemption levels, Mr. Harris might also consider rem-
edies for the 30 percent of the Canadian working force which does
not earn enough money to pay any income tax.

"On your right are the Douglas Library's ivy-covered walls"

Letters To

Royal York

The Editor

Constables

Editor, Journal

:

Perhaps the AMS is going a

little too far. I am referring spe-

cifically to the stationing of five

AMS constables at the Royal

York Hotel in Toronto last week-

end.

We can understand the con-

cern of the Alma Mater Society

in trying to maintain good public

relations for Queen's University,

particularly with the unfortunate

incident that occurred here

Kingston a couple of months

ago. However, in this case the

AMS has overstepped their

boundaries of control. There defi-

nitely should have been consta

bles on the train going to To
ronto since the train was a spe

cial university-arranged means

of travel and as sucn the AMS
would be responsible for the ac

tion of the student body. Yet

their control over any of the

students should have ended with

the completion of the trip in

Toronto.

When a student leaves the

university and stavs in another

Stratford Goes Canadlan

India-Democracy For Asia

By Robert Jenness

In the cold war struggle be-

tween east and west, India has

adopted a neutralist policy. Yet

at present under the dynamic

guidance of Jawaharlal Nehru she

represents the only major demo-
cratic country in South-East

.-\?ia, and as such she competes

with Communist China for ideo-

logical leadership in this densely

populated sphere. Faced with
largely similar problems both

countries are desperately trying

to promote economic develop-

ment. It may well be that the

ultimate determination as to

whether all Asia fails under Com-
munist domination depend; on the

ability of India to achieve a high-

er standard of life through dem-

ocratic means.

town, he is not responsible to

anyone but the authorities of that

city. He is no longer under the

jurisdiction of the student con-

trolling body of the university

he has just left. He has pur-

chased his room under his own
name (not under that of Queen's

University), paid for it out of his

money (not that of Queen's Uni-

versity), and has secured it out

of his own iniative (and not

under the auspices of Queen's

University). As such, I can see

no possible explanation why the

AMS should try to extend their

authority into fields where they

have no power to act. This is a

definite infringement on personal

rights and the AMS has acted

beyond their limits.

A couple of friends and I are

going to Mimico this week-end.

Do you think it is our duty to

inform the AMS so they can ar-

range to send a constable with

us to make sure we behave our-

selves?

Peter Zarry,

Arts '56.

War Is Death'

Everyone interested in the development of a Canadian theatre
Boted the announcement Tuesday that Julius Caesar and the Mer-
chant of Venice are to be the productions at next summer's Strat-
ford Shakespearian Festival. These choices probably reflect the
dissatisfaction widely expressed this year at the rather obscure
plays staged by Director Tyrone Guthrie. By presenting two of
Shakespeare's most popular works as well as a revival of Oedipus
Rex the managers of the festival probably hope to retain the patron-
age of per^^ons who might be put off by the absence next year of
.any internationally-famous stars.

Unlike the festival's first two years when Alec Guiness and
James Mason helped attract large audiences, the only famous
import at the 1955 festival will be Frederick Valk, a Czech who
won acclaim for his portrayal of Shylock in London. The effort
to get along without "name" performers represents an important
step forward in the festival's attempt to become a primarily Can-
adian theatrical endeavour. It is likely that the festival will prove
next sunmier that it is based on more solid ground than a few in-
dividual reputations.

A new venture has been added to the Stratford festivities for
1955

:
a music festival. Following the lead of its thesbian counter-

part, the musical program will include two world famous artists.
Elizabeth Swartskopf. soprano, and Isaac Stern, an American vio-
linist. The names of the other soloists, including several Canadians,
are to be announced later. The music festival will also feature per-
formances by the Hart House Orchestra under the direction of
Boyd Neel whose own orchestra captivated a Queen's audience two
years ago. One can only hope that the music festival, too. will soon
he in a position to rely solely on Canadian talent and yet retain

an international reputation.

Editor, Journal:

Mr. Taylor in his article, "War

is Death," says he writes in "fear

of Death, and even greater fear

of causing Death". Logically

then , M r. Taylor would allow

himself to be killed rather than

kill.

However, what does Mr. Tay-

lor mean by "the ultimate value

of human existence"? Is killing

merely a sin against existence?

Does he mean, as he seems to

imply, that human existence is

the ultimate value? Surely this

ethic is the very thing that leads

to war and that "mad merry-go-

round of Blood and Death and

Guilt". If survival is the ultimate

value, it would seem to follow

that my personal survival is the

ultimate value for me. If it comes

to a question of killing or being

killed, I would kill. The same

applies to racial, economic, cul-

tural, and national groups. Sur-

vival, existence, 'life', is the all-

important value. Therefore peo-

ple make war in hopes that they

may continue to live. Some see

this analysis as the key to under-

standing modern politics which

they are inclined to call "The

Politics of Survival".

I wonder if the taking of life

is merely a sin against 'exis-

tence'. Christianity has put su-

preme value on human life for

very different reasons, believing

that man was made in the image

of God, his soul so valued that

he was redeemed by God. Yet,

personal survival is not the ulti-

mate Christian value. We might

ponder what Christ meant when

he said, "And fear not them

which kill the body, but are not

able to kill the soul: but rather

fear him which is able to destroy

both soul and body in hell."

Do we in the twentieth cen-

tury basically believe that sur-

vival is the criterion for all our

actions? If so, maybe we should

ask ourselves if we are losing

our souls in the struggle to

survive?

J. Malcolm Finlay.

The people of South-East Asia

have never really known demo-

cracy — they have lived either

under primitive systems of ruling

feudal lords or have been dom-
inated by colonial powers of dif-

ferent race, creed and language

In an area so densely populated

that few earn more than $I(X) a

year, where the vast majority of

the people are illiterate and live

at or below subsistence levels, the

term freedom can only be rela-

tive. For the bulk of the people

the struggles since the last world

war have not been in terms of

democracy and communism, they

have been between the forces for

national self-determination on the

one hand and colonialism, polit-

ical or economic, on the other. In

both China and India such self-

determination has been achieved,

though in a much different man-
ner. What are the possibilities

that India, suffering from lim-

ited resources and a tremendous

pressure of population, will be

able to remedy the misery, pov-

erty and illiteracy while still

maintaining democratic p r i n-

ciples ?

The population of India today

is about 465 millions. In ten years

time the number of people will

have increased by 50 million —
over three times the present pop-

ulation of Canada — this despite

the fact that almost one-half of

those born die before they reach

the age of fifteen. The average

span of life in India is thus only

30 years of age, compared to that

in Canada of almost 70. We often

worry here about our ability to

provide not only for our children

but also for those who have

reached retirement age and are

no longer productive. These two
groups consume about 1 percent

of a national income which allows

the average worker to earn about

$2,500 a year. Yet in India, where

the average worker earns less

than $100 a year, over 25 percent

of the national income is spent

on feeding, clothing, and housing

persons from whom the commun-
ity gets no return. Because of a

high death rate and an even high-

er birth rate the manner of In-

dia's growth involves an immense

waste of natural resources and

productive capacity. Any govern-

ment which hopes even to main-

tain per capita income at its pres-

ent level must take direct steps

to increase the productivity per

person or to reduce the number

of births.

The national level of income

per person is determined almost

solely by the ratio of the amounts

of available resources divided by

the number of people, so that if

the standards of living are to rise

then the increase in the supply

of these resources must exceed

the increase in population. Yet

India, with a population in-
I

crease of five million per year,

has (per person) compared to
Canada 1/35 as much iron ore,

1/22 as much hydro-electric pow-
er potential and 1/600 as much
coal. At the same time there is

virtually no uncultivated arable

land, and existing farms are now
too small for maximum efficiency.

The pressure of increasing pop-

ulation on the land has reduced

the average size of farms to less

than an acre; the returns for a

farmer working 12 to 15 hours

a day provide barely enough for

a minimum of nourishment. He
could increase his yield slightly

by the use of animal fertilizer or

by education in new techniques

for cultivation. But at present he

cannot afford to keep animals

which will eat up a share of his

crop, nor has he the time or means
to do anything but work and re-

main illiterate.

Today, only about 10 percent

of India's population is occupied

in industry. Of this, nine-tenths

are craft industries, so that only

about one percent work in indus-

tries comparable to ours. Labor

is exceedingly cheap, yet because

most of India's population is il-

literate, undernourished and often

unhealthy, the productivity of la-

bor is low. Any major develop-

ment of Indian industry must be

directed towards filling the im-

mediate needs of her population,

yet such a development would,

by substituting machines for hand

labor, cause an increase in indus-

trial unemployment, which could

not be absorbed by agriculture

where the population is already

too dense. An acre of rice land

in China and India requires nine-

ty-three days labor, in the United

States only three. Thus to mech-

anize agriculture in order to raise

output per worker, would create

an enormous problem of unem-
ployment among farm workers. It

would seem most improbable,

therefore, with little available

capital and continuing growth of

population that India will be able

to establish a permanent rise in

her standard of living unless

trong measures are taken. A sys-

tem of organized birth control is

of prime importance. Forced sav-

ings for investment and govern-

ment planning are essential if re-

sources are to be directed to their

most productive use. The ques-

tion then arises, can a govern-

ment carry out such a program,

especially the implementation of

a scheme for birth control and

still maintain its democratic char-

acteristics? Democracy is only a

recent phenomenon; it has flour-

ished only in countries where the

density of population is not great

and the standards of life are rel-

atively high. It is rooted in the

principles of compromise and

gradualism. Is it compatible with

conditions in India? If it is not,

and if not only India but all Asia

succumbs to Communist dictator-

ship, can we call this Russian ag-

gression ?
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Co'Eds Favor I

Susie-Q Week
By Phyllis Bailey

Journal Staff Writer

"I'm flat broke," said one Susie-

Q after another. "Honestly, these

gold-digging Sciencemen ....
They keep wanting to demolish

forty beers and I just can't afford

it.'*

In a cross-section of Queen's

co-eds, it is found that the gals

are all for Susie-Q week. "For

the price of a cup of coffee, we
can dazzle the man whom we've

been silently worshipping for the

past two months, so that he'll do

the asking next time."

The general concensus of opin-

ion is that Susie-Q week played

havoc with the pocketbook, but

as one girl put it, "If you're

lucky, you ask him out and he

foots the bill."

Of the girls interviewed, over

58 percent took out seven or more
men during Susie-Q week. This

is not a bad average considering

there are only seven days in a

week. Many students sacrificed

valuable time from studying for

Christmas exams to aid the cause

and win the trophy for their floor

or house.

Coffee dates were most popular

but some emerged from last week
with full-course meals under their

belts. Most notable are the few

who braved an intemperate, early

morning climate for an early

morning breakfast.

The men. on the other hand,

appreciated the fact that they did

not have to dish out the dough,

but on the whole, felt rather un-

comfortable at the overturning

of the social order.

O BY WOH8

Winning Costumes

Susie-Q week reached a suitable climax Friday night with a hard

times dance in Grant Hall. Costumes were varied and original,

among them those worn by first place winners Jim Herrington and

Sylvia Joyce.

Manitoba Moves
Increase In Fees

Winnipeg (CUP) — A motion
to approach university Board of

Governors with a request for a

50 cent hike in student fees was
approved at a recent meeting of

the University of Manitoba Stu-

dents' Union.

The motion, introduced by
treasurer Miles Pepper, was car-

ried by a 20-7 vote after an hour
of heated discussion.

Pepper said the proposed in-

crease was necessary because
cost of operating UMSU was ex-

ceeding its financial resources.

He said major reasons for the

raise were the increased cost of

maintaining the M a n i to b a n.

Brown and Gold, and the Nation-
al Federation of Canadian Uni-

versity Students.

A motion that a referendum on
the fee increase be held on the

campus brought forth the state-

nient from one member that "Stu-

dents do not know what is in-

volved." Another retorted, "Some
here are afraid of what the stu-

dents think and aren't willing to

risk it,"

Drama Guild Presents Play

To Large Ottawa Audience

No Tuesday Issue

There will be no issue of the

Journal next Tuesday. The
final Christmas issue will be

out Friday, Dec. 10. Material

for this issue will be accepted

up until Dec. 5.

Well-known Queen's alumna

Mayor Charlotte Written was

among the large crowd which

attended the Ottawa performance

of "The Merchant of Venice"

last Saturday night. The per-

formance was held in Fisher

Park High School auditorium.

This climaxed a week of stand-

ing room only performances in

Convocation Hall. Eleven hun-

dred people came to see "The

Merchant" during its three nights

of presentation. The last night

at Queen's is generally consider-

ed to have been the best here,

both in size and reaction.

Due to unfamiliar acoustics, the

Ottawa performance got off to

rather a slow start. The actors

found it quite unnerving to hear

their own speeches coming back

at them. This difficulty was soon

overcome, and the play finished

without further hindrance.

The stage crew were faced with

the difficulty of fitting the scen-

ery to a larger stage and then

getting it down again before mid-

night as the stage was rented to

someone else for the next day.

Out of the profit made from

the four nights run, part of the

Psychiatry Students

Tour New School

Members of Metis 'S7 and Theol-

ogy travelled to Smith's Falls last

week to visit the new Ontario Hos-

pital School. The trip was arranged

by Dr. George Scott, Professor of

Psychiatry here.

The Hospital School is a much-

needed institution, for it hopes to

achieve the rehabilitation of those

children who for same reason are

mentally defective and without spe-

cialized training might be relegated

to a purposeless existence.

The class was shown the various

aspects of the training program as

well as a few of the hospital wards

where some of the more hopeless

cases are cared for. Those who are

trainable are engaged in learning

trades such as shoe repairing, bar-

bering, kitchen help and other less-

involved tasks.

money will go to cover the royal-

ties on next term's play, which

has yet to be chosen, part to the

costume fund, and the remainder

to the Drama Guild's treasury.

Timetable Posted

For Examinations

In Half Courses

First draft of the timetable for

final examinations in half courses

o the first term has been released

liy th registrar's office. Students

are requested to check it careful-

ly and notify the registrar in case

of conflicts.

Monday, Jan. 3 : 2 p.m. to S.p.m-

— Chemistry ISa; Colloid Chem-
istry la; Electrical Engineering

VI; History 18a; Industrial Che-

mistry Ilia ; Mathematics 3a

;

Mathematics 12a; Metallography

I; Physics I4a
;

Physics VII;

Physics 21a; Physics X
Tuesday, Jan 4i 9 a.m. to 12

a.m. — Geology XXII; Geology

25a; Geology XXVa.

2 p.m. to S p.m. — Commerce
66a; English 14a; Geology VI;

Geology X ; Geology 15a ; Geol-

ogy 16a; Mathematics 10a; Phy-

sics 10a; Physics VI
;

Physics

12a; Physics 16a; Physics LX.

2 p.m. to 4 p.m. — Business Ad-

ministration.

Terrors C f Totalitarian State

Outlined By A. R. M. Lower
In a disturbing I.R.C. lecture on Russia last Thursday night.

Prof. A. R. M. Lower of the Department of Canadian History

emphasised the too often forgotten terrors of a totalitarian state.

The basis for his speech was Igor Gouzenko's 'The Fall of a

Titan", which he called "infinitely the most powerful piece of writ-

ing that has ever come out of Canadian soil."

Professor Lower was introduced to the audience by club pres-

ident Ken Hilborn as the writer of "a recent article reported in the

Queen's Journal and various lesser publications such as the Tor-

onto Globe and Mail." He started his lecture by reading pieces

of a Russian speech delivered to a banquet held in Moscow last

winter to celebrate Canadian-Soviet friendship month. Professor

Lower assessed it as undue flattery to Canadian artists and highly

inaccurate in detail.

The audience was then remind-

ed that we have no idea about

what could be going on behind

stone walls even in Canada. We
made a big mistake in the last war

when we gave our governments

the power to do things in secret,

but "our saviour is in publicity."

Sweater Donation

Highlight Of Dance

The Arts football dance, to be

staged Thursday in honor of the

Golden Gaels, will feature the or-

chestral music of Paul Chabot. Some

40 sweaters will be presented to the

members of the team together with

a trophy, engraved wih plaj-ers"

names, which will go to coach Frank

Tindall.

In urging student support for the

project. Arts President Bob Jenness

expressed the hope that the dona-

tion of sweaters would be a first

step in the direction of yearly pres-

entation of sweaters to the players

along with their letters.

Dancing will be held from 9 to

1. The price of admission will be 50

cents per person.

AllQueensmen
Please Notice

It has been noted that there are

errors and omissions in the list of

Women's Residences telephone

numbers as given in Who's Where.

The correct and complete list is:

Hall Porter, Adelaide Wing, 2-7675

;

House Manager, Ban Kigh, 7692;

Senior Warden, Adelaide Hall.

2-75S1 ;
Dietitian, 2-6111; Dean of

Women, 7562.

Students: Ban Righ, 2-0140 and

2-0164; Adelaide 1. 2-01S3; Ade-

laide 2. 2-026S; Adelaide 3, 2-0241

;

Baker House, 2-0248; Goodwin

House, 2-0084 ; Gordon House.

2-0035; Matheson House, 2-0213;

Muir House, 2-0141.

Please do not class students tele-

phones after U p.m. Hall Porter.

Adelaide Wing, 2-76765. is avail-

able for emergency calls after that

' time.

Impromtu Speech
By Mendes-France

Montreal (CUP) — A visit to the

McGill campus by French Prime

Minister, Pierre Mendes-France,

ended in an impromptu talk to the

students. He was received by Prin-

cipal James and members of the

senate and staff.

Speaking in French, the Prime

Minister expressed his gratitude for

the reception. He said that the

example of French and Anglo-Saxon

co-existence at McGill and in Can-

ada should prove an example to

the rest of the world.

He paid tribute to the McGil!

students and graduates who had

fought in Normandy and France

during World War II. His visit

to Canada, he said, was primarily

a visit of thanks.

The speech to the students was

not scheduled, but when the crowd

outside the hall began to cheer

Mendes-France, the prime min-

ister, at the request of the presi-

dent of the Students' Society, con-

sented.

SAC Disputes

Society Costs

Toronto (CUP) — A dispute

over Blue and White Society ex-

penditures at the Students' Ad-

ministrative Council's regular

meeting recently may lead to an

amendment of the Council's con-

stitution.

Discrepancies in figures spark-

ed a lively debate concerning re-

cent Blue and White Society ex-

penditures. Figures submitted by

Blue and White Chairman Bill

Harris appeared to conflict with

those of SAC secretary-treasurer

E. A. MacDonald.

Tighter control over Blue and

White Society expenditures was

recommended by Allan Walden,

Finance Commissioner. Walden

pointed out losses on sales of

bloops and pompoms as well as

on the football dance following

the Queen's-Westem game as

evidence of lax financing on the

part of the society.

The more than $400 loss on the

dance was explained by Harris

as an "unfortunate result of Sat-

urday's game." Most of the

Queen's students "packed up and

decided to go home." he said.

Michael Shoemaker, Trinity

rep., called the Society's budget-

ing "the strangest financial man-

ipulation I have ever come in

contact with."

A motion to set up a committ*''^

to investigate the amendnient

concerning the society was pas-

sed at the meeting.

The speaker, who visited Rus-

sia before the war, also read ex-

cerpts from Liberman's "Begin-

ning Lenin's Russia" and Eleanor

Lupper's "Eleven Years in Soviet

Prison Camps". The latter re-

ported that there are five prisons

in Moscow each holding 30,000

political suspects". They are

placed "beside the slop bucket"

when they go in and their 16-inch

wide space moves gradually to-

ward the barred and boarded win-

dows as their trial draws nearer.

In these conditions one elderly

woman was reported to have had

heart attacks every few weeks.

Child-like Innocence

"I am constantly marvelling at

the child-like trusting innocence

of our Canadian people", Profess-

or Lower continued. "It could

be asserted that Gouzenko's novel

is completely a work of the imag-

ination, but could anyone, even

the most gifted person, vmte such

a real novel completely out of his

imagination?" Gouzenko has ex-

hausted himself in this one book

because one will only read that

sort of thing once. The speaker

interpreted the message of the

novel as meaning that people are

perhaps now being bom who will

do what must be done in Russia,

but it can only be done from in-

side.

(See IRC Lecture, page 4)

KING SPARKS NAVY WIN
By Don Wolochow
Journal Gap Writer

Led by the brilliant work of

Tony King, Navy pulled the up-

set of the year by whipping the

highly-favored Army team 27-20

last Saturday.

Tony, who is visiting West

Point attending a conference on

International Affairs, lent a hand

on the gridiron for the occasion.

One of Navy's star halfbacks had

been butted by their mascot goat,

and while Tony was busy writing

it up for the Journal, someone

slapped some pads and a helmet

on him and in a trice our man was

in the huddle on the Army 14-yd.

line. On the very next play. King

tried to run off the field, but he

was the only midclie in the clear

and the quarterback hit him with

a perfect pass in the end zone.

This tied-up t!ie game and there

was only 10 seconds to play. The

rest is history. King showed his

brilliant footwork and skirted the

Army end to score the winning

touchdown.

The Army team, heavy favor-

ites this year, and trying gamely

to make the public forget the

cribbing scandal, slowly sulked

off the field. Tony followed them,

cheerfully handing out papers

which screamed: "WAIT TILL

NEXT YEAR."

Interviewed after the game,

King could only gasp, "When

does the train leave for Ottawa?"

and then collapsed into the arms

of an unidentified damsel. Spec-

tators at the annual classic were

heard to say that this had been

the most oustanding piece of

football since Bo MacMillan

whipped Harvard single-handedly

many years ago.

Paul Brown, coach of the Cle-

veland pro team, said that this

slim youngster was one of the

finest prospects to show for many

years, and asked to have an in-

terview. King replied that he still

had a year to go at Queen's and

that Frank Tindall was counting

on him to help win the Gaels'

second consecutive league title.

.A. large turnout is expected at

the station when the young hero

returns from West Point next

week. The Labor-Progressive

Club of Napanee has announced

that a testimonial dinner will be

held for King on his return.

Those interested in attending are

asked to contact George and

bring sandwiches.
^
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WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

LARGE CROWD VIEWS
INTRAMURAL BOXING

Mr. J. P. Metras,

University of Western Ontario,

Dear John:

The word up here on the farm these past few days, John, is

that you have been finally eliminated in the intercollegiate finals

and that your luck didn't hold out when you tangled with those

Varsity fellars for the Yates trophy last Saturday. Now, although

I feel sorry for you John, I must admit that I wasn't too surprised

to hear the news. Because as far as I could figure it before that

big game, your luck had just about run out.

This fellar Masterson at Toronto apparently shared my opinion,

because he said before the game that those Mustangs of yours had

more luck than any team he had ever heard about._. But you kept

saying all along that you never got any more breaks than anyone

else: except that all your luck came later in the game. Which is

certainly true John, and 1 won't argue the matter with you. About

your luck coming later in the game, I mean.

There was that time last year when you played the Blues in

the final playoff game. Remember that one? Why, your aunt

Bessie had given you for lost, and was going out to water the pigs,

when the radio announcer came up with the news that you had

won by having one of your boys throw a long payoff pass with

just 40 seconds left to play. What stunned nie, though, was that

this fellar Murray Henderson caught that one to win the ball game

for you. Most of the season he wasn't able to catch a good healthy

cold, but there he was when you needed him.

And then there was those Queen's fellars this year. You robbed

them blind, John, you really did. I admit you didn't need too

many good breaks that day you whipped them 27-1 in London, and

that it wasn't your fault that day they beat you 18-11 in Kingston.

You said so yourself after the game, remember? But then when
you beat them down in Varsity stadium a week ago, John : why
that was rubbing it in a bit too far. Even your ball players figured

you were wearing your horseshoes in the wrong places after that

one, and they were mighty surprised when they got back to the

dressing room. But then so was everyone else.

Anyway John, as I said before, you didn't win again this year.

But you've won eight times since the war, so you shouldn't feel too

sad. Your cousin Sadie went so far as to say she was mighty happy

that the Blues beat you Saturday, because she figured it was about

time. She said that they hadn't won a ball game in London since

1936, even though they tied your team three out of the last four

games they played down there. She admitted that this fellar Mas-

terson enjoyed a few breaks this season: and she counted them out

for me when I asked her to be a bit more specific about the matter.

She said that he had been fortunate enough to tie your team on

the second last weekend of the season, and that his Blues had then

come mighty close to being beaten by Queen's the next week.

Sadie sort of hinted that they must have been using a two-headed

coin when they made the flip that gave the Blues that bye into the

finals; but then, she isn't so loudmouthed as your Aunt Bessie

so she wouldn't say it.

Well, after all this John, 1 have to say that from the news re-

ports, it appears that you may be hard put next year to keep your

lucky streak operating at all. I've heard that Gino Fracas and Don
Getty and Don Prowse and Murray Henderson and Bob Turner
are finally going to get their degrees and so will have to hang up
their purple uniforms for good. That fellar Masterson apparentlj'

won't have 16 of his hall players back, and Steve Oncschuck and

Bob Pinkney are among them. A travelling chicken salesman from

Kingston has just told me that Frank Tindall's chances are looking

good for next year. You won't like this John, but I think he may
be right. It should be a good year, and. if Aunt Bessie will let me
get away with it, I think I'll bet Elmer (that's that new bull you

were asking about) on the outcome of the schedule. Fll have to

bet on the Gaels though, John, from the reports that have been

coming in on the radio, so I'm hoping that you won't see to it that

I lose a perfectly good bovine, I don't tlilnk you will though.

Sincerely,

Your Uncle Clem.

OFF THE CUFF
The price of fame: is apparently being well-fed. The Golden

Gaels, who have been the heroes of Kingston since their return

from Toronto, have attended two banrjuets so far, and have five

or six more on the pre-Christmas schedule. The Lions Club were

hosts at one of them while ioc;il sportsman T. S. McGinnis picked

up the tab for the other. Pep Leadley, an all-time Queen's great

was present at one of the dinners . . . The Kingston Junior Chamber

of Commerce is planning a big evening for the Gaels sometime

next month . . . shades of past games this season were present on

the TV screen Saturday afternoon when the Edmonton Eskies pulled

off that startling finish to edge the downcast Montreal Als. What's
(Continued on Page 3)

Intramural boxing and wrest-

ling competitions held last Wed-

nesday and Friday were termed a

success. Although there were

fewer entrants than last year,

those who did participate provid-

de plenty of action for the large

:rowds on hand for the two night

show. Under the capable guid-

ance of Jack Jarvis, the boxers put

on an excellent display of rights,

hooks, and jabs in the ring. Be-

side the ring Jim Saylor refereed

the wrestling bouts on a special-

ly marked-off mat.

The results as far as the team

championship is concerned were

very close. Science '56 managed

to squeeze out a narrow one pi

victory over Arts '58 with a total

of 13 pts to the Arts freshmen'^

12 pts.

Individually the bouts produc-

ed some fine prospects for the in-

tercollegiate assault at McGill in

February. Among these, two

standouts were Bill Beaton of

Arts '57 and Doug Kilgour of

Science '58. Bill won his match

with a second round KO over

Geoff Ballard of Science '56. Doug
took his match at the expense of

Tack Thompson of Arts '58 with a

second round KO.
In the 'rassling bouts At Neu-

mann of Science '57 was note-

worthy as he took the champion-

ship of the 147 lb. class with a

one fall victory over Arch Mac-

Bill Beaton gets set to pick up a knockout win over Jeff Ballard m the

second round of their 165 lb. scrap Friday night in the gym. Referee Jake

Edwards and a large crowd watch as the intramural boxers go through
their paces.

Donald of Science '56. Out of the

grunts and groans came seven

winners and prospects for the in-

tervarsity team.

Acknowledgements should go

to lake Edwards, whose fine voice

marks him as a man to announce

those TV bouts, and to Al Len-

ard who made sure that the boys

kept the fight on the up and up.

WRESTLING
130_F. Saldarelli Sc. '55 won

uncontested.

Varsity Overcomes Jinx

Down IVIustangs For Title

137—T. Courtnage Sc. 56 won
uncontested.

147—A. Neumann So 57 won

over A. MacDonald Sc 56 1 fall.

]57_j. Underwood Meds 59

won over H. Frederick Sc 56 9-2.

167—A. Spriet Sc 57 won over

J. Lindamood Sc 57 1 fall.

177 J. Plummer Sc 58 won

over D. Wilson Sc 58 1 fall.

Heavy—J. Goetz Sc 58 won

uver S. Sanchuk Sc 56 4-2.

BOXING

130 M. Fielding Sc 56 won

uncontested.

135—1. McEachern Arts 58 won

uncontested.

140—E. Simmons Arts 57 won

over D. MacEachren Arts 58, de-

cision.

145—A. MacDonald Sc 56 won

uncontested.

150—D. Kilgour Sc 58 won over

J.
Thompson Arts 58 TKO, 2nd

round.

155—R. McCracken Arts 58

won over R. Brown Sc 57, default.

165—B. Beaton Arts 57 won

over G. Ballard Sc 56, KO 2nd

round.

175—G. Felgate Sc 57 won over

J.
McCullough Arts 58, default.

Heavy—G. Yarrow Arts 58,

won uncontested.

Intercollegiate Swim Meet

Won By Western Mermaids

Varsity Blues ended their 18

year jinx last Saturday by beat-

ing the favored Western Mus-

tangs for the intercollegiate title.

Not since 1936 had a Toronto

Sports Jottings

All interested in track and field

are requested to attend a meeting

heing held tonight in the Physed

lecture room in the gym at S p.m.

The business under discussion will

include Tricolor photos ; election of

team captains for next year; dis-

cussion regarding an AB of C re-

presentative ;
election of next year's

executive. Movies of this year's in-

termediate intercollegiate track meet

(held at Queen's) will be shown.

The Queen's intermediate basket-

ball team opens its home schedule

tomorrow night in the gj'm, when

the Cape Vincent cagers will pro-

vide the opposition. Opening jump

will he at 9 hells.

BOXING
TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP

Science '56 13

Arts '58 12

Science '57 ~. 11

Science 58 10

Arts '57 6

Meds '59 3

Science '55 3

team won at J. W. Little Memorial

stadium, but on Saturday, the

Blues nosed out the Londoners

9-S. This gave Varsity their third

title in 11 years. Western have

won it the other eight ti§nes.

Saturday's tussle marked the

end of many college careers in-

cluding those of long-time all-

stars Steve Oneschuck of Varsity,

and Western's Gino Fracas, scor

ing king for the past two seasons.

This was also Don Getty's last

game. Fracas, who suffered a

mild concussion in the Queen's

tilt, wore a special sponge-padded

helmet.

The Blues got all their scoring

power from Steve Oncschuck,

who kicked a first quarter field

goal and then scored a third

quarter converted touchdown to

give Varsity a margin they nevei

relinquished.

Western came back after Ones

chuck's field goal to send John

Girvin over for a major from the

three yard stripe. Gino Fracas

converted.

The Mustangs put on a surge

in the third frame and managed

to garner two singles on field

goal attempts by Gino Fracas,

but the failed to get the clincher

Ralph Simmons was a tremend-

ous factor in a ground attack that

was actually superior to that of

the Blues.

'i"he women's intercollegiate

swimming meet was held in the

Queen's pool on Saturday night,

and was captured by University

of Western Ontario mermaids, who

compiled a 39 point total. Toronto

placed second with 32 points. Mc-

Gill was third with 28 points, and

Queen's ended up in fourth spot

with a 26 point aggregate.

Marion Jarret, Queen's out-

standing swimmer of the evening,

placed first in the 50 yard free-

style.

In the fifty yard breaststroke

Mary Munn of Western, a British

Empire Games swimmer, took

top honors. Mary broke the 1948

record of 36.2 seconds by swim

ming the distance in 35.1. The old

record has been tied once in 1950,

Jane Orser of McGill, a Cana-

dian amateur champion, placed

first in both the synchronized

figures and the synchronized solo

routine.

Jacqueline Tait of Western

broke the record time of 55 se-

conds (set in 1948) by swim-

ming the 75 yard individual med-

ley in 54.5. The Western splasher

(See Swimming, page 3)

Gael Puck Team

Gains Second Win

In an exhibition game played

last Friday, at the Jock Harty

memorial arena, the Queen's hoc-

key Gaels downed a strong Royal

Military College contingent 64.

RMC started out like a ball of

fire, and held a 2-1 lead at the

end of the first period. However

from the second period on, the

game was all Queen's.

Coach Pete Carr-Harris dres-

sed four lines and six defensemen

for the skirmish. The goals were

potted by Ian McKay, a gradu-

ate of Upper Canada College, who

is playing top-notch hockey ;
Mur-

ray Osborne ; Carl Markerth

;

Barry Percival; Ron Bradshaw;

and Andy McDougall. The fourth

line scored a goal their only time

on the ice.

Top performances were turned in

by Rav Hoffman, who was a threat

every "time he had the puck, Dick

Hill. Al Hitchcock, Ron Valiquette

and Bert Brooks.

(See Hockey, page 3)

Pre-Christmas Basketball

INTERMEDIATES
Wed. Dec. 1 — Cape Vincent at Queen's.

Sat. Dec. A— Theresa at Queen's.

Sat. Dec. U — St. Lawrence at Queen's.

SENIORS
Fri. Dec. 3 — Queen's at Oswego State.

Sat. Dec. 4 — Queen's at Hamilton College.

Sat. Dec. 11 — St. Lawrence at Queen's,

• Southern Fried Chicken Italian Spaghetti • Delicatessen Specialties Steaks

town and country restaurants
'rincess St. at Clergy

Kingston, Ont.

2 LOCATIONS Highwoy No. 2

Cotoraqui, Ont.
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STEAM
SHOVEL

SCRIBE DUZ CARRY IN BREW FOR MARION
And it came to pass on Morn of Sun that tlirobbing frequencies

of Marion's Clarion did again reach unto eardrums of youngest

and most inexperienced of scribes. And noting that instrument

of time had indeed ceased to function, (for such was duration of

scribe's sktmbcr), did same bound vigorously from horizontal plane

of feather and hasten into trails of Kin. But before even few of

particles of quartz bad lowered C.G. of newly overturned instru-

ment of time did scribe return with more haste, for were sinuous,

rippling muscles of legs of scribe unhidden by blessing of pantz.

Thus did game return with more care into unusual shine of Sol

and proceed to liccd Marion's call. But before entering Sanctum

of Marion did scribe stop by Cav of Gord where unopened keg of

most potent of brews, (Marion's favourite), lay aging in secret

distillery of Warriors of Clicm in netber regions of annex. Thus

did scribe roll barrel, (singing appropriate songs), to window of

Cav of Nic from whence it was spirited to side of Marion. And
Marion did instruct Warriors of Scienz. especially Schnoffites, to

prepare selves for coming (|uerie5, for season of inflated skin of

pig is now over. Further was Marion surprised to learn that Sgam
the Batty One had emerged as loser in Land of Wcs, and that tribe

from Land of Arctic were victors in Town of Hog.

Queen's Christian Fellowship

Chape! services are being held in Morgan Memorial Chapel

every Wednesday from 1 to 1 :30 p.m. Speaker this week will be

Dr. Cragg of Sydenham United Church. Everybody welcome.

WHISTL£ SUPS
(Continued from Page 2}

Students' Wives Club

Come one, come all, students' wives, to the Christmas party

on Tuesday, Dec. 7, at 8 p.m. in the Science Clubrooms (over Tech
Supplies.

THERE'S SUE THE Q — AND THEM THAT DO
And once more must scribe hustle to Cav of Coins, for week

of Sue the Q and free entertainment is over for many moons to'

come. And was Maid Marion pleased to hear of Lemonz purchasing

pintz of palest i)a!atable pilseners for warriors of tribe on week of

Sue the Q. And did scribe inform fairest maid Marion how war-

riors did snooz on morn of Saturn — even till contests of ellipsoidal

pill did beckon from box of many voices. And Marion, knowing
that satisfaction on Eve of Fria is directly proportional to magni-

tude of snooz on morn of Saturn, did even realize that warriors did

spend wildest of eves m Cav of Grant. Hov.-ever, must scribe re-

member famous motto of warriors of Scienz — "There's Sue the

O — and Them That Do."

And did scribe deem winners of eve worthy of highest hon-

ours, for truly were same really built — one like backhouse of pro-

verbial nature. And was olher winner dressed as squaw of fine

Iroquois ancestry. (However, does scribe make very clear that

Marion is finest maid of all tribz).

SCRIBE MUST SEEK THE LEMON SNEAK
And did niaicl ^farion iiiisl:il;enly accuse scribe of chiseling

posters for Sue the Q, as same were indeed written in sacred

language of Marion's scribe. And as scribe did hang by seat of

pantz from upraised shovel of Marion, did great shower of mickey

bottles descend from pockets to hardest of tcrazza floors below,

.^nd only after scribe did nia:^agc to utter humble defense did fair

maid Marion acknowledge fact that other creatures of unknown
nature did steal steam from sl.nvcl. And Marion did instruct scribe

lo find said culprits for purptses of punishment.

And now does flagon gr(,w emplv and wits grow duller. And
does wearisome toil of labour.^ make even well-rested scribe more

sleepy than ever. And so must scribe take leave of Marion and

make way back to den so that adventures of Pogo might again

be added to knowledge and wisdor.i of scribe.

Commerce Club

There will be a meeting of the Commerce Club at 8 p.m. to-

night in the McLaughlin Room of the Students' Union. O. Holden,

representative of the Ontario Hydro, will speak on the St. Lawrence
Seaway.

Badminton Club

Correction : Badminton Club will meet as usual tonight.

Practice will not be cancelled as previously announced.

Track and Field Club

There will be a meeting of the Queen's Track and Field Club

in the Phys. Ed, lecture room in the gj'm tonight at 8 o'clock. Movies

of this year's intermediate intercollegiate track and field meet will

be shown. Everybody welcome.

Maths and Physics Club

The Maths and Physics Club will meet Thursday. Dec. 2, in

Room 314, Ontario Hall, at 6:30 p.m. Dr. N, Miller will speak on

the Putnam Competition papers.

with Varsity stadium anyway? . . the scUoiit crowd in the Union

TV room was all for the west: when Jackie Parker broke up the

ball game with that 90 yard jaunt enthusiastic Queensmen hollered.

There was a big crowd at the intramural boxing prelims on

Wednesday, but it couldn't match the throng which turned out for

the finals on Friday night. Jack Jarvis and Jim Saylor had their

boxers and wrestlers primed for a good show which was thoroughly

enjoyed by the rooters on hand. Jarvis himself stepped in to stop

one fight before any serious injury befell a pugilist who was ob-

viously overmatched . . . Jarvis now starts training his fighters

for the intercollegiate assaults next February at McGill. When

he mentioned tiie assaults a while back, Jack reminisced that things

had changed on the scene since he first arrived at Queen's. Box-

ers are apparently getting heavier. When Jack first began training

fighters, the first weight class was set at 112 lbs. Since that time

the CIAU has also dropped the 118 and 125 lb. divisions, so that

anyone under 130 is now eligible to fight in the lowest weight class.

The Queen's hockey Gaels made their first home appearance

the other night, and unveiled a lot of new talent. However, the

game with RMC, which was announced for 5 p.m.. didn't get un-

derway until much later. Little things mean a lot ... in a more

serious vein, our congratulations to Bob Masterson and bis Blues

for the title they picked up on Saturday. The Toronto team won

the games that counted, and you can't ask for more.

Drama Night

Tonight, an evening of one-act plays, student directed, will

be held in Convocation Hall at 8 p.m. Everyone welcome. Admis-

sion 25 cents.

SWIMMING

(Continued from page 2)

also placed first in the 75 yard

breaststroke,

Belty and Sheila Lindsay illu-

strated the "Twins from Siam"
in the synchronized doubles; and

the pair placed first, In the 150

medley relay, Western added to

tlicir point total by placing first.

The dii'ing title was taken by

Cathy Young of Queen's,

The 200 yard freestyle relay was
the grand finale of the evening.

Ill this event, Toronto piaccd

first, and Queen's second.

HOCKEY

(Continued from page 2)

Once again this year, Queen'

have entered in the St. Lawrence
league and should with any luck

3t all walk away with the cham-

pionship, An effort is also lieing

made to get the team into the

i'ltemiediate intercollegiate league

n which Toronto and Western

iilso participate. It is hoped that

Queen's will gain admittance by

next year. This year's schedule

will be printed in a later edition

of the journal.

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 '/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9.00 a.m. to 9.0C p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.i

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

SWEET CAPS

imVf MILD!

Campus capers

call for Coke

Parties click when the

mood is right. With

enough Coke on hand

you can set the scene

for a gay session . .

.

anytime.

COCA-COlAUm

NOW PLAYING!
'TO EACH HIS OWN"

Olivia DeHavilland — John Lund

"A PLACE IN THE SUN" (Adult)

Elizabeth Taylor — Shelley Winters — Montgomery CUft

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

This hairdo was made with ^Ml
... the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent is

jnade lo give you lovelier,

softer curls . . . the kind you

need for today's casual hair-

dos like tlie "Bobbi Bob" pic-

tured above. A Bobbi wave is

never tight, never frizzy.

Right after using Bobbi your

hair will have the beauty, the

body, the soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And it

will slay that way for weeks

and weeks!

Giving youi-self a Bobbi is

easier, quicker than you ever

dreamed possible. You just

put your hair in pin curls

and apply Bobbi Crenie Oil

Lotion. A little later, rinse

with water, let dry, brush out

-and that's all! No clumsy

curlers to use. No help

needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in fashion — if you can make

a simple pin curl — you'll

love Bnl>l,i! $1.75

^ Pl(|---
CURL

Jost pin-curl as osoal. Apply Bobbi. rinse 15 niimites later.

When h.iir is dry, simply brush out. No neutralizer needed.

No curlers, no re-setting. So easy, you do it yoiirielf.
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SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68Vi Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Quality that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MftNUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS

Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Nines Ice Cream

Whafs news at Inco?

IRC LECTURE
(Continued from Page 1)

In spite of the situation in

Czechoslovakia, where commun-

ists are executing their former

neifjhbors, Professor Lower
thought it unlikely that Canada's

communists could form such a

ruthlessly totalitarian regime. The

Bolshevik Revolution produced

little or no change in social and

political conditions in Russia.

Even the abolition of slavery in

the American Revolution was a

change far less radical than would

be needed to put up a totalitarian

regime tike Lenin's or Hitler's in

Canada.

Fraud Discovered

At Western Dance

London (CUP) — JHssing

from Western's Coimt Basie

Dance receipts is about $300. A
dark-haired man, wearing glas-

ses and a brown coat is alleged

to know about the missing money
What actually happened is a

mystery to the University Stu-

dents' Council- However, approx-

imately 100 students reported

buying tickets at the back door of

Thames Hall from an unidenti-

fied man. The only description of

him is his dark hair, glasses and

brown coat.

NFCUS Urges

To Increase St

Government
udent Loans

By Chuck Hockman

(This is the second of two ar-

ticles pointing out the immediate

need for government assistance in

the form of increased scholarships,

bursaries and loans to university

students. It is presented in connec-

tion zvith the extensive campaign

underway at present, conducted by

A'FCUS, for a reneived appeal to

the government.)

Canada lags behind all other

countries in the number of schol-

arships and loans available to help

I?'' illes

Here and there io the vicinity of Sudbury, tall headframes

rise from the rugged landscape. Deep down, as much

as a mile beneath the surface, more than 120 miles of

underground railway have been built. Go its tracks 146

electric locomotives haul ore from the working areas

to the great hoists which lift the ore to the surface.

Most of these locomotives are powered by Edison ^|

nickel-iron batteries—which are themselves partly made
\

of nickel—but some 20-ton giants, like the one in the
;

picture, operate by trolley from overhead wires and
!

can haul as much as 130 tons of ore in one train.

120 miles of subway would be a major undertaking

anywhere. In the Inco mines, each mile is an example

of the planning and engineering necessary when 13

million tons of ore have to be raised to the surface

each year.
,

TlicRonwiicfo/A'M", a 72-

a^t liooijntly UhislraUd.

c sent fret on regaest io anyone

Ureslrd.

THE International Nickel CO'"'*^'^^
OF CANADA, LIMITID . 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

worthy students through college.

Amounts Small

The number of scholarships pre-

sently provided to Canadian stu-

dents is not large, and the

amounts involved in most cases

barely cover tuition. Such a

scholarship is not of much value

to a boy or girl who is unable to

find the additional money requir-

ed for room, board and other ex-

penses. It is true that many stu-

dents earn some money during

the summer vacation, but many

young people whose parents are

unable to assist them financially

find it impossible to raise enough

funds to supplement their meagre

income.

Therefore, we find that the

university population is drawn m
very disproportionate numbers

from upper middle class business

and professional homes. This is

clearly shown in a survey con-

ducted by the University of Mon-

treal. There is thus no assurance

that those who attend universi-

ties are the best qualified stu-

dents.

Alarming Conditions

In view of these alarming con-

ed. The government is fully

blem that can no longer he ignor-

ditions we are faced with a pro-

aware of these conditions but un-

less we the National Federation

of Canadian Universities can get

the support of every citizen, in all

likelihood our petitions will be

shelved as others have been in the

past. A report that has been

shelved is that of the Royal Com-

mission on National Development

in the Arts, Letters and Sciences

liich was completed almost two

years ago. At thai time no less

than 143 briefs submitted to the

Commission recommended that

the federal government institute

a system of scholarships bursaries

and loans at the undergraduate

level.

Among those submitting briefs

were the heads of our largest edu
'

cational organizations associa-

tion of students, professional so-

cieties, labor organizations and

the provincial governments of

Ontario, Nova Scotia, Saskatche-

wan and Newfoundland. The ob-

jection from Quebec was based

on the fear that provincial rights

in education would be violated.

This objection has been deemed

hardly sufficient to postpone any

action.

There i.s no reason why a pro-

gram of scholarships, bursaries,

and loans to university students

based on a system of selection

cannot be agreed upon by the

federal government and the pro-

vinces.

However to assure that definite

action will be taken we must have

the .support of every Canadian.

This issue must be kept foremost

everyone's mind until our re-

quests have been granted.

Classified Ads

Lost

Pair of brown-rinimed glasses

in brown case. Finder please con-

tact Jean Pickering at 9484.

Found

Plastic raincoat in Old Art;

Building about one month ago

Contact Al Instant (Old Art

Building.)
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THE FRATERNITY QUESTION

Casually leafing through one of'

tSie larger periodicals last week,

your correspondent was brought up

short by a question in an advertise-

ment. A j'oung hussy clad in prac-

tically nothing leered suggestively

from the page and brazenly asked

"Which figure type are YOU?"
Blushing furiously, I hastily view-

ed a set of categorising silhouettes

placed in the ad and was trying to

decide between 'Average' and 'Full

hips' when a line further down

caught my attention. "47 out of

every 100 women are dissatisfied

with the way their girdles fit, ac-

cording to a recent impartial sur-

vey," it said. The ad wasn't meant

for me at all ! It was just a come-on

for the lady reader from the Formfit

Girdle people.

In a burst of scientific inquiry, I

strode down town bent on verify-

ing the statement that almost half

the female population writhes in the

clutches of ill-fitting two-way stret-

ches. Whipping out a notebook, I

apjjroachcd a motherly looking lady

and crisply asked, "Are you satis-

fied wit hthe way your girdle

fits?"

The sharp blow 1 received from

her tightly-rolled umbrella plus the

long winded explanation I was
forced to give at the poHce station

have soured me on impartial sur-

veys and the Formfit Girdle people

for ever. Look to yourselves, you

'

dogs! I'll get even with you if I

have to start selling Playtex pro-

ducts to do it.

These pictorial advertising gam-
bits are really getting out of hand.
In that same magazine that the

Formfitters sneaked into, other

come-ons equally insiduous were

present. Immediately facing the

girdle ad was an interesting tableau

of a broad sprawled on a sofa in a

strapless job with a half-nelson on
some oily-haired moron. The text of

the thing shrieked "Beware mister!

. . . she's wearing Evening Capers."

Evening Capers turned out to be a

perfume . . . light as a whisper . . .

provocative as a wink . . . what man
would guess the danger? I would,

sweetie. Show me the guy with a

lialf-nelson that isn't scared out of

his wits.

The advertisers have even turn-

ed the lowly shoe into a thing of

tc-rror. Cariocas by Rhythni-step

have this sickening statement to

pour into your ear. "Caramba! See

how they bubble with Latin excite-

ment, how the breathe of gayety

and laughter ..." Great. We hav-

en't got enough troubles so now our

shoes have to giggle and bubble. I

can think of nothing more unnerving

than being awakened in the dead of

night by the twittering of a damned

pair of oxfords.

The same note occurs over and

over again. The ads promise that

if you will just put on the right

thing . . . i.e. their thing - you will

tingle all over, feel more alluring,

more beautiful, provocative, slimmer,

taller, etc. "Slip on our nightgown

and you'll see a lovelier you," the

Holeproof hosiery company im

plores. I will give you seven to five

that I can slip on any nightgown in

the joint and look worse than ever.

"Now is the time for Alligator, the

coat you'll LIVE IN!" I felt posi-

tively giddy over that one. The pros-

pect of living in a trench-coat for

the rest of my natural born life will

just never win me over, fellows. It

may be all right for Chuck Stone

but not for Baby.

The final thrust is saved for the

ad which says "Men who care

'Suave' the hair." I don't give a

damn. I'm going to let mine grom
to weeds same as I've always done.

Magazine, anyone?

HEIDELBURG AUTHORITY INTERVIEWED

by John Dowser'Fothringhara

It was with great interest that

this reporter set forth to inter-

view the famous Heidelberg au-

thority on fraternities, Herr Dok-

ton Karl von Kopfkapitan. My
first question was an interview-

er's masterpiece; "What do you
think of the Kingston weather,

Herr Doktor?"

"Faul", answered our note-

worthy authority.

"Perhaps, my good Doktor, you

would give us your opinion on our

University's status re fratern-

ities."

"Faul", replied the good Dok-

tor.

It was at this point that your

reporter felt that he had either

pulled a howler or was in desper-

ate need of an interpreter. The
good Doktor, however, rallied

round in the midst of these

thoughts and said that he thought

any University in Canada which

did not have fraternities was re-

troactive, to say the least.

His explanation of this view

was a masterpiece of Teutonic

thoroughness. "You must." he

said, "realize that mit jer crowded

schools of today, evermore stu-

dents into der universities vill

vant to get. So, you must create

vacancies for them, nein? Here

is vere der fraternities in gekom-

men. For their duties are to pro

vide students mit opportunities

to drink, dance, und duel. Of

dese der last most important is

Yen you haf lots of fraternities

vou haf lots of duels und baf lot-

of vacancies for new. students

Nicht wahr?"

It was agreed that this certain

ly was true, but this interviewer

wasn't too sure about the "nicht

wahr" business. Perseverance wa

demanded however, so further

questioning was applied.

"Herr Doktor, what happens if

some do not join these fraterni

ties?"
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"Imbossible! Everyone choins

a fraternity if he vants to haf a

good university life."

But what if one is not accept-

ed by any fraternities? What is

he to do?"

"Simble! If he is not by a

fraternity accepted, he obviously

the wrong type to university to

go is. He should haf stood in

bed!"

"But what if a person is an in-

dividual and doesn't want to join

a fraternity?"

"HimmeU Vot is wrong mit

him. Does he not a broad mind

haf? Everyone who to a univers-

ity goes should to a fraternity

vant to belong. Id is the 'Gem-

utlichkeit' which one should look

for at universities und der fratern-

ities gif this the best of any-

bodies."

"But do you not think that a

student might put his fraternity

life ahead of his school-life?"

"Bud of course! All duels are

fought ad sunrise. Classes do nod

start until eight. Is very simble,

all that can habben is that one

person misses a class. But this

of course makes the room for

another student yet."

"Herr Doktor, do you think that

fraternities will create prejudice

and class distinctions amongst the

students?"

"I think dot always ve shall haf

der different classes, bud I think

dot fraternities create tolerance

nod prejudices. Fraternities make

a person realize dot there are low-

er forms of life vich must be ac-

cepted efen on the university

level."

"What location would you

choose in this vicinity as the ideal

site for a frat-house?"

"Midout doubt I vould choose

(!er old Fort Henries. Id has lots

of room for a decent vine cellar, a

parade ground suitable vor der

biggest dances, und lots of old

swords und pistols for duelling

mit. Also id ist very well self-

contained and der fraternity brud-

ers could live dere mit out being

bothered about der Lemonites

having planned a 'panty-raid' on

dem. Is der best blace yet."

"Thank you very much for your

invaluable advice Herr Doktor

Karl von Kopfkapitan, we shall

hope to see you again sometime at

a duel."

James Milligan At Grant Hall

By Clarence Barnes

Journal Reviewer

James Milligan has a magnifi-

cent dramatic baritone voice, as

lie proved, but unfortunately

none too amply, at last Tuesday's

concert in Grant Hall.

It was a pity that we were not

given more of such delightful

singing as "Non piu audrai" from

Mozart's "The Marriage of Fig-

aro". It would be a joy to see him
in opera. He also gave one of the

best performances I have ever

heard of the more solemn "Arm,

arm ye brave" from Handel's

"Judas Maccabaeus".

These were the highlights in
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a rather dull concert. Granted,

they shone the more brightly for

the contrast, but I would have

preferred less contrast and more

brightness.

Mr. Milligan must have receiv-

ed a rude shock when he stepped

on stage and saw all those damn-
ing empty seats. I'm afraid the

directors of this year's University

Concert series may have lost

money again, in spite of the fact

that they held only two concerts.

Are they being forced to attract

large audiences with very large

but very expensive names?

EXPORT
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Susie*$ Sharp Practices

Another Susie Q Week has gone by, and once agani the essence

of this nobie institution has been debased by the growth o£ cer-

tain sharp practices. Unless stern measures are taken, Susie Q
Week may soon become merely the occasion when the campus

females repay the boys who took them out earlier in the year.

Surely this is not the week's purpose. In addition to enabhng

bashful blondes to date the men of their dreams, it should be the

time when the girls discover what it is like to assume a young man's

etiquette. But the situation has so degenerated that girls no long-

er help their escorts on with their coats and sometimes even de-

mand that the boys call for them. If things go much further, the

girls will soon be asking the boys to stand in the line-up for coffee.

When this point is reached Susie Q Week might as well be abolished

WHiat seems to be required is a force of female constables to

cover the campus incognito and report any malpractices to a board

of inquiry set up by the Levana Society. If one of these detectives

saw a young lady waiting while her escort opened the door, she

should report her to the court which could levy appropriate fines.

The rates might range from 25 cents for the above offense to $1.50

for failing to call for the boy at his room. Penalties should also be

established for alowing the boy to pace orders in restaurants, for

complaining when he keeps her waiting and for refusing to walk

the boy home. Although this system might impose certain hard-

ships at first, it would be a great stride toward rehabilitating an

institution whose worthiness is unquestioned but which soon be

defunct.

The Richness Of Diversity

Prime Minister St. Laurent has hinted that the government

intends to introduce legislation at the next session of parliament

to provide for the establishment of a Canada Council. The idea

originated with the Massey Commission which recommended the

setting up of such a body to serve three principal purposes. In the

first place it would act as a co-ordinating center for the activities

of voluntary cultural bodies. It would provide financial assistance

to worthy groups and generally stimulate activities in the arts, let-

ters and sciences. Secondly, the Council would serve to underwrite

and sponsor Canadian cultural affairs abroad. By such means it

would carry to those outside of Canada expressions of Canada's

endeavours in the cultural field. As a third responsibility the

Canadian body would act as a National Council for UNESCO, We
would thus be fulfilling a commitment undertaken in signing the

UNESCO Charter.

It is now three years since the Massey Commission made its

report. Presumably the government's delay in implementing recom-

mendation was due to its concern over Quebec's attitude. It is

heartening to have this implied satisfaction that any reservations

that Quebec may have had are now overcome. Having developed

the real indigenous culture which Canada can claim to have, Que-
becois are certainly entitled to assurance that the Canada Council

is not an attempt to nationalize culture. Indeed its effect should

be just the opposite, it should be an instrument in teaching Can-
adians to appreciate the richness of diversity. All too often mis-

understanding and bitterness between French-speaking and English-

speaking Canadians have been products of the failure to dissemin-

ate knowledge of the background and sentiments of one group to

the other.

The Canada Council, if it is ever mindful of the differences in

the traditions of our people, can make a significant contribution to

the building of national unity. Not unity which is based upon an
attempt to impose uniformity but unity which is based upon re-

spect fpr and appreciation of the various strands of Canadian history.

Canada's Unemployed

The Last of the Susie-Q's

Student Apathy

Left And Right

A standard piece of political jargon, one which is heard every
day, is the distinction made between right and left-wing parties.

Innocent as these labels may seem they bear dangerous implica-

tions and should be examined carefully when applied to individuals

or parties. The tendency, for example, to apply the phrase "right-

wing" to both the Progressive-Conservatives and the Nazis involves

a complete failure to distinguish between the two, despite differ-

ences between them which far outweigh their similarities. Even
more confusion results when the public is informed that both the

CCF and the Communists are "left-wing" parties; the ill-informed

are apt to link the two parties an dconclude that the Socialists are

out to establish a police state.

The use of these phrases sprang out of the seating arrange-
ment in the British House of Commons where the government sits

to the Speaker's right (and is therefore "right-wing") and the op-

position to his left. Observers tended to equate the opposition

party with radicalism, while the term "left-wing" came to be ap-

plied to parties of reform. Only after the term was common coin

did it appear that left-wing parties might be much more conservative

than right-wing reactionaries. The Fascists, for example, were a

party of the right and yet were far more radical than the British

labour party which i& still identified as a left-wing party.

The mistaken notions arising from loose usage of these terms

may do incalculable harm to the public's political thinking and thus

to the democratic process. The public must learn to disregard

these terms' connotations and realize when they are being used for

purposes of smearing the opposition. Newspapers and broadcast-

ers would do well to oppose the phrases "democratic" and "totali-

tarian", and "conservative" and 'progressive". Until they do the

public can only view varying political opinions through a haze of

semantic prejudices.

By Jim Cochlin

Three years after the winter of

the big bison-run {that is to say,

375S B.C.), a chap named Ung

started a university. This school gave

courses leading to the degree of

B.A.C. (Bachelor of Applied Cave-

manship) and soon expanded, in-

corporating a school of medicine

which conferred degrees of W.D.

(Witch Doctor).

About thirty years after the in-

corporation of the school, a club was

formed. It was called the Politics

Club, and the members practised

throwing stones and swinging clubs

(Politics hasn't changed much in

5,6S2 years). All went well for a

few years, until other people started

forming clubs. Before long there

were 60 clubs on the round bound

campus of dear old U.U., all com-

peting for members. Then those

words appeared, the words that

have been the subject of editorials

since Ab, son of Ba was editor of

the Ung University Journal. The

words are "Student Apathy".

It all started when Moe, chair-

man of the Dynosaur Study Group,

took chisel in hand and chipped a

letter to the editor saying student

apathy was the cause of most of the

world's ills, just after three mem-
bers of his club became a Dynosaur's

Lunch Club, and he couldn't re-

cruit new members to take their

place. Not being on speaking terms

with Ab, Moe delivered the letter

by hurling it at Ab's head, and then,

letters being the effective missies

they were in those days, took over

the editorship and printed his own

letter. It's been going on ever since

I am going to risk the ire of

launch club members everywhere

by saying, "Up with Student Apa-

thy ! Long may it thrive
!"

My reasons are basic. Student

apathy, the words of the letter-

writers, really stand for discrimina-

tion. And discriminating students

are usually successful students. Non-

discriminating students soon be-

come non-students.

Last year's Who's Where listed

63 clubs and similar groups which

operate at Queen's. This does not

include year organizations, faculty

iocicties, faculty courts, or the Alma

Mater Society. The multitude of

groups demanding a student's in-

terest is frightening.

A truly non-apathetic student can

find enough activities in which he

has a sincere interest to take up all

his time. If he does not develop some

Student Apathy at an early stage,

he won't have time for his school

work. And even those few people

who come to university to have fun

must pass a few courses in order to

stay. The "Joiner" of course, is lost.

There are just too many groups

begging for his membership. How-

ever, I do not refer to the joiner

when I speak of the non-apathetic

student. I mean a person who

wishes to get ahead in his course,

has a normal interest in social life

and political organizations, enjoys

a couple of sports and has a hobby

or two.

Let us examine the possibilities of

such a person. Suppose he is a

Scienceman, with 30 hours of classes

and at least 30 of home studying.

He may have a steady girl or at least

likes to go out an evening or two

a week. If not a member of his year

or faculty e.\-ecutive, he is probably

on a committee of these groups. If

he is a member, he is certainly on

a committee if not several. He will

join the club which pertains to his

branch of engineering, and probably

the Engineering Institute of Can-

ada. He will certainly be interested

in his own hobbies, which are sure

to have an organization here. He

w-ill probably want to join one of

the religious clubs. He may wish

to join one of the military groups.

And for his own health, if for no

other reason, he will want to play

at some sport.

He can't possibly do it. This stu-

dent, with interests common to most

of us here will be literally snowed

under with activities unless he ig-

nores some of the activities which

interest him. First he must select

carefully the groups to which he will

give his attention, and then he must

call apathy to his aid.

Student apathy, then, is not com-

plete disinterest in what is going on

around the campus. It is rather an

awareness that one capacities are

only so large, and that if one tries to

exceed thcni he runs a risk of ac-

complishing nothing at all.

Student apathy has saved many

more students from failure than

student interests have ever saved

from a dull and boring life, and for

that reason I say, "Long live Stu-

dent Apathy!"

By Carl Hamilton

The extent of unemployment in

Canada has again become a matter

of serious concern in many areas of

the coimtry. Both national labour

organizations made their bid to the

federal government for action some

time ago. More recently Premier

Frost of Ontario indicated that he

will press again for increased federal

government spending to provide

jobs. Last week municipal officials

appealed for assistance on the basis

that they had neither the funds nor

the responsibility to care for their

employable unemployed.

The figures indicate that these

officials and organizations have jus

tification for their concern. National

Employment Service reports say

that there were about 260,000 per-

sons without work during the third

week of October. This represents an

increase of 26 percent over the same

period last year. Even if one takes

the alternative figure of 179,000,

estimated by the Dominion Bureau

of Statistics, it is easy to see the

cause for worry. It is not due so

much to the fact that these figures

represent from three to five percent

of the working force, although even

that is well below the full-employ-

ment level. The serious factor is

that in the fall Canada is just en

tering the period of increasing un

employment. It is almost certain

that the rate will continue to increase

well into March or April.

With four or five months to go

before we reach the peak it is not

unreasonable to assume that our un-

employed will make up eight to ten

percent of the labour force before

spring. The cause of this most un-

happy situation are not hard to find.

One basic factor is the seasonal na-

ture of many Canadian industries.

Lumbering and mining activities,

for example, normally slow up in

winter and many men are thrown

out of work and without alternative

jobs. But this so-called seasonal un-

employment cannot be said to ac-

count for more than one-quarter or

one-third of the total. The remainder

has to be attributed to the general

slackening of economic activity

which has taken place over the past

year. The textile industry in Que-

bec and the coal industry in Nova

Scotia have been very hard hit and

have laid off a large proportion of

their working force. In one of our

most basic industries, iron and steel,

output has fallen sharply in the last

year. Pig iron production is down

35 percent and steel ingot output

has dropped 24 percent in the past

twelve months. Farm income has

declined about 25 percent over the

past two years and this has had very

serious effects on employment in

such industries as agricultural ma-

chinery.

The question of what to do to

relieve the situation falls into two

parts. The more immediate need is

to provide assistance to those per-

sons who ha^'e lost their source of

income as a result of having no

job. Unemployment insurance meets

this need in part, of course. But with

the present cost of living the pros-

pect of feeding, clothing and hous-

ing a family for the winter on ?20

to $24 per week is not a bright one.

And then, of course, many will run

out of benefits before new jobs are

available just as they did last win-

ter. The case for increasing insur-

ance benefits immediately and for

broadening the coverage is a strong

one and the federal government

ought to give speedy consideration

to it.

The basic problem still remains.

Unemployment insurance relieves

the more glaring elements of distress.

It does little to solve the problem of

increasing economic activity and

creating jobs. The real cost of im-

employment is not only the hardship

caused to the victims but the loss

of wealth to the whole country as

a consequence of unused resources.

The only solution to this aspect of

the problem is to create jobs by

boosting the economy. Finance Min-

ister Harris has stated that one

way to do this is to cut taxes, thus

give a spur to businessmen's incen-

tive to produce more But a problem

involved in this method is that when

the government cuts taxes it has

fewer funds with which to act itself.

One of the paramount needs is for a

vastly extended program of public

works, especially in those communi-

ties which have been hardest hit.

No one can argue that Canada does

not need many more roads, schools,

hospitals and other facilities, to say

nothing of the desirability of ex-

ploring new fields for longer term

investments such as resource de-

velopment and public power and

irrigation projects.

With regard to both these as-

pects of meeting the unemployment

problem the federal government has

been slow to act. It is certainly to

be hoped that when parliament meets

in January it will have some defi-

nite proposals to make.

Errata

Last week's article "India

Democracy for Asia?", by Robert

Jenness, contained two errors

paragraph three. India's population,

referred to in the first sentence,

should read 365 millions, not 465

milhons. The figure, in the middle

of the paragraph, referring to con-

sumption of national income by non-

productive groups, should read 18

percent, not 1 percent.
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Revue's Budget Approved
^Riot^ Planned For January

Budget for the Queen's Revue was approved by the AMS Wed-
nesday evening.

"Riot '54", this year's production, is well underway, and will

open Jan, 19 at KCVI auditorium to run Jan. 19, 21, and 22. The
show is student organized with Bill Wallace directing, and Howie
King producing.

A culture sequence, and waltz

number will be the highlights of

the Revue. The chorus line will

be singing as well as dancing;

their line dances will appear in

four numbers.

All music has been completed.

Lyrics were written by D. K.

Gollan, and music by Paul Cha-

bot. The show consists of four-

teen song and dance routines, and

a story which lends continuity

to the presentation.

Briefly the story is of two
country girls who arrive at

Queen's to find thecnselves in ;

dilemma. They don't know whe
ther they have taken up residence

at Ban Righ Hall, or the women's

penitentiary. A riot in Kingston

results from the antics of certain

students, and "Riot '54" begins.

Vocal stars include Kathy Tot-

ten, Bill Shearson, Alex Waklin

Maggie Martyn, and the Two
Dots. Di McLennan and Frank

Clegg are coaching the chorus

line.

Liberal Government Upset
In Model Parliament Vote

Queen's Debaters

Prove Victorious

Elaine Weedmark, and Connie

Cotnam, Arts "57, were winners in

a debate against McMaster and To-

ronto, held in Toronto last Saturday.

Topic of discussion was "Re-

solved that World Federation is an

Idle Dream". The girls took the

negative side against McMaster in

the morning, and attacked Toronto

with the affirmative view in the

afternoon.

Fifty per cent of the marks were

ailoted for material and an equal

number for delivery. The girls are

members of the Queen's Debating

Society. One judge remarked that

this was the best debate of the year

up to date.

Friday the team of Bob Lagnado

and Larry Leafloor will travel to

McGill. Their topic is "Resolved

that he who can. docs, and he who
cannot, teaclies".

Girls' Residences

Hosts To Cadets

Adelaide and Ban Righ Halls

will throw open their doors to the

Royal Military College on Satur-

day, Jan. 8,

The girls in residence who
would like to act as hostesses for

this event are asked to sign their

names on the posted lists. An
equal number of cadets will then

be asked. The invitation list will

include a cross-section of RMC,
from first to last year.

Ban Righ common room will

be used for dancing, the smoking
room for conversation, the games
room will be available, and there

will be bridge tables for the seri-

ous bridge players. Coffee and

doughnuts wilt be served, paid

for by the girls.

Discrimination
Charges Laid
Vancouver, (CUP) — Dean

Geoffrey C. Andrew of the Uni-

versity of British Columbia has

declined to comment on charges

of employment discrimination

levelled against the adtninistraton

recently by campus communist

leader Archie McGiigan.

McGugan first made his char-

ges at a Student Christian Move
ment meeting, accusing the uni

versity of refusing to hire pro

fessors with communist ideals.

The Labor-Progressive party

leader reiterated his charges the

next day, offering 'proof of the

accusation,

McGugan said he knew of two

(See Discrimination, page 4)

Carlsen Urges Rugby Team
Write Post-Christmas Exams

Queen's senior football team
should be given the option of

writing their Christmas examin-

ations immediately following the

Christmas vacation, was the

•'suggestion presented by Lloyd

Carlsen, Meds junior rep. at the

meeting of the Alma Mater So-

ciety Executive Wednesday ev-

ening in the McLaughlin Room.
Mr. Carlsen substantiated this

proposal with reference to the

niental and physical effort, not

to mention the vast amount of

time expended by members of

the team during the greater part

of the fall term. In view of these

factors, he felt that the sugges-

tion should be made to the fac-

ulties concerned.

jim Cochlin, Science junior

'"'p., said that if this concession

Were made to the football team,

similar consideration should be

given to the track team and

others.

Bob Jenness, Arts senior rep.

supported the motion in stating

that the team is under constant

external pressure during the

football season from students

and alumni, and that a delegate

should be sent from the AMS to

make the suggestion to the fac

ulties.

As no definite opinion has been

reported from the football team

on the subject, the motion was

tabled until the next AMS meet

ing.

The AMS authorized the pur

chase of pins for each member of

the Gael team, to be presented at

the wind-up dance Thursday ev

ening.

The AMS accepted responsibil

ity for the expense involved in

(See AMS Meeting, page 3)

Model Parliament in Session

Prime Minister Stuart Howard, surrounded by members of the

Liberal party, addresses the House at Monday night's session of

the Model Parliament. The Liberal government was defeated by a

vote of 18-15 by opposition members of the CCF and Progressive-

Conservative parties.

Mathers Addresses Levana

At Second General Meeting

The tiny island of lona in the

Scottish Hebrides was the set-

ting for a talk on "The lona So-

ciety", given by Rev. D. M. Ma-

thers, speaking to the Levana So-

ciety Monday evening.

The "lona Society", Rev. Ma-

thers explained, was organized

Christmas Card

A limited number of

Queen's Christmas cards are

available for overseas mailing.

They may be obtained by

anyone who has placed an

order. Phone 724S.

NFCUS Sponsors

National Exhibit

OfStudent Artists

The National Federation of

Canadian University Students is

agaui sponsorinj national art

competition to be held in Tor-

onto at the end of January.

In order that Queen's may be

represented in the national com-

petition, the NFCUS committee

i.-; holding its own competition, to

bL- judged on Jan, 7 by Prof. An-

dre Bielcr of the Art Department.

Entries may be submitted in

the following classes: oil paint-

ings, preferably no larger than

24" by 20" exclusive of frame;

water color paintings, no larger

than 16" by 20".

Queen's is allotted ten entries

in the national competition, and

tiie NFCUS committee urges all

those who are interested to help

fill the quota.

Entries should be left in the

Senate Room by Jan. 5 at the lat-

est ; or contact Clarence Barnes.

Science '56. If possible, they

should be unsigned.

in 1936 to preserve the historic

ruin of an ancient Celtic monas-

tery situated on the island. In

tliis undertaking the leader of the

society. Rev. Dr. George Mac-

Leod, had seen a chance to solve

the problem of ^ving graduate

theological students practical ex-

perience in dealing with the or-

dinary man.

This practical experience came

for Rev. Mathers in a summer

spent on the island along with

six or seven other theological

graduates and an equal number

of carpenters and stone masons,

working to rebuild the monastery,

In the light of his experiences

and those of others who followed

him in succeeding years, Rev.

Mathers was able to lend a

"tight little island" atmosphere

to a story which seemed almost

too British to be true.

Difficulties arising from short-

ages of material, unco-operative

neighbours, and curious tourists

were met and overcome by this

determined little group. The spirit

of the workers may be exemplified

in Rev. Mathers' account of one

tourist's experience. On approach-

ing an already overly-questioned

workman with the inevitable

query. "What are you doing?",

the visitor received the answer;

"You see that monastery over

there? Well, we're moving it

three feet west."

At the business meeting pre-

ceding Rev, Mathers' talk, Gordon

House was presented with the

Suzy-Q award.

No OpDosition Support

Given Throne Speech
An 18-15 vote defeated the Liberal government at the Model

Parliament held Monday evening in McLaughlin Hall.

The Liberals, led by Stuart Howard, as prime minister, were

committed to defend the national Liberal policies and positions.

Failure to convince the Progressive-Conservatives under Ken Hil-

born. the CCF led by Gordon Wells, and a number of independents,

resulted in a vote of "no confidence" in the government.

Ken Hilbom and Gordon Wells sparred over the question of

South-East Asia- Mr, Hilbom contended that "the slimy octopus

of commimism is reaching its insidious tentacles over South-East

Asia, and unless the government acts quickly and decisively the

octopus will claim its victim".

To effect the rescue of South-

East Asia, he proposed that

Canada should adhere to the

South-East Asia Security Pact;

give strong support to the For-

mosan regime, send more troops

abroad, and increase the armed

forces at home.

Mr. Wells took a different

stand. He maintained that the

American-dominated South-East

Asian Security Pact, by its cold-

ness to and distrust of India,

was forcing her into the arms of

the communists. Mr. Wells also

stated that we should recognize

Red China. He observed that the

world recognized the thirteen

colonies when they rebelled, ejec-

ted their rulers, and set up their

own governntent. Why then, lie

asked, should it not recognize

Red China? He accused the Lib-

erals of dragging behind the coat-

tails of the United States.

Both Mr. Hilbom and Mr.

Wells felt that the government

should loosen its purse and put

more money into the Columbo

Plan.

The Prime Minister, Mr. How-

ard, praised the Liberal record

and asserted that the Liberals

had developed Canada into a pro-

sperous and respected nation.

P.C. Jim Holmes accused the

government of extravagance and

of "bending over backwards to

appease Quebec". Mr. Holmes,

CCF member Ronald May, and

PC member Dave Allan, criti-

cized the government's misman-

(See Model Parliament, page 4)

Tricolor Press Cards

Only those Tricolor press

cards bearing my signature

are valid.

Lorraine Holsgrove.

AMS Group Plans

Color Night Dance

There will be a Color Night

this year. In spite of the absence

of a convenor, the AMS has un-

dertaken to plan the annual dance

and banquet to be held March U.

The Social Functions Control

Committee, who volunteered to

begin planning and arrangements,

are temporarily in charge. Mem-
bers of the committee are: Jane

Stewart, Kip Sumers, Lloyd Carl-

sen, Jim Cochlin, and Pete Faris.

The committee is urging all

students who are interested to

volunteer help. They can contact

any one of the committee mem-

bers.

CommunionService

In Memorial Chapel

The December Service of Holy

Communion will be celebrated by

the Padre in Morgan Memorial

Chupel at 9:30 a.m. Sunday.

This wilt be the third of the

monthly services of Holy Com-

munion held the first Sunday of

each month in the Chapel
throughout the college year.

The eighth, and concluding

University Service of this term

will be held in Grant Hall Sunday

next at 11 a.m. The Padre will

conduct the service and preach

on "Goodness by Contagion".

Principal Mackintosh and Jane

Stewart will read the lesson. The

organist will be Patricia Hender-

son.

Bloody Record

Set By McGill

Fredcricton — (CUP) — McGill

students set a new collegiate record

when they gave 170S pint, of blood

in the recent annual clinic there.

This figure does not include

2> pledges received from members

I )f the football team.

The Faculty of Engineering won

the inter-faculty competition when

56.6% of its number contributed

blood. As a penalty for losing, the

Arts faculty must wash down the

steps of the Engineering Building.

W. D, Low Speaks

For Standard Oil

Billy D. Low, representative of

Standard Oil Company, New
Jersey, will give an outline next

Wednesday evening of employ-

ment opportunities with this firm

in \'eneziiela. Columbia and Peru.

The address will be given at

6:30 p.m. in the Science ctub-

rooms. and all interested engin-

eering students are invited to at-

tend,

Mr. Low will interview pros-

pective candidates for these po-

sitions on Dec. 9 and 10. Ar-

rangements arc now being made

in the employent office.

Literature concerning oppor-

tunities with Standard Oil are

available at the employment of-

fice on request.
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WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

One of the things they need most around the Athletic Boar(J

of Control office these days is a counterfeiter. And not just an

average one either. Such a gentleman is not merely in demand a.-

company for Mr. Chas. tlicks, the gent who directs traffic in tlx-

aforesaid office: and he isn't wanted merely to whomp up extra

pasteboards in a hurry when the AB of C gets swamped by ticket

requests for the Toronto train every fall. What he would have

to do is this: he would have to take one of the pictures which Hick--

has on display under the glass counter in the office, change the

players and the numbers and the scenery and the date, put the

picture back into circulation, and then make it stick in the world

of reality.

Maybe it's time to get more specific about this whole issue.

The picture referred to is one taken in Toronto's Varsity Arena

in the winter of 1948. Lined up on the ice (apparently for the pur-

pose of listening to the national anthem) are the Varsity Blues

and the Queen's Gaels, who were both entered in the senior inter-

collegiate hockey loop this winter. Filling the stands for this

scheduled league game is a capacity crowd: and that in itself is

enough to make the picture worthwhile. What the Athletic Board

would like to see would be a duplication of the scene in the Jock

Harty arena this winter possibly, or within the next few winters.

If you've managed to discover at some point in your wander-

ings the location of the arena, then you've probably found at the

same time that Queen's doesn't own a senior intercollegiate team

to grace the interior of its ice-house. As a matter of fact, Queen's

doesn't own an intercollegiate team at all, in the ordinary sense

of the word. It's true that the skate-shod Gaels competed in the

Ottawa-St. Lawrence leagpe last year with such schools as Bishop's.

Carleton College, and McGill intermediates : but it wasn't com-

petition which packed the arena with interested spectators, or which

drew widespread interest in the hockey team itsef. The biggest

crowds the players themselves saw all season turned up for games

in the United States, where they drew packed rinks in Potsdam

and Canton when they clashed with the American schools (Clark-

son and St. Lawrence) situated in those towns. The players saw

the biggest throng of the year in the Queen's arena if they hap-

pened to be standing in the crowd the night the West Point cadets

clashed with our own brand from across the bay. About the only

consolation coach Pete Carr-Harris could draw from a season like

that was that there wasn't any danger of his charges developing

swelled heads.

THINGS ARE STILL SQUARE.

In the big display case in the lobby of the g^'mnasium is a

square black chunk of rubber about the size of an overgrown ice-

cube. It's sitting on a stand which is bedecked with the red, white

and blue tricolor, and a brass plaque explains that this was the first

puck used in the first recorded hockey game. The event took place

in January of 1885 when Queen's and the Royal Military College

sextet took to the ice to launch the long colorful career of Canada's

national game.

This, the birthplace of hockey, should also be the hotbed of

hockey. But it isn't. There are teams in Regina and Moosejaw

and Winnipeg and Owen Sound and Thurso and Glace Bay: and

those towns, and others like them, are the springs which annually

feed pucksters into the professional and semi-pro hockey mills,

which isn't important as far as this discussion is concerned. The
important point is that these towns have the thunder and the ex-

citement centering around the game, just as Queen's and Kingston

possessed in the old days.

It wasn't always that way, though. Until a few years ago,

senior teams sported the tricolor in other rinks around the inter-

collegiate circuit, and gave reasonably good accounts of them-

selves. Then entered an era in which the Gaels began tripping

over opposition Ehies lines: they lost all their games and lost

money to boot. When the dark ages arrived, it began to cost

$15,000. per year to finance a team of puck-chasers, and meagre

gates failed to alleviate the heavy debt charges. Complaints be-

gan to pour in .and money that luid previously been spent with a

free hand was suddenly cut off at the source,

WE WENT BANKRUPT.
When the burden grew too heavy, the team was withdrawn

from senior competition. Money was saved, but at the expense

of relegating the ice game to an inferior position on the university

sporting scene. Then the St. Lawrence loop loomed upon the hor-

izon, and the anemic fan interest sank to a new low.

This latter factor is one of the reasons why the Gaels are ad-

vocating withdrawal from competition with the smaller schools of

the St. Lawrence valley. It's been generally recognized that the

arrival of teams from Loyola or Bishop's doesn't stir vpild snake

dances or pep rallies among the student fandom. It's been recog-

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

SENIOR HOOPSTERS OPEN SEASON
GAELS TRAVEL SOUTH OF^ORDER

Queen's Schedule Includes

Oswego And Hamilton Trip

FRANK DONNELLY BOB ANGLIN

.... speedy Tricolor forwards

J£ST WINDIN n UP
By Mike Moffat

Journal Sports Writer

With the announcement of the

"Big Four" draft of the inter-

collegiate football players, the

football season is brought to a

close. In the draft, as elsewhere,

the Gaels were shown as a team

of ball players and not a collection

of stars. No Gael was picked as

the top choice by any of the

squads with third choice being the

best a Queen's man was picked.

This is only proper if one consid-

ers the All Star team which saw

only two men selected from the

unofficial champs.

That any team could do so well

without much recognition for any

of its players as individual stars,

(with the exception of Ron Stew-

art), is a tribute to the teamwork

and the sport of the competitors

and the coaching capabilities of

Frank Tindall. It reminds one of

the Toronto Maple Leafs of the

late forties who consistently won

the Stanley Cup sans placing any-

one on the NHL dream team.

Although several of the Tricol-

or received honourable mention

for the All Stars that is little con-

solation and no explanation why

a team can fight to a standstill a

team with five allstars and four

The 1954 - 55 version of the Golden Gaels of basketball make

their first public appearance this weekend when they invade north-

ern New York State for games against Oswego College on Friday

night and Hamilton College Saturday night. Local fans will get

their first chance to witness the team when it begins its home

^chedule ne.Kt Saturday night, December 11th, against the St. Law-

rence University aggregation.

of this year's squad returning, the

Gael trackmen would be in a good

position tO-, challenge, for _the

championship with the proper

leader.

The big losses will include John

Mcintosh in the sprints, a con-

sistent placer in the last meet.

Fritz McDougall, a strong dist-

ance runner, and the past presi-

dent of the Track Club will return

. Ron Curtis, who was elect-

ed as the president for the com-

ing year. Most of the others will

return and with a very strong con-

tingent of intermediates moving

up Queen's are in the driver's seat.

The loss of Galasso will over-

shadow these promising circum-

stances, as outstanding track

coaches are exceedingly hard to

come by,
* * *

Basketball gets underway this

weekend with the Gaels visiting

the States to take on a pair of

opponents of unknown quality. It

could be that the local hopefuls

might be upset before the week-

end is over but at present the

prospects are brighter than at

this time last year. The Gael

losses seem lightened by the re-

turn to action of Bob Purcell and

Wally Mellor. Another ray of

In The Lemonlite

Two more games were played off

in the Intramural Basketball sche-

dule on Wednesday, December 1st.

55 beat Rinky Dinks 27-20 and '57

beat '56B 18-16, On Monday, Fizz-

hng Mickeys and '55 will be playing.

As yet, neither team has lost a

game.

Remember hockey practices ;

—

Monday. Tuesday and Fridays from

1 :00 to 2:00 p.m.

Everyone interested in skating

for the ice revue please be at the

Jock Harty Arena at one o'clock

Sunday. Practices \\<\\\ last until two

o'clock. Gentlemen are especially

welcome.

In the Intramural badminton.

Ann Greenwood '56 beat Sylvia

Joyce '5S for the championship.

BIG FOUR DRAFT

CLAIMS 44 GRADS

of the top eight draft choices, hope is center Paul Fedor, a pro-

Honourable mention went to Lou
I

Bruce, Jack Cook. Al Kocman,

and Wally Mellor among others.

It is too bad that an end gets no

credit for defence, for Bruce was

probably, if not definitely, the

league's top defensive end

To return to the draft, Pete

Nicholson was the third choice of

the Ottawa Roughriders and must

he considered one of the best bets

to catch on if he gives it a try.

Henry Zuzek and Jack Cook were

well up on the list of the runner-

up Hamilton Tigercats and both

have a chance to stick.

* * *

Turning to Track, one question

sticks out . . . Who can they find

to replace Pat Galasso? Pat has

brought Queen's out of track

oblivion, made the Gold a force

to be reckoned with in intercol-

legiate circles. With a large part

lific scorer with A! Lcnard's

termediates last year when they

waltzed to the Ottawa-St. Law
rence title undefeated.

As for the intermediates, they

have already swung into action,

but at press time, the results of

their game with Cape Vincent

are not known. Tomorrow night,

they are hosts to Theresa, a town

club from a small town south of

the border.

It is not definite as to how the

Jay Vees will fare in their tilts

with the Seconds from Toronto.

Western and Assumption, but it

is a fact that the new opponents

will be much tougher than some

if the patsies the Intermediates

rolled up ninety against last year

when they were far ahead of any-

one they played in league com-

petition.

Big Four representatives met

at the Royal York Hotel last Sun-

day night and selected their draft

choices from the 44 eligible coll-

ege graduates. Gino Fracas, the

intercollegiate scoring king for

the past two years, was claimed

by the Ottawa Rough-Riders, who
were awarded first pick as con-

solation for their last place finish,

made Fracas their number one

draft choice despite the fact that

the two hundred pound University

of Western Ontario halfback will

be attending. Ontario College of

Education next year.

Fracas, a Windsor product, will

hardly be able to commute be-

tween Toronto and Ottawa to

play football. It is expected that

the "Roughies" will complete a

deal for his services with either

Toronto Argos or Hamilton Tig-

er Cats.

Argos first choice was Alex

Macklin, 6' 3" 220-!b. tackle from

the champion University of Tor-

onto Blues. Macklin, who missed

the CP intercollegiate all-star

squad by one vote, was one of

seven blues drafted by Argos.

Queen's had seven men on the

list. Ottawa grabbed Pete Nich-

olson. Joe O'Brien and big Don

Marston, while Carl Voyles select-

ed Hank Zuzek, Jack Cook, and

Wally Mellor for the Tabbies.

Norm Dyson was the lone Gael

selected by the Montrealers.

Zuzek is meeting with Carl

(See Draft Choices, page 3)

The strength of these oppon-

ents is unknown at present, but if

former years can be taken as crit-

eria, there is some tough compe-

tition and perhaps a loss or two

in store for the Tricolor in their

pre-Christmas schedule,

Up for their opening games will

be eight veterans and two rookies

and, as a whole ,the squad looks

very promising. Returning from

last year's seniors are Bob Anglin

and Bruce Page, two tall and

speedy forwards; Don Lyon and

Frank Donnelly, two more for-

wards with speed, good play-mak-

ing ability and fine shooting tal-

ents; and John MiHiken and

Chuck Latimer two sturdy guards

with fine defensive capabilities.

Two Returnees

Returning from the 1952-53

Gaels, having been out for a sea-

son as a result of defeats at the

hands of the faculty are two more

forwards. Bob Bruce and Wally

Mellor. Bob is an outstanding re-

bounder and playmaker and

shoots very effectively in close.

Wally, as in football, is a great

ball handler and scores consist-

ently from anywhere on the

floor. Either of these two are

capable of filling in at the guard

positions without losing their use-

fulness.

Handling the center positions

will be two new men, Paul Fedor

a sophomore Scienceman and Roy

Osherg. a first-year Phys. Ed.

student. Paul, who played with

last year's intermediates, is one of

the most prolific scorers and

strongest rebounders to be seen

at Queen's in years, while Roy. a 6

foo? 2 inch, 220 pounder is also

a fine shooter and strong play-

maker and rebound man.

Overall, the team looks good in

all departments except height

where it may run into trouble

against Assumption and West-

ern. However, speed and shoot-

ing abiHty may be enough to off-

set this and the squad should go

well in this year's competition.

As the Gaels start on their ex-

hibition schedule, reports are be-

ginning to drift in from the other

iitercollegiate centres as to their

cams. The Purple and White of

Western and the Assumption Pur-

ple Raiders will probably wind up

near the lop in an effort to decide

the championship they shared

last season. The Varsity Blues

may very well be contenders, aid-

ed by their small Hart House gym-

McGill are still an unknown

quantity. _

* Southern Fried Chicken Italian Spaghetti • Delicatessen Specialties Steaks

town and country restaurants

^rincess St. at Clergy

Kingston, Ont.

2 LOCATIONS
Highway No. 2

Cotaroqui, Ont.
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McGill Council

Agree To Fees

Ottawa — (CUP) — McGiil

students' Council agreed to pay

the full 50 cents per capita fee

to the National Federation of

Canadian University Students.

At the same time, Acadia Uni-

versity of Wolfville,. Nova Sco-

tia, announced its withdrawal

from NFCUS. Doug Tridcr, a

former NFCUS Chairman and an

official of the Acadia Students'

Council, said "NFCUS is a paper

organization with a paper mem-
bership".

The McGill Council accepted

a recommendation of the McGill

delegates to the recent NFCUS
conference in Toronto that Mc-
(liil should pay the full 50 cent

fee. A vote of McGill students

last spring had authorized the

payment of the newly increased

fee, should the report on this

rear's NFCUS Conference be

favorable.

Alison Knox, Minister for Mc-
(lill foreign affairs, noted that

NFCUS made great progress at

the conference this year. "The
Federation has finally set a stan-

dard fee for all members and has

told them to pay up or get out".

Knox said in a statement to the

McGill Students' Council. Mr.

Knox concluded that the NFCUS
report tabled to the McGili Stu-

dents' Council by saying,
"NFCUS has strengthened the

national office and the powcr-^ of

the President towards more effi-

cient organization. It has Hmilcd

the numbers of its projects in-

stead of passing multitudinous re-

solutions so that what it does, it

will be able to concentrate upon

and to dwell, and for these rea-

sons and others, the McGiil dc'c-

gation strongly recommends Ml-
( Sill's continued nlembe^^hip in

NFCUS."

DRAFTCHOICES

(Continued from page 2)

Voyles during the Christmas hol-

idays and will probably reach

some decision as to his future.

At the present, Hank says" "that

he would like very much to take

a crack at professional football for

one year anyway. He is hoping

that the Tigcr-Cat executive will

be able to line up a good engin-

eering position for him in the

event that he makes the squad.

Tlie next question is: how are his

chances? All we know is that the

Tiger-Cats are losing six linemen

before the begiiming of next sea-

son, and that Carl Voyles will be

shopping for help, at least that's

what the Hamilton papers say.

Fourth Cat draft choice, end

Jack Cook of the Gaels, may also

figure prominently in the Hamil-

ton plans. In an Interview with

lack before the draft meeting,

Voyles stated that he was very

interested in the Gael captain, not

as an end, but as a wingback.

Wherever they put him, Cookie

will do a good job.

Ottawa—Gino Fracas, Western; Bob
Pinkney. Varsity; Pete Nicholson,

Queen's; Georgs Stulac, Varsity

Murray Henderson, Western; Bob
Turner, Western; Fred Palermo, Vars-

ity; Joe O'Brien, Queen's: Jack Rog
ers. Varsity; Don Marston, Queen's

John Hiltz, McGill.

Toronto — Alex Macklin, Varsity

Bob Kimoff. Varsity; Baz Mackie,

Varsity; Bil Horton, Varsity; John
Prendergast. Varsity; John Sopinka,

Varsity; Jack Strapp, Varsity; Mike
Yednoez, McMasCer; Doug Johnson
McMaster; Hal Biewald, McGiU; Rog-

er Baikic, McGill.

Hamilton — Don Getty, Western
Don Prowse, Wsstern; Henry Zuzek
Queen's; Jack Cook, Queen's; Jack
Pelec, McMaster; Bruce Day, Varsity;

Murray Hewlett, McMaster; John
Wismer. Varsity; Wally Mellor

Queen's; Tony Miller, McGill; Earl

Merling, McGill.

Montreal—Ernie Darragh, McMast
er; Lionel Quinn, McGiU; Bill Steven-

'cn, Varsity; Herb English, McGill
Ed. Olszeski, McGill; Norm Dyson
Queen's; Norm Levine, McGill; Ross
Woods, Varsity; Ray Yakasovich. Var-
iity; Ed. Ksiazck, Varsity; Don Woods.
McGil. .

WHisne stops
(Continued from page 2)

nized that hockey is making little contribution to the sporting

scene, and that the resources of Jock Harty arena (such as they are)

are being wasted, other than from the viewpoint that guys who
have been brought up on a hockey diet are given a chance to remain
on blades. Which is very important in a Canadian university,

whose students spent every Saturday night for the greater part

of their formative years listening to Foster Hewitt's dazzling ac-

counts of the Toronto Maple Leafs.

So it boils down to this : the hockey situation isn't as good as

it could be, even under the circumstances, so why not make an
effort to make it better? The AB of C this year considered the

possibility of entering senior intercollegiate competition with

Toronto, McGill, Laval, and University of Montreal, but wisely

decided not to follow up the idea. We use the adjective "wisely"

in view of tht fact that local personel does not seem adequate to

jump itrunediatclj' into the higher brand of hockey. For example,

the Varsity Blues this year are sporting a player by the name of

Paul Knox, who burned up the OHA Junior "A" series last year

when he appeared with the St. Michael's majors. The Varsity

team as a whole was able to gain a tie with the junior "A" Toronto

Maries this fall: an indication that their brand of hockey may be

somewhat belter than that sported at Queen's.

The latest news on the picture indicates the possibility of a

home and home series this winter with the Toronto, Western and

Ontario Agricultural College intermediates. Financial problems

of course darken the picture: hockey, unlike football, is not able

to pay its own way. The game involves the purchase of costly

equipment and sticks (in the days of the senior team, the Gaels

used Northland Pros, an NHL stick valued at $4 each), and is

hard to finance when the AB of C also has to foot a winter bill for

three basketball teams, an intramural program, swimming, wrest-

ling, and boxing teams, and all the other paraphenalia on the horizon.

The board and the coach arc behind the idea, but the Board

makes its opinion conditional. The Gaels will play if the Board

can afford to pay. It will be interesting to see what compromise

can be worked out.

OFF THE CUFF

The Western Gazette said after the Mustangs win over the

Gaels a few weeks back that Don Getty had that winning play all

figured out when he went back into the huddle. Interesting. The

same paper also rather obnoxiously called the Mustangs to win by

two td's over the Varsity Blues last Saturday. Eat it, men . . .
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SUNDAY. DECEMBER 5TH

11 a.m.—Morning Worship.

7:30 p.m.—Evening Worship.

Young People's Group aft;r the

evening service; discussion led by
Professor Laird of the Dept. of

Psychology.

Yon inn Be irdcomr

prriibylfrUin CSburrli

10.15 a.m. Bible Cl.iss

11.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.20 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young Peoplt
Society will meet a/te:

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 5th

SECOND SUNDAY IN ADVENT

8:00 a.m.—Holy Communion.

9:15 a.m.—Family Service.
(Holy Communion witli Hymns and
Short Add [635 lead by Choir of Fifty

11:00 a.m.—ConfirmaMon.
Tlic Lord Bislio

y T>fopic will offi

(lie Ancieni Rile o! Coniirmalion.)

7:00 p.m.—Evensong-
Preiclitr: Tlic Dcm.
Caniorhury Club mtcu at 8

Calbcdr.il Library.
Annual Carol Festival, Dec.

(fllmlmpra

ailiiitrii Olljiirdi

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

SUNDAY. DECEMBER StH

] 1 o.m.
—"Making Advent

Known"

7:30 p.m.
—

"Christianity—Ad-

vantage and Disadvantogc."

8:45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

O Come Lei Us IVorshif'

SCingstnn MubIv Company
RECORDS RADIOS RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

KINGSTON, ONT346 PRINCESS ST DIAL 8510

POME BY WILL MOTT
WE'RE PROUD OF THE GAELS AND THE WAY THEY PLAYED
AND IT WON'T BE FORGOTTEN FOR MANY A DAY
THEY PROVED BY THE WAY THAT THEY CARRIED THE BALL
THAT THEY WERE TRULY "CHAMPIONS" ALL.

INSIST ON
WILMOrS QUALITY PRODUCTS

Eiyoy
apipewith

MILD
BURLEY
TOBACCO

at its

best. .

.

AMS MEETING

the recent mix-up over a Science

'55 dance. The cancellation for

Gram Hall for Nov. 27 had not

been recorded in the AMS office

and as a result, AMS constables

were hired and the Coke con-

cession arranged for. Bill John-

ston. Meds senior representative,

suggested that in future, all can-

cellations be reported to the AMS
office as well as to the curator.

Jerry Irwin, Who's Where edi-

tor, reported on the publication

of Who's Where. 1954. The tard-

iness of distribution was definite-

ly the fault of the printer, and he

suggested tlLit next year's editor

have a contract drawn up with

the printer including i>ublication

date and price agreement. The

profits from Who's Where will

amount to more than $500. this

year.

The Blood Donor Clinic will

visit Queen's in January, 1955,

and the AMS appointed the

four senior representatives to

choose a committee of four from

their respective faculties to as-

sist the Padre with arrangements

Medsmen's Stunt

Publicizes Dance
Saskatchewan — (CUP) — A

group of blood-stained Medsmen
tnting trays of animal entrails in-

vaded both cafeterias of the Uni-

versity of Saskatchewan during

ihe campus noon-hour recently.

The purpose of the stunt was to

jiublicize tlieir annual dance. The
Meclsnicn, clad in spotted white

coats and weaving in a snake

formation, paused only long

enough to display their goods to

the shocked diners and then re-

treated to their own territory . . .

the l.-ib.

No Tuesday Issue

There will he no issue of

the Journal published on Tues-

day. Special Qiristmas issue

will appear next Friday. Ma-

terial for this issue will be

accepted until Sunday.

3Fort lipnrij MaU]
PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. ..Phone 7712

"Where the Best People Meet and Eot"

Reasonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

hMwm Iiiii|o|
lei's face it . . . you really need a Royal portable

this Christmas,

So do your Christmas hinting early. For e.iample.

you might complain a bit about eyestrain (from study-

ing hastily scribbled notes). Or, if you're away from

home, a lelicr Ihcy canjim aboiii read should do nicely.

If you're cMra adroit, you might even tell about one of

those eager characlcrs who make some CNtra money for

themselves by typing noles for their long-suffering

fellow-learners.

Remember ... the fastest you can go in longhand is 30

words a minute— it doesn't take much practice to go

twice thai on a Royal portable!

sweet-looking, fast-typing Royal

features; Magic Margin*, Tabu-

lator, Touch Control, Speed Selector, Line Meier, etc. In Tan or

Grey, with smart Fibcrglas carr>'ing case, priced from S79.95.

WHAT TO HINT FOR: A -i'^r

poriablel Has ull Uio Liig m.ich

the new rugged

portable
•R.T.M.B.T.C

THE WORLD OVER, MORE PEOPLE USE ROYAL

TYPEWRITERS THAN ANY OTHER KlNDt
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MODEL PARLIAMENT
(Continued from Page 1)

agement of the St. Lawrence Sea-

way project.

The Liberal position was de-

fended by Larry Leafloor. who
explained that Canada could not

feasibly undertake the Seaway

project alone. Since we must

build a power development in

conjunction with the Seaway it-

self, the river has to be dammed.

Any dam which could be put

across the St. Lawrence would

run into American territory and

would then require the permis-

sion and co-operation of the Am-

erican government,

\V. J. Henderson. Liberal mem-

ber, representing tlic constituency

of Kingston, was guest speaker.

He lauded the students for their

interest in politics and offered

several suggestions. Praising the

lilieral government for creating

the atmosphere which has led to

Canadian progress and prosperity,

Mr. Henderson felt that as many

as four national parties could

contribute to the political liealth

of Canada, but he emphasized

that each must be strong.

Included in the Speech from the

Throne was the recommendation

that the government approve the

licensing of a nudist colony in

North-West Baffinland. An in-

dependent member, Mr, Lynch-

Staunton, proposed an amend-

,ent to this bill: "that this col-

ony will also serve as a haven for

members of the Upper House,

thereby making it possible to

abolish this parliamentary relic

whose only purpose is to serve

as a political graveyard."

The debates and heckling rea-

hcd a climax when the speaker

expelled CCF leader Gordon

Wells from the Commons. Mr.

Wells had suggested that the

uniformed member sitting on

the government bench was in-

timidating the rest of the House.

However, the decision was ap-

pealed and Mr. Wells was invited

to return.

The speech from the Tlirone

was presented by the Governor-

General, His Excellency Douglas

Stuart. Speaker was D. V. Smiley

of the Department of Political

Science.

One Captured

In Girls' Raid

Edmonton — (CUP) — Fifty

giris turned the tables on the boys

recently by staging an under-

wear raid on Athabasca hall.

Drajied in sheets and wearing

masks, tlie girls invaded Athabasca

via the front door at 7:30 p.m.

and penetrated as far as the se-

cond storey. Then the boys coun-

ter-attacked, driving the girls

outside and seizing a prisoner.

Luck was with the girl, however.

The appearance of tiie warden

cahned the boys and allowed her

time for flight.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

HO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

This hairdo was made with ^frtR

...the special home permanent

tor casual hair styles

Bobbi Pin-Cur! Permanent is

made to give you lovelier,

softer curls . . . ihc kind you

need for today's casu;il hair-

dos like the "Juliet" pic-

tured above. A Bobbi wave is

never light, never fri/zy.

Right alter using liobbi your

hair will have the beauty, the

body, the soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And It

will slay that way for wech
and weeks!

Giving yourself a Bobbi is

easier, quicker th:tn you ever

dreamed possible. Vou just

put your h.-iir in pin cuiU

and apply liobbi Creme Oil

Lotion. A little later, rinse

witii water, let dry, brush out

-mtd that's all! No clumsy

curlers to use. No help

needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl

Permanent. If you like to be

in fashion — if you c;ui make
a simple pin curl — you'll

love Bobbi! $1.75

DISCRIMINATION
(Continued from Page 1)

next dav. offering 'proof of the

accusation.

'In Canada it is the announced

policy of the Association of Uni-

qualified men" who cannot get

imiversity appointments because

of their political views. "And

there are others." he stated-

tie pointed to the absence of

avowed Marxists or communist

professors on the university's

staff.

"Marxist philosophy guides

the lives of one third of mankind

and has millions of supporters in

the rest of the world." he said.

He cited names of "distinguished

Marxist scholars" on university

staffs in Great Britain.

He attacked the "barring of

qualified men by gentlemen's

agreements if not actual loyalty

oaths."

Two Students

Discuss Trip

Winnipeg — (CUP) — Two
Canadian University students

back from Russia, after attend-

ing the International Students'

Union conference, have voiced

their opinions of the trip.

They are Tony Enriquez, pre-

sident of the National Federation

of Canadian University Students,

and Clyde Batten, editor of Tor-

onto University's student news-

paper.

Mr, Enriquez and Mr. Batten,

as observers, drew widely differ-

ing conclusions from their visit,

particularly concerning the con-

tentious question of whether or

not NFCUS should affiliate with

the communist IUS.

Mr. Enriquez said that any af-

filiation with the leftist lUS was

impossible. Mr. Batten in a sep-

arate statement said that "an as-

sociate membership" was pos-

sible in the near future. The edi-

tor pointed out that several wes-

tern student groups, including

the United Kingdom, have al-

ready joined the lUS on an asso-

ciate basis. (The recent NFCUS
conference rejected the associat-

ship proposal).

Mr. Batten has arranged for

the Varsity and the World Stu-

dent News, and lUS publication,

to exchange news. "Up to this

time Canadian communists have

been writing articles for the mag-

azine and have claimed to repre-

sent Canadian student opinion

in them", Mr. Batten said.

"They have promised to give

our news fair treatment," he ad-

ded, "but I don't know how much

faith we can put in them".

Newman Club

The Newman Club Christmas party will be held in the Cathedral

School auditorium on Sunday at 7:30 p.m.

Lutharon Students' Association

The December meeting of the U.S.A. will be held on Monday.

Dec. 6, at 8:30 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room of the Students' Union.

A film entitled "The Difference" will he shown.

Haiidoy Train Tickets

Representatives of the C.N.R. and C.P.R. will be at Queen's

gym Dec. 14. IS and 16 between 3 and 5:30 p.m. to save

the trouble of purchasing their tickets downtown.

students

Student Christian Movement

The last study group for this term will be lield on Tuesday.

Dec. 7, in the SCM office, 132 University Ave.

The last chapel service before Christmas will be held Tuesday

noon at 1 p.m.

Engineering Films

Two films will be shown in Convocation Hall Monday at 7

p m by the Engineering Society They are "Man With a Thousand

Hands," reputed to be the best industrial film ever produced, and

Platform Pilots."

Amateur Radio Club

The last meeting of this term will be held in the Science club

rooms on Tuesday, Dec. 7, at 6:15 p.m,

to attend.

All members are urged

94 Brock Street Dial 7990

Gliding Club

There will be a ground school meeting Monday, Dec. 6,

6:30 p.m. in the Science club rooms. All interested are welcome.

CFRC

HAVE YOU A GIFT PROBLEM?

COSTUME JEWELLERY
Miles of Ropes

A $1.00 table that will amaze you

And 0 terrific selection of the new and smort

CUPS & SAUCERS
English Bone China — $1.00 to $22.50 each

ARTWARE
Modern ond Mossive—Excellent Gifts for the Family

Your Gift Problem is no Problem at

Spearn!s of Kingston
''The Gift Centre'

330 PRINCESS ST.

Friday

(Final broadcast of the term)

7 :00—Campus News ; Gordon

Penny.

7.10—Sports Profiles; Mike Mof-

fat with Golden Gael

stars.

7:30—Talent Time; Marg Mar-

tyn.

7 :-J-5—Leave It to Levana

;

Joyce Safrance, Anne

Hayes,

8:00—Mike's Mood Music; Mike

Meehan, Arne Kotanen.

8:30—Our Place; Mary Capell,

Peter Faris

9:00—Tunes of our Time; Doug

MacKay.

9:30_Bandstand; Bruce Gates.

9:45—Christ, the Central Figure

of Christmas; Newman
and Canterbury Clubs.

10:45—Han dley's Hamper.

I
11 :.^0—Sign Off.

Classified Ad

Found

Leather electric razor case and

pair of blue woollen gloves. Left

in Room 124 at Royal York. Call

at Journal office.

Green Parker pencil found in

Union poolroom. Owner may

claim from Journal business man-

ager.

Lost

Silver signet ring in or near

radio workshop. Finder please

contact E. Home. Ban Righ Hall,

20140.

WATCH
REPAIRS

A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

DIAL 3434

Hzanson & Cdgsir
Dance

Programs

PRIMXCRS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every Description

RICH, DARK CHOCOtlll

Just pin-curl as usual. Apply Bobbi. rinse -If* minutes later.

^Vhcn hair is dry, dimply brush oul. No ncutrali/er needed.

No curlers, no re-iCLiing. So easy, you do it yourself.

WITH ROASTED ALMONDS
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Don't look now, but the Sixties

are upon us,

Medical freshmen at Queen's

this year will eventually wear fac-

ulty jackets bearing the numerals

'six' and 'zero'. They will graduate

into a different decade from ours.

Perhaps it is time for us, who are

of the Fifties, to assess our -genera-

tion and ask where we are going.

Generations immediately past

seem to have their own distinctive

texture, felt in their literature,

music, fashions and social tastes. To

apply such an arbitrary pattern

makes no allowance for individual-

ity, but there is usually some truth

Ijeneath the over-all impression.

Take the Twenties. Gertrude

Stein's 'lost generation' : disillusion-

ed by the failure of international

idealism and finding themselves in

a cultural and spiritual wasteland,

many of them fled back to the con-

tinent that had spawned their an-

cestors, searching for permanent

values under the meaningless flux

of experience. Beautiful and damned,

they grasped a brief respite of peace

and prosperity to go off on a ten

\'ear spree, confident that the sun

would rise again each morning.

Or so their spokesmen would

have us believe.

Depression ushered in the Thir

ties and the great age of social con-

sciousness. The bell tolled for

everyone, Russia was the proving

ground of humanitarian progress,

Ijriglit j'oung poets and novelists

wrote for the cause of starving man,

and thousands flocked to the ban

ners of the Spanish Loyalists. The
New Deal offered hope, but there

was too little time : the 'old' and

'wicked' European powers had

<iragged us into a second world

war.

The Forties were a war genera-

tion. Maimed and bruised, with best

friends and cherished ideals buried

under foreign soil, they came back

to the normal world with a physical

and spiritual limp. Those who came

back to Queen's were apparently

an older and more serious lot. They

gave to this university a short period

that was perhaps well named "The

Golden Years."

What of us : we who will be

linked with the Fifties? Whether we
like it or not, our spokesmen will

l)rand our decade with its own tex-

ture. We are all a part of our time,

and none of us can escape respon-

sibility for his generation,

One thing seems certain; it is

futile for us to run blindly away

from the destructive power of the

atom into an irresponsible recreation

of what we may imagine to be the

spirit of the Twenties. Resurrecting

Scott Fitzgerald won't solve any-

thing. Similarly, we live in a dif-

ferent climate from the Thirties, and
the myths of human equality and

inevitable social progress are almost

exploded. Finally, perhaps our

greatest task is to avoid world war
such as that which wrecked the For-

ties.

Seen from the viewpoint of his-

tory, our problems are no more
serious than those which perplexed

past generations. But our problems

may well be unique. The fight for

individualism is an old fight and a

good fight, but perhaps never be-

fore has the position of the individ-

ual in society been so precarious.

Foolishly and un realistically, we
bow down to the twin-headed idol

of Equality and Conformity. The
strange-bedfellow combination of

social progress and reactionary fear

that is now evident in our govern-

mental, cultural and social institu-

tions threaten to make prophets out

of Spengler and Toynbee, Wells and

Orwell. We may well lose the battle

to totalitarianism by default.

Throughout history, mankind's

greatest achievements have been

wrought by man - the proud

tional, imaginative individual, un-

afraid to take the lonely path. This

is the way of progress and we must

defend our right to follow such a

path. \\''e nuist not hark back to

previous generations and the mis-

takes of the past. Our mistakes must

;it least be our own. In the midst

of impossibly competent machines,

man-denying science and the failure

of institutionalized religion, we
must reaffirm the ageless dignity of

individual man.

The struggle is an old one, and

has never been entirely successful.

But perhaps in the end it is the

only fight worth fighting. If our

generation is to have a cause, it

must be this one.

A Scene from "The Marriage Proposal."

Jan Johnson, Henry George and Bob Heldt in the winning one act

play Tuesday night.

Drama Guitd Presents
Hree Oae^Act Ptays

By Mary Capell

Journal RtvifWL-r

Tuesday night's [jroduction of

three one-act, student-directed

plays by the Queen's Drama
tjuiki presented a varied fare of

heavy drama, comedy and farce:

"The Giant's Stair," by Wilbur

Daniel Steele: "Intermezzo," by

Vincent Godfrey, and Tchekoffs

"The Marriage Proposal."

The first play, Steele's "The

Giant's Stair", directed by Kathy

Tohen, is undoubtedly the most

difficult from the point of view

of characterization. It is a rather

gloomy affair about an attempt

to trap a slightly mad young girl

into a confession that she has

murdered her brother-in-law by

the age-old ruse of making her

think that the corpse is coming

back to haunt her. The atmos-

phere of suspense which must

pervade the play is an extremely

difficult one to build, and one

which is almost impossible for in-

experienced actors to maintain.

In this respect the play on

Tuesday night did not quite come

off. The fault was not however

due to either of the two women

in the cast. Shirley Youell, as the

fey and feeble-minded Til, was

excellent. Her voice had an eery,

half-crazed sound which captured

all the horror of the situation,

and her hysterical laughter must
have sent chills up and down the

spines of at least half the audi

ence. Jennifer Tilley, as Mrs.

Wedderburn, was more than ade-

quate. She has good stage pre-

sence and that essential quality

of being completely absorbed in

her stage character. The weakest

of the three performers was Glen

Buick as the Sheriff. His voice

and gestures were lacking in con-

viction, and he frequently gave

the impression that he was trying

to make himself part of the scen-

ery.

The second play, "Intermezzo",

directed by Lois Scouten, was al-

so rather a difficult one to carry

off successfully. A dramatic play

will frequently support itself

through the sheer dramatic quali-

ties inherent in its structure,

even if the actors throw away

good lines with both hands. But

a piece as light and inconsequen-

tial as "Intermezzo" needs skill-

ful handling and a good deal of

ingenuity to keep it from appear-

ing merely trivial.

Tuesday night's performance

escaped this by a hairsbreadth.

Once again the greatest difficulty

was in the lack of variation both

in tone and pitch of the three

girls in the cast. Dialect problems

crept in, as they are apt to do

m amateur performances, and

--•andra Matthews as the floozy

was left struggling with an ac-

cent that appeared to be a cross

between Cockney and Brooklyn-

ese. Roberta Allen as the Prima

Donna also had her troubles with

an uncertain Italian accent.

The third play, and the one

which was chosen by the adjudi

cators to represent the Drama
Guild in the Inter-Varsity Drama
Festival, was that hardy peren-

nial "The Marriage Proposal"

directed by Henry George. It's

a rollicking piece that almost car

ries itself, and requires no more
than mediocre assistance from its

cast. It got more than that on

Tuesday night, however.

To maintain the mood of the

farce, the play's pace must be

brisk and lively, certainly, hut

the most serious criticism of the

performance given Tuesday is

that all three actors sacrificed the

distinctness of their lines in an

unnecessary attempt to maintain

an absolutely breakneck pace.

Bob Heldt, as the harrassed,

hypochondriac suitor, was

most unintelligible, but at the

same time he gave by far the

most polished and enjoyable of

the three performances. Henr

George as the father, and Jan

Johnson as the lady on the receiv

ing end of the proposal, failed to

be as convincing, and often seem

e-1 somewhat unsure of both

tlieir words and their gestures

The play would probably benefit

from direction by someone out-

side the cast, since the combined

role of actor-producer is an ex

tremely difficult one to fill, and

often results in a lack of cohesion

in the production.

Altogether the three plays in

dicatecl an interest and enthusi

asm for all aspects of presenta

lion which bodes well for future

Drama Guild productions of a

more ambitious nature.

Quality Originoiity

— TRY —
Price

TECHNICAL SUPPLIES
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY GROUNDS

Campus capers

call for Coke

The accent's on lii-jinks at the

Winter Carnival and a happy part

of the occasion is refreshment

.

with delicious ice-cold Coca-Cola.

COCA-COlA~lTD. "C6t«" /• o n^itvtJ tradt-trtark.

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finesf Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - COM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRINE DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

^ QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

I
SPBCSAL PRICES TO STUDEXTS

I Tennis and Badminton Racquets Rostrung

I
212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

It's a good rule to keep your finances lo

top condition, too— by operating your

own savings account at the B of M.
10 1 tituot annun

1Bank of Montreal

WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WAIK OF LIFE SINCE 1817

ABOUT DEATH ^1
What's all the racket?

,J

Death is like a parachute. .

Let me slip, a mystic drip

Into the Absolute,
[

Ineffable bucket. i

OF PEACE
/)[ the stillness of the night

Oceans of white light
^

Are calling me home. t

At dawn I heard

The last plaintive peep

Of the circling bird.

And so the great sleep.

I. D. List.

ON VIRTUE

"Let the preachers who seek to

lead me into virtue say by all means

that virtue is necessary and indis-

pensable. But let them not hide the

fact that it is also austere and

painful."

Abbe PrevosL

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

56V/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a.m. to 9.00 pjn.
(Last Wash 8,00 p.m.)

SATIJRDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 3.30 p.m.)

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Borbors

Nexr to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

For a

Light Smoke

and a

Pleasing Taste

Call for

PHILIP

MORRIS
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Campus Humor
>n 6aff
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What iias happened to the college student's sense of humor?

To attack anyone's sense of humor is a serious offense, as

Stephen Leacock adequately pointed out, and to attack the collec-

tive sense of humor of a select group is even more serious, but it

is time it were done. Gone, it seems, are those glorious days

of the "campus wit", the "character" who was the center of large

crowds in the coffee shop and the mainstay of such publications

the Journal. Undoubtedly there are still a few around — one would

hate to have to presume that there is absolutely no one who can

sec the amusing side of trivial happenings — but they remain wel!

hidden and their ability is known only to a select circle of intimate

friends.

Some make an attempt at wit, but it is usually such cynical

wit that it would be sacriligious to laugh or even smile at it. Cynic-

ism seems to be the mainstay of the college student today. Behind

a mask of belle indifference they amuse themselves, and attempt

to amuse their friends, by assuming an air of complete pessimism

toward life in general, take it for granted that mankind is doomed

to total annihilation, and that anyone who chooses to think differ-

ently is a master of the art of self-deception. War, life, death,

politics, religion, and the architecture of the men's residence arc

treated with equal contempt. But the jokes are feeble, and bear

none of the characteristics of the whimsical nonsense with which

students entertained their friends not too long ago.

But anyone who would attempt true humor has two counts

against him from the beginning. The ever-present cynic will scoff

him into silence, or, worse still, numerous students who seem to

possess no sense of humor at all wilt take everything he says in

complete seriousness. Nothing could possibly be meant to be

funny any more. Coping with the complexities of modern life

permits no time for frivolity, or even a ray of sweetness and light.

Something must be done! It is time for all humorists to take

up arms and defend their claims, before the cynic has completely

conquered their territory.

Canada And The Tourist

The recent federal-provincial tourist conference in Ottawa

brought forth at least two ideas which should be of interest to many

Canadian groups other than those concerned with the tourist trade.

Ontario Travel Minister Louis Cecilc warned the delegates that

Canadian sportsmen must assume a greater responsibility for the

conservation of our fish and game resources. All too often we

hasten to accuse the tourist, particularly the American tourist,

of poor sportsmanship when he exceeds his bag or creel limit. In

fact, as Mr. Cecile points Out, the greater harm is often done by

Canadians themselves who are not continually on the alert to the

need of conserving scarce resources. Indeed the job of seeing that

our fish and game supplies are continually replenished is one for

all who like to cast a line or shoulder a gun in some region closer

to home than the far north wilderness.

Federal Resource Minister Jean Lesage suggests that Can-

adians should make a greater effort to provide genuine national

attractions for guests to our country. He quite rightly insists that

when tourists come to Canada they want to see something differ-

ent from what they see at home, Too frequently our tourist cater-

ers attempt to attract the prospective visitor by informing him

that he will be able in Canada to eat the same kind of food that

he eats in his own kitchen, see the same plays that he can see in

his own theatre and gaze upon scenery just like that back home.

Far better that we should place our emphasis upon the distinctive

features of Canada.

The employment of Canadian talent at the Shakespeare festival

is a sound step in the right dirtction. We could go a good deal

further in other fields by promoting displays of Canadian talent

in art and music. This is certainly one facet of the work of the

proposed Canada Council which should receive early attention.

Above all else, whether we are thinking of our recreational or

our cultural attributes- Canadians ought to develop an awareness

of the fact that we have grown up as a nation. We have a re-

sponsibility to preserve those features for which we have already

gained recognition in the past and to build up those projects through

which we may gain still greater distinction in the future.

The German Elections

Chancellor Adenauer's Christian Democratic party suffered

serious reverses in two West GerTuan provincial elections last

Sunday. Not only did the Social Democrats, the Bonn govern-

ment's chief opponents, win a sweeping victory in their traditional

stronghold of Hesse, but they cut the Christian Democrat majority

in Bavaria to a slim margin. The election results are Hkely to have

repercussions on Dr. Adenauer's policy for rearmament in two
respects. In the first place the shift in seats in the province means

a shift in the Eundesrat, the central government's Upper House.

With one member party in the government coalition already alien-

ated over Saar policy. Dr. Adenauer may have trouble getting the

necessary majority to ratify the Paris agreements.

Even if the proposals for German rearmament do go through,

the Bonn government will be in the position of having to im-

plement a policy which is actively opposed by a large, and ap-

parently growing, minority of the electorate. The Social Demo-
crats have long proclaimed their opposition to rearmament and they

made the issue their chief basis of attack in the election campaign.

The trade unions have also declared their active hostility to the

plan for a new army. In the face of this renewed evidence of

strength in the opponent's camp Dr. Adenauer may wel! find that

his problems are just beginning even if he does succeed in pilot-

ing the bill through parliament.

Letters To The Editor

Lecture SuperFicial

iewpoint will be further

The House of Cold, Sober, Second Thought.

Yugoslav* Journey

(The writer of the jollowiiig

article spent part of last summer i«

Viiijostavia on a lour sponsored by

the World University Service.)

The Balkan states, which com-

prise the Federated Peoples' Re-

public of Yugoslavia, remind me of

some big city street-corner societies.

The members of this gang have the

same admirable qualities of courage,

independence and boisterous enthu-

siams. In their own way they are

a happy crew. But these same char-

acteristics, in extreme forms, make

them troublesome fellow citizens in

this small world of ours.

The turbulent history of the

brotherhood is marked by clashes

with fellow gangs and, more espe-

cially, within their own group. Their

neighbors have dominated them pol-

itically and economically and ex-

torted tribute which has seriously

weakened them. Such outside con-

tacts have made the Yugoslavs wary

and suspicious. Their policy seems

to be to accept aid from any source

and dominance from none, They

plan to sit on the fence and lean

both ways at will. Treaties with

other Balkan nations seem to be

agreements to mind one's own busi-

ness, stay in one's own hack yard

and present a solid front towards

the rest of the world.

Their neighbors are an interest-

ing lot. The Cominform nations

resemble the ward politicians who
offer political and economic pa-

tronage with strings attached. Tiie

United States appears to be a ben-

evolent welfare worker desiring the

rehabilitation of a delinquent boy.

Only the pattern of rehabilitation

is that of the agent himself. The

United Nations seems to be a neu-

tral force and will probably be

called upon to arbitrate in the case

of future misunderstandings.

The gang's clubhouse is interest-

ing from the point of view of di-

versity. Entry is not at all difficult,

security has been relaxed in favor

(jf the mark, franc and dollar. Some

of the rooms are rather roughly fin-

ished, the one known as Macedonia

has a stone age motif while Croatia

is in tune with the modern industrial

age. Serbia includes a very fertile

garden plot which provides food for

most of the club. The best windows

open on the beautiful blue Adriatic

needless to say it is a favorite with

the guests.

During the last conflict with their

neighbors, the club house suffered

some damage which is in the process

of repair. The interesting feature is

that most of the damage and re-

sulting ill-feeling was caused by

fighting among the gang itself, no-

ticeably between the Serbians and

Croatians. At times their battles

were so confusing that allies were

uncertain which side to support.

Finally they sided with a popular

liero named Tito.

This leads me to analyse the gang

itself. The Serbians are the wily

politicians. The Croatians with

their technical school education are

busy reconstructing the clubhouse

and setting the economy in order.

The Macedonians are poor relations

enjoying the shelter and protection

of their stronger bretheren. Prob-

ably the most interesting characters

are the independence loving Bosni-

ans (some call it anarchy rather

than independence). They are for-

ever upsetting the peace by revolt-

ing against authority. Their [nost

famous coup was the assassination

of Ferdinand of Austria in Sara-

jaevo, 1914. Their stronger brothers,

Serbia and Croatia have succeeded

remarkably well in channelling

their energies towards the common

cause of Communism. It remains to

be seen how long this will last.

Editor, Journal:

A recent lecture to the Interna-

tional Relations Club, delivered by

Professor Lower of the History

Department, was, to say the least,

disappointing. One statement in the

article concerning this lecture which

appeared in Tuesday's Journal

caught my eye: "The audience was

then reminded that we have no idea

what could be going on behind

stone walls even in Canada." This

seemed to be evident in the speaker's

case.

The lecture brought to mind an

address on the same subject given

last year by a travelling journalist

who had just returned from that

country. Professor Lower "visited

Russia before the war", but despite

the different times the speakers had

been in that country they were both

unable to give an adequate picture

of the country they were supposed

to be discussing.

Granted that people in Canada

know much too little of what goes

nn behind the Iron Curtain. In our

ignorance we are willing to accept

everything we hear as fact,

and to condemn a whole nation for

the actions of its leaders. But our

ignorance will not be alleviated by

speakers who interpret the Russian

situation from a superficial glance

at the Russian way of life, or worse

still, from the books they have read,

as Professor Lower did. I am not

denying that novels can give a vivid

picture of various aspects of a situ

ation, but their viewpoint is neces

sarily limited, and an interpretation

nf that 1

restricted.

Professor Lower's address was

restricted almost entirely to the

"terrors of a totalitarian state." This

is a subject with which we are all

too familiar, in spite of what he

said. Newspaper articles are con-

stantly seeking to remind us that

all is dark and gloomy behind the

Iron Curtain, that Russia is one

grim desert of Siberean slave camps,

and that "big brother is watching

you" all the time. We are convinced

of that.

What we do remain in ignorance

of, however, are the more complex

problems which lie within this

totalitarian regime, and also, if I

may venture to say it, what this

regime has actually done and is

doing in the country. The Russian

political system, the standard oE

living, the agricultural, economic

and social aspects of the Russian

way of life remain a mystery. It

will soon be our job to join the

ranks of those who seek a better

understanding with Russia, and

this cannot be done unless we have

a better understanding of Russia!

We too can read novels ; we can

be terrified by the grim picture they

present. But none of us can make

any real contribution to the future

of the world if he is completely

prejudiced by terror.

If speakers are going to address

us on Russia, therefore, we would

appreciate those who know a little

more about Russia,

"A Truth Seeker."

Arts Decision Said Unw se

Editor, Journal

:

The last meeting of the Arts

Society Executive, on a vote of six

to five, rejected a motion proposing

a pre-election radio debate on CFRC
.imong Arts candidates for AMS
office. The position of the majority

was defended on the ground that

many AMS candidates would be

unable to express themselves coher-

ently in a radio discussion.

Now it must be remembered that

a candidate for Senior Arts Repre-

sentative is in effect a candidate for

the Arts nomination to the Presi-

dency of the AMS. The AMS Pres-

ident has to be able to speak in

public and over the air, and nobody

has any business running for that

high position unless he lias this

ability. And if a candidate is inar-

ticulate and tongue-tied before £

microphone, the electorate has a

right to know it.

A radio discussion of campus is

Library Improvement

There are distinct racial and re-

ligious differences between members

nf the club. These seem to come

to the fore in times of stress, es-

pecially the latter. The recent gang

war in the Balkan ward saw the

Orthodox Serbians and Roman

Catholic Croatians at each other's

throats. Some observers say more

casualties resulted from this struggle

than from battles with outside in

truders. Certainly a lot of bad feel

ing is the outcome.

You will realize that the picture

is a complex one, requiring a great

deal of understanding in all parties

concerned. However I found a visit

to the area very stimulating, the

Yugoslavs were most co-operative

and eager to discuss their problems

with anyone who showed the slight-

est desire to understand.

sues and problems by the candidates

would assist potential voters in

making an intelligent choice, and

thus encourage them to cast ballots

in the election. Many students do

not know all the candidates person-

ally. Wihout access to means of

comparison other than personal ac-

quaintance, they often fail to form

any preference at all. They either

fail to vote or vote at random. Last

year, fifty-five per cent of the eli-

gible Arts electorate failed to vote.

An election broadcast, I think, would

provide a new basis for forming pre-

ferences intelligently, without in-

volving any necessity for personal

acquaintance with the nominees. A
larger vote would result, and wise

electoral decisions would be ren-

dered more probable.

Tile Arts Society should recon-

sider and reverse its decision not

to sponsor such a radio discussion.

Ken Hilborn,

Editor, Arts Journal.

Editor, Journal:

In response to your recent edi-

torial, the Kingston Exterior De-

corators Association (KEDA) took

pleasure in improving without charge
|

the appearance of the Douglas Li-

brary. The unfortunate inaccessi-

bility of decorating materials limited

the scope of this operation. The

Association will be happy to receive,

through the columns of this news-

paper constructive criticism concern-

ing the type of decoration suitable

for the local architecture. Corres-

pondents should bear in mind that

such material must be readily

"accessible" and non-perishable. The

executive of KEDA is definitely

opposed to the use of "bulky per-

ishable materials" as campus adorn-

ments.

Jack Steeple,

Secretary, KEDA.
P.S.—Wanted : one extension

ladder. Must be able to reach 100

(one hundred) feet.
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Of Mice And Men
I usually dine alone on Christmas Day. There is much more

satisfaction In sitting in my corner of the restaurant with my
cheese than in scampering about making: superficial attempts at
extending yulctide greetings to my mice relatives and neighbours.
That confounded door-belll If the proprietor doesn't get rid of

it soon. I'll develop cat-o-mania. or some complex, but Tabby is

the least of my worries today. What's this? I haven't seen this

little fellow before. His overalls look paper thin, and his wan
compexion seems to be grimacing at the counter. Probably an-
other grubby kid begging for something to eat. That's the ad-
vantage of Christmas for men

; they can play on one another's
sympathies, and get something for it, Must be skilled in the
tricks of the trade

; waitress is handing him some change. Wouldn't
you know it? Wasting the money on the juke-box. "Rudolph the
Red-nosed reindeer, had a very shiny . . .", not that again. Ugly kid.

Just sits there, with a stupid grin on his face. Men are such a sorry
lot; have to depend on one another; Christmas and the brotherhood;
it's just weakness. Never sec animals or mtce doing that. They fend
for themselves, "All of the other reindeer . .

.". that kid plays on
my nerves. I wouldn't even offer him my cheese if I could. No
man deserves it. Finally leaving. I guess he ran out of nickels

;

someone else's nickels. Confounded bell! Kid's gone. Peace
and quiet. "Then one frosty Christmas morn, Santa came . .

.";

Everybody is beginning his meal. My cheese is so big; indi-

gestion stares me in the face if I — ''Rudolph the red-nosed

. .
.". I wonder, dum-dec-dum, aunt marceila, "had a very shiny

nose". Oh well. I suppose no mouse is an island, nor any man
for that matter.

"And if you ever s;

PKO/HCTfteVS 80Ufl9

you would say it glows,

V.V.

By Charles Taylor

This lightless still-born night has slowly slipped

From spaded crocus beds along the slatted path:

And yet, Promethean mockery, I sit alone, limp

Chained

Against the rock of self-despair:

But self-chained, fear-chained; no more god-chaiaed.

Chained, while dark-jawed Doubt each evening
Gnaws away our spring time memory,
Which but blooms again in morning's light,

Recalling

You, and all we shared when crocus buds,

By stubborn spring denied sun's fire,

Lay sleepy-eyed in grecn-walled cells

;

While limb-locked we darkly drowsed.

Waiting

For the light that never came;

And in the certainty of doubt despairing.

Despairing now I sit in coward chains

:

No angry god-usurping hero raging at his bodds,

But only man, alone in autumn's fading fire,

Watching

All life creep out and flicker in the dark,

And slowly die.

/ The above poem

ompetition.)

dal jirsl firh( llif Jaumtl Christmas

What Is Cliristmas?

Although this is the 1,954th

time that Christmas time has
come upon this earth, it is still a

relatively new topic to most of

the people on this campus. Hence
it has seemed provident to give
a few pointers on how to recog-
nize Christmas and enjoy it.

If you have had the time to look
up your textbooks lately you will

have undoubtedly noticed a dif-

ferent approach to life by the ra-

dio and television bods. In this

new approach they make certain
oblique references to the 'spirit

of Christmas' and the joys of giv-

mg and buying their particular

sponsors' products. This is mani-
fested by some smooth-speaking
mdividnals, known only to the
world at large as announcers,
who insist that the only way one
can enjoy Christmas and get the
trne spirit of Christmas is to

shine one's teeth with "Glisten',
the only toothpaste on the market
that'.s flavoured with mistletoe

(Thanks be to Allah). In the next
lialf-hour if it is a local station,

otherwise you may be lucky
«nough not to hear or see him
for another few days, he will have
changed his mind and tell you
that you really ought to smoke
'Draggfj' cigarettes, made with
only the purest leaves of last

year's holly wreaths. This may he
confusing — one doesn't know
whether to clean one's teeth or
Set cancer in order to reap the
^ull benefits of a modern Christ-

Of course being a staunch con-
servative myself, with Liberal

tendencies, I heartily recommend
the singing of Christmas carols on
Christmas Eve with the rest of the

family and sitting down on
(See What Is Christmas, page 2)

Christ And The Evergreen

By J. Gordon Penny

Many, many years ago in a distant land, there stood a great

forest. It was so dark and tangled and dreary that its only visitor

was the wild wind from the home of the Storm King. When
the summer warmed the canopy of leaves, this wind tossed the high

branches as though in play, but when winter came, the wind raced

with a bitter rush among the bare roots.

And in those dark months of winter, when the snow drifted

against the boles of the trees, and the wind howled and slashed,

the small birds and animals were hard put for shelter and warmth.

Indeed, the great tall trees would hardly condescend to wake from

winter slumber that they might help anything so insignificant.

It should be remembered that in these distant times all the

trees shed their leaves in the fall — even the pine, the spruce and

the fir trees, for then they were not ever green. They all stood

bare until spring, and they all slept. Except one.

The Little Fir

The smallest of he trees, the little fir, did not sleep. It was

sorry the birds and animals suffered from the cold and cruel wind,

and was unhappy that its big brothers, the oak, maple and t\m.

would not give them shelter.

And so throughout the winter days and nights, the little fir

would try to close its spindly branches around the tiny folk. Tk«

wind, seeing this vain effort toward protection, beat down upon the

fir to break and scatter its branches in the snow. But the fir tree

held against the wrind, and for many years lived only to serre those

even smaller and weaker than itself. AH the small people of course

loved the fir, and the fir was happy that this was so.

One stormy night, a child could be seen wandering lost in the

great forest. Going from tree te

tree, he sought a place to rest his

bleeding feet and to escape the

malicious wind. Hope was al-

most gone from his heart, but

when he came upon the fir, tliosc

small branches spread open in

welcome. And the fir called upoa

the tiny animals to snuggle up

against the child to warm him,

and the tiny birds to bring ber-

ries to feed him. And so the child

did not die.

Before the next dawning, a

wood-cutter was walking througk

the forest in search of fuel. He
was amazed and afraid when he

saw in the dark depth, a great

white light, more brilliant thaa

the light of a thousand stars. Ap-
proaching the light, which grew

until it dazzled his eyes, he felt

a strange sense of wonderment.

For the light surrounded a small

fir tree and an even smaller child.

The tree was standing proudly,

and the child — the child was the-

radiant Christ Child.

Made Evei^reen

Then the wood-cutter heard the

Christ Child speak, and looking

up, he saw Him touch the tree.

And ihL-re, at that instant, the fir

^T.w -I r. I
J -liter and taller and was

,j|..ili< .1 ill .1 rich foliage of green.

Then spoke the Christ Child say-

ing:

"Little tree, your love, like

mine, knows no time or season.

It embraces all. And because of

this love, this selfishness, this

charity, you shall be honored."

"Every heart that honors Me
shall honor you, little tree, and

every heart that is made glad at

my coming shall find joy also in

you. And as I am honored and

give joy throughout all ages, so

shall you be honored and give joy

forever on my birthday.

"As I shall be cut down, only

(See Evergreen, page 2)
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What Is Christmas

(^Continued from Page 1)

Oiristmas Day to a table laden

with a large turkey and such edi-

ble delicacies that might please

one's palate. Both of these at-

tiudes (modern and old-fashion-

ed) are somewhat materialistic

and not truly representative of

ichat the purpose of Christmas

really is.

It is the celebration of the birth

of Christ, and the founding of a

new.- religion that was to affect

oxry part of the world. Nothing

before or since the original

Christmas brought about such a

lasting effect on the human race

The Papacy, one of the most im-

portant developments of Christ-

ian origin, has survived over all

the trials and tribulations of se

cular dynasties. Some of the great

est works of art were inspired by

Christian thoughts and events.

Great wars have been fought in

defence of Christian ideals, ii

fact we are presently in a situ

ation where these ideals have

been challenged once again by

more secular beliefs.

Christmas is an event that

challenges the materialistic values

we have placed on life. It chal-

lenges a world of 'Glisten',

'Draggo', turkeys, and war. It is

an event which serves to remind

us of what has gone before us and

what will go on after us. So,

after you and I have eaten our

Christmas turkey and opened our

gifts, we might take a moment

to sit back and tliink.

Evergreen

(Continued from Page I)

to show myself forth in greater

glory, so shall you be cut down,

only to be made more beautiful,

you and your seed forever."

And so saying, the Christ Child

went into the heavens.

Then the woodsman cut down

the fir tree and carried it home

to set it up in a place of honor.

Upon its branches he placed can-

dles to commemorate the God-

given light.

And so has it been ever since.

Copyright 1953.

The Bnntford Bxpoeitor.

SHORT STORY

BASIN STREET

By Phyllis Sallans

In a crowded room

Filled with the smoking bodies of

the faithful,

An ebony Gabriel

Is blowing his heart out

On a battered horn.

Behind him, a drummer
Beats, with hypnotic monotony

L^j ing down a path

Of rythm, stretching out

Into infinity.

Against a battered upright

Leans a dark Loreli,

Weaving a spell as old as ere

ation

With a voice deep, husky,

Hoarse with too much gin.

With his instrument, held

Like a coiled snake, the sax man
Sends shivers through the crowd

As his silvered slides rise an

fall

With pain-filled ecstasy.

POME BY WILL MOTT
WE'RE PROUD OF THE GAELS AND THE WAY THEY PUVYED
AND IT WONT BE FORGOTTEN FOR MANY A DAY
THEY PROVED BY THE WAY THAT THEY CARRIED THE BALL
THAT THEY WERE TRULY "CHAMPIONS" ALL.

INSIST ON

WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS

HCRC'S AN 099 0N£ •

By Charles Stone

Here's an odd one.

It began in Dawson Creek,

British Columbia in the sum-

of 1950, in the early morning

it was, sitting having breakfast

n a cafe known as the New Or-

hid Lunch. Chinese, quite clean

and about the only decent place

in town.

As I say, I was sitting in the

cafe having breakfast nursing a

hangover with raw eggs. Up
comes the waitress, says "Whal'Il

ya have?"

"Coffee," ] said, "more and

hot."

That was the first time 1

met June.

Naturally I didn't know who
she was then. I'd seen her around

the town ... at dances and such,

but she must have taken the job

at the cafe the day before. I knew
the girls there and she was

new.

I met June one night later at

a dance in the New Moon, a pre-

tentious name for a run-down,

scuffled-floored dance hall with

a band. The band, note you, was
four piece, two fiddles, a banjo

and drums. Real cool.

Anyway. I picked up June,

quite a feat, the boys were wild

for her. She was wearing, as 1

remember, blue jeans, white

wooly socks, moccasins and

grey sweater. The sweater was

originally intended for a boy, by

the looks of it. and it left her

throat at an angle of thirty de-

grees from the vertical and fell

straight down past her hips.

Looked better than it sounds.

Said she was from South Caro-

lina or somesuch, which I knew

was a lie- The word was around

that she was from Prince George,

just over the mountains. There

were suggestions that she was no

better than she might be, if as

good. Far be it from me to judge

and she danced well.

We danced for awhile and then

the school-teacher to whom I was

at that time attached came in and

I danced with her.

Had to leave town for a few

days and when I came back the

other girls in the New Orchid

Lunch told me June had left town

They said the police had offered

to pay her way out and she took

it. Seems they suspected she had

rolled a visiting farmer for five

or six hundred but couldn't prove

it. Could be, as I say, other peo

pie's morals are none of my bus

iness.

The next time I saw June was

quite a jolt.

After I'd gone out to Edmonton

in the fall, I called an old friend

suggesting a beer. Izzy was his

name, but that doesn't matter

Izzy says he's off the brew and

going to get married.

I was more than considerably

surprised at this, Izzy being the

way he was. but made appropriate

comments.

Izzy said lets meet in the Seven

Seas and see this girl. I says OK
She was late for the meeting

and Izzy told me all about her

how good-looking she was and

from an old Eastern family, says

he never met anyone like her.

(See An Odd One Page 4)

M lead You Up The H ghest Hill . . .

I'd lead you up the highest hill I know

The road would be quite long and very steep

But we would reach the top and then I'd show

You each blue vale and say, 'my love's that deep'

The valleys grouped in greens and shyest blue

Would help me teach. . . .

Would help me teach my love essential things

Pure winds, primaeval rocks, the sight of you.

My shout into the valley, how it rings,

From these plain things I'd teach my love. I'd find

The longest blade of grass, examine muse

And like a king from words that brim to mind,

I'd tell my love.

My love will be that deep until

Until perhaps 1 find a higher hill.

H.M.

Lament For The Good Old Days

2»nson St Edgar
Printing of

Every Description

RRINXCRS
Phone 41 14

VOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sundoy Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

By Lois Showman

Old King Cole was a merry old soul —
Why shouldn't the guy have fun?

He knew no Physics and he conned no French,

And History had just begun.

His priests did his Latin, the chancellor his Math.

Tax agents made x equal y;

The earth and the sun did their daily routine,

And nobody asked the king "Why?"

He never wrote essays for Phil 25,

Or heard a Shakespearian sonnet;

They'd not found the New World nor dug up the Old

And written a text-book upon it.

So he called for his pipe and he called for his bowl.

And he called for his fiddlers three —
And enjoyed the Dark Ages — Now why must they all

Insist on enlightening me?

SCingoton iMuatr Olompana
RECORDS RADIOS RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES

GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT.
346 PRINCESS ST

EUROPE
1955

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Airangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

(fihalttiprfl

EABL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F. BANISTER, O D
MtNlSTER

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 12TH

11 a.m

7.30 p.m.

Advent; Divine Risk,

Human Adventure".

-"Cod's Express

Imoge"

Sail May 28 or June 14 tourist class on
S,S. Homeric (rom Qui^boc on special conducted
tours liniitcfl to St\ii|i:Tit^. A week in London,
Holland, lii. lii.liiii.' \ n.l. .a l.^lc of Marl;en,

Brussels. ColoEnc, tlic Rhine l.v -ii r. im.dir tmir ol tht Black
i'orcst, Liechtcnsicin, Anslrinn I \ r. .1, Bvjv.iri^in Castles. Dolomites.
Viaiicc. Adriatic Coa,";l. tmv Kii.'ii.li. ol Sun Marino, Rome, the Hill
Towns. Florence, Italian I n i.i ii Rivieras. French Alps. Switzer-
land, Paris. Motor lour i iil.i ml, Enfilish Lakes, North Wales,
-Slinkcspcarc Country, E.vnionr, Glorious Devon. RclurniiiR tourist

cla.ss on the S.S. Homeric arriving Quebec July 26 or AuRust 12,

respectively.

Chnosc your departure and return dates;

iiiclde as much or as lilllc as you wish in the
price caieRory of your choice — all on a prc-

arr;iui:i--ii, pri-iiiiicj basis, .\n ilincrary lhat is m^di; ir> order for you.

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUE Ltd.
57 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO WA. 4-1139

Mamagemcnt: J, P. & G. H, Lucas

STUDENT TOUR
66 DAYS $1,126

INDEPENDENT
TRAVEL

McGALLS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

-- AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRlNE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

Christmas Meeting.

O Come Let Us Adore Him

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 12TH

THtRD SUNDAV IN ADVENT

8 00 a.m.-

9, IS a-m.

-Holy Commuiuon
-Family Service.

ol Newly Co
firmc't. Holy Co
.ind SHoa Addri
Burns.

11.00 a.m.—Morning Prayer.

Sermon: The Rcv'd Henry G,

Hill. M.A,. Chaplain: St John's

College, Cambridge, England.

7 ;00 p.m.—Evensong.
Sermon; TKi- ttc. D, P. Buni!.

Annual Festival of Carols
Sunday. Deccmbtt 19th al 7 p.m.

SYOIHHftM a WILLIAM ST3.

Rev C. E, J. Cracg.
Ml, BO DO

MINISTER

LLOVD ZURBRIGG
ORGANIST AND CHOIR MASTER

SUNDAY. DECEMBER 12TH

11 a.m_"|f He Had not

Come"

7.30 p.m .—"Greot Expectation"

You Will Be [Velcome

St. Anftrtiu'e

^rpahgterian (flijurrtj

PPIN=E5S AMD CLERGT STAEETS

REV. J FOROSg WEnDERDUnH
M A D-D . MlM5TEn

MR. DARWIN STATA.
OfaANIST AND CHOinHA3TEH

MISS ANNE HALLIDAY

10,15 a.m.

n.OO a.rr

2.30 p.m.

7.0Q p.m.-

Bible Claes

..—Morning Service

—Church School

Evening Service

St. Andtcw's Young People

Society will meet aflej

evening service.

\ cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

• Southern Fried Chicken Italian Spaghetti Delicatessen Specialties Steaks

town and country restaurants

.^rincess St. ot Clergy

Kingston, Ont.

2 LOCATIONS
Highway No. 2

Catoroqui, Ont.
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First Appearance |AMS Rejects Arts Motion
Of Science Choir iTo Decrease Dance Deficit

At Carol Service A motion that the Alma Mater Society pay {or the band a>d

public address system used at last Thursday's football dance was
defeated at a meeting- of the AMS executive Tuesday eyening.

The motion was put forth by Bob Jenness. president of the

Arts Society, as an alternative to the AMS gift of pins to the

football team. The pins, which were to have been presented lo the

Gaels at the dance had been found unsuitable. The meeting- was

opened to counter-suggestion.

Mr. Jenness said that in view of the fact that the dance had

been held in the name of the school, not the Arts Society, the AMS
should consider assisting with the cost of the enterprise as its

contribution to the team.

Jim Cochlin, Science Junior rep-, suggested that the AUS pvc

the requested amount, but at the same time reprimand the Arts So-

ciety for undertaking a project beyond its means.

Mr. Jenness answered that the Arts Society would be willme

to accept the reprimand if his motion were approved,

Tis Dowler, Levana Sentoc

rep,, reminded the AUS that

members had been eager to hon-

or the t«am a week ago. but that

enthusiasm had now seemed to

have declined. She also felt that

if the contribution was to be

considered as assistance to the

Arts Society, the motion should

be defeated, However, if it wer«

purely a gift to the team, it

should be passed.

Registrar's Office Releases

Scholarships And Bursaries

The registrar's office has an-

nounced a series of scholarships

and bursaries for which appli-

cations must be made tliis month,

They are as follows:

Ottawa Ladies' College Schol-

arships ; Four scholarships of $100

each to be awarded each year

to Protestant lady students from

the Ottawa collegiate institutes

or technical schools without re-

striction to course or the year of

attendance at Queen's. Candidates

for one of these scholarships must

make formal application by letter

to the registrar not later than

Dec. 18.

University Women's Club of

Kingston bursary, awarded an-

nually to assist a woman student

of promising ability who is in

financial difficulties. Value is

$150. Interested candidates should

make formal application by letter

to the registrar by Dec. 31.

Ottawa Women's Club schol-

arship, valued at $185. Applica-

tions must be in the form of a

letter and must be submitted to

the registrar by Dec. 18. First

preference is given to candidates

Printing Delayed

Of 200 Tricolors

Financial difficulties have post-

poned the completion of 200 copies

of Tricolor '54. This was announced

by Herb Hamilton, AMS permanent

secretary-treasurer, at a meeting of

the Alma Mater Society executive,

Tuesday evening.

It was suggested that the AMS
consider giving a substantial sum

as a token of appreciation to B. C.

Mace, Tricolor's printing foreman,

who spent considerable time and

effort in seeing the publication

through to completion. The matter

Was referred to a future meeting for

specific consideration.

listed from or who are resident

in the Eastern Ontario area, or

a descendent of such a prisoner

of war.

In any year in which there are

no prisoners of war from the

Eastern Ontario area, or descen-

dants of such a prisoner of war,

the scholarship is awarded to a

veteran of World War I or II,

resident in or enlisted from the

Eastern Ontario area, or one of

his descendants.

Atkinson Foundation bursaries

— a limited number of bursaries

valued at not less than $100 and

not more than $300 are available

for students in the final year of

the faculty of Arts who are resi-

dents of Ontario. Under the terms

of the gift, the award must be

made on the basis of merit and

need, academic sincerity and fu-

ture promise. Application should

be made not later than Dec. 18 on

special forms which may be ob-

tained from the registrar.

Three .Atkinson Charitable
Fomidation bursaries valued at

$300 are iivailable for award to

stmient> in tin.' first year in any

factiliy, pLO\i>k-d that they are

residents of the province of On-

tario. Under the terms of the

gift, the award will be made on

the basis of merit and need, aca-

demic sincerity and future prom-

ise. Applications must be sub-

mitted by Dec. IS on special

forms which may be obtained

from the registrar.

Debating Club

Holds Meeting

The newly-formed Science
choir will make its first appear-

ai'nce at the annual Christmas,

carol service Sunday evening in

Grant Hall, The choir, led by
Father Flurey, will sing unac-

companied. Soloist will be George

Andrinovich, Science '57, who dis-

tinguished himself recently when
he appeared on "Singing Stars of

Tomorrow." His accompanist

iviil be Joan Partridge.

Senior members of the Alma
Mater Society Executive wilt read

the lesson, to be taken from the

ancient Christmas service of

King's College, Cambridge.

The hall will be decorated for

the service and a huge lighted

Christmas tree will be placed on

the platform. Carols will be

flashed on a large screen for

students' benefit.

Front rows in the east center

section downstairs will be reserv-

ed for members of the staff. It is

expected that, as in the past.

Grant Hal! will be filled to capac-

ity, and students are advised to

come early. The service begins

at 8:30 p.m.

Debating societies are a waste ol

time. Queen's students are over-

worked by professors. These were

among the less serious topics under

discussion Tuesday evening as the

Debating Club undertook elimina-

tions for the Oxford Debates to be

held at Queen's, Jan. 10.

Judging Tonight

Following prepared speeches by

Stuart Howard and Derek Wiggs

acting adjudicator Dr. R. H. More

of Queen's asked for impromptu

si>eeches from members of the club.

However, it was decided that the

final decision should be postponed

until Friday evening. At that time

impromptu speeclies will be judged

and two members chosen to repre-

sent Queen's in the Oxford Debates,

Exam Timetables

The Registrars Office

again reminds students to

check the exam timetable

lists posted in Richardson

Hall. Several further chan-

ges have been made in both

the mid-year and half-course

lists.

Arts Society

Honors Gaels

The last football dance of the

season was held last week when

the Arts' Society added its congrat

ulations to the Golden Gaels.

N[ain event of the evening was

the presentation of Queen's swea-

ters to the players by Bob Jenness,

president of the Arts Society, and

Peter Zarry, Arts Society vice

president and a former Gael. Each

player in turn was hailed with a

rousing cheer, and tlie ceremony

was officially finished off with a

snake dance and an "Oil Thigh".

Movies of this season's games

were shown in the small g>'m, and

Paul Chabot's orchestra provided

the music for dancing in the large

one.

The crowd numbered appro.'^i

mately 350. It was not as large as

had been hoped for, despite the fact

that students were urged to "come

stag".

Graduate Examinations
Graduate record examina-

tions will be conducted at

Queen's on Jan. 27, 1955.

These exams are intended for

graduate or prospective grad-

uate students. Application

forms and booklets giving

complete information may be

obtained at the Registrar's

office. Application must be

complete by Jan. 7, Fee for

the examination is $12,

AMS Defeats

ExamProposal
A proposal concerning the senior

football team's Christmas examina-

tions was defeated at a meeting of

tlie Alma Mater Society executive.

Tuesday evening.

The motion, to the effect that the

AMS approach the faculty suggest-

ing that tlie senior football team be

given the option of writing their

Christmas examinations after the

iiolidays, was presented by Lloyd

Cadsen, Meds Junior Rep., at last

week's meeting.

Team members themselves felt

that aUhough the idea did not hold

much appeal for them at present,

future teams might find it more

practical.

Jim Cochlin. Science Junior Rep,,

said that such a move on the part

of the AMS would not be good for

.\MS-faculty relations and that the

faculty would probably not consider

the suggestion seriously.

Not Responsible

John Ruedy, Aesculapian pre-

sident, said that the AMS was

not responsible for subsidizing ati

.Arts enterprise,

Jim Cochlin reminded the AMS
that the team might be expecting

the pins, since they were men-

tioned in the Journal.

The vote had to be taken twice,

and the motion was finally de-

feated by a 6-5 majority.

It was decided that Iain Gow,

AMS president, and Pat Osbor-

ough. Levana president, consid-

er pins of alternative styles and

purchase them at their discretion.

Found Sense of Responsibility

King Reports On Conference

Tony King, editor of the Journ-

al, returned to Kingston Monday

after spending four days at West

Point Military Academy as

Queen's delegate to the sixth ann-

ual student conference on Amer-

ican security policy.

Mr. King travelled to West

Point with five other Canadian

students after visiting Ottawa

where the group and their two

senior advisers met External Af-

fairs Minister Lester Pearson,

Prime Minister St. Laurent and

Douglas Stewart, U.S. ambassa-

dor to Canada. The group also

flew to New York for a tour of

United Nations headquarters.

More than 150 Canadian and

American students and cadets

took part in the discussions which

embraced all aspects of American

foreign and defence policy. Eight

rouudtabic groups, each consist-

ing of about 20 students, dealt

with America's relations with in-

ternational organizations, the

western world, the east and with

the Communist orbit.

Mr. King said he was pleased

at the seriousness and sense of

responsibihty shown by the

American students and guest

speakers. He added that he had

feared that the Americans would

be much more intemperate than

he found them.

He pointed out that much of

the wild talk indulged in by U.S

leaders could be traced to the

tremendous impact of the Korean

war on the American people

America's refusal to recognize

Red China was unrealistic and

harmful in the long run, he said,

but Canadians should realize that

immediate recognition would be

unacceptable to most of the Amer-

ican people. He said, however,

that many students at the con-

ference argued in favor of recog-

nition in the near future.

The Queen's delegate was

pleased to find that no one fav-

ored "preventive \v:ir".

Tony King

the American students, however,

appeared willing to run the risk

of limited wars in attempts to stir

unrest in the satellite nations.

Mr. King said that most of the

American students agreed that

the aims of U.S. foreign policy

are to prevent war, to prevent

Communist expansion and to

weaken the Communist hold on

China and eastern Europe,

The Journal editor remarked

that he was also pleased to fmd

that American delegates did not

put their trust in military power

alone. Most of them, he said, put

the emphasis on the necessity for

American aid to underdeveloped

countries and on the need for

"seUing" a free way of life to the

uncommitted areas of the world.

Most of the Americans also seem-

ed willing to admit that private

enterprise might not provide the

economic answer to the problems

facing underdeveloped areas.

In addition to Mr. King, Can-

adians attended the conference

from the University of Toronto,

McGitI, the University of New
Brunswick and Mount St. Vincent

College in Halifax. The group

was led by Prof. Donald Vince

of Acadia,

(Mr. King did not arrive in the

United States until more than one

week after the Army-Navy

game).
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cm HiwyomR

Annual

ianr?
BRANT INN
BURLINGTON

George Houselander

Orchestra

MONDAY, DECEMBER 27

$3 Couple

All members who have gone on trips

ore welcome.

TICKETS ON SALE AT:

BURLINGTON:
Hainsworth's Drugs

HAMILTON:
McFadden's Drugs.

1002 King SL W.
Sam Manson,

71 King St. W.
Hainsworth's Drugs,

I
815 Main St. E.

Anderson's Smoke Shop
655 King St. E.

Delta Drugs,
1099 Main St E.
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(Continued from Page 2)

Never touched Iier, he says, felt

she was too much above him. I

was easy — nothing Izzy ever

did surprised me.

In walks this paragon, long

swishy dress, hair up, looked

good. Chas, he says, meet June.

Hello. I said, never letting on.

She didn't either.

We talked about this and that

and how hot Toronto was in the

.summer and how she liked to come

west to get out of the heat. Ha.

I says to myself, but what the hell,

if he wants to think so, maybe

it's true. Maybe she is a nice kid

after all, she certainly looked like

it. As far as that goes, far more

people come from good old On-

tario families than there are fam-

ilies to come from.

T was saying before that Izzy

was not the sort to reform very

easily. He wasn't; he'd been cha-

sing girls from away back and

that kind don't cliange qnickly,

Don Juan complex or something.

So the next night I was not

surprised when he phoned me and

asked me to go to a stag. 1 have

always been fond of stags so 1

said sure. He said somebody ar-

ranged it for the football team or

something and there would be

lots of beer and a couple of dan-

cing girls. You know to take care

of the boys. Dancing girls Izzy

is very fond of.

Went down to the hotel, he and

I, mulling over some of the old

stags we'd been at and generally

talking about old times.

Got to the hotel and went up

in the elevator, along to room 317.

I remember. We were talking like

mad and he didn't notice we were

there,

I knocked at the door and a

citizen maybe a hundred and

eight feet tall opens it. Come on

in he says. Meet the boys, meet

the girls.

"Hello June," I said.

Like I say, it's a real odd one.

WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

North Pole,

December 10. 1954.

Hoop Teams In Top Shape

Meet Larries In Double Bill

Dear Juii:

I was glad to get your annual letter right on time the other

day. For a while there you had me worried, and I was beginning

to think yon were paying some attention to all that nonsense that

there isn't any Santa Clans. But you know better. I was happy

to notice, so I'll expect you to spread around a bit of propaganda

for me. The world is going to the dogs these days, isn't it.

Mrs. Claus and myself, as well as our young nephew, (we

call him Subordinate) had a jolly old family chuckle when we saw

your letter, and we were happy to note that you didn't want so

much for yourself this year: just a new typewriter and a bottle of

Nervine tablets. We might have some trouble getting gifts for

all your friends, though, and I'll tell you why.

You said you wanted me to bring shiny new axes to Mrs,

Metras and Mrs. Masterson. who were two of your best friends.

Well, sir, I was going to do that little thing for yon, until I started

wondering just what they would want with such articles, and I

finally decided that they wouldn't merely use them to trim their

finger-nails. I was a bit worried that, if I carried out your re-

quest. Varsity and Western would be ordering new coaches next

Christmas, and our coach-cutting machine in the toy shop is,

I'm afraid, broken beyond repair. Will chocolates for the ladies

be satisfactory with you?

No, I won't forget those new black and blue crying towels

which you ordered for the senior football team; or the sack of

good luck and best wishes for Frank Tindall, who has always been

one of the best-behaved little boys in town, and I'll be glad to bring

a box of thanks (wrapped m red and green paper) to every student

who cheered for the Gaels this fall. I know the hockey players

deserve it, but I'm afraid a new heated rink would be too large

to fit in my sleigh. I know how much you'd like to see the basket-

ball team get a shiny new undefeated season for Christmas, so

I'll see what I can do about it.

Even if Ican'texactly fill all the requests which you sent in.

I definitely won't forget to bring a heaping full bushel basket of

"Oil Thighs" to all the football and basketball and hockey players;

or to all the other athletes on the campus, whether they're inter-

collegiate or intramural material; or to all the coaches and trainers

and athletic directors; or to the Athletic Board of Control, I'll

bring your thanks and admiration to the two Mikes, and to Bruce

and Dot and Bill, who help you twice a week with that sports

page of yours; and finally, to all the people (all three of them) who

stop to whistle every time they read the sports page, I'll bring

plenty of that good old commodity: A Very Merry Christmas.

If they can pass their final exams, I'll also gladly bring along a

Happy New Year.

Your old pal,

S. CLAUS.

Christmas may be in the air,

but it means only work for

Frank Tindall, who has turned

his activities back to basketball

and the hardwood court.

Tindall puts his hoopsters on

display tomorrow night in the

gym for the first time thie sea-

son, with the opposition being

provided by a strong club from

St, Lawrence University in Can-

ton, New York. This will be the

first of two games this season

between the two clubs, as well

as being the first of eight games

which the Gaels will play on their

home court this season. In the

first game of the Saturday night

twin bill, which gets underway

at 7 p.m., Al Leonard's intermedi-

ates will tangle with the SLU
second team.

The senior club opened its sea-

son last weekend, but it wasn't

an opening which brought any

cheers from Tindall, An annual

road trip into the United States

resulted in double loss for the

locals. They lost 73-69 last Fri-

day to Oswego, and then drop-

ped an 81-59 decision to Hamil-

ton College on Saturday.

TT

g We, the forgotten people of the Christmas Issue of the

S Queen's Journal, would like to peep from our small opening

I in this page to shout out our greetings. From the Sports Staff

g to you: A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW
* YEAR —
g JIM O'GRADY
t MIKE MOFFAT
I BRUCE MacGOWAN
I DOT DESJARDINS
I MIKE CLANCY
% BILL McKECHNIE
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Driving to B.C. on Dec

If interested
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call

on

Doug
18,

Paris,

LOST

Black and silver initialed ron-

son lighter. Finder please con-

tact Tune Taylor, 20241. Reward

Christmas Cards

To faciHtate distribution,

those who have ordered

Queen's cards may obtain them

at the ticket booth in the Stu-

dents' Union. They will also

be delivered, but it would be

appreciated if those who are

in the vicinity would pick

them up.

HUGH CHECKEM (Hockey-Coach)

says: "Close-check your man and slay with htm."

Keep a close check on your cash— and aiake

it stay v/ith you— by depositing it
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only $2.25
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And o terrific selection of tiie new ond smart
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Your Gift Problem is no Problem at

Spearn's of Kingston
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Registrar's Office Releases

Scholarships And Bursaries

The registrar's office has an-

nounced a series of scholarships

and bursaries for which appli-

cations must be made this month.

They are as follows:

Ottawa Ladies' College Schol-

arships : Four scholarships of $100

each to be awarded each year

to Protestant lady students from

the Ottawa collegiate institutes

or technical schools without re-

striction to course or the year of

attendance at Queen's. Candidates

for one of these scholarships must

make formal application by letter

to the registrar not later than

Dec. IS.

University Women's Club of

Kingston bursary, awarded an-

nually to assist a woman student

of promising ability who is in

financial difficulties. Value is

SlSO. Interested candidates should

make formal application by letter

to the registrar by Dec. 31.

Ottawa Women's Club schol-

arship, valued at $185. Applica-

tions must be in the form of a

letter and must be submitted to

the registrar by Dec. IS. First

preference is given to candidates

Printing Delayed

Of 200 Tricolors

Financial difficulties have post-

poned the completion of 200 copies

of Tricolor '54. This was announced

by Herb Hamilton, AMS permanent

secretary-treasurer, at a meeting of

the Alma Mater Society executive.

Tuesday evening.

It was suggested that the AMS
consider giving a substantial sum

3s a token of appreciation to B. C.

Mace, Tricolor's printing foreman,

^vlio spent considerable time and

effort in seeing t!ie publication

through to completion. The matter

Was referred to a future meeting for

specific consideration.

listed from or who arc resident

in the Eastern Ontario area, or

a descendeut of such a prisoner

of war.

In any year in which there are

no prisoners oi war from the

Eastern Ontario area, or descen-

dants of such a prisoner of war,

the scholarship is awarded to a

veteran of World War I or II,

resident in or enlisted from the

Eastern Ontario area, or one of

his descendants,

Atkinson Foundation bursaries

— a limited number of bursaries

valued at not less than $100 and

not more than $300 are available

for students in the final year of

the faculty of Arts who are resi-

dents of Ontario. Under the terms

of the gift, the award must be

made on the basis of merit and

need, academic sincerity and fu-

ture promise, Application should

be made not later than Dec. 18 on

special forms which may be ob-

tained from the registrar.

Three Atkinson Charitable
Fomidation bursaries valued at

$300 are available for award to

students in the first year in any

faculty, provided that they are

residents of the province of On-

tario. Under the terms of the

gift, the award will be made on

the basis of merit and need, aca-

demic sincerity and future prom-

ise. Applications must be sub-

mitted by Dec. IS on special

forms which niay be obtained

from the registrar.

Debating Club

Holds Meeting

First Appearance

Of Science Choir

At Carol Service

The newly-lormed Science
choir will make its first appear-

a'lice at the annual Christmas

carol service Sunday evening in

Grant Hall. The choir, led by
Father Flurey, will sing unac-

companied. Soloist will be George
Andrinovich, Science '57, who dis-

tinguished himself recently when
he appeared on "Singing Stars of

Tomorrow." His accompanist

will be Joan Partridge.

Senior members of the Alma
^^ater Society Executive will read

the lesson, to be taken from the

ancient Christmas service of

King's College, Cambridge.

The hall will be decorated for

the service and a huge lighted

Christmas tree will be placed on

the platform. Carols will be

flashed on a large screen for

students' benefit.

Front rows in the east center

section downstairs will be reserv-

ed for members of the staff. It is

expected that, as in the past,

Grant Hall will be filled to capac-

ity, and students are advised to

come early. The service begins

at 8:30 p.m.

Debating societies are a waste of

time. Queen's students are over

worked by professors. These were

among the less serious topics under

discussion Tuesday evening as the

Debating Qub undertook elimina

tions for the Oxford Debates to be

held at Queen's, Jan. 10.

Judging Tonight

Following prepared speeches by

Stuart Howard and Derek Wiggs,

acting adjudicator Dr. R. H. More

of Queen's asked for impromptu

speeches from members of the club

However, it was decitied that the

final decision should be postponed

until Friday evening. At that time

impromptu speeches will be judged

and two members chosen to repre

sent Oneen's in the Oxford Debates.

Arts Society

Honors Gaels

Exam Timetables

The Registrar's Office

again reminds students to

check the exam timetable

lists posted in Richardson

Hall. Several further chan-

ges have been made in both

the mid-year and half-course

lists.

The last football dance of the

season was held last week when

Ihe Arts' Society added its congrat

ulations to the Golden Gaels.

Main event of the evening was

t!ie presentation of Queen's swea-

ters to the players by Bob Jenness,

president of the Arts Society, and

Peter Zarry, Arts Society vice-

president and a former Gael. Each

player in turn was hailed with a

rousing cheer, and the ceremony

was officially finished off with a

snake dance and an "Oil Thigh".

Movies of this season's games

were shown in the small gym, and

Paul Chabot's orchestra provided

the music for dancing in the large

one.

The crowd numbered approxi-

mately 350. It was not as large as

liad been hoped for, despite the fact

tliat students were urged to "come

stag".

AMS Rejects Arts Motion

To Decrease Dance Deficit

A motion that the Alma Mater Society pay for the band asd

public address system used at last Thursday's football dance was

defeated at a meeting of the .AMS executive Tuesday evening.

The motion was put forth by Bob Jenness, president of the

Arts Society, as an alternative to the AMS gift oi pins to the

football team. The pins, which were to have been presented to the

Gaels at the dance had been found unsuitable. The meeting was

opened to counter-suggestion.

Mr. Jenness said that in view of the fact that the dance had

been held in the name of the school, not the Arts Society, the AMS
should consider assisting with the cost of the enterprise as its

contribution to the team.

Jim Cochlin, Science Junior rep., suggested that the AMS give

the requested amount, but at the same time reprimand the Arts So-

ciety for undertaking a project beyond its means,

Mr. Jenness answered that the Arts Society would be willing

to accept the reprimand if his motion were approved.
'

1
Tis Dewier, Levana Senior

1
rep., reminded the AMS that

members had been eager to hon-

or the team a week ago, but that

enthusiasm had now seemed to

have declined. She also felt that

if the contribution was to be

considered as assistance to the

Arts Society, the motion should

be defeated, However, if it were

purely a gift to the team, it

should be passed.

Graduate Examinations
Graduate record examina-

tions will be conducted at

Queen's on Jan. 27, 1955.

These exams are intended for

graduate or prospective grad-

uate students. Application

forms and booklets giving

complete information tnay be

obtained at the Registrar's

office. Application must be

complete by Jan. 7. Fee for

the examination is $12.

AMS Defeats

ExamProposal
A proposal concerning the senior

football team's Christmas examina-

tions was defeated at a meeting of

the Alma Mater Society executive,

Tuesday evening.

The motion, to the effect that the

AMS approach the facultj- su^est-

ing that the senior football team be

given the option of writing their

Christmas examinations after the

holiday's, was presented by Lloyd

Carlsen, Meds Junior Rep., at last

week's meeting.

Team members themselves felt

that although the idea did not hold

nuich appeal for them at present,

future teams might find it more

practical.

Jim Cochlin, Science Junior Rep.,

said that such a mo\'e on the part

of the AMS would not be good for

AMS-faculty relations and that the

faculty would probably not consider

the suggestion seriously.

Not Responsible

John Ruedy, Aesculapian pre-

sident, said that the AMS was

not responsible for subsidizing an

Arts enterprise.

Jim Cochlin reminded the AMS
that the team might be expecting

the pins, since they were men-

tioned in the Journal.

The vote had to be taken twice,

and the motion was finally de-

feated by a 6-5 majority.

It was decided that Iain Gow.

AMS president, and Pat Osbor-

ough. Levana president, consid-

er pins of alternative styles and

purchase them at their discretion.

Found Sense of Responsibility

King Reports On Conference

Tony King, editor of the Journ

al, returned to Kingston Monday

after spending four days at West

Point Military Academy a s

Queen's delegate to the sixth ann-

ual student conference on Amer-

ican security policy.

Mr. King travelled to West

Point with five other Canadian

students after visiting Ottawa

where the group and their two

senior advisers met External Af-

fairs Minister Lester Pearson.

Prime Minister St. Laurent and

Douglas Stewart, U.S. ambassa-

dor to Canada. The group also

flew to New York for a tour of

United Nations headquarters.

More than 150 Canadian and

American students and cadets

took part in the discussions which

embraced all aspects of American

foreign and defence policy. Eight

roundtable groups, each consist-

ing of about 20 students, dealt

with America's relations with in-

ternational organizations, the

western world. t!ie east and with

tlie Communist orbit.

Mr. King said he was pleased

at the seriousness and sense of

responsibility shown by the

American students and guest

speakers. He added that he had

feared that the Americans would

be much more intemperate than

he found them.

He pointed out that much of

the wild talk indulged in by U.S

leaders could be traced to the

tremendous impact of the Korean

war on the American people.

America's refusal to recognize

Red China was unrealistic and

harmful in the long run, he said,

but Canadians should realize that

immediate recognition would be

unacceptable to most of the Amer-

ican people. He said, however,

that many students at the con-

ference argued in favor of recog-

nition in the near future.

The Queen's delegate was

pleased to find that no one fav-

ored "preventive war' Manv of

Tony King

the American students, however,

appeared willing to run the risk

of limited wars in attempts to stir

unrest in the satellite nations.

Mr. King said that most of the

American students agreed that

the aims of U.S. foreign policy

are to prevent war, to prevent

Communist expansion and to

weaken the Communist hold on

China and eastern Europe.

The Journal editor remarked

that he was also pleased to find

that American delegates did not

put their trust in military power

alone. Most of them, he said, put

the emphasis on the necessity for

American aid to underdeveloped

countries and on the need for

selling" a free way of life to the

uncommitted areas of the world.

Most of the Americans also seem-

ed willing to admit that private

enterprise might not provide the

economic answer to the problems

facing underdeveloped areas.

In addition to Mr. King, Can-

adians attended the conference

from the University of Toronto,

McGiil, the University of New
Brunswick and Mount St. Vincent

College in Halifax. The group

was ted by Prof. Donald Vince

I if Acadia.

(Mr. King did not arrive in the

United States until more than one

week after t h e Army-Navy

game).
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Annual

ianre
' BRANT INN

BURLINGTON

George Houselonder

Orchestra

MONDAY, DECEMBER 27

$3 Couple

All members who hove gone on trips

are welcome.

TICKETS ON SAUE AT:

BURLINGTON;
Hainsworth's Dmgs

HAMILTON;
McFadden's Drugs.

1002 King St W.
Sam Manaon,

71 King St. W.
Hainsworth's Drugs,

I
615 Main St. E.

Anderson's Smoke Shop
' 655 King St. E.

Delta Drugs,
1099 Main St. E.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE
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(Continued from Page 2)

Never touched her, he says, felt

she was too much above him. I

was easy — nothing Izzy ever

did surprised me.

In walks this paragon, long

swiahy dress, hair up, looked

good. Chas, he says, meet June.

Hello, I said, never letting on.

She didn't either.

We talked about this and that

and Iiow hot Toronto was in the

summer and how she liked to come

west to get out of the heat. Ha,

[ says to myself, but what the hell,

if he want^ to think so, maybe

it's true. Maybe she is a nice kid

after all, she certainly looked like

it. As far as that .E^oes. far more

people come from good old On-

tario families than there are fam-

ilies to come from.

I was saying before that Izzy

was not the sort to reform very

easily. He wasn't : he'd been cha-

sing girls from away back and

that kind don't change quickly.

Don Juan complex or something.

So the next night I was not

.'iurprised when he phoned me and

asked me to go to a stag. I have

always been fond of stags so I

said sure. He said somebody ar-

ranged it for the football team or

something and there would be

lots of beer and a couple of dan-

cing girls. You know to take care

of the boys. Dancing girls Izzy

is very fond of.

"Went down to the hotel, he and

I, mulling over some of the old

stags we'd been at and generally

talking about old times.

Got to the hotel and went up

in the elevator, along to room 317>

I remember. We were talking like

mad and he didn't notice we were

there,

I knocked at the door and a

citizen maybe a hundred and

eight feet tall opens it. Come on

in he says. Meet the boys, meet

the girls.

"Hello June." I said.

Like I say, it's a real odd one,

WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

Hoop Teams In Top Shape

Meet Larries In Double Bill

North Pole,

December 10, 1954.

Dear Jim:

I was glad to get your annual letter rifjht on time the other

day. For a while there you had me worried, and I was beginning

lo'thlnk you were paying some attention to all that nonsense that

ihere isn't anv Santa Claus. But you know better, I was happy

to notice, so I'll expect you to spread around a bit of propaganda

for me. The world is going to the dogs these days, isn't it.

Mrs. Claus and myself, as well as our young nephew, (we

call him Subordinate) had a jolly old family chuckle when we saw

your letter, and we were happy to note that you didn't want so

much for yourself this year: just a new typewriter and a bottle of

Nervine tablets. We might have some trouble getting gifts for

all your friends, though, and I'U tell you why.

You said you wanted me to bring shiny new axes to Mrs.

Metras and Mrs. Masterson, who were two of your best friends.

Well, sir, I was going to do that little thing for you, until I started

wondering just what they would want with such articles, and I

finallv decided that they wouldn't merely use them to trim their

finger-nails. I was a bit worried that, if I carried out your re-

quest, Varsity and Western would be ordering new coaches next

Christmas, and our coach-cutting machine in the toy shop is,

I'm afraid, broken beyond repair. Will chocolates for the ladies

be satisfactory with you?

No, I won't forget those new black and blue crying towels

which you ordered for the senior football team; or the sack of

good luck and best wishes for Frank TindaU, who has always been

one of the best-behaved little boys in town, and I'll be glad to bring

a box of thanks (wrapped ki red and green paper) to every student

who cheered for the Gaels this fall. I know the hockey players

deserve it. but I'm afraid a new heated rink would be too large

to fit in my sleigh. I know how much you'd like to see the basket-

ball team get a shiny new undefeated season for Christmas, so

I'll see what I can do about it.

Even if Ican'tcxactly fill all the requests which you sent in,

I definitely won't forget to bring a heaping full bushel basket of

Oil Thighs" to all the football and basketball and hockey players;

or to all the other athletes on the campus, whether they're inter-

collegiate or intramural material; or to all the coaches and trainers

and athletic directors; or to the Athletic Board of Control. I'll

bring your thanks and admiration to the two Mikes, and to Bruce

and Dot and Bill, who help you twice a week with that sports

page of yours; and finally, to all the people (all three of them) who

stop to whistle every time they read the sports page, I'll bring

plenty of that good old commodity: A Very Merry Christmas.

If they can pass their final exams. I'll also gladly bring along a

Happy New Year.

Your old pal,

S. CL.^US.

Christmas may be in the air,

but it means only work for

Frank TindaU. who has turned

his activities back to basketball

and the hardwood court.

TindaU puts his hoopsters on

display tomorrow night in the

gym for the first time this sea-

son, with the opposition being

provided by a strong club from

St. Lawrence University in Can-

ton, New York. This will be the

first of two games this season

between the two clubs, as well

as being the first of eight games

home court this season. In the

first game of the Saturday night

twin biU, which gets underway

at 7 p.m.. Al Leonard's intermedi-

ates will tangle with the SLU
second team.

The senior club opened its sea-

son last weekend, but it wasn't

an opening which brought any

cheers from TindaU. An annual

road trip into the United States

resulted in double loss for the

locals. They lost 73-69 last Fri-

day to Oswego, and then drop-

ped an 81-59 decision to Hamil-

which the Gaels will play on their
]

ton College on Saturday.

We, the forgotten people of the Christmas Issue of the

Queen's Journal, would like to peep from our small opening

in this page to shout out our greetings. From the Sports Suff

to you: A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW
YEAR —

JIU O'GRADY
MIKE MOFFAT
BRUCE MacGOWAN
DOT DESJARDINS

g MIKE CLANCY
% BILL McKECHNIE

Classified Ads

Riders Wanted

Driving to B.C. on Dec. 18.

If interested call Doug Paris,

23639.

LOST

Black and silver initialed ron-

son lighter. Finder please con-

tact Tune Taylor, 20241. Reward.

Christmas Cards

To facilitate distribution,

those who have ordered

Queen's cards may obtain them

at the ticket booth in the Stu-

dents' Union. They will also

be delivered, but it would be

appreciated if those who are

in the vicinity would pick

them up.

THE IDEAL GIFT FOR

FRIENDS AT HOME AND

AT OTHER UNIVERSITIES.

One Year's Subscription To The •

QUEEN'S JOURNAL
only $2.25

CONTACT BUSINESS MANAGER
JOURNAL OFFICE

I

When you pause... make it count... have a Coke

Quality Originolity

— TRY —
Price

I
TECHNICAL SUPPLIES

I QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY GROUNDS

HUGH CHECKEM (Hockey-Coadi)

soys: "Close-check your man and stay with him.

Keep a close check on your cash— and msJte

it stay with you— by depositiog it

Batsk of Montreal

Kingiton, Main Office. 297 King St East, at the Market:
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EDWARD ROYCa. Manager
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I
JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager
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And a terrific selection of the new and smoft
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Your correspondent has been

brooding over the fact that no

upera has ever been written about

viudent life at a Canadian uni-

Ttrsitv. If operas can be written

about flimsy characters as dis-

guised barbers, idiot kings, and

so forth, I say it stands to reason

that students area rich unmapped
territory for an opera. Tlie prob-

lems about writing an opera

about Queen's are slig-htly magni-

fied because of the unfortunate

location of this university. Once
you've dealt with anguish and

dismay you've damn near run the

gamut of Kingstonian emotion.

Obstacles or no, I offer a sample

to show what could be done: (Ex-

planatory translation included

where necessary),

n Etudiento (The Sick Student)

After a gay, roaring overture,

the curtain rises to reveal a stu-

dent sitting amidst a pile of books
and beer bottles in a third floor

garret room. On the wall is a

Urge sign inscribed ''Cinq Cents
Francs. Pas de Breakfast". The
student, Eldonio, flings aside his

pen and sings tlie heartfelt aria,

"Les eludies sont pour les voi-

MBs!" and heads for the phone.

He calls his true love who lives

at Bien Rhee, a quatre houre on
the edge of town. She answers
and he passionately requests ;

meeting with her at their old try

sting place. La Ville et Campagne
cabaret. Endamoeba from just off

stage left, replies in the colorat
ra masterpiece, "II faut que je

lare mes cheveux." Eldonio be-

comes indignant, and their two
voices blend-his angry, hers plea-

ding in the duet which is the
hJghpoint of Act One. The sing-

mg reaches a climax when El-
donio shouts, "Assez, vache!"
("So OK. doll!") and slams down
the receiver.

He si'iW fuming when he
hears laughter outside in the
street. He raises the window and
'^ greeted by his boon compan-
lone. Gravis and Mitis, Eldonio

SHORT STORY

Higfit Play t t t Charles Taylor

iTivites them up to his room. After

some good-natured banter and
horseplay they burst into a gay
chorus of their famous college

'""Si "John Brown's na banri-

ghin lies a moulderin' in ghu
brath" and on the appearance of

Rldoniu'.s landlady, old Violento

they ail go out, vowing to get

loaded. As the curtain falls, they

join in the determined, "Allon

au l-'ort Henri" and march off

arm in arm-

Following another tuneful ov-

erture the curtain rises on Act

Two. The scene is set in a smoky
tavern filled with laughing stu-

dents holding wassail. Wassail

wants to go home, but they won't

let him. The assembled chorus

fjives vent to its joy in the roar-

ing, "II n'est pas pour le know-

ledge que nous allons au college."

The trio of Eldonio, Garvin and

Mitis is seated at a table in the

middle of the stage. All are cut to

the ears. Mitis stands on the

table and sings the comic, "Gar-

con, la Molson Ex n'est pas

iroid !" much to the amusement
of his fellow celebrants.

Eldonio, at the conclusion of

Mitis' song, requests a glass of

beer and proceeds to cry in it

while singing the pathetic tenor

aria, "Les co-eds sont poison."

He breaks down and as his com-

panions endeavor to console him,

the voice of Endamoeba is heard

crying, "Eldonio! Eldonio!" from

offstage right. In violation of all

liquor laws she rushes into the

tavern, flings herself at Eldonio's

feet and sobs out the tearful aria,

"Eldonio, pardonnez-moi pour

cette que je dis a vous.'" ("El-

donio, I had my hair dry-cleaned

instead!")

KIdonio leaps to his feet and

embraces Endamoeba. Clasped in

each other's arms they sing the

beautiful. "Oh bebe, c'est si bon!"

and the curtain falls as the as

sembled company once more

bur-its into a joyous chorus of

"John Brown's na banrighin

Feeling the intruder behind ^\m,\Ci>ncentrale. Fire in the throat

Michael stopped talking. It was the burning inward and outward. CaUing

waiter, putting down the glass, the to her with his body. Burning,

ice bucket and the water jug, be-j She shifted uneasily in her wicker

The Falling Snow
By J. Gordon Penny

The blessed snow, the first snow of the year.

Today came drifting down.

The blessed snow,

A little drop of sweetness in the night.

And at each soft addition

The tired world turned gay,

As gay as any joy expressed.

Or left unspoken in my heart.

As warm, as warm, as warm, iiiy God,

As warm as her soft hand.

In expectation of a kiss, in mine.

The blessed snow today cairie ilriilini; Juwii

As her soft hair, when sweetly unconfined,

Comes stealing down
As though to touch her tender breast.

Her very spring o[ gentleness,

Her heart.

And on her fragrant breast lo rest

With graceful, splendid unconcern —
.\I.ived only by a modest pulse.

Or by a tranquil breath

;

The pulse that makes my dreams return,

The breath that sweeps ihc ocean of my In.e

tween them on the chipped, grey-

topped table. Michael paid the

waiter, despising the stupid grin

on his face, and watched him

swivel away through the grey-topped

tables. Despising the smugness of

that grin and the smugness served

by the grin. Despising the smug,

ash-faced people sitting around

them, under the awning in the fresh

night air.

He looked across the table at her.

His and no longer his. Cold now

like the night on tins black hill

looking out at the yellow pin-pricked

city in the distance. Cold now this

body that could be so uncold. Shut

off now from this body, wanting it

in the old frantic way, and aching

for the all-forgetting fire. Aching

to fire this now cold body in the

same old way. To conccnlmle in the

same old ivay might work.

"You'd better mi.t the drinks." '

He looked at her and smiled,

watching her frowning against the

smile, doubting. Smile of surety,

seen - how many nights - before his

sure smiling face came down con-

suming all light and thought, losing

and joining all in the flesh-lilled

moment. Moments when the rushing

wind purged his dusty soul. Mo-

ments lost now in the still damp

swamp of daily care, hut soon lo

be regained, Caiicenlrale vozv, in

the same old way thai had always

marked.

He poured slowly and deliberate-

ly, making her watch the down

falling water. Making her eyes fol-

low the down falling water to the

waiting yellowness below, and then

cloud, risinf; up the glass, a clouded,

different wholeness. Then ice. sponii-

ed in slipping to coul ilu- sudden

lieat.

He pushed tlie glass across tliL'

table to her.

"Thanks."

Sweet liquorice in the mouth.

Drink to hose all f'assioii ; siisfeiid-

ing all thai would stop the gelliiuj

of her. the hrhujlng oj her biiek.

the bed 110 Innijer (b'mg-l'd-c. Inil a

zvhite altar on whose hrood face

ancient jircs burned qtiicl'ty briohl

and sluntberimi died. Like the l:iiee

bent players in the iinscoi eircle of

violent zvills. throw yonr will aboz-c

She other, dominating all. Dominate

and she will come. Lend yoitc body

to the domination. His mouth, full

of sickly liquorice, remembered, and

shaped itself to hers across the table,

over bottle and bucket and glass.

chair, quick puffing a cigarette, cros-

sing and uncrossing her legs.

"When does your train come?"

she asked.

He looked at his watch,

"Five minutes."

"I'm sorry you came all the way
out here for nothing."

"Barbara . , . .

"

"Don't. It's through, Michael , , .

It's all through.

Through to her ncnv. Let the

words run out, not mattering. Bring

forth the images iiotv - her silhouette

in the window against the moon-

eyed tenement night; her lifting back

the sheets and fitting herself shiver-

ing again.sf his 7k'armth: the first

lacy lightness of it. and then her

frantic face. Bring forth the images

and through lo her send the re-lived

passion of those donbl-dispclling

nights. She will come.

She shifted forward uneasily to

the edge of her wicker chair.

"Don't Michael . . . Don't look

at me that way. It's no use. I've had

plenty of time lo think about it.

But feeling it, too, and feeling it

more important than thinking. Did

you ever wake up sweating loo?

"It's no good my coming back.

It would jnst be the same thing all

over again."

The same thing. The same frantic

spinning nights. Remember . . .

Remember all thai through to her.

Looking through and wanting

through to her. IVanting the ttvist-

ing behind of the straight glossy

blackness of her hair. tVantiiuj the

3Fort Uptirij MoU]
PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. , Phone 7712

jeel of those thin shoulders, one be-

neath each pressing hand. Wanting

the slim tenseness of her body, the

molded softness of her neck. IVant-

ing the hard bloodless Hps. He star-

ed at her, wanting her until she

burst inside him like a shell.

She put down her glass; shifting

her legs; not looking at him.

"You'll have to go back alone. I

can't come with you."

In the distance, a train whistle,

shattering the brittle stillness, cold

stretched across the night-bound

square. jV<?zu is the time to want her

most. Concentrate nmv, holding her

tighter as you move away.

He stood up.

"Goodbye. Barbara,"

She looked up at him quickly

frightened now.

He smiled. He had her now. There

is still time,

"So this is it."

"You mustn't be melodramatic,

Barbara."

"No , . . No, I suppose I musn't.'

"If you want to change your

mind ..."
"No, I can't . . . not that . . . hut

. . . no , . . you'd better go."

"Then goodnight,"

He waited on the sidewalk, back

tunied to her, as the big vans rum-

bled past towards the silent city.

Then he crossed, seeing the station

dark against an even darker sky.

Seeing and not seeing; seeing only

her, and willing her to come in the

same old way.

The train came out of the tunnel,

hissing and steaming to a stop.

People brushed past him without

breaking the onrush of his will ;
back,

to where she sat. He climbed aboard

the last coach, walking through and

stepping out on the rear platform.

Stepping out, knowing he would not

return alone.

She was still sitting at the table.

The cafe lamps made a yellow oasis

for the grey-topped tables and the

ash-faced men. She was watching

him, plaj-ing ner\-ously with tlie

glass, non-smiling her twisted face.

Concentrate now. while there is

little time. Bring forth the surety of

that great whttc-bosomed bed. Rc'

flesh the skinless images of all those

searching nights and nuikc her feet

the certain hardness of the dream-

dispelling act. Leaning towards her,

knowing her feeling it all, knowing

it tvas working as it had always

worked.

The truin gathered steam. She

stood. Down tlie platform a train-

man shouted to tlic station agent.

Standing in front of the cafe now,

a frail little figure, watching. Con-

centrate. The train lurched. Domi-

nate. Something came from her lips,

but was lost in tlie hollowness of the

square. Bring her. A whistle. Har-

der. She stepped to the sidewalk.

The train lurdied ^in. Now. She

was running. The train began to

move. She was running alross the

wide road to the slow moving train.

She would make it. He had won.

But stopped now . . . something

breaks . . •

He looked up, froze with the ab-

surdity of the horror, started to

shout.

But it was too late.

As the train turned around the

bend, the big van had stopped, and

all the people from the cafe had

rushed out on to the street.
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National Research Council Of Canada

Applications are invited from high-ranking

GRADUATE and UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Interested in

FULL TIME and SUMMER WORK
in

ENGINEERING and SCIENCE

in the following fields

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

BIOCHEMISTRY
BIOLOGY
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

CHMISTRY
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING PHYSICS

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

PHYSICS
RADIOPHYSICS
STATISTICS

Positions o re ovoilable of Ottowo, Soskotoon ond Halifax.

Standard starting rates for 1955 groduates appointed to

continuing positions will be: Ph.D. - $4,950. M.Sc. - $4,200,

B.Sc. -$3,750 per annum.

Information on full time openings is ovoiloble in your Placement Office and

in your Department.

Application forms may be obtained from your Placement Officer and should be

forwarded to the Employment Officer, Notionol Research Council, Ottawo,

early in December, for consideration in January.
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a HtHhtng All A Mtrns Ollfriatmaa a

A Time To Start

Christmas, 1954 ! Aiid those who a year ago predicted that this sea-

son would not return before the world had become involved in a third

world war have seen another year go by and a doubtful peace maintained,

World leaders meet and argue over atomic control while world factories

tuni out more and more bombs. Nothing has changed much in a year

We have grown a little older, and a litlle more [>itter. People are still

hungry, slill homeless, still terrified. And the would-be prophets stand

on their soap-boxes and shout, "By this time next year we will be in

the midst of a war which will wipe us all from the face of the earth!"

Heard in the midst of the din and commotion the word 'Christmas' lias

a hollow iiole; for some it has become meaningless; for others it never

had meaning.

A Christmas message is a difficult thing to write. The words 'peace'

and 'goodwill' have come to signify abandoned ideals: the writer who

brings them up again is saying nothing - he is saying words which have

lost their intended meaning. Science has meaning, the word has come to

mean terror; war has meaning, in war ideals are threatened; hunger

and want and empty death and a future which at best is uncertain, these

too have meaning. This has become the age of realism, an age of facing

facts, but it has also become an age of despair because the facts as they

appear are not pleasant. So we say resignedly, "If people could uphold

the ideals of Christmas throughout the year, perhaps the world would be

a better place. But people aren't made that way."

So we abandon the ideals, not only throughout the year, but at Christ-

mas as well. We tr>- to l<cep up the Christmas spirit by buying gifts and

throwing parties and giving to the i>oor: and then we go back to work

with a hangover and soon forget about it. We forget about it because we

are afraid to remember what we really did forget. For we have become so

concerned about the state the world is in today that we have forgotten

that on past Oiristmases, when the situation was just as bad, there were

slill those who were not afraid to chug to their ideals. And it was the few

who had the courage to keep on who nude il possible lor. the human race

to survive as long as it lias.

But pure idealism is not enough unless there arc men willing to live

for their ideals. And no one is willing to work for his ideals in order to

make the world a better place unless he is convinced that the world is

worth working for. This requires a faith in Man, something which many,

if not most of us, have lost. But it is at Christmas that we are closest to

finding something, in the philosophy of the Christmas message, which

can lead us back to a faith in Man. It is useless to argue yet for a mass

return to Religion; religion for many has "become too obscured by mater-

ialistic interpretation. But the ideals of individuals are basically religious,

and if there is lo be a renewed respect for the individual ideal, then indi-

viduals must adopt some sort of religion as the starting point for a belief

in Man, Belief in God is necessary, even if it is only the belief in God as

good. From this we can find some good in man
;
something which will

inspire us to work to preser\'e and develop that good.

University students form a select, particular group of human beings

largely out of contact with those outside the group. But it is from the uni-

versities that nations will dr.iw tlicir future strength, arid that strength,

or weakness, will lie in their ideals. If the men who will lead the world

have abandoned their ideals, then the hopes and dreams of the rest of the

world nnist be abandoned also. But if leaders have the courage to cling

to and work for their own individual dre.inis there is hope for the world.

And if we are going lo reconstruct our ideals and find in them something

to plan our lives around, then Christinas is a good time to start because it

is at Christmas that we are at least reminded that there are ideals

to work for.

But it is no longer a question of upholding the meaning of Christmas

throughout the year; it has become a matter of putting meaning hack into

Christmas. That is where it must start. And it must start slowly, because

nothing can be accomplished ail at once, and the work must be pains-

taking 0 rthe structure Avill topple. It must start with simple things,

things like giving gifts for the sake of giving so that the phrase, "We
exchange gifts at Christmas" will he eliminated; it must start at home
and work outward. And it will require courage, patience, and ability to

keep on in spile of discouragement. But if each individual is willing at

least to give it a try, it will spread. Otherwise Christmas might as well

be taken from the calendar.

From The Principal . . .

I am grateful for thi.'; space which has been given by the Journal

and gladly use it to carry to each and every student of Queen's

University my wishes for a happy Christmas and a New Year full

of opportunity, achievement and interest.

I trust that your families and friends will find pleasure in

your company and assurance that your time at the university is

well spent, \^e shall welcome you back in January to a good New-

Year. Despite the dazzling non-academic excitements of the fall

term, I forebear to suggest any New Year's resolutions to you.

December is the month of Christmas and of home, the month
of wide eyes, happy hearts and the helping hand, Tlie month of

Christmas celebrates the coming of a more spiritual idea of God.

not in pageantry and power but in simplicity and gentleness of

a Babe. However the world may try to overlay it with cold com-

mercialism or pagan paraphernalia, His Festival brings to all of us

some sense of the message from the skies, "Peace on earth, good-

will to men."

We can carry Christmas over. The simple story of Jesus'

words and works can move the most stolid heart and the love He
engenders can be invincible if we really understand its source and

its force. Let Phillip Brooks' beautiful words haunt us this Christ-

mastide

:

"So God imparts to human hearts,

The blessing of His heaven,

No ear may hear his coming,

But in this world of sin.

Where meekness will receive him, still

The dear Christ enters in."

,

' A. Marshall Loverly.

resiident

ll is an entirely undeserved privilege for me to be allowed

to include a few words in this Christmas edition of the Journal.

There is unfortunately little in the substance of a student executive

which makes liim apt to produce any relevant thoughts on this

season.

The mid-year vacation gives each of us a monient's respite

from our efforts towards goals which we must often accept as given.

Having this time for retrospect and for planning is always a great

help. We usually fi"d, among other things, that it is amazingly

easy to feel active good will towards our fellows at the c.tpensc

of \ery little effort.

May I, in addition to making an appeal for temperance where

plum pudding is concerned, extend to each of you my utmost sin-

tere wishes for happiness this Christmas and progress in the New

Year.
loin Cow
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UNDERHILL URGES ELECTORAL CHANIES
NFCUS President Doug Burns

Visits Queen's This Spring

W. A. Doug Burns, this year's fuU-tmie NFCUS president,

Tiill come to Queen's this term during a cross-country tour. While

here, he will discuss the progress of the national scholarships and

imrsaries program and the students income tax deduction program

well as other matters relating to this organization.

Mr. Burns is a student at the

rolled in a law course. He has

lield several posts on the NFCUS
organization, as well as being the

president of the University of

Alberta Student Council,

Before Christmas he toured the

western region, and is now tour-

ing Ontario, after which he will

head for the Maritimes. On each

campus he visits the students'

council, the president, and the

registrar. Next summer he will

represent Canadian students at

Ihe fifth International Student

Conference, Cosec Supervision

Committee, in Europe. He will

also attend the NCCU meeting

in Toronto later this year.

The main highlight of his fall

activities was his presentation of

ilie scholarship brief to the Prime

Minister of Canada.

University of Alberta, and is

Delightful Comedy

Guild Production

Peron Regime Inspires

Canadian UNESCO De
Hatred,

legate Says

Formal Theme
Remains Secret

What is going to be the theme of

this year's Arts Formal?

This question, if the hopes of the

formal committee are fulfilled, will

e the mystery of the month. Con-

enor Bob Duckworth has revealed

inly the date of the event (Jan. 28),

and the fact that music will be sup-

filied by Bert Niosi and his orche-

ra from Toronto.

Everything else about the plans

I'lr the dance, especially the theme,

a closely guarded secret, The Arts

Society hopes that the curiosity of

students will be sufficiently aroused

tcp encourage them to buy a ticket.

The Drama Guild will present

the popular British comedy "The

Happiest Days of Your Life" as its

major production this term.

This delightful play about life in

an English boys' school appeared a

few years ago as a movie starring

Alistair Sim as the harassed head-

master. The play will be presented

in Convocation Hall, Feb. 14 to 16.

Auditions to complete casting for

the play are being held every after-

noon this week until Friday in the

Drama Lounge. Anyone who has

any ambition to act should take this

opportunity. The Drama Guild is

always looking for new talent, and

will welcome anyone interested in

any part of theatrical work.

Arts Hold Vote

For AMS Posts

Interviews Soon

For Fellowships

Thirty-eight of Canada's en-

';ineering graduates will go to

l^ritain this year on Athlone Fel-

'•"'wships.

Neil Pritchard, the deputy high

"^'mmissioner for the United

kingdom, will leave Ottawa on

.'an. 23 for a coast-to-coast tour,

Visiting Canadian universities and

interviewing students for the

awards. He will visit Kingston
'luring this tour.

Fellowship winners go to Bri-

'ain for a two-year stay, during

*hich they follov? post-graduate

Pi'Ograms of advanced practical

^ork or research. The awards are

financed by the United Kingdom
Government, and cover all trav-

el costs, living expenses, and any
Academic fees that have to be
met.

Applications should be made
soon as possible. Forms and

full particulars concerning the

fellowships can be obtained from

Nominations are now open for

the posts of junior and senior Arts

AMS representatives. Nominating

petitions should be signed by at

least five Artsmen and submitted

to the secretary of the -Krts Society

on or before January 17, accom-

panied by the written acceptance of

the candidate.

In accordance with a recent de-

cision of the Arts Executive, voting

will take place over a two-day

period. Jan. 24 and 25, in order to

encourage larger electoral partici-

pation.

This year, for the first time, par-

ties have the right to nominate can-

didates to contest Arts elections

Under tlie provisions of a constitu-

tional amendment drafted by Ken

Hilborn and passed on a 13-5 vote

at the Arts annual meeting last

March, a candidate shall be listed

on the ballot under any party-label

specified in his nomination. It is

not yet known whether or not anj'

party nominees are likely to be en-

tered in the AMS race.

By Phyllis Bailey

Journal Staff Writer

Dr. A. Vibert Douglas is hap-

py to be home after a trip cov-

ering thousands of air miles. The
Dean of Women was a delegate

to the eight conferences of Unesco

in Montivideo and says that

the organization is doing much to

combat illiteracy in education,

science, and cultural activities. It

is also attempting to increase in-

ternational co-operation.

Unesco assists its 72 member
nations to raise their standards

of living and education. It has

set up training centres in Mexi-

co, Africa and Southeast Asia

where people from all over the

world may learn how to teach

their countrymen. Many under-

developed countries require help

in improving their primary and

secondary school systems. Tech-

nical problems of these countries

arc being solved by skilled per-

sonnel provided by Unesco.

The chief advantage of Unesco,

says Dr. Douglas, is the combin-

ing of effort by various countries.

Since each country can contribute

its own ideas, problems of all

kinds are solved more quickly

and efficiently.

The conference laid detailed

plans for the activities of the

next two years. In 1956 Unesco

will meet in conference at New
Delhi,

Dr. Douglas says that Uruguay

has developed an extensive sys-

tem of social security and free

education. Although it still de

pends on Europe and North Am
erica as sources of culture, its

university in Montivideo is ex

panding phenomenally. It has

fine technical and engineering

schools, and good faculties of

law and medicine. The Arts fac

ulty, which is only seven years

old, is expanding rapidly.

(See Dr, Douglas. Page 4)

^ registrar.

Interviews
Prof. F. H. Underbill will

spend the week of Jan. 9 to

15 at the university and Prof.

F, W. Gibson of the Depart-

ment of History will take

charge of this program. Re-

quests for talks and special

engagements should be direct-

ed to Professor Gibson,

PHOTO BY WONO

Dr. A. V. Douglas

Entries Accepted

For 'Quarry Four'

Quarry is four years old this

winter.

Stories, poems and essays are

now being accepted for Quarry 4,

to be published in March.

Queen's literary magazine was

first published by the Writers'

Workshop in 1952. Qiiarrys 1. 2

and 3 all earned high critical praise.

Both undcrgracTuate and post-

graduate students arc cligilile. Con-

tributions should be addressed to

Quarry and left at the Queen's Post

Office.

Deadline is February 15. Unused

manuscripts will be returned.

Quarry is a non-profit, self-sup-

porting magazine.

Ellis Comments

On Expulsions

The Toronto Star has quoted

Dean D. S. EUis of Queen's Engi-

neering Faculty in regard to the

ejection of 43 first-year engineering

students at the University of To-

ronto.

"Freshmen students often find

themselves completely out of their

depth when they first come to uni-

versity," the dean explained. "It

takes a lot of adjustment at first.

As a result students sometimes get

very poor marks on their first

exams, then later adjust themselves

and become good students.

"At present the only Queen's

engineering students who are asked

to leave at [uid-tcrm are those who

failed in the spring and then failed

again when repeating their year.

Occasionally a student is strongly

urged to drop out wbeii it becomes

obvious he is unfit, but this advice

generally is ignored", the Dean said.

Visa Applications

Urged By Consul

The American Consul recom-

mends students preparing for grad-

uate work in the United States to

obtain EX visas if they are able

to qualify for them. If they cannot

qualify for EX visas, it is advised

to apply for F (student) visas. In

either event they should consult the

nearest American consul in order

to be placed in the category to which

they are entitled by the local draft

boards.

Failures Oust

43 Freshmen
From Varsity

Forty-three first-year engin-

eering students at the University

of Toronto have been ordered to

quit their courses due to failing

averages in mid-year tests.

Those with 34 percent or less

were ejected.

This is the first time in the

history of the engineering fac-

ulty that students have been

failed half-way through the year.

The tests were introduced this

year because of the Faculty

Council's concern over the high

failure rate of first-year students.

Regular examinations are held

in January and in the spring, but

those ordered to leave will not

be permitted to write either.

However, appeals to the fac-

ulty might be considered on the

individual merits of students.

Some have been allowed to con-

tinue attending classes in hopes

of successful appeals.

Warning letters were sent to

those averaging between 35 and

39 percent. Only 35 percent of

the first-year class passed all

tests successfully.

Lecturer Asks
For Decreased
Voter Apathy
Frank H. Underbill urged yes-

terday that proportional repre-

sentation be introduced as a step

toward dispelling the "profound

and death-like apathy" surround-

ing Canadian party politics.

Professor Underbill also sug-

gested that parties assume their

proper burden of political educa-

tion. Canada can expect a mess-

ianic demagogue, he said, unless

something is done to keep voter

interest alive between election

campaigns.

In a Dunning Trust lecture de-

livered to a near-capacity aud-

ience in Grant Hall, the Toronto

professor pointed out the great

disproportion between the num-

ber of seats in Parliament held

by the Liberals and their voting

strength. The present situation

is not only stable, he said; it is

far too stable.

The lecturer described the 1953

general election as the drowsiest

in living memory and said pro-

portional representation was
needed to renew political interest

among the masses of voters.

Under proportional representa-

tion a party's parliamentary

strength is more closely related

to its popularity than under the

present single-member constit-

uency system.

Professor Underbill said a

healthy liberal democracy re-

quires political parties which edu-

cate the voters in government.

Canadian parties are intellectual-

ly bankrupt, be said, and must

make nmch greater efforts to

adopt programs and keep them

constantly before the public.

Canada has experienced little

of the moral perplexity which has

shaken the rest of the western

world. "We have been spectat-

ors." he said, and so far have been

incapable of tragedy.- Our polit-

ical problems are still those of the

nineteenth century.

Noting changes in Canadian

politics since World War I, Pro-

fessor Underbill stressed the

emergency of a fully professional

(See Dunning Lecture, page 3)

Final Examinations

The first draft of the time-

table for final examinations in

lecture courses in the Faculty

of Arts has been posted.

Tricolor Delivery

Assured By Agent

There is a very good cliance that

the remaining Tricolors will be

delivered in the near future.

Reports received before Christ-

mas showed that financial difficul-

ties had tied up 270 copies of the

Tricolor indefinitely. However, re-

cent correspondence from B. C.

Mace, Tricolor agent in Toronto,

has assured that these difficulties

are being ironed out and publica-

tion will be completed.

The first instalment of the books

should arrive in tlie next few days

and the remainder shortly after-

wards.
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WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

After the windup of the football season last fall, there were

those who thought that Frank Tindall might have been excused

for being a bit peeved. Wiien the basketball season got underway,

there were others who figured that the Gaels adorning the hardwood
courts were probably playing the game with old footballs which

had been pounded into a sperical shape by the disgusted coach.

The latter theory was neither proved nor disproved, but, as the

fans in the local gym were quick to discover on Saturday night, the

behaviour of the new balls, when placed in the hands of Gael players,

was no better than that of their predecessors.

The occasion was what might loosely be termed the opening

game of the current hoop season. The term "loosely" is injected

into the foregoing sentence in view of the fact that campus interest

in the hoop game never really reaches a peak until John Metras

and Bob Masterson and the like begin invading the campus with

squads which, in recent years, have always been able to hold their

own on the local floorboards.

Anyway this was the real season opener for the second senior

sport on the campus, calculated to kill any spare time which
loca spectators might be able to put together in the second term.

The stands were reasonably filled by a throng just back from a

few weeks of heavy eating and late-sleeping, the floor was be-

ing patrolled by a pair of squads who gave some indication

that the holiday layoff might have slowed them down a bit,

and the officials pacing the sidelines served notice that they too

were working themselves into shape for the coming season

when they sprouted forth with a few calls that brought orJy

smiles to the faces of players on both teams. One of the classic

examples of this last-mentioned tendency came in the third

quarter when Frank Donnelly trotted easily down the floor

into the Ottawa end while the score read 34-23 for the visitors.

Suddenly a whistle sounded for no apparent reason, and all eyes

turned to an official who stood confusedly on the sidelines with

a sheepish grin playing around the comers of his mouth,

evidently trying to dream up some reason to back up his piece

of accidental whistle-tooting.

GAELS DISPLAY POOR SHOOTING

DROP SLOW TILT TO SHAFFERS

i YOUR WINTER HOCKEY SCHEDULE

i Wed., Jan. 12 —Queen's at Clarkson Tech.

I Frid., Jan. 14 —Queen's at Western

i Wed., Feb. 2 —Queen's at St. Lawrence

m Sat., Feb. 5 —Western at Queen's (2.30)

i Thurs., Feb. 10 —Queen's at OAC

I Fri., Feb. 11 —Queen's at Toronto (4 p.m.)

i Wed., Feb. 16 —Queen's at Hamilton College

i Fri., Feb. 18 —OAC at Queen's

s Fri., Feb. 25 —Toronto at Queen's

ICEMEN IN TOP SPOT
OVERPOWER DUKES 9-2

RUN FOR THE COMPASSES
The New Year had brought with it a new season, the fans sur-

mised, but it hadn't done much to change an old established Gael

practice, that of doing almost everything but dunking the ball

through the mesh. The scene brought back sharp memories of last

year, when the shooting at times was so bad that people began to

advance psychological arguments to explain why the locals weren't

able to put the ball in the basket (the amateur psychology didn't

prove to be very useful, by the way). If you figured on Saturday

night that the locals were connecting on one try out of every five,

you were getting mighty warm. The final figures showed that our

side managed to pot 21% of their field goal attempts, while at the

same time dropping just 14 of the 43 foul shots which they at-

tempted. Frank Tindall didn't know what to think later in the

evening after the whole thing was over, although he surmised that

shooting practice would seem to be in order. The only thing wrong
with such a solution would seem to be that it would use up time

which might well be used on other aspects of the cage sport: and

the Gaels may need more than daily shooting practice if they are

to survive in the hard world of intercollegiate basketball which

looms on the horizon.

The Gaels have played just two home games so far this year,

and on the basis of the two showings, it's bard to give any kind

of an estimate of the potential that may exist on the squad. To'

date this year, they have (1) been beaten 73-59 by the Oswego State

Teacher's College quintet (2) dropped an 81-59 tilt to Hamilton

College (3) wound up on the short end of a 74-62 count in their pre-

Christmas tilt with St. Lawrence University and (4) lost to the

Ottawa Club Saturday night. Asked what he thought of the forth-

coming schedule battle, Frank predicted that the time element would

give the Gaels a big lift, but he advised all and snndry not to bet

all their worldly possessions on a Queen's title. According to the

coach, the teams to watch are Assumption, Western and Toronto;

in that order. Queen's, McMaster, and McGill are once again the

unknown quantities in the equation,

The Assumption Purple Raiders are now enjoying their third

season of senior competition, and. since they are one of the few

clubs which do not swamp sports offices all over the nation

with press releases, their lineup is not too well known. Tindall

bases his prediction mainly on deep-rooted fear of the hoop

power which seems to be concentrated in Windsor, and on the

fact that the Raiders have thus far beaten a powerful Rochester

University crew as well as picking up a win over this year's

edition of the Toronto Tri-Bells.

The Western Mustangs, who finished last season with a 9-10

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

Queen's hockey Gaels opened up

with both barrels last Thursday

evening and blasted the Dukes with

a 9-2 victory and thus move them-

selves into first slot in the Senior

City hockey League. The men of

Carr-Harris were never pressed in

their one-sided win and should give

a good account of themselves in the

new-formed Intermediate Intercol-

legiate loop, which gets under way

in a week's time.

The big guns for the Queen's

crew were Barry Percival and Ray

Hermiston, who netted two goals

each. Single goals were potted by

Ian McKay, Murray Osborne, Ray

Hoffman, AI Shamess, and Don

Keenleyside who returned to the

squad after a five week layoff.

New Deal

On Friday. Jan. 14 the hockey

squad travels to University of

Western Ontario to play their initial

game in the newly formed league.

The league embraces Queen's, Uni-

versity of Toronto, OAC and Wes-

tern University. The Gaels will

play a home and home series with

each of the other three teams. The

AB of C withdrew the Kingstonites

from the St, Lawrence league since

they felt that the competition was

not of the highest calibre. The new

schedule will put the men of Carr-

Harris to a much stiffer test and it

is hoped that good showing this

season might pave the way for a

Queen's entry in the Senior Inter

collegiate League in the next year

or so.

In The Lemonlite

The badminton doubles tourna-

ment for Levanites is scheduled to

get underway within the next few

days, and entrants are requested to

enter in teams. All partners must

be from the same year. Meanwhile,

tryouts for tlie intercollegiate bad-

minton squad are being held on

Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednes-

days from 12 to 1.30.

Hockey practices in Jock Harty

arena take place every Monday.

Tuesday and Friday from 1-2 p.m.

The first intramural volleyball

practice will be held on Tuesday,

January 1 1 at 4.30 in the gj'm. The

schedule proper will begin during

the following week. Prospective

intercollegiate volleyball players

should check the bulletin board for

practice dates.

Gaels Suffer 59-48 Defeat

Schedule Starts Th is Week
The Queen"s Golden Gaels, basketball variety, got the new

year off on the wrong foot, as they dropped a rather dui! tilt to

the Ottawa Shaffers by an eleven point margin, 59-48. The action

Saturday night in the gym was marred by too frequent whistles

and the inaccuracy of the home team's sharpshooters.

The Gaels looked to be suffering the effects of the Christmas

lay-off as thev outplayed their opponents on the floor and then

lost the game with some erratic shots. The locals could only

m-..ter a 21% average on their field goal attempts and a 14 out of

43 or 32.5^ nl^.rk o'n foul shot tries. The visitors tried far fewer

shots but were considerably more accurate rackmg up a large number

of their field goal tries and 60% of the free throws.

The blue-clad visitors jumped

their lead to eleven in the first

few minutes of the second per-

iod and then they coasted to a

nine point, 31-22 halftime lead

despite being bottled up in their

own end for the greater part of

the ..quarter. -This „stanza _had

seen only eighteen points dropp-

ed in and was featured by the

referee's tooting and the Tricol-

or's inability to score on lay ups

and close set shots.

In the third and final quarters

the visitors failed to exert them-

selves and were content to make

sporadic sallies into the Queen's

zone. These attempts were usu-

ally successful as the Shaffer's

used most of their scoring op-

portunities. It was a seesaw

scoring spree although the Tri-

color controlled the ball tor the

arger part of the time. The Shaf-

fers had an eight point 41-33 huldge

at the three-quarter mark and

then the Gaels started to close

in as they cut the margin to only

five points midway through the

last period. In the last couple

of minutes, however, the visitors

went on a scoring rampage to pull

away for an eleven point win

Leading scorer for the visitors

was Holmes who picked up a

total of nineteen and was one of

the best men on the floor. The

Ottawa Roughrider's Bob Simp-

son looked as much at home on

the basketball court as he does

on a football field as he scored

eleven points before fouling out.

Glen Pettinger played very little

of the first half but saw enough

action in the last one to sink an

even dozen points.

The number one point getter for

the locals was Paul Fedor with

eleven followed by John Milliken,

one of the best Queen'smen on

the floor, with ten. Wally Mellor

was another standout for the loa

ers and scored eight as did Don

Lyons. The Gaels looked good

on the defensive and at the cen-

Mr. Bews And Mr. Walrus

BEWS TROPHY STANDING

Sc. '57

Sc. 'S6

Sc. 'SS

Arts '56

Arts '58 _
Phys. Ed.

Meds. '56

Meds. 'S7

Sc. '58

AtIs '57 -

Arts '55 _

Theology

Meds '60 -

By Bill McKechnie
Journal Sports Writs

The time has come the wal-

rus said ... In true 'Alice in

Wonderland' fashion it is time to

review the old and indicate the

new in the men's intramural ath-

letic program. The race for the

Bew's trophy has now reached

the halfway mark, and the 'War-

riors of Scienz' have let every-

one know where they stand, in

a most striking manner. The stan-

dings at Christmas revealed that

three Science years, '57, 56, '55

hold down the top three spots.

Although the engineers took

most of the individual cham-

pionships, the other two faculties

came in for their share. Interest

was high this year in the fall

term events, with football, soft-

ball, and bowling grabbing the

most rabid following.

There were surprises and dis-

appointments among the facul-

ties. The Arts freshman year

came up with an eye-catching

performance as they walked off

with first and second positions

in the golf, a winner in the new

place-kicking contest, and a close

second in the boxing and wrest-

ling. The demise of the men of

of Physical Education from their

accustomed spot among the top

three years, lifted many eye-

brows. They failed to capture an

individual or team championship

but can't be counted out yet.

One other point of note is the

three-fold showing of Sc. '56 and

Sc. '57. The sophmores of Sci-

ence took the honours in Tennis

Horseshoes and Volleyball while

Science '56 won out in Track and

Field, Harrier, and Boxing and

Wrestling.

Moving into the new year.

Professor Bartlett and his staff

have drawn up a well rounded

program of activities. With the

emphasis being placed on the out-

door winter sports there are al-

so events for the swimmer, gym-

25467

21647

17545

15462

13491

llOSO

9538

9435

8430

.
7772

6425

. 4474

. 3720

nast, basketballer, table tennis

hound, and the ardent Sunday

afternoon badminton players. No-

tices, entry closing dates, and

schedules, are now being posted

on the bulletin board in the lock-

er room in the gymnasium. Year

athletic sticks are reminded to

get their various teams selected

as soon as possible.

Prospects for the coming term

look very good at the moment

particularly along hockey lines

Two of the Arts years have al-

ready announced their intentions

of claiming the intramural hockey

championship come the end of

March. The basketball freethrow-

ing competition, which proved

to be a success in its initial start

last year, will probably attract

the largest number of entrants.

With these indications of a

successful term in the sports

line, we will leave "Lewis Car-

rol" and go and put our monic-

ker under some event in the hope

that an example is being set.

tre of the court and had their

offensive patterns working nicely

but could not put the ball home.

After a couple more practices

when their shots get back to nor-

mal, they will be able to give

any Intercollegiate team a run

for their wins.

Notes: Western has had a 3

wins and 4 losses exhibition re-

cord. Their top scorer is centre

Ray Monnot who has 69 points in

six games. The Gaels leader is

Paul Fedor with 74 in four games.

LINEUPS

Ottawa: Abelson (2); Pettin-

ger (12); Gibbs (1); Holmes

(19); Taylor; Besserer; Zunder

(4); Robertson (1); Stone (I):

MacNiven (6); Simpson (2);

Fitzsimmons (11). Total, 59.

Queen's: Mellor (8); Anglin;

Donnelly (4) ; Latimer (2) ;
Pur-

cell (4); Milliken (10); Fedor

(11); Lyons (8); Hayden (1);

Corbett. Total, 48.

Southern Fried Chicken Italian Spaghetti • Delicatessen Specialties Steaks

town and country restaurants

Princess St. at Clergy

Kinqston, Ont.

2 LOCATIONS Highway No. 2

Cataraqui, Ont.
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$IGNI3€$T
Hillel Supper Series

Professor F. Underhill, Dunning; Trust Lecturer, will speak

at Hillel House, 26 Barrie St., on Tliursday, Ian. 13, at 5;15*p!m,,

on the topic. "Radicalism in Britain, Canad.a and tlie United States

in 1955," Please phone 2-1120 for reservations. Supper is 50 cents.

Politics Discussion Group

The Politics Discussion Gronp will hold a meeting tonight

in the Faculty Women's Club at 7:30 p.m. Professor Crawford
will lead a discussion on "Government and the Arts". All are wel-

come.

RCAF to Speak to Engineering Students

Senior RCAF Technical Officer will give a talk on technical

developments and career opportunities to graduate engineering

students on Thursday, Jan. 13, at 7 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room
of the Students' Union.

Arts AMS Nominations

Nominations for Junior and Senior AMS representatives in

Arts are now open and wilt close Jan. 17. Nominations must be

signed by five Artsmen, accepted in writing by the candidate and

submitted to the Arts Society Secretary. The election will be held

over a two-day period, Jan. 24 and 25.

Biology Society Meeting

The Biology Society will meet in the Senate Room tonight

at S:15. Dr. Vallentyne will speak on "The Origin of Life.'

Dromo Guild Generol Meeting

The Drama Guild will hold a general meeting tonijht in tlie

Player's Lounge at 7.30. Refreshments will be served.

Arts '57 Year Cords

Arts '57 year cards will be sold in the New Arts Building on

Wednesday and Thursday, Jan. 12 and 13, between 9 and 12 a.m

This will be the last opportunity to obtain them.

Painting Class

The class in painting taken by Helen Martin wi

Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Old Arts Building.

resume this

Engineering Society Annual Meeting

The Engineering Society Annual meeting will be held Thurs-

day, Jan. 13, at 7:30 p.m. in Convocation Hall. The speaker will

be B. G. Ballard, a 1924 graduate and present director of the Radio

ncia Electrical Engineering Division of the National Research

Council. Mr. Ballard is also vice-president of the Engineeering

Institute of Canada.

Canturburv Club

The Canturbury Club will bold a skating party on Wednesday

evening, Jan. 12. See posters for details. All invited.

Progressive-Conservatives, To Arms!

All students interested in speaking for the Progressive-Con-

servative Party in the ne.\.t Model Parliament, where the CCP is

e.-cpected to form the government, should contact Ken Hilborn at

6792 within the near future. Let's swamp those Socialists!

Camera Club Meeting

The first 1955 meeting of the Queen's Camera Club will be held

at 7 p.m. this evening in Committee Room 2.

Tickets For "Riot '54"

Tickets for "Riot '54" will be on sale this week at Mahood's
Drug Store and the Students' Union.

Engineering Interviews

The following firms will interview graduate students in en-

gineering this week: CIL, Dupont. BTC. The following firms will

interview graduate and undergraduate students : Civil Service,

Hydro, John Inglis, Canadian Internationa! Paper.

SCM Study Croup

The weekly study group on the Evanston issues begins on
Wednesday. Jan. 12. att 4:30 p.m. in the SCM Office, 132 University

Ave. Copies of the booklet to be used as the basis for study are

available in the office.

Chapel Service

SCM sponsored chapel services begin on Tuesday, Jan. 1

1

at I p.m.

Work Camps in Industry, Mentol Health and Government

Some ex-work campers wil! be in the SCM office, 132 Uni-

versity Ave., on Thursday afternoon, Jan. 13. Drop in then or any

other afternoon this week if you want to know more about this

program.

WHISTU STOPS
(Continued from page 2)

Students' Wives Club

The next regular meeting of the Students' Wives Club will be

held tonight at 8 a.m. in the Science Club Rooms (above Tech

Supplies).

International Relations Club

Prof. Frank H. Underhill. Dunning Trust Lecturer, will be

guest speaker at a meeting sijoiisored by the International Relations

Club on Thursday at 8 p.m. in Ban Righ Common Room. Professor

Underhill will speakon "Canada and the United States in World

Politics". Faculty and students welcome.

record, have ten regulars back in action, along with two hot-shot

forwards by the names of Ray Monnot and Ranee Smeeton. Mon-
not, a 6'6" centre, who has starred in the past with the Toronto

Tri-Bells, is the kind of player a coach dreams about; while Smeeton,

a Windsor product, is reportedly one of "the smoothest players to

hit the Western campus tn some time.'"

In Toronto, where the powers that be seem intent in grabbing

every title they can lay their hands on, the Blues have put together

a club which will bear a lot of watching. Former all-star Don

Fawcett is back this year and, at last report was leading the team

in scoring. They've got former Tri-Bclls Pete Potter and Leo

Madden to bolster a lineup which was one of the best in the league

last year.

On the local front, the Gaels have lost John Elder and Jim Harrison

because of the swinging faculty axe, and have recently lost the

services of newcomer Roy Osberg through the same means. They

need tall men. but they're losing Bruce Page, who doesn"t figure

he can keep up the pace. They've added strength this year in the

persons of Waily Mellor and Paul Fedor, but their biggest pillar

of strength could be 6'7" Jay McMahan, who saw three years of

senior action at Penn State before he lined up with the Gridiron

Gaels last fall.

Although a bad knee kept hina out of action Saturday night,

McMahan plans to pJay the home games this year, as well as games

in Toronto and Montreal, if he can make the trips without missing

classes.

This coming weekend in Windsor and London could give a

good indication of what lies ahead. Tindall isn't overflowing with

confidence, so the Gaels can't be indicted along those lines. Like

the man said, we'll just have to wait and see what happens.

DUNNINGJECTURER

(Continued from Page 1)

civil service. But, he said, we

may lose the advantages of this

system if the gap between the

government and the governed

continues to grow. Neither tlie

press nor the parties have done

enough to narrow this gap, he

added.

The lecturer said Canada has

not had a two-party system since

about 1918. Since then the old

Liberal and Conservative parties

have been joined by the CCF and

the Social Creditors. Macken-

zie King and the Liberals have

been too successful in creating a

national party and destroying an

effective opposition at Ottawa.

Opposition to the Liberals is now

centered in the provincial cap-

itals, he said. He pointed out that

thousands of persons who vote

Liberal federally vote anti-Lib-

eral on the provincial level.

Professor Underhill described the

Canadian party system as "the

worst possible" since one middle of

the road party dominates it com-

pletely- He said that Canadian

conservatives have no coherent

philosophy while the Liberals

have managed to steal the CCF's

thunder.

He concluded that Canadian

liberal democracy needs revitalizing

and that the old parties must stop

playing the same old tunes. The

universities, he said, must lead the

way in doing more soul-searching

than they have been wont to do

in the past.

NFCUS Sponsors

Saturday's Dance

.\ NFCUS dance was held Sat-

urda night in Grant Hall, featuring

Dick Edney and his orchestra.

Highlighting the evening was a

display of art work entered in the

NFCUS Art Competition. Out-

standing among these entries were

a number of abstract works by

Clarence C. Barnes, oil paintings by

Jim Atack, and a woodcut by Sylvia

Bieler. Further entries may be sub-

mitted to Mr, Barnes during this

week. Later in the term NFCUS
hopes to sponsor both an essay and

a photography competition.

Proceeds from the dance will he

used to fnrtlier the work of the local

NFCUS committee whose interest

lies in giving critically-needed finan-

cial assistance to university students.

At present the local NFCUS
committee is working with the hope

of gaining whole or partial income

tax exemption for um'vcrsity stu-

3Fort Iptinj Hotrl

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston On*. _Phone7712

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

23) PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

REPAIRS
A SPECIALTY

BROCK
JEWELLERS
161 Princess Street

Kingston, Ontario

Phone 9765

WATCHES DIAMONDS

WITH ROASTED ALMONDS

THE

DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
requires

SCIENTISTS,..

ENGINEERS

Employment Opportunities Exist in Many Fields Including:

« GUIDED MISSILES

® ARMAMENT FIRE CONTROL
• AEROSOL FILTRATION
• RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE DEVICES

• EARLY WARNING DEVICES

• HYDRO-MECHANICS
• UNDERWATER SOUND RESEARCH

• ANTI-CORROSION
• BATTERY SYSTEMS
• RADIO PROPAGATION

CHALLENGING POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT OUR MODERN RESEARCH

ESTABLISHMENTS FOR STUDENTS WITH A GOOD ACADEMIC RECORD WHO
ARE GENUINELY INTERESTED IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WORK.

Our representatives will visit this University soon to

conduct interviews. Watch this newspaper for exact

dotes of their visit.
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Varsity Wins Southam Trophy Riot '54 To Be Staged Soon

At Annual CUP Conference

The Varsity, daily publication

0/ the University of Toronto, was
au'arded tiic Soulham trophy at

the conclusion of the 17th annual

Canadian University Press con-

ference held two waeks ago in

Ottawa. The trophy is awarded

for general excellence to an Eng-

lish-language paper published

more than twice a week.

The Jacques Bureau Trophy,

awarded for general excellence to

an English-language paper pub-

lished less than twice a week,

went to the Western Gazette.

For the second consecutive year

the Laval Carabin received the

Bracken trophy, awarded for the

best editorial submitted. La Ro-

tond«. French publication of Ot-

tawa University, was winner of

the Le Droit trophy, awarded to

the best French language paper.

The conference began Tuesday,

Dec. 28. and concluded Dec. 30

with a banquet in the Quebec

suite of the Chateau Lauricr.

The three Ottawa student papers,

the Carleton, the Fulcrum, and

La Rontonde, acted as hosts,

Amone the highlights of the

conference was a report by Clyde

Batten, editor of The Varsity, on

his trin to Moscow last August

as CUP observer to the annual

council of the International Union

of Students.

In his report Mr. Batten sta-

ted that the CUP is nnable to

acrcc with the Press and Tnfor

mation Department of lUS. But

he also pointed out that our

miirh Erreatcr freedom of expres

sing opinion also entails greater

responsibilities. "The student

newspaper must be accurate and

show evidence of thorough in-

vestigation of the facts. It must

repudiate all semblance of bias

or prejiiclicc, for the truth is the

greatest of al! liberators." He
added that there has been a

change noted in the nature of

lUS publications recently, and

said that since the lUS repre-

sents a very significant portion

of the student population of the

world, "It is imperative that our

viewpoints and way of life should

be accurately represented in their

press and that theirs should be

accurately presented in ours."

Mr. Batten also urged the CUP
to send an observer to the lUS

congress to be held in Sophia in

1956. The conference agreed. The

McGill Daily was mandated to

send information to the lUS and

to check that its meaning is ac-

curately interpreted in their pub-

lications.

Peter Martin, NFCUS Ontario

vice-president, urged that there

he closer co-operation between

NFCUS and CUP, and that any

rriticism be constructive and not

merely the result of a personal

The conference rejected a bid

bv the Rversonian for member-
ship in CUP. Members felt that

since Ryerson is neither a col-

lege nor a university, as speci-

fied by the constitution, and

^ince therefore receives profes-

"ional assistance, it was not el-

'<iihle for membership.

By Nola Whittall

Journal Staff Wriit^t

This year's Revue, "Riot '54"

will gain much of its riotousness

from its two star songstresses,

known from one end of the campus

to the other as "The Two Dots".

Dot Enright and Dot Desjardins

arc the talented pair.

The story of "I^ii't '54" is built

SERVED DAILY 6:30 TO 11:00 A.M.

THE ECONOMY BREAKFAST

• BACON AND EGG
or 2 FRIED EGGS

• TOAST e JAM
• COFFEE OR TEA

Revue Stars The Two Dots

DR. DOUGLAS

(Continued from Page 1)

Although Uruguay is one of

the more democratic South Amer-

ican republics. Dr. Douglas is of

the opinion that the Uruguayans

have a rather exaggerated idea

of their government's democracy.

In a brief visit to Buenos Aires,

she was able to observe the con-

trast between the political opti-

ism in Uruguay and the growing

discontent in the Argentine.

She was able to see the fear

and liatred which the Peron re-

gime inspires in the hearts of

the people. Stories were told of

the treatment given to opposers

of the government. It is not nn-

conimon for a political enemy of

Peron to perish in prisons repor-

ted to be comparable to Hitler's

concentration camps.

Uruguayans are disturbed
about Peron's recent Law for-

bidding the Argentinians from

crossing the border into Uruguay.

This has crippled the tourist in-

dustry. The Unesco conference

which filled the hotels in Mon-
tivideo was a temporary god-

send.

Dr. Douglas said. "I am grate-

ful to the Canadian government

for sending me as a delegate to

this important conference, and to

the principal of Queen's for leave

of absence to attend it.

My knowledge of Unesco be-

fore going was gained from my
association with the Internation-

al Astronomical Union, partially

supported by Unesco, and

in the International Federation

of University Women, which

has had active consultative status

with L'nesco since 1947."

During Dr. Douglas's absence,

Miss Isabel Laird, of the Queen's

Psychology Department, assum-

ed the duties of dean of women

largely around the two effervescent

warblers who have acting parts, and

sing both as a duet and with the

whole choral gnnip. Last year, they

were acclaimed the hits of the show,

and without a doubt we may expect

a repeat performance in this year's

Revue.

Dot Desjardins is a pert little

brunette, and Dot Enright, a tall

blonde with a perpetual twinkle in

her eye.

The two hail from the north

country, Kapuskasing, where they

attended school together. Neither

have taken singing lessons, but they

sang in the glee club, and made up

one half of a quartet during their

high school days. Last year they

sang at school dances, grad banquets,

and over the CFRS radio station.

Both girls are in second year

Phys. Ed. The plan to attend OCE
on graduation.

The two girls, along with the

rest of the cast, have worked long

and hard on their parts, and "Riot

'54" promises to be a huge success.

It will be held in the KCVI audi-

torium Feb. 19. 21, and 22.

A delegation of 10 Queen's stu-

dents attended the Fourth Student

Missionary Convention at Urbana,

Illinois, from Dec. 27 to Jan. 1. They

were among more than 1800 college

students who were on the campus of

the University of Illinois during

iheir Christmas vacation to get a

closer and more serious look at

world missions. Delegates came

Classified Ads

Lost

Black loose-leaf botany book

(for first year Meds) in or

around Miller Hall. Would finder

please phone Jim at 6754.

Hughes-Owen slide rule, in or

around Science Clubroom. Would
finder please call Andrew at

4S89. Reward.

For Sale

Underwood portable typewriter

in good condition. Phone 5584,

local 24, 7 p.m.

Employment
All freshmen in the faculty

of Arts are reminded that they

are required to put in three

Iinurs compulsory labor on the

Arts Formal, Check your

name on the lists which will

he posted in the New Arts

Building. Those failing to ap-

pear at the proper time will

he taken before the Arts court.

J. W. Krestel,

Chief Justice.

Foreign Service

Administration

Personnel

Sccrctaria

Library Science

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

561 '/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9,00 a.ra. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9,00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m
(Last Wash 3,30 p.m.)

Queen's Delegates Attend

Student Mission Convention

Frank Underhill

To Speak To IRC

Prof. Frank H. Underhill of the

University of Toronto, who is vis-

iting Queen's as second Dunning

Trust lecturer, will address a meet-

ing sponsored by the International

Relations Club in Ban Righ Com-

mon Room Thursday evening. His

subject will be "Canada and the

United States in World Politics".

In a letter to IRC President Ken

Hilborn, Professor Underhill said,

"What I should like to discuss is

the new relationship between the

two North American countries

which has developed since 1940,

and Canada's attitnde to the major

\merican policies of the I950's, in-

cluding those in the Far East."

Arrangements for Professor Un-
dcrhiU's IRC talk were made by Ken
Hilborn and club Vice-President

Kristian Palda,

Dunlop Announces

Summer Courses

W. J. Dunlop, minister of edu-

cation, has announced the es-

tablishment of summer courses

leading to the Interim High
School Assistant's Certificate,

Type B, for teachers em|>loycd

on Letters of Permission.

The courses will be available

only to properly-qualified appli-

cants who have been engaged for

the ensuing year for positions

which Boards have been unable

to fill with teachers holding the

required certification.

The first summer course, giv-

en in 1955, will be of 10 weeks'

duration, when general profes-

sional courses and instruction in

methods of teaching, with obser-

vation and practice teaching, will

be carried out. A second summer
course of five weeks' duration for

further professional courses and

instruction in methodology, will

be offered in the summer of 1956.

On completion of the second I

course, the candidate may be

granted an Interim High School!

Assistant's certificate, Type B,

from universities, colleges, bible m-

stitntes and seminaries in all parts

of the United States and Canada.

More than 150 attended from over

forty foreign countries.

This was the fourth of such stu-

dent gatherings sponsored by the

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship

and its affiliated groups. Student

Foreign Missions and Nurses Chris-

tian Fellowship.

In addition to over 100 mission-

aries, representing both denomina-

tional and interdenominational, a

score of church leaders from a

number of countries took part in

the program.

Speakers included Rev. J. Oswald

Sanders of AnstraUa, general direc-

tor of the China Inland Mission; Dr.

Paul White, also of Australia, for-

mer medical missionary and author

of the "Jungle Doctor" books; and

William Nagenda, Christian leader

of the national Church in Uganda,

British East Africa. This term both

Mr. Nagenda and Dr. White will

make visits to Queen's under the

sponsorship of the Queen's Chris-

tian Fellowship.

Mission-minded students attend-

ing the convention beard special

panels on missionary work in dif-

ferent world areas and in various

lines of work. They engaged in dis-

cussions on missionary methods and

preparation and the opportunities

for Christian service in many lands.

Booth exhibits illustrating the work
I if the Church throughout the

world, prepared by different stu-

dent groups, were on display on the

campus.

C. Stacey Woods, general secre-

tary of the IVCF in the United
States, reports that mission boards

are feeling the impact of this stu-

dent emphasis in the increased num-
ber of college-trained men and
women who volunteer for such life

service.

Civil Service

Officials of the Civil Service

Commission and the Bell Tel-

ephone company will address

both graduates and undergrad-

uates on Jan. 11 and 12 at 7

p.m. in the lecture room of the

gymnasium.

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

800 SUMMER POSITIONS FOR STUDENTS
IN ARTS AND SCIENCE
Ask for do5cr,iptive Circulars Availabte

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
STUDENTS' UNION

or write to

THE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, OTTAWA

SINCE 19 19

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Some Day On
Shirt Laundering

ACT NOW FOR MOST POSITIONS APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE FILED

IN JANUARY, 1955.

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter
BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

OPEN 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 BARRIE ST.
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BOOK REVIEW

LOHdOH LADteS

By D. Wm. L. Earl

Journal Reviewer

"London Ladies: true tales of the

Eiglilcenlh Century," by Lucy Poate

Stcbbins. New York, Columbia Uni-

versity Press, 1952; pp. 208,

"I chose these women because

I like them; to me it was of sec-

ondary interest that each is a

type." With these words Lucy

Poate justifies her little book.

It is not a very recent book;

rather, it is like one of those de-

lightful little "unappreciated'

things that sometimes comes

across in a clearance sale.

EPIPHANY PLAY AT ST. GEORGE*S

Cross Roads Of Asnosticism

The reading of it is not de-

manding, (the knowledge she

must have gained in going

through her tremendous biblio-

graphy sits light-heartedly on

Mrs. Stebbins' shoulders—light-

heartedly, but never irresponsib-

ly), but it is unusually reward-

ing. Books about women have a

sort of inherent interest, in one

sense, and Mrs. Stebbins* book

is about women. Even more, it

is about women at an especially

interesting period in the story o

their influence : the eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries.

"Women at this time were in

large measure still content
to content the men they
still accepted as masters, and

yet, even within these limits,

ambition could get them far, and

some of them aimed high. They
seem to be feeling the frustra-

tions of the adolescent chafing

for independence, these women
of Mrs, Stebbins'. Sometimes it

drives them to rebellion, other

times, and with other characters,

to a sort of sulking submission.

Women in Background of History

Mrs. Stebbins' women are all

intensely individual
; although all

'types', as she infers, yet each

is in some degree in a class by
herself. Her women are those who
flit across the pages of standard

history books in the dim back
ground, and never really take
form. History reveals another of

its facets when they are made so
charmingly to take form. These
women, with two exceptions

—

Sarah Siddons and Dorothea de
Lieven—are not famous in the us
ual sense. They are. rather, on
the borders of fame and, like

many such, they are intensely

teresting.

No one. assuredly, now reads

the novels of Amelia Alderson

Opie, the worldly artist's wife

I
who became a Quaker, or of Eliz-

j
abeth Simpson Inchbald, but the

I
lives of the women themselves

are absorbing in their own rather

special ways. Surely the young

Elizabeth Simpson's fearsome

nights abroad in Georgian Lon-

on are exciting; surely the story

of the two exquisitely lovely,

mutually loving, but mutually

jealous, daughters of Sarah Sid-

dons are as poignantly tragic as

the dramatic portrayals of their

celebrated mother, who consoled

liereself after the death of one

of them in the only way she

knew, b)- giving vent to the griefs

of Isabella, in a series of excep-

tionally moving performances of

Measure for Measure.

Tragedy of Martha Ray

There is real tragedy in the

life of Martha Ray—the dearly

loved mistress of the fourth Earl

of Sandwhich, First Lord of the

Admiralty—there is real trageay

in the scene as she lies on the

pavement before the Covent Gar-

den Theatre, shot dead by a

clergyman.

Mrs. Stebbins is frankly opin-

ionated, and sets out, especially

in her essay on Dorothea de Lie-

ven, to correct what she feels to

be misinterpretations ranging

from unfair to downright malici-

ous. She judges her ladies in

the lights of their times, and

finds them, even if wanting, ob-

jects for sympathy. Her style,

usually delightful, becomes at

times, perhaps, a bit 'purple' and

trite, but her scholarship is never

trite. Most important of all for

her readers, of whom there could

well be more, she has taken a

clear delight in her work, which

shines through and illumines her

pages as she analyzes her charm

ing subjects.

Gastronomical

Introspection

Ach mein grosendangle spiel.

How do little tree-toads feel

When they're eaten fried in fat?

Think of how yoii'ld feel like that.

—G. P.

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

By Frank Collings

Last Wednesday was the eve

of the Epiphany, or the twelfth

night after Christmas. It has been

the custom for many centuries in

English churches to present a

play on that night depicting the

story of the three wise kings

who followed a star to Bethlehem

in order to lay their gifts at the

foot of the manger. At St. George's I

Cathedral here in Kingston the

tradition was observed by pre-

senting an original and rather re-

markable example of such a play

written and directed by Prof.

Eric Smethurst of Queen's.

The play was remarkable not

for the telling of the beautiful old

story of the three wise kings, It

was remarkable because it recog-

nised a person who too often feels

forgotten in church. To many he

will need little description. He
is looking for something which

he can see clearly that other peo-

ple have found and take great

comfort in, but he does not know
what it is he is looking for or

how to search for it. He wishes

he could believe in God, but

doesn't. He has to rely upon his

reason to explain the world, and

this means that he cannot accept

the faith of others without ask-

ing at every turn
; why do they

believe this?, are they not the

victims of comfortable self-delu-

sion?, would they not have equal

faith in zoroastrianism or devil

worship if they had been brought

up to it?

To this man, many of the Bible

stories are beautiful as myths

but meaningless as explanations.

He listens to them being told and

retold from the pulpits and all

they appear to prove is that the

minister, preacher o r priest

has read his Bible. Too often

the Christian churches (Protes-

tant and Catholic alike) are guil-

ty of complete failure to answer

the question which bothers this

man the most, namely, so what?

Eric Smethurst did not, of

course, provide a ready answer
for this somewhat all-inclusive

question. It is possible that there

is no answer unless somehow the

heart can be used in place of the

head. But he did, in his play,

recognise the existence of such

a man^ and it was an unaccns-

tonied and encouraging surprise

for this man to find himself tread-

ing the altar steps as a charac

ter in an Epiphany play.

He appeared not once but three

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/2 Princess Street Kingston

Oiialitv thai Pleases

Phone 2-1761

Service that Satisfies

GET YOUR

CONVOY Coat ~
NOW

$19.9S
Fashion Craft Shops Limited

103 PRINCESS STREET

logue in the guise of a returned

veteran who has wandered into

the church in the hope of finding

something of meaning, and then

projected back into the tradition-

al story in the guise of two Ro-

man centurions who are sudden-

ly faced with a faith which they

do not understand.

Was it intentional that most of

the action in which the soldiers

expressed their doubts took place

at a cross-roads? At any rate it

was highly symbolic. One of them

makes the magnificent and for-

lorn boast which all disbelievers

•^ave made at one time or another ^

I am the captain of my soul, I

fear no man. Later on he makes

another statement which has a

familiar ring; I don't know. It is

at this stage, when a man is

forced to say '1 don't know' that

Christianity has the agnostic by

the heels. Bernard Shaw, one of

religion's fiercest attackers, once

said; "It is the stupid who are

cocksure. The intelligent are full

of doubt." It could be argued that

Shaw was himself fairly cock-

sure, but leaving that question

aside there can be little doubt

that he regarded himself as

telligent and consequently that

he was admitting to doubt in his

agnosticism. Lack of faith i

one's own powers of reasonin

is the Achilles heel of those who

try to comprehend the world by

reason alone. Often the churches

not only fail to grasp this heel

but also seem unaware that it is

being offered. The virtue of Eric

Smethurst's play at St. George's

was that it showed the person

who possessed such a heel that

he was not forgotten.

Of the two centurions at the

cross-roads, one eventually de

cides to put bis faith in the mys

tery of the child whom the three

kings have come to worship and

the other decides to continue in

the material faith of the Roman

Empire. It is depressing, perhaps

that the soldier who cannot be

leive is the one who is manifest-

ly the more intelligent and re

sponsible of the two, and it is

to be hoped that no moral was

intended in this.

In any event, the picture that

Eric Smethurst drew of the ag-

nostic at the cross-roads was ac-

curate and searching, and some-

thing unusual for a church play

St. George's deserves congratu

lation for the problems they pre

sented and the manner in which

times: first in the modern pro- they presented them.

AND NOW . . .

The Incompleat PoGo

$1:35

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
DIAL 4524 MONTREAL AT BROCK

POME by WILL MOTT
THE FROSH NOW KNOW WHAT SOPHS AHE FOR:

THEY'VE HEARD OF MIDNIGHT OIL -

AND UNDERSTAND WHY WILMOT'S MILK

HELPS WITH SCHOLASTIC TOIL.

INSIST ON .

WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS

STEAM
SHOVEL

Scribe Comes Back to Foce the Foe

And even after many moons did scribe make way by means

of gigantic puffing horsee of Fe to ancient Land of Kin. And did

same find that vestments of tennis were indeed inadequate for did

gradient of temperature between Land of Home in Belt of bananas

and Land of Kin approach infinity minus one. Further, did scribe

note that multitudes of easing torsos viewed in Land of Home were

sorely missed, but was same expected for does Sue the Q fail to

stack up with babe of choice. And did scribe resign self to fact

that pleasures of eating were over again for many moons to come.

Battle of Fac Flips Scribe on Bock

And once more did Marion's piercing clarion resound through-

out land of Kin, and scribe did slide down icy trails to heed most

imperative of calls.

And was Marion surrounded by many gifts, including stagger-

ing quantities of amber fluid from warriors of Scienz, milk from

men of Mudz, orangeade from lemons, and an autographed picture

of Liberace from Clodz of Eartz. And Marion did instruct scribe

to thank all warriors for finest of gifts.

Then did scribe proceed to remove deceased soldiers from

exalted chambers of maid Marion, for truly did eve of newest year

take great toll in ranks.

And as marks of Christmas queries were returned to war-

riors of Scienz did scribe note that in Battle of Fac was opponent

emerging with high percentage of victories over helpless warriors.

And Marion was pleased to hear that warriors did resolve to take

up battle of fac with renewed efforts. Furthermore, did scribe

again resolve to drink quota of 13.1 gallons of amber fluids in year

of 55.

Heinrmen Pour to Club Vol d'Or.

And now must scribe cease feeble chisellings. for same is diffi-

cult as chisels have become sadly oxidized over long period of

inactivity. Therefore must scribe hasten to Cav of Old R.S. in

order that implements might be restored to former sheen and

sharpness.

But in parting must scribe reveal that greatest of brawls is

in offing. For on Eve of Woden do Warriors of Heinz hold brawl

of male deer in Cav of Val d'or. And do rumours state that fluids

of amber will be in fair supply and that finest of entertainment will

be provided.

on 0 3Fl0mFr Bbiap

94 Brock Street Dial 7990

you pause. ..make it count...hatfe a Coke

"CoW*" \t a r«fll«l»fd tTBiU-mgrli. COCA-COIA LTD.
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Asia Going By Default

In an address to the Canadian University Press conference

this Christmas Charles Woodsworth of the Ottawa Citizen stated

bluntly that Western ideas are fighting a losing battle in Asia.

He said that Asia's educated leaders will be forced to fall back on

communism unless far greater efforts are made to persuade them

to accept a progressive, democratic outlook. Mr. Woodsworth.

who recently returned from an extensive trip throughout the Far

East, pointed out a circumstance which is not clearly understood

in the West: that although the vast majority of the people in Asia
,

are illiterate there are nevertheless millions of highly educated yonn^'

men and women waiting to assume their roles as public leaders,

India, for example, has a population of 365 million
;
even if only

five percent of these people arc literate, there is an educated body

of over 18 million.

Almost nothing is being done to win the minds of these

potential leaders who will soon be deciding for their own countries

-whether to follow the communist or democratic way. America's

propaganda program in the Far East consists largely of slogans

produced by advertisers and aimed at a mental age of 12. Tht-

people to whom these platitudes might appeal are the very people

who cannot read. The educated turn to the cheap communist

literature which is readily available throughout the area. The

communist arguments may seem fallacious to us, but they appeal

to the mature idealists who will soon be guiding the mass of Asian

opinion.

Although the bulk of the blame for the impending catastrophe

falls on the United States. Canada has done far less than its share

Fewer than 20 scholarships arc available in this country for Asian

undergraduates, and, of these, almost none are tenable by liberal

arts students. The need for technical education is obvious and

being met, but just as important is the necessity of demonstrating

to uncommitted Asians that the West has far more than a technology

to offer.

Canadian students cannot afford to leave this problem^ with

the federal government which has shown few signs of taking it

seriously. Organizations such as World University Service and

NFCUS would be well advised to direct some of their efforts to-

ward insuring that our point of view receives a fair hearing in the

East. The setting up of a scholarship fund or efforts to make

good, cheap literature available in Asia would have far more

worthwhile effects than arguing interminably about whether or

not to join the International Union of Students, a body whose im-

portance has been vastly over-rated.

Colleges Destroying Themselves?

Canadian universities are in dan-

ger of destroying themselves. They

"Oh no, it doesn't cool off in the winter!

Putting ProfessorsjTo ^X/o^l<

Jack Dempsey Makes A Buck

What does jack Dempsey know about the television business?

The other day the Globe and Mail ran an ad saying that the former

heavyweight champion is conducting "a campaign to help encouragf

Canadian men to prepare for profitable jobs as television technic-

ians." Mr, Dempsey is probably as familiar with TV as a grass-

hopper with hydrostatics, but the fact that his name is associated

with the "campaign"' will undoubtedly attract a few hundred

suckers. In this age of specialization it has become the cxtraordin-

-ary practice for specialists in one field to come forth with pronounce-

ments in other fields. And they are listened to with respect even

though the chances are they don't know what they are talking about.

Occasionally, of course, men such as Einstein come along who

are well informed in pursuits other than their own. But on the

whole the public is being taken in when it thinks that because a 1

man is an expert nuclear physicist he is qualified to judge political

issues. If Jack Dempsey really does know anything about TV, it

is because he has studied the subject, not because he was a great

boxer. One reader in ten will probably make the distinction.

Little From TKe Throne
The Throne Speech opening the second session of Canada's

22nd parliament is to be noted for the attention it gives to methods

of halting the current economic decline. Proposals for "pump-

priming" fall into two categories, the first designed to reduce un-

employment, the second to increase the income of persons receiving

government allowances. The attack on unemployment takes two

forms: an expanded program of public works applied in those areas

where unemployment has hit hardest, and increased unemployment

insurance payments in the form of larger supplementary benefits

payable over a longer period.

In the field of social welfare, increases will be made in war

veteran allowances and there will be some extension of blind pensions

by means of lower age requirements and higher income exemptions

Undoubtedly all of these steps are in the right direction, but it is

to be seriously questioned whether any of them will go far

halting the general downward trend which has been taking place

in the economy over recent months.

Those who looked for new steps in the non-economic spheres

will find little cause for satisfaction. There was no mention of the

much-predicted Canada Council, or of any intention to implement

other recommendations of the Massey Commission. There will be

no increases in such basic welfare features as old age pensions or

family allowances, and no new ventures in the health field.

One can only conclude from the Speech that the government

feels that despite the drop in Canadians' income that the economy

is generally healthy. It must also feel that this is not the time to

TCnture into any new fields, culturally, socially or in any other way

All this cautious moderation may be very well for those who are

pretty well off with things as they are. But government leaders

ought not to be surprised if many groups in the country, during

times of such rapid change as today, expect a few more dynamic

^nd imaginative ideas to eminatc from our national capital,

By Tony King

Few universities have ever taken

effective action to dispel some of

the intellectual dust which inevit-

ably accumulates in academic cor-

ridors. Many Arts professors and

lecturers have been cut off from the

workaday world so long that their

attitudes and ideas tend to he di-

vorced from actual experience. A
professor of politics, for example,

hardly in a position to describe the

working of Canada's democratic

polity if he has spent all of his adult

life lecturing in a university. His

approach to political problems is apt

to rest on a foundation of second-

hand experience which may or may

not be valid.

As a solution to this problem,

tlie Journal would like to propose

that every professor in the Faculty

of Arts be given a compulsory leave

of absence every five years during

which he should stay clear of this or

any other university anG find a job

which is relevant to his field of

study but does not involve reading

books, listening to erudite conver-

sation or addressing captive audi-

ences.

Violent opposition would un-

doubtedly greet such a program at

first, but its merits would soon be-

come obvious. Professors in the

humanities and social sciences would

come to think two or three times

before setting forth notions based

on an inadequate knowledge o£ the

way people think and behave, both

as individuals and in the mass.

Economics professors should be

i-equired to take work as factory

hands so that their talk of "the

modern industrial system" would

have some grounding in actual ex

perience. Any professor who has ever

suggested that a fluid economy re-

quires four percent unemployment

should be transported to Nova

Scotia to find work in the coal mines

or, failing that, live on unemploy-

ment insurance for a few nwnths.

English professors have been

steeped in good literature for so

long that some time spent in the

literary gutter might sharpen their

appetites and remind them that mil

lions of respectable citizens have

never (poor benighted souls) heard

of John Donne and Thomas Hardy.

The academic outlook which is be-

ginning to petrify much modern

poetry and prose might be offset if

literature professors were to spend

a stretch writing answers to Dorothy

Dix letters or composing slogans

for detergent companies.

No department of philosophy is

immune from the ivory tower evil.

Ethical thought, for example, must

be based on fairly broad ethical ex

perience if it is to possess more than

individual validity. Yet some phil-

osophy professors probably seldom

come into contact with human as

opposed to overly abstract concep-

tions of the human predicament.

Those professors with a contribu-

tion to make might be in a more

influential position if they knew

on what ground their ideas would

fall.

Communists And Crocodiles

An advertisement printed this year

Shed a trace of a crocodile tear

And said it would be a horrible crime

To set once again a Hun watch on the Rhine.

All of which is very fine and good and upstanding of the Labor-

Progressive party, who further claim that all threat of

war would cease

If everybody would just co-operate by signing on the indicated

party line in an effort to help the Kremlin achieve peace.

But some gremlin

In the Kremlin

Has not thought of one itsy bitsy angle which occurred to silly

me . . .

Namely that I'm not at all sure that Big Brother loves me as

much as he says, or that he terribly wants me to be as free

as he. 1

Frankly I'm not too stuck z

On foxy Tim Buck.

J. G. P.

lace an increasingly grave problem

,

the reconciliation of the demand

that everyone should have the right

to a university education with the

limited capacity of the universities

to give such an education. The idea

of equality has come to mean, in

part, that everyone is equally free

to go to university if he wishes. Yet

the universities were never intended

to be merely continuation schools

for the mass-produced "education"

of our pubhc and secondary schools.

They were intended rather to be

places where a small select group,

the intellectual leaders of the next

generation, would receive a real

education. By this I do not mean

training in occupational skill

memorization of facts; I mean the

development of the critical faculties,

of the abihty to judge and analyse,

to understand why certain facts are

so. Education should train the mind

to reason, to break the habit of com-

placently taking things for granted

;

it should stimulate the mind to de-

elop itself to its highest potential.

But this aim seems to be forgotten

at present. A university education

here consists of reading certain pre-

scribed books and listening to a

prescribed number of lectures, ga-

thering from these a definite amount

of factual knowledge, and spewing

it back on examination papers.

There is virtually no chance for the

student ot think independently, no

reward for fresh, new ideas. Each

course must cover a set field, and

woe to the student who becomes

absorbed in a particular part of the

course to the exclusion of the rest.

An education of this sort, which

stresses the acquisition of facts ra-

ther than an understanding of their

meaning, is a sham, and a sham

education is more dangerous than

none at all.

It is argued that an intelligent

student will do well even without

encouragement. This avoids the

issue. Is not the university's function

to encourage the student in his

search for knowledge. Does it not

seem foolish, if the most intelligent

students will rise to the top anyway,

to neglect them in favour of the

dullards, rather than developing

them to their highest potential? The

high schools, which have to push

through as many of their students

as possible, have their more intelli-

gent pupils on their own, assuming

that they can "get by" without help,

hile teacher struggles to pull up

the less intelligent pupils to nearer

the class average.

As a result of this "convoy

system" of education, where the pace

is that of the .slowest, the more in-

telligent pupils grow bored and lazy

;

much of their capacity for learning

is wasted. Are universities to copy

this system, turning out mass-

produced automatons, each carrying

his B.A. as a sign that in him orig-

inality, creative ability, and imagina-

tion have been safely stifled? Or
are they willing to fight to maintain

their traditional concept, that each

individual should he encouraged to

develop himself to the utmost ?

There is no simple solution to

this conflict between equaHty and

education. Staffs ought to be in-

creased, and the government should

help pay for this. But even if suffi-

cient teachers could be found, to

increase the staffs of universities

on a scale large enough to handle

present enrolment would be far too

costly for the results attained. There

are many people in universities

today who ought not to be there.

Many merely want the prestige of

degree after their name. Others

want training in technical skills as

a means to the end of making

money. Such people could acquire

these skills, without having to learn

to think, in technical schools.

It appears inevitable that there

will have to be some sharp limita-

tion imposed soon upon enrolment

in the universities. The United

States college board examinations,

despite their imperfections, are a

step in the right direction. In Can-

ada perhaps the most important

limitation is financial, the one factor

which should have nothing to do

with determining who shall receive

a university education. Ability to

accumulate wealth is, by itself, not

necessarily a sign of a good citizen.

A university should admit students

on their ability to learn, not to pay.

In dealing with this problem, we

should be guided by past experience

without being hound by it. Perhaps

the solution lies in an entirely new

concept of the place of the univer-

sity in society. I have merely touched

on a few obvious and superficial

ideas to patch up some defects in

our system of education.

But temporary measures are not

sufficient. It is the duty of all of us

to take an interest in education, to

determine what institutions are to

carry out its various phases, and to

contribute our ideas to the solution

of individual problems and to the

aims and functions of education as

a whole. We need a constant flow

of fresh ideas to avoid stagnation

and decay. We are the masters of

our fate; it is up to us to save our

universities.

Letter To The Editor

Food For Thought

Dear Sir:

May I depart from a well-worn

theme? Instead of offering criti-

cism, I would like to submit a small

bit of credit to a situation in which,

I think, credit is due.

This year, for a change, the pro-

cess of acquiring two meals a day

in the cafeteria of the Student's

Union isn't the painful process that

it has been in past years. Unfor-

tunate students in the past have

often been submitted to a steady

diet of stagnant gravy, poorly-

cooked meat dishes, and rank po-

tatoes. All this in addition to large

plates of vinegar-stained sauerkraut.

However, with the arrival of"

the new dietition this fall, things

have taken a decided turn for

the better, and the best proof of

this lies in the fact that the ma-
jority of the men students on the

campus are now willing to eat

in the Union rather than making-

a long trek to downtown rest-

aurants.

A Happy Connoisseur
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Exam Mortality Rate
Hits Unexpected High

By Eleanor Williamson

Journal Staff Writer

Christmas exam results are out — and first year Arts marks

sre lower than expected.

This is an understatement in the case of Ihe Philosophy 1 marks

:

19 passed out of 213 who wrote the exams.

When asked to comment on this, Prof. A. R. C. Duncan, head

of the Philosophy department, said it was unusual for so many
failures to occur as late as Cliristmas, and not in the November tests.

He was not unduly alarmed by the marks themselves, explaining

that the Christmas marks do not count as a part of the final per-

centage. Along with exercises written in class throughout the

year, however, they help indicate the student's progress, and help

decide whether he passes or fails the subject.

Of the 19 who passed, several

Blazer Situation

Reviewed By AMS
Douglas Murray, chairman of

the Planning and Research Com-
mittee, reported on the investi-

gation into the sale of official

Queen's Bl&zers at the Alma
Mater Society executive meeting

Tuesday.

Mr. Murray reported that ouf

contracted firm, Fashion Craft

Ltd., has fulfilled their part of

the contract and have provided

us with courteous service. He
pointed out that Fashion Craft's

lilazers are manufactured to re-

tail at $48.50 complete with but-

tons and crest, but the cost to

Queen's students is only $40.

This reduction in price might
not be maintained if the monop-
oly were extended to include

other merchants.

The other Kingston merchants,

with one or two exceptions, were
anxious to share in the sale o£

official blazers although none ex-

pressed a desire to be sole dis-

tributor. They felt that although
they could not consider purchas-
ing from the same manufacturer,
they would be prepared to ful-

fill the terms of the contract as
to quality and style of the gar-
ment. They were also agreeable
towards adopting the university's

policy limiting the sale of blazers
to authorized persons.

Mr. Murray drew attention to
he fact that several of the mer-
hants had recently withdrawn
heir advertising from the Journ-

al, Tricolor, and other university

publications.

Lloyd Carlsen, (Meds J.R.) felt

*hat if the distribution was not
extended, some of the other mer-
chants might adopt the policy of
one local firm, that of declaring
"s blazers official without the

authority to do so.

On a motion by Bob Jenness,
f'Jrther discussion on the matter
^vas postponed till next mectinsj.

made very good marks (one boy
got 89 percent), and Professor

Duncan suggests that the failure

of the others is merely due to
lack of knowledge.

Other large first year Arts
classes reporting an unusual num-
ber of failures were Psychology
2 and Economics 4. Prof. J. M.
Blackburn thought the lower-
than-ijstial Psychology res ults

may be dye to severe marking or

to a first-year student body less

inteliigent than that of other

years. He preferg the latter

theory.

Although Prof. F. A. Knox said

the Economics exam was "not
really harder than usual'", only

about 15 percent of the class got

62 percent or over. His opinion

was that the students were in-

sufficiently prepared, or else

lacked ability t o express their

ideas. He wondered if the near-

success of the Golden Gaels last

fall may have distracted people

from their studies.

The registrar's office has not

yet completed a general report on

the results of all years in all fac-

ulties. It will be made available

in about a week.

Timetable for final examina-

tions in the Faculty of Arts has

been put up in the post office.

Students are asked to check it

for conflicts. Exams begin April

9.

British Empire Flourishing,
Cambridge Debaters Find
Musical Ice Revue
Comes To Queen's

"Wing Ding On Ice", a mu-
sical ice revue, is scheduled to

take place on Feb. 9 in the Jock

Harty Arena. The program in-

cludes a precision line, a waltz

number, and some harmony num-

bers.

The highlight of the evening

is to be a solo by Marlene Krist-

ner, a native of Gait. Marlene is

trying out for the Junior Cana-

dian Championship this year.

A float contest between all

faculties will follow the skating.

Free skating will conclude the

ice show.

Arts Nominations

Deadline Monday

Monday is the last day on which

nominations for junior and senior

Arts AMS representatives may be

suhmitted. Any nomination received

after this deadline will be regarded

as invalid. Strict observance of the

deadline is necessary both to con-

form to the provisions of the Arts

Constitution and to ensure that

ballots can be printed on time.

All nominations should be ad-

dressed to the secretary of the Arts

Society and left at the post office

as soon as possible.

Candidates are reminded that it

is their responsibility to subniil

platforms or statements to the Jour-

nal or to the Arts Journal Editor,

Ken Hilborn, before Wednesday

evening. Nominees should also

provide Mr. Hilborn with a list of

the offices they have held on the

campus and activities in which they

have participated.

Frejhftte Barbara Plow laces on skates before taking to the

ice on the Lower Campus Large numbers of other students are also

taking advantage of this rare opportunity to skate on the largest rink

in Kingston.

University Service

The second university ser-

vice of the winter term will

be conducted by the Padre in

Grant Hall, Sunday at II

a.m. Lessons will be read by

Principal Mackintosh and

Lloyd Carlsen. Subject of the

Padre's sermon is "Does God

Let Us Down?" Pat Richard-

son will be the organist.

VARSITY PAINTINGS CENSORED

Nudes Cause Controversy

Employment
All freshmen in the faculty

of Arts are reminded (hat

they are required to put in

three hours compulsory !.ibor

on the Arts Formal. Check
your name on the lists which
will be posted in the New
Arts Building. Those failing

to appear at the proper time

will be taken before the Arts

court,

J. W. Krestel,

Chief Justice.

Toronto (CUP) — A pen-

sketch of a boy and girl embra-

cing one another in the nude,

whicii was on display this week

in a Hart House Art exhibition,

has caused a storm of contro-

versy. In spite of an attack by

Toronto's new mayor-elect, Na-

than Phillips, however, the sketch

will remain until the close of the

exhibit at the end of this week.

Mayor Phillips found the

ikctch 'L.b]ection;ible" when he

made a newspaper-incited "fly-

ing visit" to the campus last

Tuesday — the day of his in-

auguration.

The mayor's censure ignited

the biggest bombshell to burst

in Toronto art circles since a

member of city council com-

plained about "nudes" being

shown at the Canadian National

Exhibition art display four years

ago. A similar fuss was stirred

up seven years ago when a city

controller learned much to his

dismay that James Joyce's "Ulys-

ses" was being read by Univer-

sity of Toronto students.

The current art row burst like

a ten-ton blockbuster last Tues-

day night when the two Toronto

evening newspapers carried stor-

ies that the mayor has ordered

three paintings taken down; and

that Hart House Warden Jo-

seph McCuIley said, "No—not

without consulting with the art

com mittec."

As it turned out, the Warden

had discreetly removed tempor-

arily one painting which Mayor

Phillips found most objection-

able.

Next day, literally thousands

of undergraduates — and the odd

fnculty member too — swarmed

into the little art exhibition room

in the basement of Hart House

to grab a peek at the forbidden

creations which, it appeared,

might be taken down at any mo-

ment. Attendance skyrocketed to

ten to twelve times normal. On
Thursday, however, the conten-

tious drawing was put back.

The mayor objected to three

New Revue Said To Be Equal

To Best Previous Productions

By Nola Whittall

Wednesday, Jan. 19, is the opening night of this years Re-

vue Guild show, "Riot "54". KCVI auditorium is the place, and

the high standard set by past Queen"s Revues, according to the

producers, will be equalled, if not surpassed, in their new show.

Queen's first real musical comedy, "Golden Years", which

was staged in 1949, had the distinction of being the first original

musical comedy produced on any

Canadian campus. It combined

an original storj', original songs

and music, and original dance

routines.

The show started off the Revue

series with a bang. It was pack-

ed with "gay, tuneful scores, wit

and warmth, deft and daft, insane-

ly-accurate burlesque." T h e

chorus girls were captivating, and

the dialogue hilarious.

But the huge success of the

show did not come about through

luck. The organizers set to work

in October and the cast worked

many long weeks perfecting their

routines, polishing up the dl^

logue, and putting the last ingen-

ious touches on the scenery.

"Golden Years" was the cam-

Dus Story told in song, and it had

everything — comedy, nostalgia,

satire, and of course the chorus

line. What the amateurs lacked

in professional finesse they more

than made up for in spirit and en-

thusiasm.

There were IS original lyrics,

and 14 new tunes in the show

scattered through the fast-moving

dialogue, and the whole canipn?^

echoed the tunes for weeks after

Next year, "Dear Susie" treat-

ed Revue-goers to an evening's

entertainment that surpassed even

"Golden Years'", in many people's

opinions. The original story con-

cerned four students who set out

on a world-wide search for a yo-

yo champ, singing and dancing

their way through the pubs of

Scotland, Madame Tussatid's wax-

works, old Heidelberg, Pari?

night life, the mighty Alps, and

the town of Kingston. The danc-

es ranged from the torrid tempn

of the apache and boogie-woogie

to the smooth precision routines.

(See Revue Histories, Page 3)

of the items in the exhibit, and

asked that they be removed. His

request caused a storm of con-

troversy in the press and on the

radio, and the art committee met

last Wednesday to consider it.

The committee decided that the

painting which the warden had

removed during the height of the

fuss would be rehung: the other

two drawings of which the mayor

disapproved would remain on

the walls of the exhibit room.

When advised on the decision,

the mayor said, "I'm no censor.

I only made a suggestion. If the

universitv officials have decided

it should remain, that is their

concern ... as far as I'm con-

cerned the incident is closed."

In answer to reporters' ques-

tions of whether he would take

anv official action as chairman

of the city's Police Commission,

Mr. Phillips replied. "By this

time the police should have full

knowledge of what is going on

and if they want to do some-

thing it is up to them."

Travelling Britons

Defeat Queen'smen

On Imperial Issue

"And on this argument my col-

league and I are prepared to re-

ceive the obituary of the affir-

mative case!"

And on this argument they

did. Monday night, in McLaugh-
lin Hall, the touring Cambridge
debating team of John Douglas

Waite and John Giles Dunkerley

>haw defeated the Queen's team

of Stuart Howard (Arts '57) and

Dereh Wiggs (Arts '55). The de-

cisive, though not overwhelming,

victory was decided by a majority

vote of an overflow audience. Dr.

Glen Shortliffe presided over the

debate.

Queen's, with Stuart Howard
starting, took the affirmative of

the resolution: "Resolved that

the British Empire is declining.

Let it fall." He opened his case

by giving the definition of the

British Empire as a state exer-

cising complete control over les-

ser states. Keeping this in mind,

Mr. Howard traced historical de-

velopments within the Empire.

Since 1867 the colonies of Can-

ada, Australia, New Zealand and
other dominions have left the

wing of Great Britain, Rhodesia,

Nyasaland, and tlie Gold Coast

are now agitating for freedom.

India hardly pays nominal allegi-

ance to the Queen and the losses

of Burma, the Sudan, and the

Suez have cut deeply into Bri-

tain's international control. Dis-

satisfaction is common in many
parts of Africa; fighting has oc-

curred over Cyprus and Gibral-

tar.

These examples, stated the spea-

ker, all converge to one conclu-

sion: Let the Empire fall. The

price of denying freedom is not

worth keeping the Empire in-

tact. Mr. Howard went on to

show how other organs, such as

(See Cambridge Debaters, p. 4)

Queen's Delegates

To Attend Council

Two Queen's students, Gordon

Wells and Ranald May. will at-

tend this year's sessions of the

Model United Nations Security

Council, to be held early in Feb-

ruary at St. Lawrence Univer-

sity, Canton, N.Y. The Queen's

delegation will represent the

Soviet Union in the debates.

.^mong the subjects under dis-

cussion in the council will be

the placing of the Nationalist

Chinese Island of Formosa un-

der United Nations trusteeship.

Arrangements for sending the

delegation from Queen's were

made by Ken Hilborn, president

of the International Relations

Club. E.xpenses are being paid

in part by the IRC. in part by

the Alma Mater Society.
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WHISTLE
STCPS
with JIM O'GRADY

LONDON IN GALE AREA!

The treadmill to oblivion is. scheduled to stop this afternoon.

And this isn't any prophecy concerning the end of the world, either,

so you won't have to sell all your worldly possessions and climb

to a perch on top of the nearest mountain. As a matter of fact the

afore-mentioned process is going to wind up down in London

(today), when a gent by the name of Pete Carr-Harris leads a lot

of other gents into an afternoon's activity of hockey against the

purple-shirts of the University of Western Ontario.

"Treadmill to oblivion" is the title given to a recent autobiog-

raphy published by Fred Allen, who made himself a stack of

shekels while swamping the American public with dry witticisms

during a Hfc-linie of jokf-cracking- It's also a pretty apt des-

cription of the path which has been followed, for the past few years,

by Queen's hockey teams while they chased pucks in the rinks

around the Ottawa-St. Lawrence circuit,.. The path seemed to get

the hockey Gaels nowhere, even though they put together good

teams which cleaned up on the other clubs in the league most of

the time. The public response to all these wirming ways was a

fairly obvious one: they stopped coming to home games, and the

Gaels were allowed to put their talents on display before the ticket

takers and the sweepers in Jock Harty arena on two or three oc-

casions every winter. There was never anyone else around to take

in the show.

It was slight encouragement for hockey clubs which had been

putting in ten hours of practice per week for two or three months

beforehand, and which had wandered all over the country playing

exhibitions in preparation for their scanty home schedule. A lot

of money was being spent-, the student body didn't seem to be de-

veloping delerium tremors in their support of the pucksters. and a

point was finally reached when the Athletic Board of Control de-

cided it might be a wise thing to take steps to remedy the situation.

SEVEN-LEAGUE BOOTS
The first step taken was a big one, and coach Carr-Harris,

although he wanted a change in tactics, was forced to admit that

there could be such a thing a moving too far too quickly. What
the board had done was to vote approval of a Queen's application

ior re-admission to the world of senior intercollegiate hockey, pres-

ently populated by the Varsity Blues, the University of Montreal

Carabins, and the like.

A week or so back, the coach revealed what had actually been

done. The scene was Stu Langdon's training room underneath

the bleachers in the Jock Harty arena (this room is quite a bit

smaller, and the equipment in it is a lot cheaper, when compared

to the spacious football training quarters in Richardson stadium)

Carr-Harris said that a home and home series had been arranged

this year with teams from the Ontario Agricultural College in

Guelph, Western, and the University of Toronto (intermediates)

He said that there hadn't been much sense in staying in the old

league, because of the fact that he had expected his charges to

put together an undefeated season this year and draw absolutely

no fan response while performing the feat.

Veteran centre-man Don Keenleysidc, listening in on the con-

versation, added the opinion that it was a smart move to get back

into intercollegiate competition, of any sort, because "we're not

proving anything bj' staying where we are". He asked the coach

if it wouldn't be a good idea for the team to try for an exhibition

game here with one of the squads in the senior loop, in order to

lest the strength of the local club. Pete agreed as how he'd look

into the matter, and said he'd try to get one of the teams from the

Montreal area when they were on their way back home after play-

ing in Toronto. Meanwhile, he said, it might be an equally good

idea for the Gaels to win a few of their games in convincing man-

ner just to show the folks at home that they mean business this

year. Keenleyside took this in stride: he wasn't expecting the guy

to lose any anyway.

The schedule, brought up for approval the other night at an

AB of C meting, shows the locals with three home games this

winter, on the fifth. 12th, and 25th of February. If there is any

criticism to be bestowed on such an arrangement, it has to be that

the locals aren't getting a fair chance to strut their wares before

home fans. The powers that be say that the schedule was the

best possible, and that they were hampered in their efforts be-

cause it was already late in the season when arrangements to get

the schedule rolling got underway. In the fact of this, there are

those who think that the AB of C front office may have taken more

time than necessary in getting down to work on this issue, and

(See Whistle Stops, Page 3)

Gael Puckmen
Meet Western

In New Loop
in a move to renew hockey in-

terest at Queen's, the Athletic

Board of Control have entered

the hockey Gaels into a newly

formed intermediate intercollegi-

ate league this year. This after-

noon, those same Gaels will be

going all out in an effort to show

that they can handle any compe-

tition as they play their initial

league game at Western Univer-

sity. Coach Pete Carr-Harris is

employing ten forwards, five de

fensemen, and two goaltenders in

this tussle and it is hoped that

his warriors will return to this

fair city on the long end of the

score.

The Golden Gael hoopsters

will open the regular Intercol-

legiate schedule on the road this

week-end, when they travel west-

ward to meet the Western Mus-

tangs in the confines of Thames

HaH, London, and the Assump-

tion College Purple Raiders in

Windsor.

From all reports, the Windsor-

ites will definitely be the team

to defeat as they downed schools

which have beaten Western. As

the Purple Raiders do not issue

press releases for the intercollegi

ate papers, it is unknown just

which players are leading the

Purple in their championship bid

Probable leader will be last year's

sensation. George Joseph.

The Metrasmen will probably

be the number two team in the

circuit. They will be in top shape,

having played eight games so

far this season, four more than

the Gaels. The Western record

itands at three wins and five

losses, almost all against good

American college teams, while

the Tricolor has dropped all four

f;ames against similar opposition.

The Purple's (UWO, not As-

sumption) top scorer in their ex-

I
hiliition tilts was sophomore Ray

Monnot, a 6'6" centre who has

lii'oped 69 points in six games.

Other tops threats among the

team which is composed almost

entirely of veterans are Chris

Ellis, 195 points last year; Walt

Karabin with 193 and football

quarter Don Getty. Another

turned basketballquarterback

s Don Girvin, while Don
another footballer

player i

Prowse is yet

on the squad.

The Tricolor will be sporting

one of their strongest squads in

some time. Although they have

dropped all their tilts, they pose

a potential threat to the rest of

the Intercollegiate teams. The

Gaels looked good in their de-

fence against Ottawa but they

lacked polish around the hoop.

However, the word is that the

Christmas lay-off was partially

responsible, and the Gaels have

worked hard all week getting

their shooting eyes back.

Making the trip with the Tri-

color will be Wally Mellor, Bob

Anglin, Frank Donnelly, Chuck

Latimer, Bob Purcell, John Mil-

liken. Paul Fedor, Don Lyon.

Paul Corbett, and Andy Haydon.

STOP THE PRESS
Before a packed house of 1300

fans Wednesday night Queen's

hockey crew dropped a 3-2 decis-

ion to Clarkson Tech. The Tri-

color held a 2-0 lead at the end of

the second period, but were not

able to keep their rivals in check

as they went on a three-goal,

third-period surge.

In the first period Don Keen-

leyside and Ray Hermiston tall-

ied for the Gaels. Bert Brooks

turned in a tremendous perform-

ance in the nets, having many

difficult shots to handle during

the course of the game. Although

reputed to be no competition for

the strong Clarkson team which

had gone nine games without a

defeat, the Tricolor made a tre-

mendous showing.

IM XHE I^E/nONLITE
The Levana table tennis tourn-

ament is to start on January 19.

AH persons interested are re-

quested to sign the list on the

gym bulletin board.

These are the dates for Le-

vana swimming during the mon-

ths of January, February, and

March: Monday, Tuesday, Wed-

nesday and Thursdays from 1.30-

2.30, and Mondays evenings from

7.30-8.30.

The intramural volleyball tour-

nament starts on January 17th;

hockey practices are being held

on Mondays, Tuesdays and Wed-

nesdays from 1-2 p.m. at Jock

Harty arena; and badminton en-

thusiasts are reminded that prac-

tice dates have been changed to

the noon hours on Monday, Wed-

nesday, and Friday.

LET'S GO GAELS

Good luck to the Queen's Gold-

en Gael Hockey squad in their

new league.

PETE CARR-HARRIS
111 Nciv Surrotindivgs

The first line embraces Ian

McKay, Pete Dozzi (who was

elected as this year's captain)

and little Murray Osborne, while

Barry Percival, Dick Hill, and

Ray Hermiston constitute the

second. The third line has Don
Keenlyside working with Ray
Hoffman and either Ron Brad-

shaw or George Carscallen.

The dcfensemen are Ron Vali-

quette, Al Shamess, Fin Camp-
bell. Al Hitchcock, and Carl

Markerth. Bert Brooks will he

between the pipes and Don Mac-

eachern will be standing by in

case of any difficulties.

It can be assumed that West-

ern will ice a strong team since

last year's edition of the hockey

Mustangs enjoyed a good season.

The strongest opposition in the

newly-formed league should come

from the Toronto Blues, who
seem to make a habit of coming

up with high-calibre teams.

Team officials expect large

crowds to fill the rinks in otlier

towu'i in the k'afrues, and arc hop-

ing out loud that the same cir-

cumstances will apply when the

Gaels make their first home stand

against Western two weeks from

tomorrow.

Tindall Returns As Gael Coach

Awarded A Long-Term Contract

The man who has guided the

senior football and basketball teams

at Queen's since the fall of 194S

has been given a new contract which

is to extend for an indefinite period

of time. The awarding oE the new

contract to head coach Frank Tindall

was made Monday evening at a

regular meeting of the Queen's

Athletic Board of Control.

Con. D. M. Jemmet, chairman

of the AB of C, said at the meeting

that a special three-man committee

appointed by the board had arrived

at the conclusion that the .Syracuse

University graduate should be

given a contract similar to those

held by faculty members of the uni

versity. That is, no time limit is

attached to the new informal agree

ment, and Tindall is to remain as

head coach until such time as he

resigns his position or the AB of C
expressely states that his services

are no longer required. At the

same time, the Board unanimously

approved a boost in pay for the

Gael coach, wlifi guided his football

charges to a triple tie for first place

in last fall's football schedule.

In announcing the decision of the

special committee, composed of Con.

FRANK TINDALL
From Naii.' To Eternity

Jemmett, Dr. O. A. Carson, and

Prof. F. L. Bartlett, the Board

chairman expressed the view that

the committee had felt fortunate

lo have been able to obtain "a man

of Tindail's ability and integrity in

his position". He commented on

some of the squabbles which feature

intercollegiate sport circles at other

universities, and said "that's not the

type of thing we want at Queen's'

.

Prof. Bartlett communicated to the

Board the news that Mr. Tindall

had been "highly pleased, and even

touched" on hearing the news.

Frank's first introduction to

Canadian football came in 1932,

when he was a star tackle with the

Toronto Argonauts. He succeeded

Ted Reeve as head coach in 1932,

and left after one year when war

interrupted the traditional intercol-

legiate rivalry. He returned to the

campus in 194S, and, since that time

has patrolled the sidelines for the

Golden Gaels.

A hig, soft-spoken guy with a

ready grin, Tindall has many friends

throughout the athletic world. H"?

is in constant demand as an after-

dinner speaker at meetings of var-

ious cliurch and service club group?

in the Kingston area, and does ^

steady job of selling Queen's an'l

the Golden Gaels to the gener.il

public.

Special for Students only

on Arts' Formal Night, January 28

Full Course . . .

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
for two . . . $4.00

RESERVE NOW I

Princess at Clergy Streets, of course

town and country
RESTAURANT Dial 7135
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Alberta Majority

Believes In Drink

CNR Presents Awaited Bill

For Toronto Train Damages
The AIiii;t Mater Society has received a bill for $54.87 -from

tlia Canadian National Kailways to cover damages to the Toronto
train in November.

At a meeting of the AMS executive Tuesday evening, it was
decided to delegate the AMS court to investigate the possibility

that some uf the windows on the train were brol<cn before the

Queen's students boarded at Kingston. Meanwhile a letter ac-

knowledging receipt of tlic bill will be sent to the CNR.
Charles Taylor, representing

Quarry 1955, reported that the

publication r e q u ires financial

backing to pay initial printing

costs. A grant of $50, and a

loan of $50 was voted to the

magazine.

Murray .Matliieson. local N'FC-

L'S chairman .repaid a loan grant-

ed by the AMS earlier this year.

He invited the AMS executive to

a reception this evening for Doug-
las Burns. National NFCUS Pres-

ident, who is visiting Queen's far

the weekend.

The AMS has received word

that Wilson Woodside, this year's

AMS lecturer, will give his ad-

dress in Grant Hall, Thursday

morning. Feb. 17.

Lloyd Carlsen, Meds J.R., re-

ported that General WorthingCon

will be at Queen's on the evening

of Jan. IS to present two film

and lecture on Civil Defence.

Edmonton (CUP) — Seventy-

three percent of the students on

(he Alberta University campus
drink alcoholic beverages to vary-

ing degrees, according to a survey

conducted here recently.

Based on a cross-section of 100

students, the survey shows that

while only 69 out of 100 male

students drink. SI percent of the

co-eds do, Sixty-four girls think

that drinking contribute to lower

moral standards, while only 22

mates think the same thing.

Most of the males saw nothing

wrong with the girls drinking if

they want to.

WHISIU STOPS
(Continued from page 2)

that the Gaels should be allowed to play more than three games

on their home ice.

In spite of this objection, t!ierc is little doubt that a big im-

provement has been affected. The games this year aren't going

to conflict with basketball activity in the gym, and that in itself

should be an important factor. One game is on a Saturday after-

noon, the other two arc to be played on Friday nights: and West-

ern, OAC, and Toronto will put in appearances in tliat order.

There's a "New Deal'" air about the hockey club these days, and

some loyal fans venture to say that it's about time.

OFF THE CUFF
The hockey Gaels, now that their schedule is underway, are

among the busiest individuals on the campus. They played Wed-

nesday night in Potsdam, got home in the wee liours of Thurs-

day afternoon, and then embarked again yesterday for London.

No one seems to be quite sure just how the schedule niix-up wa^

perpetrated .... Jack Jarvis, anxiousiy searching around for com-

petition for his boxing team, now has plans for a sports night in

the gym on tlic 24th of this month. He isn't sure yet where he'll

find the opposition, because both McGill and Varsity have told

him that they are booked solid for the next few weeks. . . . mean-

while wrestling coach Jim Saylor takes his wrestlers to Toronto

tomorrow night to compete in one of the regular Hart House Ath-

letic nights .... sign of the times in the gym these nights: 67"

Jay McMahan towering head and shoulders over most of his mates

at the Gael practices . . . track coach Pat Galasso, who toiled for

three years at his task on the cinder tracks, was rewarded Monday

night when the AB of C voted him an honorarium of $400. In the

past, Pat had refused similar offers because lie wished to maintain

his amateur status . . . deal of the week: if things work out, the

Toronto Argos may set up training camp next summer, during the

months of July and August, in Richardson Stadium.

REVUE HISTORIES
(Continued from Page 1)

Such famous beauties as Helen of

Troy, Marie Antoinette, Pocahon-

tas and Salome appeared in var-

ious scenes, and the audience was

whisked about from the deck of

an ocean liner to the peak of a

Swiss mountain,

"Dear Susie" was especially

notable too because of the publi-

cation of a number of its songs

for national release. Favorites

among these were "Love at Last"

and "Gonna have a Party."

Musical shows returned to

Queens in the spring term of "53

after a lapse of three years. Don
Gollan and Moe Soutter, though

forced to go off the campus when
no support was forthcoming,

wrote and directed a show called

"Falling Leaves," which was an

immediate success. It swerved

slightly from the style of the

former Revues in that it v/as pre-

sented as a series of comic scenes

from college life without any
story sequence connecting them.

Tlie chorus line, though reduc-

ed in number, was just as bouncy

as ever, and "Falling Leaves"

chalked up another success for the

Oueen"s Revuers,

Last year's show, "Heydey"

v/as as bright and entertaining as

its predecessors. The plot con-

cerned one Professor Peter Potter

who had just arrived from Eng-

land to teach a course in Culture

at a Canadian University. With

the professor is his wife, his ath-

lete son, and beautiful daughter.

The son, a football star, is

promptly signed up by the Golden

Gaels, and the shy daughter cap-

tures the heart of a dashing

Queen'sman.

"He) dey" contained f i f t een

parkting new songs, including

cvervthing from Jolson to tlie

Wall;:. The hilarious tune "While

Gambolling Gaily Through

Grannnar School", and the ro-

mantic melody "I've discovered

My Queen" were among the most

popular.

The opening scene was set in

the coffee shop, where the pretty

waitresses turned out to be the

popular kick-line. "Heydey's"

rah-rah college life theme was

ell performed by a mixture of

old and new talent.

CHRISTIAN

YOUTH CENTRE
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

sunday. january 16th

Second Sunday
After Epiphany

8.00 o.m.—Holy Communion

9.15—Family Service

11.00 a.m.—Sung Communion

7.00 p.m.—Evensong.

"Sliidfiils csfifcinll)! wclco}ne'

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. JANUARY IStk

11 o.m.—Solvation Past

7.30 p.m.—Hope In Cod

0 Come Let Us iVorslii{>

Angoff Addresses
{

Hillel On Sunday

Charles Angoff, well-known

wriler and lecturer, will be guest

peaker at Hillel House Sunday

evening. I-Iis topic will be "Shy-

lock and Fagin in Modern Eng-

lish Literature."

Mr. Angoff has had a double

career — one iii the world of gen-

eral American culture, and the

other in the Anglo-Jewish world.

In the first he has achieved a

reputation as an editor, author,

and university teacher. He was

H. L. Mencken's closest associate

CFRC

Charles Angoff
.-/ double career

on the old American ^[crcury

v-hcn it was the most talked-of

periodical in America.

Mr Angoff has also been editor

of several other magazines, in-

cluding the Nation, and the North

American Review- He has writ-

ten many books on literary hist-

ory, music, world affairs and lit-

erary criticism.

In the Anglo-Jewish world. Mr.

Angoff is sometimes considered

one of the most effective and col-

orful short story writers.

He teaches the short story at

the University of New York, and

also lectures to the general pub-

lic.

CflhalmprB

EARL AND SARH1E STS,

REV. W F. BANISTER. D DF. BANISTER.
MINISTER

SUNDAY. JANUARY IStH

11 a.m.—The Lord's Prayer

(11 "Our Father"

7.30 p.m.—Questions

Christians Face

(2) "Con 0 Christian be

a Communist?"

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

0 Came Let Us I'Vorsliip

&t. Anbrrui'a

PRINCES9 AND CLEnQY ETS

REV J. Forbes WEODCROUfN
M A. D.D.. MINIETEB

MR. DARWIN STATA,
Oroanist ANo choirmaster

MISS ANNE HALLIOAY
ASSIStAMt OnOANISI

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

11,00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Antlrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordinl welcome is extended to

a\\ students.

Friday

6.59—Sign-on.

7:00—What's New?
7 :10—Campus News ; Gordon

Penny.

7:20—Sports Profiles; Mike

Moffat, Al Lenard.

7:30—Talent Time; Marg Mar-

tyn, Keith Filmore,

7:45—Leave it to Levana; Joyce

Safrance, Anne Hayes.

8:00—Mike's Mood Music; Mike

Meehan, Arne Kotanen.

8:30—Our Place; Mary Capell,

Charles Taylor, Pete Faris.

9 :00—Tunes of our Times

;

Doug Mackay.

9:15—Bandstand; Bruce Gates.

9:30—Music I Like; Gordon

Penny, Grant Sampson.

10:00—Handle/s Hamper.

10:30—Sign-off.

Saturday

630—Show Tunes; Hugh Light-

body.

7:00—Nameless; Viv Sterns.

7:30—Downbeat; Arnold Mat-

thews.

7:45—Anything Goes; Igor.

8:00—In the Groove; Thetma

Hunter, Doug Thompson.

9:00—1490 Classics; Bob Sand

erson.

10:00—New Releases; J. Dimen

10:30—Pop Concert; Don Har-

rison.

1 1 :0O—Enjoyable Music; R

Clenche.

11:30—Rumpus Room; Glen

Buick.

Classified Ads

Lost

Waterman's fountain pen, black

with silver top. Would finder

please notify Janet Ziegler, 21360.

Ladies' glasses, between Baker

House and downtown last Sat-

urday. Mary Porter's name on

rims. Finder call 20248.

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON. ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

2Ctng0ton Mttsxc filompanxj

RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES

GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT
346 PRINCESS ST,

(from a Journal of 1941)

Some boast of high honors, and

scholarships too.

Some talk of distinction, most

don't but some do,

.\nd some tell of A's and of B"s

they have made.

But I'll take a C, it's a gentle-

man's gra<Ie.

"A" works from morning till

bedtime is due.

"B" works until midnight to

learn something new,

'D'' works witli the girl friend,

alone in the shade,

But "C" doesn't work, it's a

gentleman's grade.

"A" writes his exams at a furious

pace,

'B" scribbles bis stuff with a

frown on his face,

' D" worries and frets, of his

mark he's afraid,

"C" writes al his ease, it's a

gentleman's grade.

"A" etids up a prof, and at sopho-

mores drools,

"B" takes education and leaches

in schools,

"D" gets him a job on the end

of a spade,

So ni take a "C" it's a gentle-

man's grade.

EXPORT
ca-NAda's finest

. ctgarette

Campus capers

call for Coke

No matter if the big act

goes wrong, you can't beat

a skating party on a wmter

night. Be sure there's Coke

along . . . for rcjreshmcnL

Wf': -

^^^^^

w
7*
laclndlng

Mend TextM

COCA-COLA LTD.
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From Bygone Januaries . .

1930

Reports attesting to the great

popularity of the Union Cafe-

ttria as "a fine place to eat"

were presented at the regular

meeting of the House Committee

yesterday.

1933

Students who expect to go to

places where the water supplies

are not safe may be immunized

against typhoid fever. I nnocii-

lations will be carried out at the

Richardson Laboratory on Sat-

urday at 12 o'clock.

1934

"Hitler's government or Nazi-

ism may be described as being

a more democratic form of gov-

ernment than ordinary Liberal-

ism," said Dr. H. Hanel in de-

fending Hitlerism at the last

weekly meeting of the Men's

Forum. (The Journal did not

comment editorially.)

1935

Shoe-shining cstflblishments

have been set up in Ban Righ

Hall and Union. It is hoped that

a barber shop may also be institu-

ted in the Union.

1939

For Rent — Two warm bed-

rooms (one including small sit-

ting room), $2.50 a week.

1940

Debating Union to discuss in-

teresting campus issue: Resolved

that this Union favors the estab-

lishment of a common room for

both men and women students.

1941

The innovation of special

Queen's corsages for the annual

Arts' 'At Home' was used to

raise money for the War Fund.

Taking action in the face of

a threatened dismissal of Prof.

F. H. Underhill, member of the

University of Toronto history

department, graduates and under-

graduates affirmed their confi-

dence in him.

1943

More than 400 Canadian uni-

versity students required to

leave college after getting low

mid-year marks may soon ex-

pect notices from the draft board.

And it came to pass in the

liniesfone land of Quecnz that

on the day of Saturn . . .

1945

She was just a miner's daught-

er .. . but you should see her

natural resources.

1947

Duties of Queen's recently-

appointed chaplain, the Rev, A.

M. Laverty, will be "as he finds

them and makes them". Princi-

pal R. C. Wallace told a Journ-

al reporter this week.

1949

Are Queen's students disinter-

ested in the National Federa-

tion of Canadian University

Students (Nifcus) or is their

apathy due to misunderstanding

and lack of information?

CAMBRIDGE DEBATERS
(Continued from Page 1)

FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE
Personally Escorted Student Tours of Europe

Speciolly Prepared for College Students and Recent Graduates

by TREASURE TOURS

TOURS DEPARTING QUEBEC JUNE I5th and 29th

53 DAYS ALL INCLUSIVE RATE — $995.

Visiting 7 Countries

Coll, write or telephone for complimentary folder.

68 Yonge St. Toronto Em. 3-5191

^tlu^r OlriU
"Where the Best People Meet ond Eo\''

Reasonoble Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meol Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

the UN, could absorb the ad-

vantages of the Empire.

The Better Points

The initial debater for the neg-

ative, John Douglas Waitc, then

took the roslrum. He admlltcd tliat

the British Empire had changed

but said it had not declined. The

days of Queen Victoria's dynasty

under Disraeli, of the dream o!

Lord Beaverbrook, of the vol-

untary unity of Chamberlain and

Rhodes have gone. The present

day union has combined the bet-

ter points of all of these.

In the atomic age, he continued

most of the countries in the

Empire need this union, not be-

longing to either the UN or

NATO. Here is a great group

of people with similar ideas, con-

stitutions. democratPC principles,

and language. The British Em-
pire is a buttress of freedom

against tyranny; a beacon of lib-

erty; a symbol of democracy. It

is not declining and it's impor-

tance shows why it should not

fall away.

Dereh Wiggs again took up the

cause of the affirmative by re-

buffing the remarks of Mr.

Waite. Mr. Wiggs pointed out

the Kenya affair as a result of

the Empire. He asserted that the

U.S. should be allowed to lend

a helping hand, Also, there are

colonies who are now- quite cap-

able of governing themselves

with a minimum of help. Great

Britain will engender hate and

hurt its own prestige by hold-

ing on to national units, he ad-

ded. India should have taught

them a good ksson. Finally,

after two world wars, Britain is

no longer in a position where it

can maintain an Empire, especi

ally an Empire that is falling at

ibe roots.

Ridiculous Definition

The final speaker for the Cam
bridge team, John G. D. Shaw,

put across the clinching argu-

ment. He referred to any defini-

tion of the British Empire as ri-

diculous because the Empire is

more than territorial and militarj',

thus being undefinable. The Em-
pire will last, he said, because

it is founded on unique princi-

ples, as differing from previous

Empires in history.

Apathy is a great menace, Mr,

Shaw continued, and the very

words, "Let it fall," smack of

apathy. Either tear it to bits or

repair it. In a world of sick poli-

tics the British Empire is very

healthy. However, it is not com-

pletely free of troubles and un-

rest. The Empire should be re-

paired. Equilibrium must be

maintained. With Communism
and the H-bomb lurking omin-

ously, the Commonwealth gives

ground for optimism. It would

be a disaster, indeed, he con-

cluded, for such a great group of

nations to decay, leaving the

world with a large gap. On this,

the negative rested its case,

A discussion, featuring a di-

versity of opinion, followed, la-

ter making way for the affirma-

tive rebuttal. Stuart Howard
again pointed out that the only

Empire is the colonies held by

Britain and that a curtailing of

freedom cannot be justified in

this case. He also reprimanded

the negative for failing to ex-

plain their facts. A show of

hands on the part of the spec-

tators gave Cambridge the vic-

tory.

The Cambridge team left ior

McMastcr Tuesday morning, the

last of their ten collegiate stops,

before flying home to England.

Manitoba Boosts

Student Union Fees

THE

DEFENCE RESEARCH BOARD
requires

SCIENTISTS...

. . . ENGINEERS

Employ-ment Opportunities Exist in Mony Fields Including:

• GUIDED MISSILES

• ARMAMENT FIRE CONTROL
• AEROSOL FILTRATION
• RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE DEVICES
• EARLY WARNING DEVICES

• HYDRO-MECHANICS
• UNDERWATER SOUND RESEARCH
• ANTI-CORROSION
• BATTERY SYSTEMS
• RADIO PROPAGATION

CHALLENGING POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT OUR MODERN RESEARCH
ESTABLISHMENTS FOR STUDENTS WITH A GOOD ACADEMIC RECORD WHO
ARE GENUINELY INTERESTED IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WORK.

Our representatives will visit this University soon to

conduct interviews. V/otch this newspoper for exact

dotes of their visit.

SIGNPOST
Glee Club

Will those members of the Glee Club who dropped out last

term please drop in again for the next three weeks? Next pract.ce,

Sunday, 1:45 p.m. and Monday at 7:30 p.m.

Science Court

Science Court will be held on Jan. 18, 7:30 p.m. in the Old

Arts Building for those who missed the first Court session. At-

tendance is compulsory.

at the Uni-

Hillel Mojor Lecture Series

Charles Angoff, Professor of English Literature

versitv of New York, will speak on "Shylock and Fagin In Modern

English Literature". Sunday, Jan. 16 at 8 p.m. at Hillel House.

Students and faculty member are cordially invited.

Queen's Ski Club

Ski bus to Snow Ridge will leave Sunday, Jan. 16. at 6:45

p.m. in front of the gym. Contact Marion Chalmers, 25011; Jan

Jackson, 20141; Keith Oman, 2611S; or Joan Bostock, 3752. The

price is $3 for members and $3.25 for non-members.

Newman Club

The Sunday Benediction is at 7 p.m. at St. Mary's Cathedral.

Newman Nitc will be held at St. Mary"s Auditorium (corner of

Brock and Clergy) at 7:30 p.m., featuring a debate, "Co-existence."

Arts AMS Nominations

Nominations for Junior and Senior AMS representatives in

Arts are still open, but will close on Monday, |an. 17. Nomination

petitions, accompanied by the written acceptance of the candidate,

must be submitted to the Arts Society secretary by that date.

Voting will take place over a two-day period, Jan. 24 and 25.

Winnipeg (CUP) — Students

registering at the University of

Manitoba next fall will be requir-

ed to pay more in the way of fees

to their students' union.

An increase of 50 cents in the

University of Manitoba Student

Union fee was approved by the

Board of Governors at its Dccein-

ber meeting. The authorization

for the boost came after a request

for the increase was passed at a

noisy November meeting of the

UMSC council. A similar request

for a 50 cent fee hike was turned

down by the Board last spring

because of its late submission.

Earlier the students council had

been told that a fee increase was
necessary in order to sustain Man-
itoba's membership in the Nation-

! Federation of Canadian Uni-

ersity Students, and to continue

publication of such projects as the

Brown and Gold and Creative

Campus.

Cercle Francois

There will be a meeting of the Cercle Francais on Tuesday,

Jan. IS at 7:30 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room of the Students'

Union.

Pair Of Varsity Students

Rhodes Scholarship Whinners

Toronto (CUP) — Euan Smith

and Peter Russell, both Arts

students at the University of

Toronto, have been awarded the

1955 Rhodes Scholarships for the

province of Ontario.

Oxford will be the 22nd school

attended by Euan Smith who
emigrated to Canada from Eng-

land at the age of 15. He has

worked his way through college

by collecting [scholarships and

working at jobs ranging from

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

"Where o Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

McGALUS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufocturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING SLAZENGER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT
SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis ond Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

grocery clerk to sleeping-car por-

ter. I-f is extra-curricular activi-

ties include work on the Varsity,

the Modern History Club and

the University College literary

club.

The other Rhodes winner,

Peter Russell, resides in Lea-

side, Ont. During his career at

Trinity College, he has been ac-

tive in athletics and was liter-

ary chairman of Alpha Delta

Phi fraternity. Mr. Russell was

also chairman of Student Help

for Asia Relief in Education

whose Toronto branch has been

helping the University of Delhi.

The two scholarships amount

to about $1,700 annually for two

years. Two such scholarships are

awarded each year to students in

Ontario. Last year's winners

were Roger Bull of Varsity and

Ian Stewart of Queen's.

The scholarships were estab-

lished by the estate of Cecil

Rhodes in 1902.

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. . Phone 771

2

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Borbera

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917
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REPORT ON CFRC

For the past four years I have

been constantly annoyed by a fea-

ture of undergraduate life that most

gueen'smen take for granted — I

mean that vulgar objeect of student

<lress called the faculty jacket.

Every one here accepts this

strange phenomenon.' Most male

students wear these gaudy things,

There must be a reason for this

distressing exhibition of poor taste.

Why do people wear these

monstrosities? Obviously not for

economic reasons, because the fac

iilty jacket is twice as expensive as

an ordinary windbreaker.

Conformity is the only answer.

The Queen'sman seeks a sense of

identity. Unwilling and unable to

stand alone on his own individual

merits, he finds security in belong-

ing to a group: that group being

his year and faculty. In putting on

his faculty jacket each morning, the

student feels the same emotion, in

a watered-down fashion, as do the

followers of dictators when they

lace up their jack-boots,

Queen'smen on the whole are

intolerably dull, and this dullness is

reflected in their taste in dress.

There is a fear of being different

or unique, and overwhealming value

placed on becoming "one of the

hoys."

In his Dunning Trust lecture.

Professor Frank Underbill applied

to Canadians Mill's epithet of

"collective mediocrity." He was
right, of course, but he would hav

been even more correct had he been

talking about the student body at

Queen's. Faculty jackets are only

a symptom of this cancerous growth
that eats away the sinews of our

individualism.

Conformity has a deeper motive,
and that is fear. Here at Queen's

A Radio Station Of Our Own

we are afraid of mass opinion, so

conform to it. In a word, we

are too democratic. Our social

democracy is based on mob stan-

dards, instead of the basically aris-

tocratic standards under which all

truly creative societies have existed.

\^'e are governed by coffee shop

ethics.

In the matter of faculty jackets,

I am not inclined to forget the girls,

who don't wear them. Any co-ed

seen walking with a male student

in a faculty jacket automatically

places herself in the company of

those who watch television and read

the Saturday Evening Post. She is

aiding and abetting mediocrity.

There is. of course, an environ-

mental excuse lor the poor conform-

ing Queen'sman. In the main he

comes from middle class, small-town-

in - Eastern - Ontario background.

Nothing could be less conducive to

the development of taste or in

dividuality.

But let those people who smiled

with conte[itnient when Mr. Under

hill called us a 'liberal' university,

seriously reconsider. Liberal wi

may be in facult and aduiinistra

tion, but our present student body

only sen'es to underline the con-

temporary eclipse of the individual.

Facult)' jackets are only a synip-

tom of this general disease which

infects the student body. Those who

wear them exhibit ( a ) incredib!)'

bad taste, and (b) the fear of ac-

cepting their own individual unicjue-

ness.

I stated at the outset that faculty

jackets annoyed me. This is no

longer true. Rather. I pity those

poor creatures who wear such

vulgarities. There is little hope for

them. Queen's maj' well be a poor

man's university, but the poverty

is more than economic.

NIGHT PLANE
strum upon theI've heard it

night,

And give the air reply,

And fill a cloud with muffled

sound.

Then bend tlie crystal sky.

I've seen it chase the distances,

And toss the moonbeam's rim,

And feel across the silence,

Then like a wing^ed whim,

Turn tiie world all upside down.

And smile upon her face,

Glad for nothing but to be.

To touch the rushing space.

I've heard it striun upon the night

And leave a song in flight,

And like a short lived ripple,

Smooth back into the night.

— H.M.

By Gordon Penny

The average Queen's student —
if we may use a term so vulgar as

'average' — is probably apt to find

himself developing a certain icing

of cynicism about the great world

around him. As he becomes older

and moves about in this wicked

world, the icing may tend to come

off on his fingers and mark just

about everthing he does.

He must find it difficuh, however,

to become cynical about his univer-

sity's own radio station. It is diffi-

cult simply because unlike most

other Canadian stations, CFRC is

not forced to support either itself or

anybody else. It {in all its blessed

innocence ) has no commercials, and

is indeed so free from any sort of

pecuniary interest that it does not

even pay its technicians and pro-

gram talent.

In short, it's for free. And we

dare you to be very cynical about

anything that is truly that.

Now, comes the revolution and

everything is for free. But the evi

dent problem (no revolution prom

ised in this year's speech from the

throne) is for Mrs. William Angus

and Pete Handley to find people

who have good ideas about radio

programming and the sustained

interest to carry them out.

Mrs. Angus is advisor, and Pete

is director of the radio workshop

of the Queen's Drama Guild. Find-

ing such people is their job, and

once they have found them, they

must see that the programs are

carried out on a high level.

But according to Pete, this job

is not quite as bad as one might

think. Apparently there are a great

many people on the campus who
are quite interested in radio broad-

casting, either from the standpoint

of tecbnical work or the job of

writing and producing programs.

And Pete, with the agreement of a

lot of listeners, thinks that the

CFRC radio personalities are going

places.

A look at the program schedule,

as printed today in The Journal,

and a dial twist tonight and Saturday

night will probably convince the

reader that the progrannning is

good. On both evenings there is a

being devoted chiefly to music and

Friday night to news, sports, music

and feature programs — some of

which are comedy of sorts.

Members of Arts are responsible

for the Friday broadcasts, but on

both nights the technical work is

supervised and carried out by

Sciencemen (or Artsmen trained

by Sciencemen.) Final year Sci-

encemen Ernie Jury, Stu Marshall,

Bob Bruce, Don Browning and Jim

Stephan seem to be the brain trusts

behind the engineering aspects. But

according to Pete once again, the

only reason the station is functioning

at all it because Sid Penstone made

it function in the first place.

To go into the details — the

names, addresses, phone numbers

and other such data as get confused

by newspaper reporters — would

take too much space. It is interest-

ing to note, however, that the last

three directors were interested in

radio while still in secondary school.

It is also interesting that quite a

number of people at one time con-

nected with CFRC have made good

careers in professional radio and

television.

Pete says there is still room for

talent — unless it be the talent to

run quiz shows. Anybody with a

good idea is a welcome visitor to

the studios in Flemming Hall, and

since this season's broadcasting

began with only four veterans on

the air during the Friday night

schedule, it seems that there are

plenty of good ideas floating around

the campus.

And it's for free, too.

DANCING
BURGUNDY ROOM

Saturday Night

HOTEL LA SALLE
$2.00 per Couple

SN I DER'S CLEAN ERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/z Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Oi(alily that Pleases . . . Service that Satisfies

'Quarry' is being published this

year as usual, and is looking for

good poems, short stories and lit

erary essays. The deadline is Feb.

14. and contributions should be left

with the Queen's Post Office by

that date. Members of the editorial

staff are Charles Taylor. Lionel

Ross, Natalie Bieler, Frank Col-

lings; any queries about the nature

f material required should be ad-

fairlv complete diet, with Saturday jdressed to them.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5 50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arr-angements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.
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Dance
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NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Yoiu- ovm Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments, Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens. Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal,

TECHMICAL. SUPRI^IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

Sail May 28 or June 14 tourist class on
STUDENT TOUR 55 Homtric from Qutbec on special conducted

65DAYSSL126 tours limited to Students. A week m London.^ ' HollarKi, includinB Volcndam and I^le "f M^fl*'

Brussels, Colosnc. the Rliine by 6tc,im<;r. motor tour 01 the B acK

Forest, Liechtenstein. Ansirian Tyrol, Bavarmn Ca.ilcs. Do onmcs

Venice, Adriatic Coast, liny RepuMic of San Marmo Rome, the H. II

Towns Florence, Italian and Freneh Rivieras French A'P^- S»nt=:er-

land. Paris, Motor tour of Scotland. Enfil-sh Lakes. North Wales

Shakespeare Country. E-smoor. Glorious Devon. R'^*'''"'"^,,'""^'!'

class on the S.S. Homeric arrivins Quebec July 26 or August 12,

respectively.

INDEPENDENT Choose your departure and return dates;

rnAWct '"Cfdc as much or as little as you wish m the

TRAVEL price caleporv of your choice — all on a pre-

arranged, prepaid basis. An itinerary thai is made to order for you.

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDEHS

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLU: Ltd.

57 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO WA. 4-1139

Management: J. F. & G. H. Lucas

94 Brock Street
Dial 7990

PRISOHeH

Mac in chains tn his prison cell

Condemned to be hanged

At the jaws of hell

Knows the answer perfectly well

Knows the answer shall be "no"

Demands reprieve.

The governor opened the letter and reaj

(Boys it's from Mac).

They gathered around the room with a laugh

Mac was quite a giraffe

With a good long neck to be hung by.

"I've gotta use words when I talk to you

But if you understand or if you don't

That's nothing to me and notliing to you

We all gotta do what we gotta do."

Yes, said the governor, perfectly true

We all gotta do what we gotta do.

Phone the warden to hang him at two.

They took him out of his prison cell

Marched him along, fed him well,

And he puffed on his last cigarette.

They prayed. The padre shook his hand.

Now I'm going from this hell of a land

To hell.

Mac knew the answer perfectly well.

They tied the kerchief round his eyes

(Eyes dimmed in long gone years).

Bound his hands behind his back

(Hands bound in the ancient past)

Speak, said the warden.

Your last words — fast.

Three minutes to two.

Warden, you hold the rope in your hand.

Warden, he said, I'm leaving this land

And so it's up to you.

Hurled in my cell when the city bore me

Dungeon-locked when the jury swore rae

GUILTY (they said to a man.

Twelve men good and true

We all gotta do wbat we gotta do).

There's a thousand keys on the rope in your hand

But prisoner still, I'm leaving this land,

And so it's up to you.

The warden replied as wardens do.

They sprung the trap and hung him at two.

— Mac in the Stetson Hat.

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO':

THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATIONI

INSIST ON
WILMOT S QUALITY PRODUCTS

It's a good rule to keep your finances in

top condition, too— by operadng your

own savings account at the B of M,

Bank of Montreal gof;

WORKtNG WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WALK OF IIFE SINCE 1817
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Underhill And Orthodoxy

Professor UnderhiU's Dunning Trust lecture was a forthright

and able comment on the ills of Canadian political society. Com-

mendation is due in particular for his appeal to the universities

to provide the leadership so essential to overcome the apathy and

staidness rampant in our political affairs. Three of his specific

points require some special attention,

?Iis chastisement of political parties for failure to do a job of

political education is certainly justified. To anyone who reads

Hansard or party literature regularly it must be painfully obviou?

that party representatives are often ignorant of the elementary

facts and ideas related to the issues with which they are dealin',^

Part of this may of course be due to the inadequate knowledge

of the representatives themselves. But partly it is also due to liu'

meagre resources which parlies devote to research and policy plan-

ning. One suggestion which deserves careful consideration has

been that public funds be provided for the setting-up of a secretarial

and research staff at least for the official opposition party and per-

haps for the other opposition parties as well. Such action would

go part way to correct the tendency of parties to spend the vast

majority of their funds on direct organization and electoral activ-

ities.

Professor UnderhiU's proposal for some form of proportional

representation also deserves careful study. Undoubtedly political

scientists have been too sweeping in their condemnation of pro-

portional representation. But it would be even more undesirable

to have a rigorous system introduced which would mean, under

Canadian circumstances, that no party would be able to form a

stable government. However there is lots of room in between for

some modified form. Perhaps some system of multi-member con-

stituencies, or some scheme whereby minority parties could pool

their votes over a number of constituencies, could be worked out

so that majority and minority interests would be more fairly repre-

sented in parliament.

Professor UnderhiU's admiring glances at the American polit-

ical system can certainly be challenged. No doubt the Americans

get more excited over their politics but whether the glamour girls

and brass bands of American political conventions and campaigns

are preferable to our own apathetic attitude is doubtful. Indeed

from the point of view of political leadership a good case could

be made for the Canadian party leaders having much more sense

of direction and responsibility than their American counterparts.

These specific issues, however, are only debatable points in a

basic analysis which is fundamentally sound. Political apathy in

Canada is a dangerous reality. One party domination of the fed-

eral government for twenty years, with no prospect of change, is

a disquieting situation. Above all, failure of the major opposition

party to provide any consistent alternative to the government is

a most unencouraging future prospect. All of us who plan to spend

most of our lives as Canadian constituents could do well to ponder

the ideas which Professor Underbill has thrown out as possible

methods of improving the political situation.

inMnnnr,"'^^^^'-^ -"^^ ^"^ French

La Grande Nation?

Atlantic or European alli-

, "7.™"^s illusions that is indulged I ance. It is my contention that years

dangerous illusions
^

_ ^^^^^ ^^^^ frustration could be

One of the most persistent and the North

hat is indulged' --

world today is

'Oh, just wallimg down the street."

Resurrecting Church Unity

Pitchforks And Paris

The recent French attempts to create an arms pool among

the Brussels Treaty nations makes it clear that the problem of

west enmity and further postpone any chance of reunification,

sides of the Atlantic for months to come. Opponents of German

rearmament have continually argued that it will aggravate East-

Wset enmity and further postpone any chance of reunification.

The noisy but uneventful behavior of the Soviet Union since

French ratification seems to belie this view,

It is unfortunate that the West never saw fit to offer to abandon

rearmament in favor of an all-German settlement, but Russia could

have seized the initiative at any time. That she failed to do so

suggests that she does not think that German arms will seriously

upset the balance of power. Since the Berlin conference last April,

it has become increasingly clear that the threat of German rearm-

ament is not nearly enough to dislodge the Russians from East

Germany. They would be almost certain to lose any free election

whicli might be held and, even though East Germany may be a

liability to Russia in many ways, it remains doubtful whether the

Soviet Union could afford such a blow to her prestige as rejection

by East Germany would constitute.

The Russians are afraid of a rearmed Germany, however, and

for reasons which the West can share. Twice within the past half

century a militant Germany has run amok in Europe and there are

no overwhelming proofs that she may not do so again once her

new army begins to stir proud memories in dissatisfied hearts.

Little wonder then that the French wish to obtain further guaran-

tees against renewed German aggression. Although German

nationalism appears to He dormant under the benign hand of Kon-

rad Adenauer, bolh Russia and the West have every right to be

suspicious of German intentions now and for several years to come

A reporter visiting Germany last summer was told by a lab

orer that "if we had pitchforks we'd be in Paris tomorrow". A:

long as this sort of sentiment is common, it is absolutely essential

that the Brussels powers and the United Slates maintain a firm

grip on the new German military machine. The present French

-suggestion may be ihe best way of doing it.

By Ralpn B. Johnston

The subject of Christian Unity

has been much in the news this last

year. Tliis is due to the meeting of

the Second Assembly ot the World

Councd of Oiurches at Evanston,

Illinois last summer and the recent

meeting of the Canadian Council

of Churches here in Kingston. This

prominence is only symptomatic of

a trend in church history which be-

longs to the t\ventieth century.

Throughout the history of the

Qiurch, even in New Testament

times, and especially since the

Reformation, the tendency has been

for various groups to separate

themselves from the larger Christian

bodies and call themselves the

Church. They separated themselves

because they could not, with clear

conscience, follow what the older

body believed and taught and prac

ticed.

In the twentieth century this

trend, although still evident, has to

large e.vtent been overshadowed

by a movement toward imity. And
the amazing thing is that this new

trend is also based on conscience

and belief. It is based on the belief

that, since Qiristians owe common
alliegence to Jesus Chri.st as the Son

of God and the Lord of the Church

and the world, the divisions in the

Church are a sin and a scandal.

Historically we can see this trend

beginning about 1 91 0 with the

World Missionary Conference held

in Edinburgh and developing

through various conferences on

"Faith and Order" and "Life and

Work" until it has reached its

highest point to date in the World
Council of Churches fonned at

.Amsterdam in 1498.

The World Council of Oiurches
|

and the various national councils

are, of course, not the only expres-

sions of this trend which is called

the Ecumenical Movement, It is

seen also in the growth of under-

standing between denominations,

the growth of co-operative effort,

and especially in a growing spirit

of co-operalion which springs not

from motives of expediency but

from a sincere desire that "all may

be one" and that all Christians may

make a common witness to the

I

world.

There are two very common
mistakes which are generally made

when we think about Church Unity.

The first is that "all the churches

are really working for the same

thing" and therefore there is no need

to talk about, or work for, unity.

But when we remember that in

their deepest act of faith, the cele-

bration of the Sacrament of the

Lord's Supper, Qiristians cannot

worship together, we cannot say

that there is no need for more duty

On the other hand there is an

ecjually serious mistake made when

we think of the objective of the

Ecumenical Movement and espe

eially the World Council as an at-

tempt to form one gigantic super-

church. Within the purposes of God

this may lie in the future but the

immediate aim is closer co-operation

and a mutually acceptable ministry.

There is one other mistake which

is commonly made in our thinking

about Oiristian Unity. We too often

think that closer unity is some easy

thing wliich requires only that all

Christians have a little more charity.

But the heart of the matter lies

deeper than that. All the member

churches of the \\'orld Council of

Churches will confess that the di-

visions are the residt of man's sin

and of sin within the Church, They

even go farther and not attempt

to claim that they are the only pure

one's. However it is not an easy

thing, nor a light thing, to give up

part of one's tradition and belief

nor is it easy to determine precisely

where human sin has led to division.

Therefore Christian Unity will come

only as a result ot hard and painful

work under the guidance of God.

in, in the Western

that which the French people have

about themselves. Whether they

deny it pnWically or do not pro-

claim it aloud is of no importance

Thev still think of themselves as of

la grandc nation. This is a most

dangerous concept at this moment

in view of the present European

situation.

The self-deceit of the French,

xvho still regard themselves as a

first rate power on the Eurupcin

continent, has bred all the p'-Uiical

crises and disappointments in Eur-

ope in the past few years. For the

French are only in a negative sense

-> first rate powder and even this

negative influence could well be

eliminated by a thoroughly applied

onizing reappraisal.

It is my belief that the French

are almost equally worthless as

allies or drifting neutrals. The can-

cer in the body politic of France,

her economic backwardness and the

perforce cynical individualistic de-

brouillage of the citizenry are too far

advanced to be put right even by

her Mendes'France. From the

view-point of a defence alliance

(and after all this has been the

most crucial problem of Western

Europe for years) France as an

ally will prove to be only a burden.

In this alliance the French will

continue to stall at every stage and

point their accusing finger on every

occasion at the Germans, screaming

hysterically about three invasions

in three generations, and thus

effectively halt the working of the

defensive machinery. The moment

will come, nevertheless, when the

Germans will be strong enough to

be depended upon and then the

French will be dropped, partly

through German machinations, from

simply leaving the

Letters To The Editor

Christian Unity lias been discuS'

sed by theologians and church lead-

ers but we will not move toward it

until it takes hold of the hearts and

minds of men and women. There

are theological problems to be dis-

cussed and they are important ; but

Christian Unity will only come

about as individual Christians learn

to understand and appreciate, to re-

spect and love, to work with and

worship with, Cliristians of other

denominations.

Note

The by-line on the article "Col-

leges Destroying Themselves ?" prin-

ted in Tuesday's Journal was inad-

vertently omitted. The article was

written bv lohn Cartwright of Arts

'58.

You're So Kind

Editor, Journal

:

I would like to congratulate you

your weekly column "Steam

Shovel". The "scribe" with his

"Maid Marion" is an ingenious

way of reporting campus activities,

and very well written.

Pat Eenham,

CUP Editor,

The Carleton.

CoFfee-SKop Privileges

Editor, Journal

:

On Friday night, we were quite

surprised on noting a certain group

of high-school students in the

coffee-shop. Is the coffee-shop not

a part of the university, or has it

been turned into a public restaurant?

Is it not true that the coffee shop

has no licence to serve the general

public? We think that the privileges

of the coffee shop should be re-

served for those who help pay for

its up-keep, namely the student

body. We do not attempt to appear

snobbish, but the fact remains that

the coffee shop is part of the uni-

versity and should be kept for stu-

dents alone.

Lyall W. Mulligan,

Arts '57

John A. Willes,

Arts '57

Charles C, Finley,

Arts '58

avoided by

French out.

To this the objection will be

raised that the geographic position

of France as a communication ar-

tery is so important that we cannot

do'without her. It is only too likely

that as soon as war breaks out

French communist guerillas wilV

prove so strong that the country

will have to be occupied militarily

by her other partners anyway. As

to the French contribution of 12

divisions to Nato it may be argued

that in view of the steadily sinking,

fighting morale of the French since-

World War I, the communist in-

filtration and the added condition'

of fighting side by side with the-

beloved Germans this contribution:

may not be as valuable as deemed.

Thus France cannot offer much

in a positive way, yet by consider-

ing herself and persuading England

and the United States to consider

her a great power she can effectively

frustrate and almost annihilate a:

grand alliance. The slim majority

for the Paris treaties in the Asscm-

blee Nationale and the most revolt-

ing spectacle (studded with macabre

personal details straight out of the

most corrupt days of the Third Re-

public) of the preceding debate has

clearly shown, as the leader of the

German Social Democrats remarked,

the half-heartedness of the French

decision and the potential useless-

ness of France in the European

defence system.

The powerful sentimental attach-

ments that we leave to France

should in no way preclude any such

agonizing reappraisal. At the time

when Corinth was stormed by the-

Romans, Greece still was the cul-

tural centre of the world and there

is no reason why we should not look

any more to France with affection

and reverence as to a shining bea-

con of beauty and a rich fountain

of the spirit.

Kristian.
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Come Up And See My Etchings Sometime

Jan Jackson, Pat Connell, Bea Amell, Barb Plow and Di MacLennan are only half of

the lovely chorus line featured in Riot '54 which opens tomorrow night at KCVI.

USA Has Replaced Britain

As World Power - Underbill

The United States has replac-

ed Great Britain as a leading

power, and we Canadians must

learn to recognize this as an ac-

complished fact. Prof. F. H.

Underbill told a capacity crowd
at the IRC meeting Thursday.

Speaking to IRC groups from

both Queen's and the Royal Mili-

tary College, Professor Under-
hill pointed out that a revolution

in 1940 made the Udited States the

leading allied power. While the

essence of Canadian history had
tjcen to refuse the United States,

the permanent alliance must be

accepted and lived up to.

"The years from 1839 to 1939,"

he said," were our British cen-

tury to achieve our autonomy.
The next century will be our

American century and we must
tiecome independent of them.

This will be harder; the only

Way to get along with Americans
1^ to look them in the eye and tell

them to go to hell."

Professor Uiiderhill said that

'mce Canada's world position de-

pends on her having a "great

'riend", she must learn to face

'he problems of world power
pi^litics.

Futheniiore, although Canada
^^ems to have realized how clo-

ely she is tied with the US in

'military and economic fields, and

has followed her into most of the

major defense plans, except
SEATO, our contributions to

Korea and Germany have been

insufficient.

He pointed out that American

policy on all major issues, such

as the Marshall Plan, Korea and

European union, has been right

so far, and we have no business

complaining about their manners

and methods. No solution has yet

been offered for many of the pro-

blems faced by the West today

"Before we criticiiie the Ameri-

can policy," he said," we should

read some American magazine

and realize the extent of the is-

sues they face and the discussion

going on about them."

In conclusion, Professor Un-

derbill said that the Americans

have been extremely patient with

us despite our faults, and sug-

gested that if he was willing to

"ive Ihrv- cheers for the United

States, his audience might at

least give two.

This is the story — of a riot

And we're sure you haven't heard this one before

It's a story not intended to be quiet

The Story of Riot '54

This chorus from the opening song of this year's musical revue

sets the mood for the show.

Riot '54 opens tomorrow night at KCVI auditorium, and will

also be performed Friday and Saturday nights.

Story and music have been

written by Don Gollan and Paul

Chabot, with Howie King

charge of production and Bill

Wallace, assisted by Eleanor

Home, directing. Di MacLennan

is the driving force behind the

chorus line with the credit for the

set design going to Di King,

^tage manager.

Girls' Residences
Hosts To Cadets

Arts Formal Sign

Will the juvenile who stole

ihc .'\ris Formal sign from the

hallway outside the coffcc-shop

returu it please.

Arts Formal Convenor.

Ban Eigh girls were hostesses

to 125 cadets from the Royal

Military College Saturday when

ihc residence was open to the

boys for dancing and games.

Dr. Douglas greeted the ca-

dets at the door. Several girls

were on hand to direct them to

Adelaide and Ban Righ common
rooms which were available for

dancing, and the recreation room

and dining room, which were

open for games.

Mackintosh Urges

Students Attend

Defence Lecture

Principal W. A. Mackintosh to-

day urged students to give "serious

consideration to attending the AMS
civil defence lecture" being deliv-

ered tonight in Convocation Hall

by Maj. Gen. Worthington, national

civil defence director.

In an address to be accompanied

by two films, the speaker intends

tu discuss the implications of the

hydrogen bomb as it affects the

withdrawal of population from cen-

tral areas, and the problems connect-

ed with "fallout".

Following a brief film on the

Winnipeg flood disaster, a movie

will be shown of the initial bydrogeti

bomb test which destroyed a sect-

iun of Eniwctok Atoll in centntl

Pacific. The latter film is in color

and nms for about 20 minutes. Maj.

Gen. Worthington is expected lo

speak for about 25 minutes.

The program, which begins at

7 ;30, has been organized by Lloyd

Carlsen, AMS external affairs

chairman.

Innocent Girls

NFCUS Achievements

Outlined By President

Doug Burns, president or the National Federation o£ Canadian

University students, gave a short resume of NFCUS aims and

achievements to a reception given in his honor by the Queen's

NFCUS committee last Friday.

Answering to those students who want 50 cents worth of re-

sults for their annual fee to the NFCUS committee, he said the

NFCUS' greatest value was the intangible benefit of opportunities

for exchange of ideas.

It is with this in mind that NFCUS has been working since its

inception in the late 1920's.

Reviewing some of the organi-

zation's past achievements, he

pointed out that student rail fare

reductions, a result of NFCUS
work, have been in existence

since 1932.

It organized the Canadian Uni-

versity Press and set it up as an

independent authority.

Inter-r e g i o n a 1 scholarships

were set up for students in their

penultimate year who would like

to study at some university in a

region of Canada other than their

own.

National Contests

Various national contests such

as the National Art Contest and

the Essay Contest, which offers

a prize of $50, were set up.

The Canadian University De-

bating Association was organized

by NFCUS and Mr. Burns point-

ed out that this year's finalists

were to debate in Great Britain.

Future aims of NFCUS, he

pointed out, were a strong at-

tempt to have the Massey Com-

mission recommendations for

scholarships implemented.

Oher aims are to look into facili-

ties for travel in Canada- Other

contests are to be organized,

such as a National Photography

Contest. Research is being done

on such topics as scholarships

available to undergraduates, cost

of education, and tax exemption

of summer income.

Mr. Burns visited Queen's

from Friday until Sunday. In ad-

dition to speaking Friday even-

ing, he conferred with members

of the Queen's committee and

discussed NFCUS affairs with

Lloyd Carlsen, AMS external

affairs chairman.

Food For Thought

At Hillel Supper

Past generations have witnes-

sed students more radical in out-

look than professors; now, how-

ever, the situation is reversed.

This was the view expressed by

Prof. F. H. Underbill at a Hil-

lel supper talk Thursday.

He analysed the positions of

the radical groups in the coun-

ries of the North Atlantic Tri-

angle. Radicalism in Britain has

been most thoroughly organized

and most successful, he said.

After the 1920's the Labor party

had an opportunity to carry out

ts radical ideas and failed, and

during the depression, the Eng-

lish socialists could not cope with

the problem. The subsequent con-

servative control also failed.

The 1930's and '40's, he said,

were spent recovering from the

disaster, and the Labor party

used this opportunity for study-

the situation, and planning

their program for their next term

of office.

In this period, a number of

party members adopted Marxist

views, and through propaganda

devices such as the Left Book

Club, attempted to drive the

party and it followers to the ex-

treme left. They failed, however,

because, the moderates decided

to ignore the theoretical side of

the question.

In 1939, Professor Underbill

continued, the Laborites had of-

ficially worked out the details of

(See Underbill at Hillel, page 4)

Urgent

All students who are apply-

ing for awards from the Leon-

ard Foundation should contact

tiie registrar or the treasurer's

office as soon as possible.

The plot tells how two young

innocent girls from the north

(played by the Two Dots) are

forced to come to an institution

in Kingston. Their fellow

mates confuse the girls as to

which institution they have been

sent to. The outcome of the mix

up is a riot which puts the Kings

ton populace up in arms. To re

concile the Kingston residents

the girls decide to throw

party and invite the whole city

The warden holds a talent audi

tion, and the show closes as the

girls are preparing for the party

This year's cast is a mixture

of old and new talent. Hold-ov

ers. besides the Dots, includ

Kathy Totten, Maggie Martyn

Don Fox. Bill Shearson and Alec

Cathcart. New-comers are Nora

McVittic, Isobel Green, Nora

Guest, and numerous others. Oth

er highlights feature George An

drinovich, and a new (juartet who

call themselves the "Queentones

Tickets for the show can b

obtained at the AMS office and

Mahood's Drug Store.

the first Queen's
Larry Wong, third year ctvil engineermg, was

televised over Kingston's new TV station. CKWS-TV.

who graduated from Queen's last spring, inter-

during her show "At Home With

T the local station from 4:30 to

student to be

lane Shcrmnn,

viewed Larry last Thursday

lane". The program appears over

5 p.m. Monday through Friday each week.

The interview featured many interesting sidelights of Larry"s

colorful career since he left Hong Kong for university. He said

it was the influence of a missionary. Margaret Brown, a Queens

graduate whom he met in Hong Kong, which persuaded h.m to

come to Queen's.
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SAD WEEKEND DUT WEST FOR GAELS
cm WIN EITHER

ICEMEN DOWNED 5-0

IN LEAGUE OPENER

By Mike Clancy

Journal Sports Writer

Queen's hockey Gaels got off

on the wrong foot when they

dropped their league opener 5-0

to Western in a Friday afternoon

game played in London. Part of

the Tricolor's poor showing can

he blamed on the fact that they

had been on trains since their

Wednesday afternoon jaunt to

Potsdam, and were dead tired.

The Kingstonians were ham-

pered further by the size of the

Mustangs' rink which was thirty

feet shorter, and sixteen feet nar-

rower, than the Jock Harty arena

'

The first period started off fast

and just after the opening face-

off, Ron Valiquette got the gate

for tripping. At around the eight

minute mark, Don Sharabura was

sent off for interference. Both

times, i)on Kcfinleysidc .ind Ray

Hoffman killed the penalties

whik Bert Brooks guard'^d the

Gael cage in his usual brilliant

style. The play roughened to-

wards the end of the period, but

nothing developed.

Turning the Tables

Western started off the second

period, a man short but despite

this disadvantage they managed

to score a goal with playing

coach Jim MacLaughlin doing the

honors. Shortly after this, Dick

Hill of the locals received a pen-

alty, but the Londoners were un-

able to capitalize on this oppor-

tunity. The two teams began to

mix it up, and at the nine minute

mark, Western's Bob Cronin got

the gate for charging. An
change of words followed, and

the referee tacked a ten minute

misconduct penalty on the un-

ruly Londoner. Dick Hill picked

up his second penalty of the af-

ternoon, and this time the men
of Carr-Harris were unable to

hold off their opponents, with

Jim MacLaughlin scoring his se

cond goal.
{

Queen's had a few chances inj

the third period, but couldn't

blink the red light. The remain-

ing Western goals were tallied

by Lindsay, Fitzpatrick, and

AVhitc, while McGIaughlin pick-

ed up two more assists to add

to his point total. Lindsay not

only scored a goal but managed
to get seven penalties.

Crook, the London goaltcnder,

played a strong game in the

nets, and deserved the shutout.

For the losers, Murray Osborne.

Bert Brooks, and Ron Valliquette

were th> standouts.

WHISTLE

wifh JIM O'GRADY

WAY OFF THE CUFF
Here conies a column of a type which I've wanted to write

since the beginning of the year: a collection of wallet-sized thoughts

fitted into something substantial enough to fill up this space. Let's

begin at the beginning:

Did you know department: the football Gaels actually enjoyed

an unbeaten season on their home grounds in Richardson stadium,

according to the latest calculations made by the sideline quarter-

back club. The club makes this amazing statement in spite of

the fact that the Toronto Balmy Beaches hung a 25-23 defeat on

our side back on October 2. Films taken at the game, and shown

later in the fall, revealed that the Beaches had 13 men on the

field when quarterback Vince Drake tossed payoff pass that event-

ually won the ball game . . . while the Gaels are enjoying an off-

season, the groimdskeepers at Richardson stadium plan to raise

themselves a fresh crop of grass on the tired gridiron. Special seed

imported from Denmark will be used for the purpose . . , and if

the Toronto Argos do come to Kingston, they won't tear up the

turf inside the walls of the stadium as some have expected. Things

are strictly in the planning stage at the moment, but the Argos

will be using the practice field most of the time. The only time

they'll get into the stadium proper will be for Blue-White games,

etc. . . and here's the latest word on the much publicized "raiding"

being carried on by the New York Giants on the Canadian foot-

ball scene: Jim Vipond in the Toronto Globe says that the Giant

owners are going to assign a special scout to the intercollegiate

loop next fall, just to see what the four Canadian colleges have

lo offer in the way of pigskin talent. I can see the headlines now:

"College loop conies into its own" or "intercoltegiate football

league now mature" or better yet "Yanks recognize college loop as

potential threat."

MORE OF THE SAME
Moving on to track now . . . the intramural athletic council

decided a long while back (it says on this scrap of note-paper I've

found lying in our dusty files) to add a hop, skip, and jump event

to nc.\t ypar's intramural track meet, if the additional event can

be scheduled without the danger of condictions , . , there'll be

some changes made next year as far as dates are concerned: ne.\t

year's meet will be run on two days, a Thursday and a Friday

and will occupy the entire afternoon in each case ... at the

same meeting, Pat Galasso said that the present stadium staff didn't

own sufficient numerical strength to handle such events as the

Irack meets held every year at the stadium.

Intercollegiate badminton moves onto the Queen's scene this

winter, with the tournament being held here this year on February

4lh and 5th . . . the same weekend on which the hockey Gaels

make their initial home stand. The badminton tournament will

he held in the Kingston armouries, and the local team, coached by

Miss Elizabeth Evans, has been working out there in preparation

lor the big event. The armoiiries will provide the nets for the

tournament, but local officials will have to do something about

the lighting in the building, where new shades are needed. The
only unhappy note to the whole affair is that the Ontario Badmin-

ton Association would not agree to supply birds at a cut rate.

The Golden Gael puckstcrs, even though they walked into a

baffling shutout in London over the weeeknd, arc expecting better

things in the future. There's a story going around to the effect

that the brass band may put in appearances at Gael home games
this winter . . . it's not likely, however, that the cheer leaders

will be able to display their bare legs in the chilly surroundings

of Jock Harty arena. . . the Gaels have a proud tradition to up-

hold: because a Queen's team was the first club to win the Allen

Cup, emblematic of the Dominion senior amateur championship.

Jack Jarvis has finally lined up a card for an Athletic night

in the g5'm. The "Vimy Signals, an army team, will provide the

boxing opposition on January 22nd , . . meanwhile Jack spends his

tinjc holding a punching bag for prospective pugilists. Asked the

other night if any of his fighters ever missed the target and hit

him by mistake, Jack pointed to his large nose and said "They

couldn't miss a larget like this".

Jayvees Play
They Lose Too

If you can't bring Napanee in-

to the Border league, then bring

tlie Border league to Napanee.

That seems to be the policy being

followed by the Queen's inter-

mediates and the Warren Or-

phans these days: it was at least

a policy which was followed last

Friday, when the locals tangled

with the Orphans in the Napanee

school gym .

The reason for the switch in

locations? It seems that Nap-

anee officials wanted a look at

Border League ball, and so ap-

proached Norm Harry and Al

Lenard. coaches of the Orphans

and the Queen's s<|uad. Both

were willing to move the game

from the KCVI gym.

The result of the switch fitted

in nicely with other weekend

scenes : the Orphans put on a sec-

ond quarter splurge and wound

up by handing the locals a 70-57

setback. The Orphans, sponsor-

ed by a local plumbing firm, cur-

rently lead the Border League.

Don McRae paced the Gaels

with a 22 point performance,

while Jim Harrison, Bill Anghn,

and Kip Summers followed close

on his heels. Pester, Darling and

Prior were the best for the win-

ners.

Mustangs And Purple Raiders

Defeat Tricolor74-66, 85-48
By Mike Moffat

Journal Sports Writer

The Queen's Golden Gael hoopsters opened the Intercollegiate

season on the road last weekend, as they dropped a pair of encount-

ers to the Western Mustangs and the Assumption College Purple

Raiders. The Western game was a close tilt with the final score

being 74-66 while the high-flying Windsorites romped to an S5-48

decision on Saturday night.

In the Friday encounter, the hometown Mustangs took an

and then proceeded toearly le;

fight off the bids of the determ-

ined Tricolor. The Purple opened

up a five point margin which

they held to a 37-32 score at the

half time period. In the final half,

"Fun And Effort" On Mat
As Saylor Visits Toronto

By Bill McKechnie

It was indeed a pleasure to walk into the gym one night last

week and meet a man who said: "The boys and 1 are having a

lot of fun, and at the same time are trying to win". The man

was Jim Saylor and he was talking about the Intercollegiate

Wre.=.tling Team. For six years Jim has been teaching a small

group in the gym the finer points of wrestling. It is to his and his

pupils credit that they have avoided the demands of modern day,

high pressure sports. This may sound slightly exagger.ited but

you have only to see two men twisting and pulling each others

limbs and then two men getting up and laughing about it. to realize

what w-e mean.

As to the actual activities of

the defending co-champion Mus-

tangs could add only three points

to tlieir bulge and wound up with

a 74-66 win.

The top scorers for the winners

were Osborne with nineteen, cen-

tre Ray Monnot with sixteen and

Walt Karabin with eleven. For

the Queen'smen the big point-

better, and the tops in the game,

was Paul Fedor with an even

twenty. Frank Donnelly was next

with a solid fourteen point per-

formance.

On the strength of the Friday

game, the Tricolor look like they

will be a threat to any and all

teams except the power packed

.'\ssuniption squad who should

win the league in a waltz.

Same Story

In Windsor on Saturday, the

Gaels were trounced by the Pur-

ple Raiders who left no doubt of

their supremacy over any other

entry in the league. Assumption

broke fast and kept right on go-

ing to pull further and further

the wrestling team, we learned

from Jim Saylor that the boys put

on a very satisfying performance

in Toronto on Saturday night.

The occasion was a Plart House

Athletic Night and the locals

m:inaged to come up with two

wins out of the seven bouts they

contested. Toronto took the meet

33-8 on points.

Pete Fancy in the heavyweight

class surprised the crowd in a

startling fashion. With a bril-

liant display of speed and strength

he pinned Toronto's Harry Rob-

inson in less than two minutes of

the first round. The other win-

ner was Doug Anniken who com-

bined agility with experience to

j
take a decision from Guy Loutz

of Toronto in the 157 lb. class.

Joe Goetz, a freshman wrestler

at Queen's, pleased both the team

and the coach by fighting big Jack

Cheesman of Varsity although he

was surprisingly pinned in the

early stages of the second round.

Queen's forfeited ten j)oint3 be-

fore the match started because

thcv were unable to dress men for

the 137 and 123 lb. classes. The

other members of the learn, Ted

Courtnagc, Jack Underwood, Jim

Phnnmer, and George Fek-alc

were not easily defeated, and

must receive plaudits for their

fine try. In the scoring for the

meet the officials gave five points

for pinning the opponent and

three for taking a decision.

FRANK DONNELLY

away from the tired but couraf

ous Tricolor. The halftime lead

was nineteen points at 45-27 and

they stretched it to 85-48 by the

end of the tilt.

The winners had a sharp-shoot-

ing attack which averaged 69% of

their foul shots and a good per-

centage of their field goal at-

tempts. They also had a top

flight defcn-.-c which held Queen's

to only a dozen field goals all

night despite a Gael free throw

percentage of si-\ty-onc.

The top scorer for the Gaels

was Paul Fedor who has topped

(See Basketball, page 3)

Special for Students only

on Arts' Formal Night, January 28

RESERVE NOW!
'

Full Course . . .

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
for two . . . $4.00

town and country
Princess at Clergy Streets, of course RESTAURANT Dial 7135
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SIGNPCST
Commerce Club

There will be a meeting of the Commerce Chib tomorrow night,

Jan. 19, at 8 o'clock in the McLaughlin Room of the Students'

Union. R. W. Keyes uf Imperial Oil Co. will speak on the future

development of the oil industry in Canada.

Arts Candidates

AMS candidates in Arts arc reminded that it is their responsi-

bility to submit statements or platforms to the Journal or to Ken
Hilborn, Arts Journal editor, before tomorrow night. These will

be published in Friday's Journal. The polls will open in the New
Arts Building at 8:30 Monday morning.

Attention Arts '58

Arts AMS elections arc bcinfj; held Monday and Tuesday of

next week. In past years many first-j'car t.tudents have failed to

vote. The Arts Society hopes that members of Arts '58 will make

a special effort to acquaint themselves with the views and (|ual-

ifications of nominees. Please remember to vote! The future of

sound student government at Queen's depends on you.

Baha'i Student Croup

On Wednesday evening. Jan. 19, at 7 p.m. in Committee Room
1, Students' Union, Wes Huxtable (Commerce '53) will give a

talk on "What is a Baha'i?" All interested and curious students

arc invited to attend.

Employment Interviews

Firms who will be represented on the campus this week are:

Bell Telephone Co.; Oliver Iron Mining Co.; Dominion Gulf Co.;

B. F. Goodrich Co.; Polymer Co.; Great West Life; Atomic Energy

Commission; Defense Research Board: Canadian National Rail

ways; Canadian Pacific Railways (Math students); Canadian

Resins; Canada Starch.

Amateur Radio

There will be a regular meeting of Queen's Radio Club VE3VX;

on Tuesday, Jan. 18, at 6:30 p.m. in the Science club rooms. All

interested are invited to attend.

Debating and Public Speaking

Arnold Edinborough, former ]>rofes^or in Queen's English De

partment. will address tlie Debating Union at 7:30 p.m. Thursday

iu the McLaughlin Room of the Union. His topic will be "The

Principles of Public Speaking." I-lveryonc welcome.

French Club

The meeting of the Cercle Francais, scheduled for Jan. 18. ha

been cancelled until further notice.

Contest Sponsored

By Poetry Society

A poetry contest open to profes-

sional and non-professional writers

throughout Canada is being spon-

sored by the Poetry Society of

Winnipeg.

The poem may take any form:

lyric, sonnet, ballad, ode or narra-

tive. Each competitor may make as

many entries as desired, providing

that each entry is accompanied by

an entry fee of $1.

Three copies, typed double-space

on one side of the paper, shall be

required. Each copy must be signed

with the writer's pseudonym. The

name and address of the writer

shall be enclosed in a separate sealed

envelope, on the outside of which

shall appear the pseudonym. No
other identification must appear on

the manuscript.

Manuscripts will not be returned,

niir will published poems be accept-

ed. All verse must be addressed to

Mrs. A. O. Smith, 12 Frederick

Ave., East, St. Vital, Winnipeg S,

Man., and must be received on or

before March 15, 1955.

Winning contestants will l)e in-

formed on or before Mav 15,

A Post-Grad*s Advice

(Prom the Argosy.

Acadia University)

Nmv listen, kids. I'll Icll yo\i straight

(Oj course, it's almost haij-past cigh

And 1 don't waul to get home late

M\i textbooks arc my steady date

Where icas I ^ Oh yes ! Here's the

dope.

You really haven't got a hope,

Unless you see the total scope

Of studies here. You can't just grop

And spend the hours in a zvhirl

My gosh ! That's an attractive girl.

I had a girl once.

Let's see . . . Oh yeah ! Now campn

lije

Can give you knoxvlcdge, or be ril

You'll study hard, or stir up slrif,

And wind up shackled to a wife

A'oit' }ne: I spend my hours with

books

I have HO lime for shaded nooks

And ivhispered words and melting

looks.

My 'ivork no interference brooks

I'll have to go; my coffee's cold.

Man ! That girl's hair is just lik

gold.

I had a girl once.

AND NOW . . .

The Incompleat PoGo

$1:35

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
DIAL 4524 e MONTREAL AT BROCK

YouWe Welcome To . .

So you want to be an editor ... so you had ideas before you

came to college of being a foreign correspondent ... so you

practice on the Journal and get to be an editor . . . every Wed-
nesday and Sunday it's press niglit . . . every Thursday and Mon-
day there's the printers . . . and on Tuesday, Friday and Saturday

you relax . . . yea? . . . you don't . . , yoii worry . . , about what

you're going to use on the otlier days . . . and about the copy

somebody threw out . . . ami the people who don't like the Steam-

shovel . . , and those that think the editorials are bright and to

the point . . . and those that think they stink . . . and of course

the people that don't like the Journal , . . everybody can do a

better job than you . . . but they don't . . . they just complain

. complain , , , complain . . . that's all you hear down hei'e

crabbing and griping . . . about the communists ... or Mc-
Carthy ... or the good coach ... or the lousy coach ... or the

players on our teams ... or the players who should be on our

teams ... or smoking in the classrooms ... or not smoking . . .

or faculty jackets ... or drinking ... or the women at Queen's

. . or the men at Queen's ... or the professors ... or the

courses ... or humans in general . . . and you get the worries

of the atomic bomb . . . and the UNTD . . . and the COTC . . .

and . . .NFCUS . . . and the IVDL . . . CUP . . . lUS . . .SCM
AMS . . . for or again . . . building up or tearing down

nobody ever just satisfied . . . nobody happy ... oh you

learn a lot about journalism . . . that unless you tell somebody

their story is better than Hemingway ... or Hu.xiey . . . they

won't write again ... if the stuff is off-color and unprintable then

we are prudes with bourgeois tastes ... if we do print it . . .

we're obscene and blasphemous . . . that people are quick with

criticism and slow with the congratulations . . . that people only

consider their own desires ... no one else's . . . that last year's

paper is always better . . . that every other college's paper is al-

ways better . . . and every editor swears his Journal will be better

. but it isn't . . . 'cause people are just the same . . . they

never change . . . the clubs are always sure that the other clubs

are getting more coverage . . . that this political party is getting

more emphasis . . . that this activity is getting more publicity . . .

that there isn't enough poetry on the feature page . . . that en-

gineers are ignored . . . tliat raedsmen are forgotten . . . that

artsmen are slandered . . . and the letters come in . . . but at

twelve midnight you don't worry about those things . . . you for-

get about training in journalism ... all you think about is getting

words counted . . . and stories measured . . . and pages made up

. and heads . . . and by-lines . . . and new type , . . and how

you are going to put everything in that you promised . . . "cause

f you don't somebody is sure to holler ... or how you are going

to fill two more colunnis . . . and you think back to the first few

weeks of school . . . and of all the budding writers and reporters

and make-up artists that flooded [he office so that you didn't have

work for them all . . , and you wonder where they all disappeared

to . . . and you think that maybe you weren't nice enough to them

and killed genius ... or at least dampened enthusiasm . . so you

talk to them and beg and plead . . . but . . . suddenly -they re

member that tliey have essays ... or tests ... or e-xams . . . and

then it dawns on you that you are here to get a degree, too . . .

and you have work to do . . . but there isn't a paid permanent

editor for the Journal, so you stay . . . and every Sunday . . . and

every Wednesday . . . and every Monday . . . and every Thursday

. and the rest of the week you keep on worrying . . .

(From a Journal, 1949)

SHAKE
(The following editorial, which appeared in the Ubyssey in

September, received praise at the annual CUP conference held re-

cently in Ottawa).

We would like to extend congratulations to those coeds who

will shortly be admitted to sororities at the close of the current

rushing period.

We would like to point out to skeptics that these girls will

find the sorority system is characterized by honest virtue, genuine

kindness, a true Christian spirit, healthy social relations and an

admirable democracy.

However, we can't.

INTERESTED IN FLYING

The Kingston Flying Club is a Government Approved

School licensed by the Dept. of Transport to provide priv-

ate and commercial flying training and to rent aircraft

to club members. Membership fee is $5.00 per annum.

Phone 3276.

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO'!

THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATIONl

INSIST ON .

WILMOT S QUALITY PRODUCTS

Manitoba's Refusal

Kills Every Hope

Of Western Loop

Edmonton (CUP) — Hopes for

the reintroduction uf a Western

Canadian Inter\'arsity Football

Union have been stiuashed by Dr. H.

H. Saunderson. president of the

University of Manitoba.

In a letter to Ed Zaiiar, a Gateway

sports reporter, Dr. Saunderson said

he did not see any probability that

the U. of M. would be able to take

part iu such a union within the next

few years. "Such a league would

cost more than we are prepared to

spend on it in our present budget,"

he said.

Manitoba was first approached on

the idea two years ago when Sas-

katchewan, .Mberta and British Co-

lumbia agreed in principle to the

league.

Although U. of M. disagreed

then, there were hopes that it might

reconsider under changed circum-

stances. But it is believed that the

present attitude in Winnipeg will

definitely kill the idea.

Other prospective members of the

league felt that it would be finan-

cially unsound without .^fa[litoba's

support. The old league collapsed

soon after Manitoba withdrew dur-

ing the I930's.

BASKETBALL
(Continued from Page 2)

the Tricolor in every game they

have played this year. Big Paul

dropped in eighteen points.

For tiie winners, it was I.ou

\"ercs who led the way with a

large twenty-five point effort.

Coyle was second with fifteen and

tied with unlucky ( ?) thirteen

were George Joseph, last year's

scoring sensation, and Boroweic.

The Gaels get the pleasure of

entertaining the Assumption team

on this Friday in the local gym,

More Votes Urged
In Arts Election

Nominations closed last night for

tlie positions of Junior and senior

.\MS representatives in Arts.

Names of the candidates were not

a\-ailahlc before the Journal went

to press, but will be published in

Friday's issue. Voting will take

place in the New Arts Building on

Monday and Tuesday of next week.

It has been rumored that the Bloc

Populaire, taking advantage of the

new party system provisions in the

Arts Constitution, will enter at

least one candidate in the AMS
race. No confinnation of this report

had been received up to press time.

Only 45 percent of the eligible

.^rts electorate voted in the AMS
elections last year. The Arts exec-

utive hopes that the new two-day

election period, combined with in-

creased publicity, will boost this

figure considerably. Arts Journal

Editor Ken Hilborn, wlio is in

cliarge of Journal election coverage,

has set a 70 percent participation

as a minimum target.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

When you pause ... make it- counfi^naYe a :Cpi(e

lixtaSag f>(Joro/ Tax*i

COCA-COLA LTD.
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UNDERBILL AT HILLEL
(Contimied from Page 1)

socializing certain sections of the

government. While the Conser-

vatives remained "united and

dead", the Labor party was a

healthy group, in which the two

opposed wings continued to fight

one another.

Directly following World War
II, Labor was elected to office

with Clement Attlce, who had

been the chief man in the right

wing as prime minister. Profes-

sor Underbill said it had prom-

ised a program of partial social-

ization and during its term in

office, carried out every plan in

its platform.

"Since 1951, when the Labor

government was voted out of

office, the party has become

somewhat stagnant", he pointed

out. "The left wing, headed by

Nye Eevan, advocates far-reach-

ing nationalization, while the

right wing, led by Atlee, believe

they should take time to leam

to run the nationalized organiz-

ations. They have no policy to

offer as an alternative to Chur

chill".

Professor Underbill said the

party inherited a pacifist view

point which has been hard to

shake off. After the second great

war, they proposed working with

the USSR, but, as Bevan discov

cred, this was difficult to carry

out. As an alternative the party

began working with the United

States, but seemed to be defying

its basic socialist policies in al

lying itself with a capitalist pow
er. However, the Labor members
declared the opposing forces

were not capitalism and social

ism, but the freeman and the

slave,

"Yet,", he said, the LnboriLc

retained the idea that Britain and

Russia could form some tie, and

that if the British wonid stop

annoying the Russians, they

would find they were very nice

people." However, it seems, af-

ter Attlee made a trip to the

USSR, the idea of makin

"peaceful peace" with the conn

try was discarded. He said th

British radicals of to-day are try

ing to form a new policy

which a platform for future

cctions may be formed.

Professor Underbill turned next

to the United States for examin

ation. He said there has not been

an effective party in our tim

despite the efforts of such prom-

inent socialist leaders as Norman
Thomas.

Since 1932, the Democrats have

represented the radical groups

ho believed it a worthless effort

1 form a party similar to the

British Labor party. During the

1900's, he said, the English trade

unions considered it wise to as-

sociate themselves with small

political parties in which they

would have a large amount of

power. The US trade unions, on

the other hand, joined big parties

Which had great influence, al-

hough tliey had little themselves.

Both policies proved effective.

Finally the professor explained

the situation in Canada, which

lagged behind Britain and the

US, and had not passed through

the violent changes of the In-

dustrial revolution,

Canada's radicalism, he said,

was primarily agrarian. The far-

mers were fighting the big bus-

ncssman in Montreal. Today this

tuation has disappeared since

the farmer is either doomed, or

becoming a big businessman

himself. For this reason, the

cities are slow developing, the

professor said.

After 1932, the CCF, an agrar-

an radical party, was formed,

adopting a program of moderate

socialism, Mr. Underbill was one

of the group of academic men
who drafted the Rcgina Manifesto

at this time.

The CCF is actually the most

British party in Canada, he poin

ted out. Its radicalism parallels

that in England. The party has

been in operation for 30 years

during which time it has cap-

tured Saskatchewan, but largely

failed elsewhere because of the

Canadian environment. Although

*lie trade union leaders have af-

liated with the CCF in Britain,

they have not carried the rank

ind file with them.

There is considerable anxiety

-ee-ardine the future of radicalism

Canada, he said. The trade

tinions may follow the lead of

Minse in the US eventually, and

affiliate with the "big old par-

ties", although the Libera! party

has not the drive of the demo-

Tats in the US.

Tn conclusion, Professor Un
derbil! put forth his convictions

lhat despite current opinion, there

'^ iin real "reign of terror'

the US at present. The high

-tandard of living of the Ameri-

-ans and their desire to be liked

their associates prevents their

"(i-nine out in the wilderness

-Iniie". Thev hesitate to set

thrmselves atjainst the maioritv.

-ind radicalism is thus kept in

-heck.

Bert Mace Guardian Angel

Of Tricolor '54 Publication

in the "Who's-Where,

amontj the students or

By Herb Hamilton

AMS Pcnnanenl Secretary-Treasurer

If the Alma Mater Society

were in the habit of choosing a

"Man of the Year" there would

be one logical outstanding choice

for 1954-55 — B. C. "Bert" Mace

of Toronto.

Bert Mace's name does not

appear

neither

ihe members of staff. For that

uiaHcr. Ills name is not listed

among the benefactors of the

university, although he has made

a contribution to the student

body that must rank with the

best of all time.

He is a printing foreman for

the Aluminum Goods Limited In

Toronto, and what he has done is

to play a leading role in a comic

opera involving the publication

of "Tricolor '54", a comic opera

with farcial overtones that threa-

tened to turn into a tragedy at

any moment. Bert Mace did not

enter the show until the second

act, but when he did he walked

off with the honors.

Those on the campus who

waited so long for the appear

ance of "Tricolor '54" will re-^

call that it had been hoped that

the editorial board would have

the yearbook available for distri-

bution before Convocation last

•spring. For one reason and an-

other the publishers, Canada

Year Books, could not make de-

livery at that time. Nor could

they make it in June, or July, or

.-\HgU5t, or September. Tn the

meantime the AMS Office was

answering letters by the score

from irate subscribers.

Came the opening of school

last fall and the president of the

AMS, Iain Gow, decided to take

direct action. He enlisted the aid

of his father, J.T. Gow. Q.C.,

Toronto. Mr. Gow got in toucl

with Neil Hay, works manager

of Aluminum Company of Ca

ada at Kingston, and a member
of the Board of Trustees of the

university. Within a matter of

hours Mr. Hay had secured the

services of Bert Mace of Alum-
inum Goods Limited, an expert

on all matters pertaining to the

printing bu.siness. to act as agent

for the AMS in Toronto.

Bert Mace investigated the

•situation and foimd that the af-

fairt of Canrida Yearbook were

in a mess. No printing had been

done on "Tricolor '54, although

most of the preparatory work had

been completed and there were

all sorts of financial entangle-

ments. He then proceeded to

straighten it all out and so well

did he succeed that final deliv-

ery was made on the book last

week.

From about the middle of Oc-

tober until the middle of Janu-

ary, Bert Mace spent hours each

day trying to cope with the vari-

ous problems as they arose. He

ran from creditor to creditor, he

consulted with lawyers, he arg-

ued with bailiffs, he bought pap-

er, he salvaged machinery, he

hired staff, he suffered daily

frustrations. On one occasion he

arrived on the scene just as the

Hydro men were about to cut off

the power — they literally had

pliers in hand. He dipped into his

own pocket to head off that

crisis.

Out of what appeared to be

a lost cause finally emerged a ray

of hope. The books were being

printed. And then they actually

started to come through. By the

time the Christmas holidays came

along deliveryy had been made

ore than 900 copies, each

one a personal tribute to the

work of Bert Mace.

Then the flow of production

stopped. Mr. Mace reported that

new developents would appar-

ently prevent the publication of

the remainder of the books. The

Dublishers demanded additional

money to complete the order and

the AMS were advised to refuse

the deal and to refund the dcpo-

'iits made on undelivered books.

In all his negotiations Mr,

Mace was receiving legal advice

from Mr. Gow and a member of

his firm, B. R. McDade, in order

to protect the interests of the

Alma Mater Society and the

good name of the university

This teamwork ultimately paid

off, with the net result that all

subscribers will now receive their

volume of "Tricolor '54".

In this brief account it is not

Canadian NATO Committee

Announce Essay Competition

The NATO essay competition for 1955 has been announced

by the Canadian Atlantic Co-ordinating Committee in affiliation

with the Britisli Atlantic and International Atlantic Committees.

Men and women under 19 years of age or over 19 but under

30 years on May 1, 1955, who are resident or non-resident Canadians

Duplessis Grants

College Susidies

For the second consecutive

year, the Quebec provincial gov-

ernment has offered subsidies to

Quebec's five universities and

colleges.

Because of Duplessis" refusal

to allow them to accept federal

grants given to Canada's other

universities, Quebec universities

have suffered serious yearly de-

ficits. As a result students' fees

have risen phenomenally almost

every year.

Last year Duplessis eased the

situation somewhat by offering

provincial grants to the universi-

ties to cover a two year period.

As it now stands, they receive

more money than they would

under a federal grant scheme.

The only fly in the ointment is

that Quebec's taxpayers are now

forced to pay for their premier's

generosity to the institutes of

learning through excessive taxa-

tion.

The figures are as follows;

McGill Uiiivcrsily, Montreal S?SO,000

Univcrsitv of Montreal

Sir Gcorpe Williams'
College, Montreal

Lava! University, Quebec

-

Bishop's University.
LemioKvillc

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

600,000.

72.000.

525.000.

Off'Campus Stars

Used At Varsity

Toronto (CUP) — An irate stu-

dent at the University of Toronto

has asked the Varsity to "investi-

gate" why off-campus sl^rs are

beinij used in a currentlv-i

production of the hit

"Brigadoou".

The student directed his com-

ments at a graduate student who

is taking one of the leading roles.

"He's not even going to university

now. He's holding down a big job

^hearsing

musical

with the CBC, and it doesn t seem

possible to do full justice to the
, ^j^ht to me to bring in outside talent

work of all the principals involv-
jji^c that who are professionals, or

cd. Suffice it to say that Messrs,

Mace, Hay, Gow, and McDade
did a job for the Alma Mater

Society lhat student government

could not have done on

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT

uearly professionals . . . there might

he others on the campus who would

like to take the part."

Controversy over the "Brigadoon"

ts own.
I

casting came up several months ago

when first news of the show was

announced. Norm Griesdorf, one

of the show's producers, was un-

concerned, saying that the present

cast will stay.

PHONE 6634

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Creom, Butter
BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS
Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Mines Ice Cream

"Where o Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails'

are eligible. Nationals of other

NATO countries residing in Can-

ada may also submit entries.

Three topics for the essays

are, (a) Contrast the North At-

lantic Treaty with other multi-

lateral alliances in history; (b)

Examine the possibilities of

NATO as an instrument for po-

litical stability and well-being;

(c) Write a letter beginning

"Dear Comrade" addressed to an

imaginary young Communist be-

hind the Iron Curtain dealing

with the accusation that NATO
is part of the capitalist conspir-

acy against "true" democracy,

and explain the way of life which

NATO exists to defend.

The international winner in

each age group will be offered

a free return air passage with a

week's accomodation from their

own country to NATO headquar-

ters, and other NATO installa-

tions. Additional prizes will be

awarded for the best two essays

from each country.

Essays must be written in

English or French, or in the

competitor's native language pro-

vided an English or French trans-

lation accompanies the entry.

Judges will emphasize ideas con-

tained in the manuscripts rather

than literary style. Double-spaced

typescript is preferred, and en-

trees should indicate name, na-

tionality, address, and date of

birth on the top left-hand corner.

The Canadian Atlantic Co-or-

dinating Committee will decide

the best four essays in each age

group. These selections, together

with the best essays from all

other NATO countries, will be

judged by an international judg-

ing team formed in London by

the British Atlantic Committee,

A final selection will be submit-

ted to NATO Headquarters,

Paris, who have undertaken to

allot the prizes.

Essays must be postmarked

not later than April 10, 1955, in

Canada, Prize winners will be

notified not later than July 15.

Trips of the first prize winners

will be arranged to take place be-

tween Aug, IS and Nov. 30.

All entries must be mailed to

Mr, Brigham Day, Secretary,

Canadian Atlantic Co-ordinating

Committee, 230 Bloor Street

West, Toronto 5, Ontario.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

iSS'/j Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Ouatitv that Pleases . . . Service that Salisiies

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19

GET YOUR

Convoy Coat —
NOW

Fashion Craft Shops Limited
103 PRINCESS STREET

ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA
LIMITED

Chalk River, Ontario

Requires for its cxponding RESEARCH, DEVELOP-
MENT and PLANT OPERATING PROGRAMMES,
particularly in connection with the development of

atomic power, the following graduates and post-

graduates:

CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
CHEMISTS
ENGINEERING PHYSICISTS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
MATHEMATICIANS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
PHYSICISTS

Details and application forms can be obtained from

H. J. Hamilton, Manager of the Employment Bureau.

Applicotions for summer employment from third yeor students

and graduates are also invited.

Interviews will be held at the University on January

19th and 20th. Please give your interviewer a com-

pleted application form.
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H£W voids fOR tkUARRY

By Lionel Ross

Quarry is now accepting coti-

tributions from the literary gen-

iuses who flourish unseen and

unheard in the prodigeous cata-

conibs of Kingston's cafe society.

Last week Quarry talent scouts

made a pilgrimage to the existen-

tialist quarters on the left bank of

the Queen's campus. But alas,

they have disappeared. We fear

they may possibly have confused

their existence with the passing

fluctuation of their temporal ob-

scurity. Anyone knowing the

whereabouts of four men wearing

"black berets, goatees, and bi-foc-

al sunglasses, and who might be

seen drinking absinthe after mid-

night on the lower campus, report

immediately to the Quarry moral-

ity squad.

But you don't have to be an

existentialist to submit to Quarry.

Quarry is a literary magazine

designed to express the creative

labours of the student body. In

former years we have published

poems, verse, short stories and

essays. This year we intend to

continue our policy and publish

more poems, verse, short stories

and essays.

But who shall write for Quarry?

The answer is simple. You! This

is an invitation for anyone who
wishes to accept. Last year a

group of writers who had con-

sistently contributed to Quarry

were graduated en masse. Their

bluff was called and now they are

working for a living. This year

Quarry is looking for new voices.

Are there any new voices? We
believe there are always new
-voices. We believe that in the

past there were many voices who
chose silence rather than walk

where angels fear to tread. But

too much silence is a dangerous

thing. The creative vitality of

our generation sleeps on within

lis. Everywhere man is born a

pnet. but everywhere he is chain-

wepDine on wb campus

ed by silence. Writers of the

world unite. In the words of Os-

car Fish, poet laureate of Green-

wich village, "Awake to the glor-

ious incantation of the neo-Jjour-

bon. Renascence . . . listen to

the echo of the new voice" Quarry
is the vanguard of the new voice.

What shall you write?

We are interested in humorous,
satirical and light verse; poetry,

serious or otherwise. If you care

to write an essay on something

you have seen or heard or done,

satirical or otherwise, do so.

Don't write an essay on anything

you know nothing about. Be
original. If you care to write

an essay on the "Frequent Re-

currence of the Architypal Image
in American Technology," we ad-

vise you against it. Don't be over

academic. The world is perish-

ing from an orgy of over academ-

icism. Quarry has the unique

reputation of having been read

the world over and understood as

well.

Finally, we need short stories.

.'\nything you care to write about

will be considered. Pornographic

literature, unless obscured by
turging symbolism will not pass

the board of censors. The mem-
bers of Quarry's editorial staff

are well qualified for their import-

ant Jobs. They are all graduates

of the Paris school for rehabilitat-

ed e.xistentialists. Look through

hack copies of Quarrv to see what
has been published in the past.

February 14t!i is the deadline.

Contributions may be addressed

to "Quarry" and left at the

Oueen's post office. We leave

t to you to ifive the editorial staff

an opportunity to test their pow-

ers of critical appraisal. Call

their bluff now. Quarry awaits

your response.

P.S. A hearty response will iu

dicate that this article has been

read, and so soothe my tortured

van it v.

By Frank Collings

It is not often that the Journal

finds itself reporting a wedding on

the campus. Most Queen's students

seem to prefer to get married else-

where. On Saturday, however, your

reporter trudged through ice and

snow to the Morgan Memorial

Chapel in the Old Arts Building to

attend the wedding of two who
didn't — Ron Resnikof and Glenna

Graham.

The ceremony was conducted by

Padre Laverty. The bride a custom-

ary few moments late, looked very

beautiful in a three-quarter length

gown of gold and white brocade

with a bouquet of carnations. (Your
rfpiirter, being forced to accept

female advice on these details, hopes

that he has got it right.) She was

gi\-en away by her father and at-

teudcd by Yvonne Wood (also of

Queen's) as bridesmaid. Arch

Xuseworthy {Arts '56) was best

man. The reception was held after-

wards at Morrison's lounge, where

a toast to the couple was proposed

by the groom's brother, who some

Queen'smen may remember as a

graduate of Meds "47.

Many students will know Ron

Resnikof well. His home is now in

Peekskill. N.Y., although he spent

a good part of his life in Guatemala.

His Queen's career was interrupted

by a two year stretch in the U. S.

anny which took him to the Philli

pines, but he returned to graduate

with a B.A. last year.

The couple are going to live m
Peekskill where be works with his

father's import-export business.

This reporter and the Queen':

Journal would like to take the op

portunity to wish them both a happy

future and the very best of luck.

MOVIE REUIgW

NEW FACES-A REVUE ON FILM

STEAM
SHOVEL

Charley's Words Are For the Birds

On morn of Sun did scribe arise and don beloved jac of Fac

then enter into trails of Kin and slosh to cav of Nic. And were

bootz with runners of Fe not required, for static coefficient of

friction in trails had again increased from 0.03 to 0.07. Further-

more, as w grams of ice did melt, so weres 80w calories of latent

heat liberated into atmosphere, increasing volume of Kg in Laud

of Kin. And did scribe enter most exalted chamber to heed words

of wisdom of maid Marion. And scribe did make known unto

Marion words of utter meaningless nature regarding jacs of fac

written in Jor-nal. And did Marion suggest that guilty Clod be

run out of town on back of thoroughbred nag in tailor made jac of

straiehtness — backwards.

Prof Angoff At Hillel

"New Faces", which was
l^nown on Broadway as "New
Faces of 1952", opened yesterday

at the Odeon. This is the first

attempt to film something which

was imtil recently an annual

event in New York. Every year,

Leonard Stillman presents a re-

vue featuring new bright lights

in the entertainment world. 1952's

new faces included Eartha Kitt

— any further reasons needed to

this particular show?fill

Actually Miss Kitt is only one

of several outstanding young
people who show great promise
in this type of show. One of the

most memorable performers is a

pint-sized bundle of French cook
ing named Robert Clary. Clary

belts a song with abandon and
skill and his numbers are bright

spots. Particularly good is his

"'Lucky Pierre" bit and "It's

Raining Memories" a la Johnnie
Ray.

Anyone who has read "The
Grass Harp", or seen it on tele-

vision, will appreciate Ronnie

Graham as a poet named Caput.

Mr, Graham wrote several num-
bers in the show as well as tak-

ing a very considerable part in

it.

I think you will like the bit

on a trip to Africa, The man's

name escapes me but he is a
master of deadpan. Watch too,

for Lizzie Borden, "You can't

chop your father up in Massachu-
setts — You know how neigh-

bours love to criticize".

As for Miss Kitt. well, she's

Miss Kitt — enough said. "Mon-
otonous" is superb. ^Ve've heard

"Santa Baby" a bit too often, but

once you've seen Eartha Kitt do

it, it gets a new lease on life.

It is, all in all, a very refresh-

ing show — full of new ideas

and good staging. This is defin-

itely an off-beat movie. It is not

a slick, smooth, flashy Holl)'-

wood job : no inanities or re-

hashes here. The paradies are

new, original and fast-paced. You
will be amused because you will

see new people doing new things,

a quality which Hollywood seems

frequently to miss. The idea out

there is that if an idea makes

money once, it can do it again,

fe.g. Francis pictures ad nause-

am). In "New Faces" you have

:i one-shot movie. It is this qual-

and their acts which make it

ity plus the novelty of the people

exceptional.

Men of Heinz Quaff Many Pintz

And on Eve of Woden did multitude of warriors of all tribz

hasten unto plush cav of Val d'Or where warriors of Heinz did

hold annual brawl of male deer. Though entertainment proved to

be of very inferior sorts, (things did not come off as planned),

were many warriors in high spirits. And was it due to fact that

great quantities of amber fluid were in very rapidly diminishing

supply. And did scribe note that Friend Mickey the Spirited One

was in attendance in usual role of chaperone. And with thought

that said brawl was of usual fine quality did scribe go forth on

Eve of Fria to witness inferior brawl of Youngest of Clodz of Eartz

iu cav of Whigs. And in approaching place of brawl did scribe

note scene of disgusting nature which is so typical of race called

Lemonz. For was one of Lcmonz seen to flee from hooks of

stunned Clod, (one called footer of whistle), into aft regions of

vehicle propelled by Carnot engine. And on further inspection did

scribe note that same Lemon did exhibit frenzy of desire for wait-

ing occupaiit who, it seemed, was probably upstanding ^varrior

of Scienz. Such was nature of this that scribe, feeling ill, retraced

steps to den where awaited inviting softness of horizontal plane of

feather.

American literature will iu the

next 100 years make an increasing

probe into the real life of the con-

tinent's Jewish community, accord-

ing to a well known author and lit-

erary critic who visited Queen's

last weekend.

Professor Charles .Angoff, of the

department of English of the Uni-

versity of New York, told students

at the Hillel major lecture series

that while authors had in the past

made unfortunate journeys into

the Jewish story, he personally had

faith that a greater understanding

of the peculiar way of life of Auier

ican Jews would result in a more

sympathetic treatment of their

character as a people.

Many authors who had made
breeches of artistic taste in this

uiatter, were themselves Jews, he

said. It was apparently their belief

that non-Jewish American people

wished Jews to be pictured in a

way inferior to themselves. As a

result, the authors had indulged

iu torrents of self-shame, self-hate

and malice.

This was not to say, however,

that all Jewish writers in America

depicted thetr own people in a had

light. Many treated the subject with

sympathy and real understanding.

Even writers of other racial back-

grounds attempted this, hut it was

<!ifficuit for one not actually Jewish

cither in racial origin or creed to

approach the matter and take away

an accurate portrayal.

Prof. Angoff pointed out the vast

literary possibilities in the Jewish-

1

.\merican way of life. The Jew;

lie remarked, have always "had it]

good" in America — good in re-

lation to their lot in other lands.

As a result, they had been able to 1

contribute much to the so-called

American way of life, just as that

way of life had contributed much to I

them. It was "a two-way street of]

culture."

It was important for tlie wnier
\

to consider that Jews in America

like Jews everj-where — were
1

searching for knowledge and beauty.

This seardi formed an essential
I

part of their religion. Thus even
I

the poorest Jews living in poor i

quarters in big cities found their

lives incomplete without music, art
|

and literature.

The Jewish mind was keyed to a

perception of beauty and truth, and

with this in mind, the writer of

the Jewish scene could more accur-

ately describe and explain their way
of life.

It was summed up by noting tliat

all people were born alone, lived

alone and died alone. Whatever peo-

ple searched for in life was very

much tied to a realization of this

fact, and whatever the found was

judged accordingly.

The duty of the writer was to

show how the Jews had searched

and found their way of life in

America.

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

5611/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9,00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.
(Last Wash 3 30 p.m.)

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St.

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

Ode From An East Ontario Town.

Lei's have less nonsense from our long-haired friend
;

O turtle-necked, bushy lipped; do comprehend

That iu matters of taste

It's still not too chaste

To follow the limb to its end, — Joe College.

Marion Would Yelp If Lemonz Did Help

And now niust scribe again take leave of most wondrous of

babes though same is hard to do, for Marion does have great and

varied supply of spirited fluids of many types. But even so must

scribe lay down chisel, for weariness comes quickly after trying

battles of blades and stick on frictiouless surface. And further

does Marion request privacy, for annual oiling and cleaning

due. And scribe did suggest that Lemonz might help undertake

cleaning, but Marion would not have this so on grounds that nail

of Lemonz were of infinite length and sharpness.

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Same Day On
Shirt Laundering

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 BARRIE ST.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

for

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

with the

Defence Research Board

• JOIN A VITAL, CROWING RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION'

O CANADA'S DEFENCE RESEARCH PROGRAM

OFFERS GRADUATES AT THE BACHELOR'S

MASTER'S. AND DOCTOR'S LEVEL INTEREST-

ING FULL-TIME POSITIONS WITH AMPLE

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT,

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE BOARD
WILL BE AT YOUR UNIVERSITY ON:

JANUARY 20th and 21sfr

If you are interested in discussing employment with them, obtain

on application form from your university placement officer.

When completed, the forms should be returned to the place-

ment officer wha will then orronge on interview for you with

our representatives.

COME IN AND LET US TELL YOU ABOUT

CANADA'S DEFENCE RESEARCH PROGRAM
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Examination Overhaul

The Christmas examination results in Philosophy I would

make it appear that this year's Arts freshmen are either extra-

ordinarily stupid or inordinately lazy. Although they may well

be both, it seems unlikely that only 19 of 213 students are capable

of coping with first-year work. The examination itself was prob-

ably at least partly to blame — it may have been too long, too

difficult or even too severely marked. This fiasco will probably

not repeat itself in April, but the present examination system at

Queen's nevertheless seems to leave far too many loop-boles for

the mediocre student to pass and the good student to fail.

The present method of examining is reasonably successful in

separating the sheep from the goats, particularly when the supple-

mentals provide insurance against "a bad day". Unfortunately,

tlae present system makes it somewhat possible for students to cram

at the last minute and pass the exam on forced knowledge which

they will forget within a week. It has still other disadvantages.

It ignores the fact that students think at different speeds and that

students who think quickly may think superficially while the plod-

der may have something more profound to offer. It tends to handi-

cap those who are physically incapable of writing quickly. And

it is open to the criticism that exams which vary so greatly in

length and difficulty do not provide an accurate guage of a student's

ability.

Although a fundamental revolution in the theory and practice

of Queen's examinations would be difficult to effect, it is worth

consideration. Arts exams, for example, might well be given in

pairs rather than singly so that cramming could be discouraged

and a student's knowledge more carefully assessed. Individual pro-

fessors might also put greater emphasis on students' work through-

out the year. Other universities have successfully employed a

krger number of general examinations, while still others make

effective use of oral tests. Whatever solution is finally evolved

for Queen's, a system should be found which is more foolproof

than the one now in use.

Washington Draws The Curtaln|

T'^ '^' PAT=P? "'^"^ PUST_

Letters To The Editor

"A Tradition Worthy OF Preservation'

"Good morning Mrs. O'ReiUy."

Lavender And New B^mbs

In the fall of 1953 a large delegation of American college news

paper editors toured the Soviet Union on what was planned as an

exchange visit. Although the editors had little trouble in obtain

ing permission for their trip, their Russian counterparts were not

so lucky. When the time came for the United States to entertain

a party of editors from behind the Iron Curtain, it was found that

the Justice Department was not willing to grant them entry visas

Little wonder then that Clyde Batten, editor of the Varsity, re-

ported recently that the Russians were no longer eager to welcome

visitors from colleges in North America.

This incident, trivial as it may seem, is significant of the fail

ure of many people in the western world to realize that the west

ern outlook has something to offer the world. A. J. P. Taylor of

Oxford has suggested that someone who is merely an "anti-corn

munisl" pays communism a great tribute by tacitly admitting that

communism is the only positive value. As long as we of the west

are unconsciously ashamed of our values, the triumph of commnu

ism as an ideology is almost inevitable. The United States should

have been proud to play host to a number of students from a total-

itarian nation and to try to show them that their way can lead

nowhere.

The incident must also have had a deplorable effect on the

feelings of many Russians and neutrals toward the west. How,

they must have argued, can the U.S. complain about the Soviet

Iron Curtain when it is being woven even tighter in Washington?

Unfortunately this view is founded on solid fact. In the past few

years the Soviet Union has shown itself to be much more willing

than in the past to allow foreign journalists and travellers to visit

their countrj'. At the same lime the efforts of men such as Senator

McCarran have made it increasingly difficult for persons in any

way tainted with communism to travel in America. It is obvious

that most Russians who visited the U.S. would probably only see

what they wanted to see and ignore what did not fit their precon-

ceptions. But at the same time it cannot be denied that such

visits could do much to sway any who have not made up their

minds irrevocably and to foster a mutual desire for cooperation.

The Text-Book Burden

By Clarence Barnes

fT/ic folhmdiiq article provides

a hricf scicnlijic introduction to the

events Oiicni's students will see on

jihii at Ihe AMS civil defence pro-

gram in Convocation Hall tonight

beginning at 7:30. The program tvill

nehtdc t^vo films on civil defence

problems and an address by Maj.

Ccn. Worfhinglon, national civil

defence director.)

By now. everyone knows that

the atomic bomb is no ordinary

bomb. But most people are not

aware of just why it is different.

This is an attempt to explain the

workings of the atomic and hydro-

gen bombs. Not being a physicist,

hut rather a chemist, and armed

with only the essential knowledge,

I feel that I can attack it boldly.

Someone, some time should conduct a survey to determme how

much money students waste every year paying tor text books which

they seldom if ever use. Relying on their high school experience,

many students suppose that the texts listed in the calendar arc

ones which they will use constantly throughout the session. They

therefore vi.^it Tech Supplies early in the fall and stagger home

weighted down with forty or fifty dollars in books. Unfortunately,

the-'. 'Indents may discover by Christmas that their professors put

little in some of the assigned texts. Or they may discover

thai they are able to find all they need in the books by using them

in the library.

Although some of Ihe volumes acquired in this manner may
prove of value in the future, ihey are an immediate burden on the

pockets of the students concerned. Once this situation has oc-

curred several times most students are wise enough to wait until

the professor has given his verdict on a particular book before they

buy it. There is, however, no reason for anyone to be burnt even

once. Lists of text-books should be deleted from calendars in all

the faculties, or else be replaced by tentative lists subject to pro

fcssorial approval. Students should also be advised not to pur-

chase texts until they are certain they are spending their money

wisely.

The ordinary TNT bomb has as-

sumed something of a lavender and

old lace character to modern war-

fare strategists who speak of mass

retaliation with atomic and hydro

gen weapons, guided missiles with

atomic warhead.^;, etc, etc. and it now

seems like a firecracker by compar

ison. It is a powerful enough weapon

when it is realized that bombs of the

type used late in the last war had

sufficient power to demolish several

buildings, and kill or badly injure

any persons inside. This is no fire-

cracker.

Like the firecracker, however, it

derives its explosive power from

the decomposition of a chemical

compound. Trinitritoluene (TNT)

is one of the most powerful of ex-

plosive chemicals. In it, a great deal

of nitrogen is bound up with car-

bon, lulrogen, and oxygen. Nitrogen

does not particularly like its broth-

ers-in-compoimd and given the

slightest provocation, such as shock

it will leave their company most

forcefully to be by itself. While

there is a physical change in the

compound, there is no change in

the elements comprising it. They

have simply changed their disastrous

misalliance.

Atomic and hydrogen bombs on

Ihe other hand, develop tremendous-

ly greater energy by changing the

elements themselves into other en-

tirely different ones.

the same atomic weight as the pos-

itively charged proton ) the uranium

atom breaks up into several frag-

ments of lower atomic weight and

energy is liberated. This reaction is

of no practical value, but its sister

reaction is: when the isotopic form

of uranium with atomic weight 235

is bombarded with neutrons, the

atom breaks up into an atom of

barium and krypton plus energy and

other neutrons. Fission is the name

applied to this particular type of

decomposition. Its importance as

an explosive is that neutrons are

constantly being evolved as further

uranium atoms are broken up. A
chain reaction results; that is, neu-

trons break up uranium atoms which

produce more neutrons and so on

until all uranium atoms are used up,

or else the neutrons are absorbed

before becoming effective.

Editor, Journal

:

It is commonly felt that Queen's-

-nen are too prone to follow the

beaten track, that there is too much

•onformity and too little show of

individualism. In short, students

have failed to break new ground or

wrench themselves from the shack-

les of authority.

Mr. Taylor may have been thmk-

ing along this line when he attacked

his fellow students who. for reasons

best known to themselves, have

elected to wear faculty jackets-

"Faculty jackets," he wrote, "are

only a symptom of this cancerous

growth that eats away the sinews

r.f our individualism. Those who

wear them exhibit (a) incredibly

bad taste, and (b) the fear of ac-

cepting their own individual unique-

ness,"

There may be some truth in this

observation, but I hardly see how

anyone could seek to justify remarks

without being intellectually dis-

honest.

Firstly, to sa>' that those who

wear faculty jackets "exhibit incred-

ibly bad taste", is to reduce the en-

tire contention to subjective valua-

tions. Everyone has the right to

wear the clothing best suited to his

taste and means.

Furthermore, it is immateri

what one wears provided one is not

so scantily clothed that one may be

prosecuted for indecent exposure.

Clothing is no index by which char-

acter and individuality may be as-

sessed.

However, the question of what

one wears or ought to wear is of

minor importance here. The crux of

the matter is whether conformity

is symbolic of petrifaction. Appar-

ently Mr. Taylor's treatment of

conformity would lead one to be-

lieve that conformity and petrifac-

tion are syonymous.

History clearly shows that insti-

tutions that are steeped in tradition

are bulwarks of stability within any

society. At Oxford students are

forced to wear prescribed gowns.

At the English Inns of Court stu-

dents are compelled to keep "terms",

that is to have formal dinners and,

after they are called to the bar, are

still obliged to wear gowns and

wigs as their ancestors did. But,

not withstanding this conformity -

not withstanding the adherence to

tradition, a host of radicals have

emerged and are still emerging

from these noble institutions.

Queen's has a tradition worthy

of preservation. Therefore it be-

hooves Queen'smen to preserve it.

Conformity is expedient in every

society. The greatest revolutionaries

in every age had to conform to cer-

tain rituals. The clothing they

wore, the rituals to which they sub-

mitted themselves with resignation,

did not thwart their purpose or pre-

vent them from making valid contri-

.bntions to human endeavor.

Conformity is dangerous only

where it clothes a fossilized society.

Let us be careful therefore not to

judge individuals by their apparel

but rather let us evaluate them by

their work.

Winston Chambers.

From Both Sides

If the given quantity of uranium

235 were very small or very large,

this reaction would only be of aca-

demic interest; but at a certain

weight, called the critical mass, the

rate of production of neutrons just

equals the rate of escape, an instan-

taneous chain reaction results, the

famous explosion is seen, and an-

other million dollars is burned up.

Editor, Journal:

Christmas is the time of the

year set aside for Holy thoughts

of Angels, of Shepherds, of the

Star which twinkled over a lowly

cattle shed, and of the Christ

Child, God's gift for the salva-

tion of mankind.

When uranium of atomic weight

2:iS is bombarded with neutrons

(that particle of the nucleus which

has no charge but approximately

The atomic bomb is based on the

idea of fission, while the hydrogen

bomb is based on the opposite con-

cept of synthesis, or, the production

of an element of higher atomic

weight from one of lower weight.

When ordinary hydrogen 1 is

heated with hydrogen 3 to a very

high temperature, produced by an

atomic bomb explosion, helium 4

and free energy are produced. This

is very similar to the reaction that

causes the sun to give out light and

heat. The energy needed to start it

is of no ordinary proportions and

tmtil the advent of the atomic

bomb, man had no source of energy

sufficient to bring it about. Hydro-

gen 3 is an extremely rare isotope

of hydrogen and is therforc pro-

hibitively expensive. What has

made the hydrogen bomb even re

motely practical, in this case a very

relative term, is that lithium 6 when

bombarded with neutrons produces

helium and hydrogen 3. Lithium

has now become a very important

element, after many years of remain-

ing a laboratory curiosity.

Surely you could have tried to

incorporate more of this true

Christmas spirit into the special

Yuletide edition of the Journal,

instead of allowing the sordid

story we did find, to go to print.

I am referring, of course, to

Charles Taylor's "Night Play".

How anyone, even Mr. Taylor,

could sit down and rattle off

such a disgusting story, with the

knowledge that it was being sub-1

mitted for publication in this spe-

cial edition, is beyond me. Most

of my friends were so ashamed of

the issue that, rather than place

it beside the home fire for the

family to read during the holi-

days, they destroyed it before

leaving Queen's. Was this the

effect you were trying to achieve?

Moreover, I think that if the

Journal staff is as short of good

material (as |it seems to be, it

might he wiser to cut down the

quantity rather than destroy the

quality. Are there not more peo-

ple like the author of "Christ and

the Evergreen", who see the true

meaning and joy of that first

Christmas, and who (have the

talent and desire to try to instil

that spirit in poor unfortunates

such as Mr. Taylor?

I sincerely hope someone will

take up this challenge, and make

us proud in future years to show

our Christmas Journal at home.

Mr. Taylor replies:

in destroying his Christmas Jour-

nal, the 'disappointed reader' placed

himself in the class of those Phil-

istines who burned the books of

James Joyce and D. H. Lawrence

over 30 years ago.

My story was conceived and writ-

ten in artistic sincerity. As such, it

can only be criticised by knmvledg-

able aesthetic standards. The artist

attempts to express his unique vision

of lije, or a segment of his emo-

tional and intellectual experience.

By a narrow-minded, Puritanical

standard, such an expression is often

'sordid.' So, I suggest, is life. But

this does not detract from the great

value of life or the great value of

sincere art.

iiBlilon, Do lis

Sandrn McCillUm.,
J-'.",."''^

,
Ian Bnird, Dick Lurin. Michael
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Worthington Lectures

On H'Bomh Threat
The threats of the hydrogen boinb and tlie chances of surviv-

ing it were discussed by MaJ. Gen. Worthington, Canadian civil

defense director, in Convocation Hall Tuesday evening. Films of

the Winnipeg flood disaster and the hydrogen bomb test at Ewen-

itok Atoll were shown before the lecture.

The speaker said that the only way to save human life in the

tvent of an H-bomb attack is to evacuate the metropolitan areas.

To illustrate his point he explained that Chicago could count some

eight or nine hundred thousand people just before offices close

and less than 85,000 two hours later.

In describing the different de-

grees of damage in the successive

"rings". A, B, C, and D, covering

a total area o£ 500 square miles,

he showed the effect it would

have on human life. In the "A"

ring of a five megaton bomb there

would be 700 roentgen (pronounc-

ed runten) immediately after the

blast, and 100 percent fatality. A
roentgen is a quantity of x radia-

tion which, under special condi-

tions, will produce one electro-

static unit of change at saturation.

The "B" ring, reaching points

six miles from the point of ex-

plosion, would probably also be

100 percent fatal, and even in the

"D" ring, extending from 10 miles

lo almost 13, there would be 100

percent sickness. The "fallout

e.ttends 50 miles in every direc-

tion from the target and showers

the area below it with debris and

radioactive material one hour

after the blast.

General Worthington suggest-

ed that the people of to-morrow

live in centers not exceeding

50,000 in population. "It is the

smaller cities that will prove the

backbone of the nation," he con-

cluded.

In the discussion which follow-

ed he mentioned that there would

be a practice evacuation in Mo-

bile, Alabama, next week, and

that Calgary. Vancouver and

possibly Victoria will participate

in similar operations late in the

summer. They are doing it only

ivith the smaller cities at first,

^ince the science is still young,

but it is hoped that Montreal,

Toronto and Ottawa will event-

ually be used as centres for trial

evacuation.

Artsmen Renovate

Faculty ClubRoom

This year the Arts Society has

been carrying out a redecorating

and refurnishing program for its

fonnerly drab club room in the

basement of the New Arts Building,

to provide members of the Arts fac-

ulty with a bright modern accomo-

dation for study or relaxation.

Early this year, with a generous

assist from the administration, thej

Society had a new tile floor laid and

the walls and ceilings painted. Al-

ready a contract has been drawn

up for completely new sets of desks,

lounge chairs and settees to replace

the soiled and battered furniture

which has characterized the Club

Room for many years. The cost to

the Society will be well over $3,000.

Currently the room is being used

by the Formal Committee to design

and paint decorations for the Arts

Formal. However by February Isl

the Society hopes to be able to take

the wraps off its new show-room.

At that time all will be welcoine.

Contest Sponsored
For Short Stories

Noted Pianist

Gives Concert

Anne Drake, young Canadian

pianist, will give a concert for

t-ludents and staff Sunday even

Two Dots Punctuate Riot

These two straining songstresses, the Dots Enright and Des-

jardins, are shown in a characteristic shot from this year'hown in a characteristic shot from this

musical revue "Riot '54" now playing in KCVI auditorium

show continues tonight and ends tomorrow.

hit

The

50 UBC Engineers Riot;

Possibility Of Expulsion

Vancouver fCUP) — Fifty engineers at the University of

British Columbia are lacing possible expulsion as a result of two

days' rioting last week.

Rioting began Thursday after an article in the Ubyssey at-

tacked the engineers' lack of spirit. It was climaxed with the

attempted kidnapping of a basketball player who is also reigning

Mardi Gras king. The abduction was attempted at a basketball

game.
The rioters also attempted to

kidnap the Mardi Gras queen.

During the two days bedlam

the engineers made four raids on

the Ubyssey office, using stirrup

pumps and tear gas. They walk-

ed off with a file, a typewriter and

a door, and burned 1000 copies of

the newspaper.

The rioters also painting the

words "UBC" and "Engineers"

on two murals in a nearby pub.

The two columinists who wrote

the offensive story were thrown

into a lily pond.

On Thursday night the engin-

eers kidnapped two Ubyssey ed-

itors and left them stranded on

Grouse Mountain.

The university president has

promised that serious action will

be taken against the offenders.

There will be an official investi-

gation by the faculty council

board 0 f governors. Drastic

measures are being considered,

and there is a possibility that the

rioters will be expelled.

Punctual Tricolor Delivery

Assured By New Printers

Anne Drake

'"g in Wallace Hall. No admi.';

sion will be charged. The con

cert begins at 8:15 p.m.

(See Anne Drake, page 3)

A short story contest spon

sored by the National Federation

of Canadian University Students

is now underway. Queen's stu-

dents may submit their entries

either to the AMS office or to

Jack Jerome, Meds '59.

The contest is open to all

Canadian university students.

Stories will be Judged by a panel

of three prominent Canadian

writers, and the winning story

will be published in Liberty mag-

azine at standard rate payment.

Second place winner will receive

a prize of $50.

Each university will be asked

to submit only two stories in

order to limit the task of the

judges. In the event that a third

' story of exceptional merit is

found it may be submitted, but

each campus is limited to a maxi

mum of three entries. Each story

submitted should be accompanied

by two photographs and a short

biographical note on the author.

Jack Jerome, chairman of the

contest committee at Queen's,

points out that the winners of

this contest will reflect much cre-

dit on their universities and par-

ticularly to the English depart-

ent.

AH contestants are subject to

the following rules;

(1) Stories will be accepted

from any full-time or partial day

student at any recognized Cana-

dian university, who had not

(See NFCUS Contest, page 4)

Work is progressing rapidly

on Tricolor '55, and the editor-

ial staff promises that this year

the book will come out on time.

Owing to last year's publica-

tion trouble the Alma Mater So-

ciety has contracted an American

firm. The Yearbook House, to

publish the yearbook. The firm

is reported to be a reliable spe-

cialist in yearbook production,

and samples of its past work

seem excellent.

The staff of 25 headed by edi-

tor Lorraine Holsgrove. meets

every Monday and Thursday

evening. Miss Holsgrove urges

students to place their orders for

the yearbook now. "Every fall",

she points out, "dozens of stu-

dents come to the Tricolor office

wanting a copy, and find to their

sorrow that no extra copies are

printed."

The staff includes business

manager Molly Fisher and her

assistant, Henry Lisk, who are

now conducting an active adver-

tising campaign. Gene Otterdahl

is in charge of sales promotion.

Associate editor Bob Smith dir-

ects the photography depart-

ment, assisted by Frank Pickard

and Helen Cowan. The Who's

Who" section, probably the most

often referred to part of the

l)ook, is under the direction of

Pat Gallinger and Mary Morri-

son.

Bob Borland and Helen Mac

Lean, sports editors, have chang

ed the general plan of the entire

sports section. Each football

game will receive full-page cov-

erage. Cartoons and art work,

in general contributed by Larry

Smitli, promise to add humour to

the pages.

In charge of over-all planning

of Tricolor '55 is Leonor Haw,

asnisted by Norah Guest. Janet

Leask is in charge of features,

and Tricolor knitting is being

capably handled by Ann Cham-

bers, assistant features editor.

The meaning of this position is

being kept a secret until the book

is published.

Write-up editors are Phyllis

Sallans and Nola Whittal. Among
their duties is the preparation of

a history of each graduating

year.

Faculty sections are headed by

Betty Powell, Levana; Michael

Brown, Medicine; Don Cooper,

Arts; and Bill Bingham, Science,

Following is a list of year-

book salesman:

Industrial Relations — Liz

McTavish.

Theology — Hans Skoutajan.

Commerce — Ross Durant,

Kitty Gillespie. Molly Fisher.

Levana — Jean Conlin, Lynnt

\'idal, Beth Mahaffey, Sue Doan

Tiz Dowler, Jeanette Stuart,

^[. O. Conlon, Ellen Snidal.

Marg Martyn.

Medicine — Nick Dianiant,

Doug Mcintosh, Mike Newhouse,

Don Upton, Lionel Rabin, Doug

Sallis. Frank Sellers (Ottawa).

Science — Jim Bennett, Fred

Creed, Bob Johnson. Robin Mal-

lory, Ben Ostrovsky, Dave Wil-

son, Ken Culver, Bob Bird. Bill

Cobb, Al Pargelen, Jim Mar-

shall. Bill Wells, Al Eraser, Paul

Belanger. John Dixon, Don Blair,

Stewart Marshall, Harold Ham-

ilton.

AMS Nominations

Closed For Arts'

A close race for senior AMS
representative in Arts, and thus

for Arts nomination to the AMS
presidency, was ensured with the

announcement Wednesday even-

ing that Kip Summers, incum-

bent junior representative, and

Ian Baird, Arts Society secretary,

had been nominated for the post.

Mr. Summers is a former se-

cretary of the Arts Society and

former president of Arts '56. Mr.

Baird was assistant secretary be-

fore being elected to his pre-

sent position last winter.

The contest for junior repre-

sentative, since the AMS presi-

dency is not directly involved

may be less exiting. Candidates

for the post are John MacDonald

and Ken Hilbom.

Mr. MacDonald, is a third

year Commerce student who re-

ceived his senior matriculation at

the University of New Bruns-

wick and attended Mount Allison

University for a year before

transferring to Queen's. He has

held the positions of sheriff of

the Arts Court, chairman of the

AMS Equipment Pool, and vice

president of the Commerce Club.

This year he is in charge of dec-

orations for the Arts Formal.

Mr. Hilborn this year served

as president of the International

Relations Club and leader of the

Opposition in the Autumn ses-

sion of the Model Parliament. He

is editor of the Arts Journal, a

member of the Arts Society ex-

ecutive, a former member of

Queen's NFCUS committee and

former treasurer of the Interna-

tional Relations Club. He has

been a member of the AMS Plan-

ning and Research Committee

since 1953, and is an occasional

contributor to the Journal edi-

torial page.

Marilyn Bell

Prefers_McGill
Montreal — Marilyn Bell, whose

conquest of I.ake Ontario brought

her national fame, wants to attend

McGill University, according to the

McGill Daily.

The Daily quoted the 17-year-old

swimmer as telling the newspaper

"I want to go to the university

where I would benefit most, and I

like McGill."

Miss Bell is now taking junior

and senior matriculation subjects at

Loretto College, Toronto. She has

said she plans to take a course ni

physical and occupational therapy

At" McGill, the degree course takes

five vears. The university's registra

department reported it has had no

communication with her.

Evening In Paris

Aquacade's Theme

Queen's students are invited to

spend an "Evening in Paris" at tlie

Queen's Aquacade of '55 to be held

m the gym swimming pool, Feb-

ruary 3, 4, and 5. Under the direc-

tion of Marcia Jayes, fifty precis-

oned swimmers arc perfecting their

routines, consisting of twelve novel

acts, for the performance.

All the acts are styled along the

theme of night life in Paris. A can-

can and ballet together with a skit

on the artist's creative efforts will

headline the evening's entertainment.

A rendezvous at a sidewalk cafe,

later interrupted by two unlieralded

visitors from the Bastille, is another

high-light of the show. The splashy

marching of the Frencli Militaire is

yet another of the twelve interesting

acts. A diving e-\hibition and iu-

between-act comedy will round out

ihe performance.

Bright costumes for the swimmers

and realistic decorations for the

pool will add atmosphere to the

Parisian theme. All female specta-

tors will be given free samples of

French perfume.

University Service

George AndriTK^vich, accom-

panied hy Miss Juan Par-

tridge, will be soloist at the

university Service in Grant

Hall. Sunday at U p.m. He

will sing. "O God Have

Mercy", by Mendelssohn.

Jiin Cochlin will read Ihe

lessons and Pat Richardson

will be organist. Service will

be conducted by Padre Lav-

erty, who will preach on the

subject. "How to Pray in a

Day Like This."
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Number 5 — Bob Anglin

A Kingston boy who is in quest of a Commerce degree, Bob

stands 6' 5" tall and uses his height effectively from the forward

position he has occupied for the last three years. Bob carries his

1S5 pounds very well and his combination of speed, height, and

weight make him a standout rebounder and playmaker.

Number 6 — Don Lyon
Another local boy who hails from the Science facuhy, "Porky"

is a standout on this year's Gael Club. Possessing fine play-niak-

ing ability. lots of hustle, and capable shooting talent, Don is very

effective from his forward slot, working well on all plays and scoring

on many occasions.

Number 7 — John MiUiken

An Ottawa citizen who is enrolled in the engineering faculty,

John is the defensive star of the team. While specahzes m

defensive work. John can go well on offense and has displayed

play-making ability and capable shooting on many occasions.

Number 10— Jay McMahan

A Hamilton boy who picked up four years of basketball ex-

perience at Penn State. Jay will be playing at least hon.e games

this season. Jay has put his studies abead of sports and so will

be playing home games only while lie will lim.t hnnse to one

or two practices per week. Even so his height (6' 7' ). ab.hty. and

valuable experience will mean a lot to the team.

Number 12 — Wally Mellor

Returning to senior ranks after a year's absence, Wally brings

with him a talent for consistent scoring and steady playmakmg.

A first-class ball-handler. Wally can be depended upon for some

fine exhibitions of the art a* well as some nice shootmg.

WHISTLE
STCPS
with JIM O'GRADY

"In each lithe move there is a Purposes-

Each touch of (he hall a caress.

EacisSi(}hlnhig sprmq is a beaiitijul thing

•Performed with grace and jiiicsse."

When your immediate horizon is tinged will

white, what do you do to clear the storm from the

Tindall, if you were to confront him with this

might say, "Thai's a mighty good question. I

purple and

ky? Frank

ttle brain-twister,

wish 1 knew the

answer." He'd ])robably add that some kind of an answer might

prove to be a handy contrivance tonight in the gym. when the

Assumption Purple Raiders come to town carrying thunder and

destruction, among other things, in their little bag of tricks.

If you wanted to be helpful, you might spring forth with the

latest brightly-bound copy of the Official Basketball Rules and

proceed to recite the bit of lyricism found at the top of this piece.

But it's not likely that Frank would be overly-impressed with your

usefulness. Or you might turn to page one of the same pamphlet

and give forth with the news contained therein to the effect that:

"Basketball is played by two teams of five men each, the ball be-

ing passed, thrown, batted, bounced, rolled or dribbled in any

direction, subject to restrictions laid down in the following rules.

The purpose of each team is to throw the ball into its own basket,

and at the same time to prevent the other team from securing the

ball or scoring." At this point Frank would probably be struck

with a fanatic desire to pick you up and toss you through the

nearest window (probably the one with the wire screen covering

it). Sometimes it doesn't pay to be ignorant.

HE'S ON THE SPOT.

Frank, of course, has on!y one spot in which to search for

a solution to his delimma: and that spot lies somewhere within the

ranks of his own collection of Gaels, Inside the white and gold

uniforms being sported by the home side can be found a hoop rquad

which Tindall has described as being quite a bit stronger than

last year's basketball edition. He has even gone so far as to say

(and, for Tindall, this is classically optimistic) that the Gaels might

be able to put together an almost undefeated intercollegiate sea-

son were it not for the fact that Assumption has a team gracing

tlie floor boards again this season. Although Western thumped the

Gaels 74-66 last weekend in London, Frank feels that the Mus-

tangs won't be able to turn the trick again when they visit Kings-

ton on February 18.

To combat the Assumption threat, Tindall this week has turned

to an old athletic standby: work. The coach has had one look at

the Assumption attack this year, and that may explain why he has

concentrated on a polishing-up of the Gaels' defense system: he's

also had a look at the defense which the Purple Raiders are cap-

able of setting up: and maybe that's' why he has spent the past

few days figuring out ways and means whereby the Gaels might

work the ball in close and set themselves up in scoring position.

The rebounding department has come in for a lot of attention which

may pay off fat dividends on the floor tonight.

Thi^n, in h\t> off-moments, Tindall has had lo busy himself with

the problem of convincing a reluctant Jay McMahan to don a uni-

form tonight. McMahan doesn't feel that he can give forth with

an optimum performance which will help out the squad without

nightly practice workouts, and his schoolwork won't permit thi.-.

But Frank feels (and rightly so) that Jay can be counted on for

a bare minimum of a dozen points even at his worst, and is using

that fact as the basic lever in his argument.

With these few facts in the background, we can repeat that

the home opener is on the doorstep. The .\ssumption Raiders,

if they bear any resemblance at all to last year's squad, will be

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

Frank TindaU takes time out from a practice se^ion to pose with tiie

stardnTlineup he'll throw against the. Assumption Purple f^^^J^/"^^
^ the gym- From the left, lohn MilUken; Don Lyon; Paul Fedor, Frank

Tindall; Bob Purcell; and Frank DonneUy.

Number 14 — Frank DonneUy

Frank is without a doubt the team's "fireman." Possessing

terrific speed, fine shooting ability and a lot of hustle, Frank .s a

constant thorn in the side of the opposition and is a consistent

scorer. He hails from Sault Ste. Marie, is 5' U" tall, and is fmish-

ing his PHE course this year.

Number 15 — Paul Fedor

This Stamford resident has led the team in scoring in every

game so far this season. A very strong 6' 3". 195 pound player.

Fedor is a good rebounder and excells at shooting from close m

or tipping in rebounds. A star at broad-jumping, Paul is fast on

his feet, and he handles his centre position and rebound duties

in very capable fashion.

Number 16 — Chuck Latimer

Another Commerce student from Kingston, Charlie packs a lot

of speed and drive into his 5' 10" frame. He combines heady de-

fensive play with a consistently steady set shot to bolster the team

from his guard position.

Number 18 — Bob Purcell

The fourth Gael to call King-ton his home town. Bob is a

6' 3" -jumping-jack" type of player. He is very fa.st, shoots well

liere on the floor and is especially valuable in close where
from anvwl

he pulls down many rebounds and tij lany others.

Season Opener Tonight

Purple Raiders Are Guests
"If that game was any indica-

tion, they won't have any trouble

taking the championship tUh

year." These were the words of

Gael basketball coach. Frank Tin-

dall. commenting on Windsors

Assumption College Purple Raid-

ers. The game referred to was

last Saturday night's tilt when

Assumption entertained the Gaels

in un-neiglibourly fashion by

handing them an 8.S-40 setback.

Even if you grant the Queen's-

men a bit for the long trip and

their residling weariness, and an

other bit for the fact that the

game was played on Assumption'-

home floor, that's a formidable

score. But then, as Frank point-

ed out. the Raiders may have had

a "hot" night and may not do as

well in later games. However,

lo close a point gap i> no easy

venture, so it looks as if we're to

see one of the finest intercolleg-

iate squads in a few years to-

night when Assumption takes the

floor against our Gaels in the first

Queen's home game of the current

season.

On hand for the event will be

an Assumption team which has

not lost a game yet this season

and which is made up of unusual-

ly good ballhandlers and accur-

ate shooters and passers. On top

of this, it is a speedy team and

employs the fast break very wsU.

All these factors indicate good

basketball, but on top of this the

team has a lot of color. Little

George Joseph is an aggressive

and fiery player v/ho never lets

up and possesses an accurate shot

from anywhere on the floor. Lou
Veres, the team-captain, is a fine

jump shot artist and smooth ball-

handler. Dick McKenzie handles

the corner shooting assignments

while Hank Boroweic works well

offensively and defensively in the

centre slot.

On tile home front, Frank Tin-

dall is plagued by shifts in per-

sonnel. Bruce Page and Paul Cor-

bett have decided to wrap it up

because of studies while Roy O
berg lost out on the Christmas

exams. Other than these, the

Gaels will be at full strength

ON THE AIR

Radio station CFRC hits

the airwaves tonight at 8.30

with the first of its broadcasts

of home basketball games. Jim

0'Grad>- and Hugh Lightbody

will handle the play-by-play,

with Mike Moffat filling the

spot breaks, and the half-time

intermission.

Find No Snow
So Skiers Go

Boxers Line UpWeekend Meet

Preparing For Coming Assaults

JOHN MOTHERSILL
160 pound scrap artist

"I won't make any promises

but I have a good group of box-

ers and . .
." These are the words

that boxing coach Jack Jarvis

used when questioned about the

chances of the Queen's team in

the intercollegiate assault com-

ing up in February. To give the

student body a preview of what

can be expected. Jack has ar-

ranged a full program of botits

to take place Saturday night at

8.00 o'clock in the Queen's gym.

The opposition will be provided

by a group of boxers from the

Vimy Signals barracks just out-

side Kingston.

The natural question to ask

at this time is "How do they

stack up against previous years?'

Looking at last year's records we

found that Queen's was edged

out by Varsity and McGill for

the team championship. In 1952

we won six out of eight bouts to

take the Tom Gibson trophy

which is emblematic of intercol-

legiate boxing supremacy. This

year's team is a mixture of ex-

perience, effort, and enthusiasm.

Mel Fielding in the 130 lb. class

and John Mothersill in the 175

(See Boxers Warm Up, page 3)

Last Saturday the Queen's ski

team, under the direction of Jake

Edwards, journeyed to Camp For-

tune, which is just outside of

Ottawa. Despite the handicap-

ping lack of snow in Kingston,

the University skiers made a very

good showing on the weekend.

In the opening cross-country

race of the season, Ed. Hanna, of

Science '58, covered the 4>4 mile

merry-go-round trail in 30 min-

utes and 37 seconds. This excel-

lent time gave him first place

over 13 skiers in the junior event.

Al Poutanen of Queen's finish-

ed third in the Senior event and

team mate Pete Hobden of

Science '56 finished fourth. The

opening slalom race of the season

at Camp Fortune saw Queen's

student John Emery take top

place over a field of fifty compet-

itors.

Emery, a Class C performer.

Ijcat his nearest opponent by two

and a half seconds. Al Poutanen

was fourth with a time of 5S.2

seconds.

Back from last year's ski team

are John Emery. Pete Hobden

and Keith Harris. Many students,

including Ed Hanna, Andy Blair,

and Al Poutanen, who has return-

ed after a serious leg injury, ob-

tained during last season's rugby

schedule, are trying to latch into

the vacant places on the squad.

Coming events include the In-

tercollegialc Invitation meet at

Ottawa. Many Canadian and

American Universities will com-

pete. It will be held around the

beginning of February. Another

meet is the main Intercollegiate

which is being held at Mont

Gabriel in the middle of Febru-

Special for Students only

on Arts' Formal Night, January 28

RESERVE NOW!

Full Course . . .

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
for two . . . $4.00

Princess at Clergy Streets, of course fou;n and country
Dial 7135

RESTAURANT
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TV Talent Sought
Want Story Ideas

An opportunity to put an orig-

inal story on teicvision is being of-

fered to American and Canadian

College students by tbe Cbristopbers

Association. They ho])e to discover

latent talent by inviting students to

submit story ideas lo the public

service Christopher program pre-

sented each week over 256 stations

in Canada and tlie Unitctl States.

The entries should be in story

form and provide sufficient drama-

tic interest to serve as script material

having a wide appeal for the general

TV audience.

Each entry should he about 1000

words and should be submitted be-

fore March 31, 1955, c/o Christo-

pher College Student Contest, IS

East 4Sth St.. New York 17, N.Y.

Prizes totalling $4,000 will be given

tn the winners.

Meds Society

Holds Meeting
Richardson Ainpliitlieatre will be

the scene of an Aesculapjan Society

election meeting Monday evening at

7 o'clock. At this time each candi-

date nominated yesterday will cam-

paign vigorously for support in the

annual medical election.

The Aesculapian Suciety is ex-

pecting a lively campaign with

speeches, posters and all the fire-

works associated with elections.

The purpose of the meeting is to

give Mcdsmen an opportunity to

meet and assess each nominee, ft is

also felt that this approach will

enable future representatives of the

Society to express themselves clear

ly and intelligently. This is a vital

meeting and each member is urged

to altend.

NFCUS Scheme
Allows Students

To Save, Travel

WHISUB STOPS
(Continued from page 2)

Science Elections

To Be Held Soon

Urge More Voters

burly, shifty and fast. Their rebouiiding will be one of their strong-

est arguments, and they'll be trying to use a <iuick-opener style

of play which is capable of wearing a rut in the hallowed floor-

lK>anN in the gyni. When they get within scoring range, they have

a 7iy// cliance of netting the ball, if their shooting is as good as

it was last weekend in Windsor.

What can we do about these callers who will be knocking on our

doors tonight? We can try to pull the door-mat out from under-

neath their feet, that's what.

OFF THE CUFF
John Metras, who has attainet! the status of a near-institulion

around Western, may be leaving soon if there is any truth to a

report which is currently burning up the wire services. The Lon-

don Free Press has said that iMetras ha.s indicated bib interest and

will be invited to apply for the McGill Athletic Directorship, left

vacant by Vic Obeck's recent shift to the iMontreal Alouettc frotit

office . . . Jack Cook, the popular captain of the football Gaels, has

moved into the field of sportscasting. Jack handles two ten-min-

ute spots per day, at 6:10 and 11:05, over radio station CKWS.
. . . Toronto basketball circles are currently raving about the re-

turn to form of Klues star George Stulac._ After a slow start. Stulac

now holds down third place in the team's individual scoring. Be-

hind Don Fawcett and Pete Potter . . . Bert Brooks, one of the

better goaltenders to appear with a Tricolor hockey club in recent

years, lias stirred a controversy by appearing with the Senior "B"

Kingston Goodyears on Wednesday night when tliey played in Whit-

by. Signing a CAHA card (which he has not done as yetl niiglit

make him ineligible for intercollegiate hockey.

The National Federation of

Canadian University Students is

once again sponsoring an inter-

regional scholarship. Object of

the plan is to permit specially se-

lected students to take one

year's work at universities other

than the "home" university and

in a different part of Canada.

The purpose of the plan is to

counteract the restricted outlook

found in Canadian university stu

dents, both academically and

geographically. In most cases

the saving in tuition fees wll

more than balance the transporta

tion charges of the exchange

scholar from his home university

to the "exchange" university.

The universities of Canada are

divided into four terretorial re-

gions. Students must apply to at-

tend a university not in their own
division, except in a case where

an Ontario student vifishes to at-

tend a French-Canadian univer-

sity in Quebec.

To be eligible, a student must

agree to finish his degree at his

"home" university the following

year. By special request, a stu-

dent may apply for graduate

work.

CUP Facts

Boxers Warm Up
(Continued from page 2)

lb. class will probably form the

nucleus of the squad because

each has had previous inter-var-

sity experience.

To back up the boxing show

Jim Saylor the wrestling coach

has arranged an exhibition of

wrestling. Jack Underwood is

pitted against Jocko Thompson

and Jim Plummer goes against

large Joe Goetz. Refereeing the

boxing bouts will be Al Lenard

of the Queen's sport staff.

Boxing
Weight
ISO Tony Oakcs Sc. 58 vs.

ROBtr MfCrHckcii Ails 58.

Md

Geo.

FicldiiiR vs.

Bob Nisliawa Arls S3.

Fclgale .\. 57 vs.

Jim McCulloiiRli A. S8.

G. Yarrow A. 58 vs.

Jack Abrams A. 58.

Cal Smilli A, 58 vs. to be selected-

Henry Clark A. 58 vs.

10 lie sL'keted.

D. Kiifiour Sc. S8 vs.

A. Curric, Viniy,

E. SimoudS A. 58 vs.

T. Diamond, Viniy.

J, Mothersili Sc. vs.

J. Gratli, Vniiy,

Referee: AI Lenard.

Time: 8,00 p.m.

Wrestling

158Jack Underwood vs

1A7 Jocko Tlmmp.-Lin

168 Jiiii PhininuT vs. 191 Joe Goi^tz.

130

175

Heavy

ISO

150

1-15

1-15

The selection committee will

consist of the registrar, the deans

of Arts and Science, the president

of the students' council and the

chairman of the NFCUS commit

tee. Applications from members

of the Medical faculty will not

be accepted.

Applications should be handed

in to the registrar's office before

Feb. 15. For further details con-

tact the registrar's office.

Quarry 4 is looking for contri-

butions from Queen's students. They

should be in the form of short

stories, poetry, or literary essays.

Subject and lenglh arc up to the

writer. The deadline is February 15

and contributions should be handed

lo the Queen's Post Office, or ^inyK^gijig

member uf the Ouarrv staff.

100

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Simday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

^Kingston Mnsxt CTompany
RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT

By Norris Eades

Science Joiirna! Edilor

The time has come once again

for all Sciencemen to start think-

ing about their year representa-

tives and Engineering Society

executive. These elections have

been treated with extreme apathy

by most students in recent years,

and it is urged that every student

make a special effort to vote on

election day. Only by doing this

will the best man win.

Nominations and elections for

Science '56 and '57 will take place

on Tuesday, Feb. 1 at 1 :30 p.m

in Grant Hall. At this meeting

the following Science '57 posi

tions will be elected: junior AMS
representative, president of third

year, two third year representa-

tives to the Science Formal Com-

mittee, finance convenor of the

Science Formal, year executive,

consisting of vice-president, sec-

retary, treasurer, social conven-

or, and athletic stick.

From Science '56, the following

people will be elected: senior

AMS representative, president of

fourth year. Science Formal con-

venor, director of athletics, year

executive consisting of vice-pre

sident, treasurer, secretary, so

cial convenor and athletic stick.

At the meeting a nun)ber of

Dcople will be nominated for En

?ineering Society positions. Thesi

people will not be elected until

a later meeting which all Science

undergraduates must attend

The following people will be

nominated from Saencc '57

junior executive candidates con-

sisting of second vice-president

treasurer, assistant secretary; jun-

ior vigilance committee candid-

ates consisting of junior prose-

cuting attorney, clerk, and one

constable.

From Science '56 these people

will be nominated: senior execu-

tive of president, first vice-presi-

dent, and secretary, senior vig:i-

lance committee consisting of

senior prosecuting attorney, sher-

iff, chief of police, and one con-

fn issues o£ the Journal, readers

11 have noticed that under the

titles of some of the articles will

appear the initials C. U. P. These

initials stand ff»r Canadian Univer-

sity Press, which is an organization

that can be compared with Itritish

United Press and Associated Press.

CUP is composed of Canadian

university papers. The executive

paper for the year is The ^fani^ohan.

the paper of the University of Man-

itoba. The basic purpose of the or-

ganization is to bring to tlie home

campus interesting news from other

campi.

There are many other advantages

which benefit member papers of the

CUP. Although most of them are

purely technical to the field of news-

paper work, the yearly conference

may be of interest to the reader

llach year tbe organization has i

conference: this year it was in

Ottawa, and next year it is to be

held in Quebec City. At these con

fercnces the problems and difficul

ties of the organization are ironed

out.

^ NFCUS Or Not?

Toronto (CUP) — Choice be

twcen membership in the National

Federation oE Canadian University

Students or a posil)!c curtailment o

local student activities appeared re

cently as the dilemma facing Uni

vcrsity of Toronto student repre-

sentatives.

Ill an effort to find its way out

of the ticklish quandary. Students'

Administrative Council at a regular

session last Wednesday night de

cided lo put the finger on all facul

ties and colleges to keep tab on

what "tlie average student would

choose." They will report to SAC
at the next meeting.

ANNE DRAKE
(Continued from Page 1)

Misi; Drake is rapidly becom-

g known to concert audiences

throughout the country. Born in

Stratford, Ont., her first succes-

ses included the winning of med-

als and scholarships at music

festivals in Toronto, London and

Stratford.

When she graduated from the

Royal Conservatory of Music of

Toronto, she was chosen to ap-

pear as soloist with the Conser-

vatory Orchestra in Massey Hall.

She has appeared in recitals in

Kenora, Fort William, Sudbury,

Stratford, Gait, Guelph, Tillson-

burg. Kincardine and has made

numerous Toronto appearances,

Reviews of Miss Drake's work

have been favorable. The Toron-

to Globe and Mail termed her

m artist worth watching",

bile others have commented on

her interpretive ability and "sub-

tle and individual expression."

EXPORT
CANA-D.A'S -FINEST

CliSARETTE

DANCING
BURGUNDY ROOM HOTEL LA SALLE

Saturday Night — $2.00 per Couple

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST„ KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6S3d

"Where o Traditiotnol PRESTIGE Prevoils"

346 PRINCESS ST

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TECHNICAL. SUPPLIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

McGALUS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENGER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRINE DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPEdAL PRICnS TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Rcstrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

TEETER N. SKATE (Figure-Skating Coach)

says: "// Idkes balance lo cut a good figure."

It's a sound idea to keep a good figure

in your saving's balance

at

Bank of Montreal

Kingston, M.iin Office, 297 King St. East, at the Market:

EDWARD EOYCB, Manager

Kingston, Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Manager

WORKING WIIH CAh VDIANS IN EVERY ifE SINCE lair
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First Aid Course

Open To Lerana
A Saint John's Ambulance course

is being offered to Levaniles in a

series of six Thursday evening les-

sons under the direction of Dr. Eliot

of Kingston.

The lessons, consisting of one

hour of lecturing and an hour oE

practical work are being held in

the old Ban Righ dining room. A
tee of $3 will be charged for the six

lessons and an examination will be

given at the end of the course.

Levana has also undertaken to

help in painting the YWCA during

I he last week of January. Volun-

teers are asked to contact Marion

n-.^..n in nf.iiHipr House.

AMS CANDIDATES

F.

Light

or G

Smoke

and a

Pleasing Taste

Ken Hilborn Kip Summers

It was with a great deal

pleasure that I accepted the
Since becoming a Queen s stu-

dent 1 have had the privilege of

serving on several campus commit- nomination for senior AMS rep

tecs and executives, including the rcsentative of the Arts Society

AMS Planning and Research Com- While many fee! that a can

mittce and the Arts Society Exec- JiJatc running for a position in

utivc. In the course of this activity administrative organization

1 have given some thought to the Ujiould put forth a great many

problems that confront our student promises, or endorse a definite

government and, if elected, 1 think platform, I feel it impossible to

I could make some useful and con- agree

striictive contribution to the work
j f^^j t],^ problems facin

of the AMS. a student government can be

I hope that every member of 'li^ handled much more effectively

Arts Society will vote in this elec-
^ combination of factor;

tion. If you vote for me, I will ap-

preciate your support and do my

best to prove that you did not vote

CFRC
Pete

unwisely. But the important thing

is that the victors, whoever tliey

may be, should he genuinely repre-

sentative of the Arts Society mem-

bership. Our student government

nuist never be allowed to degenerate

into the dictatorship of an interested

minority. We must do everything

feasible and fair to "get out the

vote", and I am frankly proud of

having introduced the motion for a

two-day election period — a motion

overwhelmingly adopted by the Art:

executive last fall.

Let's all be good citizens of

Queen's and record our preferences,

whatever they may be.

Call for

PHILIP

MORRIS

John MacDonald

If elected as junior Arts repre

scntative I will, to the best of

my ability, uphold the standards I bodies in

which have been set by the Alma president of my year

ood constitution, and an execu-

ive with experience and a grasp

of the current situation. There

are those who will disag-ree, bas-

their arguments on past hap-

penings to support an argument

for a rigid set of rules to govern

student actions.

To me, this is a difficult, un-

desirable, and unnecessary feat

to attempt. Any democratic body

desires and must have a set of

rules within which it can act, but'

till allowing the maximum of

freedom for individuals.

Our student government at

Queen's has a ba«icatly sound

constitution and it is up to you,

the student body, to elect the

experience necessary to admin-

ster it in a proper manner.

In three years at Queen's, I

have been priviledged to act as

member of your governing

three capacities ; a;

as sccre

Mater Society in previous years, tary of the Arts Society and in

I shall attempt to convey the
|
this present year as your Jr,

cross-section of opinion of all

Arts students in order that their

position may be understood and|

respected.

Friday

7:00—What's New?
Handley

7:10—Campus News — Gordon

Penny
7:20—Sports Profiles — Mike

Moffat

730—Talent Time— Dave Cow-

per and Ned Franks

7:45—Leave it to Levana —
Joyce Satrance, Anne Hayes

g:00—Tunes of Our Times —
Doug Mackay

8:15—Bandstand — Bruce Gates

S:30—Sr. Intercollegiate Bas-

ketball — Queen's vs. As-

sumption

10:30—Gilbert and Sullivan —
Cord Sedg^vick

11 ;00—Handley's Hamper

12:00—Science DX Broadcast

Saturday

630—Show Tunes — Hugh

Lightbody

7:00—Campus Cauldron — J.

Dimen
7:30—Music — Igor and Joe-

Joe

8 ;00—In the Groove — T.

Hunter and D. Thompson

9-00^1490 Classics — Igor

10:00—Birdland — P- AVard and

G. Simser

10:30—Pop Concert — D. Har-

rison

11:00—Enjoyable Music — K.

Clench

Boha'i Student Group.

Thi^ Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock, in Committee Room 2

Students' Union. Don Dainty will give a talk entitled

Mankind?" A cordial invitation is

students.

extended to all

Peals for

nterested

Queen's Camera Club,

The next meeting of the Queen's Camera Club will be held

n Tuesday, Jan. 25, in Committee Room 2.
at 7 p-m. o

Band Concert.

The Queen's Band, under the direction of

will give a concert on Monday, Feb. 28.

band Tickets tnay be purchased from Charles Umpherson or Al

Hitchcock.

S. T. Cruikshank,

Proceeds will go to the

Pipe Band.

The Queens Pipe Baud needs drummers, pipers and dancers

for next season,

plicants. There

in Committee Room

The position of drum major

all be a meeting Tuesday, Ja

7

ilso open to ap-

25, at 7:30 p.m.

Lutheran Students Association.

A meeting of the Lutheran Students Association will be held

an Mondav, Jan. 24, at the home of J. O. Ehnebon at Colhn s Bay.

Members are re(iuestcd to meet at the Union at 8 p.m.

Queen's Ski Club.

There will be a ski bus to Snow Ridge on Sunday leaving at

6:45 a.m. Price $3 for members. $3.25 for non-members. Meniber-

ship 50c. Contact Marion Chalmers. 25011; Keith Oman, 26118.

Cord Robb. 9060 ; or Joan Bostock, 3752, by Saturday.

RESERVED

FOR IAN BAIRD

SENIOR CANDIDATE

AMS Rep. These, I feel, have

iven ine the necessary founda

tion to grasp the problems facin;

student government and in some

small way attempt to resolve

them.

If it is your wish that I rep-

resent you on the AMS as your

enior representative, it will be

my command to give my best

efforts, in your interests, for a

better year.

Iflhalmrrs

IE STS.

TER. D D

SUNDAY, JANUARY 23Rt>

11 o.m.—The Lord's Prayer.

(2) "Hallowed be Thy
Name."

7,30 p.m.—Questions

Christians Face.

(3) "The Vexed Question

of Sundoy."

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

0 Conic Let Us iyorshit<

§•1. (George's

(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St,

SUNDAY. JANUARY 23rD
Third sundav After Epiphany

LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

5611/2 PRINCESS STREET

MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9.00 a,m, to 9.00 p.m.

(Last Wash 8.00 p.m.)

SATURDAY—9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m
(Last Wash 3,30 p.m,)

NFCUS CONTEST
(Continued from page 1)

passed his 23rd birthday on Oct

1, 1954.

(2) Manuscript length should

be between 2500 and 3000 words.

First prize will be publication

in Liberty Magazine at standard

rate payment.

(4) Second prize will be $50.

(5) All entries must be handed

in to Jack Jerome. 168 University

Ave., telephone 21010, or Mrs.

Jeanette Lewis, AMS office,

telephone 6149.

(6) Each university will judge

its own stories and choose the

two bei^t. From the local winners

across Canada five will be chos-

en by the national judging panel

which consists of three prominent

Canadian men of letters.

(7) Stories whi^h have pre-

viously appeared in student pub-

lications for which the author re-

ceived no remuneration whatso-

ever will be accepted. Stories

published under any other cir-

cumstances are automatically

disqualified.

will

Arts AMS Elections.

Elections for junior and senior Arts AMS representatives

take place in the New Arts Building on Monday and Tuesday,

Jan 24 and 25. Let's all be good citizens of Queen s and remember

to vote. The Arts Society spends good money - your money

_ on printed ballots, and it would be a pity to waste them.

Attention Artsmen!

Voters in the Arts AMS election, to be held ne-ct Monday and

Tuesday are warned that the election officials in charge of the

ballot box arc not allowed to give advice as to the relative ments

of candidates. The giving of such advice would constitute cam-

paigning in the vicinity oE the polls," outlawed by the Arts Con-

stitution, and could invalidate the election.

Classified Ads

Lost

navy blue

9.15 a.m

11

Holy Communion.

.—Family Service.

o.m.—Morning Prayer.

StrniofL: Kev, D. P. Bums.

CLtnOV STREETS

lES WEDDEHBUHH

WIN STATA.

MISS ANNE HALLIDAY

10.15 a.m. Bible Claes

1 1.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening

7 p.m.—Evensong.

Sormon : Ttit Dun,

Students are CBpeciaUy welcome.

MURIEL CLEMENGER — PHARMACIST

ZENANA BIBLE AND MEDICAL MISSION, INDIA

CHRISTIAN YOUTH CENTRE

185 QUEEN STREET
Saturday — 9 p.m. — Sunday— 4 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Come — 7:45 p.m, Saturday night and skate tor an hour to the

music of MANTOVANI under coloured lights on the outdoor nnlc

at the Centre.

We will meet vrith Miss Clemenger around a cup oE coffee at 9 p.m.

YOU ARE WELCOME

Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. JANUARY 23RD

II Q,m.
—

"Sonctificotion and

Redemption".

7.30 p.m.
—

"Four Fools".

Young People's Group after the

service, topic for discuBaion,

"What's The Difference?"

You ivil! be li^iiromc

CORSAGBS , . .

For The Arts Formal

Beautifully Designed ond Created

pigskin

Call Les

to Journal

Pair of

gloves in Gordon Hall

t 2-2414 or return

ffice.

Black Waterman's fountain

en on campus or along Division

St. Finder please phone Pat at

5614.

Baby Sitting

Queen's SCM. 35c per hour be-

fore midnight, 50c after. Phone

2-0248.

Catering

Catering for year parties. Rea-

onable. Phone 2-1135.

341 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONT.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

Gibbs Scholarship

Two national scholarships for

college senior girls are again offered

for 1955-56 by the Katherine Gibbs

School. These awards were origin-

ally established in 1935 and arc in

memory of Mrs. Katharine M.

Gibbs, founder and first president

of the school.

Each scholarship consists of full

tuition ($620) for the secretarial

training course, plus an additional

cash award of $500, totaling $1,120.

The winners may select any one of

the four Gibbs schools for their

training — Boston, New York,

Montclair, Providence.

\^'inners arc chosen by the Schol-

arship Committee on the basis of

college academic record, personal

and cliaracter qualifications, finan-

cial need, and potentialities for suc-

cess in business.

Each college or university may

recommend one candidate, and eacli

candidate must have this official

endorsement. Students interested in

trying for one of these awards ma_v

obtain full information from the

rcgi itrar's office.

^ilu^r drill
"Where the Best People Meet and Eot"

Reasonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

Programs

ance PRBMXCRS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every Description
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VIM AND VERVE IN

Last week the heavy hand of the

British Anglican clerg>' came down

indignantly upon a somewhat star-

tled British Broadcasting Corpor-

ation. The B.B.C. had earned the

curates wrath by giving air time to

a woman lecturer who advocated

the cause of "scientific humanism"

as opposed to Christian doctrine.

It is unfortunate that these

churchmen have failed to realize the

desperate need of finding a faith

broader than the Christian myth —

a faith through which we may pro

long the life of that ailing patient,

Western civilization.

Western society is today threa-

tened externally by the forces of

Russian imperialism and the rising

tide of Asian nationalism. But the

real danger is internal. Military

stockpiling and economic generosity

are not sufficient if we have lost

the will to survive. Our society be-

gins to turn in upon itself and loud-

voiced extremists advance to the

center of the stage, The picture is

not so grim as dispossessed liberals

would have us believe, but it is

Ijad enough. There seems to he a

real danger that our civilization

niay succumb at a relatively early

age, due mainly to the growing

spiritual vacuum.

It is both fashionable and inevit-

able that young, semi-educated

people should be disillusioned. But

such disillusionment becomes dan-

gerous if carried into adult life —
<langerous because these people will

wither up inside for want of finding

a reason for their existence or a

faith on which to build their lives.

Such sterility leads to quietism and

the self-destruction of a civilization.

As children, most of us are indoc-

trinated with heavy doses of two

self-contained faiths — Christianity

and democracy. The danger of such

indoctrination lies in its being

conched in ultimate terms. Christi-

anity, we are told, is the only poss-

ible religion ;
democracy the only

possible method of government.

Disillusionment sets in when we

iind that Christianity, like all other

religions, is merely a comforting

myth to support those whose wills

are weak; and that democracy is

only one of many political methods,

more imperfect than many of its

rivals. Some of the century's great-

est crimes, we find, have been com-

mitted in the names of Christianity

and democracy. Both faiths, we dis-

cover, are completely un.suitcd to

the spiritual needs of the majority

uf people in the world, and are even

insufficient as a faith for our own

civilization.

Two things remain certain: that

democracy is jailing in its ideolog-

ical 'pitch' to the iincommilted parts

of the world, and thai Chrisliaiiily

has failed to capture the hearts and

minds of the youth of today. They

stand condemned in their inade-

quacy.

In such a situation, the majority

will turn to cynical, faithless in-

action while a few fanatics, leaders

of the mob, move to hysterical ex-

tremes. William Knowland and Billy

Graham are striving to release the

very hysteria which will destroy the

doctrines they so ferventlj' espouse

We approach the fatal stage where

Christianity and democracy are con

sidered in ultimate, ideological

terms. Mob emotions and nias.^

democracy drive us to extreme posi-

tions which can only end in self-de-

struction.

WMiat we need, then, is a general

faith which refuses to make the ulti-

mate, all-i[ic!usive claims of the

more strident exponents of Christi-

anity and democracy. Such a faith

must be based on the realities that

doubting man can see for himself,

with an appreciation of different

ways of life and the need for spir-

itual and political co-existence.

Most of IIS have ceased lo believe

in the Christian myth. A vacuum

is thus created. To fill this vacuum

we must ground our faith in the

only ultimate good that zve can

know ~ life itself.

"Humanism" is thus what we

want — but a humanism that ac-

cepts the scientist's knowledge of

man and rejects as empirically false

any idea of inevitable progress, the

rationality of man or the ultimate

claims of any religious or political

doctrine. In a world where mass

destruction can come tomorrow or

even today, we require a faith that

claims as its highest end the preser-

vation of human life. Such a faith

makes no demands as to how that

life should be led. and refuses to

justify the waging of war for the

preservation of any religious or

political system.

Man, we must say, is more than

a Christian or a Hindu, a democrat

or a Communist. Above all these,

he is Man. And this is all we know

or need to know.

'54.
By Mary Capell

Vim, vitality and verve fairly

ooze from this year's Queen's Re-

vue production, Riot '54.

A hail of local jokes, catchy

tunes, and lovely legs bombards

the audience from start to finish.

While not all the material is

brand new, it is put together in

such a way that any tunes which

have slipped from other sources

are effectively camouflaged by

the sparkle of the original music

and lyrics,

Don Gollan's script and lyrics

are bright, topical and prove once

and for all that a nmsical revue

can he clean and still be fun. Some
of the horseplay of other years is

missing and this by no means de-

tracts from the gaiety of the even-

Some of the attractions of this year's revue

The two Dots may safely be

called, I think, the brightest

things to hit the campus in many
years. They have that rare qual-

ity, real stage presence; they gave

everything they had and the aud-

ience loved them. After belting

out such full-blooded numbers as

"Go. Man, Go" and "The Riot

Act", they finished up with a few

rousing rounds of "Ole Mountain

Dew", the song that brought

them fame and fortune in last

year's Revue. Tall blond Dot En-

right has an unself-conscious

deadpan that makes her a magical

scene stealer, and little Dot Des-

jardins swings into her part and

complements her perfectly.

Maggie Martyn. resplendant in

convict-striped pyjamas, romps

huskily through her role as

friend, mentor, and disillusioner

of the two Dots. Kathy Totten

as the Warden is a vision in horn-

rimmed glasses, tailored suit, ox-

fords, and grey hair in a bun.

Nora McVittie and Doug Edie

as the Maw and Paw of the two

Dots start the show off with just

the right touch of naturalness and

informality.

Culture at Queen's is represent-

3nxX Uniry lHatPl

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. Phone 7712

ed by The Queentones. an excel-

lent male quartet; by a lively and

well-executed College Hornpipe

;

by an acrobatic waltz performed

by an extremely agile young lady

called Barb Clair; and finally by

the two Dots themselves. Their

acts appear in "Riot" as a play

within a play: a preview of a

show which the students intend

Tonight and Tomorrow

Riot '54 will he slwi'ing

tonight and tomorrow night

at S.30 p.m. m the k'.C.V.I.

auditorium. Reserved seats at

$1. are available at the AMS
office in the Student's Union

or at Mahood's drug store.

Rush seats at 75c available at

the door.

eventually to present for the

"Limestone Citizens of Kings-

ton."

George Andrinovich does a very

fine job on "Make Believe Waltz"

an original song by Don GoUan.

George's melodious baritone and

charming personality combine

with a most pleasant song to

make this number one of the

highlights of the show.

Di King's scenerj' fur the pro-

duction was kept to a minimum

but was none the less very ef-

fective. Particularly worthy of

mention are the flats depicting

the various common rooms in the

gir]s residences, even to a replica

of the Picasso print hanging in

Adelaide Hall. The window used

in the second scene to indicate

residence was a new and bright

idea, simple hut very attractive.

One surprise of the revue was

Dot Desjardins treatment of a

romantic ballad on which she and

Don ¥oK combine towards the

L-nd of the last act. After listen-

ing to her drive so enthusiastical-

ly through the bold and brassy

numbers of the rest of the show,

it was a distinct pleasure to hear

that she is truly versitilc. She

whispered her way through "I've

Been Guarding You", in a husky

and very attractive undertone

slightly reminiscent of Gerry

Southern.

The first night bug-? of any Re

.ne production, slow picking up

of cues, words forgotten, slight

working at cross-purposes be

tween the orchestra and the chor

us, were present but will no doubt

be ironed out by Friday night's

performance. The superb chorus

line more than makes up for any

in i n o r technical deficiencies.

What must surely be ten of the

best pairs of legs (female) on tht-

canipus. have been drilled to per-

fection by Diane McLennan,

Marie Andrews, Frank Clegg. and

Ronnie McLennan (official Tor-

onto consultant).

Producer

Director —

™

Ast. Director

Set designs _

Music

THE STAFF

Howie King

Bill Wallace

Eleanor Home
Di King

_ Paul Chahot

Script and Lyrics _ Don Gollan

Costumes Nan. OJiouinard

Stage Manager D. King

THE CAST
Nora McVittie

Doug Eadie

Alex Cathcart

Maw
Paw
Cousin —~

The Dots Dot Desjardins

Dot Enright

Warden _-- Kathy Totten

Also: Marg Martyn, Isobel

Green. Norah Guest, Ann Cam-

eron, Thelma Hunter. Sam Sy-

mons, Gerry Fleury. Doug Ana-

kin, Bill Shearson, Don Fox, Don

Marston, Ron Stewart.

Chorus line: Eleanor Home,

Owen Howes, Barb Plow. Pat

Connel, Bea Amell, Marg Col-

lins, Christine Davidson, Ruth

Lockhart. Jan Jackson, Diane

McLennan.

mt
94 Brock Street ----- Dial 7990

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE

Personally Escorted Student Tours of Europe

Speciolly Prepared for College Students ond Recent Graduates

by TREASURE TOURS

TOURS DEPARTING QUEBEC JUNE I5th and 29th

53 DAYS ALL INCLUSIVE RATE — $995.

Visiting 7 Countries

Coll, write or telephone for compiimentory folder.

68 Yonge St. Toronto Em. 3-5191
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How To Avoid Tuition Fees

lanuary is the month when every Artsman entering his pen-

ultimate year should seriously investigate the NFCUS scholar-

ship plan. Under the plan as many as twenty Queens students

are enabled to attend other Canadian universities for a year

returning here for their degree. And it's for free.
_

change students manage to come out on top financially if their

transportation does not exceed what their tuition fees to Queen .

would have been. .

According to the president of one university, the important

thing seems to me to be that students of ability be sent out a.

ambassadors, who will not be so bound down to their studies be-

cause they find them difficult to keep up with as to be able to

mingle in the student Hfe. They ought to be able to bring back

to their university both sides of the university they have visited.

In the past numerous men and women from the West and the Mar-

tiimes have attended Queen's under the NFCUS scheme Mos

of them have made a significant contribution tol campus Hie, It

is to be hoped that several Queen'smcn return the favour ^^^^ y^"^'

Applications should be in Miss Royce's hands by the middle of

February.

tawa Extends A Hand
Prime Minister St. Laurent has announced his long-awaited

decision on taxation arrangements with Quebec, The immediate

crisis which prompted his proposal occurred early in 1954 when

Premier Duplessis claimed that the provincial governments have a

prior right in the field of direct taxation. The political fur began

to fly when the federal government insisted that the provinces

have no such prior right and refused to consider the relaxation of

the national tax to meet Quebec's demands.

Ottawa's new decision modifies its previous stand somewhat

and permits the Quebec taxpayer to deduct 10 percent instead of

the former 5 percent, from his federal tax. The increased exemption

applies to all the provinces, of course, but in practice only Quebec

will be affected since it alone has an income tax; the other nine

provinces have tax agreements with the federal government where-

by they give up the right to tax income in retnrn for federal sub-

sidies. M. Duplessis has consistently refused to become a party

to such an agreement.

The new arrangement between Quebec and Ottawa is important

mainly in terms of how it will affect the principles involved in the

tax agreements. Unless these principles are maintained the fed

eral government will lose the power to redistribute income from

the more wealthy to the poorer areas of the country. Only the

maintenance and extension of the present system will force the

federal government to recognize its full responsibilities in such

fields as unemployment, financing public investment programs and

expanding our social welfare system. Such responsibility was

recognized after the war, but the federal government retains an

excuse for not completing its authority as long as at least one

province refuses to come to a taxation agreement.

In the face of declining economic activity, it is important that

T. DRAWS A BLAST

Letters To The Editor

"Look In Your Own Pasture"

Editor, Journal

:

Did anoyne ever notice a tweedy

individual with an Oxford haircut,

a dignified moustache, smoking a

pipe, and talking constantly of art.

culture, reform and the like? If you

have not, look about, for you are

sure to see the closest tiling that a

Canadian who wants to appear cul-

tured can become.

I have watched this individual'

from afar for the four years he has-

been at Queen's, always admiring

his attitude but sort of feeling sorry

to see him become such a stereo-

typed example of Joe College, es-

pecially in his dress.

How now brown cow, take a look-

in our own pasture.

K.B.C.,

Science '55.

"Ridiculuos Arguments"

'You mean you don't read the Saturday Evening Post"!

"It*s the principle
//

By Frances Code

Managing Editor

It is little wonder that Queen'smen

have a prejudice against dating

Queen's women. The recent move

by the Ban Righ House Council

proves that their antipathy has some

basis.

An open house lor RMC cadets

might have been a good idea

Queen's were an all-women college

But the cold, hard fact remains —
it isn't! Men outnumber women at

Queen's four to one. It is difficuh,

and sometimes even impossible, for

a male student to get a date for a

big social event. But in spite of this

women students complain if their

no further excuse be provided for the federal government's failure^
^^j^ coimterparts import their dates

to take bold action in the fiscal field. If the recent federal decision

to make concessions to Quebec is to be interpreted as a weakenio,

of the tax agreement system, it is a definite step in the wrong

direction. If, on the other hand, it is merely the first step toward

a satisfactory arrangement with Quebec, all Canada will benefit

provided that the federal government is prepared to implement the

far reaching ])lans it advanced nearly ten years ago.

students ^o not have

SouthMore Fun Dowrt Dou
It is virtually ini])OssiblL- for the nnii-spccialist to keep up

with the multitude of upheavals on the Latin American political

scene. It appears, however, that for the past few days Costa Rica

has been involved in some sort of civil war. with help being given

to the rebel forces by invading troops from Nicaragua. It also

appears that the Organization of American Slates is interested

the matter and that it is prepared to take action to see that the I

status quo is preserved. On application of grievance by the gov-

ernment of Costa Rica the OAS dispatched a fact-finding commit-

tee to the area. The United States government has gone even

further and has supplied, at a reputed cost of one dollar each, tour

lighter planes to the Cotta Ricans.

The whole business brings to mind the Guatemala affair of

last year. The similarities between the two situations are strik-

ingly apparent up to a point. In each case rebel forces within the

country stirred up action against the government and troops from

neighbouring states intervened on behalf of the insurgents. But

the atlihidcs and reactions to the two situations were very differ-

ent. The Organization of American States accepted the invasion

of Gualamela as a good thing and did not even bother to send a

committee to investigate. The United States, far from supplying

the victimized government with planes, denied the Guatemalans

the right to get planes elsewhere.

Now it can be readily pointed out that the nature of the gov-

ernments being attacked was very different in the two cases.

Guatemala was led by a communist dominated regime whereas the

Costa Rican government, if not democratic in our sense, has at

leas.t been making an effort to shake off totalitarian rule. If the

contradictory action of the OAS and United Slates is to be just-

ified this must surely be the basis. It then becomes very difficult

to see the basis of action in any other light than that of naked

power politics. If there is aggression against a country of whose

government we approve we help repel the aggressor. If the victim

is not to our liking we throw our weight behind the insurgent

forces. This may be the way things have to be done in a power

dominated world but it should at least raise in our minds Ihe

question of the standards we are to use in interfering in the in-

dependence of other states,

or phone the nurses' residence,

BiiJ even the nurses cannot be

fexOilerated -from blame on this

occasion. When it was evident that

there weren't enough girls Satur-

day night, the KG?I residence was

phoned and new recruits were sum-

moned.

There were probably several

reasons for the open house. RMC
has four e-xciting, colorful formals

a year — one in the near future.

This perhaps contributed to the en-

thusiasm. Queen's too has formals,

more than four a year, but some

probably feel that it is a good idea

to have as many irons in the fire

as possible.

Cadets, because of the rules im-

posed on them, are forced to behave

with more decorum in most situa-

tions. Their manners are polished,

their uniforms are impressive.

Queen'smcn are perhaps more lax

as far as rules of etiquette are con-

cerned, but beneath the surface they

are just as presentable.

It can be argued that it is im-

possible for Ban Righ to invite all

Queen'smcn to an open house at

the residence. But this fact does not

give the women any more right to

turn elsewhere for their guests, un-1

less the women no longer want any-

thing to do with their fellow stu-

dents. .\nd few of the women would

agree that this is true.

There are other reasons, how-

ever, why the move may have been

made. Some argue that it is extre-

mely difficult for cadets to find

dates. Cadets almost always meet

jirls through blind dates, and these

:ire risky. But does Queen's offer

many more opportunities for men

and women to meet? Medical and

Engineering

the opportunity for getting to know

girls in their classes, although Arts

students do. But Arts students form

a definite minority. Some meet girls

at the various clubs they belong to,

but the same people often belong

to three or four organizations, and

many people, both male and female,

do not join any clubs at all.

What other opportunities are

there? Once again there are blind

dates. So the majority of Queen's

men are in no better a position than

the RMC cadets. And my observa-

tion has been that cadets have a

better chance in this field than

Queen'smcn. The woman student

who will refuse a Scienceman who

phones a residence number at ran-

dom will accept a cadet who adopts

the same course, Uniforms are so

impressive

!

Ban Righ each year sponsors

house parties to which girls can

invite anyone they choose. There is

usually a fair representation of

cadets at these affairs. No one can

object to a girl making her own

personal choice, hut many can, and

probably will, object to such a step

as was taken by Ban Righ Saturday

night. The move will certainly do

nothing toward promoting better

feelings between RMC and Queen's-

men, nor between Queen'smen and

co-eds. Up until now a good status

quo has been maintained, in spite of

some unfortunate rudeness shown

by a few Queen'smen toward cadets

they meet on the street. Tlie cadet

are to be congratulated for bearing

it so well. And the status quo may

he maintained if Ban Righ has the

good sense to recognize its mistake

and refrain from repeating it in the

future.

The most important conclusion to

he drawn is that there is a definite

need for more opportunities for men

and women to meet informally on

the campus. Such meetings need

not be restricted to Queen'smen —
there can be no objection to cadets

being included, and it would prob-

ably help restore good feelings. Bui

Queen'smen should definitely be

considered. Such gatherings should

be planned with special reference to

the unfortunate many, both male

and female, who have little other

opportunity for meeting people. Ban

Righ would be performing a much

more worthwhile function if it

undertook a project of this sort,

Editor, Journal:

Every once in a while, some

Queen's students become quite in-

furiated after hearing from a Mr.

Charles Taylor via an article in the

Journal. A typical example was his

criticism of faculty jackets which

appeared last Friday. I suggest you

read it if you haven't already — it's

quite amusing.

What reasons there can be for

the ridiculous arguments he pre-

sents, which are not really argu-

ments at all, but rather contrary

statements supported by no evi-

dence whatever ? Does he enjoy

being despised by the majonty of

Queen'smen or, at least, liked by

almost none? — Surely not! Per-

haps he enjoys seeing his name m
print, giving no thought to the dis-

taste that is associated with it.

However, any fool can accomplish

this by copying Emerson. Or could

he believe that his extreme individ-

uality makes him appear more intell-

igent or puts him in a class of "great

thinkers" — I pause to laugh.

Mr. Taylor, in his article on fac-

ulty jackets continually refers to

them as being in poor taste. But

who is he to say what is in good

taste and what isn't? Perhaps Mr.

Taylor should describe in the Jour-

nal what he is wearing these days

so we will know what is proper, and

he might also suggest suitable ap-

parel for the girls. I hear that tweeds

are coming back.

inary he can go ? Why don't you go-

the nudists one better, Charles, and

remove your first layer of skin as-

well as your clothes? That would

be different — quite different I

Mr. Taylor claims that there is-

an overwhelming value placed on

becoming "one of the boys". I pity

Charles, for his obvious lack of

understanding obviously shows that

he has missed one of the great con-

tributions Queen's makes to most

students. He has failed to learn

how to make friends, get along with

his fellow man, and enjoy comrade-

ship. Perhaps Charles feels that he

doesn't need friends but undoubted-

ly someday he will, through his

lack of them, come to realize their

true value.

On the other hand, it is strange

that Mr. Taylor should say that any

thing is in bad taste. One would

suspect that such an ardent non-

conformist as he would not even

believe in taste.

Queen's is a university with a

great deal of conformity and out-

standing school spirit. Most of us

are extremely proud of it as we

should be. I don't think anyone will

be throwing away his faculty jacket

because of Mr. Taylor's distorted

impressions. If he has so much con-

tempt for Queen'smen and considers

them so dull he shouldn't have

bothered to spend four years here.

He is a disgrace to the school.

Ronald Tillotson,

Science '56-

Impertinent?

Editor, Journal

:

Surely Queen's students need not

be further subjeted to the imper-

tinent, sophisticated, dogmatic, un-

generous, snobbish, . , . "by Charles

Taylor" articles.

John Bulger,

Arts '57.

As to why Queen'smen wear

faculty jackets, Mr. Taylor says:

"Conformity is the only answer.

The Queen'smen seeks a sense of

identity. Unwilling and unable to

stand alone on his individual merits,

he finds security in belonging to a

group; that group is being his year

and his faculty." Couldn't one make

the same foolish argument about

those who wear lodge pins, or at-

tend church, or play a game that

someone else invented ? There is

nothing wrong with conformity. An
harmonious society could not exist

without it. However, wc are con-

tinually standing alone on our own
merits — most of us much more

than Charles, in spite of his indi-

viduality.

Now comes a real laugh: Mr.

Taylor stresses the word "fear" in

his article and says, "Here at

Queen's we are afraid of mass

opinion, so we confonn to it", Mr.

Taylor obviously chose the word

fear to see how antagonizing he

could be. It is respect for public

opinion rather than the fear of it

that causes us to conform. Is this

not better than spending one's time

tring to see how far from the ord-
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Edinborough Outlines

Principles Of Debate
Thoughtful preparation and direct presentation were cited as

"The Principles of Public Speaking" by Arnold Edinborough, ad-

dressing the Debating Club Thursday evening, in the McLaughlin

Room of the Students' Union,

Editor of the Whig Standard, and a former professor of Eng-

lish at Queen's, Mr. Edinborough warned would-be public speakers

against the attitude expressed in an advertisement reading, "Man,

fiery speaker, seeks good cause".

"Have something to say, know
the size of your audience and the

kind of place in which you will

be speaking," he said. "A speaker

should stress what he is saying,

why he is saying it, and why what

he is saying is important."

Mr. Edinborough suggested a

humorous story or startling state-

ment relative to the topic under

discussion as effective openings,

and commented that point-form

notes usually serve better than

memorization. In debating, a

careful analysis of the opponent's

argument, and an appraisal of the

probable reaction of the audience

would seem important

In giving final advice about

delivery of the speech, Mr. Edin-

borougli proposed a cure for a

sleepy-eyed audience. "If some-

one in the audience falls asleep,

talk straight at him until he

wakes up".

Special Attraction

At Levana Formal
In Three Weeks

Capacity Audience

Hears Anne Drake

A pleasing piano recital was

given Sunday night by Miss

Anne Drake, young Toronto pian-

ist, before a capacity audience in

Wallace Hall. The concert was

sponsored by the Students

Union, and was given free of

charge to students and faculty

members.

Members of the audience term-

ed Miss Drake's performance

"excellent", adding that the

young pianist possesses great

ability for switching easily from

one mood to another.

Miss Drake's program included

the Italian Concerto, by Bach;

Beethovan's Sonata in E-flat

major. Op. 81a; Reflets dans

I'eau and Danse, by Debussy; and

the Mazurka No. 4 and Scherzo

in C sharp minor, by Chopin.

As an encore she played a study

'jy Scorletti.

Sandy Runciman and his or-

chestra will play at the Levana
formal to be held Friday, Feb.

18, at Grant Hall.

This year, a special attrac-

tion has been added for the cou-

ples attending, but it will not be

revealed until next week, when
the theme will also be announced.

Liz Gillan, convenor, says the

dance has great possibilities; it

will be different from anything

done before on the Queen's cam-
pus.

The formal committee includes

Marjorie M c K i m, treasurer

;

Vicky Borota, advertising; Leo-

nor Haw, Pat Stewart, food ; Kit-

ty Gillespie, Betty Swerdfager,

ticket sales; Jean Griffith, head

of decorations, assisted by Bar-

bara Barkley, Kathy Totten, Al-

lison Hill, Joan Foote, Betty

Gardiner, Sylvie Bieler, and

Shirley Silver.

Tickets are $5. Dancing will

begin at 9 and continue until 2

a.m. Supper sittings are promis-

ed to be less congested this year.

Girls who are intereste/d in

helping with the decorations

should contact those on the dec-

orating committee.

Meisel Will Speak

At IRC Meeting

An address by Prof. John Meisel,

''>n the provocative subject "The

Alliance with Germany", will high-

light a meeting to be sponsored by

'he international Relations Club on

' hursday evening in the McLaugh-
''n Room,

Professor Meisel lectures in soci-

ology and international politics at

Queen's, ,^nd has contributed to tlie

Queen's Quarterly. His talk will be

fallowed tiy a question and discus-

sion period, and an interesting

'Tieeting is anticipated,

B. C. Mace

Mr, Mace, printing foreman for Aluminum Goods Ltd., Tor

onto, deserves much of the credit for bringing about the eventual

completion of Tricolor '54.

Saskatchewan Paper
Must Reduce Publication

Saskatoon (CUP)—Student apathy and lack of finances has

forced the University of Saskatchewan to reduce publication of the

campus paper. The Sheaf, to one issue per week.

The student council was presented with the alternative of a

deficit of $1,000 if the present two issues per week publishing

schedule were maintained.

Printing costs have increased

with a forecasted rise of $700.

The only way to stay within the

present budget was to reduce the

number of issues. It was also

announced that the Sheaf staff

was having difficulty in putting

out two weekly papers because of

lack of material and depletion of

the staff.

As a result several changes

have been made among the staff

members, Gerry Wudrick, form-

er news editor, joins Dave Stollar

as associate editor in an editor-

ial capacity.

ManitobaDean
Visits Queen's

Dimensions Of Jewish Living

Theme Of Hillel Conference

McGiil will play host to sev-

eral hundred students when Hillel

Foundations throughout Eastern

Canada and the United States

hold their annual conference next

week-end in Montreal.

Three delegates will represent

Queen's at the Institute which

takes place directly before the

conference: Phyllis Bailey, Arts

"58, Harry Brown. Meds '60, and

Eli Rabin, Meds '60.

The theme of the Institute is

to be "The Dimensions of Jewish

Living". The role of the Jewish

student in a predominantly

Christian environment will be

discussed.

Queen's had a distinguished

visitor last week in the person

of Dr. L. G. Bell, professor of

medicine at the University of

Manitoba and dean of the medi-

cal school.

As visiting professor of medi-

cine from Jan. 17 to 22, Dr. Bell

spent a busy sLx days lecturing

to undergraduates of the medical

school and conducting ward

rounds for students and internes.

The highlight of Dr. Bell's visit

was his address to the Aesculap-

ian Society last Wednesday. In

a very amusing fashion he traced

the evolution of the human spe-

cies, from protozoa to the pre-

sent, ending with the thought

that after we blow ourselves up

with the H-bomb, it will be up

to the amoeba to start all over

again.

On Saturday morning. Dr.

Bell admitted that he was quite

impressed by the calibre of both

the faculty and students in Medi-

cine here.

Dr. Bell is the second visiting

professor of this session. Earlier

last fall, Dr. Donald Hunter of

the London Hospital (England)

gave a series of lectures to the

students.

JOURNAL SURVEY

Here's Your Chance-What's Your Opinion?

By Herschel Hardin

Journal Staff Writer

What is the function of a cam-

pus newspaper? Is the Queen's

Journal up to its standards?

This wtek, the Journal con-

ducted a survey among the men
and women students at Queen's,

AH faculties are represented.

Freshette Janet Ross, Arts '58,

like many others, said a campus

paper should present unbiased

news of university activities.

Moreover, it should create school

spirit, while editorials on foreign

affairs are Superfluous, "The edi-

torial page should stick to college

interests. That's what it's for."

However, Frank Cannella.
Meds '60, said matters outside

the school should receive cover-

age besides local news. "Humour
is definitely in place in a college

paper," he added. "There are

funny things that happen around

here, and it should be printed. To

be perfectly honest, though. I

like the Journal, oddly enough,"

Pat Osborough, Arts '55.

agreed that coverage of world-

wide affairs was of student in-

terest. Her opinion of thejournal's

literary section was not too fav-

orable. "The campus paper should

be an outlet for creative work

since we have no regular mag.v

zine, I'd like to see longer articles

which would provoke discussion

?nd thought among students. The

feature page Just hasn't been

much of anything this year, and

I have been very disappointed."

"The Signpost takes up too

much space", said Vic Stollar,

Meds '56. As far as the duty of

the newspaper, he felt it should

take a stand in matters, if only

to raise controversy. An attempt

(ihould be made by the Journal

to make news with unique pro-

motional stunts in order to add

to efficient news coverage.

On the other hand, Carroll

Grigsby, Science '57, expressed

satisfaction with the Journal,

"Actually, I think it has improved

over the years, for everyone reads

it now, when they can get a

copy, that is. There aren't enough

copies being distributed to ac-

comodate all the students." He

added that students should have

an opportunity to blow off steam,

within a sensible limit, in their

Journal.

Johnny Kalleka, Arts '56.

agreed that distribution is poorly

done. "Since Christmas I've been

able to get my hands on two

Journals and am hardly prepared

to give anj' comments".

After questioning about the

disappearance of Roundabout,

Marg Martyii, Arts '56, repri-

manded the sports department

of the Journal for insufficient re-

porting on giris athletics. Further,

"The Journal is certainly not

humorous enough," she said. "I

would like to see it a little spi-

cier, .
."

Besides saying a university

newspaper should present the

student body with campus news,

Don Marshall, Science '55, felt

pleased with the job the Journal

is doing. In his own words.

"Chuck Taylor is doing a good

job by stirring up opinion." But

lie objected to news from the en-

gineering faculty hidden in little

corners of the papers,

Bob Archibald, Science '56,

offered this unique opinion, "I

have no complaint in particular

myself. Most students grumble

because there is nothing interest-

ing in the Journal, but I can un-

derstand it. for there's not too

much around here to write

about." He added, "Students

should take a greater interest in

the production of their univer-

sity newspaper."

Sandy Dyer. Arts '57, thought

a campus newspaper should of-

fer a general picture of campus

life, with an accent on humor,

she said, "If you want a criticism

of current events and world sit-

uations, you can buy a daily

newspaper. Roundabout is the

sort of thing we want."

Varsity President

Asks Public Help

For Universities

Toronto (CUP) — An appeal

to the public for greater interest

in Canadian Universities was

made recently by University o£

Toronto President Sidney Smith.

In a speech before the Canadian

Club, Dr. Smith rested his case

for the universities essentially on

its function of maintaining and

developing democratic freedom.

Referring to the universities of

Canada as the "bastions of free-

dom". Dr. Smith stated that it

was the universities' funrtion to

stimulate and develop "th4 brains

to seek and recognize underlying

principles, to question established

doctrines, to exercise free and in-

dependent thought" ; and the

backbone to uphold independent

attitudes, to stand up for indi-

vidual convictions, however un-

popular, and to be "characters".

Only with this type of brains

and backbone can "freedom und-

er the law, that priceless heritage

of Western civilization," be ex-

ercised.

Dr. Smith called for increased

financial support from individual

citizens and organizations.

The government cannot be the

only support of the universities,

(See Public Interest, page 4)

Freshman Failures

Lower This Year

The registrar has announced no

students were required to with-

draw from the Faculty of Arts

after Christmas examinations.

While there were less fresh-

man failures this year than last,

figures showed the number of

people in other years who failed

at least three exams has increas-

ed.

By far, the largest group is

that of students who failed three

out of five courses.

ORDER YOUR TRICOLOR '55 TODAY!
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GAELS CATCH FIRE, RAIDERS BURNT

WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

Pick Your Own Nose

THE TOONERVILLE TROLLEY WAS PACKED

Although the CNR hasn't issued any bulietin to this effect,

it should be safe to giiess that the iron horses puUuig out of this

fair city over the weekend were higging behind them a better than

average crowd of commuters. And if you were to ask railroad

officials, they might very well say that ihe increase in Mr. Donald

Gordon's business turnover had grown out of the sudden decision

of every bookmaker in the Kingston area to quit town, in the wake

of a startling Friday night development which had caused most of

them to lose their shirts.

It's a cinch that there weren't too many people in the

immediate vicinity who made any money on the weird outcome

of the Friday night entertainment in Frank Tindall's emporium,

^ut in spite of the fact that Mr. Tindall caught most of his loyal

ms off guard by lashing out with a two-fisted basketball attack

\nd caught Assumption off-guard in the process), it's also relative-

y safe to say there weren't too many who were down-hearted over

the cinderella-style tactics which the Gaels had used in delighting

their opening night crowd. After sitting through the tense final

quarter in which the ever-dangerous Windsorites had threatened

again and again, the overflow crowd on hand for the occasion was

only too glad to be abe to let fly with a wild cry of joy when the

final buzzer sounded. The scoreboard had finished its blinking

activities: the score on it read 74-66: and the Golden Gaels had

suddenly been dealt a hand in an intercollegiate race which had

previously appeared to be beyond their grasp.

Surprisingly enough, the least-surprised guy in the building

might well have been one Red Nantais, who for the past 13 years

has earned a living in the process of coaching Assumption basket-

ball teams.^ Red's pre-game restlessness seemed to indicate that

he smelled something in the wind; and, as he ran his hands through

his hair later on the evening while watching his Raiders in their

efforts to come from behind, he probably felt that his sniffer had

served him well.

Half an hour before the game was scheduled to get underway,

Nantais was a nervous figure pacing the narrow corridor outside

liis club's dressing room in the nether regions of the gym. He was
glad of the chance to talk, he said, and he wanted to set straight

the impression that his club had been undefeated up until Friday

night : they had, he said, absorbed four losses in nine games, but

in the meantime had picked np wins over Rochester U., Lawrence

Tech, Aquinias {a school located in Battle Creek, Michigan) Tor-

onto Tri-Bells, and our own Gaels.

What personnel changes had taken place within the Assumption

ranks in the space of a year? Red beamed when he heard that one : I

then announced that the Raiders had maintained their starting

lineup intact, and had in fact added strength in the persons of Bill

Burleigh and Howie Triano. The latter pair had come to Assump-
tion from Niagara University, so couldn't exactly be classified as

being new to the cage game. This bit of news gave us the courage

to venture forth with the suggestion that the Raiders were, from

all reports, the league powerhouses, and what did Mr. Nantais think

on that score?

Ouch!

Red jumped like a wounded liger. Not at all, not at all, he said.

The league as a whole was a lot stronger, and much more evenly

balanced than it had previously been, and he didn't expect at all

to clean up in intercollegiate circles. He then proceeded to relate

that the Oueen's Gaels looked to be as strong or stronger than any
club in the loop, and be was plenty worried about them. This state-

ment, following close on the heels of a disastrous trip to Windsor
where the Gaels had been beaten 85-4S by the Raiders just one week
earlier, made us conclude one of two things: 1) the man was ob-

viously mad or 2) the man had been smitten with a severe case of

sun-slroke on the trip east from Windsor.

The man was neither, as subsequent developments that same
night were to reveal. Red herded his ball players onto the floor,

which was jammed on both sides with an overflow crowd, the larg-

est of the season, and then sat back to watch his guys do their stuff,

What he saw was roughly this: the Gaels, fighting like demons
on their home court, drew first blood when they potted a point

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

Golden Gaels Take Second Spot
In Invitation Swimming Meet

The Queen's swimming team

placed second in the woman's

intercollegiate invitation meet in

Montreal over the weekend, with

the McGill squad taking top hon-

ors. Marian Jarrett took first

place in the fifty-yard free-stylp

race, with Judy Reid finishing

first in the fifty-yard backstroke

The Queen's relay team placed

second in a very closely-contested

event. Jane Von Zuben placed

third in the breast-stroke and

Joan Foote finished up in third

spot in the fifty-yard free-style.

The swimming team was accom-

panied by aquatic coach Miss

Dorothy Legget.

Meanwhile, elsewhere in Mon-

treal, the intercollegiate basket-

ball team was playing a pair of

exhibition tilts. The first game
was played Friday evening

against the Montreal YWCA
club. The Montrealers held the

lead throughout the game, and

wound up by winning 54-49.

The Saturday game found Mc-
Gill supplying the opposition.

This time. Queen's managed to

retain a lead until the final quar-

ter, when they slipped behind,

with McGill going ahead to win

by three points. Outstanding for-

wards for Queen's team were

Diane Rarras and Betty-Jean

Hardy. The guards were strong-

points in the Queen's attack dur-

ing both games.

On other Levana a t h 1 e t

fronts, next weekend has been

set as the date for the Levana

ski tournament.

HoopstersEarn 74-661 ictory

Level Eyes At Championship
By Bruce MacGowan

Playing "heads-up" ball all the way. with no let up at all in

their terrific hustle and drive, the 1954-55 version of the Queen's

Golden Gaels of basketball rolled to a very impressive 74-66 wm

over the Assumption College Purple Raiders last Friday night at

the Queen's Gym. Bv so doing they placed themselves m con-

tention for the Intercollegiate Championship if they do not lose

another game this season and if Assumption loses at least one.

'I'm'" proud of the boys," said Coach Frank Tindall just after

the -aine and well he mav be. Leading by scores of 21-6. 40-29, and

59-48 at the (|uarters, the Gaels took a hard-fought victory m whick

their lead was threatened only once throughout the whole game.

To pick individual stars would be difficult and unfair. It was a

team win Paul Fedor led the scorers with 2! and played well de-

fensively all night. Frank Donnelly was again the dnving-force

behind the teain and his many breakaway scoring plays were spec-

tacular. Tohn MiUiken was a steadying factor and held the boys

together in shaky moments, especially near the end of the game.

Don Lvon. who had to leave the game with a bad knee m the

second half, and Bob Anglin. played very heady ball up front whde

Chuck Latimer, Wally Mellor and Andy Hayden were great on

the guard line showing lots of ability and aggressiveness. Not to

be forgotten is Bob Purcell who was a key figure in the wm with

his consistent rebounding and play-making and his IS points.

For Assumption. Captain Lou

Veres led the way with 20 points

followed by little George Joseph

with 15-

Oueen's took an early lead

which they never lost when Paul

Fedor popped in a foul shot after

being fouled by Boroweic shortly

after the opening whistle. A few

seconds later he scored the first

of his five first quarter field-

goals. That got things rolling and

the lead had gone to 9-0 before

Lou Veres dropped in a long set

shot to score Assumption's first

points. The Gaels didn't let up,

ho'wever, and with some fast-

breaking and sharp passing led

21-6 midway through the first half

{See Raiders Burnt, page 3)

Orphans Lose

In Tight Tilt

The Warren's Orphans hold

over the Queen's intermediates

has been broken at last. Just by

way of making last Friday's bas-

ketball action satisfactory from

every viewpoint, the intermedi-

;ite Gaels slugged the Orphans

62-56 in the curtain-raiser to the

main event. It was the first time

this season that the Gaels have

beaten the classy Orphans, who

at the present time hold down

top spot in the Border League

standings.

Pugilists Display Punching Skills

Clarke, Kilgour, Take Decisions

By Bill McKechnie

We promised in the last edi-

tion of the Journal that anyone

who took in the boxing show in

the gym Saturday night would

not be disappointed. Of the hun-

dred or so spectators at the

bouts, we don't think there was

one who didn't enjoy his or her-

self. Thats right, there were wo-

men there too.

The evening opened with an

exhibition bout of wrestling

three bouts between Vimy and

Queen's, the 155 lb. contest be-

tween Henry Clarke of Arts '58

and Jim Gratto of Vimy provided

the most interest. Clarke appear-

ed to be one of Jack Jarvis' most

promising young boxers as he

hammered his way to a decision

over the Vimy representative. He

made the only knockdown of the

nijiht in the first round of their

other Queen's-Vimy bout there

was no decision due to the dif-

ference in weights between the

two boxers. Erskine Simmonds

did show a fine style as he used

the hook to great advantage.

On the program as well as the

aforementioned bouts, were four

exhibition matches between mem-

bers of the Queen's team. Jim Mc-

Cullough of Arts '58 lost a de-

Science

staged by two members of the body blows gave

Queen's wrestling team. The We noticed one particular fea

pair were Jim Plummer and Jack
I

ture of the army boxers

Underwood, both of them prize

pupils of Jim Saylor.

ficht and a combination of goodlcision to George Felgate

with solid -57 in the 175 lb. class. George

Oakes of Sc. '58 dropped a sim-
left and right jabs

him victory.

The first boxing match of the

evening was a three round exhi-

bition bout between Don Soper

of the Kingston YMCA and Don

Speers of Vimy Signals in the

130 lb. class. Although there was

no decision, Speers seemed to

have the edge on Soper largely

on the basis of experience. Of the

that

was they seemed to be continually

on the move throughout each

fight they participated in. The

tricolor boxers appeared to be

content to stand back and await

their openings.

Another Queen's boxer, Doug

Killgour of Sc. '58, used the left

hook and the one-two punch ef-

fectively, to defeat Al Currie of

Vimv in the 145 lb. class. In the

ilar match to Royce McCracken

of Arts '58 in the 155 lb. division.

Other winners were Mel Fielding

of Sc. '56 in the 135 lb. class and

Jack Abraham in the heavyweight

division.

Refcrceing chores for the ev-

ening were handled by Jack

Jarvis and Al Lenard. Timekeeper

and counting at the knockdowns

was Jake Edwards. Judges were

Mr. Brian Magner, Mr. Charles

Evans, and Mr. Roger Rivest.

Special for Students only

on Arts' Formal Night, January 28

RESERVE NOW!

Full Course . . •

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
for two . . . $4.00

Princess at Clergy Streets, of course town and country
Dial 7135

RESTAURANT
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Moth and Physics Club

The Queen's Math and Physits Club is sponsoring an evening

of interesting films on Thursday, Jan. 27, in Committee Room 2

of the Union. Watch for posters for details.

Politics Discussion Croup
The Politics Discussion Group will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m.

in the Faculty Women's Club. 144 University Ave. Professor

Hodgctts will speak on "Bureaucracy." All are invited to join in

the discussion.

Students' Wives Club

The next regular meeting of the Students' Wives Club will be
held tonight at 8 o'clock in the Science clubrooms.

Queen's Ski Glub

There will be a meetinn; on Thursday, Jan. 27, at 7:30 p.m. in

the Biology Lecture room of the Old Arts Building. A trip to the

Laurentians will be discussed and ski films shown. There will be

a ski bus to Gananoijue Sunday, Jan. 30, at 9:30 a.m. Members
7Sc, non-members $1.00. Contact Marion Chalmers, 25011, Keith
Oman, 26118. Jan Jackson, 20141, or Cord Robb. 9060.

LevoRQ Volunteer Project

The Lcvana Society has undertaken to paint the YWCA gym
fternoon of February 4, and all day Saturday. Listsdurinfr the al

arc asked

ui i-cuiiiaiy t, aim an (lay aaturt

will be posted in the New Arts Building and Levanites

to sign them if they are willing to work.

Spanish Club

There will be a meeting of the Spanish Club on Tuesday even-

ing, Jan. 25, at 7:45 p.m. in Ban Righ Common Room. Dr. A
Vibert Douglas will speak about her recent trip to South America
There will also be colored slides. Refreshments. Everyone wel-

come.

Glee Glub

AH those who have copies of Glee Club music are requested to

turn them in Wednesday, 7 p.m. in the Red Room. There will also

be a nomination meeting.

Internationol Relations Club

Prof. John Meisel, who lectures in international politics at

Queen's, will be guest speaker at a meeting sponsored by the IRC
Thursday at S p.m. in the McLaughlin Room in the Students

Union. Professor Meisel's subject will be: "The Alliance with

Germany". Everybody welcome.

Lost Chance to Vote!

Polls in the Arts AMS election close at 4 p.m. today. Don't

fail to vote! At stake are two of the three Arts seats on the AMS
executive, and also the Arts nomination to the AMS Presidency,

which goes automatically to the new Senior Rep. Candidates: Ian

Baird and Kip Summers for the senior post; Ken Hilborn and John

MacDonald for Junior Rep.

Tricolor '54

Those who have not received their Tricolors may pick up a copy

in the AMS office, Students' Union, any day this week.

Bond Concert

The Queen's Band, under the direction of S. T. Cruikshank

w'lW give a concert on Monday, Feb. 28. Proceeds will go to the

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Some Day On
Shirt Laundering

OPEN 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 BARRIE ST.

WHisne stops
(Continued from page 2)

Raiders Get Burnt
(Continued from page 2)

a free-throw effort, the first of several awarded against the

Raiders by referees Howard Winslow and Murray Kittle. Sparked

by a sudden rash of free tosses which suddenly came their way

in the first quarter, the Gaels caught fire, roared to a lead which

after five minutes had been stretched to an unbelieveable 17-2 figure,

and were headed for the win. Joyous spectators rubbed their eyes

to make sure they weren't dreaming, but, when they opened them,

the locals were still ahead.

The statistics later told the story of what had happened in

the forty minute stretch of play which had spelled out the downfall

the visitors. Unofficially, the Gaels hit for Aijo (28 for 65) of

their field goal attempts while the raiders were potting 44^ (25

for 56) of theirs. On the foul line, the locals clicked for 66% (18

for 27) of their tosses, while the visitors were potting 17 of their

30 attempts for a 56^^ average. Fair enough, says the average fan,

but the two teams seem to average out according to these totals:

how come the Gaels led all the way, and for the greater part of

the affair were boasting a 12 point cushion? Here comes the

clincher: The Gaels lost possession only IS times through the pro-

cesses of travelling, having men too long in the key, having passes

intercepted, etc., while the Raiders were losing possession by actual

count, on 30 separate occasions.

Like the song says, you gotta dig. The Gaels were doing the

'l'Rg'"S ^vith their tenacious checking and brand-new, wide-open

defensive jilay, as characterized by Frank Donnelly's trick of break-

ing away on two or three separate occasions, when he hatted down

intended passes being tried by the Assumption crew. Maybe the

Raiders were loafing, or maybe they were off their game, as their

coach indicated by his hair-pulling tactics, but the fact remains that

they lost the ball game. The Gaels have started the season by

picking up a split with to]>-ranking Assumption. Who knows?

Maybe they should cliange those lyrics to read: "You gotta KEEP
digging".

OFF THE CUFF

The rise of Assumption in the cage world has been a rapid

one. Just four short years ago. they lost 15 games during the reg-

ular season. Since that lime, they've launched a re-huilding pro-

grannne which has earned them the title: "Canada's Basketball

College" . . Lou Veres, one of the Raiders top men all night at his

guard spot, hooped 19 points in spite of the fact that he was op

erating with a bad case of tlie flu . . . Don Lyons, bothered all last

year with a trick knee, banged it up again Friday night when he

crashed into the end wall under the Assumption basket

band. Tickets may be purchased from Charles Umpherson or .\\

Hitchcock.

Debating Union

Elimination for the Osgoode Hall debates will be held on Jan.

27. 7:30 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room of the Union. All those

interested should prepare a five minute speech defending one side

of any argument. Short impromptu speeches will also be reciuircd.

An audience will lie welcome and anyone eligible to compete.

of the game.

As the second quarter got under

way, the Gaels seemed to let up

and the Purple Raiders cut the

lead to 3 points with some pretty

set shots and hard driving tayups.

This was only temporary though

and the Golden boys soon settled

down to steady, deliberate pass

and screen plays which netted

them a 40-29 half time lead. Don-

nelly's aggressive defensive play

and Fedor's rebounding were out-

standing in this quarter and

counted greatly in maintaining

the lead.

Again as the second half got

under way, Frank Donnelly's

hustle earned him two quick bas-

kets and the pattern was set. As-

sumption tried a double pivot of-

fense which proved effective for

a while, but soon got tied up be-

cause of Bob Anglin's defensive

work. Thus with the Gaels

screening, passing and driving in

well, they held a 56-4S lead with

10 minutes remaining.

Throughout a very exciting fin-

al quarter. John Milliken was a

steadying influence when the boys

started to get a bit anxious and

began fumbling at crucial mom
ents. With their lead cut to si.\

points and only a minute and

forty-five seconds to go. the Gaels

worked a "freeze" play, hut scor-

ed when Mellor and Milliken

dropped in easy layups. Joseph

of Assumption closed out the

scoring of the game when he

drove in for a layup.

QUEEN'S: Mellor (4) ;
Anglin

(2) :
Donnelly (14) ; Latimer (2)

;

Purcell (18); Milliken (11); Fe-

dor (21); Lyon; Hayden (2);

Summers. Total : 74.

ASSUMPTION: -Veres (19);

Coyle t2); Boroweic (6): Joseph

(17): McKenzie (7):Collini (3);

Connorton (5) ; Triano (3) ; Bur-

leigh ;
Kennedy (4). Total:66.

Queen s Win 5-3

Holds Top Spot

Queen's hockey Gaels secured

a stronger hold on first place in

Senior City hockey play when

they edged RMC 5-3 at the Com-

munity Centre last Thursday ev-

ening. The Gaels were never

headed throughout the game.

Dick Hill, Ian McKay, Mac
McCartney, Fin Campbell, and

Don Keenlyside dented the twine

for the Gaels. Fin Campbell also

picked up two assists.

The Gaels led 2-0 at the end oE

the first period, but the cadets

knotted the count before the end

of the middle frame on the

strength of two unassisted goals

by RMC star Terry Yates. Bill

Garrard scored the final cadet

goal in the final period,

Goaltender Bert Brooks shared

Tricolor honors with rearguards

Ron Valiquette and Fin Campbell.

McKay, Hill, Percival, and Hoff-

man turned in strong performanc-

es up front.

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/: Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Omililv thai PIcau-s . . . SriTifr llml Sati'sftrs

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

AND NOW . . .

The Incompleat PoGo

$1:35

PICKWICK BOOK SHOP
DIAL 4524 e MONTREAL AT BROCK

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Ki ngston's Leading Restaurani-

SINCE 1919

WHITE

Townsman Shirts

$3.95 each

3 FOR $11.50

Fashion Craft Shops Limited

103 PRINCESS STREET
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Election Enters Second Day;

Polls Remain Open Till Four

The Arts Society election for

junior and senior AMS represen-

tatives lias entered its second and

final day. Polls will remain open

in the New Arts Building until 4

o'clock this afternoon, and those who

have not already voted are urged

to do so as soon as possible.

Candidates for senior represen-

tative are Arts Society secretary Ian

Baird, who has also held tlie post

of assistant secretary, and inciun-

bent Junior Representative Kip

Summers, a former president of

Arts '56 and Mr. Baird's prede-

cessor as secretary of the Arts

Society.

Those contesting the race for

junior rep. are John MacDonald, a

Commerce student who is in charge

of decorations for the Arts Formal

and lias served as chairman of the

AMS Equipment Pool, and Arts

Journal editor Ken Hilborii, an

honors student in history and poli-

tics who is also president of the In-

ternational Relations Club, a mem-

ber of the AMS Planning and Re-

search Coniniitlee, and a prominent

fi^ire in Iha Model Parliament.

NFCUS Plans

Tours Abroad
The NFCUS Travel Bureau

will again be organizing Euro-

pean tours for University stu-

dents this summer.

Definite information regarding

dates of departure and arrival,

amount of accommodation, avail-

able, and fares will be released

by NFCUS headquarters some-

time this -week. Students wishing

to take advantage of this op-

portunity are argued to apply

immediately after this informa-

tion becomes available in order

to procure adequate accommoda-

tion.

Former Medical Missionary,

Dr. P. White Visits Queen's

Dr. Paul White of Australia, formerly a medical missionary

to Tanganyika will make a short visit to Queen's campus this

week.

Dr. White has done some original research in his field of

spcci;ilL>;:iti"n, rheumatism and arthritis. He speaks over 40 Aus-

tralian broadcasting stations, and has written a number of books

recounting his experiences on the mission field. In addition, he

is at present general secretary of the Australian IVCF,

Dr, White will speak on Wed-

nesday at a chapel service, at 1

p.m. in Morgan Memorial Cliapel,

and at 4:30 in the McLaughlin

Room of the Students' Union.

These talks are sponsored by the

Queen's Christian Fellowship.

Union Tournaments
I'he Student s' Union

House Committee is now
running its annual game
tournaments. See lists on

basement noticeboard.

Whafs news at /nco?

The "slusher" shown here is a scraper

powered by a 12 5-horsepower motor.

With this machine one man can move 3 tons

of ore along a passage and drop it down a

chute with one "pass".

Such developments, involving the investment

of millions of dollars, are a nii/st at loco

because men with hand shovels just could

not move 50,000 tons of ore cac/j day.

Machines like the "slusher" are safe,

efBcient tools and are absolutely necessary

to the profitable operation of great mines

like loco's.

"Vie Romance of Mckel", a 72-pagc booh, fully

illnslrated, will be sent free on nqucst (o anyone

inkrestcd.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

PUBLICINTEREST I

—
(Continued from 1)

however, "for if only one group

pays the piper, there are invari-

ably temptations to call the

tune".

Besides, he said, government

contributions fall pitifully short

of the amount needed to keep

education from becoming the po-

session of the rich. President

Smith lamented that, compared

to British and United States,

Canadian government assistance

to higher education is a mere pit-

tance.

Without the interest and sup-

port of the individual citizens,

the government cannot be ex-

pected to increase university re-

venue.

The speaker concluded, "The

case for the universities does not

rest on their attractiveness to

tourists, or the business they

bring to their communities, or

the picturesqueness of their cam-

puses, or the competence of their

professional training, or the use-

fulness of their research. The

case rests primarily on their de-

velopment of the brains to vis-

ualize, and the backbone to cre-

ate, a better Canada and a finer

world."

Assumption Joins

University Group

Assumption College is now a

member of the Association of

Universities of the British Com-

monwealth, it was announced

last week by college president.

Very Rev. E. C. LeBel.

The object of the Association

of Universities of the British

Commonwealth is to promote the

exchange of information among

the universities of the British

Commonwealth and so facilitate

the interchange of students and

teachers among its member in-

stitutions and with foreign uni-

versities.

The association has encouraged

the establishment of scholarships

for this purpose and maintains

at its headquarters in Gordon

Square, London, England, a bur-

eau providing information on

scholars available for professor-

ial duties in member universities

to discuss matters of common
interest.

Classified Ads
Lost

Black Parker '51 pen with gold

top. Phone Peggy Reid, 2-0084.

EXPORT
CAM ADA'S/ ki NEST
. ..^CIGARfiTTE

KING STREET WEST/ TORONTO
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THE DIARY OF

THE MAD JOURNALIST

(Ed. note: While we were trying

}o convince The Mad Journalist

that liis diary should be made public,

the (food soul began shedding bitter

lairs, crying that he was grossly

misunderstood. He said intellectuals

spurned him jor a facetious pup.

and that noii-inlcllccluals didn't care

one tvav or the other. Wc thus

promised to love him, but zviscly and

not too well, and loaned him our silh

handkerchiej, which he szuiped. La-

ter, zvhcn we atlcmpled to gather

some biographical material, he ad-

miltcd that he tvas conceived by a

cosmic snecse, and jolloiacd it up

bv looking inscrutable, which gave

him eyestrain. The diary, as pre-

sented in these pages, looks back

over the past week of campus ac-

tivities — mostly his own.)

St. Juventinus and Maximinus

—Woke this morning and began

to think seriously of suicide. I

am early reaching the consider-

ation this year, and usually am
;ible to hold it off until middle

February, when life anywhere in

Canada becomes unbearable, This

^reat nation gives its inhabitants

a wonderful variety of weather,

and so pleases most tastes, but not

mine. I hate life when the tem-

perature gets below 70 degrees

or above 85, and I hate it most

\^'hen February rolls around. My
feet, which have been cold since

October, get colder. My nose

teases to function as a breathing

apparatus and acts as a free-

flowing drain, carrying my soul's

misery to my upper hp. My mind
is faced with the possibility of

?,t least three more months of bad

weather before June seduces me
away to the meadows and mad-
ness.

I'm inclined to think that this

year's early suicidal tendancy was
prompted by a surfeit of work,

which I hate even more thor-

oughly than cold feet. Yesterday

I answered the call of duty and

spent the entire day working. To-

<lay I have the doldrums . . .

Mentioned tliis fact to a fellow

at dinner, and he told me that he

was feeling disillusioned ttio. He for-

got to say, however, whether he

was proud of this or sad about

it, so I let it pass. Disillusion-

ment on a grand scale is quite

rewarding, but I much suspected

his was brought on by gas . . .

Overcame my own small prob-

lem by purchasinpr some coloured

pencils and a sharpener, and

spending a pleasant afternoon in

the library with both.

Going on a visit to the in and

out shop not long ago. I met a

friend who congratulated me on

a very attractive calendar — 1955

— I keep hanging in my room.

I did not tell him it was pur-

loined from a trash can standing

in front of the local book store,

and since nobody sent me a cal-

endar this year, it is the best I

have. It unfolds twelve pretty

photographs of the Canadian

scene, as well as imparting a del-

icate suggestion of orange rind

and glue ; thus it adds a real

Canadian atosphere to my al-

ready dingy chambers.

A very charming girl of my
aqnaintance celebrated her ma-

jority Sunday. All of a sudden

she seemed to grow even more

mature and lovely ... a girl be

come a woman. My own 21st

birthday was a severe disappoint

nient; having reached the age of

discretion I found I had little

about which to be discreet, and

remained as foolish as ever.

STEAM
SHOVEL

Winter Calez Bring Snowy Trailr.

And on morn of Sun was scribe suddenly awakened by harsh-

est of simple harmonic vibrations issuing forth from face of Benny.

And noting that handz of same were again upraised in signal of

touchdowns, did scribe leap from horizontal plane of feather and

don clothes of nature which satisfy equation dQ/dt = -KAdT/dX
where dQ/dt approaches zero. For truly had infinite numbers of

frozen crystal formations fallen on land of Kin, making warmest

clothing of greatest importance. And scribe did plod through snow
banked trails to Cav of Nic to receive wisest of words from Maid

Marion.

Clodz Show Passion For Tweed/ Fashion.

Downtown Saturday to partake

of a toast and tea, and was in-

trigued by two Queen's students

at the table nearest mine. Evi-

dently they felt the gentle stimu-

lus of a premature spring, for

they billed and cooed their way
through a four-course dinner —
beginning (with longing glan-

ces) at tlie aperitif and progres-

sing rapidly to the cheese, at

which point I picked up my own
bill and fled in alarm . . . This

does not reflect a good old On-

tario puritan spirit. I wonder

where they were from?

Personally I should not like

having any sweet young thing

like her throwing burning glan

ces at me from a distance of

three inches — so long as she was

chewing vigorously on her but-

tered roll. But then I was not

, in love with this one, and I sup-

i

pose that makes all the difference.

Speaking of students, a mem-
ber of the faculty recently com-

plained to me that youth here is

apt to be far too solemn when it

reallv means to be serious. This is

a common complaint and does

not limit itself to Queen's. Youth

maintains a gay. devil-may-care at-

titude whenever mental activity

is not required, but any serious

topic is approached with puritan-

ical solemnity. Such an attitude

Tould require instructors to take

life seriously when in the pres-

ence of students, and I am as

sured no professor looks forward

to that.

Canadians generally, for that

matter, are not especially noted

for lives of mirthful abandon. We
prefer to be known as a stead

fast peope, slightly soured by any

reference to maple leaves, beav-

ers, Britain, the United States

Quebec or beverage rooms . . .

This probably indicates a trend

or something.

Some of the Canadian's sour-

ness might be the result of con-

stant attempts by many intelli-

gent people to make him into an

individual with a distinct national

culture. With a few regional ex-

ceptions — Ontario, for instance

—Canadians are inclined to be

the most individualistic people on

earth. The reason Canada has

thrived as a nation is because so

many groups have been able to

live and let live . . . minding their

own business and being success-

ful in keeping inquisitive ones

away. No wonder Canadians re-

sent federal attempts to cram

synthetic culture down their

throats. Canadian tastes differ

widely, and it is only we in On-

tario who seem to have little

taste at all. We seem to have a

collective head cold which makes

us stuffy, ill mannered and ner-

vous about necking in restaur-

ants.

And then did Marion instruct scribe to make annual fora

into regions of Cav of Java in order that same might add to

knowledge of life at Oueenz. And so did scribe arm self witl

trusty and rusty shooter of six and venture carefully into cav so

that same might not be bushwhacked by groups of shifty-eyed

western-type characters. And after taking in sordid details did

scribe back warily out of door and make way down Trail of Onioi

to cliamber of Marion where facts were revealed. For did Cav of

Java fill, as usual, great gap in idyllic existence of Clodz, who, hy

time wasted there, could rank among world"s greatest lovers — o

Java. And did scribe note also, in globe of fashion, that coveriiig

of hide on elbows of jacs of tweed were in great popularity among
individualistic lemon-squeezers. For were these individuals easily

recognizable, as ail did sport same jacs of tweed. Further wa;

blouse of unearthly pink hue seen to reside on shoulders of pipe

smoking Clod, who, according to Maid Marion, must be of very

orchard-like nature. And on hearing that gamz of many Lemonz
were covered with opaque sox of great length was Marion pleased

stating that few, if any. were worth looking at anyway.

House is Pockt For Riot Act.

And on Eves of Woden, Fria, and Saturn were sounds of greal

excitement heard throughout land of Kin, even unto keen ears of

Marion in nether regions of Cav of Nic. When most honourablt

of maids did inquire as to nature of noises, did scribe speak of

greatest of Riots in Land of Kin. And did shovel of maid com

down on head of scribe, followed by words of scolding nature, for

Marion did know only of riots where warriors do wreck vehicle

of self-propelled nature and capture Cav of Die. As scribe did again

regain consciousness, did same explain that Riot of (n-1), (where

n — 55), did bring entertainment in form of chants and war dances

and not in form of destroying nature. And then did scribe praise

voices of chanters, legs of dancers, form of acrobat, and antics of

(.} and (.). And most frantic of chords did come from group of

warriors sounding chants from Southern tribz in New Orleans

And Marion did summon scribe to convey warmest wordz of ben

ison to warriors of "peaceful" riot.

Consumption's Might Conquered by Fight.

And on Eve of Fria did many warriors trek to Cav of Jame

where was seen greatest of contests of sphere of wicker container

in n decades. For did Gaelz of Gold show even greater fi

than usual in consuming mighty holders of clippings of press from

CoLu-umption in Land of Border. Such was joy at this victory tlia

many warriors did depart even unto Fort of Hank and Cav of Sport

where great quantities of amber fluidz disappeared with reckle

abandon. But now must scribe again replace battered chisel witl

liL-Ioved stick of slip .-uul turn with renewed effort-^ to Battle of Fac

T/iey Have Heads Too

In the last issue of the Journal printed a photograph shmvmg tot

lovely pairs of legs which appeared in the chorus line of the Queen's revue.

Riot '54'. In response to numerous requests, we no'iV print a picture of

the lop halves of the ten girls who oivn the legs. IVc suggest to the enter-

prising reader that a good method of ivhiling ou'ay some lone tinntcr

evening might be to try and fit the faces to the legs ....

DOLLARS AND SENSE

Learn To Fly With The Kingston

Flying Club

Total cost of 30 flying hour course including

Ground school $216.80. Pay as you fly.

For Further Information Call

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

KINGSTON, ONT.

Canadian Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Company, Limited

Opportunities for 1955 graduates in Mechanical Engineer-

ing are available with the above company in suburban Mont-

real. Electrical, Metallurgical, Chemical and Civil graduates

wiU also be considered. Plants, equipment and methods are

fully up-to-date.

The company is engaged in the manufacture of aircraft

engines and in the sale, service and overhaul of engines, heli-

copters, propellers, accessories and controls manufactured by

its parent corporation, United Aircraft Corporation of East

Hartford, Connecticut.

Further particulars of the company's history, policies,

operations, training plan for Junior Engineers and interview

times are available at the Employment Office.

Never skip a situation thai uKty \ i<..'ld eventual gam;

Spare a little meditation, the advantages are plain.

You will see that intuition pro^jerly displayed can make,

Albeit as an end condition, opportunities to rake

Up a fast buck.

SAP. ET DOC.

I'm very rarely edified by late conceived Voltaires;

E.Ktant upon the campus, for they bore me with their wares.

In lectures and in coffee shop and in both kinds of press

For half baked ideologies 1 offer them bad cess.

These objects, homo sapiens, with platitudes besot;

To me, as beings rational, most certainly are not.

LAISSEZ-FAIRE.

You see funny people whilst walking the street.

And some of the oddest are those that you meet.

The outset reaction is one of derision

To comical strangers obstructing your vision

:

But always remember, whatever you do

While laughing at them; tliey are laugliing at you.

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal

XEICHMICAU StJPPL.IC:S
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

CORSACeS . .

.

For The Arts Formal

Beautifully Designed and Greeted

341 PRINCESS STREET KINGSTON, ONT.

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO-;

THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATiONl

INSIST ON
WILMOT S QUALITY PRODUCTS
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The South African Cancer

The Union o£ South Africa has poked its soft head even further intu

the lion's jaws. In the Speech from the Throne opening Parhament 1-n-

day, the government of Johannes Strydom announced that it would con-

tinue its efforts to reduce the ability of the courts to declare legislation un-

constitutional. The Nationalists have been trying for several years to fnid

a way around the courts, so that they could deprive the colored voters in

Uie Cape Province of their regular voting rights. As yet they have been

unable to muster the two-thirds majority in Pariiament required to maKC

the necessary constitutional clianges. The remainder of the Throne Speech

made it clear, however, that that Nationalists have no intention of lettmg

democratic and constitutional processes stand in their way for long.

They propose to closely supervise travel to and from South African

shores, to outlaw mixed trade unions and to give police the right to sit

in on gatherings of more than three persons. Continuing their policy of

racial 5(^egation, the Nationalists plan to require that non-white servants

sleep at night in dormatories set apart from white residential areas. The

government well knows that such totalitarian measures will give them

power for more tlian long enough to carry these policies to their logical

conclusion : a Boer Republic ruled by an oligarchy of the "elect" and ded-

icated to the proposition that white men are meant to rule black. Although

the Throne Speech did not mention South Africa's plan to leave the

Commonwealth, tliis will no doubt follow in due course,

Soutli Africa poses a unique problem to the free world because it

stands as a living lie to the west's most cherished principles, those of

liberty and racial equality. Sooner or later the NATO nations must de-

cide whether they will continue to harbour this cancer in their midst and

try to relieve it, or whether they will cast it adrift to come to disaster

after its own fashion.

An Evening Of Contemplation

It is always pleasant to pick up the latest issue of Queen's Quarterly

because experience has taught that it is certain to contain a wide selection

of comment and opinion. This issue concentrates on the Canadian poli-

tical scene in view of the recent opening of the federal parliament. Mr. E.

R. Hopkins, formerly Assistant Clerk of the House of Commons, deals

with some ways and means of reforming the House rules and procedures

in order to speed the debates. Professor Donald Creighton of Toronto

discusses the role of the humanities in preser\'ing and strengthing demo-

cratic government and concludes that democracy's claim to superiority

will largely depend on our promoting and developing the best in the lib-

eral tradition. Another Toronto professor, Bora Laskin. looks at the

state of our dvil liberties and considers, in particular, the implications of

our constitutional framework whereby the provinces have almost e,\'clusive

jurisdiction in this field.

The current article in the Quarterly series on "The Lively Arts" is

devoted to an analysis of the film industry' in Canada. Gerald Pratley,

Toronto film critic, praises the good work done by the National Film

Board and one or two private film agencies, but points out that the film

as a work of art does not enjoy the support of an active and vocal group

comparable to painting, music and the other arts. One short story and

four poems make up the literary contributions to the magazine, while a

review by Phyllis Webb relates the problems of tlie poet to the difficulties

of finding a publisher who will take the risks inherent in printing for

such a small potential audience.

The international scene comes in for scrutiny in two articles. Pro-

fessor Hiscocks of Manitoba analyses trends in Germany and sees hope
in the prospect that German ideals will find expression in practical poli-

tical endeavours of the next few years, The Anglo-Egypttan treaty is

viewed by C. D. Quilliani, former Times correspondent, as strengthening

Britain's position in the Arab world and offering possibilities for heahhier

developments in that troubled area.

Perhaps the best of the many stimulating items in this issue is that

entitled "As I Look Back", by former Principal Wallace. Doctor Wallace

declares himself an "unrepentant" optimist and in these few pages pro-

claims his faith in the "great reservoir of goodwill and kindliness which

exists in human nature", An evening devoted to contemplating the

thoughts expressed by these distinguished contriblors with some extra

reflection on Doctor Wallace's philosophical notes is an enriching ex-

perience.

N^ws Item: Lev^^t^a +o

AMOTHgR VIEW ON FRANCE

'Now I've got you where I want you."

Letters To The Editor

Ideas, The Man, And Criticism

A Good Precedent

The Students" Union House Council is to be highly commend
ed for its sponsorship of the concert given Snnday night by Ann'
Drake, Canadian pianist. As a correspondent points out, Sunday
night is a free night in the minds of many students and entertain-

ment facilities are normally lacking.

It is especially notable that the performer should be a rising

young Canadian artist. Rarely do residents of smaller cities have
an opportunity to hear the best in our native talent because the

performers must often depend on the larger audiences of the major
centres.

The provision of free concerts by an organization like the

Students' Union which has limited financial resources is too much
to ask for too often. However, it has established a precedent which
it is hoped either it itself or other bodies may be able to follow up
in the future.

Editor, Journal:

There have been a number of

articles written lately which must

be unfortunately catalogued as "Re-

plies to Mr. Charles Taylor". Once

labelled in this fashion, they lose

much of their strength, for indeed,

the offensive part about Mr. Taylor's

literature is not Mr. Taylor, hut

rather the thoughts he sets forth.

In the last two Journals he has

been denounced as an unaesthetic

boor, a high grade moron, a sacre-

iigious scoundrel and an all round

pain. This is nothing short of cri-

tical myopia for in sifting some of

his more controversial works some

very desirable qualities may he fil-

tered out. Mr. Taylor's ability to

express ideas in addition to conceiv

ing them certainly indicates the

possession of a substantial amount

of grey matter. Though what he

says might not denote wisdom, it

does point to a functioning brain.

Mr. Taylor has a courage which can

place conviction before popularity,

and principle before expediency.

And too. an independent, self-reliant

nature is well illustrated by the

singular colour of his work.

Now mark you, the purpose of

this letter is not to defend Mr.

Taylor, but instead to suggest that

students be more equitable in their

mode of criticism. For, example,

consider Mr. Taylor's thoughts on

the significance of faculty jackets.

He believes that they are a very

strong indication of shallow char

acter and dilute personality on the

part of those who wear them. Now
you might feel this is a lot of poppy-

cock and that faculty jackets pro-

mote fellowship, loyalty and so on,

If so, your writing should say why
your beliefs are thus, and why Mr,

Taylor's beliefs are falsely grounded,

never why Mr. Taylor is falsely

grounded.

Again, you might treat his follow-

ing essay on the weaknesses of

Christianity the following way. Re-

garding his assertion that Christi-

anity is the comfort of the weak-

willed you might ask if such self pro-

fessed Christians as Schweitzer and

Lincoln are noted for their lack of

backbone. Considering the statement

that Christianity has failed to cap

A Country lo Watch

By John Frei

It is easy to kidc a lying dog.

But beware. He may have a broken

limb, which will heal in a few weeks.

He may remember the insult and

come back and bite.

ture the minds of today's youth, you

might question the reason behind

the steady swell of church congre-

gations or perhaps why the coffee

shop coffers are so busy around

nine o'clock Sunday evening. About

his belief that man's spiritual need

must be satisfied by man, rather

than by a transcendental being, you

might wonder how man, a tangible,

can provide that which is not of

man, i.e. the intangible.

Then to return to the point, I

urge the theme of future discussions

to be. "Replies to Mr. Charles

Taylor's Ideas", People are not in-

fected by people but by their ideas,

and after all, one pasteurizes the

milk rather than scrubs the goat.

William Gee.

Unfortunate Hysteria

Editor, Journal

:

There has been an unfortunate

amount of hysteria and bad feeling

created out of a column on faculty

jackets which I wrote two weeks

ago.

My language was too strong and

my statements were too general. I

still believe that the faculty jacket

is a potent symbol of the pattern

of conformity and mass taste to

which most Queen'smen seem to

adapt themselves. But I went too

far in suggesting that all who wear

faculty jackets lack individuality or

good taste,

I hope that the argument will

now die out or continue on a higher

plane.

Charles Taylor.

Council Praised

Editor, Journal

:

I would like to c.\press my ap-

preciation to the Students' Union

House Council for presenting the

Sunday night concert by Anne

Drake in Wallace Hall.

On Sunday evening many stu-

dents do not particularly feel like

studying and this concert was ihe

best entertainment I can think of

for an evening such as this.

Congratulations to the Union

House Council.

Adrian G. ten Catc,

The French have stalled voting

on tlie EDC for several years and

finally killed it and with it the idea

of United Europe. The French lost

a war in Indochina. The French

passed the Treaties of Paris for

defence of Europe by the slimmest

of [nargins. They are the lying dog

,ind so let us blame them. Let us

reappraise them agonizingly.

That is precisely the proposition

of my article since I am writing in

defence of France. The several

happenings of the recent past named

above are the ones that stand out

sharpest from what is believed to

be a morass of confusion and inde-

cision. But it is quite possible that

if we examine them detachedly we

will not find any more morass and

indecision than when we look at

the never to be blamed United

States and its Congress.

The fertile and populous half of

one of the three states comprising

Indochina was lost to the conimu-

I'.ists. The situation is somewhat

similar to that of Korea and so is

the result. And yet because the

United States led the campaign in

Korea the result is a victory,

whereas where a considerably smal

ler France led the war, it is a de

feat. The public opinion of the

world is sometimes quite unfair

The economic situation of France

was. up until recently, quite bad.

But so it was in England, Germany

and Italy, the four important nations

of Western Europe. All these four

countries received U.S. financial

help to put them on their feet. One

of them, Germany, did very well.

But it had an undue advantage right

from 1945 in that it didn't have,

and still doesn't have, any defence

spendings. France is doing reason-

ably well, about as well as England

or Italy, And yet it is a numerical

fact that it spent more in only one

war in Indochina than it received

as help from the U.S. The war in

Indochina is over and it may be

wise to observe the economic de-

velopment of France in 1955 when

it will finally be in fair competition

with England and Italy, and prul

ably Germany, when it starts to

rearm.

Although it must be said that the

idea was not new and was budding

everywhere in Europe, the French

were the ones who put forward ;i

comprehensive plan for United

Europe. Under the brilliant guid-

ance of jean Monnet they launched

the Schumann Plan, but, although

Mr. Churchill, then leader of the

Opposition, dutifully attended the

Strassbourg European meetings, it

was England, one of the four major

European powers, that slapped

France's face immediately. England

didn't join the Schumann Plan. Eng-

land doesn't like the continent that

much, althougii recently it may be

changing its heart, because in the

last days of 1954 it joined the plan

to some extent inconspicuously.

wars on it? It is true that the Soviet

menace is just now a bigger one,

but it is also true that that is a ques-

tion of atomic vrar to be seen

from a different strategic point of

\'iew. It may be that the French

have a wider and longer range

iderstanding of the situation.

Anyway, now they have adopted

new plan (and the size of the

ajority and the amount and qual-

ity of talking is really unimportant

10 years hence), which, conspic-

uously, comprises all four of the

European powers, including Eng-

land. It is a more balanced arrange-

ment which may be of importance

should the Soviet shadow be dissi-

pated by some not impossible quirk

of future history.

I have a few good friends in

France (that may be why I am so

biased) and it is my impression

acquired by knowing them that they

are not a dying nation. They see

that United Europe is the only

logical way in the future world and,

I agree with them, that England

must be a part of it, at least as long

as Eastern Europe is in the Soviet

sphere.

Also, T have to disagree with the

contention that the situation of

France now is analagous to that of

Greece before it's ultimate decay.

Paris is not the contemporary cul-

tural centre of the world, no more

than Rome or New York, contrary

to a widespread belief. The French,

for example, do not wear the Dior

fashions and scorn the Honte

Couture; for them it is a facade for

the visiting Americans and an ex-

port article. Their cultural endea-

vours are in just as much of a futile

confusion as any other country.

Their economic, political, and cul-

tural tangle is really no better or

no worse than anybody else's in the

Western world. They have there-

fore about an equal chance to un-

tangle things as the rest of us. As

to their ready individualism? It may

be that that's just what we used for

our long-term prospects. It is my
belief that France is a country to

watch in the future.
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Coming Arts Concert

ALEC TEMPLETON
. . . an inspired fcrjoniicr

The featured artist at the Arts

Concert this year will be the re-

nowned pianist Alec Templeton.

a native of Wales who has earned

high critical praise for his per-

finrmances both in the United
States and in such countries as

New Zealand and Australia.

Templeton is probably a unique
figure in the world of music, a
man who through his love of

"ausic has been able to speak with
Itnowledge, warmth, and clarity

both to those who like classical

fQusic and to those who prefer it

iQ the popular vein. Music has
always been an essential part of

his life, and he began formal mus-
'cal studies at the age of four. At
Sixteen, he entered London's
Royal College of Music, not only
•^inning a scholarship but achiev-

the highest grades in the hist-
ory of the institution.

After completing his work at
"is Royal College, Templeton at-

tended the London Academy of

^*usic. He received his first in-

vitation to perform in the United
States from the well-known Brit-

^h orchestra leader. Jack Hylton,

who secured his services for a

series of radio broadcasts spons-

ored by the Standard Oil Comp-

any. The pianist made his formal

concert debut in the United

States the next season, in Chi-

cago's Orchestra Hall,

Artist and Composer

Since that time Templeton has

become distinguished not only as

a radio and television performer

and as a concert artist, but also

as a composer. The list of his

published works includes both

serious music, such as his "Piano

Quintet", and his lighter Modern-

izing the Masters series, "Mr.

Bach Goes To Town", "Mozart

Matriculates" and •'Scarlatti

Stoops to Conga".

Lven purists accept Temple-

ton's impressions with enthus-

iasm, editorializing that music

need not be ponderous to be

"godrl". And swing-fans who
normally flee Mozart find them-

selves absorbing authentic Moz-

art style as painless fun. Or, as

one American critic has put it:

"If ever an artist treated music

as a human thing, it is Templeton.

He simply realizes that music is

one of the ingredients of living

that make men rejoice. In demon-

strating tliis belief, Mr. Temple-

ton has done a great work in

America".

Tremendous Success

Templeton has had unusual

success in winning unqualified

and enthusiastic applause from

professional critics, who so often

feel that they have somehow fail-

ed in their duty if they carmot

uncover some imperfection even

in a brilliant performance. The

Colorado Springs Gazette-Tele-

graph published the follovring

comments in December of 1953:

"A delirious audience virtually

refused to let Alec Templeton

leave the stage. Templeton's

spirit is intensely lyrical, and he

makes no attempt at impressing

the public with false bravura or

hollow pretensions. Instead, his

entire playing betrayed truly the

two great attributes of his music-

al personality: first of all love of

music, and at the same time great

fun with music.

"... It was brought home to us

with special vividness and color-

fulness: the genius at musical

improvisation and satire; a satire

of the most gentle and humorous

kind, which everybody in the aud-

ience understood as if it had been

said in whimsical words. Once

again it proved that music is not

a dying art. but a language alive

with meaning and emotion, if it

is handled by an expert". Such

unstinted praise as this is merey

a suggestion of what one can

safely expect in a Templeton per-

formance. No words, no matter

how eloquent, can do full justice

to this great pianist's magnificent

musical artistry.

The Arts Society is fortunate

to have the privilege of sponsor-

ing a musical entertainment

which promises to be of so high

a calibre. The entire campus, aiul

indeed the entire city of Kingston,

is fortunate to have an opportun-

ity of attending a Templeton per-

formance. The concert date is

February S; the place is Grant

Hall. Be there.

FATHOMS FIFTY-FIVE
At the Queen's gym to-night,

the Arts Forma! goes underwat-

er. When you arrive upon the

scene of the year's biggest and

best dance, you will be instantly

transported into a strange new

world far beneath the surface of

an imaginary sea. Your compan-

ions in undersea exploration will

include sea-horses, octupuses Cor

is it octopi?), weird fish and cos-

tumed human divers.

Gym Submerged

Far over your head will be the

rolling waves of the restless

ocean, visible from below through

the use of a new and spectacular

ceiling effect. The sense of sub-

mersion will be so realistic that

over-imaginative or nervous per-

sons are advised to come equip-

ped with a full complement of

diving masks and oxygen tanks-

just to give them a sense of se-

curity.

The spectacular and colorful

decorations used to develop the

aquatic theme of this year's For-

mal were prepared under the dir-

ection o£ John ("Shorty") Mac-

Donald, a Commerce student

whose hard work on the Formal

Committee was recently reward-

ed by his election to the Alma

Mater Society Executive.

Fishy Fonns

Other members of the Arts For-

mal Committee, aside from Con-

venor Bob Duckworth, are Gary

Schreider, Kip Summers, Mike

Carty. Dick Davis, Keith How-

ard, Peter Zarry, Phil Neroutsos,

Don Taillefer, Lloyd Jones, Cord

Sedgwick. Bill McKechnie, John

Foy, Bob Mosier, John Farns-

worth. Don Maceachern. Bill

Shearson. Ross Hermiston. Norm

Edmondson and Jim Vice.

In spite of other time-consum-

ing extra-curricular activities in

the fields both of athletics and of

student government, these mem-

bers of the Formal Committee

have devoted hours of time and

a great deal of energy and ingenu-

ity to creating the watery para-

dise of Fathoms '55. The results

of their labours will be on display

at the gym to-night. The mem-
bers of the Committee receive no

honoraria ; your enjoyment of the

dance is their only reward.

An Arts Journal reporter who
has visited the scene of prelimin-

ary preparations in the Arts Club-

room says that marine life has

been springing into existence

there in the most astonishing way,

evolving not in the Darwinian

fashion by a process of natural

selection, but rather leaping from

pots of paint and great rolls of

heavy paper into diverse and

fully developed forms. Our re-

porter summed it up by remark-

ing that the prospects for the For-

mal seem promising indeed.

Early Saturday morning you

will leave behind you the imagin-

ary water-world of Fathoms '55

and return to drearj' reality. But

you will not forget your dream.

Undersea Sounds By Niosi

One of the big features of this

year's Arts Formal will be the

music of Bert Niosi and his or-

chestra. Mr. Niosi's band is

reputed to be among the best

.available in Canada.

The band leader is one of Can-

ada's outstanding dance and radio

personalities. He is especially

well known to Toronto audiences

and. during seventeen years as

the leader of his own orchestra,

has played such well-known loca-

tions as Crystal Beach, Palais

Royale and Brant Inn. He has

toured Canada- from .
coast ..to

coast, having successful location

and club date engagements in all

parts of the country.

CLASSES CALLED

It has been agreed to call classes

on Saturday morning, Jonuary 29,

under the orrongement between the

Faculty of Arts ond the Arts So-

ciety which permits one holiday in

each term, the dotes to be selected

by the students. Glosses will meet

05 usual on Monday, jonuary 31.

)EAN I. ROYCE,
Registrar.

Bert Niosi is not merely a tal-

ented band leader but also one of

.... Icddirr A'iosi

the most versatile of Canadian

musicians. He is distinguished

as a recording artist for RCA
Victor, and is a star soloist on the

CBC radio show "The Happy

Gang". He has appeared as well

on the CBC"? "Trans-Canada Hit

Parade".

The band's vocalist is Lou

Hurst, who spent two years with

the Kate Smith Show before be-

ginning to appear vAth Mr. Niosi.

In addition to singing with the

band Mr. Hurst is now frequent-

ly appearing on the CBC televis-

ion network. He is expected to

augment considerably the pleas-

ure derived from the music of the

band.

There seems no reason to fear

that the musical entertainment at

this year's Arts Formal will fall

short of the high standards set

in the past. It should provide a

most enjoyable accompaniment to

the aquatic fascinations that you

will discover at the bottom of the

new ocean in the Queen's gym

—

at Fathoms '55.

Tickets

Ken May, who is in charge

of arrangements for the

Arts Concert, has requested

the Arts Journal to remind

its readers that tickets to

the concert are now on sale

at the Queen's Post Office.

Students are urged to buy

their tickets soon in order

not to be disappointed. A
heavy demand for seats is

anticipated.

FATHOMS 55
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ARTSMEN, FOREVER SPORTSMEN
IN THE BEWS WE LOSE
MEN OFGOLD LEAD FOLD

[[, Science

lead of almost five thousand

wliicli

EXPOSE

Clancy Bursts

The Balloon
As the home stretch oi the Bews Trophy race starts o

'57 are protecting and stretching a

points. The Eews Trophy is the award given to the year
_

compiles the jp-eatest number of points in the Intramural athletic

events, at least one of which is always on the go.

The Bews goes to the team which shows the greatest interest

in sports, and this naturally means Science. For the past several

years, the race has been dominated and won by a Science y-ear.

usually the sophomores, with the exception of last year when the

seven boys in P.H.E. '54 combined to win the trophy.

Points towards the Bews may be garnered in two ways. One

method is to enter an event, the other to win it. The Arts people

are just as good at winning as the Science (well almost) but they

lack the basic entry points which shove the engineers far out in

front.

The general setup is as follows : The number of registered male

students is computed (ie., Sc. '57 230, A '57 102), and then on

ratio of students basis, points are awarded for participants from

each year team (Sc. '57 25 for an unlimited event and 38 for a lim-

ited, and A '57 57 and 85^. To gain the entry points.a person must

compete in his match. For winning he gets 15 points each match

until he reaches the quarter finals when points increase on a

rising scale until the finals where the winner gets 300 and the

loser 200. Thus a year which enters twenty percent of its enroll-

ment in an event without any of them reaching the semi-finals can

get more points than a year which enters only two or three

people despite the tact that they may end up as champ and runnerup.

The Science years, particularly '57 this year, have adopted the

idea that the way to win the trophy is to enter as many people as

possible in each event. That policy has paid off in Bews wins

but has been attacked by years unwilling to pursue it. I shall try

to show a few of the arguments on both sides.

The best argument for "voluntary" entry of large numbers

is that it wins the trophy. Proof: Science '57 is leading: and they

are the top supporters of this argument. Also, P.H.E. '54 won the

trophy while actually winning only one event.

A second reason advanced to support the theory is that, of the

number who arc asked to volunteer for a sport they never tried,

up to twenty percent are actually going to like the sport and to

play it again willingly. The example cited was the badminton

tournament in which over half of the volunteer Sciencemen who

lost their first round matches showed up to play, non-competitively,

the following Sunday afternoon

Also along the same line is the fact that Intramural sports are

for everyone to enter. This means that you don't have to know

how to play to enter. It is true that you will get only one match of

actual tournament but it is easy to sponge a few lessons from

fellow yearmates both before and after that game. If the entry was

restricted to those with previous experience one of the chief functions

of the Bews would be lost.

Against the padded entry system, it is argued that it does

as its name applies, pad the events and spoils the competition.

This is wrong, for such entries mean only that it will take an extra

round or two to weed out the novices and that the last few rounds

will see the actual competition, If somebody thinks they are too

good to play a beginner, that's too bad. It's not going to do either

one any harm, and it will do some

good [or the eager beaver who is

there to get his year some points.

It is argued that these entries

are made simply to get points.

That is what the trophy is for.

To encourage people to enter to

get points for their year.

People say that the race is un-

fair and that it favors the Science

years. This too is foolish as I

demonstrated in my general set-

up paragraph. If anything, it

favors the P.H.E. year, Artsmen

need enter only half the number

that the boys in gold need for the

same number of entry points

This is unfair to Arts?

The whole argument boils

down to this. The Science men
have the desire, and the team

spirit to win as well as the ability

On All Intercollesiate Teams We Star

The Men In Red Jackets Ahead By Far

to play while the Artsmen have

the ability but no year spirit, no
interest in Intramural athletics

and are just plain lazy. To the

plea of no time, there is one ans

wer, an Artsman has more than

a Scienccman.

It is not impossible for the Arts

years to win the Bews, although

it has never been done. To win,

the Artsmen must enter some-

thing they don't play well as well

as the things they are good at.

They must support their athletic

stick and help him to get a full

complement for the tournament

evens. As the matter stands now,

a small group of twenty-five or

thirty carry the full load for the

Arts year.

After hearing incredulous queries

for nigh onto three months, we have

decided to make a daring expose.

The following is an account before

God and man of what occurs on

make-up night in the sports office,

6:45—Sports staff wanders in.

6 :50—O'Grady places himself

behind typewriter and tries

to look important.

G :55—McKechnie suggests dropp-

ing "Whistle Stops" from

paper. O'Grady suggests

dropping McKechnie from

a window. Moffat suggests

going home.

7 .oo_-jim Bethune, pipe in mouth,

enters office and wants to

know if he can put his

movie column any place.

7:01—We tell him where he can

put it,

7 ;10—O'Grady leaves office for

parts unknown,

7:15—Clancy sent out in search of

missing Sports Editor, It

is suggested that he look

around Ban Righ.

7 :30—Clancy returns with old

cadavre — Ressemblance to

O'Grady is very noticeable

so blunder is excused.

7 :45_-jim Hughes and Russ

Thoman enter office and

beg for athletic recognition

on Sports page,

7:46—Hughes suggests a large

picture of self but says he

will settle for a short auto-

biography.

7:50—Put on our faculty jackets

and go out for smoke in

corridor — See Charles

Taylor looking in our direc-

tion — Glances meet — a

reaction (mutual repulsion)

is set up, he going his way,

we going ours.

8:00—Moffat asks O'Grady for

raise.

8:01—O'Grady raises Moffat.

8:15—First pangs of hunger set in.

8:20—Have a small snack? Menu
— blueberry pie, marsh-

mallow sundae, banana split

and coke at coffee shop.

8:30~EURP !

8:35—Part of page finished —
really finished.

9:00—Photographer Phippen ent-

ers with news that his pic-

tures are nearly ready.

g-Ol—Phippen takes giri into his

darkroom.

9:02—O'Grady follows him into

the darkroom saying that he

wants to see what develops.

1 1 :30—We realize the time and

decide to get to work.

1 1 ;35—Running short of material

The Arts Faculty has once

more dominated Intercollegiate

Athletics, a task which it does en-

thusiastically year upon year.

Despite the clamoring of Science-

men, pointing assiduously at the

Bews trophy race, it is apparent

that Artsmen are ahead of the

pack as far as the big teams go.

Not only were there more Arts-

men on the Golden Gaels of the

gridiron than any other year, but

the majority of the senior basket-

ball squad are from the Faculty

of Arts. Representation on other

collegiate crews was (and still is)

just a^ hi

Ron Stewart was the shining

star, Artswise and Queen'swise.

as he led the Goden Gaels to a

banner year. The scat little half-

back, who finished in third place

in the intercollegiate scoring race

with 35 points, also placed high-

est on the Senior Collegiate all-

star squad. Fellow back. Gary

Schreider, who finished fourth in

the scoring race with 29 points,

also shone for the Gaels. Hard

driving Sherm Hood, anchoring

Artsman, and Queen'sman, to

make the ranks of Senior Colleg-

iate top team. Jack Cook, sen-

sational pass catcher, captain of

the Tricolor, finished off his col-

legiate career in brilliant style.

Wally Mellor, passing flash,

who skillfully directed the squad

from the quarterback slot pulled

the Gaels through the exciting

season, Lou Bruce, best defens-

ive end in the league, who blocked

three kicks this fall, is yet an

other to serve for the fightingest

team in years (with apologies to

the Edmonton Eskimos).

And that's not all ! Karl Quinn.

stalwart linebacker ; Norm Dyson,

quarterback: Frank Geard. half-

back; guard Joe O'Brien; Jack

Abraham and Jim Hughes, hard-

driving rookie linemen ; Russ

Thoman and Don Roy, tackles;

they were the core of our terrific

Golden GaeLs.

Football is not the only sport

in which Artsmen excell. The

senior basketball team is quite

dependent on the Arts Faculty.
riviiig oiiciiii - 1-

-.T-n-

the hne at guard, was the second I Frank Donnelly and John Milli

Fedor Bags Winning Basket

Gaek Defeat McGill, 70-68

O'Grady decides to write

another — storj' ?

EDITOR'S NOTE — This column

was written by a notorious

crank, poison pen artist, re-

nowned comic critic, and frus-

trated Arts Student

Frank Tindall's Golden Gaels

have come to life after a slow

start to win two in a row, in-

cluding a thrilling 70-68 victory

over McGill in Montreal on Tues-

day night. The last second tri-

umph came on the heels of last

week's upset of the Assumption

College Purple Raiders.

In a thrilling although not too

well played game, there was nev-

er more than six points differ-

ence between the two squads. It

was a top game for excitement,

with the old reliable of the

Queen's attack, Paul Fedor tos-

sing in a basket to break the 68-

68 deadlock just before the end.

In fact, the game was tied in

several spots during the final

quarter, with first one team and

then the other pulling ahead,

only to be caught moments later.

For the winning Queen'smen,

it was Paul Fedor putting no

less than twenty-six points

through the hoop. It raised Paul

average to over twenty points per

game counting both Intercollegi-

ate and exhibition games. In the

four league tilts to date he has

netted eighty three. Bob Purcell

was second for the Tricolor with

seventeen.

This week end the Gaels go to

Canton, New York, for a return

tilt with the St. Lawrence Uni

versity quintet who downed the

Tricolor here in a December ex

hibition game. The Intermediates

will accompany the seniors on

the trip to fill out the double

bill. Coach Tindall isn't sure

whether his Gaels have improved

enough to gain their revenge, but

one thing is certain. The Ameri-

cans will get a tougher battle

than before. Another piece of

strategy involved in this tilt is the

tact that St. Lawrence have a

small gym which may help to pre-

pare the Tricolor tor the unusually

small court at Hart House where

the University of Toronto Blues

play their home games. The

Blues incidentally, have won

their only Intercollegiate game

this season as they picked up a

ten point win over the McMaster

Marauders in Hamiton.

As the Intercollegiate league

nears the heavy part of the sche-

dule, the race for the top slot is

wide open. Both the Gaels and

Assumption have lost a pair of

games. As yet neither Western

nor Toronto have dropped an en-

counter. The Mustangs are

almost sure to drop their game

here on the form shown by both

teams in their London meeting.

Varsity are unknown quantity,

With the aid of their small floor,

the Blues will probably win all

their home games, but they could

conceivably drop a few of their

road games, possibly here or in

London or in Windsor. The net

result is that the top is a four

way scramble between Toronto.

Western. Assumption and

Queen's.

ken, mainstays on first string of

the crew, can be depended on to

play their usual hard, steady

game. Wally Mellor. Bob Ang-

lin, and Chuck Latimer are three

more who star at the hoop game.

Three of the four shotmakers

who shine on the golf links for

Queen's belong to the Arts Facul-

ty. They are Ray Coole. now

in his third year, John Farns-

worth. and newcomer Bob Logan.

Pat Galasso coached the track

teams. Arts Seniors were George

Becking, Lance Bailey, and Pete

Mason. Hurdlers Mike White

and Gord Maw, with Jim

Thompson, Bruce Gibbard.^ and

Mike Clancy toiled on the cinder

track for the intermediate crew.

Arlsnicii too. make up a big

portion of the senior hock-

ey team. laii McKay. Murray

Osborne, Ray Hcrmislon, Ron

Bradshaw. Al Sbamess, and Carl

Markcrth all don the blades for

the Tricolor.

Back lo football and to the in-

termediates. Henry Clarke, out-

standing halfback, starred. Ray

Hermiston, Con Baker. John Ash-

ley. Ed Mallard, Walt Goodfel-

low. Ron Rooke, Bill Maguire and

Car Markcrth all worked for these

same intermediates.

Intermediate basketball is not

to be overlooked either, Kingsley

Ward, Kip Summers and Jim

Harrison played the court game

for the Queen's seconds.

Filially, to fisticuffs. Pugilist

Henry Clarke leads the pack in

the 155 pound class, having won

convincingly in his last go. Ers-

kine Simmons, another Artsman

also showed well the same night.

Jim McCullough, Royce Mc-

Cracken. and Jack Abraham arc

others on Jack Jarvis' boxing

team.

Special for Students only

on Arts' Formal Night, January 28

RESERVE NOW!

Full Course . . -

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
for two . . . $4.00

Princess at Clergy Streets, of course fou;n and country RESTAURANT

Dial 7135
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COMMERCEMEN WIN ARTS ELECTION

>Vith Apclcaies Tc. •

BIG YEAR FOR ARTS

A polished mirror, a guilded bor.

Myriads of glass and straws and jars,

A kind-faced young man, all dressed in white,

Was my recollection of lost night.

The streets were narrow, and far too long.

Cutters slippery, and policemen strong,

And the swaying doors of a sea-going hack.

Was my recollection of going back.

The steps were narrow and hard to climb,

I rested often, I hod plenty of time,

A misplaced keyhole, or owkword chair.

Informed my folks that I was there.

And in the morning there were bags ef ice.

And everything necessary for a life of vice,

And when they hod soothed my aching brow.

Did I swear off ??????
No, I got soused ogain.

SANDRA SELLERS

AMS Jottings . . .

"Riot '54"

Bill Wallace Tuesday night told a meeting of tlie AMS exec-

utive that "Riot '54" expects to realize a net profit of $638.41 when

all expenses and honoraria are paid. The honoraria are to two people

outside the University who rendered insdispensable help to the

production.

At the same lime the society voted to pay rail fares for sixteen

members of the cast who have been invited to perform in the McGiU

Those likelv to no are the Kick-line, the Queen-Winter Carnival

tones, and the Two Dots.

B. C. Mace and Tricolor '55

:

An honorarium of $200 was voted to Mr. Bert Mace, printing

foreman for the Aluminum Company of Canada, who rescued Tri-

colour '54 from failure and baiikruplcy. The AMS stressed to the

Journal the importance of advertising the bigger and better Tricolour

'55. Though the AMS executive and those working on the maga-

zine staff have every reason to expect an exceptionally good issue

this year, it is feared that last year's near failure will seriously jeop-

ardize its sales.

Brass Band & Bridge Club;

The Queen's Brass Band was granted fifty dollars to purchase

a bass drum and music stands from the RCEME Barracks. The

Bridge Club was voted forty dollars to help pay for its trip to Tor-

onto for the Inter-coliegiate Bridge Tournament in February. This

siini has been granted regularly for the past four years.

Fashion Craft Blazers:

After much discussion, it was voted that Fashion Craft should

retain its exclusive contract to sell official Queen's blazers.

Constitution to be Streamlined:

The Senior Representatives of the four societies. lam Cow,

Bill Johnston, Tis Dowler, and Gerry Flurey, were appointed to

a streamlining comnititee to reform the AMS constitution. The

students were requested to forward any suggestions they may have

to be incorporated in the streamlining to the AMS President as soon

as possible.

This has been a big year for

the Arts Society, Artsmen have

contributed leadership to the

campus during recent months in

all the major fields of extra-cur-

ricular activity. The President of

the Alma Mater Society, the Ed-

itor-in-Chief of the Queen's Jour-

nal, the Chief Justice of the

AMS Court, not to mention some

of the leading stars of the Gold-

en Gaels — all are this year

drawn from the membership of

the Arts Society.

Mr. Iain Gow, now President

of the AMS, was elected Junior

AMS Representative from Arts

in the winter of 1953. The fol-

lowing year he scored an easy

victory in his bid for re-election

as Senior Representative, and

went on to carry the AMS Elec-

toral College against three op-

ponents and thus win the Presi-

dency of our student government

for 19S-1-'55. He has been a good

President though, unlike his im-

ediate predecessors, he has not

been subjected to the most se-

vere test of a presiding officer

— the test of a violent campus

controversy such as the Journal

dispute which created so much

conmiotion last January. Those

who know Iain personally are

confident of his ability to handle

such an explosive situation should

one arise before his term expires.

FROM THE DEAN
ll is highly lillinq thai Arts IVcck should be celebrated each year

and it is proper thai it should be observed in accordanee ivilh our honor-

able traditions. It is iilling because while those ivho lake courses ivdlnn

the Faculty of Arts jorm the largest group on the cawpus. they arc not

homogeneous and thcv stay here, on the average, for the shortest tme^

They tend to hive ojf in Lcvana and in the numerous small groups which

correspond to their special academic interests. Therefore it is -.veil at Ihts

lime to consider and be especially conscious of Ihc great sigmjtcance oj

ihv field of Arts.

Study in literature, history, philosophy, fine art. musu. mathematics,

the social sciences and pure science does not prepare directly for an

occupation: one docs not thereby wake a living but rather a good life.

It is not vocational training but it is theW for vocations and avoca-

tions which give richness to life. It is therefore well to Ihnk on these

Ihings with sober sali.ifactian.

'Having done so. it is our custom to celebrate the occasion with a

formal dance, the preparation and aftermath of which involve consider-

able ingenuity and much work. For the grateful beneficiaries anticipation,

realisation and memory should be equally happy.

Threat aradcinia !

R. O. EARL

Another prominent Artsman is

the able and popular Tony King,

the Editor-in-Chief of the Journ-

al. Tony was first appointed to

his present post after Sy Bron-

stein's mid-term resignation last

year. He was unanimously re-

appointed by the AMS for the

current academic year, and many
on the campus hope that he will

still be Editor when the new
term commences next September.

Under Tony's direction the Jour-

nal has combined intelligent and

informed discussion of national

and international problems with

a lighter side that has sometimes

been lacking in the past.

Mr. Ken May, the Chief Justice

of the AMS Court, is a former

Treasurer of the Arts Society and

is this year in charge of arrange

nients for the Arts Concert -

a big job, and one for which the

.Arts Society owes him a great

debt of gratitude. Ken, who

comes from Regina. is graduating

in Comerce this spring. His lea-

ving the campus will be a loss

to the Arts Society.

Some of the most prominent

players for the Golden Gaels in

their brilliant and gallant try for

the championship last autumn

are members of the Arts Society.

None of us have forgotten the

names of Ron Stewart and Gary

Schreidcr. and they are only the

most conspicuous examples. One

former Gael, Pete Zarry, is Vice-

President of the Society and a

member of our Formal Commit-

tee,

Iain Gow, Tony King, Ken

May and many others arc a credit

to the Arts faculty, and we are

proud of them. As long as it pos-

sesses members of this calibre,

the Arts Society will remain a

fertile source of leadership in all

fields of extra-curricular endea-

vor.

Summers New Sr. Rep.

MacDonald Beats Editor

My Thanks

I wish to express my most sincere

thanks to the voters of the Arts

Society, who elected me os their

Senior AMS Representotive this

week. To those who supported me,

my deepest appreciation. To those

who backed my opponent, I give my

pledge that I will do my best to

represent the entire Arts Society in

the councils of our student govern-

ment.

KIP SUMMERS

The Editor

I wish to record publicly my ap-

preciation for the work done by the

staff ond contributors of the Arts

journal. A special word of thanks

is due to those who are not mem-

bers of the Arts Society but never-

theless assisted in putting out this

poper. In particulor, the work of

the Moke-up Editor, Mary Copell,

was indispensable.

KEN HILBORN,
Editor.

FROM THE PRESIDENT . .

It is a pleasure for me. on behalf of the e.vecutive of the Arts Society.

,0 extend our ^oarmest wishes to the students of Queens and to zvelcome

our visitors and returning graduates who are here for this occasion. We

sincerely hope that the Arts iveckend will be truly en,oyable for all

lonccrned.

At this time I should like to thank the members of Ihc executive for

their worh and co-operation during the past year. I believe that tins has

been a good year for Arls. U'e .jm^-lly and effectively assumed our share

oi responsibiiitv for the 'riof early this fall; we staged a successful post-

season football dance, presenting s^veaters and a trophy to the team: we

have completely redecorated the Arts elubroom; zve are bnngvig Alee

Templelon to Queen's for the Arls concert; and lomght we lug dighl

1055 with our annual gala Arls Formal. These achievements would no!

have been possible without the unsclfi.'^h contribution of time and energy

from those whose only reward is the salisfaclio,i of a job well done.

The year of Arls '55 has contributed greatly to camptts life and to

the academic merit of Queen's. To its graduates I wish happmcss and

success in the vcars that He ahead. To those of you thai folloiv. may your

years at Queen's prove enriching and may your fondest hopes come true.

BOB JENNESS

Two Commercemcn, Kip Summers and John MacDonald, have

won election to the Alma Mater Society as Junior and Senior AMS
Representatives from Arts. The results of the voting were announced

by Arts Society President Bob Jcnness less than three hours after

the polls closed on Tuesday afternoon.

Mr. Summers, the new Senior Representative and Arts Society

nominee for the AMS Presidency, has served as President of Arts

•56, Secretary of the Arts Society and Junior AMS Rep. He has also

been a member of the Arts Formal Committee for the last three

years. He won out in the voting over Ian Baird. the present Secre-

tary of the Society and a former Assistant Secretary.

In a hot race for Junior AMS Representative, John MacDonald

edged out International Relations Club President Ken Hilborn. No

figures were ufficially released, but a reliable unofficial source re-

ported that the race had been extremely close during the early

counting. At the last moment Mr. MacDonald surged ahead and

scored a narrow but clear-cut victory. Mr. Hilborn declined to de-

mand a recount, e-spressing confidence in the accuracy of the result.

Mr. MacDonald is in charge of decorations for this year's Arts

Formal. He has also served as chairman of the AMS Equipment

Pool, vice-president of the Commerce Club and sheriff of the AMS
Court.

Mr. Hilborn, in addition to

heading the International Rela-

tions Club executive, is the Pro-

gressive-Conservative leader i n

the Model Parliament and editor

of the Arts Journal. He is a mem-

ber of the AMS Planning and Re-

search Committee and a former

member of the NFCUS Commit-

tee.

The AMS election on Monday

and Tuesday was planned as an

experiment to test the effect of

a two-day voting period on the

level of electoral participation.

Last year, with a one-day elec-

tion, only 45 per cent of the elig-

ible electorate cast ballots.

Spreading the election over two

days was thought to be a feas-

ible technique of producing an

increase in the total vote.

The experiment has proved a

failure. In spite of increased op-

portunities to vote, less than 40

per cent of the Arts Society mem-

bership participated in the elec-

tion. According to President Bob

Icniiess, only 263 ballots were

marked during the two days.

Although the Arts Constitution

now permits organized parties to

nominate complete slates of can-

didates and to contest all elec-

tions, none of the four nominees

in the AMS race had official par-

ty backing. A rumor that a Bloc

Populaire faction would nominate

a slate proved to be unfounded.

Arts Nominations

Deadline Feb. 8th

Nominations for President of

the Arts Society and for other

posts on the .^rts E.xecutive must

be submitted to Society Secretary

tan Baird before February 8. Nom-

inating petitions must be signed

by at least five .Artsmen, and

should be accompanied by the

written acceptance of tlie candi-

date.

In addition to the Presidency,

Arts voters will elect men to fill

the offices of vice-president, treas-

urer, secretary, assistant treasur-

er and athletic stick. No accla-

mations are permitted under the

Arts Constitution, so at least two

nominations must be submitted

for each post.

Further details on the rules

governing nominations and vot-

ing may be found in the Arts Con-

stitution, which all Artsmen are

urged to consult. Parties are al-

lowed to nominate candidates.

The Arts executive has been

disappointed by the voter apathy

displayed m the AMS elections

early this week, and hopes that a

larger number will get out and

cast ballots in next month's con-

test.

FROM THE CONVENOR .

/, IS the customary procedure for the Formal Convenor to subm,t a

message for publication in the Arts Journal, ex-pressing his thanks to Ins

Commillce and to all the others who have ivorkcd to make the Formal

and the Arts Weekend an unprecedented success.

The Comniillee has given freely of its lime and energy in order to

make this Formal the best ever. They deserve not only my thanks but the

thanks of the entire Arts Society and of those who. I am confident, zvtll

have so enjoyable a lime at the dance to-night. But I would like to e.xpress

my personal thanks to the dozens who have ivorked so hard, zoho have so

freely expended their time and devoted their efforts to making this dance

a success. May they, if they alleiid the dance, have a thoroughly enjoyable

time among the decorations Ihcy helped to create. It was fun to ivork -ciAth

them and I hope they gained the satisfaction that comes from a job well

done.

BOB DUCKWORTH

ORDER YOUR TRICOLOR '55 TODAY!
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Newman Club

Holds Formal

The "Sweetheart" theme of the

Newman Club Fonnal will feature

Brian Brick and his orchestra at

the Cathedral School Auditorium,

Friday, February 4th.

A queen will be chosen and pre-

sented with a bouquet of American

Beauty Roses and the ladies will

receive favours. Refreshments will

be served.

Uninvited girls are expected to

ask their heroes, and in view of this

the evening is expected to be very

popular.

Tickets are $2.50. They may be

obtained with table reservations

from Jack Ryan at 7093, Mike

Oirty at 8145, R. P. Griffin at

6797, Tony Archer at 6993. Gerry

Flurey at 4249, or Anne Guinimond

at 2-0241.

This is the First Annual New-

man Ball.

QUEEN'S JOURNAL FRIDAY, JANUARY 28th. 1955

W.U.S. Scholarship
World University Service

is nffering a scholarship to a

stTidcnt returning to Queen's

next year. The scholarship is

in the nature of a summer

seminar in Japan or a summer

study tour in West Africa.

Applications may be ob-

tained from Peter Paris,

W.U.S. Giairman at 8253.

3Fort Hpnry latpl

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. Phone 7712

CFRC
Friday, January 28

6:559—Sign On.

7:00_Whaf New?
— Pete Handley.

7:10—Campus News
— Gordon Penny.

7:20—Sports Profiles

— Mike Moffat.

7:30_Talent Time
— Dave Cooper.

7:45—Leave it to Levana

— Anne Hayes.

8:00—Bandstand—Bruce Gates.

8:30—Our Place—Mary Capell.

Charles Taylor, and

Peter Faris.

9:00—Hie Jacet—Dave Cowper

and Ned Franks.

9:15—Choral Music—
— Gordon Penny.

10:00—Handley's Hamper.

11:00—Sign Off.

Saturday, January 29

6:00—Show Tunes
— H. Lightbody.

6:30—Western Tunes
— Anne Borland.

7 :00—Glen Miller Review
—

J. Dimen.

7:30—Downbeat—A. Matthews.

7 :45—Anything: Goes

— B. Sanderson.

8:00—In the Groove
— D. Thomson.

8:30—Campus Crossroads

—T. Hunter.

9:00—1490 Classics

-— B. Sanderson.

10:00—Rumpus Room—G. Buick

10:30—Birdland—G. Simser

and P. Ward.

11 :00—Jazz Incorporated

—K, Quinn and J. Cole

11:30—Enjoyable Music

— R. Clench.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

CHRISTIAN

YOUTH CENXRE

Arts Society

May Buy Gavel
The Arts Society Executive mcet-

ng on Monday evening was high-

ightcd by a stonny debate on the

release of voting figures in Arts

elections and on the candidates'

privilege of being represented at the

counting of votes. A protracted

rangle among members of the

Executive culminated in an unsuc-

cessful motion by AMS President

Iain Gow that Ken Hilborn, the

editor of the Arts Journal, be "cen-

sured most severely by the Society".

The Executive, by defeating a

series of motions introduced by Mr.

Hilborn, decided to continue its

previous practice of suppressing the

precise voting figures in Arts elec-

tions and of denying candidates the

privilege of being represented by

scrutineers durhig the counting of

the ballots.

Mr. Gow, who had strongly

opposed the motions introduced by

Mr. Hilborn, demanded at the close

of the discussion that the latter be

censured. This proposal was de-

feated after a brief but noisy debate,

and Mr. Gow walked out of the

meeting in protest. He explained la

ter to an Arts Journal reporter that

he considered most members of the

Executive to have been guilty of

unparliamentary conduct during the

vigorous argument over Mr. Hil-

born s proposals, but that Mr. Hil-

born himself had been the chief

offender.

Infonned sources indicate that

the next Arts Executive meeting

may consider the purchase of a

gavel. President Bob Jcnness ex-

perienced sonic difficulty in keeping

order in the meeting with nothing

more lethal to wield than a pencil.

The meeting was also marked by

a brief clash between Iain Gow and

Bob Jenntss over the obligation of

Arts AMS Representatives to ac-

cept instructions from the Arts

Executive. Mr. Gow said that he

could not agree with Mr. Jenness

that such an obligation existed

185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sundoy Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

%X. Aubrpiu'fl

iprpsbgltrian (!li)urrl]

>JCES And CLEii STREETB

V. J FOH0C3 WEDDEHDiJRN.
M.A, D-D., MlMISTEFl

MR. DARWIN STATA,
inoANiCT AHO Choirmaster
MISS ANNE HALLIDAY

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

11.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

Si. Andrew's Young People
Soticly vfill meet afle:

evening service,

A cordial welcome is extended to

all Eludenls.

§1 nrgp B

(Eatlipbral
(anglican)

King St. at Johnson St.

EPIPHANV IV

SUNDAY. JANUARY 30TH

8 o.m.—Holy Communion.

9.15 a.m.—Family Worship.

11 a.m.—Morning Prayer.
and Sermon

Nurtcry nnd Children'! Chui
Bt some hour

7 p.m.—Evensong.
And Sermon

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, JANUARY 30th

11 a.m.—Shine os Lights.

7.30 p.m.—Bubble o( Bubbles.

(Book of Ecclesiastes)

You will be WelroHie

This is the season of bitter

cold when politics supposedly

comes to the fore at Queen's and

executives are elected for next

year. At some universities, this

is a time of passion and excite-

ment, with speeches, parades

and torch-light rallies. At

Queen's, students remain in their

usual apathetic slumber, and

candidates sneak into office by

the back door.

There was a time when such

indifference could summon forth

the righteous anger that only a

freshman can feel when convinc-

ed there is little in the world he

doesn't know. Then the AMS
executive appeared as a congress

of babbling fools, wasting time

on matters of minor importance,

leaving the larger issues untouch-

ed. Student politicians seemed de-

void of principle and policy. Elec-

ted on a popularity basis, they

seemed entirely unfit to govern

their fellow students. Worse still,

those students with fresh ideas

and the courage to express them

seemed doomed to sure defeat at

the polls while only those of mea-

gre opinions were elected.

To the sure eyes of a freshman,

it was indeed a sorry sight.

With the drumhead phrases of

Thomas Paine rumbling through

my head, T dreamed of a campus

feverous with political turmoil. I

envisioned political parties fearless-

ly committing themselves on mat-

ters of vital student interest. I saw

Applications For

Residence

find myself less excited and more

tolerant, reconciled to the deadly

dullness of politics at Queen's. No

longer do 1 condemn student apathy

— rather, it seems to be our prime

virtue. No longer am I so scornful

of AMS executives — by and large,

they seem the best people for their

job.

Politics moves best in an atmos-

phere of partial ignorance and

apathy on the part of the electorate.

Government is most efficient when

handled by the few who have both

interest and ability, far from the

passions of the mob.

Such is the case at Queen's. The

AMS executive operates in calm

and cjuiet efficiency, bothered only

by those students who want money

for their clubs and organizations.

The indirect election of the Presi-

dent guarantees that our student-

head will not be the product of mere

popular approval and mass fancy.

There are those who advocate

political parties for Queen's. Let's

raise some hell, they say; let's get

the students really interested. Let's

make our candidates commit them-

selves on matters of student interest.

Let's lick this apathy.

Nonsense. There arc no matters

of vital student interest at Queen's

that belong to the field of campus

politics. Most serious students are

too busy trying to etlucate them-

selves to bother with freshmen riots,

train damage, business odds and

ends, and NFCUS. Most students

have an instinctive sense ot values

Women students wishing to

make application for residence

for 1955-'56 should hand in their

forms to the Dean of Women

(Arts Building or Ban Righ

Hall) not later than Monday,

January 31.

About 110 places are available,

while 150 places are being held

for new students.

94 Brock Street

debates and rallies, sound trucks L.(.j^^ places book learning ahead of

and leaflets. This, I believed, wasL_.^jj.j^.^jj.rj(.i,iar activities. Let us be

the way democracy should really thankful for those students who are

operate. This way the way student L^,iiii„g t„ g;^,^ i^o^rg of ^ijeij- ti„ie

government should move at Queen's. j^u thankless

Four years later I find myself job of administrating student prob-

convinced firmly of only one thing lems.

my own ignorance. Therefore 1
1 j^et us be thankful and let us not

be too critical in our coffee shop

and beer parlour cynicism. The

charges against the AMS executive

Dial 7990
1 are perennial and telling. The critic

can point out that there are always

members of the executive who are

content to sit back and say nothing,

meeting after meeting. He can say

that there are members who seem

obsessed with trivial points and

narrow faculty interests. He can

decry the general lack of imagina-

tion that prevents the executive

from taking bold steps to legislate

for the future.

This latter is a most telling

point. AMS e.>;ecutives are elected

on a yearly basis, but student prob-

lems trouble us from year to year

with monotonous regularity. Past

and present executives stand con-

demned for their failure to legislate

for the future in matters such as

freshman initiation. NFCUS and the

whole problem of the student judi-

ciary. There is a real need for re-

presentatives with real breadth of

vision and imagination.

The critic's arguments usually

boil down to the fact that he wants

more color and excitement. Young

and impressionable, he wants to

lose himself in a cause; he wants

to be swept up in emotional jargon

and pushed into office on the basis

of snappy and crowd-pleasing slo-

gans.

But let us look southwards and

see what horrible means can result

from color and excitement. Let us

be glad of student government at

Queen's, dull and ordinary as it

may be. Let us save color and ex-

citement for more artistic activities

and be glad of our dull old execu-

tives which successfully maintain

and fortify our tradition of respon-

sible student government at Queen's.

FAREWELL TRAVEL SERVICE
Personally Escorted Student Tours of Europe

Speciolly Prepared for College Students end Recent Croduotes

by TREASURE TOURS

TOURS DEPARTING QUEBEC |UNE ISth ond 29th

53 DAYS ALL INCLUSIVE RATE — $995.

Visiting 7 Countries

Call, write or telephone for complimentary folder.

68 Yonge St. Toronto Em. 3-5191

Ittitrb (flliMrclj

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV. W. F.

SUNDAY. JANUARY 30TH

11 a.m.—The Lord's Prayer.

(3) "Thy Kingdom Come".

7.30 p.m.—Questions Face.

(4) "Personal Security or
Social Security?"

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

0 Como Let Uj Worship

Canadian Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Company, Limited

opportunities for 1955 graduates in Mechanical Engineer-

ing are available with the above company in suburban Mont-

real, Electrical, Metallurgical, Chemical and Civil graduates

will also be considered. Plants, equipment and methods are

fully up-to-date.

The company is engaged in the manufacture of aircraft

engines and in the sale, service and overhaul of engines, heli-

copters, propellers, accessories and controls manufactured by

its parent corporation, United Aircraft Corporation of East

Hartford. Connecticut.

Further particulars of the company's history, policies,

operations, training plan for Junior Engineers and interview

times are available at the Employment Office.

It's a good rule to keep your finances in

top condition, too— by operating your

own savings account at the B of M.
10 2 MIIIIM ouiumis

Ban It OF Montreal

WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WAIK OF LIFE SINCE 1817

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT- TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO't

THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATIONI

WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS
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BOOK REVIEW

Melbourne -Conflict of Character

Lord David Cecil; Melbourne.

Indianapolis, Bobbs-Menill, 1954;

pp. 450, illus.

"And the efforts William was

forced to make to maintain him-

self in his scepticism, against the

pull of his nature, - produced a

sort of frustration in his char-

HCter." Here, David Cecil strikes

at the very root of the character

of William Lamb, Lord Mel-

bourne: the urbane, detached man

of the world — he was celebrat-

ed for his urbanity and detach-

ment — who was yet a man of

deep emotions and deep feeling,

an idealist. In any ways his life

is the story of the struggle be-

tween these two conflicting bases

of Melbourne's character

Cecil, Melbourne the public fig-

aire is completely secondary to^

failed him, his wife most obvi-

ously of all. His mother's sophis-

tication and ambitions for. iier

son quelled the idealistic lean-

ings which were expressive oE his

truest self, leaving him in the

uncongenial Jiedonistic position

which he adopted for the rest of

his days. His wife failed him by

her mercurial madness which

was nonetheless coupled with a

charm which always enmeshed

him and which perpetuated the

twenty-three year tragedy of

their marriage; the young Vic

toria by circumstances which

neither she nor Melbourne could

help. "Along with his intellect,

nature had endowed him with

an intensely affectionate heart,"

and that heart was oft-broken.

Melbourne the man, then,

Melbourne the man. And what, found himself with but fleetmg

a memorable experience

last years

quility. This led him to be self-

preservative, and in politics to

accept things as they were. This

too, was symptomatic of one of

his real weaknesses: marked ten-

dency to shut his eyes to evil.

He refused to read 'Oliver Twist'.

This desire for tranquility also

helped to produce responsible

government in Canada, for it was

to gain quiet in his Cabinet so

that he could stay in office and

continue to guide Victoria, that

he packed 'radical Jack' Durham

off to Canada in 1838. Like all

men who are casual and never

like an uproar, he was profound-

ly unpopular with the fervid who

surrounded him as Prime Minis-

ter. They felt he was laughing

at them. There is nothing fervid

men like less, and often they

were right. The reformer who

The Alma Mater Society

streamlining its constitution.

As this is your society, and

your constitution, it is up to you

to see that the streamlining com-

mittee, consisting of the Senior

Reps from the four societies, Iain

Cow, Tis Dowler, Bill Johnston,

and Jerry Flurrey, hear of any

amendments you think advis-

able.

Suggestions should be sent to

Iain Gow, AMS President, Stu-

dents' Union, or any of the above-

mentioned committee members.

it IS to
I

moments

find out from Cecil about the ating in

, , ^ 1 s ucerely distrusted reform, the
of fullillment, culmm- '

. , ^. , .

, . , , , , 'Tory Whig : another of the con-
his ast years when he ^ ...,,„

man! This reviewer turned to ^ discovered his fullest happiness

Melbourne after a week devoted as mentor to his girl Queen, hap-

perforce to the crabbed styles of, piness soon dashed by the irrevo-

social scientists and the book cable facts that she was young

tradictions into which Melbourne

found himself thrust

AH his standards and the way

of life which he learned in the

Classified Ads

$IGNI3C$T
Queen's Christian Fellowship

There will be a tea at 4:30 on Sunday afternoon in St. James

Parish Hall. Mr. Frank SHngerland, M.Sc. ^Queen's) will speak.

Everyone is welcome.

Science Choir

There will be a meeting of the Science Choir at 6:45 p.m. on

Tuesday, February 1, in the Music Room of the Union.

Aquacode

"Evening in Paris" February 3rd, 4th and 5th. Reserve tickets

on sale at gvm and Mahood's Drug Store 75 cents. Rush tickets at

the door, same price.

scintillating atosphere of Mel-

bourne House. Devonshire House,

and Holland House and to

which he clung propelled him in-

to another contradiction which

-came to him as the draught of
^

and he was old, and that he could

-cool refreshment which welcomes
I

no longer manipulate the forces

the traveller at the end of a
j

of politics to stay in office. Mel-

weary and dusty journey, cleans- 1 bourne the politician was simi-

ing and refreshing his flagging
^

larly frustrated by two contrary

spirits. That is the sort of book, forces within him. He was bom
| he could not avoid. He was an

it is, wise and quiet, with an ef- a Whig, and he remained one,
'
anachronism. His standards were

despite the fact that he was al-l those of another age, absolete

ways innately conservative and
,
and more and more, it semed, dis-

opposed to reform. This made credited. "This damned morality

will ruin everything .'" he ex

claimed about the Prince Con-

sort. But this too was another of

.'C him from the cruellest butts

i"s"to "avoid any manner of fuss -^f outrageous fortune. He was

or row. he was nonetheless push-' ^ '^^^'^^^ " '^^"^'^^ ^"o^S^'^ t°

ed to the centre of the circle and

fortless eloquence. Melbourne

and Cecil play an equal part in

making it so.

Melbourne had need of his de- 1^^^ political career something of

tachment and his sense of bal-^ nightmare, and agam he drew

ance all through his life. Like'^PO" '^i^ cynical detachment to

any man whose greatest desire

,1 realist

the futility of reform but he

found trouble aplenty. But Mel-

bourne's brilliance never deserted

him; like his biographer's style

he sparkled through it all. His

sparkle was not the surface glit-

ter of paste, but the deep lustre

of the real jewel. He needed all

his detachment, and in a differ-

ent sense he needed all the wom-
en whose companionship he

sought and cherished: his mo-

ther, Elizabeth Milbanke. quin-

tessence of eighteenth century wo-

manhood: his wife, the once ec-

centric, then mad, always capti-

vating Caroline Ponsonby, and

finally the woman whom he re-

garded in so many ways as his

beloved daughter. Queen Vic-

toria. Yet they all in some way

was an idealist too idealist

Found

A pair of glasses in front of

Miller Hall on Monday night

Please apply to Journal Office

—

Telephone 3862.

Wanted

CFRC woud like to borrow

any available Glen Miller records

for a program Saturday night.

Please call John Dinien at 2-68SL

Catering

Catering for year parties. Rea-

sonable. 2-1135.

University Service

Professor D. M. Mathers will conduct the 4th University Service

in Grant Hall and preach the sermon on Sunday. Principal Mac-

Kintosh and Bill Johnston. Senior AMS Rep. will read the lesson.

Pat Richardson will be the organist.

is the worst thing there is." "My
esoteric doctrine," he proclaimed

once, "is that if you entertain

any doubt it is safest to take the

unpopular side In the first in-

stance. Transit from the unpopu-

lar is easy . . . but from the pop-

ular to the unpopular the ascent

is so steep and rugged that it is

the contradictions of "his" o^vn] impossible to maintain it." He

character for, touched by her was the true conservative
:

n

innocence and honesty, he had general, he was for standmg stdl,

' Cecil tersely. But he was

Queen's Ski Club

Ski buses will be leaving the Gym Sunday morning to Snow

Ridge at 6 :45 a.m., and Gananoque at 9 :30 a.m. Contact Gord Robb

at 9060, Marion Chalmers at 2-5011. Jan Jackson at 2-0141, or Keith

Oman at 2-6118 by Saturday.

R.C.N. Commission for Science Crods

Commander (E) J. S. Osborne, CD., R.C.N., and Commander

(E) L. E. Simnis. CD.. R.C.N. . will be in ^^cLaughl^n Hall from

four o'clock onward today. Friday, to interview final year^ Engin-

eering Students with a view to a commission in the Engineering

Branch of the R.CN.

WARD b HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

enough not to desert his friends.

' He baffled them, because he

never seemed to take politics

seriously. To them his only prin-

ciple seemed to be to avoid any

upset or stir — his sole aim tran-

tenderly done nothing to weaken says
, , ^

the same "damned morality" in not the obstinate obstruct.omst

He had a nice sense of the right

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Berbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

"Where the Best People Meet ond Eot"

Reasonoble Prices $5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

the Prince's wife.

Light-hearted cynicism and

conservatism : these were the

qualities that the world saw in

Melbourne. His deep tenderness

and his idealism he kept hidden

from all but his dearest friends;

no, in truth it would seem he

kept them hidden from all but

\"ictoria. But they were always

there. He was the detached cynic

in a real enough fashion: He told

Queen Victoria that no one

should be troublesome: "they

>hould be made to realize tliat it

time to, give in, but he gave in

only if it seemed the only way

to keep things quiet. He never

encouraged new ideas of reform:

he had a genuine and prescient

dread of what would happen if

the 'reforming urge' he saw all

around were to get out of hand.

This, all this, and so much

more. Melbourne and Cecil.

Apart, each in his own way scin-

tillating — together they glow

with gcm-Hke radiance.

D. W. L. Earl.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON. ONT.

PHONE 6634

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

iKtugstou music Olompany
RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT
346 PRINCESS ST.

314 Princess Street Across from St. Andrew's Church

Dance

Programs

PRINTERS Printing of,

Phone 4114 Every Description'

DANCING
BURGUNDY ROOM HOTEL LA SALLE

Sa^urdoy Night — $2.00 per Couple

EUROPE
1955

McGALUS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

- AGENTS FOR —

SPALDING - SLAZENGER - COM, ETC.. SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Ternis and Bodmlnton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

Sail May 28 or June 14 tourist clasi on

S Homeric from Quebec on special conducted

iours limited to Students. A ^^eek in London.

Holbnd, inclndins Volendam and Isk

. Colofjne. the Rhine by steamer, n.oior tour of ^1^=^

respeclivcly.

INDEPENDENT
TRAVEL

STUDENT TOUR
65 DAYS $1,126

Brussels
Forest
Venici

.

Towns.

arraiiB

Clioose your departure and return dales,

inclde as much or as little as you jvish m the

price catcRory of your, choice — all on a pre

d prepaid basis. An itinerary that .s nia.Ie to order ior >ou-

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUE Ltd
WA. 4-1139

57 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO
Management; J. F. & G. H. Lucas

en you pause... make it count. ..have a Coke
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Those »eral Liberals

The Canadian contribution to the Colombo Plan is going to

be larger this year than in the past—larger by $1,000,000. In view

of the desperate need for economic and technical assistance to raise

Asian living standards and build up the will to resist Communism,

so meagre an increase seems to us totally and shockingly inadequate.

Having expressed our adverse opinion on the present policy of

our "Liberal" Government, it remains to consider what can be done

to change it, to persuade the Cabinet to adopt a more intelligent and

enlightened attitude. We have a suggestion.

We urge every student on this campus to write a short letter

to the Minister of Finance or the Minister for External Affairs,

giving support to the idea of a larger Canadian contribution to the

Colombo Plan budget. We also urge every Queen's student to write

to a newspaper in his home town, asking local citizens and groups-

United Nations Associations, women's organizations, and indeed any

interested club—to join in bombarding Ottawa with letters and

petitions demanding more money for Colombo.

For the cost of a couple of postage stamps, YOU can help begin

a campaign to make those illiberal Liberals see the light.

A CCF Inconsistency

The CCF is the only significant political party in Canada

that supports the diplomatic recognition of Communist China. The

CCF is also a strong advocate of a costly economic and technical

assistance program to save Southeast Asia from threatened Com-

munist domination. We detect in this odd combination of policies

a strange and baffling inconsistency.

There are important communities of "overseas Chinese" in

Southeast Asia, and these communities possess enough size and

economic power to execrise a strong and probably decisive influ-

ence on the final outcome of the struggle between Communists and

anti-Communists for control of this vital region. Traditionally these

Chinese communities have tended to co-operate with whatever gov-

ernment was in power in China and ran the Chinese embassies in

the countries of which they were residents. In recent years, how-

ever, the failure of the Red regime at Peiping to secure general dip-

lomatic recognition has encouraged many of the overseas Chinese

to retain their old loyalty to Chiang Kai-shek. Hong Kong, on ap-

propriate occasions, is still gaily bedecked with Nationalist flags,

In the hearts of millions of these people, the cause of Free China

is not dead.

Western recognition of Communist China would give a tre-

mendous boost to the prestige of the Peiping rebel regime. It would

demoralize the anti-Red and pro-Chiang elements among the over-

seas Chinese, and very likely would drive most of the Chinese com-

munities in Southeast Asia into the eager arms of our Communist

enemy. James Reston of The New York Times is only one of the

prominent journalists who have reported from the Far East on this

dangerous consequence of recognizing Red China. For if the over

seas Chinese began to co-operate actively with Peiping, the ulti

mate fall of Southeast Asia to Communism would be virtually a

certainty.

The CCF is proposing in the same breath that we should use

billions of dollars in economic and technical aid to strengthen the

anti-Communist cause in Southeast Asia, and that we should rec-

ognize Red China, a policy which would clearly have the effect of

undermining the whole anti-Communist position in that region.

The CCF would spend billions, and at least partially nullify the

beneficial effects of this vast aid program with a stroke of the pen,

merely in order to satisfy their irrational and even hysterical hatred

of Chiang Kai-shek and Free China!

This weird combination of policies may be based on orthodox

socialist principles and dogmas, but it is assuredly devoid of even

the most remote and tenuous connection with statesmanship.

UnFair Discrimination

Members of the Arts and I-evana Societies belong to the same

year organizations and pay the same compulsory year fees. Now
it seems to us unjust that students should be forced to belong or

give financial support to year organizations, which arc primarily

social and athletic clubs rather than indispensable subdivisions of

student government. To be perfectly honest, however, we see little

chance that the present compulsory membership principle for these

clubs will be abolished witliin the foreseeable future. This being

the case, we believe that constructive refornier.s on the campus

should devote their efforts to correcting the most glaring abuses

and unjust aspects of the present system, instead of undertaking

an inevitably futile campaign to abolish this iniquitous system

entirely.

Such a conspicuous inju.';tice. which we believe should be

promptly corrected, is the status of Levanites in Arts year organ-

izations, The members of the Levana Society, as we pointed out

above, pay the same compulsory year fees as Artsmcn. Yet they

enjoy only an inferior political status, being arbitrarily excluded

from seeking election to year presidencies. This disability imposed

on Levana seems to us an absurd piece of unfair and antiquated

foolishness.

At the moment, it is true, the year presidents, being invariably

Artsmen, represent their respective years on the Executive of tht

Arts Society. But a year with a Levanite president could easily sel-

ect somebody else, in most cases probably its vice-president, to rep-

resent it on the Arts Executive. And it might not even be a bad

idea to have a Levanite or two staging an invasion of that august

body. Such an innovation would be a long step towards a desirable

objective—the amalgamation of the Arts and Levana Societies

Thoughts On Co-existence

"The alternative to co-existence is co-destraction." (Prime Min-

ister Nehru of India, 1954).

"It is not wise to believe that in so small a house as Europe it is

possible to have differing conceptions of right." ( Nazi dictator Adolf

Hitler, 1936)

"The lesson of the Thirties: that an aggressive, expansive power

with a messianic belief in its own mission will expand as long as a

power vacuum exists; that improvement of social conditions, how-

ever desirable in itself, is no deterrent and no protection against

attack; that the price of survival is the sacrifice of a distressingly

large part of the national income over a distressingly long period;

and that appeasement, however seductive and plausible its argu-

ments sound, is not a substitute for military strength but an mvUa-

tion to war—all this should be only too fresh in Europe's mem-

" (Arthur Koestler, author of the Invisible WriUng, 1954)

"It's one world, all right, but not the way Wendell WiUkie

meant It's either our world or their world. The Soviet powers have

shown us that this particular planet has become too small to exist

half slave, half free ... The prospect is war,'' (New York Herald

Tribune foreign correspondent Marguerite Higgms. 1951)

"I doubt very much if peace and security will ever come out

of one grand world-wide peace conference. We will have to make

progress bit by bit, item by item, place by place.'' (Democratic Party

leader Adlai Stevenson, 1953)

"They (the Soviets) are out to get us and we had better get

them first." (Brigadier General Frank L. Howley. Vice-Chancellor

of New York University and former U.S. commandant m BerUn,

1953)

"Co-existence is Russia's way of buying time to consolidate the

gains achieved through the Soviet takeover of some six hundred

milhon people since World War 11. We Turks have lived next door

to the Russians long enough to know how they operate. We know

the danger is mortal". (Anonymous Turkish diplomat, 1954).

"You may say we may not approve of dictatorships. I think,

perhaps, most of us do not approve of them, but there they are. You

cannot remove them. We have to live with them." (Neville Cham-

berlain. April 8, 1938)

"The Communist and non-Communist worlds can live together

or die together." (British philosopher Bertrand Russell. 1954)

Comments And Queries

Last autumn the AMS Executive voted to support NFCUS af-

filiation with the notorious Communist front known as lUS, or

International Union of Students. The Arts Journal regarded this

AMS decision as unwise and irresponsible, and we hope that the

mistake will not be repeated next year. Does the AMS think that

the way to reduce world tensions and promote better East-West

relations is to help the Communists reach their propaganda goals

by appearing to give Canadian student endorsement to their men-

dacious mouthings? ... It may not be generally remembered, but

a motion passed by the AM.S Executive in 1953, imposing restric-

tions on the Journal in one field of policy, is still on the books. The

constitutionality of the motion was challenged at the time of passage

and remains in doubt, but the question has never yet been sub-

mitted to the AMS Court fnr judicial decision. How come? And

isn't it about time we found out whether the restriction is valid?

. . . . We regret the absence on this campus of an active Communist

or "Labor-Progressive" cell. We are sure that a group of energetic

Bolsheviks could do wonders for attendance at the Model Parlia-

ment! . . . Another idea to liven up the Model Parliament is the or-

ganization of a Social Credit club. But who would play John Black-

more? . . . The AMS deserves congratulations and thanks for its

generous grant to finance Model Parliament publicity.

Our Policy In Asia

Is Peace A Weapon?

How much sincerity is there

in the present Soviet propaganda

line, with its emphasis on peace-

ful co-existence? It is impossible

to give an easy and conclusive

answer to this question, Russia

is still a mystery wrapped in an

enigma, and the biggest puzzle

of all is the nature of the mental

processes that go on inside the

skulls of the Soviet leaders. Has

the hydrogen bomb really scared

them into a sincere desire for a

durable peace? Or is "co-exist-

ence" just another Communist

trick, a subtle technique of weak-

ening the West by reducing our

sense of immediate danger and

thus our unity and vigilance?

Certainly, if "co-existence" is a

trick, it is a clever one. In a con-

test between an aggressive dic-

tatorship and a coalition of dem-

ocracies, "relaxation of interna-

tional tension" is bound to pro-

mote the ends of the aggressor.

The dictatorship can keep its war

machine at a high level of pre-

paredness at all times, ready to

launch a sudden attack, and can

so control the media of mass in-

doctrination that the people will

accept this military burden as

necessary. In a democracy, where

the government cannot control

and must respond to the trends

of public opinion, a relaxation of

tension is certain to produce, in

the long run, a decline in mili-

tary expenditures and a reduc-

tion in the level of preparedness.

When the force opposing the

expansion of the dictatorship is

not merely a democracy but a

coalition of democracies, the dan-

gers inherent in a relaxation of

international tension are even

more serious. Not only will each

democracy slacken its individual

effort, but the coalition is likely

to be weakened by international

differences which, at a time of

more acute tension, would be

submerged in a common effort to

meet a common danger.

A coalition of dictatorships,

on the other hand, is less hkely

to be damaged by a lessening of

tension. Smaller members of

such a bloc can be terrorized by

the leader into staying in line.

Larger and virtually equal part-

ners in a totalitarian bloc, such

as Russia and China, are held

together not primarily by fear

of attack but rather by hunger

for loot, a selfish determination

to acquire territorial booty., If a

policy • of reducing tension is

adopted by allies of this type as

a long-term means of gaining

this booty, it is improbable that

the effect of the policy would

be to precipitate a breach be-

tween them.

Where greed is present, fear

of attack from outside is not

essential to maintain the unity

of an aggressive combination, an

offensive alliance of dictatoj--

ships. But fear of attack is essen-

tial to maintain the unity and

vigilance of a defensive combi-

nation of democracies. Herein

lies the great menace of "peace-

ful co-existence". The idea of

"co-existence" tends to produce

a sense of security, while a sense

of insecurity is a necessary incen-

tive to the sacrifices without

which security is an illusion

The Communists may be sin-

cere in their professions of peace-

ful intent. They may really have

come to believe that the only

alternative to peace is universal

obliteration. But it is still poss-

ible that they are merely using

the olive branch of peace as a

weapon of war. If we want to survive

we must he constantly on our guard

against the shrewd insincerities

of Communist diplomacy. In this

politcial tug of war, we must

remember that our Communist

opponents may be relaxing ten

sion on the rope merely in order

to sec us lose balance and topple

backwards over a precipice

(This article is condensed and

adapted from the foreign policy

speech delivered in the autumn

session of the Queen's Model

Parliament by Mr. Kenneth Hil-

born, the Leader of the Opposi-

tion,)

Canada has played a signifi-

cant and honorable role in the

construction of the defence sys-

tem that is currently protecting

Western Europe from Commun-

ist conquest. In the Far East,

on the other hand, Canadian

policy has been a sterile desert,

bounded on one side by a moun-

tain range of cliches and on the

other by an insipid sea of plati-

tudes. In the critical Asian

theatre, the threat of further

enemy advances has not been re

moved. We propose drastic chan

ges in the present do-nothing

policy of this country in the Far

Pacific.

Southeast Asia holds a balance

of population and resources, a

balance of power. It is thus the

focal point in a titanic contest

between two worlds. Is Canada

to stand idly by in myopic com-

placency, in dull-witted indiffer-

ence, while Communism relent-

lessly extends its tentacles into

this region? Our answer is that

Canada should not, must not,

will not fail in her obligations to

the anti-Communist cause in

Asia.

There are three fields of pos

sible Canadian, action — econ-

omic, political, military. In the

economic sphere, we propose

that the Canadian contribution to

the Colombo Plan should be

quadrupled. The attitude of the

present Liberal Government to-

ward this important assistance

enterprise has been consistently

characterized by a petty stingi-

ness, a petty parsimony that ill

becomes a great and wealthy na-

tion. The Canadian annual don-

ation to Colombo is now so dis-

tressingly tiny that a small in-

crease, an increase of only a few

millions, would be a shameful

farce.

But economic aid alone is not

enough to turn back the Com-
munist threat in Asia. It is true

that economic and technical as-

sistance provide an indispensable

bulwark against the pro-

gress of domestic subversion.

But you cannot stop Russian

tanks or a Red Chinese "human

sea" merely by increasing the

acreage of irrigated land. The

admittedly important economic

sphere must never be overem-

phasized to the detriment of mili-

tary power and effectiveness.

We therefore propose that

Canada should adhere to th&

Southeast Asia Security Pact,

commonly called SEATO, and

that the Canadian troops being

withdrawn from Korea, or other

Canadian units of equivalent size,

should be maintained in the Far

Pacific theatre as a mobile re-

serve to support any collective

action taken by the alliance

against Asian Communism.

We also propose that the

Government should offer some

token quantity of military assis-

tance, in the form of weapons

and supplies, to Free China. Such

aid would not only help the

Chinese Government to raid po-

sitions held by Communist ban-

dits along the mainland coast, but

would also have the more im-

portant effect of demonstrating

Canadian support for the Nation-

alist cause and thus bolstering

the morale of the Free Chinese

armed forces. The present policy

of this country in recognizing

Free China and steadfastly re-

fusing to recognize the Red re-

gime at Peiping is sensible and

wise, but it fails to go far enough.

Such, then, is the program that

we propose. Economically by in-

creasing our grant to the Col-

ombo Plan, militarily by adher-

ing to the Southeast Asian al-

liance, politically by continuing

to recognize Nationalist China

and by expressing in a more tan-

gible form our sympathy with

the Free Chinese cause — in alt

these ways Canada can act to

impede the advance of Asian

Communism.
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FORMER PRINCIPAL WALLACE DIES
University Staff,

Campus Societies

All Pay Tributes

From Scottish Student

To Canadian Scholar
Following the death of former

principal Wallace several mem-

bers of the university staff and

campus organizations have taken

the opportunity to pay tribute to

his memory.

The present principal, Dr. W.

A. Mackintosh, said in tribute to

his predecessor, '"R. C. Wallace has

left his imprint on three Canadian

universities and on many other

areas of Canadian life. From his

boyhood home in the Orkneys,

he went to Edinburgh and Got-

tingen and St. Andrews and be-

cae a geologist, as Commissioner

first of Northern Manitoba and

then of Mines and Natural Re-

sources in Manitoba, he gained

a deep understanding of Canadian

life and problems.

His strongest interests went

far beyond geology and his con-

cern with education early marked

him as one who would assume

wider responsibilities as he did

at Alberta and Queen's. Here at

Queen's University we will for

many years reap the fruits of his

(See Tributes, page 4)

Dr. R. C. Wallace, whose death'

Saturday saddened Queen's stu-

dents and graduates everywhere,

retired in 1951 as principal and

vice-chancellor, posts he had held

for 15 years.

Although he had been in nom-

inal retirement for the past four

years, Dr. Wallace remained ac-

tive in many fields. He was ex-

ecutive director of the Arctic In-

stitute of North America, adviser

to the Ontario Department of

Education on government grants

to universities, Canadian advisory

editor of the Encyclopaedia Am
ericana, a member of the Defense

Research Board and of its se-

lection committee, and honorary

president of the Canadian Asso-

ciation for Adult Education.

Born and brought up in the

Orkney Islands of Scottish-Scan-

dinavian stock, R. C. Wallace

was educated at Edinburgh and

Gottingen Universities. An MA
at 19, he returned to Edinburgh

to specialize in geology, so that

he was trained in both the hu-

manistic and scientific back-

grounds.

Earlier Activities At Manitoba

Guild To Present

"Happiest Days''

Pressed into the busiest month

on the campus is the Drama
Guild's production of "The Hap-

piest Days of Your Life" by

John Diglerton.

This farce brings together a

very competent cast. In the role of

Pond, made famous by Alistair

Simms, is Norm Edmonson, Bon-

nie Ward and Charles Taylor

ring additional experience to

this bright comedy.

The play will run in Kingston

for three nights on Feb. 14, 15,

16, at Convocation Hall.

The full cast includes: Pond,

N'orm Edmonson ; Miss Whit-

'hurch, Di MacMillan; Miss

Harper, Eleanor Williamson

;

Dick Tassell, Doug Lambert ; Mr.

Billings, Charles Taylor; Miss

Gossage, Bonnie Ward ;
Rainbow,

J'jhn Cartwright; Mr. Ped, Mike

^'offat; Mrs. Ped. Mary Fowler;

''^irs. Souter, Barb Barkley; Hop-
'-roft; Jeri Shortt ; and Jennifer

Tillcv.

"

Postponements

The Engineering Society

elections, originally scheduled

for this afternoon, have been

postponed, because of the

funeral of ex-Principal Wal-

lace. They will be held Thurs-

day, at 1 :30 p.m.

The .Aesculapian Society

eleciinns have also been post-

poned and will be held next

Wednesday, February 9th.

The fiGth Annua! Aescula-

pian Banquet, schednled for

toiiigbi, has been postponed

Feb, y.

A brilliant student with a pas-

sion for research, he cast his lot

with Manitoba in 1910, accepting

the post of lecturer in geology,

and two years later was appoint-

ed head of the Department of

Geology and Mineralogy at Man-

itoba University.

For 18 years R. C. Wallace

worked with enthusiasm and vi-

sion in Manitoba, serving with

distinction as Commissioner for

Northern Manitoba from 1918 to

1921 and as Commissioner of

Mines and Natural Resources

from 1926-'28. His report on The

Pas to the Flin Flon railway was

in part responsible for the rail-

way being built, and the great

development in mining through-

out Manitoba, especially in the

north, was in no small measure

due to the personal efforts of Dr

Wallace.

In 1928 when Dr. H. M. Torv.

first president of the Universit\'

of Alberta, retired, R. C. Wallace

was the unanimous choice to suc-

ceed him. During the next eight

years, a depression period, Dr.

Wallace maintained and streng-

thened the youthful university.

He brought Mount Royal Col-

lege of Calgary into affiliation as

a junior college, founded a School

of Nursing, established a Summer
School of fine Arts at Banff, and

by means of radio, libraries and

extension work expanded uni-

versity services throughout the

province. As a member and later

chairman of the Research Council

of Alberta he also took a prom-

inent role in activities that led

to the development of the prov-

ince's oil. gas and coal resources.

Called To Queen's In 1936
Called to Queen's University in

1936 on the retirement of Princi-

pal W. Hamilton Fyfe, R. C.

Wallace soon proved that Mani-

toba editor John Dafoe was pro-

phetic when he said: "Queen's

was made for Wallace and Wal-

lace for Queen's."

Besides these memorials ot

stone Dr. Wallace is enshrined

in tiie hearts of students and col-

leagues of the past 18 years at

Queen's. A tall, wiry figure, with

twinkling blue-grey eyes and an

unruly sandy forelock that would

never stay in place. Dr. Wallace

was respected and beloved by the

student body.

Primarily an educator. Dr. Wallace

was a firm believer in the value

(See Principal Wallace, page 3)

Girls prone to learn

Ko these aren't leftovers frOTu the Arts Formal, but earnest

young ladies in the pursuit of First Aid knowhow. The course.

'"Wtin bv the St. John's Ambulance Association, is designed to

equip Queen's co-eds for any emergency. Here, four young lovelies

learn artificial respiration, in case the Reds decide to use fire hoses.

Levana Holds Election

For Presidency, AMS
Levana elections for Society

President and Junior AMS Rep.

will be held on Wednesday. All

Levana members may vote in

the New Arts Building between

9 a.m. and 12 noon, and 1 :30 and

3:30 in the afternoon, or in Ban

Righ Hall between 12 and 1 :30

and 5:30 and 6:30.

Candidates for the presidency

are Liz Gillan. Liz Jennings and

Nancy Stewart. Candidates for

Junior AMS Representative are

bene Ottcrdahl, Mary Ev Rogers,

and Nan Choninard.

Liz Gillan, a third year Hon-

ours English and French student,

hails from Pakenham, Her ac-

tivities are many and varied. In

Manhattan Towers

Theme For Formal

Levana will take you to "Man-

hattan Towers" in New York, at

their annual formal to be held

riday. Feb. IS in Grant Hall, 9

Hi

cing

jhligbting the evening's dan-

will be "The Bachelors", a

Carleton College quartet. The

foursome is well known in Ot-

tawa circles.

Tickets go on sale in Ban Righ

smoker room. Monday, Feb. 7.

Decorating begins in Adelaide

basement. Feb. 7. Any Levanites

with artistic talent, or who know

how to use scissors, are urged

to help. Students are to contact

Liz Gillan or any member of the

Levana Formal committee.

her first year she was treasurer

of the Glee Club and a member

of the Journal staff. This year

she has lent her talents to the

Ban Righ Council as vice-presi-

dent, and to the Levana Society

as Social Convener. She is also

on the executive of Arts '56.

A third year Physical Educa-

tion student, Liz Jennings comes

from Windsor, Ont. She has ser-

ved both as secretary, and vice-

president of the Levana Society,

For two years she has been a

member of the Levana Athletic

Board of Control, as Badminton

representative.

Nancy Stewart, in third year

honours psycholng\' and econ-

oics, comes from London. Ont.

She has been a member of the

cheer-leading squad for three

vears. and also served on Stu-

dent-Faculty Dinner Committee

at Ban Righ.

Gene Otterdahl, a second year

Commerce Student from Ottawa,

is the secretary of Arts '57. She

is a member of the Ban Righ

House Council and is also sales

manager of Tricolor '55.

Mary Ev Rogers is a sopho-

more in an honours English and

history course. She was a ineni-

ber of this year's frosh reception

committee, and is at present the

secretari- of the Ban Righ House

Council.

Nan Chouinard from Perth, is

a Phys, Ed. sophomore. She has

been, vice-president of Arts '57

for two years, and this year has

been the secretary of the Levana

Society.

Funeral Today
As All Mourn
Career's End
A former principal and vice-

chancellor of Queen's University,

Dr. Robert Charies Wallace, died

Saturday at the age of 73, He had

been ill for several months.

Dr. Wallace retired as principal

in 1951, after holding the post for

15 years, and was succeeded by the

present principal, W. A, Mackin-

tosh.

The funeral will be held this

afternoon at 3 p.m. in Grant Hall.

Padre A. Marshall Laverty will

conduct the service, assisted hy the

Rtv. Dr. G, A. Brown, minister

Emeritus of Chalmers Church and

a Trustee, and Rev. Dr. W. F. Ban-

ister, minister of Chalmers Church.

The Rector and students' represen-

tative on the Board of Trustees,

Dr. L. W. Brockington will attend

the funeral, along with numerous

other Trustees and members of the

university. The university Glee Club,

Medical and Science Gioirs wilt

assist.

Active Pallbearers

Among tiie active pallbearers

will be two sons-in-law, Mr. Hiley

Addington and Dr. Oiarlcs Baugh,

Meds '53, a cousin Staff Sergt.

Warren Mabb, RCEME; and Mr.

John Oiance. Arts '49. Dr. Walter

Waddell. Meds '53, and Mr. Iain

Gow. president of the Alma Mater

Society.

Principal Mackintosh will be

among the honorary pallbearers,

with Deans D. S. Ellis, G- H. Ett-

inger, and R. O. Eari. Chancellor

C. A. Dunning, Mr. J. M. Mac-

donndl. chairman of the Board oE

Trustees, Mr. T. A. McGinnis, and,

Dr. C. H. McCuaig, president of

the general alumni association and

clerk of Chalmers Church Session,

will also get in this capacity.

Dr. Wallace leaves Mrs. Wallace,

the former EUzabeth Harcus Smith,

M.\. who also came from his native

Orkneys; Sheila. Mrs. David

Woodsworth, Victoria, B.C.; Bren-

da, Mrs. H. W. Addington, Samia,

Ontario; and Elspeth. wife of Dr.

Charles Baugh, Kingston. There are

eight grandchildren. He was predC'

ceased by a son. Ronald, in 1936.

Interment will be at Cataraqui

Cemetery.

(For further informalion and ar-

ticles on Principal Wallace sec else-

where on this page and putje n.)

Notice of Funeral

The funeral of the fonner

principal of Queen's Univer-

sity, Dr. R. C. Wallace, will

be held in Grant Hall today

at 3 o'clock. All classes and

laboratories will be discontin-

ued for the afternoon.

W. A, Mackintosh.
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WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

Water is amazing stuff. The chemist will tell yoii that it can

be boiled or frozen ; the dietitian will say that it can be used for

drinking purposes, for creaming potatoes, or for making the supply

of ketchup a bit more expendable ; and a gtiy t^i^^t ^^'^ used to have

on our staff (Slew-Foot Sam by name) would probably pipe in with

(this was his favorite expression) "Some people wash their necks

with the stuff". But there are stiil other things to be done with

this magical substance, and the chances are that a lot of people on

the campus at the moment are mighty pre-occupied with thoughts

along those lines.

For example water can he piped into a pool, from which point

it can be used for numerous aquatic sports such as water-polo

;

racing, and diving. If you have a bit of imagination you can put

up posters, invite people out for a night or two to get them hep

on the idea, and then announce to the general public that you will

be staging a little something called Aquacade on the third, fourth

and fifth of February. Or supposing your imagination travels

along somewhat different lines: in that case you take your water,

freeze it, move it into Jock Harty arena, and throw a "wing Ding
on Ice" on the nineth of the afore-mentioned month.

There seems to be a common pre-requisite to making either

of the above-mentioned moves, however, and it's this: you have

to get preparations underway in November. That's the time of

year when both the Aquacade and the Ice Revue had their origin

in the minds of the people who eventually end up taking bows in

front of the spotlights on opening night. Marcia Jayes, for example,

was talking about the first few days of this year's aquacade the

other night over Alexander Graham Bell's greatest invention.

Marcia is a ga! who spends most of her spare time directing activ-

ities in and around the pool in preparation for the big event, so she

might be forgiven for thinking that she knows just what is going

on in the halls around Tabby Gow's aquatic emporium. Back in

November, she said, the members of the show got together and

worked on a few essentials, such as swimming to music (some of

them hadn't tried the stunt before) and the like. These early work-

outs gave the senior members a bit of an idea of just who could do

what, and facilitated the appointment of "directors" to take charge

of the various routines.

After that, of course, comes long weeks of practice, in which

the only diversion may be sewing the curtains to be used in the

show. It seems that over-enthusiastic characters last year were
faced with the somewhat monumental task of pulling down the

curtains (which were suspended by rings from the ceihng) after

the big show. To save time and make their task easier, they pulled

the things down by brute force, with the disquieting result that the

rings are no longer. However, a few practice sessions manned by
a crew of girls all armed with needle and thread cleared up that

dilemma in a hurry.

What about costumes? The director demurred, saying, "You
can't wear too many, you know". But as it turned out, costumes
are a thing of the hour, and make their appearance to some extent

on girls who wear flowers when they have roles which call for

impersonations of floating over water HUies, etc. This year, the

show has ornamented itself with the title ; "An Evening in Paris",

and, to provide the proper effect, some of the girls will be wear-

ing long white gloves (just to simulate the Paris lovelies). The
directors nuist have been walking under a lucky star on the day
they gave their show its title, because now they even have a few
cases of perfume to add to the "Evening in Paris"' effect. The
company which manufactured the brand by that name was onlj

too glad to ship free samples, so that the Aquacade will now be
able to present its first one hundred female visitors at each show
with blue-labelled bottles of the stuff.

Tabby Gow, the dean of all activities around the pool, says that

he just helps out with the show each year to make sure that

"the kids don't wreck the place". It's a cinch that he does more
than that, however, when he acts as a kind of all-around consultant.

He's watched Aquacade shows for the past nine years, and has been
struck by the fact that no two years ever seem to duplicate feats

in the water. The same types of strokes are used, of course, but
the routine themselves are different, year after year. The people

who consult him on minor details every year are people who just

plain like being in the water, although some of them, hke Bill

Mellor in this year's show, go a step further and engage in inter-

collegiate competition. And since they like the water as much,
they probably don't mind too much when they wake up on Sunday
morning, after the final show, with what Dorector Jayes has called

"faces like sandpaper and hair like straw".

lint 1 digress. Wate.r can also be frozen, and when you de-

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

PHOTO BY PHIPPEN

Scenes like this are common in the gym these nigjits as Jack Jarvis works

his boxers into shape for the intercollegiate assaults on Feb. 11th and 12th.

Henry Clarke, a 155 pouild prospect, is shown here letting one fly at Vimy's

Jim Gratto. BoKing elinunations are being held this week for spots on the

team.

Gaels Run Outa Steam
Fast-Moving Second Half

Gives Larries 84-52 Win
The small town of Canton, New York, may be a picturesque

place, and tourists may like the scenery around these parts, but it's

no place for Queen's basketball teams. Frank Tindall discovered

this fact to his sorrow on Saturday afternoon, when the St. Lawrence

University cagers clobbered the senior Gaels by an 84-52 margin.

It was the locals first outing; since their tight 70-68 win over Mc-

Gill last Tuesday, and was intended to keep the Gaels sharp for

their forthcoming double-header at iMcMaster and Toronto this Fri-

day and Saturday. In the first half of the Saturday afternoon

twin bill, Al Lenard's intermediates dropped a decision to the St.

Lawrence seconds.

What was the mystery behind

this double defeat following close

on the heels of a pair of Gael

wins which had made their sup-

porters sit up and take notice?

The answer quite probably lay

in the field of stamina, because the

American school pulled away

fro the locals in the second half

to win going away. In the first

half, things were close enough,

Intramural Loops Open
Pucks And 8-Balis Fly

The winter intraural athletic

program has swung into action

with hockey, and basketball, tak-

ing the early spotligtit. Other

competitions on the program are

due to start sometime within the

next week.

Under the tutorship of Pat

Galasso, the inter-year race for

the hockey championship is well

under way. Divided into two

sections, A and B, the league has

representatives from every year

with the exception of the final

medical year. In section 'A' Sci

ence '57 and Arts '56 are dead-

locked for the lead while Science

'58 stands alone at the top of

section 'B'. Each of the three

teams has played two games and

managed to capture wins in both.

Interest is high in the league and

loyal supporters turn out at noon

hour on each day their respective

teams are playing.

In the big gym on week nights,

year basketball teams are fight-

ing it out for the intramural

-liampionsbip. Basketball interest

i> reflected in the large number

of entrants in the league. Again

as in hockey, each year but Mcds
'55 has a team in the thirteen

team loop. Science '57 and Arts

'56 are as proficient at basketball

as at hockey and are currently

topping section 'A' with two wins

and no losses apiece. Science
'

I
has also averaged 58 points

game over the two game period,

which is good in any league.

Section 'B' has Arts '58 and

Meds '59 on top with a double

win and a no loss record.

Bird-Batters

Ready For
Toronto Meet

SNOW PILES HIGH

SKIERS DON BOARDS

The cold and snowy winter days

of the past few weeks have produced

ideal conditions for the skiing en-

thusiasts of Queen's University.

Frequent weekend jaunts are now

being made to Snow Ridge and to

Gananoque. Along this vein, Jake

Edwards has been rounding his In-

tercollegiate ski team into shape.

The ski team trials were held

last weekend. One of the most plea-

sant surprises of the trials was the

showing of Ed Hanna of Science

'58, who captured a first in the

cross-country, a second in the nor

die combined, and a fourth place in

the jumping. Ed hails from Ottawa

where he is a member of the U

ski club.

Coming events along ski lanes arc

the Gatineau Zone Cross-countr\

Championships at Camp Fortune

on Saturday, Feb. 5, and the

Downhill and Slalom combined races

at Wakefield, Quebec, on Feb. 6,

with the Gaels netting 13 bas-

kets from the floor while the Lar-

ries were potting just one more.

The second half was a different

story, according to the score

book, and wound up after the

Yanks had outdone our firepower

from the court by a margin of 19

baskets to six.

The Larries were playing a

faster game than they had dis-

played in the local gym immedi-

ately before Christmas, at which

time they picked up a closer 74-62

win. They used the fast break to

advantage, and ran away from the

tired Gaels in the wild second

half.

Paul Fedor topped the locals

again, as he has done all season,

by throwing 15 points through

the hoop, while Wally Mellor fol-

lowed him up with a 10 point per-

formance. The winners had three

big guns in their lineup, and the

deadly trio potted 55 points be-

tween them. Joe Kane bit for 17,

Tony Marino clicked for another

18, and Jim Saunders topped

them both by hooping an even

twenty points.

A scanty set of statistics re-

vealed later that the winners hit

for 19 points in 31 free throw at-

tepts, with the Gaels collecting

14 for 24, a 58% record for the

afternoon.

Queen's: Fedor (15); Anglin

(8); Milliken (6); Donnelly (41;

Purcell (4); Hayden (4); Sum-

mers (1); Total: 52.

The intercollegiate Badminton

tournament will be held Feb. 4tb,

5th, in Toronto. Upholding Queen's

\\-[\\ he Liz Jennings '56 playing

first singles and Leoiior Haw '57

playing second singles. The doubles

team consists of Ann Greenwood '56

and Sylvia Joyce '58. They will be

competing against Varsity, Western.

McGill. McMaster and O.A.C.

Both the intermediate and senior

;irls' Inskethall teams have shown

their strength in the exhibition

games they have played. On Thurs-

day, Feb. 27th the senior team de

featcd St. Pat's (a local team) 75-

42, Saturday, Feb, 29th, the inter-

mediate team defeated OAC inter-

mediates 27-17. Outstanding players

tor this game were Judy Weber and

Mickey McCuHough. OAC were

left far behind in the senior game.

Diane Barras, a deadly shot, should

prove to he a threat to her oppon-

ents in the intercollegiate loop to

57
1 lie held in London the last week in

a 'February.

Revenge Is On Their Minds

Pucksters To Invade Canton

Tomorrow evening, Queen's

hockey Gaels play two exhibition

games against St. Lawrence Uni-

versity at Canton, New York. Both

the Junior and Intermediate teams

will be expecting stiff opposition

from their American opponents.

Last year, St. Lawrence took both

ends of the annual doubleheader

and the men of Carr-Harris are

going to go all out in an effort to

even the score since defeat does not

rest lightly on their shoulders.

Bert Brooks will be in the nets

for both Intermediate tilts while

Don MacEachern will be between

the pipes for the Junior squad

Wednesday night. Brooks has been

playing for the Kingston Goodyear^

for the past two weeks and during

that time drew press raves from the

local pressmen. Bert was replacing

Ken Tohnson whom the Goodyear's

felt was not up to form. There are

no changes in the rest of the line-up.

miv^t (Srill
"Where the Best People Meet ond Eot"

Reasonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

• Dial 7135

town and country

Restaurants • Pnncess at Clergy Streets,
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DON'T FORGET TO BUY A TRICOLOR
What Is A Tricolor?

by Molly Fisher

Tricolor Business Manager

What is a Tricolor? Like any

other yearbook it is essentially a

book of memories. In years past

it was a grads' book but recently

it has become a book to be trea-

sured by every Queen's student.

And why do we think you will

want to own a copy of Tricolor

'55? First of all we have a new
printer. After contacting eight

publishers the AMS has chosen

one that has a reputation of prin-

ting excellent yearbooks. And
tliey meet their deadlines! !

Printers, however, can only

print what has been prepared fo

them. To date the general plan of

Tricolor '55 has been decided and

already the material for 32 of its

pages has been received by the

printers. At any rate we can
guarantee a 32 page book. It is

expected to have 256 pages when
completed.

We feel that verbal descrip-

tions of events are presented ade-

[juately in the Jouriial. Our pur-

pose is to give you a pictorial

memory book with only enough

writing to refresh your memory
in years to come. Photography,

therefore, is of prime importance.

Exclusive of the grad and club

pictures over 1 ,200 pictures of

campus activities are taken each

year by our staff photographers.

Many will have pictures they

would like to see in print so that

students are urged to drop them

in to the Tricolor Office.

The total cost of Tricolor '55

will be between $9,000 and

510,000. This means that the cost

per book is over $8. It is hoped

the difference between this and

the S5 paid by students will be

add up by advertising revenue,

To produce this book, more

than 50 people volunteer their

time and talents. They are work

ing to .give the campus a book

wliich all will take pride in.

Orders will not be accepted

after Feb. 28.

Scholarships Available

PRINCIPAL WALLACE
(Continued from page 1)

The Registrar's office has an-

nounced three scholarships arc

available for Queen's students.

They are the Lord Beaverbrook
scholarship in law, the Canadian
Hadassah post-graduate fellow-

ship, and the N. J. Klausner Me-
morial scholarship.

Lord Beaverbrook has donated

five scholarships valued at $500
[u-r year for three years, available

lo students enrolling in the uni-

versity of New Brunswick Facul-

ty of Law.

The Hadassah fellowship is

tenable at the Hebrew University,

Jerusalem, in any department of

the Faculty of Science. It is

$1000 to 1200, plus housing, and

is available to any holder of a

Science degree.

The N. J. Klausner memorial

scholarship or research fellow-

ship, for $1500, is also tenable

at the Hebrew University in

Jerusalem, It will be awarded for

one or more years, as deemed

meriled, for cither undergraduate

nr graduate studies or research

in any of the faculties of the

Hebrew University. Candidates

must have reached their 18th

birthday by Oct. 15 of the year

uf application.

Interested students may obtain

further information on these

scholarships from the office of

[he Registrar.

of the humanities. The keynote

of a liberal education, he wrote,

is humanism, but the highest

utility is the advancement of

mankind. Education is liberal

only if it is purposive. The cul-

ture of the past must recognize

the realities of the present, and

the two must join hands in

friend.ship. Technical courses are

justified in a university, he said,

if they deal fully witli principles

and lightly with techniques. So

medicine, nursing, law, engin-

eering, commerce, finance and

many more are proper university

subjects.

"If technical training remains

true to this conception, it will

provided in its own sphere a lib-

eral education," said Dr. Wallace.

Himself a provocative teacher

who aroused and sustained the

interest of his classes by his en

thusiasm and inspiration, he once

wrote: "A dull teacher with no

enthusiasm in his own subject,

commits the unpardonable sin.

He makes education impossible."

He also said: "There is no way
to knowledge and ultimate wis-

dom but by hard work and plea-

sure in doing it."

Dr. Wallace was a great be-

liever in co-operative action and

for this reason lent his support

to numerous organizations of a

WHtSUe STOPS
(Continued from page 2)

cide to throw a "Wing-Ding", what do you do about it? The first

lime Dot Desjardins, the publicity director for the ice show, brought

up the subject, we asked her if anyof the people in the show had
had previous experience. "Well", said she solenmly, "most of

them can stand up". One of the staff members swallowed his gum
after that one, and rolled, choking, into a corner. Finally, it was
discovered that some of them could do better than that: among
them Marlene Kristner, a Gait citizen who finished fourth in the

Canadian Junior championships a few weeks back in Toronto.

There are posters tacked in various corners of the campus
which are decorated quite attractively, and a brief glance at one

of them would give you the information that a precision line, a solo

number, waltz numbers, and general skating will make up the pro-

gram. It's been over five years since the last such Ice Revue was
held, and the Levana Athletic Board of Control figured last fall

that it might be a good idea to repeat the process. Which it is.

Engineers Elect

Senior Executive

At a meeting of Science '56

Thursday afternoon the Junior

year nominated a sbite of officers

for the Engineering Society for

the coming year,

Andy Blair, Terry Ball, and

Abe Kelly are the candidates. The

positions they will run for are

President, first vice-president,

and secretary of the Engineering

Society.

Andy Blair, of Ottawa, is a

chemical Engineering student.

He was president of Science '56

this year, and secretary last year

He is a member of the Queen's

Ski club and the Science Choir,

Terry Ball is from Owen
Sound. A mechanical engineering-

student; he is film convenor of

the ASME. He has been second

vice-president of the society and,

in charge of the clubrooms.

Abe Kelly, a cheismtry student,

is from Sudbury. He acted as

vice-president of Science '56 this

year, and as a member of the

clubrooms committee.

It is in every scienceman's in-

terest to vote in this election, and

it is to be expected that a large

majority of faculty will do so.

Classified Ads
Calcring for Year Parties. Rea-

.'-"iiablc. Phone 2-1135.

Lost

Parker "21 fountain pen. black

with gold top. Would finder please

return to Journal Office.

Found
In Gordon Hall, Monday, grey

r'arkcr pen. Contact Journal Office.

28

MORE DAYS
TO ORDER
TRICOLOR *55

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT- TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO'!

THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATIONl

INSIST ON
WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS

scientific, public service and hu-

manitarian nature. To mention
but a few: as a scientist, he was
chainnan of the former Ontario Re-
search Commission and presi

dent of the Research Council of

Ontario; early in his career he
was president of the Canadian
Institute of Jfining and Metall-

urgy, as well as a leader in Com-
monwealth associations of this

nature. He had held the presi-

dency of the Manitoba Educa-
tional Association, the Associ-

ation of Canadian Clubs, and the

Royal Society of Canada. He
was one of three Canadian dele-

gates to and helped blueprint

UNESCO, acting as alternate

chairman and chairman of Com-
mission I.

Duriug World War n,"~th"e

Wallace report was issued by
the sub-committee, of which Dr.

Wallace was chairman, of Con-
servation and Development of

Natural Resources of Canada,

under the Committee on Recon-
struction, which has played a

major role in several fields deal-

ing with natural resources.

Dr. Wallace took great de-

light and spent much time and

energy on his post as chairman
of the National Advisory Com
mittee for children from over-

seas during World War II. He
also was chairman of the Na
tional Advisory Council on School

Broadcasting under the CBC.
Twenty universities in Canad.

the United States and Great

Britain honored Dr. Wallace

with honorary degrees, among
them being Toronto, Harvard

and Edinburgh with the LL.D;
Oxford with the D.C.L; and La-

val and Queen's, Belfast, with

the D.Sc, It was prophetic that

the first university outside those

of bis own immediate circle to

mark him out for an an honor

ary degree was Queen's at Kings-

ton.

Arts' '58 Elections

.\x ail election Tuesday, the fol-

lowing were elected to the executive

of Arts '58 ; president, Hershel

Hardin; vice president, Judy Reid;

secretary, Jane Hobson ; treasurer.

Bill McKechiiie; boys' social con-

venor. Mike White; girls' social

convenor, Sue Doan; boys' athletic

stick, Gary Ede, girls' athletic stick,

Darbara Bell,

Riot '54 Continues Raging
At McGill Winter Carnival

Riot '54 is still raging. The

Two Dots, the kick line, and the

Queentones are preparing to rep-

resent Queen's at the McGill Win-
ter Carnival February 17, 18, and

19.

Following up the success of the

kick line in last year's Carnival,

the Queen's group will give two
Saturday afternoon performances

in this musical show representing

talent from Toronto, Western.

McGill, University of Montreal,

Queen's, Vassar and other uni-

versities throughout eastern Can-

ada and the United States.

Queen's visitors will also attend

the Carnival Ball Saturday night.

The performers concerned, and

other Riot '54 personnel includ-

ing the director and pianist, will

leave Kingston at noon Friday

Feb. 18, and will return Sunday.

Any other Queen's students in-

terested in taking the trip to

Montreal are asked to contact

Howie King, as a total of 25 stu-

dents would enable all con-

cerned to obtain a reduction in

train fare comparable to that

made on football weekends.

Riot '54 attracted an even lar-

ger audience than last year's Re-

vue, and carried a profit of $600.

In order to uphold the fine

tradition set in last year's Car-

nival, the kick line will start re-

hearsals today.

Camera Club To Hold Salon

Entries Accepted From All

The annual Salon of Pictorial

Photography of the Queen's

University Camera Qub will be

held in the McLaughlin Room
of the Students' Union, Feb. 19-

27.

The rules are as follows: En-

tries will be accepted from any

member of Queen's University,

students or faculty. The partici-

pant does not have to he a mem-
ber of the camera club, but en-

tries will be limited to four in

each class.

The salon will be divided into

two classes: black and white

photographs, color transparencies

or prints. Black and white entries

will be mounted upright on a

19 X 20 mount and will be a mini-

mum of 8 X 10 and a maximum

of 11 X 14 inches ni size.

AH work must be original and

done by the entrant, except in

the color division where com-

ercially processed transparencies

and, or, prints may be entered.

Subject matter is optional.

Each entry must have printed

oti the back in ink with the fol-

lowing information: name, title,

and technical data. Entries must

not have been shown in any pre-

vious Queen's Camera Club Sal-

on, and are lo be submitted to

the Queen's Post Office, and

wrapped in such a manner that

the same wrappings can be used

to return the prints.

Deadline for the event is Feb.

IS, and judging will take place

during the same evening.

SPEND AN

''EVENING IN PARIS"
WITH THE

QUEEN'S AQUACADE
FEBRUARY 3rd, 4th and 5th

8:15 P.M.

ADMISSION: 75 CENTS

TICKETS ON SALE AT THE GYMNASIUM AND

MAHOOD'S DRUG STORE.
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German Rearmament Issue

Outlined By Prof. J. Meisel

Prof. John Meisel, in his ad-

dress to t;he International Re-

lations Club last Thursday, out-

lined the advantages and disad-

vantages of the present Western

policy for rearming Germany and

admitting her as a full partner

into the anti-Communist coali-

tion.

Professor Meisel pointed out

armament races have always en-

ded in war. German rearma-

ment by increasing international

tension and Russian distrust of

ihe West, niitiht hi- a step towards

world conflict. ?Ie added that

rearmament would probably ren-

der impossible the peaceful reuni-

fication of Germany, and that the

advanced age of Chancellor Ade-

naur made the future of German

politics uncertain.

Professor Meisel concluded his

list of disadvantages by arguing

that German rearmament might

indirectly weaken France inter-

nally. The necessity of pushing

the rearmament proposals
through the National Assembly

had undermined the domestic pol-

itical position of Premier Mendes-

France and might destroy his

ability to secure the implementa-

tion of vitally needed social and

economic reforms.

On the credit side. Professor

Meisel said that Germans were

first-class soldiers and that twelve

German divisions — a number

that could be increased if neces-

sary — would appreciably streng-

then the Western bloc. He also

pointed out agreement on

German rearmament had intro-

duced a new element of unity in-

to the anti-Communist alliance,

a n d continued United States

support of Europe was now as-

sured. The debate on rearma-

ment had led in addition to a

British commitment to maintain

troops on the continent, and this

decision has tended to bolster

the morale of France.

Professor Meisel reviewed the

reasons that originally led most

Western statesmen to accept the

idea that rearmament of the

the former enemy was necessary.

The deplorable military weakness

of France, caused in part by the

heavy burden of the Indo-Chin-

ese hostilities, not only encourag-

ed many in the West to make
"silly comments" about the char-

acteristics of the French people

but turned Western eyes in the

direction of Germany.

EDC was the first proposed

means of incorporating Germany

into the Western defence system.

It provided for a supranational

military organization that could

control Germany. The eventual

rejection of EDC by the French

National Assembly had led to

development of the present
.scheme for the inclusion of an

independent Germany in NATO,
tinder certain safeguards against

a resurgence of militarism.

Levana Sponsors

Painting Project

l.cvanitcs will have an opportun-

ity to display their artistic talents

in the field of painting this week

when ihey engage in redecorating

part of the YWC.'V on this Friday

and this Saturday. They will paint

the third floor hallway.

.\ group of sophomores conceived

the idea of a community project

for Kingston residents. The Levana

Society will pay for the paint, and

the \'WCA will pro\'ide brushes

and other etjuipment.

The organizing cotnmiltce in-

cludes, Marion Brown, Mary Ellen

Uarr. Jean Currau, Aim McCiiire.

Barbara Bell, and Connie Robert-

son, Each Levanite is invited to

sign her name on lists to be posted

in the New .^rts Building, and to

indicate the hour she is available.

EXRORT
.CANADA'S .F1N.EST

> .CIGARETTE

Graphic Arts

Exhibits Held
During this week an e-xhibit of

graphic arts will be on display in

the Senate Room of the Old Arts

Bniiding.

These prints include etchings,

engravings, lithographs, and wood
cuts. Landscapes, figure pieces, ab

stract and non-objectives form the

Levanites Debate

Woman's Position

Two monstached males donned

feminine garb Wednesday in an

attempt lo prove that a woman's

place is in the home, and not in a

university. But it was all to no

avail. Replacing Barbara Barkley

and Joan Allen, Charles Taylor and

Chuck Stone invaded Ban Righ

Common Room.

"It is imperative, said Mr. Taylor,

'that women face the facts, Onr

coinitry is starved for population

and it is up to the feminine race to

correct this situation."

Refusing to be classed as brood

animals, the majority of Levanites

present agreed with Joan Foote and

Mary Ellen Barr who said if women

could not he given their diamonds

and pearls, with a higher education

they can at least buy them.

Science Choir,

There will be a meeting of the Science Choir from 6:45 to S

p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 1, in the Music Room of the Union, Will all

those interested please be present.

Band Concert

The Queen's Baud, under ihe direction of S. T. Cruickshank,

will gi\e a concert Feb. 2S. proceeds to go to the Queen's Baud,

Tickets may be obtained from Chuck Umpherson or Al Hitchcock,

Boha'i

The Queen's Baha'i Student Group will meet in Committee

Room 1, Students' Memorial Union, from 7 to 8 p.m. tomorrow

evening. Jim Atack will lead a discussion on the topic "The New
Era". All interested are cordially invited.

Senior Medical Prom

A semi-formal dance will be held in the Burgundy Room of

the LaSalle Hotel Saturday, February 5th. Dress will be semi-

formal (no corsages) and there wil be an orchestra in attendance.

Tickets are $2.00 per couple and may be obtained from Ian Mathesan

or members of Mcds '57. All are invited.

Newman Ball Club

First Annual Newman Club featuring Brian Brick's Orchestra

at the Cathedral School Auditorium, Friday, Feb. 4, 9-1. Semi-

formal, no corsages. Tickets $2,50 per couple, smorgasbord includ-

ed. Table reservations available by contacting Mike Carty, at 8145.

Tickets on sale at Queen's Post Office.

German Club

A meeting of the German Club will be held on Tuesday,

at S p.m. in the Faculty Women's Club., 144 University.

Feb.

1. at S p.m. in the l-aculty Women's Club., 144 university. Dr.

Gerwin of the German Embassy in Ottawa, will speak on "Schiiler

and Freedom" in honour of the 150th aimiversary of Schiller's

death, and there will be a reading from one of his plays. Refresh-

ments will be served. AU interested students are invited to attend.

various subjects. Prof. Andre Bieler

of the Art department, highly reco-

mmends the display to students.

The Painter Etcher and Engra-

vers' Society of Toronto has spon-

sored the exhibition because the art

of print-making is being revived;

the art has just recently come to

Canada.

Model Parliament

A meeting of party leaders and of those interested in forming

parties for the spring session of the Queen's Model Parliament will

be held in Committee Room 2, Students' Union at 7 p.m. tonight.

Liberal Caucus

All those interested in supporting the Liberal party in the

spring session of the Queen's Model Parliament are asked to at

tend a party caucus in Committee Room 2 at 7 p.m. Wednesday,

Feb. 2nd. Freshmen and ladies are especially invited.

Debating Union

The Queen's Debating Union will meet at 7:30, Feb. 3, in

Committee Room 2, Students' Union,

DVA Cheques

DVA Cheques will be in on Friday at the Padre's Office.

Arts and Crafts LecturL'.

Thor Hansen will deliver a lecture on Canadian Arts

Crafts at the YWCA Friday evening. Admission 35c.

Arts '57 Year Party.

The Arts '57 Year Party will not be held tonight. Aimounce-

lents of date will be posted.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

TRIBUTES
(Contiuued from page 1)

stewardship as vice-chancellor

and principal, o£ his search for

first class scholars, his insistence

on standards, and his eloquent

and distinguished representation

of the university.

Throughout this and other

countries Queen's University

graduates of the past eighteen

years will recall his devotion,

kindliness, and great interest in

young people. His magnificent

courage in his last illness was

the e^^sential mark of his nobility."

Dean Ellis of the Engineering

Faculty said, "The bleak news

of the death of our old Principal,

and the thought that no more

shall we meet his tall active fig-

ure, or be greeted by his kindly

smile and hear the soft Scottish

speech, leaves us numbed and

quiet.

The fairies brought many gifts

to his cradle, a fine mind, a fine

frame, the power of the orator

and the possession of great kind-

ness and sympathy for others.

This was his most characteristic

trait.

And now as this sad news is

spread wherever Queen's people

of the last twenty years may be,

their thoughts will turn back to

Queen's and their old Principal

with a deep sense of personal

loss".

Padre Laverty expressed his

tribute, "In the death of Robert

Charles Wallace this country has

lost one of its most distinguished

citizens and Queen's mourns a

gallant and great servant who,

as one of our late graduates once

wrote, was 'Queen's walking'. He

has left his mark upon the Col-

lege of the Queen and upon all

of us here who were privileged

to come under his nohle influence.

The words King David spoke of

his invincible captain, Abner,

come to mind, 'Know ye not

that there is a prince and a great

man fallen this day in Israel".

Rev. J. G. Hanley, on behalf of

the Newman Club, said, "The re-

ligious clubs on the campus have

special reason to mourn the pas-

sing of Dr. Wallace from the

university scene, for throughout

his regime as Principal of Queen's

he was their friend and advocate.

On several occasions he stated

publicly that 'while Queen's is

non-denominational, it is non- re-

ligious, and it is the mind of the

university that every student

should be active in his own re-

ligious faith whatever that may
be'. Dr. Wallace did everything

in his power to aid the religious

clubs on the campus and facili-

tate their work for the students.

Speaking especially for New-

man Club, we have always felt

that we owed Dr. Wallace a great

debt of gratitude for his co-oper-

ation with our efforts on behalf

of the Catholic students at

Queen's.

All who had at heart the re-

ligious development of the stu-

dents during his term as Princi-

pal are indebted to him also for

the example which he gave the

student body. On more lihan one

occasion when he attended

Newman Club Communion break-

fast on Sunday morning, he ask-

ed to be excused before it was

over in order to participate in

his own church service. That

e a deep impression on the

students.

His personal religious life gave

a ring of sincerity to his public

statements emphasizing the sup-

remacy of Christian ideals in the

fields of science and the humani-

ties.
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UTTCR FROM ST. ANDReWS
by George Post

(We publish below an account

of student life at St. Andrezv's Uni-

versity in Scotland. It was sent to

the Journal by George Post (Arts

'56) who is this year's cxchanyc

student jroin Queen's. He is coni-

I'lcling the year at St. Andrew's he-

jore returning to Quc_en's to finish

his course in honours economics,

politics and history. Mis account of

life at St. Andreit/s provides some

interesting comparisons zvith that at

Queen's.)

The University of St. Andrew
is basically not too different fro

Queen's. It is divided into two
halves — one in St. Andrew
itself and the other at Dundee
about fifteen miles north of St,

Andrew's, and therefore the facil-

ities of a big college and the in-

timacy of a small one are com-
bined in the one institution. The
total enrolment of the university

is only slightly over 2,000. The
university was founded in 1411

and has a great deal of tradition

attached to it. Some of the build-

ings are very old, and the chapel

dates from the fifteenth century.

The courses of study offered in

the Arts faculty are quite similar

to those offered at Queen's. Each
student takes only two or three

•courses each year but has a lec

ture in each course every day, so

that the total time worked in each

week is about the same. The
lectures are more forma! than at

Queen's. Students and lecturers

"both wear gowns. The university

is quite unique in that the under-

graduates wear gowns made of

scarlet woolen cloth. This gown
is the formal university wear and

must be worn at functions where

the student body is assembled;

chapel services and graduation

ceremonies for example. Any
such assembly is a very colourful

group.

In most courses there are few
prescribed texts but many recom
mended books. The lectures are

delivered from prepared manu
scripts. It is rather a common
practice to get a set of notes from

a former year and hope that the

lecturer doesn't revise anything.

The library is very large and is

supplemented by class libraries

adjoining the lecture rooms.

In St. Andrews there are equal

numbers of men and women stu-

dents. Hence there are no ratio

problems and fewer students

seem to "go steady"; at any rate

there are more dances to which
both men and women go unac-

companied and everyone seems to

like this arrangement.

Most of the men and many of

the women students live in resi

dences. There are five residences

here for men with combined ca

pacity of 360 and two residences

for women which together ac-

commodate 240 students. Al-

though it is often difficult to find

time to work, the advantages of

living in residences certainly out-

weigh the disadvantages. You
i>oon get to know a large number
of people very well. The tend-

ency found at Queen's for all one's

friends to be from one faculty is

not found here, since all the facul-

ties arc represented in each resi-

dence. There are excellent op-

portunities to find out about the

THE DIARY OF

studies of people doing othere

courses, also there are generally

several students doing your own
courses nearby in the same build-

ing so that you can talk .over

problems or borrow books quite

readily. Needless to say, much
of the discussion is not concerned

with studies.

Students are free on Sunday

afternoon to have friends and

families into their rooms. It does

make a room seem more like a

home when you are allowed to

have guests. Imagine the scandal

if Kingston landladies allowed

girls to visit even on Sunday ai-

ternoon. Since facilities are pro-

vided in the residences for making

tea or coffee there is no central

spot like the coffee shop where

everyone congregates late in the

evening.

What do students do for enter-

tainment in St. Andrews? It is a

relatively small town with only

1 0,000 people but it has two

theatres and twenty-one bars

which serve to lighten the mon-

otony of studying. I noticed con-

siderable discussion in the Jour-

nal last term about mixing drink-

ing and studying. The British

students and the population in

general seem to accept drinking

as a fine social pastime. Indeed,

the "pubs" are much like local

clubs with dartboards, dominoes

and bar-maids. All serve beer

and mixed drinks. To drink too

much is considered "foolish", not

"evil". Since beer and liquors

are expensive, even by Canadian

standards, and the bars close at

'5.30 there is little drunkedness.

Many of the students hare go

out "for a pint" in the evenings

to see who is doing what — much

the same as the students at

Queen's go "out for a coffee". The

fact that mixed company is al-

lowed and generally found in

most bars means that they are not

the rowdy places found in some

Canadian cities. In all the resi-

dences, students can obtain beer

witli dinner if they desire and

there is a bar in the Mens' Union.

It never seenif to be very busy.

The greater part of the students'

activity does hinge around the

University. . There are about 36

active clubs which range from re-

ligious and academic societies to

jazz and sports clubs. Member-

ships are often small but all are

rather social institutions and ar-

range to meet in some local rest-

aurant most of the time.

The Students Representative

Council, the general student gov-

ernment, directs activities in

much the same manner as the

AMS at Queen's. Its control over

the societies and associations is

limited because it does have an

income like the Students Interest

Fee at Queen's, All organiza-

tions including the Union and the

Athletic Union are forced to fin-

ance themselves from voluntary

membership fees with mininuuu

aid from the University. Hence

the societies enjoy extensive in-

dependence.

There are large playing fields

and the emphasis is placed on

participating in sports activities.

On a Saturday afternoon, there

are generally four or five games

in progress simultaneously. In-

THE MAD JOURNALIST

St. Ignatius and St. Bridget —
Woke this morning to find Jan-

uary has fled and that February

has taken over. Since I am in the

throes of a horrid cold, I re-

strained am impulse to leap out

of bed, to fling open the window
in order that I could greet the

new month ; instead I lay back to

contemplate my misery. It is at

times like this that I feel most

human, realizing as I do the mul-

titude of ailments my flesh suf

fereth me to bear ... I would

have made a first rate martyr, and

doubtless would have enjoyed the

lions much more than they would

have liked me . . .

I have grave doubt that Febru-

ary will turn out to be better

than its predecessor! personally

I suspect that a new Ice Age has

descended upon Kingston . . .

Those who complain that this

blessed spot, this earth, this

realm, this Kingston is culturally

barren and frigid will now con-

ceivably have to do some shiv-

ering themselves,

* * *

Down town Saturday to pur-

chase some books. It was my
good fortune this last week to

come into a bit of a windfall, and

so I added to my small library

"This Most Famous Stream", by

Dr. Lower, "The Golden Bough",

by Sir James Frazer, and "The

Cocktail Party", by T. S. Eliot

I have wanted all three for some

time, and I spent a pleasant week

end re-reading them. Was hor

rified. however, when on my way fs
usual, I suspect

home from the book shop I met

a fellow who. asking me what

books I had bought, accused me

STEAM
SHOVEL

of trying to be intellectual .

It is this sort of thing that tempts

me to agree with those who call

Queen's the home of the mealy-

mouthed yahoo.

Was told that a formal dance

was being held on the campus

Friday evening, so went over to

the gymnasium to see the de-

corations. Noticed two or three

little girls painting large and life-

like sketches of mermaids . . ,

surely these sweet young crea-

tures should not have been sub-

jected to such a task! They were

hardly old enough to have been

told that mermaids do not wear

pajama tops, never mind nothing

else . . . but I later discovered

that they were members of Le-

vana. I hope this does not indi-

cate a trend of some sort . . . By
the way, did the Artsmen choose

the underwater theme in order

to have the mermaids, or was it

vice versa ? Or perhaps verse

vica.

And on Morn of Sun did scribe arise from abysmal depths of

slumber and venture out into frigid Trails of Kin. For did clarion

call of Marion again reflect mightily from cumulus formations of

aitch-two-oh in state of vapor even unto eardrums of scribe. And

so did same arrive eventually at side of wisest of all counsellors

after obtaining many calories at frequent intervals from Buddy

Mickey the spirited-one. I'or indeed was Kinetic energy of mole-

cules of air of very low value in Land of Kin. And did Marion

seem to be in very exited and happy mood, which did surprise

scribe who knew only of feelings of disgust at doings of Leraonz,

Clodz. and Men of Mudz. And by subtle queries did scribe de-

termine that Marion did show great interest in great and powerful

shovel of steam that had recently passed along Trail of Onion and

that same had wheezed out sounds of llattering nriture |
-> Marion.

Imported Dames In Cav of )ames.

And were many fine feminine forms floating in fathoms of

Cav of James on Eve of Fria in place of usual sphere of basket.

For was annual For-mal of Clodz again held such that Clodz might

import own babes of choice for eve of great revelry. But as usual

at Brawls of Eartz were many lemon-squeezers in attendance, and

did Marion suggest that same might be flung into real fathoms

with stones of curling tied between empty skulls and shoulders.

And noting that steam pressure of Marion hovered dangerously

near yield point of rivets did scribe try to calm her down, statmg

that lemon-squeezers were really harmless and that Warriors of

Scienz had not been forgotten on end of week. For did warrior

entertain team of fine daughters of farmers from faraway Land of

Aggie on eve of Saturn. But since ilarion is in such fine fettle,

may scribe put away new corundum-tipped chisel for another week

and return to problems of lubrication concerning stick of slip.

ter-varsity sport exists but noth-

ing, unfortunately, compares to a

football weekend.

Because St. Andrews is a small

town and most of the students

live in residences there is a

stronger sense of belonging to a

group than is the case even in

Kingston. There is plenty of dis-

agreement about and apathy to-

wards particular projects but the

whole life of the student revolves

around the college activities. In-

deed. St. Andrews is often de-

scribed as the only remaining

university town in all of Britain.

Que could describe St, Andrews

as the ideal location for an un-

hurried, studious university life.

I think that tliere is just the right

INTERESTED IN FLYING . . .

The Kingston Flying Club is a Government Approved

School licensed by the Dept. of Transport to provide priv

ate and commercial flying training and to rent aircraft

to club members. Membership fee is $5.00 per annum.

Phone 3276.

I see by the papers that a wes
tern university publication, "The

Sheaf", has been forced to sus

pend one of its bi-weekly edi

tions because of a lack of funds

and student interest. That either

reason should exist is incredible.

The Sheaf is a good student pub-

lication, as such publications go,

and the staff includes some fairly

good writers. Any deficit incur-

red should be met by the student

government, and any lack of in-

terest should be met by the stu-

the

students who complain the most

are those who contribute the least.

The lack of student interest al-

most never means a lack of stu-

dent griping . , . Even here at

Queen's a lot of students have

not yet learned that so far as

letters to the editor are concerned,

no one is in the least interested

in their criticisms unless they are

constructive.

Was spending a half hour in

the restaurant where I take of my
usual a toast and tea, and noticed

several greasy looking fellows

killing time in the next booth

One of them finally rambled over

to the Wurlitzer and crammed its

maw with coins. In response the

machine began a series of wierd

noises, which upon inquiry I

learned were the hit tunes of the

day. Now I do not object in the

least to people who like that type

of music — they are entitled to

loes not like it, be forced to lis-] gleaned chiefly from The Globe

and Mail. I suspect, with per-

haps unwarranted optimism, that

mixture of activity with leisure

and study with relaxation to be I
enjoy whatever suits tfieir taste

enjoyable, '^"'^ should I. or anyone else who

len to it in a pubUc restaurant:

Or if I ara forced to listen to it,

-hould not I be able to inflict my

taste upon them in a like manner?

They would complain bitterly if

i made them sit through the

Beethoven Eroica. Very well, I

^hall complain about their mu-

?ic.

• • *

The question was asked of me

last week whether I ever com-

ented on international affairs in

my diary. I seldom do, for the

sole reason that whatever I

know about such matters is

the men and women of this uni-

versity are able to read the news

for themselves, and that their

opinions are every bit as good as

mine, if not better. I noticed re-

cently, however, that Mr. St.

Laurent expressed concern over

situation in Formosa and along

the China coast. Since it cannot

reasonably be supposed that he

could express any other emotion

under the circumstances, I ad-

mire his restraint. Or upon fur-

ther reflection, tee hee.

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

When you pause. ..make it Mtfrit.^^have^;^^^^

I. n rwlil*!*^ tmdt-marfc.
COCA-COLA LTD.
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Frolicing And Politicing

The most significant fact about elections at Queen's is that

there are so many and they are so scattered. Perhaps the framers

of the society constitutions had in mind that elections staged at

intervals would have the result of keeping campus issues before

the students. Certainly this has not been the result. The more

conspicuous consequences have been confusion and apathy. Indeed

many students may not even know that elections are being held

or what offices the successful candidates are to fill.

Overall consolidation of the various society and AMS contests

would serve many useful purposes. In the first place it would

provide an opportunity for clearly explaining to the students the

nature of the various posts to be filled. Secondly, it would facil-

itate streamlining election machinery, part of which could be a com-

mittee to publicize the election and conduct a concerted "Get out

the Vote" campaign.

Most important of all candidates could then be given a real

opportunity to put their views before the student body. Undoubt-

edly the result would consist partly of sloganizing and mass appeal

campaigning.' But it would also consist of serious presentation of

issues. At least one public meeting could be held at which the chief

candidates could put forth their views. The Journal could devote

considerable space to publicizing candidates by means of pictures,

biographies and platform statements.

There is much to be said for avoiding the fan-fare which pop-

ular contests often provoke. However, a little frolicing and politic-

ing once a year wouldn't do Queen's any harm. And there is al-

ways the chance that a few students would make use of the oc-

casion to inform themselves on campus issues and inject into the

campaign some discussion on worthwhile questions. And this

wouldn't do Queen's any harm either.

A Funnier Journal But . . .

Three of the students interviewed by Herschel Hardin last week

thought that the Journal should be more humorous. The Journal

thinks so too. The trouble is that people look funny, act funny

and talk funny, but moat of them become horribly solenm when
they sit down in front of a typewriter. If only one out of ten

amusing people on the campus could write as well as they talk,

the Journal would be as hilarious as Punch and the New Yorker.

To add to the problem, the select few who can write with wit and

humor are very, very hard to find. Kirk Houston, for example,

was a student at Queen's for three years before he volunteered to

write Roundabout this fall. We shudder to think how many other

budding humorists never visit the Journal office.

Several college newspapers try to brighten their pages by sub-

scribing to a form of humor known as slapstick but which is really

pure, unmitigated corn. Relying on wretched puns and crude take-

offs, such "humor" is far more amusing to produce than to read.

What may seem uprouriouly funny to a trio of dog-tired editors

at two in the morning may seem pretty forced by two that after-

noon. Humor on a high level — whether it be satire or whimsy
— conies readily to the pens of a lucky few. The Journal can only
hope that Queen's didn't lose the last of this type when the ebullient

Gary (B.A.) Snuth departed two years ago.

Another student interviewed by the Journal, Frank Cannella
of Meds "60. said that "funny things" happen around here which
should be printed. He is right, of course, but the process of trans-
lating a humorous incident into print is far more difficult than most
people suppose. The humor in many such situations lies in a facial

expression or a tone of voice or a turn of phrase. These qualities
are almost impossible to capture in prose and are apt to appear
<|uite unfunny to the casual reader. The Journal is also faced with
the almost unsurmountable problem of finding out about these
"funny things". Unless a regular Journal reporter happens to wit-
ness a humorous incident or hears about it by the grape-vine, the
chances of it ever appearing in the paper are one in a million. If

students want their campus paper to cover the lighter side of the
news, it is their responsibility to bring odd and amusing incidents
to the Jourual's attention.

On Spending Spare Time
How many itudents think ol their life and work at Queen's

as preparation for leisure? Probably almost none. The question
"What are you going through for?" typifies the attitude of most
Canadian college students toward the four years they spend acquir-
ing a higher education. Such an attitude is perfectly understand-
able in a .oumnmily in which almost everyone has to earn his own
living suoner or later. And yet a little arithmetic reveals that
people who work a 40- or 44-hour week have almost as much time
left over for leisure activities. We are surely making a mistake
if we do not give some thought to how we are going to spend all

this time.

Until a generation os so ago, the emphasis at British and Con-
tinental universities was placed almost solely on producing "scholars
and gentlemen". Although this attitude could hardly be expected
to flourish in a Canadian environment, it has more than a little value
when directed toward our ever-increasing amount of leisure time.
Many Queen'smcn are familiar with the sight of Kingston land-
lords and landladies sitting with bemused expressions on their

faces, seeing nothing out the window and having nothing to say
to one another. These poor people have never learned to put their

spare time to worthwhile and satisfying use. It is to be hoped that

this generation of Queen's students is not making the mistake of

regarding university as nothing more than a training school, for-

getting that they will spend much of their lives away from office

and laboratory.

"UNREPENTENT OPTIMISM"

Principal Wallace - Man Of Ideas

After this it was noised abroad that Mr. Valiant-for-

truth was sent for by summons by the same post as the

other, and had this for a token that the summons was true,

"That his pitcher was broken at the fountain." When he

understood it, he called for his friends and told them of

it. Then said he, I am going to my Father's; and though

with great difficulty 1 have got hither, yet now I do not

repent me of all the troubles I have been at to arrive where

I am. My sword 1 give to him that shall succeed me in

my pilgrimage, and my courage and skill to him that can

get it. ?^Iy marks and scars I carry with me. to be a wit-

ness for me that I have fought His battles who now will

be niy rewarder. When the day that he must go hence

was come, many accompanied him to the river-side, into

which as he went he said, "Death, where is thy sting?"

And as he went down deeper, he said, "Grave, where is

thy victory?" So he passed over, and all the trumpets

sounded for him on the other side.

John Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progress.

Letters To The Editor

Editor, Journal:

There may not be any ruling con-

cerning the compulsory attendance

of Arts lectures, but the absence of

this does not mean that lecturers can

take lectures off whenever it pleases

their fancy. Admittedly, the loss of

the odd lecture is not sufficient

cause for complaint, but when the

practice becomes persistent, it is

high time the matter be brought

to the attention of the authorities.

In many cases there may be an

excellent reason for a lecturer to

miss a class. But when a lecture

missed at least once a week (the

particular lecturer whose case I am

Lecturers Who Don't Show Up
citing has missed altogether over a

month of lectures without any logi

cal explanation), there is sufficient

cause for concern. We, the students,

are paying money, oftimes hard-

earned, for the privilege of attend-

ing classes with the view of gain-

ing a higher education. Not only

are we not getting the full benefit of

our fees, but what is more impor-

tant, we are not getting the full

benefit from the course. Surely this

situation cannot continue. If those

supposedly qualified to teach us do

not take their work seriously, they

can hardly expect us to do likewise.

L.F.

Murmu rs From A Levanite

Editor, Journal

;

Once again the time has come

when the various faculty societies

are being elected. Not least among

these is the Levana Society, whose

elections take place this Wednesday.

Yet. before we go to vote there are

several thoughts we would do well

to keep in mind. There is a con-

vention of the constitution which

forbids the candidates for office to

openly campaign. M^hether we like

it or not. the tendency has recently

been for the candidates, especially

for the senior offices, to use the

more subtle methods of pressuring.

It is fast becoming the candidate

who has the most winning smile,

and can kiss the most teddy-bears,

who swings the majority of votes,

especially in the first and second

years. A position of such responsi-

bility and importance as the presi-

dency of Levana should be occu-

pied by a person who has shown

ability, both in organization and

leadership. An open campaign would

eliminate many of the petty jeal-

ousies now so prevalent, and pro-

vide some real fun and constructive

ideas.

The Levana Society has alway

had a remarkably high percentage

of its members vote in its elections

and this is an excellent sign. Never-

theless, the Levana open meetings

are poorly attended and there is

little interest shown. I think one

could say that the present apathy

is largely a result of the nominating

system. The Levana Society is not

alone in having a nominating com-

mittee, composed of a large number

of the out-going executive, nominate

two candidates for the ]>residency.

The result is a self-perpetuating oli-

garchy, whicli tends to choose its

own successors, and thus prevents

an active student participation. It

could he argued that the students

will not always make the wisest

choice, but neither is the committee

infallible.

It is therefore time that we seri-

ously considered the future position

of the Levana Society, which has

stood for so much in the past, and

will, we hope, continue its work of

fellowship and good spirit.

Cato.

by Joan Partridge

Many present students at Queen's

knew fonner Principal Wallace only

by his high reputation as a scholar

of science and as a man whose

many activities were prompted by a

firm belief in the value of human

life. Now he is dead, but we still

may know him through his ideas

which live on to serve as guides for

us in a perplexing age. I should

like to present for your considera-

tion some of Dr. Wallace's thoughts

as recorded in various issues of the

Queen's Quarterly from 1937 to

1955.

"The Higher Learning," Spring,

1937. is concerned with the so-called

cleavage between "liberal" and

"practical" systems of education. Dr.

Wallace sees the importance of both

:

"Education does not remake the

man. It takes him, with his inclina-

tions and proclivities, and, working

in the atmosphere of the time, fills

up, implements, enlarges, develops.

It cannot be thought of as in itself

abstract and apart. It conies to hfe

only in human beings, themselves

part of the age in which they live.

Science has shown us how we may

control and harness nature : and we

need the man who can step in and

do it .... Is all of this (Engineer-

ing) so lacking in real educational

value because it is so intensely prac-

tical ?"

The aims of education have broad

ened with the expan.sion of learning

in all fields. Study of the humanities

and study of the practical sciences

both produce the desired end: "We
would hope that young people learn

how to sift and analyse the facts,

and to make sound judgements on

them. We would expect them to

appreciate and to understand the

interrelations of knowledge. We
would greatly wish that they be-

come sensitive to the imponderables

of life."

In "Education in a Democratic

Society," Winter, 1947, Dr. Wallace

again states his belief that education,

to be valuable, must be capable of

being translated into present-day

living. The General Arts course

should include some compulsory

subjects such as English literature,

the social sciences, science and

mathematics; thus "all students in

arts, no matter what their fields of

concentration, would have the op

portunity of acquiring an education

and develop intellectual interests

which might persist through life,

and a broad perspective of human

achievement into which their spe-

cial studies would fit as elements of

the whole picture, but portrayed in

more minute detail .... For the

experience of mankind, in the search

fur truth, for goodness and for

beauty, in the exploration of the

common bonds without which com-

munity life may not endure, and in

the reahzation of the spiritual as-

pirations for lack of which the

people may perish, are experiences

that have a lasting value. They are

the basis of all education."

Dr. Wallace's essay, "The Mov-

ing Finger," appeared in the Au-

tunm, 1950 issue of the Quarterly.

This was shortly before his retire-

ment; he seems to be looking hack

over his life, and life in general,

gathering up the most important

strands of its meaning. "There is

a sense of irrevocability about

time .... we know that something

passes over us and is gone, and

that in the process we have suffered

a change. In the change there may

be gains. There are certainly losses

that we can never recover .... To
the question whether man has pro-

gressed to the attainment of higher

values, the answer is uncertain, for

there is no accurate measuring-rod

Greater comfort and finer liv-

ing are not synonymous. There are

times when one feels they are an-

tithetical .... (But) seen in the

long perspective of the years, he

(man) has suffered a sea change.

Projected into the long vista of the

future he may reach out even more

convincingly into the fuller life. It

is a faith worth living for, and

working for. It will not come with-

out effort; and it will not be given

to us to see the results."

Finally, we have in the latest

Quarterly the "observations of one

individual . . . who has been given

the opportunity for a few years of

quiet reflection after more respon-

sible duties have been laid aside.""

Dr. Wallace writes of his birth-

place, and of its effect on him :
"The

lover of nature, bom in rural sur-

roundings with the great ocean on

every side, cannot escape a natural

mysticism which will colour all his

thinking as the years go past."

Other people — whatever their

social or intellectual status — al-

ways taught him something: "It is

that special talent or quality in the

personality of those whom one

meets which is the real meeting

place. For a knowledge that his

quality is recognized gives a man

heart ; it hfts him up ; it opens him

to me — and me to him,"

Dr. Wallace's "unrepentent opti-

mism" will be an enduring source

of strength to us as we contemplate

with concern the increasingly disas-

trous effects of materialism : "Edu-

cation is important. It is still more

important that we find a consistent

and satisfying explanation of the

meaning of the universe, and of our

purpose and ultimate destiny as

human beings. As a scientist, I

have not been able to convince my-

self that the marvellous articulation

and adaptation both of living things

and of inanimate nature can have

come of itself or through the purely

impersonal workings of evolutionary

laws alone. I feel that there is a

mind beyond the visible processes,

a fountainhead of all the love and

beauty and goodness and truth

which we as human beings so im-

perfectly reflect, a power that gives

us freedom of choice, and an eternal

hope. We call tliat power God."
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SIMPLE CEREMONY ENDS CAREER
Building Willed To Queen's

For Art And Music Centre

Queen's will be the recipient of a new building to be devoted to

music and art. The will of Agnes McCausland Etherington which

^as probated this week deeded to the university her home at

118 University avenue, to be held in trust by her husband. Dr.,

Frederick Etherington until his death, or until he "no longer desires

to use the property."

The house, given to the uni-

versity is one of the most beau-

tiful in the city, occupying the

corner lot of University avenue

and Queen's crescent.

According to the will, the

house is "to be used by the fine

arts department of Queen's uni-

versity for the furtherance of

art and music and for the ex-

hibition of pictures and music

and not for use as a residence."

Mrs. Etherington stipulated

that the house was not to be

added to or altered in any way

which would change the purpose

which she outlined, and provided

SlO.OOO for alterations and ex-

pansion to the university.

Liz Gillan Elected Levana President

Mary Ev Rogers Junior AMS Rep.

Evening In Paris

Aquacade s Theme

The aquacade, whose theme is

"Evening in Paris" opened last

night in the Queen's gym, and will

continue to-night and to-morrow

night.

Directed by iMnrcia Jayes. who

was interviewed over CKWS last

Wednesday, and assisted by Janet

dracey. the show features 55 stu-

<Ients, both male and female who

i>vill display their talents in the sev-

eral acts designed to carry out the

French theme.

Twelve routines will be present-

ed, which will depict well known
aspects of Paris such as "Can-Can

Oirls." "Xight Life of Paris," and

"Artists from the Montmartre."

rhere will also be diving cxhibi-

'iitns, l)oth serious and Iiuniorous.

Tickets may lie purcliased at the

gym, or Mahood's Drug Store.

HeartSurgeon
Lectures Here
The surgery of acquired heart

disease" was the topic of a lecture

given here this week by Dr. G.

Bigelow, noted Toronto cardiac

surgeon. Dr. Bigelow, who iUus-

trated his talk with colored slides

and a short film, told medical

students and staff of the various

conditions which, with new tech-

niques, are being routinely cor-

rected with good results.

In addition to the operations

for heart disease acquired follow-

ing attacks of rheumatic fever,

there are several more recent pro-

cedures which, although in the

experimental stage, show promise

of helping people who are suffer-

ing from hitherto hopeless forms

of heart disease.

Dr. Bigelow stressed that while

these operations may seem prim-

itive fifty years from now, they

are part of the progress which

must take place if advances in

treatment are to be made. One

of tlie most rewarding aspects of

heart surgery, he said, is the re-

covery that is often made, after

the repair of serious defects

which prevented normal activity

and threatened the lives of pat-

ients.

Liz Gillan was elected the new

president of the Levana Society and

Mary Ev Rgers was elected Junior

AMS Rep. in the Levana elections

which were held Wednesday. Sev-

enty-one percent voted, which is

about average compared to previous

Levana elections.

When asked to comment on her
\

new position, Liz Gillan said, "ll

has been the greatest honor that I

have ever had. I have a most ex-

cellent predecessor and I shall do

ly utmost to maintain the stan-

dard that she set for Levana. I also

wish to thank all those who elected

me."

Mary Ev was unavailable for

comment.

Liz is a third year honors English

and Frencli student, and hails from

Pakenhain. Her activities, in her

first year, included being treasurer

of the Glee Club and a member of

the Journal staff. This year she has

lent her talents to the Ban Righ

House Council as vice-president, and

the Levana Society as social con-

venor. She is also on the executive

of Arts '56.

Mary Ev Rogers is a sophomore

in an honors English and history

course. She was a member of this

year's frosh reception committee

and is at present the secretary of

the Ban Righ House Council.

Last Rites for R. G. Wallace

Several university officials including Chancellor G. A. Dunning,

Principal W. A. Macintosh and Dean D. S. Ellis precede the casket

of Principal Wallace as it is carried from Grant Hall Tuesday after-

noon.

NFCUS Sponsors

Overseas Travel
The National Federation of

'^anadifin University Students is

'igain sponsoring a two-fold pro-

Siram for student overseas travel.

This program includes 1) all ex-

'"^nsc student tours and 2) ex-

clusive student (educational) sail-

'ng, and regular sailing on which

NFCUS holds minimum cost

=i>^comodation.

For further information, please

•consult bulletin boards and con-

l"ct Joan Partridge at 2-0268.

ThL- i>liotofjraphy competition

sponsored by NFCUS, usually

iield in the spring, has been post-

poned until the fall in order that

(Competitors may submit photo-

graphs covering as wide a variety

of subjects as possible. Rules will

published as soon as they are

received. In the meantime, please

f-avf your prints.

Varsity Features

Flap Jack Contest

Toronto (CUP) — Varsity
campus was the scene of a flap-

jack-frying contest not long ago.

The contest, conducted at the

igloo on the front campus mark-

ed the opening of the competi-

tion to choose a Winter Carnival

Queen.

Beauty took second place as

the contestants vied with one

another in the culinary art. The

object of the game was to cook

one generous pancake, flipping it

without a spatula.

The final decision was made at

the Caledon Hills, as the crown-

ing of Judy Francis, second year

Vic student, brought to a close

Varsity's first Winter Carnival.

National Ballet Of Canada

Visits Kingston In March
The National Ballet of Canada is comi _

8 The city is one of a number o£ the smaller, as we.

cities incuded in the itinerary of the company's winter tour which

began last week. The tour also includes several of the largeri

American cities, notably New York, where they will fm.sh the end

of March. . , ,

The one-night performance in Kingston is bemg sponsored by

the University Women's Club, a member of the Canadian Fed-

eration of University Women. Their primary aim is to bnng an art-

istic, cultural group to the city, and also to raise money for scholar-

ships and other worthwhile objects^

Celia Franca, and the husband

and wife team, Lois Smith and

David Adams will dance the

leading roles. All three have been

lauded for their competence and

versatility which has come to

them only through years of dif-

ficult training.

Skate Blades Flash Again

First Revue In Six Years

Next Wednesday, the Jock Harty Arena will be the scene of

the first ice revue at Queen's in six years ;
and -Whrng-Drng On

Ice" promises to make up for lost time.

Thirty people are in the show, most of them first year students.

Since last fall they have been rehearsing for a synchronized waltz
^ Lortie, University of Mont-

number and a girls' precision line. Featured in solos are Marlene ^ u a,,.. TinlvAr^Jtv

Kristner figure-skater from Gait (the show's only import), and

Jim Lindaniood and Andy Sprict, both in Science '57. Marlene

will be interviewed over CKWS-TV at 4:30 p.m. on Feb. 9.

After the skating displays

float parade, to the

Burial Service

For Dr.Wallace

In Grant Hall
"Know ye not that there is a

Prince and a great man fallen

this day in Israel."

A simple ceremony was held

in Grant Hall on Tuesday, Feb.

1 to commemorate the late Dr.

Robert Charles Wallace. The

ceremony was conducted by Rev.

A. Marshall Laverty, assisted by

Rev. Dr. G. A. Brown, minister

Emeritus of Chalmers Church,

and a trustee, and Rev. Dr. W.

F. Banister, minister of Chalmers

Church. \

Over 1000 students, friends,

and associates of the former prin-

cipal paid tribute to the memory

of one of Canada's foremost in-

tellectuals and educationalists.

Among those present for the

funeral were the following: the

Hon. Charles A. Dunning,
Queen's Chancellor, Montreal;

Donald Gordon, president of the

Canadian National Railways ; W.

A. Mather, president of the Can-

adian Pacific Railway. Montreal;

Dr. Sydney Smith, president of

the University of Toronto; Dr.

G, E. Hall, president of the Uni-

ersity of Western Ontario, Lon-

don ; Dr. Cyril James, principal

of McGill University. Montreal;

UNIVERSITY SERVICE

Tlu- fifth University Service

of llic \Vintcr Term will he

cundncted by the Padre in

Grant HrdI at 11.00 a.m. next

Sunday. Principal Macintosh

and Peter Paris, Theology's

,'\MS Rep. will read the les-

sons. Subject of the sermon

is "Answer to Evil." Pat

Richardson will be at the

organ.

The program will consist of

Les Sylphides, the Nutcracker

Suite, and a modern ballet, 0£-

tenbach in the Underworld, a new

ballet choreographed by Anthony

Tudor.

Tickets may be purchased from

Mrs. H. A. Elliot at the Douglas

Library Order Office, or Dean

Douglas in her Ban Righ Office.

People who buy advance tickets,

which will be on sale Feb. 18,

will have first choice of seats.

The date for sale to the general

public is Feb. 21. Tickets are

priced at $2.50, $2.00, $150 and

$1.00.

comes th- -. . .
.

music of the Queen's Brass Band

followed by a girls' hockey game

between Levana '55 and "56.

Mary Lyons, in fourth year

ng to Kingston March ' phys. ed., is in charge of the show.

as large!* Dot Desjardins is taking care of

advertising, and Viv Sterns is

looking after tickets and finan-

ces. The costumes are handled

by Pat Alexander.

Tickets, at 50c, are on sak n

the Union. After the show, gen-

eral skating will finish off the

evening. The Jock Harty Arena

can seat 1500 and it is hoped that

everyone will turn out.

Mt Olympus Theme

For McGill Revue

Montreal (CUP) — The annual

McGill Red and White Revue is

scheduled to run from Feb. 8 to

12 at Moyse Hall, The title "Ye

Gods!" indicates that ihe scene

will portray an inside picture of life

among the gods of Mt. Olympus.

Old as well as new talent will be

featured. Ron Clark and Ron Wul-

ner have combined to compose the

music and lyrics for the '55 Red

and White Revue.

FLASH !

Tliere will nol be a meeting

of the Student Wives Group

on Tuesday, Feb. S as plann-

ed. The next regular meeting

will be on Tuesday. Feb. 22.

Noted Pianist

Gives Concert
Mcc T^-'iuplcton, famed piano

virtuoso will display the versatility

aud brilliance for which he is noted

this Tuesdav at the annual Arts

Concert, sponsored by ihe Arts So-

ciety.

Born in Cardiff. Whales, a country

known for its music loving mhab-

itants Mr. Templeton received his

training in London. He made h.s

American debut with the orchestra

of Jack Hylton, and was immedi

ately acclaimed.

The fact that he has been blind

since birth has in no way hindered

his musical genius. He has written

several musical compositions, m

both light and serious vein.

Tickets may be purchased at the

Post Office.

real; Dr. Joseph Auer, University

of Ottawa; Hon. Halph Camp-

ney. minister of national defence,

Ottawa; Dr. L. W. Brockington,

Ottawa, rector of Queen's Uni-

versity; the Hon. W. M. Nickle,

representing Premier Leslie

Frost; Dr. Lome Pierce, editor

of the Ryerson Press, Toronto.

Representing the armed forces

were a number of prominent mil-

itary men, among them General

Guy Simonds, Lt.-Gen. Charles

Foulks, Maj.-Gen. A. E. Potts,

.Mr Commodore Douglas A. R.

Bradshaw, commandant of the

Royal Military College, and Vice-

Admiral Rollo Mainguy, chief of

naval staff.

The combined university Glee

Club, Medical an<l Science choirs

sang at the service accompanied

by Dr. Graham George at the

organ.

Active pall-bearers were two

sons-in-law of the late Dr. Wal-

lace. Lt. Cmdr. Pliley Addington

and Dr. Charies Baugli : Staff

Sgt. Warren H. Mabb RCEME.
a cousin : Lt. Cmdr. John Chance,

Dr. Walter Waddelt and Iain

Gow. president of Queen's Uni-

versity Alma Mafcr Society.

Honorary pall-bearers were

Queen's University Chancellor

Charles A. Dunning, Principal

W. A. Macintosh Deans D. S.

Ellis. R. O. Eari. and C. H. Et-

tinger: J. M, Macdonnclt, chair-

man of the University Board of

Trustees: T. A. McGinnis, trus-

tee: Dr. C. H. McCiiaig, pres-

ident of the General Alumni As-

sociation and Clerk of Chalmers

Church session.

Interment was at Cataraqui

Cemetery.
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BASKETBALLERS LEAVE, ENTER PUCKMEN

FOUR UNIVERSITIES

IN BADMINTON MEET

The Queen's gym has gone to

he birds these days. Intercol-

jegiate badminton, players are

responsible for all tlie confusion^

because they're staging their an-

nual tournament tonight and to-

morrow in the gym.

The tournament, which has

been switched back to the gym
after being originally scheduled

for the Kingston armories, will

present a total of 40 separate

games taking place on four courts

between 4 o'clock this eiftemoon

and the same hour tomorrow af-

ternoon. Bird-batters from To-

ronto, Western and McGiU will

compete. Included in the visiting

contingent will be Collin Irving

of McGill, last year's singles

champion.

The Queen's quartet, which
iinished in the runner-up spot in

the tournament held last year in

Toronto, features a lot of exper-

ience which is expected to keep

them in contention all the way.

Ed Koenig will handle the num-
ber one singles chores for the

squad, with Don Hooper, Pat

Morton, and Keith Armstrong, in

tliat order, filling, the rciiiaining

posts. The team has been coached

by Miss Elizabeth Evans, of the

PHE staff.

Gaels Intend To Rock The Rafters

Also Invading Western Mustangs

Dutch

the arena

took his life in his hands by offering

murder", said he. as he rubbed hi

BASKETBALL STATISTICS

Western —
Toronto

Queen's

Assumption
McGill

McMaster _

Standings

P
3

2

4

4

4

3

Top Ten Scorers

w L F A Pts.

3 0 245 171 6

2 0 158 116 4

2 2 258 293 4

2 2 317 250 4

1 3 236 327 2

0 3 181 238 0

In The Lemoniite

The ski meet was held in Gan-

aiioiiue last Sunday.

The downhill race was run in

the morning, with Ann Muirhead

(55) finishing up in first place.

Jan Jackson (57) was a close sec-

ond, while Shirley Proctor (57)

ind Marion Chalmers (55) wound
up in third spot,

The afternoon activity saw the

slalom event being held, Ann
Muirhead showed her skill once

more by taking top honors. Jan
Jackson and Shirley Proctor once

more finished in second and third

spots.

First place for the day, award-
ed on a points basis, went to the

fossils of 55.

Attention Thirds I

The Queen's Thirds will visit

RMC tonight for a 7 o'clock

game.

By Jim O'Grady

Dutch Dougall, in the thirty-one years he has spent around Jock Harty arena, has had some

illuminating experiences. For example, there were days in the past when the ancent mstitiition

on Garrett Street used to be packed to the rafters for the annual inter-faculty hockey fmals

in his capacity of rink manager, would charge the happy spectators a dime each, and

would clean up on the afternoon's activities. The hired help around the rink would have to clean

up Dutch after every such tilt too, because, every year, he

to referee the big event. "Ah, those were the days. It wa.

hands together in glee the other night in his arena office.

The enthusiasm shown at the

inter-faculty matclies was as noth-

ing cumpared to that which ap-

peared when the intercollegiate

Gaels skated out onto the ice for

their weekly games. It was the

busiest era in the history of the

arena. Sammy Wilson, a hockey-

niad medical student, set the

spectator pace by insisting that

all medical freshmen be marched

in a body to the Gael games, just

as modern-day frosh wend their

way to Richardson stadium every

Saturday in the fall. Other facul-

ties followed suit, and the arena

staff were sometimes left with

the problem of where to put all

the people.

Dutch doesn't like to be re-

minded that the age of the scream-

ing mob, the thrills, spills, and

everything else that goes along

with Canada's national pastime

left the Queen's scene a few years

ago. But he doesn't mind being

told that history may repeat it-

self tomorrow afternoon, around

^bout 2 :00 when intercollegiate

hockey, in its popular sense, re-

mrns to the Queen's scene for the

first time after an absence of six

vears. Dutch is probably pretty

happy, too, that the powers that

be have elected to turn the whole

show into a quasi-carnival by

recruiting the services of the

Queen's Pipe Band to make the

hallowed rafters ring with sounds

they haven't heard for eons.

The timing for this return to

intercollegiate ranks couldn't be

belter. Pat Galasso. a gent who
spends some of his spare time in

the process of schedule-making,

has given the winter sport a ter-

rific boost this year. What he

has done is to ]>ut together an

intramural hockey league which

has suddenly blossomed into one

of the most

(See Old Times, page 3)

HEET THE GAELS

Potter, T
Fedor, Q
Mikalachi, M. _
Osborne, W.
Joseph, A.

Duplessis, M.

Monnot, W.—
Veres, A.

Purcell. Q.

Shephard, Mac

G Tp Ave.

2 47 23.5

4 85 21.25

4 79 19.75

3 59 19.67

4 72 18.

4 71 17.75

2 35 17.5

4 62 15.5

4 5! 12.75

3 38 12.67

BERT BROOKS

19.

Hoopsters Depart From Gym
VisitTorontoAnd McMaster

By Mike Moffat

The Basketball Gaels will take to the road this weekend in

couple of games that could very well decide the position in which

the Queen'smen will finish in the intercollegiate standings. The Tri-

color will visit Hamilton tonight, where the winless McMaster Mar-

auders will be the hosts. The following night, they will move back

to Toronto to meet the University of Toronto Blues in a very im-

portant game for both squads.

The Gaels at the moment have 1 high and mighty Purple Raiders

a two and two record in their who dropped their return game

league tilts, as they have taken here. \

the verdict their last couple of I The Macmen, who will be

times out. The locals are getting! Friday's opponents.^have dropped

all their away games over before both their games, losing to West-

settling down to a four game ern and Varsity, both- times

home stand in the middle of the about ten poin^sv The G^ls wJill

Bert Brookes—goal. Sc. 56; his icy nerves make him hard to beat,

Don Maceachern—sub goal, Arts 58, a very capable undestudy

Ron Valiquette—defense, Sc. 56; when he knocks 'em down

they stay down.

Mac McCartney—defense, a hard hitting, two-way player

with "guts".

Al Shamess—defense, Arts 57, a steady worker, plays either

forward or defense.

Al Hitchcock—defense, Arts 57, rough and rugged. Backs up

from nobody.

Fin Campbell—defense, post-grad, as good a rearguard as

you can get.

Don Keenleyside—centre, Meds 56. A constant threat to hi^

opponents.

Pete Dozzi—left wing. Science 56, a powerful skater with a

wicked shot.

Ray Hoffman—right wing, Science 56, he's hard to stop when

he gets that puck.

Ian McKay—centre. Arts 58. a hard-rock forward with lots

of "go".

Ray Hermiston—left wing. Arts 58, like al! Artsmen, be ha'^

lots of ability.

Barry Percival—right wing. Science 58, a clever stickhandlcr

with a good shift.

Murray Osborne—PHE 56, centre, good things come in small

packages.

Dick Hill—left wing. Science 56, a tower of strength on the

Gaels offense.

George Carscallen—right wing. Science 58, a capable grad.

from the Kingston Vies.

This Is When Queen's Appears

month. Their r

one win and two losses, their win

being a thrilling two - pointer

over McGill while the losses were

talked-about affairs
[
at the hands of the undefeated

Western Mustangs and the once

oad record reads ' be favored to take this ti^t, if

they can regain the form that

carried them to their win over the

Assumption quintet. They seem-

ed to have lost it in their game'

(See On t>e road, page 3)

FRIDAY
4.00—Court 2 Bonney (M)

Hooper (Q)
Court 3 Smith (T) vs

Morton (Q)
Court 4 Poth (W) vs

Armstrong (Q)

4.30—Court 1 Irving (M) v

mrt 2 Bonar (T) vs

Hooper (Q)
Court 3 Stuart (W) vs

Morton (Q)
7.30—Court 1 Taylor (W) vs

Koenig (Q)
Court 4 Mclvor (T) vs

Armstrong (Q)

8,30—Court 1 Carnwath-Bonar

(T) vs Koenig-Morton

Court 4 Stuart-Poth (W)

vs Hooper-Armstrong (Q)

SATURDAY
9.30—Court 1 Carnwath (T) vs

Koenig (Q)
Court 3 Butterworth (M)

vs Morton (Q)

lO.OO—Court 2 Albreksten (W)

vs Hooper (Q)
Court 4 Shaposnick (M)

vs Armstrong (Q)

10.45—Court 1 I r V i n g-Bonney

(M) vs Koenig-Morton

Court 4 Smith-Mclvor (Tl

vs Hooper-Armstrong (Q)

11.30—Court 2 Taylor-Albreks-

ten (W) VS Koenig-Mor-

ton (Q)

• Dial 7135

town and country

md in

ReStCLUTantS • Prmcess at Clergy streets.
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Debating Club To Discuss

Contentious Campus Issues

"Students on this campus need

a place to let off steam on con-

tentious issues", said Larry Lea-

Floor, vice president of Queen's

pebating Union last Monday

evcnnig. He went on to explain

that this was the motive tor the

new program which the Debat-

ing Union has decided to ins-

titute.

Instead of using the custom-

ary political and economic issues

for its topics, tjhe Union will

present a series of campus issues

which have stirred up student

interest. The purpose of the new
plan is to combat student apathy

and increase attendance at debat-

ing union meetings.

The first live issue to be dis-

cussed will be "Resolved that

faculty jackets are a sign of

mediocrity". This will be dis

cussed at 7.30, Monday, Feb-

ruary 7 in the McLaughlin Room

of the Student's Union. All stud

ents are invited to come and ex'

press their views.

In addition to the new home

program, a very extensive inter

varsity program is also planned.

During the coming weeks debates

are scheduled with Osgoode Hall

and McGil! University. The big-

gest event will be the Queen'

entry into the McGill Winter

Carnival debates.

Eliminations for the Winter

Carnival debating team will be

held as part of the program on

February 7. Candidates will be

judged on the speeches which

they present on the faculty jack-

et issue Those interested in

competing are asked to register

with Nigel Gander some time

before the meeting starts. The

elimination speeches will be heard

before the issue is thrown open

to the audience.

Looks Like Old Times
(continued from page 2)

on the campus scene. Unusually

large crowds turn out at noon

hours to watch their year teams

in action, and come back for more

a few days later. This kind of

grass-roots enthusiasm is the

factor which sets the stage for

bigger and better intercollegiate

crowds.

In line with this sudden spon-

taneous revival of interest, the

Gaels themselves have put to

gether one of their best squadi

in recent years. They're leading

the Kingston City League by a

wide margin, but that in itself

isn't sufficient proof. What
really counts is that they have

been able to compete on an equal

basis with the best teams in the

Northern United States circuit;

and that they own spectacular

goal-tending, a hard-hitting de-

fense, and an exceptionally speedy

set of forward lines.

are in bad shape, you'd better stay

at home; you just won't have

enough
girls.

.•oice left to talk to those

Varsity Reports

Buildings Needed

6;59

7:00

7:10

7:20

7:30

7:45

S:C0

8:30

V :(10

9:15

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:30

6:00

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

Pete Carr-Harris, the guy who

coaches the squad, was talking

about the Western Mustangs,

who'll provide the opposition to-

morrow, the other night in the

Gael dressing room. Fast and

rugged, that's what the London-

ers are. Most of their players

hail from the northland, and they

put a lot of hockey savvy into

the lineup. Carr-Harris isn"t at

all convinced that they should

have beaten our side a few weeks

back in London when the Gaels

just plain came up with a bad

day. Until the time star defense-

man Ron Vali(|uctte accidentally

tipped one into his own net late in

the game, the two clubs were in a

nip and tuck fight. On their own

rink (which is both longer and

wider), and with the home-town

band (there's something about a

home-town band, they say)

knocking loose the bird's nests in

llie rafters of the arena, the Gael

are looking for a different story

If those beautiful females cur-

rently adorning all the hockey

notices nround the campus are

really going to be in attendance,

then my guess is that it might be

a good idea to take the afternoon

off; use your I-card to sneak by

the ticket-takers; and settle down

to watch the action. There's just

this catch: if vour vocal chords

Toronto (CUP) — President

Sydney Smith of Toronto Uuiver

sity made his annual report to the

University last week. Recommenda-

tions included several plans tor ex-

pansion both of staff and university

buildings.

Amng the more important reco

miiiendations were: seven new

buildings needed for the faculties

of Music, Law, Architecture, Arts.

POT, also a Zoology building and

Nursing residence; experimentation

with the use of tlie Scholastic Apti-

tude Test to determine a student's

capacity for advanced work ; exten-

sive system of scholarships and bur-

saries to attract the best students

;

reassessment of some of the science

courses in the Faculty of Arts.

10:00

10:30

11 ;00

11:30

CFRC
FRIDAY

Sign On.

What's New?
—Pete Handley.

Campus News
—Gordon Penny.

Sports Profiles

—Mike Moffat.

Talent Time

—Marg Martyn.

Leave it to Levana

—Joyce Safranee, Anne

Hayes.

Mike's Mood Music

Mike Meehan, Arne Kot-

anen.

Our Place—Mary Capell,

Charles Taylor, Peter

Paris with Allan lirown.

"Hie Jacet" —Dave
Cowpcr. Ned Franks.

Bandstanil—nrnce Gates

Gilbert and Sullivan —
Gordon Sedgwick.

Hits and Pieces —
lim Bethune.

I-Iandley's Hamper

(Folk Music).

Sign Off.

SATURDAY
Variety Show

—J. McCulloch.

Show Tunes

—H. Lightbody.

The Glen Miller Album

—J. Dimen.

Muzik—Igor and Joe-Joe.

In the Groove

—

D. Thomson.

Campus Crossroads

—T. Hunter.

1490 Classics —
B. Sanderson.

Birdland —
O. Ward and G. Simser.

Pop Concert

—

D. Harrison.

Enjoyable Music

R. Clenche.

Starlight Serenade —
H. Lightbody. D. Frame

FOLLOW ALL PAST

SPORTING EVENTS

IN TRICOLOR '55.

Science Freshman

Election Results

Last Friday, the following people

were elected to the Science

executive: president, Ray Smith

Engineering Society reps.,

Mackenzie and Jim Bennet; vice

president, Herb Harmer; secretary

Jim Nicholson : treasurer, 1

Cowper ; athletic stick, Charles

ICimball ; assistant athletic stick

Joe Goetz; social convenor, Bob

Woolcott: CFRC diief, Stan Pettit

court crier, Barry Bracken ;
Science

Formal Conunittee rep. Pet

Powell; constable, Jack Greg

On The Road
(continued from page 2)

last Saturday with the St. Lawr

rence University which they lost

by a fairly substantial margin.

The Marauders seem doomed to

the league basement, but they

may yet throw a few surprises

into the other squads.

The Blues, Saturday's oppo-

sition are still a question mark

as they have played only two

games, both with the McMaster

squad. They will definitely be

one of the league's powerhouses

but the amount of power is as

yet undetermined. They have an

experienced squad with a lot of

scoring punch and these two

qualities, plus the advantage of

their small Hart House floor

should enable them to challenge

for the trophy. If the Gaels could

win that game, they would be

assured of at least second place

and possibly first. If they lose

they will still be in line for sec-

ond or the third spot.

One of the top threats for the

Blues will be last year's Intercol-

legiate scoring champ, George

Stulac, who averaged sixteen

points per appearance last sea-

son but who has dropped down

to only nine points per gama this

year. The leading point-getter for

the Blues so far this year has

been Don Fawcett who has an

average of fourteen. Fawcett is

former Blue who has returned

to college, and picked up some

basketball experience in Hamilton

while out of school. Other stars

for the Torontonians will be Pete

potter who played with the Nor

town Tribells last year when they

went to the Dominion finals, and

footballer Steve Oneschuck.

Against the Blues, Frank Tin-

dall will pit a squad featuring

Paul Fedor who is making a

strong bid for the scoring cham-

pionship this year with an Inter-

collegiate average of slightly bet-

ter than twenty-one points in the

four games to date. Frank Don-

nelly is another Gael with a good

scoring percentage, and the only

member of the present Gaels who

was in the league's top ten last

season. Bob Purcell is another

very valuable man when it comes

to putting the ball through the

hoop and is the Gaels second

highest scorer this year

LittleWillie

Little Willie, full of glee,

Put radium in grandma's tea.

Now he thinks it quite a lark

To see her shining in the dark.

Willie shoved his brother John

Into a home-made cyclotron.

But he's sorry now, you bet.

John statics up the TV set.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 691

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE .

Patronize Our Advertizers

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Diimera

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

Seifhf Medical Prom
Burgundy Room — LaSalle Hotel

THIS SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5th

Semi-Formol ICocktail Dresses or Formals). No Corsages.

9:00 p.m. $2.00 per Couple

Tickets at the door.

AN INVITATION IS EXTENDED TO ALL FACULTIES.

TH

INSIST ON

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT- TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO'!

IR DAIRY'S A SENSATIONl

WlLMOrS QUALITY PRODUCTS

Queen's Public Lecture

ATOMIC ENERGY

The International Control of the

Military Uses of Atomic Energy

Mr. George Ignatieff, Dept. of External Affwiirs

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1955, of 8 P.M.

Convocation Hall Everyone Welcome

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your o™ Book Store can supply you with all youc require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TCCHMBCAL. SUPPL.IES
Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

KINGSTON

lus capers

call for Coke

Everyone enjoys the break

between classes. The lid's ofiF

for a time and relaxation 9

tbc mandate. What better fits

the moment than Ice-cold Coke?

COCA-COIA LTD,

TRICOLOR SALES DEADLINE FEB. 28
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Light Smoke
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Pleasing Taste

Coll for

PHILIP
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Dr- Gerwin Gives

Talk On Schiller

In honour of the 150th anniver-

sary of Schiller's death, Dr. Ger-

win of the German Embassy in

Ottawa addressed the German

Club last Tuesday night on the^

topic "Schiller and Freedom".

The idea of freedom was of the

greatest importance to Schiller-

Even as a boy he disliked the

restrictions of school life. To

solve the secret of freedom was

at all times his ultimate goal, as

his life and works have proved.

His ideas were expressed in

his early works. The body was

for him the temple of the soul;

and although he did not under-

estimate the physical existence

of man, he refused to have the

spiritual nature of man abased.

Though an admirer of Kant, he

could not fully agree with his

theories. The significance of the

phrase "you must,, bothered him.

It is one's own will, not duty,

which Schiller valued most, and

the road to freedom was for him

the road to a higher self. The

fusion of the natural -instincts

with the laws of reason within

man ought to develop a higher

being. The man of action was

Schiller's highest idea!—the man

who does what is morally right

of his own free will

Man's freedom to win moral

victories formed the basic ideas

of such well-known works as his

"Don Carlos" and "Wilhelm

Tell

Hansen To Speak Tonight

On Folk Arts And Cr&fts

Hilld House.

Miss \ arda Mali will i^ivi: a lecture-recital on "Jewish Music

from Ribliciil Days to Modern Times- on Sunday evening Feb.

6 at S i>,m, at Hiflcl House, 26 Barrie St. Everyone is welcome.

Debating Union

The Debalinp l^nion will meet at 7.30, Monday Feb. 7 in the

Mcl aughlin Room of the Union. The topic for debate will be

-Kcsolved that facultv j-ickets arc a sign of mediocrity." Ehmui-

ations for the McGill Winter Carnival debate will be held also.

Tricolor Tenders

The Alma Mater Society is now calling for tenders for an of-

icial graduate portrait photugraphor for the Tricolor. Particulars

are on file at the AMS office.

Camero Club

The next meeting of the Queen's Camera Club will be held on

Tuesday. Feb. 8 at 7.00 p.m. in Committee Room No. 2 in the

Union.

Thor Hansen, a Danish artist,

will speak on the field of arts

and crafts to-night at the YWCA
at 8.30 p.m. Mr. Hansen came to

Canada from Denmark 26 years

ago and is well qualified to lec-

ture on folk art and Canadian

crafts. He is sponsored by the

British American Oil Company

Limited.

The YMCA has always been

interested in the development of

the individual person's capabili-

ties, and by means of lectures

such as these, they hope to en-

courage interest in the field of

arts and crafts.

Mr. Hansen believes that^ a

failure to exercise one's creative

imagination is one of the chief

causes of frustration and bore-

dom today. Creative imagination

applied in every walk of life

could benefit the fields of mental

health, cultural development and

Canadian economy. The principal

outlet for creative imagination,

Mr. Hansen considers, is through

one's hands. Creative imagination

can also find expression through

singing, speech, drama and

rhythm.

An exhibition of paintings,

weaving, ceramic and other arts

and crafts created by groups and

individuals in Kingston and near-

hy localities will be shown in the

afternoon and evening prior to

Mr. Hansen's lecture. Admission

is 35c.

Arts Nominotions

Nominations for president of the Arts Society and for other

positions on the Arts executive must be submitted to Ian Baird.

the secretary of the Society before Wednesday, Feb. 9. No accla-

mations being permitted under the Constitution, at least two nom-

inations must be received for each post.

Arts Concert

The Arts concert, with famed pianist Alec Templeton as the

featured artist, will be held in Grant Hall on Tuesday, Feb. S.

Tickets are now available at the Post Office in the Administration

Building.

Science Choir

There will be a meeting of the Science Choir on Tuesday

Feb. 8 at 6:45 p.m. in the Music Room of the Union.

Band Concert

The Queen's Band, under the direction of S. T. Cruikshank,

will give a concert in Grant Hall Monday, Feb. 28. Proceeds will

;o to the Band. Tickets may be purchased from Charles Umpher-

son or Al Hitchcock.

SERVED DAILY 11:30 A.M. TO 8:00 P.M.

THE BLUE PLATE SPECIAL

Arts '58 Crests

Orders will be taken for Arts "58 crests in the New Arts build-

ing 11-12.15 p.m. and in the Ban Righ smoker during the noon

I

hours o£ Monday. Tuesday and Wednesday of next week. The

price is $1.60.

• ENTREE
• POTATOES AND VEGETABLE n

• DESSERT
• COFFEE OR TEA

65c
'AT THE BAR OR IN THE DININCROOM'

(anglican)

King St, at Johnson St.

SUNDAY: SEXAGESIMft

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 6th

8.00—Holy Communion

9.15—Family Service
(Holy Communion. Hymna and

AddtCH)

11,00—Mattins ond Sermon.
(R.M C. Cliiirih Poraili)

7.00—Evensong and Sermon

8.00—Canterbury Club

(Ehalmprfi

EARL AND 8ARRIE STS.

REV, W. F. BANISTER. D D.

MINISTER

Newmon Club Breakfast

Mass will be held in St. James Chapel, Sunday Feb. 6 at 9.30

,„.,!. The Newman Club breakfast will be held afterwards at the

Hotel Dicu cafeterin. The speaker wiU be Dr. Leon Lortie of the

University of Montreal.

Offer Award
To Scientists

Applications are invited for

awards under the Royal Society and

Nuffield Foundation Commonwealth

Bursaries Sclieme which was in-

stituted to provide facilities for in-

creasing the efficiency of scientists

of proven worth by enabling them

to pursue research, learn techniques

or follow other forms of study in

natural science in countries other

than their own in the Common-

wealth.

The bursaries provide travel,

maintenance at a rate of about £600

a year depending on living costs and

the applicant's circumstances. They

are tenable usually for periods of

two to twelve months, but are not

intended to provide any salary as

such. Bursars will not be permitted

to prepare specifically for, or to take

examinations for, higher degrees or

diplomas.

Fuller particulars and forms of

application may be obtained from

the Assistant Secretary, Rnyal

Society, Burlington House, London,

W.l, Applications should be made

before 15 March. 1955, for proposed

visits beginning during the period

from July to December, 1955.

LECTUMRIES

The Atomic Energy Commis-

sion of Canada Ltd. is sponsoring

a series of lectures on Atomic

Energy. The purpose of the lec-

tures is to acquaint the public

with the facts about the atom

bomb, and what is being done in

the way of research in Canada.

The "first of these was given on

Jan. 24. The next on Monday,

Feb, 7 will be on "The Interna-

tional Control of the M,ilitary

Uses of Atomic Energy." The

speaker will be Mr. George Ig-

natieff of the Department of Ex-

ternal Affairs.

The third and last lecture will

be on Monday. Feb. 21, the sub-

ject beinii, "Canadian Atomic En-

ergy Projects and Applications to

Erectric Power." The speaker

will be Mr. W. J.
Bennett, pres-

ident, Atomic Energy of Canada

Ltd.

Everyone is invited to attend

the lectures which will be held

in Convocation Hall at 8 p.m.

Classified Ads

go

"Where the Best People Meet ond Eat"

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 6tH

11.00 o.m.—The Lord's Prayer

(4) "Give Us Our Breod".

7.30 p.m.—Questions Christ-

ians Face.

(5) "Con Foith Heal The

Sick?"

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

0 Come Let Us \ Vorshil>

Reasonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

CHRISTIAN

YOUTH CEIMXRC:
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sundoy Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

For Sale

Queen's medical leather jacket,

size 44. Apply Artistic Ladies

Wear, 94 Princess S:.

Catering for year parties.

Reasonable. Phone 2-1135.

Found

One pair of women's glasses in

case, presumably lost at the Arts

Formal. Owner may identify

these at the Athletic Poard of

Control Office in the gym,

DAFFYNITIONS
.Animated—Married to Anna

Bulbous—All lit up

Campus—Cat who likes to

camping

Clasfic—Tired of school

£j;ile—No longer an island

Gallerj—Ladies Room

Illiterate—Poorly lighted

largon—Missing vase.

Kidnap—Child's sleepytime

Kilogram—Suicide note

Kindred—Fear of one's relatives

Morbid—Raise to one no-trump

Nitwit—Wiseguy who knits

TRICOLOR '54

Will those who have not

yet received their Tricolor '54

please pick up their copy iu

the AMS Office,

Dance a»re9NTEEB5S P^'-^t'^E °*

Programs Phone 4114 Every Description

frpHbgtfrian (filjurrl)

Princess and CLcnov Streets

REV. J. rORDF.S WEDOtnnURN
M.A. D.D., MIHISTEd

MR, DARWIN STATA,
ORGANIST AND CHOlRHASTCn

MISS ANNE HALLIDAY
ASBIOTftNT Ono'.NIliT

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

U.OO a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

BYDKMHftM a WILOHM STB.

Rev C. E. J, CRAGG,
" minister

Llovd Zurbrigo
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 6TH

11.00 a.m.—'The Valley of

Decision."

7.30 p.m.—"Why."

•'Coific. Let Us Worship"

McGALUS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis end Bodminton Racquets Rcstrung

212 PRINCESS STREET D'AL ^'^^

Kingston MubIc Companij
RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

346 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON; ONT.

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

"Where a Troditional PRESTIGE Prevails"
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president Sidney Smith of the

University of Toronto, said last

week it is time for an honest e^'alu-

ation of the position and importance

of athletics on each Canadian

campus. Such an evaluation is long

overdue at Queen's.

I assume that Queen's is primarily

an academic institution. If this is the

case, then athletics here have reach-

ed a state of alarming over-emphasis.

It is bad enough that most of the

autumn is swept along in football

hysteria and freshmen by the hun-

dreds fail their Christmas exams.

It is worse that every student, no

matter what his interests, is taxed

to pay for the sporting activities

of the few. I refer to that inexcusable

levy — the $15 athletic fee.

It is only right that we should

have certain athletic facilities —
gymnasium, pool, track, rink and

playing fields — for those who are

interested. We have these, and the

University could well pay for their

continued maintenance.

What every student pays for,

however, is the support of inter-

collegiate teams. Here we find a

curious phenomenon. Every year

lhe senior football team operates on

a budget of $30,000. Every year the

Athletic Board of Control collects

$30,000 from the student body. The

money is handed over automatically

— no strings attached.

But the football team is merely

twenty-four students who happen to

like to play football. They have a

perfect right to do so. But at

Queen's we also have people who

like to debate or play bridge or put

out a literary magazine. They too

have a perfect right to follow these

interests. But these organizations

receive no automatic grants — each

year they must appeal for the money

to keep in operation. I fail to see

why the football team receives such

special treatment — especially as I

assume we are an academic insti-

tution.

It would not be so bad if the

student received full value for his

§15. But he does not. He is packed

iTito football bleachers from which

it is impossible to see only half a

game; he is shut out of basketball

games unless he arrives forty mm-

utes ahead of time; he is privileged

to freeze in an antiquated rink.

Further, most students arc con-

tent to attend only the three Inter-

collegiate football games. In other

words, they pay S15 for the privilege

of actually seeing one and a half

games. For ninety minutes of vis-

able playing time, they pay seventeen

cents per minute.

I therefore suggest we drop this

$15 burden and place football on

the same level as other campus ac-

tivities. If twenty-four people hap-

•\itn to get together and want to go

to Toronto to play football, they

should be in exactly the same po-

sition as a debating team or a kick

A LAMCNT rOR THE PUB

line that asks for money to go to

McGill. They, too, should have to

ask for money and justify their trip

as representatives of an academic

institution — for I assume Queen's

is an academic institution.

I do not suggest we outlaw or-

ganized sports at Queen's. But I do

say they should be de-emphasized.

There is nothing wrong with intra-

mural sports — they enable many

students to have fun and exercise at

relatively little cost. But I see no

justification for the continuation of

inter-collegiate sports on a lavish

and extravagent scale. I see no rea-

son to pick the student's pocket of

$15 each Registration Day.

But football is basically a high

school sport and I can hear the

chorus of those students who have

yet to spiritually graduate beyond

a high school level. "You've got to

keep football at Queen's," they

chant, "because it's a colorful tra-

dition." \'ery well, but I suggest

that a tradition which involves mass

drunkeness, demolished trains, up-

rooted hotels, the loss of a univer-

sity's good name, and two months

(if academic waste is a tradition we

could well do without,

I realize that nothing will come

of these remarks. Therefore I make

another suggestion, on behalf of

those athletes who are not football

players. It is time they received a

fair deal. For two years I attended

A.B. of C. meetings and watched

certain incredibly biased people run

the Board in the interests of football.

Time after time I saw football re-

ceive regal treatment at the expense

of other less fortunate sports, I am

told the situation is the same today.

If we are going to keep sports

at their present highly commercial-

ized level, let us at least give a fair

break to all concerned. Let its see

the AMS executive exercising its

constitutional authority over A.B,

of C. Let us recognize the fact tliat

inter-collegiate sport is big business

and sweep away the rotting vege-

tation in favor of representatives

who can tliink in terms of all sport

Let us have an athletic director and

a public relations man. Let's build

decent football bleachers and let the

student into exhibition games on his

"I" card. If we're going to keep

charging him $15, let's at least give

him his money's worth.

But whatever action we take,

let it be based on an honest evalu-

ation of the function and importance

of athletics at a university which is,

and must remain, primarily an aca-

demic institution.

By Frank Colhngs

In the last issue of the Journal

there was an article about St,

Andrew's University in Scotland.

In the course o£ his remarks the

writer mentioned that in the

town of St. Andrew's (population

10,000) there were no fewer than

twenty-one pubs.

In Kingston (population near-

ly 50,000), there may be as many
as twenty-one places where it is

possible to drink beer, but, alas,

not one pub. In Ontario, ruled

by the arid hand of the LCBO,
the concept of the pub is un-

known. The man who would like

to go out in the evening for a

quiet drink away from home is

faced with a few awful alterna-

tives. He can go to a beer parlour

where he is permitted to sit at

one of a row of geometrically

spaced tables (if he can find one

vacant) and gaze at dirty bare

walls while sipping his beer. Or

he can bring a lady with him and

thereby gain entrance to a 'Ladies

and Escorts' room, where he may
sit in another row of geometrically

spaced tables and gaze at the lady

(possibly the very thing he is try-

ing to avoid) between sips.

Or he can go to one of the rare

places with a preferred licence

(there are only two in Kingston)

where he can drink his beer sit-

ting on a bar stool and gaze,

from a respectable distance, at

a mixed company of drinkers who

are seated at tables which he is

not permitted to approach. Or he

can (and probably will if he is

a wise man) stay at home and

give the whole thing up as a bad

job, deciding that it i^ not worth

iieing made to feel like a dan-

p-erous criminal just for the sake

of a glass of beer.

Or he can go to St. Andrew's

(or any small town like it in the

British Isles) and find out what

a pub is like. He will find that it

is a friendly and comfortable place

where he is made to feel welcome

He can go either alone or with

a party of friends made up of any

combination of the sexes that he

likes. He can order whatever he

pleases, talk to whoever vTill lis-

ten to him, sit down, stand up,

walk around, play darts, sing,

play the piano. It will not be too

crowded because there are plenty

of other pubs in town, and no-

one will be drunk because no-one

particularly wants to be. He will

go home feeling that he has had

a pleasant evening.

Alas for this unhappy man if

lie happens to make his home in

a small Ontario town, because

he is unlikely to be able to go as

far as St. Andrew's for an eve-

ning out. He misses one of lifes

simple and innocent pleasures

—

a couple of drinks at the pub.

'Quarry', the literary under-

graduate magazine of Queen's,

is being published again this

year and will be on sale in March.

This will be the fourth issue of

this little magazine which has

gained itself quite a repvitation

in Canadian literary circles since

its inception. It has no particular

axe to grind and it aims only to

present a sample of the kind of

writing which is being turned

out by members of the student

body of Queen's. It has given,

so far, a selection of very good

reading within it's covers, and

this years issue should be no ex-

ception.

As well as being worth buy-

ing, it is also worth writing for.

It is widely read and gives an

excellent opportunity to the un-

dergraduate interested in writing

to have his work published. The

closing date for contributions is

Feb. 15. and any poetry, stort

stories, essays, or other literary

work for consideration should

be left at the Queen's Post Offi-

ce by that date.

3Fnrt Hfttry Hotel

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. „Phonc7712

94 Brock Street
Dial 7990

DANCING
BURGUNDY ROOM HOTEL LA SALLE

Saturday Night — $2.00 per Couple

Sponsored by L.A.B. of C.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9th, 1955

JOCK HARTY ARENA

Per Person 50e.

Tickets on Sole ot Union Ticket Booth

and from any L.A.B. of C. Member.

Forgotten Song
Lode star of a languid dream.

Void voice of silken sleep

Steals dankly through the stream

Of darkest beauty — deep

Through sounding thought, and foam-stirred

In the weird spray web

Of conscious thought, a horror heard

In anguish: asure ebb

And flow of memory

—The tune is lost to me.

by Avis alis atris.

Escape
A f[uiet island in tiie mind's eye.

On a gentle calm atoli,

Beneath the southern cross,

Somewhere
Beneath the southern cross.

Out in the stars in blackest night

To touch Androcles skirt,

Or swim in the Great Dipper,

Somehow

To feel as free as a weather balloon

And ride the billowing upper air,

Until the ozone bursts the dream

Sometime
by Casa Nova.

For Time Runs Slow
I think that I shall lake a walk

Down by the Sea shore, sea shore . . . ^.

To watch the cockle shells come in.

For time, for time, for time runs slow

And I shall go

Down to the sea in a cockle shell . . .

A cockle shell of gold, of gold

To hear the mermaids sing.

To chant the songs of the cavern where

The good ship Schweiterhibbenair

Lies rotten midst the bones, the bones

Of long lost sweet desire.

by I. G. P.

WARD b HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

ALF NELSON (Wrestling Coach)

says: "It takes a good hold to keep a man dou-n."

Don't let money worries get you down... stay

OQ top by steady saving (no matter how little)

Bank or MoivtreaI

ffingfiton. Main Office. 297 King St. East, at the Market:

EDWARD ROYCE. Manager

Kingston. Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the -Y" Bmldine:

JOSEPH POUPORE. Manager

181 33N1S 3JI1 iO XIWW SNVI0VNV3 HUM 0^
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A Pub On The Campus?
In his article in the Journal Tuesday, George Post pointed out

that there is a bar on the St. Andrew's campus and that students

seera to take it for granted. Athough the subject has been discussed

in subdued voices for several years, it is time some open and serious

thought were given to establishing a pub here at Queen's. Scores

of students and graduates will probably throw up their hands in

horror at the idea, but a good case can be made out for encouraging

students to drink on the university grounds rather than in the

hotels downtown.

During the past few years. Queen's public relations have suffer-

ed from incidents arising out of students' drinking downtown, Even

if students behave themselves, it remains true that the sight o

faculty jackets disappearing into local pubs creates a bad im-

pression among the townsfolk. Facilities for serving beer in the

Union or elsewhere on the grounds would do more to ameliorate

this situation. They would also tend to encourage a more mature

attitude toward drinking on the part of the students by rescui

them from the atmosphere of sin which surrounds the "dens of in-

iquity" on Princess Street.

Odd as it might seem, a campus pub would probably discourage

students from getting drunk. Not only would Queen'smen think

twice about making fools of themselves in front of their friends,

particular girls, but it would be easier for waiters on the campus

to throw out students who had tossed off a few too many. An

earlier closing hour and strict enforcement of the legal age limit

would both make it possible for university authorities to keep

student drinking in check.

Both the university and the Students Union could make good

use of the large profits accruing from student pubbing. The Union,

-for example, is sadly in need of a reading library and a record col-

lection, both of which could easily be purchased from beer profits,

Dr. J, R. Mutchmor notwithstanding. The university could also

make up a definite slack in campus life by importing more music-

ians, art exhibits and important speakers. Even if the idea of in-

troducing beer to the Queen's campus is not immediately practicable,

it does deserve serious consideration.

Letters To The Editor

An Honesl Appraisal

Editor, Journal:

I was quite surprised at the

response Sfiven to Mr. Taylor's

w:- "

^^^^
1-

'I wonder if anyone still goes to the Coffee Shop"

Canadian Trade Unionism

Clarification Before Solution
Last week British Foreign Secretary Eden referred to the For

mosan question as "one of the most difficult situations I have ever

seen." It could more probably be called a downright dangerous

one, threatening a third world war,

The big question at the moment is whether President Eisen

hower's newly acquired power to use United States' forces to

defend Formosa, the Pescadores and "related positions and terri

tories" will help or hinder the achievement of a cease-fire,

A clear distinction ought to be drawn between defense of

Formosa and the Pescadores, large islands over 100 miles from

the China mainland, and defense of such off-shore islands as

Quemoy and Matsu. This President Eisenhower has failed to do

He has left ambiguous the question of whether the Americans

would consider a Communist attack on Quemoy an invasion of

Chiang's proper domain. The views of the Commonwealth prime

ministers leave room for no such doubts. They have flatly declared

that the mainland government has a proper claim to the off-shore

islands.

The logical next step would be for the Commonwealth leaders

to make it quite clear to the Americans that if the United States

becomes involved in a war with Red China over any group of off-

shore islands thhat American troops will have to fight it alone.

The West is on shaky legal ground in defending Chiang on For-

mosa let alone in committing itself to defend him in areas where

he has no right to be in the first place. From a strategic point of

view however it is realistic that we should support the Americans

in drawing a defense line around Formosa, In this way the mat-

ter (if where the West stands could be clarified for both ourselves

and the communists.

The attention of all world statesmen should first be directed

to clarifying the issue of just what areas we are prepared to defend

Then they should work with all possible dispatch for a cease-fire

to be followed by a conference devoted to seeking a longer term

solution to the Formosan problem.

The Slap Of The Glove
Last week France's foreign minister. Edgar Faure, picked

up a copy of the weekly newspaper L'Express, read an article which

he thought insulted hiin„ and promptly challenged the paper's editoi^

to a duel. Jacques Servan-Schreiber, the editor in question, just

as promptly accepted and. unless cooler heads prevail, the two

will he sliooting it out some time in the near future. Although

duelling is hardly to lie condoned as a method of settling differ-

ences, there is a certain charm about the whole affair.

We Canadians are such stolid folk when compared with the

wonderfully volatile French. Imagine a misty courtyard in the

chill of the dawn. Two cloaked figures stand facing one another

at twenty paces, their pistols cocked, their seconds watching with

bated breath. Then suppose that the two contestants are Mike
Pearson—bow tic and all—and Mr. Dalgleish of the Globe and

Mail. The whole thing becomes incredibly ludicrous.

If only Canadians were capable of being insulted, our country

might be famous for something other than Mounties and natural

resources. As it is we criticize one another in such terrible polite

terms that one wonders at times whether we really take each other

seriously. . Edgar Faure is short, bald and holds degrees in law,

philosophy and Oriental languages — he also has a touchy sense

of honour. Fortunately for his health it probably isn't too touchy.

The chances are that he and the editor will aim at each other's

feet and escape with nothing more than a scratch or two. But

their honour will be vindicated! No Canadian ever seems to care

whether his honour is vindicated.

By Carl Hamilton

The strength displayed by labour

the recent Ford strike indicates

clearly the important position which

unions have secured in Canada. Less

than 25 years ago there was no

major union in the automobile in-

dustry or in many other large Ca-

nadian industries. In considering

the nature of our trade union de-

velopment the msot important point

to keep in mind is that of there

recent growth to positions of power

and influence.

In both Great Britain and the

United States unions were a force

to be reckoned with many years

before their development in Canada

became significant. One obvious

reason for this, of course, is that

ndustrial growth in those two

countries was well ahead of ours.

It is the fact of this more recent

development in Canada that gives

our unions their mixed character-

istics.

Labour unions in Canada can be

divided into three groups. The

oldest are those which are now
affiliated with the Trades and La-

bour Congress of Canada. These

unions are, for the most part, made

up of what are historically known

as the craft workers — carpenters,

plumbers, teamsters and the like.

Their general outlook follows the

so-called Gompers tradition, preval-

ent in American unions In their

view the task of the union is to get

a better deal for the workers on the

job. Union activities should gener-

ally be limited to working for higher

wages, shorter working hours and

improved working conditions.

Unions affiliated with the Cana-

dian Congress of Labour (CCL)
take quite a different view. CCL
unions are usually much larger

being of the industrial rather than

the craft type. Their leaders view

the job of the union to be a much
broader one. In the first place the

CCL favors the bringing in of all

workers connected with an industry

into one union rather than having

the various categories of workers

divided into several unions. The
United Auto Workers, for example,

includes labourers employed in all

phases of the automobile, farm ma-

chinery and aircraft industries. This

form of organization gives most

CCL unions a broader base than

that of the TLC unions.

Perhaps the most important dif-

ual. That is the chief danger of

conformity. If one is to doubt

that this is a danger, one has only

to recall the influence of Hitler

and Stalin.

This willingness to conform is

probably the reason behind the

present political trends. As Pro-

fessor Underbill hinted, it is not

e to have a party that is in

such complete control. Might not

the lack of a strong opposition

party be due to the reluctance of

sub-parties to "leave the group"?

Or might it be the willingness of

the party in control to conform

with the rest? What ever the

reason, one thing is certain — if

the next prime minister is an uja-

scrupulous gentleman, the results

will be drastic.

ference between the two bodies

reflected in their attitude toward

political parties. The TLC shuns

direct pohtical action and hmits its

activities in this field to the pres-

entation of briefs to the govern-

ment. The CCL, on the other hand

openly endorses the CCF as the

political arm of labour, and its affil-

iated unions often work to elect

CCF candidates to office.

A third group of unions is orga-

nized in the Canadian Catholic Con-

federation of Labour. This group

holds to much of the TLC view re-

garding the proper limits of union

jurisdiction, but shares with the

CCL the desire to incorporate large

industrial groups within its ranks.

The ties with the Church are close

but the CCL leaders are considered

tn represent a large element in the

liberal, non-clerical wing of Cath-

olicism. The asbestos and Louis-

ville strikes brought clearly to the

fore the divergence of views be-

tween the CCL and those elements

in the Catholic hierarchy which sup-

port Dnplessis and the Unione

Nationale.

These three groups, plus a num-

ber of independent unions, make

up the body of Canadian organized

labour. It is important to remember

that in many respects their atti-

tudes and outlook \'ary greatly, re-

sulting in very different policies.

Must Respect Him

Editor, Journal

:

I was interested to see the two

fold attack against Charles Tay^

lor on Tuesday's editorial page.

I should like to say that I am not

entirely in agreement with what

M r. Taylor says about faculty

jackets but I certainly respect him

for having the courage to publish

what he must have known would

stir up controversy.

In my opinion, Cliarles Taylor,

at the risk of incurring the hatred

of almost the entire student body,

is rendering a great contribution

towards school spirit. He is to be

commended for this.

As for Mr. Taylor's "Christmas

Story," it is, as he says, artistic. I

merely wonder why he wasted it on

readers whose narrow mentality

obviously could not absorb its im-

pact,

Phyllis E. Bailey,

Arts '58.

editorials. Although Mr. Taylor s

ideas may seem a little radical to

ordinary thinking I can not see

why that should be any excuse

to counterattack his views by

sarcasm and childish slander.

After all. this is a university

and as such is supposed to spon-

sor a liberal education. Is it not

the chief aim of a liberal educa-

tion to enable us to share and ap-

preciate other people's views

:

Are not our poor Arts' professors

constantly urging us to express

our opinions? Why then should

we deride a fellow student be-

cause he has the guts to give his

honest opinion on a highly con-

troversial subject, in spite of the

abuse he must have known it

would engender.

If we were to put our private

prejudices aside, and honestly ap-

praise Mr. Taylor's editorials, we

might find a lot of truth in what

he says.

Quite contrary to the other

leading democracies, namely Eng

land and America, Canada seems

to advocate conformity. This can

be a good thing, if conformity is

the true will of the group. But

unfortunately, this is seldom the

case. What usually happens is

that the group is usually blindly

following a strong-willed individ-

In Answer To Cato

Editor, Journal: ,nating committee is

I appreciated your (Cato's) con-

structive letter about Levana Elec-

tions in the last issue of the Journal,

but I would like to clear up a few

points on which you seem to be

misinformed.

One: I do not feel that the

thinking Levanite votes for the can-

didate who patronizes Pepsodent,

nor do I feel that she is tenderly

inclined towards the candidate who

mauls her pet teddy bear. I think,

instead, that she makes a pretty

good estimate of the candidate"s

<jualifications and then votes ac-

cordingly.

Two: Open campaigns have been

advocated in the past, but I think

that you will find the results are

far from satisfactory. Unfortunate-

ly, in an open campaign, it is usually

the candidate with the most posters

who wins and she is not necessarily

the most quahfied.

Three : It is true, indeed, that few

people attend Levana open meetings

but this can hardly be blamed on

the nominating committee. The

nominating committee has. in fact,

no connection with these Open

Meetings. The nominating commit-

tee holds, however, under the juris-

diction of the Society, an Open

Nominations Meeting. Here the

nominating committee presents its

suggested candidates to the Society

and at this time any member of

Lc\'ana may nominate further can-

didates. This almost invariably hap-

pens so that it would be difficult,

as you have suggested, to call these

candidates members of a "self-

perpetuating oligarchy."

Four: You say that the nomi-

The point I am laboriously try-

ng to get across is that we should

welcome at all times different

views and ideas for only by such

shall wc discover our failings.

Therefore, for those of us who are

trying to find new forms of in-

vective with which to attack Mr.

Taylor, count ten ! ! Now place

your private prejudices aside and

carefully read his articles from a

purely logical viewpoint. Give it

an honest appraisal, then write

your reply to the editor. Now
swear 1 !

CALVIN J. M. SMITH,
Arts '58.

composed of

a large number of the outgoing

executive". Actually there are three

members of the executive on the

committee — hardly a "large" num-

ber. The three other members are

from outside the executive.

Five : I feel that if you had cor-

rect information on these matters

you would have had no reason to

imply that the nominating committee

prevents an active student parti-

cipation",

Certainly the committee is not

infallible; consequently it looks to

the women of Levana to suggest

candidates who, unfortunately, may

have been overlooked.

In conclusion I would like to

thank you for your letter which has

given mc the opportunity to clarify

election procedure at this time.

Pat Osborough.
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J.R. Vallentyne Receives

Carnegie Research Sum
A study to find out when life originated on the earth, perhaps more

than two billion years ago, is being started by Dr. J. R. Vallentyne, lec-

turer in the Department of Biology, Queen's University.

Financed by a $20,000 grant in aid of research from the Carnegie

Corporation of New York, the study will involve testing samples of the

oldest rocks known to man, to find traces of organic matter.

Some of these samples will be taken from Greenville limestone

found in the Kingston, Ont., area, carbonaceous slates found near Rice

l.ake, Manitoba, and some Labrador rocks.

'The age of the earth is about

3,000,000,000 years," said Dr.

Vallentyne, "and geological his-

tory began about two and one-

half billion years ago."

What is known as tlie Cambrian

jK-riod began about 500,000.000

vears ago. In the rocks of the Cam-

brian period are found fossils of

worm casts, star fish, molluscs,

clams, snails and jellyfish.

"There is a vast period of time,

known as the Pre-Cambrian, of

which very little is known. About

a dozen species of fossils have been

described in Pre-Cambrian rocks,"

said Dr. Vallentyne.

He adds: "Where did these signs

of life come from? There are three

possibilities

:

The first is that life origin-

ated just before the Cambrian

period, but this is a theory which

few believe.

The second is that geological

conditions in the pre-Cambrian

period did not favor preserva^

tion of the forms of life, for at

that time volcanoes poured out

hot lavas and the heat of the

rocks often was very great.

The third possibility is that

biological conditions were not

favorable for the preservation of

life in the PreCambrian period,

since things may have been soft-

bodied and it was difficult to

preserve their form."

Although the form of life may
not have been preserved in these

ancient rocks, the organic com-

pounds that made up the tissues

'if living things arc preserved in the

^sedimentary rocks. Dr. Valentyne

will try to prove this. One group

• >i these organic compounds is the

amino acids.

Dr. Philip Abelson of Washing-

ton, DC. a biochemist-physicist,

lias shown that amino acids can be

preserved for such periods as 400.

000,000 years. Dr. Vallcntyne's

work will be an extension of this

research.

"There are three approaches to a

study of this type," Dr. Vallentyne

explained, "By looking for fossils

which is the study of palaeontology

( See Dr. Vallentyne, Page 3)

Happiest Days

Science '56 Elects

Slate Of Officers

At a year meeting on Jan. 27,

Ron Tillotsou was elected president

of Science '56. Other officers selec-

ted were Bob Healy, vice president

:

George Ringrose, secretary; Gord

Robb, treasurer; Bud Brown, social

convenor; Gerry Johnson, athletic

stick.

On the same day. Science '57

elected the following slate of offi

cers: president, Dick Brown; vice

president, Bob Forbes; secretary.

Bud Hammond; treasurer. Jack

Sage ; social convenor. Pete Louck;

athletic stick, Dave Turnbull.

Angus Directs

Drama Club's

English Farce

When a civil servant's error

sends a girls' boarding school to

share premisses with a boys'

boarding school, there's bound to

be trouble.

When the boys start throw

ing fishcakes at the girls, and

some of their masters and mis

tresses become romantically in

clined, trouble turns into mas:

confusion.

When anxious parents arrive on

the scene and start to ask em
barrassing questions, mass con

fusion turns into wild mayhem.

This mayhem breaks loose in

"The Happiest Days of Your

Life", an English farce by John

Dighton, which the Queen's

Drama Guild will present in Con

vocation Hall, Monday, Tuesday

and Wednesday of next week

This is the play that delighted

London audiences for o v e r a

year, and then became a success-

ful movie with Margaret Ruther-

ford and Alistair Simm.

Starring Roles

Norm Edmonson, fresh from

his performance as the Prince of

Morrocco in last terms production

of "The Merchant of Venice,"

takes the part of Godfrey Pond,

the headmaster who can't quite

cope with the fifty girls and three

mistresses who descend upon his

school. Most of his trouble comes

from Miss Whitchurch, the sev-

ere and formidable headmistress,

played by Di MacMillan.

Doug Lambert is cast as a

handsome cricket instructor who

makes fumbling passes at a pret-

ty young mistress, played by

Eleanor Williamson, Charles

Taylor, as a cynical and woman

hating maths teacher, spend;

Andy BJair Elected President

At General Engineering Meeting

Skating Display at Jock Harty Arena

This procession of iiulchritudinous precisionists will perform

tomorrow night at Jock Harty Arena, when "Wbing-Ding on Ice"

brings to Queen's its fir^t ice-revue in six years-

Levana Sponsors Ice Revue;

Show Features Precision Line

Gala costumes and festive lighting will highlight the Levana-

sponsored "Whing-Ding On Ice" to be presented at the Jock Harty

Arena tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

Featured in the show is a precision line, formed by Frank

Sellers of Meds '55 and directed by Louise Stedman, Arts '58. A

waltz number under the direction of Miss Dorothy Leggett, will

illustrate intricasies of synchronized skating.

Soloists are figure-skating ex

Kingston Scenes

Dominate Exhibit

Helen Stevens Martin, a Queen's

i^iudent, will exhibit some of her

paintings in the McLaughlin Room,

;ind in the staff club rooms of the

l-'nion from March 6-20.

Most of the paintings to be exhi-

bited are landscapes of areas around

Kingston in the last four months.

The artist uses water colour with

'he naturalistic approach.

Before coming to Queen's, Mrs,

Martin was a commercial artist at

MacLaren Adverti.sing Company for

several vears.

College Crisis

Debate Topic

A panel group composed of Prof,

Isabel Laird, of the Psychology De-

partment ; Dr. Glen Shortliffe, of

the French Department: Rev, D.

M. Matbcr.s of Theology; and

chaired by Dr, FT, M. Estall of the

Philosophy Department, will discuss

the issues presented in Sir Walter

Maberly's book, "The Crisis in the

University" (reviewed in this edi-

tion of the Journal),

The debate will centre aroimd the

aspects of the problems as they con-

cern Queen's in particular. "Do the

problems of fragmentation, of over-

crowded curricula, of lack of inter-

faculty comnumication, of over-em-

phasis on examinations affect us

here at Queen's? Have we the op-

liortunitics for a free encounter of

minds, and for the development of

an integrated 'philosophy of life"?

Are we at Queen's bound by "tra-

ditiun'?" These are a few of the

questions to be investigated by the

group.

Tliere will be an opportunity for

students to present their views at the

meeting to be held tomorrow night

at 7:30 p,m. in the Ban Righ com

mon room.

William

much of his time fleeing in horror

from the clutches of Bonnie Ward

as a games mistress with a man-

hunting gleam in her eye.

Trouble Makers

Jeri Shortt and Jennifer Tilley

appear as trouble-making stud-

ents, and John Cartwrlght is a

slow and grumpy porter. Barb

Barkley, Mary Fowler, Mike

Moffat and Doug McKay play

parents who are either anxious or

belligerent.

Dr. William Angus directs the

production.

pert 17 year old, Marlene Kist-

ner imported from Gait for the

occasion, and Queen's Jim Lin-

damoond, Science '57, who will

do a special novelty act. Paired

with Mr. Lindamoond in a come-

dy routine is Andy Spriet, Scien-

ce '57.

There will be two competitions,

a float parade and a hockey game

between Levana '55 and '56.

The Queen's Brass Band will

provide music for the float par-

ade and for intermission. At the

end of the show, the audience

may participate in free-skating

until U p-m.

Members of the revue commit-

tee are Mary Lyons, Phys. Ed.

'55. manager ;
Jean Davidson,

phys. Ed. '55, program director,

assisted by Helen Heslop, Phys.

Ed. '55 and Pat Stewart. Arts

57; Dot Desjardins. Phys, Ed,

'57,' publicity; Jim Marshall,

Science '57. decorations; Pat

Alexander, Arts '58. costumes.

Reading Contest

Closes Next Week

The 'Vndrina McCnlloch Scholar-

ships in Reading will be held in the

Biologv Lecture Room at 7:30 p.m.,

on Monday, Feb. 28. 1955.

Each candidate is required to read

either the prescribed prose passage

f,r the prescribed verse passage.

After he has read this, he will be

required to read at sight a passage

of verse if he has read the prose,

or a passage of prose if he has read

tlie verse.

Following this, each candidate

will read a selection of prose or

verse of about the same length as

the prescribed passage, which he has

prepared and chosen himself.

Application for entry must be

made not later than Feb. 21. at the

Registrar's Office.

Acknowledgement

I would like to e.N:press my

sincere thanks for the support

of the members of the Engi-

neering Society at last Thurs-

day's elections. Their keen in-

terest in the Society as shown

by the excellent voting turn-

out promises a successful 1955-

56 session.

.-\ndv Blair.

Andy Blair was elected pres-

ident of the Engineering Society

at a general meeting in Grant

Hall Thursday.

Abe Kelly was elected vice-

president and Terry Ball, secre-

tary, at the same meeting, at-

tended by over 50 percent of the

Society membership.

Dave Low, second vice-pres-

ident, Ed Korhonen, treasurer,

and John Harvey, assistant sec-

retary, were chosen as the Soc-

iety's Junior Executive.

Bair, Kelly and Ball were nom-

inated for Senior Executive posts

at a meeting of Science '56 on

Jan. 27. The Senior Vigilance

Committee was also selected at

this meeting. On the same day.

Science '57 chose Junior Exec-

utive, and Junior Vigilance Com-

mittee. From the nominees in

each group, the general Society

membership elected the officers

[or the coming year.

AMS Reps

At the Science '56 meeting, Jim

Cochlin was elected senior AMS
rep- Keith Oman, Science Form-

al Convenor, and Gerry Brown,

faculty director of athletics. Scien-

ce '57 elected Bob Sowden as

junior AMS rep.

Senior Executive Candidates

all ran for the presidency, and

three active campaigns probably

helped swell the crowd at the

general meeting.

Vigilance Committees

In the Senior Vigilance Com-

mittee elections a lively race for

(See Science Elections, Page 4)

Girl Runs In Meds Election

Opposes Two For Presidency

"Will the fair sex get a fair shake

.It the polls?" That's the question

that is puzzling 300-odd medical

students as they prepare for the

annual Aesculapian Society elections

tomorrow. This year a woman

running for president.

Returning officer Ron Pond fore-

sees one of the closest presidential

races in recent years as "Sandy"

Sims, representing the rather sparse

3 percent female contribution to the

Medical Faculty, pits herself against

Dou- Bell and Fred Wright, repre-

senting the rather dense 97 percent

contribution to die same.

For weeks preceding the nomi-

nations the names of both Wright

-jnd Bell bad been bandied about

as logical contenders for the chief

position in the Society. And then the

name of Sims was thrown into the

ring—surprising those who were

unaccustomed to having a woman

running for this position, and shock-

ing those followers of the "Society

for the AdN^ncemeni of the Male

Species" (headed by C. Jorgenson).

But on the eve of the elections it

appears sex has become a minor

issue and the final outcome will rest

on the merits of the individual can-

didates. The boys in the know, call

for a photo finish, with every possi-

bility that the filly might very well

cross the finish line ahead of the

two colts. An analysis of their pedi-

grees might help you make a choice-

Fred Wright: Fred hails from

Hamilton and hopes to reign at

Queen's. An ex-footballer who was

All-Star snap for the Gaels several

years ago. he is now domesticated,

having been married last summer

following a truck accident. Ques-

tioned about bis plans if elected

Fred stated that lie agreed with tin

other candidates regarding the need

for increased student interest in the

Society. Fred is a very popular lad

who hopes to bring new blood into

the Society executive.

Doug Bell : Doug is another Ham-

ilton boy whose career to date has

qualified him well for the job of

Aesculapian president. In his sec-

ond year he was vice-president of

Meds '57 and the following year

became president. He was a director

of tlie Science '44 Co-Op for three

years, and was a star fullback for

the Golden Gaels until his retire-

ment last fall. On the distaff side,

Doug married the former Ann

Wright (Fred's sister!) during the

Christmas holidays. Since there an

no hot issues at stake in this elec-

tion. Doug's platform is one of con-

tinued cooperation with the Faculty

and an attempt to renew interest in

.'Ve-sculapian Society activities.

(See Meds Elections Page 4)
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GAELS GET ONLY ONE FOR THE ROAD

1 WHISTLE

i with JIM O'GRADY

WAS HE DELIRIOUS

Pete Carr-Harris couldn't believe his eyes. Here it was: only

about 2:15 on Saturday afternoon, and the hockey coach was hav-

ing trouble with his peepers. He stood by the players entrance

in ancient jock Harty arena and cleaned off his specks, looked

around a few more times, and kept seeing the same thing: there

were actually quite a few people occupying th pews. Beside him

stood Stu Langdon, tlie team's trainer, who hadn't seen such a

sight either at Gael home games since the winter of 1949 when the

skate-shod Gaes were making the final appearances in senior in-

tercollegiate surroundings. At the far end of the rink, behind the

cubbyhole through which he shuffles tickets to the general public,

rink manager Dutch Dougall beamed with pleasure: all in all, it

as turning out to be quite a surprising afternoon.

The sense of novelty didn't

These Mustangs Have New Stunts

Pull Goaler For Last -Second Tie

This Also Happened

The intermediate hoopsters

visited the Baby Blues, Sat-

urday in Toronto, The final

score : Queen's 78 ; Toronto 79.

The Queen's wrestlers (who

need men in the 137, 157, and

177 pound classes) lost 13-8

t(. Clarkson grapplers in Pots-

dam, Saturday afternoon.

The Queen's thirds beat

RMC 52-32 on the latter's

home court Friday night.

merely permeate the upper reg-

ions of the ice-palace either. In

the dressing room directly be-

low the stands, Gael players

climbed into their multi-colored

sweat suits, and gawked at each

other in awe, as the sounds of the

blaring brass band and the shuf-

fle of the crowd came rolling

down through the concrete. Only

centreman Don Keenleyside, in

his fifth year with the club, could

remember seeing more than Ust-

ful of fans cheering the Gaels on

lo victory.

Across the hall, in the dressing

room where the temperature ap-

proaclies normal (the Gael room

resembles Sam Magee's proverbial furnace) the Western Mustangs

were in a similar state of semi-shock as they climbed into their

white sweaters. All season long, they had suffered from what

seems to be a contagious disease among intermediate hockey clubs;

lack of fan support. Their situation is worsened in London by

the fact that the university has no arena of its own (although one

is on the way within the next two years) a situation which

forces the Mustangs to play in the London arena, at a relatively

long distance from the campus,

Rink manager Dougall estimated later that there were six

hundred or so people in the arena, which, when it is jam-packed,

can hold 1,952 customers. When it is just comfortably jammed,

the arena will accommodate about 1,400. The difference in the two

figures arises from tlie fact that two people can comfortably oc-

cupy at least three of the 18" seats which the architects built into

the edifice. In the old days, if 1400 students turned up for home

games (as they sometimes did) the arena staff was unable to ac-

commodate the townspeople who wished to shell out the sheckles

at the ticket window for a chance to view the ensuing action.

A TRADITION IS BORN.

What the hardy six hundred may have done by putting in an

appearance is just this: they may have started the ball rolling for

a new tradition around this ancient campus, a tradition calling for

regular Saturday afternoon attendance at home hockey games.

In view of the strong spectator support for the idea of providing

his brand of entertainment on the spare afternoon. AB of C sec-

etary Charlie Hicks has said that he will inquire into the possibil-

y of scheduling the remaining games against OAC and Toronto

3r the same times. At the present time, the schedule calls for

these games to be played on Friday nights, a decision which was

prematurely reached after taking into account the most convenient

train schedules.

If you left after the first two periods of Saturdiuy's game,'

you'd have to say thai the locaLs appeared to be stage-struck by

the unusual populace Hning the boards; their passes weren't click-

ing, the puck seemed to leap onto its edge whenever a Gael stick

touched it, and the timing was off in the local attack. Murray Os-

borne gave an indication of the way things stood by missing on

the short side after breaking in all alone on the Western cagetender

with just seconds remaining in the second period.

A few short minutes later, after being submitted to a seige

in their dressing room, the Gaels were a different club. They tore

into the now-tired Westerners with a vengeance; tied it up when

(See Whistle Stops, Page 3)

The hockey variety of the

Western Mustangs rolled into

Kingston Saturday afternoon and

ran into some of the toughest op-

position they have met all season.

Host team was our own Queen's

Gaels, and they gave a good ac-

count of themselves before tlic

opening game crowd on hand.

Western, in. their own true fash-

ion, pulled the game partly out ui

the fire by salvaging a tie in tin-

last five seconds of play. Final

score read 3-3.

Up until the 19.55 mark of the

third period, when 'Mac' Vuko-|

vich fired home the tying goal for

Western, it looked like a win for

the Queen's Tricolor. Most of the

fans were seeing the locals in ac-

tion for the first time and were

pleasantly surprised with the po-

tential of the team.

Scoring opened at 9.05 of the

first period when Ray Hermis-

ton, a freshman member of the

team, broke away from between

two Western defensemen to go in

unmolested on goalie Crooke, No
further goals were potted in this

period, but play was rugged as

the referees handed out five pen-

alties, two to Queen's, and three
j

to Western. '

After a shaky first period, both

,

teams seemed to pick up in the'

second period, W estern reaped
|

immediate profit as they went a-'

head 2-1 at the end of the period,

^ wo quick goals, one by Cooper

at the 14.50 mark and another

by White at 15.20 gave Western

the lead for the first and only

time in the game. Four more pen-

(See Desperation Goal, Page 4)

MAC BEATEN 64-61

BLUES WIN 71-63

Allez-oop! Jim Lindamood takes a

back into the Queen's pool. This was

week''- Aquacade,

By Mike Clancy

The Queen's hoopsters in split-

ting their weekend tilts are now

faced with the task of winning

their remaining games if they

wish to challenge for the league

championship. On Friday eve-

ning the Tricolor came from be-

hind in the last four minutes of

play and managed to salvage a

64-61 victory over the winless

McMaster Marauders, but then

journeyed to Toronto Saturday

and dropped a 71-63 decision to

the undefeated Varsity Blues.

In the Hamilton contest, the

Gaels were led once more by the

acciu-ate shooting of Paul

Fedor who bagged 17 points.

Unfortunately, due to delayed

trains, the men of Frank Tindall

stepped onto the b-ball floor a

weary group but the team gained

momentum as the game progress-

ed. Guard, Andy Hayden, who

has only been averaging 2 or 3

points a game was second top-

scorer on the squad with 10

points to his credit. Andy hit for

8 out 9 foul shots. Wally Mellor

turned in another top perform-

ance and notched 9 points for the

Kingstonites.

Jackson, Wooley, and Lind-

,Mres with 15, 12, and 8 points,

respectively, were the top trio

for the hapless Marauders.

The next night the Tricolor

headed onto the pint-sized Hart

House floor to make their '55

debut before the Toronto fans.

I
Paul Fedor kept up his 20

PHOTO B* LUTZ ^ "'J' *

rM- •
' points-a-game average as he mov-

v,ng r,de on Ph.l Ohver s
,

P
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^,,,,3

feature of their act m last

I
(See Gaels Spht. Page 3)

HOW THEY STAND

Toronto

Western —
Queen's

Assumption

McCill

McMaster .

W
3

3

3

2

1

0

I, F A Pts,

0 229 179 6

0 245 171 6

3 385 425 6

2 317 250 4

3 236 327 2

4 242 30(2 0

TWO TITLES TO VARSITY
IN BADMINTON TOURNEY

Qirl Birders Fare Better

The Woman's Intercollegiate] matches. Daphne Walker, first

Badminton Tournament was held, singles for Toronto, and a con-

hist Friday and Saturday at To- [tender for the

ronto. The matches were played

at the Carlcton Club where fac-

ilities and playing conditions are

the best possible, Western, To-

ronto, MacMaster, 0,A.C., Mc-

Gill and Queen's participated in

the meet. When the round robin

tournament had been played off,

the standings were as follows:

1st, Toronto (15 pts.); 2nd,

Queen's and McGil! tied (8 pts.);

4th, McMaster (5 pts.); 5th,

Western (4 pts.)
;

6th, O.A.C.

(3 pts,)

Toronto girls won

Badminton players from the

University of Toronto, by win-

ning 17 out of a possible 36

games, played, copped first place

in the annual Intercollegiate Bad-

minton tournament held Friday

and Saturday in the Queen's gym.

McGill finished second with a

total of n points. Western was

third with 5, and the Queen's

quartet brought up the rear with

Dominion Senior

Women's championship, was the

outstanding player of the meet,
j

Playing for the Queen's team'

were; First Singles — Liz Jen-

nings : Second Singles — Leonore

Haw; Doubles — Ann Green-

wood and Sylvia Joyce. The dou-

bles team made an exceptionally

fine showing winning 4 out of

their 5 matches. Losing only to

Toronto, the giris defeated es-

pecially strong teams from Mc-

j

Gill and MacMaster. Their four

wins made the girls runners-up

all of their I for the doubles championship

WEEKEND SPLIT

Queen's 64 McMaster 61

Queen's: Mellor (9); .\iiglin (2); Don
iiclly (8); Latimer t4); Pmccll

15); Millikeu (4); Ftilor (18);

Hayden (10); Summers C6)i Lyon.

Totai: &+.

McMaster; Baillic; Raphae (6); Mun^

ro (5) ;
Darragh (4) ;

Wooley
(12); Johnson (7); Lindorcs (8);

Jockson (13); Brown (4); Pc-

kch. Total: 61.

Toronto 71 Queen's 63

Queen's : McHor (4); Anglin; Donnelly

(5); Latimer (4); Purcell (10);

Milliken (1); Fedor (24); Hayden

(2); Summers; McMahan (13).

Total; 63.

Toronto: Fawcett (18); Potter (13);

Malsalla; Binnington (12); Stnlac

(10); Kurdyak; Madden (16);

a two point total.

Jim Carnworth, the number one

singles man on the winning To-

ronto squad, and a two-time win-

ner of the Canadian Junior singles

championship, won all his sched-

uled matches as well as the sin-

gles challenge elimination series

to cop singles honors in the tour-

ney. In the doubles department.

Carnwarth teamed with fellow-

Blue George Bonar to defeat all

opposition.

The lone points picked up by

Queen's players in the two-day

tournament were collected hv

Pat Morton, number three sin-

gles, who defeated George Suart

of Western on Friday afternoon

;

and by the doubles pair of Don

Hooper and Keith Armstrong,

who picked up a Saturday mor-

ning win over Ed Butterworth

and Phil Shaposnick of McGill-

Ed Koenig, lead man on the

Queen's tjuartet, said later that

tournament had proceededthe

Tile (2); Viacliulis.; 0"«scbiick.
^^^j^,

Total: 71, I

Dial 7135

town and country
Restaurants Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Teaching Course At O.C.E.

To Be Given During Summer

The Registrar has announced

information about the Summer

School at the Ontario College of

Education for students preparing

for teaching.

The course of training for the

summer session, June 20 to Aug.

26, 1955, leads to a Letter of

Standing for Secondary Schools.

General professional courses

form the program of studies.

They consist of Educational psy-

chology, introduction to educa-

tion, school management and law,

and courses in methods of teach-

ing one of the following groups,

English, history and geography;

mathematics and science; Latin

and French.

Observation and practice teach

ing will complete the work for

the teacher in training.

Swimmers Gracefully Float,

Through "Evening In Paris'

By Herschel Hardin
Journal Staff Writer

Amid the curtained and dark-

ened confines of the gym pool

three capacity crowds spent a

pleasant, and somewhat heated

"Evening in Paris," last Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday.

The show, capably directed by

Marcia Jayes, presented to

Queen's students a skilled display

of precision swimming. This

formed the program of Aquacade

'55, the annual production of the

Queen's University Swimming

Club.

Viewers were led into the

French atmosphere by a "Wel-

come to Paris". Sixteen swim-

mers stroked into various geom-

etric designs, the last spelling out

the feature word of the evening,

-PARIS".

apipewith

s^Wolter'RaleiQli

Highlighting the show was a

novel act "Romance Hits Paris"

pantomimed by Pauline Kreiner,

Nancy Mylkes, and Harold An

fossie. The two girls gracefully

glided through a dance routine

before the three swimmers slip-

ped into the pool. Following the

rhythm and mysterious tones of

Jackie Gleason's "Lover's Rhap-

sody" Miss Kreiner and Miss

Mylkes performed somersaults

and turns in their attempts to

get Harold's attention. Eventual-

ly he made his choice and the

forlorn miss splashed to the an

onymous stand-in hovering at

the pool's edge.

The duet by Janet Gracey and

Marcia Jayes, portrayed fugitives

from the Bastille hurriedly view-

ing the sights of Paris. The duo,

in black and white striped cos-

tumes clapped and splashed their

way through the streets of the

city. Remaining routines consist-

ed of group precision swimming

which typified different aspects

of Parisian life, two duets, and

a graceful solo by director Marcia

Jayes.

Added to the regular show was

a diving performance entitled "A

View of Sports in Paris", featur-

ing Judy Reid, Chuck Malcom-

son and Bill Mellof. Jim Linda

mood and Phil Olivier provided

humor as clowns and despite their

too frequent appearances gave

the crowd a few chuckles with

their unusual diving routines,

Two of the dives, spectular sim-

ultaneous leaps called the "Paul

Revere" and the "Bowling Pin",

thrilled the audience.

WHISTU STOPS
(continued from page 2)

Ian McKay flipped a loose puck through the Western goaler's legs

into the cage; and went ahead 3-2 when Ray Hermiston swooped

front right wing for his second goal of the afternoon. The house

was jumping by this time, and it kept on jumping as that same

Gael forward line almost potted another a few seconds later, vrith

left winger Barry Percival hitting the post on this occasion- The

Mustangs rallied somewhat, but couldn't appear to click. Fmally,

with twenty seconds to go, they pulled their goaler in another

version of that old hockey classic, and made the move pay off by

batting one in from a scramble with the clock showing just five

seconds to go. How close can you get?

Ralph Simmons, who plays a mighty capable game at fullback

for another brand of Mustangs every fall, was one of the defense-

men on the ice at the time the visitors potted the big one. "I"m

glad I don't have to play against teams like ours,"' he said later,

'I think rd get sick of it after a while". His philosophy was based

on the fact that his team mates had pulled the same stunt a day

earlier, when Lorne White connected with live minutes left m the

game to beat the Toronto Blues 4-3.

But in spite of the tact that the Mustangs chose this occasion

to to-^s a few more horseshoes at the heads of the unhappy Gaels,

Oic populace in the stands went home happy. And if this was the

social page, we would almost stoop to saying that a good time was

had by all.

OFF THE CUFF.

The troubles of the basketball Gaels may have been psycho-

o-ical when they dropped that game to the Toronto Blues on the

Hart House floor Saturday night. "Every time we go near that

DR. VAILENTYNE
(continued from page 1)

iiy the use of carbon isotopes;

iwn approach, which is looking for

the organic compounds in the an

CLL-nt rocks."

Dr. Vallentyne will use a high-

ly sensitive technique in looking

for traces of amino acids in the

rock samples. This is known as

the Nynhydrin reaction.

X'ynhydrin reacts with amino

acids to produce compounds that are

lurple in color. The purple stain

indicates the presence of amino

acids.

So delicate are tlie tests that one

part of amino acids in 1,000.000

parts of rock can he detected. These

measurements are made by an in-

genious and sensitive machine, the

5[icctrnphotometer,

Although at present the study

Mike Overbury. in typical tur

tie-neck sweater, moustache, and

artist's tam, filled in between acts

as master of ceremonies. The

music and the blending lights on

decorations brought the specta

tor into a gay Parisian atmos

phere.

With a leafy fountain shining

at the edge of the pool and with

the music of George Gershwin's

"American in Paris

ground, a large

the back-

number of the

cast swam into interweaving pat

terns for the finale of "An Eve

ning in Paris".

is academic. Dr. Vallentyne feels

that in time it may have home

bearing on the formation of oil

during later geological timse,

This present study will take

three years. Later Dr. Vallentyne

will try to determine the presence

of other organic compoimds in an

cient rocks, all of which will help

to determine when life first appear

ed on this planet.

In earlier research which led up

to the present project, Dr. Vallen

tync- studied organic compounds

present in recent sediments (formed

about 12,000 years ago), at Queen's

Biological Station, Lake Opiniccin,

near Kingston.

band-bo.K". said Frank Tindall earlier in the year, "the guys develop

claustrophobia" . . . the Gaels started with a zone defense on the!

mail Han House court the other night, and soon found themselves

trailing bv a wide margin. When they switched to a man-to-man,

they climbed back into the game. The original trouble was that

Blues like Pete Potter and Leo Madden were hitting from almost

rrny point on the court, rendering the zone set-up ineffectual. . .
-

if anyone has picked up a stray pair of skates around Jock Harty

-irena after one of the iiitramural hockey practices recently, give

them back to Walt Soroka. the intramural equipment manager.

They're his . - Sherm Hood, who won the senior intercollegiate

heavyweight title in the intercollegiate boxing assaults held last

winter, won't get to appear in this year's show, scheduled for next

week-end in Montreal. In an elimination bout held last Friday af-

ternoon in the boxing gym. Jack Abrahams picked up a four round

decision and will thus represent the university in the heavyweight

class. Jack Jarvis was forced to hold one extra ronnd to settle the

affair (conditioning played a major role

after the first three stanzas.

which ended in a draw

Gaels Split
(continued from page 2)

Saturday night. Paul was prob-

ably the best man on the floor

as he dropped in his lay-up shots

with perfection. Jay McMahan

turned in a good performance as

did Bob Purcell and Frank Don-

nelly. Jay bagged 13 points, and

Bob gained 10.

At one time they trailed the

Varsity squad only 54-52. but a

debatable foul against the Gaels

at this point broke their spirit

and the team didn't threaten

again. This Friday. McMaster

Marauders will be our guests and

the tilt could well determine the

future of the squad.

He's a "heavy" in the play,

but short on time.

Busy students need quick

refreshment. That's

where Coca-Cola comes in.

COCA-COLA LTD.

SNIPER'S
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS

68'/2 Princess Street

Oiiafitv that Pleases

CLEANERS
PRESS WHILE U WAIT

Kingston Phone 2-1761

Sen'iire thai Satisfies

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE
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ONLY 21 DAYS TO BUY A TRICOLOR
STEAM
SHOVEL

SCRIBE LEAVES QUICK FROM PHONY FLICK

And on Eve of Fria, even as Scribe was seated in Cav of Flick-

ing celluloid images, viewing stalest of movies on American Second

"World War, did Marion's Clarion sound stimulate scribe's sleepy

senses. And did scribe gladly drop bag of pop and nish to side

of most honourable maid.

RUM AND GIN CAUSE CAV TO SPIN

And did Marion instruct humble servant to sharpen rusty

chisel and stagger to Cav of Whigs, in order that finest brawl of

Fuzzy Ones might be recorded. Upon entering scene of brawl,

did scribe note that Cav did toss on. roughest of seas. For warriors

of Heinz Phis One did cling to chairs and tables, and furtlicr did

walls spin and toss in dizziest of motions. (Chief of Irocinoi:?

ancestry did blame situation on Captain Morgan). And warriors

with their little bits of fluff did weave to the flourishing flats of

Chief Sha-Boom and his pea pickers. And it was clear that brawl*

was of greatest success, as warriors in full dress did quaff repeated

rounds of rum and rye. And scribe was greatly pleased that "JolHe"

warriors from tribe of Fac did "Danph" weapons and make peace

with happy warriors of Science on joyous occasion.

Do LEMONZ SINK WHEN THROWN IN DRINK?

And on Eve of Thov did trails throughout Land of Kin lead'

to Cav of Jim, where floating figures did frolic in fathoms of foam.

It was said that performance was on highest calibre, even though

entertainers were all wet. However, as scribe did return to Cav
of Barking Witch, did same take lemon from cabinet of fine mel-

low mixers, and drop it into a vot of aging V.O. and noting that

lemon did sink, so scribe did rush back to Cav of Jim in order to

solve mystery of floating Lemon?. However, problem was solved

when scribe di dnote that Lemonz of Laraphadia do possess layers

of blubber which lowers their Specific Gravity to 0.90.

NAGS WILL LOSE THEIR LUCKY SHOES.

And does scribe note that nags of purple still seem to wear
their boots of Fc. However, they do loosen, and approach a state

of uncquilibrium. And now must scribe drop chisels and renew
efforts in battle of Fac,

Desperation Goal
(continued from page 2)

Science Elections
(Continued from page 1)

alties, for roughing, slashing and

tripping, were handed out to

Markerth and Shaniess of Queen's

and to Cooper and White of Wes-
tern.

Sparked by the high flying fresh-

man line of Hermiston, McKay,
and Percival, Queen's tied up the

game, 2-2. at the 12.10 mark of the

third period. Ian McKay from a

face-off in western territory
flashed a goal between the pads

of goalie Parrel Crooke. Five

minutes later, Ray Hermiston

garnered his second goal of the

afternoon off passes from McKay
and Ron Valiquette. This was the

set-up for the final and tie-break-

ing goal of Western's 'Mac' Vu-
covich.

On the play as a whole, Queen's

held the edge backed particularly

by the brilliant net-minding o!

Bert Brooks early in the game.

Play was sloppy at the beginning

but picked up as the game pro-

gressed. The final ten minutes

provided the best hockey of the

sixty minute tilt.

Bill Maguire, playing his first

game on the Queen's defense

looked particularly effective on

several rushes. Little 'Ossie" Os

borne was bis usual speedy

never-tiring self and should hav

been rewarded on many fine

forts with goals. Best for West

em seemed to be Murray Coope

Vucovich, Claire Maltby,

Farrel Crool« in goil.

Band Concert

Meeting ol Queen's Band, Monday, Feb. 28, under the direct-

ion of S. T. Cruickshank. Tickets may be obtained from Chuck

Umpherson or Al Hitchcock. Proceeds will go to the Queen's Band.

Electrical Engineering Club.

The Electrical Engineering Club will meet in the McLaughlin

Room of the Students' Union at 7:00 p.m.

Guest speaker will be Dr. H. W. Harkuess.

on Tuesday, Feb. 8.

Maths and Physics Club.

There will be a meeting of the Queen's Math and Pliysics Club,

Thursday, Feb. 10. 7:30 p.m. in Ontario Hall. Dr. J. H. Montag«e

of the Physics Department will be guest speaker.

Commerce Club.

There will be a meeting of the Couuncrce Club Wednesday,

Feb. 9, 8:00 p.m., in McLaughlin Room of the Students' Union.

Mr. Howard Hart of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

will be the guest speaker.

Chapel Service.

Chapel services will be held regularly on Thursdays, at 1 :00

p.m. in the Morgan Memorial Chapel of the GUI Arts Building.

Alec Tempieton.

The annual Arts Concert, featuring Alec Tempieton, will

be held tonight in Grant Hall at 8:15 p.m. Tickets at ?1.25 an^

Sl-50. sold at the post office and at the door. z

Panel Discussion.

A panel discussion group composed of Prof. Isabel Laird, Dr.

Glen Shortliffe, Rev. D. M. Mathers and chaired by Dr. H. M.

Estall. will debate the issue, "Is there a crisis in the University?"

The debate will take place in Ban Righ Common Room at 7:30 p.m.

tomorrow night.

Hillel Supper Series.

Mr. J. Alex Edniison, Q.C., assistant to the Principal oS

Queen's, will give an illustrated talk on his recent visit to Israel.

All are invited. Hillel House, 26 Barrie St. Supper is 50c. To-

night, 5:15 p.m.

the Senior Prosecuting Attor

ney's post developed. Tony Arch-

er brought his experience as AMS
court crier to his speech, which

largely instrumental in gainmg
liini the senior post. Bill Gee

claimed that his competitors were
fine, upstanding characters, but

that the prosecuting attorney

ust be rotten to the core. He
aimed to have the required per-

onality traits, but failed, in spite

f several unusual similes, to con-

ince the electorate, which made
im sheriff and upholder of the

peace. Sam Sawchuck, long-time

stalwart of the Vigilance Com-
mittee, was made chief of police,

k Johnston, George Martyn,

nd Ken Culver ran for and won
the junior prosecuting attorney,

clerk, and junior constable posi

ionsfl Al Kocman i^; senior con

table.

Queen's Ski Club.

There wil be a meeting of the Queen's Ski Club tonight at 7-00

p.m. in the lecture room of the Gym. Films will be shown and

there will be a discussion of the trip to the Laurentians. There will

be a ski bus to Snow Ridge. Contact Keith Oman, 26118, Jan

Jackson, 20141, Gord Robb, 9060 or Marion Chalmers, 25011 by

Friday,

Arts '58 Crests.

MEDS ELECTIONS
(continued from page 1)

Sandra Sims : This little Miss is

a Grimsby girl with many ideas for

improving the Aesculapian Society.

In her campaign address several

weeks ago she suggested fuller cov-

erage of Society activities in the

Journal, more intcrcsthig programs

for meetings and increased partici-

pation from the junior years. San-

dra is also well-qualified for the job.

She was secretary of Meds '57 in

'53-'54, and secretary and president

of the Ban Righ House Council,

Sandra hopes that no one will let

the fact that she is a woman influ-

once his choice.

Condidates For Secretary

Isobel Rutherford: "Dr. Poopey-

Doop", as she is affectionately

known by her classmates, is from

Sarnia. In her second year she was

a member of the Ban Righ House

Council and this year is vice-presi-

dent of Meds '57. Last year she

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERViCENTRE

147 Brock Si

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Same Day On
Shirt Laundering

The sale of Arts '58 crests will be extended to Thursday and

Friday. Tbey are on sale in the New Arts Building and the Ade-

laide smoking lounge.

journal.

Anyone interested in delivering the Journal on Friday between

11 and 12 a.m. is asked to contact Norm Beiles at the Journal of-

fice, either by phone or mail. Pay is $1.50 per delivery.

AMS Meeting.

This week's AMS meeting will be held Thursday evening in

the Science Club Rooms above Clark Hall at 6:30 p.m.

OPEN 8 a.m. to 5 p.r

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 BARRIE ST.

served as chief constable of the

Aesculapian Court.

Paula Shea: Paula is from Fox-

boro, Massachusetts, and spent a

years in Arts before entering Meds.

Uist year she was one of the orga-

nizers of the medical exhibits at

the Queen's Open House and this

year is secretary of Meds '57.

Jack Rosenblatt: This year's

medical editor of the Queen's

Journal, Jack's chief claim to fame

is the splendid job he did in editing

this year's edition of the Centenary

Medical Journal. Spends his sum-

mers as a radio announcer in the

West. Last year he was secretary of

die Queen's Debating Union and

participated in intercollegiate and

student-faculty debates.

Junior AMS Reps

Ernie Sterns: Ernie comes to us

by way of Ottawa. Among his many

activities can he included his wide

participation in an organization of

intramural sports and bis position

as Junior Justice of this year's

Aesculapian Court.

Rich Milne: A Kingston lad, he

graduated in Arts before coming

into Meds. He was active in the

Arts Society and ser\'ed on the Arts

Formal Committee. Continuing his

good work in Medicine, he has

served as bis class president for

two years, and has been an active

member of the A.M.S. Planning

-md Research Committee. For the

last six years be has been Manager

of the Queen's intermediate foot-

hall team.

Vice-President

"Sandy" (Hugh) Robertson:

comes from Windsor. He is a mem-

ber of UNTD and is active in intra-

mural sports for Meds '58.

John Scanlou : from Watertown,

N,Y. and a graduate B.A. Making

a second attempt to serve on the

executive, John was assistant-secre-

tary in 1952-53.

Pictures of all candidates for the

Aesculapian Society Executive and

the Court have been taken by Nick

Rizzo of Meds '5S and will be posted

at the following stations. These are

:

Richardson Amph. and Anatomy

Qub Room.

Voting takes place between 10

a.m. and 3 p.m. and the results will

be announced at the banquet to-

morrow night,

University Women s

Club of Kingston

presents

National

Ballet Company
MARCH 8th, AT 8:30 P.M.

KINGSTON COMMUNITY
CENTRE

Tickets: $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00

Obtainable from Mrs. H. A. Elliott

At Douglas Library Order Office

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

'Where a Traditionol PRESTIGE Prevoils"

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT- TO BASKETBALU WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO'!

THEIR DAIRVS A SENSATION!

INSIST ON .

WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT
Kingston's Leading Resfrourant

SINCE 19 19

WHITE

Townsman Shirts

$3.95 each
3 FOR $11.50

Fashion Croft Shops Limited

103 PRINCESS STREET
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aOOK REVIEW

Crisis In The University

By Lois Showman

(Sir Walter Mobcrly; The Crisis in the UiiivcrsUy. SCM Press,

London, 1949; pp 316.)

"Whatever the cause, the university today lives and moves

and has its being in a moral and cultural fog." Sir Walter Moberly,

in his book The Crisis in the University, proceeds with great frank-

ness and courage to carry out a most searching investigation of the

contemporary situation.

Although Moberly has continually in mind the British univer-

sities, much of what he offers, both in diagnosis of the sickness and

in prescription, is equally applicable to our Canadian institutions.

The author points out that the crisis in the university reflects

the crisis of the world and its pervading sense of insecurity. With

the discovery of atomic energy, the background of all that is plan

ned or done in the years immediately ahead will be the imminent

peril of world-wide disaster. We are living 'in the midst of uncer

tainties and on the edge of an abyss.'

This physical insecurity is matched by a moral and spiritual

insecurity and indeed largely results from it. The menace to civil-

ization consists, not in the invention o£ the atom-bomb, but in the

presumed v^ill to use it. As Hobbes said, a state of war consists

not only in the actual fighting but in 'the known disposition there-

to.' Added to this is the terrifying emergence of the underground

man. Formerly we have witnessed bestial cruelty, lust and lawless-

ness, not only as an occasional morbid aberration, but rampant and

in power. The veneer of civilization has proven to be amazingly

thin. But our predicament is beyond cure by exhortations to individ-

uals to a change of will and to "moral rearmament", needful as

those may be. Ours is a situation in which the individual feels him-

self powerless because of the colossal scale of the influences which

actually govern his iife.

Primary Questions

Now the question is, can the universities adapt themselves to

a world of insecurity? Have they anything creative to contribute

to it or are they themselves sunk in the chaos? All' the familiar

questions of university policy—questions of clientele, of curricula,

of ways of living, or forms of government, of relations with the

outside world—require to be rethought in the new perspective. Dr
Hutchins, the Chancellor of the University of Chicago, states the

challenge: "Civilization can be saved only by a moral, intellectual

and spiritual revolution to match the scientific, technological and

economic revolution in which we are now living. If education can

contribute to a moral, intellectual and spiritual revolution, then it

-offers a real hope of salvation to suffering humanity everywhere.

If it cannot then it is irrelevant and its fate is immaterial."

In this perspective we must turn to the questions of primary

importance and ask—'What are universities for? What effect should

they have on their alumni? What are their responsibilities to the

outside world?' And to these ([uestions a minority of university

leaders return discordant answers and the majority return no

clear answers at all. Beneath the facade of development and hope-

fulness, the universities of the world share a peculiar malaise and

impotence. They have little self-confidence, because they lack, and

are increasingly aware that they lack, any clear, agreed, sense of

direction and purpose. At this moment they cannot give an effect-

tive lead because they themselves share, and have shown small

sign of transcending, the spiritual confusion of the age. Hence for

them, the most urgent injunction is, 'Physician heal thyself.'

Moberly charges that the universities are not now discharging

-their former cultural task. Professor Dobree describes this task

as "the creation, generation by generation in a continuous flow,

of a body of men and women who share a sense of civilized values,

who feel responsible for developing them, who are united by their

culture, and who by the simple pressure of their existence and out-

look will form and be enlightened public opinion." Few people

who are familiar with the inside of most universities today would

maintain that such a task is being successfully carried out.

The cultural failure of the universities is seen in the students.

In recent years large numbers of these have been apathetic and

have had neither wide interests nor compelling convictions. The

active-minded minority have often been in revolt. The estrange-

ment between the generations, between professor and student, has

come about largely because students feel themselves to be living

in a different world from their teachers, a world which is grimmer

and less secure economically, politically and morally. Their teach-

ers' philosophy of life, if any is discernible, strikes tliem as academic

and unreal. "Out there in the street is something now^ in the mak-

ing, which will shatter all the syllogisms and formulae of the

schools."

Appearance and Reality.

Very real evidence of this 'sickness' is the gulf between ap-

pearance and reality, between the ideals to which the university

traditionally professes allegiance, and the springs of action by

which it is really moved. Many who are intimately concerned with

universities today are hampered by an uneasy sense of the dis-

crepancy between profession and actuality in such respects as the

following:

I. The university professes to turn out 'rounded persons' with

an understanding of themselves and of their place in society. But,

'n fact, a very large number of both students and teachers arty

narrow specialists with extremely limited horizons.

II. The university professes to stimulate a liberal and disinter-

ested attitude to study. But, in fact, Moberly points out, the com-

mon attitude is self-centred and utilitarian, and the common motto

is "The shorter learning, the sooner earning!' Study is a means to

success in examinations, and success in examinations is the most

practicable avenue to economic and social advancement.

III. The university professes to cultivate objectivtity and im-

partiality. In fact university teachers and their pupils, like other

people, are commonly swayed by unexamined assumptions. It is such

emotionally-coloured and only partially conscious mental attitudes

that really determine the convictions even of the so-called 'intellec-

tuals'.

IV. The university professes to be a community and to derive

from this fact much of its educational power. It has, traditionally,

claimed to exercise a transforming influence on its members, and

to waken in them the sense of wonder through contact with in-

spiring persons. But, Moberly contends, there is little vital commun-
ication between the faculties or even between different depart-

ments, and there is no profound mental effect on the average

student

Re-integration Imperative

Moberly turns over afresh the whole field. From a bold dis-

cussion of the causes of discontent he moves to suggestions as to

what positive convictions the universities today should embody.

After painting a picture of disintegration he goes on to indicate

the route which an attempt at re-integration should follow.

All inhibitions of discussion of the burning questions of the

day must be removed. As a minimum requirement, the university

must be an open forum for the trashing out of ultimate questions, "a

conununity within which the chief contemporary intellectual pos-

itions . . . may enter into a living encounter with one another." At

the very least, fundamental questions must not be ignored but must

be asked and examined radically. How shall a man live? What are

the things which really matter and what is their relative importance?

To what sort of world have we to adjust ourselves? Here lies the

responsibility of the universities.

University men and women must be deeply concerned with

discovering a working philosophy of life; here the religious issue

is unavoidable. For every philosophy of life either requires God or

leaves Him out. And here false pretences at 'neutrality' are useless.

In the matter of adopting a philosophy of life it is not enough

that a unievrsity leave committment up to its individual members

and confine itself to a supposed 'corporate neutrality". Mr. Arnold

Nash, writing from a Christian standpoint, criticizes this attitude:

"The liberal democratic university, by rejecting any real attempt

to discern and then to teach a unified conception of life, refuses to

be a university." Intellectual anarchy results when a university

.stands for no coherent scheme of life, presents no coherent picture

of the universe.

How can universities today give an education for the art of

living? By what curricula can they train a student to choose ends

and recognize values? How can they correct the tendency to learn

'more and more about less and less'? This cannot be done simply

by reverting to older forms of "liberal education'.

Moberly suggests that the present isolation of 'subjects' and of

departments must be broken down. More attention must be given

to the fields in which they overlap. Different disciplines must be

brought to bear on the same problem, as, for instance, jurist, doctor,

phychologist, prison commissioner, social scientist and moralist,

may combine to discuss the proper treatment of delinquents. Per-

haps inter-departmental discussions would be fruitful.

The overloading of curricula, which leaves no time 'to stand

and stare' or to explore the by-ways, must be cut out.

For members of staff a new balance between teaching and

research must be found.

Customary methods of teaching and of testing must be recon-

sidered. All that savours of mass-production must be discount-

enanced; all that entails genuine encounter of mind with mind must

be fostered. The frequently unhealthy effects of examinations must

be recognized and ways must be found of curtailing their dispro-

portionate influence.

In ordering their corporate life as in ordering their studies, our

universities have to maintain old values in new conditions and often

in new forms, while rejecting their limitations. Can they do it? The

author writes in the conviction that the universities can ri>c to the

call put to them. The range of treatment is wide and realistic, and

this, together with its intense Christiam, yet not partisan, insight,

makes Crisis in the University a work which commands attention
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Matha — The Mad Journalist has

received his first Valentine card

in three years, and a manly tear

of gratitude has visited his eye.

For several seasons, he has been

distributing Valentine cards to

dozens of his friends in the fond

and optimistic hope that the ex-

pression of his love would gen-

erate sufficient emotion to bring

in returns. But the stream of life

and all the brouhaha has often

passed him by. He has been left

behind, unnoticed by gay, care-

free throngs of happy lovers. And
yet, he has not been soured. Oh
no. rather has he been mellowed,

and still he bestows blessings of

paternal munificence upon all

those who are filled with tender

thoughts of love. He may walk

Alone, but he desires the Hap-

piness of Others,

February is the month tor Val-

entines. It is a wonderful thing to

know that in spite of the snow

and the fierce wind, Somebody

Cares. The sun shines more

brightly, and was that a robin

chirping outside the library win-

dow?

As Toady said, O joy, O bliss,

n poop-poop!

* *

Went shopping today for a new

toothbrush, having exhausted the

surge of feeling brought on by

the Valentine card. The reason

for this spree was that my old

brush proved much too stiff, and

while it was bought only a fort-

night ago and is still shiny new.

it tended to shred my gums badly

—rendering mastication difficult

. . There are several schools of

thought in the matter of teeth

brushing. Some people favour the

front-to-back school while others

adhere to the old inside-to-out-

side method. I am a staunch sup-

porter of that group which ad-

vocates the back-to-front move-

ment; that is, I begin lightly at

the back molars and progress to

the front with a nice sweeping

wrist motion. The operation is

climaxed with vigorous brush-

ing lavished on my front two

teeth (the ones that show), and

there is always much close mir-

ror-peering and final buffing be-

fore the job is finished ... I

managed to find a new brush to

my liking, and when I got home

I spent a pleasant hour or two

with both brush and paste.

* • •

Was pretty severely reprimand-

ed the other day for mentionning

in this diary the incident of the

fellow who accused nic of trying

to be intellectual because I was

reading certain books. My critic

told me that I seemed to regard

the whole matter with an annoy-

ing sense of superiority. Pooh on

him. He evidently has an infer-

iority complex, and wants me to

limit my reading to comic books

so that I'll come down to his

level. The day The Mad Journal-

ist does this there will he five

moons in the sky,

* »

Was talking to a friend about

dogs lately, and he mentioned

that it is difficult for man's dumb
chum to be both a pet and a

show animal . , . I have an an-

cient and venerable black Cocker

spaniel at home whose fourteen

vears of eating and sleeping have

automatically disqualified him as

a show dog, Bobs II lost his boy-

ish figure a long time ago, and

has spent his latter years being

happily fat. The fact that Bobs

is old does not mean he has lost

any of his essentially romantic

character, and within a month or

so I expect to receive reports that

he is again staying out all night

on the doorstep of a cute blonde

spaniel who lives up the road a

bit. He is a reprobate, although

we did try our best to change his

wayward ways. We brought him

up an Anglican, but he soon left

the fold and went to a United

Church with our neighbour. At

the moment his is a Continuing

Presbyterian, which may or may

not explain something.

Mentioned all this to another

writer on the campus, and was

told that anyone who pretends

toward literary achievement
should own a cat. All the best

writers, including another famous

diarist named Marchbanks, were

said to boast a pussy in the par-

lour. I, however, do not like cats

overly much. They make me ner-

vous, and to tell the thruth I am

a bit allergic to them, A kitten

is cute, but kittens grow up into

horrid felines. Bobs does not like

cats either , . . they make him

even more nervous than they do

me; in fact, he is terrified of

them. I trust his judgment

• * •

Had a very interesting discus-

sion yesterday on the respective

merits of the English and French

peoples. My friend argued quite

logically that (a) he liked the

French (b) everything he liked

was good, and (c) that therefore

the French were A Good Thing.

I replied that the English were

just as good, if not a great deal

better. This is a self-evident fact,

so I did not have to revert to

logic ... Dr. Lower has pointed

out that the English characterist-

ically follow their noses, which

leads ultimately to traditional

instittitionalism, The French, on

the other hand, do not follow

their noses, but rather the pretty

girl in front. This sort of thing

leads to proficiency in the fine

art of love. I suppose that you

pays your penny and you takes

your choice ... and upon further

reflection, I think the French

really have something to offer in

the way of choice. We must keep

an open m
future.

ind about this in the
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A House For The Arts
The late Mrs. Etherington's bequest of a building to Queen's

for use as a fine arts center will be deeply appreciated. Some may

feel that with the pressure which exists for use of space for more

"practical" purposes a fine arts building can wait. This is hardly

the case. When the basic and obvious prior needs of classrooms,

offices and the like have been met attention giveu to the proper

uses of a fine arts center is a worthy consideration.

One of the first steps which should be taken to assure thai

the best use is made of the building when it becomes available

is the institution of a student-faculty committee to assess possible

alternatives. One of the obvious uses that comes to mind should

be consolidation of the present music rooms, together with ini-

provements of the record collection. An art room, providing for

continuous exhibitions of student and outside talent, would also

be a worthy addition to campus cultural life.

Films provide another opportunity to appreciate artistic ex-

pression which gets scant attention. At present Q ueen's has

neither the facilities to acquire nor present a regular selection

the best foreign films, or the best Canadian documentaries.

A further possiblity which a headquarters such as this would

open up is that of extra-curricular courses for musicians and artists.

There must be many students about the campus who would ap-

preciate regular sessions in both appreciation and expression of

artistic talent.

In numerous ways the new building will offer prospects for

hitherto non-existent facilities at Queen's. The degree to which

such facilities will meet felt needs will depend, however, on con-

sultation and planning on the part of both students and faculty.

A Few Questions About Democracy

Are Canadians Really Free?

Letters To The Editor

Rationality And Morality

By abandoning its most able and dynamic premier since 1945,

the French National Assembly has decided to jump back onto the

political merry-go-round which has made it the despair of its demo-

cratic neighbour since World War II. The French are handicapped

by a Constitution which attempts to combing hte best features of

the American and British systems, but which succeeds in produc-

ing a high degree of political instability. As in Britain, the gov-

ernment can be overthrown by a vote in the Assembly but, as in

the United States, elections occur only once in every four years.

The Assembly therefore feels no compunction about throwing out

government after government, since it knows it will not have to

appeal to the people. Novertheless, the business of governraentl

could proceed reasonably smoothly if the French showed a greater

willingness to compromise, a greater concern for the national wel-

fare rather than the prosperity of certain interest groups, and a

greater willingness to accept wise leadership.

Their constitution and their continuing use of proportional

representation make the French appear mucli more politically ir-

responsible than they really are, France's inability to pursue con-

sistent and statesmanlike policies has been paralleled since World
War I in most of the great western democracies. Britain's failure

to rearm in the 1930s and the vacillations of the Eisenhower re-

gime can both be traced to fundamentally similar roots. The prob-

lem is one of leadership.

In the nineteenth century, parliaments and congre.'^ses were

bodies which debated and criticised measures already decided upon

by the governing body, whether it was a cabinet or the presidency.

The assemblies were guided along fairly definite paths by leaders

whose policies were approved or rejected by the voters once every

few years. The voted was expected to do little more than render

his judgment on the conduct of national affairs at four or five

year intervals. Although the electorate exerted a continuous in-

fluence over the broad outlines of policy, it did not interfere with

the week to week conduct of government business. The democ-
racy of the nineteenth century tended to be one in which a leader

or groups of leaders governed the nation in what they believed

to be the national interest, influenced as little as possible by gusts

of popular prejudice and by venal interest groups. This situation

did not, of course, subsist in all countries at all times, but it was
the generally accepted norm of democratic politics.

Since World War I, however, a sharp decline in the quality

of democratic leadership has taken place. Instead of standing

or falling with policies which they believed vital in the national

interest, political parties have shown an increased willingness to

bow in the face of popular opinion which has often been

formed, and out of date. Nowhere has this tendency been more
obvious than in the United States under General Eisenhower. Sec-

retary of State Dulles, for example, constantly feels called upon
to defend his conduct of foreign policy before Congress, a body
which, by tradition and under the Constitution, has no jurisdiction

over the day to day handling of diplomatic affairs. President Eisen

hower himself often takes a "Congress will decide" attitude, even
though it is usually apparent that Congress is in no position to

decide anything. As soon as a man like Eisenhower abdicates

from his position as national leader he becomes Hltle more than

a demagogue, a straw blown hither and yon by the winds of public

opinion.

The whole problem of governance in a democratic commun-
ity is beginning to pose certain questions which our generation

will have to answer. Is democracy proving inherently incapable

of producing strong leaders? Can non-ideological parties do more
than strive for power by courting popular opinion even if the

opinion is unsound? Can executives allow representative assemb-
lies to dictate the details of public policy? Arc politicians doing

their duty when they fail to offer concrete alternatives to the

electorate? Are th mass media of communication coming to have
an undue influence, not only over public opinion, but over national

policy?

Editor, Journal

:

Sometimes I wonder whether we

are to take Mr. Taylor seriously.

Some months ago he painted the

blackest picture of doom and death,

but in his latest sally he reassures

us that "The picture is not so grim

as dispossessed liberals would have

us believe, but it is bad enough."

For this degree of reassurance, we

can be thankful.

As I continued to read the article,

one sentence came as a shock. Mr,

Ta)'lor says that what we need is

"a humanism that accepts the scien

tist's knowledge of man and rejects

as empirically false any idea of in

evitable progress, the ralionalily oj

man or the ultimate claims of any

religious or political doctrine." This

is disillusionment with a vengeance

when we no longer can believe in

the rationality of man. What can

the scientists tell us. what can

Charles Taylor or anyone else tell

us if man is not a rational being?

Taylor's "humanism" would de-

hmnanize us ! He would reduce us

to mere animals. Accepting his

view. Christianity, liberalism, ra-

tionalism become impossible. Univer-

sities are part of a giant farce.

After all these centuries of fooling

ourseh'es we find that we are

nothing more than a sophisticated

ape of some sort.

Denying the rationality of man,

Mr. Taylor has the nerve to tell us

to go and create our own faith —
make up our own religion, which

could he nothing but a product of

irrational mind. This is the

height of nonsense

!

All we can know is that man "is

Man", yet Mr. Taylor says that

"the majority of people in the

world" have "spiritual needs". How
does he arrive at his conclusion?

He declares Christianity a myth

Init can a man who doubts his own
rationality make a sound judgment

about anything?

"We require a faith", but a faith

that "makes no demands as to how

life should be ted." If Mr. Taylor

had thought very much about the

matter, of course believing that ra-

tional thought is possible, he would

realize that any jailh will affect his

daily living, either negatively or

positively. However, the faith we

need, according to him. is not really

a faith at all. It is nothing more

than the animal instinct to survive.

The writer appears to think that if

we made physical survival the

criterion of action, all would be well.

In other words, let us live like ani-

mals, by the survival instinct, for-

getting all other values which make

a claim upon us. Perhaps our fellow

student has lived ton long in a city,

and is unaware of how the animal

world lives. It is hardly peace and

light, live and let live. If mankind

has no criterion of life but the value

of survival, the future is bleak in-

deed. The strong man or nation can

liquidate his opponent with as little

pang of conscience as the tiger

which destroys the lamb. All are

attached to the value of survival

but the strongest and the fittest are

the ones that really to survive. In

such a world "an appreciation of

different ways of life" is wasted

idealism.

Man "is Man", Mr. Taylor as-

serts, after having denied to man

rationality and moral nature. Cer-

tainly if a man is not capable of ra-

tional judgement, morality has no

meaning. The only course left to man
is to live by instinct. We are ani-

mals, absolutely nothing more. Capi-

talizing the word "man" is a mean-

ingless gesture after what has been

said.

Surely, our writer, as a university

student must have some faith in ra-

tionality. If so, he might tell us on

what grounds he dismisses Chris-

tianity as a myth. By referring to

Christianity as a "comforting"

myth", he shows either his ignor-

ance or misunderstanding of the

true nature of Christian faith.,

"Every Christian truth, gracious

and comfortable, has a correspond-

g obligation, searching and sac-

rificial." Of course. Mr. Taylor has

all the appearance of desiring to re-

main an uncommitted man, and

Chri.stianity has never had meaning

or reality to those who refuse moral

and intellectual committment,

Malcolm Finlay.

Ramsay Cook

Three members of the Cana-

dian House of Commons, John

Diefenbaker (P.C.), M. J. Cold-

well (CCF), and David Croll

(Lib.) have .indicated their in-

tentions to introduce bills at this

parliamentary session to provide

Canada with a Bill of Rights.

These three federal politicians are

veterans in the fight for statutory

or constitutional protection of our

1 liberties. Their different

party affiliations indicates clearly

that interest in the matter trans-

gresses party divisions. To date,

of course, they have been unable

to convince the Liberal ^govern-

ment and particularly the Minist-

er of Justice, Mr. Carson, oi' the

necessity or practicality of such

a move.

The question of civil liberties is

one which should be of interest to

all Canadians, especially perhaps

at a time when the present inter-

national situation can, within

limits, be interpreted as an ide-

ological struggle between liberal-

ism and totalitarianism. Uni-

versity students should be partic-

ularly concerned with the quest-

ion of civil liberties, for it should

be self-evident that a university's

functions and aims can only be

achieved in an atmosphere of

freedom. Once the state is in a

position to dictate that the bio-

logical theories of Lysento or a

Rosenborg are official and must

therefore be treated as dogma by

learned institutions, the whole

purpose of a university as con-

ceived in a liberal society, is de-

feated.

The question to be answered

then is: are our civil liberties ade-

quately protected, and if not,

what can be done to insure the

preservation of those traditions

of liberalism which, at least in

theory, date back to Magna

Carta? Clearly Canadians have

been fortunate as heirs to the

British liberal tradition which

holds the individual to be the

fundamental unit of society, and

has as its theoreticians Sir Ed-

ward Coke, John Milton and J. S.

Mill to name only the most ob-

vious.

Canadians, unfortunately, are

a complacent people, and we have

not been eternally vigilant with

respect to civil liberties. For the

past five years we have spent

more of our time being critical

of McCarthyism as a detriment

to American civil liberties, than

we have spent in our entire his-

tory considering our own. It is

time that we began to cultivate

our own garden for our record i^

hardly one that gives us room to

criticize the U.S. In the past 35

y
'- - '

NOTE

A large number of letters have

been received on the subject of

Charles Taylor's columns in the

past couple of weeks. Most of

them will be printed as soon as

possible.

Students are reminded that

they must attach their names to

letters if they want them print-

ed. Names will be withheld upon

request.

ears there have been serious

government infringements on in-

dividual liberties, on both the

federal and provincial levels.

In the former sphere section 98

of the Criminal Code, enacted by

a Conservative government dur-

ing the hysteria of the Winnipeg
General Strike in 1919 reversed

our whole legal tradition by de-

claring that a person arrested for

membership in an illegal organiz-

ation would be considered guilty

until proven innocent. At the

same time the Immigration Aci

was amended to provide for arbit-

ary deportment of members of

an illegal organization. During

Worid War II the Liberal gov-

ernment issued a series of 64 se-

curity regulations known as the

Defense of Canada regulations

which placed in the hands of the

executive, powers that would

have made any potential dictator

envious. This at a time when

Canadian troops were fighting for

freedom in Europe. A final ex-

ample for federal infringement on

civil liberties came with the es-

pionage investigations in 1946

when some suspects were held in

communicado for as long as six

weeks and the Royal Commission

became a modern version of the

Court of Star Chamber.

On the Provincial level there

have been abuses of legislative-

power equally as flagrant. The

most notable examples are the

Alberta Press Act of 1935 enact-

ed by the Aberhart government to

ensure accurate newspaper re-

porting and the Padlock Law
passed unanimously by the Que-

bec legislature in 1937. which pro-

vided for the arbitrary padlocking

of buildings used for the dissem-

ination of "communistic" propa-

ganda. The Alberta Act was in-

validated by the Supreme Court

in 1937, the Padlock Law still re-

mains in force, never having been

argued before the Supreme Court.

To-day as the result of a 1953

Supreme Court decision, religious

freedom in Quebec, at least for

Jehovah's Witnesses, is at the

mercy of Premier Duplessis' gov-

ernment-

It is impossible here to enter

into a discussion of the complex

problem of the control of civil

liberties under our constitution.

Further it is unnecessary for all

who are interested may consult

the penetrating analysis of Pro-

fessor Bora Laskin in the current

issue of Queen's Quarterly.

There are however two points

to be made. First, an historical

examination of civil liberties in

Canada would indicate that Can-

adians have not been jealous

enough of their precious liberal

heritage, and that both Federal

and Provincial governments have

on too many occasions threatened

individual rights. Secondly, if

there is any value in Canadian

citizenship then the rights and

duties of citizens must be uniform

throughout the country. The con-

clusion must therefore be that

civil liberties must be uniform

and under the jurisdiction of the

national government. Since how-

ever the Federal government is

as capable of destroying individ-

ual, freedom as the provincial gov"!

ernments, some protection should

be provided against both Federal

and Provincial power. The most

obvious form of protection would

be a Bill of Rights similar to that

of the U.S. but modified to meet

Canadian conditions. The first

tep towards this end would prob-

ably be a simple legislative en-

actment followed by a consti-

tutional amendment which

though more difficult to achieve

would provide a permanent form.

If such action were taken by our

present government it would re-

vive many Canadians' faith in the

Lii)eral's, liberalism.
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'THE HAPPIEST DAYS OF YOUR LIFE'

"Doesn't take me long to strip for games'

'Crisis In The University'

Topic Of Panel Discussion

Students and professors thrashed out their views Wednesday

night in a timely discussion of Sir Walter Moberly's book, "Crisis

in the University", reviewed in Tuesday's journal.

The panel which opened the discussion consisted of Prof. E. M.

Estall, head of the Philosophy Department, Prof. I. Laird of the

Psycliology Department, Prof. G. Shurtliffe of the French Depart-

ment, and Prof. D. Mathers of the Faculty of Theology.

Prof. Laird emphasized at the outset that Moberly's criticisms

applied not only to universities in Great Britain but to universities

in general.

According to Professor Mather, Moberly's book, although

greeted with "slashing criticisms"

inspired discussion and a certain

amount of reform.

The question of the place of a

liberal education in the curricula

of the medical and applied science

courses was delved into by the

hook and the pane! and audience

took up this subject.

Professor Shortliffe expressed

the opinion that it was quite pos-

sible to be a narrow technician

in Arts as well as in Science. He
condemned this, saying, in effect,

that even if a person concentrates

solely on lofty matters, he must
be aware of the scientific age we
are living in. He must be aware
of our power to destroy ourselves

with weapons such as the hydro-

gen bomb.

The problem of specialized

study was raised. The alternative

'if surv L-y courses was discounted
aa leaving the student insecurc-

fnrther discussion on the same
topic.

Mnberly present? some of the

(See Crisis, Page 3)

Representation Of USSR
Wins U. N. Delegates Award
Queen's International Rela

tions Club delegates to the Model

United Nations Security Council

returned home last weekend

bearing a certificate of merit for

"representing the Soviet Union

in a distinguished manner". De

egates were Gordon Wells, Arts

post-grad in history, and Stuart

Howard, Arts '57.

The council, held at St. Lav

rence University, Canton N.'V

Lecture On Atomic Energy

Second In The Defense Series

"Operation Codfish"

Siifiprirt "Operation Cod-

fish". Give old clothes or

money for the children in

Korea. Every penny helps to

buy a codfish. Bo,>;es in Ban
Riijh and outside the coffee

shop from Feb. S-IS. Codtlsli

also accepted.

The international control of

the military uses of atomic energy

was discussed Monday night in

Grant Halt by George Ignatieff,

of the department of external af-

fairs. This was the second in a

series of three public lectures on

Atomic Energy.

Mr, Ignatieff emphasized that

world powers must first decide

which is to be given precedence,

a political settlement or the dis-

armament process. However, he

seemed hopeful that a settle-

ment would eventually be reach-

ed, pointing out that the Rush-

Bagot agreement between Can-

ada and the United States has

been successful for more than

100 years.

The speaker outlined the ter-

rors of atomic power, saying that

today's bombs would be effect-

ive over about 20 times the area

of the atom bombs dropped in

Japan in 1945. In 1953 Mr. Igna-

tieff was told that today a single

plane can carry as much destruc-

tion in one trip as all the planes

in all the air forces of the Allied

and Axis powers in all the years

of the last war. Russia, as well

as the West, possesses this

power.

Efforts to insure international

control of the military use of

atomic power were begun soon

after Hiroshima, but have only

recently had their first results.

Mr. Ignatieff said that the mat-

erials and processes of produc-

tion could easily be put to peace-

time use if international politic-

ians could decide whether secur-

ity or balance of atomic power

should be given precedence.

In May and June of last year,

the United States, the United

Kingdom, Russia, France and

Canada met in London and ev-

entually drew up a plan for a

control organ which was unan-

imously adopted by the United

Nations. However, Vishinsky did

complain that a standstill on

tests might prove prejudicial to

Russia's catching up to the Am-
erican standard of atomic tech-

nology.

In his conclusion the speaker

observed tliat "the danger of the

cold war's becoming a blazing

thermonuclear one" are very re-

mote because any potential anto-

gonist would know that his vic-

tim would have time to retaliate

most effectively before he had

time to cripple him entirely.

February 3-5, was attended by

delegates of II universities, each

taking the place of one of the

actual member-nations of the

council. Every effort was made

to imitate the actual proceedings

of the real Council and many del

egJites even made speeches in

the language of the country they

represented.

The long carpeted common
room of the men's residence of

St. Lawrence provided a dig-

nified Georgian atmosphere for

the council meetings. The coun

cil was seated at a black semi-

circular table at the end of the

room. Behind it on the wall hung

the UN flag, flanked by the flags

of the member nations.

Behind the council and alon]

the sides of the chamber sat th

secretary general, members of the

press and radio, and the tech-

nical advisers. In an ajoining

room, over a dozen students of

St. Lawrence acted as a secret-

ariat, typing and printing amend-

ments and minntes.

Most of the three-day period

during which the council met was

spent in sessions. A total of 14

resolutions were discussed of

which four failed to pass, three

of these being vetoed by the

USSR (Queen's) delegation.

Among the resolutions discussed

were such topics as the re-unific-

ation of Korea. Formosa, Inter-

national trade and the Atom
bomb.

Large audiences of local cit-

izens and high school students

attended the sessions. Members

of the faculty of St. Lawrence

University were on hand to act

as technical advisers. These in-

cluded Dr. Luke Lee. a native

of Victoria, B.C., and one-time

private secretary of Chiang Kai

(See Model UN, Page 4)

90 Percent MedsmenVote
Elect Doug Bell President

A record of 90 percent of tlie medical student body turned out

Wednesday to elect the Aesculapian Society executive for 1955-56.

Doug Bell emerged as the new president with Sandra Sims coming
a close second. The rest of the executive is a follows : Sandy Rob-
ertson, vice-president; Jack Rosenblatt, secretary; Doug Mackin-

tosh, treasurer; Bill Cameron, assistant secretary; Dave Gatfield,

athletic stick; Richard Milne, Jr,, AMS rep,; and Walter Yawor-
sky, Jr., CAMSI rep.

The Aesculapian Court offic-

ials were also elected. They are;

Ray Middleton, chief justice ; Don
U])ton, senior prosecuting attorn-

ey; Pete Delamere, junior pros,

attorney; Al Hart, senior judge;

Don Braden, junior judge; Keith

McLeon, clerk ; Graham Dalry-

mple, sheriff; Jack Hewitt, chief

of police.

The new president is from

HaTnilton, Ontario, and is in 4th

year. He has played for the

Golden Gaels for three years, .ind

is an e.\-director of the Science

'-!4 Co-Op, as well as having been

class president last year.

Rich Milne, the Jr. AMS rep,

has been president of Meds '58

for two years and manager of the

Intermediate Footbal team for si.'C

years, as well as a member of the

Planning and Research Conmiit-

tee of the AMS-

Also on the executive, but aut-

omatically moved up from the

junior post are Ralph Lewis,

CAMSI rep. and Lloyd Carlsen,

Sr. AMS rep.

Returning officer Ron Pond

would like to thank the students

for turning out in such fine num-

bers to exercise their franchise.

Concert Features

Eroica Symphony

An arrangement of Beethoven's

Eroica Symphony will be the

feature presentation, of the

Queen's University Band at its

annual concert Feb. 28. The 35-

member band is planning a var-

ied program under the direction

of bandmaster S. T. Cruikshank.

The concert will also feature

the Medical Choir and Claire
McDermid, Arts '58, at the piano

Bandmaster Cruikshank is ;

former director of the signal

corps band and a graduate of the

Mueller Hall training school for

bandmasters in England.

The program will include the

Eroica Symphony, a Musical

Switch, by Alfrod, the Grass

hopper's Dance, the Danube

Waves Waltz, by Waldtaufel

and Offenbach's Barcarole. The

band also ejtpects to play Begin

the Beguine and the Syncopated

Clock,

The Musical Switch vn\l con

sist of a medley of songs of

which students will be asked

to guess the names. A prize wi

be awarded the student with the

most correct answers.

Tickets at 50 cents apiece may

be purchased from any member

of the band, at the Town and

Country restaurant or Austin's

Drug Store.

Arts Society

Holds Election

For Executive

Elections for the Arts Society

1955-56 executive will be held nest

week. The following slate has been

nominated:

President — Ian Baird, Pete

Zarry :
vice-president — John Far-

nsworth, Jim Vice; treasurer —
Austin Frtcker, John Smalley

:

secretary — Robert Little, John

Hunter; assistant treasurer — Bill

McKechnie. William Cook; athletic

director — Richard Sauit. Dalton

Mercer,

University Service

"George .-Xndrinovich, ac-

companied by Joan Partridge,

will sing the negro spiritual

"Let Us Break Bread To-

gether" at the University Ser-

vice in Grant Hall. Sunday

morning. Principal Mackin-

tosh and Aesculapian Presi-

dent. John Ruedy, will read

the lessons. The Patlre will

conduct the service and preach

an "To Be Or Not To Be A
Christian.

"

Edmison Outlines

Travels In Israel

The present situation in Israel

was described by vice-principal

J. A. Edmison, at Hillel House

Tuesday evening. Mr. Edmison

was in Europe recently doing

research work for the Depart-

ment of Justice, and was offered

the chance to visit Israel.

The contrast between the old

and the new is everj'where evid-

ent, the speaker said. Such build-

ings as a Y M C A building o£

marble and the new Hebrew Un-

iversity provide a deep contrast

to the lowly huts of the Galilean

fishermen.

The road to Nazareth remind-

ed the speaker of the highlands

of Scotland. Nazarenes still car-

ry water in earthen jars as they

did in Biblical times.

Mr. Edmison praised the Ha-

dassah, which has done much to

rehabilitate Israel. He explained

that the main reason why this

country needs so much aid is that

it has never sent those who were

in need of aid, such as the sick

and the maimed, away to be cur-

ed. Children, particularly, are

well looked after. Huge nurseries

and training schools provide the

best education possible.

The people of Israel are hard-

working and serious. If progress

continues at the present rate,

Mr. Edmison expects that it will

become, economically, a much

stronger nation.
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GAELS COME HOME TO MMKT AT LAST

1 WHISTLE

1 with JIM O'GRADY

Spirit Can't Be Topped

HE HASN'T GONE PUNCHY YET!

In spite of the resemblance, this wasn't Stillraan's g:ym in the

heart of downtown Manhattan : instead, it was the Queen's gym on

a very ordinary afternoon. Shadow-boxers and rope-skippers sur-

rounded a ring in which two panting individuals slung 14 ounce

gloves at each other with reckless abandon.

Jack Jarvis, directing this conglomeration of operations for

his twenty-eighth consecutive year, kept up a running invective

from the sidelines while all this was going on. "Speed it up, speed

it up. Throw that left hand out straight. Get in there. Use both

hands. Lots of speed now. Just fifteen seconds to go". Jack

was forced to interrupt his blow-by-blow commentary from the

sidelines every few seconds in order to shift himself into position

"igain behind the heavy punching bag,

'

In his long years of exjierience, Jack has acquired an almost

lutomatic movement behind the leather bag". It's not surprising

either, that he is almost fond of that particular piece of boxing

apparatus, because he owes his interest in boxing to a punching bag.

Back in Jack's native town of Birkenhead, in England, his

uncle was a promoter of sports, who used to import American

scrappers to tangle with his own boys in a half-hearted gym be-

hind the village hardware store. It was the golden age of boxing

in every corner of the English-speaking world: the crowned heads

of Europe and the stage stars of New York mingled with the

general public at the weekly fights. It was the era of Big Jim
Farley, at that time Commissioner of the New eork State Athletic

Commission (he later became Postmaster-General of the United

States) ; an age in which boxing in all its aspects aroused fan-

aticism whenever and wherever it was put on display.

In the midst of this international craze surrounding the ring

game, Jack was a wide-eyed youngster in the back row of his uncle's

hardware store, gawking with undivided attention at the heroic

fighters as they went through their paces. One day, when not too

many people were around, he ventured to take a swing at the heavy
bag. The first time he tried the stunt, the bag swung back at him,

caught him in the face, and knocked him flat on his back. A tall

negro scrapper from the States, laughing at Jack's frustration, of-

fered to show the young prospect a few things about the art: Jack
caught the bug. and has had it ever since.

Later, when he had grown older and stronger, he began fight-

ing in the amateur circles around his home town. He scrapped in

amateur ranks for a year or so, before those around him began
urging him to turn pro. He finally did make the big step after he
had landed on the shores of this continent, making a living in the

fight circuit around Buffalo, Philadelphia, aud Williamsport. -The
arrival of the first of two world wars cut his boxing life off at

an early stage, but not before he had learned with a pair of fellow-
fighters in a tour of Great Britain. The local boy, having made
good in the world across the sea, had come home to strut his wares-

The disastrous campaign in the Dardenelles as the rigors of

the war became intensified brought about the death of his two
tourist pals, and left Jack with the scars of dysentry and an hon-
orable discharge from the ranks. Although warned by doctors not
to fight again, he entered the ring on a few more occasions after
the war, and, one night in Quebec City, came up with a fight
which made international sporting headlines. "The fighter's

dream", they called it, but for Jack it hadn't been that pleasant.

That particular night, he was squared off against a boxer who seem-
ed bent on giving him a thorough beating. Jack knew what he was
doing wrong, but his timing was off, and he couldn't do anything
about it. Finally, along about the end of the ninth round, when
he was wondering if he could take much more, he caught his op-
ponent with a wild roundhouse right which staggered him. Jarvis
watched the other fighter stagger to his corner after the bell,

swarmed all over him in the next round, and picked up a t.k-o.

A few months later, after getting his nose broken and one
of his ears mangled. Jack decided that it was time to call it (juits.

He set up a promotional office in Toronto, and soon had himself
a stable of a dozen or so fighters. One of them, Tommy Adams,
once fought Pancho Villa for the world bantamweight champion-
ship, but lost out: other fighters in the group eventually won the
Canadian middleweight, light-heavy, and heavyweight titles.

In the latest stage of his colorful career, his 28 year stay here
at Queen's, Jack has coached hundreds of fighters in the manly
art. This weekend, he takes his latest crew to Montreal for a shot
at some more intercollegiate titles. It's part of the makeup of the
man that he has so schooled his charges in past years that "win,
lose or draw, they always do credit to the university".

Jim O'Grady

Sports Editor,

Queen's Journal.

Dear Jim:
The players and the executive

of the hockey club have asked me
to thank you and your staff for

your part in making our first

home game a success. The pro-

gram advertising and the post-

game writeups have helped the

hockey cause at Queen's consid-

erably. It has been a long tough

road since we dropped out of

senior competition, but with this

recent enthusiasm for hockey we
hope to be back in the Senior

Intercollegiate League within

two years.

To those spectators who turn-

ed out to see t he game goes the

satisfaction of seeing the team

in action and the satisfaction of

knowing that they too have help-

ed the cause. We hope you will

be back ! The presence of the

Queen's band was a definite

showing of that "Queen's spirit"

that all the other colleges envy

so much. Thank you.

Pon Keenleyside,

President.

Queen's Hockey Club

McMahan Returns To Lineup

First Home Game In 3Weeks

Gals Adopt National Bowling

Can You Better Their Scores?

The Princess Bowling Alleys

last Thursday echoed to the

sounds of Levana interhouse

league action. Baker House took

top honors with a total of 785

pins; a team composed of bowl-

ers from Ban High 2 and Muir

House finished second with a 774

pin total; the Boarders were third

with 758; and Ban Righ wound
up with 726 in last spot.

Glenda MacRae (183) ;
Molly

Bennet (183); Marilyn Whitla

(175); Ellie Williamson (171);

Mickey McCullogh (168); Shir-

ley Proctor (167) ; Clare Sim-

mons (165).

These bowlers will compete in

a cross-Canada tournament for

women being sponsored by the

University of Alberta. Any girl

who feels she can beat one of the

By Mike Moffat

Journal Sports Writer

Coach Frank Tindall's Golden

Gael basketballers will step onto

the floor in the local gymnasium

tonight to play the winless Mc-

Mastcr Marauders whom the

Tricolor downed 64-61 in Ha-

The top ten bowlers mcluded top ten can hand m her score to

PAUL FEDOR
The league scoring leader in action

milton a week ago tonight. The
Tricolor will be looking for their

fourth win in seven games, and

Pat Haker (216); Monique Les- Miss Ross before next Wednes- will be trying to stay in the run-

sard (215); Marion Chalmers day after playing at the Princess ning for the league champion

(196) ; Anne Davidson (189) ; Bowl.
|
ship.

Nine Assault Titles Are At Stake
As Mittmen Travel To Montreal

By Bill McKechnie

"If the boys exhibit the same
form in Intercollegiate competi-

tion as they did here against

Vimy, it will be cose." This was
the non-committal statement

made by Jack Jarvis when he was
questioned about the chances of

the Queen's boxing team in the

forthcoming intercollegiate as-

sault.

The boxing championships are

being held this weekend in Mont-

real with McGill University act-

ing as the host. The team leaves

here Thursday night to travel to

McGill for the first time since

1951. At that time the locals

JACK JARVIS WITH THE TOOLS OF HIS TRADE

came away as the co-holders of

the Intercollegiate Boxing Cham-
pionship along with this same
McGill. Noted for their good
boxing teams. McGill will ag^in

be the favourites this year.

Last year at this time Queen's

came home with third spot nailed

down, two points behind the win-

ning Varsity team, and one point

behind second-place McGill. On
the basis of four points for a win-

ner and one for a finalist. Queen's

lost the championship because

they forfeited two points when
they didn't have entrants for two

of the weight classes.

Jack, with the aid of manager
Steve Bell, is busy rounding the

team into shape. Aspirants for

the various weight classes have

been working out faithfully since

the football season ended. Con
ditioning has been one of the

prime factors in the training of

these fighters and this was never

better exemplified than in the

gym last week. Sherm Hood, the

defending Intercollegiate Heavy-
weight champion, boxed fresh-

man Jack Abrahams in an elim-

ination fight to decide this year's

representative in the heavyweight

division. At the end of the reg-

ulation three rounds the two boys

were tied and an extra round was

a necessity. Abrahams won on a

(See Busy Boxers, Page 3)

The Gaels have been bolstered

by the return of big (6'7") Jay

McMahan, an expert and exper-

ienced centre. Jay came back t*

the squad for the game in T»-

ronto and looked good white

tossing in a total of thirteett

points for the luckless Gaels. His

only previous appearance was in

(See Marauders, Page 3)

ON THE AIR
Tonight's basketball game

will once more be broad-

cast by radio station CFRC,

Jim O'Grady, Hugh Light-

body, and Mike Moffat are

your play by play hosts,

starting at 8.30

GUELPH AND BLUES

ON PUCKSTER'S LIST

The hockey Gaels, after

making their first home start of

t he intercollegiate season here

last Saturday, hit the road this

weekend for a pair of games in

Guelph and Toronto, where the

OAC Aggies and the Varsity

baby Blues will provide the op-

position. The Gaels were sched-

uled to play in Guelph last night,

before moving on to Toronto for

a 4 p.m. game this afternoon in

Varsity arena.

Only two lineup changes have

been perpetrated since last week-

end, when the Gaels fought to a

3-all draw with the visiting West-

ern Mustangs. Pete Dozzi, the

team captain and a left winger

on the Gael's starting lineup, in-

jured his s'houlder in practice

Monday night, and is not likely

to see action. In his place, coach

Pete Carr-Harris plans to em-

ploy the services of Mac McCart-

ney.

Bill Maguire, who moved up

from intramural ranks last Sat-

urday for the Western game

here, will also make the road

trip. Maguire, a team regular

last year, had not played earlier

in the season because of the

pressure of his studies. He will

be teamed with Al Shamess at

a rearguard spot.

Coach Carr - Harris has high

hopes of picking up a double win

and thus adding more fire to the

current drive to establish hockey

once more as a major winter

sport on the campus. More than

600 fans turned up for last Sat-

urday's tilt.

The Gaels are favored to beat

the slower Guelph club, but can

expect trouble when they hit To-

ronto. The baby Blues were

shaded 4-3 last Friday by West-

ern, who picked up the winning

goal with but five minutes left to

play. Because of the high calibre

of the senior Blues this year,

Carr-Harris expects to find an

unusually large number of good

hockey players in Toronto's in-

termediate ranks.

• Dial 7135

town and country
Restaurants Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Scholarships Announced
The following scholarships have

been announced by the registrar's

office

:

St. Andrew's Exchange

An exchange between the Uni-

versity of St, Andrews in Scotland

and Queen's University in King-

ston is arranged each year. Under

this arrangement St. Andrews

gives exemption from fees and room

and board to a student appointed by

Queen's, and in return Queen's gives

free tuition and provides board and

lodging for a student from St. An-
drews. In addition. Queen's gives

a cash award of $200 toward the

travelling expenses of the student

appointed to St. Andrews and St.

Andrews gives £50 to the student

coining to Queen's.

Applications for the exchange

scholarship should be submitted to

the register by March 1.

Welch Scholarship

Value §100. Awarded in the Fac-

ulty of Arts and open for competi-

tion only to the sons and daughters

(if non-commissioned officers and

men who served overseas in the

Great War, and of mechanics and

laborers, which students shall at the

time be bona fide residents of King

children of soldiers.

Applications for this scholarship

must be made to the registrar not

later than March 1. and must give

evidence of eligibility in accordance

with the terms of award. The
scholarship is awarded on the basis

of the April examinations.

Khaki University and YMCA
Memorial Fund

This fund is part of a sum, left

from tlie Khaki University after

World War I, which was divided

among Canadian universities.

The interest. anKumting tu $240,

is used to award one or more schol-

arships to undergraduate students in

any faculty'. In awarding these

scholarships the need as well as the

stantiing of applicants is considered

and preference is given to returned

men, or sous or daughters of scil

(liers uf the first Wurld War. Appli-

cations are received by the registrar

up to March 1.

B'nai B'rith Kingston Bursary
Value $50. This bursary is awar-

ded annually to a student of prom-
ising ability but straightened cir-

cumstances. Tlie award is made on
the basis of April examinations.

.A.pplications are received by the

Page 3

Busy Boxers
(continued from page 2)

close decision, due mainly to the

conditioning that he had and

Hood did not have.

Besides Jack Abrahams there

are another tentative seven or

eight contestants to fill the nine

weight classes. Two 'veterans' on

the team are rated good chances

in their respective classes, John

Mothersill in the 165 lb., and

Mel Fielding in the 130 lb. Other

representatives are Jim McCul-

longh, 175 lb., Cal Smith, 155

Ih., Doug Kilgonr, 145 lb., Ers-

kine Simmonds, 140 lb., and Bob

Nishikawa in the 135 pound

class. Such a setup would leave

Queen's without an entrant

the 150 pound class. However,

Jarvis may attempt to solve the

problem by entering Cal Smith

at this weight, (if he can make

it) and at the same time enter

John Mothersill in the 155 pound

division. In such a case. Jack

plans to call upon the services

of intramural champ Bill Beaton

to fill the vacancy at the 165

pound limit.

"Love Is A Crooked Thing"
Topic Of Whalley's Script

i^tiin, preference being given to the registrar up until April ] each year.

Marauders Are The Guests
(continued from page 2)

tlie opening road trip in which
he played against Western and

Assumption. He has averaged

eleven points per game so far,

and will likely get better, as he

gets back into shape.

Favouring the Gaels in their

stretch drive for the first place

position is the fact that all their

four remaining tilts will be play-

ed at home, where they will get

a chance to knock off the oppo-

sition for the top berth. Neither

Varsity nor Western have lost

a game as yet, while the Gaels

have lost three, but the locals

have played their hardest games,

while Varsity and Western have

yet to tackle each other or As-

sumption which should beat each

one of them at least once.

The two luidefeated teams

must be looked at as the teams

to beat, but it is far from un-

likely that the Gaels will take

both of them when they visit

Kingston later in the month. A
three-way tie for the top is from

from impossible and there is al-

ways the possibility the Purple

Raiders will live up to their press

notices and win the rest of their

games and so upset the apple-

cart and win the championship

themselves.

In the games so far, big Paul

Fedor has shown that he will

be a very tough man to beat for

the league scoring derby as he

has averaged twenty-one points

per game, with the closest oppo-

sition coming from Varsity's Pete

Potter who has an even twenty

for three games, Nick Mikalach-

ki of McGill is in third slot with

a nineteen and three-quarters av-

erage, while Osborne has been

the Mustangs top point - getter

with a nineteen and two thirds

mark per game. The best that

an Assumption player has done

is George Joseph's eighteen while

the Marauders is a thirteen by

Sheppard.

For the tilt tonight, the Gaels

wilt be dressing the same team

that took the court against To-

ronto in Hart House last Sat-

urday. That means Wally Mellor.

Bob Anglin, Frank Donnelly,

Chuck Lattimer, Bob Purcell,

John Milliken, Paul Fedor, Andy
Hayden, Kip Summers and Jay

McMahan.

CRISIS
(continued from page

an.swers to the question of the

university's function in society

and these were reviewed.

Should its function be to pro-

duce an elite who can assume

leadership in the community

should it be to provide a centre of

research and scholarship

should it be a vocational training

school.

Professor Mathers said that be

believed that it was possible to

learn a trade at the university

and at the same time to receive

a liberal education.

Professor Estall closed the dis

cussion with a hope that students

would be inspired to carry on

further discussion on the same

topic.
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MORE DAYS

TO BUY YOUR

TRICOLOR

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf SuppHes, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

XCCHNICAU SUPPUIES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE

McGALLS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Monufocturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Rocquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

"Love is the Crooked Thing"
was the title of a radio program
by Dr. George Whalley, asso-

ciate professor of English, which
was heard on the regular Wed-
nesday night series of the CBC
this week.

With incidental music by Dr.

Graham George, head of the

nmsic department, the program
was the dramatization of the

love which the poet, William
Butler Yeats, had for Maude
Gonne. The relationship between
these two has become almost a

legend. Yeats courted her with

the hopes of marriage for almost

,iO years, and wrote over 70 poems
connected with her.

Yeats was born in Dublin in

1865. When he was 25 years old,

and living in London with his

family, he met Maude Gonne, who
v/as to play such an important

Comedy Cancelled

On Moral Grounds

Guclph (CUP) — "The iMoon

is Blue", sclieduled for produc-

tion in the winter term at Ontario

Agricultural College, has been

cancelled "on moral grounds",

A committee of the Union Lit-

erary Society retraced the play

rather than subject the campus

to a bitter controversy. This was

announced after a group of Rom-
an Catholics in the campus Now-
man Club had raised objections

on moral grounds.

They had been in touch with

a local priest. Father Hartleib.

who stated that Catholic students

would be advised not to attend.

He intimated that if the play

was not withdrawn, an appeal

would be made to the Bishop of

the Diocese, asking him to exert

hsi influence on the college ad-

ministration.

"The Moon is Blue" is des-

cribed as a situation comedy of

which much of the humor dep-

ends on the female lead, who

considers every man she attracts

is attempting her seduction.

Dr, J. D. MacLachlan, pres-

ident of OAC, had earlier approv-

ved the production of the play,

at which he had only glanced, at

the instance of the Society, seeing

the play had only a small cast

and relatively simple scenery.

part in his life from that time on.

At this time he was trying to

make headway both as a poet

and writer.

Maude Gonne, tall and stately

as a goddess, was the orphaned

daughter of an English colonel in

the Dublin garrison- She had liv-

ed in various countries on the

continent, had at one time been

an actress, and after a subsequent

illness, decided to devote herself

entirely to the cause of Irish free-

dom.

She and Yeats discovered they

had common interests in Irish

legends, old Druidic rites and

Irish freedom. She refused Yeat's

offers of marriage, not once, but

many times, saying that she was

not interested in him that way.

She later married a young maj-

or, thus shattering the poet's

hope of ever winning Iwr. After

her husband was executed for his

part in the Easter Rising of 1916,

Yeats made his final, but still

unrewarded appeal. He later

married Georgie Hyde-Lees who
gave him the security which his

life had always lacked. But the

ghost of Maude Gonne remained

in his poems until his death in

1939.

Art Exhibition

Visits Queen's

The art exhibit of Helen Stevens

Martin, a Queen's student, will be

on display from now until about

!hc end of ne.xt week, not from

.Marcii 6-20 as stated in Tuesday's

edition of tiie Journal. The exhibi-

tion will go to Toronto to the Odeon
Tiieatre at Yonge and Carlcton from

March 6-20.

Part of the water color landscapes

will go to Eaton's Art Gallery in

Eaton's College Street after the

Odeon exhibit.

Classified Ads

Found

Slide rule on Division St.

;ibout one week ago. Call at 328

Division.

Lost

Slide rule of Friday, Feb. 4.

Log duplex trig in black case.

Please notify E. Funke at

2-S045.

3ott Uetirij MoUi

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. _ Phone 7712

miver drill
'Where the Best People Meet and Eat"

Reosonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St Andrew's Church

EUROPE
1955

Sail May 2S or June U tourist class on

S,S. HomiTic from Quebec on special conducted

tours limited to Students. A wiiek in London,

Holland, includinK Volendani and Isle of Markcii,

Brussels. CoIoRne, the Khint' by steamer, tiioior tour of the Black

Forest, Liechtenstein, Austrian Tyrol, Bavarian Castles, Dolonnlcs,

Venice. Adriatic Coast, tiny Republic of San Marino. Rome, the HiH

Towns, Florence. Italian and French Rivieras. French Alps, Swilzer-

bnd Paris. Motor tour of Scotland. English Lakes, North Wales,

Shakespeare Counirv. Extnoor, Glorious Devon. ReturninB; tourist

class on the S.S. Homeric arrivinR Quebec July 26 or August 12.

respectively.

Choose your departure and return dates;

iiicldc as much or as little as you wish in the

price catepory of your choice — all on a pre-

arranged, prepaid basis. Au itinerary that is made to order for you.

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUE Ltd.

STUDENT TOUR
66 DAYS SI, 126

INDEPENDENT
TRAVEL

57 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO
Management; J. F.

WA. 4-1 139

Campus capers call for Coke

How long can Jack be nimble?

Squore dancing's rugged . .

.

better tune up now and then

~-„ with refreshing Coca-Cola.

COCA-COLA LTD.
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CFRC
Friday

6:59 Sign On.

7:00 Campus News
—Gordon Penny.

7:10 Sports Profiles

—Mike Moffat.

7:20 Leave it to Levana

—Joyce Saffrancc, Anne
Hayes-

7:35 The Queen's Drama Guild

presents scenes from "The

Happiest Days of Your
Life."

8:00 Mike's Mood Music

—Mike Median, Arne

Kotanen.

8:30 Intercollegiate Basketball,

McMaster vs. Queen's.

10:30 Bandstand — Bruce Gates.

11:00 Bits and Pieces

—Jim Bctliune, Joe Dcviric

11:30 Handley's Hamper.

12:00 Sign-off.

Saturday

6:00 Show Tunes

—H. Lightbody.

6:30 Ranch 1490—A. Dorland.

7:00 Glenn Miller Album

—J. Dimen, G. Goruk.

7:30 Downbeat—A. Matthev^s.

7:45 Anything Goes

—E. Sanderson.

8:00 In the Groove

—D. Thomson.

8:30 Campus Crossroads

—T. Hunter.

9:00 1490 Classics

—B. Sanderson.

10:00 Jazz Incorporated

—K. Quinn, J. Cole.

10:30 Pop Concert

—D. Morrison.

11:00 Enjoyable Music

—R. Clench.

11 ;30 Starlite Serenade

—H- Lightbody, D. Frame

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Ntxt to Silver Crill PHONE 6917

Journal Criticism

Jy Arts Society

The Arts Journal and its

editor. Ken Hilborn, were the

target of sharp criticism at a

meeting of the Arts Society Ex-

ecutive Monday.

Kingsley Ward, president of

Arts '55, accused the publication

of devoting too much space on

its editorial page to a somewhat

biased discussion of international

affairs, and related this "over-

emphasis" on world politics to

Mr. Hilborn's activity in the In-

ternational Relations Club.

Mr. Ward also attacked views

on Arts year organizations ex-

pressed by Mr. Hilborn in an ed-

itorial entitled "Unfair Discrim-

ination", saying that these views

were shared by only a very small

minority of the student body. He

added that the Arts Journal lack-

ed humour, and in this regard

compared it unfavorably with
Science and Medical Journals.

Mr. Ward was not only stating

his own personal opinions but

also those he had heard from

others on the campus.

Criticism was also voiced re-

garding a news story reporting

a censure motion against the Arts

Journal editor introduced by Iain

Gow at a previous meeting. Mr.

Gow said that he had been com-

pletely misinterpreted.

President Bob Jenness pointed

out that it was the general policy

of the executive not to interfere

Ith the editing of the Arts

Journal, but added that the op-

inions expressed were solely

those of the editorial staff and

in no way represented the col

lective views of the Arts exec

utive.

Student Christian Movement.

The SCM annual banquet and elections will be held Thursday,

Feb. 17, at 6:15 p.m. in the McLaughHn Room of the Students'

Union. Guest speaker Rev. L. V. Mathews will give an address on

'The Church in India." Tickets at $1.25 may be bought at the

door. All welcome. Phone Mary Porter, 20248, for reservation.

Tri-Service Ball.

The Tri-Scrvice Ball will be held on board HMCS Cataraqui

Feb. 25. Dancing from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m., with music supplied

by tlie RCAF Trenton orehcstra. Admission is $3 per couple.

Electricol Engineering Club.

The final meeting of the lillectrical Engineering Club will be

held in Room 301, Fleming Hall, at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 22. Elec-

tion of the 1955-56 executive will be held. All third-year members

are urged to attend.

Science Choir.

There wil be a meeting of the Science Choir on Tuesday, Feb,

al 6:45 p.m. in the Music Room of the Students' Union.

Queen's Ski Club.

Ski bns to Snow Ridge on Sunday, Feb. 13, leaving at 6:45 a.m.

Contact Keith Oman, 26118; Jan Jackson, 20141 ; Gord Robb, 9060;

Marion Chalmers, 25011.

Lutheran Students' Association.

There will be a meeting of the Lutheran Students' Association

on Monday, Feb. 14, at 8:30 p.m., at 46 William St. Rev. H. Lossing

will speak.

''Much Ado About Nothing

Staged By Domino Theatre

Commercemon

The Commerccman ujagazine will be on sale

Building today.

in the New Arts

Employment Office

The personnel director of Canadian International Paper Co.

will address any interested students on Monday evening at 8 p.m.

Interviews will be held on Tuesday, from 9 to 5. The Ethyl Corp.

will interview students (graduates) on Wednesday, Feb. 16.

Miners, Metallurgists and Geologists.

A counsellors' night will be held on Monday, Feb. 14, at 7:30

p.m. in the McLavighlin Room of the Students' Union. This is

a fine opportunity for first and second year students to meet juniors

and seniors, and to learn of opportunities with respect to both the

courses and summer jobs. There will be speakers and movies. Re-

freshments wil! be served.

By Doug Phippen

The premier production for the

1955 drama season of the Dom-

ino Theatre Group is from the

repertoire of a well-known play-

wright—the play is 'Much Ado

About Nothing', and the bard is

immortal—William Shakespeare.

That a new and small com-

pany should attempt to present

Shakespeare to a community

wherein previous drama groups

have found insufficient support

is a most ambitious and hazard-

ous project; ambitious in the

light that new drama groups sel-

dom have the talent for the pro-

duction or for the enactment of a

Shakespearian drama, whether

comedy or tragedy; hazardous in

the fact that if the production and

acting are not of a very high

order the drama group can lose

the support of local theatre

goers.

Happily the Domino Group

has overcome these difficulties.

Under the direction of Gordon

Robertson a remarkably fine

presentation has been achieved.

The solitary set, designed by

Tom Putnam, is quite simple.

and is used for all full-stage

scenes. It consists of two levels

with three pillars located at cen-

tre stage and grey drapes used

for the backdrop and wings. The

props are few and simple and the

entire setting provides a very

suitable background for the

Shakesperlan costumes which are

nothing short of superb.

The casting is well done and

the cast's performance is to be

congratulated. Standouts in the

performances are Valerie Robert-

son's portrayal of Beatrice, which

in some instances was very rem-

iniscent of Ann Casson's perform-

ance in St, Joan ;
Anthony War-

ren as Don Pedro, Tom Putnam

as Caludio, and Gordon Robert-

son's portrayal of Benedick,

which was very well enacted.

Fine performances were given

by John Ambury, William Barn-

es. Robert Clark, William Boyd,

and Ann Lever, with the rest of

the cast giving good support to

the entire production.

Friday evening is the last night

for this play at KCVI auditorium,

and those who attend should find

it most entertaining.

Science Elections

Of New Officers

The Science '55 permanent exec-

utive is as follows: president, Jake

Fowler; vice-president, Bob Mac-

Rae ;
secretary, Roy Lonsdale

;

treasurer. Jack Smail; social con-

venor, Jim Insley; honorary presi-

dent, Dean S. Ellis.

St. Attbreiu'o

prpfihytrriatt CCIturrlj

PniNCEOs An CLCnOY ETREETB

1., MINIQTE!!

WIN STATA,
lO CHOlHHAHTEn
IE HAULIDAY
n OHOANI9T

10.15 a.m. Bible ClaES

1 1 .00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Cliurch School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People
Society will meet afle;

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

MODEL UN
{continued from page 1)

Chek, who acted as critic of the

council.

In his critique, given in the

final session, Dr. Lee noted that,

while there had not been as many

foreign language speeches and

phony foreign accents, the calibre

of debate had been much better

than in previous years. The

Queen's delegation was compli-

mented by Dr. Lee on the tech-

nical exactness and wit of its

members.

Mr. Wells was commended on

his handling of the Russian case

in the resolution concerning the

Morroco crisis. Mr. Howard was

congratulated on the amendment

which he attempted to have pass-

ed on the resolution regarding

disarmament. The Qyeen's del-

egation attempted to play the

Russian part to the full, walking

out of the council on two occa-

Hillel House Film Series.

A showing of the Russian film "Childhood of Maxim Gorki",

with English subtitles, will be held Sunday, Feb. 13, at 8 p.m.

-All welcome.

Arts '58 Chief Vigilante.

Nominations for chief vigilante will be taken by Bill Mc

Kcchnie til Friday, Feb. 18. Nominations must be signed by the

nominee and two seconders, all from Arts '58- Volunteers for

consideration for the vigilante service are asked to contact Mr
McKcchnie cither in person or by phone (9371).

Quarry Dance

Quarry is sponsoring a Valentine Dance on Saturday night

Grant Hall. Dancing from 9 to 12 p.m. to Dick Edney's orchestrar

Tickets are $1.25 per couple; proceeds to go to Quarry 4.

Levanites!

Get your tickets for the Levana Formal Now! They're selling

fast. On sale this week and next in Ban Righ smoking room from

EARL AND BARRIE ST6,

qV. W. F. BANISTER, D D.

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 13TH

11 a.m.—^The Lord's Pfoyer.

(5) "Forgive Us Our
Trespasses".

7.30 p.m.—Questions

Christians Foce.

(6) "Con We Save

Society?"

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship.

O Com* Let Us Worship

minister

Lloyd Zubbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH

11 a.m.—"Do It Heartily!"

7.30 p.m.
—

"Christions, the

Church ond Christ."

"Comf, Let Us Worship"

CHRISTIAN

YOUTH ccmxre:
185 QUEEN STREET TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Weicome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

Quarry Dance

Quarry 4 is sponsoring a Valen-

tine Dance this Saturday night in

Grant Hall. The proceeds will go

to the magazine, whose staff is cur-

rently working on this year's edi-

tion.

The editorial board of Quarry in-

cludes Charles Taylor, Lionel Ross,

Natlialic Bieler, Frank ColHugs,

Grant Sampson and Allan Brown.

U-45 am. to 1 p.m. (except 12 o'clock on Tuesday and Thursday),

and from 5 :30 to 6:45 p.m. They will also be sold in the New Arts

Building on Monday from 10 to 11:30 a.m. and Tuesday from 10

to 11 a.m.

Progressive -Conservative Coucus.

The Progressive-Conservative party wil hold a caucus at 7

pm today in Committee Room 2 of the Students' Union. The

meeting will elect party speakers foV the Model Parliament. All

welcome — bring your friends.

-*1?v- Essoy Contest.

The Atlantic Union Committee is sponsoring an essay contest

on the topic : "Methods for achieving a united Atlantic commun-

ity." Queen's is allowed three entries. Contest deadline is March

18. Those interested should contact Ken Hilborn at 6792 before

Monday.

Malenkov Memorial Ball

A great dance will be held in Grant Hall, Queen's University,

on Friday, Feb. 19 in honor of Georgi Malenkov, ex-premier of the

USSR. Music will be supplied by Dick Edney's Red Star orchestra

and admission is 1.25 kopeks. Dancing from 9-12 p

duty of every RED-bloodcd youth to attend.

It is the

Kingston iHnatc Company
RECORDS - RADIOS RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT.
346 PRINCESS ST.

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT. TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE 13 NO TURN FROM WILMOfS THO'l

THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATIONI

INSIST ON

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

WARD & HAMILTON LUNCH BAR
PRINCESS AT DIVISION KINGSTON, ONT.

FULL COURSE MEALS
REASONABLE PRICES

DANCING
BURGUNDY ROOM HOTEL LA SALLE

Saturdoy Nigh* — $2.00 per Couple

To,
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Certain criticisms raised against

my arguments seem to demand a

rqily. I answer them, not in my own

name, but in the name of all who

are in similar doubt, although in the

end I can only speak for myself.

Our ideas and our problems are

not new, but they seem to be worth

re-stating. Life appears to us as a

soul-confounding paradox. First,

we are aware that it is man's ra-

tionality which marks him off from

the lesser animals, but everywhere

we see man willfully embrace the

irrational, and descend to the level

of common beasts. We arc too aware

of Darwin, Marx. Freud and their

followers, but cannot worship at

their altars.

Alec Templcton In Arts Society Concert Success

Second, we reject as false any be-

lief in inevitable progress, but see

the futility in standing still. Since

it is only man's environment that

changes, not man himself, all social

action seems useless. But there is

iin urgency in our times that de-

mands participation. We find our-

selves responsible for the inherited

mess they call the world. Yet we are

afraid to act, feeling that no act is

free of evil implications.

Third, we assert ourselves as pure
being against which no external

power can take hold, but exper-

ience ourselves as things crushed
by the dark weight of other things,

Man has become a cipher, a figure

on a chart, a politician's tool. Man
the individual is submerged in mass
collectivity, but we still insist upon
expressing ourselves as individuals.

Fourth, because there are aspects

of our world and of ourselves w
cannot explain, we feel the need for

faith. But faith is belief in the i

rational, and we know the frighten-

ing power that lurks in creed and
catechism. We feel the need to los'

our individuality in a god, but cling

to our individuality as the only

thing of which we can be sure. We
know the limits of the scientific

method, but cannot make the

Kierkegaardian leap of faith.

Fifth, because we have been
raised within the Christian tradition,

we are aware of tlie demands of the

Christian Church. But we know of

the blood that has flowed in the

name of the Christian God, and w
see the Church as a temporal orga-

nization which has condoned war
and slaughter in the past and will

do so in the future. We see any re-

ligious doctrine as an opiate for

those who are unable to stand alone

and face the paradox of their

existence. We see tlie Church in

action and reinemlier Kierkegaard's

assertion that a true minister of

Christ, if he existed, would soon

be crucified, Against Gabriel Mar-
cel and Rcinliold Niebhur we place

Billy Graham and Norman Vincent

Peak. We recognize the vital im-

ortance of certain parts of the

Christian message, but see these

ideas as belonging to our whole

Graeco-Roman-Hebraic tradition.

We are impelled towards religion,

but repelled by religion in its tem-

poral organization,

Sixth, we feel within us the need

for freedom, but question the validity

of our whole liberal-democratic tra-

dition. The platitudes that warmed

the hearts of eighteenth-century rev-

olutionaries have lost their initial

ow, and we wonder if democracy

can really work in our modern age.

We fear the mob and the lowering

of all standards in art and life. We
abhor the demagogue thrust forward

by the mob, yet we begin to see the

merits of an aristocracy.

Seventh, we are proud, because

pride is all that is left to us. And
yet we view the world as man has

fashioned it, and are ashamed for

our own species. If God exists, we
are convinced he is a sadist, and

Lucifer's 'non serviam' becomes our

only creed.

Eighth, we call ourselves human-

ists, but are aware of the limitations

of such a doctrine. To place our

entire belief in Man is to deny that

part of us that seeks to transcend

mere temporal humanity, but Man
remains as all that we can know.

A\'e do not know what lies beyond

die grave, but fear it may be noth-

ing. Because of this we assert the

'niportance of Life at any cost. We
\-now the impossibility of achieving

my brotherhood of man, hut feel

he fact of our particular liuman

iffinity.

So we continue to struggle in the

existentialist despair, True^ we seem

to catch occasional glimpses of the

infinite in the little things of life

that are so important — the frag-

rcnce of a breeze in early spring,

the triumphant chords of a favorite

symphony, the way a certain girl

tan smile — these are entire in their

own beauty, but impossible to

translate into answers for the social

paradoxes with which we are con-

founded. So we continue to walk

the thin crust wliich is all that sep-

arates us from the panic and empti-

ness below, fearing that the crust

may soon give way.

We envy those who can scoff and

seek to forget responsibility in laugh-

ter. We who can only laugh occa-

sionally are the lost leaders of our

;ige. But for all our doubt and youth

fnl solemnity, we alone are most

truly of our age. We are the ones

who will mark our generation with

its own distinctive character. In

failing, we shall triumph.

By Gordon Penny
When Alec Templeton was born,

I strongly suspect that a number of

good fairies gathered around his

crib and showered him with gifts

of good personality, ability to play

the piano, ability to compose his

own works, courage, happiness, and

most of all — showmanship. The

Wicked Fairy Hairmusse, who was

not wanted, also dropped in . . .

but we shall talk about that later.

Few performers in America can

boast as much showmanship as can

Templeton, who on Tuesday eve-

ning gave a concert in Grant Hall.

On that occasion he had his audi-

ence gurghng and laughing as

merrily as you please, and all be-

cause of showmanship.

Now the function of a critic

is not to comment on the au-

dience, which in this case ar-

rived fifteen minutes after the

concert was scheduled to begin;

nor is his function to comment

on the music played by the per-

former, who in this case prov-

ided his own program notes on

the various selections. Rather

must he limit himself to the

program and the performance.

Templeton's program was rather

on the long side. It included fifteen

numbers, not including the many

encores, and took two hours to play.

It ranged from the Beethoven Sonata

in F Sharp Major. Opus 7S, to im-

provisation on both classical and

popular melodies. Thus it was cal-

culated to please everybody, and it

probably did — a stupendous

achievement, if you will.

Happy To Follow

I gained the impression that

Templeton was leading the audi-

ence through samples of all types

of piano music, and tliat the audi-

ence was entirely happy to follow

him. They were most happy when

he arrived at the number of impro-

Ice Revue Staged Wednesday

By Nola Whittal

iirlJlaljatt'fi Mamt Bl^ap

54 Brock Street Dial 7990

Dance

Programs

PRIMXCRS Printing of

Phone 4114 Every Description

Jock Harty arena, Wednesday

ght was the scene of Queen's first

ice revue for six years, entitled

"Whingding On Ice." Skate blades

flashed on the ice in time for every-

thing from "Papa Loves Mambo"
to "Skaters Waltz."

Marlene Kistner, an import from

Gait, charmed the audience with her

graceful leaps, twirls and figure

eights. Comics Jim Lindamood and

Andy Spreit stumbled and sprawled

about the rink to provide a little

hilarity between the more graceful

acts. The precision line of seventeen

girls in black leotards and bright

red sashes did a lively rhythmic

number to the tune of "Papa Loves

Mambo".

Tlie hockey game betweeii Leva-

nites of '55 and '56 which was part

of the program, while not being up

to the standard of the N.H.L., kept

the audience rockiiig the stands at

least with laughter if not with cheers

The "Fizz Ed" five plus one, puff-

ing on cigars and sporting football

helmets, basketball suits and, of

course, skates, pantomined their way

through a basketball game refereed

by a nasty fellow in a striped suit

and Stetson.

Tiie float parade finished off the

^ihow with a colorful representation

of Phys. Ed. activities while

number of faculty members in black

gowns and mortarboards paraded

around advertising "Degrees for

sale .

The Queen's Brass Band came

out of cold storage and sat beside

the ice playing a variety of pieces,

including, of course, several "Oil

Thigh's" which kept the arena

ringing.

After the show the members of

the audience themselves laced on

their skates and took to the ice.

The show was managed by Mary

Lyons and directed by Jean David-

son, Helen Heslop. and Pat Stew-

art Costumes were planned by Pat

Alexander and Mary Boyd, and de-

corations were by James Marshall.

Frank Donnely announced the

numbers.

This show was put on by the

Levana Athletic Board of Control,

which deserves congratulation for

its effort. It is to be hoped that,

after so long an absence, this show

will again become an annual event.

visations. Here, of course, his

showmanship could be expanded to

its fullest.

A good example of this was his

Five Note Improvisation. The audi-

ence was requested to call out five

notes of the scale, and after they

had given him the notes, Templeton

proceeded to perform a ver\' clever

improvisation on them. He then

asked for the names of four com-

posers. Given the names of Bach,

Beethoven, Gershwin and Handel

— the last was his own idea — he

then played improvisations on all of

them, still using the same five notes.

Brilliant? Perhaps, but did anyone

notice how hauntingly familiar his

improvisations were to Bach's fugue

from the Organ Toccata and Fugue

in D Minor; to Beethoven's opening

theme of the Appasionatta and the

first and final movements of the Les

Adiciix, Opus 81a; to Gershwin's

bnerican in Paris and tlie second

movement of the Rhapsody in Blu

and to Handel's Mcssitih — "For
Behold, Darkness Shall Cover tli<

Earth"? No wonder the iniprovisa

lions sounded so much like the real

thing.

But even if the audience was

little bit "taken in," that was not

necessarily a bad thing. They en-

joyed it very much, and it actually

was very good . . . well played,

with spirit, vigour and clarity.

One thing which was bad, how-

ever, was his improvisation on

Gershwin's Lady Be Good. I was

seated in tlie front row, but I am
sure that Templeton's feet tapping

could be heard at the back of th

auditorium. It is not the function of

a pianist — particularly a concert

pianist— to provide auxiliary noises

in accompanyment to his own play-

ing.

Templeton As Crooner

Templeton did several ex-

cellent vocal mimicries of cur-

rent crooners, and he also sang

a quite pleasant ballad of his

own composition, a piece named

The Love Song of

The Mad Journalist

The love of a woman
Is often inhuman

An Essay On
Profundity

Profundity,

It seems to me.

Must needs provoke

A joke

It's a good rule to keep your finances in

top condition, too— by operacing your "

own savings account at the B of M.

BanIC of MoNTREAt iB^^jll

Working.WITH CANADIANS in every WAtk of life since iai7

Today Cloudy v?hick left me
wistiing that he would compo-

se more popular stuff. It was

rather in the style of the '203.

when so much good music came

up from New York, and was a

wonderful thing compared to the

tubbish contained today in that

recepticle ol horrors, the juke

box.

Treatment of Classics

I have purposely left Templeton's

treatment of the classics to the end

of this review, but not in the hope

that if I ignored them, they would

go away. They were, after all. ade-

quate if perfunctory. Other critics

might say that he took his aementt.

Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Liadow

and Debussy fairiy seriously : I was

left with the feeling that he was

going through them in order to get

to the icing of the evening — the

improvisations. On the whole, his

phrasing was square, his touch too

percussive and his dynamic range

too narrow. In other words, much

of it was little mare than mechanical.

This was where the Bad Fairy

Hairmusse must have come in. And

it showed.

In the Clementi Sonatina in C

Major, for example, the rhythm

produced was unsteady, and the

whole tniny was played a bit

too fast. The final climax was un-

justified. There were, in fact,

several little annojdng things

wrong with most of the classic-

al selec .^ns. On the other hand,

there were just as many good

things, but there was not per-

fection.

What it boils down to, really, is

that one of America's greatest

showmen and improvisers came to

town. He was appreciated and en-

joyed, and everyone hopes that

some day he will come back. I for

one, could excuse all the technical

faults I have just noted if I could

hear him sing once again his take-

off on the French crooner and his

own Today Cloudy.

STONES
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 663il

'Where o Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

VALENTINE

DANCE
Sponsored by Quarry 4

GRANT HALL

Dancing 9-12

DICK EDNEY AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Admission $1.25 per Couple,

INTERMISSION STARRING THE QUEEN'STONES

OHLY 17 DAYS LEFT TO ORDER TRICOLOR '55
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Russia Changes Masters
The sword of Damocles fell on Georgi Malenkov Tuesday in

the second act of the struggle for power inside Russia which be-

gan with Stalin's death in January, 1953. Its first victim was

Lavrenti Beria who was shot when his bid for authority united

the rest of the Soviet leaders against him. Whether Malenkov

will suffer the same fate remains an open question, but it is sig-

nificant that in his resignation statement the former premier

"confessed" his failure as administrator of Stalin's agricultural

program as well as his incompetence as prime minister. If he

could look forward to any political future at all, Malenkov would

certainly not have blackened his past record as completely as he did.

Observers disagree on whether Malenkov's resignation marks

merely another stage in a blatant struggle for power or whether

differences in policies played a decisive role. In either case the

results are ikely to be the same. Under the leadership of Marshal

Bulganin the Soviet Union will deemphasixe her consumers goods

program and revert to the Stalinist concern with heavy industry

and armaments. It remains to be seen what effect this change

will have on the temper of the Russian people, and whether the

new leaders would enforce it in the face of widespread discontent.:

Although most observers expected the new regime to pursue a more

rigid policy in relation to the non-Communist world, the Supreme

Soviet declared yesterday that it would welcome visits between

parliamentarians on both sides of the Iron Curtain? The Sovieli

Union remains as unpredictable as ever.

Westerners who fear that Russia may become increasingly

intransigent may take some comfort from the fact that dissension

within the Soviet ranks is by no means at an end. Although Nik-

olai Bulganin is the new premier, almost no one doubts that he

will be primarily a figurehead. The question remaining to be

answered is whether the man behind the throne, Nikita Khrushchev,

is capable erf becoming another Stalin. As secretary-general of the

Communist party Khrushchev appears to have a firm grip on the

raigns of power. But it is interesting to note that both Malenkpv

and Khrushchev courted the favour of Marshal Georgi Zhukov,

deputy minister of defense under Bulganin and one of Russia's

most popular generals. His appointment yesterday as minister of

defence indicates that Zhukov may have been the arbitrator of the

struggle within the Kremlin and may have more influence in Soviet

inner circles than he is generally given credit for,

Mr. Taylor And His Committee
Charles Taylor's suggestion that a student committee be formed

to coordinate campus cultural activities may provide the solution

to many problems which have beset Queen's for years. Although

Kingston has the good fortune to lie half way between Toronto

and Montreal, almost none of the touring theatrical and musical

companies stop here. The lack of suitable accommodation and the

absence of any body to encourage companies to perform here

could at least partially be remedied by an active student group-

Despite the nylon and aluminum plants, Kingston remains a uni-

versity town. It is thus partly up to Queen's and its students to

see that Kingston is not bypassed by groups travelling from Mont
real to Toronto.

In addition to encouraging plays and concerts on the campus
and in the town, a .student committee would be of value in organ-

izing much of what is now being done. Queen's cultural life could

be much enriched if the Concert Committee, the Union Council,

the Fine Arts Department and the new Etherington estate worked
together to provide students with a varied program. The present

haphazard system is apt to result in a waste of time and energj-

as each individual body pursues its own rather than a common end.

It is to be hoped that such a committee as Mr. Taylor proposed

will be able to arrange for trips to Toronto art galleries and theatres,

in addition to doing something about the sad state of culture on
the campus.

On Criticizing The Americans

Letters To The Editor

On Taylor And Christianity

PART TWO

Editor, Journal:

Mr. Charles Taylor has made a

critical appraisal of the current ills

of "that ailing patient. Western

civilization", in which the source of

all these woes is laid at the feet of

Oiristianity and Democracy. The

current disillusionment and sterility

are all their fault.

It is with his analysis of Christi-

anity that I am here concerned.

To prove any argument, one

must make certain basic assump-

tions. Mr. Taylor's main one seems

to he that everything which calls

tself Christian is in fact Christi-

anity. Going to the bottom of the

matter it would seem a more ten-

able premise that the term Christi-

anity should apply to that which is

taught in the New Testament. In

reading this Mr. Taylor would be

struck with the naivete of his nvr:i

assumption. (Matthew chap. 7, v.

21)

Taking this as our basis shall we

examine some of his points.

Christianity is blamed for faihng

to prolong Western civilization. It

would seem odd indeed if a faith

Trade Unions In Democratic Society

Reviling the Americans is one parlour sport almost every Can-

adian enjoys playing. As long as we don't do it across the border,

the Americans never have a chance to talk back. Nor are we ever

in the position of having to take responsibility for the policies we
insult the Americans for not pursuing.

Today the Americans find themselves at one of the most per-

plexing junctures in their history. After more than a century of

isolation from the struggles of Europe and Asia, America has been
thrust into the position of leader of the western world. Without
any clear intention of doing so, she has become the most power-
ful nation on this side of the Iron Curtain, perhaps the most pow-
erful in the world. Nations newly risen to power arc always sur-

prised to discover tiiat their neighbours fear and distrust them.

The nation's most selfless actions are bound to be misinterpreted.

Marshal! Plan aid, for example, is looked on with suspicion as a

form of American economic imperialism. And yet the nations of

Europe would have been bitterly angry had the United States not

extended this aid.

The Americans make mistakes, of course, and their policies

may seem ill-conceived to Canadians, But our criticism sliould

always take the form of friendly advice not of malevolent spite.

Despite her best efforts and often through no fault of her own,
America is becoming isolated from the peoples of other countries.

Her consternation at this development may result in her return-

ing to her old isolation or becoming entbittered and cynical. Be-
fore becoming too cockily anti-American, more Canadians would
do well to figure out what lines they would follow if they were

in America's position. America has at least the right to ask re-

sponsible criticism from us.

By Carl Hamilton

Labour unions have two major

purposes. The most obvious one

is to secure higher wages and gen-

erally improved working condi-

tions for their members. The other

and broader purpose is to work for

social and economic policies more

favorable to workers and their

families. The first goal is sought by

labour's demands at the collective

bargaining table and by the occa-

sional use of the strike weapon. Ex-

amples of the second purpose are

the various unions' briefs to the

government requesting such legis-

lation as a health insurance program

or policies to curb unemployment.

Another aspect of this latter goal

is the Canadian Congres of Labour

endorsement of the CCF as labour's

political arm.

Criticism Voiced.

Criticism and evaluation of la-

bour's policies must take into ac-

count both purposes. Historically

the aim of improving the worker's

position on the job is by far the

most important reason for the exist-

ence of trade unions. During the

period of rapid growth of industry

it became obvious to working men
that the were not sharing fully in

the product of their labour. The
workers sought means of organizing

so that they could face the emploj'cr

on a more equal basis of strength

Trade union development and the

threat and use of the strike were

the results.

The use of the strike is often cri-

ticized because it results in loss of

income to the worker and society

far out of proportion to the gains

made. This in a sense is true. But

it must be remembered that the

threat to strike and its actual use,

if necessary, is the only weapon

which labour has to back up its de-

mands. Though there may be an

immediate short-run loss to both

society and worker it remains true

that only through the strike wea-

pon is labour able to enforce its de-

mands for a more just share of the

rewards of production.

Another major criticism of trade

unions is that the members tend to

become mere pawns in the hands

of power-hungry leaders. There

have been outstanding examples of

significant fact is that of all orga

nizations within a democracy, trade

unions have probably developed

democratic machinery to a higher

degree than any other. There is no

comparable machinery in the joint-

stock company or within our poli-

tical organization to provide for

election and control of officials all

the way from shop Stewart to inter-

national president. This is not to

say that the labour unions are the

very embodiment of the democratic

ideal. Far from it. It is only to say

that unions have done a far better

job than many other organizations

in establishing a democratic frame-

work.

which was founded long ago in an

Eastern country and which claims

to be supracultural, (Colossians

chap. 3, v. 11) would he intimately

concerned with merely saving a

culture. It is emphasized that the

Gospel only applies as a social

force as it is accepted intelligently

by the individuals of the society.

Oiristianity is implicated for

failing to give a resaon for existence

or a faith on which to build lives.

One can hardly expect it to do this

for those who have only been in-

doctrinated in a system of ethics

which passes for Christianity or for

those who investigate it cynically or

superficially to see what it has

to offer, but I can assure Mr. Taylor

that for those who humbly and sin-

cerely investigate and subsequently

accept it, these "failures" are chang-

ed into personal convictions which

testify to its truth.

In conclusion some words of G.

K. Chesterton ; "Christianity has

not been tried and found wanting,

it has been found difficult and not

tried. Ron Aldoiis.

New Re-Union Weekend

Editor, Journal

:

I should like to add a further

suggestion to Mr. Taylor's excellent

article re football at Queen's.

Since we can assume that Queen's

is an academic institution, it follows

that her graduates will be primarily

interested in intellectual pursuits.

Therefore, instead of a football

game for reunion week-ends, why
not have a debate on the Shake-

spearian sonnet, or a series of

morally uplifting lectures? We have

all seen how unhappy some of the

old grads look after a football

week-end, doubtless because of the

lack of a suitable environment. Why
should we inflict upon them the

chaotic tumult of a football week-

end, with its raucous shouts of "Oil

Thigh", when we could satisfy

their tastes much better with the

tranquil serenity of a Dunning

Trust Lecture?

Future Old Grad.

A Fool For Jesus Christ

Trade unions are often criticized

for getting out of their field when

they urge certain political action,

especially when they support a par-

ticular political party. This change

is wholly unjustified. Manufacturers'

associations and chambers of com-

merce have acted as pressure groups

on government long before trade

unions ever came into existence.

Many corporations contribute large

sums to the political parties whose

policies they judge to be most favor-

able to them. Indeed this is the prin-

cipal source of campaign funds for

Canada's two major political par-

ties. When unions present briefs to

governments they are simply acting

as any other pressure group would

act in a democratic society. When
a union supports a political party

it is simply carrying this process

further and throwing its weight

behind the party whose policy ap

pears to most closely reflect trade

unions' policies.

Many Aspects

Many aspects of labour unions'

policies deserve comment in addition

to those mentioned. Irresponsible

use of the strike, dictatorial leader-

ship and political pressuring seem

however to be among the major cri-

ticisms levelled against the unions.

It is clear that in all these respects

the tactics of unions are open to

abuse and are often abused. The

basic fact remains however that

unions are e,ssentially democratic

organizations of workers implement-

ing legitimate sanctions to achieve

their economic goals and using the

Editor, Journal

:

To any thoughtful student, Mr.

Taylor's article is most sobering.

We cannot honestly deny all his

charges, hut before we scrap a

unique faith whose only real weapon

is love and not fear and violence,

let's take another look.

A democracy is no better than

its citizens. If there is a vacuum

in Christendom, those who claim to

be Christians must be lifeless,

Jesus Christ said. "He that believeth

on the Son hath everlasting life

:

and he that believeth not the Son

shall not see life; but the wrath of

God abideth on him." It is humbling

to admit that we cannot obtain this

life thrugh our own efforts, but is

it safe to ignore the words of the

Son of the living God, who loved

us and died for us?

If there is no God, if Christ was

an impostor, why bother with any

faith? The wise man dieth as the

fool. Let me be a fool for Jesus

Christ. R. L. Barry,

High Flown Wit

Editor, Journal

:

For the past two weeks we have

listened to a new program on CFRC
called "Hie Jacet". It has been a

departure from the regular Friday

night farce on the station. Appar-

ently the scripts are written by

Dave Cowper and Ned Franks

who show promise of developing

into feature attractions of CFRC in

future years. Dave also plays the

piano in the background. The hu-

mour exhibited by these young men

is on a par with the best we have

heard since our arrival at Queen's,

It combines high flown wit with

subde suggestiveness. This week

the have given notice they are

producing, "a thrilling saga of the

underbrush. Little Opium Annie".

We know that we wilt enjoy it and

hope that many readers of this

letter will too.

Jack Hardy, Sc. *58,

Donald Ennis, Sc. '58,

Jack Haggerty, Sc. '5S

the truth of this charge. Yet this existing democratic framework of

is no more true of trade unions than .society to push toward their poli-

it is of any large organization. The tical ends.

Or Vulgarity?

Editor, Journal

:

Usually CFRC maintains a high

standard of entertainment, never

lowering itself to the common vul-

garities of commercial radio. 1 was

disappointed, therefore, to hear ad-

vertisements and rather suggestive

material on the last two Friday

evenings. The name of the program

was "Hie Jacet", May I suggest,

sirs, that this plague of vulgarity be

nipped in the bud, as it were, and

that "Hie Jacet" be banned from

the ether.

Sam Symons, Arts '5R.
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Printing Costs

Face Journal

With Deficit

The Queen's Journal faces a de-

ficit of up to $1000 this year. In a

report to the AMS executive Thurs-

day night, Norm Beiles, Journal

business manager, said that increas-

ed printing costs were responsible

for the amount.

Mr. Beiles said that increased

advertising rates will not make up

the difference next year, and moved

therefore that an increased percen-

tage of student interest fees be

granted to the Journal. He sugges

ted that the amount be increased

from $2.10 to $2..25 per student.

The motion will be brought up at

the AMS general meeting in March.

Camera Club's

Annual Salon

The annual salon of pictorial

photography of the Queen's Camera
Club will be held from Feb. 18 to

26. There will be two classes, color

(slides or prints), and black and

white prints. Maximum size for

black and white prints is 11 x 14

inches. Black and white prints must

be mounted when submitted. Entries

must be left at the Queen's Post

Office by Friday noon.

Request Students

To Donate Blood

On Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday, Feb. 21 -23, Queen s

students will be given the oppor-

tunity to aid in the fight against

polio by donating blood at the

Red Cross Blood Clinic at Grant

Hall.

Last year more than 700 stud-

ents volunteered, and it is hoped

that this year even more stud-

ents will support this worthy

cause.

Ellen Snidal of Nursing scien-

ce, who donated blood at Uni-

versity of Manitoba last year said

that "there is no need to feel

nervous about it because it's not

the least bit painful—all you feel

is that you've done something

really worthwhile."

Volunteers are first given a

blood test to make sure that they

are able to give. It is emphasized

that unless a volunteer is phy-

sically unable to donate blood, no

harmful effects follow the dona-

tion. After giving their blood
volunteers are asked to rest for

a short while on couches prov-

ided. Cokes, coffee and biscuits

are served.

The gamma globulin process-

ed from the blood will be given

free to polio victims and each

volunteer will later receive a

report stating his or her blood

type.

PHOTO BV PICHARD

W inn ,1 Ij-Mi-iiiii^ school is sent to share premises with

a boys boardmt; >c!ioul. auvlhing can and does happen. Above is

a scene from ' The Happiest Days of Your Life", in which the

headmistress of the girls' school is confronted by angry parents.

Left to right are Mike Moffat, Doug McKay, Di MacMillan, Barl)

Barkley and Mary Fowler.

W U S Aids To Universities

Changes Outlook Overseas

By Peter Faris

Queen's WUS Chairman

One of the most prized graduation gifts which an Indian En-

gineer can receive is a slide rule. To find on the shelves, of the!

library of the University of Athens a copy of Freud in Greek gives,

an Artsman a genuine thrill. The Indonesian Medsman with a bad

cough no longer blames it on his opium pipe he reports to the Uni-

versity health centre for an X-ray.

These changes in the lot of

members of the international

community of university students

are the result of the work of the

World University Service. The
unwritten motto of the WUS is

"If we as university students

don't understand their plight who
does?"

The answer WUS gives
to the question is practical and

in many cases hard-boiled. Text-

books are in short supply in the

Orient, but they are just too ex-

pensive to ship from here and

besides the "Haves" '55 only give

their old worn-out books to the

"Have nots". The answer in this

Case was rather simple, send mi-

meograph machines and type-

writers with native keyboards,

Results have been phenomenal.

The students themselves have

translated books, the professors

have printed their own notes and

thousands of classical works

(Continued on Page 4)

Overseas Students

.All iiverseas students, grad-

uates and undergraduates, are

invited to a Coffee Party in

Ban Kigh Hall at 9 p.m. on

Sunday, Feb. 20. Please con-

sider this as a personal invi-

tation from Dean Douglas.

AMS To Support

New Culture Group

A newly formed Cultural Com-

mittee at Queen's has the backing

of the AMS. The committee hopes

to bring to the campus more attrac-

tions of a cultural nature, including

art shows, concerts, plays and lec-

tures.

To Remedy Lack.

The idea was presented to an

AMS executive meeting Thursday

night by Charles Taylor. Arts '55,

who pointed out such a cominittee

was needed to remedy the lack of

Ibis type of program. It was felt the

added facilities of the recently-ac-

quired fine-arts building will be a

definite advantage.

On a motion by Tis Dowler

(Lev. Sr. Rep.) the AMS agreed

to set up a temporary Committee

for the Arts, composed of eight

members from all faculties, to lic

arranged by the Student-Faculty

committee in Arts,

This committee will undertake

ihe organization of the prograin, and

the sohilions of economic problems.

A report will be made lo the AMS
next fall.

Hilarious Production Given

Of Boarding School Comedy
By T.K.

It has been many a year since

the Drama Guild turned its hand

to a farce, but director William

Angus doesn't seem to have lo.-t

his touch.

Working with a hard core of

experienced performers and sev-

eral newcomers to the Guild, Dr.

Angus has given us a well-stag-

ed, well-acted and completely

hilarious production of John

Dighton's boarding school com-

edy "The Happiest Days of

Your Life."

"The Happiest Days" opened

last night in Convocation Hall

and will run for two more eve-

nings.

The play is rather slowly paced

at times and lines are forgotten

upon occasion, but on the whole

there is almost nothing wrong

with the Guild's performance.

A situation comedy pore and

simple, "The Happiest Days"

situation is a gem.

Following a civil servant's er-

ror, the fifty ^rls and three

mistresses of St. Swithin's school

for girls descend on Hilary Hail,

a similar institution for the op-

posite sex.

What with trying to keep par-

ents unaware of the turn of

events and with preventing the

boys and girls from throwing

fish cakes at each other, Head

AMS Announces
Availahle Offices

The Alma Mater Society is

seeking applications for the fol-

lowing positions:

Editor of the Journal: in addi-

tion to having complete charge

of the Journal and staff, the edit-

or sits on the student council as

a non-voting member of the ex-

ecutive. He receives a minimum

honorarium of $200.

Journal Business Manager: an

honorarium of at least $175 is at-

tached to this position.

Who's Where and Handbook

Editor: this position involves the

control of two publications, the

student directory, and the fresh-

man's handbook. In connection

with the former there arises an

honorarium of $100, with an ad-

(Continued on Page 4)

Master Godfrey Pond and Prin-

cipal Whitchurch are driven to

distraction The romantic inclin-

ations of several teachers multi-

ply their troubles and add to the

genial confusion.

Among the newcomers, Di

MacMillan as the hefty, stuffy

Principal and Jennifer Tilley as

a bumptious young Swithinite

are superb. They both make hil-

arious use of boarding school

mannerisms, and deliver their

numerous funny lines with great

gusto.

Head master Pond, played by

Norm Edmonson, has a penchan-

ce for putting his foot in his

mouth and making outrageous

but unsuccessful attempts to

look after his interests. Poor

Pond tries his best to be dig-

nified but is soon adrift on the

sea of confusion.

His male assistants, played by

Charles Taylor and Doug Lam-

bert, are a contrasting pair. Mr.

Taylor hates women and spends

most of the play trying to avoid

the athletic advances of Bonnie

Ward, St. Swithin's formidable

games mistress. Mr. Lambert, on

the other hand, has his eye on

Eleanor Williamson, another
Swithinite who is rather more

shy than Miss Ward. Lambert'

attempts to make love to his

lady are among the play's bright

est moments,

John Cartwright's janitor,

Rainbow, just can't quite make

out what is going on, but he can

be forgiven since most of the

other principals can't either.

Rainbow takes it all on the chin

and keeps coming back for more.

The four parents who show up

to inspect the school and their

offspring are all well-portrayed.

They vary from a bemused An-

glican clergjmian (Michael Mof-

fat) to a millionaire's battle-axe

wife (Barbara Barkley). In bet-

ween are the clergyman's dowdy

wife (Mary Fowler) and Miss

Barkley's aggressively masculine

husband played by Doug Mac-

Kay.

"The Happiest Years" is play-

ed on an appropriate set worked

out under the direction of Di

King. Barb Roach is responsible

for the soimd effects, and Mary

Ellen Barr is assistant to the

director (i.e. prompter).

Communists Flag Flies

Over Kingston City Hall
A Communist flag found flying at half mast on the City Hall

flagpole Friday morning caused a general stir in Kingston over

the weekend. a

The flag was carried to the top of the building by three

hardy members of Arts '56 at three o'clock Friday morning. To

reach the pole two students climbed a ladder at the side of the

police station, and crossed the roof of the police station and aud-

itorium. The third remained below to make sure no one took a

"pot-shot" at the other two,

One of the three said that the flag was placed there in

"anticipative memory of Georgi", and added the prank had been

carried out "just as a joke" and did not merit the excitement it

had caused.

The Kingston Chief of Police

was particularly disturbed about

the incident, and has now taken

the case into his own hands.

Mayor Clark Wright, on the

other hand, is alleged to have

thought it quite a prank- It is

believed that the city has little

legal ground to take action

against the offenders.

Levanite Makes Flag

The Red flag was faithfully re-

produced by a senior Levanite.

It was six feet long and four and

a half feet wide, and bore the

well-known hammer and sickle

in yellow.

One of the students involved

was heard in an exclusive inter-

view over radio station CKWS
yesterday at noon and in the

evening. The identities of the

three are being kept a secret.

One of the pranksters stated

that the undertaking was planned

as early as last October, and ad-

mitted that the Journal editorial

on pranks may well have had

something to do with it. How-

ever, he said, "No property dam-

age was done, and none was in-

tended. It is hoped that the is-

sue will now be closed."

Meeting Forms
Federalist Party

A newly-fonned political group,

calling itself the Federalist Party,

will make its appearance at the

spring session of the Model Par-

liament. Under the leadership of

John Graham, Arts '56, the party

will support a program for a "big-

ger and better" Canada within the

framework of the British Common-

wealth of Nations.

The party evolved from a dis-

agreement arising at the Progres-

sive-Conservative caucus Friday.

The disagreement chiefly involved

the name "Progressive-Conserva-

tive", and was heightened when

someone called for a denationaliza-

tion of the CNR. It culminated in

the withdrawal of PC leader Ken

Hilborn when a motion to retain

the "Conservative" label was voted

down.

Arts Elections

The Arcs Society Elections

will be held Wednesday, Feb-

ruary 16. All Arts students

are urged to cast their ballots.

Inexpensive Living Possible

In Co-Operative Residences

The Science '44 Co-op is urging

students to look into the advantages

of living in one of the co-ops. Appli-

cations for residence will be distrib-

uted soon throughout the univeri.i..

residences, and at the Post Office.

All apphcants will he invited to the

cu-ops for a three day period. Ap-

plications for meals only need not

be made until next fall.

There are three co-operative res-

idences for Queen's students. Bou-

clier House is the girls' residence;

Collins and Berry Houfe_- are fur

men students. There are about 55

students who live in the co-ops, and

another 35 who eat at Collins

House, where all meats are served.

There's nothing mid-Victorian about

the co-op. Girls and boys all eat

together

!

The amount of money saved by

living in a co-op is considerable.

The financial reduction is made

possible by the co-operation of all

ihe members. The houses are en-

iin-l\- nriiiJt-iined hv the students.

Co-operative Party

Members o£ the Queen'. Co-op enjoy the annual Christmas

party.
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DANGEROUS: DON'T
TOUCH

Bob Purcell seems to be

warning Bert Raphael and

Russ Jackson away from

this bouncing^ ball in Fri-

day's game. Bob Anglin

looks on suspiciously.

Gaels StillVery Much Alive

Whomp Unhappy Macmen
By Mike Moffat their average was still over

In a somewhat sloppy and eighty percent for the last half

whistle-filled basketball tilt in

the local gymnasium, Friday

night, Frank Tindall's Queen's

Golden Gael hoopsters came

through to record their fourth

win of the season, as they down-

Mar-ed the winless McMaster
auders 77-61.

Four weeks ago, the Gaels
went on their first road trip and

returned without a win. It seem-

ed then that the Tricolor were

destined to tight for the cellar

with McMaster and McGill. Then
in a startling upset the Gaels

downed the Assumption Purple

Raiders and found themselves

thrust into the pennant race as

the league's "dark horse" team.

Since then they have won three

and lost only one, and last week-

end's action made them even
stronger contenders as Varsity

dropped games to Assumption

and Western. The Blues and the

Purple Raiders have now drop-

ped two each leaving Western
as the only undefeated team. This

situation could be improved this

week as the Mustangs visit here

on Friday.

Last week's game was featur-

ed by loose ball handling in the

opening quarter and too many
whistles in the last half. The
teams played a tight first quar-

ter with the lead going from one
side to the other. The period

ended in a 1515 draw. The Tri-

color started to pull away in the

second as they improved shoot-

ing and went into the rest period

with a 35-27 lead.

In the third quarter the Gaels

pulled out in front with some
fantastic ninety percent foul

shooting making full use of the

over generous number of foul

shots wjiich both teams were
given Although their efforts

leveled off in the last quarter,

ABRAHAM ONLY ASSUALT WINNER
MITTMEN FINISH IN LAST SPOT
They'd Be Tough In The Dark

130 lbs.

U5 lbs.

140 lbs.

145 lbs.

150 lbs.

155 lbs. .

165 lbs.

Bob Lindsay, McGill

Roy Stephens, OAC
. John Fawcctt. McGill

Ed. Nightingale, Varsity

John White. Varsity

_.. Don Repole, .McGill

Pierre Raymond, McGill

175 lbs Jim McGiifiin, OAC
Heavyweight Jack Abraham, Queen;;

Gael IcemenWin One, Tie One
In Guelph And Toronto Rinks

In the scoring department, Paul

Fedor led the Gael's again with

twenty-one points but was press-

ed by Bob Purcell who turned

in a tremendous effort for the

locals and ended up with nine-

teen. Frank Donnelly was the

third scorer for the winners with

nine points, as the points were

well spread with the exception of

the top two.

For the Marauders, Bert

Raphael was in the fore, hooping

a creditable fifteen. Jackson turn-

ed in a twelve point effort, with

Jim Sheperd, probably the best

man on the floor for the losers,

netting eleven points.

McMASTER: Jackson (12),

BaiUie (2). Raphael (15), Munro

(2), Darragh (7), Woolley (2),

Johnson, Lindores (6), Brown

(1) , Pelech (3), Sheperd (11).

QUEEN'S; Mellor (4), Anglin

(2) ,
Donnelly (9), Latimer (6),

Purcell (19). Milliken (4), Fe-

dor (21), Haydon (8), Summers

(4).

By Mike Clancy

Don Keenleyside's goal with

two minutes remaining in the

third period gave the Queen's

lui. kry squad a 5-4 win over On-

tario Agricultural College last

Thursday night in an Intercolle-

i^iate hockey game at Guelph.

With five minutes to go in the

game the Gaels were behind 4-3.

The equalizer was scored by Bill

Magiiire on a pass from Ray

Hoffman. The top line for coach

Carr - Harris was the trio of

McKay, Hermiston and Fercival.

The Tricolor led 2-0 at the end

of the first period on goals from

Barry Percival and Ian McKay.

The third Queen's goal was tal-

lied by Murray Osborne.

On Saturday afternoon, the

highly rated Vari>ity Blues In-

termediates met up with the

Queen's squad and salvaged a

4-4 tie with the Kingstonites.

Toronto came from behind a

one goal deficit three times dur-

ing the fairly rugged contest.

They were down 2-1 at the end

of the first period. Sixteen pen-

alties were handed out during

the course of the tilt. The game
was roughened up as play pro-

Erressed and culminated into a

blow-up in the third period when
four battlers were sent to the

'"sin-bin". Murray Osborne and

Ron Valiquette were the Queen's

representatives in the penalty

box.

Ray Hoffman, Don Keenley-

side and Murray Osborne turned

in strong performances for the

Tricolor. Ray and Murray each

picked up a goal and an assist

while Don scored the first goal

for the men of Carr-Harris. Ray
Hermiston scored the other

marker.

Neither team could score in

the final frame because of the

terrific goaltending of Bert
Brooks and Al Fleming.

Don Eorthwick was the Var

sity standout with two goals in

the second period. Ted Lotochi

and Barry Smith tallied the

remaining two markers. Next

weekend the Gaels take on the

O.A.C. squad and should provide

some stiff opposition for their

guests from Guelph.

SecondsWin Two

BIWS SKIING

Snow storms, injuries, and keen competition lead to the down-

fall of the Queen's Boxing Team in Montreal over the week-end.

For the first time in approximately 24 years, the Queen's team

finished last at the end of the two-day meet. When interviewed last

Sunday night Jack Jarvis, the Queen's boxing coach, said there

were no alibis for the loss, and that it was just a case of experience

being the final winner.

From among the nine bouts

contested. Queen's managed to

retain the Intercollegiate Heavy-

weight Championship that Sherm

Hood captured last year. This

feat was accomplished by a

freshman boxer at this University,

Jack Abrahams. With a little

less than two months of exper-

ience, Jack fought his way to a

three round decision over John

Iglar of Varsity. After the fight

several of the boxing men with

the know-how passed the com-

ment that Jack was a 'very fine

prospect'.

Dont Fizzle

Gats Second

Friday, Feb. 1 1th proved to

be the fatal night for the Golden

Gaels in the intercollegiate vol-

leyball tournament held in. To-

ronto. Their first game was play-

ed against Western who were

defending the championship.

Western with a terrific team

defeated Queen's 3S-11. A bad

beginning : but one which was

not to continue, for the Gaels

kept right on fighting. McGill

were their next opponents and

Queen's won by 6 points.

The three other games were

played on Saturday. One by one

the opponents fell to place

Queen's in second spot. McMaster

was defeated by 10 points, OAC
by IS and Toronto by I. The

latter \v;is the most sjiectacnlar

game as both teams were evenly

matched. Diane Barrass in the

last play with a beautiful spike

placed Queen's ahead. Playing

the offensive for Queen's was

Diane Barrass, Jane Nelson, Bet-

ty-Jean Hardy. Molly Bennett

and Barbara Bell. On the defen-

sive was Ann Davidson, Marion

Matheson. Bea AmeU, Viv.

Sterns, and Jan Ziegler, who is

to be commented on a game well

played.

Awards Said Obsolete
Pat Invites Suggestions

INTRAMURAL SKI MEET
CHAMPIONS

CROSS COUNTRY: G. Robb (Scien-
ce "56) lime: 37 min. IS sees,

JUMPING: B, Rapky (Arts '57) 62'

03': 74,5

NORDIC COMBINED: G. Robb
(Science '56); 175.1

DOWNHILL: I. Boyd (Science '57)

21,3 & 23.2: 44.5

SLALOM: A Black (Science '58)

44.9 &. 40.9 : 85.8

ALPINE COMBINED: A. Black
(Science '58): 196.3

Team Standing

Science '58

Sceince '56

Arts '57 „
Science '57

The Queen's mtermediates,

who have been defeated only on

rare occasions this season, spent

another happy weekend on their

home court. Two wins in as

many attempts put the jayvees' )

in strong competition for the

Border League title, as they

dumped the Brockville Generals

75-38 on Friday night, before

thumping the visiting Clayton

cage crew 76-56 just one night

later,

Don McRae. one of Al Lenard's

consistently high scorers, topped

the winners both nights when he

combined his scoring punch with

that of team-mate Jim Harrison.

McRae hooped an even 20 in the

prelim to the senior game on

Friday, while Harrison picked up

15. Bill Anglin and Kingsley

Ward had 9 and 8 point perform-

ances.

On Saturday night, McRae
once more led with a 16 point

effort, while Harrison hit for 15

for the second straight night.

Clayton's attack hinged on the

I

16 points tossed in by Ed Gokey,

Over the past few years there

have been many instances which

indicated a need for revision of

the method of awarding athletic

letters here at Queen's. Last

year Gary Lewis, newly elected

captain of next year's football

team, put forth a motion that

I

intercollegiate Q's be awarded to

those members of the football

team who play in 50% of the

halves during the regular season.

Greg McKelvey, last year's AMS
Athletic Stick, proposed ai

award for managers of the var

ions athletic teams.

These were steps in the right

direction since a survey taken

last summer of approximately 50

universities indicated that athle

tic letters were being awarded

on a participation basis rather

than the method now in vogue at

Queen's which, in the case of

football, necessitates an athlete

competing in the majority of

games for a team which wins at

least 50% of its games. Manager's

awards are part of the regular

award systems used by the

schools which were studied. At

Queen's the managers do not

receive any recognition from the

school.

Over the next two weeks the

coaches, and captains of the

athletic teams at Queen's will be

consulted regarding the method

of awarding athletic letters.

The size of the present senior

Q was also found to be larger

than the letters awarded by the

schools which were contacted.

If any interested individual has

any ideas regarding the method

of awarding athletic letters for

Queen's with respect to size,

color, shape (oval or rectangular),

material, special awards for cap-

tains, pjns along with letters,

limited number of letters per

team, multiple winners of Q's,

and manager's awards please

drop a note to PAT GALASSO
at the Queen's Post Office.

One Casualty

One unfortunate result of the

week-end is that boxer Mel

Fielding of Queen's is presently

resting in Ward F of Victoria

Hospital, Montreal, while recu-

perating from an operation on a

diseased spleen. The attending

physician at the hospital stated

that the ailment was definitely

not a result of Mel's boxing act-

ivities and that it had been build-

ing up over a period of time.

In the weight classes other than

the heavyweight. Queen's had

three finalists, Doug Kilgour,

John Mothersill, and Erskine

Simmons, which netted them

three points to add to Jack Abra-

hams' four points, giving Queen's

a point total of seven. McGill

took the championship with 19

points on the basis of four points

for a winner and one tor a final-

ist. Second-place in the four team

meet was captured by Guelph A-

gricultural College who garner-

ed ten points and Varsity follow-

ed them up with nine.

In the 145 lb. division Doug
Kilgour the local representative,

was decisioned by defending

champion Ed Nightingale of Var-

sity in a very close bout. Doug

impressed spectators on both

nights with his rugged hard-hit-

ting style. Erskine Simmonds in

the 140 lb. also lost a close deci-

sion to Fawcett of McGill as did

John Mothersill to Repole of this

same McGill in the 155 lb. class.

Jack Jarvis feels that his boys

gave the best they had and he

was satisfied with their perform-

ance. If he has the same boys

next year things will be different

as each will have had one more

year of experience which is a

necessity in the boxing world.

Standings

Weekend Scores P W L Pts

FRIDAY: 7 4 3 8

McMaster (61) at Queen's (77) Western 4 4 0 8

Toronto (63) at Assumption (69) Toronto 5 3 2 6.

SATURDAY

:

Assumption - 5 3 2 6

McMaster (60) at McGill (72) McGill - 5 2 3 4

Toronto (72) at Western (86) 1
McMaster 6 0 6 0

• Dial 7135

town and country
RBStCLUVantS • Princess at Clergy Streets,
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LESS THAN TWO WEEKS TO BUY TRICOLOR

Arts '58 Chief Vigilante.

Nominations for chief vigilante will be taken by Bill McKechnie

till Friday, Feb. 18. Nominations must be signed by the nominee

and two seconders, all from Arts '58. Volunteers for consideration

tor the vigilante service are asked to contact Mr. McKechnie either

in person or by phone {9379).

Student Christian Movement.

The SCM annnal banc|iict and elections will be held Tuesday,

Feb. 15 (tonight) at 6:15 p.m., and not Thursday as previously an-

nounced. The banquet will take place in the McLaughlin Room of

the Students' Union. Guest speaker Rev. E. V. Mathews will give

an address on "The Church in India." Tickets at $1.25 may be

bouglit at the dour. Phone Mary Porter, 20248, for reservations.

SCM Lecture Series.

The second in the series of public lectures on the theme "Man

in Society", sponsored by the SMC, will be held on Thursday, Feb.

17, in the McLaughiih Room of the Union. Dr. H. M. Love, of

the Department of Physics, will speak on "Science and Modern

Man." All welcome.

]nd Concert.

The Queen's Band, under the direction of S. T. Cruikshank,

will give a concert on Mondity. Feb. 2S, in Grant Hall. Proceeds

go to the band. Tickets may be purchased from Al Hitchcock

or Charles Uniphcrson.

News Flosh!

Moscow. Feb. 15—PUC—^Vc U'dvc been informed by our Mos-

cow correspondent that Pravda last week announced a great ball

to be held in honor of Premier Malenkov- The following is an

extract

:

"Comrades All Red-blooded youth are invited to attend the

great Malenkov Memorial Ball to be held in Grant Hall on Satur-

day, Feb. 19. Ex-Premier Macnkov has sent envoy with the ham-

mer and sickle, and hopes to be present if he can break a previous

engagement north of the Urals. Even peasants arc invited to at-

tend ! a

Politics Discussion Croup.

The Politics Discussion Group will meet this evening at 7:30

p.m. at the Faculty Women's Club. Prof. K. A. MacKirdy will

lead a discussion of the problems of Australian federalism. All

welcome.

Communists, To Arms!

All loyal Communists interested in seizing control of the Model

Parliament next week are urged to contact Comrade Ken Hilborn

at 6792 immediately. Owners of lethal weapons arc needed with

special urgency. Our platform: Abolish Canada!

Student Union Bridge Tournament.

The annual Student Union Bridge tournament will be held

Saturday, Feb. 19, in the McLaughlin Room, beghini[ig at 1 :30 p.m.

STEAM
SHOVEL

Vehicle Lost When Warrior Slosht.

And once again on Morn off Sun did clarion call of Maid

Marion caress eardrums of scribe. And did same gather chisels

and tablet and pass through trail of Al to trail of Onion where was

seen Fuzzy One in most dejected state. And on inquiry did scribe

determine that same, (in a great state of un-equilibrinm), had left

four wheeled machine of self-propelled nature in some remote spot

after brawl of Yellow-tasselcd ones, and that location of machine

was unknown, especially to Fuzzy One. And on leaving same to

Lroop about Land of Kin in search of vehicle, did scribe arrive

evcntuaUy at cliamber of Marlon In Cav of Nic.

I.P.A. Is Here To Stoy.

And did warriors of Heinz stagger to the sign of the flying

fiagon of I.P.A. (commonly known as cav of Whigs). And Maid

Marion did wish to know wliat details scribe did learn concerning

said brawl. .-\nd scribe did first note that warriors did show signs

of Taylorian apathy and conforraily as same were all found either

to drag bags or bag drags. And further did scribe note that war-

riors did outwardly display signs of unstable e(|uilibrium, as the

algebric summations of the X, Y. Z. and L Components of force

of each warrior did approach infinite proportions. It was even

rumored that one fair green-eyed Lemon did lose control and slump

lu slippery deck of lowest coefficient of friction. And did scribe

tell of more parties and furtlier filling of faces from flagons of

firey fiuidz in Cav of many Salles in earliest hours of Saturn, Fin-

ally did scribe advise most honored of maids that creamy Teacher's

did demonstrate principle of overhangs to many warriors of Heinz

on Eve of long-to-be remembered bash. And also on Eve of Fria

did most learned warriors of tribe

assemble in car of airborne nat-

ure. And it was clcariy evident

thai warrior? of (7.42) squared

did aUo fly high. It was even

said that Big Jack did lake off

to an altitude of 2.34 feet, where

he did perform finest of war

dances on top of table. And did

tenders of bar brew bubbling

beakers of bourbon, while war-

riors and their squaws did receive

prizes including demijohns of

Dcwar's and driblets of dainty

dishabille. And did most suc-

cessful of brawlz continue for

many hours at Cav of many Sal-

les. even till churly maids of

chamber did come to clean on

morn of Saturn.

AMS Contest

The Alma Mater Society exec-

utive will pay §100 to the writer

of the winning book for next year's

musical revue. This is an open con-

test.

The executive may buy rights on

the runner-up books and revise the

stories for use in following years.

Play Cast On TV
Eight members of the cast of

"The Happiest Days of Your Life"

were the first to stage a live dra-

matic prgram over CKWS-TV,
Three cxercpts from the play were

performed Thursday afternoon on

Jane Sherman's (Arts '54) pro-

gram, ",-\t Home With Jane".

Classified Ads

Young couple offers free room to

girl student in return for baby sitt-

ing. Arrangements for board could

also be made. Those interested

please phone 2-1187.

Hard To Satisfy

Marriage is like a city heseiged:

those witltout are trying to get in,

and those within wish only to get

out,

Arab Proverb.

Laughter Digestible

Ten times must thou laugh dur-

ing the day. and be cheerful ; other-

wise ihy stomach, the father of

affliction, will disturb thee during

the night.

Anon.

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston 's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 19 19
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BUY YOUR

COMMERCEMAN NOW!

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS

Velvet Ice Cream Duncan Hines Ice Cream

APPLICATIONS SOUGHT BY AMS
(continued from page 1)

ditional income of ISfo oE all

advertising charges collected over

and above $300.

Athletic Stick: a position of

great responsibility involving the

holder as principal student officer

associated with the Athletic

Board which administers the

highest single non-academic stud-

ent fee.

Chief of police of AMS Court:

involves control of the AMS
constables, upon whom the Soc-

iety places the responsibility of

keeping order. There is a pay-

ment of $1 for each function and

the possibility of serving as a

constable at each function.

Color Night Convenor: the

duties of this position include the

supervision of the Society's At-

Home, and the social evening at

which athletes and other award

winners are honored.

Formal Pool Convenor : this is

a new poshion on the AMS. It

requires ability and organization

in the control of the pool of For-

mal dance-equipment which is

owned jointly by all the commit-

tees.

Band Concession Manager: in-

volves supervision of checkrooms

and soft-drink stand at all camp-

us dances on behalf of the Brass

Band. It includes some personal

remuneration.

Band Manager : this involves

general control of the band, and

of its finances specifically. An
honorarium is awarded at the

discretion of the AMS executive.

All applications should be sub-

mitted in writing to the AMS
office by March 1, 1955.

What's news at /nco?

THE BEAM OF A POLICE OFFICER'S FLASHLIGHT picks out
a burglar who has been caught by sound ft-aves he couldn't

hear. These sound waves are sent out by the Aleitronic Alarm
—a new device in which mall rods of nickil_ play a vital part.

INCO NICKEL RODS SET OFF ALARM

BUT BURGLARS CANNOT HEAR IT

In the dead of the night a burglar is stuflSng silver into a bag.

Suddenly he is pinned in the glare of a flashlight. The police

have him . . . trapped by a sound he couldn't hear. The
Alertioaic Alarm has done its job.

The heart of this device is two slender rods of pure nickel

that change their length when magnetized, causing a

diaphragm to vibrate and send out sound waves so high-

pitched they cannot be heard by human ears. But the

slightest movement by an intruder disturbs the sound
woves and sets off the alarm.

Inco research and development teams in cooperation with

industry have been in the forefront of the world's metallurg-

ical developments since 1921. The knowledge and experience

gained are among Inco's greatest assets. Inco research points

the way to Inco's future !

Nickel helps report fires

y' yA>/. ))), Even the heat of a wad of paper

X S'
' smoldering in ao ashtray will dis-

turb the sound waves and set off

the Alertronic Alarm.

It also drives mice crazy

So high-pitched are the sound '-.^.^

waves that mice— who can hear *

them— are driven to an insane

helter-skelter dash for safety.

This is only one oj hundreds oj uses oj iiUra-sotitc waves—
uses that rangeJrornfttiditigfish in the sea to aging cheese.

NICKEL

"The Romance oJ Mdel", a 72-pnee book, fully

iltiislmUd, wilt be sent frte on rtqual. Bulk

copits supplied Secondary School Itaditrs.

Arts Society

Holds Election

Ian Baird, Arts '57, and Peter

Zarry, Arts '56, have been nom-

inated for president of the Arts

Society. Elections will be held

Wednesday, Feb. 16.

Mr. Baird hails from Toronto.

He is a former assistant secret-

ary, and present secretary of the

Arts Society.

Coming from Ottawa. Mr.

Zarry is a commerce student.

Positions he has held include

vice-president of the Arts Socie-

ty; treasurer of the Debating

Society; member of the Arts

Formal committee; and assistant

editor of the "Commerceman".

Including the president's posi-

tion, the full slate of nominations

for the Arts Society Elections is,

vice-president, John Farnsworth,

John Hunter, James Vice; sec-

retary. Robert Little, Gordon

Maw; treasurer, John Smalley,

Austin Fricker ; assistant treas-

urer, William McKechnie, Wil-

liam Cooke; athletic director,

Richard Sault, Dalton Mercer.

^ ACHIEVEMENTS
m (continued from page 1)

have found their way into the

grateful hands of the students.

Tlie questions of student-hous-

ing provided a headache, resid-

ences are not portable. WUS in-

itiated a drive, supplying prefab-

ricated houses, with the under-

standing "that the governments

concerned would supply land,

and students tjhe labour. This

points out the central principle

of all WUS aid, it is on the basis

of self-help.

The annual budget of WUS,
reads like a progress report on

the state of University condi-

tions throughout the world.

These conditions are not all

sweetness and light. Universities

have been noted for their free

spirit since the Middle Ages and

this free spirit will not be con-

tent with the status quo. While

time remains, we as university

students of the free and wealthy

West must show our brothers

that we realize their plight. We
must accept the responsibility of

our favoured position. WUS of-

fers us the way.

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERViCENTRE

147 Brock St.

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Laundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Same Day On
Shirt Laundering

OPEN 8 o.m. to 6 p.r

DAILY

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED • 25 KING STREET WEST, TORONTO

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 BARRIE ST.
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THE DIARY OF

THE MAD JOURNALIST

New Openings Every Day

Saints Faiistimts and Jovita—Was approached not long ago by

a silly girl who was anxious to learn why I do not address this

diary in the same maner as she does hers, that is to say, Dear

Diary. As my readers will have observed by this time, if they are

alert, it is my custom to salute the saints whose festival days co-

incide with my publication dates. This, to my foolish friend, seems

too serious. But indeed, inconsequent one, this diary is a serious

matter. The term Dear Diary is flippant and gross, belonging to

teen-age girls. It is my duty to here record the burdens and cares,

the hopes and yearnings, the black despairs that mark my life, and

-under the circumstances it is only reasonable and natural that I

should invoke the assistance of the saints. Hcsides I am not a

-teen-age girl, and strongly resent any inference to the contrary,

A pox on those who would have me pass off lightly the stark

aspects of reality. It shall never be said that The Mad Junrnalis

does not approacli life as properly befits a good Canadian ; that i

to say, with enough glumneas of spirit to more than make up for

-those unlightened forei.gners who refuse to be woeful.
* * *

Learned the other day that two or three Queen's students

liave caused quite a sensation by putting up the emblem dear of

the USSR in a prominent place downtown. This reminded me
strongly of my own youth, when groups of us would terrify the

townsfolk by chalking Swatsikas on the comers of public build-

ings. It smacked of secret societies and espionage, and was con

sidered a Highly Dangerous Thing To Do, These are but innocent

pranks, and I hope that in this case the municipal authorities will

te lenient.

*

To a piano concert last week with one of mv Mad Friends.

AVhile we were waiting in the lobby for a Lovely Vision, one of the

janitorial staff approached us on two separate occasions wanting

to know if we were taking tickets. If there is anything in life

I do not want to be, it is a ticket-taker. An honourable jirofession,

to be sure, but one not suited to my temperament. Ticket-taker

indeed! To make matters worse, the Lovely Vision turned up with

Another Man and retreated to the gallery for the entire perform-

ance. This meant that niy Mad Friend and 1 had to eat the lunch

we had packed all by ourselves in the front row.
* f * *

Spring must indeed be on its way, for I observe the behaviour

of the campus lovers to be a trifle more inexplicable than usual

during the cold winter nights , . . The other day I was treated

to another display of passion by my two old "toast and tea" friends

—the nice young couple who once before billed and cooed their

way through dniner in a downtown restaurant. It now appears

that they are really dumbfounded by the idea that they might be
in love, for on this last occasion they confined their activities

(thank Goodness) to simply rubbing noses while they ate. , . .

the emotion worked up by the young man became apparently too

much for him, and he rushed away upstairs, presumably to pour
cold water on his wrists. His girl friend indicated her love dur-

ing his absence by cupping her chin in her fists and looking off

into space. If I had not witnessed the display, I should have
thought she had either swallowed a canary, or was excessively

stupid.

* * * *

To my great surprise. I was yesterday accused of going through
life with a dismal aspect and cheerless conversation, I thought in

a surge of an.xiety that f had better remedy this, in order to be
l>nown on the campus as a friendly soul, and immediately began
til smile at everyone I met, greeting them with some jovial remark
or another. This does not work, as I soon found out. There are

f>onic who can smile with natural beauty, but I can only achieve

what has been described as a rnde leer. My joviality tends to shock
even those near and dear to nic. and it sends most people to a tele-

jjlione for the police. I am thus doomed to a life of everlasting

solemnity, and shall become known after I am dead as a very wi,=e

person. This will of course be a lie , , , On further reflection,

liowever, I remembered that not everyone who smiles does so

from the bottom of his heart. A false ^milc is like the looth of

ilie serpent — it knaweth deep.

By Iain Gow
(Mr. Gow is well known at

Queen's as President of the

AMS, but probably less so as a

part-time grave-digger. His ac-

count of his experiences during

the summer will, we hope, rec-

tify this.—Ed, Note.)

Work in a cemetery has many
aspects which one might expect

from the standard puns which are

the stock in trade of grave dig-

gers as well as of third rate com-
edies. Over four months I en-

countered all the old lines—from

the "thousands-under-you" and
"try our layaway plan" to the

ancient "all of our customers are

satisfied — none of them ever

complains," There were also

enough interesting and amusing

tombstones to gratify previous

stereotyped images. Besides the

dozen or so standard inscriptions,

in the course of a day one might

receive a chuckle from a com
bination of these — a hnshanfl':

stone with " 'Till we meet again'

beside his wife's "We will meet

again" or a moment's sobriety

from "Be Ye Ready Also" or

"In the Midst of Life we are in

Death."

It is not all, however, as one

might expect. For one thing, the

business of digging graves is

largely mechanized in the big

cemeteries. This innovation has

had many effects, not the least

of which has been the curtail-

ment of tips from the under-

takers on the ground that those

who were on hand to fill in the

graves were not those who had

dug them. Of course, it has not

always been this way. Time was

when a man was sent out in the

morning with a spade, pick,

shovel and barrow to dig and

fill one grave as his day's work.

While this still happens on occa-

sion, when things are busy, it is

just an anachronism, Departed

with that age is some of the rom-

ance of grave-digging. In the

old days it was possible for a

stout cherubic Irishman named

Paddy Teggert to arrive at work

slightly inebriated, to fall into an

open grave and to rerjuire the as-

sistance of one of the lowering

devices to gain the earth's sur-

face onec again ; it was possible

for this kind of thing to occur

without the principal participant

losing his job. Things are much

more rigid now.

Mechanization is a result of

the coming of age of interment

as big business. The particular

cemetery at which I was em-

ployed is administered by trus-

tees who also run several other

cemeteries, a crematorium and a

SERVED DAILY I1:30 A.M. TO 8i00 P.M

THE BLUE PLATE SPECIAL

• ENTREE
• POTATOES AND VEGETABLE
• DESSERT
• COFFEE OR TEA
"AT THE BAR OR IN THE DINING-ROOM"

65c

mausoleum. It is large enough

that it is administered in two
sections, each under a foreman,

each having its own interment

crew, its own gardeners and grass

cutters. There is still personal ac-

quaintance between the foremen

and some of the old labourers

on the one hand, and many of the

families who have had plots for

a long time on the other. But

things are now on a level at which

it is possible to condone the tak-

ing advantage of one religious

group who only visit the cem-

etery once a year, by stripping

all the sod from the graves as

soon as that date is past (to use

on freshly filled graves' and sow-

ing seed which will be ready by

the appointed time the following

year). Our cemetery is growing so

fast that the foreman has no map
of one of the sections in which

lots are being sold. This anomal-

ous situation had an embarras-

sing consequence last summer.

They had everything ready in

the transfer of a body from an

old grave to a new location when

the widow pointed out that they

had dug up the wrong man.

Contrary to popular opinion,!

there is nothing particularly un-j

pleasant about the routine work

in the cemetery. In the heart of

the city it was pleasant to find a

quiet place of labour, providing

sun and shade, and offering a

variety of tasks. The principal

cause of unpleasantness was the

occasional decision of relatives to

have a body moved, usually in

order to set up a family plot.

One might expect that the task

of exhuming a body which has

been in the ground anywhere

from three months to twenty

years is not a particularly happy

one. Personally I can think of

no reason good enough for tam-

pering with human remains once

nature's work has begun, if those

concerned have any respect for

the mortal frame.

By way of closing comment,

1 must say that the whole bus-

iness seems to me very odd.

Having seen thousands of dol-

lars' worth of flowers wither

within a day, one feels shame

at the extravagance. And yet

flowers differ from the other

impedimenta, the casket, the

vault, and the monument, only

in the degree of permanency.

This is probably a callous obser-

vation from a young person who

has had little personal contact

with loss through death, but the

substance of most of our funeral

rites seems tn be shallow sentainen-

talitv.

INSPIRATION

The time elapsed, the work undone,

Bewildered state of body and mind;

Can pleasure, distraction, attempt to condone

The self-torment of a man confined

To tasks that others didn't postpone?

Our thoughts confused will never unwind;

We can't atone, and thus we moan.

But! Comes the dawn. Ideas wan

Take a rosy colour on.

Mind soars, thoughts pour;

Can this be the same monotonous chore?

The glad heart leaps, and mind is free

On having heard the world's decree,

by ESH

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

681/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Oualil\ that Pleases . . . Service that Saitsfies

BLOOD DONORS

Give Your Blood

To Help Fight

POLIO

GRANT HALL

FEBRUARY 21sfr, 3-7:30 p.m.

FEBRUARY 22nd and 23rd

10 -1:30 and 3 -7:30

WHITE

Townsman Shirts

$3.95 each
3 FOR $11.50

Fashion Craft Shops Limited

103 PRINCESS STREET

Learn To Fly With The Kingston

Flying Club

Total cost of 30 flying hour course including

Ground school $216.80. Pay as you fly.

For Further Information Call 3276

ANNUAL

l3€Cr SALE
Good Reading At Greatly Reduced Prices

COME IN AND BROWSE
OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS.

PICKWICK BOOKSHOP
DIAL 4S24 MONTREAL AT BROCK

apipe with

s^UfolterllaldgK
MILD

BURLEY
TOBACCO

at its

best.

.

.
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Doubting Profroressor s views

In his recent book, "The Crisis in the University," Sir "Walter

Moberly makes some telling criticisms of the institutions of higher

learning. Instead of being a "rounded person" the graduate is often

a highly skilled technician and specialist who has little knowledge

of any other problems save those of his special field. In many cases

he sees no particular point in attaining a liberal education but is

concerning with absorbing as quickly and painlessly as possible

the facts that wilt enable him to get a high-paying job. In addition

to these charges Moberly accuses the colleges of failing to cultivate

objectivity and impartiality. a

Indeed it is this last shortcoming that may be at the base of

much of the other failings. Students who attend lecturers where

they arc expected to assume that the present way of doing things

is all for the best cannot be expected to view life differently than

the average public school graduate. And it is not enough for the

teacher to say that all views are welcomed. It is his responsibility

to inform students regarding the alternative views to his and

society's. This is the only sure way of providing students with^

the stimulus to seek out unthought of and unpopular arguments.

It is not unusual in university today to find students ivho are

completely lost when it comes to reconciling two different problcms-

If someone casts doubt on the professor's views it would be a lot

easier for the student if the teacher had emphasized how lots of

reputable people held ideas different from his. And it would help

the student to reconcile different views if the one course-one text-

book technique gave way to more selective studies based on a wide

range of viewpoints.

Implicit assumptions are often rampant in the minds of pro-

fessors and textbook writers who honestly believe they are per-

fectly objective. It would help a good deal if these same people

would admit that like all other human beings they have biases

and prejudices. The aura of infallibility would be wiped out im-

mediately as it should be, rather than after a number of years dur-

ing which time the student has been led to think that he wa^ im-

bibing absolute truth. To this extent at least university teaches
themselves have the power to invalidate Sir Walter's charges

Censorship And Totalitarianism

Two items on censorship are to be found in the news
this past week. One concerns the cancellation of the^iilay, "The

Moon is Blue', scheduled to be staged at Ontario Agricultural

College. The other is on a broader/ scale and j^ers to the British

government's plan to prohibit the /sale of ^JrtJrror comics.

The former case provides the^mofe^obvious basis for attack

despite the fact that the reasoning behind the ban was on "moral

grounds". The essence of the matter is that banning anything

on moral or any other grounds is a method of thought control.

Even after granting the good intentions of the proponents of the

ban the effect of their action is to force others to conform to their

own particular view of what is moral. And there is no essentiafl

difference between controlling men's minds on moral grounds than

on political grounds. It is totalitarianism pure and simple and
even if it is effective on a small scale it ought to be clearly recog-

nized for what it is.

The grounds for banning comic books which "would tend to

corrupt" appear more plausible. Indeed where the issue concern-

ed is one of preventing horror-filled comics from falling into the

hands of young people who cannot be expected to exercise their

own judgment the case for banning is reasonably sound. And
yet it is clearly no solution. For one thing it is virtually impossible

to define what is horrid and what is not. For another it promotes
under-the-counter trade and every other device aimed at getting

around the law- Perhaps most serious of all it leads people to

think that a complex social problem can be easily solved.

If we arc to ban anything, even when the grounds are sound,

then clearly we have the responsibility to provide alternative sources

of amusement. Children who lead the sort of lives that may be
conducive to juvenile delinquincy arc not transformed through

prohibitions. Such actions can, at best, be but a first step and
the next nnist be to provide wholesome alternatives. The private

comic book trade can certainly not be depended upon to take any
lead in this direction. Perhaps it is time that the people who are

promoting banning turn their attention for a while to the question
of how to get useful material into the hands of children.

Makers Of The Soviet Future

BIOOD

TTTTTTl « . + R £ B C R 0 S
'

GRANT HALL

FEBRUARY 21 st, 3 - 7.30 D,m.

FEBRUARY 22nd and 23rd

10 -1.30 and 3 -7.30

Our Christian Temperature

Letter To The Editor

Christianity's Adherents

Editor, Journal

:

Mr. Taylor seems to be convinc-

ed that almost everyone in our

western world lias been raised within

the Christian tradition, and is well

aware of its requirements.

If this assumpiion were true, he

would have ample cause for such

a stern criticism of the Faith.

But Mr. Taylor makes the mis-

take of judging Christianity from

the actions, and apparant sterility of

its nominal membership, which is

no true judgment at all. There is

a world of difference between the

nominal Christian and the one who
knows Christ as saviour.

Mr. Taylor shoidd approach true

Oiristianity with an open mind

without regarding the shortcom-

ings of its "adherents" as final ap'

pearances of its worthiness.

He might find Christianity to be

more than merely "an opiate for

!hose who are unable to stand alone

and face the paradox of their exis-

tence".

D.M.P.

By Hanns F. Skoutajan

;>rercly InUing out of the win-

dow at the thciTnbmeter and noting

t just happens to pass by along

the street will not reveal the spir-

itual temperature at Queen's. For

the person who knows Queen's as

nothing more than a place in King-

ston sponsoring a football team, the

spiritual climate may seem rather

low, close to freezing I suppose. To

the minister who Sunday after Sun-

day looks over his congregation and

sees the faces of student worship-

pers, the temperature of Queen's

is certainly higher. But what about

those on the campus itself? One

student writes "It is my opinion

tliat there is a strong religious feeling

at Queen's, as I observe student at-

tendance at church services. While

I lack statistics, my impression is

that such interest is quite high. In

addition this interest is shown on the

part of small groups who meet for

study of church activities, doctrine,

Bible study and prayer. The fact that

such interest may be shown only by

a minority is no cause for blame, —
such has always been the case."

Another writes "The indifference

toward religion (a term varying in

meaning of course) is not as great

as a superficial observance woidd

seem to indicate. The trouble is that

most of us are lazy and we have

remained in grade eight as concerns

religion." Both students feel that the

temperature is well above the

freezing point.

Before I set out for college, I re-

member the advice that a well

meaning lady gave to me. "Be care-

ful" she said, "or you will lose your

faith." A common story is the story

of the student who sets out for

college and soon does lose his faith.

The things he learns and reads about

seem to counter a good many of

the things that he had held previous

to his coming to college. Science

and philosophy seem to drown out

what he had learned in the Sunday

school of the neighborhood church.

The warning which I received and

which a good many others receive

usually comes too late. Often what

has been given to us as the basis

of our religion bears little relevance

to modern life. There are therefore

"a large number of students who
claim to be fed up with church re-

ligion as not being relevant to mod-

ern life. It is this group that most

seriously challenges the acknowledg-

ed Christians and the churches. It

is this group of vocal sceptics who

often raise the most valid objections

to the narrow religious beliefs,"

writes a Queen'sman. The spiritual

temperature of a university

place of education depends on how

these objections and arguments are

met. Are they met or are they eva

ded? "I think that students are

looking for a faith that works, giving

purpose and vigour to life, resulting

in a life worthwhile to God and

useful in the eyes of men. I also be-

lieve that where religious faith is

huwn to have real meaning in terms

of everday life and problems, there

students who seemed uninterested in

anything religious will quite star-

tingly show great interest."

The late principal R. C. Wallace

in the Qiancellor's Lectures deliv-

ered at Queen's University in 1951

on "Religion Science and the Mod-

ern World" made this statement:

"As our knowledge of the universe

has grown, our sense of the spir-

itual has wanted. It has to be re-

captured. Religious forces are doing

what they can, but the work of

the churches is not enough. What

is needed as well — and this is the

responsibility of those that have to

do with education — is the inculca-

tion of the sense of the spiritual in

life. Education has to do with peo-

ple of every creed and colour. It has

to do with universals. There is a

clear call to emphasize the eternal

forces that work in and through the

passing flux of events towards the

final consummation of the Kingdom

of God."

This is the challenge to the stu-

dent. The university is not a place

to lose faith, but where it is streng-

thened, where it is harnessed, where

it is tested and from where it must

flow out into the world. A weak

and naive faith has little use in our

time. How warm are we? It is of

little im|)orlance to know but it is

my belief that we must face the great

questions of our time and that as

we do the temperature shall rise,

not only at Queen's but throughout

tlie nation and the world.

By Lubor Drahotsky
I

The Soviet stage has under-

gone another major change of its

cast. One of the principal stars,

with self-abnegation unheard of

in the theatrical profession, has

admitted his inability to perform

the role in accord with the high

standards of the Soviet show

business and his engagement has

been discontinued. It is reason-

able to expect that he may be

assigned a supporting role in the

new cast, at least for some time,

and eventually be granted a leave

of absence on account of ill-

health. His successor, Marshal

Nikolai Bulganin, who at the

present time in co-starring with

the secretary-general of the Com-

munist Party Nikita Krushchev,

is undoubtedly one of the top

performers In the country, how-

ever, there still is considerable

uncertainty and speculation both

with regard to the de facto man-

agement of the new productioji;

and its qual^ V
Most observers s^m to, conclude

that Krushchev's significant role in

the last wreck's transfer of power

heralds^ie arrival of a "new Stalin"

on the Soviet scene, who, for the

time being, prefers to rble the coun-

try from the admittedly strategic post

of secretary-general of the Commu-

nist Party, using Bulganin as a

figure-head. Should this be the cor-

rect diagnosis, we can expect a re-

turn to the "Stalinist" policy of

mass exploitation and frenzied arm

aments production at home, and

continued subversion and possible

military aggression abroad. The

change in the Soviet economic pol-

icy announced at the lime of Mal-

enkov's resignation and Molotov's

strong-hand speech on foreign policy

are taken to be indicative of a trend

;
in this direction.

There is, however, another possi-

bility which, freed of any wishful

thinking, merits some consideration.

This is based on the assumption that

Krushchev's nomination of Bulganin

to succeed Malenkov was not a

matter of choice, but rather of ne-

cessity, and that the present balance

of power in the Soviet Union is

based on a coalition of two power-

fid factions of which Krushchev

represents the so-called "old guard'

Bolsheviks, while Bulganin is at

least a speaker, if not the leader, for

the military. That so far the coal

tion has been mutually beneficial is

evident from the fact that it has

succeeded in removing two preten-

ders for the vacant throne, Beria

and Malenkov. How long this ar-

rangement is going to continue being

mutually advantageous is difficult

to predict. All we can say is that

since Malenkov's resignation, Bul-

ganin has been doing the scoring.

It is far from obvious why
Krushchev should have nominated

Bulganin, instead of making the bid

for premiership himself. Two poss-

ible explanations occur. The favour

was, by previous agreement, in pay

mcnt for "services rendered," Or,

and this is more likely, he did not

consider his position strong enough

to make the run for it at the mo-

ment, even though he may well be

enjoying the idea of using Bulganin

as a scape-goat for his future ex-

ploits. This he may find easier to

plan than to perform.

Bulganin scored his second point

with the appointment of Marshal

Zhukov to the post of Minister of

Defence which he had held himself

previously. Their acquaintance dates

back to the time when Bulganin was
entrusted with the organization of

Moscow defences, for which he

earned the purely honorary title of

Marshal, and Zhukov was in charge

of the "front", or anny group,

whcih carried him from the beleag-

uered Stalingrad to the gates of

Berlin. In contrast to Bulganin, who

is principally a politician, Zhukov

is a professional soldier whose well-

tested ability in this field has been

generally recognized. The Russians,

who have not been extremely pro-

lific in producing great warriors,

see in him quite justifiably a hero

of Suvorov fame. Finally, there is

some reason to believe that, although

he himself survived, he has not for-

gotten the purge of 1937 which cost

the Red Army close to 80 per cent

of its professional officer cor]>s and

that, consequently, he, and for that

matter any other high-ranking offi-

cer of the Red Army, is not too an-

xious to submit himself to autocratic

Politbureau rule. Should the above

premises be basically sound, Mr.

Krushchev is not going to have

such a plain sailing as'Tmie ob-

servers expect. \ \
What influence woqld the exis-

tence of'a strong arm faction have

on the Soviet foreign policy? It is

the writer's opinion that not the

military but its political superiors

constitute the agressive element of

a totalitarian regime. We do not

have to go very far into the past to-

liave this notion verified. Had Cor-

poral Hitler listened to his gen-

erals, he could have very likely been

building his "neues Europa" to the

present day. No general, not exclud-

ing a Communist one, providing

that he is granted freedom of deci-

sion, enj oys having his t roops

slaughtered, if for no other reason

than because he has been trained to

preserve and maintain his potential

offensive strength under any cir-

cumstances. It is this very same

principle that, on the other hand,

prompts the military to demand in-

creasing quantities of munitions

which, unless met by an expansion

in productive capacity, can only be

provided at the cost of a diminished

supply of consumers' goods.

On the strength of these argu-

ments, and taking Molotov's speech

on foreign affairs for what it was
— a bluff calculated to distract the

attention of the outside world from

events taking place within the Soviet

Union — the developments of the

past seven days do not contradict the

hypothesis that for some time to

come the official Soviet policy will

feature more peaceful undertones.

The proposed exchange of legisla-

tors is likely to be just the beginn-

ing.
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This annual Levatia issue oj the Queoi's Journal gives me

the opportunity to pay a tribute to the graduate and undergraduate

women of the Queen's campus and especially to the officers of the

Levana Society. The affairs of the Society have been well and

wisely handled, the Levana Formal and Graduation Dinner are in

the hands of able convenors.

May both these events provide

1)10)1)' happy memories for all

zvho participate.

To ttvo Queen's graduates,

former members of the Levana

Society, I take this opportunity

to say 'Thank You' on behalf

of all Queen's ivomen of the

past quarter century and more.

To Miss May Choivn, B.A.

('11) zvho for twenty-eight

vears has given of her time,

wisdom and sbilt as Treasurer

of Ban Righ Hall, its ejvtcn-

sions and annexes, our cheer-

ful counsellor and our happy

—A. ViBERT Douglas, friend.

To Miss Mary Macdonnell, M.A. ('10) a member of the De-

partment of Classics for over thirty years during which she has

introduced many young men and women to the discipline and the

beauties of Latin and Greek and in the pleasant atmosphere of her

home amid music and good cheer lias welcomed students and staff

alike.

To these two Queen's tvomcn ive say thank you not once nor

twice only but a thousandfold!

One word more to the Levana of today. Fnv of you were at

Queens during the time when Dr. R. C. Wallace w-as our Princi-

pal. His influence as an educator and as a man of charaeter is

built into the Queen's which you knoio and love. "Rcguiescat in

Deo."

Charlotte Whitton Speaker

At Levana's Annual Dinner

East Side, West Side,

All Around The Town
Tonight in Grant Hall, boys and

girls together will be able to trip

the light fantastic on the side-

walks of New York. A dignified

"man-about-town" in tails, top

hat and cane will usher you into

the glamor and magic of Man-

hattan Island near Fifth Avenue.

The city's outline in realistic

silhouettes will line the sides and

back of Grant Hall with soft blue

lights to provide mood and at-

mosphere. Sandy Runciman's

orchestra will provide music from

the gardens of Rockefeller Plaza

before a marble background and

flags of all the nations.

Via the subway you will be able

to descend to a Bowery basement

as it was in its heydays of 1880.

Gay murals of a typical street

scene with colorful store fronts.

Brooklyn Bridge and even a book-

ie will lead vou right to the

Levana Graduates

Would the members o£

Levana who are graduating

this vear and who do not hve

in residence, please pick up

their invitations to the Levana

Graduation Dinner at the

Oucen's Poit Office.

swinging doors of the saloon. And

what a saloon 1

Moulin Rouge has nothing over

the Can Can line of one mural

in its blaze of color and gaiety.

Familiar saloon characters will

deck the end wall which, through

perspective, will be transformed

into a projection of the saloon.

Food will be served buffet style

at the bar. Just saunter past

the iron rail and take your choice.

As an added attraction Levana

is importing "The Baclielors" —
a talented quartet from Carleton

College. This group does its own

arrangements. Already active

around Ottawa, they are making

an out-oMown trip to Varsity as

well as to Queen's.

The reception line is composed

of Dr. A. V. Douglas, dean of

women, Mrs. J. A. Edmison, hon-

orary president of Levana, presi-

dent Pat Osborough and Liz Gil-

Ian, formal convenor.

Members of the formal commit-

tee are Jean Griffith, Kathy Tot-

ten. Barbara Barklcy, Kitty Gill-

espie, Vickie Borota. Marg Mc-

Kim, Leonor Haw, Silvie Bieler.

Joan Foote, Pat Stewart, Alison

Hill. Betty Ann Gardiner and

Bettv Swerdfager.

One of Queen's most distin-

guished women graduates, Mayor

Charlotte Whitton of Ottawa

will be guest speaker at Levana's

annual Graduation Dinner to be

held March 4 in Ban High Hall.

Miss Whitton, a graduate of

1917. has had a distinguished car-

eer, and Levanites are fortunate

to have this opportunity to hear

her speak.

Born in Renfrew, Ont., Miss

Whitton received her early

schooling at the Renfrew public

school and collegiate, She enter-

ed Queen's with several scholar-

ships in 1914, graduated with an

M. A. in 1917, and received Un-

iversity Medals in English and

History. In 1918, she received a

degree in Padagogy. and won the

Governor General's Medal.

Miss Whitton has also receiv-

ed numerous honorary degrees,

including one from Queen's, an

LLD, which she received in 1941.

In addition she received a degree

of DCL from the University of

King's College, arid also from

Acadia University in 1948. The

University of Rochester also

;
honored her with the degree of

LLD in 1952.

Miss Whitton has been ex-

tremely active in social work in

Canada. From 1918 to 1922 she

served on the Social Service

Council of Canada. In 1926, she

became full-time director of the

Canadian Welfare Council, and

from 1926 until 1939, when the

Committee was suspended, she

served on the Social Questions

Section of the League of Nations

at Geneva.

Throughout these years she

served on various provincial and

federal commissions, and directed

many community and technical

studies. She was a member of the

Employment Service Council of

Canada from 1930 to 1940. She

has been a Special Consultant to

the National Employment Com-

mission, to the Wartime Prices

and Trade Board and the Depen-

dents' Board of Trustees.

In 1934. Miss Whitton was

created a Commander of the

Order of the British Empire, and

in tlie following years she was

awarded both the Jubilee Medal

and the Coronation Medal.

Miss Whitton was elected a

Controller of the city of Ottawa

in 1950, and upon the death of

the mayor in 1951, she herself

hfcame mayur. She was re-elected

in December of 1952, and again last

year.

lainly-

turc

fROMm HOHORARy PR£SiDm • .
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/ am l,appv to have this opportunity to express my thoughts

to the members of Levana. I have enjoyed more than I can say

,„v contacts i^-ith vou. both formal and informal, at Queens or

at home. So many of vou drop in to see us. and we are akvays de-

lighted to welcome you. Vou young people of today have a ::est

for living, and an interest In things that augurs well i^r the future.

You face a world of prob-

lems and uncertainty. Remem-

ber that zve too, as students

and young graduates, faced a

world of problems and uticer-

II is perhaps the »w-

of the ivorld. It is wise

to remember that the impor-

tant thing is not so much the

problem that confronts you,

hut rather your own attitude

toz<-ards it. May 1 toish far you

m'ry success and happiness

in all vour endeavours.

One of the nicest things that

has ever happened to me was

to be Honorary President of

LrMua this year, /is a McGill

graduate. I have considered it

a special honour. I have zvatch-

ed zi'llh interest the c.vtremeh able executive plan and conduct their

functions from the beautiful, impressive candlelighting ceremony

to the various teas and activities, and I have been struck by the ease

and talent tvilh lahich these have all been accomplished.

A/v congratulations to you - and lo every member of Levana

my sincere good wishes for the future, and may the spint of Queen s

titer be tcjdii in ycr

PHOTO Ol WONG

-Alice V. Edmison.

hearts!
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Sports Calendar

FRIDAY

7 p.m.—The Queen's Thirds meet

the Regi Garnets on the

Queen's court.

8.30 p.m.—Western invades the

scene. A battle for top spot in

the intercollegiate loop between

the two teams currently tied at

the top; the Gaels and the ever-

potent Mustangs.

SATURDAY

2.30 p.m.—^Jock Harty arena will

be jumping for the second home

hockey game of the season.

The Gaels, who gave such a

crowd-pleasing display last

time out, tangle with the vis-

iting OAC Aggies. Admission

by I-card.

7.00 p.m.—The Clarkson seniors

and intermediates repay a visit

paid them by Queens last Wed-
nesday night, when they face

the Gaels on the local court.

Two bits a head.

For a

Light Smoke

and a

Pleasing Taste

Coll for

PHILIP

MORRIS

Levanites Second

At Volleyball Meet

The Women's Volleyball Tour-

nament was held in Toronto on

Feb. 11, and 12, and Queen's Le-

vanites placed second, losing out

to Western, the defending cham-

pions. The Western team had a

powerful "running spike" play

tliat helped them defeat every

team in the league.

Friday night, Queen's met

Western in the first game of the

tournament, and lost 38-11. The

next game was also a tough one,

but Queen's came through to de-

feat Varsity by one point.

The following three games

were held Saturday morning,

and the Gals were in true fight-

ing spirit. They defeated OAC
by 18 points. MacMaster by 10,

and McGill by 6.

Queen's offensive players were

Diane Barras, Jane Nelson, Betty-

Jean Hardie, Molly Bennett, and

Barbara Bell, On the defensive

side were Ann Davidson, Mimi
Mathieson, Bea Amell, Viv

Sterns, and Jan Zeigler. Diane

Barras deserves special mention

for her spiking and steady play-

ing-

Queen's Golden Gals Senior Basketball Team.

Bronze Baby College Symbol
Of Girls Basketball Supremacy

In 1922, the Bronze Baby, sym-

bol of women's intercollegiate

basketball supremacy, was donat-

ed to the Women's Intercollegiate

Basketball League by the Stu-

dents' Council of McGill Univers-

ity. It is a replica of a large

statue in the grounds of Dum-
fermline College of Physical Edu-

cation in Scotland. It is interest-

ing to note that the Bronze Baby
was broken in its passage from

Scotland, and had to be repaired

on arrival. The strange shape of

(he miniature ^^tatue may be at-

tributed to repair work.

The first year after its christen-

ing the University of Toronto

INSIST ON

Golden Gals Go To Western

For Bronze Baby Battle

The Golden Gals will be off to London next Thursday for the

Intercollegiate Basketball Tournament. They will be competing

against Western, McGill and Varsity for the Bronze Baby, the In-

tercollegiate Trophy.

The Queen's team is composed of eleven players and only four

of them are veterans of last year's team. The forward line combines

height—Diane Barras, Barbara Bell, with speed—Betty Jean^ Har-

die, Baib Clair and experience—Mary Lyons. Although this is the

first year that any of these girls

have played together they have

made an exceptionally strong

offence. Holding positions as

guards are both freshettes and

veteran intercollegiate players.

From '58, come Pat Chapman.

Ann Martin, and Barbara Moore,

and from '56. Pat Crompton. Jane

Nelson and Barbara Hall. The

guards are equally effective in

both the man to man and zone

defence systems, which will pre-

pare them for any type of at-

tack they may encounter.

The team has won all their

exhibition games with the ex-

ception of two played in Mont-

real in January. The Gals beat

a team from the Toronto Y last

week with the score of 37-14.

Point getters for the game were

Barb Clair with 14, Mary Lyons

with 12, Barb Bell with 6 and

Diane Barras with 6.

Miss Betty Evans, the teams

coach feels quite confident in

their ability, and after seeing

them play, we are inclined to

agree with her. The girls are

practising hard for the Western

weekend, so we wish them ev

ery success, and hope they bring

the Bronze Baby back with them

took possession of the trophy.

The following year it was won by

McGill. Queen's has only won

it three times since it has been in

competition. The Golden Gals

won the trophy in 1935, 1948, and

1952.

Queen's, Toronto and McGill

Universities constituted the In-

tercollegiate League until 1928,

when the University of Western

Ontario was included. In 1940,

Western won the championship,

:ind the Bronze Baby remained in

London throughout the war j'ears

while competition was at a

standstill. Varsity has won the

trophy for the past two years.

/ernon laurels
By Marion Cholmers

It is all too seldom that we have the opportunity to give

recognition to the outstanding participants in women's sports here

at Queen's. So we would like to take this chance to hand out a

few laurels to deserving Lemons.

First, our thanks go out to Miss Ross and Miss Leggett who
have done so much to help the girls in all forms of athletics. We
extend a welcome to Miss Evans, and congratulations for the job

she has done with the intercollegiate badminton, tennis, volleyball

and basketball teams.

Levana's thanks are also extended to Tabby Gow for the help

he has given to Levana swimmers and divers.

Hats off to Min Jarrett, and the splendid job she is doing as

the President of the Levana Athletic Board of Control. Min has

also devoted her athletic ability to the intercollegiate swim team.

She placed first in the SO-yard free-style, and second in the 100-

yard event. In her spare time she plays a good game of baslcet-

ball for the Queen's seconds.

Queen's will sorely miss a number of fine athletes when Le-

vana '55 graduates. Best wishes and congratulations are in order

for Bea Amell, of the archery, volleyball and swimming teams,

Mary Lyons for basketball, Anne Muirhead in archery, and also

intramural skiing, Tis Dowler for tennis, Connie Robertson, bas-

ketball, and Helen Heslop for tennis, hockey, and volleyball.

In '56, a laurel goes out to Marcia Jaycs for her capable job

of directing "An Evening in Paris" for the Queen's Aquacade. Con-

ratulations also to Liz Jennings, who has been on both the inter^

collegiate badminton and tennis teams for three years. Jane Stewart

n badminton, Mary Fardell in tennis, and Molly Bennett In volley-

ball also deserve special recognition, Congratulations go out to Pat

Crompton. Barb Hall and Jane Nelson for the part they have played

in intercollegiate basketball. Grace Kerr is to be commended for

the work she has done with intramural hockey teams, and Janet

Roberts deserves special mention as intramural golf champion.

Levana's '57 has also contributed numerous good athletes to

Queen's teams. Hats off to Dot Enright in basketball, and volley-

ball, Jane von Zuben in tennis, and swimming, and Pat Stewart,

captain of the intercollegiate swimming team.

Levana '58 is proving that the quality of intercollegiate teams

will not be reduced within the next few years. We would like to

extend a welcome to the freshettes who have done so well in

Queen's sports this year. Laurels go out to Barb Bell and Diane

Barras on the intercollegiate basketball and volleyball teams, and

to Barb Clair. Barb Moore, Pat Chapman, and Ann Martin in

basketball. Congratulations are also due for Judy Reid in swim-

ming, and for Mickey McCullough who starred in everything ex-

cept her Christmas exams.

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT- TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO'l
THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATION!

WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS

UMITEP

'55 Leads In Trophy Race
The old fossils arc still on top

for the Levana Intramural trophy.

If they win it again this year, it

will be the fourth straight year

that they have done so. This

feat has never before been ac-

complished by a single year since

girls started competing for this

trophy in 1943. At the present

time, the freshettes are giving the

tossils a close race, with skiing,

iiadminton doubles, hockey and

volleyball still to be taken into

account.

A great deal of credit goes to

(an Jackson, athletic stick of Le-

vana '57, who has done so much

to pull the sophomores out of

their athletic slump. At the pres-

ent time the standings in the

trophv race are as follows:

'55 4426

'58 3930

56 2S60

'57 1484

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. Phone 7712

^fABLUS^OiDICK

It's a good rule to keep your finances in

top condition, too— by operating youi

own savings account at the B of M.
taiuiumoMuiim

Bank of Montreal 0 of
ill !

;' : ^a*«MSad 'POut
'

. Working with Canadians in every wAtK of life since ibi7

• Dial 7135

town and country
Restaurants Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Hilborn, Editor

Arts Journal

Resigns Post

In a letter received by the Arts

Society executive, Ken Hilborn,

Arts Journal Editor, submitted

his resignation from his position

and from his seat on the exec-

utive.

The resignation followed a
motion by the Executive that a
news report on certain proceed-

ings of the Executive be submit-

ted to the Society President be-

fore publication for verification of

its accuracy,

Mr. Hilborn said he considered

it clear the Executive lacked con-
fidence in his ability, and for

that reason felt his resignation

was necessary.

The dissatisfaction with the

Arts Journal expressed in some
quarters, particularly the critic

isms voiced against the emphasis
on international affairs on the

editorial page, and against the

lack of sufficient humour in the

publication, led him to conclude

his resignation would be desir-

able, Mr. Hilborn said.

Students Billed

For Train Damages

Two students were found guilty

of breaking CNR train windows the

weekend of Nov. 12, and each were

fined $10 by the AMS court.

The AMS must pay the entire

bill for damages to the Toronto

train because the CNR was late

submitting the bill this year. Other-

wise the money would have been

collected from students whose I-

cards were collected when tickets

were bought.

A claim tor damages submitted

by J. I-acosse, Ottawa, wiH not be

paid because of insufficient evidence.

Mr. I^cosse alleged lhat he liad

been assaulted by Queen's students

mil injured in such a way that he

could not work.

1955 Graduates

All prospective 1955 grad-

uates arc rcfjuested to pick up

their graduation dinner invi-

tations at the Queen's Post

Office. Replies, which should

be addressed to the Queen's

Public Relations Office, arc

requested before Feb. 18.

SieNPCST
Engineering Society.

A general meeting of the Engineering Society will be held

Monday, Feb. 21, at 7 p.m. in the McLaughlin Room of the Union
Capt. J- Deanc, RCN, assistant Chief of Naval Technical Services

will speak on "Naval Ship Building".

World Student of Prayer.

A chapel service, sponsored jointly by (he SCM, QCF, and

Canterbury Club, will be held at 3 p.m. Sunday in the Morg.

Memorial Chapel of the Old Arts Building, to mark the World
Student Day of Prayer. Rev. Hunt will speak on "The Christian

Student in the University". All arc welcome.

Camera Club

The Queen's University Camera Club salon will be on display

in the McLaughlin Room of the Students' Union from Feb. 19-23.

Fight Polio with Your Blood

Blood Clinic Visits Queen's;

Accommodates 50 Hourly

Poor Turnout In Arts Vote

Zarry Elected President

Peter Zarry, Arts '56, was elected President of the Arts Society

for 1955-56 in the election held last Tuesday and Wednesday. He

succeeds Bob Jcnness.

Mr. Zarry is a commerce student, coming from Ottawa. Other

positions he has held include vice-president of the Arts Society;

treasurer of the Debating Society; member of the Arts Formal

committee; and assistant editor of the "Commerceman".

The new executive is as fol-

lows : vice-presidenti John Farn-

sworth; secretary. Bob Little;

treasurer, John Smalley; assist-

ant treasurer. Bill McKechnie;

athletic stick, Dalton Mercer.

Despite the newly inaugurated

two-day election period, only

of the Arts electorate turn-

ed out to cast their ballots. Un-

der the old system last year,

38fo of the Arts body voted; the

Society is reported to be disap-

pointed with the decrease after

the voting-time innovation.

Queen's students will have an

opportuntiy on Monday, Tues-

day, and Wednesday of next

week to take their part in the

fight against polio, by donating

blood when the Canadian Red

Cross Mobile Clinic comes to

Grant Hall. The Clinic is cap-

able of accomodating 50 donors

an hour.

On Monday Clinic hours will

be from 3 until 7:30 p.m. The
hours Tuesday and Wednesday

will be from 10 a,m. to 1 :30 p.m.,

and from 3 p.m. until 7:30 p.m.

The AMS Committee in charge

of arrangements for the Clinic

considered carefully the exper-

iences of the past several years,

and coiicluded these eight hours

Tuesday and Wednesday, and

the four and one-half hours on

Monday afforded ample time for

Queen's donors to give their

blood.

If the maximum flow of don

ors is maintained over the per

iod, 1025 students will be able

to participate—30O more than in

three full days last year. Stud

ents may choose their own time

within the periods designated.

Some classes are assuming res

ponsibility for one or more spe

cific hours.

The actual time for each in

dividual donation is 20-30 niinu

tes. Students may be assured the

blood will be used manufacturing

infractionation productions, ser

urn, albumin, fibrinogen, and

ganunaglobulin which will be

made available to patients with

out cost.

Federalist Coucus

The newly organized Federalist parly will hold a caucus next

Monday at 7 p.m. in Committee Room 1 of the Union. Everyone

welcome.

Math and Physics Club

Dr. H. A- Elliott, professor of Maths and Physics at RMC
will address the Maths and Physics Club in the McLaughlin Room
of the Union at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 24. His topic will be

"Science in Antiquity". Refreshments will be served. All are

welcome.

Essoy Contest

The Atlantic Union Committee is sponsoring an essay contest

on the topic: "Methods of achieving a united Atlantic community."

Queen's is allowed three entries. Tlie contest deadline is March

18, but names of those intending to compete arc needed at once.

Contact Ken Hilborn at 6792 immediately.

Student Union Bridge Tournament

All male Queen's students are eligible to participate in thi*

tournament beginning on Saturday, Fcb..,19j at 1:30 p.m. in the

McLaughlin Room of the Union.

Flash! Molenkov Memorial Boll

It is not to© late for all good comrades to rally to the Great

Red Dance, to be held Saturday, Feb. 19. in Grant Hall in honour

of ex-premier Georgi Malenkov- Georgi regrets he is unable to

attend, because he is filling salt boxes in Siberia. Dancing to Dick

Edney's Red Star Orchestra from 9 - 12 p.m. Admission $1.25.

QCF

There will be a film sliowing Friday, Feb. 18, at 4:15 in the

McLaughlin Room of the Students Union. "Literacy Opening

Bhnd Eyes", and "Literacy Unlocking the Bible" portray the work

of Dr. Frank Lauback. All are welcome.

Rev. H. M. Mathew Speaks

On Religious Ideals In India

A great change has appeared in the respect awarded Christ

ianity in India, said Rev. 11. M. Mathew, guest speaker at the

annual banquet of the Queen's Student Christian Movement last

Tuesday night. Rev. Mathew comes from Travancore, South India

where he is a priest in tlie Mar Thoma Church.

At the time of the writing of India's constitution, the question

of the propogation of other religions arose. Rev. Mathew said. The

freedom of religion clause opened the way for the practice and

propogation of any religion, Christianity included.

Christianity in India, he said,

feels great responsibility

preaching the Gospel
;
today, two

dangers in particular face it. The

first is the Communistic move

ment. Communism seems to be

the only party in India which

'means business'. Its program for

social redress attracts the young

idealists, altiiongh its philosophy

does not have any strong appeal

Rev. Mathew said the process

towards demcoracy may be slow

but its achievement is sure.

The second threat is Hindu

Communalism, he continued

since the assassination of Ghandi

however, this fanatical sect has

been losing ground.

"The tension is not between

East and West," the speaker con

eluded, "but between the Christ

ian and the non-Cliristian worlds

If we are to win, not only our

ideals and our morals, but also

our international politics must

appeal, for politics are vitally re^

lated to the Christian Gospel

I foresee a great time ahead for

the Gospel in India, as else

where."

Exchange Bureau

Announces Award

The German Academic Exchange

Bureau has offered to Queen's

University a scholarship of approx-

imately $750 for the year 1955-1956.

This can be held at any university

in die Federal Republic of Germany

or in West Berlin.

Students of all faculties are eli-

gible provided they have success-

fully completed two years of uni-

versity work, but preference will he

given to those who will have Rrad-

ualed by May 1955. Some knowledge

of German is required.

Further information ma be ob-

tained from the Head of the De-

partment of German. Written ap-

plication should be made before

March 1.

To The Arts Society

I would like to express uiy

thanks to all the members of

[be Arts Society who turned

out to support me in the last

election. Peter Zarry.

Brass Band^s
Annual Show

By Nola Whitall

Grant Hall will be the scene

of a gathering of the clans Mon-

day, Feb. 28, at 8:15 p.m. All

the clans, from the McPherson's

to the Voskovsky's are welcome.

The Queen's Brass Band will

present their annual concert

long with some members of the

Pipe Band. Featured performers

will be the Medical Choir and

tlie Highland Dancers.

The audience will hear a wide

variety of selections, including

the "Grand Military Tattoo", the

"March I m p e r i a I", "Danube

Waves Walt z", "Barcarolle"

"The Eroica Symphony", "Grass

hopper's Dance", "Begin the Be

guine", and the "Syncopated

Clock".

"The Musical Switch",a med
ley of 40 old-time tunes arranged

by K. J, Alford. will provide fur

ther entertainment for the au

dience. A contest will be held to

name the tunes, and a cash prize

awarded to the student with the

"longest" memory for a melody.

The Medical Choir will deliver

.-1 rendition of the "Drinking

Song", followed by "I'll Never

W.ilk Alone". Claire McDermid.

Arts '58, will play a piano solo

entitled "Dance Negre",

The new bandmaster, Mr. S.

T. Cruikshank. formerly band-

master with the Royal Canadian

Signal Corps, has been rehears-

ing the band since the beginning

of January.

Managing publicity and bus-

iness are AI Gretsinger, Al Hitch-

cock, Chuck Umpherson, and

Don McGrath.

The proceeds will go to the

support of the band. Tickets are

50c.

Four New Reps
Added To NFCUS

Arts '55 Presents

Gift Of Portrait

Arts '55 has amiounccd its gift

to the university, an oil portrait of

Queen's Rector. Dr. L. W. Brock-

ington.

The painting is being done by

Mr. Grant Macdonald, well-known

Canadian artist, The graduating

class expects the portrait to be

conipletcd by June.

Mr. Macdonald is also painting a

portrait of Dr. A. Vibcrt Douglas.

Dc.-m of Women. It is to he present-

ed to Ban Righ Hall from the

Lcvana Society.

W- StrMg Hurt

Wayne Strong, former Queen's

student, was hit by a car Wednes-

day abut 4.50 p.m. The accident

occurred in front of the Adminis-

tration building. He was taken to

KGH where his condition was re-

ported as satisfactory.

Tlie AMS executive will appoint

four junior representatives to the

NFCUS committee, according to

an amendment to a NFCUS by-law

passed at an AMS executive meet-

ing. These representatives will be

in their sophomore and junior

years.

Jim Cocblin (Sc. Jr. Rep.) pro-

tested that an election of tlie repre-

;entalivc5 would ensure better re-

presentation, would stimulate in-

terest in NFCUS, and would eli-

minate disinterested students, Jane

Stewart (Lev. Jr. Rep.) replied

that only interested students would

he considered in any case.

Reverend D. Hunt

To Lead Prayers

Giristians and churches through-

out the world will be asked to pray

for students and university commu-

nities on the World Student Day

f Prayer, Sunday, Feb. 20.

This is part of the program of the

World's Student Christian Feder-

ation, an inteniational federation

which seeks to unite groups of

Ciiristian university students in

over 55 countries.

The Day will be observed at

Queen's with a special chapel ser-

vice, sponsored by the SCM.

QCF, and Canterbury Club. Rev.

Desmond Hunt, of St. James, will

speak on "The Christian Student

in our Universities."

Bert Mace
Visits Campus

B. C. Mace, printing foreman for

Aluminum Goods Ltd., Toronto,

and 'guardian angel' of Tricolor

"54, will visit Queen's some time

during the spring term. At an .^MS

executive meeting Thursday night

it was decided a tour through the

Science buildings would be included

in the program arranged for his

visit.

The Tricolor '54 committee sug-

gested to the AMS that Queen's ex-

press its gratitude to B. McDade

for legal advice rendered toward

solving the printing problems of the

year-book. It was decided that a

Queen's pewter mug be sent to

him.

HELP FIBHT POLIO WITH YOUR BLOOD
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Ian TAis Mankge 8e Ruhed ?

Prunella: I have done nothing to deserve Basil's kindness and

consideration. If things contimie, I am doomed to a life of conjugal

bliss.

Basil: I try to be unfaithful, but the temptation to come home

at night always proves too strong.

Dr. Poppycock; In America today, there are over 40,000 cou-

ples wallowing in happy home lives. While still a child I

learricd the insipidity and boredom fostered by devoted parents.

Seeking to raise myself from t!iis abyss of happiness, I turned to

medecine. In 1945, alarmed by the increasing divorce rate I became

a marriage counsellor, and have since been unselfishly absorbed in

making everyone miserable. Our organization is strictly man-profit,

and receives its only gratification in antagonizing husbands and

wives.

Prunella tells her side:

Being somewhat averse to revealing her innermost feelings,

and dead set against exposing her deepest-depth feelings, so to

speak, she began reticently.

"Il all started two years ago when Basil and I were married

My honeymoon was keenly disappointing. For weeks 3' had looked

forward to the tension, straia and doubt that pervades the honey-

moon of everyone's that's anyone. Instead I bad a marvellous

time. I can't remember when I ever had so much fun.

"Previous to our marriage, Bas used to do all sorts of sneaky

things. I admired him for his cunning mind, his insidious dispos-

ition, his selfish nature. To me, Basil was all men rolled into one.

It was not until after, that I discovered be came from a happy

home where his father hardly ever came home drunk.

"Two weeks ago, Basil promised me to give up his clean living

and become someone people would look up to. He went down to

the corner pub a few nights in a row, but by the time he reached

his second IPA, he got homesick and came home. All the neigh-

bours would be watching, so he walked along the gutter, and stum-

bled a few times, but they all know he was sober again, and they

pretended not to notice,

"I used to be so full of hope in the early days of our marriage,

but my marriage is extremely happy, and besides that, I love my
my husband."

Basil tells his side

:

"I don't mean to make Prunella happy, but lately she has

become an obsession with me. I have tried to break myself of it.

Recently Pru and I went to a real divy night club, where she was
supposed to wink at all the shady characters about, and I was to

do some table hopping, with the hopes that we would break each

other's hearts. I started sauntering from table to table, but the

people watching the floor show couldn't see and in a short time I

had to leave. Pru didn't have much luck either. After the first

thirty or forty winks her eyes got tired, so she got discouraged and

left.

"Many times I have decided it might help if I gave Pru a

beating because she bruises very easily, and in addition our little

Sal has never seen a black and blue Pru. But Prunella refuses to

provide me with any incentive whatsoever. I often ask her if just

for once she couldn't manage to look sloppy and over thirty, but the

most she ever seems able to achieve is some mussy hair which gives

her a carefree look, and makes her harder to beat than ever."

Dr. Poppycock says:

"At first, the case looked hopeless. Their attitude towards one

another was very puzzling. But during the next five years, I ivas

able to grasp the deep-rooted psychological inadequacies that threat-

ened to make this marriage happy.

"Delving deep into Prunella's past, I discovered that as a

child she had been caused weeks of rapturous suffering due to a

bite from her mad dog Ronald, of whom she was very fond. Later

she fell in love with Basil, not realizing that it was his strong re-

semblance to Ronald that drew her to him.

"Basil had been raised in a home of twenty-five children. Con-
sequently he spent his most miserable days at home, amid screams,

noise and laughter. His continual coming home to Pru was in

reality an immature attempt to relive those delightfully horrible

days.

"The change in their relationship was almost miraculous. Pru-

nella recognized Basil's difficulty and began to do the little things

that count so much. She nagged, she wore the same old dress

every day, and she consistently served his eggs hard. On the other

hand, Bas too was doing his part. He changed his term of endear-

ment from "sugar" to just plain "Lump", He took up gambling as a
vice, and lost regularly.

"I did not hear from Bas and Pru for ten years, but the other

day I received a letter saying: 'Dear Dr. Poppycock, since seeing

you, our lives have taken on added meaning. No two people were
ever more miserable than Bas and I are. We now have ten children,

and intend to make things still worse. Thank you again.

Pru and Basil".

To The PubThat NeverWas
Is Not -

And Never Shall Be!!!

The dhiking glasses raised up high

From Heidelberg lo Vale,

Bill Ibc cily jnthcrs slorm and cry

"Pill Queen's beyond the pule!"

Thf fomii jroths bubbling in the light

Oj O.vjord's oldest pub.

But yoii, my dear, ore in the plight

Oj on academic grub.

Yoif, HIV dear, dwell in the shade

0/ the old Ontario oak.

And your 'Mldest escapade

is to Tech. Supplies jcr 'euke".

At Rutgers, and at Georgia Tech.

The. pub's across the street.

But here ive tramp through raiv and wreck

For a tiny, tippling treat.

At Edinburgh and at Cambridge,

Music echoes through the rye

But here xve suffer in the kno-djiedge

That the coffee shop is "dry".

But dry your tear, ignore your ale,

Don't bother 'Mth a plea.

You're in Ontario, Golden Gael,

So toast the Qiicen iviih tea!

By Lois Showman

I was struggling through my Phys I lab report last Wednesday

night, with my mind divided between fragrant memories of the

Science 'S7 year party last Friday and delicious expectations of

'The Moon is Blue' this coming Saturday, when my studies were

interrupted by the phone ringing. It was Dave.

Usually we manage to talk half an hour on the phone without

the intrusion of any ideas, but this time we really bad something

sizzling. Dave had just been down that afternoon to the barber's

for an estimate (his hair-cuts have to come out of his living allow-

ance), and not until he saw the "closed" sign on the door did he

realize it was Wednesday and the barber was taking a holiday.

That got us thinking how queer it is that Wednesdays, which

mean so much in a barber's life, are really the very zero point in a

student's week. It's surely high time, in these days of sweeping

labor reforms, that some relief was found for the gruelling, un-

broken, six-day week to which university students are subjected.

The more we thought about it, the more determined we became

that something should be done. Of course, some progress bas al-

ready been made. Dave noted that in the last two years his English

A profs have shown a definite tendency towards reason in the

matter of their demands. The more enlightened among the mem-
bers of the Arts faculty at last are beginning to realize that they

should go easy on the students on Monday and Tuesday because

they need these days to recuperate from the past weekend ; and

many others are aware that Thursday and Friday ought to be left

comparatively free from assignments in order to allow for coming

eekend preparations. But Wednesdays are the dog-days, the

dumps, the doldrums, the days of despair, when last weekend is a

dim memory and the next is too far away to excite interest.

We agreed that things were really getting serious when one

couldn't even pick up a comic page or tune in Brave Voyage with-

out having it thrust upon his attention that so many people are

My roommate Myopia came home the other day from a coffee

date and declaimed dramatically at the doorway, "Oh, I could die,

just die." Since Myopia dies, just dies, with fairly predictable reg-

ularity, I was not particularly alarmed by this statement. Instead I

remarked with my customary imperturable calm, "O Myopia,

what's the matter now?"

"Well," rejoined Myopia, "the most dreadful thing has happen-

ed. I just asked Phil to the Levana Formal, and he said he would

go. So now what shall I do?"

"But Myopia," I reasoned, "what's so awful about taking Phil

to the Levana Formal? After all, he's tall, good-looking, a nice

dancer, and anyway . . .

"Oh, I know all that, but the whole trouble is tliat I've already

asked Don to go with mc.

"Well, why on earth did you ask Phil, whea y«u knew you were

already going with Don?
"Oh," explained Myopia airily, "I just felt I should. After all,

he took me out for coffee tonight, and anyway, I was almost positive

that Peggy had already asked him, and he could refuse, and that

would make him feel really good, and still keep it all on a friend-

ly basis. But I guess Peggy hasn't got around to asking him yet. I

could just die."

Three days later, Myopia bore down on me between my En-

glish and Psych. lectures, and screamed, "Oh Henrietta, the most

wonderful thing has just happened. I was talking to Peggy and she

said she wanted to take Phil to the formal, so I gracefully gave in,

and Phil says (very gallantly, I thought) that he doesn't care one

way or the other, as long as he goes, so everything has worked out

beautifully.

"Oh, Myopia," I cried, "that's wonderful. Now you can go

with Don.

"Oh didn't I tell you?" said Myopia. "Don can't go. He has

to go to a wedding in Ottawa that weekend."

"But Myopia", I said, "now you won't be able to go. What are

you going to do? This is terrible."

"Oh, no," said Myopia dreamily, "its wonderful. Now I can

ask that cute guy that sits opposite me in my geology tab."

iirHlaljott'a 'Mamx ^Ijnp
94 Brock Street Dlol 7990

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TEICHMICAL. SUPPI^IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

dropping dead from nervous prostration brought on by mental

strain and fatigue. It is a grave situation, and one that calls for

immediste action to arouse public conscience.

Our conservation had just got to the point where we were out-

lining the formation of a Society for the Abolition of Wednesday

Afternoon Classes, when my r»omie called down that the cigarrette

I had left on my desk bas burning through my lab report. Suddenly

remembering with horror my Mickey Spillane underneath it, I

hung up hurriedly and dashed back to my room—just in timel

Another "4 inch and the whole third chapter would have been lost!

Oh well, that's the way it goes. But Dave and I are determined

to see this idea through if it takes every study period from now

till March.

YOUTH
185 QUEEN STREET

CHRISTIAN

CEMTRC
TELEPHONE 8110

Students Are Welcome

Fireside Every Sunday Evening — 9.00 p.m.

Recreation Throughout the Week.

CHARLES LEACH, Director

SWEET CAPS
add to the

enjoyment

FRiSHIR;:.MILDM:.. THEY'RE TODAVS CIGARETTE

aanilr& CItiurrli

EARL AND BARRIE STS.

REV, W. F. BANISTER, D D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 20th

11

(6)

7.30 p.i

-The Lord's Prayer

"Lead Us Not Into

Temptation."

1.—Student Service

Dr. Donald Mathers.

8.45 p.m.-

0 COHU

-Youth Fellowship.

Let Us Worship

<anolican)

King St. at Johnson St.

quinquagesima
sunday, february 20th

8.00 o.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 a.m.-
(Holy Com

-Family Service
nunion with Hymns

Address)

11.00 a.m.—Choral Eucharist
Sermon: Th» Rev. D. P. Burns

7.00 p.m.—Evensong.
Sermon; The DMn

8,15 p.m.—Canterbury Club.
(Mnts in Citbcdral Library)

SYPBHHAM & WILLIAM BT*.

Rev. C. E. J. Crago.
M.A., B.n.. O.D.

minister

Llqyd Zurbrigg
organist ano choir master

sunday. february 20th

11:00 a.m. -"Glory In The
Church"

7:30 p.m.—Evening Service

-Conte, Let Us Worship"

PitiNCEBS And Cleroy struts

BBV. J. FORBIB WEDDMBUBN.
M.A. D,D,. MiMIBTin

MR. DARWIN BTATA.
OnoANUT And choirm*btbb
MISS ANNE KALLIDAY
ASarBTiNT OBQANIST

lO.lS a-m. Bible Clasi

11.00 B.m.—Momlng Service

2.30 p.m.—Ciiiirch Sdiool

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet afte;

evening service.

A cordiaJ welcome is extended to

all student*.
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WE'VE TALKED, HOW WE'VE TALKED

We Are To-morrow
Many people diagnose the ills

of society, and this is certainly

the first step to finding a cure.

I would not want a doctor,

though, who spent so long diag-

nosing that by the time he got

around to curing the patient had

expired his last. Suppose our gen-

eration went down in history as

a people who decided to live what

they talked about, as people who
recognized tliat disillusionment

and despair were often by-pro-

ducts of a life where 'free will'

meant doing what you pleased a

good deal of the time . . .

During the Christmas liolidays

I saw a play called "We are To-

morrow." The first scene is in

the 'digs' of a contemporary un-

dergraduate, but actually it could

take place anywhere. The curtain

goes up as Jack Muscle, whose
aspirations are realized in drink-

ing beer with his club members,

"The Unmentionables," and in

watching football games, is bell-

owing for more booze. His friends

are Terance Soul—who is look-

ing for 'real and permanent beau-

ty'. Eve Ageless—who 'first ap-

peared in the Garden of Eden and

has been around ever since', Sally

Spectacles—who 'knows enough

about men to make her like

women better', and Paul War-

rior—an ordinary guy, who has

just met an idea that has changed

the course of his life. When ask-

ed what it is all about, Warrior

says : 'We've had good times

here, we've worked, some more

than others, we've fallen in and

out of love, we've talked, how
-we've talked, but I can't see that

we have done one thing that

will affect anybody's future but

our own. We've been as selfish

as hell.'

Tonight, he goes on, he has

met people who are united by an

idea that is more powerful than

the atom bomb can destroy. The

idea is to unite all races, all class-

es and all creeds under a com-

mon aim: to build a new world

by starting with a change in

yourself. Warrior says that hum-

an nature can be changed becau-

se it has begun to happen in

himself. He looked at his life in

terms of four absolute moral

standards . . . honesty, purity;

unselfishness and love. They

must be absolute if they are to

be for all men everywhere. 'It

means settling up with each one

of you: Jack, here are your cuff-

links , . . liked 'em, meant to

keep 'em.' By putting things

straight in his own life Warrior

has made himself an effective in-

strument in building a new
world. His stand is a challenge.

"Solidarity . . . God, ha, ha"

chorus the next generation of

students in Act II, whose par-

ents have sacrificed the freedom

of their nation because they a-

voided personal change, the only

solution to the problems of their

age. Act III is life in an inspired

democracy.

Hoiv do we begin to work for

an inspired democracy? For this

group of students it meant a

radical change in their way of

thinking. They started to consid-

er what their life had cost their

family, friends and nation, in-

stead of complaining about what

life had done to them. They saw

that their own moral defeats and

their own selfishness multiplied

were the reasons for the global

dead-locks and confusion. They

began to realize that in university,

the real issue is not what exam

results they got, what job they

wanted, or what kind of a per-

son they married—-though these

are important in their own pers-

pective—but the personal deci-

sions they made which would

build unity and lay the founda-

tions of peace.

CFRC

The ideological struggle is not

'out there', it begins in our own
hearts where we either decide to

live for something bigger than

ourselves and to be a part of

the cure in the world, or to sa-

crifice our nations by our self-

ishness, which makes us part of

the disease,

I know a Korean girl who
came to a Canadian univer

sity to get away from commun-
ism. Life in a democracy was not

what she had expected — there

was prejudice and snobbery and

hypocrisy. She found herself

wondering if Communism wasn't

better after all. The riddle she

was confronted with focuses our

task : to so live that we ourselves

are the moral wepaons to answer

the burning needs of people and

nations, to be not only intellec-

tually equipped but morally on

the offensive. This is our job,

and I believe it is the greatest

adventure of all times.

VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP

316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 691:

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

'Where o Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

Campus capers

call for Coke

Parties click when the

mood is right. With

enough Coke on hand

you can set the scene

for a gay session . . .

ani/lime.

COCA-COIA LTD.

VUe Waited OneA

FRIDAY
6:00—
Holland Calling

6:30—
Kanch 1490 Anne Dorland

7:00—

Juke Box V. Sterns

7:30—

Muzik Igor & Joe Joe

8:00—

In The Groove H. Lightbody

8:30—
Campus Crossroads T. Hunter
9:00—
1490 Classics B. Sanderson

10:00—

Birdland P. Ward, G. Simser

10:30—

Pop Concert D, Harrison

moo-
Jazz Incorporated K. Quinn

11:30—

Starlite Serenade

D. Frame, H. Lightbody

SATURDAY
6:59—Sign on:

7:00—What's New?
Pete Handley

7:10—Campus News
Gordon Penny

7:20—Sports Profiles

Mike Moffat

7:30—Talent Time
Marg Martyn

7;45—Leave it to Levana

Anne Hayes
8:00—Mike's Mood Music

Mike Meehan, Arne Kotanen

8:30—Intercollegiate Basketball

Western vs Queen's

10:30—'Hie Jacet'

Dave Cowper, Ned Franks

10:45—Bandstand

Bruce Gates

II :0O—Bits and Pieces

Joe Devine

11:30—Handley's Hamper
12:00—Si?n Off

Second is the cruellest year, leaving

Lemons out of the social whirl, jiiourmng,

Forgotten and undesired. sitting

Vainly close to the phone—
« * «

/ read, many of the nights, and go home atone.

« « *

Umvanted Crone.
•t * *

"Ring, Ring" to hof'eful cars.

HURRY UP PLEASE. ITS TIME.

-Dawn Windatt,

DANCING
BURGUNDY ROOM HOTEL LA SALLE

Saturday Night — $2.00 per Couple

RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUaiCAI. INSTRUMENT*. OIFTS AND ACCEaSORIK*
GIFTS — CNOLiaH CHINA

346 fRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT.

McGALUS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

Everyone's Wearing Them!

WE HAVE THEM!
Men's Corduroy

Sport Jackets
EVERY WANTED COLOUR

FULLY SILK LINED

TWO BUTTON MODELS
STYLED BY UTEX
SIZES 34 to 46

REG. RETAIL VALUE: $19.95

GABARDINE

SPORT SLACKS
STYLED BY DAIMOS
ALL SHADES
DROP LOOPS
ZIP FLY

REG. TO 10.95

TONy DAY
LONG SLEEVE

PULLOVERS
LAMBSWOOL AND M QQ
CABLE STITCH **. ^
ALL SIZES. ALL SHADES ^'
REG. RETAIL VALUE 58 95 AND S9.95

Kingston Liquidators have purchased a fine quality of

Men's and Boys' Wear Stock at a small fraction of the wholesale

dotlar from one of Toronto's better Stores, ^--^he Trustees .n

Bankruptcy. Now you can dress up for spring at half the usual

Price Be sure to visit our store every week for super specials that

cannot be dupUcated anywhere. One location only, 71 Brock St.

KINGSTON LIQUIDATORS BANKRUPT SALES

OPEN
FRIDAY
TILL 9 P.M. 71 BROCK ST.

BETWEEN
KING AND
WELLINGTON
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of the Alma Moter Society.

Some Are Good

Editor

Associate Edtior

Feature Editor —
News Editor

Sports Editor —
Makeup Editor _

Mary Morrison

Joyce Safrance

Mary Capell

Nola Whittall

Marion Chalmers

Joan Lawrence

Staff: Pat Osborough, Frances Code, Dawn Windatt. Lois

Showman. Joan Allen, Vicki Borota. Dot Desjardins,

Jean Davidson, "Willa McGee, Cathy Young.

Don't Stand There - Do Something

Cheers For WCTU
Editor, Jonrnal

:

I view with alarm the recent

articles upon the advisibility of

having a pub on the campus of

this aiignst institution. Surely

the dreadful disadvantages of

such a place have not been fully

considered. The one that springs

most obviously to the mind is the

sudden break with tradition.

Queen's is an institution steeped

in tradition, and to break with

tradition is a step that requires

much careful thought and plan-

ning. Then too, there is the ob-

viously deleterious effect a place

for public drinking would have on

the drinking habits of the student

body. "Moderation in all things"

is a motto not to be ignored.

Is there no sense of propriety

left among the young people of

today? Have they no sense of sin

or shame to even be the advo-

cates of such a radical idea as a

pub on the campus? I bow my
head in shame to think I am a

member of a scholastic institu-

tion that might so far forget its

real purpose as to actually accede

to these absurd requests.

— Henrietta Longbottom

I

It is easy to avoid criticism. One has only to say nothmg, do

nothing, and be nothing. It is unfortunate that so many members

of the Levana Society place themselves above criticism by domg

just that. Apathy and disinterest, in every aspect of the life of

this university are a reflection on Levana and the student body

in general.

We have at Queen's innumerable clubs and societies who are

always searching for competent and willing members. And yet we

also have at Queen's large numbers of students, and I am thmkmg

of members of Levana m part-

icular, who never apply their

talents to anything more than

their own interests. The few

students who are active usually

find themselves forced by ne-

cessity into being too active.

They are constantly called upon

to be on committees, help or-

ganize dances, write articles, help

coach teams and so on, because

people know they have talent,

and can be depended upon to do

a good job. But everj-one has

talents of one form or another,

and it seems unfortunate that

the disparity between those who

need assistance and those who

could give assistance is so very

obvious on the campus.

Grumblings are heard from ev-

ery club on the campus that

there are few who are willing to

give their time and energies to

some particular activity,

Levanites would do well to

consider the results of their fail-

ure to capitalize fully on the

many facilities available at

Queen's for their physical, moral

and emotional development. A
mature and responsible position

awaits them in society. It is for

this that they must prepare them-

selves.

I Mil
Som^Are Popular

The attitudes and behaviour of I
with the other family skeletons,

the average Queen's Levanite for it smacks dangerously of in-

land can you find one who isn't tellectualism. The co-ed may

average) can be generalized as develop a dash, but only a res-

"When they are good, they are tricted dash, of Kulture, perhaps,

very, very good, and when they
|

as Carnegie suggest;

are bad, they are popular."

Most distinctive is the Levanite cort can discuss at length
_

At the basis! It were well that the Levanite

enough to

introduce a topic which her es

mM m FORMAL CONmOR. .

.

Ncv York: the hlosc iind sopliislicntcd luclroColis oj the Wes-

tern World, the Mecca of pleasure and gaicly to which everyone

oj the jaithful hopes to iiiakc al least one pilgrimage in his Hje!

Not that iva advocate a life abandoned to jrivoltly, but to live

a full lije. one should both -MOik and play hard. Man is by nature

a sociable and gregarious creature and after a season of intense

application and before the rugged rush oj final exams, some recre-

ation would seem to be indi-

cated.

And so. in consideration of

the difjiculty involved in trans-

porting Queen's to New York.

Levana decided to bring a

portion oj it to Grant Hall.

It has been a pleasure and

a privilege to work with the

Formal Committee. We have

all worked hard. Noiv Xi'e pre-

sent the Parutal to you in the

hi'pc that yun may share some

('I I'lir pleasure. And as more

than just a passing glance,

may we dare to hope that for

many, the evening may pro-

z'idc .wnicthing for their book

oj memories.

attitude toward sex

of their unalterable code of be-

haviour is the nineteenth century

concept of sex as a co-ed's dow-

ry, the only thing God has given

her which is a marketable quan-

tity. Thus the Levanite who can

secure the highest price as man-

ifested by the number of rotting

corsages, programs, and stolen

swizzle sticks is considered the

most popular and desirable girl

on the campus, the spirit of Can-

adian womanhood.

However, in addition to being

physically attractive, the nice

Levanite must also cultivate an

aura of innocence, that is, a state

of ignorance to be maintained at

any cost. A Levanite must never

be aware of her chastity or it

might disappear; she must con-

stantly be on guard against evils

which she is supposed to know

nothing about, rather a ticklish

proposition. She may perhaps kiss

a boy goodnight (although a

handshake is the advised gesture

for thanking him) ; she may sip

a little wine or a cocktail at a

party, but she must never go

pubbing; in a word, she may be

naughty but she must never sin.

To be really successful, the

Levanite must also create the im-

pression of being both delicate

and fragile as well as healthy and

buoyant. She must, at all costs,

be conventional and conformist,

a state of happy anonymity en-

sured by a shorn head, scuffy

saddleshoes, Scottish scarf and I

superior stare. Her health and

vigour is best illustrated by her

capacity to endure a marathon

round of entertainment until her

escort's money is gone, and her

frailty by then demanding a taxi

home.

As for the Levanite mind—it

is a wise mother who warns her

daughter not to come home from

university with any ideas. This

is the chief danger against which

she must always, always guard.

Even should she finally acquire a

B.A. it is best to bury the fact

come from a well-established,

eastern Ontario family, so that

she may the more easily affect an

air of elegant refinement, of

quasi-aristocracy. This, however,

does not deny her the inalien-

able feminine right to be rude,

tactless and malicious. In fact,

if she is to be one of the girls,

she must cultivate the techni-

ques of inconsiderateness, called

sophistication.

Ever ready to take advantage

of this frail exquisite creature in

the bobby sox, is the male, a

species of sexual predator. Nice

girls marry nice men, not those

who resemble the traditional

rake. Obviously, as this consid-

erably limits the number of el-

igible men, it cannot be enforced,

and the Levanite, to maintain ap-

pearances must loudly proclaim

virtue with her eyes shut to vice.

When a lover appears, her at-

titude changes from one of ca-

price in the coffee shop to a love,

deep, spiritual and intense, but

Co-eds, whether they like it or

not, are the subject of a good deal

of discussion and criticism at this

university, and probably at any

university. The fact that the fe-

male element constitutes a defin-

ite minority at Queen's makes

this fact understandable, and

therefore it is perhaps time for

someone to assess and clarify the

co-ed's position, taking .ndvant-

age of the only issue of tht Jour-

nal published by an entirely fe-

male staff.

This article is not intended,

however, purely as a loud cry of

protest against all those "dread-

ful, dreadful men" who havi

dared to disparage the well

known virtues of the average co

ed. Criticism in the past has of

ten been harsh, perhaps too harsh,

but we cannot say that it has

been entirely undeserved. Per-

haps we do not deserve all of it,

but we cannot deny that we de-

serve some of it.

The woman attending college

finds her position in many ways

unique. From many high schools

even fewer female than male

graduates continue to university.

They therefore form a very small

group in their community, and by

going away to college they cut

themselves off from former

friends who either marry right

away, or work for a few years be-

fore they marry.

This brings us to the first crit-

icism directed against the average

co-ed. It is a popular belief that

a girl attends university solely to

get her "Mrs. degree"- If one

stops to think about it, college is

an expensive way to acquire a

husband. If that is a woman's

only concern, she would have

been wiser to look for a job like

the rest of her friends. Her

chances of meeting a man to

marry would have been as good

as they are at college. Few uni-

versity men can afford to marry

until they graduate.

No, few co-eds come to univers-

ity simply to find a husband.

Most are here because they have

the intelligence and the ability to

be accepted in the first place, and

because they are interested in

acquiring a little more education.

Many of us have a definite career

in mind, and though we cannot

of earning a living.

What are the other criticisms

we hear during our stay at col-

lege? Outsdie of the old-fashion-

ed many who still think that

education for women is a ridicu-

lous idea, we must put up with a

lot of lesser criticism right on the

campus. We are accused by

male students of being gold-dig-

gers, social butterflies, and
pseudo-intellectuals. T o those

who still believe that women can-

not possibly know anything, our

ideas are regarded with scorn.

Those who reluctantly acknowl-

edge that many women do pos-

sess brains and ability still think

an intelligent woman is a creature

to avoid.

The institution of dating, a cus-

tom peculiar to our own civil-

ization, presents many problems

to the university woman. In an

institution commonly referred to

as a "poor-man's college" she is

in great danger of being called a

"gold-digger" if she shows a

taste for expensive forms of en-

tertainment such as formals. But

most co-eds are fairly under-

standing about their date's money

problems, and are willing to

spend an inexpensive evening in-

stead of doing something which

is going to deprive their date of

his" breakfast for the next two

weeks.

It is perhaps true that co-eds

are too concerned with the social

aspect of university life. Many

of us at times forget that we are

here primarily for an education,

secondarily to take advantage of

the opportunities for meeting

people and enjoying a full social

life- It is a wise co-ed, and a

wise student, who is able to get

the most out of university by

combining the two so that neither

will suffer.

What, then, does the co-ed be-

lieve and want her position to be

without passion or desire. To help hoping that that career will

her, a faculty pin is almost as ir-

revocable as the marriage vow,

and marriage itself an opportun-

ity finally to enjoy sin. J. L. A.

Lecture Cancelled
The last in a series of lectures

sponsored by the Atomic Energy

Commission, and originally sche-

duled for Monday Feb. 21, has

been cancelled.

be only a temporary one, we feel

that in the twentieth century it

does not do a woman any harm

to have an education and a means

university? First of all she

is a woman. She wants to be

able to act like one. and she en-

joys being treated like one. She

enjoys the educational advantag-

es offered by university, and she

likes to feel she is doing some-

thing definite to prepare herself

for earning her own living ,i£

necessary. But she cannot for-

get that a woman is happiest and

most secure with a home and

family of her own : she hopes that

eventually she will marry, and

that she will be able to make her

marriage successful.

F. J. C.

Fine Arts Trip

The Department of Fine

Arts is organizing a trip to

see the exhibition, Master-

pieces of Dutch Painting, at

the Art Gallery in Toronto.

bus will leave from the

Students' Union at 8:30 a.m.

on Feb, 27. to return the same

day at 10:30 p.m. Tickets are

(in sale al the Post Office until

Monday, Feb. 21. Cost is

$4,75 return.

FROM we PRCSWm

I tvould like to take this op-

portunity simply to say thank

you — to Mary Morrison and

her staff on the Levana Jour-

nal, to Lis Gillan and her

committee jor their hard work

on "Manhattan Toivers", and

last, hut certainly not least, to

Dr. Douglas and all the women

oj Levana jor a wonderful

year.

May you enjoy yourself

tonight — from Rockefeller

Centre to the Boweryl
Pat Osborough.
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Prof. H. M. Love

Speaks To SCM

On "Modern Man"

Tlie proper use of scientific

advance and its applications must

be seriously considered by the

'Modern Man' said Dr. H. M
Love of the Physics Department

Thursday. His was the second in

a series sponsored by the SCM

For the purpose of discussion

he grouped the material effects

of physical sciences into three

classes: transportation, commun-
ication, and the search for new

and uses of energy.

Dr. Love expressed the fear

-that society might be suffering

from an over-concentration on

the lines of thought communic-

ation. He said everyone is fam-

iliar with the results witnessed

in totalitarian countries, and

pointed it out as a real danger

where scientific discovery is con-

cerned.

In conclusion, Dr. Love stress-

ed the role of the university stud-

ent in solving the problems of

the scientific age.

New Model Parliament
Has CCF Government

PHOTO BV

The Baclielors, a Carleton College ([iiartet, gave an intcniiission

performance at Friday night's Levana Formal, and received an

enthusiastic response from the audience.

Request Students

To Donate Blood

The Red Cross Blood Donor

Clinic opened officially yesterday

afternoon and will continue today

and tomorrow. Hours of donation

are from 10 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. and

from 3 p.m. until 7:30 p.m.

Before a student makes a dona-

tion, he will be given a haemglobin

test to determine whether he is able

to donate. Cakes, coffee, and biscuits

will be served afterwards. Several

weeks after donation each donor

will receive a card indicating that

he has given blood and stating his

blood type.

Students are urgently requested

to donate blood which will be

changed into gamma globulin to

combat polio.

Manhattan Skyscrapers

Set Formal Background
By Eleanor Williamson

Journal Staff Writer

Shades of Susie-Q week were

flitting about Grant Hall last

Friday night. But unlike the Nov-

ember hill-billies, these shades

were frilled and be-ribboned. The

occasion was the Levana Formal,

the only big social event to

which girls may ask the boys.

Dimly lit by soft spotlights,

silhouettes of Manhattan sky-

scrapers lined Grant Hall. Sandy

Runciman's orchestra played

against an excellent background

depicting the statue on the foun-

tain in Rockefeller Center. Down-

stairs, a buffet supper was served

against a backdrop representing

the Bowery of 70 .years ago.

Among those present were high-

kicking can-can girls.

Dinner was served in the Red

Room for patrons and certain

members of the committee, after

some 220 couples had gone

through the receiving line. Ear-

lier in the evening, a punch party

was held in Ban Righ common
room, also for patrons and com-

mittee members.

Largely because of the efforts

of tiiose who worked behind the

scenes for weeks before, the eve-

ning was a great success.

RMC Professor

LecturesThursday

Dr. H. A. Elliott, well-known

mathematician and professor at the

Royal Military College, will be

guest speaker at the Queen's Maths

and Physics Qiib, Thursday, Feb.

24, at 7:30 p.m. in Ihe McLaughlin

Room of the Students' Union.

His topic "Science and Anti-

quity" will deal with the problems,

both scientific and mathematical,

which ancient civilizations had to

cope willi.

Camera Club's Annual Show
Awards Photography Prizes

The annual salon of pictorial photography sponsored by the

Queen's Camera Club is now being held in the McLaughlin Room

of the Students' Union. Judging took place on Friday night but

all dispkiy will continue for the remainder of this week. All mem-

bers of the student body and of the faculty are invited to inspect

these prints.

Winners in the landscape div-

ision o£ the black and white print

class were : Larry Wong, first

prize for his view of Lake On-

tario entitled "Spirit of the

Storm", third prize for his "Once

Upon a Time" and honorable

mention for his "Dreamers' Holi-

day". Second prize in this div-

ision went to Keith Flegg's

"Driftwood". "Low Tide" by

Keith Akins was also awarded

honorable mention by the Judges

Winners in the portraiture div-

ision were: Walt Shean, first

prize for his portraiture entitled

"Joan", and third prize for an

other portraiture entitled "Land-

lady"; Keith Flegg's "Freckles'

won second prize in this division

In the color class first prize

went to J. L. Thompson, second

to N. Henderson, third to Ted

Stewart and honorable mentions

to Keith Flegg and Keith Akins.

Twenty prints were entered in

the black and white class and 35

colored slides in the color class.

Judges for the salon were Dr.

Joseph Tomasch of the Queen's

Medical Faculty and Mr. Pluard

from Regiopolis.

Willson Woodside

To Give Lecture

Willson Woodside, associate edi-

lor of Saturday Night Magazine,

will deliver an addre.ss at the ann-

ual AMS lecture Thursday, Feb.

24. at 11 a.m. in Grant Hall. He
will speak on "Soviet Russia since

Stalin".

A student of International affairs

for many years, Mr. Woodside ran
'n the last federal election as Pro-

gressive Conservative candidate in

Toronto.

Classes will he called Thursday
morning so that all students will

be able to attend the lecture.

Admission to Honors

Students in the Faculty of

Arts who wish to he consid-

ered for admission to honors

courses should make fornja!

application by Feb. 2S. Appli-

cation should he made by

letter to the registrar and

should indicate the fields of

study in which the candidate

"ijlies to specialize.

University College Play Wins

Annual IVDL Competition

University College. University of Toronto, swept the Inter-

Varsity Drama League competition held in Ottawa, Feb. IS and 19.

The winning production, "The Earth is Ours" by Stanley

Kouslenko, was directed by Curt Reis. His starring performers,

Sandra Collins and Stanley Daniels, both of University College,

received awards for the best actress and actor.

"Eros at Breakfast", by Robertson Davies, was awarded the

Jackson Trophy for the best Canadian play. It was presented by

McMaster University. Honorable

mentions went to Carleton Col-

lege and the University of Otta-

Queen's entered "The Marriage

Proposal" by Anton Chekov.

Henry George. Meds '58, direct-

ed the play.

Mrs. Julia Murphy, director of

the Canadian Repertory Theatre,

Crest Theatre, and Sarnia Sum-

mer Theatre, adjudicated for the

league's festival.

New Canadian Play

4 new Canadian plays made

their debuts in the competition.

Loyola College entered the pro-

duction "They Die for Some-

thing" by Davie Walters, a stud-

ent of the College.

Present at the festival were of-

ficials of Carleton and the Uni-

versity of Ottawa, Her Worship

Charlotte Whitton; and the Yu-

goslav ambassador. Dr. Rjako

Djermanovic.

Governor General Vincent

Masscy sent his best wishes for

the success of the festival and of

the league. The festival was under

his patronage.

IR C Host
To Gaitskell

Arthur Gaitskdl. a distinguished

British expert on under-developed

areas, and a pioneer of the Gezir.i

Cotton Scheme in the Sudan, will

speak at Queen's early in March

under the sponsorship of the Inter-

national Relations Club. Subject of

Mr. Gaitskell's address will he:

"British Policy in .Africa Today".

Mr. Gaitskell. in addition to his

work in connection with the Gczira

development project, has served as

a member of the Sudan Executive

Council and as chairman of the

Council of the University College of

Khartoum. Last year he was ap-

pointed by the British government

10 the Colonial Development Cor-

jioration, on which he now serves

as a part-time member.

Mr. Gaitskell. who speaks Arabic,

has also made the personal acquaint

ance of many Sudanese, and has

been active in promoting social

service work.

Levanites Uiged

To Vote Thursday

A nomination meeting for the

1955-56 Levana E.vecutive was

held in Ban Righ Common Room

last Thursday evening.

Nominations were as follows

:

Senior AMS Representative, Jane

Stewart, Barb Clift; president LAB

(jf C, Liz Jennings, Grace Kerr;

president of Levana Council, Betty

Swerdfager, Kathy Totten :
vice-

president. Nan Chouinard, Leonor

Haw: secretary, Judy Albrant.

Sylvie Bieler, Ann Browurigg:

treasurer. Kitty Gillespie; curator.

Dee Bird, Janet Roberts, Barb

Sparks ; social convenor, Alison

Hill. Pat Stewart: senior represen-

tative, Mary Ellen Barr. Mary

Morrison :
junior representative,

Vicki Borota. Joan Bostock, Jean

Curran; sophomore representative.

Barb Bell, Ann Cameron. Joan

Foote, Di MacMillan, Judy Reid.

Elections will be held this Thurs-

day and posters will announce the

place of voting. All members of

Levana are urged to turn out to

vote.

Reverend D. Hunt

Conducts Service

Re\>. Desmond Hunt of St.

James Church conducted the ser-

vice held in Grant Hall Sunday

afternoon for the "World Day of

Prayer for Students".

In his sermon, Rev. Hunt

stressed the power of Christ in

the individual lile, and the res-

ponsibility of Christians at

Queen's to witness this power.

He also discussed the problems

of university students in the field

of politics and social activities.

Members of the Canterbury

Club, SCM. and QCF, particip-

ated in the service. The occasion

was observed in campus chapels

around the worid on Sunday.

Torchlight Parade
Officially Begins

Montreal Carnival

A torchlight parade to the top

of Montreal's Mount Royal offi

ciaily opened the annual McGill

Winter Carnival Thursday night.

Spectators were treated to e.v:-

hibitions of skiing and skating.

A display of fireworks was visible

from every Montreal street.

A gigantic castle constructed

of ice blocks was unveiled on

Mount Royal. Ingenious snow

statues built by members of Mc-

Gill fraternities graced the lawns

of downtown irat houses.

Intercollegiate sports events

were held in the I.aurentians on

Friday. The evening's activities

featured an ice show and a hockey

game between McGill and the

University of Toronto at the

Montreal Forum.

The crowning of Ann Johnson

as carnival queen highlighted the

evening. Miss Johnson, who is a

third year student of Arts, at-

tended Bishop's University in

LennoxviUe, Quebec for three

years.

On Saturday afternoon. rep-[

ColinCameron
To Outline

CCF Policies

At least five parties will be

represented in the spring session

of Queen's Model Parliament to

be held at 7:30 this evening in the

McLaughlin Room of the Stud-

ent's Union.

Highlight of the evening will

be an address given by Colin

Cameron, MP for Nanaimo, who
will speak on CCF policies which

concern the issues to be discuss

ed.

The Platforms

Following are summaries of

party platforms to be presented:

CCF: the government will be

formed by the CCF party led by

Gorden Wells. On the domestic

plane two measures designed to

stabilize economy, increase pur-

chasing power and provide a

measure of greater social security

are proposed. The first specific

measure will be the nationaliza-

tion of the CPR in order to prov-

ide Canada with an integrated,

publicly owned transportation

system,

A second measure proposed by

the government will be a na-

tional health insurance scheme

planned in cooperation with the

provincial governments.

Foreign Policy

In view of the growing threat

to peace in Southeast Asia, the

CCF feels positive measures are

needed immediately. The first

necessary step to promote co-

existence in the Far East is the

recognition of Communist China,

the immediate evacuation ol

Matsu and Quemoy, and meas-

ures to neutralize Formosa.

Federalists : The Federalists,

under the leadership of John

Graham, will propose policies

based on nationalism and free

enterprise. They will oppose all

tendencies to socialism and urge

that Canada take a more decisive

stand in foreign affairs.

On the foreign front they pro-

pose to neutralize Formosa and

to recognize Communist China.

They favor handing over the is-

lands west of Formosa to the

Chinese Communists.

On the domestic scene, the

Federalists express alarm at the

growing socialist tendencies in

Canada. They are entirely oppos-

ed to the nationalization of the

CPR on the grounds that it is a

threat to private enterprise.

The CCF proposal to introduce

national health insurance is op-

posed as being impossible at this

time. The Federalists prefer to

wait mitil medical facilities in

Can.-ida are better developed.

Liberals: The Liberals led by

Stu Howard, will attempt to take
rescntatives from several Amcr

u ^

ican and Canadian universities I a position of compromise bet

and colleges presented portion

of their revues. Queen"

the Federalists and the

attended

with the Two Dots, the Queen

Tones, and members of the kick

line.

CCF. They will oppose the nat-

ionalization of the CPR, but they

will also oppose the Federalist

(See Model Parliament, page 4)
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ANOTHER TRIPLE TIE LOOMS AHEAD
Gaels Face Redmen Tonight

Can Take Over First Place

Tonight the Golden Gaels will

play hosts to the fifth-place Mc-

Gill Redmen in an attempt to pick

up their sixth win in their last

seven games. The game wilt be

a must one for the Gaels if they

wish to retain their chance of

winding up the season in a first

place tie.

The visitors have won only two

games while dropping four and

seem to be destined to wind up

up the season in the fifth slot

which they now occupy. In their

home game against the Tricolor,

the McGill quintet came out on

the short end of a 70-68 thriller.

Unfortunate news for the

Gaels and their supporters is that

big Paul Fedor, the league's top

scoring ace, will be sidelined by

a boil on his right, his shooting

hand. Paul may play, but if so,

he will be greatly hampered by

the pain of his injured hand.

Otherwise, the Gaels will dress

the same team that was won their

last two Intercollegiate games

There will be no Intermediate

game beforehand.

On the floor for the Tricolor

tonight will be Wally Mellor, Bob

Angin, Frank Donnelly, Chuck

Latimer. Boh Purcell. John Mil

liken, Andy Hayden, Kip Sum-

mers, Jay McMahan and possibly

Paul Fedor.

>VHI$TLE

with JIM O'GRADY

POT-POURRI AND PI

The wonderful world of sport, on the Queen's level, has coughed

up these bits of information during the past week;

The Western Mustangs found the horseshoes on the other foot

on their latest sojourn to Kingston, and, by losing Saturday, may
have precipitated another of those three-way ties. It's getting to

be a habit. But it makes for a lot of excitement. . . . the final

moments of Friday's game will go down with the tensest occasions

which the sporting world has served up for many an age ... for

those who can't make tonight's McGill encounter, radio station

CFRC will once more be broadcasting it, with yours truly doing

the tonsorial work along with Hugh Lightbody and Mike Moffat.

Jake Edwards took his skiers to the Mctrill Winter Carnival

over the weekend, and the team as a whole wound up a successful

season by placing second in the senior intercollegiate meet at St.

Sauveur. Al Poutanen took top spot in the jumping. We'll bring

full details your way next time out.

The Board of Trustees of the university has indicated that

it won't be prepared to allow capacity crowds to live dangerously

on the old wooden bleachers, at Richardson Stadium again next fall.

Plans call for new steel and concrete student bleachers. Also to

benefit by the new deal are the members of the fifth estate, the

scribes, who are to be outfitted at long last with a press box com-

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

In Doubt To The Last Second

Mustangs Lose 67-65 Thriller

By Bruce MacGowan

Journal Sports Writer

Fighting off short-lived spells

of unsteady ballhandling and

playmaking and inaccurate shoot-

ing, the basketball Golden Gaels

of 54-'55 came up with a very

impressive victory over the

Western Mustangs last Friday

AMERICANS BETTER

WIN TWO GAMES

The Clarkson Golden Knights,

and American basketball teams

in general, seem to jinx Frank

Tindall's senior Gaels. The Tri-

color dropped two games to the

Knights last week, losing 101-77

in Potsdam on Wednesday night,

before dropping the return tilt

by a 63-52 coimt in the Queen's

gym on Saturday night. In the

prelim to the bath nite action,

the Clarkson intermediates dump-

ed Al Lenard's Gael jayvees by

an impressive 88-57 margin.

night at the Queen's gym in what

was undoubtedly the most ex-

citing game of the season seen

here. Leading 31-23 at half-time,

the Gaels withstood a determined

second half bid by the Mustangs

and, when Western sharpshooter

Christ Ellis missed a tricky hook

shot as the final buzzer sounded

emerged on top of a 67-65 score.

The outstanding player on the

floor was Queen's Bob Purcell

who, in addition to scoring six-

teen points and thus leading his

team in that department, played a

tremendous offensive and defen-

sive game. Paul Fedor again il-

lustrated his scoring proficiency

by tossing in 15 points before

fouling out with eight minutes

remaining in the game. In Jay

McMahan, the fans were shown

what is seldom seen in this coun-

try, a really big man with bas-

ketball "class" and his consistent

rebounding, effortless shooting

and playmaking (especially with

Purcell and Fedor) were pleas-

ures to behold. Frank Donnelly

(See Sizzling win, page 3)

PHOTO BY PHIPPEN

Bob Purcell and Paul Fedor fight for a rebinuid under tliL- Western

basket with Mustang Bill Fowler,

srjueeking-tight action as the Gael

Ranee Smeeton

won 67-fi5.

(35) watches the

Aggies Don't Bring Full Team
Hockey Gaels Hungry,Win 14-1

What A Hockey RaceThis Is!

INTRAMURAL STANDINGS
SECTION "A"
Science 55

Arl5 S6 ___
Science 57

Meds 60

ArlE 55

Theology
Meds 56

SECTION "B"

Science 58

Art.s 57

Arts 58

Science 56

Meds 58

Meds 59

Meds 57 . „

for the

Bill

Freeman

Coach Pete Carr-Harris of the

locals said later that he was dis-

appointed that the Aggies had

not brought their best team with

them. However, the Gaels man-

aged to avoid turning the game

into a complete shinny contest

by coming up with some smart

passing which kept the 600 fans

applauding.

WRESTLERS LOSE

p W L T Def F A Pt3

s 5 0 0 0 22 10

6 5 1 0 0 24 7 10

6 4 2 0 0 27 9 8

3 1
>

0 0 6 10 2

5 i 4 0 0 3 IS 2

S 1 4 0 0 3 15 2

3 0 3 0 1 6 23 0

6 4 1 1 0 20 5 9

5 4 I 0 0 28 13 8

4 3 1 0 0 19 10 6

4 2 I 1 0 19 8 S

5 2 3 0 0 12 24 4

4 1 3 0 1 4 25 2

4 0 4 0 1 3 20 0

THESE GAMES ARE LEFT
Today: .Meds 59 at Scienct 56.

WeUnctday: 12 noon—Meds 60 al Sc. 5S.

1 p.m.—Arts 57 al Meds 58,

Tlmrsd.iy: 12 nooci—Arts 35 at Meds 56.

1 p,ni—.^r^s 58 at Sc. S6.

Friday: Mi-Os 00 at Theology,

Monday, 28lh: Arts 58 at Meds 57.

When you're protecting a 5-1
1
McKay. The lone goal

lead after just one period of play , visitors was banged in by

in a hockey game, there aren't too

many good reasons why you

should be on the short end of

the count at the final whistle.

The Queen's Gaels proved that

theorem on Saturday afternoon

in the Jock Harty Arena, when

they dumped the OAC Aggies

14-1 before another large crowd.

The win was the second

straight for the Gaels over the

Guelph crew, who lost 5-4 when

the locals invaded Guelph a week

ago. The Aggies came to King-

ston minus six or seven of their

better players, and were no match

for the hard-skating locals. With

an intramural goaltender pro-

tecting their nets, the visitors

found that they weren't able to

keep guys like Pete Dozzi, Don
Keenleyside, and Ray Hoffman

off the score sheet.

The above trio, who started

for the locals, provided most of

the scoring punch. Dozzi picked

up a hat trick and two assists;

Hoffman had two goals and two

assists; and centreman Keenley-

side hit for a single goal and five

assists to lead the pack. Between

them, the big three collected a

total of 15 scoring points. Other

Gael goals came from the sticks

of Fin Campbell. George Cars-

callen, Murray Osborne. Ron Va-

liquette, Ron Bradshaw, Dick
Hill, Ray Hermiston, and Ian

This Can Happen Yet

As the teams enter the home stretch of the Intercollegiate

basketball race, the final standing of the teams is anybody's guess,

and a rather hazardous one at that. Mine, and this is only a guess,

is that the league will wind up with three teams, on of them

Queen's, in a tie for top spot with seven wins and three losses,

Assumption in fourth with six wins and McGill and then McMaster

bringing up the rear.

At\he present moment, Western are in first place with five

wins and one loss for ten points. However the Mustangs have yet

to play Assumption, with whom they will probably spl.t home

-ames and the Purple still have to tackle Varsity in the Hat Box

at Hart House and Varsity must be favoured to wm that one The

other -ame Western has left is in London against the McMaster

quintet and there is no reason to expect that the winless Marauders

will upset the Western Applecart.

The Gaels also have ten points at present but they have drop-

ped three tilts. In their two remaining games, they entertam McGiU

and Toronto, both this week. If Paul Fedor's' hand heals m time.

a good chance that the Gaels will take both these tilts to

win final result, the same as West-there

give tneni a three loss and seven

ern.

The Queen's wrestlers, prep-

ping for this weekend's intercol-

legiate assault at OAC. lost 19-13

to Clarkson here Saturday night.

123 lbs. — Wilt McEwait,
Queen's, pinned by 137 lb. Clark-

son man.

130 lbs. — Courtnage, Queen's,

pinned by DeLaria.

137 lbs. — Forfeit to Clarkson.

147 lbs,. — Underwood,
Queen'.^, lost by points to Swartz,

Clarkson.

157 lbs. — Ray Smith, Queen's,

lost by points to Keenley.

167 lbs. — Jim P 1 u m m e r,

Queen's, won over Qucgg by

points.

177 lbs, — Joe Goetz, Queen's,

lost to Kemper by points.

Hv. wt. — Fancy, Queen's, pin

ned West,

The Varsity Blues are the other top contender for the fmal tie,

Thev have lost only two games, but they will have to beat the Gaels

here to clinch the top spot untied. At present they have four wms,

but they have two tilts left with McGill and a home game agamst

Western Should the Blues not beat Western, they would be out and

Western home free. There is also an outside chance that they might

lose to McGill in Montreal this Friday as the Redmen upset Assump-

tion and might be ripe for another surprise. MOFFAT.

Queen's

Western —
Toronto _ ,

Assumption

McGill

McMaster

p W L F A Pts

8 5 3 529 551 10

6 5 1 476 362 10

6 4 2 445 407 8

6 3 3 544 461 6

6 2 4 360 467 4

7 0 7 430 536 0

WEEKEND SCORES

Thursday

:

Western (80) at McGill (52)

Friday

;

Assumption (85) at McMaster (67)

Western (65) at Queen's (67)

Saturday:

Assumption (73) at Toronto (81)

• Dial 7135

town and country =
ReStGUTGfltS • Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Real Sizzler
(continued from page 2)

again provided a lot of punch in

the team's offensive and defen-

sive play and turned in a solid

I4i point scoring effort.

As the game got underway, it

seemed as if both squads were

going to come up with poor

shooting displays. However they

steadied somewhat and Purcell

and Fedor for Queen's found the

range and the Gaels jumped to a

quick 14-5 lead vidth big Ray
Monnot the only scorer for

Western. Throughout the rest of

the next ten minutes of play the

teams exchanged scoring point-

for-point and floor play became
smoother and shooting more ac-

curate.

Featuring the next ten minutes

of play was the well-balanced

work of the Western team. Its

playmaking was deliberate and

accurate and the efforts of big

Jay McMahan were needed to

offset the strong, consistent re-

bounding of the Mustangs. Bob
Purcelt did some fine ball hawk-
ing in this period while Fedor

and McMahan worked well to-

jjether in the bucket.

As the second half got under-

way. Western came to life and,

with centre Ray Monnot supply-

ing the scoring punch, quickly

cut down the Queen's lead and

pushed ahead 37-36. From this

point up to three-quarter time the

lead changed hands several times

with the Gaels ending up with a

47-46 lead at that point.

Shortly after the second half

began, Paul Fedor went out of

the game on fouls on another

questionable call. Bob Purcell

continued his driving play and

was a mainstay in the closing

minutes. With the Gaels holding

a 63-55 lead and playing very

steady ball it seemed as if they

had won the decision over a team

which had seemingly lost its

drive and was slowing down con-

siderably. However forward Chris

Ellis caught fire and the Queen's

lead began to dwindle. It was

nip-and-tuck right to the finish

witli Western coming as close as

1 point to tying the score.

Queen's—Anglin, Donnelly 14,

Fedor 15, Haydon 2, Latimer 2,

McMahan 14, Mellor 1, Milliken

2, Purcell 16, Summers 1—67.

Western—EUis 19, Getty 9,

Girvin 2, Halpenny 2, Karabin

3, Monnot 20, Osborne 4, Prowse

2. Scratch 2, Smeeton 2—65.

AMS Announces

Available Offices

The Alma Mater Society is

seeking applications for"the fol-

lowing positions

:

Editor of the Journal: in addi-

tion to having complete charge
of the Journal and staff, the edit-

or sits on the student council as

a non-voting member of the ex-

ecutive. He receives a minimum
honorarium of $200,

Journal Business Manager: an
lionorarium of at least $175 is at-

tached to this position.

Who's Where and Handbook
Editor: this position involves the

control of two publications, the

student directory, and the fresh-

man's handbook. In connection
with the former there arises an
honorarium of $100, with an ad-

ditional income of 15% of all

advertising charges collected over
and above $300.

Athletic Stick: a position of

great responsibility involving the

holder as principal student officer

associated with the Athletic

Board which administers the

highest single non-academic stud-

ent fee.

Chief of police of AMS Court:
involves control of the AMS
constables, upon whom the Soc-
iety places the responsibility of

keeping order. There is a pay-
ment of $1 for each function and
tile possibility of serving as a

constable at each function.

Color Night Convenor: the

duties of this position include the

supervision of the Society's At-

Home, and the social evening at

which athletes and other award
winners are honored.

Formal Poo! Convenor: this is

a new position on the AMS. It

requires ability and organization

in t!ie control of the pool of For-

mal dance-equipment which is

owned jointly by all the commit-

tees.

Band Concession Manager: in-

volves supervision of checkrooms

and soft-drink stand at all camp-

us dances on behalf of the Brass

Band. It includes some personal

remuneration.

New AMS By-Laws
Tlic following by-laws have been added to tlic Alma Mater Society constitution.

Interim Open House Committee

"An interim 0|ion House Committee sliall be set up under the chairmanship of
one of the juiiLor committee members recommended by Ihc retiring chairman. This
cummittec will meet at least twice during the session in which tliere is no Open
House. The Alma Mater Society shall then in the spring of tliat session appoint a
chairman for tlie Open House Committee of the following session."

Campus Functions Control Committee

Article I, Section 1; The purpose of the Campus Functions Control Commit'
Ice shall be lo avoid conflicting dates among functions sponsored by campus orga-
nizations.

Section 2: The committee shall consist of the four junior representatives on the

Ahiia Mater Society executive.

Section 3: The chairman of the conrniittcc shall be appointed by the AMS
executive from among thcst; four rei)rcscntativcs.

Section 4 : The coniniittec shall be responsible to the AMS executive and its

'

decision shall be subject to the veto of and revision by llic executive.

Article U, Section 1 : Subject to Article I, Section 4, of this constitution, and
subject to rules that may be laid down in ihe constitution and by-laws of the Alma
Mater Society, the Campus Functions Control Committee shall possess full authority

to decide the allocation of priorities for all functions for which adniission is charged,

or which, in the judgment of the Committee, might have a serious adverse effect on

the attendance at priority functions.

Section 2: The Committee, subject to AMS supervision, shall have the right

to draw ui) the detailed rules and regulations necessary to its effective organization.

Such regulations shall be published in the Journal.

NFCUS

Article I, Section I; The name of this organization shall be the Queen's com-

mittee of the National Federation of Canadian University Students.

Section 2: This committee shall be the official bond between Queen's students

ami the national organization.

Article 11, Section I; The members shall include: (a) Four junior represen-

tatives, one from each of the societies; (b) Four senior representatives, one from

i.ach of the societies; (c) One representative from Theologj".

Section 2: The four junior representatives shall be elected by the respective

societies in the annual spring elections and sliall be in their junior year.

The four senior representatives shall be the junior representative of the previous

year.

Section 3: The chairman of tlie NFCUS committee should be one of the newly

promoted senior rci>rcscntatives. appointed by the AMS csocutivc in conjunction

with the retiring NFCUS chairman.

Article III, Section 1: The NFCUS committee shall carry out liic policies as

dictated by the National Office on the basis of policies promulgated at the annual

NFCUS Conference.

Section 2: The committee shall represent the .\MS at the annual conference.

Section 3: The committee shall be empowered to accept mandates delineated

at the regional and national conferences.

Scctioii +: The conmnttee must submit reports to the AMS on agenda before and

after regional and national conferences.

Section 5: All major financial comiiiilmcnts must be approved by the AMS
executive.

WHISUe STOPS
(continued from page 2)

parable to others in the league the track club has succeeded

in getting the track maintenance account removed from its annual

budget. Some AB of C members held that the matter was merely

one of accounting procedure; track club spokesmen Bill Wells and
,Pat Galasso said the issue involved more than that, and they suc-

ceeded in getting the procedure changed . . . the Queen's g>'m will

once again echo to the sounds of the annual high school basketball

tournament during the Easter holidays. The tournament will be

run along the same lines as in former years, when it proved to be

So successful.

On the intramural scene, the loud clamor for two officials

at all future hockey and basketball games will be satisfied, but at the

expense of the players themselves. The intramural athletic council

has decided that each team shall contribute 50 cents per game for

all remaining scheduled tilts in both sports in order to hire the

services of an extra official. The council automatically pays for

two referees in playoff games, but couldn't afford to bear the load

for the remaining scheduled games . . . the intramural setup has

protested that it should receive an extra 50 cents out of the Athletic

fees paid by each male student on the campus. At present, intra-

mural athletics receive $1.50 out of the $15. total, a sum which, say

spokesmen, is not sufficient .... the final intramural hockey

game this season will consist of three ten minute periods of stop

time. It was felt that a stop-watch should be introduced in order

to prevent teams from wasting time wlien penalties were called

against them. The council, however, wrangled over the question

of whether or not to make the periods 15 minutes in length.

Water polo bugs will find themselves playing a different type

of game next season. The various athletic sticks felt that present

games are not long enough, and voted to increase game lengths to

4 five-minute periods, with a three minute rest break at quarter

times, and a five minute break at half time. Teams will change

ends at the end of each quarter, as is done in intercollegiate water-

polo competition. At present a total of six teams in the league play

games consisting of two seven-minute halves, with ten minutes

out at the half. Science '55 took league honors this year.

Levana basketball players are taking the game seriously as

they prepare for their intercollegiate tournament in London near the

end of tliis month. Jliss Elizabeth Evans, the team coach, has the

girls swallowing vitamin pills to keep in trim. ... a rope-climb-

ing event will be inserted in this year's gym meet program, just

for kicks. If it w'orks out, it will be added as a steady feature next

year .... and finally, the Queen's band, who supplied most of

the pep during the fall football season will stage a concert in Grant

Hall on February 2S. They've put together an excellent program

whicli you shouldn't miss. The band may appear twice this Sat-

urday, when the Toronto Blues arc the visitors for both hockey and

basketball.

Band Manager: this involves

general control of the band, and

of its finances specifically. An

'.honorarium is awarded at the

discretion of the AMS executive.

All applications should be sub-

mitted in writing to the AMS
office by Marcli 1, 1955.

I

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.

CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5 50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

Where Tricolor '55 Is Sold . .

.

1. Class Salesmen

2. Queen's Post Office

and all this week

1. Students' Union—11:30 - 1:00

4:00 - 5:00

2. New Arts Building—mornings.

YOU HAVE TEN DAYS LEFT TO ORDER
YOUR TRICOLOR !

WHITE

Townsman Shirts

$3.95 each

3 FOR $11.50

Fashion Craft Shops Limited

103 PRINCESS STREET

BLOOD
^fuf^POLIO

GRANT HALL
February 22nd and 23rd ^ LOO-1.30 and 3.00-7.30
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MODEIPARLIAMENT
(continued from page 1)

scheme to sell the CNR to priv-

ate enterprise.

Health Insurance

As regards the health insuran-

ce policy, the Liberals have al-

ways been in favor of the meas-

ures proposed by the CCF. How-

ever, like the Federalists, they

say the time is not yet ripe for

its introduction.

On the foreign scene, the Lib-

erals oppose the recognition of

Communist China. They advocate

continued support of the Nation

alist government.

Social Credit: A newcomer on

the Model Parliament scene will

be the reformed Social Credit

party led by Gordon Sedgwick.

Their policies will be patterned

along strictly orthodox Social

Credit lines. This will entail

stringent adherence to the doc-

trines of Major Douglas; among

their proposals are the abolition

of banks, and the reforming of

the monetary system. They will

oppose the nationalization of the

CNR, and follow th« Liberal

policy on Health insurance.

Communists: the following is a

statement made by Communist

party leader, Ken Hilborn:

"We Communists support the

CCF wholeheartedly in their

desire to recognize the govern-

ment of the great and glorious

People's Republic of China, in

their hostility to the counter-re-

volutionary clique headed by

Chiang-Kai-Shek, and in all other

CCF policies tending to promote

the advance of Soviet democracy

throughout the world.

"But the CCF'ers do not go

far enough. We demand in addi

tion abolition of the Dominion of

Canada and its incorporation into

the mighty Soviet Union, so that

we may go forward—united with

freedom-loving comrades both in

Asia and in Europe— to the ul

timate triumph of Communism

and thereby to the liberation of

the universe."

Queen's Camera Club.

Tlie next meeting of the Queen's Camera Club will be held in

Committee Room 2, Students' Union, at 7 p.m. today. Election of

officers will be held, and all members are urged to attend.

$ieNi3€$T
Classified Ads

Found

Blue Schaeffcr pen in telephone

AMS Executive Meeting. [booth in Douglas Library. Apply

There will be a meeting of the Alma Mater Society Executive at Journal Office.

Silver cigarette lighter onthis evening at 6:30 in the AB of C board room.

zampus Saturday.

Accommodations

Accommodation for men stud-

ents staying in Kingston through

the summer—one room available

March 7; one room available May

1. Apply 73 Lower Alfred St.,

phone 26980.

Hillel Supper Series.

Prof. Andre Bieler will be guest speaker at the regular Hillel

Supper Series Wednesday night at 5:15. He will speak on "Mont-

lasse Revisited". Supper 50c. All welcome.parna

Bond Concert

Plan to enter the "Name the Tunes" contest at the band con-

cert in Grant Hall on Monday, Feb. 28.

p.m.

Track Club Stag.

A stag for all members of the Track Club will be held at

Monday, Feb. 28, at 23 Albert St.

panel dis-

International Relations Club

The International Relations Club is sponsoring a

Two Chinas — The Crisis in the Far Pacific

mittce Room 2, Students' Union. The

meeting will elect the 1955-56 executive. All welcome.

Formal Co-op Choirman

The AMS is seeking a chairman for the formal co-op equip-

ment pool set up last year.

Students' Wives Club

There will be no Students' Wives meeting tonight. Next

meeting will be held on Thursday, Feb. 24, in the Science Club

Rooms at 3 p.m.

cussion on the topic:

at 8 p.m. Thursday in Com

Attention Communists!

All good Communist comrades are urged to come to the Model

Parliament this evening to assist the Party in implementmg its

Abolition of Canada" platform. Under the leadership of Coi

rade Ken Pofoffovitch Hilbornovsky, we advance to certain triumph,

.Mlons. enfants de la Revolution

!

Moth & Physics Club

Dr. H. A. Elliott, professor of mathematics at Royal Military

College, will address the Maths & Physics Club at 7:30 p.m. Thurs-

day, Feb. 24, in the McLaughlin Room of the Union. His topic

be "Science in Antiquity." Refreshments will be served,

welcome.

All

Union Committee Contest

Those wishing to compete in an essay contest sponsored by

the Atlantic Union Committee, on the topic "Methods for Achiev-

ing a United Atlantic Community", should contact Ken Hilborn

as soon as possible. Queen's is allowed three entries in the conv

petition.

Lecture Series

The third in the series of pubic lectures on the topic "Man

in Society" will be held in the McLaughlin Room of the Union at

4:30 on Thursday. Feb. 24. Prof. John Meisel, of the Department

of Political Science and Sociology, will speak on the subject.

The Effects of Industrialization on :Modern Man". All welcome.

Newman Club

The annual Newman Club graduation dinner will be held on

Sunday at 5:30 p.m. Tickets may be purchased from any member

of the executive or at the post office.

Films on Colombia

Jorge MacBride-Sourdis, Consul-Gcneral for the Republic ofj

Cohunbia, will present two films (total length about one hour)

showing life and industry in his country, in the Biology Lecture
|

Room, Old Arts Building, on Friday at 8;15 p.m.

All welcome.

mixttt drill
"Where the Best People Meet and Eot''

Admission free. Reasonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

DAY OR NIGHT
PHONE 5551

For Quality Milk, Cream, Butter

BY

Hemlock Park Dairy
LIMITED

MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS

Velvet Ice Creom Duncan Hines Ice Cream

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

68'/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Qiialit\ that Pleases . . . Service that Salisiies

Hanson & ElcSg^r

CAREER OPPORTUNITY FOR

Dance

Programs

Printing of

Phone 4114 Every Description

Girls
The ProcVor & Gamble Company

of Canada, Limited

Requires

MARKET RESEARCH INVESTIGATORS
Do you like to travel? Do you like to meet new people?

We have openings for University-trained girls who thoroughly enjoy

these activities. They will visit cities, towns and villages throughout

Canada, interviewing housewives about our products.

A reprcscnutivc of the Company will be on the campus on February

2Bth. If you arc interested in this type of work, please contact your

placement officer,

MR. H. J. HAMILTON

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT- TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO't

THEIR DAIRY-a A SENSATIONI

INSIST ON
WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS

Enjoy
apipewith

MILD
BURLEY
TOBACCO

at Us

best. .

.
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Skater's mttz

I skate at Jock Harty with the greatest of ease.

As soon as I stand I fall on my knees.

I fall and I stand, I stand and I fall;

I might as well say I can't skate at all.

— Embryo Poet

St. Daniel and St. Verda—Spent the other day looking through

several back issues of Tricolor to discover if any general trends

were indicated. The first copy I perused was published in 1930,

and as I read through the years, about the only visible change I

could see lay in the ups and downs of the female bosom — which

for that matter has shown a most curious decline and ascendency

throughout all ages. There was very little favour shown to the

bust back in '30, but it seemed to grow in popularity until

reached the peak of attention about two years ago. Now wliile

comparisons are always odious, 1 nevertheless felt bound to peek

from the pages to see if the bust is supported on the campus to-

day. There seems to be some evidence that it is.

* * * *

A friend has suggested that the support given to the bust

at Queen's might be a purely local trend. Taking into account

what the Moral Element among my friends might say, I neverthe-

less decided to resolve the whole issue by studying some of the

better known fashion magazines. This I shouh] have done long

ago in order to be able to report fully to my public on the current

fashion in busts. . . . One cannot, however, be all things to all

men and at the same time be much of anything to even the oc

casional woman.
* *

BikRdiR S HOUDAV
OR NOW, HOW ABOUT SATURDAY MORNING CLASSES?

By Lois Showman

STEAM
SHOVEL

Have learned that Christian Dior, who went bust some fifteen

years ago, has now liquidated not his own assets, but rather those

of the women. He has even tried to shift their capital stock on

what has always been a ready market. . . . How he does this is

away beyond my comprehension. A book I managed to sneak out

of the Medical Library indicated pretty clearly just about where

the various outstanding contours are to be found on the female,

but it did not even hint that they could be moved about much like

living-room furniture. Just how does one go about moving one's

bust from where it is to where it definitely is not? How. too, are

the hips raised and lowered at random? (I even tried this last trick

myself, but while I found I could do some really fascinating things

with my tummy, my hips would not budge unless I bent my knees

which made walking impractical). I feel that I must warn the

Queen's campus co-eds that attempts at this sort of thing will

lead only to complete frustration on the part of somebody or an-

other. Just you wait and see

!

* * * *

Continuing in this vein, 1 also discovered that bigger and

better pockets are being devised for women's clothing so that the

accumulation of old calendar pads, keys, pencil stubs, used Kleenex,

chewing gum. etc.. may be carried without the aid of tote boxes.

This will probably be a great help to the girls btit it will certainly

cause even more confusion among the men, Deciding each case

on its own merits. I woud say that up to now it has been difficult

enough to determine the re^l bulges from the padding without

adding a lot more appendages ... but of course men are not en-

tirely free from the charge of padding. Many a sweet, iimocent

girl has married what she thought was a broad-shouldered liusband

only to find when he takes his wraps off that he has hardly enougii

space to support his suspenders.

After reading my article in last

week's Journal, my Phys. I prof, has

discouraged me from perusing my

idea concerning the abohtion of

Wednesday afternoon classes ....

Indeed, 1 myself have come to the

conclusion (after the return of my

last Wednesday's lab test) that

perhaps it would be wiser to try to

get Saturday mornings off. Here the

case is equally strong (and the holi-

day would be even more welcome).

Has not the government realized

the need for such action? Its em-

ployees now enjoy a five-day week.

And the C.C.L., and C.I.L., and

C.L.U,, O.R.F.U., U.A.W.. A.F. of

M. and W.C.T.U.r Why then must

the student be the last to benefit

from such humanitarian measures?

Did you read that shocking no

lice in the December edition of FAD

:ibout the university student who

had to miss the football playoffs and

three weeks of lectures because of

a nervous breakdown? This is un-

doubtedly one example o! the havoc

caused by even one and a half

months of the torturous six-day-a-

wcek schednle which annually takes

its toll of the student body.

Let us examine the situation as

t now e-xists in many of our Cana-

dian universities. How many of ns

can even drag ourselves out of bed

Saturday mornings to attend lec-

tures at all? That it is certainly

dangerous to our tender constitu-

tions to submit them to the cold

morning air (and Saturday morn-

ings are always unusually cold)

after a scant four or five hours sleep

is self-evident. As for the state of

our minds, then. Are they to be

supposed in any better form to cope

with the exacting demands of a

calculus problem, while at the same

time trying vainly to adjust to an

equilibrium after the party of the

night before? Such a quick change

over from things wholly abstract

and aesthetic, requiring a gentle

touch and a delicate mode of ex-

pression, to such unresponsive and

unsatisfying subjects as calculus,

where one must be so brutally

practical, is not only well nigh im-

possible for the impressionable mind

of the student, but actually contrary

to those goals we seek to achieve

at university — the development of

sensitive mind capable of feeling

and appreciating the finer and

nobler elements in our surroundings.

Therefore, my friends and coun-

trymen, I exhort you, for the sake

of all you hold near and dear, to

take up where Dave and I, because

force of circumstances (and one or

two "unenlightened" profs) find it

necessary to break off. Let us get

back to the "sweetness and light",

and a rediscovery of the fullest

meaning of the "humanities". And

to accomplish this, it seems to me

evident we must first of all strike

out from our midst such threats to

our very way of life as Saturday

morning classes!

Yours are the aesthetically-tem-

pered intellects to which we appeal;

your the mellifluous tongues whicli

must voice our thoughts, doomed

now to dumbness forever; yours

the hands which must take up the

torch! I only hope you won't sign

our names to any articles you may

put in the Journal — especially if

profs read it

!

And once again on aft of Sun did scribe arise and sharpen

chisels of Fe. And then did same journey to cav of Dick to cut

limestone blocks from walls of cav. (for scribe does find that cav

of Dick is safest place to smuggle weekly supply of tablets.

Unlucky Night for Purple and White

And on Eve of Fria did scribe again postpone commencement

of the grind and venture into cav of James such that events of eve

might be recorded for future reference of Tribz, And upon enter-

ing cav did scribe note that once again were hated Nags of Purple

present in Land of Kin. complete with lengthy clippings of press

and usual tokens of luck. And with greatest of satisfaction, (tor

does scribe make home in Land of Wes), did same watch nags

take usual beating from Gaelz of Gold. Furtlier were several oud

rings of metallic nature heard at frequent intervals throughout

contest as strange U-shaped objects did strike plane surface of

bonded slivers. And after each of these strange occurrences was

one of nags seen to lose weight equal tn 1.32 kilograms,

Dreom Comes True for Sue the Q

And on Eve of Fria, after Lemonz did supply warriors with

weekly portion of food, did same sally forth to finest of brawlz

in cav of Grant. And warriors did weave around highest pinnae es

Land of Man-Hatten, named after

Have learned, too, that some French designers have come up

with "popcorn hats, casserole-shaped hats, bucket-shaped hats, and

hats trimmed with powder puffs, ping-pong balls, and ornamental

squirt guns." It was suggested that if one tired of the popcorn

hat. one could always take it along to the movies and eat it. Upon

further reflection, I suppose it would provide a tasty way of dis-

posing of screen-blocking headgear in the row just in front of me

. . . Equipped only with a bit of butter and some salt, I might

really begin to enjoy the theatre.

* * * *

A person who was looking over the MS of this diary has sug-

gested that I should look into the matter of campus sleeping wear.

To be honest. I do not care to delve too deeply into the subject

:

it can hardly be expected that the research required could go on

between the chaste and unsullied sheets of The Queen's Journal.

But I think this person only wanted to know if night shirts were

still worn on the campus (and if so, by whom?) or if perhaps some

students and faculty members wear only the tops or bottoms of

their pyjamas. Personally T stick to night shirts, although I do

boast a very fine pair of red Chinese pyjamas which I wear on

high days and holidays. It is rumoured, however, that some people

on the campus go to bed (dare 1 say it?) in the Raw. This is what

is called Nakedness, which is considered immoral. I wonder.

WORK
While attending school I found I

could make $75 to $125 weekly and

more, during evenings and weekends.

My earnings have gone far beyond

these figures since leaving school

and I hove been appointed supervisor

in this orea. I will probobly troin

one or two serious minded, respons-

ible students fo work with me this

spmmer. Write Queens |ournal to-

doy with qualifications and phone

number.

where same did

Man-Hattenz.

of

of concrete, (4000 p.s.i.). ...

famous mixture of amber fluid.. And from cav of Plaza, named

after Rockey Fellow, did Chief Sandoon and his ear-splitters urmsh

soundz. It was noted by warrior of Scien. that number o pleasing

„,odulations did vary directly as the -l""^
°V''^/;""'

'"^^.^
^

second And also did Misogamists from land of Carl-Ton issue

colourful tones. While many warriors did gnaw and swill savory

sustenance in lower regions ot cav of Grant, so did other warnors

!ubmit to slanderous shots of mug. And it was noted during eve

that many wavelengths of electro-magnetic radiation u, order of

3S00 Angstrom units did cause faugz. finery, and fingernail, to

flmiresce. And as early hours of Saturn did stagger by. did war-

riors of Scienz journey to cav of many

quaff palest of amber fluid., including many fwenng

Warriors Flock to Cav of jock

And on aft of Saturn did many warriors assemble in cav

Jock where was seen contest of puck which did result in score ot

g at un-eqnilihrium. And were few of leaders of cheer present

f, ougl same did exhibit very little leading. But must leaders be

ot blamed as need for cheers did approach closely unto luinus

iuHi i^^v But now does hand, become shaky and stomach grumble

"
eVn and purple spherese float before eyeballs of scribe. So

therefore must same drop chisel and proceed to cav of Tomaine

where some of hunger might be appeased.

Only 6 Days

Left

Tricolor

Now On Sale

SUPERIOR RESTAURANT

Kingston's Leading Restaurant

SINCE 1919

Do You Know Your ''IQ"?

HERE IS AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO EVERY STUDENT.

Scientific guidance bv the American Standard Intelligence

Test gives you a Confidential Report of your score and your

Hitherto available only to vocational

and other professional users, you can '^t^*^ ''^ ^^"^

in the privacy and convemence of your home or study.

^

E.sport analysis by the

University Test Bureau.

No liifih fees — this fii";

service is available to

you for only $2-00.

Simply enclose money

witli coupon.

UNIVERSITY TEST BUREAU.
illV4 OXENDEN AVENUE.
MONTREAL. P 0-

I im inclosine f2.00 only, (of i^e let. »nuy

standard^n?eL^igence test

Hvat

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

'Where o Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails' The Mildest. Besflasting Cigarette

Kingston's Finest

And Friendliest

SERVICENTRE

147 Brock St.

DRY CLEANING
Shirt Loundering

SPECIAL SERVICE
2 Hours On Dry

Cleaning

Same Day On
Shirt Loundering

OPEN 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

DAILY

147 BROCK ST.

847 PRINCESS ST.

314 BARRIE ST.
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Before We All TaUe

Despite the improvements effected in the insurance scheme

this year the provisions for medical care for Queen's students

remain totally inadequate. Dr. Hudson Campbell is called upon

to examine and treat between sixteen and twenty patients every

day, but is given only an hour and a quarter in which to do it. The

doctor can hardly be expected to give students proper care in three

or four minutes. When other duties keep Dr. Campbell from ar-

riving on time, his time is cut down even further. The office hours

themselves are far from ideal. Sciencemen who have classes until

5-30 have to rush to the office, keeping the doctor and nurse long

past their regular hours. Students are also deprived of the use

of the hospital pharmacy which closes at 4:30. just fifteen minutes

after the office opens.

The medical office, too, is unsatisfactory in many ways. Stu-

dents are forced to sit or J^tand and wait in a draughty, poorly I't

hall A half hour'.s wait under such conditions is almost certain to

make the patient even more sick than he had been before. The room

itself is small and poorly equipped; it hasn't even a thermometer

The dietitians at the hospital suffer from

Their office is still marked
which works properly

the present arrangement as we

Queen's Medical Office" and they are constantly being pestered

by students waiting for Dr. Campbell.

Medical examinations present further problems. A thorough

examination takes about half an hour, and yet the doctor is ex-

pected to give them during regular office hours. A dozen students

may be kept twiddling their thumbs out in the hall while Dr. Camp-

bell administers a routine examination. Surely it would be possible

for Dr. Campbell to see such patients at some other time.

Bad as the situation is at the hospital, it is far worse in the

women's residences. In addition to looking after the 275 girls

in residence, Mrs. Daubney is warden of Adelaide Hall. It is ab-

solutely impossible for one woman to handle both jobs satisfactor-

ily. Mrs. Daubney is often very hard to locate, and yet girls who

are sick in bed cannot have their meals taken to them without

her approval, nor can the university doctor be called without her

recommendation. If a girl is taken suddenly ill, it may be hours

or even days before she receives proper attention.

In one instance, a girl in one of the annexes was taken ill on

Thursday, Although she displayed all the symptoms of scarlet

fever, Mrs. Daubney did not see her until Sunday when the girl's

father arrived in Kingston to take her home.

It is obvious that some changes must be made. Dr. Camp-

bell's hours should be at least doubled and his facilities improved.

It should be made much easier for the doctor to visit students in

their rooms. At the moment it is very difficut for male students

to receive medical care without risking their health further by

walking to the hospital. It should be possible for Queen'smen to

be looked after without having to enter the hospital. The girls in

residence should be provided with a full-time nurse. Until drastic

measures are taken, the lack of proper medical care for students

will continue to result in a righ rate of illness and the loss of hun-

dreds of hours of valuable time.

Torture And Bliss At The Formals

Thoughts On The Bis Bomb

My girl looks like a million—all green and wrinkled'

Letters To The Editor

Compliments From Varsity

One of the pleasures of attending formals is the opportunity

they afford of watching expressions on the dancers' faces. People

with no acting talent at all manage to conjure up expressions

worthy of Greta Garbo and Judy Garland. If only Dr. Angus could

train students to put on these expressions at will, the Drama Guild

could turn professional.

Perhaps the most common expression is one of sheer, un-

utterable boredom, a look which is particularly prevalent among

the girls. While the young man does his feeble best to act charm-

ing and galant. the girl looks as though she would rather be home

with a good book. At times this expression gives way to the

"what a drip" or "at least I got to the dance" look., The poor girl

just had to go to the dance and couldn't catch anyone but him.

The male counterpart of this expression is the blank look. Some

young men stare out into space and try to solve calculus problems

—anything to get their mind off a dull date.

Some couples, of course, are anything but bored. The ex-

pression marking this state of mind is one of intense passion. The

girl sighs gently as the Iidv pants heavily and half-closes his eyes.

They yearn for one another so. A note of tragedy is struck, though,

when passion on one side is matched by disdain on the other. Un-

requited love is painful to watch at any time, but particularly so

on the dance floor in the eyes of the world. Another expression

which can rend the heart is the "why did you do it" look. The boy's

lower lip quivers, while a tear shines on the sweet young thing's

check. This state of affairs usually follows a misunderstand

and the observer can be sure that the two will make up before the

night is out.

Not content with just being together, many couples insist on

keeping up a steady flow of conversation, often punctuated with

peals of throaty laughter. This sort of behavior usually means that

the couple are on their first date or their last. If it is their first,

Editor, Journal

:

Oh you lucky Queen's people!

1 spcni 24 hours on your campus

last Wednesday and Thursday and

I don't think I have ever enjoyed

visiting any university more.

Of course, the long-established

tradition of Queen's hospitality was

quite evident. Bat other things were

very noticeable too. They can he all

condensed into one word, "spirit".

This was more noticeable to me,

because if Toronto lacks any one

thing, it's spirit.

Of course Toronto puts on a

good show, but it's only a victory

in numbers. We have about 8.000

more students this year than

Queen's.

I came away from your pleasant

university with many new revela

tions to consider. Aside from hav-

ing two kinds of limestone, better

facilities for your science students,

a pretty terrific Students' Union

where I had the pleasure of stay-

ing, lots of pretty girls, and a verj-

picturesque campus you have a

wonderful college air about you.

It almost seemed that Kingston

was there by the good graces of the

university. This is a strange contrast

to Toronto where you fully expect

to see the campus swallowed up by

the surrounding tall buildings and

rompletely run over with street

cars.

Now I'm not complaining about

Toronto. That would be very dis-

loyal because we have many good

features too. I'm merely telling you

how fortunate you are to have a

university like Queen's.

I would like to thank you for

extending your Queen's hospitality.

I shall remember this visit for a

long time.

By the way. I think the Golden

Gaels were robbed too.

Aubrey Golden, U. of T.

By John Frei

It seems to me that there is an

undue amount of hysteria and fatal-

ism attached to the notion of an

atomic war which has almost every-

body believing that that would

mean a total destruction of humanity

or at least of western civilization.

1 would like to make a plea for

a more reasonable and detached

view. To me the Hydrogen Immb

is just another weapon, admittedly

more powerful than TNT charges,

but also scarcer. It has happened be

fore in history that a new weapon

was assumed to bring doom with

the ne-xt war and it didn't hajjpen

It also occurred that a new weapon

was used once and no more, be-

cause both sides feared its double-

edged effects.

The Eniwetok type of Hydrogen

bomb, the biggest known man-made

blast to date, made a shallow hole

in the earth one mile wide with an

area of total destruction around it

about 3 miles in diameter, subtotal

destruction reaching 5 miles out of

the center of the detonation. Radio-

nctive ash fell some hours after-

wards over an area 100 by 50 miles

and its activity in that area de

creased below the level of danger

in less than a week. Staying indoors

would have been enough to save a

person.

One such blast, even after a

warning, if it fell on an inhabited

area, would have kilted some 100,000

people. A thousand such blasts would

have destroyed about one twentieth

of the human population — should

the bombs reach their destination.

If used, the Hydrogen bomb

would probably end a war fast —
not necessarily win it. But it

wouldn't produce any more human

sufferi.ig and death than have

some of the pandemics of bubonic

plague in past times. Furthermore,

appropriate decentralization of in-

dustry and timely evacuation of big

nests of humanity can decrease the

effect of the bomb considerably. Let

us then work out these measures

without panic — it is being done

at the present time.

There is a vague fear in many

minds about the late effects of

radioactivity on the human species.

This fear, I am inclined to say, is

thin foundation. The
resting on

radiation first kills. Who survives

has a slightly higher chance to de-

velop cancer than the rest of the

population. A genetic mutation can

undoubtedly be produced, but it

may not take part in conception,

and if it does the likelihood of pro-

ducing a viable offspring is, indeed,

limited.

These are just a few points to

illustrate my disinclination to be-

come a passive fatalist. True, the

fate of an individual may be death.

The fate of the North American

continent may be a large measure

of destruction. But there are human

individuals living in South America.

India, Africa, to mention a few un-

likely targets, who possess prac-

tically all the knowledge of the

Western man, because knowledge

has already been democratically

decentralized. And furthermore, un-

like the medieval plagues, this

would be a man-made disaster, and

if man is foolish enough to perpe-

trate it, he is not fit to survive, or

if he was born to be foolish and to

fight, as he might have been, he-

will survive anyway.

Mistaken Impression

Editor, Journal:

I wish to correct a mistaken im-

pression conveyed by your editorial

"Mr. Taylor and his Committee".

The Committee on the Arts which

has been set up by the permission

of the AMS arose from a suggestion

made by the Student-Faculty com

mittee in Arts, of which I am a

member. The other members of the

committee :
Margaret McKenzie,.

Edith Bird, Professors Tracy. Fox,

Meisel. and Frost, and Donald

Richmond — were equally respon-

sible for the recommendation.

Charles Taylor.

Proverbs

Comments From CFRC
Editor. Journal:

1 would like to reply to two letters

printed in the Journal of Friday,

Feb. 11, referring to the Friday

night Radio Workshop over CFRC.

First off to the letter of Mr. Sy-

mons who kindly states that he en-

joys CFRC programs but deplores

advertisements over CFRC and

also the vulgarity of a program "Hie

Jacet". In the first case, any true

advertisements on the station are

what is known as public service

features, giving information on com-

ing campus activities and remind-

ing listeners of such worthy campus

causes as the Blood Drive and Op-

eration Codfish. We did not receive

any complaints from Sam Symons

when Riot '54 was being given sta-

tion time.

In the second case, all "Hie Jacet"

scripts are carefully scrutinized or

censored and are no more sugges-

tive than, for example, the Stage

During the soup course they were living without her. I don't know
^ - what I'll do if I lose her, and

I'm afraid I've lost her."

Jones was sympathetic. "Look,

old man,' he said

inane piece written by three Science

freshmen who branded all Friday

night programs except one, as far-

ces. It seems mther strange that

the only show that meets their ap-

proval is written and presented by

two Science freshmen. Undoubtedly

if we had more programs featuring

Science frosh, then this trio would

find more shows they could enjoy.

Many people spend much time

preparing various programs for the

Radio Workshop and their efforts

cannot all be dismissed as absurd

and sdly despite what these three

"astute" young radio critics think.

Perhaps some of the thoughts ex-

pressed on various programs are

above the heads of these correspon-

dents — however I can guarantee

you will be able to listen to the

basketball games with enjoyment.

Constructive criticism is always

welcome, but a blanket condemna-

they are trying desperately to find something in common. If it [Series over CBC. "Hie Jacet" is i
lion with no reasons is useless, and

is their last, they are in the enviable position of not having to im- certainly not on a plane with "The I cling to the opinion that we are

press each other. Talkative couples can be quite disconcerting

if they drown out the band, but they^ don't hold a candle to those

who thrust their arms straight out and slug other couples as they

go by. Finallv. there is an expression reserved solely for the men

:

the "deadly >erious" look. This means that the young man can't

dance and is trying hard not to show it. For these poor people dances

are torture, because they can't relax for a moment lest they break

the girl's foot or run into a pillar.

Bobbsey Twins" nor docs it ment'

being "banned from the ether." It is

entirely possible that any "vulgarity"

involved is in the imagination of the

aforementioned Mr. Symons. The

Radio \N^orkshop will continue to

present 'Hie Jacet".

The second letter was a rather

presenting fairly palatable radio

fare each Friday evening.

This second letter would have

been more effective if it had been

printed a week earlier on the day

of the particular broadcast of an

entertaining "Little Opium Annie."

Pete Handley, Arts '56.

talking about World Affairs, and

Smith was saying that the solution

was for the United States to disarm.

"I tell you," he said, "that the

Russian dictatorship wouldn't sur-

vive six months. The threat of a

foreign enemy is the only thing that

keeps a tyrant in power."

"True, true." said Jones, "but

there wouldn't be any way to let

the Russian people know we've dis-

armed. How would we get through

the Iron Curtain?"

During the meat course they got

to talking about their own affairs,

Smith was depressed.

"She's the most wonderful girl 1

ever met," he said, "but her old

man is death on me. I can't get near

her, can't even phone her. He wat-

ches her like a hawk."

•Buck up. old man." said Jones,

"Don't you know that love laughs

at locksmiths?"

During the salad course they got

back to World Affairs, and Smith

was again saying that the solution

was for the United States to disarm.

"You must be crazy." said

Jones, "We'd be inviting destruc-

tion, With the rest of the world

what it is, we'd be invaded and

conquered and enslaved and killed.

Maybe you're wilhng to be clob-

bered. I'm not taking any chances."

During the dessert they got back

to their own affairs and Smith was

saying that he didn't know what he'd

do if he didn't get that girl.

,

"Life," he said, "just isn't worth

I'll admit that

it looks like you've lost her. But it's

better to have loved and lost than

never to have loved at all."

—Milton Mayer
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WOODSIDE OUTLINES SOVIET POLICY

No-Confidence Vote Defeats CCF
At Latest Model Parliament Session

Professor Boase

To Give Lecture

An illustrated lecture on "Cru-

sading Architecture and Sculpt-

ure" will be given at Queen's on

Friday, March 4, by Prof. T. S.

R, Boase, president of Madgalen

College, Oxford. Professor Boase

is at present on a Canadian lec-

ture tour arranged by the Na-

tional Gallery of Canada. The

lecture will be given in Convoc-

ation Hall beginning at 8 p.m.

Professor Boase has had a dis-

tinguished career. He has been

president of Madgalen College

since 1947, and was formerly

professor of the history of arts

at the University of London, and

director of the Courtauld Institu-

te of Art from 1937-47. He has

also served as trustee of the Na-

tional Gallery, London, since

1946.

Educated at Rugby School and

Madgalen College, Oxford, Pro-

fessor Boase served in the First

World War and was awarded the

Military Cross. Before his ap-

pointment to the University of

London he was fellow and tutor

of Hertford College, Oxford.

During the Second World War

he served in the Air Ministry in

Cairo and in the United King-

dom, and was chief representative

of the British Council in the Mid-

dle East.

Among his books are studies

of Pope Boniface VIII and St.

Francis of Assisi. Recently he has

served as editor the Oxford His-

tory of English Art in which

series he has written the volume

on Romanesque Art and is pre-

paring another on the I9th Cen-

tury.

The CCF government was de-

feated by an overwhelming vote

of non-confidence at the Queen's

Model Parliament Tuesday eve-

ning.

Five parties were represented:

CCF. headed by Ramsay Cook

as prime minister; Liberals, led

by Stuart Howard ; Federalist,

under the leadership of John

Graham ; Social Credit, headed by

Gordon Sedgwick, and Doug

Stewart was Governor-General.

Guest speaker at the session

was Colin Cameron, CCF Mem-

ber of Parliament for Nanaimo,

B. C. He emphasized that the

freedom of Canada's government

is not contained in the formal

structure of its institutions, which

are not very different from those

of the Soviet Union. Theoretical

ly the Canadian government is

subject to the wishes of the

Queen. Freedom has its source

instead in the attitude of the

people toward each other.

Mr. Cameron stated that never

in. his many years in Canadian

government has he known a de-

cision of the Executive to be

repudiated by parliament.

It is unwise, the speaker said,

to cherish illusions as to where

freedom is seated in our society.

If we were to decide that our

liberties are not being adequately

protected, the place for reform

would not be in the formal struc-

ture of the institutions, but ra-

ther in our own attitudes.

Realistic Approach Necessary
Mr. Cameron asked for a real-

istic approach to the problem of

living with the Soviets. Our at-

titude towards them, he said,

..lUst be based on the assump-

tion that we are going to avoid

a war. He expressed his convic-

tion that the npparently irrecon-

cilable differences between the

Society and the Western socie-

ties win be mitigated in the near

future.

The speaker felt that the peo-

ple of this generation will have

the opportunity to take part m
this development. He advised

.tudents to keep their minds open

to change, and warned against

applying "slick and easy tabs"

to things, and clinging to a soc

iety that is gone. The hope for

Canada's future lies in the uni-

versities, from which will come

the men and women who will

govern the country.

Mr. Cameron's speech conclud-

ed the evening session. The deb-

ates were opened by the Feder-

PHOTO BY PICKABO

"Mr. Speaker ..."

John Graham. Arts '56. leader of the Federalist party, outline^

party's program at Tuesday night's session of Q»een"s Model

Parliament.

alist party, which outlined
policies advocating government

inspection of boarding houses,

neutralization of Formosa and

recognition of Communist China,

and revitalization rather tha

abolition of the Upper Hons

They strongly opposed any form

of national health scheme, ar

guing that the expense is pro

hibitive and the present scheme

.dequate.

The party also opposed nation

alization of the CPR. and pro-

posed the denationalization of the

CNR, TCA and CBC. Finally

they urged the establishment of

a pub on the campus, asserting

that students have an "inalienable

right to beer, brandy and ben-

zedrine".

The Libera! party opposed the

Federalists' view regarding de-

nationalization of the CNR, ar-

guing that there would be few

possible buyers, and the pur-

chaser would cut out small un-

(contimied on page 3)

John Coveart To Present

Piano Concert This Sunday

John Coveart, one of Canada's

leading pianists, will present a

varied program this Sunday eve-

ning in Wallace Hall. Students'

Union. He is being presented as

ilie second artist in the Students'

Memorial Union Council's musicale

^tries.

Canadian-trained, except for a

summer course with famed British

accompanist Gerald Moore, Mr.

Coveart made his concert debut at

•m Eaton Auditorium recital in

1948. Before this he was well known

'o CBC audiences as recitalist and

fcconip:mist. He has also appeared

soloist on many Turonln St

free concerts. Coaching duties make

'liin one of the busiest members on

"le piano faculty of the Royal

Conservatory of Music.

The concert is open to students,

^laff members and friends. There

no admission charge. Due to the

limited seating capacity, it is su.

BloodDonor Clinic

Thanks Students

JOHN COVEART

ge.sted that those wishing m attend

try to arrive at the Union by 8:15

p.m.

Levana Elections

Levana Society elections

have been postponed until

Monday, Feb. 28. They were

to have been held yseterday.

Queen's Band
Gives Concert

Andre Bieler Discusses

Modern French Artists

Modern French art and artists were discussed by Prof. Andre

Bieler at the HiUel House final meeting Wednesday. Professor

Bieler lived in France last year and had the opportunity of visumg

several part> of that country put on canvas by such artists as

Ceranne, Monet, Bouffet and Matisse.

The speaker felt he was able to discover and understand why

the various painters painted as they did. Cezanne's violent reds

and greens are typical of the deep red soil and contrastmg greens

which tvpify his native province. He divided the present-day

artists into three groups; those who have lived through the Naz.

occupation and are inclined to be

pessimistic; those who have come

from invaded countries and who

display joy and freedom in their

wovk: and those who paint in the

abstract manner.

Bernard Boiiffet is typical of

the first group. He paints the

slums of Paris in gray and black

tones, conveying a feeling of lone-

liness and pessimism. Mathieu

displays abstraction through a

dynamic quality of emotion. He

uses the logical approach with

one deduction of color leading to

another. Kondinski was the in-

ventor of abstract art where the

act is independent of the thought,

Bonnard was one of the paint-

ers who greatly influenced mod-

ern painting by arrangen.ent of

:olor.

Professor Bieler later showed

slides of the work of Picasso.

Kondinski. Mayer. UtrjUo. Mon-

et, Cezanne. Bonnard. Soutnte.

and Matisse.

Magazine Editor

Describes Discord

In Russian Regime

Areas of friction in the Russian

Regime may be a clue to the

future of Soviet Russia, said Will-

son Woodside, well-known Can-

adian journalist.

Mr. Woodside delivered the

annual AMS lecture yesterday

before a capacity crowd in Grant

Hall. He is the Associate and

Foreign editor of Saturday Night

Magazine.

Friction began following the

death of Soviet leader Stalin. Mr.

Woodside said everyone, Russ-

ians and Westerners alike, had

looked forward to the day, and

some predicted a change for the

better when the Stalinist regime

fell.

Beria, the speaker said, was the

only Red leader who rejected

some of the Communist party

principles within the government.

He was known to have made

statements condemning anti-sem-

itism and the Russification of the

People's Republics of Eastern

Europe. Since Beria had control

of the police forces, continued

Mr. Woodside, he had the power

to seize the dictatorship after

Stalin's death.

Difficulties arose again over

the infamous plot against the nine

Russian doctors. This was re-

sponsible for disagreement be-

tween government and party

leaders at that time. Mr. Wood-

side said rumours credited the

plot to Stalin and Malenkov.

But following Stalin's death, he

continued, Beria regained his high

rank and brought the plot back

into the public eye. The speaker

believes friction over this event

will arise again, and when it does,

another purge will probably re-

sult. .

Discord also arose over the

(continued on page 4)

The unusual amount of sickness

on the campus has been blamed for

the relatively small number of stu-

dents who donated blood in the Red

Cross clinic this week. In spite of

this fact, however. 677 students

turned out to donate, and the Blood

Donor Clinic committee has ex-

pressed satisfaction with the results.

The committee wishes to extend

ilianlfS to all students who partici-

]iated in this campaign, to the Kmg-

^ton Red Cross branch and to the

professional Staff of the Canadian

Red Cross. Special thanks have

been e.\tcnded to Padre Marshal!

L.averty for his assistance in orga-

nizing the campaign.

The Queen's highland dancers

and the Medical Glee Club will

be featured in the annual con-

cert of Queen's Miitary Band

Monday evening.

The band, under the direction

of its new bandmaster, S. T.

Cruikshank, has planned an eve-

ning of varied entertainment.

The program ranges from such

works as Beethoven's Eroica

Symphony to the "Grasshopper's

Dance" and "Syncopated Clock."

Before his retirement Band-

master Cruikshank served as con-

ductor of the Royal Canadian ^arry Edwards (Arts '57) and

Signal Corps band. He has con- Ua^ry Leafloor (Arts '58) repre-

ducted bands both in England t|,c Queen's Dcbatmg So-

Queen s Debaters

Lose To Rutgers

Tricolor^Week

Tbe events of Tricolor Week.

March 7-11. were outlined at the

\MS executive meeting. Tuesday.

These activities will include the

selection of this year's members o

ihe Tricolor Society, the fmai

meeting of the AMS e.xecutive. the

election of the AMS president for

1955-56, and the annual mass

meetins of the Alma Mater Soci-

ety, to be held Thursday. March 12.

The week's activities will he cli-

maxed by the annual Color Night

banquet and dance on Friday

evening.

and Canada

The program also includes Le-

vanite Claire McDermid, of Re-

gina, who will play "Dance Ne-

gre" as a piano solo.

Other band numbers will be

"Danube Waves Waltz", "Bar-

carole". "March I m p e r i a 1",

Grand MiHtarv Tatoo",

Two More Issues

There are (>n\y !\v>> issues

of the Journal yet lo be pub-

lished. They will appear on

Fridav, March -t. and Friday,

March 11. Copy for these is-

sues must be in by the preced-

ing Wednesday nights. There

will he no more Sunday press

nights.

cittv in the International Debating

Tournament at McGiU's Winter

Carnival last week-end.

Debating the affirmative of the

question "resolved that pennanent

peaceful co-existence between the

Soviet bloc and the Western powers

is possible", the Queen's team suc-

ceeded in defeating teams from

Loyola College and McGill. suc-

cumbing only to Rutgers Univer-

sity. USA, Rutgers later won the

Bukhari Cup, as International

Oiampions.

A l-jta! of 20 debating teams

front 15 Canadian and American

imiversities and colleges participated

in the tournament, with represen-

tatives from Columbia University,

University of New Brunswick,

Georgetown University and the

University of Western Ontario,
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Skiers Pick Up Two Titles

Finish Second, McGill Tops

Last Saturday McGill univer-

sity captured the Canadian in-

tercollegiate senior ski champion-

ship with a five point aggregate

lead over the nearest rivals, the

Queen's ski team .

McGill came through the two

day meet with 95.2 points under

the intercollegiate system.
Queen's collected 90 points while

University of Montreal placed

third with 87.9 points. Toronto

placed fourth and Western finish-

ed in fifth and last spot. Last

year's champions, Laval Univer-

sity, turned in strong performan-

ces in the downhill and slalom

events. However, they were not

classed in the all-over team scor-

ing, because they did not enter

competitors in the jumping and

cross-country.

Laurie Redpath of McGill took

the individual honors and was

awarded the title of skinieister.

John Emery of Queen's ranked

fifth. John had a total of 86.5

points as compared with Red

path's 91.5 total.

Redpath covered the nine-mile

cross-country race in one hour

and 27 seconds, just one second

hetter than second place Ed Han-

na of Queen's. Al Poutenan fin-

ished in seventh position with a

time of one hour, 5 minutes and

32 seconds.

AI Poutenan picked up some

points for the Tricolor by win-

ning the jumping event with a

leap of M3'9". Pete Reid of Mc-

Gill was second, about four feet

behind, and John Emery finished

in fifth spot, 12 feet behind his

victorious team-mate.

The Nordic Combined showed

Al Poutenan once more the win-

ner, with the McGill ace, Laurie

Redpath a close second. Ed Han-

na and John Emery took fifth

and sixth place honors respect-

ively for the Tricolor. The

Queen's squad fell down badly

in the downhill, slalom, and Al-

pine combined. In the downhill,

Emery was top man for Queen's,

taking tenth spot with a time of

46.7 seconds. In the slalom. Pete

Hohden finished in 17th position

to lead the Gael skiers.

McGILL WIN KEEPS HOPES ALIVE
GAELS NOW FACE BLUE WEEKEND

nBBBfflOBn

Ancient Rivals Tomorrow

Need Win To Stay In Running

Tlie Univer.'^ity of Toronto

Blues will be the visitors in Sat-

urday night's basketball windup

in a game that is a "must" win

for both teams. The Gaels with

a record of six wins and three

losses must take the decision in

order to retain a chance of wind-

ing up in a first place tie. For

llie Blues, a win would assure

them that they would wind up

ahead of both Queen's and As-

sumptions and at worst in a first

place draw with the Western.

The Gaels will start the same

line up that won the Western

game and will be strengthened

over the McGill lineup in that

Paul Fedor the league's top point-

getter will be back in action.

Along with Fedor, the Gaels will

have at least three other players.

1 WHISTLE
m

I with JIM O'GRADY

About Mr. Tindall

'

This was me. It was W'edaijsday night about seven o'clock,

and I was prowling the sidelines in the Queen's gymnasium, sneak-

ing a glance now and then at just what Frank Tindall and his

Golden Gaels were doing to work thentselves into shape for their

biggest game of the year, the grand finale, the clash o£ the gold

and the bUie, the triple tie for fir.^t place, etc, etc. The first look

might have coTivinced a casual onlooker that Tindall had flipped

his lid under the strain of it all: here he wa.s running in a mad circlc

around the edges of the court, with Andy Hayden and Wally Mellor

trailing after him. A second pop-eyed look brought forth the real

ization that Frank had merely s]»lit tne sijuad into two sections

for the purposes of a set-shooting contest, with the losing team

forced to make four trips around the circumference of the court.

Frank's side, it appeared, had lost.

This wasn't to be construed as any sign of temporary insanity,

it developed later. It was in reality just an indication of the spirit

in which the Gaels are approaching their final game of the season.

They lost 71-63 to the Blues down m Hart House a few weeks ago,

but weren't figuring on repeating the stunt on their home court and
before friendly fans. 1 was curious to know just how much an in-

tercollegiate basketball team is bothered by a strange court, so

I put tlie (|iiestion to Frank in a gab session later in the evening,

"There's an old adage in basketball" he said, "which says that

relatively inexperienced teams such as play in this league are going

to be ten points better on their home court. It's not far from virrong.

The classic example of course" (you could sense the inner glee

here) "was the series between us and Western this year. They
beat us by eight points down there (74-66) and we beat them by
two points up here (67-65). As players become more experienced,

of course, and move up into the pro leagues, they aren't bothered

so much by the strange backboards and different lighting condi-

tions which they face night after night."

When Joe Anderson was down here the other night, Frank
asked him too if he couldn't run the Blues ragged when they in-

vade the Montreal gym tonight. Anderson, an ex-member of the

Tulane starting lineup who manages to come up with upsets year

after year down at McGill while working with relatively poor
material, just grinned and said that he'd see what he could do. But
Frank would have to do most of the work himself. Accordingly.
Tindall is looking for the Blues to depart from the tight zone which
they employ on their small Hart House floor, and switch to a
"press", under which system they'll attempt to follow their men
doggedly around the court in an attempt to rattle them. They'll
be able to do this, up to a point, because guys like Don Fawcett,
Leo Madden, and Peter Potter (all three of whom possess deadly

(See Whistle Stops, page 3)

Bob Purcell, Jay McMahan, and

Frank Donnelly, capable of ten

point performances.

In tile personnel departuieiu,

the Blues have last year's leading

scorer in the person of Stulac

who scored 163 points in ten tries

last year, one more than Fedor

has gotten in eight this season.

Top men for the Blues this term

have been Don Fawcett, Leo

Madden and Pete Potter, all men

of considerable basketball exper-

ience. Also a top performer for

the Torontonians has been rookie

Al \'aiscluiiis whose height has

helped the speedy but rather

short, short as basketball teams

go that is. Blue quintet.

Queen's intermediates will meet

the Toronto seconds in a prelim-

inary starting at 7 p.m.

Big Jay SMcMahan wears a

unique expression in Tues-

day's game here against Mc-

Gill which the Gaels won 65-

53. Jay jumped to get the re-

bound; but the free throw

attempt was good, and the ball

falls into the hands of Leon

Duplessis (15)

Annual Swim Meet Held Again
Only One Record Shattered

Only one record fell as Science freshmen who took three firsts.

'56 eked out a two pomt win over

Arts '58 in the intramural swim
meet held in the Queen's pool

last Monday night. Amassing a

total of 31 points on two firsts,

four seconds, on third and one

fourth, the engineering juniors

outlasted the surprisingly strong

GAEL WRESTLERS

Ted Courtnage (130) Captain

of the team, Ted hails from St

Mary's Out. and is at present a

member of Sc. '56. Has wrestling

know-how and is good bet in his

weight-class.

Jack (Doc) Underwood (147)

A Medsman, Jack makes his

hometown in Sarnia. Improving

fast, he hopes to be in top shape

by the week-end.

Ray Smith (157) A Science

freshman with only two weeks
of experience, he may prove to

be a dark horse.

Jim Plummerm (167) Jim is a

Scienccman who owns a peculiar

unorthodox lunging style; is a

very impressive wrestler.

two seconds, a third, and a fourth.

The scoring was on 5-3-2-1 basis

for the individual events, an)d

10-6-4-2 for the relays.

George Stecko of Meds 60

chopped 60.1 seconds off the old

200 yard breast stroke record of

3:10:5 minutes, and thus set a

new mark of 3:04:4 in his first

race at Queen's, He also took a

second spot in the 50 yard breast

stroke and thus tied with Ken
Currie (Sc '56). John Cartwright

(A '58) and Jim Willis (Sc '58)

who all tied for individual honors

with eight points each.

Team scores after the first two

places were Science '57 (21)

;

Science '58 (18>i) ; Meds '60

(liyi); Meds '59 (5); Arts '56

(3).

Frank Tindall's Golden Gael basketball squad kept their fir;t

place hopes alive this Tuesday night, when they defeated the McGill

Redmen by a 65-52 count in the confines of the local gymnasium.

It was the Tricolor's sixth win in their last seven games after they

dropped their opening two road games. The victory put the Gaels

in undisputed possession of first place, two points ahead of the Wes-

tern Mustangs.

The game started with a pair

of fast baskets, one by each team,

and then settled down to a close

checking duel with long set shots

accounting for most of the scor-

ing. Frank Donnelly paced the

Tricolor to an early lead as he

hooped eight points in the first

quarter to give the Gaels a 14-7

lead with a couple of minutes

left. The Redmen fought back to

tie it up as the quarter ended and

tor most of the next

Joe Goetz (191) A Scienceman

in his first year at wrestling

gives out a lot of punishment but

can take an equal amount.

Pete Fancy (Heavy) Pete is

an Artsman with two years ex-

perience and has the drive and

go of a potential champ.

Doug Annakin Doug is the

team manager and assists coach

Jim Saylor.

ners and controlled the McGill

basket almost all the time that

he was on the court. Jay wa

good for thirteen points, and he

and Bob Purcell showed that the

could donate a scoring punch to

back the injured Paul Fedo

Frank Donnelly turned in another

tremendous effort for the Gael

as he hooped a dozen points and

held the team togeljher in it

Pucksters Face Toronto
End Of Season Draws Near

Pete Carr-Harris sends his Gael hockey club out for their final

appearance on Jock Harty ice tomorrow at 2.30, when the locals

meet up with the Toronto Blues in what should be the best game
of the current season.

The two clubs battled to a 4-4 draw a few weeks apo in Toronto,

in a game that was featured by rough and ready play between the

two clubs. The locals are looking for a win on their home ice, but

tan expect lots of oijposilion from llie ever-danercrijus Ulues.

teams seesawed back and forth,

The Gaels pulled ahead just be-

fore the half and went off for the

rest leading 31-26.

The Gaels held on to their lead

throughout the last half as they

varied between twelve and six

point leads. Late in the game, it

looked as if the visitors might

stage an ending similar to that

of the Western game when they

pulled to within six points with

only three minutes left. The Tri-

color came through with some
strong defensive work and add-

ed to their margin. With a min-

ute left, Milliken. Mellor and

Donnelly took part in some beau-

tiful ragging to effectively halt

the visitors. The Gaels walked off

the floor on the long end of a

twelve point win.

Top man in the scoring depart-

ment and one of the top two on

the floor was Bob Purcell. Bob
notched seventeen points and

was very effective defensively,

especially under the basket. Bigju

(6'7") Jay McMahan was a il

tower of strength for the win-'q

period thej early game doldrums. John Milli

ken also turned in a fine per

formance and netted a dozen uu

some top set shooting.

In an earlier game, the inter-

mediates dumped RMC 84-53.

McGill—Gordon (13), Mika-

lachki (10). Thompson (9). Hef-

fcrnan (2), Rosenberg, Duplessis

(17). Kushner, Zommers, Jone>.

Ammeron. Leung.

QUEEN'S—Mellor (4), Anglin.

Donnelly (12), Milliken (12).

Latimer, Purcell (17), Raydon

(7), Summers, McMahan (13).

In The Lemonlite

The girl's intercollegiate team

played Montreal YWCA last Satur-

day and defeated them 38-22. Betiy

Jean Hardy led the girls with 1-^

points. Other scorers: Mary Lyo"^

(91 : Diane Barass (6); Barb

Claire (6) ; Barb Bell (4).

The girls leave this weekend i"

in the intercollegiate touma-

iiK'Hi al London. Their fans wis''

,ts of luck in the annual

r the Bronze Babv.

• Dial 7135

town and country
Restaurants Princess at Clergy Streets,
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WHISTU STOPS
(continued from page 2)

one-hand push shots) are small and very fast. However, Frank
looks for the dangerous Toronto starting lineup to tire more rap-

idly on the larger Queen's court : at least he hopes they will. Let's

say no more: the minds of Frank Tindall and Bob Masterson will

be grinding in a wicked battle of wits tomorrow night, and, if

you're a technical-minded fan, it might be worthwhile being on

hand to record the exact moves made.

And just one more little thing. If the Gaels do win, they will

very likely wind up in a triple tie for top spot. There will be no
playoff, chiefly because there has never been one to date in this

league. It would be another football finish, of course, but Frank

isn't sure that he'd want to flip again for the bye into the finals.

"If it comes to that, we'd just say 'this suits us fine the way things

are now'". After that fiasco last fall Tindall carries only paper

currency: it's safer that way.

MODEL PARLIAMENT
(continued from page 1)

About Mr. Saylor*
Jim Saylor, by his own admission, is something of a psycho-

logist. As such, he occupies what must be the strangest office

ever to house any member of that respectable profession. Jim puts

in his working hours on the big blue wrestling mat up in the smalt

gym, just a few feet from the locate where a pair of basketball

teams keep you occupied with their antics every bath night. In

this make-shift office, Jim appears for work in a garb which

would very probably frighten any self-respecting mind doctor out

of his remaining wits: an old white underwear shirt and a faded

pair of brown denims are his working togs.

His psychological abilities come into play when he sends the

wrestlers which he coaches every night of the week into the ring

for combat action. "People don't realize the complexes that have

to be overcome" he says. The wrestlers are on their own as soon

as they step onto the mat {as they'll be doing this weekend down

in Guelph at tiie intercollegiate meet) and Jim cannot give them

any more advice: they have to go with what they have learned in

practice sessions during the year.

"I feel sorry for the fellows, but I can't do anything for them

when they freeze on the mat." A case in point, tt developed from

the conversation was Jack Zwerewich, an ex-football Gael who
wrestled for Jim a few years back. It was about half an hour be-

fore the scheduled intercollegiate match, and Saylor asked his pro-

tege how he felt: "just fine" was the answer. So Saylor felt his

heart and found it beating like a triphammer. When Jack got on

the mat, he froze, and ran into difficulty.

There's just no substitute for experience, according to the man

wlio has handled the Gael wrestlers since 1949, and who in that time

has produced several intercollegiate champs. Saylor himself has

been wrestling since the day he turned IS. and he says he's still

learning the tricks of the trade. But he doesn't feel that students

need spend that long at the game to learn a few things about it.

Three years, however, is ahnost a mininmni requirement for the

gaining of experience.

Wrestling says the coach (and he should know) involves

training for the mind, in that you can't wrestle if you're unable to

think fast. There are a lot of things to be learned about the game,

and time is the only answer. For example, a lot of the Gael

wrestlers were unable to cope with the Clarkson grapplcrs when

they appeared here last week, because the Americans were "leg

wrestlere", members of a certain school of the sport, and the locals

had had no previous experience in such fields.

V. Ready Addresses Levana
On The Need For leachers

profitable lines into remote

areas. The party also opposed

CCF advocation of government

ownership o£ the CPR.

Health Service

The Liberals stated that a na-

tional health service was impos-

sible at present. Regarding fo-

reign policy, they said that Can-

ada should continue to support

Nationalist China.

The CCF government took a

stand for Canadian nationalism.

They put forth a case for an

humanitarian national health
scheme, citing the infant mortal

ity rate as evidence of the inef

ficiency of the present system

They also advocated recognition

of the Formosa government and

government ownership of the

CPR. Arguing for the latter, they

said that "The Canadian people

had paid for the CPR many times

over, and it is time they owned
it." Free competition, they stated,

is hindered rather than promoted

by the present system since the

CPR "has to be catered to".

The Social Credit party ex;-

presscd the wish that "the light

that had first shone on the gold-

en fields of Alberta would soon

spread throughout all of Canada".

The}' urged the abolition of

banks, and opposed the immedia-

te adoption of a national health

scheme.

The Communist party outlined

its plans to be put in effect at the

time Canada is made a part of

the Soviet Union—the extension

of the penitentiary, the setthig up

of a uranian mine encampment on

Great Slave Lake, and steps to

cure the CCF deviation tenden-

cies. They urged the recognition

of the People's Republic of China.

The growing need for qualified

high school teachers was out-

lined to a meeting of the Levana
Society Tuesday night by Ver-

non Ready, principal-elect of

KCVI. Mr. Ready discussed the

problems confronting teachers

today, the type of training neces-

sary after receiving a university

degree, and the advantages offer-

ed by the teaching field.

The speaker first emphasized

that several qualities are almost

essential for a good teacher. The
iiigh school teacher must enjoy

working with people, especially

young people, and must possess

patience and the ability to un-

derstand the problems of high

fchool students. He recommend-
ed that anyone interested in

teaching should first undertake

some activity which brings him

in contact with young people,

such as counselling at a sum-

mer camp. KCVI, he said, in-

vites people interested in the

teaching field to visit the school,

and either sit in on a class or

even undertake to teach a lesson.

Mr. Ready predicted that by

1956 there will be a need for

twice as many high school teach-

University Service

The Qiieentoncs will sing

"In The Garden" at the Uni-

versity Service in Grant Hall

this Sunday. Lessons will be

read by Principal W. A.

Mackintosh and Engineering

Society President Jake Fow-

ler. Organist will be Pat

Richardson, Service will be

conducted by the padre, who

will preach on "What is

Faith".

mUttt (SrtU
"Where the Best People Meet ond Eat"

Reasonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT

PHONE 6034

'Where a Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

fflzBr9Son ^ Edgar
Dance PRBWTTERS Printing ol

Programs Phone 4114 Every Description

Kingston DWnsic eTompany
RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. CrFTS AND ACCESSORIKS
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

346 PRINCESS ST. DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT

McGALL'S
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Monufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENGER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSON ITE McBRINE DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis and Bodminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

ers in Ontario as there are now.

Teachers are now able to pick

and choose the kind of appoint-

ment they would like, but he

added that it is still advisable for

a teacher to have a type "A"
specialist certificate if he wishes

to advance in the teaching field.

Specialists are badly needed in

science, mathematics, English,

home economics and physical

education. It is also worthwhile

to be able to teach in some other

area than the special subject,

The speaker concluded by ad-

vising sludents entering univer-

ity to decide early if they want
to teach so that they may arran-

ge their courses to lead to a spe-

cialist's certificate.

Mr, Ready has taught iu all

types of schools and all types of

circumstances. He prefers deal-

ing with senior students, he said,

although this involves a greater

emotional strain than teaching

students in lower grades. How-
ever, he feels that young chil-

dren require more patience and

discipline than do older students.

EARL AND BARBIE STS.

REV. W, F, BANISTER. D-D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 27th

11 o.m.—The Lord's Prayer

(7) "Deliver Us From

The Evil One"

7,30 p,m.—Questions

Christions Face.

(7) "What About
Morriagc?"

8.45 p.m.—Youth Fellowship

0 Cotne Let Us Worship

&t. Atilirpui'fl

PRINCE

REV, J

AND CLEROV streets

FOHBEB WEDDEHDURN.
.. D.D.. MINISTEB

MR. DARWIN STATA.
ORaiNiar And Choirmaster

MISS ANNE HALLIDAY
ASSISTANT OHOASisr

10.15 a.m. Bible Class

11.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Cliurcii School

7,00 p.m.—Evening Service

St. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet aftc:

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

(ANOUCAN)
King St at Johnson St.

FIRST SUNDAY IN LENT
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 27TH

8.00—Hoi/ Communion

9.15—Fomily Service
(Holy Communis with Hymni,
Shot) Addccsi willim Ihe hourl

11.00—Morning Proyer
Scnnon; Thr Rev. Frederick Payne

7.00—Evensong
Sctnion : The Dean.

Recital of Cathedral Music

Sunday. March 13. after Even-
song.

SVDINHIIM ft WIL.I-1AH STS,

Rev, C. E. J. Cragg.
MA 0 o . o a.

minister

Lloyd Zurbriqo
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 27TM

1 1 a.m.—"In the Light of

the Cross".

First in Scries of Lenten Sermons

7.30 p.m.
—

"For Married

feople"

"Come, Let Us Worship"

VALLEAU'S
BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grill PHONE 6917

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

C1GA-R.ETTE!

"H.M.S. Pinafore"
Gilbert* and Sullivan Operetta

Presented by

The K.C.V.I. Senior Glee Club

George N. Maybee, Producer and Musical Director

Wed., Thurs. and Fri., March 2nd, 3rd, 4th

K.C.V.I. AUDITORIUM
8:15 P.M.

Tickets $1.00 and 75c.

Seating Plan and Tickets at Alford's

OZZIE CRAWL (Swimming Coach]

soys: "A good start h what counts."

The best start on the road to success

is a savings account

Bank of Montreal

Kingston, Main Office, 297 King St. East, at the Market:

EDWARD ROYCD. Manager

Kingston, Princess and Barrie Sts. Branch, in the "Y" Building:

JOSEPH POUPORE, Managtr

WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERV WAIK Of tlfE SINCE IB
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TRICOLOR SALES CLOSE THIS MONDAY
Tricolor Deadline

Set For Monday

Tricolor '55 is almost complete.

Deadline for purchasing the

yearbook is this Monday, Feb.

28.

The yearbook, as well as con-

taining a large selection of pic-

tures and write-ups about this

year's graduates, club executives,

the Alma Mater Society executi-

ve, and Tricolor award winners,

will also feature a memorial sec-

tion on late Principal R. C. Wal-

lace.

The features section includes

pictures and write-ups of all

campus activities, including Riot

'54, Whing-Ding on Ice, Evening

in Paris, Susie Q Week, initia-

tions, football weekends, Drama
Guild productions, residence act-

ivities, the formals, and many
other events. There will also be

several pages of informal snap-

shots and the popular Who's
Who section.

Sports, too, are given an im-

portant place in Tricolor '55.

There will be one page devoted

to each football game, as well

as pictures and write-ups of the

Golden Gaels basketball team.

Professor Baxter

Addresses Levana

1. S, Baxter of the English De-

partment gave an infonnal talk

Wednesday to Levanitcs studying

English. The topic concerned the

possibilities of careers related to

studies in English.

Me outlined various fields avail-

able, such as "script girl" for

T.V. which offers a good salary and

i^Dod possibilities for promotion.

Creative writing offers little in

oilier fields.

Positions in the government and

in the administrative department of

a university offer reasonable pay.

Newspaper work is a hard field to

crack. Publishing houses offer

starting jobs as manuscript readers

with good opportunities for ad-

vancement.

Teaching English involves more

work, as a rule than other subjects.

After graduating willi a B.^ one

must lake a year's training at OCE,

and to hold a permanent position

at a university one must obtain a

PhD. degree.

$ieNi3€ST
1

German Club.

The last meeting of the German Club for this season will take

place on Tuesday, March 1, at 8 p.m. in the Faculty Women's Club,

144 University Ave. There will be a program of music and games.

Refreshments. All welcome.

Badminton Club

Badminton will be cancelled Sunday afternoon, Feb. 27.

Lutheran Students' Associotion.

The Lutheran Students' Association will meet on Monday.

Feb. 28, at S:30 p.m. at 46 William St. A discussion period will

be held.

Admission to Honors

Students in the Faculty of

Arts who wish to be consid-

ered for admission to honors

courses should make formal

application to the registrar by

Feb. 2S. Application should

be made by letter and should

indicate the fields of study in

which the candidate wishes to

specialize.

URTP

The last regular lecture of the Queen's URTP will be held

Wednesday, March 2. All members are requested to attend.

The staff has promised that the

yearbook will definitely be pub-

liihcd by June.

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES. HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

1955 GRADUATES

Be SureTo Keep UpWithAIlThe

Campus News In '55-56

YOU MAY HAVE THE

Queen's Journal
MAILED TO YOUR HOME

FOR ONLY

$2.25
Clip and save the Coupon below and mail to us

as soon as you are sure of your future address —

|

or — come down to Journal Office and make ar-

rangements today.

To: Queen's journal.

Queen's University,

Kingston, Ontorio.

Please enter my name on the 1955-56 mailing list. I om \\

enclosing $2.25.

Nome

\
Address

CPLEASE PRINT)

Medsmen See

TV Symposium

Queen's Medical faculty and

students yesterday had the oppor-

tunity of witnessing the first inter-

national television syniposium. The

topic was "Management of Strep-

tococcal Infection and Its Compli-

cations." Tlic symposium was pre-

sented jointly by the College of

General Practice of Canada, the

Ainerican Academy of General

Practice and Wyeth Laboratories.

The television receivers in Grant

Hall were part of a closed circuit,

which in Canada included receivers

at Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec and

Toronto, as well as 54 cities

lliroughout the United States. A
panel of distinguished physicians

participated in the discussion.

The closed circuit telecast on so

large a scale is an innovation. Pre-

iously guch broadcasts have been

used only at medical conventions.

Arts Clubroom
Now Finished

The Arts clubroom in the base-

ment of the New Arts Building

has been completely redecorated,

new furniture installed, and a

curator appointed. The society

hopes that all members of Arts

andLcvana will make use of the

room as a place for relaxation and

quiet reading.

Jnn Bethune, Arts '57. has been

appointed to fill the vacancy left by

Ken Hilborn as Arts Journal editor

for the remainder of this year.

About 100 men and women in

all years in the Faculty of Arts who

have not paid their year fees will

he summoned before the dean.

Further disregard of their obliga^

tion will result in a summons before

the Societv court and a stiffer fine.

Patronize Our Adveptizers

DANCING
BURGUNDY ROOM HOTEL LA SALLE

Saturday Night — $2.00 per Couple

EUROPE
1955

WOODSIDE
(continued from page 1)

European Defence Community.

Krushchev and the party stal-

warts hoped to rush eastward and

•o establish comnumisni in their

wake. This is still a major issue

in the Soviet regime.

In conclusion, Mr. AVoodside

compared the Bolshevik Revolu-

tion with the French Revolution.

He predicted the coming of a

Bonapartist phase with Krush-

chev po'Jsibly holding the reins.

CFRC

Douglas Hyde
Douglas Hyde, of London. Eng-

land, internationally known writ-

er, will speak in Convocation Hall'

Queen's University, next Tues-

day evening. March 1 at 8.30. The
topic of his address will be "The

Struggle for Africa and Asia.'.

His observations will be based on

a tour which he made of these two

continents within the past two

years, and his keen knowledge of

the inner workings of Commun-
ism and its aims to attain world

domination.

The addrcs.", which is under

the auspices of Newmn-i Club and

Newman Club Alumni, is n; en to

the public. No admission is be-

ing charged.

Television fans will have an

opportunity to sec and hear him

on CKWS-TV Tuesday after-

7ioon at 4.30 when he will be in-

terviewed by Miss Jane Sherman

on her program "At Home With

Jane".

Friday

6:59—Sign On
7:00—What's New?

Pete Handley

7:10—Campus News
Al Gretsinger

7:20—Sports Profiles

Mike Moffatt

7:30—Talent Time
Marg Martyn

7 :45—Leave it to Levana

Joyce Safrance

8:00—Mike's Mood Music

Mike Meehan, Arne Kotanen

8:30—Our Place Mary Capell,

Charles Taylor, Peter Paris

9.00—"Hie Jacet"

Dave Cowper, Ned Franks

9_]5—Bandstand Bruce Gates

9:30—Bits and Pieces

Jim Bethune, Joe Devine

10:00—Handley's Hamper

10:30—Sign Off

Saturday

6:30—Campus Crossroads

T. Hunter

7 :00—Selections from

Brigadoon

7:30—Holland Calling

7:45—Anything Goes

P. Ward
8:00—In the Groove

T. Hunter

S :30—Basketball Game;
Toronto vs. Queen's,

J. O'Grady

10:30—Birdland

P. Ward and G. Simser

11:00—Enjoyable Music

R. Clench

11 :30—Starlite Serenade

A. Mathews

Classified Ads

Tutoring

For experienced tutoring In

mathematics, telephone 2-4366.

Lost

Will finder of silver cigaret

lighter, Saturday, Feb. 19, please

turn it into the Journal Office.

STUDENT TOUR Sail May 28 or June 14 tourist class on
S.S. Homeric from Quebec on special conducted

66 DAYS $1,126 tours limited to Students. A week in London,
Holland, includinp Volcndam and Isle of Marken,

Brussels, Cologne, tlic Rliine by steamer, motor tour of tlie Black
Forest, Liechtenstein, Austrian Tyrol, Bavarian Castles, Dolomites,
Venice. Adriatic Coast, liny Republic of San Marino, Rome, the Hill

Towns, Florence, Italian and French Rivieras, French Alps, Switzer-
land, Paris. Motor tour of Scotland. English Lakes, North Wales,
Shakespeare Country. Exinoor, Glorious Devon. Rcturnind tourist

class on Ihe S.S, Homeric arrivinji Quebec July 26 or August 12,

respectively.

94 Brock Street Dial 7990

INDEPENDENT
TRAVEL

Choose your departure and return dales;

inclde as much or as little as you wish in the
price cateRory o£ your choice — all on a pre-

arranged, prepaid basis. An itinerary that is made to order lor you.

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUB Ltd.
57 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO WA. 4-1139

Management: J. F. & G. H. Lucas

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT- TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO'l
THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATION!

WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS

Do You Know Your ''LQ."?

HERE IS AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO EVERY STUDENT.

Scientific guidance hy the American Standard Intelligence

Test gives, you a Co:-fidential Report of your score and your

abilities.

Hitherto available only to vocational counsellors, educators

and other professional users, you can take this iinportant test

in the privacy and convenience of your home or study.

Kxpert analysis by ihc

University Test Bureau.

No high fees— this fine

service is available to

you for only $2,00.

Simply enclose money

with coupon.

UNIVERSITY TEST BUREAU,
3614 OXENDEN AVENUE,
MONTREAL, P.Q.

1 am enilMine S2.00 only, for ibc teat, inalysi

and confidemGil report of llic

—

AMERICAN
STANDARD INTELLIGENCE TEST

Nome --

Addrftsi

Clly —

NOTICE
Students of Queen's:

Your own Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TCCHMICAL. SUff»B»I^IES
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO
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This is not really a "By Charles

Taylor" column at all. This week

I would like to tell you a story —
a story with an ending that is far

from happy . . .

Willy Fritz is a German who

grew to manhood during the last

bloody years of World War 11, as

the Allies closed Germany in an

ever-tightening vice. When yon and

I were 14 years old, wc went to

high school and our greatest worry

was the coming football game or

whom we would take to the next

prom. When Willy Fritz was 14

he was a Hitler Youth in the fa-

mous Feldherrnhalle anti-tank di'

vision, fighting the Russians in the

Ukraine. He was still fighting in

May, 1945 — three weeks after

the war was officially over, and

ended up for two years in a

prisoner-of-war camp.

\Nt had to see a newsreel to

appreciate .the horrors of war:

Willy lived these horrors. He saw

bis best friends strung up on a

stone wall with Russian meat

hooks through their throats, and

he saw men kill each other for a

crumb of bread. He also saw S.S.

butchers in Poland and in his own

city of Berlin hang hostages by

their heels until the blood pressure

made their eyes pop out and blood

vessels burst on their necks.

Before he was 15, Willy had

learned to associate atrocities and

inhumanity with totalitarian reg-

imes. Fascist totalitarianism has

now been partly eliminated in the

world; the greater threat of total-

itarianism today is that of the Com-

munist world conspiracy.

Released from prison camp,

Willy completed his baccalaureate

in Cologne. During this time, he

wrote poems and stories, drawn

from his war experiences, which

roused controversy across all of

M'estern Germany.

During the wave of strikes and

labor unrest in 1950. Willy joined

the Coinmunist Youth Organization,

working as an undercover agent for

the British Army of the Rhine. Until

his real status was exposed, he

gained first-hand knowledge of

Communist technicnies and prac

tices.

Four years ago, Willy Fritz came

to Canada for his university edu

cation. He appreciated the free at

niosphere at Waterloo College, ;

small Lutheran school in Western

Ontario.

Then he came to Queen's for

post-graduate work in political sci

ence. He had heard that Queen's

was the most liberal of all Canadian

universities.

This week, he has a right to be

disillusioned.

NOTE OF PROTEST

This week, there was a model

parliament held at Queen's — sup

posedly so students coultl practice

airing and debating their political

views. Some days before the parlia-

ment, Willy Fritz decided it would

be an excellent object lesson to

Queen's students were they to be

confronted at the assembly with a

real Communist party, employing

full Communist techniques, includ-

ing the complete infiltration of all

ntlier parties, following a strict

party line. This would not be ,a

joke — the 'Communists' would

conduct themselves with deadly

seriousness. It was Willy Fritz'

contention — and I agree with

him — that Canadian university

students are hopelessly naive pol

tically. Willy hoped to show his

fellow students how unprepared

they were to defend their political

beliefs and institutions against a

realistic and skillful Communist at-

tack.

It would have been an interest-

ing experiment. But it never came

off.

First, Willy's own fellow stu-

<lents let liini down. The great ma-

jority of those who were approach-

ed to support such an experiment,

were embarrassed and declined to

cooperate. "I want to graduate,"

was the standard comment. Or,

"I'm thinking about applying for

;i job with the Civil Service." In

other words, they were afraid that

licing Communists for one evening

would jepordize their future secur-

ity.

Second, even when he had a

mere handful of supporters Willy

was prevented from carrying out

his project due to the opposition

of the existing machinery of the

Model Parliament. Again, the

attitude was one of fear: fear that

the first serious attempt in years

to bring an air of political reality

to the Model Parliament would

prejudice the future careers of all

lliose concerned.

In other words, the Red Bogie,

has really taken bold of us at

Queen's. We seem to be reduced

to the shivering stage where we

are afraid to even discuss the

other side's point of view in pub-

lic. And yet Willy Fritz remem-

bers that even under the Nazi

regime in Germany, the Hitler

Youth were encouraged to study

the great democratic philosoph-

ers so that they could be familiar

with the ideals they were fight-

ing. Willy could be excused if

frontier CoHege: Made In Canada

Editor, Journal

:

For the past few weeks. I have

read with growing fear the irreve-

rent remarks of your new colum-

nist — I refer to the Mad Journalist.

I am not surprised that your

columnist remains anonymous. After

such an iinmoral article as his

latest — dealing with certain un-

mentionable parts of the female

body — it is certain that no decently

raised Queen's girl would associate

with such an unprincipled person,

were his real identity revealed.

The Journalist's shocking puns

on the same unmentionable parts of

the female body only serve to indi-

cate the abysmal depths of depra-

ty to which some of today's young

people have fallen.

"All that can save our immoral

society is a return to the good old

Christian virtues. Women must

learn to dress themselves with

proper maidenly modesty. My dear

grandmother — t!ie immortal poet-

ess of Ingersoll who wrote those

glowing words "Modesty begins at

home" — never allowed her dresses

to rise one inch above her high

button boots. Women of Queen's,

my final message to you: "Defend

thine honour."

Clarissa Thackerbv (Miss),

he smiled ironically at the old

charge of Nazi book-burning.

Here at Queen's he has found an

intolerance that in its own way
is equally dangerous.

I would like to question those

who dissuaded Willy Fritz from

his bold experiment. Can you

fight a fire by ignoring it? By
turning your back to Communist
techiiif|ues and arguments are

you really doing a service to lib-

eral-democracy? The Model Par-

liament was held as scheduled

Wednesday night with a mock

Communist party, but this is not

sufficient. Its participants re-

main as ignorant as ever to the

real nature and the real tech-

niques of the political doctrine

which threatens their world.

Willy Fritz will become a Can-

adian citizen nest year. He is

still not disillusioned with the

country and university of his

choice. But I, a Canadian, am

disillusioned. This week, I am

ashamed of many of my fellow

countrymen and many of my

fellow students.

Campus capers call for Coke

Win or lose, you'll get different

opinions when the gang gathers to

rehash the game. But on tlie question

of refrcsliment, everyone agrees—

you can't beat ice-cold Coca-Cola.

By Stu Howard
(This is the first of hvo articles

on Frontier College, wiilten by one

of it's laboiircr-teaeliers. A sequel

zvill alipear in the next issue of the

Jonnial.)

Just about now you will be
reading notices on the Employ-
ment Service's bulletin board an-

nouncing that representatives of

Frontier College will soon be
visiting Queen's to recruit lab-

ourer-teachers for this summer.
"What," you may ask, "is Fron-
tier College and what is a lab-

ourer teacher?"

Frontier college is not really

a college and it is not limited

to the Frontier, Its labourer-

teachers are not really labourers

they are college men, and not
really teachers but students

vacation. The purpose of Fron-

tier college is to educate men to

whom the normal facilities of

education have been denied.

These are the men of the bush,

the mines, the fishing villages,

the isolated construction projects

and the railroad gangs. The chief

components of Frontier College

are the labourer teachers—college

students who go among these

men and try to better their know-
ledge while undergoing the same
hardships and doing the same
work.

Frontier college had its begin*

ing in 1899 when Rev. Alfred

Fitzpatrick founded what he

called "The Reading Camp As-

sociation". It was to be a sort of

bush-camp Salvation Army which

would combine the services of

spiritual gudiance and lending

library for campmen. Today,

however. Frontier College has

become quite different to what

it was in 1899. It is now a com-

pletely non-sectarian and non-

political organization with pure-

ly educational motives.

The man chiefly responsible

for the present form of Frontier

College was Dr. Edmund Brad-

win. Bradwin started off as a

poor student who worked for

Rev. Fitzpatrick's organization

while earning first an M.A. at

Queen's and then a PhD at Co-

lumbia. Bradwin is known as the

original labourer teacher. He
would go out to camps on his

own and work side by side with

the men, teaching them in his

spare time, and often staying a

whole year. Gradually Bradwin

built Frontier College into its

present form, becoming principal

in 1935 and holding that position

until his death in 1953,

Each year Frontier College re-

cruits over 100 labourer teachers

from universities and colleges all

I

across Canada to spend their va-

cations following in the foot-

steps of Dr. Bradwin, These lab-

ourer teachers are sent to all

kinds of places where men are in

comparative isolation. There they

expect to remain for 15 weeks,

working by day at the same sort

of jobs that their pupils are doing

and devoting spare time to teach-

ing, directing recreation and try-

ing to solve personal problems.

In their first year labourer

teachers are given a three day

briefing session in Toronto be-

fore going out. When they leave

they are equipped with books,

blackboard and other school sup-

plies. Frontier College does not

lay down any set program for its

teachers to follow. The labourer-

teacher is expected to adapt his

program to the needs and wants

of the men and to his own abil-

ity. All the camps and gangs are

provided with magazines and

other reading materials by the

College which the labourer teach-

er distributes.

Anyone who intends making a

fartune this summer should not

work for Frontier College. Al-

though the average student in

Arts or Theology can make
enough for a year at Queen's, he

will have very little left over. The

labourer teacher receives the reg-

ular wages of the job he does

during the day plus a bursary

from Frontier College for the

teaching. To first year men this

bursary is generally around $22S.

In later years the teacher will be

provided with a better paying

labouring job and his bursary is

decreased proportionately.

Frontier College does provide

an incomparable experience for

all who are willing to undergo its

rigours. The 15 weeks of work

will give you a year of health

and the 15 weeks of contact with

the men will give you as much

wisdom as the remainder of the

year at College. There is no-

thing more satisfying than the

gratitude of men to whom you

have managed to impart a little

knowledge- There is nothing

more broading than coming out

of the ivory tower and sweating

it out with those, whom though

they may be ignorant and rough

are, nevertheless, men.
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Money Going Abegging

Early next week the deadline closes for several positions ap-

pointed by the AMS executive, some of them carrying honoraria

up to $200. Qucen'smen who are down to their last dollar at tin-

time of year would do well to cast an eye over the interesting and

often lucrative list. In addition to the well-known and arduous

jobs on the Journal which will soon have to be filled for next year,

the AMS requesting applications for Who's Where and Hand-

book Editor. The editor does most of his work on these two pub-

lications during the summer and fall, and receives 15 percent of

all advertising sold over $300 as well as an honorarium of §100.

Another position which will help fill someone's pocket is that

of Chief of Police. The chief is responsible for obtaining and sup-

ervising the AMS constables in their efforts to control Queen's

more uproarious brethren. He receives a payment of ?1 for each

function attended by constables and can act as one of the con-

stables as well. The regular constables are paid $3 a night and $4

for formals.

Two convenors are appointed by the AMS and. although

neither of them are paid, they both receive free tickets to all five

formals during the year. The Color Night Convenor is responsible

for the Alma Mater Society's At Home in March and the event at

which athletic and other awards are made. The duties of the

Formal Pool Convenor includes controlling the fund of dance

etidipment owned jointly by all the formal committees.

Two positions connected with the band are going to be well

worth a couple of people's time financially. Working on behalf

of the Brass Band, the band concession manager is in charge of

the soft-drink stands and checkroonis at all dances held on the

campus. His own take comes out of the proceeds of these two

concessions. The position of Band iManager involves general sup-

ervision of the band, particularly its financial affairs. An honor-

arium is awarded at the discretion of the AMS executive.

A position involving no cash but many interesting: duties and

a great deal of responsibility is that of AMS athletic stick. As

well as sitting as a non-voting member of the executive, the ath-

letic stick is the principal student official associated with the

Athletic Board of Control which controls all sports events at

Queen's. The stick has the added pleasure of helping to spend

the $15 all Queen's students contribute toward athletics each fall.

Two Students Help Pay

The fines levied on two students for breaking windows on the

football train are the first to be imposed for misdemeanors of this

sort. The decision is a good one insofar as it places at least a

part of the costs for damages on those responsible. Too often in

the past the procedure has been to lay charges agailist no one

because not all the guilty persons could be found. The old practice

was completely out of keeping with the normal process of justice

whereby those who are partly responsible are so charged despite

the fact that not all those involved can be brought up for trial.

This year the full burden of covering the damages submitted

by the CNR must be met by the students as a whole. Next year

the AMS will insist that the bill be sent in early enough to allow

for collection of the money from those students who hand in I-

cards when buying tickets, This will narrow down somewhat

the number of students who arc called upon to contribute to the

costs. It does not however solve the problem of charging part of

the cost to students who are on the train but who behave them-

selves.

The levying of fines upon those who are found guilty goes

part of the way. The next step should certainly be to strengthen

the hands of the constables in order to make certain that all students

responsible are brought before the Court. And perhaps it is not

too much to hope that in this way students may be convinced of

the discredit they bring upon themselves and the university by

such hooligan practices.

'Just in the spirit of investigation. I assure you.

Christian Vistavision

Beg Or Borrow But Buy
Students are being urged by the Tricolor staff to order their

copy on or before next Monday. Perhaps no group is more prone

than students to ignore deadlines but the case for meeting the

Tricolor date is a strong one. In the past many students have let

the matter ride until the last minute or beyond, and have then been

disappointed when they i,--annot be assured of securing a copy of

the yearbook. The number of people who miss obtaining a Tri-

color may be larger this year since it is not certain that any sales

will be made at all after the deadline.

The difficulty arises because of the fact that orders must be

sent to the printers well in advance of publication date, and the

deadline must be set accordingly. People who hope to obtain a

copy after that dale contribute to delay in the printing of copies

for everyone. In addition an extra burden is placed upon the Tri-

color staff, which is made up of students who have the same con-

cern as we all have to get their duties cleared up well ahead of

exam time.

It is understandable that some students do not find $3 easy

to come by. But there will probably be no better time than the

present to scrape up the money and pay it in the form of a down
payment. In this way you can make your contribution to the

easing of the staff's task and help to assure that everyone will

receive his copy in good time.

By Hanns F. Skoutajan

A few years ago. Time Magazine

published an article called "The

Younger Generation". This was

their conclusion "Perhaps more

than any of its predecessors, this

generation wants a good secure job.

This does not mean that it specially

fears a depression . . . But youth's

ambitions have shrunk. Few young-

sters today want to mine diamonds

in South Africa, ranch in Paraguay,

climb Mount Everest, find a cure

for cancer, sail around the world or

build an industrial empire. Some

would like to own a small indepen-

dent business, but most want a job

with a big firm, and with it, a kind

of suburban idyli."

1 believe that a similar conclus

ion could be arrived at if a poll

were conducted among the students

of our University. Certainly the

aims of the students of today are

not unworthy. There is nothing

wrong with running a small busi-

ness or working with a big firm.

This trend however points out to

us an uneasiness which pervades

our generation. It points out to us

that we are not sure of ourselves

and that all of us have a craving

for security whether that be eco-

nomic or the kind that you hope

lo find by disappearing in the

crowd.

It is this latter one which I be-

lieve is most alarming, for we are

not quite sure what we are running

away from. There seems to be no

one thing to which we may point

and say "This, if I could only escape

this, then I would be free." A
shadow of doubt hangs over the

social hopes and actions of our gen-

eration.

There had been a generation

prior to ours in which youth was

full of optimism and entertained

hopes which were beyond the abil-

ity of any age to realize. There had

been a good deal of talk about

building the Kingdom of God on

earth. Perhaps one of the reasons

for the slump in personal initiative

is that we have awakened from this

dream and feel let down, for we

see around us a complex world,

too complex for us to understand.

The past fifty years have witnessed

two world shaking wars and an

equally devastating economic de-

pression. With the initiation of a

new form of energy, by which the

hves of ihe world may he blessed

or cursed, we have seen the end of

an age and the beginning of another.

We ought to begin this new age

with a new and strong purpose.

But that purposefumess seems to

be lacking.

Christianity, which claims to

have the answer to the problem

which this generation is facing, is

often rejected and held to be im-

practical. Students often fail to find

any relevance in the Gospel to their

own lives, J. H. Oldham, editor of

the 'Christian News-Letter," in an

editorial once wrote "What T am
concerned about is a new approach,

that instead of starting out with

Christian doctrine as something

fixed and settled that needs only

to be taught and applied, we should

begin at the other end, and set our-

selves patiently to leam what are

the real needs of men today and

at what point and in what way the

Gospel has something to say that

those addressed recognize to be

relevant."

Letters To The Editor

Dean Douslas Replies

Editor, Journal

:

I have read your editorial in for more than three or four consec.

Tuesday's issue and I agree that

the health problem is not satisfac-

torily solved so long as students

laid up for several days with 'flu,

laryngitis, glandular infections, etc.

cannot be hospitalized.

There are a few points w'.iich

should be made clear in regard to

facilities available to women stu-

dents :

n Any student may visit the

University physician in the student

hours at the hospital.

2) No fraction of the Health

Insurance Fee paid by stn-lents

comes to Ban Righ Hall towards

the cost of maintaining the Health

Office in Ban Righ and our two-

bed sick-room nor does the Health

Insurance help pay tor the part-lime

uHisc on the residence staff.

3) Mrs. Daubney (Reg. N.) is

available in the Ban Righ Health

Office for a half-hour to an hour

after breakfast, after hmch, and

after dinner. When students are too

ill to come to her office, but notify

her of their illness, she goes to their

rooms, orders trays for their meals

and, if necessary, telephones the

medical officer. Often she tries un-

successfully to get them into hos-

pital for care and treatment, but the

shortage of hospital beds usually

results in the student's having to

remain in the residence even

though ill for several days. Where

possible such students are moved

to the sick-room. Ten years ago

every student w'ho required a tray

utive meals could be admitted to

hospital. Now accommodation is

available only for those seriously

ill.

4) Mrs. Daubney has done great

service in preventing much serious

illness when students have cooper-

ated by coming to the Health

Office at an early stage before their

symptoms have become acute.

5) With regard to the student

referred to in your editorial as being

ill in an annex from Thursday to

Sunday before Mrs. Daubney saw

her, the facts are these: This stu-

dent never came to the Health

Office but on Friday the warden

told her symptoms to Mrs. Daub-

ney who immediately advised that

the student go to the Medical

Officer. The assistant Medical

Officer told the student that her

throat looked like a scarlet fever

case but when she said she had had

scariet fever he sent her back tO'

the residence. No report of her

condition being worse was given the

Nurse until Sunday, when she went

to the annex and found a slightly-

above-normal temperature and ad-

vised the father, who had come to

Kingston, that it would be safe and

wise for her to go home. This is the

type of case Mrs. Daubney and I

would like to see hospitalized. The

hospital bed shortage is a serious-

problem for all Kingstonians.

A. Vibert Douglas,

Dean of Women.

Inacfequate Medical Care

I believe that the day is over when
it w^as adequate to present the

Christian faith as a beautiful way
of life. It is no longer sufficient to

call the youth of today to idealistic

crusades in the spirit of Jesus. The
needs of mankind go deep and can

only be satisfied in bringing the

entire Gospel in all its fullness to

bear upon them. We need the

whole thrilling story of the acts of

God for man's redemption. We
need to see ourselves in history as

more than the sad tale of man's stu

pidity and sin, but rather as the

stage of the divine drama which will

have at its culmination the disclo-

sure of its full meaning.

The theatrical industry in pro-

ducing the wide screen had to think

of a new name for its pictures. One
of those names chosen was "\'iata-

vision". It means that there is depth

to the picture, that you are able to

see far into the background. As
you watch the picture you see not

merely a flat surface but you be-

come aware of depth. As students,

I believe that it is necessary that

we all develop a Vistavision, be-

come Bachelors of Vistavision.

The Gospel of Christ then receives

new relevance and with ourselves

related to God, life becomes a

thrilling new adventure fidi of

meaning and purpose.

Editor, Journal:

As four upper year Levanites, we

should like to take this opportunity

of thanking the editor of the Journal

for bringing before the students the

vital issue of the inadequate facili-

ties for medical care at the univer-

sity, and in particular, in the

women's residences.

Our own experiences have con-

vinced us of the need for a full-

time nurse at Ban Righ Hall. As

the editor pointed out, Mrs. Daub-

ney cannot, because of the dual

nature of her position, look after

the girls properly, especially since

she cannot be located in times of

relative emergency, objects to being

called during the night, and yet in-

sists that the girls see her before

having the doctor come up to see

them. All these things have defi-

nitely occurred to one or other of

depend to bring food from the

kitchen, which is scarcely palatable

to someone who has, for instance,

a very bad case of *flu.

Moreover we feel that something

should be done about the Univer-

sity Medical Office — if not, then

why on earth are we paj'ing insur-

ance money? February and March

are very poor months for students

here. Coughs, colds, and 'flu, for

want of better precautions and

medical services, take a heavy toll

of studying time — and then, the

crowning touch, they ask for blood!

Recently Recovered.

Girls who are sick depend en-

tirely upon the kind services of

another busy friend to get them

trays from the kitchen, open the

cans of soup and fruit juice, and

in general cater to their needs. If

the girls go into the dreary and

stuffy infirmary at Ban Righ, the>

are often neglected, except for the

visits of friends on whom they still
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1. Lacasse Replies

To AMS Refusal

H. Lacasse, of Ottawa, whose

claim for damages resulting from

last September's riot was refused

by the AMS, has written a reply.

Mr. Lacasse alleged that he

was attacked by noting Queen's

tudents and suffered bodily

liarm and injury to his clothes

He placed a claim through his

lawyers for $I7LS0, which was

rejected by the Alma Mater Soc-

iety on the grounds of insuffi-

cient evidence.

His letter reads as follows:

Dear Sir

I have recieved a letter from

my lawyer informing me that

you connot pay my claim so that

leave me no alternative now to

sell to the hush paper the story

of the heaving of the student in

their twa days crazy rompage in

kinston they offered me a good

sum of money tor the story ot

their behaver and conduct how

they gang boys & Girls go

through hotel pool Hall Hand in

Hand spilling people beer brak-

ing chair ect and turning people

cart on the market causing a lot

of damage they say it about time

the goverment step in and keep

them Earbarent on their own

ground and all it take is good

public paper story to woke up

the gov. & People

I remain

Re-open Tricolor Sales

For Extra Three Days

Meisel Discusses

Man In Society

Your Truly

H. Lacasse

National Ballet of Canada

Three members of ihe National Ballet of Canada dance a scene

from the tablet "Offenback in the Underworld," part of the program

to he presented by the company next Tuesday in Kingston Com-

munity Center.

Douglas Hyde Lectures

On Communist Issues

Stewart Elected

Senior AMS Rep.

The Levana elections, held Mon

decided the office-holders for

the 1955-56 term. They are as fol-

lows; jane Stewart, senior .''iMS

rep : Leonor Haw, vice-pres.
;
Sylvie

Bieler, secretary ; Liz Jennings, pres.

LABC; Betty Swerdfager, pres. Le-

vana council; Barbara Bell. soph,

lev. rep. ;
Vicky Borota, jr. lev. rep.

;

Mary Ellen, Barr. sr. lev. rep.:

Alison Hill, social convenor: Dee

Bird, curator.

Out of a total number of approx-

imately 450 girls. 290 voted.

Meds56 Elections

Ron Pond was elected president

nf Mcds'56 at a class meeting Mon-

day. Other members of the exec-

utive for 1955-56 are; Jim Howe,

vice-pres. ; Lee Brown, secrc-

lary-treas.
; Jim Taggart and Don

Kcenlcyside, social convenors ;
Dave

Morlev, athletic stick.

Engineering Club
Chooses Officers

At the final meeting of the

Llectrical Engineering Club, Tues

day, the following officers were

elected for the _.]955-56 season

:

Prof. H. H. Stewart, honorary

pres. : Bill Shenton. pres. ; Don

Cluff. first vice-pres.; Hal Wright,

secretary; Eric Ridgen. treasurer;

Sani~"Sa'\vcHiick, sociaU convenor.

A second vice-pres. will he

elected from the tliird year next

fall.

Douglas Hyde, one-time news

editor of London's Communist

"Daily Worker", spoke on "The

Struggle for Asia and Africa"

Tuesday evening in Convocation

Hall.

Mr. Hyde was well-known as

the "boy-preacher" in England

when he was only 17. In 1928 he

joined the Communist party and

was an active editor until 1948

when he left the party. Since

then he has travelled over almost

all of the free world, and recently

published his book "I Believed".

The speaker described a mod-

ern factory near the source of

the Nile where the canteen sold

nothing but boiled banana. The

workers, some of whom had

only recently come o\it of the

bush, had nothing to spend their

$4 salary on but "booze and

women". He stated that Com-

munism has had its origins in

just such situations as these.

Communism rises more from

atheism than from poverty. The

former is a completely new sit-

uation, but the world has always

known poverty. Communism is a

striving faith, to be combated

only with an equally vigorous

Christianity, not bombs. Unless

we provide spiritual leadership

for the people from the world's

under-developed areas, he assert-

ed, the Communists will.

Last spring, at a conference of

"The Communist Parties of Co-

lonial and Semi-Colonial Conn-

trie^i and Areas under Imperial-

ist Influence", one of the speak-

er? said that "Asia is the great

fighting front of to-day. and .Af-

rica will be the great fighting

front of to-morrow.

A former colleague of the

speaker's, who was a little too

active for the Communists ii

South Wales, was dubbed "a left

wing deviationist". He was sup-

pressed and soon appeared at the

head of the African Comninnist

party, which evidently felt it

could go a lot further there than

ill Britain.

To-day, the World Federation

of Unions is awarding scholar-

ships to universities inside the

Iron Curtain, the speaker contin-

ued. A university was built near

Moscow last year, devoted entire-

ly to the study of African dial-

ects.

A few years ago the bulk of

Communist propaganda for such

places as Loudon and Tokyo was

printed in Moscow. Now it comes

from Peking. The fundamental

difference, he said, is that Peking

believes in the "use of the gun".

In such places as Hong Kong

and Pusan, where there are great

(See Douglas Hyde. Page 3

National Ballet Of Canada
Visits Kingston On Tuesday

The National Ballet Company, slated for a one-night perform-

ance Tuesday, Jfarch 8, will present a program of two classical

and one modern ballets. The company is on its winter North

American tour. The University Women's Club of Kingston is

sponsoring the performance to be held in the Kingston Commun-

ity Centre.

Les Sylphides, set to the music

of Chopin, is called by connois-

seurs the "perfect ballet". The

Nutcracker Suite is based on the

classic by Tschaikowsky and tells

the story of the little girl who is

'^'iven a nut-cracker for Christ-

mas. The nut-cracker subse-

luenlly turns into a prince who

conducts her through the King-

( lorn of Candy where various

forms of entertainment are prov-

ided, to her delight and wonder-

ment, Antony Tudor has choreo-

graphed the dances for Offen-

bach in the Underworld, based

on music from the French com-

poser's comic opera, Orpheus in

the Underworld,

Celia Franca, artistic director

of the company, will dance the

leading roles, along with the

husband and wife team, Lois

Smith and David Adams. Prac-

tically all of the company's dan-

cers were born in Canada or have

become naturalized citizens of

this country.

The National Ballet of Canada

is the youngest of the major com-

panies, having being formed only

four years ago. It is built on a

national scale, representing the

whole of Canada. This is in con-

trast to most artistic groups

which have grown up in the coun-

try's major centres.

Tickets have sold quickly, but

there are still some $1.00 seats

available at the Douglas Library

Order Office.

Co-ops

.Ml applications for resi-

dence in the Co-ops should be

handed in as soon as possible.

AMS Meeting

Set for Thursday

I he aimual open meeting of the

A!ma Mater Society will be held

Thursday evening in Grant Hall.

All students are urged to attend.

The AMS electoral college will

meet on Wednesday to appoim the

AMS president for 1955-56. The

appointment will he aimounced al

Thursday night's meefing when

retiring president Iain Gow surren-

ders his gavel to the incoming i)rcs-

ident.

The evening's business will in-

clude the annual report of .\MS

permanent secretary-treasurer Herb

Hamilton, and discussion and vot-

ing on the proposed amendments

to the AMS constitution.

The need to reach a compromise

between new ideals and tradition-

al values was stressed by Prof.

John Meisel in the third of a

series of lectures on "Man in

Sociefly" last Thursday. Topic

of his address was "The Effect

of Industrialization on Modern

Man".

Professor Meisel reviewed the

direct results of modern indus-

trialization, specialization, stand-

ardization, rationalization in dis-

tribution, and the reduction of

the human element. After stress

ing the loss of identification of

the individual man with his work,

he discussed the more general

influences of industrialization on

society. He said that there ha

been a tremendous increase in

leisure accompanying the rise in

the standard of living.

The speaker went on to say

that the fast tempo of modern

life and urban concentration of

population have led to imper-

sonal relations. Because of this,

values of the new era have spnmg

up to clash with the more tra-

ditional ideals. Professor Meisel

concluded by asserting that we

must adjust ourselves, develop

our critical faculties, and keep

intact those traditional ideals

recognized as good.

Publishers Promise

Tricolor Delivery

For Late Spring

Tricolor '55 sales will re-open

for three days beginning today,

business manager Molly Fisher

announced at Tuesday's meeting

of the Alma Mater Society ex-

ecutive.

Further orders may be placed

at the Queen's post office and

the AMS office in the Student's

Union.

Miss Fisher reported that, con-

trary to their expectations, this

year's publication will keep out

of debt by a substantial margin.

This profit is due in part to an

increase of $400 in the adver-

tising revenue over previous

years, and also in part to pros-

pects of book sales reaching the

required number-

To date, there have been well

over 800 copies sold and it is

Frances Code Appointed

New Editor Of Journal

For the first time since World

War II, a woman has been ap-

pointed editor-in-chief of the

Queen's Journal.

This year's managing editor,

Frances Code, was promoted to

the editorship by the Alma Mater

Society executive Tuesday eve-

ning. There were no other ap-

plications and the vote was un-

animous.

An honours student in English

and psychology. Miss Code is

entering her graduating year.

She joined the Journal staff in

her first year. In addition, she

has worked for several summers

with the Rouyn-Noranda Press,

a weekly newspaper published in

her home town in Quebec,

The new editor will assume

her duties in the fall, succeeding

Tony Kiug who has held the top

Journal position since February,

1954.

Several other appointments to

the senior masthead have already

been announced by Miss Code.

Lorna Rogers and Vickie Borota

will continue in their present

capacities as news editor, while

FRANCES CODE

Jim O'Grady will move up from

sports editor to managing editor.

A new associate editor and

heads for the sports and features

department have yet to be named

expected that with the temporary

re-opening of sales the total will

exceed 1000.

A new publishing firm, Year-

book House. Kansas City, has

been contracted, and delivery of

the finished Tricolors is guaran-

teed by June at the latest.

We All Cut Loose

At Tricolor Truce

By Jeri Shortt

"Flag of Truce!" will be the

cry ne-xt week! Clods and Plumb-

er's will drink one another's health

from a Mudzman's skull (borrow-

ed not taken off. that is!) It is

rumored that Scribe will even take

one of the despised tribe of Lemons.

Colour Night, when Queen's

honors her heroes, is tlie occasion

this vear for laying aside ail grud-

ges, 'for forgetting old battles and

planning new parties.

At 7:30 next Friday evening the

athletic award winners of the past

year and as many others as can

fight their way into the Union will

he served a buffet supper. The en-

tire main floor will be open to the

supper guests. At the sound of the

pipes everyone will enter Wallace

Hall, where trophies and "Q's"

will be presented. After the pre-

sentations coffee will be served,

and guests will be free to wander

about, congratulate their favorite

:nhtetes. and rest up for the dance.

At ten o'clock Grant Hall will

npen its doors to start the Colour

Night dance. The ladies wilt re-

ceive novel favours, (in spite of

rumors lo the contrary ) :
weapons

.-iiid faculty jackets will be checked

at the (coke) bar.

Price S3, a couple fnr the

dance.

Levana Grad Dinner

Will ail those who are plan-

ning to attend the Levana Grad

Dinner please sign the list in

Ban Kigh Hall.
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WHISTLE

with JIM O'GRADY

A TRADITION ON THE SCENE

Remember Captain Curtis

And till- conquerors of Yale.

So bnvs I/O in and win.

Old Boys Return Tomorrow

Alfie Pierce remembered Captain Curtis well. It was back in

"the old days" of football here when the great event transpired,

and Alfie, in later years around the campus, was to tell of it fre-

quently. "We beat Yale at Buffalo", he'd say, "We beat theni

12 to 2 in the first half under their own rules, and we beat them

IS to 5 in the second half under our own game". At the time. Yale

was one of the strongest teams in the United States, and, for a

Queen's team to beat thcni, was an event which was considered

worthy of being immortalized in song.

That, however, wasn"t considered by Alfie to be the most

exciting game he had ever witnessed. The game of his life was

instead one which was played on the lower campus (in front of

the present new Arts buiklingl in 1Q22, the first year Queues won

the Dominion championship. The dramatic event was reported

in a Queen's Journal years later: "Osgoode Hall was looked upon

as the team to beat and they formed a powerful crew. But Queen's

Kcelled her opponents primarily on %\'hat was then called the "rush

Ine". At the end of a grim and closely contested game, the score

tood at 9-9. In the fifteen minutes of overtime, playing together

as teams in those days rarely did. Queen's forced their way over

the line and stayed there. The score, Queen's II, Osgoode 10."

Alfie never tired of telling that story and he relived again and

again that day of victory.

It seems appropriate at this time to spin these tales about

Alfie, whose name is attached to the trophy which goes annually

around about this time to the Freshman who has contributed most

to the world of Athletics here at Queen's. Alfie as a man died

on a Monday in the month of February, 19SI, but Alphie as a tra-

dition seems destined to live on for years to come.

For nearly 70 years. Aiphte was the mascot of the nniversity's

various teams. He lived in a tiny room in Jock Harty arena during

this time, a locale which he had chosen in the early days of Queen's

athletic supremacy when the senior teams lived and ate together

in the building. His activities as official mascot were many and

varied, ranging from team trainer to general handyman. Captain

Curtis (his real name was Guy) was generally given credit for

enrolling Alphie as mascot and assistant to the Queen's seniors.

According to the reports. Curtis tagged Alphie one day while he

was coming home from school and told him to report to the team

as a waterboy. The next day, Alph had started his long career on the

Queen's scene.

Who was this man who for so many years was a much a part of

the campus as Richardson stadium? He was born on a May 24th in

what some said was the year 1874 . . . but no one could ever be

sure of his exact birthdate. He said later that he had been named

after Queen Victoria's consort Prince Albert, which, if true, added

a further touch of the bizarre to his personality. In his youth, he

was a curly-headed athlete who himself was a good baseball and foot-

ball player, and who carried on his lacrosse activities until he was

nearly forty years old.

While he was alive, the words "Alphie Pierce" were synonomous

wiih everything that the school meant to the people who had gradu-

ated from it. Dean Douglas once told of discussing Alphie with a

Queen's grad at an alumni dinner in Winnipeg one night; and J.

Alex lidminson, assistant to the principal of the university, in his

visits to various alumni associations, always noted that the picture

of Alphie which was flashed on the screen during the illustrated

talk on Queen's would, on every occassion, bring spontaneous

planse,

To the undergraduates, Alphie was something else. "Every

year before a football game could be played in Kingston, Queen's

mascot Alphie Pierce stepped out onto the field bedecked in his

gayest finery. Then thousands of loyal fans would stand up and
scream madly "What's the matter with Alphie?" Whereupon every-

one would assure all his cohorts that "He's all right. "Once this

vital ritual had been carried out, the second attraction of the day,

the football game, could get underway."

Such slalwart ex-Gael's as

Harry Lampman and "Tip" Logan

will return here Saturday night

when the Queen's Grads take on

this years edition of the Queen's

senior cagers in the gym.

Last year the Old Boys, before a

large house attracted to the gym

for the final basketball action of

the season, ran out of steam in the

final half and dropped a 5S-3R de-

cision to Tindall's crew.

Among the returnees will be

"Tip" Logan, a local star of the

])ast on both the football field and

Ihe basketball court. Tip will no

doubt he betler remembered by

Tricolor supporters for his fine

play with the Tiger-Cats from Ha-

milton for the past four seasons.

Along with Logan will be team-

mate (during the basketball season

at least), one Harry Lampman who

is playing B-Ball with the Hamilton

Mountaineers. During the past

three seasons. Harry has been play-

ing end for the Saskatchewan

Rough Riders of the WIFU.

Other e\-Queensmen who will

be on display will be: Don Griffen,

Bill Oliver, Gord McDonnell, At

Lcnard, Don Souter, John Holder,

Norm Harry and Jim MacNiven.

The "old men" will he bolstered by

some members" of "this years foot-

ball stjuad, including Ron Stewart,

lack Abraham, Lou Bruce. Jim

Hughes and Gary Lewis.

There will be half-time enter-

tainment and four pipers from the

Queen's band will be on hand.

The intermediate hoopsters will

meet Ryersbn Tech. in a warm-up

game starting at 7 o'clock.

GAELS WIN 'MUST GAME'
OUT-HUSTLE BLUES 69-61

Although Alphie was a vigorous supporter of the hockey and
basketball teams around the school, it was generally agreed that

the football players were his favorites. During the moments he
spent in the senior Gael dressing rooms, he often got the chance to

berate the soccer players, (or whom be had little use. Night after

night, Alphie would regale the "sassinaiion men for stealing all

the hot water from the rigby men".

No more suiting description of the life and limes of Alphie
Pierce could be written than in these lines which appeared after his

death: "A man came, and with him came tradition. A man has gone
but the legend and the tradition remain".

The Queen's Golden Gaels ended

the regular Intercollegiate basket-

hall schedule with a bang, when

the beat the University of Toronto

Blues 69-61, Saturday, before the

largest crowd to see a game in the

local gym in many a moon. The

Gaels came through with an all

nut effort to register their seventh

triumph of the season and also the

seventh of their last eight games.

The win was a big one for the

Gaels and assured them of at worst,

a second place tie and probably a

first place draw. For the losers, it

was the final blow to their hope

for undisputed possession of the

top rung. The Blues have now lost

three games while winning five

and must take the Western Mus-

tangs and the McGill Redmen in

their last two tilts if they wish to

hold onto a first place tie.

The game was exciting all the

way ^vith the teams never more

than a couple points apart until the

final five minutes when the Tri-

clor started to pull away. Both

teams started quickly and the lead

see-sawed back and forth through-

out the first quarter. Early in the

second quarter the Blues forged

into a 29-20 lead and it seemed as

tiinugh the game Gaels were .going

10 drop out of competition after a

Lomehack that had brought them

into contention for the top slot.

Si>arked hy Bob Anglin who

controlled the Gael basket and by

the checking of Lash Latimer ami

Wally Mellor. The Tricolor tied it

up shortly before the buzzer soun-

ded and went off the floor with a

35-35 tie. The outstanding attri-

bute to the team play of the Gaels

was the fact that in the first half

of the game, e\'ery member of the

squad had scored.

The second half was as thrilling

as the first wilh the teams still

unable to gain a decisive lead,

they went into the final quarter

with the Tricolor trailing by three

IHjint. Early in the last period, led

by the scoring of Paul Fedor, the

Tricolor pulled up and took a lead

which they were never to rclin-

cpiish. Slowly they edged ahead,

until with less than five minutes

left they were ten points up. The
Blues started to check hard and

picked up a lot of fouls which hurt

their chances. Two of the Blues

fouled out, with first Al Vaichulis

and then V ic Kurdyak being fore

ed to leave the game. The Gael,

hung on grimly and when the final

whistle sounded tliev were still

Aggies Make WithThe Muscles

Win Another Wrestling Title

The OAC Aggies, proverbially

noted for their prowess on the

wrestling mat, added another

title to their collection last week-

end, when they won the annual

intercollegiate wrestling meet on

their home grounds. Piling up a

73 point total, the Aggies finish-

ed in front of the second place

squad from Toronto, who man-

aged a total of 64 points. Wes-

tern's 33 points earned them third

place; McGill's 27 points left

them fourth : while Queen's, with

a small 9 point total, wound up

in last place. Here's what hap-

pened to the six Queen's wrest-

lers in the event:

Ted Courtnage at 130 pounds

met Joe Milluat of Toronto and

was pinned in the second round.

The make-up of the draw elim-

inated Ted from any further com-

petition.

Jack Underw<.iP<l who won most

of Queen's 9 points met defending

champ Mitre Poirier of OAC in bis

first match and lost by a close

decision. Poirier pinned his ne.xt

two opponents to win the title

again while Underwood was also

picking up a pair of wins.

Ray Smith at 157 poimds, after

training for only two weeks, sur-

prised the coach with his strength

and durability while losing two

Jim Plummer, in the 167 pound

class picked up a win over his Mc-

Gill opponent in his first match, but

lost bis next two to wrestlers from

Toronto and Western.

Joe Goetz (196 pounds) met Jim

Hanaway of McGill in his first match

and hit the mat just once: he was

pinned in the first minute of action

However, in his second bout, Joe

lost only after a terrific battle to Bob

Turchan of Western.

Pete Fancy, the Queen's heavy-

weight, lost a decision to Harry

Andre of Western, who managed

to escape Pete's clutches to win by

points.

FINALE IS SPOILED

PUCKMEN LOSE 74

IN LAST MINUTES

Further evidence ,
that hockey

could develop into a regular Sat-

urday afternoon feature during

the winter months was produced

last Saturday in the Jock Harty

Arena. The only black spot on

the afternoon's activity was the

7-4 decision the Gael hockey team

dropped to the Baby Blues from

Toronto.

The score is not a true indic-

ation of the play as the Varsity

team scored their last two goals

on an empty Queen's net. Wilh

less than two minutes remaining

and the score 5-4 in favour of

Toronto, coach Pete Carr-Harris

pulled goalie Bert Brooks in a

bid for the tying goal. It was

then that Ted Rogers and Ron

Bertram popped two quick goah

into the net for the visitors.

The Gaels four goals came off

the sticks of 'Mac' McCartney.

Tan McKay, and Alf Shamess in

the second period and Murray

Osborne in the final period.

Bronze Baby A Slippery Doll

Queen's Girls Can't Nab Her

BASKETBALL SCORES

FRIDAY; Toronto (72)

at McGill (47)

McMaster (50)

at Assumption (62)

SATURDAY: Toronto (61)

at Queen's (69)

McMaster (42)

at Western (102)

WEDN'ESDAY: Western (86)

at Toronto (81)

(Western, by winning one of

its two remaining games against

.Assumption on this weekend,

can cop the league title).

eight points up.

TORONTO — Fawcett (22),

Potter (S), Matsalla (2), Binning-

lon (7), Richmond. Kurdyak (6),

Madden (lOl. Tile (2), Vaichuhs

(5). Total (61).

QUEEN'S — Mellor (6). Ang-

lin (2). Donnelly (2), Latimer

l2i, Purcell (10). Millikeu (5),

Fedor (25), Haydon (3), Sum
iuers f2.. McMahan (12), Total

f6y|.

The girls" intercollegiate basket-

hall tournament was held last week-

end, with the Bronze Baby being

taken by Western. The first games

were played Friday night, when

Queen's played Western and To-

oruo met McGill, with these games

deciding just who would play off

for the championship the following

day.

Western held a scanty 17-16

lead at half time, but stretched this

to read 49-28 by the time the final

gong sounded. Joanne Castle, with

a 2y point total for the Mustangettes.

was the outstanding player on the

court. Barb Claire bit for 1! points

for the locals, while Betty Jean

Hardie with 8. Diane Barass with

5, and Barb Bell with 4 were the

other point collectors.

On Saturday afternoon, the W'es-

tcrn club hoiuiced the Toronto crew

for the title, while Queen's was de-

feating McGill 54-42 in a consola-

tion event. The scoring this time

was split up between Diane Barass

(18) ; B. J. Hardie (17) : Mary

Lyons (2) : and Barb Bell (5).

The team was coached by Miss

Elizabeth Evans and managed by

[anet Nelson.

HOCKEY
Monday: Final intramural play

off game. Arts 58 and Sc. 55

tied l-l, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Tues. and Wed.: Interfaculty

finals Arts, Meds, and Scien-

ce, at noon.

EXPORT
CANADA'S FINEST

CIGARETTE ,

'

Dial 7135

town and country
Restaurants Princess at Clergy Streets,
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Athletic Board Of Control

Presents Revised Constitution

Newman Elections

For New Officers

Following is the Rcvistil coiistiliitioii of the Alhlvlie Board of Control

which will be presented at the annual meeting of tlie Alma Mater Society
Thursday night.

~

Article I

Section 3: There shall he the following orgaiiizcd clubs; add "golf" to

the list of men's cluhs. End the sentence at "Archery", omit the rest of the

sentence, and add tlic following sentence taken from Article I. Section -I,

suhseclion (b): "The Board may authorize the formation of cluhs for other
sports or require the discontinuance of existing clubs."

Section 4, subsection (e): Change "Tlic Eligibility Coniinittee" to "The
Awards Connnittee".

Article III

Section 1: add (e) it shall be the duty of the manager to record the

halves or periods played in by the athletes.

(f) The manager shall, at the close of the season, submit lo the Sec-

retary of the A.B. of C. a list of the squad members (arranged alphabetically

and by class. includinK lime played, tnalchcs. places or points won), who
liave fulfilled the award requireninents.

(g) The A.B. of C. shall have the power at any tmie, for cause, lo re-

move the manager.

Article IV
Section 1: The University presents athletic awards in an effort to stim-

ulate more interest in sports and it is hoped the awards will serve as a token

of appreciation and as a reward for a job well done.

The A.B. of C. shall award, nnder conditions specified below, the follow-

ing marks of distinction in athletics:

(a) An Old Gold block "Q" 7 in n S in. x l\i in. to be known a.'i the
"Q". The corners shall be cut diagoiiallv.

(c) .'\n Old Gold bloek "Q" 7 in. x 5 in. x \]4 in. with the abbrcviatiuus

OR. superimposed lo he known as (he senior manager's "Q".

(d) An Old Gold 'Q" 6 in. x 4 in. with the abbreviation MGR. super-
imposed to be known as the manager's "Q" II, having the Roman numeral
II inserted.

(e) Athletes and managers who receive "Q's" or "Q" ITs shall also

receive certificates indicating the sport and year. Letter holders who earn

additional awards shall be given cetirficates suitably inscibed with the sporl

and year,

(f) An Old Gold rectangular "Q" 6 in. x 4 in. to be known as (he

Levana "Q".

Section 2: The "Q" shall be awarded to any student of Queen's University.

(a) Who is a member of the Senior Badminton or Tennis team which
wine one-third of its total matches during the I ntercoliegiatc tournament.

(b) Who participates on the Senior team in 50% or more of the total

halves of its regular games in the Intercollegiate scries in basketball, football,

and water polo.

(c) Who wins a match in the Senior Intercollegiate Boxing or Wrest-
ling assaults.

(d) Who places in the upper half of the competitors in the Senior In-

tercollegiate Harrier or in the upper half of the competitors by virtue of

his low gross score in the Senior Intercollegiate Golf Tournament.

(e) Who participates on the Senior team in 50% or more of (he total

periods of its regular games in the Intercollegiate series in Hockey. Goalies

who have not played the required number of periods may receive a letter

upon recommendation of tlic (Zoach and the approval of the A.B. of C.

(f) Who participates on the Senior Intercollegiate Ski team and wins

an individual event in dual, triangular and other such_ ski meets deemed
equivalent to Intercollegiate meets; or who participates in the Senior Inter-

collegiate Ski Meet and places in the first throe in an individual event.

(g) Who participates in the Senior Intercollegiate Swim Meet and

places in the upper half of the competitors in his event; or who swims on

a relay team which places in the upper half of the number to teams com-

peting.

(h) Who participates in the Senior Intercollegiate Track Meet and

places in the first four positions in an individual event; or who runs on a

relay team which places first or second.

(i)Who are members of championship teams in the Senior Intercollegiate

series at the discretion of the A.B. of C.

(j) The coach may submit in writing lo the Secretary of the A.B. of

C. the names of athletes who have not achieved the minimnm requirements

for letters due to injurv or other cxtenuatnig circumstances, but whom he

feels have contributed sufficiently to deserve a letter. Special consideration

is to be given in the case of any athlete in his final year who has not met the

requirements bnt has cousciention.'ily served his sport.

(k) The "Q" may be awarded on reconnncndaiion of the .Athletic Board

of Control to members of teams or iiidividuals competing in series other than

Intercollegiate and which series are recognized by the A.B. of C,

(I) Managers shall receive letters at the discretion of the A.B. of C.

Section 3: The "Q" H shall be awarded to any male student of Queen's

University who meets qualifications similar to those which govern the award-

ing of a Senior "Q" but is competing in the Intermediate series.

Section 4: In determining the places won in deciding the winning of

letters the Awards Connnittce shall consider a tie for a place as equivalent

to sole possession of that place. Participation in any half or period for any

length of time is participation in a half or period within the meaning of this

rule. If there is an odd number of ccmpetilors, then the median position

shall he considered in the upper half.

Section 10: — Omit,

ROY YORK RESTAURANT, LTD.
CHINESE AND CANADIAN DISHES, HOME COOKED FOOD

MEAL TICKET VALUED AT $5.50 FOR $5.00

Special Sunday Dinners

Party or Banquet Arrangements at Rainbow Room

271 PRINCESS STREET, KINGSTON, ONT.

Frank Canella, Mcds '60, of

Watertown, N.Y., was elected

president of the University New-
man Club last Sunday, succeed-

ing Michael Carty, Arts '56, of

Kingston.

Other members of the 1955-56

executive are: Edith (Dee) Bird.

Levana '57, Gaiianoque, vice-

president; Ann Cameron, Levana
'58, Ottawa, secretary ; Joseph

Downey, Arts '58, Kingston,

treasurer ; Cadet Norman Sher-

man, R.M.C. '56, Kingston, in-

tellectual convener; Jack Ryan,

Science '56, Windsor, social con

venor ; Robert Griffin, Science

'56, Arnprior, public relations of-

ficer.

The election of officers took

place at the last Newman Nite

of tlie year in St. ^^a^y's School

auditorium. Prior to the meeting

the annual graduation dinner

was held at the La Salle Hotel,

and the students attended a Holy

Hour in St. Mary's Cathedral.

On Thursday evening the

Newman Chib retreat will open

in St. James Chapel, and will

conclude on Sunday morning. The
retreat master will be Rev. Mat
thew G. Meehan, C.Ss-R., rector

of St. Mary's College, Brock-

ville.

Australia, Africa

Featured In Films

A series of films dealing with

Australia, and South Africa will

be presented this month through

arrangement with the High Com-
missioner's Offices o£ these coun-

tries.

On Thursday, March 10, at 8

p.m., three films will be shown
entitled "Australia Today", a

color survey of Au.itralian geog-

raphy, fauna and flora, industry,

cities and sports ; "Australian

Football", a short film dealing

with one of the fastest and most

exciting spectator sport yet dev-

eloped anywhere in the world

:

and "Cavalcade of Australia",

Australian events of the past fifty

years.

Four films will be presented on

Wednesday, March 16, 8 p.m.:

"Colorful South Africa", a color

travelogue; "After Sixty Years",

the development of Johannesburg

from a mining camp to a metro-

polis ; "The Bantu in Urban

Areas", the problem of adjust-

ment; and "Arches of Faith", a

film dealing with the dedication

of the Voortekker Monument.

The films will be shown free

of charge in the McLaughlin

Room.

DOUGLAS HYDE
(continued from page 1)

numbers of refugees from the

Communists, people are turning

en masse to Christianity. Mr.

Hyde believed it is significant

that Pusan, the only Korean city

which has never suffered under

Communist pressure, is now the

only city in free Korea which

still has a Communist party. But

a small community which was

liberated by the truce in 1953,

(the only place in the free world

which has ever suffered under

Communism) was converted to

Christianity at its own request.

Mart Hpiiry Hnlpl

PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont. ,_Phone7712

One More Journal

Final issue of the Journal

will be published next Friday,

March 11.

Scholarships Given

For Thesis Speech

Graduate students of all faculties

presently preparing theses for a

degree are eligible to apply for the

Amlrina McCulloch Scholarships in

Thesis Presentation. Those wishing

to compete should submit their

names and the topics of their

theses to the Registrar by Tuesday;

March 8, 1955.

Students will be expected to

speak for ten minutes on the sub

ject of their theses. Tliey should

describe the purpose, scope, and

method of research of their theses

Conclusions are not expected, but

may be included.

The competition will be held on

Monday, March 21, in the Biology

Lecture Room, Old Arts Build

at 7:30 p.m.

For a

Light Smoke

and a

Pleasing Taste

Call for

PHILIP

MORRIS

3 DAYS GRACE
A LIMITED NUMBER OF

TRICOLOR *55

WILL BE SOLD

Friday - Saturday - Monday
— AT THE —

A.M.S. OFFICE AND OUEEN'S POST OFFICE

NOTICE

"Where the Best People Meet and Eot"

Reosonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5,50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

Do YouKnoiv Your ''LQ^?

HERE IS AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO EVERY STUDENT.

Scientific guidance by the American Standard Intelligence

Test gives yon a Confidential Report of your score and your

abilities.

I-litherlo available only to vocational counsellors, educators

and other professional users, you can take this important test

in the privacy and convenience of your home or study.

Expert analysis by the

University Test Bureau.

No high fees — this fine

service is available to

you for only S2.00.

Simply enclose money

with coupon.

3. S. HEATH,
UNIVERSITY TEST BUREAU,
3614 OXENDEN AVENUE,
MONTREAL. P.Q.

I am ciiclosinB $2.00 only, for Ihe lol, onalysia

Bud ton fidemini tepoit of the

—

AMERIC.AN
STANDARD INTELLIGENCE TEST

Name —
Addms

Cliy —

McGALUS
LUGGAGE AND SPORTING GOODS
By The World's Finest Manufacturers

— AGENTS FOR —
SPALDING - SLAZENCER - CCM, ETC., SPORTS EQUIPMENT

SAMSONITE - McBRINE - DOMINION LUGGAGE MFRS.

QUEEN'S CRESreO SWEATSHIRTS

SPECIAL PRICES TO STUDENTS

Tennis ond Badminton Racquets Restrung

212 PRINCESS STREET DIAL 3793

Students of Queen's

:

Your ovm Book Store can supply you with all your require-

ments in Text Books for all Faculties and Departments. Loose

Leaf Supplies, Fountain Pens, Queen's Pennants and Cushions.

Our Used Book Exchange is at your disposal.

TCCHNicAU supi>l.ie:s
KINGSTON Queen's University Grounds ONTARIO

EUROPE
LAST CALL!

Sail May 2S or June 14 tourist class on

STUDENT TOUR 5 5 Homeric from Quebec on special conducted

66 DAYS $1,126 tours limited to Students. A wet-k in London.

Holland, inclutlinR Volendain and Isle of Marken,

Brussels. Colocnc, tbe Rhine by steamer, motor tour of the Black

Forest, Liechtenstein, Austrian Tyrol. Bavarian Castles, Dolomites,

Venice, Adriatic Coast, tiny Republic of San Marino. Rome, the Hill

Towns. Florence, Italian and French Rivieras, French Alps. Switzer-

land. Paris. Motor tour of Scotland, En.q^lish Lakes. North Wales,

Shakespeare Country, Exmoor, Glorious Devon, Returninc tourist

class on the S.S. Homeric arrivins; Quebec July 26 or August 12,

respectively.

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDERS

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL CLUB Ltd.

57 BLOOR ST. WEST, TORONTO WA. 4-1139

Management: J. F. & G. H. Lucas

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT- TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOT'S THO'l

THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATIONI

INSIST ON
WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS It's a good rule to keep your finances in

top condition, too— by operating your

own savings account at the B of M.

Bank of Montreal

WORKING WITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WAIK OF LIFE SINCE 1817
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VALLEAU'S

BARBER SHOP
316 PRINCESS STREET

Three Barbers

Next to Silver Grid PHONE 6911

PRiNCCES An Clergi STRcrTa

RtV J FOHBES
MA DO MIHISTCH

MR DARWIN STATA,
OROANIBT and CHOIFlMASrEH

MISS ANNE HALLIDAY

lO.IS a.m. Bible Class

1 1 .00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

I. Andrew's Young People

Society will meet after

fvening service.

New Journal Constitution

The con.lilvtlon of the Queen's Journal ha. ''^-^,1' ^jl^^^

and will he presented to the annual mcet.ng of the -'^^ ^ /hurM ay m^^^^^^

be voted on by the members. Following are son.t of the mo^t important

'""Irt^le II. Section 1, subsection (d). The
'^f-r'"^'?|f*,ftmi"u'a;d

dismissed by the AMS ENeculive except on =evcn
li'-'l'.^

"'"^

'Y, '1 ^ 'Z^.lcte
after a poll of the st.tdent body. The said poll l'"^. '

.^..^^
" '

, v
davs of twcnly-four hours after the mo .on to diM.m. ha. 1'

J'^, ,
' >

thfAMi K«ru ive. The .mcstion shall he decided hy a sm.ple m: only

o the lud.ntV ret-i^lercd at the University and shall take ih. lorm
;

Sh. 1

n'e present l-ditor-in-Chicf continue to hold his position? (An.wer \ e=

or No.)
ARTICLE IV

S<.ction ! The Editor-in-Chief shall receive an honorarium of at least

two hmidred and fifty dollars (?250.00). the exact amount to be determined

'^^'^^e^ioL^^"Tr.fsil,fedi?o;f;other than the Edi,or-m-Chief) shall re-

ceive hoZaria of not more than $100 each, tlie total amonnt no^ to x-

ceed '^4U0 The exact amounts of these lionorana shall be laid down bj ttic

Fd iter- in-Chief with the approval of the Ai!.S Executive.

Sec oV" There shall be an official Journal pm, a copy of whose design

l.nl) l.r- Itr-ot 'in the office of the Permanent Secretary- Treasurer.
'

sJetion V A Jovirnal pm shall be awarded at the discretion of ihe

Jo.nial staff whose work over a perio.l of at least two years shall be deemed

worthy of tile award.

Section 7: The AMS shall bear the cost of

any one year,

SIGNPOST

il more than fifteen pins

NFCUS Art Exhibit In Senate Room

1.

cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

A selection of paintings and

drawings from the NFCUS Na-

tional Art Competition are now

on exhibition in the Senate Room.

With entries from Mount Alison

in the cast to the University o

DANCING
Every Friday and Saturday Nights at the

FRIDAY—Bob Whitney and his Melody Men, Dancing 9 till 1.

$1.00 ner person

SATURDAY—Doug Creighton ond his Arch Doncing. 9.30 till 12.30

$2.50 per couple

Transportation provided by calUng The Golden Slipper 2-0745

nights only.

Friday

British Columbia in the west, the

exhibition is a sampling of what

students across Canada are doinj

in the way of drawing and paint

ing-.

(flhalmrrs

EARL AND SARRJE STS.

REV, W. F. BANISTER. DO.
MINISTER

SUNDAY. MARCH 6th

n o.m.—"Christ the

Shepherd"

7.30 p.m.—Questions
Christians Ask.

(8) "What About Divorce?"

8:45—Youth Fellowship

0 Come Lei Us Worship

Canterbury Club

Meeting tbi.s Sunday alter evensong in the library o£ St.

George's Cathedral. Nominations for next year's executive. Debate:

Resolved; the Canterbury Club Should be Dissolved". Commun-

ion Service in St. James' Chapel at 7:30 a.m. every Thursday

liiorniii" during Lent.

Tricolor '55

Tricolor '55 will accept candid shott

voiir snaos to the Post Office.

intil March 7. Brinj

Convocation Hall
Convocation Holl Movies

The following movies will be shown

during the month of March

:

March 9, "Genevieve", 4 and 7,30 p.m.; March 16, "Importance

of Being Earnest". 7.30 p.m.; March 23, "Passport to Piralico", 4

and 7:30 p.m.; ^farcll 30, "Nicholas Nickelby," 4 and 7.30 p.m.

D.V.A. Cheques

D.V.A. Cheques are now available at the Padre's Office.

Band and Cheerleader Forty

Annual Band and cheerleader party will be held Friday, March

4, at the Cottage Inn. Paul Chabot's Orchestra. $1. per couple.

Starts at 9.00 p.m.

Hillei Film

"Lc Corbcau", with English sub-titles, and

I,.elt No Card." Sunday, March 6, at 8.00 p.m.

'The Stranger

Photographs

Any photographs that were exhibited

picked up at the Queen's Post Office.

the salon may be

International Relations Club

Mr. Arthur Gaitskell. a form(;r member of the Sudan Executive

Council and a distinguished expert on underdeveloped areas, will

be guest speaker at a meeting sponsored by the IRC on Wednesday

March 9 at S p.m. in the McLaughlin Room in the Students' Union

Faculty and students are invited to attend. Mr. Gaitskell will

speak on the subject: "British Policy in Africa Today."

Badminton Club

The Kingston Badminton Club from the YWCA is visiting our

club, Sunday afternoon. March 6. All club members are invited

as this will be the last Sunday afternoon meeting this year.

Bring Back Flag

Will the person or persons

who took the Red Cross flag

from Grant Hall kisl week

please return it immediulely

to the AMS office or to the

Queen's post office. No tiues-

ions asked. Thank you !

CFRC
This is the final week CFRC

will be broadcasting.

Friday

7 :00—Campus News ; Gordon

Penny

7 :05—S ports Profiles ;
Mike

Moffat interviews Queen's

baskelhal! team

7:30—Talent Time; Marg Mar-

tyu

7:45—Leave it to Levana; Joyce

Safrance, Anne Hayes

S:00—Mike's Mood Music; Mike

Meehan, Arne Kotanen

S:30—Our Place; Mary Capell,

Charles Taylor, Peter

Paris, Alan Brown, Gil

Moffat

9;00
—"Hie Jacet"; Dave Cow-

per, Ned Franks

9:15—Bandstand; Bruce Gates

9:30—Clarissa's Honor Guard;

Taj'lor et al vs. Penny et al

10:00—Gilbert and Sullivan; Gor-

don Sedgwick

10:30—Bits atid Pieces; Jim Be-

thnne, Joe Devine

11:00—Hatidley's Hamper

Saturday

6:30—Ranch 1490; Anne

land

7:00—Holland Calling; T.

nema

7:30—Music; A. Matthews

7:45—Anything Goes; Igor

S:00—In The Groove; D. Thom-

son

S :30—Campus Crossroads ; T.

Hunter

9:00—1490 Classics (The Inves-

tigator) ; B. Sanderson

10:00—Pop Concert; D. Harrison

10:30—Eirdland; P. Ward, G.

Simser

11 :00—Etijoyable Music; R.

Clench

Dor-

Bon-

Classified Ads
Wanted

Someone to share an apart-

ment during the coming summer.

See Alien Kear at SI Earl Street

or phone 7106 (day-time) or 6498

(evening).

For Sale

1936 Dodge Coach in good con-

dition. Will sell reasonably. A,

Strong, phone 3885.

Lost

Pair of glasses with two-toned

frames. Between Tech Supplies

and Ban Righ. Will finder please

return to Journal Office,

Found
Ladies glasses. Found outside

Old Arts Building on Monday.

'.Contact Mrs. A. Spencer. Medical

Library.

SYDENHAM B. WILLinM STS
REV C. E. J. CRAGG.

M.A.. D.D . D.O.
minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
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THE DIARY OF

THE MAD JOURNAUST

So What?

St. Lucius and St. Adrian — Well saints be praised! Here
it is March alread)', and me without my bulbs ready to set out.

Indeed, I have been caught without even a seed catalogue. But
at any rate the month has come in neither Hkc a Iamb nor yet like

a lion, but rather like a puppy dog; who drools unbecomingly and
leaves little puddles all over the place. This is the month of

Madness — of March Hares and Mad Hatters, not to mention Mad
Journalists. There is nothing strange in this. Who can Uve
through February and retain his mental balance? I'll tell you who.
Only coarse and indelicate creatures, comic book readers and
listeners of "Have You Talked to the Man Upstairs" type of music
can withstand February. Why? Because they are either so broad-

minded as to be flat beaded or so 0])en-minded as to be sieve-brained

But sensitive folk — me for e.xaraple — are hard put at such a time.

Nevertheless, March heralds the approach of Spring, and I

snppose it is therefore a Good Thing. I expect that in a short time

all the birds and bees will be coming back, and that small boys

will ogle the girdle displays in Eaton's Spring and SuiTimer Cata-

logue. Before long we shall all be able to go dancing through sweet,

sunlit meadows . . . tip-toe through the tul!j)S, anyone?
• * * *

It has come to my attention that the Levana Society elections

liave been held. This is interesting in that a friend of mine on
the faculty recently told me he had discovered who Levana reallj'

was. When I asked him for particulars, however, he simply

wriggled his ears, rolled his eyes, and leered in a manner which
suggested that the old girl might be naughty. I decided to find

out for myself, and consulting a classical dictionary, I found that

she was a Roman goddess of childbirth. Apparently the legitimacy

-of the new-born child was in question unless Levana was present

to assist in the ceremony of taking the infant np from the hearth.

This is the first indication I have come across that the Levana

Society might have something to do with Organized Labour.

I hope to goodness that it does not indicate a trend. Perhaps we
might expect some explanation of the real duties of the newly-

elected Levana Society officers. Upon further reflection. I think

"that Miss Thackerby might spend her time more profitably

investigating the impossibilities of sin in her own camp before

she sets up her guard of honour in my path. Modesty . . . because,

Indeed!
» * • *

This is the last entry into the Diary of the Mad Journalist to

"be read by Queen'smen and Queen'swomen. What, then, shall I

say to them? Shall 1 adjure them to hard work and lead clean

lives? No, for the hard workers and clean livers will continue to

exist without me. and the others are much too busy enjoying them-

selves to pay attention. Shall I impart a benign blessing? Mo,

ioT it would be misconstrued as an attempt at ])aternalism, and it

is well known that Queen's students are a fiercely independent lot.

What shall I say to them? Must I go out without a whimper? I

suppose so ... to all of you, pax vobiscum and adieu.

A kiss is a peculiar proposition.

It is no use to one, yet absolute bliss for two.

The small boy gets it for nothing, the young man has to He for it,

and the old man has to buy it.

It is the baby's right, the lover's privelege, and the hypocrite's mask.

To a young girl faith ; to a married woman — hope; and to an old

maid — charity.

(From a Journal, 1939)

BUmhathns

By Col Smith

You sit trembling in your corner.

"Keep your right np."

"Don't forget to lead."

"Wait for him now. Let him

come to you,"

lack briefs you: "A good clean

fight, boys." You grin good nature-

edly at one another, "Sure. Jack,"

hdth of you reply.

"Seconds out, time!", yells the

timekeeper, You dance out, shake

hands, and precede to the slaughter

Your slaughter.

You try and recall your Instruc-

lions. Keep calm. Wham! Relax

Wham! Three rights and twelve

lefts later you make a great discov-

ery. Scientists are all wrong about

the stars. They can be seen with the

naked eye in daytime, quite clearly.

End of round and back in your

corner. Your seconds whisper, "You

showed him something!" You think,

"He must be cheating, I never saw

one of his."

"Seconds out! Round two!"

You lead. Wham ! You lead again.

Wham I You smell blood ; taste

hlnod. From our corner there are

yells. "That's the way to go!" You

tonchule that it's your blood. You
wonder why you don't see any

lilood on him. but dismiss the

thought thinking that be wiped i!

off while you weren't looking.

End of round two. You struggle

wearily to your corner. Through

rapidly closing eyes you see Henry's

shining teeth, "You've got him,"' he

grins, "He's as tired as h ," ^"nii

wonder.

STEAM
SHOVEL

Round three. Shake hands.

Through a throbbing brain one

thought prevails, it's now or never.

Familiar yells. "Get him!" You

j^et him: well, you try anyway. Si>:

rights later you make another

brilliant discovery. Not only can

stars be seen with the naked eye

ljut they can be seen with closed

ones too.

"Take him ! Take him !" You
take iiim. Wham ! Again you taste

hlood. Wliam

!

"Time !"

You walk dejectedly to your

corner. You glance apologetically at

your seconds. They avoid your

glance and remove your

poker-faced. You want to spit. You
pic. Another discovery; tliat was

our own personal blood you were

lasting.

The judges totals are checked.

Your opponent walks out to the

centre of the ring. Jack walks to-

wards you, smiling. You imagine

his words . . . "Tough luck, hoy,

yon put up a good fight."

Jack grips you and drags you to

the centre of the ring,

"The winner
!"

W^iat the ?

You've won.

Warrior Too Quick For Flat-foot Dick

And on aft of Woden .even after countless hours of labour

with square of T, did scribe flee from confines of lab of liquidz

unto portals of cav of Nic wherein most wondrous of all babes

did await. For 'twas high time that affairs of tribe did fall on

eardrums of Marion. And was same pleased that upstandmg

warrior known as Celery Sam, the Grappling Man (otherwise

known as the dark horse) had escaped clutches of flat-footed ones

for lehentv plus nth time bv simple expedient of removmg fungus

growth of manv moons froin upper lip. And did conquest of Men

of war by Gaek of Gold in contest of spheroid of basket plu

that great numbers of warriors of Scien

in grin

THE IDEAS OF MARCH
(with apologies to Browning)

The yca/s at the spring

And day's at the morn;

Morning's at two;

The desk-top's a tiller

;

The ash'Iray's o'crfloiving.

The cofjce-pot's ivartit;

Exams are soon due—
I'm gelling the jillerst

Lois Showman.

LENT II

8.00 a.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 o,m.—Family Service

Holy Communion, well known hym
Iciid by Fiily bays nnd ahorl address .

within ihc hour, ideal for atudenlG.

11.00 a.m.
Sermon: Tho

-Choral Comunion
lev, P. C. Wliittingion,

7,00 p.m,—Evensong.
Sermon: The Rev. D, P. Bums.

8.00 p.m.—Canterbury Club
Mcela in Cathedral Library,

Wednesday: Holy Communion
during Ltnt at 7.45 a.m. and
10.,10 a.m.

Next Sunday: March IJlli 7 p.m.

ORG.\N and CHORAL RE-
Crr.\L by H. William Hawkc.
dislinguislitd Anicrieaii-Canad-

iaii Organist, and The Calhtdral

Choir, so recenily ai Wtsiminst-
er Ahbey, in a special Projiram
ill place of a sermon.

Students do attend Church Every
Sunday. A special Welcome for

you at the Cathedral.

Hztnson & Edgar
Dance PRINnTERS Printing of

Programs Phone 4114 Every Description

SCiugston Mnslt Company
RECORDS - RADIOS - RECORD PLAYERS

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
GIFTS — ENGLISH CHINA

DIAL 8510 KINGSTON, ONT
346 PRINCESS ST.

SWEET CAPS
add to the

enjoyment

FRESHER. ..MILDER. ..THEY'RE TODAY'S CIGARETTE

fact

were even now engaged

d also contribute greatly to good spirits of Marion,

Warriors Stop Flight For Colour Night

And it has been rumoured throughout land of Queenz that

warriors of all tribz will be ordered to lay clown weaponz of lethal

nature on next Eve of Fria. For tribz of all facs shall meet m cav

of Grant for purposes of friendly war dancing, and passing of pipes

of peace. And maid Marion did instruct warriors of Scienz to

holster sticks of slip and raise flagons containing amber fluids nigh

into smokey air. Although tribe, relating that warriors of Scienz

did much prefer battles to peace, so did humble servant of maid

Marion also have knowledge that warriors did prefer flagons ot

firy fluidz to sticks of slip.

And as scribe did recall infinite numbers of incidents concern-

ing inferior facs of Queenz, it was noted that Men of Mndz and

ovesl Clodz of Eartz did at last contain n. (where n approaches minus

infinity.) warriors who did possess some superior qualities that do

radiate from upstanding warriors of Scienz. (It is evident m clear-

est of manners that said warriors were forced or misguided into

said facs of inferior breeding). However, in case of Lemonz, scribe

did note that lack of desirable properties in tribe did seem complete.

And Maid Marion did fortell that prevailing sorry state of Lemonz

in Land of Kin «-ould send warriors to Spain and Km m landz

afar for supply of babes of choice for danz of Colour. But now

must scribe transport completed tablet to Cav of Jor-nal and then

off to Cav of James to witness battle of quintets between Heinz

and Heinz plus one.

94 Brock Street
Dial 7990

WE GUARANTEE TO SAVE YOU

MONEY
ONE

LOCATION
71

BROCK ST.

OPEN

FRIDAY

TILL 9 P.M.

ON BEST QUALITY MENS WEAR

HERCULDON p- gc
GABARDINE KLO. Z^.^D

Sizes 36 to 46 including all models

TOPCOATS 12.88

CASHMERE FINISH

CHARCOAL — BLUE

ALL VJVOOL

TOPCOATS
SIZES 36 to 42

REG, 39.95

9.95

SPORT SHIRTS

1.99REG. TO 4.95

NEW SHIPMENT ^ qq
OUR FAMOUS y,*'*'

CORDUROY
SPORT lACKETS

GABARDINE REG. TO 10.95

SPOn PANTS 5.99

RED SOLE

RUBBER BOOTS

3.98

MELBOURNE REG 15.95

FLANNEL H 77
PANTS

'

ALL SIZES ALL SHADES

25 ONLY VALUES TO 59.50

MENS 94 95
SUITS

Kingston Liquidators has just purchased the ^^"^^P^Stock of Oxford Job-

bers from the Trustees in Bankruptcy acting on behalf of the -//d'^^^^-^^

stock was purchased at a tiny fraction of the Dollar and means savings to you.

KINGSTON LIQUIDATORS BANKRUPT SALES
" ONE LOCATION ONLY. SHOP NOW AT

r/:Y„,s7iBfiOCRST
WEEK ONLY * mJE\\^\JM.%. M .^^T FAST NOW

rBETWEEN KING AND WELLINGTON)
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Open Meeting Next Week
Queeii'smen and Lcvaiiites will be given an unusual opportun-

ity to air tiieir views on important campus questions when the

AMS Open Meeting convenes next Tliursday evening in Convo-

cation Hall. There is only one Open Meeting each year and it

is to be hoped that students will make it a point to turn out and

make the occasion a lively one, Major changes in the system of

rewarding athletes and several suggested modifications m the

Journal constitution arc among the questions to be considered.

Under the provisions of amendments drawn up by Pat Galasso,

more athletic awards will be given on the basis of participation

rather than victory. In the past many football players, for example,

have been deprived of a chance to win senior Q's because their

teams did not win sufficient games. The new system will enable

players to win Q's for playing "in 50 percent or more of the total

halves of its regular games." Numerous other modifications have

been made in the old system which was unfair in many ways.^ If

Mr, Galasso's recommendations are accepted, it will also be possible

for a coach to suggest that the Athletic Board of Control award

Q's to players who deserve awards but have not met the statutory

conditions.

The Journal constitution has also come In for a re-writing.

One change which might become important at some time in the

future provides that a majority of the student body must agree

before the AMS can fire an editor-in-chief. At present it would

be possible for a vocal group to persuade a minority of students

to oust an editor even though the vast majority did not feel strong-

ly enough about the issue to wish the editor removed or even to

cast their ballots. The new constitution assumes that no vote at

all is a tacit vote in favor of the Journal editor. Another change

would raise the editor's honorarium from $200 to $250, and replace

some of the smaller honoraria by pins to be given to editors and

other staff members who have done sufficient work over a two-

year period.

Female Dominion To Come
Within a very few years the men at Queen's may discover

that they are dwelling in a female dominion, And if they don't like

it they will have only themselves to blame. For the past two or

three terms Levanites have shown an increasing tendency to mon-

opolize the positions on campus publications which are open to

both sexes.

The Journal provides a good example. Three of the seven

senior editors, reporters and so on — are almost all members of

the redoubtable Levana Society. Unfortunately for the bloated

male ego, the girls arc not overtaking over many Journal depart-

ments hut are doing an excellent job. Next year's editor-in-chief,

Frances Code, has spent three years on the Journal as well as sev-

eral summers with the Rouyn-Noranda Press, a weekly paper in

northern Quebec. She is undoubtedly the only person for the job.

Although the editorial staff has not yet been completed, there will

almost cerainly be several of Dean Douglas' charges near the top

of the masthead.

The Tricolor found itself in a similar position last spring, and

has not suffered in the least from feminine domination. Both the

editor, Lorraine Holsgrove, and the business manager, Molly Fisher

are girls, and both have filled their positions superbly. They de-

serve the greatest credit for keeping interest in Tricolor '55 at a

high peak despite last year's fiasco. None of the top positions

with Tricolor '56 have been named as yet, but no one need be sur-

prised if most of the nominees are girls.

There may be some grumbling in the all-male corners of the

Students' Union about this slate of affairs. But if the women do

the work why should they not receive due recognition? Neither

the Journal nor the Tricolor will devote too much attention to

Levana activities next year, hut there will be a few militant males

to complain of undue feminine influence. They will have to re-

member that they have only themselves to blame.

Sexual Behavior In The Library

Letters To The Editor

No Ban On Communists

Levanites — Goddesses of Childbirth?

Prose and Poetry

Editor, Journal:

In his column of Feb. 25, Mr.

Cliarles Taylor made an entirely

false accusation. He wrote to ex-

plain why Mr. Wm. Fritz's plan to

seat a Communist Party in this

Spring's Model Parliament never

materialized. Though I am not in

a position to pass judgement on

some of the reasons given by Mr.

Taylor, I can do so on this one.

'Willy (Mr. Fritz) was prevented

from carrying out his project due

to the opposition of the existing

machinery of the Model Parlia-

ment."

I think most people will agree

that the 'existing machinery nt the

Model Parliament' would be the

committee which organized and pub-

licized it, 1 served as chairman of

that committee, having been elected

to that position by the Debating

Union which had been given respou-

sibilily for the parliament by the

A.M.S. Several weeks before par-

liament was to be held a notice was

jHiblished in this paper asking those

interested in forming parties to

meet with me. At this meeting the

model parliament committee was

formed.

Mr. Fritz did not attend the

Largest Quarry Ever

mentioned meeting or subsequent

meetings of the committee nor did

he ever make known his intentions

to the committee so that seating ar-

rangements could be made, for his

party. On Feb. 21, the day before

parliament was to be held, I held

a conversation with Mr. Fritz in

which he mentioned the project out-

lined in Mr. Taylor's column, but

said that he had decided against

carrying it out because of timidity

on the part of his confederates and

because he personally feared bad

publicity. I told him at that time

that, as chairman of the parliament

committee, I would have been en-

tirely in favour of his plan.

The Committee, as a whole,

never had a chance to express its

opinion since Mr. Fritz never ap-

proached it. Even if he had done

so, the committee would not have

had the power to refuse him since

it cannot exclude any student or

group from the parliament. Thus

it is quite evident that the "exist-

ing machinery of the Model Par-

liament" did not prevent Mr. Fritz

from carrying out his project.

Stuart W. Howard,

Chairman of Queen's Model

Parliament Committee.

H. Pearson Gundy might be more than a little surprised to

discover one of the uses to which the reading room in his Douglas

Library is put. Very, very few of the students who use the room

upstairs arc content merely to read or study — most of them spend

a good part of their time pursuing romantic inclinations. Although

this sort of behavior is hardly academic, it is healthy and should

therefore be encouraged.

perhaps the most interesting manifestation of this tend-

ency is "getting acquainted" pitch. At the north end of the room

sits a pretty young thing in first year who can't get her mind, or

her eyes, off the handsome Medsman studying near the reference

alcove. Soon — it may take half an hour — the medicine man be-

comes acutely aware of the girl's steady, fond gaze; and before she

can lower her eyes, he has caught her in the act. Before another

hour has passed, the two are fast, if distant, friends — provided, of

course, that the freshette meets certain physical standards which

the Mcilsiuan has already set tip in his mind.

Many other couples have already met. but still seem to think

lhat the reading room is a fine place for conducting their love af-

fair. Publicity doesn't seem to constitute an objection to these

people, who sit and talk and peer into the subtle depths of each

other'-; eyes. The library probably wouldn't be the same witlioul

these ii:iir^, some of whom can still he remembered even though

they have left Queen's lo these many years. Last but far from

least, i-; the universal practice of intersexual admiration. Every
boy and girl who ha- the audacity to walk into the reading room is

subjected to a scrutiny which would wither many a seasoned

trooper. Too bad Miss Eagleson can't open a date bureau: "sign

your phone number as well as your name."

By C. T.

Almost bursting its bindings, the

largest Quarry ever goes on sale

next week.

This year's Quarry — the fourth

since the magazine was first pub-

lished by the Writers' Workshop

1952 — runs to 60 pages and

will sell for 35 cents.

Prose and poetry are evenly

balanced in Quarry 4. There are six

short stories, one review, and the

work of nine poets.

Quarry will publish two original

poems bj' Alan Brown, formerly of

the CBC and now doing post-grad-

uate work in English. Mr, Brown

has contributed to the Canadian

Poriiiii. the Northern RcvirM, and

Caiuidiim Poetry, and has appeared

in two anthologies of Canadian

poetry. The magazine will also

carry poetry by another post-grad-

uate student in English, H. Grant

Sampson.

From Toronto have come two
short stories from former contrib-

utors, Gary Smith, now with Cana-

dian Press, has sent a tale full of

reporters, gunmen and girls. Don
GoUan, now with CBC television,

has contributed the story of an

unusual train ride.

Quarry costs si.xty cents to print.

Faced with a possible deficit, the

editors have gratefully accepted as-

sistance from the A.M.S., the

Kingston Whig-Standard, and its

advertisers.

Poets appearing in the Quarry

for their second or third time are

Mary McDowell, Jim Atack and

Lionel Ross. Mr. Ross is the only

surviving member of the original

Quarry staff. Poets represented for

the first time are Clarence Barnes,

who has also designed another

Qjiorry cover, Nathalie Bieler and

Gordon Penny.

Harry Osser, from London, Eng-

land, makes his first appearance in

the Quarry with a highly unusual

stoiy dealing with the problem of

"brain-washing." Charles Stone,

another former contributor, has

written a short story which makes

ambitions use of poetic prose.

Charles Taylor has contributed two

stories — one set in a Paris cafe,

the other dealing with a young

college student's experience under

the bright lights of Montreal.

Quarry has been forced to raise

its price this year from twenty-five

to thirty-five cents. Printing costs

have risen to the ponit where each

Must Be CareFul

liditor. Journal

:

^Vell. I see Mr. Qiarles Taylor

has been heating his drum again

and this time about Willi Fritz and

his attempted Communist disruption

of our Model Parliament,

Just because we put that flag up

down town doesn't mean we go for

that Comnmnist stuff here; Mr.

Ta)-lor can talk all he wants to but

it's different when you have to go

out and earn your living next year. Editor, Journal

:

Where else can yoii get a Job with

no responsibility and good wages

like on the public payroll (civil

service) and the way things are

vou can't be too careful.

No Comrade.

Bag-pipes Wanted

Editor, Journal

:

Mr. Richard L. De Fran, 96

Edgeland St., Rochester, N.Y. of

Rochester U. is interested in pur-

chasing a set of bag-pipes. He would

like to know place of purchase

price, etc, I believe he was moti-

vated by Life magazine's article to

enquire of a Queen's student.

Could you, through the medium

of your newspaper, find if anyone

on the campus can supply him with

the information he desires ?

Thanking you in advance, I re-

main,

G. W.

Editor, Journal

:

There is a need at Queen's for

place for a fellow to entertain his

babe of first choice" of a week-end

when brought from "land of kin"

for a formal, or his parents when

they come to visit and enjoy the

hospitality of Queen's. This same

fellow is thrown at the mercy of

the week-end rates at Kingston res-

taurants while entertaining "babe

of finest choice". How simple it

would be to open the Union Com-

mon rooms and cafeteria from Fri-

day noon to Sunda\' evening each

week-end for just such entertaining.

Those students who wished to study

would still have the Reading Room

d the study rooms in which to

A Place To Entertain

work. The engineers would have

the Science clubrooms. The cafeteria

would be warned of the week-end

influx by a visitors' list posted be-

side the menu on Wednesday or

Thursday and the fellows at Queen's

could extend to their visitors the

hospitality which the University ex-

tends to all its honoured guests.

A follow-up of this would be for

the warden to extend the hospitality

of afternoon tea to these and other

guests each Sunday afternoon about

four in Wallace Hall. The good-will

of such a gesture would enhance the

reputation of Queen's hospitality

very much.

M. Mathieson,

Science '55.

UnFair Criticism?

on Feb. 25 did not have sufficient

irviewT^he recent discussion! confidence in their views to sign

their names. We sometimes wonder

the people who write letters to

the Journal for publication really

desire to correct an existing prob-

em. We would like to take this

pportunity to publicly thank Mrs.

Daubney for the very kind care she

has given us during our stay at

Queen's.

Tis Dowler,

Joyce Safrance.

Four Levanites

Editor, Journal

:

It is unfortunate that an editorial

directed at the medical situation at

Queen's should result in unjust

criticism by four embittered,

thoughtless Levanites who obviously

lack the courage of their convictions.

I, and a great number of resident

girls, know Mrs. Daubney to be a

very fine woman: pleasant, kind,

and thoughtful. She has handled her

post capably and efficiently.

Ehzabeth Gillan-

the Journal of medical facilities

at Queen's, we feel that although

the intent was originally to criti-

cise the health plan on the campus

(which may be justifiable) it has

unfortunately developed into an

unfair criticism of an individual.

We think the criticism has been un-

just, for Mrs. Daubney has filled

her position more than adequately.

We reflect on the days when the

infirmary was "dreary and stuffy

office hours were very short and

the care offered by a student nurse

was nuich less adequate. We fee!

sorry that the four senior Levanite

who wrote the letter to the Journal

Thanks Donors

Editor, Journal

:

May 1, through the medium of

the Journal, express the sincere

thanks of my committee to the 677

tlonors who responded to the appeal

for blood last week, at the Univer

sity.

To us, the results of the chnic

were most gratifying and were

definite indication lhat the com

mittee headed by Rev. A. M. Lav

erly did a very good advertising and

organizing job,

J. D. Macintosh

Chairman, Blood Donor

Committee,

Kingston Branch

The Canadian Red Cross

Society
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ANNOUNCE DEAN ELLIS' RETIREMENT

Summers NewAMS Presidentl^J^S'S.ttS.
Senior Meds Rep.

s Vice-President

The appointment of Kip Sum-

mers, Arts '56, as president of the

Alma Mater Society for 1955-56

was announced yesterday by the

AMS electoral college. Iain Gow

retiring president, surrendered the

gavel to Mr. Summers in a brief

inauguration ceremony at last

ght's general AMS meeting.

The appointment of Lloyd

Carlsen, Meds '57, to the vice-

presidency was anounced at the

same time.

Mr. Summers, a third-year

Commerce student, is a native of

Belleville, Ont. He attended Bel-

leville Collegiate Institute, where

he served as president of the

tudents' council in his final

year. He is 24 years of age.

Since entering Queen's, Mr.

Summers has been active in nuni

erous extracurricular activities, a;

ivell as maintaining an above-

average academic standing. He was

president of Arts '56 in his first

ear, and served as secretary of the

.^rts Society in 1953-54. This year

lie was Junior AMS rep for Arts.

The new president has also

worked on the Arts Formal Com-

mittee for three years and on the

Color Night committee this year.

He is now president of the Scien-

ce '44 Co-op and an officer in the

Reserve Navy. In his first two

years he played intermediate

basketball and this year was a

member of the senior team.

When asked to comment on his

appointment, Mr. Summers said.

I wish to thank all whose confi-

"lence made it possible for me to

liave the privilege of being AMS
president. I am sure that with the

help of your chosen members of the

AMS executive I shall be able to

fulfill that confidence."

Mr. Carlsen was Junior AMS
rtp fur Medicine thi-s year and has

also been active in the Aesculapian

Society and on the NFCUS com-

mittee,

Tricolor Awards Announced;

Six Students Join Society

Kip Summers

University Opens

Residence In Fall

.Applications are now being

accepted for the new men's res

idence which opens in Septem^

ber. The residence will provide

accomodation for 36 upperclass-

men in all faculties, as well as

for 150 first-year students

The residence building is con-

structed of the gray limestone

which has become traditional at

Queen's, and is situated in Leonard

Field facing Stuart St.

The new residence is the first

unit of a larger building project

which will eventually provide ac

comodation for most of the first

year men students and a fair

proportion of the upperclassmen,

selected to represent the various

faculties and schools.

While it is the policy to give

priority to fifth year Medical

Queen s Students

Win Scholarships

Tliree final year students in the

Faculty of Applied Science have

been awarded Athlone Fellowships

for study in Great Britain. They

are Ernest Ray Cornell, of Thor-

'Id, Ont.: Peter W. McLellan. of

Rouvii, Qne. ; and Henry E.

Tiiiska, of Port Arthur.

-Mr. Cornell, 22, is a final year

,iiK-i:hanical engineering student who
pia'ns further study in academic

and industrial servo-mechanisms.

A final year student in chtniical

engijieering. Mr. McLellan will

lake industrial (raining in the pe-

troleum industry.

Mr. Tuiska. final year mechan-

ieal, plans academic training in

aeronautical engineering, with spe-

einl application lo helicopters.

students and students in the final

years of other courses, applica-

tions from other than final year

men will be considered. First

year students will be in double

rooms, senior students in single

rooms.

Application forms are avail-

able from the registrar. Complet-

ed forms should be submitted

not later than April 1 to the

Men's Residence Committee, care

of the registrar's office. Applic-

ants will be informed of the com-

mittee's decision before the e.x-

;iniination period is over.

This year six graduating stu-

dents have been admitted to the

Tricolor Society. The awards went

to Iain Gow, Isobe! Dowler, Ken

May. Ciiarles Taylor, Jake Fowler,

and Bill Johnston, it was announc-

ed last night.

Each year students who have

done service to the student body

non-athletic, extra-curricular ac-

tivities are paid this tribute. It is

die highest honor a student can re-

ceive.

Iain Gow. a student in general

honors economics, politics, and

history, has been president of the

.Alma Mater Society for the past

year. Mr. Gow, a native of Toron

[o, was Junior AMS Rep. last year,

and president of Arts "55 in his

second year. At one time he was a

member of the Student Faculty

Committee in Arts. He expects to

become a teacher.

Senior AMS Rep. for Levana

this year, Isobel Dowler is a mem-

ber of Commerce '55. She held the

position of Soph. Rep. to Levana,

and is the permanent social con-

venor for Arts '55. Miss Dowler

was on the Levana Formal Com-

mittee, and on the committee for

Color Night. She hopes to study

art somewhere in Canada in the

near future.

Ken May, a native of Regina,

Sask., was Chief Justice for the

AMS court this year. In 1953-54

he was chairman of the Planning

and Research Committee. Mr.

May managed the arts concert for

the past two years, and was trea-

surer of the Arts Society and of

Arts '55. He is a commerce student.

A general honors student

English, philosophy and politics,

Charles Taylor was editor of

Quarry 4 for 1954-55. and is a

former managing editor of tht

Queen's Journal. He has done ex-

tensive work with CFRC, Queen s

radio station, and the Queen a

Drama Guild. Mr. Taylor was also

a member of the Student Faculty

Committee in Arts for three year.

He claims he will spend next y
lying on a beach in Spain,

Science President

Jake Fowler, Science '55, was

president of the Engineering So-

ciety this past year. He was pres-

ident of Science '55 for two years

and was Band Manager last year

He is the permanent president of

his year, .^fter graduation Mr

Fowler will take a position with

the Metal Sales Development

group of the Consolidated Mining

and Smelting Co. in Montreal.

Bill Johnston, Meds '56, was

Junior and Senior AMS Rep. the

past two years. He was chairman

of the Budget and Finance com-

mittee, held various positions with

class executives, and was director of

the Medical Choir for the past

three years. Mr. Johnston received

his BA from Western before com-

ing to Queen's.

Spring Convocation

Letters giving information

about the Convocations to be

held May 21 will be available

at the university post office

within a week or ten days for

sludents who have applied for

degrees in Theology. Arts,

Commerce. Physical and

Health Education and -Ap-

plied Science fnot Medicine

or Nursing Science). An
announcement will appear on

ihe regular mailing list when

the letters are ready.

Sedgwick Elected

Arts '56 President

The .Arts '56 executive for ne.xt

year, as elected Feb. 28, is as fol-

lows; president. Gord Sedgwick;

vice-president; Kitty Gillepsie;

secretary. Barb Hall; treasurer,

Norm Belles
;
boys' social convenor,

Dick Davis; girls' social convenor

Mary Morrison; girls' athletic

stick, Mary Ellen Barr; boys'

athletic stick, Ed Mallard.

Principal W. A. Mackintosh announced today the retirement

of Douglas S. Ellis, professor of Civil Engineering and dean of the

Faculty of Applied Science, at the end of the present session.

In making the announcement, Dr. Mackintosh said of Dean

Ellis: "He has had many distinctions, from the DSO in 1918 to

the Julian Smith Medal in engineering in 1954, but none greater

than the respect and affection of his students and colleagues for

an entbiisi.i>tic. if exacting teacher, a devoted servant of the Uui-

nd^'

His successor has not yet been

announced.

For over half a century the

name of Dean Ellis has been con-

nected with Queen's. In 1903 he

enrolled as a freshman in the

faculty of Arts.- After receiving

his Bachelor of Arts he entered

Science for post-graduate work

and teaching.

The first Worid War, in which

he rose to the rank of colonel, and

a year's study at Cornell were the

only interruptions in his subse-

quent career at Queen's. He be-

came head of the Department of

Civil Engineering in 1941 anfl

dean of the Faculty of Applied

Science in 1943.

Many Changes

During his years here Dean

Ellis has seen many changes at

Queen's. The most striking to

him has been the growth of the

university, and especially that of

his own faculty. Before 1914

Science had less than 200 stu-

dents, as compared with 900 at

present. It has also gained a re-

putation as one of the best schools

of Science in Canada, although

Dean Ellis modestly claims that

this is due to the achievements of

its graduates.

Queen's has been fortunate, the

Dean said, in being able to pur-

chase better equipment f o r

fSce Dean Ellis, page 7)

Appointment List

ReleasedBy AMS
A committee to investigate the

university health plan will be set

up by the AMS in accordance with

motion passed at Wednesday

night's executive meeting. The

motion followed a letter concerning

the matter from Prof. J. A. Corry.

The following appointments were

made at the meeting: Who's Where

Editor, Mike Carty; AMS Athletic

Stick. Ed Mallard; Band Mana-

ger. Al Hitchcock ; Chief of PoUce,

R^iy Middleton; Journal Business

Manager, Eva Hracliovec; chair-

man of the Formal Committee,

.Austin Fricker; Open House con-

venor. Keith Howard ;
Journal

Managing Editor, Jim O'Grady.

The meeting approved the re-

commendation of Giarles Hockman,

Arts '57, as NFCUS chainnan for

next j-ear. He will succeed Murray

Mathieson.

WUS Scholarships

Applications for World
University Service Scholar-

ships must be submitted im-

mediately. Forms may be ob-

tained front Peter Fans,

phone 8253.

Boase Interviewed

University Life At Oxford

Rev. Donald Mathers

Prof. Mathers, who wilt conduct

the Baccalaureate Service Sunday

in Grunt Hall, will speak on "A

Troubled Mind in an Untroubled

l-K-ari". Professor Malhers is a

Mlivo of the County of Angus in

Scotland. He received his M.A in

Philosophy and his BD at St. An-

drew's University, .iiid went on to

earn his PhD. at Columbia Uni-

versitv. He is now professor of

-ysleniatic Theology and a lec-

turer in Religion at Queen's.

By Sandy McCallum

Journal Staff Writer

Al Oxford, most undergrad-

uates live in residence, pass cour-

ses are emergency measures, and

it is generally agreed that lec-

tures are designed to give stud-

ents an opportunity to admire

the fine college halls. These and

other differences between Can-

adian universities and Oxford

were brought out in a Journal

interview with Professor T.S.R.

Boase of Magdalen College, Ox-

ford, following his recent lecture

lo a Kingston audience on "Crus

ading Sculpture and Architect

ure.

The most striking contrast

between life at Oxford and at

Queen's, said Professor Boase, is

the residential system. Men must

live in college residences for at

least two years and women arc

expected to "live in" for the en-

tire three years of their course.

Each college is limited to a few

hundred students pursuing many

different lines of study.

As it is expected that most

Oxford graduates will take some

specialized practical training

after completing their degree, the

chief aim of the university is to

provide training for learning the

technique of grasping a large

subject.

AH courses at Oxford are hon

or courses involving intensive

tudy of one subject on which

examinations or "schools" are set

at the end of the three years.

Neither lectures nor examina-

tions are based on a particular

course with prescribed texts.

Pass courses, in the Canadian

sense, are taken only under spec-

ial conditions and include three

subjects, one of which is studied

in each of three consecutive

years.

While lectures are few and not

compulsory, tutorial and seminar

groups give students an oppor-

tunity to discuss their subject

with professors.

- - . : —: rr-r
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1 WHISTLE

i with JIM O'GRADY

After a year behind the desk. O'Grady decides to start .

LOOKING THINGS OVER

255 To Get Color Night Awards
Trophy Winners

Step To Podium

How does the song go? Something like "what a year this has

been, what a gay mood I'm in . . . ", doesn't it? Now, while the

faculty grinds its teeth and waits beside the garden path, the first

part of the song at least still holds true. It has been quite a year,

right from the moinent Frank Tindall blew his first whistle in

football training camp way back last fall until the present moment,

when the Athletic Board of Control is getting ready to honor its

prodigies at tonight's Color Night. It's been a year well worth

having.

Take, for example, the football season. Two wins in the first

three exhibition games . . . and the Gaels entrained for Montreal

for the league opener. Remember what happened in the following

weeks? The scores read like this: 46-11 and 20-0 over McGill; 20-0

over Toronto; a 27-1 defeat by, and then an 18-11 win over. Western.

The student population entrained en masse for Toronto and a win

which would clinch first spot: but the win didn't materialize when

the Blues wound up in front by an 11-9 count. So it was a three-way

tie: and the Gaels faced the Mustangs in Toronto the next week

Pouring rain, a dramatic battle out on the field, a last minute fumb-

'

le: it all spelled defeat. "Wait till next year" screamed the Journal,

amid the bevy of rumours that Fred Sgambati should be lynched.

But the season was over at last, and people turned to other things.

Letti?r by letttr, and week by week, the .-sports staff piiked out

het herdlincs and this was the story they told. The intermediate

footballers plaved 7 games, and won 3 of them. The intermediate

track team sprinted to its second consecutive Ottawa-St. Lawrence

track title with a record breaking 67 point, performance. The senior

track team picked up 43 points, its highest total in history, as Ron

Curtis in the javelin and Fritz McDougall in the mile paced the

squad to a second place finish behind Toronto. In the senior har-

rier. Queen's rnnners were again second, this time behind Western.

The story continued . . . Gael badminton players finished last

in a tournament which saw a power packed Toronto club win 17

nf its IS matches . . . the bo-vers, in a rebuilding stage, relied on

lack Abraham in the heavyweight class to bring home the only

title from the Intercollegiate Assaults in Montreal ... the wrestlers,

eiually short on experience, picked up no titles when tangled

with the representatives of other schools on the mats down at OAC
. , . the ski team finished second to McGill, with Al Poutenan win-

ning both the Nordic combined ;nul the jumping

In the gymnasium, the basketball teams provided red-hot en-

tertainment. The senior Gaels pulled wins over Assumption, West-

ern, McGill, and Toronto out of their hats to keep capacity crowds

in a state of frenzy . . . while their coach, Frank Tindall, was

awarded a contract which will keep him here indefinitely.

Throughout this hectic, exciting, year, it was our privilege to'

record all these goings-on for the unequalled fandom that is owned

by the various Gaels teams. We got to know, and to value highly,

the 100% co-operation rendered on every subject by every member
of every coaching or managerial or training staff on the campus.

We grew to appreciate their patience with our foolish questions

or our lack of understanding of various situations; just as we grew

to appreciate the help provided by the AB of C and its secretariat

in a succession of small, but important, matters. As we pound out

these words, we can't help thinking that we're not being too original,

because other sports editors in other years have had the same things

to say; it seems that the people in charge around here just keep
on being all-around good joes, year after year.

And what of the sports staff itself. Their names don't appear
loo often (except in the masthead) but they're the people who do
most of the work. They do the work primarily because they enjoy

doing it : which is what has made it such a pleasure to work with
])eople like Mike Moffat, who will take over (his job next year

with out best wishes for success, and with all the others: Bill and
Mike and I'^ot and Bruce and our hardworking photogs: Doug and

Frank and Larry. They did their jobs at all times: the rest of the

blame can be laid on my shoulders, and I only hope they don't

crumble under the load.

A total of 255 athletes will be

honored at tonight's Color Night

ceremonies. Among those rec-

eiving awards will be these tro-

phy winners:

RON STEWART: awarded

the Johimy Evans trophy as

being the most valuable member

of the senior football team.

DICK BROWN: athletic

stick of Science '57, who will be

awarded the Bews trojihy on be

half of his year.

DOUG KILGOUR: awarded

the Mike Milovick trophy as

being the boxer best combining

the qualities of good sportsman-

ship with ability.

JACK UNDERWOOD; who

will be awarded the Jack Day

trophy as being the best boxer

or wrestler. Jack is a wrestler.

BERT BROOKS; a goaltender

who will be awarded the Senator

Powell trophy as being the most

valuable member of the hockey

team.

JACK ABRAHAM: who will

be awarded the Alphie Pierce

trophy as being the freshman

contributing the most to the

athletic scene at the university.

Jack was a member of the senior

football team and of the basket-

ball thirds, as well as being the

intercollegiate heavyweight box-

ing champ.

MARY LYONS: in charge of

girls athletics for Levana '55, who
will be awarded the Levana Cup

on behalf of her year. Girl ath-

letes in '55 have now won this

award (which parallels the Bews

Trophy) for four straight years.

This is a record.

PAT GALASSO: track team

coach who will be awarded the

Ottawa-St. Lawrence track tro-

phy on behalf of this year's

champs, the members of the in-

termediate track team,

GORDON ROBB: who will

be awarded the Corlett Ski Cup.

FRIDA^

Select Stars

Scribes Duck

did

Engineers Enter All Events

Make Clean Sweep Of Bews

Paul Fedor and Bob Purcell

were the only members of this

year's senior basketball squad to

make the CUP all-star team,

picked annually by the sports ed-

itors of the various college

papers. Assumption College, hav

ing no regular newspaper,

not participate in the vote.

Two points were awarded for

a first team selection, and one

point was awarded to a player

selected for the second team. The

total points awarded follow each

player's name

:

FIRST TEAM
Guards : George Joseph (As-

sumption-9 pts) ; Chris Ellis

(Western-/ pts.) ; forwards: Paul

Fedor (Queen's-8 points); Don
Fawcett (Varsity-8 pts. ) ;

Ray
Monnot (Western-8 pts.)

SECOND TEAM

Guards: Mel Mikalachki (Mc-

Gill- 6 pts.); Bob Purcell
(Queen's-4, pts.); forwards: Os
borne (Western-6 pts.)

;
Duples

sis (McGill-5 pts.)
; Jim Shephard

(McMaster-4pts.)

With a lead of almost 4000

points over their closest rivals,

Science '56, and finals to be play-

ed in only three tournament

sports, one of which is completely

dominated by their represent-

atives, Science '57 have captured

the 1954 - 55 Bews Trophy In-

tramural Championship. Tlheir

winning point total of 42,777 plus

has been accumulated on the

basis of three fall-term champion-

ships and three fall-term runner-

up positions as well as at least

three winter-term championships

and at least four winter-term run-

ner-up spots. Also, heavy part-

icipation by the year as a whole

added to the point total.

Ten winter-term champion-

ships have been decided with the

singles and doubles in Handball

and singles in Badminton as yet

to be contested. Brown and Chis

holm of Science '57 who copped

the Badminton doubles title this

week will meet in the Singles

final, an all Science '57 event.

Last Monday Science '55 defeated

Arts '58 3-1 in the hockey final.

Earlier the two teams had fought

to a 1-1 deadlock. Science '57

I

defeated Science '58 to take the

basketball title but lost out in

the water-polo contest to a very

strong Science '55 team. Science

'56 dropped the Skiing title to the

Science freshmen, but took a

close decision over the Arts

freshmen in the Swimming meet.

Curling was an all-Arts final, '58

defeating '56.

In individual sports, Science

'56 represented by Don Cluff,

took the Gymnastics title over

five Science '57 men. Safrance of

Science '58 defeated Erion of

Science '57, 89-76 in the Free

Throw final while Mak of Arts

'56 dropped Gee of Science '56 in

the Table Tennis tournament.

The near-final standings as of

Wednesday night:

1. Science '57

2. Science '55

3. Science '5S

4. Arts '5S

5. Arts '56 ..-

6. Science '58

7. Arts '57

8. PHE
9. Meds '56

10. Mcds '57

11. Arts '55

12. Meds '59 ——.-

13. Tlicology

42,777 pts

38,908

.30,790

28,032

2.1,711

23,880

15.900

15,405

13,031

12,-163

11,271

3,806

6,621

Don't Often Hear Of Them
But Jayvees Were Winners

)ueen's intermediate basket-

ballers finished another success-

ful season last Saturday night

with a party at the home of coach

Al Lenard, after trimming Ryer-

son Tech 73-42. This final win

gave the intermediates a record

of 15 wins and 6 losses. The
"baby" Gaels played only an ex-

hibition schedule this year in

three leagues.

In the border league against

such teams as Brockville, King-

ston Orphans, and the New York

state towns of Theresa, Clayton,

and Cape Vincent, the interme-

diates won 7 and lost 2.

In the intercollegiate circuit,

the jayvees beat McMaster once,

and split a home and home series

with the Toronto Blues, losing in

Toronto by one point, 59-68. The

other games played by the inter-

mediates this year were straight

exhibitions against such as St.

Lawrence U. in Canton, N.Y,,

Clarkson College in Potsdam,

Ryerson Tech, RMC, Regiapolis,

and K.C.V.I. In these surround-

ings, Lenard's crew won six

games while dropping a pair to

Clarkson and one to St. Lawren
ce.

Team officials feel that a far

more satisfactory situation would

exist if the intermediates were

able to compete in an official

intercollegiate loop next year.

They have the available material

to compete in such a league, and

feel that there is a great necessity

for a stiffer brand of opposition

than is provided at the present

time.

FINISH OF A HECTIC B-BALL RACE
Player

Duplessis (McM) -

Fedor (Q) -- --

Joseph (A)

Fawcett (T)

Monnot (W)
Mikalachki (McG)

Purcell (Q)

Raphael (McM) .

potter (T)

Osborne (W)

GP
10

9

9

10

S

lU

10

10

10

TP
1S9

1S7

163

158

156

155

128

125

lis

118

AV,

18.90

20.78

18.11

15.80

19.25

15.50

12.80

12.50

11.80

14.75

STANDINGS \\^ L F A Pts.

Western ^ 1 754 544 16

Oncen's — 7 3 663 665 14

A'arsitv _ f, 4 740 669 12

Assumption .... 5 4 665 601 10

McGill .,-
0 S 578 751 4

McMaster 1 0 588 578 2

WEDNESDAY —Western (86) at Toronto (81)

FRIDAY —McGill (58) at McMaster (66)

SATURDAY —McGill (60) at Toronto (81)

MONDAY —Assumption (59) at Western (90)

To Play : Sat. March 12 Western at Assumption.

Dial 7135

town and country
ReStaUTantS • Pnncess at Clergy Streets,
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Mayor Charms Levana Grads
The first woman to be

elected to the Alma Mater

Society told graduating Levanites

priday night "never to forget

your goodly heritage". Dr. Char-

lotte Wliitton, Mayor of Ottawa,

graduated from Queen's in 1917.

She was tlic first woman to be-

fome mayor of a Canadian city.

Charming her audience with

her outpoken manner, Dr. Whit-

(on told many delightful stories

s

ws

3ut in

a very

icience

to the

ook a

Arts

;
meet,

lal, '58

icience

Cluff,

s over

ince of

ion of

s Free

.f Arts

; '56 in

ent.

s as of

'..777 pts

.,908

1,790

1,632

1,711

1.880

1,900

;,406

!,031

i,m
1,271

!,806

5,621

her Hfe at Queen's, Students

managed to enjoy their college

she said, in spite of the

hadow of war which hung over

the world. Many Queen's stud

ents left to join the armed forces

and members of Levana became

dispensible in campus activ-

ities.

There were many light mom-
eats, however, and Dr. Whitton

remarked that a lack of cars did

not mean a lack of "smooching

parties". Sleighs served just as

well.

History of Levana

She traced the history of Le-

ana, saying that in the olden

(lays it had put fear into the

hearts of many stalwart Queen's-

inen. Disguising itself as a glor-

fied sewing circle, it managed to

effect many changes. For one

thing it was responsible for the

first women's hockey team in

Canada.

In a more serious vein Dr.

Whitton stressed the beauty of

knowledge. She expressed the

hope that Levanites now, as

they have done before, would

ive by the university motto,

Sapienta et Doctrina Stabili-

tas".

;e

;.90

).7S

1.11

;.8o

K25

;.50

!.80

J.50

i.80

[.7S

Pts.

16

14

12

10

4

International Relations Club

Discusses Communist China

Gordon Wells and Ken Hilborn

discussed "The Two Chinas" at

an International Relations Club

meeting Thursday, Feb. 24. The

discussion hinged on what to do

with Formosa and the inshore

islands and the recognition of

Communist China.

Mr. Hilborn argued that the

islands of Quemoy and Matsu

should be held since they were

part of China and should be under

the Chinese government, which

in our eyes is that of Chiang-Kai

shek, The U.S. could thus leg-

ally invade these islands at the

invitation of Chiang without com-

mitting aggression. He held that

Formosa should be left as it is

under the Nationalist regime.

If we were to recognize Com-

munist China, he said, we would

be obligated to hand over For-

mosa to her in accordance with

our 1943 agreement at Cairo,

Putting The Journal To Bed

DOWN AT JOE'S

drowning Chosen
CFRC Manager
For 1955-6 Term

Formosa at present serves as a

thorn in the side of Red China,

preveinting her from invading

South-East Asia.

We &houd not recognize Com-

munist China, he concluded. In

addition to its effect on the legal

status of Formosa, recognition

would undermine Nationalist

morale and would cause the over-

seas Chinese to climb on the Com-

munist bandwagon. We should

give full support to our anti-

communist friends, the National-

ist Chinese.

Mr. Wells stated that we

should try to obtain a settlement

which would as far as possible

remove any future friction. He
said that with certain reservations

we should honor our past com-

mitments and that we sliould con-

sider Asian opinion in making our

decision. Asian opinion, he con-

tended, wants recognition of

Communist China. The U.S.,

unfortunately, has put itself in a

position where it cannot do this.

In fact it appears willing to sup-

port Chiang Kai-shek in his hopes

of recapturing the Chinese main-

land.

Inshore Islands

However, said Mr. Wells, we

should give up the inshore islands,

remove Chiang from power, and

put Formosa under the supervis-

ion of the United Nations. This

would lessen the area of friction

between the U.S. and China and

would remove the danger that

Chiang might plunge us into war.

Mr. Wells suggested that the only

realistic course for American for-

eign policy is to recognize the fact

that the Communist government

is the actual government of China.

lueen's radio station, CFRC,

has announced the appointment

of Don Browning, Science '56,

as over-all station manager for

the 1955-56 season. This position

is concerned with the technical

operations of the station. This

year CFRC did not have a sta-

tion manager.

Tentative appointments for

management of the Radio Work-
shop, which is heard every Fri-

tiay, are J. Gordon Penny, Arts

'58, and Bruce Gates, Arts '58.

Their positions will be confirmed t^kker monument

at the first meeting of the Drama

Guild next fall.

African Films

To Be Shown
The last in a series of films

presented by the High Commis-

sioner's Office of three Common-

wealth countries will be shown

Wednesday, March 16 at S p.m.

The four films are: "Colorful

South Africa", a color travelogue;

"After Sixty Years", the develop-

ment of Johannesburg from a

mining camp to a metropolis;

"The Bantu in Urban Areas", the

problem of adjustment; a n|d

•Arches of Faith", a film dealing

with the dedication of the Voor-

The films will be shown free

.of charge in ihc McLaughlin

Room.

Wilde Comedy
On Wednesday
Through the kindness of Leon-

ard W. Brockington, rector of the

university and president of Odeon

Theatres in Canada, the Alma

Mater Society has procured four

films to be shown during the

month of March.

"The Importance of Being

Earnest'" will be shown March

16 at 7:30 p.m.; "Passport To

Pimlico". March 23 at 4 and 7:30

p.m.; and "Nicholas Nickelby".

March 30 at 4 and 7 :30 p.m. The

movies will be shown in Convoca-

tion Hall.

By Nola Whittall

"We'll have the galleys pulled

in a minute", shouts Joe above

the din. "Have to cut this head

. . . it's too long."

"Need a credit line for the

front-page cut of the Ice Revue."

Bill's hands wave over the

forms in a blur, fitting the blocks

of type together like a jig-saw

puzzle, "Coke ad in here; feature

aquacade article fits over there;

carry-over from front page in this

space. Say, what'U we do with

the last 4 inches of 'Whistle

Stops'? Can't find any room

Mike suggests we take out

"that pome on page 3", but

Nathalie has a better idea, "Cut

off the last 4 inches of 'Whistle

Stops'."

Joan is intent on dropping little

lead plates into the gaps between

the lines to fill out a column that

is too short. And Tony is wrack-

ing his brain trying to think of

some 'urgent' notice to fill up a

hole in the editorial page.

In the midst of all this chaos

I am standing open-mouthed,

trying to look as though I know

what's going on. If I do this long

enough, I'm bound to pick up

something.

But this is only a part of the

complexities involved in the pro-

cess of turning out the Queen's

Journal, which develops from a

sketchy pencil outline on a rough

piece of copy paper, and disord-

ely heaps of articles into a reas-

onably neat newspaper.

The copy is presented to the

linotype operators, marked with

the size and width of type, and

the display of heads. The operat-

ors punch a few keys ; the moulds

drop into place; hot lead pours

into them, and after a series of

mysterious clicks and rattles

—

the slugs (type) are ready, shiny,

neat, orderly, and hot.

J. L. Smith, the shop superin-

tendent, and Bill, the compositor

or make-up man, are peering in-

tently over the frame (known as

the •chase") in which the type is

arranged in page form. Joe has

a corrected galley proof in his

hand and is reading the column

upside-down and backwards, try-

ing to find the line where it says

"Geal" instead ofi "Gael". He
finds it; deftly pries out the slug

and drops in the corrected one.

When all the errors (almost

all, that is) are corrected, and the

type set in the chase, the stone-

proofs, or page-proofs, are pulled

on damp sheets of paper. Each

page is rechecked for errors.

The presses are now ready to

roll. About this time of the after-

noon, the Journal staff folds up

its copy and silently steals away

to the T. & C. for coffee, leaving

Mr. Smith and Bill and the rest

of the printing staff to run off the

pages on the huge presses, and

prepare it for pick-up on the fol-

lowing day.

This is a day in the life of the

Journal.

WUS Committee

Helps Refugees

In West Germany
Needy refugee students at Ger-

man universities may now obtain

financial assistance from the Ger-

man national committee of World

University Service.

With a grant of about $7,500

the committee has set up a loan

fund to aid displaced students if

they are within six months of

graduation and who can prove

both need and ability.

This step, made possible by the

American Friends Service Com-

mittee, offers much-needed help

to an important group among the

refugees now enrolled in univers-

ities in Germany.

iFnrt Upttry Motrl
PRINCESS STREET

Kingston Ont ..Phone 7712

DANCING
Every Friday and Saturday Nights at the

GOLDEN SLIPPER
FRIDAY—Bob Whitney ond his Melody Men. Dancing 9 til! 1.

$1,00 oer person

SATURDAY—Doug Creighton ond his Arch Dancing. 9,30 till 12,30

$2,50 per couple

TransporUdon provided by calling The Golden

nights only.

lipper 2-0745 on Friday

It's a good rule to keep your finances in

top condidon, coo— by operaring your

own savings account at the BofM.
m t mtim cutam

Batvk of Montreal Boflll

^ WORKING.*ITH CANADIANS IN EVERY WALK OF LIFE SINCE 1817

EXPORT
CANADA'S FIN.EST

CIGARETTE

(or year round
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For a

Light Smoke

and a

Pleasing Taste

Students Sip Soggy Suppers

''Operation Lipid'' Nears End

Call for

PHILIP

MORRIS

By Don Wolochow

The top floor of the Craine

Building is a busy place these

days. The reason: "Operation

Lipid" is in full swing again. For

the second time this session, med-

ical students are participating in

a dietary study designed to throw

more light on the atherosclerosis

problem. This disease, which has

been shown to be the leading

cause of death in North America,

consists of a narrowing of the im-

portant blood vessels supplying

vital organs such as the heart and

l>rain. The narrowing is due to the

deposit of fatty material known

as cholesterol in the innermost

Baccalaureate Service
Honors Grads Sunday

Students Center

Opened In Greece

The World University Service

field office in Athens has an-

nounced the opening of a new stu-

dent center at Salonika in Greece.

The center includes a reading

room, meeting rooms, recreational

facilities, an auditorium and ac-

commodation for foreign students

visiting Salonika.

The WUS office in Salonika

will also be housed in the center.

The office is in charge of distrib-

uting used clothing and textbooks

lo students in the area.

coat of the arteries.

Those researchers who are

concerned with the problem have

spent many years trying to find

out if the production of these

fatty deposits is related to the

amount of cholesterol in the

blood. Since the work has been

done mostly on animals, results

have not been all correlated to

the human disease. Another prob-

lem facing workers is the rela-

tionship between the blood chol-

esterol and the intake of fats in

the diet.

This last problem is the one

being tackled here. Late last term,

30 members of Meds '57 were

subjects in a study to determine

which type of fat led to higher

levels of cholesterol in the blood.

It was shown at that time that a

certain type of animal fat prod-

uced a significantly higher chol-

esterol content than a type of

vegetable fat. The present ex

periment will attempt to elucidate

the reason for this difference.

The larger number of subjects

being used will make the results

even more significant.

COSEC MEETING
The coordinating Secretariat of the National Unions of Stu-

dents held a conference at Istanbul. Turkey, recently. This organ-

ization, of which NFCUS i^ a member, attempts to promote inter-

national .student cooperation on a practical, nonpolitical basis.

At the conference plans were laid to send a student delega-

tion to Africa to establish and strenghten relations with the stu-

ients in that strategic continent. Delegate

Norway,

SNIDER'S CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS PRESS WHILE U WAIT

681/2 Princess Street Kingston Phone 2-1761

Oitalitv that Pleases . . . Sfrvice that Satisfies

^iimt (SriU
"Where th? Best People Meet and Eot"

Reosonable Prices

314 Princess Street

$5.50 Meal Ticket for $5.00

Across from St. Andrew's Church

STONE'S
FLOWER SHOP

231 PRINCESS ST., KINGSTON, ONT.

PHONE 6634

'Where o Traditional PRESTIGE Prevails"

POME by WILL MOTT
FROM FOOT- TO BASKETBALL WE TURN
IN SEARCH OF RECREATION.
THERE IS NO TURN FROM WILMOTS THO':

THEIR DAIRY'S A SENSATIONI

)T ON . . . .

WILMOT'S QUALITY PRODUCTS

Daily Tests

Each day during the tests, 50

members of fourth and fifth year

climb to the top floor of the

Craine Building to receive car-

tons of the dietary material which

have been prepared by the staff

of the Department of Biochemist-

ry, under the direction of Dr.

J. M. R. Beveridge, who is con-

ducting the experiment. As in

previous studies, the "guinea

pigs" may eat only the liquid

diet 'consisting of purified fat,

sugars and protein) and drink

nothing stronger than clear tea

or coffee.

The subjects are weighed each

day "before lunch" in the base-

ment of Grant Hall and five times

during the test they draw sam-

ples of blood from each other for

cholesterol determination. When
the diet ends next Wednesday

morning, these staunch devotees

lo science will march (or stag-

ger) over to the Union and par-

take of their first real food in

over two weeks, They will then

ettle back, lick their lips and

await, with the rest of the med-

world, the results of this

vital experiment.

Final Formal

Fling Tonight

Color Nite, the last formal of

the year, will take place tonight.

Members of Arts, Meds and

Science will gather in Grant Hall

after the award presentations to

celebrate their last fling before

the onslaught of exams.

In. Wallace Hall athletic award

winners and guests will be served

a buffet supper at 7 :30 p.m.

Trophies and "Q's" will be pre-

sented, after which coffee will be

served. Price for the supper is

$1.00 a plate.

The dance will begin in Grant

Hall at 10 p.m. to the music of

the Commodores. The ladies will

be provided with favors.

Price is $3.00 a couple for the

dance.

Toronto Speaker

Raps Professors

were chosen from

Costa Rica, United

States, England, and the Philip-

pines.

In January, NFCUS was repre-

sented at the first International

Student Conference on Cultural

Activities held in Ljubljana, Yu

goslavia. Delegate was Marcel

LeBlanc, who last year was the

Internationa! Affairs Commis-

sioner of NFCUS. At that time

plans were made for |cultural

activities at future COSEC con-

ferences.

In Argentina, suppression of

students rights by the govern-

ment has continued. Approxi-

mately 300 students are being

held. The communist dominated

International Union of Students

lias objected to treatment given

to the Argentine students, and has

forwarded these objections to

Peron.

In order that impartial investi-

gations might be made of viola-

tion of students'! rights, a re-

search committee has been set up

by COSFX. This group has. at

present, the status of academic

freedom in South Africa. Argen-

tina, and East Germany under

consideration.

Donald Mathers

To Preach Sermon

In Grant Hall

The graduating classes in all

faculties will be honored Sunday

morning by the annual Baccalau-

reate Service to be conducted in

Grant Hall by Prof. Donald

Mathers of Queen's Theological

College.

Places will be reserved for

graduates and faculty, but all

students are invited to attend the

service which begins at U a.m.

The united Medical and Science

Choirs plan to take part.

The graduating classes are asked

to assemble in the New Arts

Building 15 minutes prior to the

service. Levana will meet in

room 301, Arts in 101, Science

in 201, Medecine in 200 and

graduate students in 204.

The graduating classes are asked

move into Grant Hall in the fol-

lowing order : Levana, Arts,

Meds, Science and graduates.

At the conclusion of the service

the platform party and choir will

file out followed by Levana's

first row and the other faculties

as they are seated in Grant Hall.

wi LfAOTS
OflM

Toronto (CUP) — Academic

professors were likened to "vol

tures off carcasses" at a Hart

House Library evening recently.

Speaker was Anthony Frisch, a

former graduate student of the

University of Toronto, and now

an English teacher at Pickering

College.

"No one can fire a professor for

incompetence," he said pointing

out that this profession is the

only one where no check can be

made on a man's performance.

Mr. Frisch claimed that Massey

funds for promoting culture

would be "fraudulently misap

propriated" if they were used for

scholarly analysis and comment-

THIS YOU'VE
GOT TO SEE!

TV's NEW
FUN SHOW!

Indian Students

Hold Fund Drive

Students at tlic University of

Delhi recently observed their sec-

ond annual welfare week in sup-

port of World University Service.

Welfare Week features a fund-

rlrive in support of short term

welfare projects sponsored by

WUS in Delhi. Funds are raised

to provide scholarships, tuition

fees, text books and medical care

for poor and needy students at

rhe 17 institutions of higher edu-

cation in Delhi.

This self-heJp effort is rooted

in the belief expressed by Dr.

Zakir Hnssain, Indian national

chairman, that while "external

help is advantageous in that it

brings a feeling of belonging to

each other among the peoples of

the world, it should only be a

supplement to Indian efforts, oth-

er nations should help only those

who help themselves."

T. S. R. Boase

Gives Lecture

Various Crusading and Byzan-

tine influences on the architect-

ure and sculpture of twelfth

century Jerusalem were discussed

by Prof. T. S. R. Boase, of Ox-

ford, England, in a talk in Con-

vocation Hall last Friday.

The Church of the Holy Cross,

just outside Jerusalem, was des-

cribed in particular. This is most

important of all the buildings still

extant because the Crusaders

tried to bring their best work for

it. It also shows traces of Arab

influence.

Illustrating his talk with slides.

Professor Boase traced the in-

fluence of eastern and western

craftsmen on church sculpture,

which was later defaced by in-

fidels. Among the examples

shown were some pieces unearth-

ed at the beginning of this cen-

tury.

Professor Boase, a distinguish-

ed author and an authority on

Romanesque Art, is in Canada

on a lecture tour sponsored by

the National Gallery.

R8WVERS Printing ol
Dance
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Them Old College Slues

This stuciying has got me down,
I'd better knock it off for a round.

1 think I'll be at Loo's

To drown them old college blues.

Why do I always have to fee! this way?
This book learnin' will never pay.

Nothing else to choose
But them old college blues.

Went to root at the football game
But we were smeared all the same.
Wish I had some booze

To drown them old college blues.

My doll and I were going strong

'Till my pal Joe sang his song.

Now I gat nothing to lose

'Cept tiiosc old college blues.

Now I'm drunk and broke as hell.

My head is boomin like a shell.

To hell with all of youse,

I'm alone with my college blues.

C.B.

lament
(of the wife of a psychoanalyst)

I never get mad; I get hostile.

I never feel sad, I'm depressed.

If I sew or I knit and enjoy it a bit

I'm not handy — I'm merely ol)5essed.

I never regret -— I feel guilty;

And if I should vacuum the hall,

Wash the woodwork and such and not mind it too mud
Am I tidy? Compulsive, that's all.

If I can't choose a bat I have conflicts

A\"itb ambivalent feelings toward net,

I never get worried, or nervous, or hurried.

Anxiety, that's what [ get.

If I'm happy, I must be euphoric

;

If I go to the Stork Club or Ritz

And have a good time making pun;

I'm a manic or mavbc a schiz.

or a rhyme

If I think that a doorman was nasty

I'm paranoid obviously.

And if 1 take a drink without stopping

Alcoholics B. Allen, that's me.

to think

Who Mourn The Distant Vistas Of Mankind

By D. Wm. L. Earl

Russell Kirk. The conservative

mind, English edition, revised; Lon-

don, Faber, 1954; 480 pp.

'And every little child

That's born in the world alive

Is either a little Liberal

Or a little Conservative!'

So said W. S. Gilbert, the

nineteenth century's most bril-

liant librettist. And if the little

child were to follow his innate

tendencies he would more prob-

ably be the little conservative.

The real basis of conservatism

is human nature: man likes his

environment to stay the same

at bottom, and he returns to the

old and familiar when all else

goes agamst him, when the new

and immediate ceases to have

meaning. Values attach to hum-

an institutions only through

time. Insofar as conservatism is

an expression of something fund-

amental in human nature, the

conclusions and observations of

the conservative mind on all sub-

jects are pertinent and valuable.

Before turning to Kirk's book

it might be well to state as brief

ly as possible a few of the most

important of conservatism's basic

tenets.

In this consideration it is first

necessary to dispel the frequent

misconception which holds that

conservatism is basically a pro-

cess of opposing change. Nothin^

could be further from the truth.

Conservatives do not oppose

change or question the need for

it: the only healthy society is

one which is altering within cer-

tain fixed limits. It is with these

limits that conservatives are con-

cerned. Ceaseless change must

be kept within boimds. All in-

novation must be questioned.

Conservatives do not believe that

just because something is new it

is better, per se, than what has

gone before. They are aware of

a decaying tendency in all man-

ifestations of man's endeavour.

If I tell you you're right I'm submissive.

Repressing aggressiveness too.

And when I disagree I'm defensive, you see

And ])rojecting my symptoms on you.

I love you, but that's just transference

With Oedipus rearing his head.

My breathing asthmatic is psychosomatic

A fear of exclaiming: "Drop dead!"

I'm not lonely, I'm simply dependent:

My dog has no fleas, just a tic;

So if I seem a cad — never mind, just be glad

That I'm not a stinker: I'm sick.

<This poem was found by a Levanite on a psychologist's desk at the Ontario

Hospital this summer). 1^

They dare to ask why, and to

accept the new, to accept change,

with a well measured, carefully

savoured, pinch of salt. Surely

mere distrust, of innovation, mere

healthy suspicion regarding chan-

ge, cannot be taken as a blanket

condemnation of all change. Much

of it can be for the better. The

tenets of conservatism can here-

after be outlined succinctly, fol-

lowing Kirk, as: belief in Divine

intent in society ; affection for

traditional life ; conviction that

civilized society requires orders

and classes, within a framework

of moral equality; inseparability

of property and freedom, and

faith in prescription, the sanctif-

ying process of custom.

Conservative Mind Since Burke

Kirk takes his starting point

here. After he has stated the idea

of his philosophy, he embarks

upon the real consideration of his

book—an historical outline of the

development of the modern con

servative mind since the great

progenitor of the modern con-

servatism of the English-speak-

ing world, Edmund Burke. His

book, as he says himself, is an

'essay in definition'. It is a crit-

icism of thought: of the thought

of a representative body of con-

servative thinkers, British and

American, since the late eight-

eenth century.

One of Kirk's real contribu-

tions to the philosophy of con-

servatism is his synthesizing of

American and British conser-

vative thought. Confining his at-

tention to thinkers in the line of

Burke enables Kirk to leave out

of account those conservatives

who are simply 'anti' things. He
states his conviction that conser-

WORK
While attending school I found I

could moke %15 to $125 weekly ond

more, during evenings ond weekends.

My comings hove gone far beyond

these figures since leaving school

ond I have been appointed supervisor

in this oreo. I will probobly train

one or two serious minded, respons-

ible students to work with me this

summer. Write Queen's |ournal, Box

25, todoy with quolificotions ond

phone number.
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The Mildest. Best-Tasting Cigarette

vatism is a positive thing, and

that Burke's is the 'true school

of conservative principle", and so

it is that Burke animates directly

or indirectly all those who follow

him in Kirk's outline.

Condensation of Conservative

Thought

If for no other reason. Kirk

deserves admiration for his per-

severance and capability in draw-

ing together the vast body of

thought of a man like Burke and

setting down from his voluminous

writings and speeches his philos-

ophy perhaps more concisely than

it has ever been presented before

There are not too many even of

the most convinced adherents of

philosophical conservatism who
can claim to have read all of the

twenty-one works of W. H. Mai

lock, that significant conservative

who swam against the tide of the

roaring twenties; yet Kirk can

say he has.

But Kirk's book deserves ad-

miration for many other reasons

— many, indeed, that is is be-

wildering to know where to begin

tu set them down in a short re-

view: it must suffice to make a

few general observations and

hope that the reader will turn to

tiie book to find answers to the

questions he wishes to ask. He

may well find there the answers

to a number of other questions,

too.

Faced With Destruction Of

Civilization

Kirk feels that 'the conserva-

tive mind is at crisis just now.'

It finds itself confronted by new

and alarming potentialities for

the total destruction of civiliza

tion, either by sudden man-made

catastrophe, or by the gradual

accretion of all power to the stif-

ling bulk o£ the modern State

represented by Bureaucracy,

going hand in hand with schemes

of planned society, which will, if

they work themselves out to their

logical conclusion, make life the

life o£ 'Nineteen Eighty-Four',

with civilization utterly destroy-

ed—as utterly as it could be by

any bomb, however hyphenated,

—and living itself entirely worth-

less.

In the face of this incompre-

hensible aggrandizement of the

mechanistic State, Kirk sees a

vital need for conservative prin-;

ciples. 'Conservatism and demo-

cracy', he says, 'have trudged to-

gether down a long trail since

,
1789, quarrelling most of the way.

But the principal interests of

true conservatism and old-style

libertarian democracy now ap-

proach identity . . . Intelligent

democrats will espouse conser-

vative philosophy as the only

secure system of ideas with

which to confront the planners

of the new order.' Earlier he had

summed up the core of the con-

servative argument when he

said: 'Except for the possibility

of providential vengeance upon

human presumption, taking the

shape of frightfuj war, enlight-

ened conservatism remains the

only effective barrier to the

triumph o£ this new existence.'

Mankind stands at the edge of a

precipice. Surely the sensible

thing for him to do is to turn

around and take a sure step back-

ward onto firm and tested ground,

there to analyse his next moves

in the direction of self-preser-

vation, and not step unaided into

the abyss.
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University Leaders In Asia

Appeal For Government Aid

Leaders from universities

throughout Southeast Asia met

recently in Djakarta, Indonesia,

to plan the role of World Univer-

sity Service in meeting the ur-

gent needs of students in that

important world area.

In a resolution condemning the

inadequacy of dormitory facilities

for Asian students, the conference

appealed for government aid to

provide students with the basic

necessities of life.

Increased fund - raising was

pledged by the Asian student

leaders, who voted to contribute

$2,500 towards the cost of a reg-

ional students sanatorium to be

located in one of the Southeast

Asia countries.

Pakistan will play host to the

conference next December and

observers will be invited from the

Middle East, Far East, and the

Pacific area.

At Western

Majority Favors
Birth Control

London (CUP) — Seventy-four

percent of 125 University of Wes-

tern Ontario students polled by

their campus newspaper voted for

artificial birth control.

The main reason given by stud-

ents in favor was that it would

offer a partial solution to the

overpopulation and food short-

age in countries such as India.

Those who said "no" based

their answer on moral grounds

or said that they felt birth control

was against natural law.

McGill Withdraws

From Federation

Montreal (CUP)—McGill Uni-

versity has withdrawn from the

National Federation of Canadian

University students. Student-^

voted 293 - 238 in favor of seces-

sion.

In presenting the motion to a

Students' Society meeting John

Stubbs pointed out that NFCUS
had given McGill nothing in the

past and has nothing to offer her

in the future. He claimed NFCUS
had no influence on the campus,

saying that two out of three did

not know what NFCUS meant.

Whaf's news af /nco ?

Tiny pieces of nickel ^
speed cabled words

three times faster

across the Atlantic

f
1200 FEET DOWN, on the bottom of the

Atlantic Ocean is a metal case. In it is an

electronic amplifier. Electric signals weak

from the long journey by cable are here

amplified and reshaped into stronger,

clearer signals. With this single installation

the cable's capacity was increased Jrom 50 to

J67 north a minute.

Ct '23ac^ward Stance . . .

OCTOBER — Printers delay delivery of Tricolor '54 . . .

Queen's acquires Buchan library . . . Varsity students stage riot;

Queen's frosh do likewise . . . two go to jail . . . Life photographers

cover football weekend . . . team acquires bear for mascot . . . Medical

faculty bolds centenary celebration ... big Medical Journal . . .

Golden Gaels whitewash Varsity 20-0 . . . Engineers stage dollar

drive, collect $4,700 for Community Chest . . . archaelogical museum

opened . . .

NO\'EMBER — Dean Douglas attends UNESCO conference

in Uru!^uay . . . George Ferguson delivers first Dunning Trust

lecture on the press . . . Drama Guild stages successful production

of Merchant of Venice . . . Queen'smen weep as Gaels drop final

to mud and Western . . . WAIT TILL NEXT YEAR . . . Medsmen

eat fat for IS days . . - men mourn end of Susie Q Week . . .

DECEMBER — Liberal government defeated at Model Parlia-

ment . . .

JANUARY — Frank Underbill

suggests proportional representa-

tion at second Dunning Trust

lecture . . . Cambridge debaters

down Queen's duo . . . Riot '54

total success at K.C.V.I, . . .

Worthington lectures, shows
films on civil defense . . . B. C.

Mace credited with saving Tri-

color's shirt . . . Queen's students

and graduates saddened by pass-

ing of former principal R. C. Wal-

lace, many attend funeral . . .

Mrs. Etherington bequeaths home

to university for fine arts. . . .

FEBRUARY — Drama Guild

stages "The Happiest Days of

Your Life" . . . I.R.C. delegates

win awards for representation of

Russia at St. Lawrence Model

Security Council . . . Queen'smen

mount hammer and sickle flag

over Kingston City Hal! . . .

Students give blood to fight polio

. . . CCF government voted down

at Model Parliament . . . Wood-

side outlines Soviet policy at

AMS lecture . . . Tricolor sales

satisfactory despite trouble last

year.

This is possible only because of the

presence of tiny pieces of nickel in

the amplifier's vacuum tube.

For years now, communication between

this Continent and the United Kingdom

and Europe has been a problem. It was

particularly serious during the war when

communication channels were overloaded

by Allied Governments, military and press.

The first of these amplifiers was installed

recently by Western Union on the com-

pany's cable which stretches under the

Atlantic from Bay Roberts, Newfoundland,

to Penzance, England.

THE NEW UNDERSEAS CABLE "BOOSTER" L.<_,h;; i-v..,.. i co the ocean lloor, where ic \vill

amphfy trans-Atlantic signals—allowing us to get message's Irom Europe three times faster than

before. This is possible only because of the use of tiny pieces of nickel in the amplifier's vacuum tube.

Inco research and development

teams in co-operation with in-

dustry have been in the fore-

front of the world's metallurgi-

cal developments since 1921.

The knowledge and experience

gained are among Inco's great-

est assets. Inco research points

the way to Inco's future!Case Must Last For 40 Years

Nickel alloys were used at vital points

to guard the case containing the ampli-

fier against the many forms of marine

corrosion that occur below the ocean's

surface.A life of 40 years was demanded.

"Dit Romance of Nitkfl", a 12-page

, fallj ilhistraltd, will be lent

free on rei/iiat. Bulk cofiies supplied

Secondary School UachcTS. yiK
NICKEL

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED • 25 KING STREET WEST. TORONTO

Canada^s WUS
Plans Tour For

This Summer
World University Service of

Canada is arranging study tours

this summer for Canadian stud-

ents in the West Indies and West

Africa. Each tour will consist of

four or five students and a lead-

They will leave Canada in

May or June and return in August

or September. There will be ap-

proximately five weeks of travel

in the region, two weeks at sum-

mer school and two weeks of free

time.

The leader will be expected to

prepare a balanced educational

program and a reading list. He

will also have to arrange the pro-

gram so as to provide the part-

icipants with an opportunity to

gain some understanding of cur-

rent thought among the people in

the area visited.

The minimum cost to each tour

leader will be $300 to be divided

between the cost of the total pro-

gram and personal expenses.

Applicants must be returning

to a Canadian university next

year as a staff member or grad-

uate student. They must be will-

ing to contribute to the work of

WUSC on their own campus

after their return, and they also

should have a speaking know-

ledge of both English and French.

They should specify the tour they

prefer and enclose information

relating to their education and

experience.

Closing date for applications

is March 15, 1955. They should

be addressed to: World Univer-

sity Service of Canada, 43 St.

George St., Toronto, Ont,
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(A touch of spring lias made me spring, the darkness redescended

:

lasy. Instead of tny regular column darkness born of all-despairing

/ reprint a jragment jound on a doubt. The warm spring breeze

scroll in a remote corner oj the blew freshly from the river, push-

iibrary.) ing the clean white floes ahead

... he walked along the cinder

path. It was hard to hurry through

this park, for he had known it in

autnmn, winter and spring, and it

belonged to a period of his life now
past . . .

, . . here he had seen the old men
in the wood-smoke and falling

leaves of autumn, sitting on (he

benches and puffing on their short

pipes, talking in voices so low he

had never known what it was that

they discussed. Here too he had

seen the soldiers walking with

their girls, arms about each other

under the tall trees. From the old

decaying mansions had come young
governesses pushing prams, and

stately men in elegant black top-

coats, walking with their proud,

aristocratic dogs. In winter, small

boys, scarved and mittened, slid

and skated on the open ice and in

spring, when the ground was dry

enough, the same small boys were

just as noisy as they flew their

model planes above the branches.

Here too he had first known
love. Once when frosty stars were
bright and clear in the' sharp defi-

nition of winter, he had walked

across this park towards a lighted

window. Every night he had
walked along this path, when all

was still and quiet in the night's

chill solitude, and the sound of his

crunching feet had seemed to carrj'

I)eyond the trees and out along the

frozen river. He walked always

towards the same window, seeing

that warm yellow light across the

park as all he had ever wanted and

as the new meaning imposed sud-

denly upon the flux of his exis-

tence.

Then the old imrest would leave

liim and he would know a rich con-

tentment. The brilliant stars might

mock him in their fixed and cold

sterility, but their cruelty was
wasted while the windowed light

still shone. And the glory of that

light would make him drunk;

wild surging waves broke deep in-

side him, swelling upwards and

"bursting forth in demoniac fury.

Then he had seemed to stand on

a snow-capped mountain, high

above the ant-like figures circling

far below, and he would stretch

his arms towards the dark and

cloudless sky, feeling in his blood

the rush of all that had made him

in countless ages past, some deep

primeval stirring reaching back to

shores that he had never seen,

where the foaming waves washed

clean the sparkling sands.

So winter past, and the light

still shone. But with the rush of

STEAM
SHOVEL

THIRD SUNDAY IN LENT
SUNDAY. MARCH 13tH

8.00 o.m.—Holy Communion

9.15 o.m.—Sung Eucharist.
(Holy Communion with Hymns

nnti Short Address nil within the

hour).

11 O.m.—Morning Prayer.

Guest Preacher: The Rnv. J. N.
Jacltsar..

Rector; St. Marl.'a Church, Toronto.

7.00 p.m.—Evensong ond
Recital

Tho Cathedral Choir will prcwtit a

recitol of Choral Music for Lent. H,
William Hnwke. Mus, Bnc disun.

Euiahed Ametitan Canadian Organist
win iilay Orean Muaic of the Season.

Mr. Maybeo will rIvo a <hort expla-

nation of Iho Mmic to be heard. No
Sermon, come early for this musicol
eueninR of unuau.il interest.

Wednesday: Holy Communion at

7;45 and 10.30 a.m.

towards the sea. But with the first

grinding of that ice, a Jagged crack

had split his heart. In that window

high above the warm moist street,

the light still shone, but not for

him, and he would hurry by with

downcast eyes.

Now a new demon raised its

slimy head and he would plunge

madly among the rocks and shout

his anguish to the breaking waves.

But the crashing waters drowned

his cry; the sky above stretched

to a starless infinity, and he was

nothing, purposeless and infin-

itesimal under that dark timeless

expanse, shut off even from the

trees he bruised his fists against.

Lost, with neither past nor fu-

ture, he had reached the utmost

depth and saw a grinning yellow

spectre, seated on a throne of tan-

gled bodies and grinding limbs,

stretching its withered arm above a

vast and arid desert, littered with

coUmins of broken stone, inhabited

only by lean-heilied jackals, picking

at the garbage and howling in the

endless noon.

Summer and autumn became a

torment and he was gripped in

that awful vision, Sleep became his

only consolation, but his nights

were wracked by the same recurr-

ing dream and he would wake in

sweating anguish. His days were

a series of mechanical gestures and

he began to prowl the streets at

iiiglit, coiiMirting with the stunted

people of the twisting alleys, locked

in the grip of a desperate defiance

that was his only hold on life. And

always he dreaded the coining of

winter, knowing it would taunt him

with the vanished ecstasy, knowing

he must return to the city of that

lighted window, wondering if he

could summon forth the will to

survive.

Winter came, but not as he ex-

pected. The seasons had returned

full cycle to the time of his former

joy, but with the growing dark-

ness he found new wis<!om. Re-

leased from the abysmal depths, he

returned, not to that former hill,

but to the level of the common

earth. Walking through the twi-

light, seeing neither a clear straight

road nor a pathless jungle, lie could

now appreciate tlie heights and

depths he had k-nown. The same

lighted window neither stirred nor

mocked him, and he began to rea-

lize the pattern of all such win-

dows, seeing his hfe a long journey

ill the dark, marked only by such

brief lights in the endless black

mystery of his existence. And so

he could pass that former window

with the calm certainty born of his

experience, and prepared himself

with confidence for the coming of

lhat next light, wherever it would

shine.

Final Clorion Sounded By Marion

And on aft of Woden did scribe plod wearily from Roomz

of Sciciiz and head thru usual drizzle of cumulus condensation to-

ward Cav of Nic. For had exhausting contest of ponging the ping,

(or pinging the pong), sapped scribe of usual unending energy.

And as scribe did enter exalted chambers of Marion, perhaps for

last time, was great sloshing sound heard. For Marion had indeed

broken out vat of finest amber fluidz of most ancient of vintages

such that party of farewell might live up to reputation of usual

l.rawh of Scicnz. But did scribe remind Marion that though

queries of Queenz did require u-5 hours of time where n approaches

infinity would same have time to make visit unto sacred chambers

before trek toward Land of Home and babe of choice.

Spirits High As Kite, With Lemonz Out Of Sight.

And was Marion pleased to hear that new warriette of Scienz

had been added to tribe, and most honoured maid Marion did in-

struct scribe to congratulate Sta the Buccaneer on finest of achieve-

ments. And scribe did hear that additional new warriors of Scienz

are welcomed by Pro-Fessors, for same do fear that demand for

services will approach unto zero when 99.9% of warriors of Heintz

and Fuzzy Ones lose battle of fac.

And scribe did look into future, and view cloudz of darkness,

followed by bright clouds of Ag. And when same did consult

Horo-Scope to determine significance of ominous symbols, was it

found that dark clouds did represent toughest of battles of fac, and

bright clouds did foretell periods of peace to be found when Lemonz

of Lamphadia disappear from sight of warriors. For will fairest

season of growing tree and running water be spent with babe of

choice in land of home, while scribe does brew infinite <|uantities

of amber fluidz and sharpen chisels of Fe.

Double Five Leaves And Morion Grieves.

And did Marion regret deeply that finest tribe of Scienz. even

those warriors of double-five would soon make way into landz afar,

after four short revolutions of earth about sun. For were same

due to receive circular band of Fe to denote completed warrior of

Scienz And did Marion add that volumes of amber fluidz quafted

by men of double-five in time at Queenz might be sufficient to

raise level of Lake of Ont to extent that Falls of Niagara might

reverse. And did fairest of maids express hope that inevitable losers

ill battle of fac, (especially the sad 605^ of cube root of 185.193 -
proud but lost winners of Bewz). might return to Land of Queenz

in coming years. But now does effect of Marion's fiery fluidz make

mind trrow dull and muscles go limp. So must scribe lay trusty

chisel "in plush container for last time until coming season of skin

of pig when affairs of Scienz might again be recorded in annals

of Jor-Na!.

Lutheran Students' Association.

The Lutheran Students' Association will hold its last meeting

of the vear on Monday, March 14, at 8:30 p.m. at 46 William St.

All memljers are urged to attend.

Co-op Applications.

All applications for entering tlie co-op should be handed in as

soon as possible.

Students' Wives Croup.

The next meeting of the Students' Wives Group will be held

on Tuesday. March 15, at 8:00 p.m. in the Science club rooms.

This will be a regular meeting with Miss Jean Laird as guest

speaker.

Arts '57 Elect

New Executive

Bob Dunlop was elected presi-

dent of Arts '57 in the elections

held recently. Other members of

the new executive include : Gene

Otterdahl, vice-president
;

Shirley

Holdcroft, secretary; Mel Goodes,

treasurer; Jan Jackson, Bruce

Findlay, social convenors ; Jim

O'Grady, boys' athletic stick; Nan
Chouinard, girls' athletic stick.

Wolloce Hall Musicaie

Chamber music will be provided by a group of Quern's stu-

dents, staff, and one graduate Sunday at 8:30 in Wallace Hall. No

admission will be charged.

SVDINHAM a WtLUtAM STS.

Rev. C. E. J. Cragg,
M A , Q.D.. D .

minister

Lloyd Zurbrigg
organist and choir master

SUNDAY. MARCH 13th

11 a.m.
—

"This Is The Victory"

7.30 p.m.
—

"Worship, — and

Women, — in the Church"

'Come, Let Us IVorship"

QlhalmrrB

EARL AND BARRIE ST9.

REV. W. F, BANISTER. D.D.

MINISTER

SUNDAY. MARCH 13TH

11 a.m.—Anniversary Service

7.30 p.m.—Anniversary Service

Preacher: Dr. John Short o£

Toronto

0 Come Let Us IVorship

§t. Anbrriv'B

J FOB

CLEHOr STREE

EB WEDDEBBUP
M A. D .. MrNISTEB

MR DARWIN STATA.
Oroanist and choirmaster

MISS ANNE HALLIOAY
ASBISTAM OFia»HI3T

10.15 n.m. Bible Class

11.00 a.m.—Morning Service

2.30 p.m.—Church School

7.00 p.m.—Evening Service

Si. Andrcw'5 Young People

Society will meet after

evening service.

A cordial welcome is extended to

all students.

Gaitskill Speaks

At IRC Meeting

Britain's problems in dealing

with the African colonies were

outlined by Arthur Gaitskell,

British expert on development in

Africa, at an International Rel-

ations Club meeting Wednesday
night.

Mr. Gaitskell said that, "Brit-

ain is trying to take a middle

course between the extremes

white supremacy and African

nationalism." He explained that

Britain had gone into Africa to

bring a better civilization, to de-

velop Africa's economy, and to get

her fair share of colonies.

Mr. Gaitskell suggested that,

in order to achieve this ai

the European should try to make

more personal friendships with

the Africans and should realize

that we must keep the Africans

on our side by allowing them to

realize their aspirations.

Drama Guild

Jim Bethune, Arts '57. was

elected Drama Guild president for

1955-56 at a meeting Monday night.

The executive also includes vice-

president, Kathy Totcen; secretary.

Norman Edmondson ; treasurer,

Midiael Moffat; social con-\'enors

Mary Ev Rogers, Diane MacMil-

lan.

Six Guild members were award-

ed pins. Pins for drama went to

Valerie Baker, Oin's Smith. Diana

King and Bonnie Ward. Cliarles

Taylor and Joyce Safrance received

pins for their work with Drama

Guild Radio Workshop.

DEAN ELLIS
(continued from page I)

science than formerly. This is

largely due to government grants.

He recalled that in his earlier

days he and his colleagues had to

make much of their equipment

themselves.

A far-reaching innovation in

whose creation Dean Ellis had an

important share was the estab-

lishment of an advisory council

five years ago. This council,

composed of three outstanding

engineers in each field of science,

not necessarily Queen's gradu-

ates, serves to keep departments

informed about scientific progress

in industry and supplies them

with sound advice and help. At

present. Queen's is the only uni-

versity in Canada with such a

council.

Dean Ellis' achievements at

Queen's cannot, however, be

measured merely by the consid-

erable material progress made

during his career. He has en-

riched the life of the university

bv his kindness and friendliness,

his interest in students' problems

and his effective leadership of

what he fondly refers to as "a

good team of staff and students."

Tributes

The Padre. Rev, A. M. Laverty,

in paving tribute to Dean Ellis,

said: "Dean Ellis and liis retire-

ment seem like a contradiction in

terms. His eminence as an engin-

eer has been matched by his un-

derstanding of people and his gen-

ius for friendship. A host of

Queen'smen testify that h i s

works follow him."

Dr. L. A. Munro, professor of

Cliemislry. spoke of his first con-

tact with him at tlie Seaforth base

in England during the first World

War. "The appointment of Pro-

fessor Ellis as dean was a popular

one. He has the knack of work-

ing with and obtaining the coop-

eration of both staff and stu-

dents."

R. L, Dorrance. professor of

Chemistry, when asked to com-

ment on the dean's retirement,

said: "It has been my good for-

tune to have been associated with

Dean Ellis for many years. His

friendship, cheerfulness, thought-

fulness, and kindly manner have

meant much to me and my family.

It is pleasant to know that we can

anticipate a continuation of our

happy relations with Dean and

Mrs. Ellis."

Classified Ads

Would any girl who is inter-

ested in sharing an apartment in

Toronto this summer and/or next

winter please contact Molly Fish-

er at Goodwin House.

Fotmd

Silver

Owner please contact Norm

Beiles at Journal Office.

Lost

Brown Parker 51 pen with gold

top, on campus. Reward. Contact

Pat Maley, 203 University Ave.

Lighter, on Campus, or phone Lorraine, 20268, Urgent,

TO THE GRADUATES OF 1955

A one-year course in Librarianship leading fo the

degree of Bochelor of Library Science is offered, for

Universify graduates, at the

LIBRARY SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

The School provides o placement service ond there are good open-

ings in various types of libraries including: public libraries for

adults or children; university and college libraries; government,

business, scientific ond technicol libraries.

All inquiries should be oddressed to the Director, University of

Toronto Librory School, Ontorio College of Educotion, 371 Bloor

Street West, Toronto 5.
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The Unsung Contributors

At least once a year — and the final Journal is as good a time

as any — a measure of recognition should be granted to the large

corps of Queen's students who make a genuine but unsung con-

tribution to campus life. Few of them will win Tricolor Awards,

fewer still will receive the thanks of their fellow students; but

they have ail earned sincere gratitude. Here are some of them:

The Arts Vigilantes who made a gallant but unsuccessful at-

tempt to quell the freshman riot in September.

The technical staff at CFRC who keep the station on the air

and get very little credit for it.

Bill Wallace and Howie King and the rest of the behind-the-

scenes crew for Riot '54.

The members of the AMS and the faculty societies who plough

through mountains of dull but necessary work.

Jack Rosenblatt, Norris Eafles, Ken Hilborn and Mary Mor-

rison who edited successful faculty Journals despite their lack

of experience.

All the Journal reporters who sat through hundreds of dull

speeches and duller meetings in the course of their duties.

Dave Lucas, Paul Hubert, Hugh Lightbody and Doug Frame

for their part in organizing the Engineers' dollar drive.

Keith Hawkins and the AMS constables who were conscient-

ious enough to catch culprits on the Toronto train.

The one student who returned a beer mug stolen from the

Phi Kappa Pi fraternity at McGill.

The Medsmen and Scit-ncenien who raised the hue and cry

when the alumni dances went up to $2.

The volunteers who sold merchandise at the WUS sale and

did the thousand and one other odd jobs around Queen's which

have to be done.

The Levanites who upheld the honor of their sex by protest-

ing "Levanites Get Lit" and the story on the Toronto train.

Kennedy May and the other members of the AMS Court for

their decision to levy fines on window breakers.

Pat Galasso and a couple of other guys who sat up half the

night writing player sketches for the special football issue of the

Journal.

The Mcdsmcn who ate that awful fatty mess in the interests

of science.

The editors of Quarry 4 who publish one of the best college

literary magazines in the country.

All the successful candidates for the myriad offices available

at this highly organized university.

John Little and the members af the Union House Committee
who run the tournaments and carry complaints to the powers-
that-be.

The formal convenors who get nothing for the trouble but

tickets to all the other formals. (That's nothing?).

Mary Lyons and the girls who revived an ice show at Queen's
after six year gap,

The members of the debating Club who carried the Queen's
standard to other universities in eastern Canada and the U.S.

The people who did ail the jot-jobs so that a few students conid

watch two of the best productions staged by the Drama Guild

within the past few years.

The three Artsmen who gave the Chief of Police something

to think about by running up the Red Flag over the City Hall.

Everybody who gave their pint to the Red Cross.

Stuart Howard and the other much-abused members of the

Model Parliament committee.

Anyone else who should have been mentioned above but

wasn't.

Critical Minds A Necessity

What Is Our Generation?

Ever since Hilda Neatby set pen to paper two years ago, the

role to be played by primary and secondary schools in Canadian
education has been a continuing subject for heated discussion. Al-

though almost everyone agrees that Canadian schools should

undergo a process of "levelling up", few steps have been taken to-

ward formulating a coherent and practicable scheme whereby the

gap between the high school and the university can l)e narrowed.

In the meantime universities are faced with the problem of ab-

sorbing thousands of students whose prior education has not
taught them the techniques of criticism and evaluation. As long
as this situation persists — and it promises to do so for years to
couK-. the universities must be on guard lest they undergo a pro-
' of "levelling down".

The temptation is always present for universities to adjust
the intellectual content of their courses to suit the type of mind
which the high school produces. Presented with several hundred
freshmen who have been taught to believe what they read, it is

all too ta^y for the university to surrender and institute lext-book
courses iu which the students are encouraged to learn a quantity
of analysis and fact, and then to display their ability to memorize
on the final examination. This course of action is usually justified
on the ground that the new student is capable of nothing more.

Unfortiiuaiely many students are, in fact, capable of nothin
more at first. But is it not the duty of the university to set these
people the task of adjusting themselves to a totally different mental
chmate? To create a first-year course differing little from high
school procedi:res is merely to postpone — perhaps forever — th.-

day of reckoning, the day on which they will have to think for
themselves. The creation of critical minds is no easy task but if

any university^ abandons it, it has abandoned its raison d'etre

'288 8-^^

By Tony King

Several weeks ago Ann Fran-

cis delivered a series of radio

talks describing the generation

which grew up during the !920's.

Ever since 1 have been wonder-

ing just what we are going to

think of ourselves twenty years

from now. Will this decade be

known to posterity as the fight-

ing fifties or the phlegmatic

fifties?

The college students of the

twenties became famous for their

rejection of the moral and social

values cherished by their Vic-

torian parents. Five terrible

years of war had destroyed nine-

teenth century notions of inevit-

able progress and young people

seemed no longer able to look
forward to the bright future pro-

phesied by Darwin's more naive
imitators.

Scott Fitzgerald, T.S. Eliot and
Ernest Hemingway expressed the
twenties' delimma in a new lit-

erary genre, but the vast major-
ity of young men and women
could do little more than escape
into a tumultuous world of coon
coats, jazz and souped-up au-
tomobiles. They left their staid
parents far behind in a wake of
bathtub gin. Of course the flap
pers and their beaux liked to
think that they were far more
wicked than they really were.
Nevertheless they did regard the
world in a radically different light
from their parents.

We too are members of a post-
war generation, and yet we and
our parents are not separated by
totally divergent outlooks. To
be sure there is the usual talk
about "this younger generation"
but on the whole the

generation draws its

from the old.

We seem to share our parents
materialism and the premium
they place on security and res
pactability. Our world is only ;

degree more baffling than theirs

was: depression and worid war
have been followed by the in

minent possibility of total ann
hilation. Our generation did not
invent existentialism and the oth-
er gloomy philosophies, but pess-
imism is certainly one of our
characteristics.

Faced with almost insoluble

problems, we seem to be doing
what German youth did after

World War 11 : retreating into

our shells and asking nothing

more than a good job, a good

home and to be left alone. The
current back-to-the-twenties ten-

dencies in music, dancing and

clothing probably indicate that

we are trying to escape into an

era which seems at this distance

to have been carefree.

Dangers Of The Big Smear

The generation of the twenties

was, however, something which

we are not. It was hell-bent on

having a good time and was will-

ing to work hard at the arts of

pleasure. But in contrast the college

students of today seem serious,

even solemn. The gay, mad ad-

venturers of the twenties are al-

most extinct and have been suc-

ceeded by a breed of rather dull

young people trying to mature
as quickly as possible.

Even the more vigorous minds
in the universities seem to curdle

once they have left the college

envir6nment. As the traditional

avenues to success are narrowed
and formalized, our generation
becomes ever more willing to

adhere to the socially accepted
patterns of behaviour and even of

thought. "Conformity" is the
cliche of the year, but its implic

afions for society are vital. On
society has grown and thrived on
innovation and revolution; can
it survive with a population be
coming increasingly wary of the

agitator, the inquirer, the indiv

idualist?

younger

inspiration

The tendency for today's col

lege students to value security

ahead of opportunity and the

job with the high salary ahead
of the one with a future has been
widely deplored and, no doubt
greatly overemphasized. Many of

us still want to find our places in

the sun, but on the whole the
ideal of the average student is a
reasonable, uninspired one. We
lend to marry young; we mav
age young. We want a comfort-
able home, a fairly high standard
of living, a loving spouse, a
steady job and a Mercury, or ati

least a Chev. And above all—

!

we don't want to be disturbed.!

We are begiiming to show dis-j

trcssing signs of rejecting the
radical thinker not for what he,

says but for what he is,
|

By Bob Jenness

A few months ago a presum-

ably responsible committee of the

U.S. House of Representatives

under the chairmanship of B. Car-

roll Reece produced a report

claiming that great American

philanthropic foundations, such as

the Ford, Rockefeller and Carneg-

ie Foundations, were agents of a

"diabolical conspiracy to promote

socialism and communism in

America". The same committee

condemned great numbers of

books and authors for spreading

"globalist or internationalist pro-

paganda opposed to the national

interest."

In recent years there has been

developed a jargon for smearing

particular policies or points of

view; "isms" and "istics" are

suffixed to normal words to imply

sinister connotations. The ap-

peal is not to rational thought,

rather it is directed at emotional,

and sometimes hysterical preju-

dices. In Russia a man is coii-

ilemned for holding ideas which

nre bourgeois, capitalist or imper-

ialist, and almost anyone may be

guilty of "selfish deviationism.

warmongering or reactionary ob-

jectivity . .
." depending on ever-

shifting State policy and the abil-

ity of the individual to renounce

his former work or views. Ob-
servations which conflict with

prevailing Marxist principles are

forcibly suppressed.

Yet similar tendencies exist

within our own democracies, epit-

omized in the smear techniques of

the McCarthy's and Blackmore's,

.\ red flag on the city hall brands

Queen's as a bastion for budding

revolutionaries. Government act-

ions such as increases in corpora-

tion taxes are labelled ".
. . social-

ist, collectivist, leftist, follow-

travelling or communist-inspired

Such appeals to prejudice

are especially common in relation

to international affairs. We talk

of ". . . drawing a line between

the freedom-loving world and the

enslaved . . ,", yet where people

subsist, illiterate, ill-fed, diseased

and over-worked, on average

earnings of S60 a year the con-

cept of freedom is limited indeed,

and for the peasant "communist

enslavement" may only mean
semi-feudal subservience to the

State instead of the landlord.

Throughout history ignorance

of real causes has led to over-

simplified concepts of right and

wrong. "Devil" theories, based

largely on fear, are common
among extremists who claim that

world problems are caused by the

evil designs of one person or in-

stitution. Often there may be

"... a giant world conspiracy ,

. .
". Against our stereotype of

Kremlin dictators masterminding

connnunist aggression, Jfarxists

set up Wall Street capitalists ex-

ploiting the working class. AH
facts are interpreted to justify

these prejudices. German rearm-

ament is construed as part of a

]>lan for imperialist aggression.

I

an offer of free American grain

to starving Albanian peasants

somehow represents "capitalistic

t-conouiic exploitation", even crnp

failures in the Ukraine are ex-

plained in these terms. Yet in

our democracies strikes are con-

strued as "communist instigated",

people urging recognition of Red
China are branded as "fellow

travellers", and scientists are

"disloyal" if they fear the use of

hydrogen bombs.

Appeals to prejudice too fre-

quently utilize religious concepts,

directing their words to the "god-

fearing Christian" people as

against the "unprincipled godless

atheists." Often religious dog-

mas themselves prevent proper

rational decisions, Even now
when we are realizing the desper-

ate problem of overpopulation the

Roman Catholic church denies

the most effective method of birth

control to its adherents. Ortho-

dox belief in the Christian Science

faith implies lack of proper med-

ical care. Protestant church min-

isters in the southern United

States quote scripture to justify

racial segregation and white su-

premacy.

Remarkable technological growth

during the pa.st half-century has

resulted in new and expanded

medias of communication ; with

advances in education our know-

ledge of other men and other so-

cieties has greatly increased.

Television allows us to witness a
presidential address, an air battle

over the Formosa Strait or a cor-

onation in London. Presumably

our new knowledge of public af-

fairs permits us to exert pressure

on governments urging the adop-

tion of certain policies. Yet the

net result of such mass education

may well be to increase the area

of appeal for those who play on

prejudice. Where the public be-

lieves this demogoguery the job

for those responsible for wise

government policy is immeasur-

ably burdened.

The internal danger to democ-

racy is not so much that of bur-

eaucratic control b}' government,

nor is it "collectivism" or "creep-

ing socialism". The danger is

that as a result of smear tactics

and appeals to emotions and pre-

judices through mass medias of

communication public opinion

may be so captured as to force on

governments policies harmful to

the general interest. To criticize

a national health plan as "social-

ist" or a reduction in excise pro-

fits tax as "reactionary" is not to

criticize, it is to smear. Democ-
racies iniplj' freedom of thought

and speech
;
they can only exist

where policy is determined by ra-

tional discussion and objective

appraisal of facts.

U. N, Program

Final year and graduate

students are eligible to take

part in the United Nations

interne program this sum-
mer, Further information is

available at the registrar's

office.
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